The present volume is number eleven of the Alphabetical Index of the Births, Marriages, and Deaths recorded in the City of Providence, and is the first of a set of three volumes to contain an index of the births, marriages, and deaths recorded in this city for the years 1891 to 1900, inclusive.

It is an index of the births recorded for the above named years. It is printed from a card index which is made as the births are recorded.

The record of births in Providence is, as in all cities of the United States, far from complete, and it also contains very many errors. The cause of these defects, and the reason why the same name often appears with different spellings, are explained in the preface of volume IX.

The following table shows the number of births recorded each year from 1891 to 1900, inclusive, and also the birth rate, i.e., the number of living born to each 1,000 of the population:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Living Children</th>
<th>Still-Born</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Living Birth Rate (Per 1,000 of population)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>3,821</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>3,994</td>
<td>28.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td>3,831</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>4,022</td>
<td>27.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1893</td>
<td>4,059</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>4,269</td>
<td>28.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td>4,026</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>4,217</td>
<td>28.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1895</td>
<td>3,998</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>4,197</td>
<td>27.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>4,158</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>4,377</td>
<td>27.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td>4,148</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>4,368</td>
<td>26.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>4,207</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>4,415</td>
<td>26.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td>4,297</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>4,508</td>
<td>25.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>4,580</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>4,776</td>
<td>26.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>41,174</td>
<td>2,029</td>
<td>43,203</td>
<td>27.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The records from which the above table was made are contained in the bound volumes of Records of Births, and extend from page 1 of volume XV to page 124, volume XVII.

The following table shows the number of names in the present volume under each letter of the alphabet:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1,282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>3,869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>4,283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>2,966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1,985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>2,470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>2,604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>1,405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>2,161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>5,944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>1,017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>1,912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>2,208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>3,628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>1,338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>2,062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 44,164

The number of names in the above table does not correspond with the number in the preceding table, owing to the fact that additions have been made to the records since the publication of the Registration Reports, from which the data in the first table were taken, and that names are sometimes entered under different spellings, and finally because since 1891 children born to parents temporarily away from the city have not been reckoned under the births in the Registration Reports, although they have been entered upon the records.

CHARLES V. CHAPIN,

City Registrar.

Providence, August 2, 1905.
BIRTHS

RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE,

FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

[The figures at the end of each line, separated by a colon, refer to the volume and page of the city records where the birth is recorded.]

Aaronowitz Pacy of Adolf and Eva March 4 1891.............15: 31
Abba Giuseppe of Salvatore and Maria F Aug 23 1900........17: 75
Abbe Helen E of Charles G and Emily M F Nov 29 1895........16: 153
Abbott Alexander L of George J and Isabel L Feb 24 1897.....16: 288
Abbott Bernice M of William F and Agnes A July 6 1893.....15: 196
Abbott Chester C of Willis C and Gertrude L Nov 14 1894....16: 67
Abbott Clarence L of Walter L and Bertha Aug 3 1899.....16: 557
Abbott Dorothy M of Albert S and Clara F Nov 29 1898.....16: 340
Abbott Elizabeth T of Darlan P and Cornelia S Aug 2 1899...16: 591
Abbott Esther M of Edward and Jane A Aug 16 1897........16: 341
Abbott Eugene J of Stanton G and Rhoda Mar 31 1899........16: 488
Abbott Isabella F of Walter L and Bertha B Aug 5 1900.....17: 70
Abbott Jane A of Edward and Jane A July 8 1900...........17: 61
Abbott Mary E of Edward A and Margaret Jan 21 1892.....15: 91
Abbott Mildred H (c) of William and Susan Oct 19 1896.....16: 258
Abbott Norris G 3d of Norris G Jr and Nellie Jan 29 1898.....16: 386
Abbott Rossmore E of Stanton and Rhoda Feb 21 1896.........16: 195
Abbott William E of George J and Isabelle L Jan 9 1899...16: 486
Abbott —— s of Henry and Caroline Apr 14 1894.............16: 27
Adooob George of Pacharaph and Rosa July 4 1897...........16: 347
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father's Name</th>
<th>Mother's Name</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abell Harry R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 13 1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abelson Annie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct 13 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abelson Robert</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aug 7 1893</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abish Abraham</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>June 24 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abish Paul</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 25 1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abish Samuel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aug 24 1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ables d of Ernest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May 27 1896</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aborn Barton P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 14 1894</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aborn Mildred</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 20 1896</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham Annie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>June 15 1898</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham Frances L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sept 10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham Joseph of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>July 26 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham Michael</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>June 21 1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham Hyman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 1 1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abram Clarence H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct 9 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abram Gertrude E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>July 25 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abram Greta H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dec 11 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abram James L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sept 10 1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abram Raymond C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sept 16 1899</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abromowitz d of Abram</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sept 14 1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abromowitz Henry of Jacob</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dec 8 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abromowitz Sam of Jacob</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sept 2 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abromowitz Zigmund of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 5 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abromowitz s of Jacob</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 5 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrams Amelia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>June 25 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrams Amos</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sept 16 1899</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrams Carrie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>July 23 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrams Gertrude E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>July 25</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrams Grace</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 14</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrams Jacob of Barnet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 5 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrams Mabel L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>July 27</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrams Mildred of Barnet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dec 22 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrams Philip T of Edward</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sept 4 1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrams Rebecca of Bernard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 5 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrams Simon of Barnet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>June 14 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrams Violet J of Edward</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sept 3 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrich Sarah D of Abe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 5 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accioli Giuseppa of Michele</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 9 1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accetturo Advige of Michele</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 19 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accetturo Elena of Michele</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 15 1898</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accetturo Olga M of Michele</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>June 17 1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Acciavolo Maria C of Michele and Anastasia Oct 29 1897. 16 328
Acciavolo Giovanna of Francesca and Antonio June 3 1894. 16 13
Accinolli Nicandro of Michele and Anastasia Jan 28 1891. 16 9
Accorn — s of David A and Jane Apr 14 1900. 17 56
Aceto Antonio of Giuseppe and Domenica July 4 1897. 16 324
Aceto Luigi of Giuseppe and Domenica Aug 15 1899. 16 334
Aceto Nicolina of Giuseppe and Domenica Jan 9 1891. 15 6
Aceto Pasqualina A of Giuseppe and Domenica Jan 31 1893. 15 144
Aceto Virginio of Giuseppe and Domenica Dec 24 1894. 16 59
Achurach Arthur W of William H and Helena Jan 3 1894. 16 21
Acierino Silvestro of Feliciana and Adele July 8 1893. 15 199
Acierino — s of Feliciana and Adela Dec 13 1899. 16 555
Acierino — d of Feliciana and Adele June 6 1895. 16 123
Ackerman Benjamin C of John C and Hatrice J Nov 24 1900. 17 105
Ackerman Chute of Samuel and Rebecca Nov 30 1899. 16 554
Aclle — s of John J and Rose Feb 21 1895. 16 99
Ackman Annie E G of John F and Augusta Mar 7 1894. 16 22
Accorn — d of David A and Mary Jan 1 1893. 16 169
Accorn — d of David A and Mary Jan 3 1891. 16 25
Acres Gladys I of George and Ida O Jan 13 1896. 16 107
Acres Howard E of George and Ida D Oct 5 1891. 15 44 and 65
Acres Raymond A of George and Ida D Oct 5 1891. 15 44 and 65
Adam Alfred D of Joseph and Melina Dec 18 1893. 15 212
Adam James of Pierre and Amanda May 10 1897. 16 299
Adam Jeanette of Pierre and Amanda Oct 12 1895. 16 163
Adam Joseph of Pierre and Amanda Apr 23 1900. 17 56
Adamo Angelo of Giuseppe and Carmela July 23 1896. 16 232
Adamo Angelo A of Giuseppe and Carmela Sept 6 1897. 16 326
Adamo Carmena R of Antonio and Rosa July 4 1900. 17 59
Adamo Pasqualina of Giuseppe and Carmela Nov 21 1899. 16 539
Adams Alice R of Joseph G and Susan E Aug 31 1896. 16 253
Adams Annie M B of Ulcerne and Annie Feb 12 1896. 16 185
Adams Arnold F of Frank N and Mary E July 22 1895. 16 158
Adams Bertha of Michele and Zeile Jan 7 1892. 17 85
Adams Blanche E of Peter and Amanda Apr 23 1900. 17 33
Adams Blanche of Pierre and Amanda Sept 30 1898. 16 147
Adams Edith A of Frederick M and Laura June 3 1896. 16 212
Adams Edna of George and Angelina July 3 1891. 15 32
Adams Edna E of Edwin H and Estella Nov 20 1895. 16 163
Adams Edward B of James G and Ella June 8 1891. 16 14
Adams Edward B of William and Elizabeth March 29 1893. 15 160
Adams Ethel E of Frank W and Flora I March 9 1893. 15 156
Adams Florence E of William E Jr and Alice F Apr 5 1892. 15 70
Adams Franklin T of Franklin J and Clara May 30 1899. 16 185
Adams George B of Joseph G and Susan E Mar 20 1898. 16 397
Adams Harold of Charles F and Lena T Aug 2 1890.........17: 69
Adams Hazel E of William H and Rosetta Jan 14 1898.........16: 443
Adams Inez L (et) of Sarah E Apr 3 1893.................15: 146
Adams Irene (et) of Frederick M and Laura June 3 1896.........16: 212
Adams Irvin of James and Marie L Aug 29 1900...............17: 77
Adams Jennie of Peter and Bridget March 9 1893..........15: 163
Adams Joseph H of Pierre and Amanda Feb 12 1894..........16: 28
Adams Leda of Michel and Zelie Jan 7 1892...........15: 85
Adams Mabel of William and Maggie Sept 18 1897.........16: 369
Adams Mabel E of Alvorah H and Carrie M Mar 15 1900......17: 22
Adams Margaret (et) of George and Angelina July 3 1891...15: 32
Adams Mary L E (et) of George and Angelina Sept 20 1894...16: 47
Adams May E (et) of Sarah E Apr 3 1893...........15: 146
Adams Pierre G of Pierre and Amanda June 22 1892.........15: 87
Adams Roy L of Harry C and Ina S May 21 1893.........15: 157
Adams Sherman L of Clyde H and Winnie M Jan 8 1899........16: 515
Adams Viola M (et) of Frederick M and Laura Aug 2 1898.....16: 451
Adams —— s of Earl A and Susie S June 2 1892........15: 87
Adams —— s of Frank W and Flora L Oct 31 1897........16: 367
Adams —— (et) d of Frederick and Laura June 21 1900........17: 49
Adams —— s of Frederick T and Louise T Nov 5 1894.......16: 73
Adams —— (et) d of George and Angelina Sept 20 1893......15: 171
Adams —— d of Herbert H and Alice R Oct 2 1896........16: 239
Adams —— d of Lizzie Feb 6 1896........15: 146
Adams —— (et) s of Maggie Mar 22 1895...........16: 121
Adams —— (et) s of Maggie Apr 7 1896........16: 186
Adams —— d of W—— H and Louisa Sept 11 1894..........16: 70
Adams William of Peter and Amanda July 1 1892........15: 113
Addio Alessandro of Nunzio and Celestina June 26 1899.....16: 483
Addio Arturo of Eugenio and Maria M Oct 11 1900.........17: 91
Addio Michele of Eugenio and Michelina July 21 1898.......16: 156
Adderly Clementina (et) of Alexander and Luciette D Sept 10
1893 ...........15: 174
Addison —— (et) s of James and Annie Dec 8 1892..........15: 111
Adelman David of Isaac and Rosia June 2 1892........15: 59
Adelman Ernest of Isaac and Rosia Oct 14 1897........16: 238
Adelman Goldie of Isaac and Rosia Apr 27 1899........16: 192
Adelman Israel M of Isaac L and Clara Sept 1 1896......16: 229
Adelman Joseph of Isaac and Rosia May 8 1895........16: 142
Adelman Katie of Isaac and Rosia Oct 8 1893........15: 174
Adelman Mary of Isaac and Clara Oct 28 1893........15: 175
Adelman Moses of William and Bessie Dec 18 1895........16: 141
Adelman Sam of William and Bessie Mar 13 1894..........16: 22
Adevao Antonio of Francesco and Rosia July 1 1894.......16: 74
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Adleman May of William and Bessie Nov 9 1899.................. 16: 550
Adler Frieda G of Max and Lillian D Dec 26 1900................ 17: 144
Adler Sidney of Pincus and Annie July 12 1895................. 16: 138
Adleek Ellen of John F and Margaret July 29 1891............. 15: 39
Adlfield John of John and Margaret Nov 25 1896................. 16: 237
Adlfield John J of James and Catherine J July 28 1899........ 16: 533
Adlfield Joseph F of John and Margaret Jan 28 1894........... 16: 9
Adlfield Mary M of John J and Margaret J Sept 6 1900......... 17: 80
Agagenian Avidis of Sam and Mary Aug 30 1900................. 17: 77
Agagenian Roxie of Garabed and Hurepsima Feb 21 1900........ 17: 15
Agajanian Araxa of Garabed and Hurepsima Sept 4 1898....... 16: 127
Agajanian Garram of Arger and Moritza July 21 1898........... 16: 125
Agajanian Jacob of Agajian and Maritza Sept 11 1899......... 16: 536
Agajanian Marseilles A of Hagob and Hurepsima June 20

1897 .............................................................. 16: 314
Ageda Nicoletta of Giuseppe and Domenica Jan 9 1899.......... 15: 6
Agnew David J of Philip and Elizabeth Jan 16 1893.......... 15: 141
Agnew Felix of Patrick J and Esther J July 9 1892........... 15: 133
Agnew Francis P of Philip and Elizabeth May 17 1894....... 15: 9
Agnew Margaret E of Philip and Elizabeth May 11 1894...... 16: 13
Agnew Mary of Philip and Elizabeth May 29 1896.............. 16: 223
Agostino Domenico of Raffaele and Maddalena Mar 11 1896... 16: 189
Aguiar Antonio J of Antonio and Francisca Sept 15 1893.... 15: 171
Aheran James of Patrick and Jane M Apr 15 1895.............. 16: 101
Aheran John of John and Catherine Feb 11 1897.............. 16: 301
Aheran Mary of Patrick and Jennie M Nov 4 1898.............. 16: 129
Aheran Patrick of Major and Margaret Apr 9 1900........... 17: 29
Aheran — d of Cornelius and Jessie R May 16 1899........... 16: 7
Aheran Angus of Cornelius and Jessie R July 11 1895........ 16: 138
Aheran Annie of Daniel and Catherine Aug 27 1893........... 15: 201
Aheran Catherine of John and Elizabeth Jan 4 1892......... 16: 77
Aheran Catherine A of Daniel and Mary A Oct 9 1896........ 16: 265
Aheran Charles of Patrick and Jane June 12 1894............ 16: 11
Aheran Daniel of Jeremiah and Julia M May 10 1897......... 16: 310
Aheran Daniel of Daniel and Catherine May 12 1891......... 15: 24
Aheran Ellen of Daniel and Catherine Dec 19 1895........... 16: 164
Aheran James of Jeremiah and Julia M Sept 22 1894........... 16: 83
Aheran Joanna M of Jeremiah and Julia M Aug 10 1892........ 15: 127
Aheran John of Patrick and Jane M Nov 29 1892............. 15: 109
Aheran Lizzie of Cornelius and Jessie R May 16 1894........ 16: 15
Aheran Timothy J of William and Jane Jan 21 1900........... 17: 6
Aheran William A of Cornelius and Jessie R Mar 21 1897.... 16: 277
Aheran William L of Daniel and Mary A Apr 23 1898........ 16: 576
Aheran — d of Daniel and Mary A Aug 29 1900............... 17: 77
ABERNO — s of Daniel and Mary A Feb 13 1890. 17: 55
Ahburg — s of Olaf and Amanda E May 9 1898. 16: 109
Ahlgren Carl W of Charles V and Josephine July 13 1896. 16: 244
Ahlstrom Gustaf A M of John and Emma Oct 4 1897. 16: 338
Ahlstrom Harry of Axel M and Charlotte J Aug 26 1895. 16: 159
Ahmey — d of Albert and Josephine Oct 11 1893. 15: 187
Aielo Raphael A of Antonio and Teresa Oct 8 1890. 17: 91
Aielo Raphael of Antonio and Teresa Feb 5 1899. 16: 508
Aikin Frank C of Orvin M S and Ada I July 25 1898. 16: 141
Ainscough Catherine of Thomas and Mary June 6 1894. 16: 7
Ainslie Euphemia M of William and Mary Dec 14 1895. 16: 176
Ainslie Wallace of William and Mary Dec 14 1894. 15: 58
Ainslie William of William and Mary July 5 1899. 16: 578
Ainsworth Agnes of Edward and Elizabeth Aug 21 1896. 16: 233
Ainsworth Celia of Edward and Elizabeth May 11 1899. 16: 182
Ainsworth James of Edward and Elizabeth Feb 20 1894. 16: 10
Ainsworth Joseph of Edward and Elizabeth Sept 1 1891. 15: 40
Airoso Antonio of Jose M and Roza Oct 6 1894. 16: 49
Airoso Manuel J of Jose M and Roza E May 20 1899. 16: 174
Airoso Maria of Jose and Roza Oct 28 1895. 16: 136
Aitchison Marguerite of James J and Mary E Sept 8 1899. 16: 581
Aitchison Walter F of James J and Mary E July 5 1894. 16: 86
Aitchison William of William and Belle Mar 15 1897. 16: 292
Aitken Theodore F of Walter T and Kate S Nov 6 1891. 16: 67
Aitken Walter C of Walter T and Kate C Apr 27 1892. 15: 79
Akerblom Lawrence L of Albert and Hilda M Aug 6 1899. 16: 557
Akers Eola M of Winfred C and Annie M Apr 1 1896. 16: 200
Akeson Harold of Andrew and Ida A Apr 30 1895. 16: 129
Akstrom — d of Zunis and Hilda June 1 1893. 15: 155
Amanda Philomena of M Sousa and Maria July 29 1894. 16: 46
Amarie Albina of Charles and Rosamie Mar 22 1900. 16: 53
Amarie Edward A of Napoleon and Edouardina Oct 10 1898. 16: 170
Amarie Georgiana of Napoleon and Georgiana July 23 1900. 17: 65
Amarie Joseph of Leon and Edouardina June 3 1895. 16: 136
Amarie Joseph A of Leon and Edouardina Aug 17 1894. 16: 81
Amarie Joseph E of Leon and Edouardina Aug 11 1895. 16: 554
Amarie Joseph G of Leon and Edouardina July 15 1896. 16: 261
Amarie Marie M of Delphius and Amanda June 6 1894. 16: 42
Amarie Marie M of Leon and Edouardina Sept 13 1899. 16: 582
Amarie Pierre of Napoleon and Georgiana Jan 30 1897. 16: 206
Amarie Rosanna of Arthur and Rosalie July 4 1899. 16: 578
Albanese Adelaide of Pasquale and Carmine Nov 12 1893. 15: 180
Albanese Anna of Pasquale and Carmela Mar 21 1892. 15: 73
Albanese Antonietta of Francesco and Sabattina June 28 1896. 16: 193
FROM 1894 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Albanese Antonio of Crescenzo and Maria M Aug 27 1894 17 76
Albanese Antonio of Francesco and Sabatina Aug 16 1896 16 233
Albanese Antonio of Crescenzo and Maria May 28 1894 16 43
Albanese Antonio E of Giovanni and Gaetana Feb 6 1897 16 280
Albanese Carmina of Francesco and Sabatina Oct 26 1897 16 328
Albanese Carolina of Pasquale and Carmela May 11 1896 16 189

1894

Albanese Domenico Antonio of Giacomo and Vittoria July 7

1894

Albanese Elvira of Francesco and Sabatina June 22 1891 15 10
Albanese Filomena of Francesco and Sabatina Dec 22 1892 15 199
Albanese Filomena M of Giovanni and Gaetana May 1 1891 15 8
Albanese Gabrielle of Crescenzo and Maria Oct 10 1891 15 11
Albanese Giacomo of Giovanni and Gaetana Sept 19 1890 16 136
Albanese Giovanni of Pasquale and Gaetana Mar 10 1890 15 20
Albanese Giuseppe of Pasquale and Carmela Mar 29 1898 15 380
Albanese Maria of Crescenzo and Maria M Nov 5 1897 16 228
Albanese Maria of Crescenzo and Michelina Jan 18 1896 16 188
Albanese Maria C of Paolo and Maria Jan 29 1899 16 178
Albanese Maria C of Francesco and Sabatina Sept 28 1892 16 536
Albanese Maria G of Giovanni and Gaetana June 24 1891 15 14
Albanese Michele F of Antonio and Cecilia Aug 29 1892 15 106
Albanese Pasquale of Giovanni and Gaetana Mar 29 1891 15 8
Albanesi Michelina of Francesco and Sabatina Aug 22 1891 16 55
Albee Asahel C of Charles C and Mary A Aug 17 1895 16 151
Albenese Erminia of Pasquale and Carmela Jan 22 1891 15 7
Albets Augusta of Louis and Rosa July 21 1900 16 65
Albige Charles J of Frederick and Augusta Oct 8 1894 16 73
Albisik Mary of Joseph and Annie July 6 1895 16 111
Albrecht Eleanor A of Charles E and Caroline Mar 26 1899 16 187
Albro Gerald W of Silas W and Anna L July 29 1896 16 241
Albro —— d of George E and Jessie V Dec 29 1892 15 114
Alben Eugene S of John A and Eveline E Jan 22 1892 15 71
Aldizzoniacite Giovanni of Francesco and Rosa Aug 25 1894 16 76
Aldrich Albert C of John G and Margaret P Sept 14 1899 16 328
Aldrich Ambrose E of Ambrose B and Catherine Nov 16 1891 15 37
Aldrich Arthur L of Stephen A and Letta E March 25 1894 16 39
Aldrich Courtland of Frank E and Alice M May 21 1900 17 58
Aldrich Doris D of Wilfred W and Eltie D June 3 1891 16 39
Aldrich Elizabeth F of Benjamin D and Harriet H July 26 1896 15 171
Aldrich Frederick W of Walter and Mary E Sept 19 1892 15 124
Aldrich Irene F of Frank and Ella C March 25 1896 16 197
Aldrich Jessie C of Ethan A and Lola C Jan 3 1896 16 268
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Aldrich John G of John G and Margaret P Oct 13 1895
Aldrich Madeline H of Howard A and Lena B Dec 25 1900
Aldrich Mary of William A and Jessie E June 30 1900
Aldrich Mary J of Edward S and Mary A April 13 1895
Aldrich Mildred L of William A S and Waity Sept 5 1894
Aldrich Philip H of William H and Lucy M Feb 10 1898
Aldrich Ruth M of Ella May 21 1900
Aldrich Sarah H of Willis A and Sarah L Sept 8 1894
Aldrich Stewart F of Frank E and Alice Nov 24 1893
Aldrich Susan K of Edward B and Mary L D July 11 1899
Aldrich — d of Ambrose B and Catherine Nov 4 1892
Aldrich — s of Ethan A and LuLu C July 23 1890
Aldrich — s of George W and Nilettta M Dec 5 1891
Alexio — d of Agostino and Domenica Dec 17 1900
Alexander James E of Anton I and Elizabeth A Sept 5 1897
Alexander Alice E of Angelo H and Lottie P Feb 28 1895
Alexander Amy E of William J and Caroline R Mar 21 1892
Alexander Clarence F of Clarence W and Grace M Nov 17 1894
Alexander Elizabeth L of Thomas H C and Melvina E March 15 1893
Alexander Eva M of Clarence W and Grace M July 26 1897
Alexander Francis of Francis and Margaret Sept 2 1891
Alexander Grace A of George W and Grace D Apr 14 1896
Alexander James C of Henry and Melvina E Feb 15 1892
Alexander John A of William J and Carrie B Nov 19 1895
Alexander John F of Francis O and Margaret A Sept 2 1894
Alexander Kendall of Adin and Abbie E Jan 28 1895
Alexander Margaret J of Francis O and Margaret Nov 12 1895
Alexander Moses P (c) of Manoel and Maria Oct 19 1899
Alexander Nelson of Francis O and Margaret A Oct 12 1897
Alexander Rosetta of Clarence W and Grace M Jan 27 1892
Alexander — d of Nelson and Esther M Feb 4 1898
Alexandro — s of Antonio I and Elizabeth E Mar 19 1896
Alford Charles H of Roland and Elizabeth Nov 23 1895
Alford Frank of Roland and Elizabeth Jan 2 1891
Alford George W of George and Susan Sept 11 1898
Alfred Hazel J of Julius B and Nellie M Nov 11 1892
Alfred — s of Julius B and Nellie M March 5 1899
Alfred — d of Julius B and Nellie M Dec 27 1897
Alfreds Elsie M of Carl P and Adelina March 3 1893
Algeo Ellen A of William H and Sarah J July 30 1892
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Date of Death</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algeo</td>
<td>s of William H and Sarah J</td>
<td>June 16 1899</td>
<td>16: 595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alger</td>
<td>Herbert L of Cornelia</td>
<td>June 26 1898</td>
<td>16: 384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alger</td>
<td>Margaret of J Frank and Margaret</td>
<td>July 3 1899</td>
<td>16: 561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allee</td>
<td>Herman of Nathan and Rebecca</td>
<td>Nov 25 1892</td>
<td>15: 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alker</td>
<td>Elizabeth of Arthur and Sarah</td>
<td>Feb 21 1891</td>
<td>16: 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alker</td>
<td>James E of James and Mary</td>
<td>Sept 28 1891</td>
<td>15: 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alker</td>
<td>Sarah A of James and Mary</td>
<td>Oct 9 1893</td>
<td>15: 174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alker</td>
<td>William A of James and Mary</td>
<td>Nov 24 1893</td>
<td>16: 140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alker</td>
<td>James and Annie Oct</td>
<td>26 1900</td>
<td>17: 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alksers</td>
<td>Harold of Arthur and Sarah</td>
<td>Mar 2 1898</td>
<td>16: 383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allaire</td>
<td>Joseph D of Delphias and Amanda</td>
<td>Nov 21 1891</td>
<td>15: 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allaire</td>
<td>Louise F of Louis F and Margaret</td>
<td>June 21 1896</td>
<td>16: 292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allaire</td>
<td>Mary of Louis F and Margaret</td>
<td>Sept 30 1897</td>
<td>16: 328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allan</td>
<td>Everett W of William M and Agnes</td>
<td>July 21 1892</td>
<td>15: 126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allan</td>
<td>Hannah M of Horace and Margaret</td>
<td>Jan 4 1892</td>
<td>15: 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allan</td>
<td>John P of William and Lizzie</td>
<td>Jan 15 1899</td>
<td>16: 502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allan</td>
<td>Kenneth T of Thomas D and Catherine</td>
<td>June 9 1891</td>
<td>15: 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allanson</td>
<td>d of Frederick and Eva</td>
<td>Sept 11 1898</td>
<td>16: 146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allard</td>
<td>Carl E of Frank E and Annie</td>
<td>Oct 19 1897</td>
<td>16: 328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allard</td>
<td>Edwin R of Frank E and Anna</td>
<td>March 18 1900</td>
<td>17: 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allard</td>
<td>Hildur of Frank E and Anna</td>
<td>June 2 1896</td>
<td>16: 218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allard</td>
<td>Joseph P of Leandre and Malvina</td>
<td>Nov 18 1899</td>
<td>16: 586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allard</td>
<td>Laura M of Leandre and Malvina</td>
<td>Dec 15 1900</td>
<td>17: 111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allard</td>
<td>Marie E of Leandre and Malvina</td>
<td>Mar 26 1898</td>
<td>16: 407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allard</td>
<td>Omerie of Leandre and Marie</td>
<td>Nov 11 1895</td>
<td>16: 171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcock</td>
<td>Alice M of William and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Aug 4 1891</td>
<td>15: 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcock</td>
<td>Charles F of William and Elizabeth</td>
<td>July 16 1893</td>
<td>15: 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcock</td>
<td>Grace of Alfred H and Eliza</td>
<td>Jan 22 1893</td>
<td>15: 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allebaugh</td>
<td>Marion E of Winfield S and Rebecca</td>
<td>R Oct 19 1895</td>
<td>16: 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen</td>
<td>Agnes M of Henry C and Exerlie</td>
<td>June 16 1898</td>
<td>16: 388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen</td>
<td>Alice of George W and Sarah J</td>
<td>Nov 3 1894</td>
<td>16: 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen</td>
<td>Alice M of Albert C and Ida A</td>
<td>April 7 1896</td>
<td>16: 207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen</td>
<td>Almy L of John A and Mary</td>
<td>Mar 29 1899</td>
<td>16: 504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen</td>
<td>Alvin J of Robert L and Mary</td>
<td>E June 6 1899</td>
<td>16: 477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen</td>
<td>Annie of Ernest and Margaret</td>
<td>Dec 27 1898</td>
<td>16: 436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen</td>
<td>Annie E of John and Annie</td>
<td>Jan 9 1900</td>
<td>17: 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen</td>
<td>Annie L of William R and Catherine</td>
<td>Sept 6 1892</td>
<td>15: 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen</td>
<td>Annie M of William and Lizzie</td>
<td>Dec 19 1893</td>
<td>16: 161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen</td>
<td>Antoine of Ira C and Victoire</td>
<td>June 25 1897</td>
<td>16: 313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen</td>
<td>Avis of Alberto P and Margaret</td>
<td>Dec 8 1900</td>
<td>17: 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen</td>
<td>Benjamin (c) of James W F and Martha</td>
<td>A Sept 23</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen</td>
<td>Bertha of James W and Sibella</td>
<td>Feb 21 1892</td>
<td>15: 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen</td>
<td>Bertha F R of Harry C and Victoria</td>
<td>Sept 16 1894</td>
<td>16: 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen</td>
<td>Bertha H of Edwin D and Harriet F</td>
<td>Feb 20 1893</td>
<td>15: 150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Allen Bertram F of James L and Mary H Dec 25 1893...........15:192
Allen Bessie of George W and Sarah A Sept 7 1898............16:438
Allen Carry E L (c) of Wiley and Annie F Aug 29 1892.........15:132
Allen Catherine I of Thomas E and Eliza June 19 1899.........16:474
Allen Charles B of Charles N and Mary J Nov 23 1899.........16:559
Allen Charles J B of Caleb and Ellen J Feb 25 1894............16: 6
Allen Christopher J of William R and Catherine Aug 6 1899....16:579
Allen Clarence G of George H and Emma C Oct 5 1895...........16:167
Allen Constance of John F and Ella L Mar 20 1897.............16:279
Allen Dorothy B of Francis O and Mary A Sept 7 1893.........15:197
Allen Edward H of John F and Ella L April 14 1895............16:115
Allen Edward J of Dolor O and Annie Sept 27 1899.............16:547
Allen Elizabeth of George H and Sallie Aug 21 1900............17: 74
Allen Elizabeth M of George H and Jennie Oct 22 1900.........17: 95
Allen Elsie M of James L and Mary H Nov 1 1891..............15: 49
Allen Ernest E of Ernest and Margaret Oct 28 1896............16:243
Allen Everett W of William W and Melinda J Aug 14 1896......16:271
Allen Florence L of Frederick L and Martha K Aug 24 1898....16:422
Allen Francis O of Francis O and Mary A Sept 18 1900........17: 84
Allen Frank of Frank and Annie Jan 4 1891..................15: 21
Allen Frederic W of Francis O and Mary A B Mar 20 1898...16:375
Allen Frederic C of Albert C and Ida A Dec 2 1897.............16:346
Allen Frederic R of Frederick W and Anna F May 25 1895.....16:106
Allen George McK of Caleb and Ellen J Jan 5 1897.............16:276
Allen George W of Frederick W and Anna F R July 25 1898....16:421
Allen Grace E of Elijah and Emma A Sept 10 1897..............16:342
Allen Guy G of Frederick L and Martha K Aug 15 1894.........16: 59
Allen Harold B of Frederick B and Carrie T Mar 23 1899......16:476
Allen Harry C of Harry B and Mary Aug 22 1894.................15: 39
Allen Hattie B of Edwin D and Harriet T Feb 6 1895..........16:110
Allen Helen of Mowry and Rose E Apr 22 1900..................17: 33
Allen Helen M A of William H and Sarah K July 10 1897.......16:336
Allen Henry A (c) of Arthur and Hannah Dec 25 1893..........15:183
Allen Hope of John F and Ella S Nov 14 1900..................17:102
Allen Horace of Horace and Margaret E May 14 1894...........16: 43
Allen Ira W of Ira C and Victoria Nov 1 1895................16:163
Allen Jessie M of Malvern H and Christy B July 28 1892......15:114
Allen John A of John A and Mary A May 14 1900................17: 39
Allen John F of Ernest and Margaret Apr 12 1900.............17: 30
Allen Joseph of John R and Annie E Jan 21 1898...............16:393
Allen Joseph of Joseph and Mary May 3 1896..................16:186
Allen Joseph of Joseph E and S Ella May 25 1897.............16:297
Allen Kenneth P of Willard J and J Florence Aug 27 1893....15:189
Allen Leonora E of Ezra S and Mary F Dec 31 1891............15: 50
Allen Lester E of Ethan and Mary A Mar 27 1898...............16:376
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Allen Louise of John F and Ella L May 1 1899 ........................................... 16:477
Allen Mabel of Thomas E and Eliza M Mar 4 1897 ........................................... 16:274
Allen Margaret of Joseph and Mary Apr 10 1894 ........................................... 16:6
Allen Marion E of Charles N and Mary J Sept 25 1896 ................................... 16:250
Allen Marjorie F of Fred C and Grace E Dec 11 1900 ................................... 17:109
Allen Mary of Caleb and Ellen J Jan 1 1892 ................................................ 15:68
Allen Mary A of William D and Margaret Nov 27 1891 ................................... 15:43
Allen Mary E of William R and Catherine Apr 12 1894 ................................... 16:39
Allen Mary J of Peter J and Julia A Mar 30 1895 ........................................... 16:108
Allen Mary M E of Henry C and Exime Aug 4 1893 ........................................... 15:186
Allen Mildred of Albert P and Margaret J Sept 29 1899 ................................... 16:583
Allen Peter R of Peter J and Julia A Oct 15 1896 ........................................... 16:243
Allen Peter V of William R and Catherine Feb 9 1897 .................................... 16:306
Allen Rachel R of Frank B and Sarah E Sept 6 1892 ...................................... 15:120
Allen Raymond E of Ethan and Mary A Aug 19 1891 ....................................... 15:39
Allen Richard H of Peter J and Julia A June 17 1893 ..................................... 15:166
Allen Robert O of Henry A and Mary E Feb 24 1898 ....................................... 16:386
Allen Rose D of Henri C and Exerile July 3 1899 .......................................... 16:545
Allen Sybilias T of James W and Sybilias June 3 1894 ................................... 16:30
Allen Thomas J of Ernest C and Margaret June 20 1893 .................................. 15:149
Allen Vera B of Wentworth and Anna B Oct 26 1900 ...................................... 17:96
Allen Viola A of John B and Mary Sept 4 1898 .............................................. 16:133
Allen Walter of Harry W and Delia Mar 26 1900 .......................................... 17:25
Allen Willard R of William R and Alice M Dec 24 1895 .................................. 16:153
Allen William J of Walter D and Emma M Apr 6 1897 .................................... 16:309
Allen William P of Frank B and Sarah E Sept 2 1895 ..................................... 16:166
Allen --- s of Charles and Hannah D Nov 21 1898 ........................................... 16:449
Allen --- d of Charles H and Lucy Nov 15 1899 ............................................. 16:542
Allen --- s of Dolor O and Annie Aug 31 1898 .............................................. 16:469
Allen --- s of Edwin D and Harriet F June 16 1891 ........................................ 15:16
Allen --- s of Frank N and Leah July 25 1892 .............................................. 15:114
Allen --- d of George H and Catherine A Dec 25 1891 .................................... 15:47
Allen --- d of George H and Emma C Mar 22 1891 .......................................... 15:23
Allen --- s of George H and Sallie Nov 2 1897 ............................................. 16:367
Allen --- d of Helen L Dec 20 1892 .................................................................. 15:110
Allen --- s of Henry L and Elizabeth S June 24 1891 ...................................... 15:19
Allen --- d of Hilda July 10 1897 .................................................................... 16:331
Allen --- (e) s of James W F and Martha E Dec 16 1899 .................................. 16:560
Allen --- (e) s of James W F and Martha E June 21 1896 .................................. 16:265
Allen --- d of Louisa Aug 22 1896 .................................................................. 16:239
Allen --- d of Thomas E and Eliza Mar 6 1896 ................................................. 16:182
Allen --- s of Thomas E and Eliza Mar 6 1896 ................................................. 16:182
Allen --- s of Thomas H and Isabelle Jan 19 1899 .......................................... 16:594
Allendorf Irving L of Frank W and Florence H Dec 23 1899 ............................ 16:588
Allendorf Olive W of Frank W and Florence H Feb 9 1897 .............................. 16:277
Allendorf Walter W of Frank W and Florence H Oct 21 1891, 16: 57
Aller John A F of John and Margaret Oct 18 1893 .......... 15: 187
Alley Mary of Mary Apr 3 1897 .............................. A: 1 32
Allin Margaret A of Ernest C A and Margaret A Jan 8 1895, 16: 106
Allin Mary F of Ernest and Margaret Jan 12 1892 .......... 15: 78
Allin —— s of Nicholas and Minnie Mar 22 1893 .......... 15: 164
Allsor Charles of Arthur and Sarah J Apr 27 1891 .......... 15: 5
Allstrom William H of John R and Emma J Dec 10 1893 .... 15: 185
Almada Francesco of Anton and Maria Dec 14 1894 .......... 16: 49
Almada Joseph of Antoine and Maria Dec 14 1898 .......... 16: 420
Almada Manoel of Anton and Maria Dec 14 1894 .......... 16: 49
Almeida Carlos of Joao M and Anna K Apr 25 1892 .......... 15: 67
Almeida Manoel of Joao and Senhorinha Dec 22 1892 .... 15: 102
Almeida Mary J (et) of Julius and Matilda July 22 1900 .... 17: 65
Almgrun Gertrude of Richard and Gertrude Jan 17 1895 .... 16: 110
Almoudi Eva of Domenico and Rosa Nov 24 1896 .......... 16: 259
Almonte Antonia of Domenico and Rosa Nov 9 1899 .......... 16: 575
Almonte Bilva of Domenico and Rosa Apr 27 1898 .......... 16: 403
Alququist Carl O of Carl A and Beta Oct 3 1893 .......... 15: 179
Alququist Fred A of Charles A and Beda J Sept 7 1894 .... 15: 61
Almy Albert S of Frank D and Julia M Jan 24 1893 .......... 15: 150
Almy Earl V of William F and Xellie M July 21 1900 .... 17: 64
Almy Edna I of George M and Emogene Sept 26 1892 .... 15: 107
Almy Francis of John and Annie Aug 29 1893 .......... 15: 207
Almy Madeleine of Arthur C and Frances D July 21 1896 .... 16: 224
Almy Madeline L of Charles E and Rosa E June 25 1899 .... 16: 489
Almy —— s of Charles A Jr and Leah H Nov 29 1899 .... 16: 597
Almy —— d of Herbert and Lydia F Aug 26 1895 .... 16: 135
Alsterland Edith of August and Anna Jan 20 1894 .... 16: 36
Alstrom Annie V of John R and Emma J Sept 28 1895 .... 16: 167
Alstrom Frederick of John R and Emma J Jan 15 1899 .... 16: 485
Alstrom —— d of Axel and Charlotte Sept 7 1897 .... 16: 312
Alterio Fiorenzo A of Alessandro and Maria May 15 1893 .... 15: 168
Althaus Adelbert A of Augustus M and Bertha Sept 16 1894 .... 16: 47
Althen Alvig of John and Ida Dec 16 1893 .......... 15: 204
Althen Herbert E of John and Ida July 21 1898 .... 17: 441
Altieri Cosimo of Daniele and Nicoletta Dec 5 1895 .... 16: 147
Altieri Cosmo X of Daniele and Nicoletta Feb 5 1896 .... 16: 188
Altieri Edoardo S A of Raffaele and Amalia Sept 24 1900 ... 17: 85
Altieri Isabella of Daniele and Nicoletta May 1 1892 .... 15: 98
Altieri Letizia of Antonio and Nicoletta Dec 5 1893 .... 15: 181
Altieri —— d of Domenico and Nicoletta Jan 24 1899 .... 16: 594
Altobelli Francesco of Ferdinando and Florinda Oct 4 1899 .... 16: 573
Altobelli Maria C of Ferdinand and Fiorinda July 16 1897... 16:347
Altobelli Vincenzo of Ferdinando and Fiorinda Nov 28 1895... 16:348
Altobello Ermnia of Ferdinando and Fiorinda Sept 3 1891... 15: 35
Altobello Giuseppina of Ferdinando and Fiorinda Feb 11 1893... 15:159
Altshiler Sallie of Maurice and Rosa Apr 13 1900... 17: 53
Altveraz Maria S of Francisco S and Maria Jan 11 1896... 16:184
Alvernez Anna of Jose S and Virginia Aug 20 1897... 16:348
Alves Antone (c) of Antone and Charlotte Aug 15 1900... 17: 73
Alves Joao C of Manoel C and Clementina June 15 1896... 16:184
Alves Winslow (c) of Joao and Roza Sept 13 1896... 16:269
Alves — (c) s of Antone and Cotilla M Dec 9 1898... 16:429
Alvez Joseph of Joseph and Olinda July 13 1900... 17: 62
Analdus Erik P of Valentine and Amanda June 30 1893... 15:169
Amadson Robert of Charles F and Annie M Sept 5 1894... 16: 82
Amaral Amelia of Jose J and Rose Dec 21 1898... 16:420
Amaral Antonio of Jose S and Maria June 23 1899... 16:474
Amaral Antonio J of Jose J and Roza J March 27 1893... 15:137
Amaral Joao J of Joao J and Roza A June 7 1895... 16: 94
Amaral Joao S of Maria Dec 11 1893... 15:173
Amaral Jose A of Jose J and Maria A Aug 9 1892... 15: 99
Amaral Jose A of Jose A and Maria J Oct 22 1892... 15:101
Amaral Manoel (c) of Manoel and Lea Nov 17 1898... 16:420
Amaral Maria of Joao and Maria Sept 10 1892... 15:100
Amaral Maria of Manoel and Evangelina Aug 30 1892... 15: 99
Amaral Maria A of Jose A and Maria J Feb 9 1894... 16: 4
Amaral Maria R of Francisco, and Roza Apr 19 1891... 16: 3
Amaral Marianna J of Jose J and Maria Mar 22 1895... 16: 92
Amato Emilio of Giovanni and Angiolina July 15 1896... 16:256
Amato Emma of Giovanni and Angela Dec 19 1897... 16:352
Amato Giuseppe of Giovanni and Angiolina July 15 1896... 16:256
Amato Rosalia of Sante and Maria Jan 11 1899... 16:502
Amato Rosaria of Sante and Maria May 10 1897... 16:363
Amback Dora F of Herman and Annie H Oct 8 1894... 16: 83
Ambrose Mabel of John and Carrie May 15 1895... 16:112
Ambrosio Francesco of Antonio and Gaetana Mar 29 1892... 15: 89
Amen Chester C of Fred F and Erta Nov 26 1899... 16:524
Amen Frank R of Frank R and Annie J Mar 6 1894... 16: 29
Amen Harold D of Fred F and Henrietta Feb 5 1895... 16: 91
Amen Helen of Frank R and Annie J Oct 16 1895... 16:163
Amen Mary F of George H and Martha H Sept 11 1892... 15:103
Amidon Emily F of George S and Josephine I Nov 12 1897... 16:346
Amiot Ernest F of Didace and Annie Apr 18 1900... 17: 53
Amiss Willard T of George and Angeline Nov 19 1898... 16:448
Ammon Charles of Charles and Johanna Oct 20 1891... 16: 65
Amorosa Maria of Giuseppe and Carmela Feb 2 1896... 16:209
Amoroso Alfredo of Giuseppe and Carmela Sept 7 1897........16:349
Amoroso Antonietta of Giuseppe and Carmela Sept 28 1894........16:77
Amos Arthur R of Henry C and Caroline July 29 1893........15:186
Amos Ellen V of Stephen and Dora T Aug 17 1898..........16:426
Amos Raymond of John H and Nellie B Nov 11 1895........16:146
Amosbro Mary E of James and Catherine Nov 2 1893........15:210
Amylan Richmond A of Alfred and Maria L Dec 2 1893........15:172
Amylon Eric G of Alfred and Maria Dec 6 1895...........16:137
Amylon Vera E R of Alfred R and Mary July 25 1898.........16:147
Anarino Angela of Leonardo and Concetta Feb 4 1893........15:158
Anayssi —— s of Nicholas and Assama Feb 7 1892........15:88
Ancetturo —— s of Michele and Giuseppa Feb 5 1895........16:117
Aniello Civita of Cosimo and Teresa Mar 26 1900........17:25
Anden Clinton S of Clinton S and Nellie E Mar 19 1900.....17:23
Andem Kenneth S of Clinton S and Nellie E Mar 29 1900.....17:23
Andem Marion W of Clinton S and Nellie E Feb 19 1892.....15:69
Anderkian Florence H of Lazarus and Ellen Oct 2 1890.....16:268
Anderson Agnes J I of John B and Lena Sept 29 1898......16:459
Anderson Albert of Albert and Jennie Mar 29 1900........17:26
Anderson Albert (c) of Mary Feb 19 1899...........16:484
Anderson Albert of Ernest and Anna C Feb 17 1898........16:389
Anderson Albert E of Albert O and Delia Aug 20 1896.....16:245
Anderson Albert L of Charles G and Maria L Apr 12 1891..15:23
Anderson Alfred A of Frank E and Freda S Jan 10 1894....16:21
Anderson Alfred W of Samuel and Amanda Apr 8 1892.....15:98
Anderson Alice A of Thomas R and Theresa Aug 11 1895...16:159
Anderson Alma J of Carl T and Josephine May 15 1892....15:74
Anderson Amelia P of August and Christina Jan 22 1891..15:25
Anderson Amelia P of John A and Christina Aug 12 1896...16:262
Anderson Andrew G of Emil and Annie Apr 14 1895.......16:101
Anderson Anna E of Charles and Josephine July 16 1898....16:417
Anderson Anna T of John A and Louise Jan 30 1898........16:386
Anderson Annie C of Frank G and Alfreda J Oct 1 1893....16:155
Anderson Annie M of August and Anna May 9 1897.........16:289
Anderson Annie M of Peter and Charlotte June 23 1894....16:24
Anderson Ansel of William and Annie Apr 21 1894.........16:27
Anderson Arthur of Charles and Selma Nov 26 1894........16:68
Anderson Arthur C of Bertha Feb 21 1892.................15:81
Anderson Astrid V of Axel and Judith S Aug 27 1899.......16:551
Anderson Axel E of Axel and Annie E Dec 7 1896........16:252
Anderson Axel E of Axel and Annie Nov 2 1892............15:118
Anderson Beatrice M of Thomas R and Louise Feb 12 1892..15:86
Anderson Beta C of Nils and Augusta Oct 23 1893..........15:209
Anderson Carl E of Carl T and Josephine May 10 1896.......16:201
Anderson Carl I of Gustaf I and Almanda C Oct 20 1899....16:566
Anderson Carl J of Frank and Huldah C Dec 7 1900........17:109
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Anderson Carl O of Carl T and Josephina May 27 1900........17: 42
Anderson Charles of Charles and Esther Dec 5 1892..........15: 125
Anderson Charles G of Francis G and Freda Dec 8 1898......16: 464
Anderson Charles H of Gustav and Ida Nov 7 1893..........15: 210
Anderson Charles V of Emma Apr 10 1892....................15: 76
Anderson Clara C of Frank and Hilda C Feb 26 1893........15: 156
Anderson Cyril H of Simson and Charlotte Sept 30 1899....16: 583
Anderson David of William A and Lucy Oct 29 1895.........16: 146
Anderson Edith of Ernest A and Annie C Feb 4 1893.........15: 150
Anderson Edith J of Eric A and Emma Mar 22 1899..........16: 480
Anderson Edward of Edward and Augusta Jan 6 1899........16: 484
Anderson Edwin A of John S and Matilda C July 26 1895....16: 154
Anderson Eli H of John A and Bertha L Aug 26 1898........16: 422
Anderson Elizabeth of Patrick and Bridget Aug 5 1898.....16: 457
Anderson Elizabeth J of James W and Nellie June 23 1894..16: 42
Anderson Ellen M J of Charles T and Josephine Mar 17 1891.16: 22
Anderson Elsa of Emil and Maria Jan 24 1897..............16: 301
Anderson Elsie A of Gustav P W and Matilda Aug 6 1891....15: 39
Anderson Elsie V of Charles V and Mollie C Sept 1 1898....16: 438
Anderson Elvira of Lars and Annie July 25 1900..........17: 117
Anderson Ernest A of Oscar and Matilda Sept 24 1900......17: 86
Anderson Ernest E of Neil F and Augusta T Oct 18 1891....15: 52
Anderson Esther of John J and Laura W July 19 1895.......16: 170
Anderson Esther C of Gustaf P W and Matilda S Mar 16 1898.16: 107
Anderson Esther E of Frank G and Alfreda Jan 10 1897.....16: 287
Anderson Ethel M of Peter and Matilda H Sept 10 1898.....16: 427
Anderson Eva J of Nelson and Annie June 14 1899.........16: 501
Anderson Ewald of John and Lena Oct 22 1896.............16: 270
Anderson Ewald V H of Albert V E and Annette Jan 26 1896..16: 196
Anderson Florence of Gustav A and Lina Feb 6 1896........16: 214
Anderson Florence E O of Andrew G and Jennie A Aug 9 1900..17: 71
Anderson Florence J of Joseph and Josephine July 24 1896..16: 256
Anderson Florence R of Carl A and Selma June 12 1893.....15: 152
Anderson Florence T of Thomas R and Theresa Oct 13 1896..16: 251
Anderson Frank of Charles and Lottie July 31 1894........16: 81
Anderson Frank A of Carl L and Ada July 17 1900........17: 63
Anderson Frank A of Mary Aug 28 1894......................16: 87
Anderson Frank A of Frank H and Hilda C Dec 9 1891......15: 55
Anderson Frank W of John and Sophie Dec 15 1893.........15: 192
Anderson Frederick A of Albert O and Delia Mar 15 1899...16: 491
Anderson Frida E K E of Elof and Karolina Oct 5 1892....15: 115
Anderson Frithiof E O A of Elof and Karolina Oct 5 1892..15: 115
Anderson George of Andrew and Gustafva Apr 27 1895......16: 96
Anderson George R of John and Lena Sept 5 1894..........16: 55
Anderson Gladys L of Gustaf P W and Matilda June 23 1900..17: 50
Anderson Gunhild E A of Albert V E and Annette Oct 5 1897. 16: 342
Anderson Harold of Charles A and Axelina Sept 15 1895. ........... 16: 144
Anderson Harold A of Frank and Huldah C Oct 5 1896. ............ 16: 246
Anderson Hattie S of Frank and Amanda Sept 10 1893. ............ 15: 194
Anderson Helena of Gustav and Emma C Sept 20 1900. ............ 17: 84
Anderson Helma V of Charles and Matilda M Feb 22 1892. ........... 15: 81
Anderson Henry E of Emil and Mary Oct 20 1900. .................. 17: 94
Anderson Henry E of William and Annie M Sept 3 1891. ............ 15: 48
Anderson Hilda M of Carl L and Ada May 5 1899. .................. 16: 511
Anderson Hjalma L of Gustav and Selma July 20 1891. ............ 15: 47
Anderson Howard E of Andrew and Thilda Sept 4 1897. ........... 16: 337
Anderson Howard L of John L and Amanda Jan 7 1896. ............. 16: 198
Anderson James H of James and Mary Feb 7 1898. ................. 16: 385
Anderson Jennie of David and Mary Dec 20 1894. ................... 16: 74
Anderson John of Edward A and Amanda B Jan 22 1892. ............ 15: 69
Anderson John A T of John S and Matilda C Aug 31 1898. ........... 16: 438
Anderson John E of Albert and Josephine C March 10 1893. ....... 15: 151
Anderson John G of Fred and Inger Mar 24 1899. ................. 16: 491
Anderson John J of John and Agnes Aug 13 1894. .................. 16: 88
Anderson John O of Edward A and Amanda B Sept 1 1895. ........... 16: 144
Anderson Lillian E of Nathaniel and Emma Apr 2 1896. ............ 16: 210
Anderson Lily C of Albert and Annie Jan 5 1894. ................. 16: 44
Anderson Lizzie A of Charles F and Mathilda Aug 20 1893. ....... 15: 186
Anderson Mabel A B C of John E and Alma K Jan 25 1900. ....... 17: 7
Anderson Mabel A L of John and Louise June 21 1900. ............. 17: 58
Anderson Mabel F of Charles G and Mary L June 12 1895. ........... 16: 130
Anderson Margaret of Freda Jan 21 1896. ......................... 16: 194
Anderson Marietta D (ct) of James and Mary E Mar 18 1898. ....... 16: 394
Anderson Mary E (ct) of Annie Jan 28 1892. ....................... 15: 85
Anderson Mary M of Frank and Huldah C Dec 5 1898. ............ 16: 440
Anderson Mildred A of Ernest A and Annie C July 23 1891. ....... 15: 47
Anderson Morton of William A and Rosa Sept 23 1894. ............ 16: 60
Anderson Muriel C of Charles D and Maud M Aug 7 1895. ........... 16: 165
Anderson Olaf W of Gustaf P W and Matilda Mar 2 1893. .......... 15: 142
Anderson Olga E L of Charles and Matilda June 18 1893. .......... 15: 149
Anderson Olga S of Hjalmer and Hulda Oct 9 1900. .............. 17: 91
Anderson Oscar H of Oscar F and Hannah C Jan 15 1897. .......... 16: 297
Anderson Oscar W of Charles J and Matilda M Sept 20 1894. ..... 16: 66
Anderson Raymond L of William D and Mary E July 27 1898. ....... 16: 421
Anderson Ringhild A T of Oscar C and Matilda Mar 4 1897. ....... 16: 313
Anderson Robert C of Hugh and Jennie Aug 30 1894. .............. 16: 47
Anderson Robert H of John P and Helen A Dec 6 1892. .......... 15: 109
Anderson Robina E of James W and Ellen June 30 1896. ........... 16: 219
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Additional Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anderson Roger W</td>
<td>Gustave E</td>
<td>Hilda A</td>
<td>1896 Jan 8</td>
<td>16:213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson Ruth I</td>
<td>William A</td>
<td>Rosa</td>
<td>1900 Oct 30</td>
<td>17:97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson Ruth M</td>
<td>Carl L</td>
<td>Ada June</td>
<td>1897 23</td>
<td>16:311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson Seymour C</td>
<td>Seymour</td>
<td>Sarah C</td>
<td>1894 Jan 4</td>
<td>16:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson Sigrid A C</td>
<td>Charles J</td>
<td>Charlotte A A</td>
<td>1895 Mar 16</td>
<td>15:148</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1893

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Additional Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anderson Sigrid C</td>
<td>Charles H</td>
<td>Aurora C</td>
<td>1895 Jan 27</td>
<td>16:224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson Thomas E</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Mary J</td>
<td>1894 Oct 18</td>
<td>16:51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson Thomas F</td>
<td>James W</td>
<td>Ellen May</td>
<td>1899 May 25</td>
<td>16:382</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Anderson Wallace B | Andrew A | Josephine Aug | 1897 | 17:

1898

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Additional Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anderson William of Emil and Mary</td>
<td>Sept 4</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>16:66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson William T</td>
<td>James W</td>
<td>Nellie July 29</td>
<td>1892 15:126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson s of A</td>
<td>and Anna July 11</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>16:61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson s of Alfred and Anna</td>
<td>Aug 25</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>15:119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson d of Alfred and Selma</td>
<td>July 15</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>15:188</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson s of Andrew and Matilda</td>
<td>Aug 14</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>16:154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson s of Andrew W and Augusta P</td>
<td>Dec 11</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>16:64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson s of Annie Dec</td>
<td>12 1895</td>
<td>16:149</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson s of Anthony and Charlotte</td>
<td>Dec 5</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>16:237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson d of Anton A and Charlotte B</td>
<td>Sept 30</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>15:40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson s of Axel and Anna</td>
<td>Jan 22</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>16:507</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson s of Axel and Judith</td>
<td>Dec 21</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>16:240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson s of Axel and Maria</td>
<td>Dec 2</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>16:247</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson d of Axel and Mary S</td>
<td>Dec 31</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>16:158</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson s of Axel T and Mary</td>
<td>Jan 2</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>16:388</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson s of Charles and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Aug 28</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>17:77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson d of Daniel and Inger</td>
<td>Nov 23</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>16:139</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson s of Daniel and Ingred</td>
<td>July 6</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>16:549</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson s of Emil and Mary</td>
<td>Aug 27</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>15:48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson d of Ernest and Annie</td>
<td>Jan 5</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>16:41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson d of Ernest A and Anna</td>
<td>C June</td>
<td>3 1900</td>
<td>15:44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson d of Frederick J and Agnes M</td>
<td>May 28</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>15:157</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson s of Gustav and Louise</td>
<td>May 6</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>16:41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson d of Gustav E and Annie</td>
<td>Feb 15 1897</td>
<td>16:315 and 364</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson d of Hilma Sept</td>
<td>28 1894</td>
<td>16:60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson d of James and Jennie</td>
<td>July 15</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>16:261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson s of John and Hilda</td>
<td>June 8</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>15:152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson s of John and Lena</td>
<td>Nov 15</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>16:237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson s of John A and Louise</td>
<td>Dec 31 1898</td>
<td>16:436</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson s of Joseph and Josephine</td>
<td>Feb 20</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>15:17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson s of Joseph A and Nellie</td>
<td>Jan 30</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>15:80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson s of Nathaniel and Emma B</td>
<td>Jan 23</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>15:12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson s of Oscar and Hannah</td>
<td>Sept 3</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>16:469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson d of Oscar and Mathilda</td>
<td>Oct 14</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>16:419</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Anderson — s of Peter and Charlotte June 22 1891..............15: 17
Anderson — d of Peter and Charlotte S Dec 24 1892..............15: 117
Anderson — s of Samuel and Charlotte Oct 5 1900..............17: 89
Anderson — (c) d of Seymour and Sarah O Dec 14 1892.............15: 144
Anderson — d of William A and Rose Mar 20 1899..............16: 394
Anderson — s of William A and Rose June 22 1897..............16: 366
Andoscia Pietro of Gaetano and Angela July 13 1894..............16: 75
Andoscia Vincenzo of Gaetano and Angela Mar 11 1896..............16: 210
Andosia Alfonzo of Gaetano and Angela Nov 25 1897..............16: 351
Andrade Joseph P of Frank and Maria Oct 13 1896..............16: 269
Andrade Manuel of Manuel J and Maria Feb 17 1891..............15: 1
Andrea Maria of Manoel and Maria Sept 15 1898..............16: 418
Andreasen Annie M of Hans O and Georgina C Nov 8 1897..............16: 358
Andreasen Ethel P of Hans C and Georgine May 7 1900..............17: 37
Andreasen — s of Hans and Jorgine Dec 29 1895..............16: 176
Andreoli Francesco of Giuseppe and Lucia Feb 5 1896..............16: 188
Andres Charles L of Levings S and Ida E Feb 20 1893..............15: 156
Andres Ethel A of Levings S and Ida E Jan 20 1892..............15: 83
Andres — s of Levings S and Ida Jan 3 1895..............16: 116
Andreta Maria of Gerolamo and Antonio June 19 1894..............16: 14
Andrew Alice C of John C and Marianna Aug 18 1892..............15: 133
Andrew Lillian of John B and Isabella June 16 1898..............16: 382
Andrew Richard of George and Rebecca Apr 22 1892..............15: 82
Andrews Albert F of Frank H and Catherine M June 26 1893..............15: 161
Andrews Angeline of Joao and Bernardina Oct 7 1896..............16: 225
Andrews Anna L of Frank H and Catherine M Feb 10 1895..............16: 120
Andrews Annie L of Leon E and Ada M Feb 20 1894..............16: 43
Andrews Auretus S of Loring I and Caroline G Oct 29 1891..............15: 55
Andrews Benjamin E of Benjamin and Lydia E Feb 17 1892..............15: 81
Andrews Bertha C of Philip B and Annie M Oct 21 1891..............15: 55
Andrews Charles F of Lewis C and Mary A Nov 22 1900..............17: 104
Andrews Chester W of Benjamin and Lydia E July 23 1894..............16: 65
Andrews Clifford of William 2d and Eleanor Apr 9 1897..............16: 275
Andrews Cora L of Henry A and Catherine Jan 11 1897..............16: 300
Andrews Esther of Howard B and Emma L Sept 6 1898..............16: 442
Andrews Ethel M of William J and Etta B Dec 30 1891..............15: 43
Andrews Florence A of Leonard and Emma Apr 27 1896..............16: 197
Andrews Frederick A of Philip R and Annie M Apr 14 1895..............16: 118
Andrews Genevieve S of Thomas and Fannie C March 29 1893..............15: 160
Andrews George R of Robert and Delia A June 27 1891..............15: 10
Andrews Gladys V of Bertram N and Flora J Dec 31 1900..............17: 116
Andrews Grace M of Francis H and Agnes L July 15 1893..............15: 192
Andrews Harold of William 2d and Eleanor Feb 15 1891..............15: 1
Andrews Harold C of Charles E Jr and Ina L July 14 1891..............15: 47
Andrews Hazel of Howard and Agnes June 20 1893..............15: 155
Andrews Hope of William and Eleanor Feb 10 1894... 16: 1
Andrews Leonard of Leonard and Emma Apr 3 1894... 16: 19
Andrews Leonard of Leonard and Emma Apr 2 1895... 16: 108
Andrews Lillie L of Robert and Delia Feb 16 1894... 16: 10
Andrews Marion G of Edwin G and Sarah P Oct 21 1893... 15: 180
Andrews Marjorie of William 2d and Eleanor Nov 16 1892... 15: 101
Andrews Marjorie of DeVillo E and Charlotte Oct 17 1899... 16: 542
Andrews Mildred H of Edwin G and Sarah P Aug 10 1897... 16: 325
Andrews Nellie M of Henry U and Catherine Aug 30 1895... 16: 166
Andrews Olive G of Howard B and Emma L Sept 13 1894... 16: 70
Andrews Rose L of Henry U and Catherine May 13 1898... 16: 381
Andrews Ruth of Henry U and Catherine Nov 26 1899... 16: 544
Andrews Ruth of Thomas H and Margaret A Nov 28 1898... 16: 465
Andrews Ruth of William 2d and Eleanor June 16 1895... 16: 91
Andrews Stephen E of Edwin D and Minnie A Apr 6 1894... 16: 33
Andrews —— d of Francis H and Agnes L June 14 1896... 16: 292
Andrews Rose of Caroline May 12 1897... 16: 312
Aneyle Abdo of Nicholas and Assima July 8 1893... 15: 199
Angarella Pasquale of Vincenzo and Anna Jan 22 1900... 17: 6
Angell Alice M of Jesse H and Robina Nov 11 1899... 16: 507
Angell Amy L of William H and Sarah L Apr 15 1893... 15: 149
Angell Carl H of James E and Isabella Sept 15 1892... 15: 115
Angell Charles H of Henry C and Harriet B Oct 15 1892... 15: 133
Angell Dorothy M of Jesse W and Bertha Apr 30 1899... 16: 500
Angell Dorothy M of Clarence S and Ida M Aug 31 1893... 15: 197
Angell Elizabeth of Ira and Rosina Nov 30 1898... 16: 432
Angell Ethel B of Rufus J and Charlotte M Mar 22 1900... 17: 24
Angell Ida E of Herbert E and Clara F Feb 21 1896... 16: 199
Angell Gerald H of William C and Bertha A Feb 8 1900... 17: 11
Angell Lewin C of Herbert E and Clara A Sept 8 1893... 15: 190
Angell Louis W of Louis L and Annie F Sept 16 1894... 16: 72
Angell Otis of George O and Sarah Jane 17 1900... 17: 48
Angell Otis P of Andrew J and Lizzie J Dec 22 1896... 16: 227
Angell Prescott of Jesse and Amanda M Jan 13 1895... 16: 110
Angell Robert H of Jesse and Amanda M Oct 13 1892... 15: 115
Angell Sallie F of William H and Sarah L Apr 15 1893... 15: 149
Angell William C of William C and Bertha A June 6 1891... 16: 24
Angell —— d of George E and Harriet F Nov 18 1893... 16: 160
Angell —— d of George E and Harriet F Jan 17 1893... 15: 150
Angell —— d of Herbert and Clara F Sept 18 1897... 16: 337
Angell —— s of Jesse and Amanda M Mar 31 1899... 16: 491
Angell —— s of Walter E and Ada Nov 15 1893... 15: 210
Angell —— s of Willard L and Alice Sept 23 1893... 15: 194
Angilly Arthur H of William O and Phoebe E Dec 29 1894... 15: 50
Angilly Arthur O of Frederick A and Rose E Nov 16 1900... 17: 102
Angilly Gordon E of William O and Phebe E May 1896......16: 201
Angilly Louise of Charles E and Alice A Apr 25 1893......15: 154
Angilly Violet M of Frederick A and Rose E June 5 1899......16: 492
Angiolilli Carolina of Carmine and Francesca Sept 2 1899......16: 573
Angiolilli Luigia of Carmine and Francesca Aug 15 1897......16: 348
Angiolilli Adelina of Carmine and Francesca Mar 1 1896......16: 210
Angus Elsie D of Edward W and Elizabeth F Sept 24 1900.....17: 86
Angus Frederick W of Edward W and Elizabeth Jan 16 1898,16: 400
Angus George of Edward W and Elizabeth Jan 1 1897......16: 300
Angus Grace of Edward W and Elizabeth F May 20 1895......16: 123
Aniello Dominico of Vincenzo and Filomena Oct 4 1892.......15: 128
Annaable Bryan K of Thomas G and Ella K Dec 25 1897......16: 330
Annerino Angela of Vincenzo and Biagia Apr 9 1896........16: 241
Annerino Giuseppa of Vincenzo and Biagia Nov 14 1897.....16: 351
Annerino Giuseppa of Vincenzo and Biagia Dec 21 1899.....16: 577
Annerino Giuseppa of Vincenzo and Biagia July 2 1895.....16: 164
Annis Elizabeth of George H and Mary Jan 17 1891........15: 25
Annis Francis L of George H and Mary E Apr 7 1897.......16: 278
Annis James H of George H and Mary E Aug 1 1894.......16: 88
Annis — d of George H and Mary E Jan 23 1893........15: 162
Annis — d of William E and Annie Nov 14 1898........16: 433
Annunciarone Anna S of Filippo and Maria G May 24 1894...16: 34
Ansbrow John W of James and Catherine Feb 25 1896.......16: 221
Ansbrow Margaret A of James and Catherine Feb 20 1891.....15: 26
Anthony Alice of William G and Ruth G Sept 6 1899.......16: 528
Anthony Alphonse of John and Minnie July 12 1891.........15: 32
Anthony Barbara L of Henry B and Julia E Apr 8 1890......17: 29
Anthony Charles E of Herbert E and Bertha Nov 20 1895....16: 153
Anthony Earl A of James and Hannah Aug 14 1894........16: 66
Anthony Edith E of Frank H and Catherine C Dec 15 1896...16: 252
Anthony Edwin W of Everett M and Carrie L Oct 11 1893...15: 214
Anthony Emily C of William G and Ruth G Aug 7 1897.......16: 324
Anthony Ernest E of James T and Pearl Sept 26 1894.......16: 70
Anthony Frank of Joao and Philomena Jan 4 1893........15: 136
Anthony Frank H of Frank H and Catherine C Oct 12 1900....17: 91
Anthony Harold E of Thomas and Lena F Apr 6 1896........16: 293
Anthony Jessie L of Leonard F and Jessie Apr 21 1892......15: 84
Anthony Josephine H of Mark and Mary H Mar 10 1894......16: 26
Anthony Mary of Luis and Maria Sept 28 1891........15: 33
Anthony Ralph of James M and Clara A Jan 14 1898.........16: 393
Anthony Rowland W of David C and Adele F July 23 1897...16: 348
Anthony Sidney S of Walter T and Abbie E Apr 11 1899......16: 476
Anthony William of Joao and Minnie July 29 1898..........16: 417
Anthony William of Joao and Philomena Aug 26 1895.......16: 135
Anthony — d of Anna Oct 6 1899........................16: 542
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Anthony — d of George E and Mary T Nov 28 1892. 15:119
Anthony — s of James M and Clara I Oct 23 1895. 16:160
Anthony — d of Walter T and Abbie May 21 1893. 15:140
Antonelli Filomena of Ferdinando and Giuseppina Mar 30
1899 16:504
Anton Esth M of Anthony F and Matilda Feb 29 1892. 15:78
Antone Isabelle M (e) of Manoel and Dominga Oct 3 1897. 16:362
Antonelli Anna of Vincenzo and Preciosa July 1 1894. 15:55
Antonelli Antonio of Pietro and Domenica July 14 1897. 16:347
Antonelli Antonio of Vincenzo and Preciosa Dec 13
1895 16:469 and 209
Antonelli Antonio of Vincenzo and Preciosa Dec 13 1896. 16:260
Antonelli Caterina of Raffaele and Brigida May 16 1897. 16:303
Antonelli Filomena of Francesco and Michelina June 17 1899. 16:506
Antonelli Giuseppe of Vincenzo and Preciosa Feb 17 1894. 16:32
Antonelli Luigi of Vincenzo and Preciosa Feb 17 1894. 16:32
Antonelli Maria of Francesco and Michelina Oct 17 1897. 16:350
Antonelli Maria C of Raffaele and Brigida Mar 1 1899. 16:503
Antonelli Maria D of Vincenzo and Preciosa July 22 1900. 17:65
Antonelli Rosa of Pietro and Domenica June 6 1899. 16:505
Antonelli Rosa of Vincenzo and Preciosa Aug 27 1897. 16:319
Antonetta William of Michele and Maria Mar 7 1898. 16:383
Antonio Eva of Pedro and Anna S Mar 12 1894. 16:19
Antonucci Antonietta L P of Francesco P and Antonietta
Mar 27 1898 16:192
Antonucci Antonio of Ferdinando and Peppina Feb 11 1891. 16:32
Antonucci Lucia of Francesco P and Maria Apr 8 1900. 17:29
Antoscia Francesco of Gaetano and Angela Feb 26 1900. 17:46
Antun George J of Joseph and Luisa July 23 1894. 16:75
Antun Simon J of Joseph and Luis Apr 16 1893. 15:160
Apice Giuseppe A of Michele and Filomena Feb 27 1899. 16:189
Aplin Dorothy of Ralph H and Ada D Oct 3 1898. 16:433
Aplin Stephen A of Ralph H and Ada A Aug 1 1900. 17:70
Applebaum — d of Harris and Annie Sept 14 1892. 15:103
Appleby Clarence K of George E and Mabel P May 13 1891. 15:19
Appleby Ernest A of Frank and Eliza P Dec 4 1891. 15:63
Appleby Gladys M of William and Elizabeth A Sept 21 1897. 16:356
Appleby — s of William B and Clara J June 13 1899. 16:501
Applegate Clarence H of Jacob and Alice Feb 24 1895. 16:117
Applegate Fred (e) of Jacob and Alice Oct 6 1895. 16:163
Applegate Ida M (e) of Jacob and Alice May 8 1893. 15:140
Appleton Ann R of William and Catherine Feb 9 1892. 15:88
Appleton Catherine D of William A Jr and Catherine Oct 8
1896 16:254
Appleton Dorothea of John W and Jessie A June 27 1891. 15:30
Appleton James of James and Annie Oct 9 1898...........16:447
Appleton James C of William Jr and Catherine A May 29
1895 ..........16:419
Appleton Marguerite of John H and Louise M Mar 1 1892.15: 66
Appleton Mary J of James and Annie Feb 10 1896..........A 1: 32
Appleton Raymond of James and Annie Sept 27 1899..........16:565
Appleton Regina M of William and Mary C Dec 26 1892.15: 105
Appleton ——s of Frank and Lena Apr 10 1900..........17: 39
Appleton ——s of George B and Lena M June 29 1895.16:109
Appleton —— d of John W and Jessie July 30 1892.15:122
Appleyard —— d of Frederick and Florence A Oct 16 1896.16:251
Arakeil Victoria of Jacob and Mary Mar 25 1898..........16:380
Aranjo Daniel J of Jose J and Maria Jan 17 1896.16:181
Archambault Joseph W of Napoleon and Rose Apr 30 1893.15:165
Archambault Frederic W of Napoleon and Rose Jan 22 1895.16:125
Archambault Joseph W of Napoleon and Rose Dec 1 1891.15:63
Archambault Lena J of Joseph and Rosa E Jan 22 1897.16:313
Archambault Marie R of Joseph and Mina June 22 1894.16:44
Archasm Santanie of Paul and Nostola July 14 1897.16:344
Archer Annie L of Charles and Annie Feb 12 1899.16:515
Archier Celia of Frank J and Ellen Dec 22 1894.16:86
Archier Florence A of Frank J and Ellen Jan 22 1897.26:306
Archier Herbert F of Frank J and Ellen Mar 26 1899.16:510
Archibald Edwin L of Silas A and Annie B Apr 15 1900.17:31
Ardoene Amos G M of John E and Marguerite L Dec 25 1893.15:185
Arendell William H of Thomas and Alicia M July 5 1894.16:62
Arendonna Margaretta of Angelo and Angelina Sept 6 1892.15:132
Ardwellen Harry J of Sebastian J and Sophie M Jan 30 1891.15:14
Arldin Joseph E H of Henry C and Exclina Feb 2 1892.15:78
Armeno Enrico D M of Angelo and Filomena Dec 20 1900.17:112
Armidon Edgar L of Edgar and Nellie E Sept 29 1892.15:115
Armington Annie C of Walter A and Jennie M Mar 8 1897.16:295
Armington Edgar L of Edgar L and Ellen E Sept 28 1892.15:113
Armington Frederick of Edgar and Nellie Mar 4 1896.16:221
Armington Joseph A of Walter A and Jennie M July 15 1895.16:158
Armington Mabel W of James H 2d and Mabel S Mar 6 1898.16:375
Armington Ruth A of James H and Mabel S Apr 1 1896.16:186
Armington Willis H of James H and Emma J Feb 15 1891.15:15
Arnino Santa of Francesco and Maria Dec 13 1893.15:203
Armitage Amelia R of George W and Amelia Jan 9 1896.16:202
Armitage Clara I of Thomas R and Mary J Dec 2 1900.17:107
Armitage Florence M of George W and Nellie Sept 21 1891.15:52
Armitage Gladys of George W and Millie July 28 1897.16:341
Armitage Howard of George W and Millie Nov 14 1893.15:195
Armitage Mabel G of Richard and Annie June 22 1894.16:42
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Armitage Mary of Thomas R and Mary J May 10 1895 ....... 16: 102
Armitage Nettie L of Alfred and Harriet Mar 12 1894 ....... 15: 20
Armitage Walter of Alfred and Harriet June 4 1893 ....... 15: 152
Armitage —— s of George W and Mollie July 30 1899 ....... 16: 541
Armitage —— d of Richard and Annie Aug 25 1893 ....... 15: 207
Armour Hazel of James T and Mary E Apr 21 1896 ....... 16: 217
Armour Miriam L of James T and Mary E Aug 14 1900 ....... 17: 72
Armour —— s of James T and Mary Dec 27 1894 ....... 16: 53
Armour —— d of James T and Mary E Dec 10 1897 ....... 16: 359
Armour —— d of John and Katrina Nov 18 1895 ....... 16: 152
Armstrong Adeline of James F and Elizabeth B June 30 1895 ....... 16: 131
Armstrong Alice of James F and Elizabeth H May 17 1898 ....... 16: 110
Armstrong Annie J of James F and Ellen E Apr 20 1894 ....... 16: 23
Armstrong Clarence of Thomas W and Annie Aug 28 1893 ....... 15: 178
Armstrong Elizabeth of James Jr and Elizabeth H Apr S 1893 ....... 15: 164
Armstrong Frank of Margaret Nov 24 1891 ....... 15: 65
Armstrong Frederick D of Frederick W and Lucy July 23 1900 ....... 17: 65
Armstrong George A of James and Emma Apr 9 1896 ....... 16: 216
Armstrong George A of Joseph R and Sarah H Nov 22 1893 ....... 15: 198
Armstrong Harold C of William A and Mary M Oct 13 1899 ....... 16: 529
Armstrong John of John and Ann July 11 1895 ....... 16: 170
Armstrong Joseph of John and Ellen J Sept 6 1891 ....... 15: 61
Armstrong Leroy of David and Hattie June 21 1895 ....... 16: 130
Armstrong Leroy W of Frederick W and Lucy E Jan 16 1893 ....... 15: 155
Armstrong Lloyd R of William S Jr and Agnes P Aug 15 1899 ....... 16: 563
Armstrong Mabel of William H and Sarah G Feb 21 1899 ....... 16: 198
Armstrong Mabel of Joseph R and Sarah H Oct 15 1891 ....... 15: 57
Armstrong Margaret of John H and Ellen J Feb 3 1893 ....... 15: 162
Armstrong Mary A (e) of Charles E and Mary E July 21 1891 ....... 15: 35
Armstrong Pearl X of Eugene W and Emma J Jan 11 1894 ....... 16: 4
Armstrong Roland H of James H and Mary A Aug 5 1900 ....... 17: 70
Armstrong Thelma V of Frank F and Alice B Dec 7 1900 ....... 17: 108
Armstrong William D of William A and Mary M Jan 28 1896 ....... 16: 206
Armstrong —— s of Elmer and Mary Oct 11 1899 ....... 16: 597
Armstrong —— s of Hattie June 22 1895 ....... 16: 105
Armstrong —— d of James and Elizabeth Mar 22 1897 ....... 16: 365
Armstrong —— d of James F and Elizabeth H June 9 1892 ....... 15: 95
Arnalt Joseph of Joseph and Mary July 15 1892 ....... 15: 99
Arnheiter Flora E of Joseph and Minnie May 28 1893 ....... 15: 160
Arnold Charles A of Richard H and Ethelyn E Sept 28 1898 ....... 16: 438
Arnold Doris De V of Frank W and Lizzie M April 12 1895 ....... 16: 115
Arnold Dorothy B of Noah C and Mattie E Jan 31 1896 ....... 16: 196
Arnold Dorothy F of Henry P and Sarah C Aug 5 1899 ...... 16: 557
Arnold Earl F of Frank D W and Sarah M Feb 27 1891 ...... 15: 17
Arnold Edward X of Edward E and Mittie July 25 1895 ...... 16: 178
Arnold Elena of William J and Nellie G June 8 1893 ...... 15: 145
Arnold Everett M of Earl C and Ada L May 20 1899 ...... 16: 477
Arnold Fannie S of Earl V and Mabel C Jan 1 1897 ...... 16: 290
Arnold Florence of William and Nellie Mar 1 1897 ...... 16: 281
Arnold Frank of Jose and Maria Feb 6 1897 ...... 16: 273
Arnold Gurdon C of Edward A and Harriet O June 3 1893 ...... 15: 140
Arnold Harold F of Warren F and Mabel L Jan 8 1892 ...... 15: 83
Arnold Harold S of Alden H and Bertha M Aug 7 1896 ...... 16: 242
Arnold Henry E of Eugene E and Nellie M July 16 1893 ...... 15: 173
Arnold Hope of A Sheffield and Jessie P May 10 1894 ...... 16: 3
Arnold Howard C of Ethel F May 18 1898 ...... 16: 377
Arnold Howard E of Edward A and Harriet O Feb 10 1894 ...... 15: 7
Arnold Irene of Richard H and Ethelyn E May 26 1896 ...... 16: 201
Arnold Jennie E of Robert F and Louise L Jan 14 1898 ...... 16: 400
Arnold Jennie R of Richard H and Ethelyn E May 3 1897 ...... 16: 293
Arnold John of Jesse and Mary Jan 12 1895 ...... 16: 110
Arnold Laura of A Sheffield and Jessie P May 10 1894 ...... 16: 3
Arnold Laura B of Walter S and Mary C Jan 19 1896 ...... 16: 213
Arnold Lincoln R of George C and Flora E Oct 15 1893 ...... 15: 194
Arnold Madeline J of Harry E and Edna R July 20 1895 ...... 16: 178
Arnold Madeline L of Robert F and Louise L Aug 21 1896 ...... 16: 257
Arnold Margaret L of John R and Mary A Mar 21 1897 ...... 16: 308
Arnold May C of William J and Nellie G Dec 20 1899 ...... 16: 540
Arnold Morton R of Harry E and Edna R Apr 3 1897 ...... 16: 296
Arnold Milton A of Edwin C and Laura G July 3 1893 ...... 15: 204
Arnold Olney 3d of Olney and Grace Feb 12 1895 ...... 16: 95
Arnold Pearl B of Walter S and Mary C Feb 28 1898 ...... 16: 390
Arnold Philip R of George C and Flora R Mar 4 1895 ...... 16: 114
Arnold Ralph E of Ernest W and Harriet E July 23 1891 ...... 15: 53
Arnold Stanley E of Harry E and Edna R June 12 1899 ...... 16: 495
Arnold Susie A of Harry C and Susie A Nov 5 1892 ...... 15: 121
Arnold Thomas J of Timothy T and Elizabeth Apr 16 1891 ...... 15: 23
Arnold Walter C of Thomas F and Mary A Nov 18 1893 ...... 15: 181
Arnold Walter L of William J and Nellie G Dec 8 1900 ...... 17: 109
Arnold William L of Edward E and Minnie Oct 14 1899 ...... 16: 547
Arnold Winthrop C of George C and Flora Nov 5 1896 ...... 16: 251
Arnold — — — — — — — of Edward E and Mittie H July 15 1899 ...... 16: 590
Arnold — — — — — — — of Frank E and Annie L Oct 28 1898 ...... 16: 470
Arnold — — — — — — — of Herman F and Ida P May 1 1900 ...... 17: 56
Arnold — — — — — — — of John H and Esther Aug 18 1899 ...... 16: 542
Arnold — — — — — — — of Jose and Maria Dec 14 1898 ...... 16: 420
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Aronowitz Bessie of Adolf and Eva Apr 23 1893.  \textsuperscript{15}157

Aronowitz Israel J of Adolph and Eva June 7 1898.  \textsuperscript{16}335

Aronowitz Pacy of Adolph and Eva Mar 3 1891.  \textsuperscript{15}2

Aronowitz Rebecca of Adolph and Eva Jan 21 1895.  \textsuperscript{16}110

Aronowitz Wolf of Adolph W and Eva Jan 23 1896.  \textsuperscript{16}199

Arrozio D'Maria of Mariam and Maria C Oct 2 1894.  \textsuperscript{16}48

Arrighi Frank of Ermengildo and Mary A Dec 18 1899.  \textsuperscript{16}588

Arrighi Giuseppe of Ermengildo and Mary A Nov 29 1892.  \textsuperscript{15}130

Arrighi William F of Ermengildo and Mary A Jan 27 1895.  \textsuperscript{16}125

Arrouquier Annie of William and Annie F June 10 1897.  \textsuperscript{16}284

Arrouquier Frederick of William and Annie F June 17 1893.  \textsuperscript{15}115

Arrouquier Lydia of William and Annie F Apr 20 1891.  \textsuperscript{15}8

Arruda Alvoro of Joseph J and Senorimma Nov 17 1900.  \textsuperscript{17}102

Arruda Celestina of Jose J and Senhorinna June 15 1899.  \textsuperscript{16}471

Arruda Helena of Manoel and Maria C Aug 4 1899.  \textsuperscript{16}521

Arruda Jesuina S of Francisco and Maria L Dec 26 1893.  \textsuperscript{15}173

Arruda Maria C of Manoel and Maria J Aug 11 1893.  \textsuperscript{15}170

Arruda — d of Frank and Maria Dec 18 1899.  \textsuperscript{16}525

Arruquer Flora of William and Annie E Sept 3 1899.  \textsuperscript{16}535

Arsenault Alde of Leandre and Olive Apr 19 1895.  \textsuperscript{16}128

Arsenault Oline of Leon and Olive Jan 1 1897.  \textsuperscript{16}395

Arsenault William J of Edward W and Mary June 16 1894.  \textsuperscript{16}4

Arseneau Joseph H of Alfred and Sara July 8 1900.  \textsuperscript{17}61

Arseneau — s of Leandre and Olive Dec 22 1893.  \textsuperscript{15}212

Arseneau Delphis of Leon and Olive Dec 17 1892.  \textsuperscript{15}130

Arseneau Joseph A of Alfred and Sarah Jan 8 1899.  \textsuperscript{16}507

Arseneau Louisa of Edward W and Mary E Feb 27 1898.  \textsuperscript{16}372

Arseneau — s of Edonard and Mary E Dec 30 1899.  \textsuperscript{16}526

Arsnow Edward of Edward and Mary E Nov 30 1891.  \textsuperscript{15}34

Arsnow Francis of Edward W and Mary E May 30 1896.  \textsuperscript{16}184

Arsnow George J of Edward and Mary E Apr 25 1893.  \textsuperscript{15}137

Arthur Richard A of Alexander and Annie F Aug 10 1900.  \textsuperscript{17}71

Arthur — d of Alexander and Annie Aug 10 1899.  \textsuperscript{16}596

Arugeauian Avadis of Argajian and Mary Aug 10 1900.  \textsuperscript{17}71

Arundale Ethel of Thomas and Elizabeth A Feb 28 1892.  \textsuperscript{15}92

Arundale James of Thomas and Elizabeth A July 17 1897.  \textsuperscript{16}324

Arundale — s of Thomas and Elizabeth A May 30 1895.  \textsuperscript{16}103

Aruta Giovanni of Giovanni and Maria Aug 8 1900.  \textsuperscript{17}71

Arute Salvatore of Giovanni and Maria Oct 25 1891.  \textsuperscript{15}41

Aruto Nicandro of Giovanni and Maria Oct 18 1896.  \textsuperscript{16}235

Aruto Vincenzo of Giovanni and Maria Apr 12 1898.  \textsuperscript{16}381

Arvidson Ewald R of Sigfried L and Ellen X Jan 11 1899.  \textsuperscript{16}493

Arvidson Fritz L. of Sigfried L and Ellen X Oct 16 1894.  \textsuperscript{16}70

Arzoumanian Mardiros of Arzouman and Almas Aug 19 1898.  \textsuperscript{16}426

Arzoumanian Vagnick of Saker and Anna Aug 26 1898.  \textsuperscript{16}426
Ashberg — s of P — S and Anna Aug 15 1895. 16: 143
Ashbury Robert of William and Mary Aug 11 1892. 15: 123
Asceza Giuseppa L of Vincenzo and Ferdinanda Apr 21 1891. 15: 23
Aschezi Carlo of Vincenzo and Ferdinanda Feb 22 1897. 16: 301
Ashchinas Golda of Simon and Anna Nov 25 1900. 17: 105
Ash Ada M (c) of Emeline Dec 14 1900. 17: 110
Ash Bertha (c) of John and Lizzie Oct 16 1893. 15: 184
Ash Dorla L of Rock and Ida L Nov 6 1896. 16: 247
Ash Eva M of Rock and Ida L Dec 27 1894. 16: 68
Ash Gladys M of Rock and Ida Mar 20 1899. 16: 491
Ash Irene A (c) of Augustus and Mary A Dec 16 1893. 15: 183
Ash John D (c) of Charles E and Sarah J Mar 27 1894. 16: 33
Ash John LeR (c) of John and Elizabeth Oct 7 1896. 16: 254
Ash Lillian M (c) of Charles E and Sarah J Aug 13 1892. 15: 116
Ash William R of William H and Katie T July 5 1894. 16: 62
Ash — (c) d of Elizabeth, Aug 31 1898. 16: 469
Ash — d of Lizzie Apr 23 1895. 16: 104
Ashcroft Edward O of Edward and Sarah Apr 14 1897. 16: 296
Ashcroft Ethel A of Edward and Sarah Feb 19 1893. 15: 153
Ashcroft Frank R of Edward and Sarah Apr 25 1899. 16: 435
Ashcroft Isabella of Edwin J and Mary E Mar 8 1899. 16: 509
Ashcroft Stella McL of Edwin and Margaret July 3 1891. 15: 59
Ashfield — s of Mary Mar 30 1891. 15: 10
Ashbian — s of Nicholas S and Rosa Dec 19 1900. 17: 112
Ashley Earl H of Philip R and Melinda N Jan 26 1891. 15: 1
Ashness Martha of William and Antonia Nov 27 1900. 17: 105
Ashton Annie E of John and Sarah June 3 1893. 15: 155
Ashton Fred of John and Sarah Oct 16 1896. 16: 251
Ashton Gladys E of Henry and Ann J Nov 21 1892. 15: 130
Ashton Kate I of John and Sarah Sept 29 1894. 16: 56
Ashton Mabel of Henry and Ann J Dec 30 1895. 16: 176
Ashton Mary A of John and Sarah Apr 28 1898. 16: 394
Ashton William of John and Sarah Sept 1 1895. 16: 144
Ashton — s of Henry and Ann J Nov 25 1893. 15: 211
Ashton — d of Henry and Nettie Dec 12 1891. 15: 55
Ashton — d of Henry and Nettie M Dec 31 1894. 16: 79
Ashton — s of John and Sarah June 27 1900. 17: 51
Ashworth Charles of Charles X and Mary A Jan 19 1900. 15: 7
Ashworth Clarence of James H and Alice A May 24 1899. 16: 485
Ashworth Ellen of James and Alice H Aug 10 1895. 16: 143
Ashworth Fannie L of Joseph and Elizabeth Feb 6 1896. 16: 263
Ashworth James of James and Alice Jan 20 1897. 16: 315
Ashworth James E of James H and Alice A June 6 1894. 16: 14
Ashworth Mary of John and Martha A Apr 19 1891. 15: 28
Ashworth — s of Annie June 27 1893. 15: 166
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Ashworth — s of James and Ellen A Nov 19 1900............ 17: 103
Aspinall Helena M of Albert and Maria M Apr 7 1898........ 16: 397
Aspinall William H of James and Sarah E Nov 21 1892....... 15: 130
Aspinwall Hilda M of Albert and Maria M Jan 16 1895....... 16: 125
Aspinwall William H of Albert and Maria M Oct 12 1896..... 16: 268
Aspray Bessie of William and Mary E Jan 31 1896........... 16: 209
Aspray Mabel G of James F and Florence May 15 1900....... 17: 39
Aspray Walter of William and Mary Oct 19 1894............. 16: 71
Astrid Alfredo of Luigi and Vincenza July 18 1891......... 15: 56
Atcherley — d of E —— V and Agnes Aug 16 1899........... 16: 580
Atkin Mildred M of Joseph and Mary July 15 1899........... 16: 561
Atkinson Annie of John and Clara July 22 1892............ 15: 117
Atkinson Edith T of Edmund T and Mary E Nov 1 1892..... 15: 108
Atkinson Esther M of John and Elizabeth Mar 27 1899..... 16: 198
Atkinson Evangeline of John G and Fannie S Aug 2 1894... 16: 69
Atkinson John of John G and Fannie June 4 1898........... 16: 399
Attoro Gemma of Antonio and Luigia Apr 27 1895........... 16: 122
Atwell Augusta E of William A and Altie M Jan 13 1894..... 16: 31
Atwell Thomas F of William A and Altie M Oct 4 1891..... 15: 57
Atwood Allen B of Walter and Carrie M May 29 1892....... 15: 80
Atwood Beatrice M of George M and Blanche L Jan 31 1891.. 15: 19
Atwood George H of Charles R and Selina M Mar 7 1892... 15: 89
Atwood Mildred H of Frank F and Fannie Mar 27 1898...... 16: 394
Atwood Noel C of Charles R and Mary M June 26 1895...... 16: 106
Atwood — d of Walter and Carrie M 8 Nov 3 1894........... 16: 64
Aube Adele of Raymond and Sarah June 18 1894............ 16: 42
Aube Arthur of Wilfred and Julie Oct 18 1899............. 16: 537
Aube Joseph O W of Telesphore and Alida June 26 1894.... 16: 42
Aube Marie A of E Remond and Sarah Aug 29 1897........... 16: 555
Aubin Denis A P of Joseph and Victoria Jan 10 1891..... 15: 25
Aubin Henri A of Joseph and Victoria Mar 13 1892....... 15: 93
Aubin Maggie of Maggie Aug 7 1898..................... 16: 451
Aucielo Giuseppe A of Cosmo and Teresa Feb 27 1899.... 16: 503
Aucilair — s of Delia Aug 3 1898.......................... 16: 431
Aude Joseph T of Joseph and Adele Sept 29 1891....... 15: 61
Audet Fobiola of Augustus and Adelaide June 14 1891..... 15: 19
Audet Joseph of Joseph and Phelamise Nov 28 1892....... 15: 109
Audet Marie L of Joseph and Melvina Dec 15 1891....... 15: 47
Audet Rose A of Joseph and Philomene July 28 1894....... 16: 54
Audette Elizabeth of Arthur R and Catherine Mar 30 1900... 17: 26
Audette Eugenie A of Auguste and Adelaide Feb 7 1895.... 16: 107
Audette George H of Ephraim O and Odille Dec 8 1891.... 15: 44
Audette Joseph of Joseph and Phelamise June 6 1896...... 16: 193
Audette Mary A of Joseph and Philamise Feb 11 1891..... 15: 7
Audette Philip A of Joseph and Phelamise Feb 7 1899....... 16: 479
Andetle Rose M of Arthur and Catherine Feb 28 1898 ...... 16: 442
Auger Frank of Michel and Delina July 11 1894 ...... 16: 80
Auger Irene of Michel and Helina July 4 1896 ...... 16: 261
Auger Joseph A R of Victor and Amanda Apr 14 1893 ...... 15: 160
Auger Louise A of Sigismond and Delenda May 1 1896 ...... 16: 217
Auger Marie C of Sigismond and Dolinda May 11 1894 ...... 16: 34
Auger Marie I of Sigismond and Delema Nov 12 1897 ...... 16: 338
Augustin Mary V of Wodcelh and Josephine Aug 8 1896 ...... 16: 233
Augustine Andrew of Andrew and Josephine Sept 15 1899 ...... 16: 536
Augustine — — s of Samuel and Sarah Sept 3 1896 ...... 16: 245
Augusto Antonio P of Pedro and Maria T Apr 7 1895 ...... 16: 92
Augusto Pedro of Pedro and Maria Apr 8 1896 ...... 16: 183
Augusto Pedro of Pedro and Maria Apr 1 1892 ...... 15: 67
Auliff Alice J of T Augustus and Etta June 10 1899 ...... 16: 177
Auliff Dorothy of Henry and Sarah Dec 6 1891 ...... 15: 37
Aulivo Giuseppina of Domenico and Maria T Sept 21 1900. ...... 17: 84
Aurechia Vincenzo of Filippo and Dionezra Oct 3 1893 ...... 15: 208
Aurelio Amadeo of Domenico and Maria Dec 26 1897 ...... 16: 330
Aurelio Antonietta A of Domenico and Marianna Oct 23 1896. ...... 16: 235
Aurelio Antonio of Giovanni and Michela Apr 13 1893 ...... 15: 443
Aurelio Giuseppa of Antonio and Celesta Dec 6 1896 ...... 16: 260
Aurelio Lucia of Antonio and Calista Sept 11 1893 ...... 15: 178
Aurelio Maria of Giovanni and Domenico Oct 21 1897 ...... 16: 328
Aurili Giuseppe of Antonio and Celestina Jan 22 1895 ...... 16: 98
Aurilio Antonietta A of Antonio and Celeste Jan 15 1899 ...... 16: 502
Aurilio Giuseppina of Antonio and Celestina Dec 6 1896 ...... 16: 271
Aurilio Rosa of Antonio and Celesta Feb 24 1900 ...... 17: 15
Aurillo Minchelle of Domenico and Manniana Feb 23 1900. ...... 17: 15
Aurillo Nicola of Giovanni and Micelha July 10 1895. ...... 16: 142
Austin Bertha of Wilfred and Rosalda July 25 1895. ...... 16: 138
Austin Bertha E of William R and Mary J Mar 8 1899. ...... 16: 176
Austin Dorothy A of William A and Florence A July 30 1894. ...... 16: 7
Austin Earl of William and Annie C Sept 14 1891. ...... 15: 36
Austin Earle D of Dwight S and Evelyn F July 23 1892. ...... 15: 122
Austin Edward G of Wilfred and Exilda July 11 1893. ...... 15: 192
Austin Florence of William A and Florence A Dec 25 1895. ...... 16: 141
Austin Flossy M of Lorin F and Alice A Feb 14 1892. ...... 15: 96
Austin Gertrude of Arthur E and Louisa D Sept 20 1894. ...... 15: 44
Austin Grace L of William H and Agnes Jan 19 1897 ...... 16: 305
Austin James T of William R and Mary J May 1 1897 ...... 16: 313
Austin Joseph of William H and Agnes May 16 1892. ...... 15: 94
Austin Joseph C of Wilfried F and Exilda June 30 1892. ...... 15: 85
Austin Mabel E of Euclide F and Exilda Aug 22 1891. ...... 15: 51
Austin Olive B of William H and Agnes July 6 1891. ...... 16: 80
Austin Pauline E of Alfred J and Ida C Sept 29 1900 ...... 17: 87
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Austin Ruth E of William E and Harriet E Sept 27 1890... A1: 36
Austin — s of Kate Feb 9 1894.......................... 16: 15
Austin — d of Sydney A and Mary Jan 11 1895......... 16: 101
Atheolet Marie L of Jean B and Felicie July 8 1896..... 16: 271
Atheolet Elizabeth of Jean B and Felicie Mar 5 1898... 16: 397
Anty Edith M of Charles H and Phileena Sept 1 1897... 16: 318
Anty Edward H C of Joseph and Fannie M Aug 7 1899... 16: 591
Anty Woodbury of Charles H and Phileena A Mar 31 1899... 16: 473
Avelino Manoel of Jose and Louisa A Aug 16 1894..... 16: 46
Avalbone Antoine (c) of Jose and Luiza Apr 10 1899.... 16: 473
Avalbone Florence V of Vincenzo and Florence M Mar 5 1893... 15: 156
Avalbone Mercy V of Giovanni and Mercy J June 6 1893... 15: 149
Avalbone — s of Giovanni and Mercy July 11 1896...... 16: 241
Avalbone — d of Vincenzo and Florence M June 29 1898... 16: 395
Avedisian Avedio of George and Nasia Dec 18 1900...... 17: 111
Avedisian Martha of Mesrob and Terez May 5 1900..... 17: 37
Avelar Eduardo P of Jose C and Emilia T Apr 3 1893..... 15: 137
Avelar Paul J of Jose and Amelia T Sept 15 1896...... 16: 225
Avelino Augustus of Jose and Louisa Jan 1 1897...... 16: 273
Avery Francis of Nehemiah and Catherine July 13 1892... 15: 131
Avery Gladys M of Harley E and Minnie B July 28 1892... 15: 114
Avery Grace M of Frank and Katie Sept 24 1899....... 16: 523
Avery Harry L of Harry B and Margaret J Feb 12 1897... 16: 295
Avery Hazel A of Harry L and Edith J Sept 4 1900..... 17: 79
Avery John of Nehemiah and Ellen Jan 16 1895....... 16: 101
Avery John T of John F and Catherine Feb 15 1895..... 16: 101
Avery Joseph F of Nehemiah and Katie July 13 1892... 15: 134
Avery Leo of Harley E and Minnie B Apr 2 1895...... 16: 108
Avery — d of Edwin F and Grace Nov 13 1899........ 17: 120
Avery — twin sons of Frank and Katie Sept 1 1899..... 17: 78
Avery — d of Nehemiah and Kate Aug 2 1896..... 16: 239
Avis Benjamin of Aaron and Clara Nov 18 1891.... 15: 50
Avis William II of William II and Emma Oct 17 1891.... 15: 34
Avresco Rosa of Giuseppe and Carmine May 29 1893... 15: 161
Axelton William of Augusta Sept 13 1896.... 15: 239
Axon Ethel of Josiah and Ellen July 22 1892.... 15: 726
Axon Josiah of Josiah and Ellen Mar 6 1894... 16: 38
Ayer Glady V of Emory T and Eva B Sept 17 1896..... 16: 246
Ayers Alice of Clement and Lorinda July 21 1895.... 16: 165
Ayers Earl of Edward C and Sarah Mar 14 1899... 16: 503
Ayers Edith of William and Rose Apr 4 1899...... 16: 499
Ayers Ethel of Edward C and Sarah Aug 28 1896..... 16: 257
Ayers Everett of Edward C and Sarah Aug 28 1896.... 16: 257
Ayers George E of Edward C and Sarah J Feb 1 1893... 15: 158
Ayers Grace E of Emory T and Eva B Apr 28 1898... 16: 394
Ayers Hazel M of Charles H and Florence B Nov 23 1899. 16:554
Ayers James B of James M and Bridget A Nov 24 1891. 13:34
Ayers James E of Clement and Lorinda V Nov 18 1893. 15:203
Ayers Sarah L of Clement and Lorinda V Feb 23 1898. 16:401
Ayers William T of Clement and Lorinda V July 19 1892. 15:122
Ayers — of Clement and Lorinda V June 7 1899. 16:506
Ayler Ruth (c) of Nellie E Nov 1 1893. 15:175
Aylsworth Charles L W of Charles O and Maude G Mar 13 1898. 16:397
Aylsworth Marian T of Henry C and Mary V May 15 1892. 15:79
Aylsworth Robert M of Henry C and Mary V May 26 1895. 16:105
Aylsworth — of Henry C and Mary July 19 1893. 15:185
Ayotte Alice of Noel and Aurelie Feb 13 1899. 16:516
Ayotte Annie P of Victor and Apolline Jan 25 1893. 16:114
Ayotte Blandine of Eli and Rose Apr 29 1899. 16:511
Ayotte Ida of Victor and Apolline Mar 20 1893. 15:148
Ayotte Laura of Peter and Laura Nov 23 1900. 17:104
Ayotte Liva A of Adelard and Marie A Feb 12 1898. 16:296
Ayotte Marie B P of Clephas and Blanche F Apr 17 1897. 16:299
Ayotte — of Adelard and Adelaide Apr 20 1899. 16:595
Azevedo Emanuel J of Jose S and Leiluende Apr 28 1894. 16:3
Azevedo Joao J of Manoel V and THEREZA Nov 25 1893. 15:172
Azevedo Jose of Jose B and Luiza Aug 7 1891. 15:32
Azevedo Serafino V of Antonio V and Roza Nov 19 1894. 16:48

Bacalenik Gertrude of Henry and Sarah Apr 21 1900. 17:33
Baccari Giuseppe of Giovanni and Maddalena Oct 28 1894 16 90
Baccari —— s of Giovanni and Maddalena May 6 1897 16 363
Baccaro Antonio of Giovanni and Maddalena Sept 18 1892 15 124
Bachand Albini of Alfred and Azelie May 20 1898 16 398
Bachand Aldor of Alexander and Delina May 3 1900 17 36
Bachand Alfred of Alfred and Azelie Dec 11 1900 17 109
Bachand Marie C J of Alfred and Arzelle June 20 1896 16 208
Bachand —— s of Alexandre and Marjory Sept 3 1897 16 342
Bachand —— s of Arthur and Alvina Jan 31 1900 17 9
Bacheelder —— d of Clarence H and Matilda Aug 7 1894 16 69
Bachman Dorothy C of Martin and Catarina Sept 10 1897 16 327
Bacharach Lena of David and Ester Oct 16 1900 17 92
Bacharach Mary of David and Esther Feb 9 1899 16 315
Back Backla of Julius and Rose May 14 1898 16 387
Backlund Gottfried L of Adolf J and Olena June 27 1894 15 21
Backlund Louisa of Adolf and Olivia Sept 24 1892 15 113
Backman Cerelia C of Lawrence and Anna S July 21 1895 16 170
Backman Lilly C of Martin and Katrina Dec 3 1894 16 61
Backman —— d of Martin and Katrina Aug 15 1900 17 119
Backstrom Isabelle J of Gustav and Annie July 1 1897 16 352
Backstrom —— d of Gustaf and Annie June 19 1899 16 513
Bader David of Isaac and Nellie Dec 31 1900 17 116
Bader Sarah of Isaac and Nellie Aug 11 1898 16 426
Badessa Antonio of Giuseppe and Francesca Apr 22 1898 16 102
Badessa Domenica of Giuseppe and Francesca Sept 15 1895 16 166
Badessa Giuseppa of Giuseppe and Antonia Dec 22 1897 16 352
Badessa Giuseppa of Giuseppe and Francesca Feb 25 1900 17 16
Badessa Giuseppina of Nicola and Antonia Jan 5 1900 17 2
Badessa Giuseppina of Placido and Caterina Oct 3 1900 17 88
Badessa Maria of Rosario and Anna Nov 3 1900 17 98
Badessa Nicola of Giuseppe and Antonia Sept 8 1896 16 257
Badessa —— s of Giuseppe and Antonia Apr 30 1900 17 35
Badessi Rosario of Giuseppe and Antonia May 25 1895 16 123
Badesso —— d of Nicola and Antonietto Dec 30 1899 16 526
Badsley Mary of Edward and Mary Dec 9 1894 16 59
Baeny Margaret L of Charles H and Louise E Nov 20 1895 16 169
Baeny Violet F of Charles H and Louise E Nov 23 1896 16 251
Bagge Carl H O of Herman and Augusta S Oct 2 1897 16 338
Bagge —— s of A C Hermann and Augusta Nov 14 1899 16 553
Bajgins —— d of Mamie June 19 1894 16 16
Baggott Arthur W of John D and Harriet M Aug 25 1897 16 318
Baggott Harriet A of John and Harriet Nov 18 1894 16 48
Baggott John G of John D and Harriet M May 3 1896 16 184
Baggott Leo V of John and Harriet Sept 23 1899 16 523
Baggott Lydia M of John D and Harriet N Apr 7 1893 15 137
Baggs — d of Horace and Nellie Oct 21 1899. 16:538
Bagley Catherine M of Michael E and Bridget June 30 1896. 16:292
Bagley Carl H of Hope and Laura A Nov 9 1896. 16:243
Bagley Elsie L of William V and Maggie May 17 1894. 16: 7
Bagley Genevieve of Thomas F and Mary A Aug 17 1899. 16:592
Bagley Helena M of Michael A and Bridget Feb 21 1899. 16:490
Bagley John J of Michael and Bridget Nov 14 1893. 15:191
Bagley Julia M of Michael and Bridget May 1 1894. 15:16
Bagley Lillian A of Thomas F and Mary A Nov 10 1893. 15:213
Bagley Mary V of Patrick and Ellen Oct 15 1893. 15:180
Bagley Raymond F of Patrick F and Ellen Aug 28 1895. 16:139
Bagley Thomas G of Michael A and Bridget Feb 21 1899. 16:490
Bagley — d of Hope and Laura Aug 21 1898. 16:442
Bagley — s of James R H and Theresa Feb 9 1895. 16:144
Bagnall Mabel of Joseph and Lizzie May 24 1893. 15:155
Bagnall Thomas H of Thomas H and Minnie F Dec 15 1893. 15:192
Bagshaw Ada of Frank and Ada L Mar 2 1894. 16:22
Bagshaw Augusta of Frank and Ada L Mar 3 1895. 16:111
Bagshaw Catherine B of Frank and Ada L July 13 1897. 16:336
Bagshaw Charles of Frank and Ada L Dec 16 1892. 15:116
Bagshaw John J of Frank and Ada L Mar 1 1896. 16:290
Bagshaw Mabel L of Frank and Ada C Nov 1 1891. 15:49
Bailey Albert W of Albert W and Maude B June 11 1895. 16:34
Bailey Charles E of Thomas and Mary T May 20 1892. 15:94
Bailey Charles M of Frank J and Mary E Aug 23 1892. 15:117
Bailey Daniel of Edward and Mary Jan 8 1900. 17:2
Bailey Doris of George W and Sarah L Jan 15 1895. 16:119
Bailey Dorothy A of Robert and Eliza A Oct 2 1899. 16:552
Bailey Earl M of Clarence M and Margaret V Aug 10 1897. 16:336
Bailey Edmund of Robert and Hannah Jan 12 1894. 16:8
Bailey Edward of James J and Bridget A July 15 1899. 16:550
Bailey Edward J of Edward and Mary May 1 1895. 16:97
Bailey Emma D of Albert W and Maude B Apr 6 1893. 15:137
Bailey Ethel M of Fred J and Mary K July 30 1897. 16:325
Bailey George W of George W and Sarah S Feb 5 1897. 16:301
Bailey Harold A of James J and Augusta Aug 5 1897. 16:333
Bailey Helen M of Charles E and Lida C Oct 1 1898. 16:442
Bailey (Daley) Henry of Henry and Mary Sept 10 1897. 16:369
Bailey Henry J of Frederick J and Mary K Jan 28 1896. 16:199
Bailey James G of Henry and Mary A Sept 30 1898. 16:428
Bailey John A of Frederick J and Mary K Nov 6 1899. 16:559
Bailey Joseph H of Edward and Mary Mar 9 1898. 16:372
Bailey Lillian F of James J and Augusta Sept 27 1900. 17:87
Bailey Lillian J of Clarence M and Margaret V Feb 19 1894. 16:26
Bailey Margaret of Robert and Hannah Feb 27 1891........ 15: 30
Bailey Mary E of Edward J F and Mary Aug 22 1891........ 15: 40
Bailey Richard A of Robert F and Eliza A May 17 1898... 16: 391
Bailey Richard F of Richard A and Sarah J Dec 10 1898.. 16: 423
Bailey Robert of Robert McG and Margaret Mar 13 1891... 15: 31
Bailey Robert F of Robert and Hannah July 18 1895...... 16: 142
Bailey Robert L (v) of Robert L and Annie E Aug 5 1892.. 15: 117
Bailey Robert W of Robert F Jan 25 1893................. 15: 150
Bailey Roy P of Sydney H and Annie J Aug 2 1898....... 16: 445
Bailey Thomas A of James J and Bridget A Feb 16 1896... 16: 196
Bailey Thomas J of Thomas and Mary T Feb 4 1897....... 16: 306
Bailey Walter of Walter and Rose Dec 17 1898............ 16: 462
Bailey Walter E of Jerome N and Mary A May 12 1892..... 15: 70
Bailey Willbur J of John and Hilma C Nov 17 1899...... 16: 586
Bailey William M of Robert A and Jennie V Oct 18 1891.. 16: 51
Bailey — d of Charles E Jr and Lida C Jan 27 1891....... 16: 25
Bailey — s of Clarence M and Margaret V June 15 1891... 15: 4
Bailey — s of Sarah Apr 2 1895.......................... 16: 104
Bailey — s of Warren E and Bertha F July 30 1899....... 16: 545
Baillie Kenneth A of Robert M and Margaret Dec 3 1899.. 16: 568
Baillie Robert McG of Robert McG and Margaret Mar 18 1891.. 15: 27
Bain Margaret of Robert and Mary Oct 25 1897........... 16: 343
Bain Mary of Robert and Mary Dec 26 1893................. 15: 192
Bainton Arthur E of William and Sarah J Oct 19 1892.... 15: 408
Bainton Ethel G of William and Sarah J Apr 24 1895...... 16: 102
Bainton Myrtle A of Herbert G and Flora M July 26 1900.. 17: 66
Bainville Clodeo of Pierre and Rose Sept 10 1897...... 16: 362
Baird Floyd F of Arthur F and Carrie F Oct 9 1899...... 16: 558
Baird James D of James and Janet Oct 23 1898........... 16: 448
Baird Janette of James and Janette Dec 8 1892........... 15: 119
Baker Addie F of Charles H and Addie L Apr 27 1894..... 16: 25
Baker Alice of George and Grace Mar 31 1899............. 16: 476
Baker Alice H of Walter E and Matilda M Feb 5 1897..... 16: 225
Baker Allen H of Edward A and Cora B Nov 28 1899..... 16: 568
Baker Anna of Frank H and Anna E July 31 1892........ 15: 112
Baker Annie of John B and Elizabeth A Aug 8 1899..... 16: 557
Baker Austin G of Colin C and Clara E Sept 5 1893.... 15: 197
Baker Bertrand F of Frank E and Hilma C Jan 1 1896..... 16: 198
Baker Dorothy A of John J and Catherine J Feb 18 1898.. 16: 393
Baker Dorothy C of Frank E and Hilma F Nov 12 1897... 16: 339
Baker Dorothy D of Walter S and Florence C Apr 15 1898.. 16: 394
Baker Elizabeth E of Herbert E and Carrie B Sept 26 1891.. 16: 66
Baker Elmer N of Elmer F and Grace G June 21 1900...... 17: 54
Baker Emma of Frank H and Annie Dec 9 1894..............16: 85
Baker Ethel M of William H and Clara O Feb 14 1892.........17: 81
Baker Florence E of George and Mary E Apr 12 1896..........16: 203
Baker Francis W of Frank W and Ellen F Aug 10 1892.........15: 120
Baker Frank C of Fred A and Sarah G Apr 26 1900..............17: 31
Baker Frank L of Philip L and Mary Dec 9 1893.............15: 183
Baker George H of George H and Delia July 27 1899.........16: 545
Baker George W of George and Mary E Feb 16 1899............16: 491
Baker Gertrude E of Walter E and Matilda W May 17 1899...16: 492
Baker Grace of Frank W and Helen F July 8 1891............15: 53
Baker Harry E of Henry B and Alice B Jan 4 1893.........15: 152
Baker Helen P of Walter M and Effie M Nov 21 1899......16: 586
Baker Hope C of Charles G and Medora J Sept 19 1895....16: 135
Baker Hope W of George S and Grace W Feb 6 1895.........16: 95
Baker Irene A of Fennor B and Annie T Jan 11 1898....16: 336
Baker John J of William H and Mary E Nov 6 1898.......16: 419
Baker Lloyd M of William M and Maud G Feb 25 1900.....17: 16
Baker Lotta A of Clarence E and Lotta A July 5 1893...15: 199
Baker Marie of Anthony and Marie L Apr 7 1892.............15: 70
Baker Milton C of Charles H and Carrie L Oct 3 1895....16: 152
Baker Nelson A of Henry B and Alice B Dec 21 1895......16: 161
Baker Norman D of George M and Gertrude H June 3 1893...15: 169
Baker Philip of Joseph and Virginie Mar 21 1893.....15: 167
Baker Robert L of Lewis O and Catherine July 10 1893...15: 214
Baker Walter B of Fennor B and Annie T Dec 29 1892...15: 119
Baker Warren E of Frank E and Hilma C June 21 1900....17: 49
Baker — of Albert A and Emma B May 24 1899.........16: 595
Baker — of Everett H and Jennie B Dec 20 1895........16: 153
Baker — of Everett H and Jennie E May 8 1892......15: 79
Baker — of Frank and Annie Sept 28 1895...........16: 173
Baker — of Frank and Annie Apr 1 1898...........16: 467
Baker — of Frank H and Annie E Feb 8 1894........15: 12
Baker — of Frank N and Idelle A Mar 28 1895........16: 121
Baker — of Henry F and Carrie A Sept 9 1897........16: 355
Baker — of James S and Lillian E June 6 1893...15: 152
Baker — of John F and Bessie May 19 1891.........15: 9
Baker — of William and Elizabeth Jan 10 1897........16: 364
Balanci Michele of Luigi and Cecelia Feb 7 1892..........15: 88
Balatofsky Nathan of Louis and Fanny Feb 24 1894....16: 5
Balatow Edward of Jacob and Ida July 14 1896......16: 232
Balatow Louis of Jacob and Ida Apr 8 1899........16: 476
Balatowsky Charles of Louis and Fanny Apr 23 1898...16: 376
Balatowsky Samuel of Louis and Fanny May 9 1893
Balbrisky Lena of Simon and Sarah Jan 20 1900
Balchin William of Edwin G and Lizzie May 17 1892
Balcom Everett C of Frederick L and Sarah J Aug 4 1893
Balcom Reuben E of Frederick L and Sarah J Aug 4 1894
Balcom William R of Frederick A and Sarah J Nov 4 1895
Baldwin Earl F of George F and Bertha Apr 21 1894
Baldwin Earl F of James D and Fannie Nov 12 1893
Baldwin Edith M of Frank and Amy E Sept 8 1894
Baldwin Frank C of Frank and Annie E Sept 4 1900
Baldwin George B of George E and Mary E June 25 1895
Baldwin Grace F of Leon F N and Bertha H Apr 15 1894
Baldwin Karl B of George E and Mary E Nov 1 1896
Baldwin Russell W of Herbert E and Nellie A Feb 9 1896
Baldwin William C of Joseph R and Mary J Nov 30 1895

Balchen — d of Frederick R and Blanche Dec 4 1895
Balenci Joseph of Sarah Nov 23 1895
Balentine Frank II of Frank and Emma A June 3 1891
Balentine Irene of Hugh and Ellen G Nov 1 1895
Balentine Madeline of Hugh and Ellen G Sept 21 1898
Balentine Raymond of Frank and Emma July 19 1893

Baless — s of Antonio and Eve Aug 14 1899
Balestra Maria V of Luigi and Maria A Oct 13 1900

Balestra Raffaele of Luigi and Maria Feb 17 1899
Balfour Elizabeth of David M and Mary Nov 13 1895
Balfour Evelyn A of John J and Emma A Sept 17 1897
Balfour Gladys M of John J and Emma A Nov 8 1899
Balfour Lillie McI of David M and Mary Dec 23 1897
Balfour Walter of David M and Mary Jan 31 1900

Ball Ethel of William H and Jane June 14 1891
Ball Clarence E of Asa R and Effie C Sept 5 1896

Ball Frank M of Asa R and Effie C Apr 19 1899
Ball Frederick L of William E and Evelina E Jan 31 1896
Ball Harold R of William E and Abbie A Dec 15 1898
Ball Howard E (c) of Oscar E and Mattie E Jan 16 1891
Ball Lillian A of William E and Evelina Aug 11 1893
Ball Marion E of William E and Eveline E Jan 18 1892
Ball William E of William E and Abbie A Jan 18 1898

Ball — (c) s of Oscar E and Martha E Feb 12 1893

Ball — d of William and Freda July 16 1893
Ballas — d of Francis V and Jacentha A Aug 25 1892...15: 99
Ballon Ann of Joseph and Sarah A Apr 13 1894.............15: 43
Ballon Doris of Leslie B and Lizzie B Apr 3 1897........16: 292
Ballon Edith of Charles C and Mary E July 18 1897.....16: 362
Ballon Elia M of Charles H and Jennie L July 12 1893...15: 199
Ballon Elsie L of William L and Hattie J July 6 1900....17: 60
Ballon Emma M of William L and Hattie J Mar 6 1896...16: 303
Ballon Frederick A of Frederick A and Inez C Oct 22 1893..15: 175
Ballon Frederick A of William H and Lizzie B Nov 8 1893..15: 202
Ballon Frederick H (c) of Herbert N and Fannie M Sept 23
1895

Ballon Gerald of Javen and Hopie A Oct 21 1891............15: 41
Ballon Harold F of Frank E and Sarah E June 11 1900.....17: 46
Ballon Helen M (c) of Herbert N and Fannie M Feb 8 1900...17: 11
Ballon Herbert N (c) of Herbert N and Fanny M Apr 26 1893.15: 137
Ballon Howard W of Louis H and Ethel H Feb 8 1898....16: 393
Ballon Josiah H of Javen and Hope A Feb 25 1893.........15: 142
Ballon Leslie B of Leslie B and Lizzie B Apr 14 1898....16: 391
Ballon Minnie L of William and Lillie J July 15 1895.....16: 142
Ballon Nettie H of Ira and Fannie Oct J 1900.............17: 88
Ballon Norma of Albert E and Evelyn A Oct 16 1896......16: 230
Ballon Oscar D of William L and Hattie J Sept 20 1893...15: 213
Ballon Patience G of Herbert N and Fanny M Oct 24 1897...16: 319
Ballon Theodore E of Ira A and Fannie Nov 19 1898......16: 420
Ballon Viola M of George W and Marie L July 29 1899....16: 527
Ballon —— d of Albert E and Evelyn Dec 20 1894.........16: 74
Ballon —— s of Charles H and Charlotte T Oct 15 1899...16: 552
Ballon —— d of Charles H and Lottie T Dec 15 1897......16: 340
Balone Rosa of Morena and Carmina Mar 17 1896.......16: 220
Balsam —— s of Lewis and Rachel May 24 1900.............17: 41
Balthazar Diana of Henry and Marie Oct 19 1900.........17: 94
Baltimore John F of George and Rosa Sept 3 1891.........15: 48
Bamberger Edna of John A and Bertha May 19 1895......16: 112
Bamberger John E of August and Bertha Aug 24 1902.....15: 117
Bamberger Louis of John A and Bertha Sept 12 1894.....15: 40
Bamford Edith P of James and Amy Feb 14 1894.........16: 28
Bamford James W of James and Janet Jan 3 1896........16: 208
Bamford Jane of James and Margaret Feb S 1890..........17: 11
Bamford Norman H of James and Janet Nov 13 1900......17: 102
Bamford Thomas A of James and Janet Dec 11 1898.......16: 462
Bamford —— s of Thomas and Alice B May 9 1899........16: 500
Bampton Rossmond of John H and Jennie Apr 7 1892......15: 93
Banahan Peter of Thomas and Catherine July 15 1899......16: 578
Banahan Thomas of Thomas and Catherine Dec 18 1897....16: 360
Band Emma A of William and Emma S Jan 5 1892.........15: 83
Band Louise M of William and Emma L Feb 27 1900........17: 17
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Bander Alfred of Samuel and Sarah Aug 22 1900.......... 17: 75
Bander Charles of Hyman II and Annie Aug 5 1898.......... 16: 421
Bander Cyrus of Samuel II and Sarah Nov 22 1894.......... 16: 52
Bander Evelyn of Joseph and Ray Sept 27 1896.......... 16: 229
Bander Evelyn of Samuel and Sarah Nov 29 1896.......... 16: 230
Bander Joseph of Hyman and Annie Jan 15 1893.......... 15: 138
Bander Lillian C of Barnet and Elizabeth Oct 30 1900........ 17: 97
Bander Maurice of Hyman and Annie Jan 27 1896.......... 16: 185
Bander Nathalie R of Bernard and Bessie June 3 1896.......... 16: 103
Bander — s of Hyman and Annie Dec 27 1895.......... 16: 141
Banks Carleton R of Walter M and Martha H Nov 8 1893.......... 15: 202
Banks Lois M of Walter M and Martha H July 30 1895.......... 16: 165
Banigan Alice of Eugene E and Nellie Jan 10 1895.......... 16: 110
Banigan John of John and Margaret Sept 27 1896.......... 16: 234
Banigan John J of John J and Mary C July 10 1894.......... 16: 49
Banigan Joseph of John and Margaret E June 15 1898.......... 16: 382
Banigan Sarah A of Owen and Bridget Aug 9 1893.......... 15: 189
Banigan — d of John J and Mary C Apr 23 1897.......... 16: 365
Banketer — s of John and Frances May 27 1900.......... 17: 42
Banks Albert E of Frederick and Louisa Feb 7 1900.......... 17: 11
Banks Charles of John J and Mary E Apr 14 1895.......... 16: 101
Banks Frederick A of Fred and Louisa Feb 8 1892.......... 17: 91
Banks George W of Frederick and Louisa Feb 7 1900.......... 17: 11
Banks Herbert T K of Frederick and Louisa Mar 5 1895.......... 16: 127
Banks Lionel of Richard and Christina 1 May 22 1898.......... 16: 398
Banks Lucy M of Ralph II and Hattie 1 Jan 9 1893.......... 15: 161
Banks Mary of John and Mary Dec 31 1897.......... 16: 330
Banks Ralph of Ralph and Hattie 1 Oct 11 1891.......... 15: 62
Bannahan John of James and Margaret A Dec 7 1900.......... 17: 198
Bannahan John of Thomas and Catherine Aug 2 1896.......... 16: 262
Bannahan Joseph H of James and Catherine Nov 19 1898.......... 16: 161
Bannahan Joseph L of Thomas and Catherine Nov 27 1900.......... 17: 106
Bannan Julia of Patrick and Bridget June 22 1897.......... 16: 294
Bannan Margaret F of Patrick and Bridget May 4 1892.......... 15: 82
Bannigan Annie of Owen and Bridget Oct 4 1895.......... 16: 156
Bannigan Thomas of John and Margaret Apr 24 1894.......... 16: 12
Bannigan — s of Mary E Jan 3 1894.......... 16: 31
Bannister Bernard of John W and Alice May 14 1891.......... 15: 3
Bannon Annie of Thomas and Bridget Feb 10 1891.......... 15: 15
Bannon Catherine of James and Catherine May 24 1896.......... 16: 187
Bannon Charles of William and Mary July 2 1899.......... 16: 331
Bannon Helena of Charles C and Anna J July 7 1899.......... 17: 60
Bannon James of William J and Mary June 30 1899.......... 16: 183
Bannon James E of William F and Lillie A May 15 1897.......... 16: 283
Bannon James E of William and Mary A Oct 23 1900.......... 17: 95
Bannon James M of James and Catherine Aug 17 1892........ 15:106
Bannon John E of Thomas and Bridget Feb 7 1896........ 16:199
Bannon John J of Patrick and Bridget Apr 10 1894........ 16: 23
Bannon Lena of Michael and Maria May 28 1900........ 17: 42
Bannon Lillian A of Thomas F and Elizabeth F Mar 9 1892.. 15: 81
Bannon Madeleine of Thomas F and Elizabeth F Aug 21 1894.16: 66
Bannon Margaret A of Patrick and Bridget Nov 18 1895... 16:157
Bannon Mary E of Michael and Maria Apr 7 1893........ 16:499
Bannon Mildred C of John L and Mary F Dec 25 1899.... 16:549
Bannon Thomas F of Patrick and Bridget E July 18 1899.. 16:550
Bannon Thomas F of Thomas and Bridget June 6 1893.... 15:152
Bannon Thomas H of James and Catherine June 21 1900... 17: 47
Bannon William C of John F and Matilda A Aug 16 1893.. 15:177
Bannon William F of William F and Elizabeth A Oct 5 1898.16:428
Bannon William H of William and Mary Apr 7 1897.... 16:278
Bannon —— s of Charles and Lizzie June 11 1898..... 16:468
Bannon —— d of Patrick and Bridget July 16 1899.... 16:596
Banovitz Chela of Abraham and Lena Oct 24 1892...... 15:108
Banspaeh George W of George W and Carrie A Mar 7 1891.. 15: 2
Bauville George J of James W and Alphonse June 6 1894.16: 35
Baptista Adelaide of Jose A and Marianna Aug 9 1897.... 16:317
Baptista Maria of Jose A and Marianna Sept 2 1899.... 16:522
Baptista Maria of Jose A and Marianna E Apr 5 1892.... 15: 67
Barad Alexander of Joseph and Etta July 5 1900........ 17: 60
Barad Shulan of Joseph Z and Etta June 27 1898........ 16:392
Barbarite Ricco of Michele and Francesca Oct 21 1899... 16:574
Barbati Alfonso of Giuseppe and Amalia Sept 26 1897... 16:327
Barbato Carolina of Giuseppe and Amalia June 15 1900... 17: 47
Barber Byron M of Byron M and Helen Nov 7 1900.... 17:100
Barber Carrie J of Saul J and Lena Sept 4 1895.... 16:159
Barber Felix S of Saul J and Lena Jan 2 1898.... 16:392
Barber George of Samuel and Zilpha Feb 21 1892........ 15: 92
Barber Grace of Samuel and Zilpha Nov 14 1898......... 16:429
Barber Harold E of Peleg W and Grace E Mar 17 1895.... 16:127
Barber Jacob of Solomon J and Lena June 14 1891.... 15: 45
Barber Joseph F of Charles S and Mary June 10 1899... 16:489
Barber Lincoln E of William L and Marie L Aug 6 1891... 15: 51
Barber Mary of Samuel and Zilpha Oct 10 1894........ 16: 83
Barber Maude of Samuel and Zilpha Dec 20 1896........ 16:238
Barber Sadie of Saul J and Lena July 4 1893........ 15:192
Barber —— s of C —— and Giuseppa Aug 11 1893........ 15:200
Barber —— s of Harris and Catherine Jan 3 1900.... 17: 4
Barbera Domenico of Giovanni L and Dorotea Jan 18 1892.15: 71
Barberian Zephaniah ofOhannes and Tarvis May 29 1898.. 16:382
Barehi Annie of Pietro and Virginia Dec 19 1900........ 17:112
Barchi Francesco of Pietro and Virginia Aug 8 1896..... 16:257
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Barchi Vittorio P S of Pietro and Virginia Dec 5 1898
Barclay Elizabeth of William and Susan Apr 8 1895
Barclay Ernest F of William F and Susanna Nov 12 1896
Barclay Henry S of William F and Susanna Mar 17 1892
Barclay John J of William and Susan Apr 8 1895
Barclay — s of William F and Susanna July 9 1899
Bardsley Charles of Edward and Mary Nov 1 1898
Bardsley Joseph of Joseph II and Louisa Nov 6 1894
Bardsley — d of Dakin and Ann Mar 21 1893
Bardsley — s of Dakin and Ann May 12 1896
Bardsley — s of James and Martha June 23 1892
Baresh Abraham of Moses and Hattie Dec 15 1896
Barinski Francis of John and Catherine Oct 5 1894
Barisum Joseph of Ludwig and Rachel May 16 1900
Barker Alfred P of Frederick and Mary II Oct 14 1900
Barker Clara W of James P Jr and Ruth II Mar 24 1899
Barker Edith D of Edwin A and Sarah E Apr 25 1896
Barker Edward of Edward II and Malvina July 20 1894
Barker Edward of Edward P and Elizabeth M Apr 20 1893
Barker Edwin E of Edwin A and Sarah E Aug 7 1899
Barker Emma E of Edwin A and Sarah E Mar 8 1894
Barker Gladys M of Charles D and Maud M June 8 1892
Barker Grace of James II and Ella Mar 16 1899
Barker Harold R of Edgar R and Mary F Aug 4 1891
Barker Josephine W of Arthur C and Josephine C Feb 16 1896
Barker Lisette M of James and Charlotte E Nov 24 1899
Barker Mary L of Edward II and Malvina Mar 7 1896
Barker Mary R of Edward H and Malvina May 12 1893
Barker May L of Edward H and Sarah E May 6 1895
Barker Mildred of J F Jr and Ruth II Feb 3 1897
Barker Ralph L of Alfred C and Grace L Aug 15 1895
Barker Sarah E of Edward P and Elizabeth M Apr 17 1896
Barker William of Christopher and Hanora Dec 12 1894
Barker — s of Roy S and Sadie E July 6 1894
Bartia Columbia of Costanzo and Nicoia Mar 27 1899
Barlow Alice of Henry and Mary E July 25 1893
Barlow Anna M of Henry and Mary E May 8 1892
Barlow Carl K of Francis II and Catherine F Nov 20 1898
Barlow Edward B of Edward E and Lillian B Aug 4 1892
Barlow Elizabeth S of Alsimus and Annie Dec 23 1891
Barlow Florence A of William and Lavina Oct 15 1899
Barlow Henry of Jesse and Mary A Jan 21 1893
Barlow Herbert B of Howard E and Nellie L June 20 1898
Barlow Ida of Stephen and Clara Mar 3 1894
Barlow John H of Henry and Mary E Mar 25 1891
Barlow Madeline H of Howard E and Nellie L Dec 4 1899. 16:576
Barlow Margaret of Joseph and Mary June 1 1892. 15:133
Barlow Mary (c) of Jose and Nancy May 16 1892. 15:70
Barlow Percy E of Stephen and Clara Sept 8 1897. 16:355
Barlow Ralph F of Peter H and Elizabeth A June 2 1891. 15:9
Barlow Vera D of Edward T and Lillian B Feb 20 1898. 16:375
Barlow Zeta of Michael J and Mary E Jan 31 1900. 17:9
Barnes Ada of Joseph H and Anna Nov 30 1897. 16:359
Barnes Alfred of Joseph and Nellie Apr 30 1894. 15:43
Barnes Esther A of Joseph H and Ann Apr 25 1894. 16:40
Barnes George H of Simeon E and Mary T Sept 23 1900. 17:85
Barnes Georgianna B (c) of John C and Annie T Mar 19 1891. 15:62
Barnes Herbert II of Horace A and Addie J Jan 16 1899. 16:496
Barnes James E of Edward and Mary Apr 15 1895. 16:93
Barnes Jerome C P (c) of John C and Annie T May 8 1899. 16:500
Barnes John C (c) of John C and Annie May 15 1893. 15:166
Barnes Joseph of Joseph and Nellie June 1 1895. 16:103
Barnes Levi of James and Hannah June 9 1896. 16:207
Barnes Lillian M of Guy U and Clista M July 18 1898. 16:437
Barnes Mabel L of Simeon E and Mary Sept 13 1895. 16:139
Barnes Madeleine C E of Guy U and Clista M May 13 1893. 15:151
Barnes Marie V of John C and Annie T June 9 1895. 16:124
Barnes Mary C of James and Elizabeth Dec 17 1898. 16:449
Barnes Mildred J (c) of John C and Annie T Mar 19 1897. 16:298
Barnes Rebecca M of James and Alice A July 16 1892. 15:133
Barnes Ruth P of Arthur H and Julla Aug 17 1892. 15:120
Barnes Simeon E of Simeon E and Mary T Sept 27 1897. 16:322
Barnes Viola B of Waldo E and Emma A June 13 1895. 16:113
Barnes Whittaker of James and Alice Aug 29 1896. 16:263
Barnes — s of Orsemus S and Hannah M Jan 26 1899. 16:594
Barnet Edgar of Albert and Elisabeth Apr 15 1891. 15:30
Barnett Edgar of Albert and Lizzie Apr 8 1894. 15:15
Barnett Edith A L of Frank and Annie L Jan 16 1899. 16:496
Barnett Edith L (c) of John H and Lucinda Nov 29 1894. 16:61
Barnett Eugene C (c) of George H and Adele M June 20 1899. 16:496
Barnett George H (c) of George H and Addie July 4 1897. 16:340
Barnett Marion B of Herbert G and Ella M Mar 21 1895. 16:127
Barnett Mary L of George H and Addie M May 12 1895. 16:116
Barnett William W (c) of George H and Adele M Sept 25 1893. 15:194
Barnett — (c) d of George H and Adella M May 31 1896. 16:205
Barney Betsey H of Arthur A and Florence E Mar 11 1893. 15:153
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>Barney Cora M of Charles A and Helen A Oct 7 1891.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td>Barney Earl B of Elton and Hannah Apr 30 1890.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1893</td>
<td>Barney Edward W of William W and Ellen July 8 1893.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td>Barney Ernest H of William W and Ellen June 5 1894.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1895</td>
<td>Barney Frederick W of Frederick W and Emma B Mar 22 1895.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Barney Frederick W of William W and Ellen July 24 1898. | 16: 125
---
Barney John J of John H and Kate Sept 13 1891. | 15: 33
---
Barney Raymond L of Arthur A and Florence E Oct 21 1891. | 15: 52
---
Barney Walter C of Frank W and Emma E W Aug 31 1897. | 16: 362
---
Barney William A of Charles H and Matilda N Sept 1 1895. | 16: 149
---
Barney William H of Newman I and Mary J Jan 23 1893. | 15: 158
---
Barney — d of Elton C and Hannah D Dec 27 1891. | 15: 50
---
Barney — d of William and Ellen Apr 9 1900. | 17: 30
---
Barnicoat Clarence M of Charles and Amelia Mar 31 1896. | 16: 200
---
Barnewell Charles S A of Thomas H and Hattie F July 27. | 1891. | 15: 53
---
Barnewell Mary I of Thomas H and Hattie F Apr 7 1895. | 16: 108
---
Baradet Eva R of Edward and Mary M Apr 24 1896. | 16: 221
---
Baradette Edmond L of Edouard and Matilda Mar 22 1898. | 16: 307
---
Baradette Esther B of Charles and Esther Apr 5 1897. | 16: 353
---
Baron Clara E of Henri and Mathilde Oct 21 1898. | 16: 123
---
Baron Elma of Henri and Mathilde Aug 18 1896. | 16: 228
---
Baron Eva of Frederick W and Mary A Oct 15 1891. | 15: 37
---
Baron George L of Frederick W and Mary A Jan 20 1897. | 16: 285
---
Baron Ludger S of Francois N L and Adele May 21 1900. | 17: 41
---
Baron Marie S of Henry and Matilda Apr 24 1892. | 16: 70
---
Baron Pauline S of Francois N L and Adele Apr 21 1891. | 16: 20
---
Baron Salvio H of Henry and Matilda Mar 16 1894. | 16: 6
---
Baron Zenon L of Francois N L and Adele July 22 1892. | 15: 120
---
Barone Angelina di Michele and Emilia Apr 27 1893. | 15: 144
---
Barone Angelina di Saverio and Teresa Jan 8 1895. | 16: 98
---
Barone Anna M of Giuseppe and Angela M July 26 1891. | 15: 56
---
Barone Antonio di Giacomo and Lurita June 5 1900. | 17: 45
---
Barone Assunta di Saverio and Teresa Aug 14 1897. | 16: 325
---
Barone Carmine A di Giacomo and Lurita Oct 2 1898. | 16: 463
---
Barone Concetta di Giacomo and Lurita Feb 6 1894. | 16: 9
---
Barone Emilia di Giacomo and Maria Apr 14 1895. | 16: 101
---
Barone Giorgio di Giacomo and Lurita Apr 23 1897. | 16: 283
---
Barone Giovannina di Giuseppe and Angela M Apr 20 1893. | 15: 160
---
Barone Guglielmo di Pasquale and Adelaide June 3 1898. | 16: 382
---
Barone Luigi A di Giacomo and Lurita Feb 25 1891. | 15: 7
---
Barone Maria di Agostino and Costina Jan 22 1900. | 17: 6
---
Barone Michele di Giacomo di and Giuseppina Mar 8 1892. | 15: 73
Barone Pietro of Saverio and Teresa May 28 1899. 16: 482
Barone Rosaria of Domenico and Angela Jan 17 1899. 16: 507
Barone Salvatore of Saverio and Teresa Mar 26 1891. 15: 8
Barone Salvatore of Saverio and Teresa May 5 1892. 15: 74
Barone Teresa of Francesco and Camilla Nov 28 1891. 15: 42
Barone Vincenzo of Vincenzo and Maria Aug 25 1898. 16: 426
Barone —— d of Antonio and Isabella Sept 23 1891. 15: 40
Barovitz Dora of Jacob and Sarah Sept 8 1896. 16: 229
Barovitz Harry of Jacob and Sara Aug 5 1894. 16: 50
Barowitz Fannie of Jacob and Sara Mar 12 1893. 15: 139
Barowitz Janet of Jacob and Sarah June 30 1899. 16: 478
Barquist Irene H of Stephen and Anna Jan 18 1897. 16: 291
Barquist Sigrid M of Stephen and Anna May 26 1892. 15: 82
Barrett Ada E of David J and Jane Apr 1 1895. 16: 118
Barrett Arthur J of David J and Jennie E Mar 17 1897. 16: 298
Barrett Arthur W of Arthur W and Mary E Aug 5 1893. 15: 177
Barrett Charles of James H and Annie May 15 1896. 16: 207
Barrett Clarence A of Thomas J and Isabel Aug 4 1894. 16: 76
Barrett Francis J of David J and Jane June 18 1891. 15: 21
Barrett George O of George A and Mary Sept 9 1891. 15: 33
Barrett Irving S of Frederick Wand Margaret M June 13 1900. 17: 47
Barrett James H of James H and Annie July 22 1897. 16: 362
Barrett John of David J and Jennie E May 16 1899. 16: 500
Barrett Prudence M of James H and Annie May 9 1894. 16: 12
Barrett Madeline of David J Jr and Jennie June 21 1893. 15: 158
Barrett Robert C of David J Jr and Jennie June 21 1893. 15: 158
Barrett William of James and Marion H Apr 16 1896. 16: 217
Barrett William J of George A and May Oct 2 1893. 15: 171
Barrett —— d of George A and Mary July 19 1898. 16: 425
Barrett —— d of Henry C and Catherine A Sept 21 1898. 16: 447
Barrett —— d of Henry C and Catherine A Mar 14 1893. 15: 167
Barrett —— s of Henry C and Catherine A June 25 1894. 16: 31
Barrett —— d of Thomas J and Isabelle Aug 24 1897. 16: 349
Barrett —— d of Thomas N and Belle M Apr 3 1892. 15: 70
Barret Mary V of Tony P and Mary Mar 12 1899. A 1: 34
Barrett Alvin E of Charles E and Lucy Dec 31 1894. 16: 49
Barrett Catherine of James and Mary Dec 12 1894. 16: 86
Barrett Catherine M of Michael and Margaret M Apr 12 1896. 16: 263
Barrett Elmer of James S and Alice Nov 6 1899. 16: 567
Barrett Flora W of Michael and Margaret M Sept 28 1898. 16: 412
Barrett Florence E of Richard and Florence Dec 11 1893. 15: 195
Barrett George D of Patrick F and Elizabeth Aug 13 1898. 16: 418
Barrett Helen I of George and Agnes Jan 27 1892. 15: 96
Barrett Helen L of Charles E and Lucy E Jan 28 1896. 16: 181
Barrett Howard E of Frank I and Susan T Aug 30 1895. 16: 155
Barrett James F of Richard and Catherine July 13 1891. 15: 59
Barrett James J of John and Margaret Mar 29 1896........... 16: 216
Barrett John F of John and Margaret Oct 9 1899........... 16: 383
Barrett Joseph L of John J and Isabella B May 24 1898.... 16: 410
Barrett Mabel of Patrick T and Elizabeth Dec 1 1893.... 15: 172
Barrett Madeline A of John J and Isabella Feb 10 1900... 17: 12
Barrett Madeline P of Charles E and Lucy E July 6 1897... 16: 347
Barrett Margaret M of Michael and Margaret Aug 25 1891... 16: 69
Barrett Mary A of James and Mary Jan 15 1893............. 15: 162
Barrett Mary E of John and Grace July 7 1891............ 15: 32
Barrett Mary E of John and Margaret Apr 23 1897........... 16: 299
Barrett Mary M of Richard and Catherine Mar 6 1893.... 15: 163
Barrett Norman G of George M C and Theresa M Mar 19 1897.15: 348
Barrett William A of Christopher J and Leona H July 15 1891.15: 47
Barrett William J of William J and Mary L July 23 1894... 16: 50
Barrett — s of Frederick and Josephine Feb 10 1898... 16: 467
Barrett — s of George and Agnes June 30 1895............. 16: 131
Barrett — s of James and Mary Sept 25 1891............. 15: 61
Barrett — s of John and Margaret Sept 27 1900............ 17: 120
Barrett — s of John and Margaret Mar 29 1898............ 16: 467
Barrett — s of John and Margaret Dec 11 1898............ 16: 470
Barrett — d of John and Margaret Nov 25 1891............. 16: 85
Barrett — d of John E and Eliza G June 30 1891........... 15: 4
Barretta — d of Arcangelo and Nicoletta Dec 25 1896.... 16: 260
Barrie — d of Jessie Apr 29 1900................ 17: 35
Barrier Senhorinha of Manoel S and Rosa July 6 1892... 15: 99
Barron Margaret of William H and Mary E Oct 28 1893.... 15: 209
Barron — s of Frederick W and Mary A Mar 6 1895... 16: 127
Barros Maria of Jose and Aniceta May 10 1892............ 15: 98
Barros Mary (c) of John S and Angelica Apr 19 1900... 17: 32
Barrowclough Else M of Charles H and Annie Mar 27 1895... 16: 128
Barrows Clara E of Ozro C and Jennie Oct 27 1895... 16: 163
Barrows Doris C of Frank L and Martha W Sept 28 1895... 16: 159
Barrows Earl P of Herbert S and Emma J June 16 1891... 15: 16
Barrows Eugene of Eugene and Delfina Aug 8 1899...... 16: 571
Barrows Gertrude H of Ozro C and Jennie A Dec 2 1897... 16: 346
Barrows Mattie H of Ozro C and Jennie A Apr 1 1893... 15: 157
Barrows — d of Fred H and Blanche II Dec 6 1898... 16: 444
Barrows — s of Joseph and Alice Sept 8 1897............ 16: 334
Barrus Marion W of Arthur W and Hattie A Sept 23 1896... 16: 250
Barry Agnes of Patrick F and Elizabeth May 10 1896... 16: 204
Barry Aileen C of Henry B and Katie E Jan 9 1891... 15: 11
Barry Albert F of Albert F and Elizabeth C Nov 11 1897... 16: 316
Barry Annie of James and Anna T Aug 11 1898... 16: 451
Barry Arthur of John and Mary E July 26 1893............ 15: 170
Barry Arthur L of James S and Sarah A Mar 18 1896... 16: 197
Barry Bridget of John and Ann Aug 24 1896............ 16: 263
Barry Catherine of John and Annie Dec 14 1898. 16: 462
Barry Catherine F of Michael and Mary Aug 11 1892. 15: 106
Barry Christopher of William and Catherine Nov 24 1893. 15: 185
Barry Cornelius F of Patrick and Ellen Aug 1 1891. 15: 44
Barry Cornelius V of Cornelius and Margaret Feb 14 1891. 15: 1
Barry Daniel of Cornelius and Margaret Nov 25 1892. 15: 101
Barry Daniel of Dennis and Mary May 4 1891. 15: 8
Barry David of Patrick F and Lizzie Jan 31 1892. 15: 83
Barry Edward F of John W and Mary June 21 1894. 16: 24
Barry Edward F of Thomas and Mary Mar 12 1899. 16: 593
Barry Edward M of John J and Catherine F Feb 16 1895. 16: 197
Barry Elizabeth M of Samuel and Elizabeth J Aug 24 1897. 16: 332
Barry Ellen of Dennis and Margaret Dec 11 1898. 16: 455
Barry Ellen of Patrick F and Elizabeth Dec 8 1893. 15: 195
Barry Evelyn M of Edward and Estella Mar 23 1899. 16: 473
Barry Francis J of John M and Mary A Sept 8 1895. 16: 135
Barry Fred J of John and Mary Aug 27 1895. 16: 177
Barry Grace of Henry and Annie T June 7 1893. 15: 161
Barry Helen of James S and Sarah A Mar 16 1899. 16: 487
Barry Helen T of Patrick and Helen Nov 6 1895. 16: 150
Barry Herbert G of Jean H and Angeline June 28 1898. 16: 415
Barry Hope W of Albert F and Elizabeth C Jan 3 1896. 16: 205
Barry James of James and Agnes Dec 29 1898. 16: 420
Barry James of James S and Sarah A Nov 24 1897. 16: 335
Barry James of Maurice and Julia July 6 1891. 15: 38
Barry James of Patrick and Ellen Oct 14 1893. 15: 184
Barry James H of James and Annie T Dec 4 1894. 16: 79
Barry John of James H and Agnes T Sept 28 1900. 17: 87
Barry John of Thomas and Mary Feb 29 1897. 16: 287
Barry John D of John and Mary May 6 1891. 15: 28
Barry John F of Edward J and Mercedes T Nov 12 1900. 17: 101
Barry John S of William F and Waltrude G Mar 28 1898. 16: 380
Barry Joseph of James S and Sarah A Oct 15 1900. 17: 92
Barry Joseph C of Henry and Kate Aug 14 1892. 15: 103
Barry Katherine M of William F and Waltrude G June 23 1900. 17: 50
Barry Lillian G of Edward and Stella Feb 3 1897. 16: 313
Barry Madeline of Thomas and Mary A Mar 20 1895. 16: 108
Barry Margaret of Cornelius and Margaret Sept 16 1894. 16: 47
Barry Margaret of Dennis and Margaret Oct 29 1900. 17: 97
Barry Margaret of James H and Agnes Mar 18 1896. 16: 182
Barry Margaret M of James and Annie T Jan 28 1900. 17: 8
Barry Martha W of Samuel and Lizzie Sept 21 1893. 15: 184
Barry Mary of Dennis and Mary May 15 1897. 16: 283
Barry Mary of William and Catherine A Mar 22 1892. 15: 77
Barry Mary C of Daniel and Isabelle Nov 9 1898. 16: 420
Barry Mary C of William A and Margaret E Apr 18 1893...15:167
Barry Mary E of John and Rose July 23 1900..................17: 65
Barry Mary E of Thomas and Mary A Sept 20 1894...........16: 61
Barry Ovid of Jean B and Artimise Aug 20 1896............16:233
Barry Patrick C of Dennis and Mary Apr 24 1893..........15:144
Barry Patrick H of Patrick and Helen Feb 7 1899.........16: 85
Barry Peter of Dennis and Mary June 29 1895.................16:104
Barry Thomas A of Dennis and Margaret Aug 30 1895.......16:166
Barry Thomas J of Thomas and Mary Mar 8 1896..............16: 95
Barry William of William and Martha J June 16 1898......16: 411
Barry William E of Patrick E and Ellen Aug 7 1897......16:332
Barry William J of Edward and Mary J Oct 8 1892.........15:115
Barry William J of John and Mary S Jan 6 1898............16:383
Barry — s of Dennis and Maggie Aug 3 1897.................16:333
Barry — s of Dennis and Mary Sept 11 1899...............16:536
Barry — d of Samuel and Elizabeth Nov 4 1900.............17: 99
Barry — d of Thomas and Mary Oct 26 1898.................16:448
Barsley Margaret of Edward and Mary Aug 9 1896..........16:233
Barstow Edna M of George E and Rachel T May 12 1899...16:516
Barstow Frederick M of William F and Ellen E Feb 4 1900...17: 10
Barstow Herbert C of Henry B and Margaret Mar 4 1898...16:375
Barstow Maud J of Henry B and Margaret Aug 13 1894...15: 65
Barstow Wilson H of Henry B and Margaret Feb 2 1896...16:185
Bartel Marie S of Lucien and Olivine June 26 1898........16:383
Bartl Cora M of August and Cora J Sept 13 1891............16: 61
Bartil Elise I of Charles L and Elizabeth L Oct 30 1898...16:429
Bartil Frederick G of Charles L and Elizabeth L Jan 14 1897.16:279
Bartil Inza of Charles L and Elizabeth L Dec 19 1900....17:112
Bartil — s of Elise Mar 1 1896..............................16:195
Barthel Dobores of Lucian and Olivine July 29 1899....16:533
Barthelmass Henry G of Christian and Josephine Sept 2 1897.16:335
Barthelmass Mary S of Christian and Josephine Aug 18 1894.16: 81
Bartilman Charles A of William H and Lizzie June 2 1893...15:152
Bartlan Lilly of William H and Lizzie Mar 21 1895........16:111
Bartlett Alice R of Louis B and Emma Oct 30 1893........15:175
Bartlett Edith J of Ernest J and Alberta Oct 16 1897....16:343
Bartlett Faith of Thomas E and Isabella J Jan 30 1891....15: 14
Bartlett Frederick O of Louis B and Emma July 30 1896...16:245
Bartlett George H of George E and Matilda I Nov 3

1892 ..................15:108 and 134
Bartlett Hazel J of Alfred E and Rena B Oct 25 1898...16:448
Bartlett — d of Edward L and Alice L June 18 1900....17: 48
Bartley Hope E of Luke E and Theresia M July 16 1900...17: 63
Bartley Marguerite of James H and Rebecca S Jan 10 1892...15: 69
Bartley Mary of James H and Rebecca S July 23 1893....15:174
Bartley — s of Mary June 15 1900.........................17: 47
BARTOLOME — s of Gianfrancesco and Granada Dec 4 1892.15:125
Barton Anna E of William M and Sarah J Feb 27 1892........15: 77
Barton Bertha M of William M and Sarah J Feb 22 1895........16:105
Barton Clifford F of Frank T and Ida H Nov 27 1896.........16:255
Barton Edwin S of Otto L and Margaret Nov 11 1900.........17:101
Barton Ethel M of John L and Fanny Aug 31 1892............15:111
Barton Madeline L of Otto L and Margaret Mar 23 1896......16:203
Barton Madeline I of Otto L and Margaret Mar 7 1894........16: 16
Barton Mary of Mary Oct 3 1896................................16:229
Barton Mildred H of William and Annie V Aug 27 1894........16: 63
Barton Otto L of Otto L and Margaret Apr 20 1898..........16:394
Barton — s of George and Bertha June 11 1899..............16:595
Barzi Ernesto of Pietro and Assunta Feb 1 1894..............16: 16
Basar Rose of Jacob and Becky Apr 26 1897.................16:283
Basilinsky Leo of Harris and Rosa Sept 18 1892.............15:104
Basilinsky Leon of Harris and Lizzie Sept 18 1892.........15:107
Basin Hattie of Michael and Annie Apr 29 1895..............16:192
Basmajian Hiram of Garabed T and Haijooy M Oct 18 1900.17: 93
Basok Otto D of David B and Sarah Nov 10 1895.............16:156
Bassa Rosina of Francesco and Maria P Feb 12 1895.........16:129
Bassett Ernest E of Frank and Ada J June 12 1892...........15: 71
Bassett Harold J of Otis and Mary J Mar 2 1895.............16: 92
Bassett Helen R of George E and Helen Oct 3 1896..........16:246
Bassett Irene F of William P and Charlotte E Apr 7 1899......16:518
Bassett Leonard W of Walter and Roselia July 26 1892......15:103
Bassett Mary C of Otis W and Mary J May 27 1899...........16:482
Bassett — s of Mary June 9 1893..............................15:146
Bassett — s of Walter and Roselia July 12 1891............15: 35
Bassett — s of Walter and Roselia Apr 27 1893..............15:140
Bassi Frederico of Francesco and Prudence Jan 2 1900.....17: 1
Bassi Libera A of Francesco and Prudence June 27 1897....16:304
Bastien George of Herman and Annie July 13 1894...........16: 71
Bastien Henri of Armand and Diana July 5 1899.............16:561
Bastien Joseph of Armand and Diana Nov 3 1892..............15:121
Bastien Joseph T of Joseph C and Arzelie Jan 24 1896.......16:214
Bastien Joseph W of Herman and Diana Feb 25 1891........15: 26
Bastien Lodia of Armand and Diana Mar 25 1898..............16:397
Bastien Marie E of Hermine and Diana Feb 4 1896...........16:206
Bastil Joseph O of David and Marie Sept 4 1899............16:572
Bastille Joseph D of David and Marie J Sept 6 1896........16:263
Bastone Angelo of Carmine and Filomena Oct 4 1896........16:235
Bastone Maria S of Carmine and Filomena Nov 1 1898.......16:429
Bastoni Rosina of Carmine and Filomena Dec 9 1900.........17:109
Batalitzky Lillian E of Stephen H and Grace Jan 29 1900....17: 53
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Battistini Beatrice M of Ottavio and Eletra May 24 1895...16:106
Battistini Emilia of Emilio E and Anna M Aug 12 1899...16:571
Battistini Lorenzo of Alessandro and Angela Sept 29 1897...16:350
Battistini Maria of Santino and Angelina Aug 15 1896...16:257
Batchelder Charlotte of Clarence H and Matilda Mar 18 1898.16:394
Batchelder Frances O of Eugene C and Joanna A Mar 27 1893.15:137
Batchelder John J of Eugene C and Joanna M Feb 2 1892...15:66
Batchelder Mary M of Eugene C and Joanna A Sept 7 1896...16:242
Batchelder Walter of Eugene C and Joanna Feb 1 1900...17:10
Batchelder — d of Clarence H and Matilda June 25 1900...17:50
Batchelder — s of Clarence H and Matilda June 14 1896...16:295
Batchelor George R of George and Lillie B Feb 19 1892...15:88
Batchelor — s of Fred M and Mary I Feb 22 1893...15:147
Batchis Rocco of Francesco and Maria A Dec 18 1900...17:112
Bate Emily L of Charles and Hannah F Dec 15 1885...16:161
Bate — d of Charles and Hannah F Feb 7 1900...17:11
Bateman Abbie L of William H and Wilhelmine J Apr 8 1892...77
Bateman George E of Arthur P and Annie G Jan 26 1900...17:7
Bates Arthur of William and Mary Oct 27 1894...16:52
Bates Edward of William and Edith M Nov 29 1891...15:63
Bates George A of Jasper and Catherine May 14 1895...16:96
Bates Harold of William and Mary Mar 25 1896...16:186
Bates Marion L of Samuel G and Mary Y Nov 17 1898...16:461
Bates Nellie of William and Mary Feb 8 1893...15:156
Bates Pearl D of Cornelius J and Edith P July 21 1896...16:261
Bates Ruth S of Charles and Hannah F July 28 1897...16:341
Bates — d of Josiah F and Sarah E June 8 1891...15:21
Baton — d of William A and Mary H May 26 1891...15:16
Battistini Amelia S F of Francesco and Assunta June 5 1899...16:505
Battistini Lillian of Filippo and Elizabeth Nov 10 1895...16:150
Battistini Lorenzo of Ottavio and Elettra Jan 18 1898...16:384
Battistini Maria of Santo and Angela Aug 15 1896...16:271
Battistini Maria of Santino and Angelina Sept 15 1892...15:123
Battistino Mariana of Francesco and Assunta Dec 23 1894.16:79
Batteer Gertrude C of Robert and Mary Oct 24 1900...17:95
Batteer Jennie M of Robert and Mary Sept 16 1898...16:452
Battersby Bathie M of Samuel and Minnie Feb 28 1898...16:407
Battersby Cora of George and Annie Sept 4 1894...16:55
Battersby Florence of Samuel and Minnie Mar 1 1900...17:18
Battey Alva C of George W and Emma F Aug 29 1900...17:77
Battey Beatrice E of George W and Emma F Mar 12 1893...15:143
Battey Ernest H of Charles H and Edith T May 26 1899...16:177
Battey Gladys of Zephaniah and Margie B Jan 26 1894...16:28
Battey Josephine J of William H and Mary Feb 5 1891...15:11
Battey Josephine J of William H and Mary Jan 5 1891...15:30
Battey Lena of Zephaniah and Margie B June 10 1892...15:90
Battey Mildred F of George W and Emma Aug 1 1897........16:325
Battey Nancy G of William R and Jessie E Nov 17 1895........16:168
Battey Pauline L of William H and Mary June 18 1892........15:77
Battey Richard T of Charles H and Edith T July 16 1897........16:320
Battey — d of George W and Emma F June 30 1891........15:10
Battey — d of William H and Mary May 28 1894........16:17
Battie Ralph B of Joseph B and Margaret Aug 4 1895........16:151
Battle Mabel V of Charles and Mary May 14 1893........15:165
Battles Jennie of Willis P and Jennie Mar 19 1892........15:77
Baty Albert of George and Betsey Apr 12 1893........15:151
Baty Renben R of George and Betsey A June 23 1891........15:31
Baty Samuel of John K and Elizabeth H Nov 18 1892........15:116
Batz Margaret J of Frederick and Lillian Oct 3 1898........16:459
Bauer Edna F C of Frank H and Wilhelmina L Mar 4 1892........16:73
Bauer Ida of Martin and Bertha Jan 21 1893........15:167
Bauer Wilhelm of Martin and Bertha Jan 21 1893........15:167
Bauer — s of Martin and Bertha June 5 1894........16:42
Baughan Bernard of Patrick B and Ellen L Mar 31 1892........15:86
Baughan Frederick of Patrick B and Nellie Apr 23 1894........16:30
Bannman — d of Bernard F L and Lena C Dec 13 1893........15:176
Baumann Francis C of Francis A and Mary L Nov 20 1900........17:103
Baumler John G of Frederick and Lena Oct 4 1899........16:558
Baxt Clara of William and Fanny Oct 30 1898........16:429
Baxt Flory of William and Fannie May 28 1900........17:42
Baxter Annie I of James F and Elizabeth M May 7 1897........16:309
Baxter Beatrice L of Jennie L Nov 21 1898........16:423
Baxter Catherine F of Walter T and Bridget Nov 10 1893........15:191
Baxter Charles D of David and Mary Jan 19 1895........16:110
Baxter Elizabeth of James F and Elizabeth M Sept 11 1891........15:61
Baxter Ellen T of Philip and Bridget July 18 1899........16:515
Baxter James of James F and Elizabeth June 19 1894........16:42
Baxter James V of Patrick and Eliza July 25 1897........16:336
Baxter John B of Patrick L and Eliza Aug 29 1894........16:66
Baxter John F of Sarah J V Feb 23 1891........15:5
Baxter John P of Philip and Bridget Oct 8 1893........15:171
Baxter Mabel J of James and Elizabeth June 25 1899........16:513
Baxter Mary of Philip and Bridget Jan 14 1892........15:66
Baxter Mary E of Walter T and Bridget Oct 29 1891........15:46
Baxter Michael of Michael and Annie Feb 20 1892........15:81
Baxter Philip W of Philip and Bridget Aug 10 1895........16:151
Baxter Sarah E (c) of Benjamin F and Josephine Dec 12 1894........16:64
Baxter — s of James F and Elizabeth June 14 1893........15:166
Baxter — s of Philip and Bridget June 29 1897........16:290
Bayerschmidt Edward of Edward and Elsie Aug 6 1899........16:546
Bayerschmidt Elsie T of Edward and Elsie Dec 3 1900........17:108
Bazar Hyman of Jacob and Rebecca Feb 10 1900........17: 12
Bazar Maurice of Abraham and Fanny Sept 3 1896........16: 245
Bazar Mella of Abraham and Fannie Oct 21 1899........16: 552
Bazar Samuel of Simon and Rebecca Dec 19 1898........16: 430
Bazinet Joseph H A of Arthur and Emma Oct 5 1891........15: 57
Bazza — d of Bartolomeo and Giuseppina Sept 20 1900....17: 34
Beach Irene A of Albert H and Sarah R Nov 11 1892....15: 108
Beach Lucella I of Lewis M and Bethiah Dec 20 1895....16: 157
Beach Marguerite of Everett W and Mildred E May 9 1895.16: 112
Beach Violetta of Albert H and Sarah R Feb 3 1891....15: 30
Beach — d of James W and Annie O Apr 25 1893........15: 157
Beacham Harold S of Edgar O and Alice G Oct 28 1892....15: 124
Beagan Annie of Thomas R and Mary A May 6 1895.....16: 129
Beagan Edmund F of John P and Margaret E July 7 1898.16: 424
Beagan Edward J of Patrick and Mary J Aug 4 1899....16: 550
Beagan James T of John and Catherine A May 23 1899....16: 488
Beagan John of John and Catherine A July 11 1897....16: 336
Beagan John G of John P and Margaret E Oct 13 1900....17: 92
Beagan John W of Thomas R and Mary A July 10 1892....15: 126
Beagan Joseph H of Thomas R and Mary A Dec 20 1897....16: 360
Beagan Mary A of Thomas R and Mary A Apr 15 1894....16: 39
Beagan Rosalind of John P and Margaret E Aug 31 1899...16: 535
Bealey — d of Maggie Mar 19 1894.........................16: 15
Beals Albert C of Albert G and Lillian M May 9 1899...16: 482
Beals Lydia D of Albert C and Lydia Mar 16 1897........16: 307
Beaman Harris H of Lester S and Carrie J Jan 28 1893....15: 153
Beaman Winslow E of Emerson F and Fannie M Mar 31
1891..................................................15: 20
Bean Clara A of William and Clara M Nov 4 1896.......16: 236
Bean Elizabeth of William and Clara A Mar 3 1891.......15: 26
Bean Ethel of William and Clara A Oct 7 1898........16: 428
Bean Leo of William and Clara Feb 11 1895................16: 99
Bean Mary of William and Clara Oct 8 1892...............15: 108
Beane John W of William J and Frances A Aug 17 1900....17: 73
Beard William C of John J and Caroline R Aug 4 1896....16: 228
Beardsley Mary of John E and Sarah Sept 11 1894......16: 55
Bearsse Belle M of Isaac and Rose F Mar 5 1894........16: 22
Bearsse Charles I of Irving and Susan E Feb 15 1898....16: 396
Beaton James of James and Bell Apr 15 1896........16: 217
Beattie Anna of James H and Bridget A Oct 19 1891....15: 52
Beattie Charles A of Alexander and Isabel July 4 1895...16: 141
Beattie Elizabeth E of Alexander and Isabel Nov 28 1899..16: 539
Beattie George of James H and Bridget A July 24 1897....16: 341
Beattie Lillian M P of John H and Mary A May 16 1896....16: 218
Beattie Mary of Thomas and Mary July 10 1899. 16:541
Beattie Mary L of James H and Bridget A Jan 5 1894. 16:25
Beattie Miriam I of Alexander and Isabel Aug 12 1897. 16:325
Beattie Norman E of John E and Mary A May 21 1894. 16:41
Beattie Thomas E of James H and Bridget A Dec 29 1899. 16:560
Beaty Margaret M of Thomas F and Rose Sept 15 1899. 16:564
Beauchard Frederic J of Alfred G and Albertine Dec 5 1900. 17:108
Beauchamp — d of Anastasia June 18 1899. 16:485
Beauchemin Earl E of William and Mary Jan 23 1897. 16:286
Beaudry Aimee of Joseph and Delima July 3 1891. 15:59
Beaudry Joseph A of Henri and Dina Feb 28 1898. 16:407
Beaudry Joseph P A of Joseph H and Mederise June 29 1896. 16:219
Beaudry Marie E of Henri and Dina Apr 1 1899. 16:510
Beaudry Marie R A of Joseph H and Mederise Oct 28 1892. 15:129
Beaudry Ora L of Felix and Lydia June 14 1899. 16:514
Beaulieu Albert of Albert and Delima Jan 6 1897. 16:279
Beaulieu Arthur J H of Theophile and Marie L Apr 5 1893. 15:164
Beaulieu Blanche A of Frank P and Marie Sept 1 1899. 16:535
Beaulieu George H of Leandre H and Rosanna Mar 18 1896. 16:215
Beaulieu Henri of Theophile and Louise Aug 20 1894. 16:72
Beaulieu Henri L of Theophile and Marie L July 6 1898. 16:444
Beaulieu Honorah M of Theophile and Marie L Mar 13 1897. 16:298
Beaulieu Jean E of Leandre H and Rose Feb 20 1891. 15:26
Beaulieu Ida of Leandre H and Rosanna Nov 21 1897. 16:358
Beaulieu Joseph F of Leandre and Rosanna Apr 22 1894. 16:40
Beaulieu Marie L A of Leandre and Rose Oct 24 1892. 15:129
Beaulieu Moise A of Moise and Rosanna Apr 3 1897. 16:402
Beaulieu Oscar of Joseph D and Rosanna May 21 1897. 16:410
Beaulieu Sarah A of Charles and Matilda Nov 6 1893. 15:198
Beaulieu Theophile of Theophile and Louise May 19 1900. 17:40
Beaulieu Theophile of Theophile and Louise Oct 13 1895. 16:163
Beauparlant Rosalba of Louis and Pamela May 22 1895. 16:132
Beaupre Eugene G of Janvier and Eugenie Oct 29 1896. 16:266
Beaupre Marie L E A of Janvier and Louise E Dec 28 1891. 15:59
Beauregard George of Evariste and Valida Apr 19 1895. 16:106
Beauregard Joseph E of Evariste and Valide Dec 12 1893. 15:195
Beauregard Joseph G A of Evariste and Validas Sept 16 1892. 15:118
Beauregard Marie J M of Ovila and Cordelia Sept 13 1893. 15:194
Beauregard Roy of Charles and Anna Feb 19 1898. 16:401
Beauregard Villa A of Ovila and Cordelia Oct 24 1895. 16:160
Beausoleil Arthur of Zenon and Marie L May 13 1900. 17:38
Beausoleil Bertha of Henry and Amanda Aug 8 1898. 16:445
Beausoleil Edwilda of Zenon and Marie L Mar 31 1897. 16:308
Beausoleil Edwilda M B of Zenon and Marie L July 4 1898. 16:456
Beausoleil Emilia of Henri and Melina Jan 28 1898. 16:406
Beausoleil Henri C R of Henri and Amanda Aug 30 1893... 15:207
Beausoleil Joseph H of Henri and Melina May 11 1899... 16:482
Beausoleil Joseph Z of David and Delaide Feb 11 1892... 15:92
Beausoleil Leah of Joseph and Celaine Mar 10 1896... 16:221
Beausoleil Lionel of Henri and Amanda Mar 26 1900... 17:25
Beausoleil Marie A of Henri and Amanda Mar 26 1891... 15:27
Beausoleil Wilfred of Zenon and Marie L Sept 15 1895... 16:179
Beausoleil Marie L of Joseph and Caroline Nov 6 1900... 17:99
Beausoleil —— s of John and Artemise Feb 10 1894... 16:28
Beavan Lillian M of Luke and Edith A May 15 1894... 16:13
Beavan Bertha S of Samuel and Ellen E Mar 21 1895... 16:100
Beaver Marie H of Aaron and Louise Mar 5 1898... 16:379
Beabaut Victoria of Charles and Marie Mar 24 1893... 15:149
Bebeau Fred of Charles H and Marie Apr 24 1891... 15:3
Beccaro Giuseppe of Giovanni and Maddalena Nov 5 1894... 16:78
Beechis —— d of Antonio and Maria Sept 24 1892... 15:118
Beehard Millena of Joseph and Florence Oct 27 1892... 15:108
Beech Matilda of John and Annie July 16 1899... 16:556
Becht Wilhelm of John and Annie Mar 1 1894... 16:33
Becht —— d of John and Annie May 15 1898... 16:395
Beck Daniel R of Elisha H and Annie July 12 1897... 16:320
Beck Dena of Isaac and Beck Sept 25 1900... 17:86
Beck Luta M of Elisha H and Annie July 21 1891... 15:35
Beck Waldo L of Elisha H and Annie Sept 3 1894... 16:50
Becken Grace A of John A and Annie M Jul 4 1900... 17:1
Beeken Rudolph A of John A and Anna M Apr 7 1898... 16:408
Becker Chester F of Otto and Mary E Mar 12 1895... 16:108
Becker Elizabeth of William F and Mary May 30 1894... 16:41
Becker Florence A of Andrew A and Evelina M May 18 1895... 16:109
Becker Francis E of Edward C and Katie L Jan 18 1892... 15:80
Becker Gertrude of Reuben and Mary Mar 14 1897... 16:282
Becker Harold E of George P and Mary Apr 18 1900... 17:32
Becker Harold J of Edward C and Katie L Sept 22 1894... 16:66
Becker Lena of Abram and Martha Aug 26 1899... 16:534
Becker Margaret of Peter and Margaret Apr 3 1892... 15:79
Becker Peter O of P Otto and Mary E Nov 22 1900... 17:104
Becker Sarah of Jacob and Ida Mar 6 1897... 16:281
Becker Walter J of Edward C and Catherine L Aug 2 1898... 16:437
Becker —— d of Edward C and Katie L May 7 1897... 16:293
Becker —— d of Mary Jan 29 1892... 15:76
Becket Edward G (c) of George E and Sarah A Nov 5 1899... 16:529
Becket Eleanor M (c) of George E and Sarah A Aug 6 1891... 15:35
Beckett Lorania (c) of George E and Sarah Oct 27 1894... 16:52
Beckett Walter F (c) of George E and Sarah A Jan 24 1898... 16:375
Beckett John J of John and Bridget M Oct 26 1898... 16:460
Beckett Mary A of Henry and Rose E July 31 1898.............16:445
Beckett Raymond C of Edward and Mary H Aug 6 1899........16:533
Beckett Rose E of Henry and Rose E July 31 1898.............16:445
Beckett Sadie A (c) of George E and Sarah A May 14 1896.16:186
Beckett — d of Emily E Aug 30 1895..........................16:148
Beckheiuser Ferdinand F of Ferdinand F and Margaret Jan 17
1898 ..........................................................16:414
Beckman Hildegarde S of Martin and Katharine Aug 31 1893.15:184
Beckwith — d of Robert L and Carrie July 28 1900............17:119
Bedard Angelina of Joseph and Angelina Oct 26 1899........16:538
Bedard Arthur of Hermengilde and Marie Nov 25 1895........16:175
Bedard Arthur D of Frederic H and Agnes Sept 5 1900..17:80
Bedard Claudia of Hermengilde and Marie Apr 25 1899.......16:499
Bedard Eugene of Albert and Marie May 8 1897.................16:310
Bedard Frederick H of Frederic H and Agnes July 29 1899.16:545
Bedard Harry of Valere and Melvina May 7 1898..............16:381
Bedard Joseph F of Joseph and Minnie Nov 4 1892..............15:108
Bedard Joseph L of Elizard and Lucie June 19 1891.........15:29
Bedard Joseph V of Valere and Melvina May 14 1896........16:192
Bedard Marie O of Hermengilde and Marie Sept 17 1894....16:72
Bedard Marie R I of Joseph and Zephirine Sept 6 1900....17:80
Bedard Mary B of Joseph and Mary Dec 23 1894.................16:659
Bedard Theobald of Felix T and Anna Aug 21 1898..........16:465
Bedard William A of Velere and Malvina Sept 9 1894.......16:55
Bedard — d of Alfred and Annie Sept 1 1899...............16:596
Bedard — d of Alfred and Annie July 1 1900.................17:119
Bedard — s of Marie Dec 5 1897...............................16:346
Beddoe Ethel F of William and Catherine Jan 29 1899.....16:493
Bedford Margaret E of Henry C and Margaret Dec 28 1893.15:212
Bedford — s of William H and Rose May 5 1899.................16:500
Bedrosian Zarnheym M of Sarkis and Mariam Aug 28 1899.16:544
Bedson Alice H of Harry D and Betsey July 17 1897........16:324
Bedson Bartholomew B of Harry D and Betsey Aug 1 1900..17:69
Bedson Beatrice M of Harry D and Betsey Apr 10 1899......16:481
Bedson Bessie D of Harry D and Betsey July 30 1892........15:106
Bedson Harry D of Harry D and Betsey June 27 1895........16:104
Bechan Annie M of Anthony and Bridget Jan 9 1898......16:405
Beehan Anthony J of Anthony and Bridget Oct 9 1899.....16:583
Beeley — d of Thomas and Alice July 2 1899..................16:596
Beeres — d of Annie Sept 19 1891.............................15:43
Beerman Wilhelm of Joseph and Ida Apr 30 1896..............16:191
Begm Abe of Julius and Jeannette Oct 26 1894.................16:67
Begman Sophia of Julius and Annie July 7 1892..............15:105
Beggesen William N of Peter and Mary E Oct 22 1898.....16:435
Beggesen — s of Peter N and Mary E Feb 2 1900..............17:9
FROM 1801 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Begley Alna M of Daniel T and Mary M Nov 26 1894........16: 52
Belan Andrew of Patrick and Ann Oct 25 1892.............15: 134
Belair Charles A of Louis and Rose A June 20 1900........17: 49
Belair Emma of Andrew and Emma Oct 24 1899..............16: 566
Belair Joseph M of Louis and Rosella Aug 1 1893........15: 176
Belair Lena M of Louis and Rosanna Aug 24 1896..........16: 253
Belair William J of Francois J and Albina M Aug 26 1896,16: 253
Belaire Arthur of Henri and Stephanie Nov 30 1895.......16: 164
Belaire Fortunate of Louis and Rosina Jan 4 1899.........16: 496
Belaire Henry of Henry and Stephanie L Jan 24 1898.....16: 396
Belaire Jean N of Andrew and Emma Dec 25 1900..........17: 114
Belanger Annie of Jean and Caroline Apr 27 1892.........15: 94
Belanger Joseph P A of Paul and Flora A Aug 7 1891.....15: 60
Belanger Joseph P L of Joseph and Marie Dec 12 1891....15: 63
Belanger Lorenzo of Paul and Flora July 15 1892.........15: 126
Belanger Marie A E of Ovide and Anna Aug 18 1893......15: 206
Belapouska Gitel of Joseph and Betsey Feb 20 1892.....15: 72
Belatow Bella of Jacob and Ida Nov 17 1897..............16: 329
Belchayez Alice D of Annie M May 10 1899.................16: 477
Belcher Joseph W of Joseph W and Carrie B Sept 6 1898...16: 442
Belcher Raymond J of Joseph W and Carrie Dec 26 1894...16: 53
Belcher —— s of Joseph W and Carrie May 24 1897.........16: 278
Belcher —— s of Robert F and Gladys N Jan 24 1898......16: 336
Belkenoff Cilla of Joseph and Sarah Aug 31 1897.........16: 326
Belford Godfrey F of Godfrey and Celina June 4 1894....16: 27
Belaisle Lena A of Cyrille A and Julie Apr 30 1899.....16: 482
Belisle Lena A of Cyrille A and Julie Apr 30 1899.....16: 482
Belisle Marie L of Joseph and Mederise July 21 1896.....16: 261
Beliveau Alice I of Pierre and Permile May 10 1897......16: 299
Beliveau David of Ulric and Theodora Aug 22 1898.......16: 457
Beliveau Edouard of Joseph E and Rosa M June 14 1894...16: 35
Beliveau Jean B of Joseph and Rosa Dec 15 1895.........16: 164
Beliveau Joseph E of Joseph E and Rosa A Dec 2 1899.....16: 568
Beliveau Joseph E H of Pierre and Permelia Nov 11 1900..17: 101
Beliveau Joseph T of Joseph and Rosanna Sept 21 1897...16: 345
Beliveau Louisa of Patrick and Louisa Apr 21 1900.......17: 33
Beliveau Marie A O of Joseph E and Rose Apr 15 1893.....15: 157
Beliveau Marie D E of Ulric and Theodora Sept 25 1900...17: 86
Beliveau Marie L P E of Joseph E and Rosanna Nov 27 1898,16: 449
Beliveau Pierre of Pierre and Permelie Dec 23 1898......16: 470
Beliveau Stanislas O of Joseph and Rosa Dec 15 1895.....16: 164
Beliveau —— s of Ulric and Theodora Oct 7 1897.........16: 367
Bell Albert E of William P and Rosella Nov 13 1899.....16: 539
Bell Edith B J (c) of Andrew J and Josephine Aug 22 1900,17: 75
Bell George H of Joseph and Emma E Dec 15 1899.........16: 531
Bell George H of George G and Sarah B Mar 16 1891........15: 30
Bell Helen A M (c) of Andrew J and Beatrice J Jan 7 1897..16: 287
Bell James E of John C and Elizabeth Dec 5 1900...........17: 108
Bell John B of Joseph and Emma E Feb 9 1896..............16: 185
Bell Joseph A of Joseph and Emma E Oct 15 1897............16: 322
Bell Lizzie of August and Emily Aug 9 1894.................16: 81
Bell Lydia E of Thomas E and Mary L Oct 1 1891......... 15: 54
Bell Olive M of George H and Mary A Feb 22 1894......... 16: 5
Bell Robert J of Nicholas and Susan M June 1 1895........16: 103
Bell Ruth I M of Andrew J and Josephine Aug 8 1898......16: 445
Bell Samuel of Thomas and Sarah Oct 11 1892..............15: 111
Bell Thomas F of Thomas and Sarah J Feb 14 1895.........16: 104
Bell William J of Nicholas and Susan M Oct 8 1892........15: 108
Bell William P of William P and Rosella Oct 18 1897.....16: 328
Bell —— d of Joseph and Emma Nov 27 1898.................16: 423
Bella Antonio of Gabriele and Benedetta Mar 10 1900.....17: 20
Bellaunto Filomena of Tomaso and Catarina Sept 18 1895...16: 166
Bellaire Mederic of Louis and Rosanna Dec 25 1894........16: 74
Bellaieuti Giuseppe of Tomaso and Caterina Aug 9 1898...16: 451
Bellamy Branford of Henry and Elizabeth Feb 20 1898.....16: 414
Bellano Giacinto of Erminio and Giuseppina July 8 1898...16: 450
Bellano Rosa of Erminio and Giuseppina Apr 15 1900.....17: 31
Bellanto Enrico of Tomaso and Catrina Dec 13 1891.......15: 58
Bellanto Filomeno of Tomaso and Caterina Dec 10 1893....15: 263
Bellant Giuseppe of Francesco and Rosina Dec 29 1895...16: A1: 32
Belleisle Joseph R of Treffle and Beatrice May 26 1896...16: 218
Bellemare George E L of Joseph A and Albertine Mar 26 1900.17: 25
Bellemare Marie E E of Joseph and Albertine July 9 1887...16: 344
Bellemare Marie H B of Joseph A and Albertine Jan 9 1899..16: 507
Bellemare Marie O A of Joseph A and Albertine Mar 7 1894.16: 38
Bellerose Joseph E G of Eugene and Albina Aug 8 1899....16: 571
Bellefille Florence P of Oscar and Philomene June 26 1898..16: 392
Bellefille Harry H of Oscar E and Philomene July 23 1900...17: 65
Bellefille Leo J of Oscar and Philomene May 20 1897.......16: 293
Bellefille —— d of Oscar and Philomene Dec 17 1894......16: 74
Bellinfante Giovanni of Enrico and Cecelia June 24 1896...16: 212
Bellinfanti Concetta of Enrico and Cecelia July 22 1897...16: 348
Belling Max of Louis and Rosea Aug 26 1896.................16: 233
Bellini Pietro of Carmine and Maria Feb 9 1898.............16: 400
Bellino Giacomo of Giacomo and Angela Feb 1 1893.........15: 158
Belliveau Florida of Joseph and Rose Nov 6 1891...........15: 62
Bellows John F of Horatio E and Mae E Feb 28 1900.......17: 17
Bellows Lyman H of Warren S and Edith June 22 1896....16: 187
Bellows Raymond O of Walter F and Bessie E Apr 12 1900.17: 30
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Bemis Clara L of Charles A and Ellen L Apr 30 1891......15: 30
Bemis Georgia M of Charles A and Emma L Jan 7 1891......15: 17
Bemis Grace E of Herbert A and Grace E June 17 1900......17: 48
Bemis Irving L of Henry and Sarah E Feb 6 1893......15: 168
Bemis Marian A of Ira A and Mabel D Apr 12 1897......16: 292
Bemis Ruth I of Ira A and Mabel D Mar 28 1899......16: 491
Bence Mary L of August and Julia Dec 8 1891......15: 65
Benchley Emma F of Frank N and Mary A Dec 18 1897......16: 320
Bender Anna H of John W and Annie E Nov 30 1897......16: 339
Bender Charles of Herman and Hannah Dec 22 1891......15: 38
Bender Gustavus F of William and Cera Mar 8 1897......16: 392
Bender Louis of Simon and Dora Mar 6 1898......16: 380
Bender Marie K of John W and Annie E Jan 9 1896......16: 198
Bender Philip H of John W and Anna E Feb 13 1900......17: 13
Bender — d of Bernard and Bessie Oct 29 1900......17: 97
Bender — d of Joseph and Virginia Dec 27 1891......15: 59
Benedetti Giovanni of Paolo and Immacolata Feb 26 1891......15: 22
Benedetti Carlo of Pietro and Elena Dec 30 1897......16: 369
Benedetti Charles of Pietro and Elena Dec 3 1896......16: 237
Benedict Walter (e) of Henrietta Sept 10 1900......17: 81
Beneke Sophia M of Adolph and Sophia M Mar 9 1895......16: 105
Benford Charles R of William and Alice Mar 3 1893......15: 163
Benford — d of William and Alice Mar 20 1895......16: 127
Bengel Charles of Morris and Ida June 9 1897......16: 284
Bengtsson — s of Emil and Josephine A June 3 1894......16: 24
Bengtsson — d of Gustave and Sofia Feb 27 1897......16: 281
Bengtsson — s of Gustave B and Sophia J July 22 1898......16: 425
Benjamin Arthur D of William N and Mary A Jan 29 1895......16: 107
Benn Edward C of Charles and Catherine Jan 11 1896......16: 213
Bennet Walter J of George A and Anna M July 3 1900......17: 59
Bennett Alice M of Thomas and Mary E July 4 1900......17: 59
Bennett Alice T of Anson A and Catherine Feb 2 1892......15: 72
Bennett Catherine H of Charles A and Catherine May 19 1892......15: 68
Bennett Catherine I of Adams J and Carrie A Sept 9 1891......15: 54
Bennett Edward of Orin and Rosetta Dec 28 1890......16: 569
Bennett Eliza H of Henry F and Ruth B Sept 27 1896......16: 269
Bennett Frances E of Charles A and Catherine F Jan 18 1891......15: 1
Bennett Frederic O of Frederick W and Barbara L May 2 1896......16: 197
Bennett George A of Charles A and Catherine F Apr 26 1894......16: 3
Bennett Gladys M of Walter G and Ida Aug 10 1894......16: 62
Bennett Grace of Thomas H and Catherine Oct 6 1891......15: 49
Bennett Grace H of Thomas S and Florence E Sept 26 1897......16: 322
Bennett Grace T of James and Mary Dec 9 1892......15: 130
Bennett Henry F of Henry F and Ruth B Nov 24 1897......16: 362
Bennett Henry F of Henry and Rose Oct 16 1896..............16: 235
Bennett Hope P of Charles P and Irene Oct 7 1893...........15: 194
Bennett Howard T of Axel T and Ellen Jan 3 1897...........16: 286
Bennett James of James and Mary Oct 7 1891................15: 62
Bennett Jessie of James and Mary Aug 3 1894...............16: 75
Bennett John T of Samuel J and Bridget Sept 5 1898.......16: 452
Bennett Lillian of Bernard and Nora L Feb 15 1892........15: 66
Bennett Mabel F of Tillinghast A and Elizabeth Jan 23 1891.15: 17
Bennett Mary J of Henry J and Rose A Sept 18 1894.......16: 83
Bennett Mary L of Anson and Kate Dec 9 1898...............16: 430
Bennett Nelson K of Thomas and Florence E Mar 26 1899....16: 516
Bennett Rose of Thomas H and Catherine A Mar 15 1897.....16: 292
Bennett Rosella of Henry J and Rose A Sept 17 1900........17: 83
Bennett Ruth A of Clarence D’W and Theresa Apr 3 1899...16: 510
Bennett Thomas of Henry J and Rosanna Mar 2 1891........15: 26
Bennett Thomas of Joseph J and Rosanna Mar 2 1891........A 1: 38
Bennett Thomas of Thomas H and Kate A Aug 31 1893.......15: 190
Bennett Urana H of Bernard and Tillinghast L Sept 24 1897.16: 334
Bennett Violet of Henry J and Rosanna Feb 22 1899.........16: 479
Bennett Walter A of Adams J and Carrie A Sept 12 1896....16: 254
Bennett William A of Anson and Catherine June 5 1895.....16: 103
Bennett William T of Henry F and Ruth B May 29 1893.....15: 161
Bennett —— s of Alonzo C and Dora A Jan 26 1898...........16: 467
Bennett —— s of Frederick W and Barbara L May 3 1898...16: 391
Bennett —— s of Louisa Oct 5 1893........................15: 183
Benn Margery of Charley P and Martha A Oct 14 1896.......16: 246
Benoit Charles L of Sergius and Leonide July 21 1892....15: 122
Benoit Edmond A of Sergius and Leonide Sept 17 1895.....16: 162
Benoit Ernest A of Louis and Julia May 11 1896............16: 207
Benoit Florence I of Joseph and Julia Nov 23 1897........16: 346
Benoit George E of Louis and Julia May 17 1899............16: 500
Benoit Gilbert J L of Gilbert and Olive July 26 1891.....15: 47
Benoit Hortense L of Sergius A and Leonide J Apr 25 1894.16: 34
Benoit Isabelle A of Sergius and Leonide Nov 18 1897.....16: 351
Benoit Leona L of Sergius A and Leonide J Apr 25 1894....16: 34
Benoit Louis P of Louis and Delia Aug 18 1893..............15: 213
Benoit Rodolph S E of Sergius A and Leonide Mar 25 1891.15: 29
Bens Helen D of P Joseph and Olga Dec 24 1899.............16: 549
Benson Bertha S of Berger and Jennie S May 26 1900.......17: 42
Benson Charles of Bessie Feb 6 1898.....................16: 383
Benson Charles G of Bessie Mar 17 1900....................17: 22
Benson Clara E of August B and Clara Jan 1 1894.........16: 21
Benson Edith of Charles W and Amanda Aug 19 1898........16: 434
Benson Emma of Adolf and Annie Nov 12 1897.................16: 323
Benson Emma of Peter and Blenda Aug 9 1892...............15: 115
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Benson Ernest of Carl and Amanda Apr 9 1900.............. 17: 30
Benson Esther A of Adolph L and Annie J Sept 16 1899....... 16: 528
Benson Ethel of John F and Charlotte M Sept 19 1898....... 16: 438
Benson Ethel M of Lewis and Annie E Sept 2 1899............ 16: 581
Benson George A of John F and Charlotte Aug 1 1891....... 15: 48
Benson George B of August B and Clara July 4 1898........ 16: 436
Benson Gustaf A of Carl T F and Hulda June 8 1892....... 15: 80
Benson Harold of August and Huldahe Oct 7 1895......... 16: 156
Benson Henry R of August B and Clara Jan 27 1896....... 16: 199
Benson Ida E of John F and Charlotte M Aug 25 1893....... 15: 189
Benson Ida F of August and Clara July 20 1899............ 16: 550
Benson Jennie M of August and Flora Mar 10 1892........... 15: 81
Benson John E of John H and Margaret May 13 1897......... 16: 275
Benson John E of Adolf and Annie Nov 4 1895............ 16: 140
Benson John W of Lewis and Lucy Oct 26 1896.............. 16: 251
Benson Mabel F of John F and Charlotte M Nov 28 1896.... 16: 247
Benson Madeline of John J and Josephine A May 24 1893.... 15: 140
Benson Margaret of John II and Margaret June 17 1899..... 16: 513
Benson Mary J of Homer and Julia May 25 1898............. 16: 403
Benson Ralph C of Charles C and Sarah Dec 8 1898......... 16: 423
Benson Ruth of A— and Josephine July 14 1896............ 16: 244
Benson Sophia F of Gustav and Sophia Sept 27 1894....... 15: 56
Benson Walter of August and Hulda Dec 8 1900............ 17: 109
Benson —— d of August and Flora Dec 31 1893............. 15: 192
Benson —— d of August and Hulda E Apr 7 1898........... 16: 391
Benson —— d of Charles and Hannah S Nov 30 1891....... 15: 50
Benson —— s of Emil and Annie Aug 27 1898............ 16: 438
Benson —— s of William J and Agnes T Dec 9 1898......... 16: 470
Bent Kenneth C of Francis S and Mary K Sept 11 1894...... 16: 51
Bentley Elsie E of Thomas and Mary A Feb 23 1895....... 16: 117
Bentley Harold G of Walter T and Harriet W Feb 4 1891.... 15: 22
Bentley Laura J of Thomas and Mary A Sept 9 1893....... 15: 194
Bentley Wilfred E of James and Martha Mar 30 1900....... 17: 26
Bentley —— s of Walter T and Hattie W Dec 31 1897....... 16: 344
Bento Julia of Charles and Clara Nov 18 1893............. 15: 172
Benton Alice M of Lewis S and Annie V June 17 1900....... 17: 48
Benton Vera of Frank D and Alice E June 16 1900......... 17: 54
Bentson Emily E of George and Mary Dec 1 1900......... 17: 107
Bentsson George of George and Mary Jan 6 1900........... 17: 2
Berberian Mugrduch of Ohannes and Tavrez June 5 1899.... 16: 482
Berbosa Frank of August and Mary July 3 1896........... 16: 269
Bercham Alphonse of John and Louise Apr 24 1891........ 15: 23
Berdela Felix of Simon and Mary Dec 8 1897............ 16: 359
Berdela Helena of Simon and Mary Aug 11 1900........... 17: 72
Berdela Mary of Simon and Mary Aug 5 1895............ 16: 171
BERENSTEIN Abram of Max and Mary Mar 31 1897............. 16: 282
BERENSTEIN Rebecca of Max and Mary Oct 14 1895.......... 16: 145
BERENSTEIN Rosa of Max and Mary Oct 14 1895............. 16: 145
BERENSTEIN Sarah of Max and Mary Mar 31 1897............. 16: 282
Berg —— s of Clarence A F and Alice E June 10 1891... 15: 21
BERGEL Elizabeth (c) of Joachim and Maria Apr 18 1898... 16: 373
BERGEL Eva of Joseph and Esther Dec 26 1895............. 16: 147
BERGEL Fannie of Morris and Ida Aug 2 1899.............. 16: 527
BERGEL Herman of Joseph and Feba July 12 1897......... 16: 324
BERGEL Pauline of Harris and Rosa May 3 1899............. 16: 482
BERGEL Pearl of Morris and Ida Sept 29 1895.............. 16: 145
BERGEMANN Louisa J of August and Christine Sept 10 1895.. 16: 149
BERGEN Judith V of Victor and Emma May 19 1894........... 16: 24
BERGEN Robert F of William and Susan June 12 1891..... 15: 10
BERGENDahl —— d of Charles G and Hanna Mar 24 1893... 15: 164
BERGER Aden D of August C and Annie F July 16 1899.... 16: 561
BERGER Annie of Koppel and Nella Feb 10 1893.......... 15: 142
BERGER Benny of Capel and Nella Mar 10 1897.......... 16: 281
BERGER Bertha of August and Annie F Jan 22 1892........ 15: 78
BERGER Bertha C of Fritz and Matilda W Jan 25 1898... 16: 400
BERGER Fanny of Simon and Jennie Feb 1 1898............. 16: 378
BERGER Frank of Max and Fanny Feb 11 1897.............. 16: 280
BERGER Freddie of Fred and Matilda Nov 14 1896.... 16: 251
BERGER Frieda of George and Rose July 5 1892............ 15: 112
BERGER George of George A and Rose May 25 1891......... 15: 19
BERGER Harry of Koppel and Nellie Jan 13 1895........... 16: 98
BERGER Herman J of Herman and Julia A Jan 16 1897... 16: 288
BERGER Marie G I of Joseph and Emilie Feb 5 1898... 16: 396
BERGER Marie H of Joseph and Amelia Feb 12 1897...... 16: 315
BERGER Max of Charles and Nellie Sept 22 1900........... 17: 85
BERGER Max of Fritz and Matilda May 8 1899.............. 16: 511
BERGER Morris of Charles and Nellie Sept 22 1900........ 17: 85
BERGER Morris of Max and Fannie May 15 1898............ 16: 281
BERGER Rebecca of Max and Phebe Feb 6 1896.............. 16: 188
BERGER Samuel of Max and Phebe Feb 27 1900............. 17: 17
BERGER Samuel of Simon and Jennie Mar 24 1900.......... 17: 25
BERGER Simon of Koppel and Nellie Oct 19 1891......... 15: 41
BERGER Walter E of Herman and Julia Dec 29 1897...... 16: 310
BERGERON Albertine M of Edmond and Anne J Nov 23 1897.. 16: 346
BERGERON Eugene A of Arthur and Olivine Oct 14 1898... 16: 439
BERGERON Joseph J of Edmond and Anna J Apr 29 1896.... 16: 267
BERGERON Joseph J of Edmond and Anna J Aug 18 1894... 16: 81
BERGERON Joseph N of Simeon and Permelia Jan 14 1900... 17: 4
BERGERON Marie E B of Edmond and Ann J Oct 19 1893..... 15: 209
BERGERON Marie O of Simeon and Permelia Apr 7 1898.... 16: 408
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Bergeron Waldo F of Joseph E and Mary A Nov 13 1893...15: 210
Bergeron Wilfred of Wilfred J and Euphemia O Oct 11 1900...17: 120
Berggren Charles A of Victor and Emma Oct 19 1896......16: 251
Berggren Emily T of Victor and Emma Jan 10 1899......16: 507
Berghahn Annie E P of Walter C and Pauline Dec 1 1894...16: 49
Berghahn Louise B of Walter C and Pauline Dec 1 1896....16: 247
Berghahn Walter F J of Walter T C and Pauline May 29 1900.17: 42
Bergham Freda M of Walter F C and Pauline L July 10 1898.,16: 436
Bergheimer Blanche of Henry C and Phebe A Oct 20 1899...16: 584
Bergheimer Edward of Henry C and Phebe A Oct 1 1893....15: 208
Bergin Anna M of John J and Catherine M Apr 2 1897....16: 308
Bergin Cecelia G of John J and Catharine Aug 21 1899...16: 580
Berghund Alvina L of Charles D and Josephine June 11 1899.16: 512
Berghund Frank V of Victor and Emma July 9 1892....15: 126
Bergman Astrea of William and Emma S July 27 1893....16: 170
Bergman Axel W of William and Emma Jan 16 1891.....15: 22
Bergman Frederick A of August and Christina Nov 2 1898..16: 465
Bergman Isaac of Jacob and Annie Feb 2 1896.........16: 199
Bergman Lena of Jacob and Dora Oct 14 1900.......17: 92
Bergman Louis of Albert and Jennie Dec 8 1897.........16: 323
Bergman Paul of Jacob and Anna Aug 29 1900....16: 77
Bergman Rudolph L of John A and Hulda Aug 11 1898...16: 434
Bergman Wilhelm J of August and Christina Dec 2 1892...15: 111
Bergman Wolff of Jacob and Hannah Mar 15 1897........16: 292
Berquist Ernest of Gustaf J and Mathilda Feb 10 1893...15: 167
Bergsten Martin P of Oscar F G and Josephine Aug 13 1900.17: 72
Bergstrom Agnes A D of Claus A and Emma S Feb 25 1897..16: 281
Bergstrom Carl H of Axel and Amanda Sept 20 1898....16: 452
Bergstrom Dora of Charles A and Almina July 4 1900.....17: 59
Bergstrom Ida A of Charles A and Almina I Nov 8 1894...16: 71
Bergstrom Lillian S of Oscar F and Josephine May 14 1899..16: 492
Bergstrom Ruth G of Charles A and Almina I Nov 16 1896..16: 243
Bergstrom — d of Axel H and Amanda C June 22 1896...16: 212
Bergstrom — s of Charles A and Elmina I Apr 22 1899....16: 492
Bergstrom — d of Gustaf and Ellen Aug 4 1897.....16: 336
Bergstrom — d of Gustaf and Ellen H Sept 18 1899...16: 552
Bergstrom — d of Gustavus and Ellen H June 16 1893....15: 155
Berkinshaw Earl F of Charles and Margaret McL Sept 18
1896 ........................................16: 246
Berkinshaw Franklin W of Charles and Margaret McL Sept 19
1900 .....................................17: 84
Berkinshaw Howard L of Charles and Margaret McL Mar 27
1898 .....................................16: 390
Berling Harry T of Rudolph and Annie July 23 1900....17: 65
Berlow Lena of Max and Rebecca Nov 11 1899..........16: 530
Berman Abraham of Joseph and Ida Aug 22 1897............16: 326
Berman Abram of Barnard and Annie Oct 28 1899............16: 553
Berman Betsey of Joseph and Jennie June 3 1891...........15:  6
Berman Edith of Harris and Sadie Oct 29 1900............17:  97
Berman Ida of Joseph and Rebecca July 5 1893............15:173
Berman Isaac of Harris and Sadie Dec 25 1895............16:147
Berman Isaac of Harry and Rebecca Jan 1 1896............16:187
Berman Joseph of Hyman and Mary Dec 15 1897............16:330
Berman Louis of Hyman and Mary Sept 29 1893............15:179
Berman Moses of Harry and Sadie June 27 1898............16:383
Berman Philip of Bernard and Annie Dec 11 1897............16:340
Berman Rosa of Joseph and Bessie Apr 15 1895............16:  96
Berman Rose of Louis and Mary Sept 7 1900............17:  80
Berman Rose of Newman and Mary Sept 24 1895............16:139
Bernier Louis of Joseph and Minnie Apr 12 1896............16:191
Bernard Emil E F of Wilfred A and Helena June 6 1895.....16:119
Bernard Joseph E W of Wilfred A and Helena F Nov 6 1893.15:198
Bernard Joseph A P J B E of Joseph and Melanie Aug 19

1894 ........................................16:  81
Bernard Joseph G O S of Joseph and Melanie July 25 1893..15:205
Bernard Marie E of Wilfred and Helena F July 19 1897.....16:348
Bernard Marie L A of Joseph and Melanie Dec 25 1896.....16:268
Bernardi Giuseppe of Rocco and Giocondo Oct 21 1899.....16:558
Bernardi Maria C of Angelo and Filomena Apr 6 1898.....16:402
Bernardi Raffaele of Carlo and Marietta Jan 20 1898.....16:413
Bernardo Maria of Angelo and Rafaide Aug 7 1899.........16:571
Bernardo —— d of Mariano and Maria C Dec 11 1900.......17:110
Bernhard —— s of William and Annie L Oct 24 1897.......16:351
Bernhardson George E E of Carl B and Josephine Oct 17 1899.16:558
Bernhardtson Ernest O of Carl and Josephina Feb 1 1898....16:386
Bernier Alice of Albert and Marceline Feb 16 1898.......16:386
Bernier Alice E of Alsimé and Emilie Dec 22 1894.......16:  64
Bernier Christina of Henri and Margaret July 14 1898....16:456
Bernier Carl A of Henry and Margaret Mar 3 1900........17:  18
Bernier Eli of Henry and Maggie A July 22 1897.........16:353
Bernier Ernest of Peter and Minnie July 19 1896.........16:241
Bernier Ernest A of Alsimé and Emilie Dec 3 1892.......15:114
Bernier George of Albert and Marceline July 25 1896.....16:269
Bernier Ida of Alfred and Victoria Aug 10 1899........16:580
Bernier Marie O of Alfred and Victoria Sept 21 1892....15:120
Bernier Nora of Alfred and Victoria Aug 5 1900.........17:  70
Bernier —— s of Alcime and Emilie Feb 20 1896........16:197
Bernier —— s of Alsimé and Emilie Aug 18 1900........17:119
Bertrand Mary H of Paul E and Mary May 29 1898..............16: 377
Bertrand Renee A of Oscar and Amelie Oct 15 1897..........16: 357
Bertrand —— s of Exune and Cecilia June 15 1899...........16: 483
Bertrand —— s of Paul and May Feb 20 1897..............16: 277
Benzalies —— s of Augusta Nov 6 1895..................16: 149
Berzohn Julia of Philippe and Esther Aug 24 1900.........17: 75
Besharian Mabel of Harry and Annie July 15 1900..........17: 63
Besser Earl A of Stephen A and Alice Jan 26 1891.........15: 7
Besser Fannie of Simon and Sadie Apr 26 1896..............16: 191
Besser Gordon F of William F and Ann M Feb 19 1895.......16: 99
Besser Russell W of Frank W and Annie M Nov 17 1896.....16: 237
Besser Sidney S of William F and Annie M Apr 15 1891.....15: 8
Besser William L of Stephen A and Alice J Feb 28 1892....15: 73
Bessette Joseph O H A of Alphonse and Eveline June 3 1898.16: 410
Bessette Raymond L of Louis Jr and Eugenie June 19 1900.17: 49
Best Franklin McA of Anthony and Margaret July 31 1895..16: 138
Retemer Julia of Joseph and Mary Apr 16 1895..........16: 132
Bethel Agnes I of Francis and Julia Aug 18 1894.........16: 46
Bethel Andrew L of Andrew S and Eldora E Aug 14 1895...16: 134
Bethel Etta E of Andrew S and Eldora E Aug 20 1892......15: 99
Bethel Jesse E of Andrew S and Eldora E Feb 16 1898.....16: 371
Bethel Mabel L of Fred and Ellen Feb 17 1891............15: 4
Bethel Walter N of Andrew S and Eldora E Mar 28 1900...17: 26
Bettencourt Manoel A of Augusto d’A and Maria S Oct 23
1892..................................................15: 101
Bettencourt Marie of Anton and Marianna July 11 1891..15: 43
Betteridge Gertrude of John T and Mary Mar 17 1900....17: 54
Betton Edwin of Edwin and Bertha Jan 27 1896............16: 199
Betton —— s of Edwin and Bertha Feb 28 1895..............16: 111
Betts Albert F of Frederick and Catherine A June 10 1899.16: 489
Betts George H of Robey D and Elizabeth July 25 1894...16: 71
Betts Margaret E of Robey D and Elizabeth May 10 1892..15: 84
Betts Millard of Wylie R and Effie J Jan 11 1892.........15: 91
Betz William H of Toby W and Emma J Mar 30 1898........16: 394
Betz —— s of Toby W and Emma J Jan 18 1900..............17: 122
Betttel Reginald M of Gustav C O and Rebecca B Sept 9 1896.16: 250
Bevan Leon E of William F and Hattie Jan 6 1900.........17: 2
Bevan Marian of Luke and Edith Apr 6 1896...............16: 191
Bevans Edith of John and Mary V Aug 24 1899..............16: 534
Bevans Edna F of Levi and Nellie Mar 28 1896................16: 206
Bevans Leonard D of George W and Ella D Sept 3 1891..15: 61
Bevans Phoebe F of George W and Ella D Apr 25 1895......16: 115
Bevans Walter of John and Mary Sept 5 1898..............16: 418
Beverly Dale (c) of John W and Martha E Sept 26 1894.....16: 51
Beverly John W (c) of John W and Martha E Mar 28 1892..15: 69
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Beyer Emma of Julius and Emma May 24 1896..........................16:195
Beyer Ernest of Ernest and Minnie Oct 4 1897.......................16:340
Bianchi Lucia of Giovanni B and Maria July 20 1898...............16:445
Bianchi Vincenza of Pietro and Sabbatina June 7 1898........16:403
Bianco Anna of Tomaso and Annunziata Sept 5 1894.............16:76
Bianco Giovanna of Tomaso and Annunziata Jan 26 1892........15:88
Bianco Giuseppa of Pietro and Sabbatina Mar 18 1900...........17:23
Bianco Lucia of Giovanni and Maria Feb 2 1900....................17:9
Bianco Maria C of Tomaso and Annunziata June 30 1897.........16:304
Bianco Vincenzo of Pietro and Sabbatina Mar 14 1896........16:210
Biajo Antonio of Antonio and Filomena Dec 18 1893.............15:182
Bibby George of Joshua and Caroline J Aug 12 1894..........16:46
Bibean Augustus E of Joseph and Julia Aug 26 1895...........16:159
Bibean May F of Joseph and Cedulie Jan 25 1900.................17:7
Bibean Raoul E of Joseph J and Julie May 16 1894.............16:27
Bibeault Victoria of Charles and Mary Feb 23 1893.............15:148
Biber Edmund W of Engelbert and Elizabeth A Apr 8 1898...16:376
Biber Irma I of Engelbert and Elizabeth A Jan 19 1900.......15:5
Bicho Anna J of Antonio J and Maria May 19 1893.............15:138
Bicho Guilherme of Joao J and Maria Aug 29 1897..............16:318
Bicho Joao J of Joao J and Maria July 28 1899..................16:520
Bicho Jose J of Joao J and Maria M Apr 16 1896................16:183
Bicho Jose J of Joao J and Maria Jan 2 1895.....................16:91
Bicho Maria J of Antonio J and Maria deJ Jan 8 1892........15:66
Bicho Maria J of Jose J and Amelia Dec 7 1897...............16:320
Bick Joseph of Isaac and Rebecca Jan 13 1898.................16:378
Bick Sarah of Isaac and Rebecca June 7 1899..................16:483
Biddle Leonora M of George W and Mary Sept 7 1891.............15:51
Biddle — — s of Charles and Harriet June 13 1891...........15:16
Bidmead Hope E L of Edward E and Mabel M G May 18 1899.16:488
Bidwell Anna G of George E and Rosanna Oct 10 1897........16:367
Bidwell Hope of Noria S and Lucilla Apr 8 1895..............16:106
Biederberg Herbert of Abram and Paulina June 3 1897.........16:293
Biederberg Joseph of Abraham and Pauline Nov 18 1891......15:50
Biederberg Louis of Abram and Pauline May 19 1894...........16:24
Bielecki Wadistacew of Joseph and Franciska June 23 1898.16:411
Biella Giacomo of Paolo and Americcia Nov 18 1892........15:131
Bielli Teresina of Paolo and Anna June 17 1894..............16:35
Biello Domenico of Gabriele and Benedetta May 10 1898.....16:403
Biello Maria of Paolo and Anna Aug 15 1897..................16:348
Biello Michelina of Pasquale and Angela M Oct 3 1894....16:77
Biery Helen of Francis W and Margaret June 29 1893........15:158
Biery — — s of Francis W and Margaret June 12 1892........15:87
Bigelow Howard P of Frank and Catherine Nov 20 1894........16:71
Biggs Edward of Thomas and Ann J Sept 16 1896..............16:264
Biggs Elizabeth of Thomas and Ann J Dec 10 1898.  
Biggs Francis L of Frank H and Georgina Feb 12 1899.  
Biggs James of Thomas and Ann J Sept 16 1896.  
Biggs Thomas of Thomas and Ann J Jan 16 1895.  
Bignew David A of David A and Annie M Jan 27 1894.  
Bigney Earl H of Stephen F and Lizzie C May 1 1895.  
Bihan Gustave P of Gustave and Jennie L Dec 4 1900.  
Biladeau Marie A of Jean and Marie L Dec 31 1895.  
Biland Marie S D of Edouard and Georgina Feb 22 1891.  
Billingkoff Joseph of Joseph and Sarah Nov 16 1895.  
Billings James C of James E and Lillian E Dec 12 1897.  
Billings Marian G of Edward B and Edith July 29 1898.  
Billings Mary I of James E and Lillie July 6 1892.  
Billings Thomas E of James E and Lillie E June 12 1895.  
Biltcliffe Gladys I of John and Annie E Aug 6 1900.  
Biltcliffe William E of James B and Martha A Mar 30 1900.  
Bingel Friedrich R of Moritz and Anna Oct 30 1898.  
Bingel Wilhelm A of Moritz and Anna Oct 30 1898.  
Binks Camilla M of Frank E and Mary Dec 31 1893.  
Binney Elizabeth G of William and Harriet DeC Jan 6 1893.  
Binning Helen I of J Wesley and Clara M Aug 8 1894.  
Biont Alfred F of Alfred and Vitaline Aug 4 1892.  
Birch Herbert S of John A and Susanna Aug 8 1898.  
Birch Ronald D of Joseph G and Minna E Nov 27 1891.  
Birch —— s of Joseph G and Mary E Nov 13 1893.  
Bird Ethel F of William J and Mary M Nov 2 1891.  
Bird —— d of William J and Mary M Mar 12 1895.  
Birdock Mary J of Andrew and Catherine May 6 1891.  
Birger Fannie of Abraham Dec 28 1891.  
Birita Luigi of Eraclio and Rachele Dec 21 1893.  
Birkby Harold S of Fred H and Jemima H Mar 17 1899.  
Birmingham Elizabeth of James and Catherine Jan 14 1898.  
Birmingham James of William J and Margaret A Dec 16 1899.  
Birmingham John of John and Margaret Sept 28 1894.  
Birmingham John J of John and Catherine Mar 19 1897.  
Birmingham Louise D of Joseph and Margaret Oct 14 1892.  
Birmingham Mary A of William J and Margaret Aug 24 1895.  
Birmingham Patrick of Joseph and Margaret E Apr 15 1897.  
Birmingham Thomas C of John and Catherine Apr 6 1892.
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Birmingham William of James and Catherine Mar 24 1899...16:510
Birmingham William of William and Margaret A Dec 19
1896........................................................................16:248
Birmingham —— s of Thomas and Mary Aug 28 1891...15:60
Binney Mary of Robert and Annie May 24 1892...15:82
Binney Robert H of Robert and Annie Feb 7 1895...16:110
Birtwell Archibald McX of John and Janet July 7 1897...16:363
Birtwell Belle of William and Ella Feb 19 1892...15:98
Birtwell Sarah of William and Ella Mar 22 1893...15:143
Birtwell William H of William and Ella Jan 13 1897...16:364
Birtwistle Albert E of Richard and Rose Nov 19 1892...15:130
Birtwistle Beatrice R of Richard and Rose Oct 15 1899...16:566
Bisaccia Rosa of Vincenzo and Annunciata Sept 5 1893...15:201
Bisaccio —— d of Vincenzo and Annunciata Apr 1 1895...16:121
Bisessi Antonio of Domenico and Giovanna Sept 11 1900...17:82
Bishop Albert F of Jacob F and Rosa May 16 1892...15:84
Bishop Alice H of Archibald A and Alice M Sept 25 1896...16:225
Bishop Annie C of Philip and Jane July 24 1896...16:292
Bishop Ainita L of Archibald A and Alice M Aug 11 1898...16:418
Bishop Archibald A of Archibald A and Alice M Jan 23 1900...17:7
Bishop Clarissa M of Arthur and Catherine Dec 23 1898...16:431
Bishop Donald E of Thomas E and Annie Nov 2 1898...16:460
Bishop Edna G of Lyman and Ida R Feb 12 1898...16:375
Bishop Elizabeth C of Archibald A and Alice M Feb 12 1894...16:1
Bishop Elmier H of George and Addie N May 9 1897...16:285
Bishop Harold L of Howard E and Margaret J Aug 5 1900...17:117
Bishop Helen S of Frank O and Jessie D Apr 14 1897...16:313
Bishop John of Noah and Jennie A Jan 3 1898...16:413
Bishop Margaret M of Thomas E and Annie Oct 4 1897...16:356
Bishop Mary B of Joseph and Bridget Aug 26 1892...15:107
Bishop Mary C of John Aug 27 1900...17:78
Bishop Mary E of Arthur and Kate Apr 24 1896...16:191
Bishop Philip H of Joseph and Bridget Feb 9 1894...16:9
Bishop Walter of Noel and Jennie Oct 17 1899...16:584
Bishop William G of Joseph and Bridget Jan 12 1891...15:6
Bishop —— d of Henry F and Mary J May 8 1899...16:595
Bishop —— s of William and Antonie Nov 26 1891...15:52
Bisicono Gaetano of Pietro and Pasquarella July 24 1893...15:177
Bismore —— d of Carrie Oct 8 1891...15:43
Bisno Grace R of Frank and Rose Nov 3 1898...16:439
Bisno Irene M of Frank A and Rose D Sept 25 1899...16:552
Bisson Adrian of Paul A and Albina Mar 22 1899...16:510
Bisson Agnes J of Paul and Albina Jan 19 1898...16:405
Bisson Clarence E of Paul A and Albina R July 23 1895...16:150
Bisson Henry L of David and Marie R Oct 13 1894...16:73
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Bisson Joseph C E of Paul and Albina R July 9 1891.....15: 44
Bisson Leo L of Paul A and Albina R Mar 23 1893.....15: 149
Bisson May C of Paul A and Albina May 1 1894............16: 20
Bisson Raymond of Paul and Albina Nov 20 1896.......16: 267
Bisson --- s of Paul and Albina Apr 21 1895......16: 108
Bissot Octave of Ernest and Louisa Sept 2 1893....15: 190
Bitono Michele of Raffaele and Concetta Feb 9 1894....16: 32
Bitwell William of William and Ella Jan 13 1897......16: 279
Bitzer Louis C of John and Annie M Feb 21 1891.....15: 15
Bixby Lawrence B of Ernest M and Clara Dec 14 1896...16: 231
Bixby --- s of Guy C and Bertha Feb 26 1900.....17: 122
Black Alice I of James H and Mary A Nov 22 1892....15: 105
Black Alice M of Patrick A and Mary A Oct 22 1897....16: 322
Black Cella of Moses and Annie July 3 1897..........16: 320
Black Charles of Patrick A and Mary A Feb 25 1891....15: 7
Black Dora of Jacob and Rose Aug 14 1897.............16: 325
Black Dorothea A of Thomas F and Dora Feb 23 1896...16: 189
Black Edward F of John T and Ellen July 29 1899...16: 545
Black Ellen G of John T and Ellen Oct 21 1894......16: 48
Black Emma of Patrick A and Mary A Sept 16 1893...15: 179
Black Gertrude M of Hugh F and Bridget E Jan 31 1892.15: 69
Black Grace of Hugh F and Bridget E June 6 1893.....15: 140
Black Jennie C of William A and Emma T Nov 29 1893...15: 172
Black Jennie I of William A and Emma T June 2 1891....15: 3
Black Madeline of James H and Mary A Aug 26 1896....16: 229
Black Mary A of James H and Mary A July 18 1891.....15: 35
Black Mary M of John T and Helen Oct 20 1892........15: 118
Black Mildred of James M and Mary M Jan 3 1900......17: 1
Black Patrick of James A and Margaret July 26 1891....15: 39
Black Ralph A of Edward J and Siena Nov 13 1900.....17: 102
Black Raymond J of Edward J and Siena May 1 1896.....16: 201
Black Thomas F of Thomas F and Dora J Aug 1 1898....16: 425
Black Thomas H of Hugh F and Bridget E Jan 31 1891.15: 4
Black William L of James H and Mary A Mar 19 1894....16: 6
Black --- s of James M and Mary Jan 5 1898.........16: 467
Black --- d of John T and Ellen Sept 21 1898.........16: 469
Blackburn Arthur H of John J and Grace E Oct 8 1895.16: 152
Blackburn Mary L of Frederick and Martha Feb 10 1891.15: 26
Blackburn Maud E of John J and Grace E Sept 20 1897...16: 334
Blackburn Ralph W of John J and Grace E June 4 1900.17: 44
Blackinton Herbert S of Herbert E and Gertrude I Dec 6 1900 ..................17: 108
Blackley Doris of John J and Florence June 16 1900.....17: 48
Blackley Irving J of James and Helen Oct 3 1900.......17: 88
Blackmar George of Ralph W and Catherine May 8 1895..16: 112
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Blackmar Mildred of Ralph W and Catherine Nov 23 1892 . . . . . . 15:116
Blackstaff —— s of Elizabeth Apr 15 1891 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15:10
Blackwell Austin C (c) of James C and Sarah C Dec 28 1896.16:255
Blackwell Esther (c) of James C and Sarah C Jan 7 1898 . . . . . . 16:396
Blackwell Ethel G (c) of James C and Sarah C Jan 24 1900 . . . . . 17:7
Blackwood Elsie W of Donald C and Beulah Oct 18 1896 . . . . . . 16:235
Blackwood Jane S of James C and Elizabeth July 25 1894 . . . . . . 16:80
Blackwood John C of Scott and Ellen M June 1 1900 . . . . . . . . . 17:43
Blackwood Robert C of Donald C and Beulah M Mar 22 1899.16:480
Blaine Beulah M of William H and Sophia Mar 8 1892 . . . . . . . . 15:92
Blaine Curtis A of Joseph L and Annie May 31 1899 . . . . . . . . . 16:505
Blaine Dorothy D of Joseph L and Annie Oct 25 1900 . . . . . . . . . 17:96
Blaine Harold of William H and Sophia July 6 1894 . . . . . . . . . 16:80
Blaine Hazel G of William H and Sophia Jan 12 1897 . . . . . . . . 16:305
Blair Annie E of John H and Margaret Aug 28 1898 . . . . . . . . . 16:438
Blair David R of David and Alice L Nov 22 1899 . . . . . . . . . . . 16:524
Blair Elizabeth J of David and Alice L Dec 31 1898 . . . . . . . . . 16:421
Blair Marjorie of William R and Bertha F Nov 20 1899 . . . . . . . 16:553
Blair —— s of John H and Margaret Nov 27 1899 . . . . . . . . . . . 16:597
Blais Edward A of Frank and Albina Oct 23 1900 . . . . . . . . . . . 17:95
Blais James J of Joseph and Marie L Mar 3 1896 . . . . . . . . . . . 16:215
Blais Joseph A C of Francois and Albina May 29 1898 . . . . . . . . 16:398
Blais Joseph H A of Joseph and Marie L Sept 20 1898 . . . . . . . . 16:458
Blais Malvina L of Joseph W and Marie L Mar 16 1892 . . . . . . . . 15:93
Blais —— s of Joseph W and May L Dec 20 1894 . . . . . . . . . . . 16:74
Blaisdell Alma S of Samuel A and Mary G Feb 8 1897 . . . . . . . . 16:295
Blaisdell Arthur E of Albert L and Mary A Apr 20 1891 . . . . . . . 15:13
Blaisdell Olive B of Sidney S and Addie B Mar 11 1898 . . . . . . . 16:394
Blaisdell Sidney B of Sidney E and Addie B Nov 9 1895 . . . . . . . 16:160
Blake Earle C of Alphonso O and Flora E Aug 18 1891 . . . . . . . 15:51
Blake Elmer D of Alphonso O and Flora E Oct 4 1900 . . . . . . . . 17:89
Blake Emery W of Charles G and Mary E May 12 1894 . . . . . . . . 16:45
Blake Ernest E of Walter W and Mary A Apr 24 1891 . . . . . . . . . 15:30
Blake Ernest H of Ernest H and Minnie F Dec 4 1898 . . . . . . . . 16:461
Blake Esther A of Alphonso O and Flora E Jan 10 1895 . . . . . . . 16:114
Blake Eugene H of Henry W and Helen X June 30 1894 . . . . . . . . 16:31
Blake Francis of Thomas F and Anna T Feb 5 1891 . . . . . . . . . . 15:12
Blake Frank C of George C and Marian L June 9 1892 . . . . . . . . 15:82
Blake Grace E of Charles B and Florence M June 13 1899 . . . . . . . 16:489
Blake Helen M of Henry W and Helen M Jan 28 1892 . . . . . . . . . 15:66
Blake Hugh of William and Elizabeth Jan 1 1899 . . . . . . . . . . . 16:496
Blake John H of Henry W and Helen M July 1 1894 . . . . . . . . . . 16:71
Blake Josephine P of Walter W and Mary A Sept 27 1896 . . . . . . . 16:246
Blake Katherine M of Walter W and Mary A Dec 28 1898 . . . . . . . 16:440
Blake Lawrence of Peter and Mary T Jan 23 1897 . . . . . . . . . . . 16:280
Blake Lilian W of Walter W and Mary A Apr 28 1893........ 15:151
Blake Mabel of Thomas and Annie Apr 17 1892............... 15:79
Blake Margaret of William and Elizabeth Aug 13 1900....... 17:72
Blake Violet Gertrude of Alonzo and Amelia Dec 29 1893.... 15:176
Blake William B I of Frank C and Nellie E May 3 1899...... 16:505
Blake William G of William and Elizabeth Oct 7 1895........ 16:179
Blakeley Elise L of Fred and Edith Jan 16 1893.............. 15:167
Blakeley Hazel M of Rice M and Minnie F Apr 26 1897....... 16:314
Blakeley Marion F of Rice M and Minnie F Oct 4 1899....... 16:573
Blakeley ——s of George W and Lillian D Feb 5 1895........ 16:105
Blakely Frank I of Rice M and Minnie F Aug 15 1898........ 16:446
Blakeney ——s of Francis and Alice Nov 24 1900.............. 17:120
Blanchard Earl E of Edmund and Ella May 9 1895............. 16:123
Blanchard Edgar W of James A and Clara J May 7 1891....... 15:28
Blanchard Ella L of James A and Clara J Aug 27 1900....... 17:76
Blanchard Forrest T of Ernest E and Susan T Mar 10 1900.... 17:20
Blanchard Marie L of Alphouse and Aglae Nov 12 1892....... 15:121
Blanchard Mary E of James A and Clara J Mar 26 1894....... 16:39
Blanchard Maurice A of Maurice A and Jane Oct 11 1895..... 16:173
Blanchard ——s of Frank V and Catherine A Nov 19 1892..... 15:109
Blanchard —— d of Laura Jan 1894.......................... 16:21
Blanchard ——s of Lillian Apr 9 1893....................... 15:147
Blanchette Emma of Alexander and Mary L Aug 7 1893........ 15:206
Blanchette Lucille of Joseph and Donalda Mar 17 1900........ 17:22
Bland Benjamin R (c) of Robert T and Louise D Aug 29 1899. 16:528
Bland Bessie E of Benjamin and Sarah Oct 23 1893......... 15:299
Bland Frederick W of Benjamin and Sarah Jan 29 1891....... 15:26
Bland Joseph (c) of William H and Mary E Apr 1 1899...... 16:491
Bland —— (c) d of William H and Mary E Nov 22 1900....... 17:104
Bland —— (c) s of William H and Mary E Mar 21 1898....... 16:390
Blaney Elizabeth of Henry J and Caroline L Jan 31 1891..... 15:14
Blaney Florence L of Henry J and Caroline L May 10 1892... 15:79
Blaney Rose E of William and Ellen F July 20 1892......... 15:112
Blaney William H of Henry J and Caroline L Sept 29 1896.... 16:244
Blank Dora of Jacob and Rosa Sept 18 1900.................. 17:84
Blankenship George D of Archibald W and Clara C Feb 24
1899 .................................................. 16:494
Blease Sarah of Julius and Dora Sept 22 1900................. 17:85
Blastinski Jennie of Daniel and Minnie Jan 19 1900.......... 17:5
Blausen Pasa of Jacob and Ada Mar 26 1899................... 16:480
Blausen Pauline of Jacob and Ada Nov 18 1900............... 17:103
Blazef Samuel of Julius and Dora Apr 5 1895............... 16:101
Blazer Benjamin of Julius and Dora Aug 5 1896.............. 16:232
Blease George of William and Rebecca May 17 1894........... 16:13
Blease Harold of John and Clara July 17 1894................. 16:54
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Blease Mary of William and Rebecca Apr 22 1891.............15: 28
Blease Thomas of William and Rebecca May 17 1894.............16: 13
Blease William of John and Clara July 17 1894.............16: 54
Blease —— s of John and Clara June 9 1892.............15: 75
Bleck Nathan of Moses and Mary Apr 15 1895.............16: 96
Bleece Benjamin of Simon and Lena Sept 9 1893.............15: 178
Bleece Boruch of Simon and Ena June 11 1895.............16: 103
Bleece Herbert of Simon and Lena May 11 1892.............15: 71
Bleisitzer Annie of Louis and Elizabeth Feb 7 1896.............16: 214
Bleisitzer Elizabeth F of Louis and Elizabeth Jan 7 1892.............15: 77
Blessing (Conners) Eva of Joseph and Celia Dec 6 1894.............16: 60
Blessington James F of James and Mary E Mar 30 1897.............16: 296
Blessington Margaret of Michael and Mary Dec 20 1892.............15: 131
Blessington Thomas J of Michael and Mary Dec 7 1895.............16: 175
Blctel Mary of Carl and Celia July 12 1896.............16: 231
Blctel Bessie of Lewis and Fanny Feb 23 1898.............16: 379
Blctel Mashe of Carl and Celia Dec 21 1899.............16: 540
Blctell Jennie of Louis and Fanny Nov 22 1895.............16: 147
Blctell Joseph of Louis and Fannie Aug 21 1894.............16: 55
Blctle Fanny of Carl and Celia Oct 23 1891.............15: 41
Blctle Joseph of Louis and Frima July 28 1892.............15: 106
Blctle Leon of Karl and Zillah Mar 14 1893.............15: 43
Bligh —— s of John M and Margaret M Sept 17 1900.............17: 83
Blink Newman of Isaac and Ida July 19 1894.............16: 54
Blisb —— s of Ernest and Lena July 12 1899.............16: 296
Bliss Amos M (c) of Amos C and Rosa B May 4 1898.............16: 395
Bliss Avis E of Herman R and Edith A Apr 29 1900.............17: 35
Bliss Donald H of Milford E and Daisy Jan 3 1900.............17: 122
Bliss Frederic A of Edgar F and Evelyn July 20 1898.............16: 421
Bliss Harrison of Theodore H and Caroline S Nov 7 1891.............15: 37
Bliss Harry A of Everett C and Emma L Apr 4 1891.............15: 15
Bliss Hazel E of Herman R and Edith A Jan 25 1898.............16: 389
Bliss John of Thomas and Margaret Mar 31 1893.............15: 156
Bliss John H of Amos C and Rose June 1 1894.............16: 43
Bliss Lois S of Theodore H and Caroline Mar 27 1895.............16: 133
Bliss Mildred E of Herman R and Edith A Dec 10 1894.............16: 68
Bliss Raymond W of Fred A and Mabel W Mar 9 1900.............17: 20
Bliss Roland F (c) of Amos C and Rosa Aug 22 1896.............16: 250
Bliss Susan E (c) of Amos M and Rosie Oct 1 1900.............17: 88
Bliss —— s of Ormond and Gertrude Apr 3 1896.............16: 194
Bliss —— d of Thomas and Maggie Dec 30 1899.............16: 543
Bliven Florence E of Earl B and Gertrude A Apr 17 1892.............15: 96
Bliven George F of George F and Annie C Oct 13 1892.............15: 129
Bliven Ulmont H of Horace B and Sarah B June 3 1891.............15: 9
Blizzard Edith L of Alfred E and Mary J Apr 12 1895.............16: 112
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Blizzard George E of Alfred E and Mary J Apr 3 1891........ 15:   5
Blizzard Sarah F of Alfred E and Mary J May 30 1892........ 15:  70
Block Bluma (Bessie) of Jacob and Rosa Dec 18 1895......... 16: 147
Block Cella of Jacob and Rosa Oct 18 1894.................. 16:   57
Block Charles of Louis and Jennie Nov 10 1895.......... 16: 146
Block Harry of Nathan and Ida Nov 13 1894............... 16:   67
Block Israel of Jacob and Rose Aug 1 1899................ 16: 533
Block Max of Jacob and Rosa Apr 5 1892.................... 15:   84
Block Norman of Philip and Dora J Jan 10 1900........... 17:    3
Block Sim of Jacob and Rosa May 5 1893.................... 15: 154
Blomberg —— s of Robert and Mary July 12 1895........... 16: 142
Blomen Ebba J of Gustaf and Tekla June 10 1900.......... 17:   46
Blomen Edward J of Gustav and Tekla July 10 1900....... 17:   61
Blomkirst Oscar F L of Frithiof and Valborg Apr 8 1900... 17:   29
Blomstrom Carl A of Carl E and Mary E Mar 3 1892........ 15:   88
Blomstrom Frederick A V of Carl E and Mary E Sept 3 1895,16: 172
Blomstrom Gertrud E of Carl E and Mary E Oct 11 1897..... 16: 357
Blomstrom —— s of Albert and Cora Aug 24 1891.......... 15:  60
Blomstrom —— s of Carl E and Mary E Dec 24 1893........ 15: 212
Blondell Henry of Charles H L and Mary Dec 25 1899..... 16:  525
Blondell —— s of Charles and Mary July 9 1898........... 16:  469
Blood Christina McL of Herbert C and Christina June 2 1892,15:  87
Bloom Esther of Max and Rachel Apr 14 1895.............. 15: 139
Bloom Etta of Max and Rachel Dec 24 1896............... 16: 231
Bloomberg —— d of Rubin and Mary Sept 2 1900.......... 17: 119
Blount James W of James T and Mary J Jan 23 1896....... 16: 188
Blue Antonio of Gabrielle and Nellie Mar 28 1900........ 17:   26
Bluestein Etta of Harry and Sarah Feb 18 1899........... 16:  479
Blum Clara A of John and Amelia Nov 19 1898........... 16:  429
Blum Fritz R of John and Emily Sept 7 1893............. 15: 178
Blum Isack of Max and Rachel Jan 7 1900.............. 17:    2
Blum John H of John and Amelia Nov 9 1899............. 16: 539
Blum Mandel of Max and Rachel June 7 1895.............. 16:  103
Blumenthal Albert of Louis and Annie Mar 23 1899....... 16:  480
Blumenthal Bella of Louis and Annie May 6 1897........ 16:  278
Blumenthal Herbert of Philip and Tilla Apr 5 1896...... 16:  221
Blumenthal Julius of Philip and Tilla Oct 17 1898....... 16: 428
Blumenthal Leon of Louis and Anna Jan 10 1896.......... 16:  188
Blumenthal William of Harris and Rose Aug 8 1896....... 16:  233
Blunt Helen E of Simon B and Clara M Aug 19 1899...... 16:  542
Boardman George R of Peter and Mary E May 4 1899...... 16:  505
Boardman Gladys P of Herbert T and Ella M A Mar 9 1891,15:  18
Boardman Irving T of Samuel W and Nellie F Mar 17 1891,15:  23
Boardman John F of Peter and Mary E July 5 1897....... 16: 347
Boardman Kenneth S of Samuel H and Mary E June 27 1899,16: 475
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Boardman Mary L of Peter and Mary E Mar 30 1894........... 16: 165
Boardman —— d of Peter and Mary E Dec 27 1895........... 16: 169
Boardman —— d of Samuel W and Nellie F Mar 8 1893......... 15: 159
Boas Edward J of Herman and Sarah Jan 23 1893............. 15: 156
Boas Godfrey of Herman and Sarah Jan 23 1893............. 15: 156
Boas Jacob G of Herman and Sarah Aug 28 1891............. 15: 154
Boccichio Maria A of Michele and Maria Oct 10 1898........ 16: 453
Bochicchio Angela of Michele and Maria Nov 27 1900......... 17: 106
Bochicci —— s of Michele and Maria June 30 1897........... 16: 366
Boccichio Saverio of Michele and Maria Nov 10 1899......... 16: 575
Bod Emma of John A and Emma C Aug 1 1899.................. 16: 533
Bod Gustav A of John A and Emma C May 30 1897.............. 16: 310
Bod —— s of John and Emma Jan 18 1894..................... 16: 36
Bodall —— d of Mary Aug 6 1896............................... 16: 239
Bodel Ethel I of Charles H and Alice M July 4 1891......... 15: 55
Bodel Leon F of Charles H and Alice M July 11 1894......... 16: 88
Bodkin —— d of Patrick J and Ellen Feb 22 1899............ 16: 594
Bodrow Kate I of Simon and Mary Oct 3 1892................ 15: 132
Bodwell Florence L of Albert L and Annie F Dec 31 1893..... 15: 192
Boedeker Charles D of Charles D and Jennie L Dec 2 1893.... 15: 191
Boedeker Ella J of Charles and Jane L Oct 28 1892......... 15: 113
Boedeker Jennie M of Charles and Jennie L Oct 4 1898........ 16: 438
Boedeker —— s of Charles and Jane L May 22 1896.......... 16: 201
Boehm Irving of Otto and Pauline July 6 1900.............. 17: 60
Boehm Leona E of Otto W and Pauline Jan 27 1899........... 16: 515
Boehn Louisa I of Charles and Emily Dec 22 1899........... 16: 569
Boehn Henry A of Henry E and Isabel Aug 15 1891........... 15: 48
Boehne Marie C of Henry E and Isabella W Nov 9 1893....... 15: 191
Boehne Oscar R of Henry E and Isabella W Mar 17 1898....... 16: 390
Bogart Frank E of Frank A and Ellen May 19 1900.......... 17: 40
Bogassian Lizzie of Harry and Mary Aug 15 1900............. 17: 73
Bogda Leon of Simon and Catharine Feb 19 1900............. 17: 14
Bogden David W of William D and Lizzie A Oct 26 1891....... 15: 49
Boggen Fanny of Victor and Lizzie May 4 1893............... 15: 154
Bogert Pelham W of Edward L and Marion V July 29 1895..... 16: 134
Boggs Jadora C of William D and Asenath Apr 21 1893........ 15: 147
Bogle Emma B of Daniel and Mary H Oct 19 1893............. 15: 195
Bogle Ethel L of Daniel and Annie Sept 9 1899............. 16: 557
Bogman Elsie A of Daniel E and Rose Feb 17 1893........... 15: 153
Bogner Walter F of Henry and Rosa Oct 7 1899.............. 16: 565
Bognes —— s of Hugh and Mary Feb 10 1899................... 16: 487
Bogussian Albert of Harry and Mary June 21 1899.......... 16: 483
Bohan Catherine R of Patrick H and Margaret Jan 15 1898... 16: 389
Bohan Charles H of Patrick H and Margaret July 4 1891.... 15: 44
Bohan Mary E of Patrick H and Margaret Dec 15 1892....... 15: 119
Boileau Joseph A E of Napoleon B and Lucy May 17 1891..... 15: 20
Boino Carmine of Rocco and Antonia Jan 12 1900............. 17: 4
Boiska Joseph of Charles and Malvina Feb 10 1898............. 16: 371
Boissy Edward of Henry and Ida Aug 6 1900.................. 17: 70
Bolan Andrew of Andrew F and Isabella T Nov 29 1896........ 16: 267
Bolan James of Andrew and Isabella June 24 1900............. 17: 50
Bolan Lincoln H of John E and Mary M July 9 1896............. 16: 252
Bolan Mildred H of John E and Mary M Apr 6 1891............. A 1: 34
Bolan — d of John E and Mary M Apr 6 1891.................. 15: 20
Bolan —— s of John W and Mary Oct 30 1897................... 16: 367
Boland Edward M of Michael and Ellen Dec 8 1894............. 16: 52
Boland Mabel of Michael and Ellen Nov 28 1892................. 15: 105
Boland Madonna of Francis and Alida J Nov 17 1893........... 15: 210
Boler Frances C of Francis P and Marie P Dec 25 1900......... 17: 114
Boleski Jacob of Jacob and Veronica Dec 10 1897.............. 16: 359
Bolger Esther M of William and Catherine Apr 4 1898.......... 16: 380
Bolger William C of William and Catherine Dec 8 1894........ 16: 53
Bolland —— s of John and Elizabeth June 29 1891.............. 15: 24
Bolland —— s of John and Lizzie Apr 28 1893.................. 15: 154
Bolling —— s of George E and Annie T Mar 14 1895............. 16: 95
Bolster Esther of Adfer S and Esther Dec 21 1895............. 16: 147
Bolster John A of Adfer and Esther Jan 15 1894............... 16: 8
Bolton Alice M of James and Rhoda July 1 1898................ 16: 469
Bolton Herbert of James and Jane Apr 12 1891................ 15: 8
Bolton —— s of James and Rhoda June 22 1900.................. 17: 57
Bombardier Marie of Albanis E and Louise July 16 1898........ 16: 456
Bomely —— s of Albert and Theresa J Dec 13 1895.............. 16: 176
Bomstein —— s of Max and Lena June 27 1900.................. 17: 51
Boonan Julius of Simon and Ida July 28 1894.................. 16: 65
Bonus Harry of Simon and Ida June 9 1895.................... 16: 113
Bonanni Maria of Vincenzo and Modesta Feb 10 1900............ 17: 12
Bonardi Angelo of Carlo and Maria Mar 9 1900.................. 17: 20
Bonat Rudolph of Carl and Amelia Sept 2 1898................. 16: 446
Bonaventure Harriet A of Telesphore and Caroline Aug 22
1896 .......................................................... 16: 242
Bonaventure Herbert C of Frank and Carrie M Oct 22 1898..... 16: 435
Bonaventure William of Frank and Carrie July 3 1900.......... 17: 59
Bone Antonio of Giovanni and Filomena Mar 28 1898............ 16: 402
Bone Enrico E of Giovanni and Filomena Aug 26 1900.......... 17: 76
Bond Agnes F of David and Mary Nov 11 1899.................. 16: 575
Bond Earl R of John W and Florence E May 12 1894............. 16: 7
Bond John M of John W and Florence E Apr 23 1892............ 15: 70
Bondesson Alexander of Gustav S and Huldah C Feb 4 1899..... 16: 490
Bondesson Axel H of Gustaf S and Hulda C July 12 1900........ 17: 62
Bondesson Iva W of Gustaf S and Hulda C July 12 1900........ 17: 62
Bonavitza Antonia of Anton and Josephine Oct 2 1899. 16:529
Bongartz Royal B of J Harry and Evelyn T May 25 1892. 15: 87
Bonin Edward of George and Angela Aug 22 1891. 15: 54
Bonin Edwilda of Basil and Zelina Mar 22 1897. 16:308
Bonin Joseph of Basil and Zelina Dec 1 1899. 16: 586
Bonin Joseph W of Basile and Exelina Oct 14 1898. 16: 459
Bonin Marie of Basil and Zelina Dec 1 1899. 16: 586
Bonin Zenas of Basil and Zelina Aug 4 1895. 16: 179
Bonnau ——s of William J and Ellen Sept 21 1891. 15: 54
Bonner ——s of Clara Oct 10 1893. 16:148
Bonner Anthony E of Edward and Mary June 1 1899. 16: 501
Bonner Charles E of John and Margaret E Apr 14 1899. 16: 490
Bonner Elizabeth of Joseph and Angeline May 21 1893. 15:157
Bonner Gertrude C (c) of Augustus W and Alice C Aug 18 1900 17: 73
Bonner John J of John B and Margaret E Nov 3 1900. 17: 98
Bonner Rosal of Mary Apr 21 1896. 16: 207
Bonner ——d of Augustus W and Alice C June 13 1895. 16:119
Bonness Nellie of Thomas and Mary Apr 25 1893. 15:168
Bonni Elizabeth of Marie May 12 1893. 15: 169
Bonnio Adolph of Michel and Alice A Sept 26 1898. 16: 431
Bonnio Edna A of Michael J and Alice A Sept 1 1900. 16: 78
Bood Agnes L of August and Hilda Sept 2 1892. 15:115
Bood Mary C of Victor and Augusta Nov 7 1892. 15:113
Bood Renken W of August and Hilda H Mar 18 1897. 16:292
Bood ——s of August and Hilda C Apr 26 1900. 17: 34
Bookbinder Albert of Shem and Rebecca Sept 9 1900. 17: 81
Bookbinder Bennie of Shem and Rebecca Apr 20 1894. 16: 23
Bookbinder Fanny of Shem and Rebecca Nov 18 1895. 16:157
Bookbinder Sarah of Shem and Rebecca Oct 13 1898. 16:139
Booram Alice E of George W and Bridget Mar 3 1892. 15: 69
Booram Beatrice S of George W and Bridget Aug 15 1895. 16:138
Booram Edward A of George W and Bridget Mar 6 1898. 16:380
Booth Ethel of Thomas H and Rebecca Oct 2 1895. 16:145
Booth Evelyn E of John W and Mary June 5 1896. 16:207
Booth Florence M of Herbert and Mary A May 1 1894. 16: 23
Booth George of Thomas H and Rebecca Jan 4 1897. 16:279
Booth George W of Fred and Ann F Dec 2 1895. 16:175
Booth Grace C of Fred and Ann F June 23 1893. 15:166
Booth Ira M of Thomas H and Rebecca B May 3 1899. 16: 482
Booth Mary E of Fred and Ann E Jan 18 1891. 15: 25
Booth Robert B of George H and Dora Jan 22 1895. 16:125
Booth ——s of George and Elizabeth Mar 24 1893. 15:164
Booth ——d of George and Elizabeth Mar 13 1892. 15: 73
Booth ——s of Ora O and Mabel O Feb 23 1897. 16:298
BIRTHS

Borozofsky — d of William and Lulic Jan 6 1891. 15: 10
Bora Guillaume A of George and Rosanna Mar 14 1892. 15: 93
Borba Adelina of Jose P and Roza May 14 1899. 16: 474
Borba Jose P of Jose and Roza Dec 15 1894. 16: 49
Borbeau Aurore of Arsene and Melina July 3 1893. 15: 192
Borden Dorothy L of John F and Grace E Feb 25 1892. 15: 83
Borden Frederick M of John T and Grace E Apr 4 1894. 16: 45
Borden Helen L of Frederick L and Susan W July 30 1899. 16: 550
Borden Marion W of Frederick L and Susan W Feb 8 1891. 15: 12
Borden Norman H of Frederick L and Susan W Mar 12 1894. 16: 26
Borden Thomas H of Fred C and Theresa Nov 12 1897. 16: 343
Borden Walter H of Hiram J and Ellen G Apr 20 1892. 15: 96
Borden — s of Abram O and Lydia E Feb 28 1891. 15: 15
Borden — d of Frederick L and Susan W June 28 1898. 16: 388
Borelli Domenico of Luigi and Annunziata Mar 24 1900. 17: 25
Borelli Federigo of Domenico and Giovanna Sept 11 1892. 15: 123
Borelli Giovanni of Eustachio and Rosa Jan 22 1896. 16: 213
Borelli Giovanni of Domenico and Giovanna Mar 26 1891. 15: 23
Borelli Maria of Eustachio and Rosa Aug 1 1897. 16: 332
Borelli — s of Domenico and Giovanna Sept 11 1892. 15: 123
Borelli — d of Nicola and Emilia July 17 1899. 16: 596
Borelli — s of Giovanni and Emilia July 13 1897. 16: 366
Boresowsky Rachel of Davis and Eva Sept 26 1896. 16: 269
Borges James P of Francisco and Catherine Mar 20 1894. 16: 2
Borges Walter E of Francisco and Catherina Aug 2 1892. 15: 99
Borges — d of Joao and Geremaine Dec 31 1894. 16: 49
Borgeson Esther S of Carl A and Anna E Mar 27 1891. 15: 18
Borland Annie P of John and Annie L June 14 1891. 15: 29
Borland Mary M of Robert and Elizabeth Sept 17 1893. 15: 298
Borland Robert J of Robert and Elizabeth July 26 1897. 16: 353
Borland — d of Robert and Elizabeth Jan 2 1891. 15: 6
Bornstein Julia of Harry and Annie July 2 1899. 16: 549
Borod Isaac of Samuel and Clara Feb 3 1892. 15: 69
Borod Max of Samuel and Clara Sept 16 1900. 17: 83
Borozofsky Esther M of Davis and Iva Feb 1 1899. 16: 479
Borrelli Carmela of Giovanni and Emilia June 20 1900. 17: 49
Borrelli Elisa of Anastasio and Rosa Jan 20 1900. 17: 6
Borrelli Emma M E of Eustachio and Rosa Dec 2 1894. 16: 79
Borrelli Francesco of Nicola and Bambina Aug 15 1899. 16: 571
Borrelli Nicandro of Gemarco and Teresa Dec 20 1897. 16: 352
Borst Albert of Stephen and Theresa July 26 1899. 16: 556
Borst Hermann A of Stephen and Theresa Oct 26 1896. 16: 251
Borst Marion M of Stephen and Theresa Aug 29 1898. 16: 442
Borstad Camilla of August and Caroline Apr 7 1891. 15: 5
Borstad Esther of Anton and Reda Jan 31 1898. 16: 393
**FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.**

Borstad Lillian G of August and Caroline Nov 23 1893...15:191
Borstad Marian A of August and Caroline Mar 22 1899...16:491
Borstad Mildred A of August P and Caroline L Apr 4 1892..15: 70
Borteld Sylvia of Lucien and Olivia July 17 1898..16: 425
Borys — d of Michael and Mary Nov 9 1899..16: 597
Borys — s of Michael and Mary Sept 24 1900..17: 86
Borzarro Lucia P of Antonio and Biasima June 29 1900..17: 51
Boschetti Francesco M of Luigi and Felicia May 7 1899..16: 505
Boschetti Maria D of Luigi and Felicia Sept 26 1897..16: 350
Boschetti — d of Luigi and Felicia Mar 25 1896..16: 210
Boslear Israel of Abraham and Rachel Nov 20 1894..16: 52
Bosler Annie of Abraham and Rosa Apr 24 1899..16: 477
Bosok Arthur of Benjamin and Sarah Nov 10 1898..16: 439
Boss Bertha M of Fred A and Mary E Aug 3 1898..16: 418
Boss Doris E of Charles O and Elizabeth B Mar 4 1899..16: 498
Boss Frederick D of Fred and Norah Aug 15 1898..16: 418
Boss Hazel E of Fred A and Mary E July 24 1900..17: 67
Boss Howard D of Stephen H and Ada M Apr 16 1897..16: 296
Boss Mary E of Frederick E and Honora T May 5 1893..15: 137
Boss Mildred I of Fred A and Mary E Sept 20 1896..16: 225
Boss — s of Walter R and Clara L June 5 1898..16: 382
Bostrom Hazel V of Carl A and Maude R July 29 1900..17: 67
Bostwick Lillie A of Herbert E and Mabel Feb 13 1895..16: 153
Boswick Nellie of Joseph and Annie June 9 1897..16: 284
Bosworth Alita D of George and Inez Oct 14 1892..15: 118
Bosworth Enid M of George H and Inez S Mar 5 1900..17: 19
Bosworth Florence M of Horace H and Annie L June 17 1896.16: 193
Bosworth George W of LeFavor H and Anna M Nov 2 1892..15: 116
Bosworth Henrietta of Thomas and Henrietta Mar 24 1894..16: 29
Bosworth Howland E of LeFavour H and Anna M July 20

1899..16: 545

Bosworth Leland S of LeFavour H and Annie M Jan 5 1896..16: 196
Bosworth Leslie A of Adelbert A and Ella M July 3 1894..16: 68
Bosworth Lyndall V of George H and Inez Jan 8 1895..16: 114
Bosworth Mary L of LeFavour H and Anna M Feb 27 1891..15: 20
Bosworth Mildred M of George E and Mabel C June 11 1892..15: 82
Bosworth Roland H of George E and Mabel C Oct 18 1899..16: 558
Bosworth Ruth M of Hezekiah C W and Laura B June 3 1895..16: 113
Bosworth Thomas E of Thomas and Henrietta Dec 6 1898..16: 449
Bosworth — d of Allen and Hattie May 22 1895..16: 97
Bosworth — d of George E and Mabel C Feb 21 1894..16: 18
Bosworth — s of Thomas and Henrietta Nov 22 1897..16: 346
Bota Mercene of Francisco and Maria Apr 6 1893..15: 167
Botelho Francisco M of Antonio M and Maria d’A Jan 10

1894..16: 1
Botelho Ermelinda of Jose J and Maria F Aug 15 1897....16:361
Botelho Maria I of Francisco and Maria R Mar 11 1895....16:92
Botelho Maria J of Antonio M and Maria A Mar 19 1896....16:182
Botelho Marianna M of Antonio M and Maria d'A Mar 17 1892

Botham Louis A of Harry R and Ella F Sept 21 1896....16:250
Botham Marian L of Samuel J and Lizzie Apr 23 1892....15:82
Botinski Julia of George and Mary Jan 29 1896....16:221
Bottaro Celesta of Vincenzo and Maria May 9 1900....17:37
Bottesi Mina S of Francesco and Candida Feb 23 1895....16:105
Botti Virginia of Francesco and Candida Aug 5 1896....16:257
Bottis Emilia of Francesco and Candida Mar 10 1900....17:20
Bottis Rosa of Francesco and Candida May 28 1898....16:385
Bottomley Albert D of Albert and Lydia E Sept 40 1893....15:207
Bottomley Eva M of Peter W and Mary L Apr 19 1900....17:32
Bottomley Helen G of William H and Catherine S Apr 25 1899....16:484
Bottomley Herbert L of William and Catherine Oct 23 1894....16:57
Bottomley Walter V of William H and Catherine S Apr 21 1893....15:144
Bottomley —— s of William H and Catherine S Dec 28 1896.16:238
Bouchard Annie of John H and Lena Aug 1 1892....15:126
Bouchard Charles E of Eusebe and Selina May 14 1900....17:39
Bouchard Clarence R of Eusebe and Celine Oct 26 1897....16:343
Bouchard Constante of Henry and Mathilde Nov 10 1900....17:100
Bouchard Eva of Gideon and Anna Aug 24 1899....16:534
Bouchard Eveline B of Zephir V and Carrie B Jan 16 1896.16:202
Bouchard Francois X of Francois X and Delphine Oct 19 1894....16:70
Bouchard Gilbert of Frank and Delphine July 22 1893....15:213
Bouchard Gladys M of Damase and Maria Sept 30 1900....17:87
Bouchard Grace of Eusebe and Celina Nov 14 1893....15:195
Bouchard Henry I of Isadore and Emma Feb 2 1899....16:497
Bouchard I rean L of Zephir and Carry May 8 1894....16:27
Bouchard Joseph O of Francis X and Delphine M Dec 19 1896.16:252
Bouchard Lloyd of Damase and Marie Apr 22 1899....16:499
Bouchard Loretta E of Isidore and Emma May 27 1900....17:123
Bouchard Louis of Francois X and Delphine Feb 4 1899....16:494
Bouchard Marie I of Damase and Marie Mar 4 1898....16:399
Bouchard Marie L of Zephirin and Carrie B Feb 22 1893....15:153
Bouchard Pearl of Eusebe and Selina July 1 1896....16:249
Bouchard Walter E of Eusebe and Selina Apr 17 1892....15:84
Bouchard —— s of Damase and Marie Mar 4 1898....16:467
Boucher Alfred of Pierre and Emma Sept 22 1894....16:83
Boucher Charles L of Joseph and Selina E Feb 13 1894....16:37
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Boucher Corinne M R of Francois X and Ernestine Feb 18 1894 ......................................................... 16: 37
Boucher Dora E of Joseph O and Marie V Sept 7 1897 .......................................................... 16: 355
Boucher Henri J of Joseph and Salomé Dec 13 1896 ......................................................... 16: 255
Boucher Howard O of Oliver and Valda June 1 1899 ......................................................... 16: 477
Boucher Inez of Joseph and Salvija June 4 1892 .......................................................... 15: 97
Boucher James of Jean R and Emma Oct 13 1894 .......................................................... 16: 77
Boucher Joseph of Edward and Rosa July 19 1895 ......................................................... 16: 177
Boucher Louis D of Olivier and Cunigonde Apr 17 1892 ......................................................... 15: 94
Boucher Marie A of Joseph and Selina Dec 8 1894 .......................................................... 16: 74
Boucher Samuel of Joseph and Henriette Jan 14 1899 ......................................................... 16: 514
Boucher Wilfred J of Joseph and Salome Nov 29 1899 ......................................................... 16: 559
Boucher William of William and Mary V Jan 14 1900 ......................................................... 17: 4
Bonelin Edouard of Louis and Celine Sept 12 1898 .......................................................... 16: 446
Boudrean Blanche R of Henri and Marie E A Oct 15 1903 ......................................................... 15: 198
Boudreau Paul O L of Emery and Lillie Sept 14 1897 ......................................................... 16: 356
Boudrot Catherine I of Simon and Mary J Oct 3 1892 ......................................................... 15: 133
Boudrot Lillian M of Simon and Mary Aug 26 1897 ......................................................... 16: 326
Boudrot —— s of John and Josephine May 30 1896 ......................................................... 16: 218
Bones —— d of Charles and Katherine July 7 1896 ......................................................... 16: 253
Boney Catherine of Michael and Mary J Dec 18 1892 ......................................................... 15: 125
Boney Charles of Michael and Mary Feb 10 1895 ......................................................... 16: 120
Boney John of Michael and Mary June 21 1891 ......................................................... 15: 24
Boney Peter J of Michael and Mary Apr 14 1900 ......................................................... 17: 31
Bonget John H of Phillippe and Marie Dec 13 1893 ......................................................... 15: 188
Boughs John A of Hugh and Mary W Jan 10 1899 ......................................................... 16: 486
Bongie Ida of Giovanni and Angela Oct 12 1892 ......................................................... 15: 124
Boulac Fred of Fred and Lucy June 27 1898 ......................................................... 16: 412
Boulac —— s of Fred and Lucy June 27 1898 ......................................................... 16: 384
Boulanger Edward of Joseph and Malvina June 16 1897 ......................................................... 16: 284
Boulanger Marie of Anthony and Marie L Apr 7 1892 ......................................................... 15: 70
Boulanger Marie E L of Joseph and Malvina E July 6 1895 ......................................................... 16: 170
Boulanger Marie J G of Joseph and Malvina Dec 1 1893 ......................................................... 15: 211
Boulanger Mary of Joseph and Malvina Apr 27 1900 ......................................................... 17: 53
Boulanger Philip of Joseph and Virginie Mar 21 1893 ......................................................... 15: 167
Boulay Joseph P of Polycarp and Georgianna May 23 1891 ......................................................... 15: 21
Boule Ernest of Alfred and Rose July 8 1895 ......................................................... 16: 170
Boule Hulda of Polycarpe and Georgianna Apr 6 1897 ......................................................... 16: 309
Boule Joseph X of Polycarpe and Georgiana Dec 16 1892 ......................................................... 15: 122
Boule Joseph S of Polycarpe and Georgiana July 5 1895 ......................................................... 16: 170
Boule Rose B E of Alfred and Rosalie Feb 12 1897 ......................................................... 16: 306
Bouleser Edward of James E and Cynthia A Aug 2 1891 ......................................................... 15: 60
Bouleseter Warren M of James E and Cynthia A Nov 30 1896 ......................................................... 16: 267
Bouler Mary E of William and Catherine Nov 21 1893 ......................................................... 15: 175
Boulier Arthur of Théophile and Marie L Apr 5 1893 ......................................................... 15: 157
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Boulos Nicholas of Anton and Abbe Sept 26 1899..................16: 573
Bour Moy G of Moy Chune Yen and Fook Loy June 23 1898..16: 388
Bourassa Allen F of Levi and Catherine M Jan 15 1898......16: 374
Bourassa —— s of Rosa June 20 1891................................15: 10
Bourbon Alfred of Alfred and Margaret Dec 9 1899.............16: 598
Bourbon Arthur of Alfred and Margaret J Aug 7 1892.......15: 112
Bourbon Mabel of Alfred and Margaret J May 22 1896........16: 198
Bourbon Rosella of Arthur and Margaret Feb 26 1894........16: 18
Bournoniere Priscilla of Joseph and Lucille May 17 1894.....16: 43
Bouret Ruth R of Maxime J and Mary E Dec 29 1891........15: 53
Bourgoin Marie D D of William and Marie Nov 13 1896......16: 266
Bourgonin Joseph A W of William and Marie May 12 1898.16: 409
Bourgonin Marie G D of William J and Mary Oct 17 1899....16: 584
Bourn Clyde M of William C and Jennie E Oct 17 1891.......15: 62
Bournenf Marie I of Eliéce and Eleanor May 1 1892........15: 94
Bourque Anna S of George and Josephine M Apr 23 1891......15: 3
Bourque Fabiola of Hermengilde and Marie Jan 11 1893.....15:155
Bourque Florida of Joseph H and Marie July 7 1894..........16: 80
Bourque Honore of Joseph H and Marie Aug 9 1895.............16:178
Bourque Joseph A of Joseph H and Marie Nov 12 1896.....16: 243
Bourque Mary B of George and Josephine M Apr 23 1891.....15: 3
Bourque Valentine E F L of Hermengilde and Marie June 7
1894.................................................................16: 42
Bourre Marie A of Joseph and Catherine L May 23 1891......15: 11
Boury Julia E of Joseph and Catherine L Dec 3 1896......16: 241
Boury Nelson of Joseph and Catherine Nov 7 1895..........16:150
Bousquet —— s of Frederic H and Elizabeth M Aug 3 1897.16: 354
Bousquet Antonia J A A of Joseph I and Olivina June 21
1894.................................................................16: 42
Bousquet Edgar of Etienne and Roseda Jan 14 1893.........15:155
Bousquet Eva of Etienne and Rose Nov 26 1894..............16: 74
Bousquet Marianna B of Isidore and Olivia June 11 1895...16:130
Bousquet Marie R I of Etienne and Rose Nov 26 1894.....16: 61
Bouteiller Arvid L of Edouard and Eliza Nov 10 1899........16: 553
Bouthiller Esther M of Joseph H and Marie May 11 1896....16:217
Boutillier Joseph L of Alphide and Edouardina May 29 1895.16:130
Bouve s of Hattie Nov 22 1891.................................15: 43
Bova Aida of Pasquale and Antonina July 29 1893........15:200
Bova Anna of Pietro and Anna July 29 1897..................16: 348
Bova Antonio of Antonio and Domenica Apr 24 1895........16:122
Bova Antonio of Pietro and Giovanna June 11 1895..........16:124
Bova Giovanna of Antonio and Domenica Mar 8 1893........15: 159
Bova Giuseppa of Antonio and Giuseppa Mar 16 1900......17: 22
Bova Giuseppe of Pasquale and Antonia Nov 22 1891........15: 58
Bova Ida of Pasquale and Antonia G May 30 1895..........16:123
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Bova Maria of Pasquale and Antonia Jan 2 1898. 16: 399
Bova Marianna of Antonio and Domenica May 22 1900. 17: 41
Bova — d of Pasquale and Antonia Dec 31 1897. 16: 352
Bova — d of Pietro and Anna Apr 17 1900. 17: 56
Bova — d of Salvatore and Giuseppa Apr 16 1893. 15: 160
Bove Antonio of Antonio and Domenica Mar 2 1898. 16: 401
Bovi Dora of John and Annie Nov 11 1899. 16: 348
Bovi John A of John and Annie Feb 18 1896. 16: 182
Bovi Katie of John H and Annie Dec 10 1897. 16: 320
Bovie Eugene F of Eugene E and Minnie C June 29 1898. 16: 399
Bowder Evelyn M of John H and Idal M Mar 11 1897. 16: 288
Bowder John H W of John H and Idal M Aug 10 1893. 15: 213
Bowder Ruth M of John H and Idal M Apr 30 1899. 16: 492
Bowdoin Alfarata of Franklin A and Agnes C Aug 30 1899. 16: 351
Bowie Catherine I of Richard and Catherine Nov 27 1898. 16: 130
Bowie James B of Richard and Kate Oct 15 1894. 16: 56
Bowie Philip of Richard J and Catherine Jan 26 1892. 15: 72
Bowen Ada P of Charles B and Minnie M Jan 15 1896. 16: 205
Bowen Alice G of Samuel X and Margaret May 26 1894. 16: 7
Bowen Arthur N of Oscar S and Harriet A Feb 3 1897. 16: 298
Bowen Ann of James C and Catherine July 1 1896. 16: 269
Bowen Bessie G of Seth A and Elizabeth E Jan 25 1892. 15: 72
Bowen Cecelia V of Peter F and Lena Sept 4 1897. 16: 334
Bowen Charles W of Charles W and Alice M Aug 10 1893. 15: 200
Bowen Donald F of Henry and Clara B Jan 19 1892. 15: 69
Bowen Dorothy F of Henry and Clara B Jan 19 1892. 15: 69
Bowen Earl A of Charles B and Minnie Feb 13 1894. 16: 28
Bowen Earl W of Francis D and Ann E Jan 5 1895. 16: 110
Bowen Edward F of William and Ellen Sept 27 1897. 16: 334
Bowen Edward S of Charles W and Alice Jan 14 1899. 16: 502
Bowen Elinor M (e) of Frank S and Mary J Dec 25 1892. 15: 105
Bowen Elizabeth W of Francis D and Elizabeth A Feb 16 1900. 17: 13
Bowen Ella L of Charles W and Josephine Sept 7 1900. 17: 80
Bowen Faith of Edward S and Emma S July 7 1893. 16: 295
Bowen Florence of James and Catherine Sept 19 1898. 16: 419
Bowen Frederick B of Michael J and Mary Apr 9 1894. 16: 39
Bowen Gladys K of Edgar W and Bertha R Oct 29 1895. 16: 152
Bowen Hazel L of Lewis C and Edith E Jan 29 1898. 16: 393
Bowen Howard A of Oscar S and Harriet A Dec 22 1898. 16: 462
Bowen John of Michael E and Celia A Jan 10 1891. 15: 12
Bowen Joseph B of Edward S and Elma S Apr 15 1891. 13: 28
Bowen Joseph W of Francis D and Ann E July 7 1897. 16: 340
Bowen Julian LeR of Edgar L and Eva G Apr 21 1892. 15: 86
Bowen Laura E of George E and Elsie M Nov 24 1896......... 16: 269
Bowen Leonard A of James C and Catherine Nov 19 1899......... 16: 539
Bowen Lucretia F of Francis D and Ann E July 7 1897......... 16: 340
Bowen Luella F of George W and Huldah A Feb 3 1900......... 17: 10
Bowen Lura M of George W and Hulda A July 10 1891......... 15: 32
Bowen Mabel R of William and Ellen Oct 4 1891......... 15: 46
Bowen Margaret T of Patrick and Margaret Sept 15 1895......... 16: 154
Bowen Mary of Patrick H and Margaret July 27 1894......... 16: 69
Bowen Mary E of James and Catherine May 8 1894......... 16: 12
Bowen Mary G of William J and Catherine F Dec 3 1898......... 16: 444
Bowen Maurice S of Everett A and Jennie June 9 1896......... 16: 207
Bowen Myrtle M of Alton L and Clara E June 6 1898......... 16: 399
Bowen Rebecca LeV of Charles W and Alice Nov 17 1896......... 16: 259
Bowen Rosella of Michael J and Mary Oct 27 1891......... 15: 62
Bowen Rosetta of John and Bridget Oct 15 1892......... 15: 124
Bowen Stephen P of William and Helen Aug 31 1894......... 16: 63
Bowen Thomas F of James C and Catherine Nov 6 1892......... 15: 108
Bowen William J of William and Nellie Nov 29 1900......... 17: 106
Bowen — s of George L and Lizzie C Mar 23 1892......... 15: 69
Bowen — s of Patrick and Mary Jan 19 1897......... 16: 315
Bowen — d of William and Ellen Oct 28 1892......... 15: 113
Bowen — s of William F and Develia L Jan 12 1899......... 16: 594
Bower Elizabeth E of Joseph and Mary July 1893......... 15: 186
Bower Harold G of Henry F and Agnes E June 30 1899......... 16: 496
Bower Max H of Martin and Bertha Feb 6 1896......... 16: 214
Bowers Albert of Vanness V and Mary A June 19 1892......... 15: 95
Bowers Charles N of Vanness V and Mary A July 14 1896......... 16: 261
Bowers Edna F C of Francis and Wilhelmina L Mar 13 1892. 15: 98
Bowers Edward E of Frederick and Selma May 5 1894......... 16: 12
Bowers Eveline of Maurice F and Mary A Nov 27 1895......... 16: 153
Bowers Frank W of James W and Marion June 15 1892......... 15: 77
Bowers George F of Vanness V and Mary A Dec 23 1893......... 15: 212
Bowers Grace I of John H and Mary E July 13 1891......... 15: 56
Bowers Harry of Frederick and Sophie Feb 4 1895......... 16: 117
Bowers Mary V of Morris F and Mary A Aug 12 1892......... 15: 112
Bowers Mildred of John V and Mary A Sept 25 1900......... 17: 86
Bowers Minnie of John H and Elizabeth M Feb 17 1893......... 5: 159
Bowers Stanley P of Frederick and Margaret Dec 19 1896......... 16: 238
Bowers Vanness V of Vanness V and Mary A Sept 12 1899......... 16: 582
Bowers William V of John V and Mary A Oct 4 1898......... 16: 447
Bowers — s of George and Maggie July 31 1898......... 16: 451
Bowers — s of John H and Elizabeth M July 16 1897......... 16: 345
Bowersock Walter of Walter and Charlotte Feb 3 1896......... 16: 195
Bowes Dennis H of John F and Susan June 15 1891......... 15: 24
Bowes John E of John F and Susan May 9 1895......... 16: 123
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Bowie Francis H of James and Helen May 4 1891. 15: 31
Bowler David H of John and Ida Apr 5 1892. 15: 97
Bowler Dorothy of William J and Elizabeth June 11 1891. 15: 11
Bowler Ethel E of Michael H and Elizabeth Sept 8 1892. 15: 111
Bowler Irene F of William J and Elizabeth L June 19 1893. 15: 147
Bowler James W of John W and Mary A June 25 1895. 16: 124
Bowler John R of John W and Mary A Dec 31 1899. 16: 578
Bowler Josephine M of John and Mary Feb 19 1894. 16: 10
Bowler Mary G of Michael H and Elizabeth T July 20 1891. 15: 44
Bowler — d of John and Mary A Jan 23 1893. 15: 141
Bowles Alfred H of William H and Marion Aug 21 1893. 15: 193
Bowles — (c) d of James A and Anna Nov 28 1900. 17: 106
Bowman Ambrose of John and Ellen July 23 1895. 16: 138
Bowman George F of John and Ellen June 27 1894. 16: 14
Bowman John of Robert and Elizabeth Aug 22 1892. 15: 106
Bowman John T of Lewis and Nora Sept 23 1900. 17: 85
Bowman Reuben J of Jacob and Mary A May 17 1891. 15: 16
Bowman — d of Benjamin F and Margaret May 26 1897. 16: 286
Bowry Harold G of Walter L and Irene I Nov 9 1890. 16: 567
Bowry William E of Walter L and Irene I Oct 17 1898. 16: 447
Bowry — d of John L and Mary A Dec 27 1894. 16: 74
Bowser — (c) d of Charles and Susan R Dec 17 1900. 17: 111
Bowser — (c) d of Isaac and Dabney May 9 1894. 16: 30
Boyagian Lizzie of John and Margaret Mar 26 1900. 17: 25
Boyce Althea R of Frederic H and Mary A Feb 3 1900. 17: 10
Boyce Clara C of John A and Marietta Mar 15 1896. 16: 197
Boyd Eliza H of John F and Mary A Jan 19 1891. 15: 25
Boyd Frank of George W and Mary Aug 31 1893. 15: 193
Boyd Fred J of John F and Mary A Aug 10 1892. 15: 117
Boyd Helena M of John F and Mary A Mar 4 1897. 16: 295
Boyd James R of James H and Nellie A Mar 18 1891. 15: 27
Boyd Mabel E of John F and Mary A Sept 28 1894. 16: 70
Boyd Mabel V of William A and Mary F Apr 2 1892. 15: 79
Boyd Margaret R of David and Margaret Sept 9 1892. 15: 128
Boyd Mary of John F and Mary A May 22 1898. 16: 395
Boyd Mary E of Peter and Mary B Apr 7 1895. 16: 112
Boyd Ronald A of James and Elizabeth A Oct 3 1900. 17: 88
Boyd Thomas P of James H and Nellie A Dec 22 1893. 15: 212
Boyd William J of William H and Isabella D Apr 8 1891. 15: 18
Boyd — s of Charles and Sarah Apr 6 1896. 16: 194
Boyd — d of George W and Mary Oct 12 1895. 16: 160
Boyd — d of Peter and Mary B Apr 6 1894. 16: 23
Boyd — d of Peter F and Mary R Mar 12 1900. 17: 55
Boyd — d of William H and Mader E June 27 1896. 16: 205
Boyde Peter M of William J and Susan June 6 1898. 16: 399
BOYDIE Rachel of Samuel and Annie July 10 1892............ 15:105
Boyer Frederick E of Eugene and Grace Mar 30 1893........ 15:154
Boyer Louis W of Louis and Mary July 12 1893............. 15:196
Boyer Marion L of Eugene H and Grace P Oct 8 1896......... 16:251
Boyes Chester A of William and Sarah A June 26 1890..... 16:543
Boyes Edna L of Josiah and Ellen Aug 11 1895............ 16:171
Boyes Edna M of John S and Jennie E Sept 12 1898...... 16:458
Boyes Elsie F of Joseph and Jessie C Oct 23 1899....... 16:584
Boyes Elva F of William and Sarah A Feb 28 1895.... 16:127
Boyes Everett L of Thomas E and Mary Feb 13 1893..... 15:153
Boyes Frank W of Josiah and Ellen Dec 20 1893......... 15:212
Boyes George W of William and Sarah A Mar 23 1896...... 16:216
Boyes Herbert N of Josiah and Helen July 24 1891..... 15:59
Boyes Joseph R of Joseph Jr and Jessie Oct 19 1895... 16:174
Boyes Kirwin of Thomas E and Mary Mar 30 1896... 16:203
Boyes Walter E of Joseph and Jessie C Aug 3 1897.... 16:354
Boyes William of Joseph and Jessie Mar 7 1891.... 15:27
Boycegian Markham of Bagdaser and Viskie Apr 15 1898.. 16:102
Boylan Annie of Edward and Bridget A July 5 1891...... 15:53
Boylan Edward L of Edward and Bridget July 29 1896... 16:262
Boylan Francis L of Edward and Bridget Mar 31 1898... 16:397
Boylan Grace of John J and Bridget T Feb 11 1898.... 16:444
Boylan Hugh T of Edward and Bridget Dec 29 1892.... 15:122
Boylan John J of John J and Margaret Aug 14 1894.... 16:81
Boylan Mary of Edward and Bridget Dec 12 1899......... 16:568
Boylan Rose of Edward and Bridget Feb 8 1895........ 16:426
Boyle Alice E of Arthur E and Ellen Feb 4 1893.... 15:156
Boyle Arthur H of Arthur E and Ellen Aug 15 1894... 16:81
Boyle Chester of William and Catherine Dec 12 1891.... 15:58
Boyle Eva of Augustus and Marie Jan 1 1895........ 16:122
Boyle Fannie of Dennis and Rose Apr 28 1894.... 16:7
Boyle Francis A of John and Mary July 25 1892........ 15:132
Boyle Grace of James H and Catherine Apr 7 1894...... 15:11
Boyle Henry G of Arthur E and Helen Dec 5 1891..... 15:55
Boyle James H of James H and Mary Dec 22 1892...... 15:111
Boyle James H of Patrick and Mary Nov 13 1893.... 15:34
Boyle John F of Patrick and Mary Sept 15 1893...... 15:171
Boyle John H of William and Catherine Oct 16 1893.... 15:292
Boyle Joseph of Dennis and Rose June 17 1896......... 16:187
Boyle Joseph of Joseph F and Betsey H Sept 27 1900... 17:87
Boyle Joseph C of Arthur F and Maria F Mar 15 1894... 16:38
Boyle Mary E of James H and Mary June 21 1896....... 16:196
Boyle Mary F of Dennis and Rosanna June 3 1892...... 15:70
Boyle Mary J of Theodore J and Mary A Sept 28 1892........... 15:115
Boyle Nicholas J of Patrick and Mary Sept 1 1895.............. 16:135
Boyle Raymond of Charles J and Sarah E Aug 26 1900......... 17: 76
Boyle Rosanna M of Henry and Mary May 19 1893............ 15:139
Boyle Sarah A of Patrick F and Mary A June 4 1891......... 15: 9
Boyle Walter A of Patrick and Mary Aug 21 1897........... 16:318
Boyle Walter V of Arthur F and Maria F Nov 10 1891........ 15: 62
Boyle Walter V of James H and Mary Feb 9 1899.......... 16:485
Boyle William E of Arthur F and Maria F Sept 16 1896...... 16:264
Boyle William F of William F and Annie S July 15 1900.... 17: 63
Boyle —— d of Henry and Mary June 27 1898............ 16:377
Boyle —— d of Mary June 27 1897.................. 16:366
Boynton Jessie R of John R and Anna May 4 1900........ 17: 36
Boynton Otis G of George and Zilla Oct 22 1900........ 17:118
Boyzt —— d of Dora Oct 5 1892........................ 15:110
Braboro Marie E of Francisco M and Evarista Apr 16 1894.... 16: 3
Brace Laura F of Charles H and Melissa M Aug 21 1891..... 15: 56
Bracey George F of Frederick G and Catherine July 25 1893.15:174
Brackett Burton H of Herbert L and Josie L May 29 1891.... 15: 5
Brackett Guy F of Guy W and Grace Aug 29 1899........... 16:591
Brackett Irene of Herbert and Josephine Oct 2 1894........ 16: 51
Brackett —— d of Herbert L and Mary Oct 7 1891........... 15: 54
Brackett —— s of Herbert L and Josephine L June 26 1893... 15:140
Braconnier Alice of Henry and Alma Sept 5 1900........ 17: 80 and 88
Bradbury Gertrude C of Albert and Hanora Oct 16 1897.... 16:362
Braddock Arthur L (c) of Lemuel l and Jennie V June 16
1898.................................................................. 16:385
Braden —— s of Arthur C and Florence M July 15 1893... 15:184
Bradfield Annie A of John J and Mary L July 16 1894..... 16: 75
Bradfield Edward A of Richard A and Mabel G July 5 1899... 16:578
Bradfield Ellen E of John J and Lillian Aug 2 1892....... 15:123
Bradfield —— d of John and Lilly Aug 10 1896........... 16:257
Bradford Charles R of James W and Jennie E Nov 19 1898.. 16:443
Bradford Francis of Frank and Agnes A Feb 8 1892........ 15: 78
Bradford George W of Frank H and Alice E Feb 13 1892.... 15: 81
Bradford Gladys E of Effie M Oct 24 1898................ 16:448
Bradley Albert G of Walter J and Mary Jan 16 1896....... 16:196
Bradley Allen E of Alfred and Mary Dec 7 1897........... 16:352
Bradley Ann of Charles and Ellen Nov 4 1893............. 15:195
Bradley Annie of Thomas and Elizabeth July 30 1895....... 16:179
Bradley Chester H of William F and Ida F June 29 1900.... 17: 51
Bradley Clara of Walter J and Mary Feb 24 1894.......... 16: 18
Bradley Eliza A of Thomas and Elizabeth A May 7 1894.... 16: 41
Bradley Ellen of Charles and Ellen Apr 21 1891........... 15: 18
Bradley Eugene R of David and Delia M Jan 1 1897........ 16:315
Bradley Howard F of David and Delia M July 24 1898......16: 434
Bradley Irene F of William H and Delia F June 14 1899......16: 512
Bradley John E of Robert Jr and Jane A Mar 22 1896......16: 210
Bradley Marion E of James E and Mary Mar 23 1892......15: 69
Bradley Mildred A of Robert Jr and Jane A Nov 17 1898......16: 465
Bradley Nellie of John A and Ellen Jan 8 1895......16: 110
Bradley Ralph C of Charles S and Alice E May 12 1898......16: 398
Bradley Rosabel of William H and Delia F June 20 1900......17: 49
Bradley Ruth of Walter J and Mary Oct 5 1891......15: 46
Bradley William H of William H and Delia F Oct 4 1897......16: 356
Bradshaw Elizabeth J of Enoch Jr and Mary M Oct 16 1891......15: 37
Bradshaw John D of John D and Ruth A Feb 1 1900......17: 9
Bradly Alice of Philip and Mary A Aug 20 1892......15: 112
Brady Anna of Patrick and Catharine Oct 8 1900......17: 90
Brady Annie of Hugh and Mary A Jan 1 1895......16: 97
Brady Annie of Thomas F and Mary T Apr 4 1893......15: 164
Brady Annie E of Henry and Maggie T Jan 28 1892......15: 80
Brady Annie M of Christopher and Hannah Feb 5 1892......15: 78
Brady Annie M of Patrick and Mary A Jan 15 1893......15: 136
Brady Annie M of Peter and Catherine Dec 9 1895......16: 147
Brady Bernard J of Thomas and Bridget Apr 28 1893......15: 144
Brady Catherine of Peter and Catherine Oct 15 1894......16: 56
Brady Catherine of J Thomas and Rachel Nov 21 1894......16: 58
Brady Catherine V of Michael J and Mary Sept 26 1899......16: 547
Brady Charles E of Dennis F and Annie May 29 1891......15: 21
Brady Charles M of Edward R and Mary Feb 6 1900......17: 10
Brady Duncan W of James W and Annie Dec 17 1897......16: 363
Brady Edna T of Henry P and Margaret T Sept 14 1897......16: 332
Brady Edward of Hugh and Anne July 25 1891......15: 32
Brady Edward F of Thomas and Ellen June 23 1896......16: 193
Brady Edward M of Michael H and Nellie R Nov 28 1900......17: 106
Brady Elizabeth of Patrick and Mary Sept 10 1892......15: 100
Brady Eva R of Thomas and Ellen Aug 16 1898......16: 426
Brady Francis of Peter J and Ellen Mar 19 1894......16: 2
Brady Francis of Thomas and Mary July 7 1892......15: 105
Brady Francis A of Peter and Catherine Dec 4 1899......16: 540
Brady Francis W of Thomas F and Mary F Apr 4 1899......16: 482
Brady George L of John F and Mary L Aug 18 1897......16: 334
Brady Gertrude A of Philip and Margaret M Apr 13 1895......16: 108
Brady Gertrude H of Christopher and Hannah Mar 18 1897......16: 289
Brady Helena of Thomas and Helena May 10 1894......16: 13
Brady Henrietta of John and Henrietta Mar 9 1891......15: 7
Brady James of Thomas F and Mary Feb 18 1895......16: 117
Brady James F of James W and Annie E Feb 19 1899......16: 487
Brady James F of Thomas and Bridget Dec 5 1892......15: 114
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Brady James F of Thomas F and Catherine Oct 7 1900  
Brady John B of Francis and Mary Nov 3 1900  
Brady John C of Thomas and Bridget Oct 20 1894  
Brady John H of Thomas and Rachel Jan 7 1897  
Brady John J of Peter and Catherine Sept 26 1897  
Brady John Joseph of Peter J and Ellen June 5 1892  
Brady John V of Thomas and Agnes May 4 1891  
Brady Joseph of Thomas J and Mary Sept 27 1894  
Brady Joseph of Thomas and Mary Jan 9 1891  
Brady Joseph F of John and Ellen Aug 13 1898  
Brady Joseph P of Michael T and Catherine June 29 1893  
Brady Katherine G of Francis and Mary Sept 6 1899  
Brady Kathleen of Thomas and Catherine Oct 20 1898  
Brady Loretta M of Lizzie Sept 25 1892  
Brady Mary of Hugh and Mary A Dec 1 1893  
Brady Mary of John and Ellen Apr 7 1900  
Brady Mary of Thomas and Ellen May 23 1892  
Brady Mary E of Patrick and Mary E Feb 2 1894  
Brady Mary F of Michael and Julia June 26 1892  
Brady Mary H of Peter J and Ellen Sept 26 1895  
Brady May of Michael H and Nellie R May 6 1896  
Brady Mildred F of John F and Mary L C of June 18  

1894  
Brady Nicholas A of Patrick F and Delia L Sept 12 1900  
Brady Peter of Thomas and Helena May 10 1894  
Brady Peter F of Patrick and Mary E Sept 22 1894  
Brady Ruth of John F and Mary L C May 13 1896  
Brady Thomas of Thomas and Bridget Feb 1 1899  
Brady Thomas of Hugh and Mary Dec 18 1896  
Brady Thomas of Thomas F and Mary T June 28 1891  
Brady Veronica A of Michael J and Anna Mar 5 1891  
Brady Walter V of John and Margaret G Mar 28 1892  
Brady s of Francis and Maria Mar 12 1900  
Brady s of James and Catherine May 26 1898  
Brady s of James and Catherine Jan 30 1897  
Brady s of James W and Agnes E June 29 1897  
Brady d of John and Catherine Apr 9 1898  
Brady s of Mary Sept 28 1894  
Brady s of Mary July 27 1891  
Bragg Frederick J of Frederick J and Henrietta Aug 26 1899  
Bragg d of Mildred Apr 4 1897  
Brago Joao F of Leocardio F and Maria Aug 1 1899  
Brahaney Lucy G of Michael and Cecilia Ang 25 1893  
Brahaney Margaret of Owen E and Rosanna E Oct 10 1891  
Brahany Paul of Michael J and Cecilia C July 6 1891
Braheney Joseph A of Michael J and Cecilia Mar 10 1898 16 375
Bradey --- d of Aaron and Mary June 17 1892 15 77
Brasted Grace M of Charles A and Ellen Jan 11 1898 16 413
Brakenwagen Frank of Albert C F and Agathe H F Aug 1 1897 16 341
Brakenwagen Howard O H of Albert G and Agathe H Dec 24 1898 16 444
Braden Nellie of Willie and Maggie Mar 19 1894 A 1 31
Braman Earl C of Charles E and Cora V July 27 1898 16 421
Braman George J of George J and Elizabeth A Mar 14 1895 16 144
Braman Howard W of Walter L and Flora Mar 7 1899 16 498
Braman Marion F of Charles E and Cora V Mar 25 1897 16 277
Brans --- d of Charles E and Cora V Dec 14 1900 17 110
Branum Agnes of John and Ellen Oct 1 1900 17 88
Branch Howard E of Frederick N and Mattie C Aug 22 1892 15 112
Branch Mary O of William H and Adeline M May 15 1898 16 413
Branch William W of Joseph and Mary Oct 16 1895 16 163
Branch --- (c) s of Harriet Jan 13 1896 16 193
Branconnier Eva of Henri and Alma June 25 1899 16 483
Brand Flora of John and Barbara Aug 13 1895 16 159
Brand Flora of John and Barbara Oct 4 1891 15 52
Brand Henry J of John and Barbara Jan 11 1898 16 393
Brand Israel of Jacob and Ida June 22 1894 16 14
Brand Mildred E of John C and Sarah A Feb 15 1892 15 78
Brandin Harold of Erland and Bessie July 22 1899 16 545
Brant Israel of Jacob and Ida July 22 1894 16 54
Brant Yetta of Jacob and Ida Sept 13 1898 16 127
Branes Albert of James and Anna Jan 18 1899 16 515
Braney Helena of Patrick and Helena Apr 27 1894 16 23
Braney Robert H of Patrick and Catherine Sept 21 1896 16 225
Braney Walter of Patrick T and Catherine A Jan 26 1892 15 80
Branigan Henry R of John H and Dora N July 5 1894 15 38
Branigan Hugh S C of John and Elizabeth S Aug 19 1897 16 337
Branner Adeline (c) of John H and Emma F Nov 12 1896 16 230
Branner James E (c) of John H and Emma F Dec 7 1899 16 539
Branner John H (c) of John H and Emma F May 10 1894 16 7
Branner Viola I (c) of John H and Emma F July 25 1898 16 421
Brannon Russell E (c) of David and Julia A Dec 7 1900 17 109
Bransgrove Charles H of Edward and Mary H Dec 10 1895 16 161
Bransgrove Florence L O of Walter W and Anna L Oct 14 1893 15 202
Brant Charles E of John and Jane Nov 11 1893 15 187
Brassil --- s of John and Julia July 17 1899 16 596
Bratley Harold E of Frank and Charlotte Dec 26 1900 17 114
Braun Otto C of Theodor and Clara Mar 8 1897 16 281
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Braunstein Mary of Barnet and Rosa July 23 1900.................17: 65
Braveman Louis of Joseph and Jennie F Aug 19 1897.............16: 321
Braverman Annie of Joseph and Jennie Aug 29 1891.................16: 50
Braverman David of Adolph and Augusta Sept 25 1898..............16: 122
Braxton Beatrice (c) of Festus M and Louise E Oct 31 1898.....16: 133
Braxton Charles H (c) of Jennie B Nov 8 1895.......................16: 152
Braxton John (c) of John and Jennie Feb 23 1898...................16: 383
Braxton —— (c) s of Jennie Nov 8 1895...............................16: 168
Brayton Benjamin E of Frederick H and Isora B Aug 7 1891.15: 48
Brayton Bertha M of Fred H and Isora B May 29 1898..............16: 392
Brayton Catherine S of Fred C and Catherine Nov 1 1892...........15: 132
Brayton Earl J of John and Catherine May 31 1898...............16: 168
Brayton Elizabeth A of Frederick C and Catherine Apr 7
1893 ............................................................................16: 96
Brayton Ethel M of Lewis E and Mary E Nov 27 1894..............16: 90
Brayton Frederick E of Frederick C and Catherine June 27
1897 ............................................................................16: 311
Brayton Grace C of Frederick H and Izola Dec 12 1894..............16: 68
Brayton Harriet I of Frederick H and Isora B Oct 18 1900...17: 93
Brayton Herbert E of Charles H and Margaret L May 21 1891.15: 19
Brayton Monica of Frederick C and Catharine Aug 19 1899.....16: 580
Brayton Morris of Lewis E and Mary E Jan 28 1900...............17: 8
Brayton Russell H of Edward R and Katie L Dec 15 1900.........17: 111
Brayton —— s of Lewis E and Mary E June 26 1899.................15: 150
Brazil Emelia of Julian J and Emelia Dec 14 1899.................16: 525
Brazil Manoel of Julian J and Maria Nov 7 1892......................17: 101
Brazil Roza C of Joao I and Roza Sept 25 1892.....................15: 100
Brazilia Max of Louis and Rosia Apr 26 1898.........................16: 381
Breard Joseph of Joseph and Philomene July 9 1892..............13: 126
Breard Joseph A A L of Napoleon and Emilie Apr 4 1896.........16: 216
Breard Joseph H N of Napoleon and Emilie July 12 1897...........16: 353
Breard Joseph N of Joseph and Philomene Sept 22 1896............16: 264
Breard Marie E B of Napoleon and Emilie Sept 6 1898..............16: 458
Breard Marie L of Napoleon and Emilie Dec 6 1899.................16: 587
Breard Marie O of Joseph and Philomene Aug 21 1894..............16: 82
Breard Rosario V H of Joseph and Philomene Oct 16 1900...........17: 93
Breard Rose E of Joseph and Philomena Aug 28 1898..............16: 138
Breard —— d of Leander L and Anna E Nov 23 1894................16: 68
Brearley Harold of Thomas and Matilda Dec 2 1895.................16: 175
Brearley —— s of Thomas and Matilda Dec 25 1900...............17: 114
Breault Joseph E F of F Solomon and Marie A Jan 15 1893........15: 155
Breckenridge Arthur E of Henry W and Minnie M Feb 15
1895 ............................................................................16: 107
Breckenridge Carleton W of Henry W and Minnie M Jan 28
1900 ............................................................................17: 8
BRECKENRIDGE Francis of Henry W and Minnie M Apr 8 1893..15:149
BRECKENRIDGE William T of Harlin A and Mary T Oct 14 1893..15:214
Breed Margaret P of Preston H and Mary E Feb 22 1899...16:516
Breen Mannie of John and Mary Oct 16 1892............15:116
Breene Patricia of Maggie Mar 16 1892................15:76
Breheney Blanche L of Michael J and Cecelia C Nov 19 1895..16:140
Breitenstein Arthur of Adolph G and Emma Feb 6 1892...15:69
Breitenstein Emma E of Otto and Mary Nov 14 1895.....16:140
Breitenstein Frederick O of Adolph G H and Emma Nov 16
1893 ..................................................15:175
Breitenstein Laura M of Otto H and Maria I May 11 1892...15:79
Breitenstein Walter E of Adolph and Emma Oct 27 1899...16:547
Breitenstein William A of Adolph and Emma May 17 1895...16:96
Brelsford Albert E of Albert and Margaret E July 28 1899...16:350
Brelsforth Frederick A of Albert and Margaret E July 25
1897 ..................................................16:336
Brenges Walter of Peter and Elsie B Aug 17 1898........16:464
Brennan Agnes of Martin and Catherine Aug 22 1893....15:178
Brennan Agnes I of George F and Ellen T Oct 30 1895...16:137
Brennan Alice of Andrew J and Sarah J Dec 27 1896....16:268
Brennan Alice H of Peter H and Annie S Jan 4 1895...16:124
Brennan Alonzo (c) of David and Julia Oct 23 1894...16:51
Brennan Andrew of Andrew J and Sarah J Aug 6 1892...15:103
Brennan Annie L of Patrick E and Mary A Oct 18 1893...15:209
Brennan Barbara F of George F and Ellen T Mar 11 1900...17:21
Brennan Bernard of Thomas and Mary Dec 22 1893...15:204
Brennan Bridget A of Peter H and Annie G June 15 1892...15:77
Brennan Charles B of Andrew J and Sarah J Sept 23 1894..16:56
Brennan Charles H of Charles A and Nancy E Dec 22 1894..16:79
Brennan Charles J of Peter H and Annie S Feb 21 1898...16:406
Brennan Charlotte E of Frank and Winifred Feb 5 1897...16:306
Brennan Christina of William F and Monica A Oct 21 1892...15:108
Brennan Christopher of Christopher and Mary E Sept 5 1893..15:190
Brennan Daniel J of Patrick and Mary Nov 27 1892...15:109
Brennan Earle H of Joseph P and Ellen Aug 28 1898...16:435
Brennan Edmond L of Owen and Mary E Apr 12 1900....17:30
Brennan Edna L of Patrick J and Catherine A July 30 1897.16:341
Brennan Edward of Frank J and Winifred T Feb 26 1898...16:407
Brennan Edward of James E and Mary L Jan 16 1893....15:155
Brennan Edwin of Patrick and Sarah A Oct 27 1897....16:328
Brennan Elizabeth of John and Elizabeth Dec 23 1892...15:109
Brennan Elizabeth of Patrick and Ellen Aug 4 1892...15:111
Brennan Ellen of John and Bessie May 3 1891..............15:8
Brennan Ellen J of George F and Ellen Mar 5 1894...16:2
Brennan Florence M of Frank and Catherine Mar 22 1896...16:190
Brennan Frances M of Francis and Catherine Feb 18 1900...17: 14
Brennan Francis of Owen and Mary E Apr 17 1898..........16:408
Brennan Francis of John P and Catherine M Sept 21 1896...16:250
Brennan Francis L of Francis J and Winifred T July 11 1899.16:578
Brennan Frank of Frank and Winnie July 6 1893..........15:204
Brennan George E of George F and Ellen T Mar 11 1900...17: 21
Brennan George T of Peter H and Annie S Sept 25 1893...15:184
Brennan Hannah M of James and Bridget Oct 30 1899...16:524
Brennan Harold J of Daniel J and Mary Feb 10 1897....16:301
Brennan Henry C of Henry C and Winifred Jan 29 1899...16:506
Brennan Hugh of Patrick and Ellen Aug 18 1896.........16:233
Brennan Irene of Frank and Winifred T July 19 1895...16:170
Brennan James of James J and Mary A July 27 1897......16:341
Brennan James B of James and Sophia Nov 8 1898......16:429
Brennan James F of John and Maria Apr 19 1898....16:492
Brennan John of George F and Ellen Aug 10 1892.....15: 99
Brennan John of John and Diana Jan 9 1899.......16:516
Brennan John of Thomas and Mary Sept 22 1896.....16:264
Brennan John E of James J and Sophia Nov 2 1895.....16:116
Brennan John H of Patrick J and Ellen June 7 1895....16:103
Brennan John P of Patrick and Bridget Apr 10 1894...15: 31
Brennan John V of John P and Catherine M Nov 4 1891...15: 52
Brennan Joseph of Christopher P and Mary E May 1 1892...15: 82
Brennan Joseph of Christopher P and Mary E June 22 1899..16:493
Brennan Laura F of Francis and Catherine July 19 1893...15:176
Brennan Margaret of George F and Ella Feb 25 1898.....16:372
Brennan Margaret of John P and Catherine M June 22 1894...16: 28
Brennan Margaret A of Michael J and Annie May 22 1897...16:310
Brennan Margaret M of James J and Sophia Oct 20 1896...16:235
Brennan Marie G of John and Diana Nov 22 1897......16:316
Brennan Mary A of Patrick and Jennie Mar 10 1899.....16:509
Brennan Mary C of Daniel J and Annie Oct 25 1900.....17: 96
Brennan Mary C of James J and Mary A Apr 26 1900...17: 34
Brennan Mary C of Michael J and Annie Mar 27 1895....16:118
Brennan Mary E (e) of David and Julia Nov 27 1898....16:423
Brennan Mary F of Michael J and Bella E June 25 1900...17: 50
Brennan Mary R of Thomas and Mary Dec 17 1893......15:188
Brennan M Clothilde of Michael and Annie May 13 1895.A1: 32
Brennan Rosanna of Patrick and Catherine Aug 8 1891...15: 45
Brennan Susan I of Patrick J and Catherine A Jan 23 1891...15: 17
Brennan Thomas of John and Bessie Nov 28 1898.........16:430
Brennan Thomas II of John P and Catherine M Sept 18 1899.16:557
Brennan Thomas J of Patrick J and Ellen Apr 25 1891...15: 11
Brennan Thomas N of Daniel J and Annie Apr 19 1898...16:408
Brennan Walter of Francis and Catherine June 20 1891. 15: 10
Brennan William of Christopher P and Mary E Dec 29 1895. 16: 158
Brennan William of Henry and Winifred Mar 1 1892. 15: 92
Brennan William of Thomas and Mary Dec 22 1900. 17: 113
Brennan William H of Michael and Catherine Oct 22 1892. 15: 113
Brennan William H of Patrick and Ellen Nov 4 1893. 15: 185
Brennan William V of James and Catherine G Apr 28 1891. 15: 3
Brennan — d of Annie May 15 1895. 16: 106
Brennan — s of Patrick J and Ellen M June 21 1896. 16: 198
Brennan — s of Peter H and Annie G Apr 30 1891. 15: 11
Brennen John M of John and Maria Feb 16 1900. 17: 13
Brenner Emma A of Gustav and Sophie Jan 1 1897. 16: 297
Brenner Sophia of Gustaf and Sophie A Apr 3 1898. 16: 187
Brenner — d of Gustav and Marie T Oct 2 1891. 15: 48
Breslin Elizabeth of James and Catherine Jan 16 1894. 16: 36
Breslin James T of James and Rosanna June 11 1896. 16: 198
Breslin Margaret A of James and Rosanna Mar 7 1899. 16: 487
Breslin Mary E of James and Rosanna Mar 7 1899. 16: 487
Breting — s of Leopold and Rachel Apr 29 1899. 16: 595
Breting Henry L of Leopold I and Rachel Nov 17 1900. 17: 102
Breting — d of Leopold and Rachel June 10 1898. 16: 468
Brett Arthur J of Richard and Helena June 21 1893. 15: 140
Brett Caroline F of John J and Annie A Aug 2 1894. 16: 50
Brett Charles E of James and Mary A Mar 28 1898. 16: 384
Brett Clarence E of Charles H and Theresa M Sept 16 1899. 16: 557
Brett Edward E of James A and Mary Jan 1 1896. 16: 184
Brett Emily of Richard and Lena Oct 12 1891. 15: 37
Brett George H of Richard and Helena Feb 22 1900. 17: 15
Brett Helena M of Richard and Helena Nov 30 1896. 16: 237
Brett James A of John J and Annie A Mar 30 1893. 15: 167
Brett Joseph P of Richard and Lena Mar 3 1895. 16: 95
Brett Madeline of Richard and Helena June 24 1898. 16: 383
Brett Nattie E of William V and Annette Aug 24 1891. 15: 15
Brett Thomas of John and Annie A Nov 5 1898. 16: 470
Brett William F of James A and Mary Sept 23 1894. 16: 51
Brewer Laura M (c) of Richard and Hattie V Jan 30 1898. 16: 293
Brewer Marjorie (c) of Richard and Hattie V July 3 1900. 17: 59
Brewer Mildred L of Frederick M and Catherine E Apr 4
1899. 16: 518
Brewer Ruth B (c) of Richard and Harriet V Mar 2 1897. 16: 295
Brewer — d of Charles and Catherine Aug 5 1893. 15: 189
Brewer — (c) d of Richard and Geneva Dec 9 1893. 15: 175
Brewster Herbert (c) of Charles G and Mary E Apr 16 1895. 16: 106
Brewster Mabel E of Franklin and Mary E May 27 1896. 16: 192
Brewster Orrin J of Orrin O and Burnette Sept 15 1891. 15: 36
Brigadoon of Joseph and Emilie Feb 3 1899
Brickley Frank A of James R and Sarah V July 22 1896
Brickley Frederick H of James R and Sarah V June 5 1892
Brickley Walter F of James R and Sarah V July 2 1893
Brickner —- s of Emma Feb 18 1900
Bridge Alfred B of Herbert and Louise Apr 28 1898
Bridge Elizabeth E of Joseph and Sarah E Feb 9 1892
Bridge Howard E of William H and Emily Feb 27 1893
Bridge Margaret E of Frank and Agnes M May 6 1894
Bridges Pasheia of Samuel and Rose Sept 22 1894
Brields Lucia of Francesco and Antonia Apr 4 1897
Briggs Alfred E of Moses and Mary Feb 24 1896
Briggs Andrew F of Frank H and Ethel E Sept 18 1892
Briggs Annie M of James D and Jennie July 16 1893
Briggs Augustus of George H and Ella F Aug 23 1892
Briggs Clinton W of Clark R and Mabel E Apr 20 1899
Briggs Doris S of Charles E and Lula E Nov 4 1891
Briggs Dorothy F of Stephen J and Annie M May 6 1896
Briggs Earl L of William F and Lila M Aug 16 1898
Briggs Edward H of Edward S and Mary E May 24 1898
Briggs Elmer C of Warren W and Elizabeth May 26 1893
Briggs Frances L of William F and Leila M Aug 28 1893
Briggs Carra M of George M and Mary T Feb 12 1896
Briggs George of George and Annie Jan 2 1895
Briggs George N of Amasa E and Loretta Apr 7 1898
Briggs Grant A of Albert G and Mary E June 15 1897
Briggs Harold E of Ira E and Sarah Apr 14 1892
Briggs Harold L of Osmond H and Annie S May 2 1892
Briggs Harold M of William R and Mabel M Mar 16 1897
Briggs Howard of Albert G and Mary E May 23 1898
Briggs James R of Edward S and Mary E Aug 25 1895
Briggs Jesse C of Warren W and Elizabeth Sept 22 1895
Briggs Leora M of Warren W and Elizabeth Apr 8 1891
Briggs Mary A of Edward and Nellie Sept 6 1896
Briggs Mary E of James H and Catherine E Dec 23 1896
Briggs Mildred of George H and Ella F July 4 1897
Briggs Ralph C of Walter W and Maud S Oct 20 1900
Briggs Raymond C of George M and Mary T Feb 25 1894

FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

91
Briggs Royal F of William R and Mabel M Dec 19 1894........ 16: 62
Briggs Ulric U of William W and Ava A Sept 8 1895........ 16: 144
Briggs William G of William G and Ann E Aug 26 1892........ 15: 112
Briggs William W of William F and Lilah M July 14 1891........ 15: 47
Briggs —— s of Benjamin F and Ada L Sept 29 1899........ 16: 542
Briggs —— (e) s of Charles and Lydia Jan 9 1899........ 16: 594
Briggs —— d of Charles E and Luella E Aug 16 1893........ 15: 197
Briggs —— d of George H and Ella F Dec 29 1894........ 16: 68
Briggs —— d of George H and Ella F Apr 26 1891........ 15: 16
Briggs —— s of Harry A and Harriet Oct 29 1900........ 17: 97
Briggs —— d of William R and Mabel F Nov 25 1895........ 16: 150
Brillante Francisco J of Jose M and Maria July 24 1893........ 15: 170
Brillante Jose M of Jose M and Maria June 15 1895........ 16: 94
Brillante Maria L of Jose M and Maria Feb 28 1900........ 17: 122
Brillante Arthur of Jose M and Maria June 24 1898........ 16: 388
Brinkman Alfred A of Gilbert H and Philomene July 29 1900........ 17: 68
Brinkman Howard F of Charles and Lucy A Jan 25 1894........ 16: 21
Brinkman James W of Gilbert H and Philomene Jan 6 1898........ 16: 374
Brinkman Josephine L of Harry and Louise Sept 20 1895........ 16: 149
Brinkman Louis S of Gilbert H and Philomene Mar 8 1894........ 16: 10
Brinkman —— d of William L and Louisa June 28 1894........ 16: 14
Brinkworth Charles of Charles and Bridget May 27 1891........ 15: 29
Brinkworth Charlotte of Charles and Bridget T Nov 26 1896........ 16: 237
Brissette Edmond E of Albert J and Elizabeth Feb 28 1897........ 16: 315
Brissette Francis E of Albert J and Elizabeth Mar 28 1899........ 16: 510
Brissette Irene A of Benjamin and Julie Jan 27 1899........ 16: 516
Brissette Marie A A of Guillaume and Josephine July 23 1892........ 15: 120
Brissette Marie E of Ernest and Edesse May 8 1899........ 16: 482
Brissette Marie E E of Ernest and Edesse Nov 12 1893........ 16: 146
Brisson Alphonse of Joseph and Marie Mar 16 1893........ 15: 167
Brisson Marie V L of Elzard and Florentine Apr 3 1893........ 15: 164
Bristow Annetta E of John W and M Annie Jan 15 1900........ 17: 4
Bristow Walter H of Charles and Emma C Mar 7 1893........ 15: 163
Bristow Wydell of John W and Mary A June 10 1895........ 16: 106
Britcliffe Florence of Daniel and Margaret Nov 16 1899........ 16: 339
Britcliffe Mabel of Daniel and Margaret Oct 17 1897........ 16: 328
Britcliffe Elsie of Daniel and Margaret Nov 16 1900........ 17: 102
Britton Edward of Reuben and Mary A Mar 4 1893........ 15: 159
Britton Truie of Reuben and Mary June 11 1896........ 16: 218
Broadbent Agnes A of James and Jeannette F July 11 1896........ 16: 252
Broadbent John E of James and Jeannette F July 11 1896........ 16: 252
Broadfield Annie E of Richard F and Alice M Mar 26 1899........ 16: 498
Broadfield Thomas R of Richard F and Alice M Oct 6 1900........ 17: 89
Broadhead Cyril R of Herbert and Clara Jan 25 1894........ 16: 45
FROM 1894 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

BROADHEAD Edith E of Herbert and Clara Mar 18 1896........16:215
BROADHURST Alfred J of Joseph and Lavinia E Apr 7 1898.....16:387
BROADHURST Ruth D of George and Eliza D Aug 14 1893.....15:200
BROADHURST —— d of Joseph and Lavinia Apr 30 1892........15:82
BROUDY James F of James A and Mary Jan 21 1897..........16:288
BROUDY John J of James A and Mary Apr 8 1895...........16:101
BROCHE Joseph of Mary J Aug 10 1899......................16:541
BRODERICK Joseph A of Patrick H and Elizabeth J Mar 23
1899.......................................................16:487
BRODERICK Louise of Patrick H and Elizabeth M Nov 21 1899.16:247
BRODEUR —— s of Arthur and Malvina Mar 8 1897...........16:364
BRODIE Calvin J of Calvin J and Jane A Aug 15 1898......16:426
BRODIE Eugene F of Calvin and Jennie A Aug 24 1900....17:75
BRODIE Justin E of Calvin J and Jennie A June 22 1891...15:10
BRODIE Leon J of Calvin and Jennie Nov 1 1894.........16:57
BRODIE Mary E of James A and Mary Apr 14 1899.........16:488
BRODMERKLE Winnie E of Wenzel J and Sarah E Oct 14 1900.17:92
BRODY Isaac of Samuel and Rose July 2 1896.............16:234
BRODY Yetta of Samuel and Rosa Mar 4 1898..............16:379
BROGAN Agnes of Thomas P and Mary Jan 30 1900...........17:8
BROGAN Annie of John and Catherine Oct 4 1893.........15:208
BROGAN Catherine of Thomas P and Mary Mar 16 1896.....16:206
BROGAN Charles of Hugh and Sarah Apr 14 1892...........15:89
BROGAN Florence M of Lawrence H and Louisa May 12 1893.16:102
BROGAN James of Thomas P and Mary B Jan 13 1898........16:396
BROGAN Louise R of Lawrence H and Louisa Mar 22 1897....16:282
BROGAN Margaret of John and Catherine Oct 13 1891.....15:62
BROGAN Mary of Thomas P and Mary B May 4 1894.........16:30
BROGAN Thomas P of Thomas P and Mary Aug 19 1892.....15:120
BROGAN William of Lawrence H and Louisa Aug 24 1892...15:106
BROGAN —— s of Hugh and Sarah May 27 1895..............16:123
BROGENDEN Arthur E of Carey and Elizabeth July 1 1893...15:188
BROHIN Joseph of Joseph and Mary July 27 1894............16:87
BROMBACH Mary A of John W and Aurelia Mar 5 1892......15:96
BROMLEY Charles E of Albert and Lillian A July 4 1900....17:59
BROMLEY Herbert of Charles and Sarah J July 12 1895....16:142
BROMLEY Hope C of Charles R and Christine May 2 1892....15:79
BROSMAN Aaron of Meyer and Bessie Feb 6 1893...........15:139
BROSNNON David of Meyer and Elizabeth Oct 17 1896.......16:230
BROSNNON Hyman P of Myer and Bessie Oct 18 1894........16:51
BROWNSON Nathan of Meyer and Elizabeth Oct 17 1896.....16:230
BROWN Adeline of Manoel and Julia Dec 16 1899...........16:525
BROWN Hildred V of Henry and Emma G Jan 30 1893........15:147
BROWN Joseph L (c) of John H and Emma F May 30 1892..15:70
BROWNSON Hope of Milton H and Elizabeth Nov 16 1900.....17:102
Bronson Milton H of Milton H and Elizabeth Dec 11 1895....16:137
Bronson — d of Myer and Bessie June 30 1891............15: 6
Bronstein Julius of Barnard and Broda Mar 16 1891....15: 8
Brook Martha of Hubert J and Cristina Feb 22 1893....15:159
Brooke Stella J of Friend and Angelina Sept 27 1893....15:179
Brooke Louise F of Edmund G and Matilda A Sept 15 1892.15:128
Brooks Annie of Frank and Emma May 14 1894............16: 24
Brooks Arthur of George B and Catherine June 4 1895....16:103
Brooks Andrey E of Mark and Annie M Feb 16 1891....15: 26
Brooks Charles F of Charles F and Emma L Nov 19 1899.16:548
Brooks Clarence H of Henry H and Vanetta June 19 1898.16:404
Brooks Edith of Henry and Emily Aug 31 1895.............16:155
Brooks Effie of Frank and Emma July 6 1900..............17: 60
Brooks Emma A of Horace I and Jessie P Feb 24 1892.15: 72
Brooks Ethel of Friend and Angelina June 5 1896....16:193
Brooks Etta M of Charles F and Emma L Feb 18 1896....16:181
Brooks Florence E of Henry and Emily Apr 27 1892....15: 82
Brooks George W of John H and Mary July 1 1893....15:204
Brooks Howard W of Horace I and Jessie P Feb 20 1891.15: 7
Brooks Isabel B (c) of James W and Elizabeth May 17 1896.16:195
Brooks Jennie of George B and Catherine Dec 30 1893....15:182
Brooks Lena I of George M and Ida S Sept 10 1891....15: 57
Brooks Mark E of Mark and Annie M Oct 15 1892....15:129
Brooks Milton H of Milton F and Lucy C Sept 23 1892....15:118
Brooks Naomi H (c) of John R and Helen M Oct 19 1900.17: 94
Brooks Ray L of Ottowell A and Mary O L Mar 31 1892.15: 89
Brooks Rebecca R (c) of John R and Christiana Nov 8 1894....16: 67
Brooks William of Frank and Caroline Oct 31 1899....16:584
Brooks — d of Henry and Emily Dec 12 1899..............15:555
Brooks — s of John and Mary Mar 4 1891.................15: 26
Brooks — d of Mary Sept 23 1893......................15:184
Broome Carrie E of Thomas and Gertie Sept 12 1900....17: 82
Broome Florry L of Thomas and Gertie Dec 30 1898..16:450 and 496
Broome Bloor of Arthur and Margaret Dec 6 1899....16:587
Brophy Alice C I of William and Bridget Nov 6 1895....16:156
Brophy Edward J of William and Bridget Feb 2 1899....16:490
Brophy Margaret A of William and Bridget July 1 1900....17: 59
Brophy Margaret V of John and Catherine L June 2 1897....16:311
Brophy Nora M of William and Bridget May 7 1897....16:293
Brophy Rebecca A of John and Catherine L Oct 24 1892....15:129
Brosseau Francis E of Francis E and Elizabeth June 1 1900.17: 43
Broster Rolland of John and Nellie L Oct 23 1894........16: 90
Brothers Charles L of James F and Jane Feb 20 1896........16:223
Brothers James F of Peter and Harriet Nov 3 1900........17: 98
Brothers Jennie F of James F and Jennie Apr 10 1899......16:510
Brothers John E of Andrew and Mary E July 1 1896......16:261
Brothers Lucy W of James F and Jennie Feb 29 1892......15:92
Brothers Margaret F of Andrew and Mary E Feb 14 1891....15:26
Brothers Margaret M of James F and Jane Oct 20 1893....15:209
Brothers Mary V of Andrew J and Mary E May 1 1894......16:40
Brothers Peter Dec 28 1893................................15:183
Brothers Veronica of James F and Jennie Sept 7 1897....16:375
Brothers William R of Andrew and Mary E Nov 19 1899...16:586
Brotherton Ella R of James and Catherine June 25 1897...16:341
Brotherton John F of James T and Catharine Dec 3 1899...16:587
Brotherton Louise of Theodore and Jennie Nov 12 1893...15:172
Brotnan Harris of Harry and Mary Nov 3 1899...........16:538
Brotnan Julius of Hyman and Mary May 12 1898...........16:381
Brotnan Lewis of Michael and Annie Apr 12 1900.........17:30
Bronillard Joseph A of Maxime and Margaret Feb 13 1895...16:95
Bronillard Jules A of Adelard and Marie Mar 23 1897.....16:299
Bronillard Margaret V of Maxime and Margaret A Apr 25...1892.................................................15:70
Bronillard Mariana I of Adelard and Marie A Sept 12 1891..16:72
Bronville Napoleon of Alphonse and Celestine Apr 18 1891..15:20
Broussaux Marie M of Leon and Marie Oct 28 1897........16:357
Broussaux Marie O of Israel and Adelaide Nov 26 1891....15:63
Broussaux Ora of Aime and Christina July 29 1900........17:68
Brower Leon W of Samuel H and Etta B Oct 23 1893......15:292
Brown Ada R of George E and Lydia Sept 22 1899........16:593
Brown Adelaid M of Cyrus P and Fannie E Feb 24 1896.....16:185
Brown Albert G (c) of Charles M and Alice Mar 16 1895...16:92
Brown Albert S of Samuel H and Etta B Jan 14 1899......16:496
Brown Alexander C of John W and Hannah Sept 18 1892...15:113
Brown Alice J of Fred E and Alice M Dec 9 1894..........16:85
Brown Alice L of William E and Emma A Sept 3 1897.....16:345
Brown Alice M of Herman J and Elizabeth B Apr 13 1898...16:373
Brown Alice M (c) of Nathaniel B and Alice C Aug 6 1898..16:441
Brown Alice V of George W and Alice C Sept 29 1895.....16:145
Brown Allan D of Joseph D Jr and Ethelda M Feb 13 1899...16:490
Brown Annie of Frank H and Charlotte Aug 28 1895......16:171
Brown Annie of Abraham and Ester July 1 1892...........15:102
Brown Annie E of George W and Annie June 25 1899.......16:486
Brown Annie G of Edward and Emily May 23 1900.........17:41
Brown Annie G of Patrick F and Annie Oct 6 1900........17:89
Brown Annie M of David and Cora Feb 12 1898...........16:389
Brown Arnold X of Joseph J and Alexandrina Nov 1 1898...16:454
Brown Arthur B of Bowen and Mary A May 8 1893...........15:140
Brown Arthur F of William M and Sarah Van A Dec 2 1895.16:175
Brown Arthur H (c) of James H and Mary L Jan 22 1899.....16:475
Brown Asa H (c) of Sadie R May 10 1899....................16:477
Brown Benjamin H of George H and Nellie M Oct 25 1898.16:443
Brown Berneck E of Frank H G and Nellie L Oct 14 1894..16:70
Brown Bertha of Harry and Elizabeth Sept 4 1899...........16:522
Brown Bertha M of Allen P and Alice H May 25 1899.......16:486
Brown Bessie (c) of Frederick W and Mary E June 8 1897..16:294
Brown Beverly (c) of Frederick W and Mary E July 30 1895.16:154
Brown Blanche M of James and Elizabeth M Sept 26 1889..16:536
Brown Catherine of William and Mary E Apr 13 1894.......16:19
Brown Cecelia C of Patrick H and Mary Aug 13 1896.......16:257
Brown Charles F of Henry and Ann M Mar 28 1891.........15:15
Brown Charles H of Charles H and Laura S Apr 30 1892...15:82
Brown Chester of Seymour and Mary R Nov 11 1897.......16:343
Brown Christina B of William C and Christina Apr 5 1894..16:39
Brown Clarence W of Clifton P and Clara May 8 1892.....15:80
Brown Claudie A of Charles T and Sarah M July 8 1895.....16:161
Brown Courtland L (c) of Samuel E and Ida July 29 1893.15:213
Brown Cetta L (c) of Frederick W and Mary L July 7 1892.15:114
Brown Cyrus P of Cyrus P and Fannie E July 4 1892.......15:102
Brown Daisy R (c) of Frederick W and Mary Sept 12 1900...17:82
Brown David of John and Fanny July 6 1894.................16:74
Brown David A of David and Cora M Dec 16 1896............16:248
Brown Earl of Albert B and Eliza Mar 9 1897.................16:307
Brown Earl K of Walter S and Mary G Oct 14 1894.......15:49
Brown Earle A (c) of Charles H and Mary E Nov 1 1891....15:46
Brown Edith F of William and Sarah J Dec 19 1900........17:112
Brown Edith L of Arthur and Irene C T Feb 4 1899.........16:490
Brown Edith M of Joseph H and Lottie B Nov 24 1897.....16:343
Brown Edna L of Edward A and Anna F Dec 25 1900........17:118
Brown Edward C of Cyrus P and Fannie E May 30 1897......16:278
Brown Elizabeth of William and Sarah J Oct 3 1893........15:190
Brown Elizabeth A of James and Catherine June 21 1899...16:501
Brown Elizabeth C of William C and Christina Jan 2 1892.15:87
Brown Elizabeth F of William and Ellen Oct 25 1894......16:48
Brown Elizabeth H of John W and Hannah May 28 1895.....16:109
Brown Elsie L of Allen P and Alice H Aug 14 1897.......16:322
Brown Elsie S of George E and Lydia Nov 13 1900........17:102
Brown Emily B of Edward and Emily Feb 13 1897............16:280
Brown Emma E of John A and Catherine Jan 2 1893.........15:158
Brown Esther L of John W and Hannah Dec 3 1899.........16:548
Brown Esther S of Robert and Sarah May 5 1894............16:12
Brown Ethel of George E and Catherine Apr 4 1899........16:476
Brown Ethel E of Antonio E and Maria Apr 29 1895........16:122
Brown Ethel M of William and Ada Jan 21 1896.............16:199
Brown Eva of Isaac and Rosa Dec 30 1892.....................15:105
Brown Fannie of John and Fannie June 29 1892..............15:87
Brown Fanny of Abraham and Esther Nov 8 1893..............15:175
Brown Felix of William and Sarah J Feb 2 1896..............16:199
Brown Florence L of David A and Barbara S Jan 13 1898.....16:405
Brown Florence L (c) of James H and Mary L Feb 19 1896...16:185
Brown Florence M of Matthew P and Elizabeth F Apr 8 1899.16:495
Brown Frances E of William H and Mary L May 30 1895......16:116
Brown Francis D of Joseph J and Alexandrina Nov 8 1900...17:100
Brown Francis E of Benedict and Melissa A May 19 1891....15:21
Brown Frank of James and Frances Aug 1 1895.................16:134
Brown Frank V of Frank H G and Nellie L May 14 1892.....15:84
Brown Fred of Harry and Mary Dec 14 1898...................16:465
Brown Frederick of Jeremiah and Annie Feb 8 1894.........16:9
Brown Frederick of John and Mary J Apr 27 1892.............15:89
Brown Frederick A of Patrick F and Annie M Dec 13 1891...15:63
Brown Frederick N of Frederick N and Mary W Dec 9 1899...16:568
Brown Genevieve of John and Mary J Feb 10 1899.............16:508
Brown George of Kate Sept 19 1896..............................16:239
Brown George E of Frank H G and Nellie L Jan 24 1891.....15:17
Brown George L of George and Lydia C Aug 18 1899.........16:563
Brown George L of Lewis L and Effie J Mar 29 1894.........16:39
Brown Georgiana W of Henry A and Mary J Dec 22 1896.....16:252
Brown Gertrude A of Mahlon D and Zoe Apr 21 1891.........15:15
Brown Gertrude M of Peter R and Ella M June 11 1891......15:31
Brown Gifford L (c) of Charles H and Emma J Feb 16 1897..16:277
Brown Gladys E of Frederic E and Margaret E Jan 15 1894..16:8
Brown Gladys M (c) of Frank and Bertha May 23 1900........17:41
Brown Grace of James F and Catherine Mar 13 1894.........16:26
Brown Grace of John S and Susanna Feb 11 1892.............15:92
Brown Grace E of Frederick E and Hattie E June 15 1899...16:496
Brown Grace H of Thomas and Cora Sept 15 1900.............17:83
Brown Grenville P N of Robert G and Eléna Apr 27 1896....16:183
Brown Harold F of William and Annie C Jan 10 1895........16:107
Brown Harold L of Robert F and Mary S July 20 1898.......16:441
Brown Harriet E of David and Cora W Jan 27 1892............15:83
Brown Harry of Jeremiah R and Ann Sept 16 1891............15:40
Brown Harry of William and Mary E July 26 1891............15:47
Brown Hattie (c) of William F and Della Sept 27 1900......17:87
Brown Helen H of Albert S and Ida W Feb 21 1895...........16:117
Brown Helen K of John R and Evelyn M July 7 1891...........15:53
Brown Helen L of James G and Essie B Aug 23 1898.............16: 446
Brown Henry of Henry and Annie Sept 18 1894..............16: 66
Brown Henry of William and Mary July 27 1891..............15: 45
Brown Henry S of Arnold C and Margarethe M Sept 12 1891.15: 51
Brown Henry W of Patrick H and Mary J June 13 1898.......16: 40!
Brown Herbert D of Herbert L and Edith G May 23 1893....15:155
Brown Herbert P of Herbert S and Maude Feb 1 1897.......16:301
Brown Herman J of Harry and Lizzie Nov 24 1900.........17: 165
Brown Ira F of George W and Alice E Sept 13 1893.......15:178
Brown Irene F of Matthew P and Lizzie Sept 24 1897.....16:342
Brown Irene G of John C and Mary A Sept 10 1892.......15:115
Brown Irving W (c) of Charles H and Emma J Feb 28 1899..16:476
Brown James of James P and Catherine F Jan 29 1893....15:147
Brown James of John and Fanny Sept 2 1896..............16:257
Brown James B of Albert W and Alice S Feb 15 1900.....17: 13
Brown James B of John W and Hannah Aug 2 1897........16:333
Brown James C of Daniel A and Elizabeth M Oct 8 1892...15:104
Brown James H (c) of James H and Mary L Apr 12 1895...16: 96
Brown James L (c) of James A and Henrietta F C Mar 5
1893..................................................15:156
Brown Jay M of Herbert W and Susan A Jan 4 1892.....15: 77
Brown Jeannette K of Frank H G and Nellie L Sept 25 1896.16:250
Brown Jerimoth A of Jerimoth and Ella June 18 1892....15: 95
Brown John of George and Jennie Jan 30 1895............16: 98
Brown John A of John A and Catherine A Oct 24 1894...16: 77
Brown John F of Frank H and Alice July 16 1895.......16:178
Brown John H (c) of Frederick W and Marietta Apr 21 1899.16:491
Brown John H of John H and Ellen July 9 1891........15: 25
Brown John J of Frank F and Delia Jan 22 1893........15:153
Brown John J of John R and Margaret May 5 1895.......16:129
Brown John R of Daniel F and Margaret S Feb 17 1897...16:307
Brown John S of Frank J and Delia Dec 26 1897.........16:344
Brown John W of Richard and Sarah E Aug 24 1891......15: 56
Brown Joseph E of George E and Ida J June 20 1894.....16: 17
Brown Joseph P of Patrick F and Annie Oct 6 1900.....17: 89
Brown Katherine L of Alfred H and F Elva July 16 1897...16:362
Brown Kenneth G of Charles P and Huldah E Sept 22 1895.16:162
Brown Lauretta of Richard and Sarah E May 31 1897.....16:304
Brown Leo of Samuel and Rose Feb 20 1895.............16: 95
Brown Leon D of George W and Alice E Nov 13 1896.....16:236
Brown Leonard S of Robert F and Mary S Apr 8 1895....16:115
Brown Leroy of Richard and Sarah E Feb 9 1900..........17: 11
Brown Leroy E of Charles E and Anna E June 12 1895....16: 94
Brown Lillian of Elizabeth Apr 2 1898..................16:384
Brown Lora M of Charles and Laura S Feb 23 1900......17: 15
Brown Loretta M (c) of James H and Mary L Mar 1 1893...15:153
Brown Lottie B of Frank H and Lottie Feb 22 1892.............15:96
Brown Louis of Abraham and Ester July 1 1892..................15:102
Brown Louise (c) of Charles M and Alice Mar 16 1895............16:92
Brown Louisa (c) of Frederick W and Mary C Aug 10 1893.15:189
Brown Mabel G of John and Mary J Sept 29 1894...............16:83
Brown Mabel I of Clinton W and Hattie A July 14 1894...........16:65
Brown Madeline of Frank and Rosanna Sept 21 1895..............16:148
Brown Madeline R of Robert P and Elizabeth G Sept 19 1898.16:418
Brown Margaret (c) of Charles and Margaret Aug 24 1896..16:250
Brown Margaret of Patrick F and Annie M July 31 1896..16:262
Brown Marion A E (c) of James A and Henrietta F Aug 29

1891.................................................................15:45
Brown Marion L of Arnold C and Gretchen M Apr 27 1893..15:154
Brown Marshall of David A and Barbara S Jan 2 1896...........16:213
Brown Mary of John and Fannie Mar 1 1900........................17:18
Brown Mary of Joseph and Mary Aug 11 1893......................15:170
Brown Mary of Joseph B and Annie July 10 1891...............15:32
Brown Mary of Manoel and Julia June 5 1898....................16:374
Brown Mary of Patrick F and Annie M July 23 1898..............16:456
Brown Mary A of David and Cora W July 23 1894...............16:63
Brown Mary C of Daniel R and Elizabeth Aug 15 1895.........16:138
Brown Mary E of James F and Catherine T June 16 1892 ...15:77
Brown Mary E of William and Sarah J Feb 8 1899..............16:490
Brown Mary F of Patrick H and Mary J May 7 1900..............17:37
Brown May E of John and Elizabeth May 15 1897.................16:303
Brown Mildred of Albert and Ida July 26 1892..................15:120
Brown Mildred H of Charles E and Mary E Mar 1 1897...........16:295
Brown Moses of Abraham and Esther Nov 2 1895.................16:140
Brown Nellie K of Frank H G and Nellie L Mar 5 1898......16:393
Brown Nelson of John R and Agnes Jan 24 1891.................15:25
Brown Norah of James and Frances Feb 21 1897...............16:274
Brown Owen (c) of Charles H and Emma May 25 1895..........16:97
Brown Pabby G of Patrick F and Annie M Apr 11 1894........16:39
Brown Pauline E (c) of Luther A and Rebecca E Apr 26 1896.16:186
Brown Philip C of George H and Grace E Feb 16 1900...........17:58
Brown Ralph V (c) of James A and Henrietta F C Oct 1 1894...16:63
Brown Raymond H of Walter H and Myrtella I Jan 23 1894...16:21
Brown Robert of John R and Agnes Jan 24 1891................15:25
Brown Robert C of Robert and Sarah Sept 12 1899..............16:536
Brown Robert G of David A and Barbara S Jan 5 1894...........16:36
Brown Rollin S of Joseph J and Alexandrine Mar 13 1897...16:302
Brown Ruth of George W and Weltie H Sept 7 1896...........16: 229
Brown Samuel E (c) of Samuel E and Ida Jan 7 1895...........16: 94
Brown Sarah (c) of Henry T and Sarah Mar 3 1891...........15: 5
Brown Sarah of John R and Margaret M May 13 1891...........15: 28
Brown Sarah of Samuel and Lizzie Nov 8 1900..................17: 100
Brown Sarah R of Joseph J and Alexandrina Jan 8 1894........16: 36
Brown Solomon I of William H and Annetta Jan 30 1894......16: 43
Brown Stuart D of Samuel and Mary L July 11 1895...........16: 150
Brown Thomas of Thomas and Laura June 9 1892..............15: 90
Brown Thomas A of George and Jennie Mar 11 1893............15: 143
Brown Thomas D of Louis H and Annie L Mar 2 1891...........15: 2
Brown Viola H of Joseph B and Annie V Sept 30 1896.........16: 225
Brown Violet M of William and Ada Nov 18 1893..............15: 191
Brown Walter A of Walter S and Mary G Oct 11 1895.........16: 156
Brown Walter E of David and Cora W Apr 8 1893..............15: 151
Brown Walter E of Joseph O and Alzada Apr 18 1894.........16: 40
Brown Walter I of Thomas and Mary J Nov 9 1892............15: 101
Brown Walter L (c) of Nathaniel B and Alice C Sept 17 1896,16: 250
Brown William of James P and Catherine May 19 1891......15: 24
Brown William of John and Fannie Dec 16 1891..............15: 50
Brown William A of William and Alice W May 18 1900......17: 40
Brown William H (c) of Henry T and Sarah Jan 29 1892.....15: 69
Brown William L of Charles T and Sarah M June 3 1892.....15: 85
Brown William R L of Charles E and Mary E Apr 17 1894...16: 27
Brown York N (c) of Charles H and Emma July 14 1893.....15: 173
Brown —— d of Abraham and Esther June 30 1892..........15: 71
Brown —— s of Abraham and Esther July 1 1892..............15: 71
Brown —— d of Carrie Feb 6 1899..............................16: 594
Brown —— d of Christopher J and Florence A Dec 26 1898,16: 444
Brown —— s of Clara Jan 14 1899................................16: 484
Brown —— (c) d of Dallas and Lavinia Dec 3 1892.........15: 105
Brown —— d of Daniel A and Mary Feb 24 1898.............16: 415
Brown —— s of Daniel F and Margaret Nov 15 1900........17: 102
Brown —— (c) d of Florence Dec 25 1894....................16: 60
Brown —— d of Frank and Eva Jan 10 1897.................16: 364
Brown —— s of Frank C and Maria June 18 1896..............16: 195
Brown —— s of George and Alice Dec 13 1900.............17: 121
Brown —— s of George W and Weltie H June 21 1899........16: 595
Brown —— d of Harris W and Grace H Dec 21 1891..........15: 47
Brown —— s of George and Catherine May 3 1897..........16: 287
Brown —— (c) d of James and Francesca June 30 1900......17: 52
Brown —— d of James F and Catherine T Oct 30 1899.......16: 597
Brown —— s of James H and Maria Feb 10 1900.............17: 57
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Brown — s of Jeremiah and Annie Dec 18 1896. .... 16: 238
Brown — d of John W and Hannah Jan 6 1899. .... 16: 594
Brown — (c) d of Mack C and Celia Oct 22 1895. .... 16: 145
Brown — s of Mahlon D and Zoe May 17 1897. .... 16: 290
Brown — d of Maria May 24 1892. .... 15: 76
Brown — s of Marlin D and Zoe Dec 30 1894. .... 16: 64
Brown — d of Nellie Feb 26 1894. .... 16: 15
Brown — (c) s of Olive N June 17 1895. .... 16: 124
Brown — (c) d of Olive N June 23 1896. .... 16: 212
Brown — s of Peter R and Ella M Dec 2 1892. .... 15: 121
Brown — d of Peter R and Ella M Nov 30 1893. .... 15: 191
Brown — s of Walter H and Myrtella I July 18 1897. .... 16: 336
Brown — s of Willard and Sadie E Nov 7 1899. .... 16: 597
Brown — s of William and Annie June 24 1897. .... 16: 290
Brown — s July 23 1896. .... 16: 240
Browne Gladys of Warren K and Susan A Apr 3 1894. .... 16: 29
Browne Katharine T of Keyes D and Bertha Oct 31 1893. .... 15: 172
Browne Samuel B of Keyes D and Bertha B June 19 1891. .... 15: 4
Browne William F of James E and Catherine Nov 17 1896. .... 16: 259
Brownell Dorothea DeW of Ernest H and Annie M Oct 16 1893. .... 15: 175
Brownell Dorothy M of Harry and Ella M Nov 2 1897. .... 16: 343
Brownell Henrietta of Winthrop W and Amy D Oct 28 1893. .... 15: 175
Brownell John A of Ernest H and Annie M Feb 1 1892. .... A1: 30
Brownell Margaret K of Ernest H and Annie M July 26 1895. .... 16: 138
Brownell Mary G of Winthrop W and Amy D Nov 11 1891. .... 15: 34
Brownell Mildred F of Louis and Freida May 30 1900. .... 17: 42
Brownell Thomas C of Ernest H and Annie M Oct 14 1898. .... 16: 422
Brownell — d of Florence Sept 14 1893. .... 15: 183
Brownell — s of Louis H and Florence Sept 25 1897. .... 16: 367
Browning Gladys E of William G and Bertha G Apr 20 1899. .... 16: 488
Browning Helen W of William H and Clara L Nov 21 1894. .... 16: 67
Browning Hope R of William H and Clara Jan 7 1897. .... 16: 290
Browning Miriam R of William H and Clara Feb 2 1899. .... 16: 490
Browning William A of Frank A and Marguerite June 8 1900. .... 17: 45
Browning — d of Frank A and Daisy V Feb 11 1893. .... 15: 148
Browning — s of Robert A and Maggie Feb 4 1897. .... 16: 285
Brownson Sarah E M of Joseph E and Lucy E Apr 1 1892. .... 15: 81
Broyle Ida of Myer and Rachel Jan 14 1891. .... 15: 6
Broyle Isaac of Samuel and Rose June 5 1896. .... 16: 193
Bruce Alice L of Brainard T and May E Feb 7 1896. .... 16: 199
Bruce Elizabeth V of Robert F and Elizabeth M Mar 11 1897. .... 16: 288
Bruce Elsie S of Arthur S and Laura I June 20 1898. .... 16: 392
Bruce Walter of Robert F and Elizabeth M Jan 31 1896. .... 16: 196
Bruce William B of Brainard T and Mary E Dec 26 1893. .... 15: 192
Bruce —— s of B Taylor and Mary E Nov 13 1891. 15: 50
Brucehardt Wilhelm of Charles and Pauline July 26 1892. 15: 126
Bruckshaw Lilly of Edwin and Margaret Mar 3 1893. 15: 163
Brunn Anne R of John J and Annie M Sept 18 1900. 15: 84
Brunn Daniel of Peter and Annie Mar 28 1898. 16: 376
Brunn John A of John J and Annie M Sept 18 1900. 17: 84
Brunn —— s of John and Annie Oct 25 1896. 16: 254
Brunn —— d of John J and Annie M Nov 24 1898. 16: 470
Brunn —— s of John J and Annie M Aug 3 1897. 16: 366
Brug David of Philip and Lena J Nov 28 1892. 15: 105
Brug Stephen of Philip and Lena J Aug 15 1891. 15: 38
Brug —— Mar 17 1892. 15: 97
Bruijard Maxime of Maxime and Margaret July 25 1893. 15: 177
Brunn Alice G of John and Elizabeth Jan 17 1897. 16: 313
Brunn Peter of Peter and Annie Nov 29 1895. 16: 140
Brunn Thomas J of Peter and Annie July 2 1894. 16: 53
Brunn William S of Peter and Annie Dec 24 1899. 16: 525
Brunn —— s of Peter and Annie Nov 29 1896. 16: 230
Brunn Maria L of Jose B and Anna V Jan 7 1894. 16: 11
Brunbach Catherine A of Charles W and Aurelia Mar 19 1894. 16: 11
Brunbach Elizabeth T of John W and Aurelia May 11 1900. 17: 38
Brunbach Frederick W of John W and Aurelia Dec 8 1895. 16: 147
Brundige Dora A of Alex S and Rosa S Apr 17 1895. 16: 106
Brunelle Albert of Jereinc and EtudeI Oct 20 1900. 17: 94
Brunneckow George W of Christian G and Emma L July 8 1891. 15: 44
Brunneckow Joseph E of Christian G and Emma L Mar 21 1897. 16: 292
Brunnetti Oresto of Pasquale and Maria G Sept 4 1900. 17: 79
Brunno Adelina of Domenico and Carmela Jan 16 1900. 17: 5
Bruno Elvira of Stefano and Carmena Nov 30 1899. 16: 576
Bruno Francisco of Carmine and Catarina June 8 1900. 17: 45
Bruno Luisa of Carmine and Caterina Oct 1 1897. 16: 327
Brunstein Yetta of Benjamin and Rosa Mar 17 1898. 16: 380
Brunswick Milton M of Herman and Mae Mar 19 1899. 16: 487
Bryan Edith M (c) of May (Beech) Feb 5 1896. 16: 194
Bryan James of Patrick J and Catherine F Apr 30 1891. 15: 8
Bryan Earl of James and Margaret Nov 1 1895. 16: 146
Bryan Ethel L of Herbert E and Louise E Mar 26 1900. 17: 25
Bryan Franklin E of Elbridge F and Rella V Feb 18 1897. 16: 313
Bryan George E of Alexander and Sarah E Jan 23 1894. 16: 43
Bryan Grace E of Herbert E and Louise E Sept 23 1898. 16: 458
Bryan Herbert H of Herbert H and Louise E Jan 7 1895. 16: 125
Bryan Herbert O of Herbert E and Louise E Dec 7 1895. 16: 175
Buckingham Earl R of Benjamin G and Annie M Sept 3 1890.17. 79
Buckland Julia T of Edward G and Sally Oct 6 1900. 17: 89
Buckler Marjorie H of Herbert W and Helen S Mar 8 1894. 16: 26
Buckley Alice E of Michael J and Joanna B Mar 29 1899. 16: 476
Buckley Catherine of Thomas and Catherine Dec 14 1891. 15: 38
Buckley Clement F of Michael J and Joanna B Dec 28 1896. 16: 231
Buckley Edward J of Patrick and Maria Apr 26 1894. 16: 12
Buckley Elizabeth M of John C and Katherine Dec 24 1899. 16: 555
Buckley Ernest of James and Jennie Oct 4 1894. 16: 88
Buckley Ernest E of Patrick and Maria Apr 25 1897. 16: 283
Buckley Ethel of William and Ann Apr 19 1894. 16: 40
Buckley Hannah E of Thomas and Catherine Sept 29 1894. 16: 51
Buckley Irene L of Robert A and Mary L Oct 17 1895. 16: 178
Buckley Irving of Alfred and Margaret G July 7 1895. 16: 178
Buckley Irving of Isaac and Emma Nov 30 1893. 15: 181
Buckley Jane of Michael J and Elizabeth July 12 1896. 16: 233
Buckley John C of John and Annie Dec 25 1892. 15: 122
Buckley John C of John and Catherine Oct 21 1897. 16: 338
Buckley Joseph of James and Mary E Aug 31 1900. 17: 77
Buckley Julia G of John J and Julia M Dec 25 1899. 16: 531
Buckley Loretta of John J and Annie Aug 3 1891. 15: 53
Buckley Marion C of John J and Julia M May 20 1898. 16: 377
Buckley Mary A of James and Emily July 2 1893. 15: 204
Buckley Mary E of Michael and Margaret A Nov 10 1891. 15: 46
Buckley May of Henry and Esther May 2 1892. 15: 89
Buckley Patrick H of John and Annie Feb 16 1895. 16: 117
Buckley Patrick J of John J and Bridget T Sept 29 1897. 16: 322
Buckley Patrick J of Michael J and Joanna Sept 12 1894. 16: 51
Buckley Robert E of Isaac and Emma Aug 20 1897. 16: 354
Buckley Rose A of Patrick and Kate Feb 8 1898. 16: 413
Buckley Sarah of Alfred and Margaret July 27 1893. 15: 177
Buckley Thomas of Thomas and Catherine Oct 24 1897. 16: 322
Buckley Thomas V of Michael J and Joanna B July 26 1900. 17: 66
Buckley Timothy J of Michael and Elizabeth Dec 28 1897. 16: 252
Buckley Victor F of Timothy F and Margaret M Nov 2 1899. 16: 585
Buckley —— d of Michael and Joanna Nov 4 1895. 16: 140
Bucklin Alice L of John J and Catherine Dec 26 1895. 16: 153
Bucklin Benjamin A of Clarence N and Cora B Sept 17 1898. 16: 464
Bucklin Dora M of Washington J and Dora V Sept 8 1897. 16: 355
Bucklin Granville E of George E Jr and Alena B Sept 3 1900. 17: 79
Bucklin Ilene A of Washington I Jr and Dora V Nov 27 1895. 16: 175
Bucklin Marion L of Robert and Ella M July 25 1897. 16: 233
Bucklin —— d of Ernest H and Maria Dec 3 1896. 16: 237
Bucklin —— d of Robert and Ella M June 19 1900. 17: 49
Budd Gladys E of Wesley and Lucy Jan 9 1899. 16: 493
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Budd Mary A of John F and Catherine T Mar 11 1893........15:156
Budlong Anna F of Walter S and Emma L July 3 1891........15:35
Budlong Byron W of Willitt W and Jeannette E Apr 30 1895.16:115
Budlong Emid L of Jay S and Frances L Jan 13 1893........15:158
Budlong Ethel V of Jay S and Frances L Aug 11 1895........16:165
Budlong Helen L G of George A and Hattie M Apr 18 1893.15:151
Budlong Ida G M of George A and Hattie M Apr 26 1891.15:28
Budlong Joseph of Mary E Nov 26 1893........................15:183
Budlong Lester E of Willet W and Nettie E July 2 1896.....16:244
Budlong —— d of John C and Amey L July 15 1897........16:366
Budrean Blanche R of Joseph P and Delia A Oct 20 1891.15:55
Budrean Eli F of Eli and Elizabeth Jan 10 1891........15:19
Budrough James J of Eli and Elizabeth July 18 1892.......15:134
Buffington Gladys E of Henry A and Flora B Nov 28 1895..16:153
Buffington William S of Edwin C and Jennie Mar 6 1892...15:73
Buffington —— s of Henry A and Flora B Nov 18 1892.......15:113
Buffum Dorothy of Harry W and Annie Dec 21 1899.........16:549
Buffum Mildred E of Harry W and Anna Nov 13 1897.......16:329
Buffum William H of William H and Evelyn A Feb 16 1891.15:31
Bugbee Clark R of George W and Mary B May 9 1894........16:23
Buist Alfred F of Alfred and Vitaline Aug 2 1892.........15:120
Bull Ann of Simon and Jennie Nov 20 1892................15:113
Bullard Charles P of Charles E and Julia M Sept 3 1892...15:120
Bullard Marion C of William T and Catherine L Mar 8 1897.16:314
Bullier William of Theophile and Louise Dec 25 1891.....15:65
Bullock Alice of Joseph M and Hannah Dec 7 1893........15:185
Bullock Bertha A of William W and Mary E Aug 24 1891....15:51
Bullock Frances of Samuel H and Emma C Feb 14 1895....16:91
Bullock George W of George W and Annie Mar 27 1896......16:186
Bullock Henry of Theodore and Minnie Apr 30 1896.........16:186
Bullock Luvin V of George and Mary Sept 8 1893.........15:192
Bullock Sadie of Edwin J and Elizabeth M Dec 22 1893.....15:192
Bullock Sarah A of Marcus H and Sadie F Apr 6 1898.......16:408
Bullock William H of Marcus H and Sarah F Dec 6 1895....16:175
Bullock —— d of William W V and Mary E June 16 1893....15:155
Bulough James of John and Eliza Sept 12 1891........15:41
Bulls Mary A of Antoine and Abby Mar 21 1897........16:302
Bully John L adopted by John and Bella Bully July 15 1892.15:131
Bumler Frederick of Frederick and Lena Jan 20 1898......16:414
Bump Earl F of Frederick P and Caroline July 1 1895.....16:164
Bump Paris L of Frederick P and Caroline Feb 16 1900....17:13
Bumpus Ida A F of William H H and Eva F June 5 1898....16:392
Bumpus Laurin D of Herman C and Lucy E July 6 1898.....16:421
Bumpus —— s of Herman C and Lucy E Jan 21 1897........16:364
Bundy Mary E of Walter C and Elizabeth A Nov 20 1891. 15: 63
Bundy —— (c) s of Cornelius T and Jennie Sept 17 1898. 16: 469
Bunn Edith E of Samuel and Emily July 12 1894. 16: 65
Bunn Winifred of Samuel and Emily Sept 20 1892. 15: 192
Buanno Antonio of Vincenzo and Giovanna June 26 1895. 16: 106
Buonaccorsi Rodolfo of Giuseppe and Ida Jan 13 1899. 16: 502
Buonaccorsi Rodolfo of Giuseppe and Ida May 1 1900. 17: 36
Buonafede Francesca of Vincenzo and Margherita June 7 1899. 16: 517
Buonavita Maria F of Giuseppe and Concetta Sept 29 1898. 16: 453
Buono Del Leonlina of Giuseppe and Giuseppa Jan 21 1894. 16: 32
Buono —— s of Giuseppa and Giuseppa June 7 1895. 16: 124
Burbank Elizabeth of Robert W and Martha A Nov 8 1892. 15: 104
Burbank Mildred I of Elmer and Cora Jan 22 1896. 16: 220
Burch Edith B (c) of William W and Louisa V Nov 9 1895. 16: 136
Burch William A (c) of William W and Louisa Sept 10 1898. 16: 418
Burch —— (c) s of Emma July 16 1900. 17: 63
Burch —— (c) s of John J and Mary L Jan 21 1900. 17: 55
Burch —— (c) d of John J and Louisa Dec 9 1900. 17: 121
Burch —— (c) s of William and Louisa June 8 1897. 16: 305
Burchard Allen J of Albertus and Mary A Apr 15 1900. 17: 31
Burchard Arthur of Walter J and Miranda Apr 4 1896. 16: 223
Burchard Justin X of Albert J and Ida M Mar 18 1894. 16: 26
Burchard Royal of James E and Mary A Sept 25 1901. 15: 52
Burcott Charles A of Charles A and Kate E July 17 1894. 16: 69
Burdette Evelyn E L of Frank A and Mary A July 23 1894. 16: 65
Burdette Lydia A of Charles A and Catherine E May 17 1891. 15: 3
Burdeick Albert P of George E and Sarah J Apr 24 1891. 15: 18
Burdeick Arthur H of George H and Rosella July 7 1891. 15: 38
Burdeick Charles I of Irving W and Mary A June 24 1891. 15: 10
Burdeick Clarence H of J Howard and W Evelyn Aug 24 1896. 16: 269
Burdeick Earl E of Walter P and Alice B May 20 1899. 16: 488
Burdeick Eleanor C of Charles J and Ellen K Nov 29 1898. 16: 423
Burdeick Ellsworth S of Walter T and Alice B May 3 1898. 16: 387
Burdeick George E of George W and Minnie E Aug 31 1898. 16: 458
Burdeick John J of Charles J and Ellen Apr 19 1896. 16: 186
Burdeick Leroy of Walter T and Alice July 18 1900. 17: 64
Burdeick Marion L of Charles L and Mary Oct 13 1893. 15: 187
Burdeick Mary O of Irving W and Mary A Aug 27 1893. 15: 207
Burdeick Sylvester L of Thomas S and Mary S Apr 20 1898. 16: 398
Burdeick —— s of Alva L and Helen A Nov 7 1894. 16: 52
Burdeick —— d of Elia A and Catherine May 2 1898. 16: 415
Burdeick —— s of George W and Minnie E Aug 29 1895. 16: 139
Burdeick —— d of George W and Minnie E Aug 6 1896. 16: 269
Burdeick —— s of Walter and Mary E July 18 1900. 17: 64
Burdon Benjamin H of Benjamin H and Harriet E July 29
1895 .................................................. 16:154
Burdon Kenneth L of George E and Nellie A Nov 9 1895 .... 16:160
Burdon Lois of George E and Nellie A Nov 3 1891 ............ 15: 52
Burger August J of August and Katherine M Aug 30 1895 .. 16:159
Burgess Annie of Mariano and Anna L Apr 23 1897 .......... 16:275
Burgess Anthony F of Anthony and Annie July 31 1895 ... 16:134
Burgess Beeda A of Emil and Hannah July 18 1900 ......... 17: 64
Burgess B ror E of Emil B and Hannah Sept 27 1896 ....... 16:264
Burgess Charles V of Anthony and Annie Apr 5 1899 ...... 16:474
Burgess Cora B of John A and Mary C Feb 15 1894 ......... 16: 22
Burgess Edward J of John H and Elizabeth A Mar 15 1893 . 15:143
Burgess Ellen of Manoel and Catherine Sept 24 1894 ....... 16: 47
Burgess Esther M of Allan and Rebecca Oct 27 1896 ....... 16:236
Burgess Eva A of George and Geneva Aug 17 1896 ......... 16:247
Burgess Francis of Manoel and Catherine F Mar 22 1892 .... 15: 67
Burgess Frank J of Frank and Catherine Oct 21 1898 ....... 16:419
Burgess Frederick of Charles H and Louise Sept 30 1893 .... 15:183
Burgess George of George and Jessie Sept 7 1892 ........... 15:120
Burgess George of Manuel and Catherine July 22 1896 ....... 16:240
Burgess George A of Alfred J and Mabel A Aug 17 1892 .... 15:120
Burgess Harold of Manoel and Catherine F June 19 1898 .... 16:392
Burgess Henry E of James and Emily May 14 1894 .......... 16: 41
Burgess Howard K of Alfred F and Lucretia H Nov 16 1898. 16:443
Burgess Jesse H of James and Emily Mar 7 1892 ............ 15: 92
Burgess Jesse H of James and Emily Jan 27 1896 ........... 16:214
Burgess John G of John and Elizabeth Oct 29 1896 ......... 16:236
Burgess Louis A of Antone and Annie May 31 1897 ......... 16:276
Burgess Manoel of Mariano J and Anna L Apr 23 1897 ....... 16:275
Burgess Margaret C C of Emil B and Hannah B Oct 28 1894 .. 16: 84
Burgess Margaret F of George and Jessie Feb 8 1899 ....... 16:508
Burgess Maria of J o no and Amelia Dec 30 1896 ........... 16:227
Burgess Mary E of Antone and Annie Oct 23 1893 ......... 15:172
Burgess Meredith R of Clarence F and Ruth W Feb 15 1899 .. 16:497
Burgess Mildred R of Lewis J and Catherine Jan 24 1900 .... 17: 7
Burgess Ogla J C of Emil and Hannah May 23 1898 .......... 16:410
Burgess Olive J of John J and Margaret Mar 6 1899 ....... 16:480
Burgess Raymond of Charles W and Mary A P Oct 26 1899 .. 16:524
Burgess Raymond of George and Jessie Nov 28 1893 ......... 15:198
Burgess Raymond A of Allen and Rebecca C July 5 1899 .... 16:526
Burgess Robert F of Thomas and Caroline Jan 20 1899 ....... 16:478
Burgess Walter C of George and Jessie Aug 31 1897 .......... 16:355
Burgess Wayland McC of Andrew W and Adelaide E May 22
1897 .................................................. 16:315
Burgess William of Charles W and Mary A P Oct 26 1899 .. 16:524
Burgess William B of Frank and Kate Nov 22 1900.........17:104
Burgess William J of Antonie and Annie Jan 11 1892......15: 66
Burgess William J of James W and Catherine Nov 22 1897..16:339
Burgess —— s of Charles W and Mary Oct 28 1898.........16:419
Burgess —— d of John A and Mary C July 23 1896........16:244
Burgess —— d of Lewis J and Catherine Mar 21 1898......16:467
Burgess —— d of Louis and Cassie Dec 30 1898............16:471
Burgess —— s of Manoel and Catherine Sept 6 1893......15:197
Burgess —— d of Walter A and Mary A Oct 8 1900.........17:120
Burghart —— s of Joseph C and Creszentia June 28 1896..16:205
Burgstahler August of August C and Bertha Nov 14 1891..15: 42
Burina Lena of Joseph and Minnie May 2 1894.............16: 7
Burk Ethel H of William J and Nellie July 15 1895......16:154
Burke Agnes of Michael and Joanna Apr 22 1899.........16:473
Burke Agnes V of Frederick J and Agnes Apr 13 1897....16:303
Burke Alfred of Patrick and Mary Sept 29 1898.........16:459
Burke Alice B of Arthur A and Angelina Feb 24 1897.....16:312
Burke Alice C of William F and Mary A May 15 1891.....15: 24
Burke Alice H of Peter W and Alice Mar 30 1900.........17: 27
Burke Ambrose D of Joseph and Elizabeth J Aug 1 1900...17: 68
Burke Angelina M of Michael E and Anna M Nov 12 1893..15:172
Burke Anna T of Edward J and Elizabeth Oct 27 1894....16: 73
Burke Anna T of John and Anna Nov 23 1891..............15: 34
Burke Annie M of Edward M and Joanna Feb 6 1895........16:110
Burke Arthur T of Patrick J and Mary J Apr 23 1899.....16:481
Burke Bertha M of John and Annie Sept 18 1894.........16: 47
Burke Bridget of Patrick and Joanna Aug 8 1892.........15:106
Burke Caroline of Patrick H and Joanna Apr 13 1899....16:481
Burke Catharine of Patrick and Mary Oct 27 1900.........17: 96
Burke Catharine of Philip and Mary Dec 19 1894.........16: 86
Burke Catherine E of Michael and Margaret J Apr 27 1898..16:409
Burke Catherine M of Dennis and Catherine July 22 1893..15:177
Burke Clara of Frederick J and Mary A July 16 1891.....15: 59
Burke Clara A of Thomas P and Clara A Mar 26 1895.....16:128
Burke Clifford J of John and Mary May 15 1894.........16:  7
Burke Daniel of Patrick and Margaret S Aug 8 1894.......16:12
Burke Donald O'N of Edward M and Josephine I Nov 14 1900.17:102
Burke Dorothy E of John and Annie Aug 16 1900.........17: 73
Burke Earl of John and Elizabeth Apr 1 1898............16:372
Burke Edmund of Patrick and Mary Aug 12 1899........16:557
Burke Edmund of Patrick H and Johanna Jan 24 1891.....15:  7
Burke Edmund J of Edmund J and Elizabeth H Oct 13 1896.16:265
Burke Edmund J of James and Elizabeth Apr 4 1898.......16:498
Burke Edward J of Edward M and Josephine I Mar 7 1894..A 1: 31
Burke Elizabeth of Patrick H and Joanna Apr 13 1896....16:191
Burke Elmer A of Joseph and Elizabeth J Feb 10 1895.........16: 126
Burke Elsie M of Edward J and Ellen T May 1 1896...........16: 211
Burke Esther M of Peter W and Alice Apr 7 1898..............16: 402
Burke Frances of James C and Mary Oct 8 1892..............15: 100
Burke Frances E of Patrick J and Mary J Jan 22 1896........16: 188
Burke Frances of Patrick H and Joanna Nov 13 1897.........16: 329
Burke Frances S of James and Elizabeth Dec 26 1899..........16: 588
Burke Frederick of Frederick J and Mary A Mar 10 1893......15: 159
Burke Frederick R of William and Annie Mar 15 1896........16: 199
Burke George E of Henry M and Maude E Aug 22 1892........15: 115
Burke George J of Michael and Margaret J Apr 27 1896.......16: 217
Burke Harold of Benjamin F and Sarah W May 28 1893.........15: 145
Burke Harold J of John J and Elizabeth R Sept 3 1893......15: 171
Burke Hester L of John T and Annie June 21 1900............17: 49
Burke Isabel OX of Edward M and Joanna I June 10 1896......16: 201
Burke Isabella M of Joseph and Elizabeth J May 21 1897.....16: 310
Burke James of James and Mary A Feb 15 1896..............16: 185
Burke James F of James F and Sarah Dec 12 1900............17: 110
Burke James T of Thomas and Rose Nov 3 1897..............16: 335
Burke Joanna E of Joseph and Elizabeth J May 21 1897......16: 310
Burke John of Philip and Mary Aug 21 1892............15: 127
Burke John of Thomas P and Clara A Apr 6 1897............16: 399
Burke John J of Michael and Margaret Oct 26 1892....15: 129
Burke John T of John and Nora July 7 1898.............16: 456
Burke Josephine of John and Sarah F June 1 1891...........15: 24
Burke Julia A of John and Nora Sept 12 1896.............16: 264
Burke Lavinia of Samuel J and Mary E Aug 14 1895.........16: 166
Burke Leo of Arthur A and Angeline Jan 7 1899............16: 486
Burke Leo F of John and Sarah Feb 13 1893...........15: 139
Burke Lucien of Patrick H and Joanna July 6 1900..........17: 60
Burke Margaret of Joseph and Mary Oct 13 1894............16: 73
Burke Margaret G of John and Annie T Oct 28 1896........16: 226
Burke Mary of Frederick J and Mary A Jan 22 1895......16: 120
Burke Mary of James and Mary Aug 10 1898............16: 421
Burke Mary B of Bryan and Margaret Oct 23 1898...........16: 448
Burke Mary E of Michael and Joanna May 14 1894...........16: 3
Burke Mary E of Michael and Margaret J Mar 20 1891......15: 27
Burke Mary E of Thomas and Rosanna May 26 1899...........16: 488
Burke Mary M of John and Sarah Jan 22 1895............16: 120
Burke Mary M of William and Annie Jan 23 1898...........16: 378
Burke Mary R of Timothy F and Margaret T Apr 17 1900.....17: 32
Burke Odela of Joseph and Valerie Dec 13 1894............A 1: 29
Burke Patrick of Michael and Joanna Nov 5 1895...........16: 136
Burke Patrick of Patrick and Anne June 8 1898...........16: 384
Burke Raymond of Emory and Florence N Sept 19 1896.....16: 246
Burke Raymond J of Joseph and Elizabeth J Sept 9 1891. 15: 64
Burke Raymond J of Michael and Mary Apr 17 1892. 15: 74
Burke Raymond L of Peter W and Alice J May 11 1896. 16: 211
Burke Richard L of Emery and Florence N Nov 13 1897. 16: 339
Burke Rosanna of Thomas and Rose May 4 1896. 16: 197
Burke Rose A of John and Frances Nov 11 1900. 17: 101
Burke Rose M of John and Nora Jan 16 1900. 17: 5
Burke Russell C of Joseph and Elizabeth J Nov 8 1892. 15: 129
Burke Ruth I of Frederick and Agnes Oct 6 1899. 16: 573
Burke Samuel J of Samuel J and Mary E Nov 13 1891. 15: 34
Burke Sarah C of John and Sarah May 25 1897. 16: 284
Burke Thomas of Dennis and Katie Feb 25 1895. 16: 99
Burke Thomas of Michael and Joanna July 22 1897. 16: 317
Burke Thomas A of Michael and Margaret J July 24 1894. 16: 80
Burke Thomas E of Patrick and Mary June 10 1894. 16: 42
Burke Thomas F of Patrick J and Kate A Apr 2 1892. 15: 70
Burke Victoria of Joseph and Valerie Nov 17 1894. A 1: 29
Burke Walter J of William F and Mary A Aug 5 1892. 15: 123
Burke Walter L of Tobias and Maria Feb 29 1891. 15: 26
Burke William of James and Mary A June 17 1894. 16: 35
Burke William of Patrick and Mary Feb 5 1897. 16: 306
Burke William of Thomas P and Clara A Aug 22 1893. 15: 206
Burke William J G of William and Annie July 2 1893. 15: 184
Burke William R of Edward J and Ellen J June 14 1894. 16: 35
Burke — d of Edward and Annie F Oct 19 1897. 16: 322
Burke — s of John and Mary July 20 1897. 16: 361
Burke — d of Lizzie Feb 3 1897. 16: 285
Burke — s of Patrick and Annie Feb 21 1900. 17: 15
Burke — s of Patrick and Joanna Jan 29 1891. 15: 26
Burkett — d of Eva Aug 10 1892. 15: 132
Burkhardt Barbara A of Joseph C and Crescenza Mar 15 1891. 15: 18
Burlando Angela of Luigi and Angela May 25 1896. 16: 212
Burlando Annie Q of Luigi and Margaret E Apr 14 1897. 16: 303
Burlando Giovanni of Luigi and Angela Apr 11 1892. 15: 89
Burlando Gladys M of Luigi and Margaret E July 30 1900. 17: 68
Burlando Ruth M of Luigi and Margaret Aug 31 1898. 16: 452
Burleigh Howard S of Winthrop R and Mary A Feb 28 1900. 17: 17
Burley Samuel L (c) of Samuel L and Nannie June 2 1894. 16: 13
Burlingame Alice of Walter D and Melinda M Dec 31 1896. 16: 252
Burlingame Catharine D of Edwin A and Florida T B July 25 1900. 17: 66
Burlingame Clinton C of Charles I and Mary E Feb 19 1895. 16: 117
Burlingame Edith B of Asa and Lyvonia B July 27 1899. 16: 526
Burlingame Edith M of Ezra A and Fanny L Apr 8 1893. 15: 151
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Burns Helen of Michael J and Mary E June 3 1891
Burns Helen L of John and Jane July 7 1899
Burns Helena A of Mabel Burns Aug 16 1891
Burns Ida A of John Jr and Ida A Mar 6 1897
Burns James of James T and Annie July 29 1898
Burns James of John and Mary Sept 19 1891
Burns James of Patrick and Maria A Nov 28 1893
Burns James E of James J and Jennie L Nov 8 1893
Burns James F of James F and Mary E June 15 1893
Burns John E of John and Mary K Apr 23 1891
Burns John H of James and Mary A Oct 20 1896
Burns John H of John and Jane Mar 13 1891
Burns John H of John and Jane Mar 13 1892
Burns John H of Joseph T and Mary E June 3 1897
Burns John H of Patrick and Bridget Sept 11 1891
Burns Joseph of Joseph T and Mary E Apr 27 1896
Burns Joseph of Patrick J and Ellen Mar 18 1894
Burns Joseph of Patrick J and Theresa M May 26 1893
Burns Joseph of William H and Bridget T June 25 1899
Burns Joseph P of James and Mary E Jan 24 1898
Burns Julia of Thomas and Ellen Apr 9 1900
Burns Leo of Patrick and Ellen Aug 18 1899
Burns Leo of William and Nettie F Aug 5 1897
Burns Margaret of Owen and Catherine Mar 30 1893
Burns Margaret M of Thomas and Nellie Nov 23 1891
Burns Marguerite of Christopher J and Mary E May 3 1898
Burns Mary of James and Annie Feb 22 1897
Burns Mary of James and Mary E Jan 15 1896
Burns Mary of Josephine Apr 27 1895
Burns Mary A of Joseph T and Mary E Sept 13 1894
Burns Mary A of Patrick and Mary Jan 11 1891
Burns Mary E of Thomas H and Mary E Feb 9 1896
Burns Mary T of James H and Mary A Nov 19 1899
Burns Matthew of Matthew and Mary Aug 30 1891
Burns Matthew R of James and Mary C Sept 21 1894
Burns Michael J of Patrick and Mary June 2 1892
Burns Patrick H of Patrick and Mary A Nov 29 1894
Burns Patrick M of Matthew and Mary Mar 19 1894
Burns Raymond of William and Nettie F Aug 5 1897
Burns Robert of James and Marion Dec 23 1894
Burns Robert of Patrick J and Theresa M July 14 1900
Burns Robert C of Thomas and Bridget Oct 10 1893
Burns Robert N of Thomas J and Elizabeth Apr 24 1896
Burns Robert T of John and Jane May 15 1893
Burns Robert T of Thomas H and Mary E Dec 12 1897
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Burns Rosanna of Thomas and Ellen Dec 16 1891.............16: 49
Burns Rose of Peter and Margaret Sept 3 1893................15: 201
Burns Theresa of Patrick J and Theresa M Oct 26 1895........16: 160
Burns Thomas of Patrick and Ellen Sept 3 1895.............16: 172
Burns Thomas of Patrick and Mary A Sept 23 1898...........16: 442
Burns Wallace of James A and Annie L June 21 1896........16: 202
Burns Walter V of Thomas J and Mary E Aug 4 1893..........15: 206
Burns William of Edward F and Bridget Apr 6 1896.........16: 200
Burns William of Patrick and Ellen Oct 5 1892..............15: 128
Burns William L of Christopher J and Mary E July 27 1894.16: 81
Burns — — s of Eleanor Apr 28 1896........................................16: 194
Burns — — d of Florence Aug 2 1893.................................15: 183
Burns — — d of James and Marlon Oct 29 1897.....................16: 357
Burns — — d of William and Kate Apr 15 1897......................16: 286
Burnside Earl of Morris and Lizzie Jan 23 1898...............16: 378
Burnside Ethel T of Morris P and Elizabeth A Aug 16 1899...16: 534
Burnside — — d of Matthew H A and Ida C Feb 23 1893...........15: 156
Burr Dorothy I of Clare B and Susan A Apr 15 1894............16: 23
Burr Earl L of Clair B and Susan A Apr 13 1892................15: 82
Burr Edward J of Edward M and Joanna Mar 7 1894..............16: 22
Burr Frances E of Irving E and Lulu M Nov 12 1896...........16: 247
Burrelle Carmela of Giovanni and Emilia July 2 1900.........17: 59
Burroughs Catherine L of Frederick H and Catherine Aug 2
1895......................................................................................16: 162
Burroughs Ethel M of Edward H and Elhora M June 23 1894.16: 24
Burroughs Victor of Edward H and Elhora M May 18 1893...15: 152
Burroughs William of Frederick and Katie June 1 1892....15: 87
Burroughs — — d of Charles L and Eva B May 28 1898.........16: 392
Burrows Florence A of William and Emma Jan 3 1891.......15: 14
Burrows Jesse C of Jesse J and Susan C May 27 1900........17: 42
Burrows Joseph W of Ashbel W and Bridget Feb 9 1891........15: 26
Burrows Mabel G of Herbert L and Mary A Dec 15 1897....16: 340
Burrows Marjorie C of William E and Mary H Mar 31 1892...15: 79
Burrows Ray F of Thomas and Ann Feb 20 1895................16: 131
Burrows — — s of Charles and Annie E May 27 1891.............15: 29
Burrows — — d of Jesse Jr and Mary A Aug 3 1892..............15: 117
Burrows — — d of Jesse B and Mary E Mar 30 1896.............16: 203
Burrows — — d of William A and Emma Mar 26 1896...........16: 200
Burst Elsie A of Stephen and Theresa Sept 17 1894..........16: 70
Burt Clayton R of Clayton R and Carrie A Apr 22 1896.....16: 204
Burt Walter L of Chester O and Mary A Feb 24 1893.........15: 148
Burt — — d of Clayton R and Carrie A Jan 2 1898.............16: 392
Burton Arthur M (c) of Carlton and Annie W July 23 1897.16: 345
Burton Fred W of Fred W and Laura M July 13 1900..........17: 62
Burton Georgia W of Joseph G and Annie Oct 25 1894........16: 70
BIRTHS

Burton Gertrude E (c) of Carlton E and Annie W Oct 9 1898. 16: 447
Burton John T of Sanford S and Antoinette W July 6 1892. 15: 102
Burton Josie L of Frank and Lena Feb 3 1894. 16: 25
Burton Leonid E of Fred and Laura M June 18 1899. 16: 506
Burton Raymond H of Sanford S and Antoinette W Apr 6 1896. 16: 186
Burton Virginia K of Sidney C and Mary E June 9 1893. 15: 152
Burton William H (c) of Carleton E and Annie July 7 1896. 16: 252
Burtwell Harry A of Clarence E and Ella J Jan 6 1892. 15: 83
Buswell Joseph K of William C and Fanny W Feb 2 1892. 15: 66
Buswell William R of William C and Fannie W Mar 23 1894. 16: 2
Busby Martha M of Harry R and Nellie E Feb 20 1897. 16: 291
Buscall David of David and Rose May 30 1897. 16: 284
Busch Josephine of Oscar and Isabella M Oct 19 1900. 17: 94
Busch William H of Oscar and Isabella Nov 22 1899. 16: 586
Bush Aaron J of Oscar T and Agnes A July 12 1891. 15: 44
Bush Carlton W (c) of Frank M and Olivia B Sept 10 1894. 16: 72
Bush Catherine of Oscar F and Frances Aug 5 1893. 15: 186
Bush Celia of William and Annie Apr 17 1900. 17: 32
Bush Edward W of John W and Catherine Oct 7 1893. 15: 190
Bush Ellen T of Oscar and Frances Nov 7 1897. 16: 335
Bush Harold W of William M and Evelyn L Oct 13 1892. 15: 113
Bush Henry C of William M and Evelyn L Apr 9 1896. 16: 207
Bush John of Oscar and Fannie Jan 6 1897. 15: 300
Bush Mary A of Oscar T and Frances A Nov 3 1895. 16: 152
Bush Robert P of John W and Catherine Aug 6 1891. 15: 48
Bush Wallace V of John W and Catherine Jan 30 1899. 16: 490
Bushee James of John and Emma Oct 13 1894. 15: 87
Bushee Mary of William and Mary V Sept 13 1896. 16: 234
Bushee — s of Frederick C and Grace Feb 25 1892. 15: 66
Bushee — s of Rose July 19 1895. 16: 148
Busman James O of William A and Mary L Apr 5 1900. 17: 29
Bushnell Joseph P of Howard S and Elizabeth F Oct 26 1897. 16: 338
Bushnell Margaret of Fred N and Ida R Nov 9 1893. 15: 191
Bushnell Richard S of Frederick N and Ida B Aug 20 1898. 16: 437
Bushnell Sherman N of Howard S and Elizabeth F May 27 1900. 17: 42
Busteed John J of John J and Dora V Dec 2 1897. 16: 323
Busteed Margaret E of John J and Dora V Sept 13 1899. 16: 528
Buswell Floyd W of Warren G and Mary A July 18 1899. 16: 550
Buswell Warren L of Wingate M and Grace E Jan 22 1897. 16: 277
Butler Albert of John and Mary Apr 15 1892. 15: 94
Butler Anna of Edward and Mary G Sept 22 1897. 16: 327
Butler Bertha E of Edward and Eliza Aug 27 1896. 16: 233
Butler Bridget I of Patrick F and Sarah May 21 1900. 17: 41
Butler Clarence A (c) of Samuel and Emma J May 18 1891...15: 16
Butler Ellen E of Patrick F and Sarah Mar 25 1899...16: 487
Butler Eugene McC of Michael and Mary A Apr 13 1897...16: 287
Butler Eunice of John and Mary Dec 6 1896...16: 267
Butler George A of George T and Katherine J Feb 7 1894...16: 9
Butler Grace of Herbert M and Persis E June 10 1891...15: 21
Butler Hector B of Phillip and Rosanna Dec 29 1899...16: 555
Butler James F (c) of Samuel and Emma J Jan 12 1894...16: 21
Butler James H of George W and Mary Jan 12 1894...15: 6
Butler John F of Patrick F and Sarah J Feb 26 1894...16: 29
Butler John S of James and Ellen Dec 26 1895...16: 153
Butler John T of John and Annie E Jan 27 1891...15: 1
Butler Joseph of James J and Louise J Feb 25 1898...16: 407
Butler Joseph H of John and Olivia Apr 15 1896...16: 186
Butler Joseph W of Joseph W and Catherine J Nov 11 1896...16: 226
Butler Leo J of John and Mary Nov 23 1898...16: 461
Butler Margaret of Patrick F and Sarah Dec 1 1893...16: 163
Butler Mary A of Patrick F and Sarah Mar 27 1892...15: 86
Butler Mary E of John and Annie Oct 23 1894...16: 48
Butler Mary E of Joseph W and Catherine J Sept 18 1898...16: 418
Butler Mary J of John and Mary Jan 17 1895...16: 125
Butler Mary R of Edward and Mary June 10 1894...16: 14
Butler Peter F of John and Annie E Sept 26 1895...16: 135
Butler Raymond J of John F and Mary J Dec 27 1896...16: 268
Butler Robert J of John and Annie Nov 28 1892...15: 101
Butler Sarah M of Patrick and Sarah May 28 1897...16: 299
Butler Susan of Michael J and Mary A Aug 8 1895...16: 149
Butler Thomas L of John and Olivia May 19 1894...16: 7
Butler Victor P (c) of Samuel and Emma J May 18 1891...15: 16
Butler Ward of John J and Laura E Oct 19 1892...15: 116
Butler William H of John and Annie Feb 9 1898...16: 371
Butler — s of James and Louise Jan 16 1900...17: 5
Butler — (c) s of Jessie Aug 29 1891...15: 44
Butler — (c) s of Jessie Oct 15 1892...15: 111
Butler — d of John and Sarah May 1 1896...16: 217
Butman Annie H of William E and Harriet A Feb 24 1898...16: 290
Butman Clarence E of Clarence A and Hannah E Mar 21
1892...15: 81
Butman Edith C of William E and Harriet A Aug 9 1891...15: 36
Butman Harriet B of William and Harriet A Jan 28 1894...16: 21
Butman Howard E of Clarence A and Harriet Dec Dec 12 1895...16: 157
Butman Viola A of Frank E and Ethel V Mar 31 1900...17: 27
Butman William H of William E and Harriet A Jan 14 1893...15: 141
Butman — s of Clarence A and Harriet A Aug 16 1897...16: 337
Butman — s of William and Harriet A Jan 2 1895...16: 109
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Butterfield George H of James E and Sarah J Aug 29 1891...15: 44
Butterfield Hattie A of Hiram S and Nellie F Mar 13 1891...15: 7
Butterfield Herbert of William T and Emma Oct 28 1895...16: 174
Butterfield —— s of William T and Florence E Jan 20 1899...16: 594
Butterfield —— d of William T and Florence Oct 7 1899...16: 537
Butterworth Arthur A of Thomas and Mary Apr 10 1893...15: 143
Butterworth Edith L of William and Mary A Mar 19 1898...16: 387
Butterworth Ethel L of Thomas and Mary Oct 9 1896...16: 265
Butterworth Francis of John B and Betsy Oct 14 1900...17: 92
Butterworth Grace Q of William and Mary A Sept 26 1892...15: 118
Butterworth Lillian L of Walter L and Elizabeth Feb 1 1897...16: 301
Butterworth Louis H of Walter L and Elizabeth Nov 23 1893...15: 213
Butterworth May of John B and Betsy Apr 26 1898...16: 381
Butterworth Mildred M of William and Mary A Sept 2 1895...16: 151
Butterworth Prescott C of Frank B and Cora B Mar 9 1891...15: 27
Butterworth Ruth M of Thomas and Mary Apr 13 1894...16: 12
Butterworth —— s of Walter L and Elizabeth June 26 1895...16: 124
Buttle Edith of John and Louisa Apr 7 1892...15: 93
Button Harold W of William N and Isabelle C Sept 24 1897...16: 356
Buttrick —— s of A Dow and Ada Dec 14 1897...16: 380
Butts Alfred C of George L and Albertine L Feb 2 1896...16: 196
Butts Arthur R of Arthur P and Edith M Dec 13 1896...16: 248
Butts Celeste of George F and Alice Apr 29 1896...16: 186
Butts Evelyn P of Arthur P and Edith M June 1 1900...17: 43
Butts Katherine of George F and Alice H Nov 30 1893...15: 175
Butts —— d of George L and Albertine Nov 23 1893...15: 188
Buxbaum Felix E of Max and Julia June 30 1892...15: 71
Buxton Effie E of Frank and Selina A Nov 10 1897...16: 343
Buxton Frances B V of Frederick J and Beatrice E Dec 30 1898...16: 440
Buxton Grace of Frederick J and Beatrice E June 30 1900...17: 58
Buzzell Gertrude A of Harry T and Lillian C Oct 30 1894...16: 70
Buzzell Harry T of Harry T and Lillian C Oct 20 1899...16: 552
Buzzell Mildred F of Harry T and Lillian C Aug 25 1896...16: 245
Buzzell —— s of Waldo V and Lucy A Aug 12 1899...16: 396
Buzzelli Aida of Salvatore and Eugenia July 5 1900...17: 60
Bylander Lillie V of Aaron S and Nellie Oct 3 1896...16: 265
Bylund Albert W of Albert and Margaret Mar 3 1893...15: 142
Bylund Frederick of Albert and Margaret June 5 1894...16: 17
Byrd Charles W of Charles and Eliza July 5 1894...16: 53
Byrne Charles of John C Jr and Delia Oct 17 1896...16: 235
Byrne Charles I of Peter C and Elizabeth June 5 1895...16: 130
Byrne Clarence P of John J and Mary Feb 27 1894...16: 6
Byrne Daniel of Daniel J and Elizabeth M Jan 8 1899...16: 608
Byrne Dominick of Thomas J and Catherine Jan 7 1898...16: 404
Byrne Estella of Esther Apr 21 1899. .............. 16: 484
Byrne Eva of John J and Mary E June 15 1892. .... 15: 71
Byrne George H of Peter C and Elizabeth Aug 2 1896. .... 16: 262
Byrne Howard J of John J and Mary E Dec 10 1899. ... 16: 530
Byrne John P of John J and Mary E Mar 12 1900. .... 17: 21
Byrne Joseph of John C and Delia A Mar 30 1899. .... 16: 476
Byrne Joseph M of Michael J and Mary E May 7 1898. .... 16: 384
Byrne Mabel I of John J and Mary E Apr 29 1897. .... 16: 278
Byrne Margaret H of Thomas J and Catherine Sept 18 1900. .... 17: 84
Byrne Mary L of Daniel J and Elizabeth M Feb 14 1900. .... 17: 13
Byrne Philip J of Luke B and Mary A Nov 9 1892. .... 15: 129
Byrne Thomas J of John and Susan M Sept 24 1893. .... 15: 201
Byrne Walter F of Francis J and Katie May 31 1900. .... 17: 43
Byrnes Charles H of William H and Catherine Sept 27 1893. .... 15: 183
Byrnes Charles H of William H and Catherine Jan 27 1894. .... 16: 5
Byrnes Edmund of Edward and Mary A Jan 15 1892. .... 15: 91
Byrnes Edward J of Nicholas J and Mary Feb 28 1892. .... 15: 69
Byrnes Francis J of Nicholas and Mary Oct 11 1895. .... 16: 145
Byrnes Genevieve of John C and Delia Mar 13 1895. .... 16: 100
Byrnes Gertrude of John C and Delia Mar 13 1895. .... 16: 100
Byrnes Mary of Nicholas and Mary Jan 11 1894. .... 16: 5
Byrnes Mary E of Nicholas J and Mary Oct 21 1900. .... 16: 94
Byrnes Vincent of Nicholas and Mary July 2 1899. .... 16: 531
Byrnes William H of William H and Katherine E Oct 11 1898. .... 16: 432
Byron Annie of Martin Jr and Ellen Jan 29 1895. .... 16: 114
Byron Ellen of Martin Jr and Ellen Aug 24 1896. .... 16: 250
Byron Grace C of Joseph and Ellen July 18 1895. .... 16: 154
Byron Hugh J of James H and Alice M May 10 1897. .... 16: 303
Byron Jennie M of Nelson and Josephine Dec 18 1894. .... 16: 59
Byron John of John F and Mary Oct 19 1898. .... 16: 453
Byron John C of Martin and Ellen June 26 1893. .... 15: 152
Byron Madeline A of James H and Alice June 12 1899. .... 16: 306
Byron Margaret A of Joseph and Ellen Feb 10 1893. .... 15: 150
Byron Maud M of Joseph and Mary V Mar 11 1892. .... 15: 92
Byron Susan C of James H and Alice M Apr 6 1895. .... 16: 121
Byron —— 8 of John F and Mary J Sept 22 1895. .... 16: 166
Cabana Ellen R of George and Ellen Aug 8 1899. .... 16: 563
Cabana Herbert L of Henry E and Laura Sept 30 1895. .... 16: 180
Cabana Narcisste F of Narcisste T and Mary E Sept 30 1891. .... 15: 54
Cabral Adelina of Manoel and Maria A Sept 3 1899. .... 16: 522
Cabral Arthur of Francisco and Anna Aug 21 1895. .... 16: 135
Cabral Izabel of Francisco and Anna Jan 23 1900. .... 17: 122
Cabral Jose of Jacintho and Nibila June 17 1891. .... 15: 4
BIRTHS recorded in PROVIDENCE

Cabral Manoel of Manoel A and Annie C July 8 1899........ 16:520
Cabral Maria J of Manoel J and Maria J Feb 17 1895........ 16:92
Cabral Olivia of Manoel J and Maria J Aug 20 1893........ 15:171
Caccia Maria of Antonio and Maria Dec 19 1897.............. 16:339
Caccia Maria C of Antonio and Mariangela Oct 11 1900...... 17:91
Caccia Rosindo of Giovanni and Filomena Aug 12 1893..... 15:177
Caccio Giuseppe of Antonio and Maria A Mar 29 1896........ 16:190
Caccio Maria G of Raffaele and Antonia Dec 12 1900...... 17:110
Cacciola Adelina of Andino and Maria June 7 1897....... 16:315
Cadby Harold of Albert and Ellen June 9 1900............. 17:46
Caddick —— s of Thomas and Sarah A Nov 21 1897........ 16:368
Cade Francis of John and Sarah I Feb 18 1900............ 17:14
Caduto Eracio of Francisco and Anna Oct 12 1892........ 15:124
Caduto Francesco of Francesco and Anna Feb 16 1899..... 16:503
Caduto Giustina of Francesco and Anna Apr 16 1891....... 15:23
Caduto Raffaele of Francesco and Anna Oct 24 1894...... 16:77
Caduto Raffaele of Francesco and Anna July 1 1896....... 16:256
Cadby Abbie A of Allen D and Ruth F Nov 27 1896......... 16:260
Cady Elsie E of John W Jr and Emmaretta E Mar 8 1891... 15:12
Cady William B and William B and Mary S Aug 18 1893... 15:174
Caetano Laura P of Pera and Amelia July 5 1896.......... 16:224
Caetano Maria J of Manoel and Dulteria J Aug 1 1893... 15:170
Caeto Francesca C of Francesco and Rosa Dec 18 1900.... 17:112
Caeto Francesco of Francesco and Rosa Dec 19 1896...... 16:260
Caeto Giovanni B of Giovanni and Margherita Dec 12 1900. 17:110
Cafferty Alice I of John A and Alice L Oct 24 1896..... 16:230
Cafferty Austin J of John and Annie Apr 7 1897.......... 16:275
Cafferty Charles F of John and Annie May 8 1893.... 16:93
Cafferty Charles F of John and Annie Sept 30 1900...... 17:87
Cafferty Helen L of John A and Alice L Oct 25 1900..... 17:96
Cafferty Hugh A of Hugh and Bridget Nov 26 1894........ 16:61
Cafferty John A of John and Annie Sept 25 1898......... 16:419
Cafferty John J of Hugh and Bridget July 11 1891....... 15:44
Cafferty Margaret M of John and Annie Sept 11 1893..... 15:171
Cafferty Marion of John A and Alice L Nov 7 1895..... 16:140
Cafferty Mary of Hugh and Bridget July 19 1897........ 16:324
Cafferty Patrick F of Hugh and Bridget A Mar 12 1893... 15:147
Cafferty Paul S of John A and Alice L July 10 1899.... 16:526
Cafferty Thomas E of John F and Kate F Apr 19 1891..... 15:20
Caffrey Earl F of John and Bridget May 19 1894.......... 16:41
Caffrey Sarah T of Thomas C and Margaret H May 16 1891. 15:5
Caffrey —— s of Maria June 16 1895.................. 16:97
Cagliano Antonio of Angelo and Maria A Dec 17 1895...... 16:169
Cagliano Vincenzo of Angelo and Maria A Aug 22 1898.... 16:452
Cagnon Albert A of Maurice and Pauline Dec 13 1897..... 16:347
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Cagnon Charlotte of Maurice and Pauline Dec 5 1894........... 16: 74
Cagnon Eugene of Desire E and Charlotte A Nov 11 1900........ 17: 101
Cagnon Leon A of Maurice and Louise P Mar 29 1896........... 16: 207
Cahill Marie R A of Maxime and Obeline Nov 29 1893........... 15: 198
Cahill Albert P of John P and Margaret J Feb 10 1893........... 15: 150
Cahill Anna E of John and Annie T Sept 26 1897.............. 16: 336
Cahill Beatrice M of James J and Annie July 23 1897........... 16: 321
Cahill Charles H of John and Annie T Aug 1 1892.............. 15: 106
Cahill Daniel F of James and Annie Jan 29 1893.............. 15: 139
Cahill Daniel J of John and Rosanna May 13 1897.............. 16: 316
Cahill Edmund V of John P and Margaret Apr 16 1900........... 17: 31
Cahill Edwin H of James and Annie Apr 12 1895.............. 16: 96
Cahill Elizabeth of Thomas J and Bridget Feb 17 1898........... 16: 396
Cahill Francis A of James and Annie M Jan 20 1900........... 17: 6
Cahill Genevieve of James H and Mary A Jan 6 1892........... 15: 68
Cahill Henry F of Thomas and Mary A Nov 28 1895........... 16: 175
Cahill Madeline of Thomas and Mary A Aug 4 1899........... 16: 579
Cahill Madeline I of John and Margaret June 16 1897........... 16: 294
Cahill Margaret A of John P and Margaret June 1 1895........... 16: 113
Cahill Margaret A of Thomas and Mary A Oct 12 1894........... 16: 81
Cahill Mary of James M and Josephine V Oct 27 1900........... 17: 96
Cahill Mary of William and Margaret June 11 1893........... 15: 166
Cahill Mary E of John and Annie Feb 4 1894........... 16: 9
Cahill Mary I of James H and Mary Nov 28 1896........... 16: 237
Cahill Mary J of Thomas and Mary A Feb 10 1897........... 16: 307
Cahill Thomas of James and Mary Feb 3 1894........... 17: 9
Cahill Thomas J of John P and Margaret Jan 29 1894........... 15: 14
Cahill —- d of Margaret Aug 20 1895........... 16: 148
Cahir Annie M of Thomas and Bridget Aug 27 1893........... 15: 178
Cahir Augustus of Austin and Mary Sept 12 1894........... 16: 55
Cahir Catherine F of John and Elizabeth Aug 22 1898........... 16: 426
Cahir Daniel A of Peter and Bridget Feb 2 1899........... 16: 479
Cahir Elizabeth of Peter and Bridget Aug 20 1892........... 15: 106
Cahir Frederick J of Thomas A and Bridget Nov 2 1898........... 16: 429
Cahir John of Austin and Mary Aug 20 1892........... 15: 106
Cahir John P of Patrick J and Mary Feb 22 1891........... 15: 7
Cahir Margaret of Thomas and Bridget May 9 1896........... 16: 192
Cahir Margaret C of Peter and Bridget Apr 6 1896........... 16: 191
Cahir Margaret C of Thomas and Bridget Dec 25 1899........... 16: 540
Cahir Mary of Michael and Mary Oct 22 1894........... 16: 57
Cahir Mary A of John and Kate May 22 1896........... 16: 192
Cahir Mary E of John and Elizabeth Aug 21 1899........... 16: 534
Cahir Patrick of Thomas and Bridget Dec 18 1893........... 15: 182
Cahir Peter of Peter and Bridget July 2 1891........... 15: 38
Cahir Thomas of John and Kate Dec 15 1899........... 16: 540
Cahir Thomas J of Peter and Bridget Feb 4 1894.............16: 9
Cahir William of Michael S and Nora E Feb 19 1900.............17: 14
Cahir William of Thomas and Bridget Aug 22 1898.............16: 426
Cahir —— s of Thomas A and Bridget Dec 3 1900.............17: 121
Caino George V of George and Lena Oct 5 1900.............17: 89
Caione Raffaele of Gerardo and Teresa Oct 16 1899.............16: 574
Caione —— s of Gerardi and Teresa June 23 1897.............16: 301
Cairns Charles E of Henry and Mary A May 21 1897.............16: 310
Cairns George J of Henry and Mary A Nov 2 1894.............16: 57
Cairns Hobart E of Mattie July 26 1896.............16: 239
Cairns John R of John and Sarah Oct 24 1892.............15: 120
Caito Giovanni of Francesco and Rosa Apr 24 1898.............16: 492
Cakill George of George and Mary Apr 3 1900.............17: 28
Calabro Francesca of Santo and Maria G Mar 6 1896.............16: 195
Calabro Giuseppe of Santo and Giuseppa Sept 3 1899.............16: 572
Calabro Giuseppe of Santo and Maria G Nov 4 1897.............16: 232
Calabro Paolo F of Giuseppe and Angela Dec 10 1900.............17: 109
Calanan Catherine J of John H and Catherine E Mar 22 1899, 16: 480
Calanan John of John H and Catherine E May 2 1898.............16: 381
Calanan Madeline F of John H and Catherine E Aug 21 1900.............17: 74
Calbo Giovannina of Nicola and Genoveva Feb 15 1892.............15: 96
Calci Maria T of Pasquale and Rosalia Sept 26 1900.............17: 86
Calcutt —— s of Grace Dec 30 1900.............17: 115
Caldatelli Giuseppe of Giovanni and Maria A Sept 9 1892.............15: 107
Caldarone Angiolina of Ferdinando and Luisa Dec 13 1898.............16: 433
Caldarone Luigi of Pasquale and Rosa Aug 29 1900.............17: 77
Caldarone Rosa of Ferdinando and Louisa Jan 20 1900.............17: 6
Caldarone Tommaso of Pasquale and Angela June 20 1899.............16: 506
Caldarone Tommaso of Pasquale and Carmina June 29 1895.............16: 106
Caldarone Tommaso of Antonio and Domenica Nov 15 1898.............16: 454
Caldarone Tommaso of Antonio and Domenica Sept 7 1900.............17: 80
Caldarone —— d of Pasquale and Rosa Nov 6 1898.............16: 433
Calder Eliot W of Louis H and Lizzie O Nov 11 1899.............16: 553
Calder Florence K of Charles C and Florence N Dec 8 1897.............16: 340
Caldarone Amelia of Ferdinando and Luigia May 13 1897.............16: 287
Caldarone Anna of Pasquale and Rosa Apr 16 1897.............16: 313
Caldarone Antonio of Michele and Giovanna Dec 13 1897.............16: 352
Caldarone Carlo di Giuseppe and Giuseppina Jan 4 1893.............15: 147
Caldarone Guglielmo of Pasquale and Carmela July 2 1896.............16: 256
Caldarone Lucia of Angelo and Teresa Sept 3 1893.............15: 201
Caldarone Margaret of Antonio and Domenica Sept 29 1896.............16: 258
Caldarone Michele of Bernardo and Incoronata May 8 1895.............16: 106
Caldarone Pietro of Michele and Giovanna Dec 18 1892.............15: 125
Caldarone Virginia of Ferdinando and Luisa Sept 2 1895.............16: 166
Caldarone —— s of Pasquale and Carmela July 29 1897.............16: 348
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Calderoni Angelo of Nicola and Carmela Aug 1 1893......15:184
Calderoni Giuseppe of Bernardo and Incoronaeta Mar 28 1893.15:160
Calderwood — d of Benjamin C and Elizabeth Feb 24 1896.16:206
Calderwood — s of Benjamin C and Elizabeth Oct 19 1890.17:94
Caldwell Charles H of William and Elizabeth Oct 2 1891......15:61
Caldwell Harold of William and Elizabeth Jan 7 1897......16:305
Caldwell Harold of William and Mary Mar 24 1900......17:25
Caldwell James C of William and Elizabeth Oct 6 1893......15:208
Calé Alfred E of Alfred P and Elizabeth A Mar 1 1896......16:200
Calacgni Maria A of Francesco and Reginalda Apr 3 1900......17:28
Calen Mary H of Anton L L and Martina Oct 19 1893......15:209
Calfer — s of Charles and Edith Sept 30 1900......17:87
Calicione Anna S M of Francesco and Emilia July 29 1900......17:67
Calin Roswell A of Aaron and Emma C Mar 1 1898......16:390
Calin Selma A of Aaron and Emma C Oct 31 1896......16:247
Calisa Rosina of Antonio and Lucia Aug 23 1895......16:166
Calise Vincenzo of Antonio and Lucia Feb 4 1900......17:10
Caliso Giuseppe of Antonio and Lucia Nov 27 1897......16:351
Callaghan Annie E of Edward and Julia June 23 1898......16:399
Callaghan Edward B of Edward J and Mary E Sept 12 1900......17:82
Callaghan Irene of John A and Margaret A Aug 23 1891......15:60
Callaghan James J of Edward J and Mary E Apr 2 1899......16:510
Callaghan Mary I of Thomas B J and Catherine May 7 1892......15:94
Callaghan Rosalie M E of James F and Rosalie A July 16

1897......................16:345
Callahan Agnes of Matthew and Mary Aug 12 1893......A1:30
Callahan Alice E of John and Maria A July 30 1898......16:441
Callahan Catherine A of Matthew F and Mary Aug 12 1893......15:200
Callahan Charles of John and Maria Aug 27 1892......15:117
Callahan Charle: A of Charles A and Margaret J Apr 1 1898......16:408
Callahan Charles T of Thomas M and Mary E Oct 21 1891......15:57
Callahan Edmund of William J and Sarah E Aug 29 1898......16:437
Callahan Elizabeth of John J and Elizabeth A Oct 16 1892......15:121
Callahan Ellen of Charles M and Margaret T Nov 10 1893......15:214
Callahan Ernest L of Charles A and Margaret J Feb 21 1892......15:92
Callahan Freelove of Owen C and Josephene Dec 28 1899......16:531
Callahan Gertrude I of William H and Josephine F June 3

1894......................16:35
Callahan Howard B of Charles A and Margaret J Oct 31

1893......................15:210
Callahan Ida of John J and Elizabeth Mar 21 1894......16:29
Callahan John of James and Bridget Apr 2 1894......16:19
Callahan John F of John and Mary A Aug 26 1896......16:257
Callahan John S of John J and Elizabeth A Sept 4 1898......16:446
Callahan Joseph of Edward and Catherine T Nov 18 1895......16:163
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Callahan Joseph of Edward J and Catherine T Nov 18 1894... 16: 73
Callahan Joseph of John and Mary A Sept 18 1898............. 16: 427
Callahan Katherine of Thomas and Bridget July 20 1898... 16: 421
Callahan Lena of John J and Mary A Oct 26 1899............. 16: 529
Callahan Leon E of Charles A and Margaret J Jan 28 1895.. 16: 133
Callahan Louise of John J and Elizabeth A June 29 1895... 16: 119
Callahan Mary of Edward J and Catherine July 9 1900... 17: 61
Callahan Mary of George and Mary Jan 14 1899............. 16: 507
Callahan Mary of John J and Elizabeth A July 30 1891... 15: 53
Callahan Mary A of William and Alice Dec 17 1899... 16: 587
Callahan Mary E of Bartley and Delia Mar 12 1897... 16: 298
Callahan Mary E of John and Maria A June 29 1895... 16: 116
Callahan Mary J of John and Mary A Oct 23 1894............. 16: 77
Callahan Mary L of Albert A and Ellen L May 19 1897... 16: 293
Callahan Rosanna of Thomas and Bridget Aug 9 1896... 16: 228
Callahan Ruth E of Thomas M and Mary E Nov 2 1897... 16: 358
Callahan Sophia of Thomas and Maria Nov 23 1895... 16: 136
Callahan Thomas of Thomas and Bridget Feb 1 1900... 17: 9
Callahan Thomas E of Thomas and Rosa Aug 8 1899... 16: 563
Callahan Thomas J of Charles and Margaret Mar 27 1900... 17: 26
Callahan Thomas L of Thomas and Elizabeth Oct 13 1894... 16: 84
Callahan William of Matthew F and Mary E Feb 3 1896... 16: 181
Callahan William of William and Annie May 3 1899... 16: 511
Callahan William H of John and Lucy A Feb 21 1892... 15: 92
Callahan William H of William H and Josephine F Mar 29

1893

Callahan William J of Thomas and Rose June 12 1897... 15: 156
Callahan Winifred M of Bartley and Delia Feb 5 1895... 16: 117
Callahan — s of Owen and Josephine Nov 6 1900... 17: 99
Callahan — d of Thomas and Rose Apr 29 1900... 17: 56
Callan Cyril B of James M and Catherine Jan 23 1894... 16: 21
Callan John of John F and Mary June 4 1900... 17: 44
Callai Giuseppe D of Domenicantonio and Filomena Apr 16

1900

Callai Nicola A of Domenico A and Filomena June 28

1897

16: 285 and 324

Callen Florence E of James M and Catherine Mar 19 1895... 16: 111
Callen Henry of Henry and Catherine B Mar 21 1895... 15: 5
Callon William P of Patrick and Ellen Sept 11 1895... 16: 177
Callowhill Muriel of Percy J and Fannie R Dec 24 1900... 17: 114
Calros Manoel of Jose and H Sept 15 1894... 16: 47
Calvert Eva M of William and Olive P July 2 1896... 16: 261
Calvert Marion W of William and Olive P Aug 6 1900... 17: 70
Camack Annie E of Thomas H and Ellen Nov 27 1898... 16: 461
Camack John B of Thomas and Ellen Jan 2 1896... 16: 208
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Camack Joseph P of Thomas and Ellen Dec 23 1891........15: 59
Camardelli Bonaventura of Giuseppe and Vincenza Apr 5 1898 ........................................16: 402
Camardo Angelo S of Vincenzo and Antonia Mar 11 1898.....16: 401
Camardo Nicola of Vincenzo and Mariantonia May 6 1895...16: 122
Camardo Sabatino of Vincenzo and Antonia May 7 1894.....16: 17
Camardo Sabatino of Vincenzo and Antonia Nov 8 1896....16: 259
Camari Maria of Camile and Cristina Nov 26 1893.........15: 213
Camasso Anaceto of Leonzio and Crocifissa Aug 28 1900....17: 77
Cambo Alfredo E of Camillo and Maria July 11 1897.......16: 347
Cambo Caterina of Alfonso and Filomena Aug 15 1897.....16: 348
Cambo Cesare D of Alfonso and Filomena July 17 1895....16: 165
Cambo Concetta of Michele and Maria C Oct 3 1896.......16: 235
Cambo Domenico of Giovanni and Vincenza July 15 1897..16: 324
Cambo Francesco of Camillo and Maria Aug 14 1895.......16: 165
Cambo Giovanna of Michele and Maria June 8 1898.........16: 382
Cambo Giovanna of Michele and Maria C Aug 26 1899......16: 534
Cambo Guglielmo A of Camillo and Maria Apr 26 1899.....16: 504
Cambo Inmacolata of Alfonso and Filomena Dec 8 1893...15: 203
Cambo Lina of Alfonso and Filomena Apr 29 1891.......15: 23
Cambo Maria of Giovanni and Vincenza Jan 3 1899.......16: 514
Cambo Sabbatina of Paolo and Maddalena Feb 15 1895....16: 120
Cambobian Gera of Germanie and Bernardita Mar 6 1893...15: 142
Camellare Cristina of Michele and Maria July 27 1900.....17: 67
Cameron Arthur C of William R and Elizabeth May 2 1891...15: 28
Cameron Catherine D of James S and Lizzie D May 5 1892...15: 94
Cameron Daniel of Daniel and Annie Aug 8 1899..........16: 580
Cameron Earl B of Craig and Alice Sept 4 1893........15: 197
Cameron Earl L of Ira L and Maude E Aug 26 1900........17: 76
Cameron Edith M of John D and Clara V May 23 1893....15: 168
Cameron Edith M of William and Isabella R May 7 1900....17: 37
Cameron Elizabeth E D of James S and Elizabeth D Sept 29 1893 ........................................15: 208
Cameron George F of Craig and Alice May 14 1891.........15: 20
Cameron Irene of Arthur E and Mary E Aug 19 1898......16: 434
Cameron Janet McP of William and Janet Aug 25 1893....15: 207
Cameron Joseph W L of Bessie Sept 25 1892...............15: 131
Cameron Margaret M of Arthur E and May E May 25 1893...15: 152
Cameron Raymond C of Craig and Alice Jan 4 1896........16: 205
Cameron William E of William and Margaret E Dec 6 1891...15: 42
Cameron — s of Charles and Jeanette May 25 1900.........17: 42
Cameron — s of William and Janet Dec 23 1891........15: 64
Cameron — s of William and Mary J M Apr 17 1900.........17: 32
Camfield — s of John and Elizabeth C Oct 24 1893........15: 175
Camielo Antonio of Antonio and Carolina Oct 27 1899.....16: 524
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Camino — s of Francesco and Maria Feb 3 1898.........16: 400
Camino — d of Francesco A and Maria Apr 30 1900.....17: 35
Cammical Henry of Otto and Mary July 31 1893.........15: 184
Campana Luigi D of Giuseppe and Filomena Dec 22 1895.16: 177
Campanale Luigi of Antonio and Rosa Nov 13 1899........16: 567
Campanini Alfredo of Giovanni and Mariavincenza Oct 21

1891 .............................................15: 41
Campanini Antonio of Gennaro and Maria Jan 17 1899....16: 478
Campanini Giunlia of Giovanni and Vincenza July 4 1896....16: 231
Campanini Marianina of Pasquale and Albina Apr 6 1900..17: 29
Campanini Nicola of Gennaro and Maria Nov 6 1900.......17: 99
Campanino Tomasina of Giovanni and Vincenzo Dec 29

1893 .............................................15: 182
Campbell Alberta of Joseph and Eliza J Jan 28 1891......15: 12
Campbell Annie of Frank and Mary A Sept 5 1898........16: 458
Campbell Annie of Peter and Catherine Oct 17 1895......16: 152
Campbell Annie B of John and Catherine Aug 26 1893....15: 197
Campbell Annie M of Augustus F and Mary J Apr 8 1893..15: 151
Campbell Arthur J of Michael J and Catherine T May 11 1898.16: 409
Campbell Bernard C of Peter and Catherine Dec 23 1899..16: 549
Campbell Bridget of Peter and Catherine July 14 1892...15: 112
Campbell Catherine L of Fred and Julia Aug 16 1899....16: 521
Campbell Charles of Patrick and Bridget Oct 12 1892....15: 124
Campbell Chester E of Archibald P and Elenora J Sept 21

1898 .............................................16: 438
Campbell David of Arthur and Eliza Apr 27 1893.........15: 165
Campbell Donald L of James and Florence A May 10 1896..16: 201
Campbell Dorothia of Frederick and Lillian Nov 1 1894...16: 48
Campbell Dorothy T of James and Florence A Aug 13 1898..16: 434
Campbell Edward H (c) of Edward H and Lucy E Aug 8

1892 .............................................15: 132
Campbell Ellen R of James J and Annie Jan 27 1894......16: 18
Campbell Frederick (c) of Frederick and Julia E Apr 4 1896.16: 182
Campbell George of John E and Ellen Mar 26 1893........15: 159
Campbell George A of Henry B and Mary A Feb 11 1895....16: 110
Campbell Gertrude L (c) of Edward H and Lucy E Sept 22

1893 .............................................15: 197
Campbell Harold of Frank J and Mary A Mar 15 1895......16: 127
Campbell Harold V of John B and Emily J May 27 1894....16: 41
Campbell Herbert T of Thomas H and Catherine T Mar 16

1893 .............................................15: 153
Campbell James J of James J and Annie Feb 9 1896.......16: 196
Campbell James J of Peter and Catherine Feb 2 1898.....16: 386
Campbell John of Charles S and Mary J May 24 1893......15: 165
Campbell John F of Michael and Elizabeth May 11 1894...16: 24
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Campbell Joseph C of Joseph and Eliza J Jan 7 1892........... 15 78
Campbell Joseph H of Fred T and Mary H Sept 23 1900........ 17 85
Campbell Julia of Michael E and Elizabeth C Feb 15 1896........ 16 223
Campbell Katie of John W and Charlotte Feb 27 1892........... 15 88
Campbell Leonard B of Leonard H and Annie C Aug 10 1893... 15 189
Campbell Margaret L of Fred T and Mary H Jan 19 1898........ 16 389
Campbell Marion E of Daniel H and Sarah A L Oct 4 1893... 15 201
Campbell Martha A of Augustus and Mary J June 4 1897....... 16 294
Campbell Mary A Jan 1897........................................ 1 A 32
Campbell Mary C of Ernest W and Mary C Jan 26 1900........ 17 8
Campbell Mary E of Michael E and Elizabeth Dec 24 1899... 16 555
Campbell Mary K of Andrew L and Katherine E Nov 19 1899... 16 553
Campbell Mildred of Chester I and Alice M Oct 20 1897..... 16 338
Campbell Miles F of James J and Annie Sept 6 1898....... 16 435
Campbell Miriam of Leonard H and Cora July 24 1900........ 17 66
Campbell Peter C of Peter and Catherine July 13 1894........ 16 62
Campbell Robert of Robert and Rose Aug 17 1898.............. 16 426
Campbell Rosanna of Robert and Rose July 19 1892........... 15 106
Campbell Ruth of Leonard and Annie C Feb 8 1896.............. 16 199
Campbell Ruth E of Fred and Julia E Aug 16 1893............. 15 170
Campbell Thomas T of Henry D and Mary E July 16 1896....... 16 244
Campbell Viola of Augustus and Mary B July 15 1900........ 17 63
Campbell Viola of George H and Catherine P Jan 13 1897..... 16 313
Campbell William C of Frederick and Julia May 29 1898...... 16 373
Campbell William T of James and Maggie Sept 24 1896....... 16 250
Campbell — s of Archibald and Elizabeth May 18 1899....... 16 595
Campbell — s of Edward and Theresa Dec 2 1896............. 16 213
Campbell — d of Frank and Bridget Mar 17 1896............. 16 194
Campbell — d of Frank F H and Flora E Feb 3 1892......... 15 77
Campbell — d of John and Mary A Feb 17 1893.............. 15 142
Campbell — s of Locke and Margaret May 25 1897........... 16 304
Campbell — d of Locklin and Margaret May 4 1895......... 16 122
Campbell — d of Mary Aug 20 1895......................... 16 148
Campbell — s of William A and Ella L June 3 1900......... 17 56
Campbellone Emilio of Vincento and Antonia Aug 2 1897.... 16 325
Campbellone Emilio of Vincento and Antonia July 29 1899... 16 333
Campobianco Filomena of Carmine and Martella Oct 26 1894. 16 57
Campopiano — d of Achille and Angela Dec 25 1898........ 16 455
Canwell-Alfred G of Alfred S and Annie June 5 1894....... 16 4
Canavan Mary of Michael and Mary Mar 14 1893............. 15 164
Canavan Patrick W of Patrick and Barbara Feb 16 1892..... 15 86
Canavan — s of James P and Maria May 21 1892............. 15 90
Canavan — s of Michael and Mary Jan 23 1891............. 15 25
Canavo Concetta of Antonio and Fortunata Oct 12 1898...... 16 153
Canavo Fiora of Antonio and Fortunata Feb 5 1900......... 17 10


Canavo Giovanni of Antonio and Fortunata Feb 22 1897 ... 16:301
Canavo Giuseppa of Antonio and Fortunata Dec 29 1894 ... 16: 79
Canavo Maria of Antonio and Fortunata June 30 1892 ... 15: 98
Canavo Nicola of Antonio and Fortunata June 23 1895 ... 16:124
Canary Thomas J of Thomas J and Elizabeth Nov 16 1894 ... 16: 85
Cancellieri Maria C of Michele and Maria A July 28 1900 ... 17: 67
Candido Lelinda J of Manoel J and Maria I Mar 27 1892 ... 16: 67
Candon Margaret T of Michael and Catherine Apr 1 1898 ... 16:372
Candon Norah E of Michael and Catherine Apr 1 1898 ... 16:372
Caneca Angela (c) of Manoel F and Maria Jan 7 1897 ... 16:273
Caneca Sebilia F (c) of Manoel F and Maria Dec 31 1899 ... 16:526
Canfield Edward E of Edward W and Mary E Mar 14 1893 ... 16:387
Canfield Grace M of Richard A and Genevieve W Sept 7 1893 ... 15:194
Canfield Harold of William C and Josephine C July 25 1897 ... 16:317
Canfield Howland D of of Richard A and Genevieve W Jan 4 1899 ... 16:493
Canham Agnes S of John S and Catherine M Aug 6 1892 ... 15:103
Caniff Leo B of John and Rose June 23 1894 ... 16: 75
Caniff —— s of John and Rose Feb 7 1897 ... 16:364
Cann Joseph G of Joseph B and Frances A Dec 27 1891 ... 15: 44
Cann Nellie B of George S and Ella B July 11 1891 ... 15: 59
Cannell Marshall H of James and Catherine E Sept 10 1900 ... 17: 81
Canning Annie L of John and Ellen Aug 13 1898 ... 16:434
Canning Catherine V of Francis and Catherine Mar 2 1893 ... 16:107
Canning Cecilia of Frank and Cecelia Dec 20 1898 ... 16:455
Canning Charles of James H and Elizabeth Sept 17 1895 ... 16:397
Canning Christopher J of James B and Sarah J Oct 13 1892 ... 15:129
Canning Earle L of James H and Elizabeth Oct 8 1900 ... 17: 90
Canning Elizabeth M of Frank and Celia June 22 1894 ... 16: 24
Canning Helen of John E and Ellen G June 1 1899 ... 16:477
Canning Helen L of John F and Mary K Nov 4 1897 ... 16:339
Canning James B of James B and Sarah J Oct 13 1892 ... 15:129
Canning James H of James H and Elizabeth Mar 21 1898 ... 16:415
Canning Louise C of Frank and Celia June 1 1896 ... 16:212
Canning Margaret V of John E and Ellen Jan 13 1897 ... 16:276
Canning Mary F of Francis and Cecilia Jan 24 1893 ... 15:150
Canning Mary T of John and Mary Apr 4 1895 ... 16:112
Canning William of Walter and Hanorah May 14 1894 ... 16: 41
Canno —— s of Antonio and Fortunata Dec 29 1893 ... 15:204
Cannon Agnes B of John J and Elizabeth Nov 18 1894 ... 16: 78
Cannon Catherine J of James and Catherine Mar 14 1893 ... 15:169
Cannon Charles of Francis and Mary J June 2 1895 ... 16:130
Cannon Elizabeth of James H and Elizabeth Jan 27 1899 ... 16:507
Cannon Elizabeth of Walter and Hanorah June 10 1895 ... 16:130
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Cannon Elizabeth M of Frank and Cecelia June 22 1894.....A 1: 31
Cannon Elizabeth M of Thomas and Margaret Nov 14 1897...16:351
Cannon Ellen of John and Mary E May 13 1892..............: 90
Cannon Ethel J of Peter C and Catherine J Jan 11 1895...16:117
Cannon Gertrude of Francis and Mary J Nov 18 1898.....16:461
Cannon Helen C of Thomas and Margaret Dec 16 1898.....16:455
Cannon James of Thomas and Annie T Nov 28 1896.....16:227
Cannon James E of John and Mary E June 1 1898.....16:403
Cannon John of John and Mary E Oct 17 1893..............: 202
Cannon John F of James H and Elizabeth Feb 22 1900...17: 15
Cannon Joseph of Walter and Nora Sept 26 1897.....16:356
Cannon Lawrence of John and Mary A May 16 1895.....16:123
Cannon Lilian A of Peter C and Catherine J July 7 1899..16:578
Cannon Marion of Francis and Mary J Mar 14 1900......17: 21
Cannon Mary of Thomas and Annie Feb 2 1893.............: 148
Cannon Mary A of Peter C and Catherine J Jan 10 1893...15:155
Cannon Mary J of Walter and Honora Jan 25 1893.....15:162
Cannon Peter L of Peter C and Catherine J June 30 1897..16:312
Cannon Raymond B of Peter B and Anna M Dec 30 1894...16: 90
Cannon Rose C of John J and Elizabeth June 14 1900....17: 47
Cannon Ruth of James N and Annie M Aug 4 1896.....16:249
Cannon Sarah of Francis and Mary J Jan 17 1897.....16:365
Cannon Thomas of John H and Mary E May 3 1897.....16:363
Cannon Thomas of Thomas J and Annie T Nov 18 1895.....16:152
Cannon Walter P of Peter B and Annie M May 14 1896...16:207
Cannon William of Francis and Catherine Aug 21 1891...15: 45
Cannon William J of Owen and Catherine May 6 1899.....16:505
Cannon —— s of James M and Annie M June 15 1893.....15:140
Canole —— d of Catherine Apr 3 1894......................: 15
Canovo Maria of Antonio and Fortunata July 1 1892.....15:134
Canziti Anna of Jacopo and Umilita July 22 1898.....16:433
Canziti Arturo of Jacopo and Umilita Sept 10 1892...15:111
Canziti Iva R of Jacopo and Umilita Aug 3 1895.....16:149
Canziti Ricciotto of Giacomo and Umilita Oct 19 1893...15:184
Cantone Arturo of Antonio and Brigida Nov 12 1900.......17:118
Cantone Cosmo of Giuseppe and Gabriella Aug 19 1897...16:326
Cantone Luigi of Giuseppe and Antonia Sept 17 1895.....16:144
Cantoni Marcello of Giuseppe and Gabriella Apr 10 1893..15:143
Capalbo Adele of Leonardo and Annunziata May 1 1898...16:463
Capalbo Alfonso of Carmine and Grazia Oct 1 1899.....16:573
Capaldi Maria C of Diamante and Vittoria Feb 22 1899...16:479
Capaldi Rosa of Dimante and Vittoria Sept 27 1897.....16:327
Capalli Cristoforo of Francesco and Carolina Feb 22 1893...15:169
Capalli Giuseppe of Cesare and Gelasia Apr 13 1894.....16: 17
Caparbo Adele of Leonardo and Annuziata May 17
1899 .................................................. 16:500 and 505
Caparbo Maria of Leonardo and Nunziata Nov 29 1900. .... 17:106
Caparco Maria A of Pasquale and Carolina Oct 28 1899. .... 16:575
Caparelli Antonino of Giuseppe and Maria Mar 15 1900. .... 17:22
Caplan Fannie of Simon and Boulah Feb 6 1893. ............ 15:1
Caplan Meyer of Isaac and Lisa Mar 8 1896. .................. 16:185
Caplan Nathan of Max and Rebecca Nov 10 1896. ............. 16:236
Caplan —— twin sons of Joseph and Melle Nov 20 1895. .... 16:146
Caplan —— s of Simon and Bella Jan 31 1895. ............... 16:91
Caples —— (c) s of Oliver and Dora Oct 26 1897. .......... 16:367
Caples —— d of Oliver and Dora May 10 1899. ............... 16:484
Capo Silvestro of Angelo and Maria June 6 1892. .......... 15:90
Capobianco Filomena of Carmine and Maria Oct 6 1894. .... 16:90
Capobianco Giuseppe of Antonio and Rosa Apr 9 1896. .... 16:216
Capobianco Michelangelo of Antonio and Maria Sept 16 1894. 16:83
Capobianco Salvatore of Pasquale and Pasqualina Dec 23
1893 .................................................. 15:182
Capone Elizabetta of Giulio and Isabella Oct 13 1894. .... 16:77
Capone Maria I of Felice and Immacolata June 16 1897. .... 16:304
Capone Teresa of Giulio and Isabella Dec 6 1897. .......... 16:352
Capone —— s of Giulio and Isabella May 19 1896. .......... 16:212
Capone —— s of Giulio E and Isabella Dec 17 1900. ....... 17:111
Capoverde Amalia of Pasquale and Maria May 24 1896. .... 16:212
Capoverde Rosina of Pasquale and Maria Nov 6 1900. ....... 17: 99
Capoverdi Domenico of Pasquale and Maria Mar 12 1899. .... 16:503
Capoverdi Francesco of Pasquale and Maria Feb 5 1898. .... 16:400
Capozzoli Alberto A of Luigi and Concetta Aug 6 1899. .... 16:571
Capozzoli Eduardo G of Luigi and Concetta Sept 23 1900. .... 17:85
Cappalli Francesco of Cesare and Gelosia Apr 22 1899. .... 16:504
Cappalli Giulio of Cesare and Gelosia July 19 1897. ....... 16:348
Cappalli Giuseppe of Cesare and Gelosia Dec 15 1895. .... 16:180
Cappallo Antonio of Felice and Rosina Mar 3 1894. ......... 16:33
Cappelli Annina of Antonio and Maria Dec 22 1895. ......... 16:169
Cappelli Emilio of Nicola and Luigia Feb 16 1896. ........ 16:209
Cappelli Luigi of Antonio and Maria Apr 14 1894. ......... 16:34
Cappelli Maria of Nicola and Luigia July 8 1898. .......... 16:450
Cappelli Nicola of Nicola and Luigia Feb 1 1894. .......... 16:32
Cappelli —— d of Antonio and Maria Aug 7 1897. .......... 16:348
Cappelli —— d of Nicola and Luigia May 28 1898. .......... 16:403
Capper Gwendolen E of Albert L and Elizabeth Oct 27 1895. 16:163
Capponi Amelia of Giulio and Bella Dec 28 1892. ........... 15:125
Capra Angela of Angelo and Maria Aug 26 1898. ............ 16:452
Capra Antonio of Angelo and Maria Aug 24 1896. ........... 16:257
Capra Carlo of Paolo and Rosa Aug 6 1897. ................. 16:348
Capra Ida of Angelo and Maria Mar 3 1895. ................. 16:121
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Capra Luigi of Angelo and Maria Jan 29 1891 15: 22
Capra —— s of Agostino and Angelina Sept 10 1900 17: 119
Capron Ann E of William F and Catherine F June 30 1897 16: 297
Capron Chester A of Daniel A and Lottie M Mar 23 1896 16: 200
Capron Daniel A of Daniel A and Lottie M Apr 3 1897 16: 292
Capron Edna P of Maturin R and Mary P Feb 12 1896 16: 185
Capron Ernest DeB of John W and Wilhelmina J Apr 24 1897 16: 296
Capron Howard P of John H and Ella N May 24 1891 15: 16
Capron John W of John W and Wilhelmine J July 16 1900 17: 63
Capron Margaret of William F and Catherine F Sept 10 1899 16: 557
Capron Mary E of William F and Catherine F June 7 1895 16: 115
Capron Philip B of Maturin R and Pauline M June 13 1897 16: 279
Caproni Amelia of Giulio and Bella Dec 28 1892 15: 125
Caproni Elisa L of Enrico and Maria F Feb 22 1895 16: 105
Caproni Elisa M A of Enrico and Maria Mar 6 1893 15: 159
Caproni Enrico G of Enrico and Maria E Mar 19 1897 16: 287
Caproni Rosa E R of Giovanni and Rosa July 13 1898 16: 432
Cap puni Giovanni F of Gabriele and Maria G May 26 1898 16: 403
Capruano Angelo of Gioachino and Luigia Jan 16 1900 17: 5
Capuano Desiderio of Gioacchino and Luigia Jan 17 1898 16: 400
Capuano Giovanni of Gabriele and Maria July 9 1899 16: 570
Capuano Livia of Gabriele and Maria G Nov 6 1900 17: 99
Capuano Nicola of Gabriele and Maria G Dec 21 1896 16: 260
Capuano Pasquale of Gioachino and Luigia Mar 7 1896 16: 210
Capuano Teresa of Gabriele and Maria G Dec 24 1895 16: 169
Capusta Joanna of Joseph and Pauline Dec 26 1895 16: 176
Capute Filomena of Joseph and Amelia Mar 13 1897 16: 288
Caputi Silvio of Giuseppe M and Amalia Aug 18 1899 16: 546
Caputi (Carpooty) —— s of Giuseppe M and Amelia Oct 11 1894 16: 63
Caputo Antonio of Antonio and Vincenza Mar 12 1898 16: 380
Caputo Maria of Antonio and Vincenza Feb 12 1896 16: 189
Caputo Rosino of Antonio and Vincenzo Aug 26 1893 15: 178
Caputy Nicholas G of Giuseppe and Amalia June 14 1893 15: 149
Capwell Lucia A of Roger F and Mary E Sept 22 1892 15: 104
Capwell —— s of Charles W and Bessie M Sept 18 1899 16: 565
Caranci Antonio of Clemente and Francesca Mar 9 1896 16: 189
Caranci Domenico of Antonio and Assunta Sept 11 1897 16: 327
Carberry Albert J of Frank E and Mary A Mar 23 1895 16: 127
Carberry Alice L of John C and Mary J Apr 29 1892 15: 79
Carberry Bernard of John and Catherine July 29 1898 16: 456
Carberry Charles E of John C and Mary J Apr 1 1896 16: 197
Carberry Isabella of Francis and Mary A Dec 21 1891 15: 63
Carberry James F of Morris W and Bridget June 4 1900 17: 44
Carberry John of John and Catherine Aug 2 1896 ........... 16:262
Carberry Mary A of Francis E and Mary A July 7 1899 ...... 16:578
Carberry Raymond G of Thomas and Mary A Apr 23 1892 ... 15: 67
Carberry Rose E of John and Catherine Sept 17 1893 ....... 15:208
Carberry Thomas P of John and Catherine May 10 1891 .... 15: 28
Carberry William H L of Frank E and Mary A Jan 21 1897 .. 16:305
Carberry Mary of William H and Joanna May 18 1898 ....... 16:387
Carbon —— s of Michael and Mary Jan 30 1900 .............. 17: 55
Carbon —— s of Michael J and Mary Jan 14 1899 .......... 16:594
Carbone Rosa of Paolo and Isabella Oct 5 1899 ............ 16:544
Carbonnean Ada M of Louis and Cordelia June 7 1898 .... 16:382
Carbonnean Antoinette of Edmond and Celia Aug 31 1896.. 16:233
Carbonnean Flora I of Edmond and Celia June 15 1898 .... 16:382
Carbonnean Joseph L of Louis and Cordelia Oct 31 1896 .. 16:236
Carbonnean Mary J of Louis and Cordelia Sept 29 1899 .... 16:536
Carboy Mary of William and Bridget May 5 1898 .......... 16:376
Carciieri Andrea of Paride and Clementina Feb 5 1900 .... 17: 10
Carciieri Engenia of Antonio and Esperanza Dec 20 1898 .. 16:431
Carciieri M—— of Antonio and Esperanza Apr 12 1900 .... 17: 58
Carciieri Mario of Antonio and Speranza Mar 31 1900 ....... 17: 27
Card Alvin H of Arthur E and Ellen C S May 20 1900 .... 17: 40
Card Arthur M of Arthur E and Nellie C Mar 19 1894 .... 16: 45
Card Mabel L of William and Clara Aug 4 1894 ............ 16: 87
Card Willett G of William A and Catherine H Jan 7 1898 .. 16:400
Cardarelli Giovanni of Giovanni and Assunta May 15 1898 .. 16:381
Cardarelli Tomaso of Giovanni and Assunta June 2 1894 ... 16: 13
Cardarelli Vittoria D of Giovanni and Assunta Nov 10 1900 .. 17:101
Cardarello Maria of Giovanni and Maria Mar 1891 ....... 15: 8
Cardegna Alfredo D of Francesco and Anna Aug 19 1890 ... 17: 74
Cardegna Maria of Giuseppe and Clementina Sept 30 1896 .. 16:258
Cardegno Carmine of Francesco and Anna Jan 4 1897 ....... 16:390
Cardegno Daniele of Francesco and Annantonia Dec 8 1898 .. 16:433
Cardegno Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Clementina Mar 8 1899 .. 16:485
Cardello Tommaso of Antonio and Maria Sept 7 1900 ....... 17: 80
Carderelli Loretto of Paolo and Maria June 21 1895 ...... 16:103
Carderelli Sabatino of Giovanni and Assunta Jan 5 1896 .. 16:188
Cardillo Annunziata of Giovanni and Stefana June 23 1892 .. 15: 90
Cardillo Antonio of Giovanni and Stefana Apr 17 1895 ...... 16:122
Cardillo Benedetto of Luigi and Giuseppina May 22 1892 .. 15: 90
Cardillo Catarina of Giovanni and Stefana Jan 7 1894 .... 16: 31
Cardillo Elisabetta of Giovanni and Stefana May 29 1897 .. 16:304
Cardillo Giuseppe of Giovanni and Stefana Apr 17 1895 .. 16:122
Cardillo Letizia T of Benedetto and Maria Dec 24 1893 .. 15:214
Cardin Frederick of Alexander and Rosa July 26 1893 .... 15:174
Cardin Mary R of Alexander and Rose Sept 10 1891 ....... 15: 36
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Cardino — d of Mary Dec 29 1894 ..................... 16: 60
Cardman Arthur of Marcus and Sarah Nov 8 1891 .......... 15: 49
Cardow James N of Edward J and Annie L May 12 1900 .... 17: 38
Cardoza Roselia M (c) of Manoel J and Josephine E Apr 12
1897 .................................................. 16: 314
Cardoza Manoel of Epifanio and Maria Aug 4 1900 .......... 17: 70
Cardullo Andrea of Placido and Lucia Oct 25 1896 ........ 16: 240
Cardullo Angelo of Placido and Lucia Jan 9 1893 .......... 15: 158
Cardullo Antonio of Placido and Lucia Mar 17 1894 ....... 16: 16
Cardullo Domenico of Placido and Lucia Sept 5 1891 ..... 15: 56
Cardullo Giovanni of Placido and Lucia Dec 16 1900 ...... 17: 111
Cardullo Pietro of Placido and Lucia Dec 16 1898 ....... 16: 433
Cardwell Elias R (c) of Elias and Emma J June 30 1898 ... 16: 374
Carella Carlo of Angelo and Giovanna Aug 21 1893 ........ 15: 200
Carey Abbie of Thomas and Ann Feb 1 1891 .............. 15: 26
Carey Agnes of William and Annie T June 30 1898 ....... 16: 383
Carey Anastasia of Michael and Mary Apr 21 1900 ........ 17: 33
Carey Anna T of Thomas J and Ellen G Feb 8 1897 ...... 16: 273
Carey Annie of James J and Theresa Mar 2 1891 ........ 15: 2
Carey Annie of Matthew T and Annie Oct 22 1898 ....... 16: 459
Carey Annie of Michael and Annie Aug 7 1893 ........... 15: 200
Carey Catherine M of Philip S and Josephine Dec 18 1899 .. 16: 525
Carey Charles of Charles and Mary June 16 1892 .......... 15: 75
Carey Clarence W of Albert and Margaret M Sept 11 1899 .. 16: 346
Carey Earle H of Rufus H and Evelyn Dec 19 1892 ...... 15: 122
Carey Edward of Thomas J and Catherine Jan 19 1893 .... 15: 141
Carey Elizabeth of Thomas F and Mary J Nov 2 1896 ..... 16: 227
Carey Elizabeth B of Thomas F and Mary Oct 23 1897 .... 16: 319
Carey Ellen of James F and Louisa Jan 16 1898 .......... 16: 414
Carey Esther of Thomas and Annie Oct 25 1898 .......... 16: 460
Carey Ethel of Delia Feb 19 1900 ........ ................. 17: 11
Carey Ezetha V of William C and Annie T Sept 27 1899 .. 16: 536
Carey Francis H of Thomas and Annie E May 1 1892 ...... 15: 94
Carey Helen T of Thomas J and Ellen Oct 22 1899 ....... 16: 524
Carey Helena of James J and Theresa F Mar 15 1892 .... 15: 67
Carey Henry J of Jono L of Candida Sept 21 1897 ....... 16: 318
Carey Howard C of Charles C and Isabelle Jan 25 1894 ... 15: 11
Carey Ida M of Walter W and Margaret May 22 1898 .... 16: 382
Carey James of Matthew T and Anastasia July 21 1892 ... 15: 126
Carey James of Thomas J and Catherine Aug 23 1891 .... 15: 40
Carey James E of Matthew F and Annie Oct 30 1893 ...... 15: 209
Carey James F of Thomas J and Helen T Aug 6 1898 .... 16: 418
Carey Jennie of Thomas and Annie Feb 7 1895 .......... 16: 126
Carey Lillian of Charles and Mary E Dec 19 1899 ....... 16: 540
Carey Lillian of James J and Theresa Nov 26 1897 ...... 16:351
Carey Luther F of Walter W and Margaret Apr 1 1896 ...... 16:190
Carey Margaret of Walter W and Margaret Jan 8 1894 ...... 16:8
Carey Margaret M L of Thomas J and Helen G Jan 23 1895 ...... 16:91
Carey Maria T of Thomas J and Kate June 2 1898 ...... 16:322
Carey Marion W of Philip S and Josephine Oct 13 1897 ...... 16:319
Carey Mary E of Thomas and Ann Sept 8 1893 ...... 15:207
Carey Mary J of James J and Mary M May 28 1892 ...... 15:90
Carey Mary M of James E and Gertrude Mar 21 1896 ...... 16:220
Carey Patrick of Michael and Annie Nov 25 1891 ...... 15:58
Carey Philip A of Thomas J and Ellen E July 25 1891 ...... 15:32
Carey Ralph T of Howard H and Ida May 13 1900 ...... 17:39
Carey Stephen of Michael and Annie Dec 11 1895 ...... 16:169
Carey Thomas of Michael and Annie Feb 13 1899 ...... 16:494
Carey William F of Thomas J and Ellen E Dec 30 1892 ...... 15:102
Carey William J of Charles J and Mary E Apr 1 1895 ...... 16:101
Carey —— d of James J and Theresa Nov 26 1897 ...... 16:351
Carey —— d of James J and Theresa May 8 1895 ...... 16:93
Carey —— s of Josephine Jan 16 1898 ...... 16:283
Cargill Marion B of Walter J and Cecelia I Aug 6 1898 ...... 16:445
Cargill —— s of Walter J and Cecelia I Dec 8 1895 ...... 16:161
Cari Marie A of Alexandri and Eugenie July 28 1897 ...... 16:345
Carignan Charles J of Charles E and Emily L Dec 6 1892 ...... 15:116
Carignan Ida of Gideon and Philomene July 12 1894 ...... 16:88
Carignan Marie E of Gideon and Philomene May 31 1896 ...... 16:204
Carignan Marie H of Gideon and Philomene Jan 18 1892 ...... 15:83
Carignan Treffle A of Charles E and Emily L Oct 31 1895 ...... 16:160
Carignan Winifred of John and Ellen T Aug 24 1894 ...... 16:88
Carignan —— d of Octave and Martha July 25 1891 ...... 15:51
Carlberg Charles H of Charles L and Anna Jan 15 1900 ...... 17:4
Carlen Ebba E of Anton L L and Martina R Apr 22 1891 ...... 15:28
Carlen Ethel A of Anton L L and Martina R Apr 12 1896 ...... 16:216
Carlen John P of James H and Annie H July 7 1895 ...... 16:177
Carlen Lillian H X of Philip G and Julia Mar 8 1900 ...... 17:20
Carlen Mildred E of Anton L L and Martina R Mar 14 1900 ...... 17:21
Carlen —— s of Ernest A and Selma Feb 26 1897 ...... 16:291
Carleton Elizabeth of Frank P and Louise Sept 4 1900 ...... 17:79
Carleton Eva M of Charles A and Mary V Aug 15 1896 ...... 16:262
Carleton Harold A of Ephraim R and Mary E July 23 1900 ...... 17:68
Carleton Phillips D of Frank P and Lou L Feb 29 1898 ...... 16:401
Carleton William E of George O and Eloise A Dec 9 1899 ...... 16:576
Carley Frederick B of William and Catherine Sept 29 1893 ...... 15:288
Carley Harold of John and Minnie Aug 13 1897 ...... 16:317
Carley Thomas E of John and Alice Dec 25 1896 ...... 16:268
Carley William R of William and Catherine T Apr 8 1898 ...... 16:408
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Carlin Angela of John F and Mary E Oct 16 1896..............16: 235
Carlin Elizabeth of Philip and Elizabeth Nov 12 1897........16: 329
Carlin Gertrude of Philip and Lizzie Feb 25 1900..............17: 16
Carlin James P of James H and Annie H July 7 1895...........16: 149
Carlin Josephine of John and Emily July 17 1894..............16: 54
Carlin Mary of John and Mary July 17 1894..............16: 54
Carlin Mary of Philip and Elizabeth Dec 9 1895..............16: 147
Carlin Michael E of Philip and Lizzie Aug 11 1894...........16: 54
Carlin Raphael of John and Mary Dec 5 1891..............15: 42
Carlisle Arthur V of Arthur V and Alice V Dec 14 1891......15: 38
Carlisle Robert L of William H and Florence M Nov 17 1891..15: 50
Carlone Maria of Domenico and Concetta Aug 11 1899........16: 571
Carlone Maria A of Giuseppe and Teresa Oct 18 1900........17: 93
Carlone Michele of Domenico and Concetta May 14 1898.......16: 403
Carlos Agnes of Charles and Catherine G Feb 23 1893.......15: 159
Carlos Agnes of John J and Mary Dec 22 1897..............16: 352
Carlos Bridget J of John B and Mary Sept 4 1893............15: 201
Carlos Charles of Charles and Catherine June 27 1899.......16: 513
Carlos Charles T of Charles and Catherine Feb 26 1896.......16: 215
Carlos James of Charles and Catherine T Aug 13 1894.......16: 76
Carlos James F of Patrick and Bridget Sept 5 1900..........17: 80
Carlos John of Charles and Catherine Nov 1 1897............16: 351
Carlos Margaret of Mary L Oct 23 1894..............16: 77
Carlos Mary E of John J and Mary Apr 18 1895..............16: 122
Carlos William J of Patrick and Bridget A Dec 16 1898....16: 422
Carlos —— s of John and Mary Nov 30 1900..............17: 121
Carlow Mary of Joseph and Sarah May 9 1894..............16: 12
Carlson Adeline T of John W and Mary Feb 22 1892..........15: 78
Carlson Agnes C of Edward and Trina Sept 23 1892...........15: 129
Carlson Agnes O of John A and Anna H May 7 1897...........16: 309
Carlson Antoinetta V H C of Herman and Hanna Jan 12 1900.17: 122
Carlson Arthur of Carl A and Alma June 9 1896.............16: 201
Carlson Astrid I of John F and Selma C J July 26 1899....16: 570
Carlson Carl A W of Charles and Alma Mar 20 1893...........15: 151
Carlson Carl H of John A and Anna M Nov 25 1893..........17: 211
Carlson Carl H of Victor and Caroline July 12 1891........15: 38
Carlson Carl J of John E and Carolina July 28 1899........16: 550
Carlson Carl W of Charles G and Rose J June 12 1900........17: 16
Carlson Edet E of Frank and Annie Dec 31 1898.............16: 465
Carlson Edward of Alfred and Harriet M Feb 11 1891.......15: 12
Carlson Edwin of George A and Matilda July 15 1892......15: 114
Carlson Eva M of Nelson and Grace July 4 1896..............16: 270
Carlson George R of Samfried and Sophia June 7 1900......17: 45
Carlson Gustaf H of John and Ida M Apr 22 1896............16: 201
Carlson Harry W of Axel and Ida Oct 6 1899..............16: 573
BIRTHS
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Carlson Helga of John and Emma Mar 4 1891..................15: 15
Carlson Howard W of John and Emma Sept 20 1897..............16: 337
Carlson Jennie C of John A and Anna M June 28 1899........16: 513
Carlson Johann G A of Carl G and Annie July 27 1898......16: 441
Carlson John of Victor and Carolina C May 17 1900.........17: 40
Carlson Mabel E of Gustav and Rose J Oct 10 1898........16: 464
Carlson Mabel K of John and Ida C July 30 1898.............16: 437
Carlson Martha I of Gustaf A and Blenda A Aug 10 1899.....16: 580
Carlson Martin A E of August and Anna Nov 11 1891.......15: 46
Carlson Mildred H of Herman X L and Olanda I K Jan 21

1899 ........................................16: 485
Carlson Morton A of August and Anna U Nov 11 1892........15: 113
Carlson Olivia of John A and Ida C Mar 26 1893..........15: 139
Carlson Oscar A L of B Herman and Hanna Sept 29 1898.....16: 428
Carlson Otto of Adolf and Matilda May 9 1895..............16: 112
Carlson Otto of Otto and Sigrid Mar 28 1893..............15: 137
Carlson Reinhold of John A and Ida C July 16 1897.....16: 320
Carlson Sten G J of Julius and Augusta Mar 8 1895.......16: 111
Carlson Victoria of Charles A and Alma June 9 1894......16: 24
Carlson d of Adolf and Matilda May 1 1899................16: 492
Carlson s of Andrew and Betty Nov 5 1899................16: 585
Carlson d of Axel and Ellen July 27 1898................16: 437
Carlson s of Carl B and Hilda E R Dec 1 1896.............16: 247
Carlson s of Carl B and Hulda May 26 1899..............16: 492
Carlson s of Charles and Agda M Dec 2 1892..............15: 116
Carlson s of Edward and Matilda Nov 8 1895..............16: 152
Carlson s of Elmer and Mary Nov 8 1899................16: 545
Carlson d of Gustav A and Mathilda Oct 5 1893........15: 183
Carlson s of Hjalmar and Mary L Oct 3 1896..............16: 246
Carlson s of Ida Feb 4 1895................................16: 104
Carlson s of Ida Aug 17 1895................................16: 148
Carlson d of Louis and Hilma Jan 4 1892.................15: 85
Carlson d of Otto and Sigrid Mar 15 1897..............16: 274
Carlson d of Otto and Sigrid July 24 1899................16: 520
Carlton Gladys M of Charles H and Margaret E Jan 22 1897,16: 313
Carlton Marshall G of Marshall G and Grace L June 19 1900,17: 49
Carlyle Ernest E of George H and Mary A June 12 1897.....16: 294
Carmardo Assunta of Vincenzo and Antonia May 30 1900.....17: 43
Carmell Joseph of Simon and Mary May 13 1900...............17: 39
Carmell Mary E of Simon and Mary L Aug 31 1897..........16: 355
Carmichael Albert E of John and Esther Dec 10 1893.......15: 211
Carmichael Arthur W of John and Esther Nov 17 1897.....16: 358
Carmichael Raymond F of Arthur and Barbara M Apr 18

1899 ........................................16: 473
FROM 1801 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Carmichael — s of John and Esther Oct 18 1899..........................16:597
Carmody Annie T of Thomas and Annie T Feb 3 1895....................16:125
Carmody Bertha of John and Mary J Sept 23 1899........................16:565
Carmody Elizabeth of William E and Mary G July 29 1899..............16:579
Carmody Evelyn of John and Mary J Dec 22 1898.......................16:164
Carmody Francis R of Richard and Annie Dec 4 1898.....................16:461
Carmody Francis M of John and Ellen July 12 1897......................16:324
Carmody Grace M of John and Mary J Dec 12 1892........................15:122
Carmody Hortense M of Daniel D and Winifred M Aug 13 1900............17:72
Carmody John H of Thomas and Ann T Sept 21 1890........................15:01
Carmody John J of John and Ellen June 23 1893.........................16:103
Carmody John J of Morris and Mary Oct 31 1899.........................16:566
Carmody John J of Richard and Annie Mar 15 1894.......................16:28
Carmody John S of John and Mary C Sept 23 1894.........................16:72
Carmody Margaret E of Morris and Mary Apr 3 1896......................16:216
Carmody Margaret G of Daniel D and Winifred June 29 1896.............16:219
Carmody Martha of John and Mary J Oct 16 1896..........................17:93
Carmody Mary A of John and Ellen June 1 1890.........................17:43
Carmody Mary A of Morris and Mary Aug 1 1897..........................16:364
Carmody Mary T of Richard and Annie Sept 28 1891......................15:61
Carmody Mildred of John and Mary J Aug 24 1898.........................16:448
Carmody Sarah A of Richard and Annie Oct 2 1892.......................15:125
Carmody Thomas G of John and Mary J Feb 17 1897.......................16:296
Carmody — d of John and Mary Dec 16 1891...............................15:55
Carnes George J of Joseph W and Mary E Mar 17 1891.....................15:27
Carnes Joseph of Joseph W and Mary E Feb 14 1897.......................16:207
Carnes Mary E of William and Kate Apr 1 1895...........................16:132
Carnevale Caroline of Caroline and Alessandro Dec 28 1897............16:232
Carney Annie of Patrick and Mary June 9 1892...........................15:70
Carney Arthur of Arthur and Margaret Aug 17 1901.......................15:28
Carney Catherine I of Francis P and Catherine E Dec 2 1899...........16:585
Carney Charles of Charles and Mary A Apr 26 1898......................16:294
Carney Edward J of Richard J and Mary E Nov 24 1895..................16:430
Carney Francis J of John and Mary C May 16 1900.......................17:39
Carney Harry E of Arthur and Margaret Dec 19 1892.....................15:212
Carney James H of James and Lizzie July 5 1894.........................16:53
Carney John T of John E and Debra E Aug 13 1895.......................16:101
Carney Joseph H of Francis P and Catherine E Mar 26 1896............16:482
Carney Lizzie of Charles and Mary E Mar 14 1897.......................16:295
Carney Margaret R of Arthur and Margaret Jan 25 1896.................16:214
Carney Marie C of Francis J and Mary E Apr 15 1900....................17:73
Carney Mary of James and Lizzie Jan 10 1897..............................16:279
Carney Mary of John and Ann Nov 27 1891.................................15:63
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Carney Mary C of John and Mary C Nov 14 1898. 16: 460
Carney Philip of Hugh and Rosanna May 2 1895. 16: 112
Carney Richard L of Richard L and Ellen M Sept 2 1900. 17: 79
Carney Thomas E of John E and Delia E Nov 29 1898. 16: 449
Carney Winifred of Francis J and Mary E Sept 26 1898. 16: 459
Carney Walter J of James H and Elizabeth R Sept 29 1894. 16: 70
Carney —— s of Arthur and Margaret Aug 22 1892. 15: 127
Carney —— s of Hugh and Rosanna Dec 10 1891. 15: 50
Carney —— d of James and Elizabeth Jan 12 1897. 16: 368
Carney —— s of John E and Delia Aug 25 1900. 17: 119
Caro Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Maria G Nov 2 1895. 16: 152
Carolan Charles H of James and Bridget Oct 28 1894. 16: 78
Carolan Jennie of James and Jennie Feb 29 1892. 15: 88
Carolis Mary T of Patrick and Bridget A Oct 26 1896. 16: 265
Carron Alfred of Delphus and Mary June 30 1899. 16: 513
Carron Anna of Delphus and Marie L June 25 1896. 16: 219
Caron Antoine W of Narcisse and Rosanna Oct 17 1897. 16: 234
Caron Honore E of Narcisse and Rosanna Feb 10 1896. 16: 196
Caron Joseph A of Narcisse and Rosanna Dec 27 1898. 16: 436
Caron Malvina of Delphus and Marie L Sept 28 1900. 17: 87
Caron Marie A of Delphus and Marie L Oct 14 1897. 16: 257
Carperter Alfred of Anthony W and Mary Jan 10 1900. 17: 3
Carperter Alice M of Charles H and Alice June 6 1891. 15: 16
Carperter Arthur H of Thomas H A and Martha L June 4
1900 .................................................. 17: 44
Carperter Catherine R of Josephb and Catherine Nov 18 1896. 16: 243
Carperter Charles H of Josephb R and Katie Mar 24 1900. 17: 25
Carperter Clarence A of Charles F and Mary S Jan 25 1892. 15: 88
Carperter Earl W of Henry A and Fannie M Sept 7 1894. 16: 61
Carperter Edna A of Edward and Anna Oct 27 1898. 16: 453
Carperter Eila N of Alfred W D and Nellie C Feb 23 1897. 15: 5
Carperter Ernest R of William H and Frances Jan 22 1892. 15: 85
Carperter Florence G of Alfred L and Annie E Dec 25 1898. 16: 434
Carperter Florence L of Alfred E and Annie L Sept 3 1891. 15: 36
Carperter Fred H of Alfred N D and Nellie C Apr 20 1893. 15: 140
Carperter Helena G of William E and Mary June 24 1899. 16: 489
Carperter Home D of Alfred N D and Nellie C Mar 10 1892. 15: 69
Carperter Howard F of Edward A and Annie Feb 19 1896. 16: 209
Carperter Irving W of Alfred I and Annie E Aug 13 1897. 16: 332
Carperter Jennie L of Thomas F and Maria T Mar 9 1897. 16: 319
Carperter John W of William A and Mary Sept 18 1900. 17: 84
Carperter Joseph A of Jean R and Marie July 7 1892. 15: 112
Carperter Joseph J of William A and Mary Feb 6 1894. 16: 16
Carperter Mabel of Edward E and Marie M July 28 1892. 15: 114
Carperter Marion A of George W and Cora Jan 8 1900. 17: 53
Carpenter Marjorie V of Elmer E and Hattie M Jan 6 1897...16:294
Carpenter Mary E of Gilbert C and Mary Nov 15 1894...16:52
Carpenter Michael of Annie Dec 29 1895...16:176
Carpenter Mildred T of William E and Mary Sept 28 1895...16:159
Carpenter Myra H of Jessie M Aug 24 1896 Adopted by Mrs Lillian G Keys...16:239
Carpenter Nada of Frank A and Annie A Sept 21 1894...16:72
Carpenter Raymond A of Henry A and Fannie M Jan 12 1897...16:286
Carpenter Raymond E of William A and Amelia H May 5 1897...16:287
Carpenter Sarah of Thomas and Mary Oct 18 1894...16:73
Carpenter Sarah A of Henry A and Fanny M Jan 8 1893...15:169
Carpenter William P of Edward E and Maria June 1 1894...16:24
Carpenter Winifred A of William B and Mary A May 29 1892:15:84
Carpenter — d of Edward and Maria Jan 29 1899...16:507
Carpenter — d of Joseph R and Catherine June 21 1898...16:388
Carpenter — d of Thomas C and Fanny Nov 17 1892...15:116
Carpenterie Jean T of Jean B and Marie Sept 2 1893...15:186
Carpooty (Caputi) of Giuseppe M and Amelia Oct 11 1894...16:63
Carpooty Filomena of Joseph and Amelia Mar 13 1897...16:288
Carr Agnes M of Cornelius and Charlotte May 7 1893...15:144
Carr Alice E of Thomas F and Alice G Feb 15 1895...16:92
Carr Annie of John and Mary A Aug 26 1893...15:287
Carr Bertha of John J and Henrietta E Sept 29 1896...16:269
Carr Charles C of Clark and Carrie July 25 1895...16:158
Carr Charles J of John J and Sarah J Apr 13 1891...15:13
Carr Christina B of John and Mary A Aug 12 1897...16:354
Carr Clarice M of John and Mary A Sept 30 1899...16:583
Carr Earl F of Daniel B and Mary A Sept 5 1896...16:250
Carr Edith B of Frank T and Lizzie L Mar 22 1895...16:108
Carr Edward J of James and Nellie T Oct 12 1897...16:328
Carr Florence T of Frank T and Lizzie L Jan 8 1900...17:2
Carr Francis M of Thomas H and Ellen F Nov 27 1897...16:359
Carr George H of Clark and Carrie A May 11 1897...16:296
Carr George W of George W and Phebe E Jan 18 1891...15:25
Carr Gerald A of John J and Agnes M Sept 7 1897...16:349
Carr Harold B of Frank T and Lizzie L Dec 5 1891...15:47
Carr Hazel E of Patrick J and Mary A July 10 1900...17:61
Carr Helen E of John J and Sarah J Dec 30 1900...17:115
Carr James H of David and Catherine Oct 29 1898...16:435
Carr Jesse G of Cornelius and Charlotte Feb 2 1898...16:378
Carr Joanna of Patrick and Mary A Mar 18 1891...15:27
Carr John B of James and Nellie Oct 27 1898...16:429
Carr John J of John J and Sarah Feb 3 1893...15:148
Carr Lillian of John and Mary A June 5 1895...16:105
Carr Loretta of Cornelius and Charlotte Jan 14 1896 .............. 16: 188
Carr Margaret of Patrick and Mary A Mar 16 1894 .............. 16: 38
Carr Mary of Mary Jan 9 1892 ........................................... 15: 78
Carr Mary L of Patrick J and Mary May 1 1897 .................. 16: 278
Carr Mary L of William T and Ellen J Feb 13 1892 .......... 15: 69
Carr Rose of John J and Henrietta E Jan 7 1899 .............. 16: 486
Carr Sarah A of John J and Sarah J Apr 22 1896 .............. 16: 197
Carr Sarah M of Daniel and Mary A Dec 24 1898 .............. 16: 449
Carr Thomas P of Patrick J and Mary A Mar 15 1896 .......... 16: 185
Carr Thomas V of Thomas H and Ellen F May 4 1893 .......... 15: 147
Carr Timothy F of John J and Mary A J Oct 8 1895 .......... 16: 167
Carr William of John and Mary A Mar 19 1891 .............. 15: 27
Carr William of Thomas H and Ellen F Feb 28 1895 .......... 16: 105
Carr William H of John and Sarah J Nov 24 1897 .......... 16: 235
Carr William H of Thomas and Alice G Nov 14 1893 ........ 15: 172
Carr — d of Charles E Oct 7 1892 .................................. 15: 131
Carr — twin sons of Cornelius and Charlotte June 23 1900 ... 17: 50
Carr — d of George F and Ellen J Mar 30 1900 .......... 17: 55
Carr — d of Mabel June 12 1900 ...................................... 17: 46
Carr — s of Mary A Apr 29 1896 ...................................... 16: 194
Carraduro Carmino of Ferdinando and Annunziata Mar 20 1895 ................................................................. 16: 108
Carrahan Joseph N of Joseph H and Mary Dec 6 1891 ....... 15: 63
Carrara Teresa of Ferdinando and Rosa Oct 20 1897 ....... 16: 357
Carrazo Domencucci C of Vincenzo and Stella Oct 15 1900 ... 17: 92
Carré Marie J of Alexandre and Eugenie Jan 9 1896 ....... 16: 295
Carrièri Antonino of Alfredo and Emma Oct 13 1898 ......... 16: 498
Carrigan Andrew of Patrick and Eleanor Mar 16 1895 ....... 16: 92
Carrigan Catherine of William and Margaret July 30 1895 ... 16: 142
Carrigan Catherine A of Patrick and Mary Nov 27 1891 .... 15: 34
Carrigan Elizabeth of John T and Ellen T Aug 12 1898 ...... 16: 451
Carrigan Gertrude of Patrick and Eleanor E Jan 27 1900 .... 17: 8
Carrigan Harriet E of Patrick and Mary F Mar 26 1894 ...... 16: 2
Carrigan Joanna of Daniel and Clara J Nov 29 1893 ....... 15: 172
Carrigan John of Patrick F and Eleanor E Oct 24 1892 ...... 15: 101
Carrigan Lena of Thomas and Ellen June 28 1894 .......... 16: 14
Carrigan Lillie M of James H and Emma May 31 1893 ....... 15: 145
Carrigan Mary of Patrick F and Ellen E Mar 15 1898 ...... 16: 372
Carrigan Nellie of Daniel and Clara J Aug 18 1891 .......... 15: 32
Carrigan Patrick of Patrick H and Mary F Mar 3 1896 ...... 16: 182
Carrigan Sadie E of Daniel and Clara J Apr 11 1891 ....... 15: 3
Carrigan Thomas of John and Ellen T Sept 2 1896 .......... 16: 250
Carrigan — s of John T and Nellie Aug 12 1898 .......... 16: 469
Carrington Nelson (c) of Golvag and Emma May 29 1896 ...... 16: 207
Carrington — (c) s of Henry C and Estelle Oct 6 1894 ...... 16: 56
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Carrington — (c) d of James W and Pennie E June 20 1899. 16: 501
Carrington — (c) d of James W and Pennie E Dec 23 1900. 17: 113
Carroll Alice of Andrew F and Sarah J June 22 1899. 16: 513
Carroll Andrew of Andrew F and Sarah J Oct 26 1897. 16: 357
Carroll Catharine of Bernard and Mary Sept 2 1900. 17: 79
Carroll Charles of Cornelius and Margaret T July 10 1898. 16: 417
Carroll Charles of Patrick and Ellen Sept 19 1895. 16: 139
Carroll Dennis J of Dennis and Annie Sept 23 1895. 16: 144
Carroll Edward of James J and Jane T Dec 24 1894. 16: 86
Carroll Edward W of John and Jennie Mar 9 1895. 16: 92
Carroll Eleanor G of James P and Eleanor G Feb 16 1900. 17: 13
Carroll Ellen F of John H and Catherine A Nov 7 1898. 16: 143
Carroll Emmett of John H and Margaret T Aug 21 1896. 16: 228
Carroll Eugene of Patrick and Nellie Mar 2 1898. 16: 415
Carroll Evelyn R of Robert F and Mary J Nov 27 1892. 15: 119
Carroll Genevieve V of Bernard and Jennie Mar 20 1891. 15: 8
Carroll George J of George H and Florence July 7 1895. 16: 142
Carroll George W of Andrew F and Sarah J July 8 1891. 15: 53
Carroll Georgia J of John R and Catherine A Sept 16 1894. 16: 70
Carroll Harry of John H and Margaret June 18 1894. 16: 8
Carroll Helen of Joseph P and Annie J Dec 10 1899. 16: 340
Carroll Henry of James J and Jennie J Sept 7 1900. 17: 80
Carroll Hugh of Bernard and Mary Oct 4 1897. 16: 356
Carroll Irene E of John H and Catherine A Oct 17 1896. 16: 251
Carroll Isabella of John H and Margaret Jan 31 1892. 15: 69
Carroll James F of James J and Jane T Feb 4 1898. 16: 389
Carroll James H of George H and Florence F Oct 4 1893. 15: 179
Carroll James J of James and Katie June 26 1895. 16: 97
Carroll Jane V of John H and Catherine A Feb 6 1892. 15: 83
Carroll John of Patrick J and Mary Jan 3 1900. 17: 1
Carroll John of Thomas and Jane Nov 11 1897. 16: 358
Carroll John T of John and Jennie July 22 1893. 15: 170
Carroll Joseph J of Thomas F and Isabella F Jan 1 1894. 16: 36
Carroll Joseph P of John and Jennie Jan 11 1899. 16: 472
Carroll Lena F of Henry and Mary A Apr 20 1899. 16: 499
Carroll Leo of Michael J and Bridget Oct 18 1891. 15: 46
Carroll Leo M of William H and Alice E July 1 1900. 17: 117
Carroll Lillian R of Robert F and Mary J June 13 1898. 16: 399
Carroll Lizzie of Patrick and Nellie Nov 17 1900. 17: 103
Carroll Margaret of Edward J and Mary June 11 1895. 16: 94
Carroll Margaret of Thomas F and Isabella F Aug 25 1896. 16: 263
Carroll Marion of William H and Harriet H June 2 1900. 17: 41
Carroll Marion F of Lillian T Apr 17 1898. 16: 384
Carroll Mary of James J and Catherine Oct 13 1893. 15: 180
Carroll Mary of John and Mary J July 21 1893. 15: 200
Carroll Mary of John F and Ellen C May 12 1892........... 15: 74
Carroll Mary of Thomas and Eliza J July 1 1894.......... 16: 80
Carroll Mary C of Daniel and Lizzie Aug 22 1899....... 16: 521
Carroll Mary E of Bernard and Mary Apr 7 1899. ....... 16: 510
Carroll Mary E of James and Catherine Sept 13 1892... 15: 123
Carroll Mary E of John and Bridget Nov 29 1896.... 16: 267
Carroll Mary E of Peter F and Mary E Aug 5 1891.... 15: 48
Carroll Mary I of George H and Frances F Oct 29 1897... 16: 328
Carroll Mary L of Dennis J and Annie Aug 26 1896... 16: 233
Carroll Peter H of Peter F and Mary E Mar 13 1893... 15: 151
Carroll Richard of James J and Jane T May 2 1899... 16: 492
Carroll Robert J of Robert T and Mary J Aug 11 1895.. 16: 159
Carroll Rose A of James and Catherine Aug 26 1893... 15: 201
Carroll Sarah M of Andrew F and Sarah Aug 19 1894.... 16: 72
Carroll Theresa of Bernard and Mary Oct 31 1900........ 17: 97
Carroll Thomas of Thomas and Catherine June 7 1892... 15: 90
Carroll Thomas C C of Thomas F and Isabella F Oct 19 1892.. 15: 129
Carroll Thomas J of Patrick and Mary Oct 7 1898....... 16: 459
Carroll Timothy of Bernard and Mary June 17 1899.... 16: 513
Carroll Timothy of James J and Catherine Mar 1 1892... 15: 73
Carroll Violet M of William H and Anne M Dec 16 1900.. 17: 111
Carroll William of David and Margaret Oct 11 1896.... 16: 225
Carroll William of Patrick and Nellie Apr 9 1894...... 16: 6
Carroll William P of Patrick H and Mary J Feb 12 1894... 16: 18
Carroll — d of Dennis and Annie Sept 6 1897......... 16: 326
Carroll — s of James and Catherine Dec 18 1895...... 16: 169
Carroll — d of James J and Jennie T Aug 2 1896....... 16: 262
Carroll — s of John H and Catherine A Oct 10 1893.... 15: 194
Carroll — d of Thomas F and Isabella June 24 1895... 16: 131
Carron Albertine M of Narcisse and Rosanna Mar 10 1894... 16: 19
Carron Angelino of Delphis and Marie L Apr 17 1895.... 16: 128
Carron — d of Narcisse and Rosanna Mar 13 1893....... 15: 118
Carruolo — s of Giuseppe and Emilia Apr 14 1897..... 16: 282
Carruolo — d of Giuseppe and Emilia Apr 14 1897..... 16: 282
Carruthers Annie A of George H and Harriet Mar 21 1898.. 16: 407
Carruthers Christine of Joseph H and Minnie W Dec 19 1892.. 15: 116
Carruthers George H of George H and Harriet Feb 16 1896.. 16: 206
Carruthers John S of George H and Harriet Mar 7 1900... 17: 19
Carruthers Margaret E of George H and Harriet Jan 9 1894... 16: 28
Carruthers Merril C of George H and Harriet Dec 24 1891.. 15: 55
Carson Alexander E of Charles M and Agnes R June 13 1899... 16: 512
Carson Isabella of Henry and Minnie F Aug 13 1896.... 16: 262
Carson Maria of Archie and Martha June 30 1893....... 15: 166
Carson Mary F of Henry and Mary F Oct 28 1892........ 15: 129
Carson Robert E of Henry and Minnie F Oct 12 1900.... 17: 91
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Carson Samuel A of Henry and Minnie F Jan 21 1891........ 15: 25
Carson William R of Henry and Minnie F Mar 17 1894........ 16: 38
Carter Annie L of Alexander and Annie May 15 1894........ 16: 45
Carter Bertha M of Charles E and Mary B July 12 1897....... 16: 320
Carter Catherine A of Frank and Catherine Jan 21 1893..... 15: 162
Carter Cecil R of Alfred E and Minnie B Sept 14 1897...... 16: 322
Carter Charles A of James F and Margaret E Feb 7 1897..... 16: 288
Carter Charles F of Charles E and Clara Jan 4 1900......... 17: 1
Carter Constance of David E and Frances A June 26 1898..... 16: 399
Carter Edith of Alfred E and Minnie B July 6 1892.......... 15: 102
Carter Edward E of Edward G and Sarah A Nov 18 1898...... 16: 423
Carter Eliza of Arthur and Tillie May 27 1895.............. 16: 97
Carter Emma of James and Annie Nov 30 1900................ 15: 107
Carter Emma C of John A and Matilda C July 4 1892........ 15: 102
Carter Ethel R of Alfred E and Minnie Sept 18 1895....... 16: 139
Carter Eva of William and Margaret Dec 7 1896.............. 16: 230
Carter Frances of Alice Dec 3 1900......................... 17: 108
Carter Francis A of James F and Margaret E Jan 31 1893.... 15: 148
Carter Genevieve of Walter and Hilda Nov 30 1898......... 16: 436
Carter James of Frank and Catherine Jan 7 1891............ 15: 6
Carter Margaret M of J Frank and Margaret E Oct 1 1898.... 16: 435
Carter Mary B of Arthur and Matilda Nov 8 1898............. 16: 423
Carter Mary I of Arthur and Mathilde June 2 1897......... 16: 284
Carter Mary J of Benjamin and Mary J Jan 6 1894........... 16: 31
Carter Mary L of Frank and Catherine Apr 16 1895.......... 16: 128
Carter Mary M of Frederick B and Jennie Apr 3 1892....... 15: 93
Carter Mary M of William and Margaret M Oct 28 1891...... 15: 37
Carter Olive J of William and Maggie M Apr 23 1895....... 16: 96
Carter Ray A of William E and Jennie B May 8 1898........ 16: 385
Carter Rose E of Charles and Catherine Nov 24 1898....... 16: 449
Carter Walter V of Martin and Hannah May 7 1893.......... 15: 154
Carter William J of Patrick and Mary A Aug 18 1891...... 15: 45
Carter s of Charles E and Mary B Apr 19 1891.............. 15: 30
Carter d of Edwin H and Mary McC May 1 1892.............. 15: 70
Carter s of Frank and Catherine Aug 21 1899.............. 16: 396
Carter s of Frank and Kate Dec 11 1897................... 16: 368
Carter s of Walter and Hilda July 22 1897.................. 16: 331
Cartier Eugenie O of Napoleon and Ozilda Jan 15 1892..... 15: 96
Cartier Eva of Eusbe and Henriette Dec 26 1899............ 16: 588
Cartier Joseph E of Romuald and Marie L Feb 1 1895........ 16: 125
Cartier Lila M of Henry and Mary E Oct 2 1897............. 16: 322
Cartier Lillie of Arthur and Stella Aug 15 1893............ 15: 177
Cartwright David of David and Mary A Feb 24 1899.......... 16: 490
Cartwright George C of David and Mary A Feb 22 1897....... 16: 288
Carty Henry of James F and Rose J Apr 8 1891.............. 15: 15
Carty James of Michael and Mary Apr 3 1896 .................. 16:200
Carty James J of James and Margaret July 22 1897 ........ 16:363
Carty John C of John T and Mary A Oct 7 1893 .......... 15:194
Carty —— s of Michael and Mary Mar 7 1893 .......... 15:151
Carullo Maria T of Giovanni and Cristina Sept 29 1892 .... 15:124
Caruola Nicola of Vitangelo and Maria Dec 7 1893 ....... 15:182
Caruoli Amelia of Arcangelo and Teresa Feb 1 1894 ....... 16:32
Caruoli Teresa of Pasquale and Antonietta Dec 4 1892 .... 15:125
Caruolo Angela of Luigi and Pasqualina Aug 2 1898 ....... 16:451
Caruolo Angela M of Pasquale and Antonia Feb 14 1895 ... 16:120
Caruolo Angelo of Ernesto and Maria May 27 1892 ....... 15:90
Caruolo Antonio of Vitangelo and Maria G Aug 31 1899 .... 16:535
Caruolo Antonio A G of Ernesto and Maria July 17 1900 ... 17:63
Caruolo Antonio M of Giovanni and Cristina Oct 17 1895 ... 16:167
Caruolo Armando of Giovanni and Cristina Mar 17 1898 ... 16:401
Caruolo Cecelia A L of Saverio and Carmela Nov 10 1900 .. 17:100
Caruolo Dolorosa of Vitangelo and Maria G Aug 7 1897 .... 16:328
Caruolo Elietore of Giuseppe and Emilia Mar 8 1893 ..... 15:142
Caruolo Emilia of Ernesto and Maria Aug 31 1894 ....... 16:76
Caruolo Ernesto of Ernesto and Maria July 26 1896 ....... 16:256
Caruolo Esmerio of Giovanni and Cristina Mar 14 1900 .... 17:21
Caruolo Filomena of Ernesto and Maria Feb 12 1898 ....... 16:401
Caruolo Laura of Giovanni and Cristina Jan 31 1897 ....... 16:301
Caruolo Lucia of Luigi and Pasqualina Dec 13 1893 ....... 15:203
Caruolo Luigi G of Luigi and Pasqualina Feb 8 1896 ....... 16:209
Caruolo Maria A of Saverio and Carmela May 30 1899 .... 16:512
Caruolo Pasquale of Tomaso and Cecelia May 1 1891 ....... 15:8
Caruolo Raffaele of Giovanni and Cristina Aug 28 1894 ... 16:76
Caruolo Teresa of Giovanni and Cristina Aug 8 1893 ....... 15:200
Caruolo Tomaso of Saverio and Carmela Oct 22 1897 ........ 16:357
Caruolo —— s of Pasquale and Antonia Aug 22 1898 ....... 16:469
Caruolo —— s of Vitangelo and Maria Oct 6 1898 ....... 16:469
Caruso Amelia of Gaetano and Clarice Jan 16 1894 ....... 16:31
Caruso Anna C M of Gaetano and Clarice Mar 19 1898 .... 16:402
Caruso Celestino of Gaetano and Clarice May 19 1900 ..... 17:40
Caruso Rosa of Gaetano and Clarice Feb 17 1892 ....... 15:88
Caruso —— d of Gaetano and Clarice Feb 24 1899 ....... 16:594
Carusso Giuseppe of Gaetano and Clarice May 13 1896 .... 16:211
Caruso Theresa of Giovanni and Maria Jan 26 1895 ... 16:98
Carver Ernest H of Edward S and Edith S Feb 16 1900 .... 17:58
Carville Edward of Thomas and Catherine Sept 12 1892 ... 15:128
Cary Ethel M of Rodolpho F and Lillian M May 11 1891 ... 15:16
Cary Florence of Albert S and Margaret M July 7 1897 .... 16:333
Cary Walter H of Walter W and Margaret F Nov 22 1900 .... 17:104
Cary —— d of Michael and Mary Apr 27 1900 .......... 17:34
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Casaburi Margherita A of Giuseppe and Carmela Aug 29 1900. 17: 77
Casasanti — s of Luigi and Cristine June 12 1897. 16: 311
Casault Blanche of Arthur and Clara Nov 9 1900. 17: 100
Case Arthur B of Joseph P and Emily Feb 20 1898. 16: 413
Case William L of Joseph P and Emily Oct 5 1893. 15: 174
Casey Abby L of John and Alice Feb 25 1891. 15: 12
Casey Agnes of John and Mary June 20 1891. 15: 24
Casey Agnes of John J and Martha M Jan 16 1899. 16: 507
Casey Agnes T of James J and Bridget Aug 1 1896. 16: 242
Casey Agnes T of Patrick J and Joanna Nov 2 1898. 16: 154
Casey Alice of James F and Mary L Sept 19 1898. 16: 635
Casey Alice of John J and Mary A Jan 22 1895. 16: 120
Casey Alice A of Patrick and Mary Nov 16 1892. 15: 101
Casey Anna M of Daniel and Maria Oct 29 1897. 16: 319
Casey Annie of Peter and Annie M Sept 30 1895. 16: 175
Casey Annie M of James F and Mary A Sept 2 1895. 16: 151
Casey Austin P of Patrick F and Mary A Feb 3 1896. 16: 220
Casey Calvert E of Patrick F and Mary A Mar 30 1899. 16: 199
Casey Catherine of Henry A and Catherine L Feb 22 1900. 17: 45
Casey Catherine of James and Mary Oct 1 1891. 15: 44
Casey Catherine of Peter and Annie Feb 20 1897. 16: 307
Casey Catherine T of Patrick and Mary Jan 16 1896. 16: 181
Casey Charles of John and Mary A June 13 1892. 15: 98
Casey Charles W of Thomas and Jane Oct 2 1892. 15: 100
Casey Daniel P of Daniel and Maria Mar 30 1895. 16: 92
Casey Edmund J of Henry A and Catherine L Mar 1 1898. 16: 379
Casey Edward L of Peter and Mary A Mar 18 1898. 16: 387
Casey Elizabeth of Peter and Annie M Sept 14 1900. 17: 83
Casey Elizabeth G of James F and Mary L Feb 7 1894. 16: 18
Casey Ellen of Patrick and Elizabeth Dec 21 1897. 16: 347
Casey Francis of Daniel and Mary J May 12 1896. 16: 217
Casey Francis D of Patrick J and Johanna Apr 2 1900. 17: 28
Casey George of William and Ellen Apr 30 1893. 15: 147
Casey Hanora E of Patrick and Mary Apr 3 1894. 16: 2
Casey Harry of Henry and Catherine Mar 25 1896. 16: 190
Casey Helen L of Patrick and Mary June 1 1899. 16: 474
Casey Henriette of Thomas P and Mary J Dec 20 1896. 16: 248
Casey Henry A of Peter and Mary E Dec 15 1895. 16: 157
Casey Henry C of John H and Annie Dec 9 1891. 15: 65
Casey James of James and Mary L Jan 9 1891. 15: 12
Casey James of Patrick and Elizabeth Sept 17 1896. 16: 264
Casey James F of Peter and Annie Oct 23 1898. 16: 460
Casey James J of Thomas J and Bridget M Nov 20 1891. 15: 57
Casey James P of Thomas and Jane Oct 9 1897. 16: 328
Casey John of John and Catherine B Sept 12 1891. 15: 61
Casey John of Thomas and Annie Aug 26 1894 ........................................ 16: 76
Casey John J of Daniel F and Mary J July 19 1899 .................................. 16: 591
Casey John J of Patrick and Mary June 18 1891 .................................... 15: 12
Casey John J of Patrick J and Joanna June 19 1897 .................................. 16: 304
Casey John M of Peter and Mary Apr 15 1894 ........................................ 16: 12
Casey Joseph of Peter and Annie M Mar 18 1893 .................................... 15: 164
Casey Leo of Andrew and Margaret Oct 18 1894 .................................... 16: 57
Casey Louisa of John J and Mary A Feb 1 1894 ...................................... 16: 32
Casey Louisa of Thomas P and Mary Nov 25 1891 .................................... 15: 50
Casey Madeline of Patrick F and Mary A July 29 1893 .................................. 15: 196
Casey Margaret E of Patrick and Mary Oct 15 1897 .................................. 16: 319
Casey Margaret J of James F and Mary Mar 1 1893 .................................. 15: 148
Casey Margaret M of James and Bridget June 12 1892 .................................. 15: 87
Casey Marion V of Michael J and Lizzie Aug 8 1892 .................................. 15: 127
Casey Mary of John and Mary Mar 10 1896 .......................................... 16: 258
Casey Mary of Peter and Annie M Apr 28 1894 ........................................ 16: 40
Casey Mary E of John F and Bridget T Feb 24 1899 .................................. 16: 476
Casey Mary J of Thomas J and Jane Jan 17 1895 ...................................... 16: 91
Casey Mary M of Patrick and Mary Nov 16 1892 ...................................... 15: 101
Casey Peter J of Peter and Mary Jan 29 1892 ........................................ 15: 72
Casey Rose E of Thomas and Annie Jan 8 1893 ........................................ 15: 158
Casey Sarah of Robert and Susan Jan 25 1892 ........................................ 15: 85
Casey Sarah of Thomas H and Bridget Aug 12 1897 .................................. 16: 395
Casey Sarah T of John F and Bridget T Feb 11 1900 .................................. 17: 13
Casey Susanna of Peter and Anna M Mar 6 1892 ...................................... 15: 92
Casey Theresa A of Daniel and Maria Feb 26 1900 .................................. 17: 16
Casey Thomas J of Thomas and Ellen July 20 1898 .................................. 16: 445
Casey Thomas L of John F and Bridget Apr 14 1897 .................................. 16: 278
Casey —— d of Kate Aug 30 1891 .......................................................... 15: 43
Casey —— d of Patrick and Lizzie Dec 1 1899 ....................................... 16: 568
Casey —— s of Patrick J and Joanna Feb 22 1895 .................................... 16: 99
Casey —— d of Patrick J and Joanna Apr 30 1896 .................................... 16: 211
Cash Alice of John and Annie E Dec 31 1892 ........................................ 16: 31
Cash Edith of John and Annie E Feb 13 1900 ........................................ 17: 13
Cash John of John and Annie E Jan 18 1898 .......................................... 16: 405
Cash John F of Michael D and Maria A Apr 7 1895 .................................. 16: 128
Cash Thomas F of Michael D and Maria A July 22 1893 .......................... 15: 205
Cashen —— d of Thomas and Catherine Jan 3 1894 .................................. 16: 31
Cashman Abina of William and Abina Sept 30 1892 .................................. 15: 100
Cashman Anna L of Jeremiah M and Margaret A Mar 19 1892 ....................... 15: 69
Cashman Bertha A of Samuel B and Mary E June 20 1892 .......................... 15: 87
Cashman Elizabeth of John and Elizabeth July 1 1893 .................................. 15: 185
Cashman Elizabeth H of Samuel B and Mary E Feb 15 1898: 16: 396
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Cassidy Thomas J of Patrick F and Agnes E July 24 1899. 16: 570
Cassidy Alice J of Thomas B and Mary May 11 1891. 15: 9
Cassidy Anna J of James and Catherine Mar 13 1896. 16: 210
Cassidy Annie M of Frank P and Mary L Sept 9 1891. 15: 61
Cassidy Annie V of Thomas and Annie Oct 7 1900. 17: 90
Cassidy Catherine of Charles and Maria Apr 17 1894. 16: 12
Cassidy Cecilia of William and Bridget Jan 4 1899. 16: 489
Cassidy Christopher C of Charles J and Maria Oct 21 1892. 15: 108
Cassidy Elena of Hugh F and Ann May 14 1892. 15: 74
Cassidy Elizabeth S of William and Bridget Jan 28 1894. 16: 18
Cassidy Ethel F of Edward G and Laura J May 3 1891. 15: 20
Cassidy Ethel M of Charles C and Maria A Nov 13 1899. 16: 529
Cassidy Frederick of Frank and Mary July 4 1895. 16: 149
Cassidy George L of George L and Annie G Apr 2 1898. 16: 380
Cassidy Hugh of Hugh and Annie Jan 17 1899. 16: 478
Cassidy James J of James and Catherine Apr 25 1892. 15: 89
Cassidy John of John and Eliza Oct 5 1896. 16: 265
Cassidy John G of John C and Catherine Mar 25 1896. 16: 210
Cassidy John T of James and Catherine Sept 23 1894........16: 77
Cassidy Joseph of John and Eliza Sept 2 1895..............16: 172
Cassidy Joseph N of Francis P and Mary L Sept 11 1892...15: 128
Cassidy Josephine of Martin and Ann Aug 20 1892........15: 127
Cassidy Louise W of George L and Annie J Aug 21 1895...16: 139
Cassidy Margaret E of John B and Eliza Aug 1 1892.......15: 126
Cassidy Mary C of William and Bridget Feb 11 1892.......15: 78
Cassidy Mary E of Thomas and Annie Feb 14 1895.........16: 91
Cassidy Mary J of Thomas and Catherine Nov 5 1891........15: 46
Cassidy Mary L of William F and Mary Mar 1 1894.........16: 6
Cassidy Michael J of Thomas and Annie E Apr 14 1898.....16: 387
Cassidy Rose E of Francis P and Mary L Feb 2 1896......16: 214
Cassidy Theresa V of William and Bridget Aug 15 1896...16: 245
Cassidy Thomas of Charles and Maria A Jan 9 1896......16: 187
Cassidy Thomas B of Thomas and Annie Sept 19 1893.....15: 171
Cassidy William of Hugh F and Annie July 10 1893.....15: 176
Cassidy William of William and Bridget Jan 1 1891......15: 12
Cassidy William E of William and Bridget May 11 1900...17: 38
Cassidy William J of John A and Catherine Mar 22 1898..16: 387
Cassidy — d of Annie Jan 23 1895.........................16: 104
Cassidy — d of George L and Annie G Sept 2 1893.......15: 174
Cassidy — s of James C and Maria A Nov 10 1891......15: 42
Cassidy — d of Martin and Ann Jan 29 1891.............15: 26
Cassie Alexander W of James W and Annie M May 15 1897..16: 303
Cassie Annie McK of James and Annie M Mar 22 1896......16: 210
Cassie John J of James and Annie Dec 1 1899............16: 576
Cassie — s of James W and Annie M June 19 1898.......16: 411
Cassilli Anna of Michele and Camilla Aug 13 1899.......16: 533
Cassin Ellen of Michael and Mary E Feb 8 1892.........15: 83
Cassin Thomas L of Michael and Mary E Nov 11 1893.....15: 191
Castaldi Angela of Luigi and Marianna Jan 25 1893.....15: 158
Castaldi Felice of Luigi and Marianna Dec 11 1896......16: 241
Castaldi Francesca of Luigi and Marianna Oct 27 1895...16: 150
Castaldi Maria of Luigi and Maria Oct 23 1899.........16: 574
Castaldi Raffaele of Francesco P and Teresa Oct 1 1891..15: 57
Castaldi Teresa G of Luigi and Maria June 22 1891......15: 21
Castello Alfred B of Arthur B and Mary L Mar 30 1892..15: 69
Castiglioni Alfredo of Alfredo and Nellie July 26 1891..15: 44
Castiglioni Alfredo F of Alfredo and Ellen Dec 29 1895..16: 169
Castiglioni Luisa A of Antonio and Amelia Oct 6 1892..15: 107
Castiglioni Paolo of Alfredo and Ellen Feb 21 1893....15: 159
Castiglioni Pauline A of Rinaldo and Alice May 27 1895..16: 123
Castiglioni Rinaldo U of Rinaldo and Alice Nov 15 1891..15: 58
Castiglioni Virginia M of Renaldo and Alice Oct 29 1897..16: 251
Castiglione Alfred M of Paolo and Carolina Nov 13 1896..16: 256
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Castle — s of William J and Mary Nov 22 1900. 17:120
Castrataro Antonia of Francesco and Rosa Apr 23 1896. 16:191
Castrataro Giovanna of Francesco and Rosa F June 24 1899. 16:483
Castrillo Vincenzo of Luigi and Lucia Nov 12 1899. 16:593
Castro Jose of Jose and Maria E Feb 11 1893. 15:136
Castro Leonora of Jose and Maria Nov 24 1894. 15:48
Castronovo Michele of Nicola and Nicolina Apr 7 1893. 15:160
Castronovo Angela of Nicola and Nicolina Aug 8 1898. 16:451
Castronovo Carmela of Nicola and Nicolina Oct 7 1891. 15:57
Castronovo Desolina of Antonio and Maria Dec 1 1900. 17:107
Castronovo Filomena of Nicola and Nicolina Nov 28 1895. 16:168
Castronovo Giuseppe of Nicola and Nicolina Apr 12 1900. 17:30
Castronovo Michele of Antonio and Maria Sept 6 1891. 15:40 and 65
Castronovo Nicolina of Antonio and Maria Nov 11 1898. 16:460
Castronovo Rosina of Antonio and Maria Sept 27 1893. 15:208
Castronovo Rosolina of Antonio and Maria Apr 10 1896. 16:216
Caswell Beatrice G of Frederick E and Etta Dec 21 1892. 15:119
Caswell Hobart S of Charles H and Jennie P Jan 21 1897. 16:305
Caswell Mant L of George R and Addie July 10 1892. 15:132
Caswell — s of Frederick E and Etta Dec 30 1894. 16:71
Catalan Elizabeth I of Roger and Josephine Apr 19 1899. 16:488
Catalan Isabella of Roger and Josephine July 1 1899. 16:545
Catalan Julia of Roger and Josephine Jan 5 1898. 16:386
Catalan Mary J of Roger G and Josephine Dec 29 1897. 16:335
Cataldi Antonia of Francesco and Maria Sept 24 1900. 17:86
Cataldo Antonio of Agostino and Maria M Feb 22 1892. 15:72
Cataldo Pasqua of Agostino and Maria Apr 18 1897. 16:282
Cataldo Sabbatino of Agostino and Maddalena Dec 18 1898. 16:430
Catalto Anna of Luigi and Maria Mar 31 1899. 16:517
Catanzano Bartolomeo of Salvatore and Antonia Mar 27 1892. 15:98
Catanzano Filippo of Salvatore and Antonia Nov 26 1899. 16:576
Catanzano Leonardo of Salvatore and Antonia Dec 5 1893. 15:203
Catanzano Leonardo of Salvatore and Antonina Nov 13 1897. 16:351
Catanzano Saverio of Francesco and Saveria Feb 19 1891. 15:22
Catanzano — d of Salvatore and Antonia Aug 23 1895. 16:106
Catardi Antonetta of Luigi and Giuseppa Oct 2 1900. 17:88
Catella Francesco C of Ajace and Camilla Oct 22 1892. 15:129
Catelli Camilla of Luigi and Rosa Mar 29 1897. 16:308
Catelli Ethel M of Arcibaldo and Maria A F May 4 1894. 16:40
Catelli Florence J of Arcibaldo and Maria A Apr 20 1900. 17:32
Catelli Giusepppe L of Luigi and Rosa Feb 17 1891. 15:26
Catelli Joseph of Arcibald and Mary A Dec 6 1898. 16:461
Catelli Lena of Luigi and Rose E May 31 1892. 15:95
Catelli Luigi of Luigi and Rosetta Dec 29 1900. 17:115
Catelli — s of Aiace and Maria Feb 8 1896. 16:214
Catoni Teresa of Giovanni and Marianna Apr 17 1891........15: 23
Cates —— s of Royal A and Nettie A Oct 4 1891........15: 61
Cath Clarence R of George and Alice M Oct 11 1898..........16:438
Cath Earl R of George and Alice M Mar 31 1900............17: 27
Cath Horace G of George and Alice M Mar 3 1892..........15: 81
Catin — d of Austin and Josephina Dec 1 1899.............16:597
Catinia Hudro P of Pedro and Amelia Oct 19 1897........16:319
Catlow Albert of Albert and Mary E May 31 1899..........16:482
Catlow Clara R of Albert and Mary E Apr 23 1892........15: 74
Catlow James E of Joseph H and Altaluta Aug 5 1899.....16:533
Catlow James II of Albert and Mary E May 3 1896.......16:191
Catlow Mary E of Albert and Mary E Jan 28 1894........16: 9
Catnoir —— s of Mary Dec 1 1891........................15: 43
Catorlo Antonio of Giocomo and Maddalena June 20 1893..15:145
Catrane Anna of Giuseppe and Giuseppa Nov 2 1894......16: 48
Catroneo Carlo of Giuseppe and Giuseppa Jan 2 1892......15: 78
Catroneo Maria G of Giuseppe and Giuseppa Dec 28 1899..16:588
Cattalana — d of Salvatore and Salvatora Mar 2 1895....16:121
Cattalano Agostino of Salvatore and Catarina Apr 12 1893.15:160
Cattaneo Maria of Michele and Concetta May 12 1897.....16:303
Cauchon Joseph U of Philias and Cecelia Mar 18 1899.....16:485
Cauchon Marie G of Philias and Zelia Oct 1 1900.........17: 88
Caulfield Albert F of Timothy and Nora A Jan 20 1897....16:300
Caulfield Clara J of Michael J and Clara J May 28 1891..15: 29
Caulfield Gertrude of Timothy and Alice Dec 19 1900.....17:112
Caulfield Mary A of Timothy and Nora A July 20 1898....16:456
Caulfield —— d of Michael J and Clara J Jan 13 1893.....15:158
Cavanagh Arthur of Charles M and Catherine July 31 1897.16:317
Cavanagh Bernard J of Francis J and Annie M June 12 1899,16:483
Cavanagh James F of Edward and Hannah Feb 26 1891....15: 17
Cavanagh John J of Thomas and Annie Feb 17 1892........15: 86
Cavanagh Joseph of William J and Catherine A July 12 1900.17: 62
Cavanagh Margaret L of Edward and Annie Dec 31 1893...15:196
Cavanagh Mary C of John and Joanna July 1 1896.........16:227
Cavanagh Murty of Charles M and Catherine July 11 1895...16:134
Cavanagh Sarah A of John J and Catherine J Oct 26 1897...16:338
Cavanagh —— d of Thomas J and Lucy Dec 13 1900.........17:110
Cavanagh Charles F of Charles M and Catherine Dec 11 1892.15:109
Cavanagh Francis of James L and Ellen J Jan 19 1900......17: 5
Cavanagh George O of Francis J and Mary June 29 1899....16:501
Cavanagh Irene M of James H and Eva Nov 10 1900........17:101
Cavanagh James of John and Joanna July 3 1895...........16:137
Cavanagh James of John and Mary A Dec 22 1900........17:113
Cavanagh James F of John and Catherine July 31 1900.....17: 68
Cavanagh Lillian M of Daniel and Mary E Feb 11 1897.....16:313
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Cavanaugh Mary E of John and Catherine T Mar 9 1895...16:111
Cavanaugh Ruth of William H and Theresa M Aug 17 1892...15:132
Cavanaugh —— d of Mary June 5 1899...16:595
Cavanaugh Sarah of John and Mary Aug 2 1899...16:533
Cavanaugh Anastasia of John J and Elizabeth A Dec 25
1893...15:242
Cavanaugh Anna M of Christopher and Rose A May 27 1891.16:284
Cavanaugh Annie of John and Mary Nov 26 1891...15:63
Cavanaugh Catherine of John J and Elizabeth A Jan 2 1892.15:96
Cavanaugh Edward L of Christopher J and Rose A Feb 1
1895...16:99
Cavanaugh —— s of Charles M and Catherine Jan 19 1899...16:472
Cavey Frances of Michael H and Hanora J Nov 13 1896...16:239
Cavillo Benedetto of Luigi and Giuseppina June 4 1892...15:97
Cawley Ann of Thomas F and Margaret Jan 30 1894...15:1
Cawley James J of Thomas F and Margaret May 25 1898...16:373
Cawley John J of Thomas F and Margaret July 3 1894...16:46
Cawley Margaret of Thomas F and Margaret Aug 23 1892...15:99
Cayce Cornelius V of Charles L and Jessie K Mar 8 1898...16:407
Cayer Edmond R of Alexis and Marie Mar 21 1891...15:20
Cayer George A of Maxime and Obeline Sept 7 1895...16:162
Cayer Joseph A A of Maxime and Obeline June 7 1899...16:501
Cayer Joseph M N of Maxime and Obeline Feb 21 1898...16:396
Cayer Joseph W of Joseph and Marie May 25 1894...16:30
Cayer Mabel B of Maxime and Obeline Mar 6 1897...16:298
Cayer Marie A A of Maxime and Obeline May 4 1892...15:87
Cayer Napoleon A of Maxime and Obeline Nov 9 1900...17:100
Cazenave Marie C of Arthur and Clarinda Jan 20 1899...16:507
Cazenave Albert of Arturce and Clara Jan 18 1897...16:305
Ceasar William A (e) of Jason W and Mary A Mar 17 1895...16:92
Cederberg Abbie C S of Charles and Martina Mar 9 1895...16:127
Cederberg Wallace W C of Carl A and Martina Mar 27 1897...16:308
Cecil Arthur of Arthur and Juliette Jan 12 1898...16:389
Ceffaro Clementina of Raffaele and Carmela Apr 7 1893...15:168
Celio Giuseppa of Giovanni and Maria Feb 5 1899...16:502
Celio —— s of Giovanni and Maria Sept 13 1895...16:166
Cella Felice of Giovanni and Maria May 29 1894...16:17
Cella Girolamo of Antonio and Angelina June 19 1891...15:31
Cellia Luisa of Giovanni and Maria May 20 1893...15:168
Celotta Angela L of Italia Mar 19 1892...15:97
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ceramiola Arcangelina</td>
<td>6 July 1893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramela Antonio</td>
<td>24 Feb 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramelo Muzio</td>
<td>17 Apr 1894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerbi George J</td>
<td>21-24 Aug 1894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerese Antonio</td>
<td>19 Sept 1899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerese Giuseppa</td>
<td>1 April 1897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerese Petrina</td>
<td>27 Aug 1895</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceri Giulia O</td>
<td>27 Oct 1900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cesare Di Giuditta</td>
<td>13 May 1894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cesaretti Oreste</td>
<td>5 July 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cesario Agostino</td>
<td>19 Sept 1890</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cesars Joseph</td>
<td>17 April 1900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chabot Mary E</td>
<td>4 May 1900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaboth Ethel W</td>
<td>23 Nov 1898</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chace Ann A</td>
<td>25 Aug 1891</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chace Annie of George</td>
<td>26 Feb 1895</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chace Arnold B</td>
<td>8 Oct 1891</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chace Charles M</td>
<td>20 Aug 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chace Danforth</td>
<td>8 Sept 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chace Ethel P</td>
<td>15 Aug 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chace Frank T</td>
<td>10 Aug 1895</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chace John E</td>
<td>4 July 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chace John P</td>
<td>25 Aug 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chace Leola M</td>
<td>16 Sept 1897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chace Marion of Daniel C</td>
<td>31 Aug 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chace Marjorie of Daniel C</td>
<td>8 Aug 1899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chace May H</td>
<td>27 Aug 1894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chace Myra L</td>
<td>22 Aug 1893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chace Philip D</td>
<td>23 July 1895</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chace Winfield M</td>
<td>8 Aug 1899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chace —— s of George W and</td>
<td>12 Aug 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chace —— d of George W and</td>
<td>8 Aug 1899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chadwick Alice I of Joseph</td>
<td>21 March 1893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chadwick Amy of John and</td>
<td>16 Aug 1891</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chadwick Frederick of</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chadwick Isabelle of John</td>
<td>21 Sep 1895</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chadwick Lillian of Thomas</td>
<td>15 Nov 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chafee John S</td>
<td>11 July 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chafee Mary S</td>
<td>23 Aug 1897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chafee Florence M of Charles</td>
<td>6 July 1897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chafee Louina M</td>
<td>25 July 1891</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chafee Marian E</td>
<td>15 June 1895</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chafee Mary A</td>
<td>14 July 1893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chafee Ruth E</td>
<td>22 July 1894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chafee Sarah M</td>
<td>15 Aug 1899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chagnon Adolphe of Louis and Rosanna Mar 31 1896...........16:216
Chagnon Adrian of Onere and Anna Aug 8 1899............16:580
Chagnon Agnes L of Henri and Sarah A Jan 5 1896...........16:213
Chagnon Anilda of Henri and Sarah Oct 28 1900.............17:96
Chagnon Bertha of Onere and Anna Sept 3 1900..............17:79
Chagnon Desire E of Desire E and Helene Mar 6 1899........16:498
Chagnon Ida of Charles and Rose July 19 1900..............17:61
Chagnon Ida M of Philip and Elmire Oct 7 1895..............16:173
Chagnon Madeline of Henri and Sarah Feb 13 1897...........16:306
Chagnon Marie E of Charles and Rosilda Oct 15 1893........15:209
Chagnon Marie L E of Philias and Elmire Jan 4 1899........16:518
Chagnon Marie L E of Philias and Elmire Mar 11 1893.......15:163
Chagnon Marie M of Charles and Rosilda Apr 21 1892........15:94
Chagnon Marie M R of Charles and Rosilda Feb 6 1898........16:406
Chagnon Raoul of Charles and Rosilda May 22 1899...........16:512
Chalk Elizabeth of Timothy C and Annie L Feb 15 1892......15:72
Chalmers Margaret E of Edward and Mary A Feb 17 1894.....16:29
Chalmers Thomas B of James N and Mary II May 16 1891.....15:9
Chamberlain Blanche of George W and Rose June 15 1897.....16:311
Chamberlain George W of George W and Rosa Jan 14 1893....15:162
Chamberlain Gladys of Jesse II and Alice Apr 29 1899......16:495
Chamberlain Ida A of Jesse II and Alice W June 10 1892....15:85
Chamberlain Louis B of Jesse II and Alice W Feb 5 1894.....16:45
Chamberlain Walter of George and Rose Oct 31 1895.........16:174
Chamberlin Irving L of George W and Rose July 28 1899.....16:579
Chambers Anna M of William J and Mary May 28 1900........17:42
Chambers Victor K of William J and Mary Sept 28 1896.....16:229
Chambers William F of William J and Mary Feb 4 1895.....16:95
Chambers — s of William and Mary Oct 26 1897............16:367
Champagne Dorilda of Emmeri and Marie Jan 7 1897........16:314
Champagne Elmine of Maxime and Josephine Apr 25 1896.....16:261
Champagne Joseph A of Emmeri and Marie Mar 13 1900.......17:21
Champagne Marie E of Xavier and Aglae Oct 7 1891.........15:62
Champagne Marie M F A of Xavier and Aglae May 8 1893....15:165
Champagne Marie M L of Onesime and Angele Mar 13 1900....17:21
Champagne Marie R of Maxime and Josephine Feb 26 1893....15:150
Champagne Marie R of Maxime B and Josephine May 9 1897....16:299
Champagne Octave of Octave and Rose July 5 1895...........16:179
Chamigny Arthur D of Damien D and Marie Mar 30 1892.....15:86
Chamigny (Deslandes) Leo E E of Dennase D and Marie Sept 3 1899..................................................16:761
Chamigny Mary R of Joseph and Ahnena Feb 15 1900........17:51
Champlain — s of Lucy Dec 20 1898..........................16:432
Champlin Christopher R (c) of Annie F Mar 8 1894........16:26
Champlin Douglass D of Walter E and Cora P Aug 19 1898..16:464
Births Recorded in Providence

Chapdelaine-Lariviere Blanche of Pierre and Elise Nov 13 1898
Chapdelaine Xavier A of Pierre and Elise July 12 1896
Chapdelaine Marie d of Eugene and Mary Apr 12 1896
Chapdelaine Marie P of Pierre and Elise Sept 19 1894
Chapdelaine William E of Elzear and Marie July 1 1895
Chapdelaine Cornelia of Elzear and Marie July 4 1891
Chapdelaine Ernest J H of Pierre and Elise March 19 1893
Chapdelaine Marie A of Pierre and Eliza July 9 1900
Chapdelaine Marie P of Pierre and Elise Sept 19 1894
Chapdelaine William E of Elzear and Marie July 1 1895
Chapdelaine Marie P of Pierre and Elise Sept 19 1894
Chapdelaine Xavier A of Pierre and Elise July 12 1896
Chapdelaine Marie d of Eugene and Mary Apr 12 1896
Chapdelaine Marie P of Pierre and Eliza July 9 1900
Chapdelaine Marie P of Pierre and Elise Sept 19 1894
Chapdelaine William E of Elzear and Marie July 1 1895
Chapdelaine Marie d of Eugene and Mary Apr 12 1896
Chapdelaine Marie P of Pierre and Eliza July 9 1900
Chapdelaine Marie P of Pierre and Elise Sept 19 1894
Chapdelaine William E of Elzear and Marie July 1 1895
Chapdelaine Marie d of Eugene and Mary Apr 12 1896
Chapdelaine Marie P of Pierre and Eliza July 9 1900
Chapdelaine Marie P of Pierre and Elise Sept 19 1894
Chapdelaine William E of Elzear and Marie July 1 1895
Chapdelaine Marie d of Eugene and Mary Apr 12 1896
Chapdelaine Marie P of Pierre and Eliza July 9 1900
Chapdelaine Marie P of Pierre and Elise Sept 19 1894
Chapdelaine William E of Elzear and Marie July 1 1895
Chapdelaine Marie d of Eugene and Mary Apr 12 1896
Chapdelaine Marie P of Pierre and Eliza July 9 1900
Chapdelaine Marie P of Pierre and Elise Sept 19 1894
Chapdelaine William E of Elzear and Marie July 1 1895
Chapdelaine Marie d of Eugene and Mary Apr 12 1896
1898
Chapin Dorothy F of George E and Susan E July 1 1899
Chapin Granville P of Harry S and Minnie E June 29 1899
Chapin Mildred B of Henry S and Minnie Mar 3 1893
Chapman Arthur W of James F and Mary A Sept 28 1896
Chapman David R of William A and Esther Jan 30 1898
Chapman Ellen L of John M and Cora L July 8 1898
Chapman Gertrude A of Damon F and Agnes Aug 2 1896
Chapman Harold E of George E and Mary E Feb 10 1900
Chapman John H of Albert and Lucia Feb 20 1900
Chapman John M of John M and Cora L Feb 3 1900
Chapman Lena H of Charles E and Alice E May 10 1894
Chapman Madeleine M of Edward C and Mary E June 12 1897
Chapman Philip R of Frederick R and Grace Feb 19 1891
Chapman Raymond of George E and Mary May 18 1896
Chapman Wifred D of George E and Mary E Dec 14 1893
Chapman William A of William A and Esther Jan 23 1896
Chapman s of James and Esther July 7 1900
Chappell Amy of Elwin and Mary M Nov 5 1900
Chappell Edna A of John and Minnie B Sept 9 1897
Chappell Leon A of Amos and Lena E May 2 1894
Chappell Maude A of John and Minnie B Aug 24 1895
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Chappell — s of Leon and Emma C Dec 17 1891....15: 44
Chappelle Helene M of Amos E and Helene F Jan 17 1900....17: 5
Chappelle Howard B of Howard B and Florence W July 11
1897 ..................................................16: 331
Chaput Eva of Patrick and Bridget June 25 1891....15: 10
Chaput Patrick of Clifford and Marie May 7 1891....15: 5
Charbonneau Norah of Jean B and Dora June 6 1897....16: 311
Charcovitz Joseph K of Theophile Koteski and Sophie Char-
covitz May 17 1894..................................16: 41
Charello Irene of Luigi and Susan I Oct 25 1900.........17: 96
Charlier Gertrude of Salvatore and Ellen Mar 15 1900....17: 22
Charlebois Edward L of Pierre and Albina Aug 12 1900....17: 117
Charles Cecelia of Andrew F and Mary F Jan 26 1891....15: 14
Charles John of Andrew F and Mary Nov 26 1892........15: 113
Charles Mary E of Andrew and Mary F June 10 1894...16: 20
Charles Ruth of Andrew and Mary Sept 13 1896..16: 242
Charles William of Peter F and Catherine A Jan 1 1894..15: 14
Charleson — s of Mardiros and Addie E Nov 19 1894....16: 78
Charlesworth Bertha of Frank and Lizzie June 12 1893...15: 166
Charlesworth Frederick of Frank and Lizzie Dec 10 1898...16: 462
Charlesworth Percy W of William H and Jane E Nov 24 1893, 15: 211
Charlesworth Rachel A of William H and Jane E Feb 24 1891, 15: 26
Charsley Frank of James W and Annie Apr 7 1894.....16: 30
Charon Charles E of Ernest A and Augustine June 16 1898, 16: 399
Charon Ernest A of Ernest A and Augustine A Dec 13 1899, 16: 568
Charpentier Adelard of Albert and Almaide Mar 11 1897..16: 298
Charpentier Joseph A F of Alfred and Delina Sept 13 1892...15: 128
Charpentier Joseph D of Alfred and Delina Dec 8 1893, 15: 206
Charpentier Marie E of Albert and Almaide June 3 1894, 16: 42
Charreter Joseph A of Pierre and Georgiana Jan 16 1893, 15: 162
Charrette Alice M B of Joseph A and Georgia A Sept 1 1900...17: 78
Charron George A L of George H and Rosanna Nov 15 1897, 16: 378
Charron Leo of Henri and Elodie Feb 2 1893...15: 167
Charvier Joseph A of Romain and Marie L Mar 28 1896 ..16: 216
Charvier Marie A of Romain and Marie L Nov 10 1892...15: 121
Chase Annie of Antone and Maria Apr 27 1893, 15: 137
Chase Belah F of Frank A and Minnie T Jan 16 1892, 15: 88
Chase Coral M of Edwin J and Melinda H Oct 24 1891, 15: 57
Chase Earl L of Frank H and Annie M June 27 1899, 16: 486
Chase Edith F of Walter W and Florence E Mar 13 1893, 15: 147
Chase Elizabeth M of George D and Alice E June 6 1898, 16: 377
Chase Elwin F of Amos F and Rebecca S Mar 27 1897, 16: 398
Chase Evelyn of Ward B and Dora E July 29 1897, 16: 321
Chase Fenton J of Amos F and Rebecca S Aug 14 1898, 16: 457
Chase Frank H of Frank H and Annie M Jan 27 1898, 16: 383
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Chase George T of George W and Myra F Apr 10 1895........16:118
Chase Gladys A of Herbert W and Ella L Feb 6 1898.........16:386
Chase Grace W (Adopted) of Eva Davis Aug 24 1896........16:269
Chase Harold A of Ernest A and Alice L Apr 23 1892.......15: 79
Chase Hartford B of William A and Margaret T Aug 2 1893.15:206
Chase Howard C of Ernest A and Alice L July 30 1893....15:186
Chase John E of William A and Margaret T July 4 1895....16:170
Chase Joseph of James H and Catherine Feb 29 1892........15: 73
Chase Katharine J of William A and Margaret T July 15
1897 .............................................16:353
Chase Lucy of James H and Catherine Dec 24 1894........16: 86
Chase Mabel M of Frank H and Annie M Jan 27 1898.......16:383
Chase Marguerite N of Charles E and Nellie M Feb 28 1900.17: 17
Chase Mildred F of Henry T and Lizzie F Feb 10 1899.....16:472
Chase Myron R of George W and Emma S Oct 8 1892.......15:115
Chase Nettie S of Winfield M and Augusta July 22 1898..16:441
Chase Walter F of Walter L and Lottie M Sept 22 1896....16:246
Chase William C of Ward B and Dora E Mar 9 1896.......16:133
Chase Zilphia E of William E and Estelle Jan 21 1896....16:213
Chase —— s of Fred L and Grace W July 28 1895............16:138
Chassey Mabel I of William and Georgiana Aug 18 1894...16: 55
Chassie Walter F of Napoleon N and Mary J May 21 1894...16: 17
Chassie Marietta of Gilbert and Sarah Aug 8 1895.......16:154
Chatterly Amelia E of James B and Catherine May 4 1898..16:398
Chatterly —— s of James B and Kate E July 31 1896.......16:253
Chatterton Florence (Adopted) of John and Eliza Jan 4
1899 .............................................16:501
Chatterton Herbert A of Herbert L and Kate G Dec 23 1899.16:531
Chatterton Irving T of William H and Catherine E June 16
1895 .............................................16:103
Chatterton —— d of Herbert L and Katie G Apr 22 1895...16: 96
Chauvert Raymond of Rosa Sept 9 1896....................16:239
Chauvin Jean B of Joseph and Victoire Feb 8 1898........16:406
Chaves Manoel of Joao A and Bernardina Oct 18 1897.....16:319
Chayer Louis of Louis S and Margaret T Jan 20 1895.....16:107
Cheese Anna M of Thomas S and Annie M Jan 21 1895....16:114
Cheese Walter (c) of Thomas S and Anna M June 26 1891...15: 19
Cheever George P of Dexter C and M Annie Jan 27 1893...15:169
Chellin Herman A of Andrew and Louisa Dec 24 1892......15:134
Cheneski Joseph of Michael and Elizabeth Aug 14 1898....16:457
Cheney Clinton of Harry and Amy Dec 22 1900.............17:113
Cheney Edith L of Harry C and Amey C June 19 1898.....16:392
Cheney Harold K of Harry O and Amey C Jan 22 1897.....16:291
Cheney —— s of Alfred and Mary Jan 9 1897.............16:285
Cherella Elvira of Angelo and Giovanna Sept 9 1899....16:544
Cherella Rosindo of Angelo and Giovanna May 8 1895. 16:123
Cherello — d of Angelo and Giovanna May 12 1897. 16:287
Cherm Charles W of Charles W and Elizabeth G July 27
1900 16:519. 17: 67
Cherm Frank of Charles L and Jane January 7 1895. 16:113
Cherns Grace of Charles and Jennie Feb 7 1898. 16:393
Cherry Ellen L of Henry M and Margaret J Mar 3 1891. 15: 7
Cherry Jeremiah H of Henry M and Margaret J Feb 2 1896. 16: 214
Cherry William H of Henry M and Margaret Sept 10 1893. 15:178
Chesbro Edmund D of Edmund D and Grace L May 2 1898. 16: 395
Chesbro John A of Edmund D and Grace L Oct 18 1899. 16: 558
Chesbro Mildred of Edmund D and Grace L May 30 1894. 16:27
Chesham Mabel of Lewis and Alice Jan 14 1900. 17: 4
Cheshire Samuel E of John and Laura Feb 11 1899. 16:490
Chesley Frank L of William H and Lillian A July 17 1898. 16:456
Chesley William H of William H and Lillian A Apr 15 1900. 17:31
Chesner Sarah of Tangill and Gessie Nov 9 1896. 16:247
Chester Grace A of Frank A and Ida M Jan 7 1899. 16:486
Chester Louise H of Frank E and Nancey J Sept 24 1892. 15:115
Chester Raymond (e) of Raymond and Leonora Mar 4 1899. 16:515
Chesterman Esther of Tanzel and Lena Feb 15 1899. 16:487
Chevalier Andrea of Arsene and Mary Mar 16 1897. 16:296
Chevalier Bertha E of Arson S and Mary Feb 17 1894. 6:26
Chevalier Ernest R of Arsene and Marie Aug 26 1891. 15:51
Chevalier Edward of Edward and Mary L Sept 7 1900. 17:80
Chevers — twin sons of Aurion V and Hattie C Jan 5 1893. 15:150
Chevias (Xavier) Jorge M of Manoel F and Anna C Aug 19
1897 16:318
Cheviette Georgina of Horace and Emma July 18 1892. 15:119
Cheviot George of Manoel and Caroline Oct 26 1898. 16:470
Cheviot Olive of Manoel and Carolina Oct 26 1898. 16:419
Chiario Michel of Giovanni and Maria Feb 1 1899. 16:479
Chiario — d of Giovanni and Maria Feb 6 1898. 16:467
Chiaverina Marietta of Gaetano and Angelina Apr 16 1894. 16:34
Chiaverini Alfonso of Gaetano and Angela Nov 2 1896. 16:259
Chiaverini Giuseppe of Gaetano and Angelina Sept 2 1895. 16:166
Chiaverini Lina of Raffaele and Angelina May 1 1899. 16:505
Chiaverini Luigi of Gaetano and Angiolina Apr 5 1899. 16:486
Chiaverini Maria of Gaetano and Angiolina Jan 28 1898. 16:385
Chiaverini — d of Raffaele and Angiolina Nov 25 1896. 16:259
Chidlow Wallace E of Rebecca May 31 1895. 16:132
Chiello Francesco of Giovanni and Maria Nov 18 1898. 16:448
Chiello Giovannina of Giovanni and Maria Feb 12 1900. 17:12
Child Jessie C of Ralph M and Annie M Apr 6 1894. 16:29
Child Everett S of Harry S and Ida L Jan 20 1900. 17: 6
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Childs Benjamin of James and Sarah Nov 2 1893 .......... 15: 187
Childs Helen R of Jonathan R and Addie C Sept 11 1897 .. 16: 337
Childs Ralph W of Thomas M and Emma L Oct 3 1900 .... 17: 88
Childs Stephen L of Stephen L and Ida F July 19 1892 .. 15: 117
Chilingarian Rosa of Harry and Annie Oct 7 1900 ....... 17: 90
Chinowitch Abraham of Solomon and Fanny Apr 6 1897 ... 16: 282
Chinowitch Jeannette of Solomon and Fannie Jan 13 1893 .. 15: 155
Chimick —— d of Solomon and Fanny Oct 23 1893 ....... 15: 198
Chimick —— s of Solomon and Fannie Feb 2 1892 ....... 15: 85
Chin Charles E (c) of Charles E and Emma M June 19 1895 .. 16: 119
Chinn Ralph T (c) of Charles E and Emma M July 17 1897 .. 16: 345
Chinn —— (c) s of Charles and Emma Jan 20 1892 ....... 15: 85
Chinn —— (c) d of Charles E and Emma M Mar 26 1891 ... 15: 20
Chinn —— (c) s of Charles E and Emma M Sept 29 1892 .. 15: 121
Chinn —— (c) d of Charles E and Emma M Dec 7 1893 .... 15: 198
Chinowitz Maurice of Philip and Annie Aug 4 1892 ....... 15: 103
Chipman Albert E of Albert H and Elsie May 29 1899 .... 16: 485
Chipman Angeline L of George G and Nellie July 21 1893 .. 15: 170
Chipman Constance L of William J and Margaret H Feb 3

1894 .................................................... 16: 1
Chipman Elizabeth J of George and Ellen Oct 20 1894 .. 16: 48
Chipman Henry E B of William J and Margaret L May 17

1896 .................................................... 16: 183
Chipman Leighton G of William J and Margaret Sept 28 1898 .. 16: 438
Chipman Walter E of George G and Ellen F Dec 9 1891 .. 15: 35
Chippendale Alice of Richard and Annie May 1 1899 .... 16: 474
Chippendale Florence P of John R and Catherine J Sept 27

1896 .................................................... 16: 250
Chippendale Hope B of John R and Catherine J Aug 6 1898 .. 16: 441
Chippendale Ruth E of John R and Catherine Aug 3 1900 .. 17: 69
Chiriburan Rose of Harry and Annie Sept 16 1897 ....... 16: 327
Chisholm Charles O of Charles F and Margaret Sept 26 1896 .. 16: 229
Chonowitz Hyman of Philip and Annie Jan 10 1898 ....... 16: 413
Choquet Joseph A of Joseph P and Miria I Aug 12 1892 .. 15: 132
Choquet —— d of Joseph P and Mary May 27 1894 ....... 16: 27
Chretien Joseph D of Zacharie and Eugenie May 31 1891 .. 15: 29
Christen Joseph A of Aime and Rose Jan 4 1894 ......... 16: 31
Christensen Anna L of George C and Nellie June 24 1899 .. 16: 506
Christensen Arthur of Anton J and Marie Apr 26 1896 .. 16: 30
Christensen Inez M of Anton J and Marie July 20 1897 .. 16: 341
Christensen Walter R of Anton and Marie Nov 19 1898 .. 16: 443
Christensen —— s of George C and Ellen Dec 20 1900 .. 17: 112
Christenson Anton R H of Oscar and Augusta Apr 12 1892 .. 15: 93
Christian Annie E of Thomas and Annie May 3 1897 ....... 16: 283
Christian Ellen I of Thomas A and Annie M Jan 5 1900 .. 17: 2
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Christian Emil E of Aime and Rosa Oct 5 1898............. 16:453
Christian Margaret of Thomas and Annie Sept 10 1894........ 16: 55
Christian Mary A of Thomas A and Annie M May 22 1893.. 15:145
Christian Mary E of John A and Katherine L Apr 15 1900.. 17: 34
Christianson Amelia M of Christian and Martha Feb 3 1893.. 15:162
Christianson Clara L of John C and Marian Dec 28 1896... 16:248
Christianson Elizabeth V of John C and Marian Apr 20 1894. 16: 23
Christianson Florence A of John C and Marian Dec 23 1891... 15: 50
Christianson Fritz O L of Thure and Kattrina Oct 9 1895.. 16:149
Christianson George T of John C and Mary Nov 11 1900... 17:101
Christianson Louis E of Peter O and Emma June 16 1900... 17: 48
Christianson Olaf M of Anton W and Christina Nov 16 1893.. 15:198
Christianson Ruth of Peter and Emma Mar 9 1899............ 16:490
Christie Anna G of John P and Ida Aug 13 1897............. 16:336
Christie Charles T of George and Catherine A July 18 1900.. 17: 64
Christie Jessie L of John L and Ellen Nov 7 1893............ 15:210
Christmann Margaret of Henry and Rosa Mar 5 1896......... 16:182
Christoph Frank of Mary July 1 1895....................... 16:177
Christy Robert of James and M J Jan 25 1893................. 15:169
Church Clara D of Edgar E and Clara Apr 17 1900............ 17: 32
Church Estella E of George G and Albertine M Nov 15 1897.. 16:332
Church Louis G of George G and Albertina M May 10 1895... 16:106
Church Viola P of William A and Annie Oct 16 1899........ 16:558
Church ---- d of Herbert E and Minnie M May 9 1894........ 16: 27
Church ---- (c) s of Isaac W and Ida June 24 1891........... 15: 19
Churchill ---- (c) d of Mattie Apr 15 1895................... 16:104
Churchurs Grace of Charles and Jennie Mar 2 1893........... 15:169
Ciacco Pietrina of Vincenzo and Concetta Apr 27 1900....... 17: 34
Ciallelli Giovanni of Achille and Anna Aug 8 1896........... 16:257
Cialdella Giovanna of Acille and Anna Oct 12 1895........... 16:167
Ciambanelli Maria L of Carlo and Maria Aug 2 1897........ 16:348
Ciampanello Federico of Carlo and Maria A Jan 11 1896..... 16:208
Ciampanello Maria L of Carlo and Maria May 27 1899....... 16:505
Cianci Lattier Maria of Giuseppe and Ursula Oct 6 1900.... 17: 90
Cianci Vincenzo A of Pietro and Carmela July 30 1900...... 17: 68
Cianciarulli Raffaele of Angelo and Serafina May 29 1898... 16:403
Cianciarullo Maria R of Angelo and Serafina Sept 13 1896... 16:258
Ciappinelli Lucia of Salvatore and Brigida May 1 1900...... 17: 36
Ciaramelli Elisabetta of Luigi and Maria Feb 15 1899........ 16:563
Ciaramello Filomena of Pasquale and Erminia Jan 24 1899... 16:502
Ciaramello Mariantonia of Pasquale and Erminia Aug 26 1895..16:166
Ciarcione Anna of Bartolomeo and Maria Nov 12 1899........ 16:576
Ciarcione Annina of Bartolomeo and Maria July 7 1898...... 16:450
Ciarciglia ---- s of Tomaso and Maria June 7 1897......... 16:365
Ciarda Fortunato of Francisco and Filomena Feb 6 1893...... 15:158
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Ciarla Maria of Giuseppa A and Carmela Apr 2 1896........16:210
Ciarlilla Giovannina of Argillo and Anna Dec 16 1894........16:79
Ciarli Crescenzo of Giuseppe A and Carmela Mar 23 1898......16:402
Ciarli Maria D (Adopted) of Salvatore Fiorito and Maria I

May 9 1897..............................................................16:314

Ciarlo — s of Giuseppe and Carmela May 26 1897........16:365
Ciarmelli Antonio of Pasquale and Erminnia Feb 10 1897....16:301
Ciarmello Antonio of Luigi and Maria Feb 24 1895........16:121
Ciarmello Antonio of Luigi and Maria Apr 4 1897........16:303
Ciarmello Mary of Michelangelo and Melamia Oct 29 1899...16:566
Ciarmella Filomena of Luigi and Maria Sept 3 1893.......15:201

Ciabalerio Maria A of Raffaele and Isabella Oct 10 1896...16:258
Ciabalerio Maria C of Domenico and Concetta Apr 21 1899..16:504
Ciablerio Emilio A of Domenico and Concetta Nov 19 1891..15:58
Ciabullerio Antonio of Domenico and Concetta Jan 20 1897..16:300
Cicchi Maria P of Michele and Giovanna Aug 4 1897........16:325
Ciccio Francesco of Francesco and Raffaele Aug 19 1897....16:326

Ciccone Adelina of Tomaso and Carmina Oct 24 1896........16:259
Ciccone Alfieri of Alessandro and Cristina July 13 1896....16:570
Ciccone Alviero of Alessandro and Cristina Oct 20 1900......17:94
Ciccone Arturo of Alessandro and Cristina May 3 1898.....16:403
Ciccone Domenico of Angelo and Antonia May 6 1900.......17:37
Ciccone Francesco of Angelo and Antonia Dec 24 1897......16:333
Ciccone Maria R of Alessandro and Cristina Oct 31 1896.....16:259

Ciccone — s of Angelo and Antonia Nov 30 1896........16:241
Ciccone — d of Carmine and Maria Jan 9 1896........16:187
Ciccone — s of Tommaso and Carmina Dec 20 1898........16:455
Cicerchia Francesco of Antonio and Emilia Mar 16 1899....16:480
Cicerchia Rosa of Antonio and Emilia Nov 29 1900..........17:106
Cicerchia Thomas Feb 4 1894......................................16:41

Cicerone Carmela of Pasquale and Stefana Dec 21 1899.....16:577
Cicerone Fiorindo of Pasquale and Stefana Dec 17 1895.....16:169
Cicerone Gennaro of Pasquale and Stefana Oct 3 1897......16:350
Ciccone Gennaro of Carmino and Carmina Jan 30 1894......16:32
Cielfeld Charles of Frank W and Grace H Apr 1 1894......16:19
Cifelli Adele of Giuseppe and Vittoria Nov 20 1899.........16:576
Cifelli Constantino of Domenico and Angela July 15 1899...16:570
Cifelli Domenico of Felice and Immacolata July 1 1895......16:164
Cifelli Egilio of Domenico and Angela May 1 1896........16:211
Cifelli Elisabetta of Giuseppe and Vittoria Aug 12 1897....16:348
Cifelli Ernesto V of Giuseppe and Vittoria Nov 19 1891....15:58
Cifelli Giovannina of Domenico and Angela June 24 1893....15:161
Cifelli Giuseppe of Domenico and Angela Nov 5 1891.......15:58
Cifelli Immacolato of Felice and Immacolata Dec 20 1896....16:241
Cifello Assunta of Giuseppe and Vittoria Jan 11 1894......16:31
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Ciffello Donato of Felice and immacolata May 24 1894. 16: 35
Cifolli Lucia of Fiorangelo and filomena Aug 11 1894. 16: 76
Cifolli Matilda of Fiorangelo and philomena Apr 21 1897. 16: 303
Cinaglia Angelo of Michele and Giuseppina July 16 1892. 15: 349
Cingis Amadeo of Nicola and Antonio Apr 21 1894. 16: 45
Cinquars Raymond R of Joseph R andannie B Jan 10 1895. 16: 105
Cinquagama Maria T of Paolo and Maria G July 12 1900. 17: 62
Cinquagano Lorenzo G of Paolo and Maria G June 25 1899. 16: 518
Cinquagano — d of Paolo and Maria Aug 11 1898. 16: 469
Cioci Vastiano of Sebastiano and Maria Feb 4 1900. 17: 10
Ciolfi Maria C of Domenico and Margherita Apr 11 1900. 17: 30
Ciordano Francesco of Luigi and Maria A Sept 25 1900. 17: 86
Ciordano Giuseppe of Luigi and Maria Sept 17 1897. 16: 349
Ciordano Rosa of Luigi and Maria A June 14 1899. 16: 518
Cipolla Alberto of Raffaele and Clementina Sept 12 1897. 16: 349
Cipolla Alvina of Antonio and Pasquale Dec 3 1896. 16: 260
Cipolla Emilia of Raffaele and Clementina July 19 1899. 16: 570
Cipolla Fiorenza of Pasquale and Antonia Aug 27 1900. 17: 76
Cipolla Fortunata of Antonio and Pasquarella Apr 8 1900. 17: 29
Cipolla Giovanna of Pasquale and Antonia B Nov 28 1898. 16: 454
Cipolla Olinda of Pasquale and Giovanna Mar 1 1896. 16: 210
Cipolla Sabattina of Antonio and Pasquale Feb 26 1898. 16: 401
Cipolla Virginia of Ferdinando and Atana Jan 26 1899. 16: 497
Cipollo Elvira of Raffaele and Clementina June 24 1893. 15: 161
Cipollo Genovefa of Pasquale and Giovannina Apr 8 1893. 15: 160
Cipollo Lucio C of Raffaele and Clementina Oct 22 1895. 16: 167
Cipriana Anna of Domenico and Assunta Oct 10 1891. 16: 56
Cipriani Pasquale of Matteo and Rosa July 22 1893. 15: 200
Cipriani Vincenzo of Matteo and Rosa Feb 29 1896. 16: 210
Cipriano Anna of Matteo and Rosina June 16 1899. 16: 506
Cipriano Enrico of Pasquale and Teresa June 21 1899. 16: 506
Cipriano Giuseppe of Matteo and Rosa Jan 29 1895. 16: 120
Cipriano Pasquale of Domenico and Assunta Apr 9 1893. 15: 143
Cipriano Pasquale of Matteo and Rosina June 22 1893. 15: 141
Cipriano Philomena of Domenico and Assunta May 12 1898. 16: 381
Cipriano — d of Antonio and Giulia Feb 25 1900. 17: 55
Cipriano — s of Domenico and Assunta May 12 1898. 16: 468
Cisero — (e) s of Gertrude Dec 13 1895. 16: 149
Ciuccio Angelico M of Gaudenzio and Antonia Mar 10 1900. 17: 20
Ciuccio Vittoria E of Nicola and Antonia Mar 15 1897. 16: 282
Ciufella Maria of Giuseppe and Carmela July 22 1892. 15: 122
Clabby Annie G of William J and Ellen Oct 15 1895. 16: 145
Clabby William J of William J and Ellen M Nov 26 1898. 16: 130
Clack — d of Annie Oct 17 1893. 15: 183
Claffey Catherine of Frank and Susan Mar 30 1892. 15: 89
Claffey Frank J of Frank J and Susan Apr 24 1897......16:303
Claffey Jennie of Frank J and Susan A Dec 2 1893........15: 203
Claffin Eva M of Edward B and Louise Oct 30 1891. .....15: 52
Claffin Louisa of Edward B and Louise Feb 22 1893.....15: 148
Claffin Mary of George E and Susan E Dec 27 1899.......16: 531
Claffin —— s of George E and Susan E Jan 11 1897.....16: 364
Claffin —— s of George L and Jennie O June 13 1891.....15: 11
Claherty Annie of James and Annie Jan 3 1895........16:109
Claherty James of James and Annie Feb 5 1899.........16: 490
Claherty Mary of James and Annie Dec 27 1892........15: 117
Claherty Nora of James and Annie Sept 14 1896.......16:245
Clancy Bridget of John J and Mary E Sept 4 1891.....15: 40
Clancy Grace of Michael and Margaret Mar 30 1891.....15: 13
Clancy Mary E of Thomas and Bridget May 7 1891.......15: 23
Clancy —— s of John and Rosanna May 3 1893........15:165
Clangen Charles J of Thomas E and Nellie Mar 8 1899....16:476
Clapp Alice L of Walter E and Margaret H Sept 5 1895....16:149
Clar Florence L of Michael D and Catherine Nov 16 1898.16:461
Clark Anna M of John P and Bridget Aug 29 1900.......17: 77
Clark Annie T of Henry C and Catherine T A June 26 1895.16:113
Clark Arthur B (e) of Frederick W and Annie F Aug 8 1896.16:249
Clark Bertha W of Albion and Nettie S June 11 1895.....16:109
Clark Charles of Joseph and Ann E July 11 1893.......15: 213
Clark Charles P of Philip and Mary Sept 19 1891.....15: 10
Clark Charles W of Alexander and Mary J May 3 1893....15:168
Clark Clarence L of James and Joanna Oct 6 1894.......16: 72
Clark Edna F of David and Edna Feb 1 1899........16:516
Clark Edward of Philip and Mary June 10 1894........16: 14
Clark Edward P of George C and Prudence M Dec 22 1899.16:569
Clark Edward S of John P and Bridget June 15 1898.....16:388
Clark Eleanor M of Henry L and Ida E Jan 12 1894.....16: 31
Clark Elizabeth X of John P and Mary N Dec 2 1900.....17:107
Clark Ellen of Patrick and Isabella Oct 16 1898. .......16:459
Clark Elmer S of George G and Miriam Oct 25 1900.....17: 96
Clark Eugene V of John W and Catherine July 6 1898.....16:444
Clark Francis M of Emil and Ida Apr 4 1900.........17: 28
Clark Frank of John and Alice Aug 18 1900........17: 73
Clark Gladys A of Richard I and Sarah T June 21 1897.16:311
Clark Grace M (e) of Clarence C and Jane R Mar 27 1899.16:494
Clark Grace M of Joseph R and Mary E May 12 1891.......15: 16
Clark Harold R of Richard I and Sarah T Aug 9 1895.....16:171
Clark Hollis K of Howard P and Lydia D Sept 10 1897....16:334
Clark Hope I of James A and Isabella F Feb 25 1900.....17: 16
Clark Horace R (e) of Clarence C and Jane R May 9 1897.16:296
Clark Isabella of Patrick and Isabella Dec 26 1893.......15:212
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Clark James of Patrick and Isabella July 25 1897.............16:353
Clark James A of James A and Isabella F June 8 1895........16:133
Clark James E of Philip and Mary Aug 4 1897.............16:325
Clark John L of James A and Isabella F July 27 1898........16:421
Clark John P of John P and Bridget July 12 1896...........16:224
Clark John S of Patrick and Isabella Dec 26 1895...........16:176
Clark Lawrence A of George A and Maggie Sept 6 1891......15: 54
Clark Leo W of John S and Maria Oct 21 1892.............15:116
Clark Mabel A T (c) of Kingston C and Kathleen May 16
1892 ..................................................15: 84
Clark Margaret E of James A and Isabella F Dec 26 1896...16:231
Clark Mary of James and Mary E Dec 23 1891.................15: 64
Clark Mary A of Henry C and Catherine Jan 10 1897.......16:290
Clark Mary A of Patrick and Isabella Nov 17 1891.........15: 63
Clark Mary E of James and Joanna July 24 1892............15:120
Clark Myles A of George H and Gertrude E Mar 16 1899.....16:491
Clark Myron L of Thomas H and Sarah A Feb 12 1894.......16: 22
Clark Norman P of Richard I and Sarah Jan 19 1899.......16:507
Clark Olive A of Alfred S Jr and Linnie M June 30 1892...15: 68
Clark Pauline P of Isaac H and Lillian E Apr 8 1891......15: 15
Clark Pearl E (c) of Kingston C and Kathelina Mar 17 1900..17: 22
Clark Richard W (c) of Ambrose J and Mary J Jan 2 1897..16:294
Clark Roscoe of John S Jr and Maria May 13 1897..........16:293
Clark Theresa J of Patrick J and Mary Mar 10 1898........16:397
Clark Vivian of Elta Apr 3 1899................................16:484
Clark Walter J of Walter F and Annie Feb 5 1894...........16: 18
Clark Walter M of Warren H and Marie U Jan 22 1899.......16:497
Clark Walter R L of Albin and Nathalia Nov 26 1897......16:335
Clark Warren E of Warren H and Marie U Jan 23 1898......16:396
Clark Wilton W of Edward O and Lillian F June 7 1897.....16:311
Clark Winslow E of Isaac H and Lillian E June 19 1893.....16:119
Clark s of Clara Nov 3 1896.................................16:254
Clark d of Edward E and Annie Apr 9 1893...................15:147
Clark d of Frederick L and Emily C Oct 31 1894............16: 63
Clark d of George H and Mary W Aug 19 1900................17: 74
Clark s of Harry B and Cora May 28 1893......................15:160
Clark s of Harry B and Cora J May 14 1891..................15: 24
Clark d of J W and Mary Aug 10 1897..........................16:336
Clark (c) d of Kingston C and Kathleen July 21 1895.....16:138
Clark s of Warren E and Selina Dec 1 1897..................16:329
Clarke Albin H of Emil and Edith Oct 18 1897..............16:338
Clarke Alice of Prescott O and Mary C Sept 30 1898.......16:422
Clarke Allen of Albin C and Natalie S Nov 9 1893.........15:187
Clarke Arthur P of William E and Susan E Apr 19 1895......16:132
Clarke Christina V of John T and Christina July 29 1900..17: 67
Clarke Earl M of Napoleon and Hattie N June 27 1894...16: 14
Clarke Elizabeth of Lizzie Sept 2 1892...15:110
Clarke Esther M of James M and Elizabeth C May 18 1897...16: 275
Clarke Etta M of Robert E and Mina A Mar 30 1897...16: 299
Clarke Frances C of Prescott O and Mary Mar 25 1897...16: 277
Clarke George R of George and Margaret Mar 15 1895...16: 92
Clarke Gertrude E of Joseph P and Avis M Dec 26 1894...16: 86
Clarke Gladys P of Thomas H and Sarah A Dec 14 1896...16: 248
Clarke Harry A of Joseph P and Avis M Feb 4 1898...16: 406
Clarke Hazel L of Thomas H and Sarah A Mar 29 1899...16: 491
Clarke Horace W of H Eugene and Eliza E May 12 1898...16: 398
Clarke Irene B of Thomas H and Sarah A Jan 11 1893...15: 150
Clarke James R of James T and Mary E Apr 13 1894...16: 39
Clarke John J of John J and Mary July 3 1893...15: 204
Clarke Joseph F of John J and Mary A June 24 1892...15: 75
Clarke Lawrence E (c) of Clarence C and Jane R Dec 10
1900
Clarke Mabel F of William E and Susan E Oct 1 1897...16: 338
Clarke Marjorie S of Alfred S and Linnie M Feb 20 1894...16: 2
Clarke Thomas of Walter F and Annie Sept 2 1895...16: 151
Clarke William D of Walter F and Annie July 2 1897...16: 336
Clarke William E of George R and Margaret E Apr 28 1891...15: 3
Clarke —— s of Arthur P and Madge Mar 31 1895...16: 106
Clarke —— d of Arthur P and Madge Mar 11 1896...16: 195
Clarke —— s of George R and Margaret V Mar 28 1893...15: 137
Clarke —— s of Henry W and Mary F Nov 16 1897...16: 339
Clarke —— d of Joseph P and Avis M Aug 4 1900...17: 70
Clarke —— d of Joseph P and Avis M Dec 6 1892...15: 130
Clarke —— d of Kate June 14 1893...15: 146
Clarke —— d of Napoleon B and Hattie N May 23 1892...15: 75
Clarke —— d of Prescott O and Mary C May 10 1900...17: 38
Clarkin Charles J of Charles and Ann Dec 8 1896...16: 267
Clarkin Owen of John T and Margaret Jan 13 1891...15: 25
Clarkin William F of Robert H and Mary F Jan 28 1900...17: 8
Clarkson Arthur of Axel E and Annie S Dec 20 1892...15: 117
Clarkson Clarence of Bayard and Minnie P Dec 22 1892...15: 125
Clarkson Edward of Henry and Emma July 12 1892...15: 119
Clary Lillian of Edward and Mary Dec 21 1898...16: 465
Clason Frank M of Martin and Selma T Aug 3 1897...16: 336
Clason Mildred of Martin and Selma Jan 27 1896...16: 220
Clauss Eugene S of Eugene A and Annie J Aug 2 1895...16: 162
Clavin Elizabeth of Terence and Rosanna July 31 1891...15: 53
Clavin Francis E of James P and Jennie E May 2 1896...16: 217
Clavin Gertrude of Terence and Rosanna Nov 8 1894...16: 73
Clavin Joseph M of Terence and Rosanna Oct 29 1896...16: 254
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Clavin — s of James M and Jennie E Nov 7 1898. 16:460 and 470.
Clavio Concerta of Pasquale and Maria Dec 9 1894. 16:79.
Clavio Domenico of Michele and Maria A July 22 1894. 16:75.
Clayton Maud M of Thomas and Mary Aug 30 1899. 16:581.
Clayton Rosalba S of George and Nellie G July 4 1891. 15:35.
Clayton — d of John S and Isabella A June 8 1893. 15:140.
Cleary Alice of William F and Ellen F Oct 21 1899. 16:584.
Cleary Francis of John T and Nellie E Nov 12 1898. 16:460.
Cleary Mary of John and Nellie Dec 14 1896. 16:268.
Cleveland Norman C of Elbert A and Emma D May 30 1899. 16:505.
Cleveland Margaret S of William and Katherine Oct 10 1900. 17:91.
Cleveland Philip J of William and Catherine Aug 12 1898. 16:452.
Cleveland Raymond T of William and Catherine F Mar 31 1895. 16:121.
Cleveland William of William and Catherine June 1 1897. 16:304.
Cleveland William H of William II and Catherine Apr 26 1896. 16:211.
Clegg Alice of George B and Agnes M July 7 1900. 17:60.
Clegg Francis G of George E and Mary A Jan 13 1894. 16:31.
Clegg Henry H of Henry and Rose Oct 3 1900. 17:120.
Clegg Joseph of George II N and Fanny Sept 27 1894. 16:77.
Clegg Leo M of Robert I and Emma July 16 1897. 16:341.
Clegg Nellie L of George II N and Fannie Mar 11 1891. 15:5.
Clegg Oswald L of Robert J and Emma Apr 30 1892. 15:89.
Clegg Robert T of George E and Mary A Feb 7 1892. 15:88.
Clemence Dudley A of George T and Mary E July 8 1893. 15:199.
Clemence Edith C of Joseph E and Catherine Feb 23 1893. 15:147.
Clemence Margie of Walter and Sadie F Mar 15 1891. 15:18 and 30.
Clement Marie A of Joseph and Delma Sept 22 1892. 15:118.
Clements Francis of Frank P and Louise July 22 1892. 15:99.
Clements Jacob A of Eben L and Linnie Nov 30 1897. 16:339.
Clements Ruth A of Thomas E and Elizabeth Aug 26 1899. 16:551.
Clements William G of Thomas and Lizzie Apr 1893. 15:154.
Clements — d of Francis P and Louise Sept 25 1900. 17:120.
Clements — s of Francis P and Louise Sept 30 1899. 16:597.
Clements — s of Thomas E and Elizabeth Nov 30 1895. 16:157.
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Clenan Ellen of William and Maria Apr 4 1898..............16: 397
Clenan Margaret of William and Maria Oct 8 1899.............16: 565
Clenan Margaret of William and Maria Mar 22 1900.............17: 24
Clerk Mary C of Donald and Cecelia S Mar 22 1892...........15: 73
Cleveland Clarence B of George A and Carrie E May 23 1896.16: 297
Cleveland Enalda R Nov 4 1892....................................15: 116
Clewley Ernest W of John W and Abbie J Mar 7 1894........16: 26
Clifford Annie of Patrick E and Annie Sept 10 1895.............16: 435
Clifford Annie M of John and Minnie Mar 12 1897...............16: 302
Clifford Dora R of Patrick A and Annie A Nov 2 1891......15: 34
Clifford Helen M of Dennis E and Mary J Oct 18 1900...........17: 93
Clifford Irene F of Patrick and Annie Apr 5 1893.............15: 137
Clifford James H of Patrick A and Annie Feb 5 1899..........16: 472
Clifford James J of John and Minnie Aug 23 1895...............16: 162
Clifford John L of John and Minnie Apr 12 1899...............16: 491
Clifford Lois I of Thomas C and Annie M Dec 15 1892........15: 122
Clingen Thomas E of Thomas E and Nellie Feb 1 1897..........16: 277
Clinton Alice M of Lewis A and Selina M Feb 17 1894...........16: 5
Clinton Clara F (c) of John W and Julia A Oct 14 1900......17: 92
Clinton Margaret E of George A and Sarah Dec 9 1900.........17: 109
Clinton Wilfrid T of George A and Sarah July 14 1899........16: 578
Clock Helen M of Ernest and Emma Aug 7 1895..................16: 178
Clodgo Modeste D of Michel and Malvina Apr 14 1899..........16: 481
Clossick John F of Thomas and Annie A Dec 6 1897............16: 359
Clossick Thomas F of Thomas and Annie Aug 4 1899...........16: 579
Cloudman Esther M of Walter F and Caroline F Sept 14 1898.16: 453
Cloudman Walter F of Walter F and Caroline F Aug 29 1892.15: 112
Clough Evelyn S A of Clayton H and A I E L July 2 1891....15: 32
Clough Frank W of Charles F and Ann J Sept 17 1892...........15: 118
Cloutier Marie O of Damase and Amanda July 21 1892.........15: 126
Cloutier Mary I of Joseph and Elvira Feb 9 1900...............17: 11
Cloutier ——s of Damase and Amanda Feb 21 1897..............16: 364
Clower Genevieve of Hugh G and Genevieve M June 21 1896...16: 292
Clower Hugh R of Hugh G and Genevieve M Aug 15 1898........16: 457
Clows Flora of Christine Feb 10 1900......................17: 12
Coady James J of Edward C and Delia Oct 14 1900............17: 92
Coakley Edward of Edward D and Annie G Dec 22 1892........15: 111
Coakley Ethel I of Thomas F and Mary July 20 1900..........17: 64
Coakley Genevieve of Edward and Annie G Aug 26 1894.........16: 61
Coakley Gladys E of Edward J and Mary A Feb 20 1900.......17: 14
Coakley Hanora of James and Mary Aug 4 1891..................15: 60
Coakley Marion C of Edward J and Mary A July 2 1898.........16: 434
Coakley Mary E of Edward J and Mary A Dec 15 1896...........16: 244
Coates Amanda R (c) of Edward S and Emma A Jan 23 1896.16: 202
Coates Andrew of Andrew J and Nellie July 27 1891...........15: 35
Coates Charles E of Charles M and Charlotte M June 11 1895.16:119
Coates William H of Charles E and Lottie M June 29 1897...16:294
Coates —— (c) s of Edward S and Emma A Dec 31 1892...15:117
Coats Archibald of Alfred M and Elizabeth Aug 20 1896...16:269
Cobb Albert R of Joseph H and Eliza Aug 16 1892...15:117
Cobb Bertha M of Allen R and Louise C Dec 12 1894...16:74
Cobb Julia A of Allen R and Louisa May 29 1899...16:500
Cobb Mabel A of Allen R and Louisa C Dec 9 1892...15:121
Cobb Ruth E of Herbert W and Christina S Jan 5 1897...16:273
Cobb —— d of Allen R and Louisa C Apr 4 1897...16:299
Coburn Fannie L of George and Matilda Jan 13 1892...15:91
Coburn George E of George and Matilda M July 31 1894...16:81
Coburn —— s of Charles and Isabelle June 17 1899...16:506
Coburn —— (c) s of Emmett and Petronia June 10 1898...16:399
Cochrane Ellen G of William and Delia Mar 20 1899...16:498
Cockcroft Albert E of Edwin and Rosamond Jan 19 1891...15:25
Cockcroft Edith A of Edwin and Rosamond Aug 14 1893...15:206
Cockcroft Sarah E of Edwin and Rosamond Apr 4 1892...15:93
Cockel Henry A of Andrew and Caroline Sept 3 1896...16:250
Cocozza Angelo of Beniamino and Anna May 31 1900...17:43
Cocozza Antonio of Beniamino and Anna Feb 7 1898...16:379
Cocuzzi Michele of Beniamino and Anna July 4 1895...16:141
Codair Eda X of Watson E and Mary Jan 10 1891...15:11
Codding Gladys A of Frederick D and Martha A Feb 28 1895...16:111
Codding —— d of Frederick D and Martha A Nov 3 1894...15:49
Codere —— d of Theodule C and Marie Sept 21 1892...15:120
Corder Alice of Theodule and Anaisse Jan 17 1897...16:298
Corder Corinne E of Theodule C and Anaisse Jan 9 1898...16:396
Corder Joseph A of Theodule and Anaisse Aug 20 1895...16:162
Corder Obeline A of Theodule and Anaisse Feb 5 1894...16:28
Corder Rosalba of Theodule C and Anaisse Nov 28 1891...15:55
Codest Nazira of Elia and Maddura Oct 26 1896...16:259
Cody Catherine M of Michael and Margaret Jan 6 1891...15:4
Cody Ellen of Joseph F and Hannah M Apr 8 1892...15:93
Cody Laurenia P of Joseph F and Hannah M Sept 18 1896...16:264
Cody Mary C of Joseph F and Hannah Sept 28 1893...15:208
Coe Harry D of Emerson C and Minnie Aug 14 1894...16:62
Coe Marion B of Thomas H and Marion Aug 26 1897...16:349
Coe —— s of Emerson C and Minnie Feb 22 1897...16:364
Cecilho Alfredo J of Jose and Mary June 23 1895...16:94
Cecilho Anna L of Ledgerio M and Maria Aug 19 1891...15:32
Cecilho Anna L of Anton L and Maria M Oct 9 1897...16:319
Cecilho Antone of Antone and Maria Dec 18 1900...17:112
Cecilho Francisco L of Antonio L and Maria M Feb 14 1894...16:1
Cecilho Irving E M of Joseph L and Hanora G Dec 22 1898...16:424
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
Coelho Joao C (c) of Antone and Francesca Apr 27 1897... 16: 275
Coelho Jose L of Joseph L and Annie G Nov 1 1895... 16: 136
Coelho Joseph C (c) of Antine and Francesca Dec 10 1898... 16: 420
Coelho Manoel L of Antonio L and Maria M Apr 14 1895... 16: 93
Coelho Maria of Antonio L and Maria M Apr 18 1899... 16: 473
Coelho Maria M of Antonio L and Maria M Aug 28 1894... 15: 33
Coelho —— d of Jose L and Nora Sept 30 1897... 16: 367
Coffe John of William P and Annie L Dec 20 1898... 16: 462
Coffey Alise E of Edward and Anna June 11 1894... 16: 42
Coffey Bertha of Lawrence J and Nabby Feb 8 1895... 16: 117
Coffey Charles M of William and Catherine Feb 28 1898... 16: 372
Coffey Eugene of John F and Margaret Nov 22 1895... 16: 163
Coffey George E of Edward J and Annie S Nov 3 1898... 16: 460
Coffey Irene of John F and Margaret Jan 24 1892... 15: 85
Coffey James of Jeremiah and Bridget Aug 8 1894... 15: 60
Coffey Nabby of Lawrence J and Nabby July 8 1897... 16: 344
Coffey Raymond A of John F and Margaret T Aug 9 1897... 16: 345
Coffey Walter of Lawrence J and Nabby May 2 1893... 15: 165
Coffey Wilfrid B of Andrew and Mary Oct 13 1897... 16: 350
Coffey William E of Lawrence J and Nabby Oct 8 1891... 15: 62
Coffey —— s of Jeremiah and Bridget Aug 17 1894... 16: 81
Coffey —— s of Jeremiah and Bridget July 13 1895... 16: 170
Cogean William T of Edward and Annie M Mar 2 1900... 17: 18
Coggeshall Arthur of John and Harriet Jan 17 1893... 15: 150
Coggeshall —— d of I B and Ida Apr 13 1893... 15: 151
Coggins Vance L of James E and Lucy E Jan 22 1899... 16: 489
Coggswell Lottie of Christopher C and Mary E Mar 6 1897... 16: 307
Coggswell Wilfran of Christopher C and Mary E May 21 1892... 15: 94
Cogshill Erle F of Franklin F and Priscilla I July 15 1897... 16: 341
Cohen Abraham of Jacob and Rebecca Nov 14 1891... 15: 50
Cohen Abraham of Samuel and Jennie Jan 18 1892... 15: 76
Cohen Aleck of Abram and Jette Apr 28 1896... 16: 191
Cohen Annie of Jacob and Sarah Mar 17 1898... 16: 413
Cohen Annie E of William and Annie Feb 2 1899... 16: 475
Cohen B of Joseph and Betsy May 22 1896... 16: 192
Cohen Barney of Abram and Annie July 4 1898... 16: 424
Cohen Benjamin of Hyman and Etta Nov 20 1893... 15: 175
Cohen Benjamin of Moses and Sophia Nov 27 1897... 16: 329
Cohen Benjamin of Simon and Lena Apr 19 1893... 15: 144
Cohen Beatha of Hyman and Rebecca June 5 1897... 16: 284
Cohen Charles of Jake and Rebecca July 15 1899... 16: 550
Cohen Charles L of Abraham and Fannie Dec 30 1899... 16: 555
Cohen David of Harris and Lena May 29 1897... 16: 278
Cohen David of Simon and Lena Jan 10 1896... 16: 184
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Cohen Dora of Bernard and Bessie Dec 26 1892 15:105
Cohen Dora of Shem and Bertha Dec 22 1896 16:231
Cohen Elke B of Jacob and Lena Nov 11 1891 15:34
Cohen Elsie of Jacob and Sarah Mar 8 1899 16:476
Cohen Emma of David and Ida July 20 1892 15:106
Cohen Etta of Ichael and Eva July 23 1892 15:106
Cohen Etta of Joseph L and Mary E Dec 5 1896 16:227
Cohen Eva of Benjamin and Celia Sept 23 1900 17:85
Cohen Fannie of Bernard and Betsey Aug 18 1891 15:36
Cohen Fannie of Ichael and Ida Apr 30 1900 17:35
Cohen Florence of Gage and Mary June 28 1896 16:223
Cohen Gertrude of Charles and Augusta May 17 1892 15:70
Cohen Gertrude of John and Lena June 29 1897 16:225
Cohen Harris of Hyman and Rebecca Dec 2 1893 15:175
Cohen Harris of Hyman and Rebecca Sept 7 1895 16:144
Cohen Harry of John and Lena Nov 19 1893 15:181
Cohen Harry of Louis and Jennie Feb 22 1893 15:142
Cohen Hattie of Hattie Sept 23 1895 16:144
Cohen Hyman of Jacob and Lena Feb 29 1896 16:182
Cohen Hyman of Max and Clara Aug 22 1898 16:426
Cohen Ida of Harry and Ida July 16 1897 16:324
Cohen Ida of Samuel and Rebecca Dec 25 1898 16:431
Cohen Isaac of Barnet and Annie May 21 1893 15:167
Cohen Isaac of Jacob and Lena Feb 18 1893 15:136
Cohen Isadore of Abraham and Annie Oct 22 1900 17:95
Cohen Jacob of Abraham and Yetta Feb 27 1898 16:379
Cohen Jacob of Meyer and Esther Aug 16 1897 16:325
Cohen Jane of Meyer and Rose July 26 1891 15:32
Cohen Jennie of Jacob and Rachel July 3 1894 16:53
Cohen Jessie of Abraham and Fanny Dec 13 1896 16:231
Cohen Jessie of Louis and Rachel Sept 23 1893 15:179
Cohen Julia of Meyer and Esther Sept 10 1900 17:81
Cohen Lena of Barnet and Betsey Dec 22 1893 15:182
Cohen Lena of Jacob and Rachel Jan 8 1892 15:71
Cohen Lena of Louis and Annie Oct 8 1895 16:145
Cohen Louis of Harris and Lena May 10 1892 15:99
Cohen Louis of Rubin and Esther June 24 1899 16:483
Cohen Mary of Jake and Annie Aug 19 1900 17:74
Cohen Matilda of Samuel and Lena Feb 3 1894 15:7
Cohen Meyer of Israel and Fannie Oct 19 1899 16:529
Cohen Meyer of Meyer and Esther Aug 3 1892 15:106
Cohen Mollie of Moses and Sophia June 4 1900 17:44
Cohen Moses of Samuel and Celia Apr 17 1899 16:481
Cohen Moses L of Simon and Lucy Feb 11 1900 17:12
Cohen Nathan of Samuel and Celia Sept 9 1900 17:81
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Births Recorded in Providence</th>
<th>Births Recorded in Providence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cohen Nettie of David and Sarah Feb 17 1898</td>
<td>16:379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen Rachel of Louis and Ida Feb 7 1897</td>
<td>16:281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen Rachel of Max and Sara Aug 16 1892</td>
<td>15:120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen Rosa of Abraham and Amie Apr 11 1898</td>
<td>16:413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen Rosa of Ichal and Ida Sept 5 1894</td>
<td>16:51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen Rosa of Isaac and Braine Aug 5 1898</td>
<td>16:421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen Rosa of Israel and Fannie Aug 1 1898</td>
<td>16:421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen Sadie of Hyman and Lisa Mar 22 1896</td>
<td>16:190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen Samuel of Abraham and Annie Aug 22 1899</td>
<td>16:534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen Samuel of Hyman and Becky June 30 1899</td>
<td>16:483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen Samuel of John and Lena Aug 12 1891</td>
<td>15:39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen Sarah I of Saul M and Bessie B June 5 1892</td>
<td>15:97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen Sem of Jacob and Rebecca Aug 3 1897</td>
<td>16:336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen Simon of Herman and Etta Feb 4 1892</td>
<td>15:69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen Simon of Morris and Sofia Jan 29 1896</td>
<td>16:188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen Susie of Jacob and Rebecca Dec 6 1893</td>
<td>15:191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen Thomas of Samuel and Bessie Nov 5 1900</td>
<td>17:99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen William B of Joseph and Annie Mar 5 1900</td>
<td>17:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen —— s of Abram and Annie Oct 27 1896</td>
<td>16:236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen —— s of Gage and Mary July 30 1895</td>
<td>16:142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen —— s of Gage and Mary Aug 28 1898</td>
<td>16:422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen —— s of Gage and Mary Aug 28 1898</td>
<td>16:469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen —— s of Meyer and Esther Aug 10 1891</td>
<td>15:39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen —— s of Meyer and Esther Jan 22 1892</td>
<td>15:71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen —— s of Meyer and Esther Jan 29 1895</td>
<td>16:98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen —— d of Saul and Bessie Jan 19 1900</td>
<td>17:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohn Helen of Samuel and Sarah Sept 16 1896</td>
<td>16:231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohn Herman of Max and Sarah Mar 17 1899</td>
<td>16:498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohn Irving of Samuel and Sarah Apr 25 1900</td>
<td>17:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohn Sydney of Max and Sarah May 23 1896</td>
<td>16:207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coia Antonietta of Bernardo and Anna Aug 31 1892</td>
<td>15:133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coia Bernado of Bernado and Anna July 31 1895</td>
<td>16:171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colacchi —— d of Michele and Filomena Dec 14 1892</td>
<td>15:130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colacci Francesco of Michele and Filomena Oct 27 1894</td>
<td>16:57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colacci Henrietta of Michele and Filomena June 28 1897</td>
<td>16:285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colagiovanni Fiorentino of Marco and Isabella Apr 15 1900</td>
<td>17:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colagiovanni Lucia M of Marco and Isabella Dec 1 1897</td>
<td>16:363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colagiovanni Umberto of Marco and Elisabetta July 21 1893</td>
<td>16:178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colagiovanni Vincenzo of Marco and Isabella Aug 15 1892</td>
<td>15:123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colaluca Michelina of Michele and Giacondina Oct 19 1899</td>
<td>16:574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colaluca —— d of Michele and Giacontina Nov 14 1896</td>
<td>16:259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colaluca Domenica of Michele and Giaconda Apr 11 1898</td>
<td>16:492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colanero Luigi of Giuseppe and Filomena Aug 5 1891</td>
<td>15:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colannino Giovanni of Costanzo and Anna July 1 1900</td>
<td>17:59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colantuoni Giuseppe of Felice and Rosa Sept 24 1898</td>
<td>16:453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cole — d of Arthur E and Mary E Dec 3 1898. 16: 470
Cole — d of Ebenezer A and Lillian Dec 11 1893. 15: 195
Cole — d of John W and Flora C May 6 1891. 15: 23
Cole — s of Washington L and Martha Apr 14 1892. 15: 70
Coleman Alice of Matthew A and Margaret M Dec 30 1898. 16: 471
Coleman Alice M of Thomas J and Catherine Dec 23 1900. 17: 213
Coleman Annie of Patrick J and Annie Sept 2 1894. 16: 50
Coleman Catherine of Michael J and Catherine Nov 9 1891. 15: 34
Coleman Catherine E of Patrick and Elizabeth Aug 20 1899. 16: 521
Coleman Christina of John and Frances J Mar 16 1898. 16: 376
Coleman (Sousa) Daniel of Daniel M Sousa and Maria A
Dec 18 1897 16: 329
Coleman Daniel J of Owen and Jane Nov 13 1894. 16: 48
Coleman Desmondo C (c) of Emily F Mar 6 1900. 17: 19
Coleman Dorothy of Owen and Jane June 26 1900. 17: 58
Coleman Edmond S (c) of Amanda R July 11 1900. 17: 61
Coleman Frances J of John and Frances G May 4 1895. 16: 96
Coleman George of Owen and Jane July 27 1897. 16: 317
Coleman George D of Patrick and Mary July 6 1898. 16: 434
Coleman George P of Thomas and Catherine Mar 8 1894. 16: 19
Coleman George V of Patrick and Margaret Mar 31 1891. 15: 15
Coleman Hazel M of Thaddeus and Sarah C Apr 11 1896. 16: 216
Coleman Henry J of John and Frances J July 22 1891. 15: 35
Coleman Hope E of Michael J and Catherine Aug 26 1897. 16: 318
Coleman Irving E (c) of Emily F May 9 1898. 16: 395
Coleman James E of Patrick and Elizabeth July 18 1897. 16: 317
Coleman Jane C of Patrick J and Annie B June 21 1897. 16: 279
Coleman Jessamine M of Charles F and Sarah Jan 11 1897. 16: 288
Coleman Jessamine M of Charles F and Sarah F Mar 13 1896. 16: 189
Coleman John of Patrick and Mary Oct 6 1891. 15: 46
Coleman John of Thomas and Catherine June 10 1898. 16: 392
Coleman John F of Michael J and Catherine Aug 16 1894. 16: 46
Coleman John S of Prescott H and Helen A July 17 1892. 15: 111
Coleman John T of Patrick and Elizabeth Jan 21 1894. 16: 9
Coleman John W of Bernard and Mary Jan 9 1896. 16: 181
Coleman Joseph V of Patrick and Mary Jan 22 1900. 17: 6
Coleman Lizzie of Patrick and Mary Sept 12 1894. 16: 63
Coleman Mabel T L of Frederick and Louise Jan 6 1898. 16: 404
Coleman Margaret H of Matthew A and Margaret Dec 16 1897. 16: 330
Coleman Margaret J of Patrick and Ellen Feb 24 1897. 16: 301
Coleman Marion M of Bernard and Mary Sept 12 1897. 16: 349
Coleman Mary of Bernard and Mary Feb 15 1895. 16: 126
Coleman Mary of Michael F and Margaret Jan 19 1899. 16: 505
Coleman Mary of Patrick J and Annie B Mar 10 1892. 15: 69
Coleman Mary E of John and Frances J July 1 1893. 15: 173
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.  

Coleman Mary H of Patrick J and Mary H Feb 10 1899 .......: 16: 475  
Coleman Prescott W of Prescott H and Helen A May 22 1894: 16: 17  
Coleman Stuart T of Jesse W and Sarah A June 11 1892 .......: 15: 96  
Coleman Thomas of Thomas and Mary Jan 14 1897 ............: 16: 395  
Coleman Thomas A of Bernard B and Mary A Aug 14 1893, : 15: 206  
Coleman Thomas F of Patrick and Elizabeth June 17 1895: 16: 94  
Coleman Thomas J of Thomas J and Catherine Jan 27 1896, : 16: 196  
Coleman Vincent of Owen and Jane June 26 1900 ..........: 17: 58  
Coleman William H of Owen E and Jane Mar 28 1894 .......: 15: 2  
Coleman — s of Fred and Ellen L Jan 31 1900 .............: 17: 122  
Coleman — s of Kate May 30 1895 .............................: 16: 105  
Coleman — d of Thaddeus and Sarah Jan 23 1898 ............: 16: 405  
Colletti Teresa E E of Benjaminio and Emilia Sept 20 1900: 17: 81  
Colgan Annie of James A and Amelia A Oct 23 1891 .......: 15: 37  
Colgan Catherine L of William F and Catherine Oct 18 1896, : 16: 235  
Colgan Charles E of William F and Kate Feb 23 1895 .......: 16: 99  
Colgan Helen C of William F and Catherine M June 21 1899: 16: 483  
Colgan James DeS of James and Amelia Dec 28 1895 .......: 16: 141  
Colgan Margaret G of William F and Catherine Nov 6 1892 : 15: 108  
Colgan William J of James A and Amelia A Mar 31 1894 ....: 16: 6  
Collici Adamo A of Giovanni and Maria Sept 10 1897 .......: 16: 349  
Collici Americo of Giovanni and Maria Feb 13 1900 .......: 17: 13  
Collici Anna M of Gaetano and Assunta Mar 4 1898 .........: 16: 401  
Collici Giuseppe of Gaetano and Assunta Jan 20 1897 .......: 16: 305  
Collici Maria of Gaetano and Assunta Feb 20 1900 .........: 17: 15  
Colizzi — s of Sabatino and Andreanna Dec 31 1893 .......: 15: 204  
Collamer Raymond S of Charles S and Nellie B May 2 1893, : 15: 137  
Collamore Lydia P of Earl D and Sallie L May 6 1896 .......: 16: 207  
Collamore Ruth H of Edward M and Margaret T June 25 1896: 16: 196  
Collens Lillian M of William H and Jane Feb 28 1894 .......: 16: 38  
Collette Martha L of Frederick and Marie Dec 13 1894 .......: 16: 53  
Colley Raymond W of Henry W and Evelyn L June 9 1891 ....: 15: 19  
Colley — s of Henry W and Evelyn Dec 27 1893 .............: 15: 196  
Colley — d of William E and Ruth W Dec 5 1898 ............: 16: 423  
Collier Arthur L of Edward E and Etta C Jan 14 1892 .......: 15: 80  
Collier Edith of Edward C and Etta C Aug 19 1899 .........: 16: 551  
Collier Edward A of Henry F and Emma G Apr 26 1893 .......: 15: 157  
Collier Erroll W of Edward E and Etta C June 2 1895 .......: 16: 113  
Collier Ethel of Edward C and Etta C Aug 19 1899 ............: 16: 551  
Collier Harry of George F and Minnie E Aug 25 1893 .......: 15: 197  
Collier Henry F of Henry F and Emma J Jan 19 1891 .......: 15: 19  
Collier Paul F of George W and Edith Mar 22 1899 .........: 16: 491  
Collier Stanton F of George W and Edith Sept 14 1896 .......: 16: 245  
Collier Thelma F of Albert E and Ella F Aug 16 1899 .......: 16: 531
Collinman — d of Jennie Jan 17 1897 ......................... 16: 285
Collingham Florence of Frank and Jennie B Apr 27 1894 .... 16: 27
Collins Agnes G of James and Mary E Aug 16 1899 .......... 16: 563
Collins Albert C of Miles and Eefie Dec 9 1894 ............. 16: 85
Collins Alfred of John and Annie Apr 3 1896 ............... 16: 216
Collins Alice of James C and Mary A Aug 27 1896 .......... 16: 250
Collins Alice of Joseph and Alice Sept 17 1897 ............... 16: 327
Collins Amy of James and Alice Aug 5 1898 ................. 16: 425
Collins Anna L of Thomas J and Annie C Oct 2 1900 ......... 17: 88
Collins Anna M of David and Helen Aug 5 1893 ............ 15: 186
Collins Annie D of Patrick H and Ellen Jan 30 1899 ....... 16: 497
Collins Annie L of John and Margaret Feb 22 1895 ......... 16: 126
Collins Arthur E of John F and Nancy Sept 14 1891 ......... 15: 51
Collins Bernard J of Joseph P and Delia Jan 26 1894 ...... 16: 28
Collins Bessie L of Thomas E and Hattie T Sept 25 1895 .... 16: 155
Collins Caroline M of Benjamin H and Margaret J Aug 31 1897 .................................................. 16: 349
Collins Catharine E of Timothy and Margaret Oct 4 1900 .. 17: 89
Collins Catherine of John and Mabel July 19 1895 ......... 16: 161
Collins Charles B of Thomas E and Hattie T Jan 3 1898 .... 16: 393
Collins Charles C of John and Mary Dec 27 1892 ......... 15: 122
Collins Clarence R of Charles E and Kate F Feb 4 1895 .... 16: 132
Collins Edith M of Edwin O and Frances A May 5 1897 ... 16: 309
Collins Edward of George and Mary A Jan 12 1894 .......... 16: 25
Collins Elizabeth F of Edward and Mary A Apr 15 1891 ... 15: 23
Collins Ella A of William H and Ella J May 2 1896 ....... 16: 183
Collins Ellen of Jeremiah and Ellen June 8 1891 .......... 15: 24
Collins Ethel F of Thomas F and Sarah J Jan 21 1892 .... 15: 80
Collins Eveline C of Jeremiah J and Annie July 8 1897 .. 16: 369
Collins Frances E of Edwin O and Fannie A July 22 1898 ... 16: 456
Collins Frank W of Joseph P and Delia July 1 1897 ....... 16: 340
Collins Frederick of John F and Mary A Apr 2 1893 ....... 15: 139
Collins George of Joseph and Amelia Oct 15 1898 .......... 16: 459
Collins George A of George A and Mary A July 27 1891 .... 15: 47
Collins George E of James P and Delia Jan 20 1899 ....... 16: 493
Collins George H of Charles H and Kate June 6 1892 .... 15: 80
Collins George H of George and Sarah July 22 1900 ...... 17: 65
Collins George H of William B and Ellen June 30 1893 ... 15: 150
Collins George W (c) of George and Frances Aug 25 1900 .. 17: 117
Collins Harriet E of William B and Ellen July 12 1895 .... 16: 161
Collins Henry of John and Mary Oct 21 1897 ............. 16: 346
Collins Henry V of Patrick H and Nellie Sept 30 1896 ...... 16: 254
Collins Howarth C of William H and Mabel G Aug 29 1898 .. 16: 422
Collins Hugh of Hugh and Ellen Dec 9 1899 ................. 16: 525
Collins Ina F of Henry C and Margaret A Jan 10 1892 ... 15: 71
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Collins Irene M of John F and Mary A Aug 31 1898.........16: 422
Collins Irene T of Henry C and Margaret A Jan 10 1892...15:  71
Collins James of Hugh and Ellen Jay 28 1898.............16: 371
Collins John of John and Ellen Sept 23 1892.............15: 111
Collins John F of John W and Annie M Sept 17 1898.....16: 433
Collins John J of James C and Mary July 5 1900.........17:   60
Collins John W of John and Annie Apr 2 1895...........16: 132
Collins Joseph of Albert G and Catherine Mar 15 1895.....16: 127
Collins Joseph A of Hugh and Ellen June 28 1895.........16:   94
Collins Laura of George and Sarah B July 16 1898.......16: 464
Collins Leroy of John S and Ida M Dec 17 1894.........16:   71
Collins Lillian M of David F and Theresa L Nov 27 1891.15:  34
Collins Mabel L of Thomas E and Hattie T Feb 3 1900.....17:  10
Collins Margaret of Hugh and Ellen June 29 1893.........15: 138
Collins Margaret R of Benjamin H and Margaret J Nov 26 1891.15:   50
Collins Marion of Charles and Beatrice Apr 26 1896.....16: 204
Collins Marion G of Alexander E and Sarah A Aug 4 1900..17:  70
Collins Martin P of Joseph P and Bridget Jan 30 1891...15:  19
Collins Mary G of George L and Susette VanS July 22 1891.15:  32
Collins Mildred E of Luther F and Ellen May 27 1898.....16: 388
Collins Miriam E of Edwin O and Fannie A Dec 6 1899...16:  587
Collins Robert A of Luther F and Ellen Apr 13 1897.....16: 313
Collins Sarah J of George J and Susan L Apr 27 1892....15:  82
Collins Theresa of James H and Joanna A Nov 27 1891...15:  34
Collins Theresa of Joseph P and Adelia A Sept 10 1895...16: 159
Collins Thomas H of Thomas J and Annie C May 16 1899...16: 500
Collins Violet E of Charles F and Beatrice May 9 1898...16: 395
Collins Walter A of John and Mary Nov 10 1891.........15:  55
Collins William A of William H and Mabel G July 21 1896..16: 228
Collins William E of John S and Ida M Dec 18 1891...15:  55
Collins William H of Harry L and Kate Apr 19 1900......17:  32
Collins — d of Charles C and Sarah R Dec 31 1891......15:  47
Collins — s of Clarke P and Leila T Jan 8 1894.........16:  16
Collins — s of Daniel and Catherine Dec 16 1891........15:  38
Collins — d of George W Apr 2 1900........................17: 123
Collins — s of James and Mary Apr 1 1893.............15: 113
Collins — d of John and Katy July 30 1899...........16: 521
Collins — s of Mary June 26 1898...................16: 384
Collins — s of Morris D and Elizabeth June 29 1896....16: 193
Collins — d of Thomas E and Hattie T Feb 10 1900......17:  12
Collins — d of William R and Ellen June 26 1891.........15:  21
Colnetz Louisa of Otto H and Hannah June 26 1891.......15:   9
Colson Ellen V of John and Emma Sept 15 1892..........15: 115
Colson — s of John and Emma July 27 1895...........16: 154
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE.

Colsson — d of Edward and Matilda May 26 1897. 16:290
Colton Helen L of John J and Mary E Dec 29 1895. 16:169
Colton Howard St J of John J and Mary E Sept 19 1893. 15:201
Colton Isabella of Myer and Fanny June 22 1898. 16:383
Colton Mary E of Joseph J and Elizabeth Aug 15 1898. 16:426
Colton Samuel of Myer and Fanny Sept 21 1899. 16:252
Colton Thomas H of Joseph J and Elizabeth Sept 23 1892. 15:107
Colvin Charles H of George F and Catherine Feb 24 1897. 16:397
Colvin Darrell A of Clarence H and Edith E Feb 10 1898. 16:385
Colvin Edward P of Edward C and Nellie P Apr 2 1894. 16:43
Colvin Ethel of Clarence H and Edith E Feb 15 1896. 16:195
Colvin — s of Stephen S and Edna Jan 17 1893. 15:138
Colvin — d of William and Margaret T Jan 18 1896. 16:195
Colvin — d of William H and Margaret T May 31 1900. 17:43
Colwell Elsie P of Edgar A and Ada F June 7 1893. 15:157 and 169
Colwell Gertrude M of Albert E and Grace M Jan 9 1899. 16:545
Colwell Lena G of Irving R and Grace A May 11 1894. 16:27
Colwell Samuel of Martin C and Mary L June 11 1895. 16:113
Colwell — s of James P and Sarah A Sept 4 1891. 15:61
Colwell — s of Leon S and Minnie R May 26 1899. 16:590
Coman Stuart of Jesse O and Eliza H Apr 23 1895. 16:122
Comardo Michele of Antonio and Maria Dec 26 1893. 15:204
Combe Marion L of Alfred H and Jennie E Nov 22 1891. 15:37
Combs Mabel L of George W and Grace M Oct 21 1894. 16:70
Combs Maria L of George W and Grace M Nov 27 1900. 17:106
Combs Ralph W of George W and Grace M Feb 10 1898. 16:389
Comeau Arthur of Henri and Marie O Mar 22 1897. 16:299
Comeau Francois of Henri and Marie O Dec 27 1895. 16:164 and 265
Comeau Joseph F of Henri and Marie Nov 26 1894. 16:74
Comeau Marie A of Henri and Odile Aug 6 1893. 15:197
Comeau Virginie of Wilfred and Virginie Nov 5 1900. 17:99
Comeau Wilfred of Wilfred and Virginie May 14 1898. 16:409
Comella Giuseppa of Cosimo and Rosa Dec 27 1897. 16:352
Comella Giuseppe of Cosimo and Rosa June 1 1899. 16:505
Comello Michele of Cosimo and Rosa Apr 16 1894. 16:34
Comello Salvatore of Cosimo and Rosa Jan 17 1893. 15:158
Cominsky Rosa of Jacob and Lena Oct 30 1898. 16:429
Comire Alberic of Henri and Emma May 24 1900. 17:41
Comire Walter of Henry and Emma Jan 24 1898. 16:405
Comisky Florence of Morris and Sara Oct 14 1894. 16:56
Comisky James of Michael and Bridget Apr 19 1895. 16:112
Comisky Mary of Michael and Bridget Jan 21 1898. 16:389
Comite Cristina of Antonio and Teresa June 30 1899. 16:518
Comley Gladys E of Mark and Mary J Nov 8 1894. 16:58
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Commette Madeline A of Napoleon L and Margaret A Dec 30

1897 ................................................................. 16:344
Comrarone Federico of Raffaele and Carmine Nov 23 1891..... 16:78
Comstock Bertha of Aldrich and Ellen Sept 21 1898........... 16:422
Comstock Bertha of Melville H and Alice Aug 12 1896....... 16:257
Comstock Edna G of Aldrich and Ellen Apr 7 1900............. 17:29
Comstock Ethel of Melville H and Alice Mar 12 1895......... 16:121
Comstock Florence of Aldrich and Ellen Feb 13 1897........ 16:277
Comstock Hope M of Frank P and Laura B Oct 16 1891....... 15:49
Comstock Irene of Melville H and Alice Mar 4 1891.......... 15:22
Comstock Joseph of Aldrich and Ellen L Aug 16 1892........ 15:106
Comstock Katharine of Frank P and Laura Mar 4 1900......... 17:18
Comstock Lena of Aldrich and Helen Nov 7 1895............... 16:140
Comstock Margaret of Charles H and Margaret A Aug 29

1900 ................................................................. 17:77
Comstock Mary L of Aldrich and Ellen Mar 10 1891............ 15:5
Comstock Mary W of Walter J and Mary W Dec 27 1894....... 16:68
Comstock Melville H of Melville H and Alice June 11 1893... 15:161
Comstock Thomas of Aldrich and Ellen Feb 5 1894............. 16:5
Comstock Walter of Melville H and Alice Jan 7 1898......... 16:396
Comstock Walter F of Melville H and Alice June 5 1900..... 17:45
Comstock William of Melville H and Alice May 9 1899....... 16:505
Conant Fay M of Hamilton S and H Louise Sept 26 1893..... 15:184
Conarty Mary of Patrick and Mary Apr 10 1897.............. 16:292
Conaty Bernard of Michael and Ellen Nov 10 1894............ 16:58
Conaty Ellen of Michael and Ellen July 20 1896............. 16:232
Conaty James J of John T and Bridget Feb 18 1898......... 16:406
Conaty Mary of Michael and Ellen Mar 15 1891.............. 15:8
Conaty Mary T of James and Catherine Mar 28 1897......... 16:282
Conaty Patrick J of Patrick and Mary Dec 31 1898......... 16:440
Conaty Rose of John M and Sarah Dec 7 1893................ 15:211
Conaty Sarah of John M and Sarah Feb 2 1896............... 16:214
Conboy Anna T of Edward H and Mary Feb 18 1892............ 15:72
Conboy Annie T of Edward H and Mary Feb 18 1892............ 15:92
Conboy Annie T of Luke E and Annie M Feb 12 1897........... 16:307
Conboy Catherine of Luke E and Annie M Nov 20 1898....... 16:461
Conboy Catherine of Michael J and Mary E Nov 5 1894...... 16:73
Conboy Cecilia of Luke and Annie M Feb 14 1895............ 16:126
Conboy George of Michael and Mary Dec 12 1892............. 15:122
Conboy George A of Patrick and Mary Nov 18 1893............ 15:210
Conboy James of Edward H and Mary A May 31 1894........... 16:35
Conboy Marcella of Luke E and Annie M Sept 28 1900........ 17:87
Conboy Mary of Luke E and Annie Dec 8 1891................. 15:63
Conboy Mary C of Patrick and Mary Jan 7 1899.............. 16: 506
Conboy Thomas F of Patrick and Mary June 12 1900........ 17: 47
Conca Anna of Gregorio and Teresa Sept 3 1898............. 16: 452
Conca Anna T of Domenico and Maria July 26 1897........... 16: 332
Conca Antonio of Michele and Giuditta Sept 19 1892........ 15: 124
Conca Carmina of Gregorio and Teresa Jan 23 1897.......... 16: 304
Conca Elvira of Luigi and Teresa Aug 4 1900............... 17: 69
Conca Giovanni of Gregorio and Teresa Aug 17 1894........ 16: 76
Conca Luco of Nicola and Domenica Apr 6 1899............. 16: 486
Conca Luigi of Gregorio and Teresa Nov 5 1895............. 16: 168
Conca Teresa of Domenico and Maria C July 25 1897........ 16: 361
Conca —— d of Gregorio and Teresa Dec 20 1899........... 16: 598
Concannon William of Patrick and Mary Jan 16 1892........ 15: 71
Concha Maria of Michele and Giuditta Aug 31 1895........... 16: 166
Concha Sabatina of Michele and Giuditta Dec 23 1893....... 15: 204
Condillo Maddalena of Leonardo and Gertruda Aug 26 1896... 16: 257
Condon Alice B of Stephen and Ellen M A Oct 28 1898...... 16: 433
Condon Ellen R of Stephen and Ellen A Sept 7 1893........ 15: 190
Condon Ellen T of Stephen and Ellen M A July 19 1895..... 16: 151
Condon Ellen V of Stephen and Ellen M A Sept 16 1896..... 16: 246
Condon Emily of Stephen and Ellen July 24 1894............ 16: 65
Condon Mary F of Stephen J and Ellen Mar 25 1892........ 15: 93
Condon Stephen C of William F and Catherine Oct 19 1892.. 15: 129
Condon William A of William F and Catherine Oct 23 1900... 17: 95
Condon William J of Stephen and Ellen M A Mar 5 1900..... 17: 19
Condon William J of William F and Catherine Oct 20 1893... 15: 191
Condy Ann of William and Sarah A June 5 1892............. 15: 75
Conelli Elisabetta of Antonio and Maria Aug 22 1897....... 16: 326
Conelli Giuseppe of Antonio and Pasquala Feb 7 1893...... 15: 142
Conga Angela of Michele and Giuditta Oct 19 1897......... 16: 350
Conga Assunta of Nicola and Domenica Feb 16 1898......... 16: 401
Congdon Elizabeth of Gideon G and Ethel W Sept 3 1900.... 17: 117
Congdon Harold A of Harold A and Mary A Sept 30 1900..... 17: 87
Congdon Lillian M of Frank S and Jennie F Apr 14 1895..... 16: 108
Congdon Roy L of Oliver L and Mary E Jan 21 1896......... 16: 202
Congdon —— s of Charles F and Agnes June 12 1891......... 15: 10
Congdon —— s of William H and Gertrude I Feb 9 1900.... 17: 11
Coningford Charles L E of John L and Mary M Oct 8 1895... 16: 167
Coningford George C of John L and Mary M Nov 27 1893.... 15: 203
Coningford Leon H of John L and Mary M Feb 1 1892...... 15: 78
Coningford Walter R of John L and Mary M Nov 6 1897..... 16: 351
Conisky Barnet of Morris and Sarah Feb 4 1892............. 15: 72
Conlan Margaret of Thomas E and Margaret J May 2 1891... 15: 8
Conley Agnes L of Patrick and Bridget May 15 1894........ 16: 24
Conley Alice E of Michael J and Lizzie Nov 12 1898....... 16: 429
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Conley Ann F of Patrick and Mary A Feb 12 1893. 15: 150
Conley Annie of James J and Bridget Aug 11 1893. 15: 189
Conley Annie G of John H and Annie Nov 5 1894. 16: 57
Conley Annie L of Thomas and Mary Sept 9 1890. 17: 81
Conley Augustus of Coleman and Bridget Sept 30 1895. 16: 152
Conley Catherine J of Michael and Mary A July 5 1899. 16: 556
Conley Catherine T of John and Margaret July 29 1894. 16: 75
Conley Catherine T of Owen and Rose A Apr 8 1896. 16: 211
Conley Edward P of Edward P and Elizabeth Nov 25 1894. 16: 52
Conley Ellen of John H and Annie Dec 22 1892. 15: 109
Conley Esther M of Frank and Delia Mar 24 1891. 15: 2
Conley Eugene of John H and Annie A Oct 11 1899. 16: 537
Conley Francis P of Patrick T and Mary A Aug 22 1897. 16: 341
Conley Frederick L of James and Clara T July 22 1897. 16: 341
Conley George of Michael and Lizzie Oct 11 1900. 17: 91
Conley George W of Patrick H and Bridget May 27 1896. 16: 201
Conley James H of Owen and Rose A July 23 1893. 15: 200
Conley John of Peter and Mary July 14 1894. 16: 80
Conley John J of Andrew and Bridget July 30 1890. 17: 68
Conley John L of Stephen M and Annie M Nov 28 1897. 16: 339
Conley John T of Frank and Delia Mar 28 1898. 16: 372
Conley John T of James and Elizabeth Dec 22 1892. 5: 125
Conley Joseph of Michael J and Lizzie Nov 12 1898. 16: 429
Conley Joseph of Patrick and Bridget Mar 3 1892. 15: 78
Conley Leo M of Michael J and Elizabeth M Oct 6 1893. 15: 208
Conley Leon of Edward P and Eliza Sept 13 1896. 16: 229
Conley Madeline S of James and Clara Sept 10 1892. 15: 118
Conley Margaret A of Frank and Delia Mar 19 1893. 15: 137
Conley Margaret L of John and Mary May 5 1899. 16: 515
Conley Margaret M of Michael and Ellen Oct 17 1899. 16: 584
Conley Marie of Thomas and Mary June 11 1899. 16: 493
Conley Marie E of Stephen M and Annie M May 2 1892. 15: 77
Conley Mary C of Patrick F and Mary A Feb 25 1892. 15: 81
Conley Mary E of John and Ellen Mar 23 1892. 15: 73
Conley Matthew of Thomas and Mary June 11 1899. 16: 492
Conley Matthew H of James H and Elizabeth Sept 15 1894. 16: 77
Conley Michael J of Michael and Ellen Aug 25 1897. 16: 355
Conley Nellie of Michael J and Sarah Jan 15 1893. 15: 141
Conley Nellie of Owen and Rosa Mar 12 1898. 16: 401
Conley Peter of John and Mary Sept 10 1891. 15: 40
Conley Raymond F of Michael J and Elizabeth M June 8 1892. 15: 95
Conley Rebecca of John H and Annie A Nov 1 1894. 15: 41
Conley Rose A of John and Ellen Aug 25 1894. 16: 55
Conley Rose A of Michael J and Elizabeth M Apr 8 1891. 15: 27
Conley Stephen A of Stephen and Annie M Oct 14 1895. 16: 150
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Conlon Susan of Martin and Bridget Dec 24 1894...........16: 49
Conley Theresa of James H and Mary E Nov 16 1899...........16: 539
Conley William of Michael J and Sadie Oct 20 1894...........16: 57
Conley William H of Peter F and Mary A Dec 20 1899...........16: 540
Conley — s of Frank J and Delia Jan 30 1896...........16: 181
Conley — s of George and Jennie Mar 21 1896...........16: 197
Conley — d of James and Julia M Mar 15 1894...........16: 19
Conley — s of Michael and Sarah Feb 4 1900...........17: 122
Conley — s of Owen and Rose A May 12 1899...........16: 595
Conlin Catherine E of Michael and Bridget T Jan 2 1900...........17: 1
Conlin Owen of Owen and Rosanna May 12 1899...........16: 518
Conlon Alice of James and Bridget Nov 20 1899...........16: 576
Conlon Annie J of James and Bridget Dec 6 1895...........16: 169
Conlon Catherine E of Michael and Bridget Dec 28 1899...........16: 526
Conlon Charles E of James and Bridget Jan 26 1898...........16: 400
Conlon Elizabeth of John and Mary Jan 8 1893...........15: 136
Conlin Elizabeth of Michael and Bridget E June 14 1892...........15: 80
Conlon Elizabeth C of Michael and Bridget E Nov 20 1893...........15: 210
Conlon Ernest L of Thomas F and Sarah A Jan 8 1894...........16: 4
Conlon Frances R of Thomas P and Delia A July 20 1894...........16: 69
Conlon Gertrude of Thomas P and Delia A June 2 1896...........16: 205
Conlon Hugh E of James and Bridget Oct 6 1893...........15: 292
Conlon James of Michael and Bridget Sept 14 1899...........16: 552
Conlon John of John and Mary Mar 11 1897...........16: 315
Conlon Joseph H of Francis J and Catherine E Dec 19 1891...........15: 55
Conlon Julia of Frank J and Kate June 26 1894...........16: 31
Conlon Mary of Thomas P and Delia A Oct 24 1899...........16: 558
Conlon Mary A of Frank P and Elizabeth C Apr 26 1899...........16: 481
Conlon Mary L of William H and Mary L July 24 1891...........15: 39
Conlon Michael H of Matthew and Catherine M Aug 13 1896...........16: 269
Conlon Sarah A of Michael and Bridget Jan 5 1896...........16: 213
Conlon Thomas C of Thomas R and Carrie Oct 13 1899...........16: 574
Conlon Thomas F of James and Bridget Aug 17 1891...........15: 60
Conlon Valentine of T Frank and Sarah A Feb 14 1891...........15: 4
Conlon Walter of Thomas P and Bridget Oct 27 1892...........15: 418
Conlon William V of Thomas P and Delia A Sept 1 1898...........16: 442
Conlon — s of James and Amy Aug 22 1900...........17: 75
Conlon — s of Thomas R and Caroline Nov 1 1895...........16: 168
Connoughton Cora L of James G and Catherine Aug 29 1894...........16: 66
Connoughton Elizabeth G of James and Catherine Nov 11 1900...........17: 104
Connoughton James A of James J and Catherine A Feb 17 1891...........15: 15
Connoughton Joseph S of James and Catherine Nov 11 1900...........17: 101
Connoughton Marie V of James and Catherine Jan 8 1897...........16: 290
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Connaughton Rose M of James and Catherine Sept 3 1898...16:348
Connaughton Thomas J of James and Catherine Sept 30 1895.16:135
Connaughty Grace of James and Catherine Apr 16 1893...15:151
Connecly - d of William and Delia Feb 1 1897...16:364
Connell Caroline of John F and Mary A July 15 1896...16:232
Connell Daniel F of Daniel and Katherine May 18 1900...17:40
Connell Ellen M of John F and Mary A Nov 27 1897...16:339
Connell Elsie F of Daniel F and Daisy C Nov 2 1899...16:559
Connell Fred W of Patrick and Mary A Aug 7 1894...16:81
Connell James H of Matthew F and Cecilia F June 26 1899.16:596
Connell Jeremiah of Daniel and Abby Mar 1 1897...16:274
Connell John A of John F and Mary A Sept 28 1899...16:582
Connell Mabel of Patrick and Mary A Sept 13 1891...15:61
Connell Mary E of Michael and Kate Mar 22 1897...16:271
Connell Matthew F of Matthew F and Cecilia July 24 1900...17:66
Connell Michael J of Michael and Kate July 15 1895...16:131
Connell William of John and Norah A May 7 1900...17:37
Connell William H of Michael and Catherine Sept 28 1893...15:171
Connell Aug 1 1891...15:39
Connely Agnes J of Lawrence and Elizabeth May 8 1897...16:306
Connely Albert of Coleman and Bridget Dec 16 1899...16:548
Connely Alice of Lawrence and Elizabeth Dec 5 1899...16:576
Connely Annie of John and Mary July 15 1894...16:54
Connely Annie of John T and Annie June 5 1895...16:119
Connely Annie of Peter and Mary Apr 13 1898...16:351
Connely Annie J of Andrew and Bridget Apr 27 1897...16:275
Connely Catherine A of John E and Ellen S Nov 14 1893...15:172
Connely Eleanor of William E and Ellen Apr 1 1899...16:510
Connely Ellen J of Coleman and Bridget Nov 21 1897...16:225
Connely Ethel M of Thomas J and Annie L Dec 23 1893...15:199
Connely Harriet A of John and Maggie H Jan 27 1894...15:22
Connely James B of John and Mary A Aug 15 1892...15:123
Connely James J of Lawrence and Elizabeth Nov 11 1894...16:78
Connely John E of John E and Ellen S Feb 23 1899...16:487
Connely John H Feb 23 1895...16:131
Connely John J of Coleman and Bridget Nov 26 1893...15:188
Connely Joseph of Peter and Mary A Mar 4 1896...16:189
Connely Joseph B of Michael and Mary A Jan 16 1898...16:393
Connely Lawrence of James and Elizabeth June 1 1894...15:24
Connely Lawrence J of James J and Bridget Apr 25 1895...16:112
Connely Leo of Patrick F and Bridget M Oct 4 1896...16:235
Connely Madeline S of James and Clara T Sept 10 1893...15:194
Connely Margaret of Andrew and Delia Oct 27 1894...16:48
Connely Mary of Daniel J and Bridget B May 22 1891...15:29
Connely Mary of Martin and Bridget May 5 1891...15:3
Connelly Mary of Owen and Rose A June 5 1891...........15: 24
Connelly Mary of William and Delia Jan 31 1897..........16: 295
Connelly Mary Ann of Andrew and Bridget June 30 1892...15: 68
Connelly Mary C of Philip and Joanna June 13 1895....16: 163
Connelly Mary E of Terence and Mary Dec 3 1897.......16: 335
Connelly Mary J of John and Margaret Dec 30 1892.....15:125
Connelly Rose M of John B and Agnes A June 27 1897...16: 314
Connelly Theresa of James J and Bridget Oct 1 1891...15: 48
Connelly Theresa of Lawrence and Elizabeth Oct 11 1892..15:124
Connelly Walter L of James and Elizabeth May 18 1896...16:212
Connelly William E of John and Katie Sept 4 1891......15: 48
Connelly William J of James J and Bridget Jan 18 1897...16:291
Connelly William P of William and Elizabeth June 11 1891..15: 16
Connelly s of Frederick F and Margaret Dec 16 1900...17:111
Connelly d of James J and Julia M Jan 24 1895.........16:110
Connelly d of John J and Bridget Oct 6 1900...........17:120
Connelly s of Michael and Mary A Jan 17 1897.........16:295
Conner Elizabeth of Matthew and Annie L July 28 1900...17: 67
Conner s of William H and Frances Apr 18 1894.........16: 19
Connors (Blessing) Eva of Joseph and Celia Dec 6 1894..16: 60
Connors James of Thomas and Annie July 1 1891.........15: 55
Connors James P of James and Mary Jan 6 1893........15:161
Connors John J of James and Mary June 30 1891........15: 30
Connors Mary E of James D and Ellen Mar 31 1899.......16:510
Connors Mary J of John and Catherine May 5 1891......15: 20
Connerton Helena of Patrick and Ellen Dec 8 1900.......17:109
Connerton James of Patrick and Ellen Sept 26 1896.....16:264
Connerton Joseph of Patrick and Ellen Dec 23 1898.....16:462
Connerton Mary E of Timothy and Mary E Sept 12 1892....15:133 and 214
Connerton Mary G of Patrick and Nellie F Oct 23 1894...16: 84
Connery Anna G of John and Catherine Apr 27 1897.....16:283
Connery James of John J and Catherine J Dec 22 1891...15: 43
Connery John R of John J and Catherine J June 7 1893..15:145
Connery Walter of John and Kate Dec 24 1894..........16: 59
Connery William E of John J and Catherine J May 8 1900..17: 37
Connet s of Frederick N and Esther R Oct 7 1897......16:338
Connet d of Frederick N and Esther R Sept 30 1896....16:254
Connett s of Fred N and Esther Dec 22 1900...........17:113
Connick Robert M of Thomas L and Frances June 27 1890..16:483
Connolly Annie E of William and Elizabeth I Apr 15 1900..17: 31
Connolly Beatrice of James J and Bridget Aug 5 1900.....17: 70
Connolly Catherine T of John and Margaret July 20 1894..16: 79
Connolly Charles L of William and Elizabeth Sept 21 1895..16:155
Connolly Elizabeth F of William E and Ellen June 24 1895.16:131
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Connolly Ellen of Philip and Joanna Aug 24 1898............. 16:426
Connolly Emily F of John and Margaret June 1 1897........... 16:310
Connolly Helen R of John E and Ellen S Nov 9 1895........... 16:152
Connolly Hugh J of Terence and Mary S May 26 1894........... 16:17
Connolly James A of John and Margaret Oct 9 1895............. 16:173
Connolly Leo F of William and Elizabeth I Apr 30 1898........ 16:391
Connolly Margaret of James J and Julia M Apr 5 1896........... 16:200
Connolly Marguerite E of Patrick and Margaret July 28 1899... 16:451
Connolly Mary of James and Julia May 8 1898................... 16:391
Connolly Mary L of John H and Annie Sept 10 1896............. 16:234
Connolly Patrick of John and Mary Aug 19 1892................ 15:31
Connolly Rose A of Philip and Joanna Mar 24 1897............. 16:282
Connolly Sarah G of Charles and Jane Oct 25 1900............. 16:76
Connolly Walter E of William and Elizabeth I May 23 1893... 15:132
Connolly —— s of James J and Julia Feb 4 1890................. 16:594
Connolly —— d of John and Margaret Mar 14 1900................ 17:22
Connolly —— s of Terence and Mary July 27 1893................. 16:149
Connor Alice of Robert M and Annie E Sept 30 1896............ 16:265
Connor Alice L of Edward H and Elvira E Nov 15 1893........... 15:181
Connor Catherine of James and Catherine May 24 1891........... 15:13
Connor Catherine M of John and Catherine Nov 16 1894........... 16:58
Connor Elizabeth of Andrew and Mary Dec 28 1899.............. 16:569
Connor Elizabeth A of John and Catherine Sept 20 1891........ 15:33
Connor Ella M of David and Margaret Nov 20 1893.............. 15:210
Connor Hanora T of Henry and Mary July 29 1892................ 15:122
Connor James of Andrew and Mary Mar 3 1898................... 16:397
Connor James of James and Catherine Feb 7 1893............... 15:142
Connor John T of John and Catherine Feb 5 1893............... 15:136
Connor Josephine of James and Mary Dec 28 1895............... 16:176
Connor Mary of Andrew and Mary Sept 24 1895............ 16:162
Connor Mary C of John and Catherine Dec 19 1897.............. 16:330
Connor Mary T of Dennis and Nellie A Dec 8 1898.............. 16:436
Connor Rosa M of Samuel and Annie Aug 26 1893................. 15:207
Connor William A of Thomas and Ann M Mar 21 1893.............. 16:127
Connor William R of Thomas F and Mary Nov 28 1899........... 16:568
Connors Agnes E of Francis H and Annie E Dec 8 1892........... 15:125
Connors Alice L of Edward and Elvira Nov 15 1893............ 15:108
Connors Anna of Robert M and Annie E Jan 10 1899............. 16:507
Connors Annie C of Frank H and Annie A Apr 30 1897........... 16:309
Connors Annie L of Dennis and Ellen Nov 14 1895.............. 16:163
Connors Augustine Y of John and Hanora Feb 13 1891........... 15:26
Connors Aurelia of James and Mary Aug 2 1894.............. 16:81
Connors Catherine of David and Mary June 28 1896............. 16:184
Connors David J of Patrick and Bridget Sept 15 1896........... 16:225
Connors Dennis of Dennis and Mary Mar 22 1897.............. 16:274
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Connors Edward of Cornelius and Joanna Nov 3 1893..15:210
Connors Edward of John and Catherine Sept 8 1896..16:229
Connors Edward of Patrick J and Ellen Oct 27 1893..15:209
Connors Edward of William F and Catherine I July 17 1895.,16:170
Connors Ellen of Bernard F and Vina S Aug 16 1898.,16:126
Connors Eugene of Cornelius and Joanna Aug 14 1891..15:60
Connors Eugene A of James and Mary J Sept 24 1894.,16:51
Connors Francis of Francis H and Annie A Feb 2 1895.,16:120
Connors Francis E of Bridget Sept 21 1894..................16:60
Connors Grace of Robert M and Annie E Aug 19 1895..16:171
Connors Grace E of Edward H and Elvira E May 16 1895.,16:129
Connors Irene of James H and Annie J July 6 1896..16:231
Connors Irene of William F and Catherine Jan 9 1894.,16:36
Connors James of Patrick and Ellen E Mar 7 1895..16:127
Connors John of Michael and Margaret M Jan 3 1891.,15:1
Connors John C of John C and Agnes V Jan 14 1898..16:405
Connors John F of Patrick J and Ellen E Nov 5 1896.,16:263
Connors Joseph of Patrick and Ellen Mar 14 1899..16:509
Connors Mabel T of James J and Mary J Jan 18 1891.,15:4
Connors Mary A of Thomas and Annie Mar 13 1895.,16:114
Connors Mary E of John and Hannah Mar 3 1895..16:92
Connors Mary H of Bernard and Lavinia Jan 14 1896..16:221
Connors Michael F of James D and Ellen Dec 11 1896..16:267
Connors Mildred M of Frank H and Annie A Nov 5 1899..16:585
Connors Raymond E of John C and Agnes V July 18 1892.,15:126
Connors Rose E of John and Mary D June 30 1893.,15:166
Connors Stephen M F of Thomas and Maria June 11 1892.,15:95
Connors Thomas of Andrew and Mary Mar 7 1894..16:29
Connors Wallace F of John J and Mary E Apr 13 1897.,16:309
Connors Walter L of Michael J and Catherine T Sept 23 1892.,15:100
Connors Walter V of William F and Catherine I May 23 1899.,16:512
Connors William of William and Catherine Apr 6 1891..15:27
Connors — d of Ellen May 7 1892.........................15:76
Connors — d of James D and Nellie Nov 14 1892..15:129
Connors — s of John J and Mary July 29 1900..17:119
Connors — d of Maria Nov 5 1892..15:124
Connors — s of Michael and Margaret Nov 14 1893..15:172
Connors — d of Patrick and Bridget Oct 18 1900..17:120
Conquist — s of Axel W and Maria Feb 26 1895..16:95
Conroy Flora V M of Victor C and Margaret C Mar 2 1896.,16:194
Conroy Alfred of Thomas and Agnes Apr 16 1892..15:86
Conroy Arthur of Arthur and Joanna June 18 1893..15:166
Conroy Catherine of James H and Bridget Jan 11 1895.,16:117
Conroy Catherine J of Mark and Margaret Aug 3 1900..17:69
Conroy Edward F of Mark and Margaret July 4 1897..16:347
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conroy Edwin T</td>
<td>Mar 22 1900</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy Ellen J</td>
<td>Sept 25 1899</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy Ethel M</td>
<td>Mar 19 1900</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy Frances B</td>
<td>Jan 11 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy George M</td>
<td>Feb 5 1896</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy Helen L</td>
<td>Oct 5 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy James H</td>
<td>Feb 27 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy James H</td>
<td>Sept 25 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy John R</td>
<td>Jan 10 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy Josephine</td>
<td>Mar 13 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy Julia A</td>
<td>Dec 3 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy Katherine</td>
<td>July 6 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy Lena of Thomas</td>
<td>Mar 9 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy Madeleine A</td>
<td>June 29 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy Margaret of M</td>
<td>Mar 24 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy Maria I</td>
<td>Timothy and Mary E Nov 7 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy Mark L</td>
<td>Mar 28 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy Mary E</td>
<td>Oct 10 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy Mary E</td>
<td>John F and Mary E Jan 28 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy Mary L</td>
<td>John and Ellen Mar 21 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy Mary L</td>
<td>Mark and Margaret Nov 4 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy Michael G</td>
<td>John J and Priscilla Feb 13 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy Nellie T</td>
<td>John and Ellen P July 24 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy Walter F</td>
<td>Francis L and Ellen T Oct 24 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conroy William H</td>
<td>John and Ellen June 23 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consola Vincenza of A</td>
<td>Andrea and Anna Oct 24 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consola Vincenza of A</td>
<td>Andrea and Anna Oct 15 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constante Francisco M</td>
<td>of Antonio M and Philomena May 19</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1897

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constancia Anna M</td>
<td>Mar 10 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constancio Antonio M</td>
<td>July 29 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constancio George M</td>
<td>July 29 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constancio Joao M</td>
<td>April 27 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constancio Amelia M</td>
<td>Jesse and Maria Oct 12 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constante Thomas M</td>
<td>Antonio M and Phecche Mar 6 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constantino Giuseppa</td>
<td>of Salvatore and Francesca Mar 19</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1897

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conte Vincenzo</td>
<td>Antonio and Elisabetta Oct 3 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conte Vincenzo of Gae</td>
<td>Antonio and Maria May 14 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conte Gerardo</td>
<td>Antonio and Sabarella Feb 25 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conte Giovanna</td>
<td>of Enrico and Elvira Dec 23 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contillo Filippo</td>
<td>Leonardo and Gertrude Oct 5 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Contillo Michele of Leonardo and Gertrude Dec 3 1897...16:352
Conto Josephine M of David D and Elizabeth May 3 1894...16:23
Contois Marie G T of Theodore and Augustine Sept 4 1892...15:120
Contois Mary C of Maxime and Agnes Aug 24 1893...15:197
Contous Marie of John and Rosa Apr 11 1897...16:303
Conty Gertrude R of Francis A and Margaret Sept 28 1897...16:331
Converse —— of Isabel Dec 8 1900...17:109
Convery —— s of Lillian Aug 19 1893...15:183
Conway Agnes of Thomas F and Julia A Dec 13 1900...17:110
Conway Annie of John and Alice Oct 15 1892...15:124
Conway Bessie of Edward and Mary Oct 5 1897...16:334
Conway Catharine E of Timothy P and Mary E Oct 30 1899...16:584
Conway Catherine of James J and Catherine Dec 24 1891...15:64
Conway Catherine of Thomas P and Mary Apr 26 1898...16:409
Conway Catherine L of Thomas J and Catherine Jan 5 1897...16:305
Conway Edmund of Thomas P and Mary June 1 1900...17:43
Conway Edward of Thomas and Mary Aug 19 1896...16:257
Conway Edward of Thomas J and Catherine Mar 3 1899...16:509
Conway Elizabeth of Timothy and Abby Dec 4 1896...16:244
Conway Elizabeth L of William and Ellen Sept 6 1900...17:80
Conway Elizabeth of Thomas and Mary Apr 29 1899...16:504
Conway Florence J of William S and Ellen Mar 1 1897...16:307
Conway George of Thomas F and Julia A Dec 18 1895...16:147
Conway Grace of John H and Alice J Oct 14 1898...16:459
Conway Henrietta of John and Catherine July 18 1895...16:165
Conway Honora of Edward and Mary Oct 27 1895...16:152
Conway Hugh F of William F and Sarah A Oct 26 1898...16:432
Conway Isabella of Andrew and Alice Dec 7 1899...16:568
Conway James P of James and Margaret May 9 1894...16:20
Conway John F of James and Margaret M Aug 30 1892...15:112
Conway John J of Frederick D and Mary E May 26 1895...16:119
Conway Joseph of James and Margaret Feb 12 1897...16:273
Conway Joseph of Thomas F and Julia A Nov 11 1891...15:42
Conway Margaret of Edward and Mary July 30 1900...17:68
Conway Margaret of John and Catherine Aug 28 1891...15:56
Conway Margaret of Timothy and Abby Dec 21 1892...15:114
Conway Mary of Edmund and Mary Aug 7 1891...15:45
Conway Mary of Thomas P and Mary Sept 18 1894...16:83
Conway Mary of Timothy and Abby Dec 17 1894...16:64
Conway Mary A of Patrick and Catherine July 26 1892...15:112
Conway Mary A of Thomas and Mary C July 15 1894...16:75
Conway Mary T of Thomas J and Catherine May 4 1894...16:40
Conway Patrick of Thomas P and Mary Dec 20 1892...15:131
Conway Patrick of William S and Ellen July 11 1895...16:170
Conway Sarah of John and Catherine Nov 20 1893...15:203
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Conway Theresa of Thomas and Mary Oct 12 1892
Conway Thomas of James and Margaret M Jan 30 1891
Conway Thomas of Mary and Aug 4 1896
Conway Timothy of Timothy and Abbie Aug 7 1899
Conway Timothy J of Thomas J and Catherine May 26 1892
Conway Walter of John and Alice J Jan 29 1896
Conway William of Edmund and Mary Aug 12 1893
Conway William of Stephen and Rosa Aug 6 1900
Conway s of Ethel May 31 1898
Conway d of John and Catherine May 24 1898
Conway s of Lizzie Jan 5 1894
Coogan John J of James P and Mary July 29 1899
Coogan Mary E of James and Mary T Apr 18 1897
Coogan Rosanna of James and Mary T Nov 20 1895
Cook Addie M of James H and Olive A Dec 6 1891
Cook Alice E of William and Rose M Aug 18 1895
Cook Bertha M of Fred E and Varina D May 29 1892
Cook Caroline B of Rudolph P and Mary E Nov 20 1896
Cook Charles C of Charles S and Ida M Mar 30 1896
Cook Dorothy M of Homer I and Alice F Sept 9 1900
Cook Edna V of Oscar H and Mary Sept 6 1899
Cook Emma T of James A and Bridget Feb 1 1892
Cook Frank of James and Catherine July 15 1891
Cook Frank A of Frank A and Emma L May 22 1898
Cook George of George A and Jennie B June 30 1895
Cook George of James and Bridget July 29 1894
Cook Gordon E of Archie G and Ellen J Mar 2 1900
Cook Harold J of Joseph and Mary Nov 17 1891
Cook Henry L (c) of William H and Henrietta Apr 15 1900
Cook James of James and Catherine July 26 1898
Cook James A of James and Helena H June 16 1900
Cook John of James and Catherine Nov 30 1892
Cook Lillian M of Luther A and Mary E July 13 1898
Cook Lottie A of James B and Jennie Jan 9 1893
Cook Louise M of Dickron J and Louise May 1 1892
Cook Mabel of James H and Bridget Mar 20 1897
Cook Murray of Frank A and Emma L May 8 1896
Cook Robert of James and Catharine July 18 1900
Cook Ruth I of Charles S and Alice L July 20 1895
Cook Walter H of James H and Bridget May 30 1899
Cook s of Charles N and Mary C Dec 30 1896
Cook s of James J and Cecilia July 26 1900
Cook s of Robert F and Delia Oct 26 1896
Cook d of Robert F and Delia May 20 1893
Cook s of William D and Annie J Apr 14 1897

24
Cooke Charles A of Charles H and Ophelia Nov 22 1897 ...... 16:339
Cooke Charles W of Charles W and Minnie E Jan 30 1893 ... 15:167
Cooke Christina of Thomas and Christina July 15 1892 .... 15:126
Cooke Clinton R of Charles H and Ophelia July 11 1899 ... 16:556
Cooke Gertrude W of Charles W and Minnie E May 16 1894 .. 16:27
Cooke James H of James H and Olive A Jan 12 1894 .... 16:25
Cooke Leo J of James J and Celia Oct 4 1898 .............. 16:417
Cooke Mabel A of William J and Agnes J June 2 1893 ....... 15:138
Cooke Mabel O of James H and Olive A Jan 13 1896 .... 16:198
Cooke Margaret E of James and Catherine T Sept 24 1896 .. 16:258
Cooke Margaret H of Henry W and Alice H Dec 28 1899 .. 16:560
Cooke Marion L of Dikran J and Marion May 19 1897 .... 16:304
Cooke Martha H of William J and Agnes J Oct 1 1900 .. 17:88
Cooke Walter I of William J and Agnes J Jan 8 1897 .... 16:273
Cooke Walter R of Rudolph and Mary E Mar 4 1899 .... 16:476
Cooke —- s of Henry A and Helen Nov 9 1900 ... 17:100
Cooke —— d of William T and Laura H Jan 7 1892 .... 15:85
Cooley Frederick E of Victor H and Susan A Nov 8 1893 ... 15:185
Cooley George E of Victor H and Susan A Feb 16 1892 .. 15:86
Coolidge Raymond K of John C and Louella M May 30 1898 .. 16:398
Coombs Earl F of Lillian V Aug 22 1900 ...................... 17:75
Coombs Mabel B of Franklin B and Sarah July 27 1899 ... 16:562
Coombs Mary C of Walter T and Annie M Mar 5 1893 .... 15:150
Coombs Walter T of Walter T and Annie M Feb 26 1897 .. 16:291
Coon Esther E of William E and Annie L May 3 1894 . 16:3
Coon Leslie W of Walter T and Lillie L Feb 25 1900 .... 16:16
Coone Mabel G of Alonzo and Mary Feb 28 1894 .... 16:10
Cooney Agnes A of Thomas F and Mary E June 5 1896 ... 16:205
Cooney Annie L of Michael and Rose Mar 13 1898 .... 16:380
Cooney Catherine L of John J and Catherine Dec 8 1894 .... 16:74
Cooney Charles of Joseph S and Annie J Sept 6 1897 .. 16:345
Cooney Earl L of Lawrence and Sarah P Oct 4 1895 .... 16:139
Cooney Edward A of Thomas F and Mary E Apr 20 1898 ... 16:394
Cooney Ellen G of John J and Catherine Apr 1 1896 .... 16:207
Cooney Everett of John F and Lillian Nov 16 1898 .. 16:461
Cooney Francis of Joseph S and Ann J Aug 8 1891 ... 15:54
Cooney George A of Antonie and Mary E Nov 1 1900 .. 17:98
Cooney Grace A of John J and Catherine Dec 19 1897 .... 16:352
Cooney James of John and Catherine July 20 1898 .. 16:425
Cooney James E of Patrick J and Catherine June 26 1893 ... 15:166
Cooney John of John and Catherine Sept 2 1894 ........ 16:55
Cooney John F of John F and Lillian Apr 16 1900 .... 17:31
Cooney John F of Patrick J and Catherine Dec 27 1897 ... 16:360
Cooney John J of Michael and Rose June 15 1896 .. 16:193
Cooney Lillian T of John J and Catherine June 22 1900 .. 17:49
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Cooney Margaret E of Patrick J and Catherine Apr 1 1891.........15: 27
Cooney Mary of John and Catherine Aug 22 1891....................15: 40
Cooney Mary of Thomas P and Mary E Apr 13 1892....................15: 84
Cooney Mary A of John J and Katie June 2 1893.....................15: 157
Cooney Mary E of Michael and Rose A Nov 1 1891...................15: 41
Cooney Maurice C of Michael and Rose Apr 26 1893................15: 144
Cooney May of William King and Elizabeth Feb 14 1891............15: 22
Cooney Thomas of Patrick J and Catherine Oct 6 1895..............16: 173
Cooney William H of Joseph S and Annie J May 12 1894............16: 30
Cooney —— d of Francis and Susan May 12 1892....................15: 79
Cooney —— s of Joseph S and Annie Sept 6 1897......................16: 367
Cooney —— s of Patrick J and Catharine Oct 9 1900................17: 120
Cooney —— s of Thomas and Mary Sept 6 1900.......................17: 80
Coop Albert B of William L and Jennie M June 16 1894.............16: 45
Cooper Alroy D of Henry and Susan Dec 25 1894...................16: 71
Cooper Carolyn B of Robert W and Lillian Feb 21 1899..............16: 494
Cooper Charles H of James W and Ellen H Feb 19 1892..............15: 81
Cooper Earl F of Frederick and Elizabeth A June 15 1900........17: 47
Cooper Edith S of John and Eleanor Apr 20 1892....................15: 89
Cooper Ella H (c) of Henry and Leah Apr 25 1891..................15: 23
Cooper Ethel M of Charles H and Minnie M July 6 1895.............16: 161
Cooper Florence L of Thomas H and Isabel Aug 8 1899..............16: 563
Cooper Florence M of James W and Ellen H Dec 7 1893..............15: 191
Cooper Florence M of Kemp H and Leah T Mar 14 1894..............16: 33
Cooper George of George and Sarah A Jan 25 1891..................15: 25
Cooper Helen M of John J and Millie F Aug 20 1892................15: 111
Cooper Herbert of John and Elizabeth B Dec 2 1898................16: 423
Cooper Irene F of James W and Ellen H Oct 28 1895...............16: 168
Cooper James of James W and Ellen H May 10 1897..................16: 310
Cooper John of James and Isabella Feb 22 1893....................15: 166
Cooper Joseph of Herbert W and Mary Oct 4 1896...................16: 270
Cooper Lillian M (c) of William and Victoria Oct 23 1897.......16: 343
Cooper Mary of John P and Theresa L Sept 24 1892...............15: 113
Cooper Ralph C of John A and Meta C Sept 13 1896...............16: 245
Cooper Raphael J of James W and Ellen H Nov 29 1898.............16: 161
Cooper Roy (c) of William and Victoria Mar 4 1900...............17: 18
Cooper Sarah E of William and Mary Jan 31 1891..................15: 65
Cooper Victor S of Clarence and Ella V S Dec 24 1894............16: 90
Cooper —— s of Ann Oct 15 1891..............................15: 43
Cooper —— d of Arthur F and Sarah E Dec 30 1898...............16: 424
Cooper —— (c) s of Henry and Leah June 20 1892...............15: 90
Cooper —— d of Henry and Susan July 27 1891....................15: 47
Cooper —— s of James W and Nellie May 11 1897..................16: 365
Cooper —— d of Joseph and Mary Nov 25 1892....................15: 130
Cooper —— (c) s of Mary Aug 21 1900............................17: 84
Copeland Marion of Annis B and Mary L May 7 1896........16:183
Copeland Mildred L of Warren and Emma F Oct 8 1893.......15:187
Copeland —— s of Warren B and Emma F Apr 29 1898.......16:387
Coplan Bella of David and Rebecca Oct 22 1895............16:145
Coplan Lenia of Raphael and Sarah Dec 28 1895............16:147
Coplan —— s of Joseph and Amelia Dec 8 1893..............15:182
Copolovitz Louis of David and Nellie Nov 25 1899...........16:530
Copolovitz Sarah of David and Nellie Sept 5 1898..........16:422
Coppage Cecilia M of Helen July 2 1892.....................15:114
Coppage Frederick of Frederick and Florence P Feb 12 1895..16:110
Coppage Simon of Fred and Flora P Dec 29 1893.............15:192
Copper John of James and Isabella Feb 23 1893..............15:163
Coppola Lucia of Antonio and Carmela Dec 12 1900...........17:110
Coraro Maria G of Pasquale and Filomena Oct 9 1891........15:41
Corbesiere Maria of Gaetano and Alfonsina Mar 15 1896....16:185
Corbett Annie of George and Mary J Sept 6 1892.............15:115
Corbett Catherine F of William and Elizabeth Nov 7 1892...15:124
Corbett Ellen of Charles H and Mary A Apr 24 1892..........15:96
Corbett Frederick of Francis and Lizzie J Oct 26 1899.......16:584
Corbett Leo of John and Annie June 12 1896................16:193
Corbett Lillian of George and Mary J Aug 28 1895...........16:155
Corbett Mary of John J and Annie J Nov 4 1900..............17:99
Corbett Mary A of George and Ellen E J A June 13 1893......15:152
Corbett Thomas A of John and Annie May 18 1894.............16:13
Corbett Violet E of George and Mary J Aug 19 1897..........16:337
Corbett William J of John F and Mary C Sept 6 1899.......16:535
Corbett —— s of Charles H and Mary A Feb 26 1898..........16:415
Corbett —— d of John F and Mary Jan 30 1895...............16:105
Corbi Alberto R of Cosimo and Macrina Oct 31 1900.........17:97
Corbi Alfredo of Cosimo and Magrina June 13 1897.........16:304
Corbi Guerino of Cosimo and Matrina Aug 28 1898...........16:452
Corbi Maria C of Cosimo and Magrina Apr 26 1894...........16:34
Corbi Nicola of Cosimo and Magrina July 19 1895............16:165
Corbin Gertrude M of Manson E and Nora E July 21 1896....16:224
Corbin —— s of Manson E and Nora E May 31 1895...........16:109
Corbissiero Raffaele of Gaetano and Alfonsina July 4 1892...15:105
Corboy Margaret V of William and Bridget June 28 1893.....15:140
Corboy William T of William and Bridget Dec 14 1894.......16:59
Corby Catherine of William and Lizzie Nov 7 1892..........15:134
Corcione Anna of Bartolomeo and Maria Aug 2 1898.........16:433
Corcione Anna of Bartolomeo and Maria Nov 8 1899..........16:575
Corcoran Anastasia of Daniel and Annie M Oct 13 1898......16:447
Corcoran Anna T of John B and Mary E Oct 25 1893...........15:209
Corcoran Catherine of Richard H and Ann Jan 1 1893........15:141
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Corcoran Edward of Jeremiah and Mary Aug 22 1894...16:82
Corcoran Ellen of Jeremiah and Mary Mar 4 1896...16:215
Corcoran James of James and Mary May 15 1898...16:376
Corcoran Jeremiah G of Michael and Nora M Apr 13 1900...17:31
Corcoran John of James and Mary Nov 10 1894...15:37
Corcoran John of Jeremiah and Mary Mar 6 1893...15:163
Corcoran John B of John B and Mary E Dec 6 1891...15:63
Corcoran Josephine M of John B and Mary E Mar 19 1898...16:407
Corcoran Margaret of William and Mary Dec 31 1898...16:462
Corcoran Margaret F of James and Mary Apr 8 1896...16:186
Corcoran Marie E A of John E and Elvina M Sept 9 1899...16:557
Corcoran Marie I of John E and Mary A Mar 15 1896...16:203
Corcoran Mary of Jeremiah and Mary A Nov 2 1897...16:358
Corcoran Mary M of William and Mary Oct 2 1900...17:88
Corcoran Mortimer of Daniel and Annie M July 7 1893...15:199
Corcoran Nora K of James and Mary Mar 15 1895...16:132
Corcoran Richard E of John E and Marie A Feb 21 1893...15:153
Corcoran William of Jeremiah and Mary A Aug 8 1891...15:60
Corcoran — d of Annie Sept 3 1898...16:458
Corcoran — d of Kate Nov 6 1896...16:239
Corcoran — s of Michael and Catherine Mar 10 1899...16:504
Cordeiro Amelia S of Antonio S and Luiza Nov 10 1891...15:34
Corden Eugene A of James H and Abbie A Jan 26 1893...15:150
Corden Gilbert R of Ernest A and Catherine Aug 3 1891...15:45
Corden James H of James H and Abbie A Oct 23 1891...15:49
Corden Julia of Patrick L and Mary J Oct 8 1894...16:69
Corden Mary E of Patrick and Mary J Sept 5 1893...15:183
Cordin Annie L of Thomas L and Alice Apr 29 1899...16:488
Cordin Ernest P of Ernest A and Kate July 6 1895...16:150
Cordin Florence A of Albert and Amy June 3 1896...16:201
Cordin Howard of Albert and Amev Dec 21 1898...16:440
Cordoni Alma of Donato and Caterina Feb 23 1897...16:301
Cordwell — (c) d of Elias and Etta E Dec 29 1899...16:577
Core Marie M of Michael J and Annie M May 9 1894...16:34
Corelli Anna of Vincenzo and Filomena Feb 12 1900...17:12
Corelli Carmina of Vincenzo and Filomena Feb 15 1898...16:401
Corey Annie E of Peter and Annie Aug 23 1894...16:47
Corey Charles A of John A and Lucy E Feb 8 1893...15:150
Corey Clara M of John A and Lucy E Sept 22 1897...16:328
Corey Daniel W of John A and Lucy E Jan 30 1896...16:199
Corey George R of John A and Lucy E Feb 19 1891...15:15
Corey Joseph of Frederick and Mary A Mar 14 1893...15:148
Corey Mabel of Peter and Annie Mar 1 1891...15:11
Corey Mary J of Charles and Rachel Dec 6 1893...16:130
Corey Rosanna of Frederick and Mary A Feb 6 1895...16:107
Corey — d of Charles H and Julia E Nov 3 1892............15: 116
Corey — s of Michael and Anna Oct 9 1897................16: 350
Coria Alice C of Walter P and Patience B May 3 1893........15: 137
Corley Annie M of William P and Annie Oct 24 1899........16: 574
Corley Charles of John and Ellen Jan 24 1900.............17: 7
Corley Charles J of Charles and Bridget M Dec 1 1900....17: 107
Corley Francis of Patrick and Mary A Sept 17 1892........15: 124
Corley James J of James J and Mary A Feb 21 1891........15: 22
Corley William E of William P and Anna Sept 26 1898.....16: 453
Cormier Alfred of Louis and Mary Oct 22 1897.............16: 357
Cormier Joseph E of Patrick and Christina M Dec 16 1897...16: 360
Cormier Joseph F L of Jules and Marie Oct 10 1897.......16: 357
Cormier Lyman of Odilon and Emelina Sept 8 1897........16: 355
Cormier — d of Odilon and Milena Dec 19 1898.............16: 470
Cornell Eva M of George E and Susie E Mar 15 1893........15: 164
Cornell Lloyd W of Charles P and Georgia A Feb 24 1894...16: 2
Cornell Mary L E of Edward A and Sarah J Oct 27 1893....15: 195
Cornell Olga B of Crawford A and Mary A Dec 14 1895....16: 137
Cornell Sarah of Walter and Lizzie A Apr 17 1893.........15: 144
Cornell Warren L of Walter G and Abby F Mar 3 1897.....16: 281
Cornell — d of Benjamin J and A Cora Mar 24 1895......16: 111
Cornelli Francisco of Antonio and Maria Apr 12 1899....16: 481
Cornog Ethel of Samuel P and Elizabeth P Dec 30 1891....15: 35
Corp Clarence F of Henry and Julia May 13 1892...........15: 94
Corp Richard W of John R and Jennie L Dec 19 1899......16: 577
Corp Sophie C of Henry and Julia A Feb 26 1895...........16: 126
Corr Henry of Patrick and Bridget J Oct 5 1891...........15: 41
Corr Mamie of Mary July 9 1897..............................16: 340
Corr Peter S of Peter and Elizabeth F Aug 1 1893.......15: 206
Corrado Raffaele of Pasquale and Filomena Jan 15 1897....16: 279
Corraio Cecelia of Antonio A and Maria I Feb 11 1892....15: 66
Correa Roza of Enis and Senhorinha Sept 15 1891.........15: 33
Correia Amelia of Frank and Guilhelmina Mar 3 1891.....15: 2
Correia Guilherme of Jacintho and Adelina J Feb 19 1900..17: 122
Correia Jose of Jacintho and Lena Aug 11 1898............16: 418
Correia Joseph of Manoel and Philomena Sept 1900........17: 118
Correia Mamie J (c) of John and Candida May 21 1900....17: 41
Correia Manoel of Joaquin and Maria Dec 17 1897.........16: 320
Correia Maria of Joaquin and Maria July 16 1899..........16: 520
Correia Maria of Manoel and Maria Nov 22 1896............16: 227
Correia Maria S of Manoel and Izabel July 10 1897......16: 317
Correia William of Manoel and Mary Sept 10 1900..........17: 81
Correio Antonio of Josê and Maria Mar 16 1898............16: 372
Corrigan Alice G of William and Margaret July 14 1898...16: 463
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

191

Corrigan Bernard J of Bernard and Mary A Feb 25 1895...16:133
Corrigan George F of William J and Margaret Mar 11 1894...16:11
Corrigan Hannah M of Patrick F and Eleanor E Jan 26 1891...15:1
Corrigan James J of James J and Isabella July 14 1896...16:253
Corrigan John L (c) of John L and Jessie Dec 24 1898...16:432
Corrigan Margaret of Daniel and Clara Feb 11 1892...15:66
Corrigan Mary of James and Isabella May 6 1894...16:30
Corrigan Matthew of Andrew F and Elizabeth June 19 1898...16:399
Corrigan Nellie of Michael and Mary May 24 1894...16:3
Corrigan Rose A of John and Mary Mar 19 1891...15:20
Corrigan Sarah A of Bernard and Mary Nov 21 1899...16:586
Corrigan Thomas of James and Isabella Mar 4 1892...15:86
Corrigan William C of William J and Margaret A Dec 2 1900...17:107
Corrigan William E of Andrew F and Elizabeth Aug 21 1900...17:74
Corrigan —— d of Louise June 5 1896...16:194
Corrigan —— s of Mary Oct 10 1896...16:239
Corrigan —— d of William J and Margaret A July 14 1899...16:526
Corry Annie B of Philip and Julia L Jan 13 1894...16:5
Corry Maria F of Frank and Margaret May 27 1900...17:42
Corso Ninfa of Gaetano and Maria July 12 1891...15:56
Cortellessa Elisabetta of Luigi and Catarina Feb 10 1896...16:209
Cortellessa Maria A of Luigi and Caterina Aug 6 1897...16:348
Cortellessa Genoveffa of Luigi and Caterina May 3 1899...16:505
Cortez Antonio of Antonio and Marie Nov 13 1900...17:102
Corthell Mark A of Arthur B and Lena Mar 20 1891...15:20
Corum Royal S (c) of John C and Cassander L July 22 1899...16:562
Corvini Anna T C of Giuseppe and Luisa Mar 11 1892...15:89
Corvini Paolo of Giuseppe and Luisa Feb 7 1891...15:31
Corvino Giuseppe G of Giuseppe and Luisa Sept 22 1893...15:201
Corvino —— s of Antonio and Anna Oct 5 1897...16:367
Corvino —— d of Antonio and Anna Sept 15 1898...16:469
Cory Arthur C of Arthur and Eva Jan 22 1897...16:276
Cory Harold R of William M and Sarah E Aug 22 1898...16:442
Cory John of Frederick and Mary A Oct 17 1891...15:46
Cory Mildred L of Eugene A and Mary M Apr 15 1900...17:31
Cory Serena M of Charles S and Annie M Sept 6 1891...15:33
Cory William H of Patrick A and Ann Sept 12 1892...15:111
Cory —— s of Frederick and Mary A Dec 28 1897...16:368
Cosgrove Clara of John T and Mary E Apr 27 1892...15:86
Cosgrove Clement of Edward A and Maria M Mar 17 1891...15:5
Cosgrove John of John and Margaret Aug 23 1900...17:75
Cosgrove Joseph of Patrick J and Mary A Feb 28 1894...16:2
Cosgrove —— s of Patrick and Mary Sept 28 1892...15:100
Cosiba John of Joseph and Annie Nov 4 1893...15:130
Cossow Alice R of Henry C and Rosa E Dec 28 1897........ 16:333
Cossow Lillian of Harry K and Rosa E Apr 28 1900........ 17:34
Costa Antonio J (c) of Jose and Caroline Apr 9 1897..... 16:275
Costa Antonio of Francesco and Francesca Aug 5 1897.... 16:317
Costa Celestina of Francisco and Francesca Feb 17 1894... 16:1
Costa John (c) of Louis and Julia July 31 1898........... 16:417
Costa Jose of Luiz and Julia Apr 19 1892.................. 15:67
Costa Jose M of Francisco M and Izabel Apr 10 1892.... 15:67
Costa Julia of Antonio and Luiza June 7 1894............ 16:4
Costa Maria of Francesco M and Izabella Aug 8 1899...... 16:521
Costa Maria of John and Mary Oct 6 1900.................. 17:89
Costa Olimpe (c) of Joaquin and Frances Nov 25 1900.... 17:105
Costa De Jose of Louis and Julia June 13 1893............ 15:138
Costa De Manoel (c) of Luiz and Julia Apr 16 1895...... 16:93
Costan —— (c) d of Thomas H and Jennie M Nov 19 1893.. 15:198
Costanzo Rosa of Pasquale and Maria July 2 1900........ 17:117
Costello Arthur B of Arthur B and Mary Aug 27 1893.... 15:174
Costello Arthur F of James F and Mary E Feb 13 1898.... 16:406
Costello Bridget M of John J and Bridget May 1 1899.... 16:492
Costello Catherine of Timothy and Mary July 6 1894..... 16:46
Costello Charles C of John E and Matildia May 9 1899... 16:505
Costello Charlotte of James J and Mary T Apr 15 1895... 16:128
Costello Edward A of John and Eliza Dec 12 1899....... 16:548
Costello Elizabeth of John J and Bridget Oct 9 1894..... 16:70
Costello Ethel E of William E L and Susan B July 13 1892.15:26
Costello Helena L of John and Elizabeth Dec 25 1893.... 15:188
Costello John of John and Catherine Apr 26 1898........ 16:376
Costello John of John and Eliza Feb 19 1895............. 16:107
Costello John of John and Elizabeth Feb 19 1896........ 16:197
Costello John C of James J and Mary T July 3 1893..... 15:204
Costello John E of Edward J and Sarah J Dec 28 1898... 16:424
Costello Joseph of Manel J and Cassie E May 1 1891.... 15:20
Costello Joseph S of Edward and Annie Mar 27 1895..... 16:95
Costello Laura of John and Eliza J Aug 31 1891......... 15:45
Costello Margaret of Michael J and Catherine E Feb 19 1893.15:163
Costello Margaret T of John J and Bridget May 5 1896.... 16:204
Costello Martha E of Edward and Annie M Dec 3 1891..... 15:37
Costello Mary A of John J and Bridget Sept 30 1893..... 15:194
Costello Mary A of Michael J and Kate Oct 17 1899..... 16:537
Costello Mary A of Timothy and Mary M Oct 27 1891..... 15:34
Costello Raymond of John and Rose Sept 29 1891......... 15:61
Costello Thomas J of John J and Bridget July 31 1897... 16:336
Costello Walter L of John and Eliza Mar 26 1897......... 16:289
Costello William F of Edward J and Sarah J Oct 1 1896... 16:254
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Costello — d of James T and Mary E July 15 1900.........17: 63
Costen James H (c) of Louis and Martha A Nov 29 1896.....16: 230
Costen William J (c) of Louis and Martha July 11 1893.....15: 213
Costigan Charles F of Daniel J and Agnes Sept 11 1899.....16: 582
Costigan Dennis of Dennis and Ellen Dec 6 1891...........15: 34
Costigan Edward F of Dennis Jr and Ellen Dec 22 1897.....16: 320
Costigan Esther of James J and Catherine Feb 27 1894.....16: 2
Costigan Francis of Dennis and Ellen Dec 14 1898..........16: 420
Costigan George H of Dennis and Ellen Dec 8 1894..........16: 49
Costigan James D of Daniel J and Agnes J Aug 31 1891.....15: 36
Costigan James M of James J and Kate T Nov 17 1891.....15: 34
Costigan James M of James J and Catherine T Nov 11 1892...15: 101
Costigan John of Dennis and Nellie Nov 7 1893.............15: 172
Costigan John W of Daniel J and Agnes Sept 27 1893......15: 174
Costigan Joseph L of Daniel J and Agnes Sept 11 1899.....16: 582
Costigan Josephine of John H and Hannah L Nov 7 1895.....16: 136
Costigan Mary A of Daniel J and Agnes J Jan 2 1897......16: 305
Costigan Nellie M of Dennis and Ellen Apr 30 1900.........17: 35
Costigan — d of John J and Hannah L Aug 1 1892.........15: 99
Costine Olive F of James W and Elizabeth May 23 1894....16: 13
Costine Paul of James W and Mary E Apr 18 1891...........15: 8
Costine — s of James W and Mary E Oct 8 1892.............15: 108
Coston Melvin G (c) of Thomas H and Jennie M July 10 1896.16: 252
Coston Ada (c) of Albert and Lavinia Jan 17 1897........16: 276
Coston Lillie (c) of Albert and Lavinia Jan 7 1896........16: 184
Coston Ruth (c) of Albert and Lavinia Dec 28 1894.......16: 58
Cote Alexis of J Alex and Delphine July 31 1896...........16: 224
Cote Anthony of Edmond and Zurine Oct 20 1900.........17: 94
Cote Arthur of August and Marie July 9 1895.............16: 179
Cote Joseph E of Joseph and Delphine Apr 6 1895.........16: 92
Cote Joseph O of Joseph and Emma July 1 1893...........15: 196
Cote Olivine of Joseph and Emma July 10 1891..............15: 53
Cote Oscar N of Joseph and Emma Feb 15 1896.............16: 206
Cote Raymond of Edmond and Zurine July 23 1899.........16: 590
Cote Rosa of Joseph and Emma Oct 11 1894.................16: 88
Cotogno Antonio of Filomeno and Anna Mar 21 1897.......16: 308
Cotoia Francesco of Antonio and Maria Oct 9 1895........16: 167
Cotoia Maria G of Michele and Filomena Nov 4 1899.......16: 575
Cotoia — d of Francesco and Colomba Nov 20 1900.........17: 120
Cotoio Angela of Antonio and Maria Nov 9 1894........16: 78
Cotrone Giuseppe of Carlo and Carolina Aug 5 1893.......15: 186
Cotrone Maria of Giuseppe and Giuseppa July 14 1900.....17: 62
Cotrone Rosa of Giuseppe and Giuseppa Mar 1 1898........16: 386
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Cottell George H of Henry J and Mary B July 24 1894... 16: 50
Cotter Anna M of John J and Isabel F Feb 8 1891... 15: 12
Cotter Annie L of Edward H and Annie Feb 10 1892... 15: 66
Cotter Earl R of Bartlett F and Louise F Oct 21 1895... 16: 167
Cotter Edward of John J and Isabella F May 4 1895... 16: 108
Cotter Edward J of Edward H and Annie June 25 1894... 16: 4
Cotter Ellen I of John J and Isabel Dec 12 1899... 16: 548
Cotter Francis of Edward F and Annie Feb 16 1891... 15: 11
Cotter Hattie L of John J and Isabella Aug 30 1897... 16: 334
Cotter John H of John E and Mary E Aug 25 1893... 15: 193
Cotter John M of Thomas and Winifred Sept 29 1891... 15: 52
Cotter John W of William and Bridget July 5 1897... 16: 332
Cotter Joseph of William and Bridget May 30 1894... 16: 17
Cotter Josephine of John J and Isabella F Mar 20 1893... 15: 148
Cotter Mary A of John E and Mary E Mar 21 1899... 16: 494
Cotter Mary E of William and Bridget Dec 23 1892... 15: 111
Cotter Mary M of James and Mary Mar 6 1897... 16: 281
Cotter Thomas A of Bartholomew and Delia M Feb 23 1898... 16: 393
Cotter Thomas L of Thomas and Winifred Feb 13 1894... 16: 25
Cotter William A of James A and Mary May 2 1895... 16: 102
Cotter William F of Thomas and Winifred Dec 17 1895... 16: 161
Cotter --- d of John and Mary Apr 2 1892... 15: 84
Cotteral --- s of Rebecca May 31 1895... 16: 105
Cottle Arthur E of Edwin B and Addie C Apr 3 1892... 15: 96
Cottle Daniel A of Amy Aug 4 1891... 15: 54
Cottle Hattie E of Welcome H and Sarah L Jan 8 1899... 16: 501
Cottle Hazel F of John F and Emma B Oct 9 1899... 16: 558
Cottoia Angiola of Antonio and Maria Dec 18 1897... 16: 352
Cottoia Rosina of Rafael and Maria Aug 21 1897... 16: 326
Cotton Ernest M of James M and Dora J Aug 2 1895... 16: 151
Cotton Esther of Frederick E and Lydia A Sept 18 1896... 16: 250
Cotton Nelson A of Charles and Harriet A Nov 6 1900... 17: 99
Cotrell Earl A of Frank L and Elizabeth July 14 1892... 15: 117
Cotrell Helen E of Frank L and Elizabeth M Apr 24 1898... 16: 394
Cotrell Howard L of Frank L and Elizabeth M Apr 26 1896... 16: 294
Cotrell --- d of George T and Mary J Apr 18 1894... 16: 27
Cotrell --- s of George T and Mary J June 11 1895... 16: 116
Couch Edith of Delbert E and Edith C Mar 19 1893... 15: 147
Coughlin Agnes of John and Mary T Nov 29 1899... 16: 586
Coughlin Anna J of John J and Annie E Oct 1 1897... 16: 318
Coughlin Annie of John and Mary T May 24 1894... 16: 41
Coughlin Catherine of John and Mary T Jan 23 1892... 15: 91
Coughlin Charles of Martin and Ellen July 24 1895... 16: 165
Coughlin Elizabeth of Katie Nov S 1896... A1: 32
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Coughlin Fred J of Patrick H and Evelyn A Jan 19 1891...15: 1
Coughlin Gertrude of Martin and Ellen June 14 1892...15: 90
Coughlin James of James and Isabel Feb 27 1897...16: 288
Coughlin Janet M of James P and Isabella Feb 17 1896...16: 197
Coughlin John T of James and Isabella Mar 13 1898...16: 387
Coughlin Liola of John J and Annie E Nov 21 1899...16: 524
Coughlin Loretta of Martin and Ellen May 28 1894...16: 35
Coughlin Loretta of Michael and Julia L Dec 11 1893...15: 211
Coughlin Mary A of Daniel and Isabella July 29 1893...15: 196
Coughlin Mary E of John J and Annie E Feb 14 1896...16: 181
Coughlin Robert of John and Mary T Nov 5 1898...16: 460
Coughlin Theresa of John and Mary Dec 22 1896...16: 268
Coughlin Thomas of John J and Catherine J July 23 1893...15: 196
Coughlin — d of John J and Catherine Sept 12 1895...16: 162
Coughlin — s of Maggie Apr 11 1891...15: 10
Coughlin — s of Mary Feb 6 1898...16: 467
Couillard Joseph E of Joseph and Hermine Oct 23 1894...16: 84
Couillard Rosabert of Joseph and Hermine Apr 24 1899...16: 499
Coulthurst Amy E of Henry and Mary E Oct 23 1895...16: 160
Couinhan Thomas of John and Hannah June 3 1895...16: 93
Coupe — s of William L and Maud R June 16 1894...16: 35
Couplesne Emma I of Pierre and Annie Oct 10 1898...16: 465
Couplesne Nora of Pierre and Annie Apr 3 1897...16: 314
Court Charles H H of Charles S and Mary June 16 1893...15: 155
Court Kenneth F of Charles S and Mary A Mar 8 1896...16: 203
Court William H of William J and Mary T Apr 19 1896...16: 183
Courtney James R of James and Elizabeth M Sept 22 1892...15: 128
Courtney Madeline R of James and Elizabeth M Apr 11 1895...16: 128
Courtney Mildred of Josephine Mar 10 1898...16: 375
Courtney William L of James and Elizabeth M Apr 11 1895...16: 128
Cousineau Albina L of Alfred and Albina May 18 1897...16: 299
Cousineau George A of Alfred and Albina Aug 20 1898...16: 446
Cousineau Joseph H O of Alfred and Albina Oct 6 1894...16: 63
Coustanche Angela of John J and Ellen Oct 1 1894...16: 48
Coustanche Catherine F of John J and Ellen E Apr 28 1891...15: 3
Coustanche Charles J of James C and Mary A Nov 8 1893...15: 172
Coustanche Hannah A of Philip V and Hannah A Jan 29 1893...15: 136
Coustanche Hugh J of James and Mary A Sept 13 1891...15: 33
Coustanche James E of William P and Mary E Apr 26 1899...16: 474
Coustanche John J of Charles and Mary Sept 13 1898...16: 418
Coustanche John V of William P and Mary E June 8 1891...15: 16
Coustanche Philip V of Philip V and Hannah A Mar 8 1898...16: 372
Coustanche Sarah V of Mary A Jan 10 1896...16: 181
Coustanche William C of William P and Mary E Mar 21 1896 16: 182
Contourier Blanche of Joseph and Albina Sept 9 1899.........16: 564
Contourier Vital N of Joseph and Albina Dec 25 1900........17: 114
Coulu Henri of Octavien and Delia Mar 23 1894..............16: 29
Coulu Joseph G A of Phlias and Josephine Sept 14 1892......15: 123
Couture Joseph C of Chrysoleigne and Dora Apr 25 1894......16: 30
Conturier Merelise of Joseph and Albina Mar 3 1895...........16: 127
Conturier Marie A of Joseph and Albina Apr 12 1893..........15: 164
Conturier Wilfred of Joseph and Albina Nov 19 1897..........16: 358
Covaco Guillaume S of Jacintho S and Julia Jan 13 1896......16: 181
Cove Mary E of Martin and Mary Feb 10 1891..................15: 22
Coville Charles A of William B and Susan Dec 22 1899.......16: 560
Covill Earl B of Walter E and Rhoda E Aug 17 1894..........16: 88
Covill Elsie M of Walter E and Rhoda E May 31 1892.........15: 82
Covill Gladys M of George H and Etta F Sept 12 1899........16: 557
Covill Jennie B of Alonzo E and Joanna F Mar 9 1892........15: 84
Covill Lillian H of Alonzo E and Joanna F Jan 28 1896.......16: 202
Covino Paolo B of Giuseppe and Luisa Feb 17 1891............15: 22
Cowan Bertha L of Arthur S and Elizabeth S Feb 10 1894.....16: 25
Cowan Grace S of Arthur S and Elizabeth L Dec 12 1892......15: 122
Cowan —— s of William H and Lina Apr 18 1891..............15: 13
Cowell Grace E of George J and Elizabeth Oct 12 1896.......16: 226
Cowell James of Frank and Mary Nov 21 1893..................15: 183
Cowen Gwendoly F of William F and Ada L Dec 1 1900........17: 107
Cowles Metta E of Burton S and Ella M Oct 6 1895............16: 163
Cowles Roger W of Burton S and Ella M Oct 22 1896...........16: 254
Cowssill Evelyn of Charles and Nellie T Dec 2 1895...........16: 160
Cowssill Mary of Charles and Nellie Jan 16 1892..............15: 85
Cowssill Mary of Charles and Nellie T Feb 4 1900.............17: 10
Cox Alice G of John and Catherine M June 3 1899.............16: 477
Cox Anna of Matthew P and Elizabeth A Mar 11 1895.........16: 132
Cox Cecil A (c) of John P and Laura June 24 1898............16: 384
Cox Charles R of Katie E Feb 19 1900......................17: 14
Cox Christopher of John J and Mary P May 27 1896............16: 192
Cox Earl T of John and Catherine M Mar 1 1896...............16: 221
Cox Edward C of John W and Elizabeth July 20 1899.........16: 520
Cox Eleanor of Albert and Emma Oct 23 1897..................16: 357
Cox Ethel M of Charles W and Emily W Apr 15 1892............15: 67
Cox George of John J and Delia L Nov 11 1897...............16: 329
Cox George L of John W and Elizabeth G Nov 6 1893..........15: 172
Cox Gertrude of John and Elisabeth July 6 1891..............15: 32
Cox Grace V (c) of Margaret Sept 13 1892..................15: 120
Cox Hilda A of Frederick J and Alice July 6 1897............16: 336
Cox Irene E of Matthew F and Elizabeth A June 10 1897.......16: 300
FROM 1821 TO 1849 INCLUSIVE

Cox James E of Cornells and Mary Feb 18 1828 1839.50
Cox John of John F and Anna Oct 30 1828 1833.00
Cox John E of John W and Elizabeth 6 Sept 11 1827 1833.10
Cox John W of John A and Anna June 27 1828 1833.10
Cox Joseph of John J and Bridget 5 July 19 1829 1836.50
Cox Michael M of John W and Elizabeth 8 Oct 14 1827 1833.10
Cox Margaret of John W and Elizabeth Nov 28 1828 1830.50
Cox Marguerite L of Michael J and Mary Feb 4 1830 1830.50
Cox Mary of John and Mary A Mar 1 1829 1830.50
Cox Mary of John J and Delia Dec 4 1829 1830.50
Cox Mary A of Joseph and Mary May 21 1829 1830.50
Cox Matthew of Matthew P and Elizabeth A Feb 3 1829 1830.50
Cox Pauline D of John P and Laura B Apr 10 1829 1830.50
Cox Rachel C of Robert and Kate May 14 1829 1830.50
Cox Robert F of Frederick J and Alice Nov 19 1829 1830.50
Cox Rose L of John W and Elizabeth 4 Sep 20 1829 1830.50
Cox Ruth S of Robert and Kate May 14 1829 1830.50
Cox Sarah E of William and Ada Mar 28 1830 1830.50
Cox Selena of Daniel and Catherine Dec 16 1828 1830.50
Cox Thomas J of James J and Maria Nov 28 1828 1830.50
Cox Walter L of John and Bridget Dec 4 1828 1830.50
Cox William A of John and Theresa July 7 1829 1830.50
Cox — d of Robert and Kate Dec 10 1830 1830.50
Coyle Alexander T of Alexander J and Catherine Oct 4 1828 1830.50
Coyle Barbara B of John and Charlotte Apr 7 1829 1830.50
Coyle Bernard of Frank and Mary J Aug 3 1829 1830.50
Coyle Francis E of Michael and Clara Nov 21 1828 1830.50
Coyle Francis T of Francis and Agnes Nov 2 1828 1830.50
Coyle Harold B of William H and Catherine Feb 10 1829 1830.50
Coyle Hope of William H and Kate July 21 1829 1830.50
Coyle Jane of Henry and Mary A Nov 4 1831 1830.50
Coyle John H of John H and Olive Aug 17 1829 1830.50
Coyle Joseph E of Luke L and Rose A Nov 22 1830 1830.50
Coyle Kate L of Henry J and Mary A Jan 27 1830 1830.50
Coyle Mary A of John and Charlotte Mar 13 1830 1830.50
Coyle Ruth C of William H and Catherine July 6 1829 1830.50
Coyle Theresa of Hugh J and Bridget Dec 12 1828 1830.50
Coyle Virginia of William H and Kate June 6 1829 1830.50
Coyle William F of John and Mary May 10 1828 1830.50
Coyle William H of William and Margaret Oct 17 1830 1830.50
Coyle William J of John and Charlotte Sept 4 1829 1830.50
Coyne George of Patrick J and Annie A Nov 29 1830 1830.50
Coyne John H of Bridget Jan 16 1832 1830.50
Coyne — d of Michael and Annie Oct 14 1829 1830.50
BIRTHS

Coyne — s of Patrick and Bridget Feb 25 1894..........16: 10
Cozeau Marie I of Arthur and Clerinda Mar 2 1895..........16: 127
Cozzens Artemisia (c) of Henry and Isabella June 14 1894..16: 35
Cozzens Harry (c) of Henry R and Isabella Feb 13 1892....15: 86
Cozzens Howard B (c) of Henry P and Isabella Mar 23 1896.16: 210
Crab Louis A of Edmund J and Martha J Oct 16 1898......16: 447
Crabtree — d of Saville and Emma Feb 22 1893..........15: 163
Craddick William of Thomas and Sarah Mar 19 1899........16: 509
Craddock Edwin of Walter and Theresa July 28 1898........16: 425
Craddock Emma of Walter and Theresa July 22 1892........15: 112
Craddock Joseph of Walter and Teresa Nov 27 1900.........17: 106
Craddock William of Walter and Flora F June 6 1894......16: 24
Craddy Annie M of Thomas and Catherine Apr 1 1900.......17: 28
Craddy Edward A of Thomas and Catherine June 21 1898.....16: 383
Craddy James of Thomas and Catherine June 14 1897.......16: 284
Crafts — d of Clarence E and Agnes L Oct 13 1892.........15: 100
Craghan Catherine T of Thomas and Catherine A Nov 22 1894.16: 85
Craghan Ellen of Thomas and Catherine A Aug 2 1893.......15: 206
Craghan John of Patrick and Mary Nov 19 1896...............16: 266
Craghan Matthew of Thomas and Catherine Dec 19 1895.....16: 176
Craghead — d of Jackson and Blanche June 8 1896.........16: 201
Cranham Matthew M of Thomas and Catherine May 28 1897..16: 310
Craw Margaret J G B of James A and Jean Mar 31 1899...16: 476
Craib — s of William B and Susan B Oct 26 1897..........16: 357
Craig Alexander G of Alexander M and Mary E July 16 1892.15: 122
Craig Charles F T of Thomas II and Ellen A V Jan 25 1893.15: 162
Craig Lewis of William E and Jennie May 2 1893..........15: 144
Craig — d of John R and Georgianna O Feb 8 1892.......15: 69
Craig — d of John R and Georgiana O Aug 19 1895......16: 134
Craig — (c) s of John R and Georgine June 25 1893....15: 140
Cram Doris M of George E and Dorothy F Oct 10 1896.....16: 225
Cram Mildred H of George E and Dorothy F Nov 13 1894...16: 48
Cramer Ellen M of James and Bridget Feb 22 1891.........15: 7
Cramer Frank A of Frank A and Deborah Oct 10 1891......15: 49
Cramer George A of Patrick and Annie Jan 15 1900.......17: 58
Cramer Jane of Patrick and Jane Apr 15 1891............15: 13
Cramer John F of Patrick and Annie Aug 2 1896.........16: 151
Cramer Mary of Patrick and Jennie Aug 26 1897..........16: 334
Cramer Mary E of Patrick and Annie July 2 1898.........16: 434
Cramer Michael J of Michael and Mary Nov 18 1897......16: 331
Cramer Thomas H of Frank A and Deborah Sept 16 1893...15: 196
Cramer William of James and Catherine May 5 1893.......15: 140
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Crawford Theodore F of Elmer H and Abbie L Sept 29 1892...15:100
Crandall Annie F R of Winfred C and Annie Apr 5 1892...15:93
Crandall Benjamin P of Harry and Nellie Jan 17 1892...15:78
Crandall Clarence of Charles L and Mary May 27 1895...16:123
Crandall Edna M of Lester J and Ellen E Jan 12 1900...17:4
Crandall Eva E of Lester J and Ellen Nov 10 1898...16:443
Crandall George H of Henry and Emma Feb 6 1896...16:209
Crandall Harvey of David H and Nellie Dec 13 1893...15:211
Crandall Leroy G of Orrin T and Minnie E Feb 3 1896...16:185
Crandall Percy E of David H and Nellie Mar 10 1896...16:210
Crandall —— s of David H and Ellen Dec 31 1892...15:114
Crandall —— s of Edward S and Emma A Oct 22 1898...16:447
Crane Bertha M of Maurice J and Theresa May 5 1898...16:381
Crane Irene D of Harold C and Mary E June 22 1893...15:155
Crane Leo of Maurice H and Jennie Oct 3 1897...16:346
Crane Maurice of Maurice H and Jennie T Oct 19 1895...16:174
Crane Mildred R of Maurice J and Theresa A Nov 3 1900...17:98
Cranksaw Marion M of Charles and Cora E June 28 1900...17:51
Cranshaw Albert S of Albert and Annie Apr 1 1894...16:6
Cranshaw Lorie M of Albert and Annie E May 17 1896...16:192
Cranson Esther A of Ellis A and Sarah F July 13 1900...17:62
Cranson Ruth A of Ellis A and Sarah F June 13 1899...16:489
Cranson Sarah G of William A and Emma G Feb 24 1891...15:15
Cranson Winthrop M of William A and Emma A Aug 9 1891...15:45
Crapon Royal H of George H and Annie E Mar 4 1894...16:43
Cravalho Matilda of Manuel and Maria L Feb 26 1891...15:2
Craven Anna of Richard and Nellie E June 21 1899...16:483
Craven Catherine of Richard and Nellie Apr 30 1895...16:102
Craven Charles C of Edward and Bridget Dec 31 1895...16:153
Craven Grace A of Edward and Annie Nov 5 1891...15:65
Craven Helen of Richard and Helen Oct 22 1897...16:328
Craven Josephine of William and Josephine Dec 19 1897...16:344
Craven Mary F of Charles C and Margaret Sept 15 1891...15:45
Craven Peter C of Peter and Elizabeth Oct 15 1893...15:172
Craven Raymond C of William and Josephine May 6 1899...16:488
Craven William J of William and Josephine Jan 8 1897...16:294
Crawford Edward of Thomas and Ellen Nov*10 1894...16:58
Crawford George W of Thomas A and Ellen Feb 22 1896...16:189
Crawford Gladys L of Frank E and Annie L Sept 21 1896...16:229
Crawford Joseph of Thomas A and Ellen T Apr 15 1899...16:481
Crawford Joseph G of James W and Catherine M July 8 1893...15:176
Crawford Joseph H of J Henry and Catherine V Nov 11 1900...17:101
Crawford Leo of Thomas A and Ellen T Dec 18 1892...15:199
Crawford Mary J of James W and Catherine M Jan 12 1891...15:6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crawford</td>
<td>Mary V of Charles E and Ellen T</td>
<td>Feb 27 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymon</td>
<td>B of Frank E and Annie L</td>
<td>Nov 6 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert</td>
<td>of Thomas and Ellen T</td>
<td>Aug 14 1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William</td>
<td>of Thomas A and Ellen T</td>
<td>July 25 1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—— d</td>
<td>of James W and Catherine E</td>
<td>Nov 11 1895</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward</td>
<td>A of William and Waity S</td>
<td>Feb 28 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>T of Matthew J and Bridget E</td>
<td>Mar 12 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>of James and Catherine D</td>
<td>Feb 6 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>of Thomas and Annie</td>
<td>Oct 4 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>J of Matthew J and Bridget</td>
<td>Mar 13 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creaser</td>
<td>Celia M of Frank and Celia M</td>
<td>Aug 15 1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creasey</td>
<td>Charles E of Francis J and Catharine Sept</td>
<td>15 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>Daniel of Patrick and Catherine</td>
<td>Dec 9 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>Daniel J of Matthew J and Bridget E</td>
<td>Feb 17 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>Emily L of Thomas and Annie</td>
<td>Dec 30 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>Francis of Michael and Mary M</td>
<td>Oct 12 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>Francis J of Francis J and Celia T</td>
<td>Jan 31 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>George A of Patrick and Annie</td>
<td>Jan 25 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>George L of Théodora and Annie May</td>
<td>9 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>Hannah E of Francis A and Deborah</td>
<td>Nov 3 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>Helen F of Michael and Mary Dec</td>
<td>25 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>Jane of Matthew and Bridget</td>
<td>June 20 1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>John of Frank J and Celia T</td>
<td>Oct 18 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>John of John and Mary Mar</td>
<td>20 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>John C of Thomas and Annie</td>
<td>Dec 5 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>Marietta of John and Mary Aug</td>
<td>7 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>Mary E of James and Catherine Aug</td>
<td>26 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>Mary E of Patrick and Annie M</td>
<td>June 28 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>Ruth C of Frank A and Deborah</td>
<td>Jan 21 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>Thomas of James and Catherine D</td>
<td>July 15 1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>Thomas of Patrick and Kate</td>
<td>Sept 1 1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>Walter C of Frank J and Celia T</td>
<td>Oct 21 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>William S of Patrick and Jennie</td>
<td>Dec 26 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>—— s of James and Catherine Feb</td>
<td>16 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creamer</td>
<td>—— s of John and Mary May</td>
<td>3 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creasey</td>
<td>Albert E of Edward G and Flora May</td>
<td>31 1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creasey</td>
<td>Ednah M of Edward and Flora Nov</td>
<td>19 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creasey</td>
<td>Edward G of Edward G and Flora Oct</td>
<td>22 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creasey</td>
<td>Harry N of Edward G and Flora Aug</td>
<td>1 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creasey</td>
<td>Janet of Isaiah and Catherine C</td>
<td>June 13 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creasey</td>
<td>Gladys R (c) of Benjamin and Harriet June</td>
<td>3 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creasey</td>
<td>Laura (c) of Horace and Ida Aug</td>
<td>21 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creasy</td>
<td>(c) s of Edward and Matilda May</td>
<td>26 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creasy</td>
<td>(c) s of John and Mary J</td>
<td>June 1 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Crecelius Anna E of Louis and Sophia Nov 15 1896. .... 16: 255
Crecelius Augustus of Louis F and Sophia July 13 1895. 16: 161
Crecelius Ernest of Emil R and Carrie D Dec 18 1895. 16: 153
Crecelius Eugene A of Louis F and Sophie May 11 1893. 15: 149
Crecelius Lizzie E of Louis F and Sophia C Sept 27 1894. 16: 63
Crecelius Olga of Louis F and Mary July 19 1899. .... 16: 545
Crecelius Robert of Emil and Carolina Mar 16 1900. ... 17: 22
Crecelius — d of Emil R and Caroline Nov 12 1897. .... 16: 335
Creecy Mary A of Martin J and Bridget Aug 20 1894. ... A 1: 31
Creddy Thomas N of Thomas and Catherine Dec 2 1893. ... 15: 175
Credon Alexander J of Thomas F and Catherine T Sept 9

1900 ......................................... 17: 81
Creegan Alfred J of Peter and Ellen F July 11 1893. .... 15: 188
Creegan Charles H of William H and Sarah J Nov 6 1893. 15: 191
Creegan Harold F of William H and Sarah J Aug 3 1897. 16: 336
Creegan John F of Peter and Ellen F July 8 1892. ........ 15: 114
Creegan Lora A of Peter and Ellen T Oct 12 1894. .... 16: 67
Creegan Raymond A of Peter and Ellen F May 10 1891. .... 15: 16
Creegan Sarah A of Peter and Ellen J Oct 12 1894. .... A 1: 31
Creegan Walter M of James and Catherine A May 10 1894. 16: 34
Creegan William L of Peter and Ellen May 13 1899. .... 16: 492
Creen William H of James and Amelia Feb 2 1895. .... 16: 99
Crees Raymond B of Enstace and Emma Nov 22 1897. .... 16: 343
Cregan Louise H of William and Sarah Oct 3 1891. .... 15: 46
Creghan Mary J of Thomas and Catherine Dec 22 1891. .... 15: 64
Crehan Ellen M of Thomas and Catharine Oct 30 1899. .... 16: 584
Creigham Matthew of Thomas and Catherine Dec 19 1896. 16: 268
Crescenzo Assunta of Paolo and Grazia Jan 9 1894. .... 16: 43
Crescenzo Luigi of Paolo and Graziella June 6 1895. .... 16: 103
Crescenzo Michele of Paolo and Grazia Nov 15 1896. .... 16: 237
Cressy — (e) d of John and Mary Feb 8 1895. .... 16: 99
Creta Giuseppe of Raffael and Maria Apr 13 1900. .... 17: 31
Criege Giuseppe of Michele and Concetta Nov 1 1893. .... 15: 185
Criminski Benjamin of Harris and Esther Feb 10 1894. .... 16: 43
Crimmins Annie of John F and Annie E Sept 11 1898. .... 16: 458
Cripps Herschell R of Thomas W and Grace E Oct 26 1892. .... 15: 118
Cripps Rutherford W of Thomas W and Grace E Oct 30 1895. 16: 160
Cripps Susie M of William T and Sarah J Dec 9 1891. .... 15: 52
Cristiano Vincenzo of Giovanni and Teresa Dec 12 1892. .... 15: 134
Cristiana Raffaele of Tomaso and Maria July 13 1894. .... 16: 53
Cristiani Domenica of Domenico and Maria June 20 1896. .... 16: 193
Cristiani Giuseppe of Domenico and Maria C July 29 1898. .... 16: 425
Cristiano Domenico of Vincenzo and Angola Oct 14 1892. .... 15: 124
Cristiano Giuseppa of Domenico and Maria C Nov 14 1900. .... 17: 102
Cristofano Antonio of Filippo and Luisa Feb 17 1896 ........ 16 : 214
Cristofano Antonio of Pietro and Maria R Nov 27 1893 .... 15 : 263
Cristofano Giuseppe of Filippo and Luigia Dec 1892 ........ 15 : 110
Cristofano Maria of Filippo and Luisa Feb 17 1896 ........ 16 : 214
Cristofano Maria C of Giovanni and Addolorata Sept 14 1893, 15 : 179
Cristofano Umberto of Nicola and Maria Mar 7 1893 ........ 15 : 159
Cristofano Vinnetta of Giuseppe and Maria G Aug 4 1899 .. 16 : 533
Cristofano — d of Nicola and Felicia Apr 21 1893 ..... 15 : 144
Cristofo De Amedeo of Nicola and Maria Oct 29 1894 ....... 16 : 90
Cristofono — d of Nicola and Felicina June 21 1891 ... 15 : 10
Cristofori De Maria M of Pietro and Maria July 18 1891 .. 15 : 56
Cristoforo Elisabetta of Domenico and Michelangiolo Feb 1
1895 .................................................................. 16 : 105
Cristoforo Di Constantino of Nicola and Feliciana Sept S
1894 .................................................................. 16 : 55
Cristoforo Di Giuliano of Costantino and Anna M Mar 15
1895 .................................................................. 16 : 121
Crivello Annie S of Anton J and Rose Dec 29 1894 ....... 16 : 49
Crivello Frank of Jono and Giustta Feb 7 1898 ............ 16 : 371
Croak John E of John and Margaret Nov 24 1891 ....... 15 : 42
Croce Giuseppe of Alfonso and Raffaela Oct 28 1898 .... 16 : 433
Croce Vito of Antonio and Saveria Apr 10 1899 ..... 16 : 504
Crocker Alonzo W of William N and Annie June 9 1899 .. 16 : 512
Crocker Bertha F of Lester W and Nellie B Oct 22 1897 .. 16 : 322
Crocker Clarabell E of Thomas L and Belle R Apr 14 1893 .. 15 : 139
Crocker Ethel M of Elisha W and Joanna Oct 13 1898 .... 16 : 43
Crocker Eva M S (c) of Thomas L and Belle R Mar 28 1899 .. 16 : 476
Crocker George F of George F and Mary S June 4 1898 .. 16 : 410
Crocker Gladys M of Elisha W and Joanna Mar 9 1895 .. 16 : 111
Crocker Hope E McB (c) of Thomas L and Belle R Jan 15
1897 .................................................................. 16 : 276
Crocker Irene of Joseph W and Margaret Nov 10 1893 .. 15 : 172
Crocker Lester W of Lester W and Nellie B Dec 22 1899 .. 16 : 531
Crocker Thomas J of William J and Mary Nov 3 1899 .. 16 : 585
Crocker William H of Joseph W and Margaret F Nov 20 1896 . 16 : 226
Crocker — d of Joseph W and Margaret May 17 1898 ... 16 : 373
Crocker — (c) d of Thomas L and Belle R Dec 8 1894 ... 16 : 53
Crocker — (c) d of Thomas L and Bell R Feb 17 1891 ... 15 : 4
Crockett Harold G of Peter and Kate E Dec 14 1900 .... 17 : 110
Crofstowsky Felix of Joseph and Delia July 29 1899 .... 16 : 579
Croft Alfred O of Charles and Margaret Oct 16 1897 .. 16 : 322
Croft Earl J of Fred L and Catherine Aug 11 1897 .... 16 : 341
Croft James H of James J and Catherine J Sept 20 1897 .. 16 : 356
Croft Sarah M of John and Clara Feb 16 1899 ........... 16 : 508
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Crofton Anna J of William and Rose P Apr 22 1892 ....... 15: 67
Crofton Daniel of John and Mary Apr 1 1896 ....... 16: 200
Crofton Joseph of John and Mary Apr 15 1898 ....... 16: 391
Crofton Joseph D of Edward D and Mary July 7 1899 ....... 16: 549
Crofton Josephine T of Edward and Mary E Oct 18 1892 ....... 15: 113
Crofton Leo B of John and Mary Nov 8 1891 ....... 15: 49
Crofton Mary L of Edward and Mary June 23 1894 ....... 16: 20
Crofton Mary L of John and Mary Oct 6 1893 ....... 15: 190
Crofton Viola C of Edward D and Mary E Aug 19 1895 ....... 16: 151
Crofton William E of Edward D and Mary Aug 5 1897 ....... 16: 333
Crofts Frances O of Charles G and Margaret Mar 19 1894 ....... 16: 2
Crofts George W of Charles G and Margaret June 14 1892 ....... 15: 68
Croghan Alice of Stephen J and Mary M Jan 16 1895 ....... 16: 110
Croghan Annie H of Stephen J and Mary M Jan 25 1892 ....... 15: 80
Croghan Gertrude of Hubert F and Ellen M Mar 20 1891 ....... 15: 27
Croghan John of Peter and Mary A Dec 16 1892 ....... 15: 134
Croghan Joseph of Stephen J and Mary Nov 10 1898 ....... 16: 420
Croghan Josefine of Peter and Mary A Feb 16 1892 ....... 15: 92
Croghan Margaret of Hubert F and Ellen M Sept 2 1893 ....... 15: 207
Croghan Peter A of Peter and Mary A Oct 21 1895 ....... 16: 174
Crooke Rosanna of John and Margaret Aug 8 1893 ....... 15: 177
Crooker Edith M of William H and Margaret Apr 12 1900 ....... 17: 30
Crompton Bertha of William and Rosanna Jan 20 1892 ....... 15: 91
Crompton James R of James L and Margaret July 19 1892 ....... 15: 122
Croton Annie F of Jeremiah and Catherine Feb 6 1899 ....... 16: 308
Croton Mary T of Jeremiah T and Catharine Sept 26 1900 ....... 17: 86
Croton Thomas E of Peter Jr and Catherine Oct 5 1895 ....... 16: 173
Croton Thomas J of John and Alice Nov 21 1893 ....... 15: 210
Croton William H of James F and Catherine Feb 14 1897 ....... 16: 274
Cron Bessie A of Frederick and Amelia S Dec 24 1897 ....... 16: 366
Cronin Agnes M of Patrick and Elizabeth July 12 1899 ....... 16: 532
Cronin Annie of Daniel and Mary A Dec 1 1897 ....... 16: 339
Cronin Catherine of Timothy and Nora Feb 17 1896 ....... 16: 217
Cronin Cornelins C of Daniel and Mary A Dec 9 1893 ....... 15: 211
Cronin Daniel A of James H and Margaret C June 8 1891 ....... 15: 4
Cronin Elizabeth C of Patrick and Elizabeth Sept 3 1900 ....... 17: 79
Cronin Francis M of Michael and Ellen Feb 10 1900 ....... 17: 12
Cronin Isabella S of John J and Isabella S Jan 8 1893 ....... 15: 161
Cronin James F of James F and Bridget H July 27 1900 ....... 17: 67
Cronin Jennie L of James F Jr and Catherine Oct 11 1898 ....... 16: 419
Cronin John of John and Kate Mar 3 1898 ....... 16: 379
Cronin John J of Patrick and Elizabeth May 6 1898 ....... 16: 381
Cronin John P of James and Bridget H June 22 1895 ....... 16: 133
Cronin Joseph W of Daniel and Mary A June 13 1896 ....... 16: 202
Cronin Lila E of John and Isabel G Feb 26 1891.........15: 26
Cronin Mary F of James and Mary J June 3 1900..........17: 44
Cronin Mary L of James R and Mary T Mar 10 1891......15: 2
Cronin Patrick J of James and Bridget May 12 1897......16: 278
Cronin ——— s of Michael F and Ellen D Dec 28 1898...16: 421
Cronqvist Nels H of August and Ida B Apr 25 1899.....16: 492
Cronshaw Elsie I of Joseph and Nellie 1 Aug 1 1893.....15: 214
Cronshaw Eva M of Joseph and Ida N May 8 1895........16: 129
Cronshaw Joseph C of Joseph and Nellie Feb 14 1899...16: 515
Crook Alva L of James H and Clarissa Apr 23 1896.....16: 223
Crook Edgar of Joseph E and Elizabeth Aug 8 1898.....16: 457
Crook Elizabeth F of James and Margaret M Jan 4 1891..15: 25
Crook Esther V of Charles and Catherine Jan 25 1892....15: 91
Crook Ethel O of James H and Clarissa Feb 12 1900.....17: 12
Crook Ezra N of James H and Clarissa May 14 1898.....16: 409
Crook James C of James H and Clarissa May 21 1894....16: 41
Crook James H of Frederick and Elizabeth A May 21 1891..15: 29
Crook John of James and Margaret M Aug 23 1899.......16: 563
Crook Joseph W of James and Margaret M Aug 27 1894...16: 69
Crook Josephine F of Joseph E and Elizabeth Mar 9 1891.15: 27
Crook Margaret of James and Margaret July 7 1893.......15: 196
Crook Margaret M of Thomas and Margaret T Aug 16 1899..16: 534
Crook Esther V of Charles and Catherine May 1 1895....16: 129
Crook ——— d of Charles and Catherine Apr 16 1894.....16: 39
Crook ——— s of James and Margaret Feb 5 1892.........15: 91
Crooker ——— d of Henry H and Alice Oct 5 1899........16: 523
Cropper Beatrice A of Thomas and Margaret Apr 1 1898..16: 408
Cropper Cora R of Thomas and Margaret Nov 6 1899.......16: 585
Crosby Bridget of William and Mary Nov 2 1891.........15: 58
Crosby Robert A of Havelock H and Lillia M Apr 8 1893..15: 167
Crosby Ruth M of Harry H and Lillia M Aug 15 1894.....16: 81
Crosby William of William and Mary Feb 12 1896.......16: 214
Crosby Winifred of James E and Margaret M Feb 5 1891..15: 14
Crosby Albert S of Alfred H and Mary Nov 18 1896.......16: 266
Cross Annie R of Alfred H and Mary Jan 1 1895........16: 124
Cross Bertha B of Alfred E and Sarah A Oct 14 1893.....15: 190
Cross Dorothy M C of Alfred C and Mary E Mar 11
1896 ...........................................16: 182 and A 1: 1
Cross Earl M (c) of Horace L and Louisa C Dec 9 1893..15: 195
Cross Edward F (c) of George E and Annie E Jan 30 1894 ..16: 32
Cross Frederick W of Alfred H and Mary Apr 27 1899.....16: 511
Cross Harry K of Harry P and Lorania C June 25 1900.....17: 58
Cross Jennie of Thomas and Mary Oct 6 1897.............16: 327
Cross John W of Thomas and Mary A May 21 1900.........17: 43
Cross Margaret L of Alfred H and Mary L May 3 1893........15: 165
Cross Mertice L (c) of Edward U and Maud H Dec 14 1893.15: 195
Cross Mildred E of Edwin A and Sarah A May 18 1891....15: 16
Cross Norman A of Arthur C and Mary E Oct 26
1897 ...............................................................16: 338 and A 1: 1
Cross Sarah of Richard and Rebecca July 28 1896........16: 228
Cross Thelma H (c) of Horace L and Louisa C Nov 3 1897.16: 343
Cross Thomas of Thomas and Mary A Dec 29 1898.....16: 431
Cross Walter H (c) of Edward U and Maud H Dec 14 1893.15: 195
Cross —— d of Blanche Oct 21 1893 .........................15: 183
Cross —— s of Edward U and Maud H Dec 10 1898 ..16: 470
Cross —— s of John A and Grace L June 16 1892 ....15: 71
Crossen James E of Patrick and Catherine Feb 7 1893....15: 13
Crossen John J of Patrick and Kate Feb 3 1895 ....16: 99
Crossin Charles P of Patrick and Catherine Sept 23 1897.16: 327
Crossin Joseph of Bernard F and Agnes T Feb 28 1896.16: 195
Crossin Margaret C of Bernard F and Agnes T June 1 1891.15: 11
Crossland Harry B of Alphonso R and Agnes Nov 16 1897.16: 358
Crossland —— s of Alphonso R and Agnes Feb 17 1893....15: 142
Crossley Barbara L of Louis H and Mary L June 10 1900.17: 46
Crossley Edward F of George and Alida M July 6 1897 16: 320
Crossley George K of George and Alida M Mar 1 1895 ....16: 95
Crossley Madeline S of Louis H and Mary L Sept 1 1898.16: 438
Crossman Albert R of Stewart and Lina Jan 26 1896 ...16: 26
Crosson Ann M of Patrick and Catherine Feb 3 1895 ..16: 125
Crosson Francis S of Bernard F and Agnes T July 22 1892.15: 111
Crosson Margaret A of Patrick and Catherine Mar 13 1896.16: 189
Crother Virginia E of Thomas and Laura May 9 1899 ...16: 500
Crothers Elizabeth of Andrew and Elizabeth Mar 7 1894.16: 10
Crothers Frank A of Andrew and Elizabeth May 26 1891 ....15: 9
Crotty Agatha E of John and Joanna Sept 30 1897 ...16: 350
Crotty Annie of Patrick and Mary Feb 16 1896 ....16: 214
Crotty Florence M of Patrick and Melissa Oct 31 1894.16: 57
Crotty John of John and Johanna Oct 15 1899 ....16: 574
Crotty Joseph of John and Catherine Nov 16 1891 ....15: 37
Crotty Mary E of John and Joanna July 10 1896 ....16: 256
Crotty Mary H of William and Elizabeth Mar 18 1896 ..16: 215
Crotty Robert E of Patrick and Melissa C Mar 14 1892 ....15: 93
Crotty —— s of William and Eliza Dec 9 1892 ....15: 130
Croughan Martha of Hubert F and Ellen M Apr 13 1896 ..16: 216
Crowder Hope A N (c) of Thomas and Joseaphine June 11
1896 ...........................................................16: 187
Crowder —— (c) child of Thomas and Joseaphine Nov 8 1897.16: 343
Crowe Arthur E of Edwin and Jane Mar 23 1893 ....15: 169
Crowe Bessie E of Joseph A and Christina C Dec 4 1894. . . . 16: 85
Crowe Charles J of Martin A and Ann M Feb 28 1895. . . . 16: 118
Crowe Christina R of Joseph A and Christie C Dec 2 1896. . 16: 255
Crowe Florence A of Martin A and Annie M Sept 22 1892. . . 15: 120
Crowe Frank M of Michael F and Eliza J June 15 1897. . . . . 16: 311
Crowe George W of Edwin and Jennie I Nov 28 1897. . . . . . 16: 335
Crowe Gertrude of Edwin and Jennie Feb 8 1900. . . . . . . . 17: 11
Crowe Lilian of Michael F and Elizabeth J Dec 7 1893. . . . . 15: 211
Crowe Margaret I of Joseph A and Christie C June 2 1898. . 16: 398
Crowe Mildred of Edwin and Jane I Nov 2 1895. . . . . . . . . 16: 152
Crowe Olive E of Michael F and Eliza J Aug 11 1895. . . . . . 16: 171
Crowe William A of Joseph A and Christie C Feb 27 1893. . . 15: 156
Crowe William H of William W and Emma M Oct 4 1899. . . . . 16: 583
Crowe William M of Martin A and Ann M Feb 28 1895. . . . . 16: 127
Crowell Adolph V of Walter F and Sarah R June 3 1900. . . . 17: 44
Crowell Edith G of Michael A and Elizabeth M July 13 1891. . 15: 38
Crowell Edward N of Edward R Jr and Nellie M July 10 1893. . 15: 199
Crowell Estelle of William H and Emily Mar 1 1898. . . . . . . . 16: 379
Crowell Ethel A of William H and Emily Feb 28 1893. . . . . . . 15: 169
Crowell Florence M of Franklin D and Mary V June 5 1893. . . 15: 167
Crowell Frederick A of Freeman W and Ada A Sept 17 1891. . 15: 33
Crowell Frederick W of William H and Emily July 1 1896. . . . 16: 231
Crowell George B of Walter A and Mary H July 20 1895. . . . . 16: 134
Crowell Herbert C of Horace P and May F Oct 11 1895. . . . . 16: 163
Crowell Ralph B of Benjamin A and Margaret C Dec 13 1893. . 15: 173
Crowell Raymond of William H and Emily July 5 1899. . . . . . 16: 531
Crowell Sadie of John and Rosa Apr 25 1895. . . . . . . . . . . 16: 96
Crowell William of William H and Emily Nov 3 1894. . . . . . . 16: 57
Crowell William F of William H and Emily July 1 1896. . . . . . 16: 231
Crowell —— d of Edward R Jr and Nellie M Aug 31 1897. . . . . 16: 322
Crowle Sidney A of Albert and Alice Apr 17 1891. . . . . . . . 15: 23
Crowlee Mary E of Timothy F and Sarah A Feb 6 1893. . . . . . 15: 139
Crowley Alice C of William H and Emily Jan 17 1894. . . . . . 16: 1
Crowley Catherine of Patrick and Catherine Mar 7 1896. . . . . 16: 182
Crowley David of William H and Emily Feb 5 1893. . . . . . . . . 15: 136
Crowley Dennis of Dennis and Margaret Dec 13 1895. . . . . . 16: 137
Crowley Dennis of Patrick and Catherine Oct 1 1892. . . . . . . 15: 100
Crowley Ellen of Jeremiah and Honora July 28 1891. . . . . . . 15: 3
Crowley Ellen H of John J and Sarah A Mar 6 1897. . . . . . . . . 16: 288
Crowley Emily E of William H and Emily Oct 30 1898. . . . . . 16: 419
Crowley George I of Dennis and Margaret July 26 1898. . . . . . 16: 417
Crowley Grace A of Michael and Kate Sept 5 1894. . . . . . . . 16: 50
Crowley Hannah M of Dennis and Jennie Nov 20 1897. . . . . . 16: 329
Crowley Harry of Henry A and Lizzie A Mar 3 1897. . . . . . . 16: 284
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Birth Date</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Birth Date</th>
<th>Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cuculo</td>
<td></td>
<td>22 Aug 1897</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>s of Pasquale and Ceccina</td>
<td>22 Aug 1897</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuddy Irene F</td>
<td></td>
<td>8 Apr 1896</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>8 Apr 1896</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuddy Mary of William L and Rosanna</td>
<td></td>
<td>13 Mar 1900</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>13 Mar 1900</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuddy Michael of Bartholomew and Bridget</td>
<td></td>
<td>12 Aug 1894</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>12 Aug 1894</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuddy Minnie J</td>
<td></td>
<td>29 Jan 1900</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>29 Jan 1900</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuddy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>s of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>25 Aug 1897</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuff Helen of Patrick and Mary E</td>
<td></td>
<td>13 Apr 1899</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>13 Apr 1899</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuff John L of Mary F</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 Jul 1897</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>3 Jul 1897</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuff Walter J of James and Margaret</td>
<td></td>
<td>27 Feb 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>27 Feb 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuff William of James and Maggie</td>
<td></td>
<td>8 Apr 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>8 Apr 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuff George F of William H and Eliza</td>
<td></td>
<td>9 Apr 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>9 Apr 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cull Ann T of Frank and Mary O</td>
<td></td>
<td>26 Oct 1895</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>26 Oct 1895</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cull Anna F of Edward J and Mary A</td>
<td></td>
<td>28 Aug 1898</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>28 Aug 1898</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cull Edwin E of James A and Mary E</td>
<td></td>
<td>8 Apr 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>8 Apr 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cull Florence M of Frank and Mary E</td>
<td></td>
<td>11 Apr 1900</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>11 Apr 1900</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cull Grace L of Frank and Mary</td>
<td></td>
<td>23 Aug 1893</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>23 Aug 1893</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cull Lena of Michael and Elizabeth</td>
<td></td>
<td>18 Jun 1894</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>18 Jun 1894</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cull Lillian of Francis and Mary</td>
<td></td>
<td>24 Apr 1897</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>24 Apr 1897</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cull Mary of Frank and Mary O</td>
<td></td>
<td>24 Apr 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>24 Apr 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cull Mary I of Michael and Elizabeth</td>
<td></td>
<td>22 Aug 1898</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>22 Aug 1898</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cull</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>12 Jul 1897</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullen Alexander L of Alexander and Mabel</td>
<td></td>
<td>18 Apr 1900</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>18 Apr 1900</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullen Catherine of Thomas and Mary A</td>
<td></td>
<td>18 Jul 1894</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>18 Jul 1894</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullen Ethel M of Francis and Mary O</td>
<td></td>
<td>16 Apr 1896</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>16 Apr 1896</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullen Francis J of Francis and Mary O</td>
<td></td>
<td>7 Apr 1890</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>7 Apr 1890</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullen George F of Martin and Margaret</td>
<td></td>
<td>4 Aug 1898</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>4 Aug 1898</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullen Gilbert II of Michael and Mary A</td>
<td></td>
<td>14 Apr 1892</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>14 Apr 1892</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullen John T of Frank and Mary O</td>
<td></td>
<td>11 Apr 1895</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>11 Apr 1895</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullen Joseph of Thomas and Mary O</td>
<td></td>
<td>12 Apr 1890</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>12 Apr 1890</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullen Margaret E of Peter and Mary O</td>
<td></td>
<td>7 Apr 1895</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>7 Apr 1895</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullen Mary E of Peter and Mary O</td>
<td></td>
<td>7 Apr 1897</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>7 Apr 1897</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullen Peter J of Martin and Margaret</td>
<td></td>
<td>22 Apr 1899</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>22 Apr 1899</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullen Thomas F of Thomas and Mary O</td>
<td></td>
<td>21 Apr 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>21 Apr 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullen Vincent H of Timothy H and Elizabeth</td>
<td></td>
<td>28 Apr 1893</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>28 Apr 1893</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullen Walter A of Peter and Mary O</td>
<td></td>
<td>8 Apr 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>8 Apr 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullen William A of Timothy H and Elizabeth</td>
<td></td>
<td>24 Apr 1895</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>24 Apr 1895</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullen William H of Michael and Margaret</td>
<td></td>
<td>25 Apr 1894</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>25 Apr 1894</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>11 Apr 1894</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullinan Catherine of Patrick and Annie</td>
<td></td>
<td>21 Apr 1894</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>21 Apr 1894</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullinan Margaret of John and Bridget T</td>
<td></td>
<td>31 Apr 1898</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>31 Apr 1898</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullinan Mary J of Dennis and Mary O</td>
<td></td>
<td>19 Apr 1899</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>19 Apr 1899</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullinan Mary J of Dennis and Mary O</td>
<td></td>
<td>4 Apr 1894</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>4 Apr 1894</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullinan Mary J V of John and Bridget T</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Feb 1897</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>of Edward H and Minnie J</td>
<td>1 Feb 1897</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Cullinane Hanora of John and Bridget T Jan 22 1900...........17: 9
Culkin Agnes G of David W and Minnie C Sept 10 1899...........16: 582
Culvessky Stanny of Joe and Rosa Apr 14 1900....................17: 31
Cumber Francis P of Charles E and Carrie Aug 14 1899..........16: 551
Cumber —— s of Charles E and Carrie June 30 1893..............15: 152
Cumerford Arthur S of Arthur S and Grace Sept 14 1899......16: 528
Cumerford George of George P and Eliza J June 6 1892........15: 95
Cumerford Reginald R of Arthur S and Grace Aug 22 1900.....17: 75
Cumick Mary A of Thomas and Ellen Sept 4 1894..............16: 76
Cumisky Thomas of Michael and Bridget Oct 21 1899..........16: 547
Cumisky Eugene of Michael and Bridget Sept 11 1893........15: 190
Cumisky Lavina B of Michael and Annie Dec 16 1892..........15: 109
Cumisky Michael J of Michael and Bridget Oct 22 1891.......15: 49
Cumming John R of John W and Mary Sept 13 1891.........15: 40
Cumming William of John W and Mary May 1 1893...............15: 144
Cummings Adeline of James J and Agnes June 3 1894........16: 13
Cummings Catherine A of John and Mary May 25 1899........16: 512
Cummings Dorothy of Franklin W and Rachel B Dec 20 1899.16: 569
Cummings Edward F of Bernard F and Clara Sept 28 1892.....15: 113
Cummings Elizabeth E of Patrick F and Mary A Jan 10 1899.16: 507
Cummings Ellen of John F and Sarah Apr 11 1895............16: 128
Cummings Francis of Patrick and Mary A Feb 28 1895........16: 127
Cummings Frank of Margaret Dec 18 1895....................16: 149
Cummings Frederick of Patrick F and Mary A June 5 1900.....17: 45
Cummings Gladys of Franklin W and Rachel B Mar 4 1897...16: 288
Cummings Henry of Patrick H and Mary A Oct 19 1897........16: 357
Cummings Irene L (c) of Charles L and Helen M Dec 11 1898.16: 420
Cummings James H of John F and Sarah July 15 1892.......15: 126
Cummings John F of John F and Sarah Dec 5 1898..............16: 461
Cummings John F of Matthew J and Bridget A Apr 10 1899.....16: 499
Cummings Julia of William and Marjorie Mar 24 1891.......15: 15
Cummings Lewis C (c) of Curates T and Marion Feb 4 1897...16: 273
Cummings Mary of James J and Agnes Dec 3 1891............15: 42
Cummings Mary E of John and Mary Mar 29 1891.............15: 8
Cummings Matthew J of John F and Sarah Oct 16 1900.........17: 93
Cummings Matthew J of Matthew J and Mary Aug 27 1896.....16: 233
Cummings Mortimer of William H and Marjorie Dec 13 1892.15: 116
Cummings Nancy of John F and Sarah Sept 16 1896...........16: 264
Cummings Patrick L of Patrick and Sarah June 9 1891......15: 29
Cummings Rachel B of Franklin W and Rachel B Apr 1 1893..15: 156
Cummings Thomas S of John W and Mary Dec 5 1894........16: 58
Cummings Walter A of Matthew J and Mary A June 7 1898..16: 382
Cummings William A of James J and Agnes Nov 15 1896...16: 237
BIRTHS

Cummings — s of Charles H and Florence T Feb 21 1897. 16: 315
Cummings — d of Cora Oct 26 1899. 16: 542
Cummings — d of Dennis and Mary May 7 1897. 16: 286
Cummings — d of Franklin W and Rachel B May 10 1894. 16: 20
Cummings — d of John and Mary A Dec 28 1897. 16: 368
Cummings — s of Kate Feb 14 1899. 16: 484
Cummings — d of Matthew J and Mary A Dec 26 1900. 17: 114
Cummings — s of Patrick and Mary Aug 30 1896. 16: 263
Cunneen — d of Thomas and Mary E Feb 6 1894. 16: 28
Cunha Lena of Antonio and Rosa Jan 8 1898. 16: 413
Cunha Charles of John F and Phoebe A Feb 19 1892. 15: 88
Cunha Francisco of Manoel and Maria G May 29 1893. 15: 138
Cunha Francisco S of Manoel and Maria Dec 30 1894. 16: 49
Cunha Joao S of Manoel S and Maria Nov 3 1892. 15: 101
Cunha Jose S of Manoel and Maria Jan 10 1899. 16: 472
Cunho Walter of John F and Phoebe A Oct 9 1894. 16: 77
Cunho William of Cosmo and Maria Nov 10 1894. 16: 48
Cuniff Minnie A of Martin and Elizabeth Aug 28 1897. 16: 318
Cunnan Anna M of Charles J and Annie M July 7 1896. 16: 231
Cunnan Charles J of Charles J and Annie M Mar 29 1899. 16: 480
Cunnan Henry of Charles J and Annie M Sept 23 1897. 16: 327
Cunnan William F of Charles J and Annie M July 29 1900. 17: 67
Cunneen Edward of Thomas and Mary Apr 14 1891. 15: 15: 15 and 31
Cuniff Thomas of James and Catherine Sept 17 1900. 17: 83
Cunningham Anastasia of Michael G and Ann A Aug 4 1895. 16: 165
Cunningham Anna C of Michael and Anna Dec 23 1898. 16: 455
Cunningham Annie A of Michael J and Catherine M Feb 26 1897. 16: 307
Cunningham Eleanor J of Heigh and Eleanor Feb 3 1896. 16: 214
Cunningham Ethel M of Michael G and Annie Mar 16 1897. 16: 302
Cunningham Francis of Martin and Merry Sept 17 1898. 16: 458
Cunningham George of James J and Ellen Aug 31 1892. 16: 103
Cunningham Grace M of Charles B and Emma L July 10 1894. 16: 62
Cunningham Howard M of Frederick and Luella J June 6 1895. 16: 97
Cunningham Hubert P of John and Mary Oct 20 1900. 17: 94
Cunningham Hubert P of John and Mary Oct 14 1899. 16: 523
Cunningham Hugh of Hugh and Ellen Mar 12 1893. 15: 137
Cunningham Irene of Philip and Annie M Sept 16 1899. 16: 557
Cunningham James of Grace Jan 6 1899. 16: 506
Cunningham James of Philip and Annie Nov 22 1897. 16: 358
Cunningham James W of John J and Julia A June 10 1892. 15: 96
Cunningham John of Hugh and Ellen Jan 12 1895. 16: 125
Cunningham John H of John and Mary June 15 1893. 15: 161
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Cunningham John P of Michael and Theresa Mar 5 1894 ... 16: 38
Cunningham Joseph T of John and Mary Dec 14 1891 ... 15: 58
Cunningham Margaret of Martin and Mary Oct 19 1896 ... 16: 270
Cunningham Margaret of Philip and Annie July 28 1892 ... 15: 126
Cunningham Marguerite V of Patrick and Margaret Aug 7 1899 ... 16: 562
Cunningham Mary of Hugh and Ellen June 8 1891 ... 15: 29
Cunningham Mary of Michael J and Catherine M May 16 1898 ... 16: 414
Cunningham Philip of Philip and Ann Dec 12 1894 ... 16: 86
Cunningham Rose A of Martin and Mary June 23 1900 ... 17: 50
Cunningham Walter of Hugh and Ellen Oct 31 1899 ... 16: 524
Cunningham William F of Timothy and Margaret July 25 1893 ... 15: 17
Cunningham William H of John and Mary June 20 1897 ... 16: 294
Cunningham — s of James J and Nellie M Apr 30 1891 ... 15: 5
Cunningham — s of Patrick and Margaret Aug 9 1896 ... 16: 253
Curz Margaret E of F B and Dora Oct 14 1895 ... 16: 148
Curato Antimo of Pasquale and Filomena Feb 25 1900 ... 17: 16
Curato Rosa of Pasquale and Filomena July 21 1898 ... 16: 425
Curley Agnes of James and Ann May 26 1896 ... 16: 204
Curley Agnes I of William and Catherine Oct 24 1898 ... 16: 453
Curley Annie of James and Ann Feb 1900 ... 17: 17
Curley Annie A of John and Alice A Sept 6 1900 ... 17: 80
Curley Clarence of Patrick T and Mary July 19 1897 ... 16: 321
Curley Ellen of William and Catherine July 6 1895 ... 16: 179
Curley Frederic of James and Ann Dec 4 1893 ... 15: 195
Curley Gordon F of William F and Mary J Apr 25 1899 ... 16: 481
Curley James of James and Ann June 14 1891 ... 15: 14
Curley James of Thomas J and Margaret R May 5 1898 ... 16: 376
Curley John C of Thomas J and Margaret R Nov 30 1892 ... 15: 105
Curley Margaret L of Patrick F and Mary Dec 28 1894 ... 16: 53
Curley Mary J of James and Ann May 25 1898 ... 16: 395
Curley Philip R of Thomas J and Margaret Nov 1 1894 ... 16: 52
Curley Rosanna of James and Anna Nov 10 1892 ... 15: 118
Curley Sarah M of John and Alice Sept 29 1898 ... 16: 459
Curley Thomas L of John D and Catherine M July 15 1891 ... 15: 38
Curley Thomas O of Thomas J and Margaret R Mar 5 1891 ... 15: 5
Curley William J of William and Catherine Oct 18 1897 ... 16: 350
Curran Abbie of John J and Bessie May 6 1900 ... 17: 37
Curran Alice of Edward and Bridget M Nov 24 1896 ... 16: 255
Curran Ann of Patrick F and Mary E Nov 9 1896 ... 16: 251
Curran Bridget of John L and Catherine L Aug 24 1898 ... 16: 433
Curran Catherine of Joseph and Catharine Aug 5 1900 ... 17: 70
Curran Catharine E of Peter and Catharine Apr 22 1900 ... 17: 33
Curran Charles of Charles E and Mary A Dec 10 1895.........16:153
Curran Charles of Charles E and Mary A Feb 26 1891 ......................................................15:30
Curran Charles of Charles E and Mary A Mar 26 1891.......15:13
Curran Charles C of John and Margaret J June 22 1893.....15:152
Curran Charles V of Patrick J and Catherine L Feb 23 1899..16:487
Curran Clara of John B and Catherine T Aug 6 1895........16:172
Curran Edward of Patrick J and Kate L Dec 11 1896.........16:244
Curran Elizabeth of Peter and Catherine Apr 20 1892........15:94
Curran Emily R of Charles E and Mary A Oct 7 1892.........15:113
Curran Francis H of James and Elizabeth Oct 6 1891........15:52
Curran Francis J of John B and Catherine June 17 1892.....15:95
Curran Francis R of Patrick F and Mary E Nov 30 1897.....16:359
Curran Gertrude L of John T and Margaret J Feb 16 1891...15:15
Curran Helen of James A and Ellen Aug 9 1900...............17:71
Curran James of James A and Ellen July 23 1893.............15:170
Curran John of James A and Ellen M May 19 1897.............16:299
Curran John J of Patrick J and Catherine L June 24 1895....16:109
Curran John P of Peter and Catherine A Mar 20 1897.........16:308
Curran Joseph of Peter and Catherine June 3 1894...........16:42
Curran Joseph F of Joseph and Catherine May 4 1899........16:516
Curran Joseph R of Frank J and Julia M Apr 15 1894......16:39
Curran Leo B of John B and Catherine T Sept 20 1896.......16:264
Curran Leo T of Peter J and Margaret Apr 19 1900...........17:32
Curran Margaret of John F and Nora A July 20 1893.........15:205
Curran Margaret M of William and Margaret Aug 4 1900.....17:70
Curran Marion G of John B and Catharine T Feb 24 1900.....17:16
Curran Mary of John F and Nora A May 25 1895..............16:130
Curran Mary of John L and Catherine L Aug 24 1898.........16:433
Curran Mary of Peter and Catherine Feb 18 1891.............15:26
Curran Mary J of William and Lillian July 6 1900..........17:60
Curran Peter of Peter and Catherine Apr 2 1899.............16:510
Curran Sarah W of John J and Bridget Jan 29 1894..........16:16
Curran Stephen of Patrick F and Minnie E Aug 18 1900......17:73
Curran Thomas of Edward and Bridget M Feb 22 1898.........16:390
Curran Thomas F of James A and Ellen M July 19 1895.......16:161
Curran William F of Edward and Bridget M Nov 4 1895......16:150
Curran — d of John and Margaret Oct 3 1899................16:597
Curran — s of Patrick and Margaret Mar 17 1892............15:79
Currie Margaret L of Ronald and Fannie Mar 3 1897.........16:302
Currie — of John A and Mary July 29 1900..................17:119
Currier Alfred of Joseph and Margaret Oct 23 1894..........16:84
Currier Frank J of Henry and Ellen F Mar 17 1891..........15:23
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Currier — d of Henry and Ellen June 1 1894.................16:41
Curry Alfred J of John H and Catherine A Sept 4 1899........16:528
Curry Catherine of Michael and Lucy Dec 18 1894.............16:49
Curry Catherine E of Frank and Bridget A June 13 1892........15:82
Curry Edwin F of Joseph F and Mary A Feb 6 1896..............16:214
Curry Frederick R of John F and Josephine E Mar 10 1892........15:86
Curry George F of Joseph F and Mary A Feb 13 1898............16:406
Curry George T of John H and Catherine A Oct 19 1897........16:322
Curry Helen C of Joseph F and Mary A Dec 1 1893..............15:181
Curry Helen J of Frank and Bridget A Oct 15 1895.............16:156
Curry Hugh of Patrick H and Bridget A Apr 28 1895............16:112
Curry John E of Peter and Mary May 26 1895...................16:102
Curry Lilian R of James C and Rose Nov 18 1892...............15:105
Curry Mary C of Joseph F and Mary A June 2 1892..............15:75
Curry Phebe E of Frank and Bridget A Apr 26 1894.............16:23
Curry Rose A of Peter and Mary A July 19 1892...............15:103
Curry Ruth of Frank and Bridget A Apr 23 1899.................16:492
Curry Susan of Michael and Margaret Apr 20 1891...............15:18
Curry Theresa F of Patrick and Mary A Oct 5 1891.............15:57
Curry William of Michael and Lucy July 5 1892...............15:99
Curry William J of Edward F and Alice A Mar 1 1892...........15:83
Curtain Mary L of Mary June 24 1893............................15:146
Curtin Ambrose of William and Margaret E Aug 20 1896........16:248
Curtin Catherine of Michael and Mary Mar 20 1892..............15:73
Curtin Catherine F of Michael J and Susan Dec 20 1898........16:463
Curtin Daniel W of Dennis and Mary J Dec 16 1891.............15:63
Curtin Ellen of Michael and Mary Aug 10 1898..................16:426
Curtin Fannie of Patrick and Catherine Jan 22 1891...........15:4
Curtin George of Dennis and Mary J June 6 1899..............16:506
Curtin Helen M of Stephen and Elizabeth May 16 1897........16:299
Curtin John A of Dennis and Mary J Mar 5 1897................16:307
Curtin John J of Michael J and Susan M Nov 17 1900........17:102
Curtin Lucy R of Michael J and Margaret A Sept 4 1894.........16:69
Curtin Margaret of Stephen and Elizabeth Feb 10 1894.........16:37
Curtin Margaret E of Michael and Mary Oct 17 1893...............15:180
Curtin Mary L of John and Susan M Aug 20 1897..............16:321
Curtin Michael H of Michael and Mary Feb 13 1897............16:280
Curtin Stephen of Stephen and Elizabeth Nov 14 1895.........16:163
Curtin William of Michael and Mary Nov 13 1895...............16:146
Curtin William A of William II and Margaret E Aug 20 1896....16:271
Curtin — of Margaret June 24 1892..............................15:76
Curtis Andrew M of William J and Leonora E May 18 1898....16:395
Curtis Charlotte T of Edward F and Harriet E Oct 7 1891....15:52
Curtis Edith M of Joseph M and Mary June 20 1893............15:168
Curtis Gordon L of Arthur M and Alice Sept 11 1899........16:582
Curtis Harold of George F and Jennie A June 4 1895........16:116
Curtis Hazel I of Edward F and Harriet E Aug 14 1899.....16:580
Curtis Howard of Edward F and Harriet E Feb 19 1894.....16:26
Curtis Howard C of George L and Mary A Aug 11 1891...15:60
Curtis Jennie of Rufus and Jennie Sept 27 1900..........17:87
Curtis John F of John F and Margaret J Oct 17 1895......16:156
Curtis Joseph E of Joseph M and May Mar 9 1895........16:114
Curtis Lester D of Arthur M and Alice May 8 1898......16:413
Curtis Margaret A of Joseph M and May Jan 6 1897.....16:294
Curtis Margaret I of John F and Margaret J Mar 28 1894...16:22
Curtis Margaret M of Annie Jan 18 1893................15:146
Curtis Mary J of Rufus and Jennie Aug 22 1898..........16:431
Curtis Raymond H of John F and Margaret J June 26 1898.16:388
Curtis Warren of Edward F and Harriet Feb 21 1895....16:144
Curtis —- d of Stephen and Elizabeth May 4 1899.......16:500
Curvis Consiglia of Antonio and Anna Sept 27 1899....16:573
Curzio Enrico G P of Federico and Caroline July 14 1898.16:450
Cushing Albert F of Martin and Mary June 1 1894.......16:4
Cushing Alfred of August and Karolina Oct 23 1900......17:95
Cushing Annie M of Thomas H and Hannah T Dec 18 1891.15:50
Cushing Ethel M C of Daniel J and Annie S July 10 1892..15:122
Cushing Henry P of Martin and Mary Apr 14 1893........15:137
Cushing Mildred A of Daniel J and Annie S Dec 3 1898...16:430
Cushing Raymond A of Martin and Mary C Dec 23 1898...16:455
Cushing Stella C of Martin and Mary Dec 4 1899.........16:576
Cushing Viola R of Daniel J and Annie S Mar 30 1894....16:39
Cushing Walter V of Martin J and Mary C Aug 28 1896...16:257
Cushing —- d of Daniel and Annie Aug 3 1897..........16:366
Cushing —- d of John and Maria July 27 1896............16:245
Cushman Elizabeth of John and Elizabeth June 30 1893...15:150
Cushman Ethel J of Asa and Viola W July 15 1897.......16:333
Cushman Frances E of Asa and Viola S Aug 24 1891....15:45
Cushman —- s of Asa and Viola S Aug 20 1896...........16:242
Cusick Annie A of Thomas and Sarah Nov 11 1892......15:108
Cusick Francis DeS of William F and Elizabeth E Oct 7 1893.15:179
Cusick Grace M of John F and Mary Dec 23 1900........17:113
Cusick William of John and Mary June 7 1893............15:165
Cusick William of William J and Mary A Jan 1 1893....15:161
Cusson Joseph A H of Philibert E and Ernestine F Feb 15
1899 .............. ................................. 16:497
Cutrone Enrico of Giuseppe and Giuseppa Nov 6 1896....16:243
Cutroneo —- d of Agostino and Concetta May 1 1899.....16:511
Cutting Anastasia of Charles A and Mary May 4 1892......15:94
Cutting Robert E of Charles A and Mary Dec 3 1893.....15:181
Dahms Theodore P H of Herman C J and Annie Feb 6 1899. 16: 487
Daigle Alpha of Alphonse and Delina June 18 1900. 17: 48
Daigle Emile of Alphonse and Delina Feb 24 1899. 16: 516
Daigneault Ida O of Arthur and Mathilde Oct 12 1892. 15: 128
Daigneault Irene of Ulysses and Marie W Sept 24 1900. 17: 85
Daigneault Lydia A of Ulysses and Marie Nov 2 1898. 16: 460
Daigneault Marie C of Ulysses and Marie W Nov 11 1896. 16: 254
Dailey Alice of Ellen Aug 7 1892. 15: 103
Dailey Annie W of Thomas H and Annie M Oct 29 1893. 15: 191
Dailey Arthur (c) of Agnes Feb 25 1892. 15: 86
Dailey Catherine of Timothy and Kate Feb 8 1899. 16: 502
Dailey Cornelius of Albert and Mary E May 4 1894. 16: 23
Dailey Edward of Stephen H and Josephine Feb 11 1896. 16: 214
Dailey Elizabeth K of John and Nellie Nov 2 1894. 16: 57
Dailey Esther M of Patrick H and Nellie M Nov 5 1899. 16: 566
Dailey Eugene W of Daniel and Catherine Nov 30 1897. 16: 343
Dailey Francis of Robert and Mary Feb 5 1892. 15: 72
Dailey Genevieve of Stephen H and Josephine Oct 29 1900. 17: 97
Dailey Helen G of Daniel A and Catherine A Dec 2 1894. 16: 49
Dailey Helena F of Timothy E and Catherine Oct 12 1895. 16: 167
Dailey James D of Michael and Margaret Sept 1898. 16: 428
Dailey James T of Timothy and Catherine July 4 1897. 16: 347
Dailey Jeremiah A of Jeremiah S and Mary E July 25 1899. 16: 556
Dailey John of John and Emma Apr 7 1898. 16: 408
Dailey John M of Edmund S and Agnes J Sept 2 1891. 15: 40
Dailey Lena of George and Mary Jan 30 1892. 15: 91
Dailey Leo H of Patrick H and Nellie M Feb 5 1895. 16: 107
Dailey Lola M of Charles E and Lena B Sept 18 1891. 15: 45
Dailey Margarette of William E and Sadie E May 1 1900. 17: 36
Dailey Marietta of Albert J and Mary E Apr 1 1892. 15: 81
Dailey Mary of Thomas H and Annie M Nov 6 1894. 16: 67
Dailey May A of Jeremiah S and Mary E Feb 19 1898. 16: 393
Dailey Nellie M of Patrick H and Nellie M Mar 21 1897. 16: 299
Dailey Rose E of Michael and Bridget Dec 8 1893. 16: 362
Dailey Stephen of Stephen H and Josephine Aug 18 1897. 16: 325
Dailey Theresa J of Stephen H and Josephine Mar 24 1899. 16: 440
Dailey Thomas E of George and Mary Jan 22 1893. 15: 162
Dailey Thomas M of Thomas H and Annie M July 4 1892. 15: 114
Dailey Virginia of Albert J and Mary E Dec 10 1900. 17: 109
Dailey William of Robert and Mary Feb 5 1894. 16: 10
Dailey William G of Patrick and Ellen M Nov 25 1891. 15: 52
Dailey — d of Daniel and Catherine Aug 27 1893. 15: 171
Dailey — s of Daniel A and Catherine A May 22 1897. 16: 310
Dailey — s of Jeremiah and Mary June 30 1896. 16: 205
Dailey — d of John and Emma Mar 18 1897. 16: 364
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Dailey — d of Nellie June 4 1895. .......................... 16: 105
Daily Annie J of John and Ellen July 1 1899. .................. 16: 531
Daily Joseph E of Timothy E and Catherine Apr 27 1894. .... 16: 34
Daily Margaret of Arthur and Catherine May 14 1899. .......... 16: 482
Daily Myles F of Michael and Margaret L Aug 17 1900. ..... 17: 73
Dakin Eliza A of Thomas and Mary E Oct 28 1897. ........ 16: 357
Dakin Thomas L of Thomas and Mary E Dec 6 1899. .......... 16: 568
Dakowsky Gussie of Louis and Mary Aug 24 1895. ........ 16: 139
D’Alaimo Maria A of Mauro and Rosa Apr 14 1898. .......... 16: 413
Dale George D of Oliver and Livona Aug 16 1899. ........ 16: 563
D’Alena Giovanni of Michele and Teolinda Nov 8 1899. .... 16: 575
D’Alena Luigi B of Michele and Teolinda Feb 6 1897. .... 16: 301
D’Alesio Antonio of Luigi and Maria Nov 15 1897. ........ 16: 351
D’Alesio Antonio of Luigi and Maria A May 10 1899. ...... 16: 505
D’Alestrando Cosimo of Domenico and Lucia Dec 11 1897. .. 16: 369
D’Alestrando Francesco P of Domenico and Maria L Mar 30 1896 .... 16: 190
D’Alestrando Rosa of Domenico and Lucia Nov 6 1899. .... 16: 538
Daley Agnes of Timothy and Catherine Apr 5 1892. ........ 15: 89
Daley Elizabeth of Owen W and Elizabeth Mar 27 1891. .... 15: 2
Daley Elizabeth of Timothy and Elizabeth Oct 7 1891. ...... 15: 62
Daley (Bailey) Henry of Henry and Mary Sept 10 1897. .... 16: 369
Daley Jerome E of Edmund S and Agnes M J July 26 1898. .. 16: 425
Daley Julia A of Thomas and Lizzie A Jan 2 1898. .......... 16: 377
Daley Marie L of Patrick J and Margaret L Sept 16 1898. .... 16: 452
Daley Mary of John and Sarah Oct 21 1895. ........ 16: 174
Daley Mary E of Francis J and Annie E Sept 5 1891. .... 15: 54
Daley Mary E of John and Ellen Mar 5 1897. .......... 16: 281
Daley Michael J of John and Ellen Mar 2 1893. .......... 15: 142
Daley Peter J of Peter and Ann J Sept 27 1891. .......... 15: 40
Daley William of Thomas and Lizzie July 22 1899. .......... 16: 532
Daley — s of Frank and Catherine Sept 18 1898. .......... 16: 460
Daley — — s of Joseph and Agnes Sept 21 1893. .......... 15: 208
D’Alfonso Paolina of Emilio and Filomena Jan 25 1899. .... 16: 516
D’Alfonso Pietro E C of Vincenzo and Emilia Jan 6 1896. ... 16: 187
Dallas Emma E of Alfred and Mary L Feb 12 1896. .......... 16: 196
Dalley Theodore of Charles C and Mary A Apr 28 1898. .... 16: 394
Dalling Wellington W of Thomas W and Ida M July 11 1893. ... 15: 196
Dallio Elisa of Nicola and Filomena Apr 28 1894. .......... 16: 34
d’Almada Maria S of Manoel S and Maria Mar 29 1896. .... 16: 182
d'Almeida Jose of Joao and Senhorinha Aug 27 1891 ....... 15: 33
D'Almeida Joseph of Manoel and Annie Nov 26 1900 ....... 17: 105
D'Almeida Maria of Joao and Senhorinha June 12 1896 ....... 16: 184
D'Almeida Rose of Joao and Senhorinha Oct 23 1900 ....... 17: 95
D'Aloia Adele of Nicola and Filomena Nov 13 1898 ....... 16: 454
D'Aloia Genovefa of Nicola and Filomena Feb 16 1897 ....... 16: 301
Dalor Mary E of William and Ellen May 11 1894 ....... 16: 13
Dalton Anna F of Edmund G and Alice T Apr 5 1896 ....... 16: 216
Dalton Catherine J of Maurice and Catherine Oct 15 1897 ....... 16: 319
Dalton Edmund of Edmund G and Alice T Apr 5 1896 ....... 16: 216
Dalton Ellen of Morris and Catherine Aug 8 1893 ....... 15: 170
Dalton Grace V of Edmund G and Alice T June 21 1897 ....... 16: 311
Dalton Mary A of Frank and Rose Nov 1 1900 ....... 17: 98
Dalton Maurice T of Maurice and Kate Oct 8 1895 ....... 16: 136
Dalton Thomas H of Thomas L and Ann Apr 19 1891 ....... 15: 28
Dalton —— s of Edward and Clare Sept 3 1900 ....... 17: 119
Dalton —— s of John and Margaret June 2 1892 ....... 15: 95
Dalton —— s of Samuel and Ellen A Jan 10 1896 ....... 16: 198
Daly Alice C of Peter and Kate June 30 1899 ....... 16: 483
Daly Alice F McG of Samuel and Ellen Aug 7 1892 ....... 15: 131
Daly Anastasia E of Edmund S and Agnes Apr 23 1896 ....... 16: 191
Daly Andrew F of Michael F and Mary A Jan 6 1896 ....... 16: 181
Daly Annie A of John and Emma Apr 8 1899 ....... 16: 510
Daly Annie E of Edmund S and Agnes M J Oct 13 1893 ....... 15: 180
Daly Charles H of Charles H and Margaret May 6 1891 ....... 15: 5
Daly Edith of William J and Mary Oct 31 1891 ....... 15: 43
Daly Ellen of Michael F and Mary A Oct 23 1893 ....... 15: 172
Daly Ernest of Thomas J and Mary A Nov 2 1900 ....... 17: 98
Daly Helen of Michael F and Mary Jan 30 1898 ....... 16: 371
Daly John of Peter and Kate Aug 8 1895 ....... 16: 143
Daly John W of Thomas J and Mary A May 19 1895 ....... 16: 109
Daly Leo of Patrick and Margaret Nov 21 1896 ....... 16: 259
Daly Mabel B of Thomas J and Mary A Sept 12 1896 ....... 16: 234
Daly Marguerite of Michael F and Mary A Sept 5 1899 ....... 16: 522
Daly Mary of David and Ella Dec 12 1899 ....... 16: 577
Daly Mary of John P and Emma Dec 24 1900 ....... 17: 114
Daly Mary G of Robert and Catherine Dec 8 1897 ....... 16: 340
Daly Mary L of Michael F and Mary A Sept 15 1894 ....... 16: 47
Daly Mary M of Catharine Oct 13 1900 ....... 17: 92
Daly Mildred of Thomas J and Mary A July 3 1898 ....... 16: 434
Daly Veronica A of Edmund S and Agnes M Aug 23 1900 ....... 17: 75
Daly William E of Charles H and Margaret May 6 1891 ....... 15: 5
D'Amaral Antone of Antone S and Mary Nov 1 1900 ....... 17: 98
Damario Arturo of Antonio and Luigia Apr 3 1897 ....... 16: 315
D'Amaro Dina of Antonio and Luigia Nov 23 1895 ....... 16: 168
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Damaro Dina of Antonio and Luisa Nov 10 1894...........16: 78
D'Amario Teresa of Antonio and Luigia Apr 28 1900........17: 34
D'Amario Teresa of Antonio and Luisa Nov 19 1898........16: 454
D'Amario Vincenzo of Antonio and Luigia July 7 1893........15: 199
D'Amato Adelina of Felice and Giovannina Oct 7 1893........15: 202
Damazo George of Jose and Etta Oct 16 1898..............16: 419
D'Ambera Lucia of Francesco and Concetta Mar 11 1893........15: 168
Damani Annunziata of Filippo and Libera Dec 31 1894........16: 79
D'Ambrano Andrea of Domenico and Sofia Sept 19 1896........16: 258
Dambra Angiola of Filippo and Libera Dec 1 1895...........16: 169
D'Ambrano Angiolina of Antonio and Cristina Sept 10 1899....16: 572
D'Ambrano Anna of Gabriele and Loreta Mar 23 1897...........16: 302
Dambra Annunziata of Filippo and Libera Jan 9 1895...........16: 119
D'Ambrano Domenico of Francesco and Ludovica Aug 15 1900....17: 73
D'Ambrano Emilia of Domenico and Sophia June 28 1900........17: 51
D'Ambrano Francesco of Domenico and Sofia Jan 1 1898........16: 399
D'Ambrano Giuseppa M of Gabriele and Loreta July 22 1898....16: 451
D'Ambrano Maria L of Filippo and Libera July 25 1898........16: 451
D'Ambrano Stanislao of Francesco and Concetta June 6 1897....16: 304
D'Ambrano — of Francesco and Concetta June 1 1896...........16: 212
Dambro Annunziata of Francesco and Concetta May 21 1895....16: 123
D'Ambrasio Giuseppa of Pietro and Rosa June 10 1899........16: 489
D'Ambraso Domenico of Pietro and Rosa Jan 22 1893...........15: 148
D'Ambruso Gennaro of Francesco and Maria Sept 24 1899....16: 547
Dambruch Edward L of Edward G and Alice Aug 23 1898........16: 442
Dambruch Francis of Edward G and Alice T Sept 11 1900........17: 81
Dambrouse Louise A of Edward G and Alice T Nov 3 1896.....16: 259
D'Ambruso Domenico of Pietro and Rosa Jan 22 1893...........15: 168
D'amico Eugenia of Nicola and Vittoria Nov 23 1892...........15: 109
D'Amico Nicola S of Pasquale and Caterina Nov 1 1899........16: 538
Daminovitz Ida of Israel and Sarah Jan 13 1897..............16: 279
Damon Bertha M of George F and rhoda S Aug 26 1896........16: 253
Damon Clarence of Ernest R and Emma Mar 8 1898............16: 385
Damon — of George F and Rhoda S June 13 1893..............15: 152
D'Amore Francesca of Agostino and Onofria Feb 2 1897........16: 301
D'Amore Francesco of Agostino and Onofria Aug 4 1894........16: 76
D'Amore Margherita of Agostino and Onofria Dec 24 1899....16: 577
Damori Petrina of Augustino June 14 1892....................15: 90
Dana Margaret of Fred I and Clara P June 9 1893............15: 138
Danberg — of Axel and Annie Feb 13 1896....................16: 196
Dandeneau Frederick of Joseph and Marie L Mar 12 1900.......17: 21
Dandeneau Marian of Elie and Lena July 31 1891............15: 60
Dandeneau Regina of Henri and Marie Mar 5 1897.............16: 314
Danders Hyman of Abram and Lizzie July 18 1898..............16: 425
D'Andrade Angela M L of Carmine and Maria Sept 7 1900......17: 80
D'Andrade Antoine G of Miguel and Roza Feb 4 1893........15:136
D'Andrade Joao J (c) of Jose B and Maria Aug 7 1900.....17: 71
D'Andrade Rosa of Constantino and Clementina Aug 17 1900.17: 73
D'Andrea Adelina of Gregorio and Maria R July 18 1898....16:450
D'Andrea Angela M of Domenico and Maria Feb 9 1897.....16:312
D'Andrea Angelo of Costantino and Clementina June 3 1898.16:403
D'Andrea Annunciata of Filippo and Libera Dec 17 1893....15:204
D'Andrea Antonia of Francesco and Maria G Sept 3 1898....16:452
D'Andrea Antonio of Domenico and Rosina May 25 1895....16:123
D'Andrea Domenico of Domenico and Rosina June 17 1900..17: 48
D'Andrea Domenico of Francesco and Maria G July 13 1896.16:256
D'Andrea Eduardo F of Domenico and Rosa Mar 8 1892....15: 89
D'Andrea Giulio of Domenico and Rosina Aug 14 1893......15:200
D'Andrea Luigia of Gregorio and Rosa Sept 8 1900........17: 80
D'Andrea Maria of Gregorio and Maria Feb 19 1897........16:301
D'Andrea Michela of Francesco and Giovanna Oct 9 1900...17: 90
D'Andrea Michele of Domenico and Maria Mar 10 1898.....16:401
D'Andrea Nicandro of Domenico and Rosa July 21 1896.....16:256
D'Andrea Pasquale of Francesco and Maria Aug 3 1897.....16:348
D'Andrea Rosina of Constantino and Clementina May 28 1895.16:123
D'Andrea William E of Domenico and Rosa May 16 1898....16:403
D'Andreda Gaetana of Carmine and Maria July 24 1897....16:324
D'Andreta Elvira of Carmine and Maria May 18 1894.......16: 13
D'Andreta Michele of Carmine and Maria Sept 6 1899......16:535
D'Andretto Domenico of Tomaso and Maria Aug 10 1895....16:143
Dane Irving W of William F and Lizzie Sept 15 1892.....15:128
Dane Lottie M of William F and Lizzie Sept 18 1899.......16:536
Dane Ruth of Frank R and Annie June 24 1895...............16:116
Danielian Florence of Garabed and Mary Oct 31 1897.....16:328
Danforth Bertha L of Frederick A and Florence Aug 6 1893..15:186
Danforth Francis L of Frank L and Anna L Mar 17 1894....16: 26
Danforth Frederick of Frederik and Bertha M Aug 29 1895..16:148
Danforth Frederick D of Frederick A and Violet C Feb 4 1895.16: 91
D'Anguillo Michele of Cosimo and Annunciata Sept 4 1899..16:572
Danielian Arshaloo M of Zakar and Mariam Nov 11 1900....17:101
Danielian Siranvosh M of Zakar and Mariam Nov 1 1899....16:566
Daniels Arthur E of Arthur E and Christine Feb 21 1899....16:484
Daniels Bessie E of Frederick A and Nora E Apr 12 1894....16: 33
Daniels Clifford C (c) of Calvin and Lydia M Nov 18 1897..16:343
Daniels Frederick E of Frederick A and Nora Dec 23 1896...16:260
Daniels Honora of William J and Catherine A Oct 14 1894...16: 73
Daniels John E of Christopher W and Ellen F May 11 1899...16:511
Daniels Nora A of Fred A and Nora E July 9 1891........15: 56
Daniels Thomas of William J and Catherine Apr 8 1892......15: 86
Daniels Walter M of Harry T and Barbara E July 16 1898...16:417
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Daniels William E of Adolphus and Grace P Sept 22 1896...16:269
Daniels — d of Adolphus and Grace P Dec 12 1898............16:420
Daniels — s of George F and Isabella July 29 1891..........15:39
Daniels — d of William J and Catherine Oct 28 1897.........16:367
Danielson Archie L of John P and Alice Sept 16 1893......15:208
Danielson William of John P and Alice Mar 30 1891.......15:27
Danielson — d of John and Alice Nov 18 1896............16:266
Danielson — d of John P and Alice Nov 17 1898............16:461
Danis Flora H M of Nathan I and Flora R July 16 1899...16:561
Danis Walter C of Nathan and Flora A June 17 1897......16:290
Dansin John J of Louis and Sarah E July 24 1896.........16:269
Dansin Joseph F of Louis and Ellen Aug 28 1893.........15:178
Dansereau Agnes of Omere and Rachel Dec 28 1893.......15:173
Dansereau Albertine of Edmond and Emma Mar 8 1897...16:307
Dansereau Alzina of Napoleon and Albina June 15 1897...16:311
Dansereau Aureole of George C and Rose Oct 7 1899.......16:583
Dansereau Bella of Peter and Delia E Sept 27 1898.....16:464
Dansereau Chester A of Alexander L and Ellen Mar 1 1897..16:313
Dansereau Edith of Omere and Rachel M R Nov 16 1894...16:64
Dansereau Edith B of Alexander L and Elene Jan 20 1899..16:496
Dansereau Edmond W of Edmond and Emma Nov 8 1895....16:174
Dansereau Edouard of Edouard and Rose Oct 17 1891......15:65
Dansereau Emma of Napoleon and Albina Apr 1 1893.....16:128
Dansereau Ernest J of Omere and Rachel Dec 14 1900....17:110
Dansereau George H of George C and Rosanna Oct 21 1897..16:357
Dansereau Homere of Homere and Rachel Aug 2 1896......16:224
Dansereau Joseph of Omere and Rachel July 16 1899......16:520
Dansereau Marie L A of Napoleon and Albina July 4 1897..16:353
Dansereau Mary of Homere and Rachel Sept 8 1897......16:318
Dansereau Maxime C of George C and Rosanna June 17 1896.16:222
Dantunno Filomena of Giuseppe and Rachiele Aug 4 1899...16:571
D'Antuono Maria of Giuseppe and Rachela Feb 14 1897...16:301
Danz Frida D of John and Helen Aug 10 1893...........15:186
D'Aranjo Francisco of Mariano and Maria June 3 1899....16:474
Darby Alfred E of Alfred J and Ellen A June 28 1892....15:98
Darby Elizabeth M of George and Elizabeth C Jan 10 1891.15:25
Darby George of George H and Elizabeth E Feb 22 1899...16:508
Darby Irene of George H and Elizabeth C Jan 28 1897....16:306
Darby Janet of George and Elizabeth C Dec 12 1894.......16:86
Darby Leo of John J and Margaret Feb 27 1896...........16:215
Darby Margaret of John J and Margaret Feb 14 1899....16:508
Darby Mary E of George and Elizabeth C Nov 13 1892....15:129
Darby Thomas of William and Mary A Dec 12 1900........17:110
D'Arcangelo Estella of Emilio and Anna Apr 9 1900....17:30
D'Arcangelo Michele of Emilio and Anna Oct 19 1897...16:350
Darcey Ellen of Ellen Mar 2 1899..........................16:484
D'Archangelo Vincenzo of Emilio and Anna Jan 14 1899......16:502
Darcy Arthur E of Arthur F and Mary A Jan 15 1895.........16:114
D'Arcy Charles E of Charles E and Margaret A May 3 1899...16:495
Darcy Edward H of John W and Mary J Jan 4 1900.............17: 1
D'Arcy Elijah of John and Jessie Aug 26 1896................16:224
D'Arcy Francis of James A and Ella J July 20 1895...........16:154
Darcy James L of John J and Catherine T June 24 1896.......16:219
Darcy Joanna of John and Joanna Nov 20 1895................16:146
Darcy Margaret M of John and Johanna Oct 27 1892..........15:108
D'Arcy Marion of Arthur F and Mary A Sept 8 1896.........16:263
Darcy Mary of Edward and Catherine May 21 1893.............15:160
Darcy Mary of John J and Joanna Feb 3 1899..................16:479
Darcy William of John and Joanna Nov 16 1897.................16:329
Darcy —— d of Arthur F and Mary Dec 16 1900.................17:121
Darelius Charles S of Charles E and Alfreda E Nov 13 1891.15: 50
Darelius Edith A of Charles E and Alfreda E Sept 25 1895..16:155
Darelius Enoch N of Charles E and Alfreda E Aug 5 1893...15:189
Darelius George W of Charles E and Alfreda E Sept 28 1897.16:338
D'Arezzo Erminia of Vincenzo and Rosa Jan 6 1900..........17:  2
Darigan Lester H of Patrick and Mary E Sept 2 1898........16:452
Darigan Mary of Patrick F and Mary A Dec 6 1894.............16:  79
Dariola Pedro of Pedro and Luella Feb 18 1900.................17:122
DarJagofson (James) Elizabeth R of Michael and Katie

May 5 1899 ..................................................16:482
Darling Ada A A of Travers R and Jennie A Feb 9 1892.......15:  86
Darling Alvine E of Welcome B and Etta Jan 11 1892.........15:  85
Darling Charles L of Charles C and Anna M July 19 1891....15:  51
Darling Daisy M of Lewis S and Fannie J Dec 10 1897.......16:330
Darling Earl A See Gage Earl A
Darling Edna G of Arthur R and Grace E Aug 20 1893........15:189
Darling Elizabeth P of Walter S and Fannie N Sept 9 1898...16:452
Darling Fannie L of Lewis S and Fannie J L Oct 28 1899.....16:547
Darling Frances of Walter C and Ellen J June 2 1900.........17:  44
Darling Frances A of Welcome B and Lizette P July 15
1896 .........................................................16:249 and A 1:  32
Darling Grace P of Walter C and Nellie J Mar 18 1896.......16:190
Darling Irving E of Oscar E and Lorina Aug 8 1898...........16:451
Darling James R of Pearl A and Jessie G Mar 12 1899........16:194
Darling Kenneth B of Walter L and Mary Feb 21 1894........16:  37
Darling Mabel H of Louis S and Fannie J June 17 1895......16:103
Darling Madeline H of Ray H and Sarah A Dec 3 1897........16:343
Darling Roland R of George E and Margaret S May 15 1896.16:204
Darling Walter E of Walter C and Ellen J Apr 29 1898........16:381
Darling — d of Oscar and Agnes Apr 12 1894………….16: 15
Darnell Charles E of Charles and Justina Jan 6 1896.16: 187 and 213
Darnley Sarah of Hugh and Ellen Jan 4 1893………….15: 158
D'Arolo Giuseppe of Pietro and Maria G Jan 29 1897………….16: 301
Da Rosa Manoel of Francisco and Maria Sept 27 1899………….16: 523
Da Roza Francisco de Francisco and Maria Sept 17 1891………….15: 33
D'Arozio Maria of Mariano and Maria C Oct 2 1894………….16: 48
Darrah Helen M of Irvine A and Etta N Apr 15 1900………….17: 53
D'Arruda Antonio P of Antonio and Maria Feb 5 1895………….16: 91
d'Arruda Manoel P of Manoel and Maria J Feb 18 1896………….16: 181
D'Arruda Maria de Francesco and Maria L Sept 19 1897………….16: 318
d'Arruda Maria C de Manoel and Maria J Aug 3 1892………….15: 99
Dart Margaret of William C and Grace T Oct 2 1895………….16: 139
Dashafsky Max of Jacob and Rebecca Apr 20 1893………….16: 102
Dashur Rosa de Barsam and Sima Apr 26 1900………….17: 34
Dashovsky Israel of Jacob and Becky Aug 15 1900………….17: 73
Dashovsky Lizzie of Jacob and Rebecca Nov 1 1898………….16: 429
Dasho —- s of Barsam and Sima Jan 28 1899………….16: 484
Dasho —- s of Barsam and Sima Oct 31 1896………….16: 239
Dassbach Margarethe of Jacob and Marguerite Feb 16 1891………….15: 17
Datolo Agostino of Antonio and Petrina Sept 30 1891………….15: 57
Dattola Gerardo of Michele and Celesta Dec 8 1900………….17: 109
datz Eleanor E of Theodore and Catherine Oct 7 1899………….16: 597
Dauer Annie of Morris and Theresa July 17 1898………….16: 425
Dauer Julia of Morris and Theresa Jan 9 1896………….16: 187
Dauphinais Joseph A P of Leandre and Zoe Dec 5 1897………….16: 359
Dauphinee —- s of Henry H and Marjorie C Nov 30 1899………….16: 354
Dauphinet Joseph A of Albert and Rosanna Sept 20 1890………….16: 582
Dauphinet Lena M E of Leandre and Zoe Mar 31 1896………….16: 216
Daurecchia Domenica of Fillippo and Elena Jan 17 1895………….16: 119
Daurey Marie L A of Joseph and Ermina Sept 29 1891………….15: 46
Davenport Bartlett of George W and Lownetta Jan 27 1893………….15: 168
Davenport Fred of Edward and Elizabeth Nov 23 1900………….17: 104
Davenport Grace H of Edward and Elizabeth Aug 15 1899………….16: 563
Davenport Margery of William and Lolita Oct 8 1891………….15: 54
Davey Albert A of Dominick and Mary C Jan 22 1897………….16: 300
Davey Harriet E of Dominick and Mary C July 6 1892………….15: 122
Davey James H of Dominick and Mary C Dec 7 1893………….15: 203
Davey Margaret V of Thomas and Elizabeth Feb 20 1900………….17: 15
Davey Mary E of Michael and Belinda Mar 20 1892………….15: 73
Davey Thomas J of Thomas and Mary Mar 25 1894………….16: 11
Davey Walter J of Dominick and Mary July 15 1898………….16: 450
Davey —- d of Dominick and Mary C Aug 7 1895………….16: 165
David Ernest J of Andre O and Christina Oct 4 1891………….15: 33
David Joseph A T of Eugene A and Marie R D Feb 25 1896. .16:206
David Joseph E A of Eugene A and Emma R May 10 1891. .15: 20
David Marie E O of Eugene A and Rosa D Feb 25 1898. .16:396
David Marie R of Eugene A and Mary R May 24 1893. .15:157
David (Davieh) Sarah of Myer and Rachel Oct 2 1895. .16:145
David Wilfred of Eugene A and Rose D June 4 1900. .17: 44
Davidson Bella of Louis and Sophia Nov 9 1896. .16:236
Davidson David A of John and Mary A Sept 6 1896. .16:250
Davidson Dora of Joseph and Bessie June 16 1894. .16:8
Davidson Israel of Harris and Fanny Oct 19 1896. .16:235
Davidson Joseph A of Frank and Hilda Mar 22 1900. .17:24
Davidson Letitia of James and Sarah May 10 1896. .16:217
Davidson Lizzie of James and Sarah Apr 25 1895. .16:128
Davidson Margaretta of Frank and Hilda Feb 7 1898. .16:379
Davidson Mary G of John and Catharine H Nov 16 1899. .16:586
Davidson Wallace N of William and Rachel Oct 13 1898. .16:422
Davidson Wilfred J of John A and Emily A Sept 11 1899. .16:557
Davidson —— s of George and Annie Oct 30 1899. .16:559
Davidson —— s of Harris and Fanny Oct 20 1895. .16:145
Davies Alfred J of Charles E and Mary R June 10 1899. .16:495
Davies Alice M of George and Agnes A June 15 1898. .16:399
Davies Charles W of Charles E and Mary R Aug 28 1891. .15:51
Davies Clinton K of George and Fanny M Oct 16 1896. .16:251
Davies George H (c) of George H and Bessie M Feb 19 1900. .17:14
Davies Oliver of Charles E and Mary R Apr 10 1893. .15:154
Davies Ruth F S of George S and Frances M Nov 1 1899. .16:547
Davies —— d of Robert and Elizabeth May 6 1891. .15:23
Daviga Maria D (c) of Joao and Matilda Apr 26 1891. .15:3
Da Vigna —— d of Elvine June 5 1899. .16:505
Davino Francesco of Antonio and Rosa Dec 9 1899. .16:577
Davino —— s of Savina Dec 1897. .16:352
Davis Abigail E (c) of William and Mary E Nov 5 1897. .16:346
Davis Abraham of George and Rebecca Jan 16 1893. .15:141
Davis Agnes R of James and Mary A Jan 6 1900. .17:2
Davis Alphonso of John P and Mary T Apr 26 1893. .15:144
Davis Annetta of Joseph H and Elizabeth Apr 7 1894. .16:2
Davis Arthur of Arthur W and Christina B May 2 1892. .15:97
Davis Arthur E of Alvin and Elizabeth Sept 3 1900. .17:79
Davis Beatrice of Thomas P and Emily H Oct 15 1895. .16:152
Davis Betsy of John and Sinia Feb 9 1898. .16:379
Davis Carlton R of Edgar H and Annie L May 5 1896. .16:217
Davis Carver G of George C and Ann B Dec 2 1895. .16:153
Davis Catherine G of James and Mary A Nov 17 1898. .16:429
Davis Charles of Jose and Lizzie F May 18 1892. .15:68
Davis Charles L of Charles H and Elizabeth H Sept 24 1894. .16:70
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Davis Dorothy of Lincoln V and Caroline B Apr 12 1891....15: 5
Davis Earl L (c) of William B and Sarah C Jan 17 1899....16: 496
Davis Edith M of Henry F and Eva M Nov 13 1894......16: 67
Davis Edward of Edward and Louise Oct 15 1899..........16: 566
Davis Eleanor B of Richard G and Carrie H Jan 27 1897...16: 277
Davis Ella of Andrew and Ella Dec 13 1894............16: 49
Davis Elmer of Arthur C and Jennie M June 15 1894.....16: 31
Davis Emily M of Clarence B and Bertha F July 5 1893....15: 184
Davis Ethel of George and Annie June 7 1897............16: 304
Davis Florence E (c) of John T and Cassie L Oct 4 1899...16: 544
Davis Florence E of Frank L and Elizabeth J Apr 24 1898..16: 398
Davis Florence G (c) of William B and Sarah G Dec 23 1900.17: 113
Davis Florence L of Edgar H and Annie L Mar 3 1899.....16: 476
Davis Frances K of William and Katherine Nov 3 1899....16: 566
Davis Frederick of Andrew L and Ella G Mar 10 1898.....16: 372
Davis Gertrude D of Walter and Mary A July 3 1893.....15: 188
Davis Gertrude M (c) of John T and Cassie L Oct 23 1900...17: 95
Davis Harold of Thomas L and Julia E Nov 6 1896.......16: 243
Davis Harold M of Edgar H and Annie May 11 1894.......16: 13
Davis Harriet M of Edgar H and Annie L Aug 1 1892.....15: 106
Davis Harry A of Dudley C and Lucy R Aug 13 1899......16: 580
Davis Hazel L of Thomas L and Julia E Oct 4 1894.......16: 56
Davis Helen S of Joseph W and Mary E Feb 24 1900.......17: 16
Davis Henry E of George W and Ida Jan 23 1892.........15: 85
Davis Henry V (c) of William B and Sarah G Apr 12 1894..16: 23
Davis Hope G of Joseph C and Clara L May 12 1900.......17: 38
Davis Hyman of David and Sinna Dec 10 1894............16: 68
Davis Ida of Myer and Rachel Jan 4 1894..............16: 8
Davis Ida of Meyer and Rachel Nov 10 1898............16: 429
Davis Ida M of John W and Margaret Feb 23 1892.......15: 72
Davis Irene of George and Agnes Mar 10 1900............17: 20
Davis Isabelle M of William A and Catherine Feb 9 1898..16: 400
Davis Jackson of Thomas L and Julia E Dec 29 1898......16: 436
Davis James A (c) of James E and Minnie E Feb 23 1900....17: 15
Davis James H of James R and Mary E Mar 24 1893......15: 151
Davis Jennie of John and Lima Apr 17 1900.............17: 32
Davis John of Edward and Louisa Aug 17 1895..........16: 166
Davis John S of George C and Ann B Sept 1 1900.......17: 117
Davis Jose of Jose and Maria Oct 12 1896...............16: 226
Davis Joseph C of Joseph C and Clara L Jan 14 1894......16: 5
Davis Joseph W of John P and Mary T Sept 1 1896........16: 234
Davis Leroy H of John A and Alice A July 24 1899........16: 526
Davis Lillian A of Francis E and Mary E Nov 22 1898....16: 423
Davis Lillian G of Joseph H and Elizabeth F Mar 16 1896..16: 210
Davis Lillie of Robert and Sophie Dec 14 1898..........16: 440
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Davis Lillie M of Francis H and Elizabeth H Jan 31 1891... 15: 26
Davis Lizzie M of Daniel and Margaret Apr 2 1891........... 15: 30
Davis Lloyd W of Lewis N and Ida M Aug 10 1896............. 16: 249
Davis Lola of Arthur W and Christina B May 2 1892........... 15: 97
Davis Lucy P of Charles T and Mary B Feb 10 1894............ 16: 37
Davis Mabel E of John D and Louise M Mar 17 1892............ 15: 96
Davis Mabel L (c) of William B and Sarah G Feb 28 1897.... 16: 298
Davis Mabel M of Frank W and Julia M July 1 1892.......... 15: 114
Davis Margaret of John and Margaret June 20 1897.......... 16: 315
Davis Margaret L of Francis J and Elizabeth J Oct 11 1893.. 15: 197
Davis Margaret L of Frank D and Mary A Nov 11 1894....... 16: 87
Davis Mary of Jose and Maria A Nov 29 1894................. 16: 49
Davis Mary A of James and Mary A Sept 13 1892.............. 15: 107
Davis Mary F of Francis A and Elizabeth J Mar 26 1891..... 15: 18
Davis Matthew A of Peter and Annie Sept 1 1893............. 15: 178
Davis Milton of George and Fanny Mar 14 1896............... 16: 190
Davis Nellie of William A and Theresa L July 15 1899...... 16: 532
Davis Nettie of George and Rebecca Apr 26 1895.............. 16: 96
Davis Olive S of Frederick W and Isabel E Mar 26 1897..... 16: 296
Davis Paul W of Lewis N and Ida M Dec 9 1898............... 16: 444
Davis Philip of George and Fannie Dec 21 1891.............. 15: 43
Davis Philip of Louis and Sophia May 20 1900.............. 17: 40
Davis Rachel of Lincoln and Carrie B Oct 3 1894........... 16: 51
Davis Raymond E of Joseph H and Elizabeth Apr 15 1900..... 17: 31
Davis Richard G of Richard G and Carrie H Oct 4 1892...... 15: 104
Davis Ruth C of Charles A and Mary S Mar 21 1898.......... 16: 402
Davis Ruth E of Frederick W and Isabel E July 23 1895.... 16: 158
Davis Samuel of George W and Fannie Feb 28 1894........... 16: 10
Davis Sarah of Louis and Sofia Jan 31 1895................. 16: 98
Davis Theresa L of William A and Theresa L June 11 1897... 16: 284
Davis William A of William A and Teresa L Oct 17 1900...... 17: 93
Davis William E of James and Mary July 2 1894............ 16: 53
Davis William R of William and Ellen July 13 1894......... 16: 80
Davis Winifred of James and Mary A July 10 1896........... 16: 231
Davis —— s of Carrie Dec 10 1898.............................. 16: 432
Davis —— d of Charles T and Mary B May 23 1892........... 15: 94
Davis —— s of Evelyn Aug 23 1894.............................. 16: 60
Davis —— (c) d of Flora E June 25 1899..................... 16: 496
Davis —— (c) s of Flora E June 25 1899..................... 16: 496
Davis —— s of George and Fannie June 19 1892.............. 16: 87
Davis —— s of Lincoln and Carrie B June 6 1900............ 17: 45
Davis —— s of Mabel June 15 1899.............................. 16: 485
Davis —— s of Reuben A and Viola A Mar 17 1894............ 16: 29
Davis —— s of Samuel W and Fannie E Aug 21 1897........... 16: 366
Davis —— s of Thomas B and Emily H Dec 25 1892........... 15: 117
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Dawson — d of Waldo E and Emily A June 4 1897. ... 16:287
Dawson — (c) s of William B and Sarah G June 17 1892. ... 15:83
Davison Abram I of Louis and Sophia July 18 1898. ... 16:425
Davison Annie of Louis and Sophia Aug 2 1892. ... 15:106
Davison Belle of Louis and Sofia Nov 14 1896. ... 16:236
Davison Frances E of Frank and Hilda Sept 27 1896. ... 16:269
Davison Ida of Harris and Fannie Jan 14 1891. ... 15:6
Davison Julia of Harris and Fannie Jan 25 1899. ... 16:478
Davison Rose of Louis and Sophie Oct 30 1893. ... 15:180
Davison Sarah of Harris and Fannie Apr 12 1892. ... 15:74
Davison Sarah of Harris and Fanny Mar 11 1894. ... 16:11
Davison — d of Harris and Fanny Feb 28 1893. ... 15:142
Davison — s of Jacob E and Lizzie A May 19 1893. ... 15:165
Davol Ellen C of Frederick and Ellen Sept 28 1896. ... 16:242
Davol Thomas A of Frederick and Ellen L Aug 27 1894. ... 16:63
Dawter Walter L of George A and Millie M Jan 27 1893. ... 15:148
Davoll Arthur of Arthur L of Harriet Jan 30 1899. ... 16:485
Dawe Alfred P of Alfred P and Elizabeth Apr 27 1894. ... 16:20
Dawe Annie A of George P and Sarah S Feb 25 1891. ... 15:7
Dawe Annie C of Alfred and Elizabeth Feb 23 1893. ... 15:142
Dawe George C of George P and Sarah Mar 1 1896. ... 16:189
Dawe George W of Alfred P and Elizabeth Oct 6 1891. ... 15:41
Dawe George W of George and Sarah Aug 20 1894. ... 16:55
Dawe Mary L of George P and Sarah S Aug 12 1892. ... 15:106
Dawley Dorothy of George A and Elizabeth G Feb 4 1900. ... 17:10
Dawley Edith V of Edward E and Lizzie V Jan 1 1896. ... 16:187
Dawley Eugene A of George A and Elizabeth G Feb 4 1900. ... 17:10
Dawley Harry E of Edward E and Lizzie V Nov 5 1899. ... 16:538
Dawson Alice M of Ernest and Frances Apr 5 1896. ... 16:216
Dawson Alice M of Michael and Sarah Nov 7 1892. ... 15:111
Dawson Arthur L of David H and Elizabeth M Nov 2 1900. ... 17:98
Dawson Charles H of John H and Mary E Nov 8 1894. ... 16:88
Dawson Edith H of James H and Mary E July 14 1898. ... 16:434
Dawson Edward J of Michael F and Sarah May 3 1894. ... 16:17
Dawson Ernest D of Ernest and Frances July 28 1899. ... 16:562
Dawson Gertrude M of Arthur and Fannie M June 27 1900. ... 17:51
Dawson Herbert H of David H and Elizabeth M Oct 8 1898. ... 16:428
Dawson John J of Thomas and Mary A Mar 5 1899. ... 16:490
Dawson John J I of David H and Elizabeth M Aug 19 1897. ... 16:325
Dawson John S of James H and Mary E May 17 1895. ... 16:102
Dawson Mary H of James and Mary J July 7 1899. ... 16:532
Dawson Mary L of Thomas and Mary A Aug 22 1895. ... 16:155
Dawson Sarah J of Thomas and Mary A Apr 5 1897. ... 16:292
Dawson — (c) s of Peter L and Hannah E June 15 1897. ... 16:294
Day Dorrance K of Edwin B and Meda E Nov 16 1897. ... 16:319
Day Earle S of William A and Lottie C Feb 14 1897......16:295
Day Edward L (c) of Cora May 7 1893.....................15:157
Day Edwin A of Anthony B and Clarinda A Sept 26 1892...15:115
Day Edwin A of Frank N and Jennie B Mar 16 1897........16:307
Day Elizabeth of Edmund and Mary V Dec 15 1898........16:423
Day Elizabeth B of Elmond and Ellen Jan 27 1895..........16:95
Day Florence of James J and Anne Mar 17 1894..............16:22
Day Francis A of Anthony B and Clarinda A May 8 1895....16:112
Day George of Amelia Jan 6 1897............................16:312
Day Gertrude of Michael and Eliza May 20 1892.............15:76
Day Harvey T of Edwin B and Meda E Feb 10 1896.........16:185
Day Harwood B of Joseph T and Harriet A Oct 2 1891......15:33
Day Helen J of Frederick E and Florence A Jan 4 1900......17:1
Day Helen M of Anthony B and Mary May 22 1896............16:187
Day Henry E of James J and Georgiana July 31 1898......16:457
Day James of James and Maria Feb 1 1898...................16:375
Day James of James J and Georgiana Nov 10 1896...........16:230
Day Johanna M of Edwin and Ellen June 20 1892.............15:71
Day John J of James and Mary F Dec 15 1896..............16:231
Day Lloyd J of Thomas and Annie Mar 4 1900..............17:19
Day Nathaniel M of Nathaniel and Nellie E Mar 16 1897...16:313
Day Olive H of George A and Charlotte Apr 28 1894......16:40
Day —— s of Anthony B and Clarinda A Oct 30 1891.......15:49
Day —— s of James J and Annie Aug 1 1899...............16:596
Day —— d of Michael and Eliza July 2 1893..............15:173
Day —— s of Minnie Apr 3 1896..........................16:194
Daylaur James of William and Nellie June 27 1895 .......16:104
Daylaur James P of John and Mary Aug 22 1894............16:46
Daylaur John F of William J and Ellen Aug 16 1896......16:224
Daylaur Joseph H of John and Mary Mar 15 1896........16:190
Daylaur Mary E of William J and Nellie Apr 11 1895....16:101
Daylaur William J of William J and Nellie Mar 18 1893...15:164
Dayty Vasilius of Michael and Veronica Aug 5 1900.......17:70
d'Azevedo Joao P of Jose S and Lelinda Feb 1 1892......15:66
d'Azevedo Jose C of Antonio C and Julia Feb 9 1895.....16:91
d'Azevedo Maria S of Jose S and Isabel July 9 1899......16:520
Deabill —— d of Albert and Charlotte E June 3 1898.....16:399
Deacon Clarence R of Harry A L and Martha M Feb 3 1893..15:141
Deacon Edwin F of William H and Caroline Jan 14 1894....16:21
Deacon Thomas A of Henry A L and Martha M Jan 31 1891..15:7
Deacon —— s of William H and Catherine June 26 1891....15:14
Deacon —— s of William H and Catherine Sept 29 1892.....15:115
Deady Margaret of John J and Mary A Sept 30 1893......15:171
Deady Harold of Eugene and Mary E Aug 3 1899..........16:579
Deady Mabel J of Thomas E and Mary Apr 1 1892..........15:93
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Deady Marguerite A of Thomas E and Mary Jan 17 1898...16:405
Deanet —d of Nettie Apr 22 1894..........................16:15
De Alessandro Margareta of Domenico and Maria L Sept 28
                      1893........................................15:179
Deanly Clara of James Q and Clara Feb 12 1898..............16:375
Deanly James Q of James Q and Clara L Sept 21 1899........16:528
De Amaral Annie of Manoel and Julia T July 9 1899..........16:549
De Amaral William of Manoel and Julia T Feb 3 1898........16:389
Dean Albert A of Arthur and Kate Oct 5 1900..................17:89
Dean Alice G of Joseph H and Eliza E Mar 3 1897..............16:281
Dean Arthur W of Frederick W and Mary M Dec 4 1897........16:346
Dean Charles S of George H Jr and Cora C July 13 1895....16:150
Dean Dorothy F of James E and Mabelle E Sept 15 1896.....16:246
Dean Edna M of Russell L and Ellen B Feb 24 1900............17:16
Dean Elizabeth A of Calvin and Eliza E Sept 11 1891........15:48
Dean Forrest M of Charles H and Catherine Aug 10 1891....15:54
Dean Forrest E of Calvin and Eliza E Oct 19 1896............16:243
Dean Frederick W of William and Elizabeth Mar 13 1896....16:200
Dean Genevieve of Tyler M and Mary Sept 12 1893.............15:201
Dean George L of Tyler M and Mary Feb 18 1891..............15:22
Dean George T of Patrick and Margaret Aug 11 1898..........16:457
Dean Harry of Harry B and Catherine A Feb 17 1900...........17:13
Dean Hazel M of Samuel E and Elizabeth C Apr 20 1891.....15:18
Dean Helen G of James B and Mary L May 5 1897..............16:312
Dean James F of George and Mary Mar 5 1893..................15:148
Dean Jennie L of John and Mary J Feb 3 1894...............16:37
Dean John F of Frederick W and Mary M A Nov 23 1895.....16:136
Dean Lilian M of Frederick M and Elizabeth May 13 1896...16:183
Dean Marion G of Joseph H and Eliza Mar 11 1899..........16:480
Dean Myron H of Frederick P and Marion July 12 1900....17:62
Dean Sara of Patrick W and Mary M A July 16 1893.........15:196
Dean Stephen L of Charles H and Catherine Dec 29 1900.....17:115
Dean Sylvia L of Joseph H and Elizabeth Mar 11 1895.....16:100
Dean —s of Frederick W and Mary Dec 14 1898..............16:449
Deane Frank H of Tyler M and Mary Mar 6 1896..............16:210
Deane Robert M of Patrick and Margaret May 12 1896......16:211
DeAngelis Alfreda of Raffaele and Teresa Nov 13 1900......17:102
DeAngelis Alfredo of Raffaele and Irene Nov 15 1900......17:118
DeAngelis Angelo of Luigi and Maria July 14 1899..........16:561
DeAngelis Bartolomeo of Pietro and Concetta Nov 23 1899...16:567
DeAngelis Giuseppina of Francesco and Gelsomina Sept 7
                      1900..................................17:80
DeAngelis Letizia of Emilio and Filomena Feb 14 1894......16:32
DeAngelis Maria E of Giuseppa and Angiolina Sept 12 1900..17:82
DeAngelis Pietro of Raffaele and Irene June 28 1896.......16:193
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Place of Birth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DeAngelis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 28 1893</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeAngelis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dec 4 1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeAnglio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct 29 1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCourcy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 14 1898</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 14 1894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dec 6 1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mar 9 1892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 3 1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mar 9 1892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 3 1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sep 26 1890</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul 22 1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sep 10 1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sep 9 1896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 20 1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 20 1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sep 18 1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sep 27 1893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mar 15 1890</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul 27 1897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aug 12 1896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decofsky</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aug 28 1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decofsky</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jun 8 1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deconing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May 6 1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sep 29 1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 25 1896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>June 13 1893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May 23 1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeCourcy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 9 1892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

DeCourcy Grace E of James and Mary A Mar 22 1900. 17: 24
DeCourcy Incz M of James and Mary A Nov 20 1896. 16: 237
DeCourcy James of James and Mary A Sept 21 1895. 16: 144
DeCourcy Lawrence of James and Mary A July 27 1898. 16: 425
Decourney Mary of James and Mary A Feb 15 1891. 15: 7
Decourney Mary E of Patrick and Mary E May 2 1891. 15: 8
DeCourcy William E of James and Mary A Oct 15 1893. 15: 180
DeCreny —— d of Harry and Anna Nov 27 1896. 16: 239
DeCristofano Assunta of Santino and Maria May 16 1900. 17: 39
DeCristoforo Amedeo of Nicola and Maria Oct 29 1894. 16: 90
DeCristofori Maria M of Pietro and Maria July 18 1891. 15: 56
DeCristoforis Maria of Raffaele and Maria N Feb 24 1899. 16: 503
DeCristoforo Elisabetta of Domenico and Micheila Dec 29

1895 ........................................ 16: 150
DeCristoforo Elisabetta of Raffaele and Maria N July 18 1896. 16: 256
DeCristoforo Gennaro of Nicola and Feliciana Mar 23 1897. 16: 282
DeCristoforo Luciano of Giuseppe and Lucia Apr 11 1896. 16: 216
DeCristoforo Melda of Domenico and Domenica July 23 1899. 16: 570
DeCristoforo Nicola of Nicola and Feliciana Mar 21 1899. 16: 594
DeCristoforo Nicola of Raffaele and Maria N June 27 1900. 17: 51
DeCristoforo Olga of Domenico and Michelangela Apr 9 1898. 16: 402
DeCristoforo Pietro of Giovanni and Addolorata Nov 16 1895. 16: 168
DeCristoforo Rosa of Constantino and Anna M Jan 20 1893. 15: 158
DeCristoforo Teresa of Constantino and Anna M Nov 1 1897. 16: 351
DeCristoforo Victoria of Luigi and Carolina Jan 1 1899. 16: 506
deCristoforo —— d of Domenico and Michelangela Jan 4

1897 ........................................ 16: 300
DeCrosta Giovanni of Giuseppe and Angiolina Feb 4 1895. 16: 120
DeCrosta Maria of Giuseppe and Angelina May 4 1899. 16: 505
DeCrosta Maria of Giuseppe and Angelina Jan 17 1897. 16: 305
DeCrosta Pasquale of Giuseppe and Angelina Oct 23 1892. 15: 124
Deerow Louise of Llewellyn A and Nellie M Apr 4 1899. 16: 515
DeCunto Marie A of Pietro and Lucia June 7 1897. 16: 304
Dedrick Elsie of Harvey and Beatrice Dec 13 1900. 17: 110
Dedrick Wesley of Harvey L and Beatrice M July 15 1898. 16: 441
Dee Catherine of Thomas F and Ellen Mar 28 1896. 16: 200
Dee Harold J of John J and Frances S July 9 1895. 16: 142
Dee Hene F of John J and Frances S Oct 31 1897. 16: 363
Dee John P of John and Frances S Dec 18 1896. 16: 238
Dee Robert E of Thomas F and Ellen May 25 1898. 16: 392
Dee —— d of John and Frances Apr 18 1900. 17: 32
Deering Hope of Charles and Mabel Sept 17 1897. 16: 331
Deery Catherine of John and Catherine Apr 8 1896. 16: 201
Deery Edward A of Frank and Mary Feb 10 1900. 17: 12
Deery Francis J of Francis and Mary Nov 20 1898. 16: 436
BIRTHS

Deery James of Francis and Minnie July 1 1897 .......... 16:332
Deery John P of Peter and Sarah Aug 6 1894 .......... 16: 54
Deery Joseph of Peter and Sarah June 27 1897 .......... 16:285
Deery Margaret J of John and Catherine Aug 6 1894 .......... 16: 65
Deery Mary S of Peter and Sarah Apr 4 1900 .......... 17: 28
Deery — d of John and Catherine Mar 27 1898 .......... 16:467
Deery — s of John and Katie Aug 18 1899 .......... 16: 596
DeFelice Maria A of Michelangelo and Filomena Jan 23 1899. 16: 497
Defeo Elizabeth M of Enrico and Alvina July 12 1891 .......... 15: 44
Defew George H of George and Elizabeth Aug 21 1895 .......... 16:143
Defew Hilda G of George and Elizabeth Feb 21 1899 .......... 16: 479
Defew Leonard A of George and Elizabeth Nov 11 1896 .......... 16:236
Defew Lillie E of George and Elizabeth Sept 15 1891 .......... 15: 40
Defley Ernest of Thomas and Margaret Oct 17 1894 .......... 16: 84
Defley George D of Thomas and Margaret Aug 4 1899 .......... 16:571
Defly Anna of Thomas and Margaret J Nov 18 1895 .......... 16:168
Defly Thomas of Thomas A and Margaret J Mar 26 1892 .......... 15: 93
DeFiore Maria A of Gerardo and Anna July 1 1891 .......... 15: 55
DeForge Margaret J of Henry L and Margaret H June 21 1900 .......... 17: 49
Deforge Mary E of Henry L and Margaret H Apr 5 1892 .......... 15: 84
DeForge Robert E of Henry L and Margaret H Oct 8 1898 .......... 16:435
Deforge — s of Henry L and Margaret Nov 24 1896 .......... 16:255
DeFronzo Alfonsina of Domenico and Maria July 20 1898. A 1: 33
DeFronzo Rosina of Domenico and Maria Apr 20 1900 .......... 17: 32
DeFuso Adelina of Pasquale and Teresa Mar 17 1896 .......... 16:210
DeFuso Antonio of Michele and Maria Nov 15 1898 .......... 16:448
DeFuso Antonio of Raffaele and Filomena July 1 1895 .......... 16:177
DeFuso Enrico of Pasquale and Teresa Aug 18 1894 .......... 16: 76
DeFuso Enrico of Raffaele and Filomena Mar 4 1898 .......... 16:401
DeFuso Luigi of Michele and Maria Nov 15 1898 .......... 16:448
DeFuso Luigi of Pasquale and Teresa May 18 1900 .......... 17:123
Degnan Alice E of William and Catherine Dec 14 1893 .......... 15:173
Degnan Alice J of John W and Elizabeth Aug 20 1896 .......... 16:228
Degnan Alice M of James H and Annie May 1 1894 .......... 16: 23
Degnan Annie E of Patrick and Bessie E Nov 24 1897 .......... 16:359
Degnan Annie T of William and Catherine July 12 1895 .......... 16:134
Degnan Catherine G of Frank and Bridget Oct 6 1895 .......... 16:135
Degnan Catherine J of James J and Mary Oct 10 1892 .......... 15:128
Degnan Edward F of Michael and Mary Aug 28 1891 .......... 15: 60
Degnan Edward J of Patrick and Bessie E Nov 24 1897 .......... 16:359
Degnan Elizabeth of Michael J and Margaret Dec 11 1898 .......... 16:462
Degnan Elizabeth A of James H and Annie Dec 7 1896 .......... 16:248
Degnan Ellen of Michael J and Margaret Mar 3 1892 .......... 15: 92
Degnan Ellen G of John W and Elizabeth Sept 21 1891........15: 36
Degnan Everett A of Patrick A and Annie L Feb 14 1895........16: 107
Degnan Fannie E of Frank and Bridget Feb 6 1894...........16: 1
Degnan Francis H of Patrick and Mary E Mar 22 1894........16: 22
Degnan Francis J of Patrick and Fannie Jan 13 1895........16: 91
Degnan Francis J of Paul and Catherine Oct 5 1899...........16: 547
Degnan Francis J of William and Catharine Dec 16 1900.....17: 111
Degnan Genevieve of James H and Annie July 20 1899........16: 550
Degnan Gertrude of James H and Annie Apr 21 1898..........16: 391
Degnan Gertrude of James J and Mary July 21 1894...........16: 80
Degnan Gertrude G of Philip P and Nellie Feb 16 1899......16: 490
Degnan Hugh of Patrick and Elizabeth July 29 1896........16: 262
Degnan Irene K of John and Mary A June 13 1892...........15: 80
Degnan James P of Michael and Hannah Jan 18 1892.........15: 66
Degnan Jennie A of William and Catherine Dec 2 1897.....16: 320
Degnan John of Michael J and Mary E June 7 1893..........15: 166
Degnan John J of Patrick and Mary June 6 1892.............15: 82
Degnan John J of Paul and Katie Oct 28 1894.............16: 63
Degnan John L of John M and Margaret Nov 20 1895.......16: 168
Degnan John R of James J and Mary Jan 3 1897..........16: 305
Degnan John T of William and Catherine Dec 28 1899......16: 525
Degnan Joseph M of Michael and Hannah M Sept 26 1897....16: 318
Degnan Josephine of James H and Annie Oct 15 1900......17: 92
Degnan Margaret of Michael J and Margaret July 14 1894..16: 80
Degnan Margaret of Patrick and Margaret Nov 10 1891....15: 58
Degnan Margaret A of John and Lizzie Nov 13 1894.......16: 52
Degnan Mary A of Patrick and Mary Feb 3 1891...........15: 14
Degnan Mary E of Michael and Mary Oct 23 1894........16: 57
Degnan Mary E of Michael P and Annie E Jan 11 1893....15: 150
Degnan Mary T of Patrick and Annie Aug 3 1891........15: 32
Degnan Robert B of Patrick A and Annie L May 3 1897....16: 289
Degnan Rosella of Paul and Catherine July 29 1897......16: 333
Degnan Sarah of Michael J and Margaret June 18 1896......16: 219
Degnan Stephen J of Patrick and Mary E Aug 3 1898......16: 457
Degnan Stephen J of Patrick and Mary E Dec 27 1898....16: 136
Degnan Theresa M of Edward H and Bridget A Oct 22 1900..17: 95
Degnan Thomas of Michael and Annie E Oct 28 1895........16: 156
Degnan Thomas A of Patrick and Mary Feb 6 1891..........15: 12
Degnan Thomas J of John and Margaret May 21 1893.......15: 138
Degnan Thomas R of Patrick A and Annie L Apr 14 1892...15: 79
Degnan William of Michael and Hannah Nov 19 1893.......15: 172
Degnan William of Michael J and Margaret Dec 22 1900....17: 113
Degnan William E of William and Catherine Aug 22 1891...15: 33
Degnan William F of Frank and Mary Jan 16 1896........16: 221
Degnan William F of James H and Annie Nov 18 1895......16: 157
Degnan William H of Patrick and Elizabeth Mar 16 1900 ... 17: 22
Degnan —— s of Edward and Bridget June 4 1898 ... 16: 468
Degnan —— d of James H and Annie Sept 2 1891 ... 15: 48
Degnan —— s of Patrick and Elizabeth July 29 1896 ... 16: 262
Degnan —— d of Patrick F and Mary A Dec 27 1896 ... 16: 244
Degnan —— d of Patrick and Annie L Mar 2 1894 ... 16: 18
Degnan —— s of Paul and Catherine Sept 25 1891 ... 15: 46
Degnuto —— d of Pietro and Lucia Nov 13 1894 ... 16: 78
DeGobellis Olindo of Antonio and Caterina May 5 1898 ... 16: 403
DeGruchy George W of John H and Harriet J June 17 1894 ... 16: 24
DeGruchy —— d of George D and Sarah J Sept 18 1895 ... 16: 159
DeGruchy —— d of John H Jr and Harriet A Mar 4 1897 ... 16: 364
Deignan Albert H of John and Mary A July 26 1893 ... 15: 185
Deignan Harold E of John and Mary A Aug 25 1894 ... 16: 63
Deignan James A of Thomas and Mary Oct 1 1900 ... 17: 88
Deignan James H of James J and Mary May 29 1899 ... 16: 512
Deignan Lizzie M of Patrick and Mary A Nov 3 1893 ... 15: 187
Deignan Mary E of Paul and Catherine Sept 26 1892 ... 15: 113
Deignan Sarah of Patrick and Mary A Nov 3 1893 ... 15: 187
DeTorio Felice of Giuseppe and Carmina Nov 7 1894 ... 16: 78
DeKermarec Marie T of Arthur M and Marie Apr 6 1897 ... 16: 274
Dekofsky Samuel of Louis and Mary Dec 10 1893 ... 15: 175
Delabarre Annie E of Victor E and Margaret E Dec 25 1897 ... 16: 340
De la Barre Valentine W of Victor E and Margaret E Feb 14 1896 ... 16: 189
Delage Blanche D of Exias and Eleonore Nov 20 1896 ... 16: 267
Delahanty James E of Patrick J and Hattie E July 23 1895 ... 16: 165
Delaine Teresa of Mauro and Rosa Apr 27 1900 ... 17: 34
Delalve Rose J of Henry J and Theresa A Apr 13 1899 ... 16: 516
Delande Alexandra A of Damase and Marie Sept 18 1894 ... 16: 72
Delande Henri of Noel and Delime Nov 15 1894 ... 16: 73
Delandre Marie A of Ambrose and Marie Oct 25 1891 ... 15: 55
Delaney Anna T of William W and Rebecca S July 8 1896 ... 16: 241
Delaney Catherine of Thomas and Catherine Apr 27 1892 ... 15: 74
Delaney Celia M of John and Mary E Dec 5 1900 ... 17: 108
Delaney Charles D of Michael J and Catherine Nov 6 1893 ... 15: 175
Delaney Edward M of John F and Mary D Jan 17 1893 ... 15: 158
Delaney Francis of William W and Rebecca May 18 1895 ... 16: 109
Delaney George L of Thomas and Catherine July 4 1894 ... 16: 46
Delaney Irene of William W and Rebecca S Apr 14 1899 ... 16: 488
Delaney John of John F and Mary A Nov 8 1895 ... 16: 168
Delaney Julia of Joseph and Catherine Oct 2 1891 ... 15: 46
Delaney Manasses of Thomas J and Catherine E May 12 1891 ... 15: 9
Delaney Mary of John and Mary June 21 1894 ... 16: 35
Delaney Mary B of Patrick and Mary A Mar 10 1899 ... 16: 509
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Delaney Mary T of Michael J and Catherine Nov 30 1900.....17:107
Delaney Michael E of Michael and Catherine Apr 6 1891.....15: 5
Delaney Rose of William W and Rebecca Nov 25 1900.....17:120
Delaney Stephen of Martin and Ellen Mar 24 1897.............16:308
Delaney William F of Martin and Ellen Feb 17 1895..........16:126
Delaney —— s of Michael J and Catherine T Feb 17 1899.....16:518
Delangbandire —— s of Ralph and Minnie Feb 20 1898.....16:467
Delano Adelaide A of Thomas S and Mary J July 25 1892.....15: 99
Delano Marion of Charles G and Jennie Aug 23 1898..........16:422
Delany Loretta of Michael J and Catherine T July 26 1897...16:321
Delany William of Michael and Catherine Sept 11 1895.....16:139
Delapolera Veneranda of Francesco and Carmina July 24
1891......................................................................15: 56
Delay Fritz of Maud Sept 14 1899..................................16:544
DeBlono Alfredo of Giuseppe and Giuseppa Oct 13 1896.....16:258
Delboseo Maria of Carlo and Malvina Apr 14 1899.........16:488
DelBuono Alberigo of Giuseppe and Giuseppa June 7 1895...16:106
Deldeo Agostino of Vito and Sofia Sept 17 1900..............17: 83
DelDeo Angela of Vito and Maria S June 17 1899............16:506
Delelis Antonia of Vincenzo and Carmela Apr 2 1899......16:101
DeLellis Angelo A of Tommaso and Luisa Sept 5 1898.....16:446
Delerno Angelo A L of Nicandro and Felicia May 20 1899...16:505
Delerno Antonio of Paolo and Cecilia Apr 14 1895.........16:101
Delerno Giovanni of Guglielmo and Margherita June 8 1899..16:501
Delerno Giuseppe of Nicandro and Felicia Sept 21 1896....16:240
Delfino —— s of Nicandro and Felicia Apr 25 1898..........16:468
Delhorn John of Mary July 6 1896...............................16:238
Delisa Maria of Raffaele and Angela Apr 13 1892..........15: 74
Delisa Pasquale of Raffaele and Angela Sept 20 1893.......15:179
DeElisi Maria of Liborio and Giuseppa Nov 21 1899........16:576
Dellaporta Ludovico of Angelo and Christina Aug 21 1900...17: 74
Dellasesla Donato of Luigi and Pasquarosa Dec 2 1899....16:576
Dellasesla Serafina of Nicola and Candida Mar 10 1897.....16:314
Dellman Theresa A of Henry and Catherine Mar 17 1895.....16:115
DelMatto Angelina of Pietro and Pasqualina Dec 14 1899....16:577
DelMatto Luigi of Pietro and Pasqualina Oct 28 1898........16:453
DelMonaco Angelo of Vincenzo and Annunziata Oct 14 1900..17: 92
DelMonaco Giovanni of Vincenzo and Annunziata Sept 24
1896......................................................................16:264
DelMonaco Rosa of Vincenzo and Annunziata Apr 29 1899...16:500
Deloia Ludovico of Nicola and Maria Jan 2 1895............16: 97
Deloia Luigia of Nicola and Filomena Feb 5 1900.............17: 10
Deloia Michele of Nicola and Carmina Sept 29 1891........15: 40
Delomba August (c) of John and Clara Aug 24 1898.........16:418
Delorio Elisa of Nicola and Filomena Aug 16 1895.........16:166
DelOrto Sabatino of Raffaele and Maria June 30 1900............17: 52
Delory Alice L of John J and Margaret A Sept 4 1900............17: 79
Delory Mary E of Joseph and Cora Dec 2 1897.....................16: 335
Delponte Teresa of Michelangelo and Lucia Aug 10 1899.............16: 571
DelRico Lorenzo of Luigi and Ida June 27 1899.....................16: 486
DelSanto Adele of Paolo and Marcella Nov 16 1896.................16: 259
DelSanto Michele of Paolo and Marcellina Sept 15 1892.............15: 123
DelSesto Angelo of Antonio and Maria June 10 1896.................16: 212
DelSesto Antonio of Eraclio and Rosa Aug 4 1900...................17: 70
DelSesto Brigita of Cristoforo and Filomena Nov 15 1891...........15: 58
DelSesto Carolina of Antonio and Maria Sept 18 1899..............16: 544
DelSesto Crescenzio of Eraclio and Rosa Aug 1 1900..............17: 69
DelSesto Francesco of Antonio and Maria Aug 30 1897..............16: 349
DelSesto Giuseppe of Eraclio and Rosa June 8 1898................16: 403
DelSesto Michele of Crescenzio and Filomena June 28 1900.........17: 51
DelSesto Nicola D A of Eraclio and Giustina Feb 5 1900............17: 10
DelSesto Pietro of Crescenzio and Filomena July 19 1895...........16: 165
DelSesto —— s of Crescenzio and Filomena Jan 26 1898..............16: 467
DelSisto Rosa of Crescenzio and Filomena Oct 10 1893.............15: 202
DeLuca Antilla of Giovanni and Camilla Apr 25 1898..............16: 409
DeLuca Antonia of Gennaro and Assunta Mar 27 1897..............16: 302
DeLuca Antonia of Giovanni and Camilla Oct 5 1893..............15: 202
DeLuca Antonietta of Angelo and Francesca Sept 7 1892...........15: 107
DeLuca Elizabettta of Francesco and Santa Apr 26 1892...........15: 74
DeLuca Giorgio of Angelo and Francesco Jan 25 1898.............16: 405
DeLuca Giovanni of Francesco and Alessandra May 9 1894..........16: 13
DeLuca Immacolata of Michele and Giaconda Nov 14 1896...........16: 271
DeLuca Maria A of Giovanni and Giovanna Mar 29 1899.............16: 504
DeLuca Maria C of Giovanni and Carlotta May 16 1900.............17: 39
DeLuca Maria D of Angelo and Francesca July 19 1900.............17: 64
DeLuca Marta of Giovanni and Carolina Oct 18 1898..............16: 428
DeLuca Onesta S of Angelo and Francesca Sept 12 1896.............16: 264
DeLuca Rocco of Francesco and Alessandra Jan 19 1900...........17: 6
DeLuca Salvatore of Giovanni and Camilla June 2 1900.............17: 44
DeLuca —— s of Giovanni A and Camilla M A Jan 15 1897...........16: 305
DeLucca Christina of Angelo and Francesca Nov 25 1894...........16: 85
DeLuca Luigi of Francesco and Teresa Feb 14 1899...............16: 503
DeLuca Maria of Giovanni and Carolina Oct 3 1892..............15: 133
DeLuca Maria A of Giovanni and Giovanna May 27 1895.............16: 123
DeLuca Maria G of Francesco and Alessandra May 2 1896...........16: 191
DeLuca Sabbatino of Giovanni and Carolina June 11 1896...........16: 193
DeLucia Agostino of Raffaele and Maddalena Feb 21 1892...........15: 88
DeLuglio Donenico of Domenico and Giovanna Oct 16 1895...........16: 167
Delvezio Rosa of Andrea and Carmela Mar 30 1900..............17: 27
DelVisio Maria of Andrea and Carmela July 6 1897..............16: 347
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Deming Ada M of Frank O and Ada Oct 26 1897..............16: 362
Deming Maud of Edgar P and Isabella May 2 1894............16: 12
Deming Percival B of Henry B and Antoinette P Apr 6 1893.15: 157
Deming — s of Edgar P and Isabel Dec 3 1891............15: 53
Deming — s of Frank and Ada Dec 30 1898............16: 440
DeNitro Vincenzo of Francesco and Addolorata Oct 6 1896.16: 235
Demoranville Earl S of Arthur W and Susan May 22 1900.17: 41
Dempsey Elizabeth C of Martin and Mary E Nov 28 1897.16: 359
Dempsey John P of Thomas and Bridget A May 24 1899.16: 512
Dempsey Joseph of James F and Margaret Oct 19 1893.15: 187
Dempsey Madeline of Martin J and Mary Jan 28 1899.16: 507
Dempsey Margaret of Martin and Mary Nov 18 1895.16: 175
Dempsey Margaret T of Martin J and Mary E May 4 1894.16: 40
Dempsey Mary of James F and Margaret L Jan 5 1895.16: 106
Dempsey Mary E of John J and Ellen A Apr 17 1898.16: 402
Dempsey Mary E of Martin and Hannah Sept 28 1899.16: 583
Dempsey Mary E of Martin J and Mary E June 7 1892.15: 95
Dempsey Thomas P of John and Helen Apr 23 1900.17: 33
Dempsey — s of John and Ellen Jan 6 1897..............16: 364
DeMucci Marianna of Francesco and Maria Aug 29 1891.15: 36
DeMuccio Antonio of Francisco and Maria Mar 1 1893.15: 159
Denis George F of George F and Ellen Mar 17 1899.16: 473
Denahy Thomas F of Thomas and Ellen E Apr 2 1893.15: 164
Denahy — s of John and Mary A Apr 26 1892.15: 79
Denahy — d of Thomas and Ellen Feb 19 1892............15: 88
Denahy — s of Thomas and Ellen E June 14 1894.16: 31
Denancourt Marie E of Philippe and Eloise Aug 17 1892.15: 112
Denancy Stephen J of James L and Minnie Dec 26 1896.16: 231
Denbroski — s of Alexander Feb 25 1891............15: 31
DeNeill Ellen of William R and Elizabeth S Jan 13 1893.15: 147
Denico Raymond B of Frank J and Delia Dec 21 1897.16: 363
DeNicola Amelia of Teodoro and Maria Jan 17 1895.16: 98
DeNicola Angela M of Teodoro and Maria A Apr 1 1900.17: 28
DeNicola Dolorosa M of Teodoro and Marianna Dec 13 1896.16: 238
DeNicola Luigi A of Teodoro and Marianna July 23 1898.16: 425
Denin — d of Peter and Venie Oct 3 1893............15: 208
Denincourt William of Alphonse and Annie Nov 6 1896.16: 230
Denis — s of Joseph and Clara July 16 1898.16: 469
Denkewitz Augustus of Ludwig and Mary J Dec 14 1893.15: 199
Denkewitz Bertha of Ludwig and Mary J Feb 13 1895.16: 117
Denkewitz Martha of Ludwig and Mary J Aug 2 1896.16: 249
Denney Austin of Peter and Parthenia Oct 28 1894.16: 84
Denney John of Peter and Parthenia Jan 5 1891.15: 25
Denney Theresa of Peter and Parthenia Oct 28 1894.16: 84
Denning Francis G of William E and Margaret F Jan 18 1891.15: 12
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Denningham — d of Kate July 1 1895......................16:148
Dennis Clara D of Daniel and Mary Apr 11 1892...........15: 77
Dennis Dorothy of Charles E Jr and Eugenie E Aug 24 1893...15:197
Dennis Mary E of George A and Mary A May 3 1893.........15:154
Denny Mary J of Peter and Parthenia May 31 1898.........16:410
d’Enrico Maria G of Alessandro and Luisa Mar 3 1892.....15: 98
Denton Maria of Thomas and Georgianna Oct 24 1894.......16: 57
Denton Thomas of Clara R Oct 5 1892........................15:110
DeNuose Antonio de Saule and Maria Nov 26 1898.........16:433
DeNuose Arturo of Sauli and Maria May 1 1897...........16:303
Deo Luigi D of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Nov 12 1895.....16:150
DeOrio Domenico of Giuseppe and Carmina Jan 28 1893....15:158
DePace Giuseppe L of Francesco and Maria Apr 11 1899...16:504
DePace Salvatore of Giuseppe and Carmela Oct 13 1899....16:574
DePalma Enrico of Aniello and Lucia Oct 12 1898.........20:435
DePalma Luvicio of Aniello and Lucia Oct 11 1900........17: 91
Depari Giuseppe of Domenico and Concetta Nov 20 1900....17:104
DePari — d of Domenico and Concetta Aug 5 1898........16:469
DePasquale Amelia L of Pietro and Teodolinda Apr 4 1894..16: 26
DePasquale Arturo M of Pietro and Teodolinda May 6 1898..16:395
DePasquale Attilio of Pietro and Teodolinda July 9 1892...15:119
DePasquale Eliza F of Pietro and Teodolinda Feb 13 1896..16:206
DePasquale Evelina of Pietro and Teodolinda D July 13 1900.17: 62
DePasquale Luciano A of Antonio and Maria Dec 13 1892...15:134
Depasse Joseph A of Joseph F and Mary L Feb 14 1899.....16:494
Depatie (Forget) Angelina of Zotique and Natalie Aug 19

1893..........................15:193
Depatie Bertha of Zotique and Nathalie Oct 5 1899........16:565
Depatie Bertha A of Zotique and Natalie Oct 22 1894.....16: 73
Depatie Ernest F of Zotique and Nathalie Apr 2 1898.....16:397
Depatie Lester F of Zotique and Nathalie July 3 1896.....16:252
DePavola Angela M of Giuseppe and Vincenza Feb 9 1898...16:379
Depetrillo Concetta of Sisto and Tommasino Sept 8 1900...17: 80
DePetrillo Francesca of Sisto and Tommasina June 21 1899.16:506
DePetrillo Francesco of Sisto and Tommasina Sept 19 1897..16:349
DePetrillo Maria of Sisto and Tommasina May 25 1896.....16:212
DePetrillo — s of Sisto and Tommasina Sept 6 1898........16:469
DePieri Maddalena of Paolo and Maria May 10 1897.........16:287
DePieri Michael of Paolo and Antonia Dec 28 1899.........16:544
DePietro Annie of Giuseppe and Ernesta Dec 25 1900.......17:114
DePietro Domenico of Giuseppe and Ernesta Sept 25 1899...16:523
Depre Joseph A of Michael C and Rosa June 3 1896........16:218
DeQuattro Alma of Vincenzo and Alfonzina Feb 18 1900......17: 14
DeQuattro Antonio of Pasquale and Carmela Apr 9 1899....16:484
Dequattro Felice of Carmine and Angelina Nov 28 1899.....16:539
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

DeRegentes Emilia of Joseph and Justina Nov 27 1900.    17:  106
DeRenard Mercedes E of Emil G and Annie C Aug 19 1896. 16:  240
DeRenzis Callista of Florindo and Filomena Apr 21 1900. 17:   33
Derillo (Desramble) Amos E of Ernest and Maria Nov 29
1896  .................................................. 16:  267
DeRing Herbert H of Peter H and Rachel S Apr 9 1895.   16:  132
DeRita Angelo of Eracio and Rachela July 21 1899.      16:  570
DeRita Francesco of Eracio and Rachela May 31 1895.    16:  123
DeRita Giuseppe of Eracio and Rachela July 10 1891.    15:   56
DeRita Maria O of Raffaelo and Maddalena Sept 26 1899. 16:  565
DeRita Teresa of Eracio and Rachela July 12 1897.      16:  347
DeRita —— s of Eracio and Rachela Dec 23 1893.        15:  204
DeRita Antonio of Eracio and Rachela Oct 18 1892.      15:  124
DeRita Francesco of Eracio and Rachela Aug 1 1895.     16:  165
Dermo Antonio of Pietro and Angela Apr 7 1900.        17:   29
Dermody Annie of John and Bridget T Jan 23 1892.      15:   78
DeRobbio Giuseppe of Michele and Concetta Sept 10 1891 16:  361
DeRochemont Irving S of Irving S and Nellie M Sept 25 1900. 17:  86
Derois Mary of Dora May 19 1897.                      16:  286
DeRosa Adelina M of Michele and Nellie J July 21 1898. 16:  464
DeRosa Annunziata of Giuseppe and Rosina June 9 1896.  16:  198
DeRosa Antoine of Martin and Anna June 27 1892.       15:   97
DeRosa Francesco of Michele and Ellen J Nov 21 1896.  16:  271
DeRosa Frank (c) of Frank M and Mary Mar 6 1900.      17:   19
DeRosa Freddie of Israel and Oriole June 4 1898.     16:  413
DeRosa Giovanni of Michele and Elizabeth S Mar 30 1900. 17:   27
DeRosa John J of Michele and Ellen J June 6 1895.    16:  109
DeRosa Margherita of Giuseppe and Rosa May 7 1898.    16:  387
Derrick Henry of John and Margaret Aug 15 1898.       16:  457
Derrick James of John and Margaret June 29 1893.      15:  166
D’Errico Maria of Alessandro and Maria Sept 17 1893.   15:  201
Derrig William of John and Margaret Sept 30 1895.     16:  173
Derrigan William R of Patrick F and Mary A Sept 2 1892. 15:  123
Derry Lillian M of Louis R and Nellie M Oct 20 1898.  16:  428
Derry Louis LeR of Louis R and Nellie Nov 18 1896.    16:  239
Desalliers Albert N of Achille and Mathilde Nov 25 1891. 15:   63
DeSalvatore Luigi of Giuseppe and Carmina Feb 18 1893. 15:  159
DeSantis Elia of Vincenzo and Alessandrina Apr 12 1897. 16:  315
DeSantis Enrico E of Vincenzo and Alessandro Aug 29 1898.  16:  452
DeSantis Maria of Raffaele and Concetta Dec 23 1899.  16:  577
DeSanto —— s of Paolo and Marcellina Apr 3 1895.      16:  121
DeSarro Alfredo of Carlo and Tomasina Aug 10 1897.    16:  348
Desautel Marie R of Henry and Salfrid May 9 1896.      16:  204
Desautels Frederick of Henry and Salfrid Oct 11 1892.  15:  118
Desautels Marie R S of Henri and Salfrid Feb 19 1894.  16:   37
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

241

Deschantez Angelo of Angelo and Durella Dec 19 1899...........16:555
Deschen Joseph E of Louis and Vitaline Sept 18 1898...........16:446
Descheses George of Philias and Aurelie July 3 1897...........16:344
Deschens Marie R A of Philias and Aurelie Mar 21 1899........16:498
Deschenes Joseph J A of Philias and Aurelie Dec 27 1900....17:115
Desfossets Bertha R of Herman and Rose May 8 1897.........16:303
Desgranges Joseph F of Felix and Marie July 8 1900.........17:61
Desgranges Joseph F E of Felix and Marie Dec 11 1898....16:449
Deshaies Albert of David and Maria A Oct 30 1899.........16:566
Deshaies Joseph X of David and Marie A June 19 1893....15:158
Deshaies Rose M A B of David and Marie A Apr 23 1895....16:118
Deshaies William J of David and Marie Dec 26 1897........16:347
Deshaies Eugene A of David and Marie A Aug 22 1896......16:253
Des Simone Antonio of Pietro and Angela Nov 13 1899.....16:539
Des Simone Carlo of Nicandro and Maria Aug 16 1897.....16:325
Des Simone Carnine of Pietro and Angela Feb 7 1894........16:9
Des Simone Carolina of Crescenzo and Maria Feb 13 1899...16:479
Des Simone Doceline of Crescenzo and Maria Feb 23 1892...15:72
Des Simone Maddalena of Sabbatino and Marianna Sept 27

1891 .......................................................15:40
Des Simone Maria of Pietro and Angela June 6 1897........16:284
Des Simone Maria D of Pietro and Angela Oct 18 1891.....15:41
Des Simone Raffaele of Sabatino and Mariana Sept 16 1899..16:536
Des Simone Rinieri of Crescenzo and Maria Nov 22 1895....16:147
Des Simone —— s of Pietro and Angela May 21 1896........16:192
Des Simone —— d of Sabbatino and Marianna June 11 1896..16:193
des Simoni Lucia of Giuseppe and Filomena Dec 13 1892...15:131
Des Sisto Elvira of Giovanni and Brigida Jan 18 1891.....15:22
Des Sisto Elvira of Giovanni and Brigida May 14 1900.......17:39
Des Sisto Emilio of Giovanni and Brigida Sept 18 1895.....16:166
Des Sisto Ercole of Giovanni and Brigida Jan 4 1898.......16:399
Des Sisto Guglielmo of Giovanni and Brigitta Mar 2 1893...15:159
Des Sisto Margherita of Nicola and Filomena Mar 1 1898...16:401
Desjardin Marie A of Arthur and Marie Apr 11 1900........17:53
Deslandes Alice of Raphael and Emily Apr 22 1900..........17:53
Deslandes Joseph C A of Damase and Marie Dec 13 1897....16:347
Deslandes Joseph N W of Noel and Delina July 1 1898.....16:441
Deslandes (Champigny) Leo E E of Demase D and Marie

Sept 3 1899 ................................................16:564
Des Lauriers Frank J C of Alphonse and Phebe May 1 1895..16:115
Des Lauriers Joseph F C A of Alphonse and Phebe A May 1

1895 .......................................................16:115
Desmarais Annie M of Joseph J and Rebecca A June 28 1900.17:51
Desmarais Arthur of Archibald and Artemise Nov 3 1899.....16:585
Desmarais Claude X of Xavier and Flora Mar 17 1895.........16:115

31
Desmarais Harold F of Xavier and Flora May 2 1898. 16:395
Desmarais James L of Joseph J and Rebecca E Aug 27 1897. 16:342
Desmarais Joseph of Xavier and Elizabeth July 31 1891. 15:53
Desmarais Joseph A A of Archibald and Arthemise June 1

1898
Desmarais Marie L E of Joseph E and Rebecca E Sept 5 1893. 15:194
Desmarais — s of Mary J Mar 21 1900. 17:24
Desmond Bartley H of Mary Oct 10 1899. 16:529
Desmone — d of Crescenze and Maria Jan 1 1891. 15:6
Desnoyers Marie R of Theodule and Amanda May 2 1895. 16:129
DeSonta Francesco of Jose D and Amelia Sept 17 1894. 16:47
deSonta Laura (c) of Louisa July 14 1899. 16:520
Despre Joseph A of Andre C and Hermine Nov 11 1894. 16:85
Despre Rosalma of Michel and Rosa Oct 8 1899. 16:583
Despre — d of Andre and Hermine Aug 3 1897. 16:354
Despres Joseph C R of Michel C and Rose Oct 25 1900. 17:105
Despres Paul J W of Michel C and Rose Oct 17 1897. 16:357
Desranlau (Derillo) Amos E of Ernest and Maria Nov 29

1896
Des Reis Maria of Joao and Claudia J May 29 1892. 15:68
Desroches Joseph R of Lionel and Lea June 3 1898. 16:410
Desroches Joseph E of Lionel and Lillie Jan 25 1900. 17:7
Desros Mary L of Dora May 18 1897. A1:32
Desrosiers Albert of Octavien and Delphine June 12 1898. 16:411
Desrosiers Charles J of Octavien and Delphine July 28 1896. 16:262
Desrosiers Marie of Omer and Marie Aug 5 1899. 16:533
Dessaro Domenica of Angelo and Marianna Nov 28 1892. 15:125
Desschantes Julian of Michael and Rosanna Feb 27 1900. 17:122
Desson Annie of Charles J and Mary June 6 1892. 15:90
Desson — d of Charles J and Mary I Nov 11 1894. 16:78
DeStefano Maria L of Francesco and Giuseppina Oct 6 1900. 17:90
DeStefano Teresa of Crescenzo and Antonetta Nov 12 1900. 17:101
DeStefano Vincenzo of Gaetano and Carmina Dec 20 1896. 16:260
DeTomaso Maria of Francesco and Giulia Mar 27 1898. 16:380
DeTomaso Rosa of Francesco and Julia Sept 24 1895. 16:144
Dettora Angela of Marco and Giulia July 17 1900. 17:63
DeTottore Gemma of Antonio and Luigia Apr 27 1895. A1:34
Dettore Leopoldo of Antonio and Luisa July 28 1896. 16:256
Deuso James L of Calixte and Margaret C Aug 19 1897. 16:354
Devaney Jennie of Henry and Jennie May 22 1892. 15:75
Devaney — d of Henry and Delia Mar 18 1895. 16:100
DeVarrazoli Antonio of Michele and Corriza June 10 1899. 16:489
Devaney Arthur J of Michael J and Catherine A July 25 1896. 16:228
Devaney Gertrude of Michael J and Catherine A Mar 31 1895. 16:96
Devenish Carter of Alfred A and Emma F Aug 15 1896. 16:262
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Devenish Donald of Alfred A and Emma F Aug 15 1896........16:262
Devenish Ethel of William F and Jennie L Aug 21 1897..........16:326
Devenish Frances of Alfred A and Emma F Jan 24 1892...........15:91
Deveny John E of Michael J and Catherine A Nov 13 1900........17:102
Devere Alfred E of A Frederick and Hattie Mar 8 1891...........15:11
Devereaux Charles of John and Ann Dec 2 1895..................16:175
Devereaux Raymond of John and Annie Oct 18 1899.................16:566
Deverrell Alice G of F William and Mary July 6 1899.............16:331
Deverell Emily E of Francis W and Mary B Dec 8 1897.............16:359
Deverell Phila M of Eli A and Mary M Sept 20 1897..............16:356
Devero Esther L of William L and Janet U Feb 8 1898............16:406
Devie Agnes of George F and Elizabeth A Mar 14 1898.............16:407
Devie Agnes of John and Eliza Oct 5 1892.......................15:128
Devie Alice of Patrick and Bridget June 2 1900.................17:44
Devie Arthur L of Joseph F and Mary E Mar 11 1898..............16:413
Devie Charles of George F and Elizabeth July 4 1896............16:261
Devie Dorothy A of Maurice and Lorie Oct 31 1900...............17:97
Devie Edward V of Thomas F and Annie June 29 1896................16:219
Devie Edwin of Thomas F and Catherine Feb 28 1896..............16:206
Devie Esther F of Joseph and Celia Aug 8 1894..................16:72
Devie Frederick of Thomas F and Catherine May 4 1891..........15:20
Devie George of George A and Catherine F Jan 14 1893...........15:167
Devie Gertrude of Thomas F and Annie Mar 20 1894...............16:38
Devie Irving of Thomas and Catherine July 8 1898..............16:445
Devie Isabella A of Joseph S and Celia Mar 4 1891..............15:17
Devie James of George F and Elizabeth A July 10 1894...........16:80
Devie James of John and Eliza Apr 3 1897.......................16:302
Devie Joanna E of John and Eliza Nov 20 1894..................16:78
Devie John of George F and Elizabeth May 2 1893................15:144
Devie John of John and Annie M July 8 1899....................16:532
Devie John of John and Eliza Apr 13 1900......................17:31
Devie John F of Patrick and Mary Sept 5 1893..................15:171
Devie John M of Patrick and Bridget June 18 1895..............16:119
Devie Joseph A of William and Catherine Sept 3 1892...........15:107
Devie Joseph C of Thomas F and Annie June 27 1898.............16:411
Devie Joseph H of Joseph F and Nellie M Mar 10 1900............17:20
Devie Joseph P of Patrick and Bridget Dec 28 1893..............15:199
Devie Joseph P of Patrick and Mary Dec 27 1896...............16:227
Devie Kate of Patrick and Catherine M Apr 13 1894.............16:23
Devie Kathleen of Patrick J and Kate Oct 6 1898...............16:438
Devie Leo L of George A and Catherine July 17 1895..............16:170
Devie Leonard of Hyman and Fannie July 29 1900................17:68
Devie Margaret of Bernard and Mary E Nov 17 1891.............15:42
Devie Margaret of Patrick and Kate Apr 13 1895.................16:112
Devie Margaret L of Patrick and Mary A Jan 6 1892.............15:66
Devine Margaret M of Charles and Rosina May 2 1900........17: 36
Devine Mary of Patrick and Bridget Feb 19 1897.............16: 298
Devine May L of Michael J and Mary E May 2 1893..........15: 165
Devine Patrick of Patrick and Bridget Feb 19 1897..........16: 298
Devine Raymond V of George A and Catherine F Dec 21 1897.16: 360
Devine Thomas of John and Eliza Oct 8 1898................16: 453
Devine Thomas L of Patrick and Bridget Nov 14 1898.........16: 448
Devine —— s of Patrick and Bridget July 3 1892.............15: 119
Devine —— s of Thomas and Catherine Nov 10 1894..........16: 90
Devivt Bertha E of John and Annie Oct 27 1899.............16: 574
Devlin Bernard of Arthur J and Mary J May 19 1893........16: 165
Devlin Chester J of Joseph P and Mary J Feb 19 1897......16: 281
Devlin Christopher C of Joseph P and Mary Oct 19 1892....15: 108
Devlin Elizabeth of Arthur J and Mary J Sept 29 1896.....16: 265
Devlin Grace E of Edward and Mary A Mar 16 1899..........16: 480
Devlin Henry of James and Sarah Nov 12 1897..............16: 332
Devlin Jennie of Arthur J and Mary J June 11 1894........16: 42
Devlin John F of James and Sarah Oct 25 1899.............16: 544
Devlin Margaret A of Edward and Mary A Oct 25 1892......15: 108
Devlin Mary of Arthur J and Mary J Apr 15 1891............15: 8
Devlin Mary of James and Sarah June 26 1893..............15: 167 and 168
Devlin Mary A of Samuel F and Elizabeth V Aug 4 1892....15: 110
Devlin Robert of Robert and Sarah T Dec 1 1899.........16: 540
Devlin Rose G of Edward and Mary A Feb 4 1891............15: 7
Devlin Samuel A of Samuel F and Elizabeth V Sept 21 1893..15: 179
Devlin Susan of Patrick and Annie Jan 12 1896..........16: 196
Devlin Susan of Patrick and Annie Jan 12 1897...........16: 288
Devoe Ellen A of John J and Jennie C Sept 21 1895.......16: 135
Devoe Ignatius L of John J and Jennie C June 14 1898....16: 374
Devoe James J of John J and Jane C May 29 1897..........16: 275
Devoe Margaret M of John J and Margaret J Sept 25 1892..15: 100
Devoe William B of John J and Jennie C Apr 10 1894.......16: 3
Devolve Sander J of John H and Margaret E Apr 13 1896....16: 216
Devolve Warren F of John H and Margaret E Dec 6 1899....16: 557
Devon Eva of George and Nora J Dec 17 1891...............15: 47
DeVries Cheska J of John and Grietje Mar 20 1896........16: 216
DeVries Chetza J of Johannes and Gretchen Mar 6 1897....16: 314
DeVries Frances of John and Grietje Mar 14 1898..........16: 407
DeVries George of John and Grace A Aug 25 1898........16: 457
DeVries William of John and Grace A Feb 19 1894........16: 26
DeVries —— d of John and Annie May 20 1895..............16: 130
DeVries —— d of John and Grietje Apr 22 1899.............16: 499
DeVries —— d of John and Margaret May 29 1900...........17: 42
Devron Charles J of Michael J and Bridget Sept 9 1894....16: 63
DeWare Beatrice of George and Charlotte Dec 4 1896........16: 237
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td>DeWare Edith of George W and Charlotte A July 9 1898... 16:424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td>DeWare George of George W and Charlotte A Aug 23 1893... 15:178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td>DeWare Harold C of George W and Charlotte A Feb 13 1892... 15: 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td>DeWare Marguerite of Harry A and Margaret E H Jan 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>Dewey Ethel M of Edgar F and Ida M July 2 1900... 17: 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>Dewhirst Martha of Joseph and Rebecca Mar 31 1900... 17: 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>Dewitt — d of Mason and Jennie Oct 30 1892... 15:129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>DeWolf Frederick C of Bradford C and Elizabeth L Feb 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Dexter Carrie M of Charles H and Cora W July 22 1896... 16:244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Dexter Edith M of Charles S and Mary E May 18 1896... 16:218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Dexter Ernest N of Charles H and Cora Mar 15 1891... 15: 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Dexter Esther R of John W and Mary A Aug 31 1900... 17: 78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Dexter John W of John W and Mary A Mar 10 1892... 15: 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Dexter Marguerite A of John W and Mary Dec 4 1894... 16: 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Dexter Marie J of John W and Mary A July 4 1893... 15:173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Dexter Raymond R of John W and Mary A Aug 2 1898... 16:421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Dexter Ruth C of Charles H and Cora W Aug 21 1893... 15:189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Dexter William A of John W and Mary A Aug 4 1896... 16:228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>DeZeflro Nicola of Vincenzo and Maria Jan 14 1899... 16:502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Deziel (Labricle) Joseph E G of Edmund and Julia May 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Deziel (Labricle) Simeon A of Edmund and Julia May 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>D'Hincourt — d of Pierre and Jennie Aug 15 1898... 16:431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>DiAgosto — s of Gabriele and Filomena Apr 16 1896... 16:211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>DiAmbrose Nicola of Francesco and Maria Mar 12 1897... 16:288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Diamond Charles of Irving M and Sarah Aug 20 1899... 16:580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Diamond Francis E of Irwin M and Sarah May 4 1893... 15:165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Diamond James R of Irving M and Sarah Feb 23 1897... 16:307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Diamond Walter of Irving M and Sarah Apr 14 1895... 16:128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>DiAndrea Maria A of Domenico and Maria G Aug 20 1894... 16: 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>DiAndrea — s of Gregorio and Maria R Aug 22 1890... 17: 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Dias Joao of Francisco and Fausta R Aug 16 1899... 16:521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Dias Jose of Jose and Adelaide Dec 21 1894... 16: 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Dias Margaret of Jose and Maria Sept 7 1897... 16:318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Diaz Alexander (c) of Antone and Angelica Nov 9 1892... 15:101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Diaz Eloisa of Carlos J and Marianna Feb 20 1892... 15: 66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Diaz Fred V of Manoel V and Annie Jan 10 1897............16:273
Diaz Gertrude of Manoel V and Anna July 23 1894............16:46
Diaz Maria of Jose and Maria C Oct 13 1896............16:226
Diaz —— s of Samuel and Marietta A June 10 1895............16:94
DiBattista Angela M of Gerardo and Irena July 2 1900............17:117
DiBello Elizabetha of Raffaele and Teresa July 9 1894............16:75
DiBiase Carmine A of Nicola and Geltrude July 3 1899............16:570
DiBiase Luigi of Antonio and Filomena Oct 11 1897............16:328
DiBiasio Vincenzo of Beniamina and Giacondina July 1 1899............16:569
DiCecco Giuseppe of Francesco and Cherubina Mar 25 1899............16:518
DiCesare Attilia of Domenico and Maria May 19 1900............17:40
DiCesare Benedetta D of Antonio and Teresa Oct 22 1899............16:538
DiCesare Carmine of Antonio and Teresa July 10 1894............16:53
DiCesare Carmine of Giovanni and Teresa Jan 21 1899............16:502
DiCesare Domenico of Pasquale and Maria G Apr 15 1897............16:282
DiCesare Maria of Enrico and Lena Oct 12 1893............15:214
DiCesare Pietro G O of Domenico and Maria Aug 19 1898............16:452
DiCesare Rumana of Antonio and Teresa Nov 2 1892............15:108
DiCianni Giuseppe of Antonio and Domenica Oct 25 1900............17:96
Dicianni Lucia of Antonio and Domenica Jan 26 1897............16:280
Dicianno Domenico of Antonio and Domenica Oct 28 1898............16:429
DiCicco Teresa A of Michele and Giovanna Feb 17 1896............16:189
Dick Ellen of Alexander and Agnes Jan 7 1900............17:2
Dickens Mand E of William F and Ida E A Aug 14 1894............16:81
Dickey Elizabeth H of William and Margaret Aug 5 1900............17:70
Dickinson George L of George L and Harriet H Oct 30 1896............16:251
Dickinson Hamilton M of Jay R and Mildred H Nov 2 1898............16:423
Dickinson Ruth E of George and Theresa Aug 27 1899............16:563
Dickinson William of George and Theresa Nov 13 1900............17:102
Dickowski Frank of Frank and Paulina June 21 1897............16:311
Dickson Archie of John and Agnes Apr 30 1892............15:89
Dickson Edith E of George and Christina Feb 3 1891............15:22
Dickson Eva M of Nellie F Feb 28 1895............16:118
Dickson George of George and Christina Nov 23 1892............15:130
Dickson John A of John and Agnes Apr 2 1891............15:23
Dickson Justus C of Justus H and Eva E May 26 1899............16:482
DiCola Vincenzo S of Giuseppe S and Angela S July 25 1900............17:66
Dieotan Marie X of Louis and Emelia Aug 14 1900............17:72
DiCristoforo Constantino of Nicola and Feliciana Sept 8 1894............16:55
DiCristoforo Giuliano of Costantino and Anna M Mar 15 1895............16:121
DiCristoforo Michele of Luigi and Carolina Dec 10 1899............16:587
Diennino Carmine of Pietro and Luisa Dec 13 1894............16:90
Dideski Peter A of Alexander and Catherine Nov 21 1895............16:148
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Diedare Charles P of Joshua and Sarah 1 June 3 1896 ..... 16: 184
DiDomenica Serafina of Antonio and Canzianella Sept 22
1900 ........................................ 17: 85
DiDomenico Agostino S of Vincenzo and Antonietta Apr 12
1899 ........................................ 16: 481
Dietch Annie L of Anton and Anna M Feb 28 1895 ..... 16: 114
Dictz Andrew J H of Frederick G and Marion S Dec 15 1899, 16: 548
Dictz Christina A of Frederick and Anna S Oct 4 1896 ..... 16: 246
Dictz Harold A of Fred G and Marian S Dec 25 1895 ..... 16: 161
DiFante Maria of Gerardo and Lucia May 17 1898 ..... 16: 395
Difley Edward J of John J and Rosina Jan 16 1894 ..... 16: 28
Difley Elsie K of Patrick F and Mary Oct 7 1900 ..... 17: 90
Difley John of John J and Rosina Dec 25 1895 ..... 16: 164
Difley John F of Patrick F and Mary Apr 20 1898 ..... 16: 398
Difley Thomas P of John J and Rosina Dec 30 1900 ..... 17: 116
DiFine Antonietta of Michele and Maria Nov 15 1896 ..... 16: 236
Dilley Charles G of John J and Rosina Sept 13 1898 ..... 16: 446
Difangia Pasquale of Antonio and Consiglia Mar 8 1900 ..... 17: 20
DiFunco Genoella of Giovanni and Rosa Mar 6 1900 ..... 17: 19
Diggett Albert of Joseph and Catherine Dec 13 1898 ..... 16: 440
Diggett Arthur of Joseph and Catherine Aug 6 1896 ..... 16: 257
Diggett James H of Joseph H and Catherine Nov 29 1892 ..... 15: 130
Diggett Joseph E of Joseph and Katie July 21 1894 ..... 16: 80
Diggs Clara L (c) of Robert and Lavinia B Nov 24 1891 ..... 15: 37
Diggs Ethel M (c) of Ernest E and Mary L Aug 29 1898 ..... 16: 435
Diggs — (c) d of Ernest and Mary Nov 3 1896 ..... 16: 241
Diggs — (c) s of Ernest E and Mary L Nov 29 1890 ..... 17: 121
DiGiulio Andrea G of Bernardino and Carmina Jan 5 1899 ..... 16: 478
DiGrado Enrico A of Francesco and Catherine May 30 1893 ..... 15: 165
DiGrado Francesco of Francesco and Catherine Mar 2 1891 ..... 15: 26
DiIlorio Grazia of Vincenzo and Vittoria Nov 5 1899 ..... 16: 575
DiIlorio Maria of Giuseppe and Maria Jan 12 1898 ..... 16: 384
DiIlorio Nicandro of Giovanni and Annuziata June 26
1897 ........................................ 16: 315 and 324
DiIlorio Vincenzo of Giuseppe and Elisabetta Nov 28 1896 ..... 16: 260
DiIlorio Luigi of Giuseppe and Carmina June 29 1891 ..... 15: 21
DiIlallo Giustina of Pasquale and Carmina Nov 1 1896 ..... 16: 266
DiLaurenzo Antonio of Isabella and Maria Nov 27 1899 ..... 16: 539
Dillenbach Martha D of H Irving and Mildred A Sept 14 1896 ..... 15: 155
Dillenback Emil U of Hiram L and Mildred A May 23 1892 ..... 15: 84
Dillon Albert of Alfred and Mary J Apr 16 1897 ..... 16: 278
Dillon Anna F of George E and Ellen Aug 25 1894 ..... 16: 72
Dillon Catherine of Edward and Bridget Mar 5 1894 ..... 16: 38
Dillon Catherine of James P and Ann May 20 1892 ..... 15: 70
Dillon Edward of Edward and Mary V Feb 26 1891........... 15: 22
Dillon John J of Edward and Mary Oct 11 1900............... 17: 91
Dillon John J of William H and Mary A Mar 26 1899........ 16: 476
Dillon John T of John H and Margaret Oct 5 1892.......... 15: 124
Dillon Joseph A of John H and Margaret Nov 26 1898........ 16: 454
Dillon Julia of James P and Joanna Apr 1 1894............. 16: 6
Dillon Margaret of William P and Margaret July 28 1893.... 15: 170
Dillon Mary A of Edward and Bridget Apr 22 1892........... 15: 98
Dillon Mary M of James P and Joanna Dec 11 1898.......... 16: 423
Dillon Mary W of Edward and Mary A May 22 1898............ 16: 398
Dillon — d of Edward and Mary Sept 16 1893............... 15: 197
Dillon — s of Edward and Mary V June 23 1894............. 16: 35
Dillon — d of Edward P and Delia Apr 21 1898.............. 16: 468
Dillon — d of John D and Sarah A Jan 8 1892............... 15: 80
Dillon — s of John D and Sarah A Oct 28 1893.............. 15: 187
Dillon — d of John D and Sarah A Jan 14 1896............. 16: 198
DiLoia Gioconda of Nicola and Maria C June 8 1893......... 15: 145
DiLuca Vincenzo L of Michele and Giacinta Sept 9 1895.... 16: 166
DiLuca — s of Giovanni and Maria Jan 6 1897.............. 16: 364
DiLuglio Carmela of Domenico and Giovanna Nov 22 1899... 16: 576
DiLuglio Giovanni E G of Domenico and Giovanna Aug 26 1898 ... 16: 452
DiLuglio Maria of Domenico and Giovanna Oct 25 1891.... 15: 57
DiLuglio Rosa of Antonio and Maria Nov 3 1899.......... 16: 575
DiLuglio — s of Antonio and Maria June 21 1898......... 16: 404
DiMagistris Ida of Concetto and Carmela May 3 1900...... 17: 36
DiMagistris Raffaele of Mariano and Carmela Nov 14 1896... 16: 241
DiMaio Angelina of Aniello and Gabriella Mar 6 1896...... 16: 210
DiMaio Carmina of Francesco and Teresa Jan 25 1896...... 16: 209
DiMaio Filomena of Francesco and Giuseppa Aug 4 1898..... 16: 451
DiMaio Francesco of Aniello and Gabriella Jan 9 1900...... 17: 3
DiMaio Maria of Aniello and Gabriella Dec 16 1897...... 16: 352
DiMaio Maria A of Francesco and Maria G Aug 12 1900.... 17: 72
DiMaio Maria G of Francesco and Teresa Apr 24 1894... 16: 34
DiMaio Pasquale of Francesco and Giuseppa Mar 19 1897... 16: 302
DiMaio Raffaele of Francesco and Ceresina Sept 13 1892... 15: 123
diMarco Antonietta of Pasquale and Angela Sept 3 1892.... 15: 131
diMarco Carmina of Serafino and Rosa Feb 1 1893.......... 15: 141
DiMarco Filomena of Francesco, and Palmarosa July 23 1900... 17: 65
DiMarco Lorenzo of Serafino and Rosalina Aug 10 1891..... 15: 39
DiMarco Maria of Natale and Pia May 18 1896............. 16: 212
DiMarco Sabbatina of Vincenzo and Giuditta July 29 1897... 16: 348
DiMarco — d of Domenico and Maria May 25 1894........... 16: 13
DiMarto Francesco of Rosario and Rosina Sept 19 1893..... 15: 201
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

DiMasso Angelina of Antonio and Filomena Jan 27 1895...16: 98
DiMatteo Francesco of Rosario and Rosa Dec 19 1893...15: 204
DiMatteo Giovanna of Rosario and Rosina July 28 1895...16: 165
DiMatteo Rocco of Rosario and Rosina Mar 13 1900...17: 21
DiMatteo Teresa of Rosario and Rosina Mar 8 1897...16: 302
diMedeiros Marianno of Marianno L and Maria A Dec 27 1900.17: 115
DiMeglio Annunziata of Raffaele and Rosina Mar 14 1895...16: 121
DiMeglio Giovanna of Raffaele and Rosa Dec 22 1898...16: 455
DiMeglio Liberata of Raffaele and Rosina Feb 15 1893...15: 159
DiMeglio Nicola of Raffaele and Maria Mar 29 1897...16: 302
Dimente —- s of Sabatino and Concetta Dec 6 1899...16: 598
DiMeo Adelina R of Luigi and Maria Aug 2 1900...17: 69
DiMeo Antonio of Francesco and Marianna May 29 1900...17: 42
DiMeo Assunta of Domenico and Maria A Oct 3 1900...17: 88
DiMeo Domenico of Antonio and Addolorata Sept 12 1895...16: 166
DiMeo Domenico of Domenico and Maria A June 24 1897...16: 284
DiMeo Ernesta of Luigi and Maria May 15 1898...16: 382
DiMeo Giorgio of Antonio and Addolorata May 1 1898...16: 403
DiMeo Giovanna of Luigi and Maria July 13 1895...16: 142
DiMeo Pasqualino of Domenico and Mariantonia July 14 1896.16: 232
Dimes Robert F of Enstace W and Margaret J July 20 1900...17: 64
Dimes —- d of Enstace W and Margaret J May 24 1899...16: 595
DiMeo Filomena of Antonio and Addolorata Aug 2 1893...15: 200
Dimirri Luigi of Francesco and Addolorata June 6 1894...16: 14
DiMiro Anna A of Francesco and Addolorata Sept 21 1898.16: 453
DiMiro Vincenzo of Francesco and Addolorata Sept 7 1900.17: 80
Dinnick Henry S of Henry B L and Jennie W L Oct 20 1900.17: 94
Dimond Augustine T of Abraham and Estelle May 9 1899...16: 488
Dimond Charles A (c) of William H and Desdemona P June
25 1894 ...16: 31
Dimond Clara F of Fred H and Blanche Mar 7 1893...15: 153
Dimond Edward (c) of William and Desdemona Mar 5 1892.15: 86
Dimond Florence A E of Frederick H and Blanche B Sept 23 1896...16: 250
Dimond Frederick of William and Rose A Nov 30 1893...15: 191
Dimond Harriet of Jacob and Rachel Mar 31 1898...16: 390
Dimond Herbert X of Jacob and Rachel Oct 11 1899...16: 547
Dimond Rebecca of Wolf and Annie May 25 1893...15: 145
Dimond Theresa of William and Rose Nov 15 1891...15: 63
Dimond Vivian C of Abram and Estelle S July 27 1897...16: 333
DiMonte (Imondi) Carmine A of Sabatino and Concetta June
22 1898 ...16: 404
Dimsey Bertram Y of Joseph and Ida Sept 13 1898...16: 438
Dimsey Earl A of Joseph and Ida Sept 27 1895...16: 155
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Dimsey Ethel F of Eli and Eveline Sept 17 1891.............15: 48
Dimsey Harold M of Eli and Eveline Apr 1 1896.............16: 200
Dimsey -- d of Joseph and Ida Mar 8 1893.............15: 148
DiMucci Emil of Giovanni and Maria Jan 20 1896.............16: 208
DiMucci Filomena of Giovanni and Maria June 15 1899.............16: 506
DiMucci Maria C of Antonio and Carolina Aug 29 1900.............17: 77
DiMuccio Antonio of Antonio and Carolina Mar 13 1899.............16: 480
DiMuccio Giuseppa of Filomeno and Antonia Nov 12 1899.............16: 567
DiMuccio Luigi of Benedetto and Benedetta Sept 13 1897.............16: 355
DiMuccio Michele of Antonio and Carolina Dec 17 1896.............16: 238
DiMuccio Paolo of Giovanni and Maria May 1 1894.............16: 34
DiMuccio Teresa of Giovanni and Maria Oct 2 1897.............16: 350
Dingee Charles L of Leland H and Lillian M July 17 1898.............16: 441
Dingee George H of Leland H and Lillie N July 11 1892.............15: 117
Dinges Russell A of John H and Jennie N Nov 21 1900.............17: 104
Dingwell -- s of Joseph E and Sadie T Dec 7 1891.............15: 47
DiNicola Itala of Theodora and Maria A Apr 17 1893.............15: 144
Dimnay James of James L and Minnie Jan 9 1892.............15: 69
Dinnency Thomas H of Richard and Elizabeth A Oct 1 1893.............15: 201
Dinty Michael of Michael and Veronica Feb 16 1898.............16: 379
DiNuccio -- s of Marco and Theresa Nov 11 1900.............17: 120
DiNuccio -- d of Marco and Teresa Feb 11 1900.............17: 55
Dion Albert of Joseph A and Mary E Feb 20 1900.............17: 15
Dion Albert J of Joseph A and Mary E Feb 6 1894.............16: 21
Dion Catherine of Joseph A and Mary E Aug 31 1896.............16: 245
Dion George H of Joseph and Justine Dec 22 1900.............17: 113
Dion Hector of Joseph and Justina Aug 6 1896.............16: 240
Dion Hubert E of George H and Sarah Oct 26 1894.............16: 63
Dion Joseph N of Joseph and Delima Mar 1 1900.............17: 18
Dion Joseph U E of Joseph and Justine Mar 12 1898.............16: 407
Dion Narcisse of Joseph and Justina Nov 30 1899.............16: 586
Dion Philip of Joseph and Mary E July 20 1893.............16: 158
Dionne Antonia of Dontail and Annie Jan 31 1900.............17: 9
Dionne Aurice of Adelard and Delima Nov 18 1900.............17: 103
Dionne Eva M of Dontail and Annie Aug 3 1896.............16: 270
Dionne Joseph A D of Dontail and Marie A Dec 23 1897.............16: 369
Dionne Laura of Dontail and Emilia Dec 20 1900.............17: 112
DiOrio Alfredo of Raffaele and Caterina Dec 17 1899.............16: 577
DiOrio Anna of Giuseppe and Elisabetta Aug 16 1898.............16: 452
DiOrio Bernardino of Vincenzo and Vittoria Nov 6 1898.............16: 454
DiOrio Concetta of Gennaro and Carmina Aug 26 1893.............15: 201
DiOrio Elvina of Gennaro and Carmina May 12 1900.............17: 38
Di'Orio Giovanna of Gennaro and Carmina Sept 26 1897.............16: 350
Di'Orio Giuseppa of Giuseppe and Maria Mar 7 1900.............17: 19
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

DiIorio Saveria of Giuseppe and Maria Nov 17 1896 16:241
DiIorio — d of Giuseppe and Elisabetta June 21 1895 16:124
DiPalma Nunziata of Aniello and Lucia Apr 6 1897 16:289
DiPaolo Antonia C of Carmine and Filomena June 13 1899 16:518
DiPaolo Rosa M of Giuseppe and Vincenza Aug 15 1899 16:534
DiPasquale Albertina of Antonio and Lucrezia Feb 7 1898 16:400
DiPietro Giuseppe G of Francesco and Cherubina Feb 22 1899 16:503
DiPietro Vittoria of Domenico and Antonietta Jan 25 1899 16:502
DiPirro Michele of Paolo and Maria Feb 21 1900 17:15
DiQuattro Domenico of Alessandro and Maria Aug 5 1895 16:165
DiQuattro Fiorindo of Alessandro and Maria June 13 1898 16:404
DiQuattro Fiorindo V of Alessandro and Maria Aug 14 1899 16:571
DiQuattro Giuseppe of Vincenzo and Alfonsina Aug 22 1898 16:452
DiQuattro Maria of Francesco and Maria R May 9 1899 16:516
DiQuattro Maria R of Carmine and Angelina Sept 26 1898 16:428
DiQuattro Olando of Alessandro and Maria Oct 1 1896 16:240
DiQuattro Uberto of Pasquale and Carmela Apr 9 1899 16:516
DiQuattro — d of Pasquale and Carmine Oct 30 1897 16:351
Dirigo Mary J of Alessandro and Louisa Mar 3 1892 15:96
DiRobbio Angela of Luigi and Philomene Sept 22 1899 16:573
DiRobbio Antonio of Michele and Concetta May 8 1900 17:37
DiRobbio Maria A of Michele and Concetta May 17 1896 16:211
DiSaia Alfredo A of Costanzo and Carmela June 12 1897 16:304
DiSaia Filippo R of Costanzo and Carmela Apr 27 1892 15:89
DiSaia Oreste of Costanzo and Carmela Jan 22 1900 17:6
DiSandro Cosimo of Domenico and Lucia Dec 19 1897 16:330
DiSarro Alfredo A of Angelo and Maria A Dec 6 1898 16:455
DiSarro Antonio of Angelo and Mariana Nov 16 1895 16:168
DiSarro Assunta of Benedetto and Rosina May 19 1900 17:40
DiSarro Carmela of Francesco and Paolina June 19 1899 16:518
DiSarro Carmina of Francesco and Paola July 19 1899 16:570
DiSarro Concetta of Carmine and Angela Apr 20 1899 16:211
DiSarro Elvira of Carlo and Tomasina Aug 13 1894 16:76
DiSarro Ernesto of Carlo and Tomasina Feb 17 1899 16:503
DiSarro Giovanni of Carmine and Angela Oct 25 1898 16:453
DiSarro Giuseppe of Francesco and Paolina June 27 1897 16:304
Disbrow — d of Frederick A and Florence M May 23 1895 16:123
Disbury Kathleen of James and Kathleen June 16 1892 15:83
Disbury — d of James and Kathleen Nov 22 1893 15:183
Dispenza Maria of Giovanni and Teresa July 2 1894 16:74
Disley Mildred E of Henry P and Medora E Jan 19 1894 16:36
DiStefano Angela D of Raffaele and Fiorangela July 18 1891 15:56
DiStefano Arturo S of Luco and Amalia May 29 1899 16:505
DiStefano Carmela of Francesco and Giuseppina July 1899 16:533
DiStefano Giovanna M of Fioranelo and Clementina Sept 15 1896 .................................16:264
DiStefano Giuseppe M of Fioranello and Clementina Sept 15 1896 .................................16:264
DiStefano Michelina of Gaetano and Carmina June 22 1900  ..17:123
DiStefano Severina of Gaetano and Carmina Mar 12 1898  ..16:385
DiStefano Vergilia of Carmine and Marta Nov 6 1899  ..........16:575
DiStefano Vincenzo of Gaetano and Carmina Sept 15 1896,  ..16:271
Ditel John G T of John and Babetta Mar 18 1900 ................17: 23
DiTomaso Angela of Cosimo and Maria Mar 1 1896  ............16:189
DiTomaso Carmela of Antonio and Filomena Feb 16 1898  ....16:379
DiTomaso Giuseppe of Cosimo and Maria Apr 7 1897 ............16:282
DiTomaso — s of Antonio and Filomena Dec 30 1899  ..........16:598
DiTomasso — s of Giovanni and Teresa Jan 7 1900 ..............17: 2
DiTommaso Giuila of Alfonso and Filomena Mar 30 1900 .......17: 27
DiTommaso Maria C of Cosimo and Maria Mar 2 1900 ..........17: 18
DiTommaso Maria G of Antonio and Filomena Feb 18 1899 ....16:479
DiTommaso Maria P of Francesco and Giulia Apr 15 1900 ......17: 31
DiToro Nicola of Marco and Giulia Feb 8 1899 .................16:502
DiToro Vincenzo of Michele and Giuliana Aug 2 1897 .........16:348
Dittmar Alphonso of Bruno W and Mary J Nov 23 1897 .........16:339
DiTullo Giovanni of Dominico and Palma June 4 1891 ..........15: 31
Divai Luigi of Francesco and Angela Sept 29 1891 ..............15: 57
Dix — d of Arthur A and Clara G July 24 1896 .................16:244
Dixon Blanche L (c) of William and Ann E Aug 1 1892 .......15:120
Dixon Frank H of Charles S and Clara B July 15 1895 ........16:158
Dixon Harold M (c) of James E and Lottie V Dec 3 1898 ......16:449
Dixon — s of Charles E and Emma G Apr 21 1898 ...............16:398
Dixon — (c) d of James E and Lottie V Aug 10 1897 .........16:366
Dixon — (c) d of James P and Emily P June 11 1900 ..........17: 46
DiZazzo Maddalena of Crescenzo and Maria Feb 18 1900 ..........17: 14
DiZefaro Giuseppe A of Vincenzo and Maria C Sept 26 1900 . 17: 86
DiZefaro Michele A of Vincenzo and Maria C Aug 12 1897 ......16:348
DiZefaro Nicola M of Vincenzo and Maria C Dec 15 1898 ......16:455
Doane Myrtle L of Joshua F and Nellie Dee Sept 9 1895 ....16:180
Doane — of Charles H and Sadie Mar 8 1900 .................17:122
Dobson Clara of Walter and Ella E Oct 17 1897 ............16:357
Dobson Edna B of Joseph J and Hattie P Sept 28 1893 .......15:179
Dobson George P of William G and Elizabeth A Feb 25 1893 .15:142
Dobson Ida E of Walter and Ella E Feb 1 1894 ..............16: 37
Dobson Irvin J of William H and Mary E Apr 7 1892 ..........15: 93
Dobson Joseph A of William H and Mary E Dec 20 1896 ....16:231
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Dobson Nellie of Walter and Ella E Oct 17 1897.............16:357
Dobson William of Walter and Etta E July 25 1891............15:65
Dobson —— s of William G and Elizabeth A Aug 18 1895....16:143
Dobson —— s of William H and Mary E May 3 1895............16:96
Dobson —— d of William H and Mary E Oct 1 1898............16:422
Dockier Ernest R of Louis and Sarah M Feb 17 1898............16:389
Dockier Harold G of Thomas J and Priscilla Oct 24 1899....16:553
Dockery Catharine A of John and Catherine Dec 6 1899....16:568
Dockery Cecelia of John and Catherine Oct 16 1893............15:198
Dockery Mary E of John and Catherine July 16 1892............15:126
Dockray James of John F and Margaret Nov 22 1895............16:163
Dockray Joseph E of Peter and Anna Sept 18 1895..........16:172
Dockray Olive M of Michael J and Ellen T Mar 11 1894....16:38
Dockrey John of John and Catherine Oct 24 1897.............16:346
Dockry Arthur of Peter and Annie Nov 10 1896.................16:266
Dockry Emma M of Michael J and Ellen T July 16 1896....16:261
Dockry Joseph A of Michael J and Ellen T Apr 30 1899....16:511
Dodd Annie J of James H and Mary E July 16 1892............15:126
Dodd Eva F of James H and Mary E Dec 3 1893.................15:151
Dodd Fred B of John and Mary E Nov 16 1897.................16:329
Dodd Helena G of James H and Mary E Aug 24 1896............16:233
Dodd James H of James H and Mary E Sept 22 1898............16:427
Dodd Katharine of Edwin M and Ellen L Mar 24 1892....15:69
Dodd Margaret P of Edwin M and Ellen L Jan 23 1894...........16:5
Dodd Mary E of James H and Mary E May 30 1891.............15:9
Dodd Sarah V of James H and Mary E May 11 1893............16:102
Dodd William of John and Mary E June 26 1893............15:145
Dodge Benjamin F of John E and Rosanna Feb 16 1894.....16:5
Dodge Charles W of Frank W C and Sarah J May 6 1898....16:398
Dodge Clarence A of Adelbert and Mary E Apr 21 1897....16:278
Dodge Ida M of Ralph L and Leona M Feb 23 1900............17:15
Dodge Jessie A of Frank C and Jane Mar 10 1892............15:86
Dodge Mary E of John E and Rosanna Jan 23 1893...........15:153
Dodge Nina E of George A and Anna M Mar 15 1893....15:169
Dodge Rose E of John E and Rosanna Oct 2 1897.............16:322
Dodge William of John E and Rosanna Apr 25 1891............15:18
Doe Elden S of Elden W and Anna L Feb 3 1899............16:508
Doe James W of Elden W and Anna L June 12 1896............16:208
Doe Beatrice E of George C and Emma Sept 11 1896......16:234
Doe George C of George C and Anna M Sept 22 1893....15:179
Doe Gladys A of Frank H and Bertha S Aug 9 1898...........16:426
Doe Lillie A of Frank H and Bertha S Mar 3 1900............17:18
Doe Walter T of George C and Anna M Apr 7 1892............15:74
Doheney Florence I of Edward J and Ellen A Apr 30 1895....16:129
Doherty Grace M of Edward J and Ellen A Dec 3 1897....16:359
Doherty Abbie of James H and Catherine Apr 1 1893....15:143
Doherty Anna H of John J and Margaret Aug 8 1893....15:189
Doherty Annie E of Daniel J and Annie E Oct 30 1894....16:70
Doherty Beatrice of Patrick and Ann Sept 9 1895....16:172
Doherty Bridget A of Daniel J and Annie E June 20 1897....16:297
Doherty Catherine of Thomas and Annie Sept 1 1894....16:55
Doherty Daniel of Daniel and Margaret C Apr 25 1892....15:79
Doherty Daniel J of Daniel J and Fanny Oct 26 1892....15:118
Doherty Edward of Edward S and Mary T Mar 30 1900....17:27
Doherty Edward of John W and Nora Aug 12 1899....16:527
Doherty Ellen T of Martin J and Catherine Oct 24 1897....16:319
Doherty Harold P of John and Margaret Mar 16 1900....17:22
Doherty James of Edward S and Mary Aug 12 1891....15:39
Doherty James of Frank and Maria Mar 7 1897....16:287
Doherty James of Patrick and Annie Feb 11 1892....15:91
Doherty James E of Daniel J and Annie E Dec 23 1899....16:560
Doherty James E of James H and Catherine Dec 17 1891....15:42
Doherty James F of John and Mary A May 8 1893....15:144
Doherty Jane of Edward S and Mary T Feb 5 1899....16:475
Doherty Jennie of Cornelius and Jennie Aug 14 1891....15:56
Doherty John of Cornelius and Jennie Dec 15 1892....15:131
Doherty John of John and Catherine Apr 2 1894....16:29
Doherty John F of Francis and Maria Sept 28 1898....16:433
Doherty John J of John and Margaret T Oct 15 1894....16:67
Doherty Joseph of Edward S and Mary T Mar 15 1894....16:6
Doherty Joseph of John and Mary A June 22 1891....15:10
Doherty Margaret of John and Bridget Nov 20 1898....16:461
Doherty Margaret of Patrick and Ann Nov 24 1896....16:267
Doherty Margaret M of John and Bridget May 15 1900....17:39
Doherty Nora C of John and Nora Dec 9 1895....16:141
Doherty Raymond of John J and Margaret T Jan 21 1896....16:199
Doherty Rose A of Hugh and Rosa July 23 1898....16:434
Doherty Theresa of John W and Nora Feb 7 1897....16:277
Doherty William of Edward S and Mary T Mar 6 1896....16:185
Doherty William S of Patrick and Mary E Dec 18 1895....16:153
Doherty —— d of James H and Catherine Dec 20 1895....16:147
Dohoney Edward of William and Elizabeth May 2 1900....17:36
Dohoney George F of William and Catherine Apr 23 1894....16:7
Dohoney Mary E of William and Catherine E Feb 24 1891....15:7
Doiron Mary G of Samuel and Mary Feb 13 1900....17:13
Dolan Albert F of Frank C and Ida J Jan 13 1897....16:295
Dolan Annie G of James and Annie Nov 11 1894....16:58
Dolan Arthur J of Thomas J and Maria E July 6 1900....17:117
Dolan Bertha V of James P and Mary A Oct 18 1898..........16:439
Dolan Catherine of Michael and Catherine T July 1 1898...16:456
Dolan Catherine of Patrick J and Catherine Nov 21 1898...16:430
Dolan Catherine L of Robert F and Susannah Jan 12 1898...16:389
Dolan Celia of James and Catherine Oct 23 1891..............15:  41
Dolan Charles of William F and Lucy A Jan 24 1895.........16:  98
Dolan Ellen I of Michael and Catherine T July 5 1895......16:158
Dolan Estella M of Bartley and Delia Mar 19 1894..........16:  11
Dolan Esther of Francis and Mary Mar 29 1891..............15:  15
Dolan Florence M of Martin and Annie M Dec 8 1900.......17:109
Dolan Frank of Michael and Katie Oct 7 1892..............15:118
Dolan George W of Michael and Mary Feb 22 1899..........16: 475
Dolan Grace A of James H and Catherine Jan 14 1895....16:  95
Dolan James of John and Catherine Dec 16 1898...........16:462
Dolan James of Michael and Catherine T May 27 1891....15: 19
Dolan James F of William H and Winifred June 3 1895....16:119
Dolan James G of Patrick and Catharine Dec 20 1900......17:112
Dolan Jennie of Patrick and Catherine Sept 10 1896.....16:264
Dolan Jennie L of William and Ellen Sept 2 1900......17:  78
Dolan Johanna of Philip and Margaret Mar 18 1898........16:390
Dolan John C of John and Hannah Feb 19 1899...........16: 479
Dolan John D of James P and Mary A Oct 18 1898........16:439
Dolan Josie V of John J and Elizabeth Dec 31 1896.....16:248
Dolan Kathleen of James P and Mary A Feb 27 1893.......15:156
Dolan Lena M of John and Eliza Feb 1 1894..............16:  21
Dolan Leo F of James and Mary Sept 8 1893..............15:174
Dolan Leo F of James and Mary Sept 8 1894..............16:  55
Dolan Lucy of William F and Lucy A Mar 26 1898..........16:380
Dolan Margaret of Patrick J and Annie M Sept 11 1893...15:207
Dolan Marguerite J of James P and Mary A Dec 26 1896...16:255
Dolan Mary of John and Mary J June 18 1891...........15:  16
Dolan Mary C of Michael and Mary A Dec 25 1896........16:231
Dolan Mary E of James P and Mary A July 28 1891.......15:  53
Dolan Mary E of John and Catharine Jan 29 1900.........17:   8
Dolan Mary E of John and Hannah Apr 8 1897...........16:282
Dolan May of John and Winifred June 14 1897...........16:279
Dolan Nellie of William and Ellen Dec 12 1898........16:449
Dolan Thomas of Michael and Mary Nov 21 1894........16:  52
Dolan Thomas E of John F and Winifred June 28 1895...16:104
Dolan Thomas F of James H and Catherine A July 11 1897..16:320
Dolan Thomas H of Thomas and Maria July 28 1898........16:445
Dolan Thomas J of Patrick and Catherine May 25 1893......15:140
Dolan Veronica of James H and Catherine July 25 1900....17:  66

FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
DiStefano Giovanna M of Fiorangelo and Clementina Sept 15
1896 ......................................................... 16:264
DiStefano Giuseppe M of Fiorangelo and Clementina Sept 15
1896 ......................................................... 16:264
DiStefano Micheline of Gaetano and Carmine June 22 1900. 17:123
DiStefano Severina of Gaetano and Carmine Mar 12 1898. 16:385
DiStefano Vergilia of Carmine and Marta Nov 6 1899. 16:575
DiStefano Vincenzo of Gaetano and Carmilla Sept 15 1896. 16:271
DiTomaso John G T of John and Babetta Mar 18 1900. 17:23
DiTomaso Angela of Cosimo and Maria Mar 1 1896. 16:189
DiTomaso Carmela of Antonio and Filomena Feb 16 1898. 16:379
DiTomaso Giuseppe of Cosimo and Maria Apr 7 1897. 16:282
DiTomaso —— s of Antonio and Filomena Dec 30 1899. 16:598
DiTomaso —— s of Giovanni and Teresa Jan 7 1900. 17:2
DiTomaso Giulia of Alfonso and Filomena Mar 30 1900. 17:27
DiTomaso Maria C of Cosimo and Maria Mar 2 1900. 17:18
DiTomaso Maria G of Antonio and Filomena Feb 18 1899. 16:479
DiTomaso Maria P of Francesco and Giulia Apr 15 1900. 17:31
DiToro Nicola of Marco and Giulia Feb 8 1899. 16:502
DiToro Vincenzo of Michele and Giuliana Aug 2 1897. 16:348
Dittmar Alphonso of Bruno W and Mary J Nov 23 1897. 16:339
DiTulio Giovanni of Dominico and Palma June 4 1891. 15:31
DiVaiia Luigi of Francesco and Angela Sept 29 1891. 15:57
Dix —— d of Arthur A and Clara G July 24 1896. 16:244
Dixon Blanche L (c) of William and Ann E Aug 1 1892. 15:120
Dixon Frank H of Charles S and Clara B July 15 1895. 16:158
Dixon Harold M (c) of James E and Lottie V Dec 3 1898. 16:449
Dixon —— s of Charles E and Emma G Apr 21 1898. 16:398
Dixon —— (c) d of James E and Lottie V Aug 10 1897. 16:366
Dixon —— (c) d of James P and Emily P June 11 1900. 17:46
DiZazzo Maddalena of Crescendo and Maria Feb 18 1900. 17:14
DiZefaro Giuseppe A of Vincenzo and Maria C Sept 26 1900. 17:86
DiZefaro Michele A of Vincenzo and Maria C Aug 12 1897. 16:348
DiZefaro Nicola M of Vincenzo and Maria C Dec 15 1898. 16:455
Doane Albion S of Albion S and Elleva C Aug 9 1893. 15:170
Doane Myrtle L of Joshua F and Nellie Dec 9 1895. 16:180
Doane —— of Charles H and Sadie Mar 8 1900. 17:122
Doane —— s of Charles H and Sarah A Oct 25 1898. 16:470
Dobson Clara of Walter and Ella E Oct 17 1897. 16:357
Dobson Edna B of Joseph J and Hattie P Sept 28 1893. 15:179
Dobson George P of William G and Elizabeth A Feb 25 1893. 15:142
Dobson Ida E of Walter and Ella E Feb 1 1894. 16:37
Dobson Irvin J of William H and Mary E Apr 7 1892. 15:93
Dobson Joseph A of William H and Mary E Dec 20 1896. 16:231
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Dobson Nellie of Walter and Ella E Oct 17 1897............ 16:357
Dobson William of Walter and Etta E July 25 1891........... 15:65
Dobson —— s of William G and Elizabeth A Aug 18 1895...... 16:143
Dobson —— s of William H and Mary E May 3 1895............ 16:96
Dobson — d of William H and Mary E Oct 1 1898............. 16:422
Dock E R of Louis and Sarah M Feb 17 1898................ 16:389
Dock Harold G of Thomas J and Priscilla Oct 24 1899....... 16:553
Dockery Catharine A of John and Catharine Dec 6 1899....... 16:568
Dockery Cecelia of John and Catherine Oct 16 1893.......... 15:198
Dockery Mary E of John and Catherine July 16 1892.......... 15:126
Dockray James of John F and Margaret Nov 22 1895........... 16:163
Dockray Joseph E of Peter and Anna Sept 18 1895............ 16:172
Dockray Olive M of Michael J and Ellen T Mar 11 1894....... 16:38
Dockrey John of John and Catherine Oct 24 1897............. 16:346
Dockrey Arthur of Peter and Annie Nov 10 1896............. 16:266
Dockry Emma M of Michael J and Ellen T July 16 1896....... 16:261
Dockry Joseph A of Michael J and Ellen T Apr 30 1899....... 16:511
Dodd Annie J of James H and Mary E July 16 1892............ 15:126
Dodd Eva F of James H and Mary E Dec 3 1893................. 15:181
Dodd Fred B of John and Mary E Nov 16 1897................. 16:329
Dodd Helena G of James H and Mary E Aug 24 1896............ 16:233
Dodd James H of James H and Mary E Sept 22 1898............. 16:427
Dodd Katharine of Edwin M and Ellen L Mar 24 1892........... 15:69
Dodd Margaret P of Edwin M and Ellen L Jan 23 1894........... 16:5
Dodd Mary E of James H and Mary E May 30 1891.............. 15:9
Dodd Sarah V of James H and Mary E May 11 1895............. 16:102
Dodd William of John and Mary E June 26 1893............... 15:145
Dodge Benjamin F of John E and Rosanna Feb 16 1894......... 16:5
Dodge Charles W of Frank W C and Sarah J May 6 1898....... 16:398
Dodge Clarence A of Adelbert and Mary E Apr 21 1897........ 16:278
Dodge Ida M of Ralph L and Leona M Feb 23 1900.............. 17:15
Dodge Jessie A of Frank C and Jane Mar 10 1892............. 15:86
Dodge Mary E of John E and Rosanna Jan 23 1893............. 15:153
Dodge Nina E of George A and Anna M Mar 15 1893............ 15:169
Dodge Rose E of John E and Rosanna Oct 2 1897.............. 16:322
Dodge William of John E and Rosanna Apr 25 1891............ 15:18
Doe Elden S of Elden W and Anna L Feb 3 1899.............. 16:508
Doe James W of Elden W and Anna L June 12 1896............. 16:208
Doe Beatrice E of George C and Emma Sept 11 1896........... 16:234
Doe George C of George C and Anna M Sept 22 1893........... 15:179
Doe Gladys A of Frank H and Bertha S Aug 9 1898............ 16:426
Doe Lillie A of Frank H and Bertha S Mar 3 1900............ 17:18
Doe Walter T of George C and Emma M Apr 7 1892............. 15:74
Dohney Florence I of Edward J and Ellen A Apr 30 1895...... 16:129
Dolan William of Michael and Marie Aug 2 1896...........16:249
Dolan William F of John and Elizabeth E Sept 24 1899....16:552
Dolan William F of William F and Lucy A Nov 19 1891....15: 42
Dolan William J of William and Ellen July 5 1893.........15:213
Dolan William J of William H and Winifred July 22 1893..15:193
Dolan ----- s of Michael and Mary Oct 24 1891..............15: 37
Dolan ----- s of Patrick and Bridget Oct 21 1893.........15:191
Dolan ----- s of Patrick and Catherine Apr 21 1894........16: 7
Dolan ----- s of William and Lucy Mar 1 1897..............16:364
Dolan ----- s of William F and Lucy A May 11 1900........17: 56
Dolan ----- s of William H and Winifred Apr 13 1892.......15: 86
Dolberg Carl of Charles and Clara Apr 12 1892.........15: 82
Dolberg Max of Charles and Clara July 25 1898...........16:437
Dolberg Sam of Charles and Clara Feb 12 1896..............16:199
Dolce Giuseppe of Angelo and Sabbatina Oct 3 1891.......15: 41
d'Oliviera Maria of Manoel V and Maria R Mar 21 1892.....15: 67
Doll George C of Henry and Hattie Aug 22 1898...........16:457
Dolley Mary M of Albert M and Marion S May 5 1893......15:151
Dolloff Chester R of Fred E and Julia E May 7 1897......16:278
Dolman William II of William and Florence M June 11 1897..16:300
Domoreski Adam of Felix and Mary June 24 1900..........17: 50
Donagan Viola B (c) of William F and Lillie Feb 15 1892...15: 83
Donagan ----- d of Patrick and Bridget Jan 27 1898.......16:359
Donaghey Alva J of Joseph and Ellen Mar 2 1896.........16:206
Donaghey Gladys R of William H and Susan A Jan 9 1900...17:  3
Donaghey Hazel E of Joseph and Ellen Mar 2 1896........16:206
Donaghey Henrietta M of Joseph and Ellen C Feb 22 1892...15: 88
Donaghey Russell A of William H and Susan A Feb 10 1897..16:298
Donaghey Ruth M of William H and Susan A Apr 9 1894......16: 30
Donaghey Walter A C of William H and Susan A July 2 1892.15:119
Donaghue Joseph of John and Mary A Sept 1896............16:217
Donahue Annie T of James and Bridget Jan 17 1892........15: 91
Donahue Arthur V of James and Bridget July 19 1894......16: 80
Donahoe Helen of John and Kate P August 13 1891.........15: 32
Donahoe Thomas E of John and Bridget Sept 9 1894.......16: 87
Donahue Alice E of Edward H and Alice C Sept 21 1899....16:536
Donahue Anna T of Patrick and Lizzie Oct 16 1898........16:428
Donahue Annie of William and Ellen July 22 1896.........16:261
Donahue Annie E of James J and Annie Oct 7 1897.........16:356
Donahue Annie T of John and Mary Sept 3 1898............16:458
Donahue Agnes A of James and Annie May 6 1899...........16:474
Donahue Catherine of John and Mary Mar 28 1895........16:128
Donahue Catherine of Murtanagh and Margaret Oct 19 1896..16:258
Donahue Catherine of Patrick and Catherine July 11 1892.15:132
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Donahue Catherine of Thomas H and Catherine G June 29 1892 .................................................. 15: 71
Donahue Catherine of Thomas J and Catherine J Aug 26 1894 16: 82
Donahue Catherine E of John and Mary E Mar 13 1898 .. 16: 387
Donahue Edward of Thomas F and Mary H Sept 26 1898 16: 459
Donahue Edward F of Patrick and Kate Aug 18 1896 16: 233
Donahue Edward L of John F and Mary I Nov 24 1892 15: 113
Donahue Edward M of James and Annie Aug 22 1897 16: 321
Donahue Edwin of John F and Catherine Nov 30 1897 16: 320
Donahue Elizabeth of Patrick and Elizabeth Dec 10 1894 16: 61
Donahue Elizabeth A of John F and Annie Aug 13 1892 15: 120
Donahue Ella T of John and Mary E Jan 2 1896 16: 196
Donahue Ellen of John and Mary Mar 15 1897 16: 274
Donahue Ellen V of Maurice and Ellen Jan 12 1893 13: 158
Donahue Florence E of Francis G and Mary A Feb 3 1891 15: 7
Donahue Francis L of John F and Mary I Feb 3 1895 16: 125
Donahue Francis R of Jeremiah J and Kate Sept 14 1895 16: 139
Donahue George F of George F and Mary A Apr 24 1893 15: 144
Donahue Gertrude of Thomas F and Mary H Jan 27 1897 16: 301
Donahue Harold E of Francis G and Mary A Feb 9 1900 17: 11
Donahue Henry of William and Ellen Aug 25 1898 16: 457
Donahue Irena of Thomas and Catherine J Dec 8 1897 16: 339
Donahue James of Arthur and Anna Nov 26 1895 16: 163
Donahue James of James J and Annie Oct 27 1895 16: 140
Donahue James of William and Ellen Dec 17 1900 17: 111
Donahue James A of John F and Catharine June 17 1900 17: 48
Donahue James B of John F and Mary I Aug 29 1897 16: 355
Donahue James F of Peter and Bridget Feb 11 1891 15: 15
Donahue James S of James A and Sarah Dec 6 1892 15: 125
Donahue Jeremiah F of Michael and Hannah July 18 1900 17: 64
Donahue John of John F and Mary Sept 23 1896 16: 264
Donahue John F of Arthur and Annie P Apr 5 1898 16: 384
Donahue John J of James and Annie May 30 1893 15: 140
Donahue John J of Michael J and Bridget Sept 3 1900 17: 79
Donahue John J of Michael J and Ellen May 20 1898 16: 387
Donahue John J of Murtagh and Margaret Jan 5 1899 16: 501
Donahue John P of John J and Mary A Mar 23 1900 17: 21
Donahue Joseph J of John F and Mary I Mar 21 1900 17: 24
Donahue Joseph L of William and Ellen Mar 3 1894 16: 38
Donahue Joseph M of John A and Nellie Dec 15 1898 16: 462
Donahue Lawrence of John and Mary Oct 7 1898 16: 459
Donahue Margaret of John P and Mary A Aug 16 1898 16: 418
Donahue Margaret A of Murtagh and Margaret Feb 2 1894 16: 32
Donahue Margaret V of John T and Bridget Dec 17 1900 17: 111
Donahue Margery of James J and Annie Jan 4 1900 17: 1
Donahue Mary of Thomas J and Katie J May 15 1892. . . . . 15: 94
Donahue Mary A of Frank and Mary A Oct 7 1897. . . . . 16: 327
Donahue Mary A of John and Mary Oct 11 1892. . . . . 15: 128
Donahue Mary A of John and Mary E Jan 31 1892. . . . . 15: 78
Donahue Mary C of John P and Mary A Dec 10 1895. . . . . 16: 137
Donahue Mary E of Murtaugh and Margaret Dec 15 1892. . . . . 15: 125
Donahue Mary F of James and Annie Dec 10 1891. . . . . 15: 38
Donahue Mary I of John F and Mary I Apr 20 1891. . . . . 15: 28
Donahue Pauline of Thomas F and Mary H Mar 26 1893. . . . . 15: 159
Donahue Raymond G of Francis G and Mary A Feb 9 1900. . . 17: 11
Donahue Rose M of John and Mary W Oct 9 1894. . . . . A1: 31
Donahue Thomas of James and Annie May 6 1895. . . . . 16: 96
Donahue Thomas of Thomas F and Mary H Dec 16 1894. . . . . 16: 79
Donahue Thomas E of Francis G and Mary A Oct 10 1895. . . . . 16: 145
Donahue Thomas F of Arthur S and Julia J Feb 17 1892. . . . . 15: 92
Donahue Thomas G of Thomas and Katherine Aug 14 1900. . . . . 17: 72
Donahue William A of John and Bridget Nov 15 1891. . . . . 15: 46
Donahue William H of William and Ellen Nov 2 1892. . . . . 15: 129
Donahue William J of John F and Catherine Jan 26 1896. . . . . 16: 181
Donahue William P of Michael J and Ellen M Mar 14 1900. . . . . 17: 22
Donahue —— s of Arthur and Julia Dec 31 1893. . . . . . . . 15: 212
Donahue —— d of John and Mary Dec 2 1892. . . . . . . . . . 15: 130
Donahue —— s of Mary Jan 24 1894. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 15
Donahue —— s of Murtagh and Margaret June 13 1895. . . . . 16: 124
Donahue —— d of Murtha and Margaret Sept 23 1900. . . . . . . . 17: 85
Donahy Francis S of James and Bridget Dec 31 1896. . . . . . . . 16: 268
Donahy Jennie of James and Bridget Mar 21 1893. . . . . . . . 15: 164
Donahy Susan J of James and Bridget Aug 18 1895. . . . . . . . 16: 171
Donahy Thomas A of James and Bridget June 5 1900. . . . . . . . 17: 45
Donahy —— d of John and Mary Apr 18 1894. . . . . . . . . . 16: 17
Donald Clifford A of Herbert A and Edith A May 9 1893. . . . . 15: 157
Donalds Earle H of Herbert A and Edith A Mar 28 1899. . . . . 16: 516
Donaldis George B of Herbert A and Edith A Mar 28 1899. . . . . 16: 516
Donaldson —— d of James and Agnes Nov 4 1891. . . . . . . . 15: 58
Donavan Jane of William H and Ellen Oct 17 1894. . . . . . . . 16: 57
Donavan Mary H of James F and Mary Nov 8 1895. . . . . . . . 16: 146
Dondees Sarah of Abram and Lizzie Apr 20 1896. . . . . . . . . 16: 191
Donegan Frederick L of Lawrence and Mary E Aug 20 1893. . . . . 15: 200
Donegan John M of Lawrence and Mary E Oct 20 1899. . . . . 16: 584
Donegan Margaret M of Lawrence and Mary Oct 12 1896. . . . . 16: 258
Donegan Mary T of William H and Margaret E Aug 13 1895. . . . . 16: 188
Donivan Leo of Henry P and Margaret A Oct 11 1899. . . . . . . . 16: 523
Donivan Willia R of Henry P and Margaret Jan 10 1895. . . . . 16: 91
Donlyhan Mollie of Sigmund and Sophie Oct 15 1900. . . . . . . . 17: 92
Donkersley Lillian E of James A and Mary E Mar 16 1900. . . . . 17: 22
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Donnelly Margaret A of Patrick F and Margaret Sept 8 1897.16:355
Donle Adeline E of Charles B and Sarah E Dec 28 1892.15:131
Donle Miriam R of Charles B and Sarah E Oct 17 1897.16:357
Donley John of Arthur and Jane Jan 17 1892.15:71
Donley —— s of Margaret Dec 7 1898.16:449
Donlon Enaline C of Thomas W and Mary E Apr 18 1893.15:157
Donlon Mabel F of Patrick and Margaret July 31 1894.16:81
Donnelly Walter B of John J and Mary E Dec 1 1892.15:121
Donnelly Agnes T of Arthur and Jane July 23 1893.15:177
Donnelly Anna of Henry W and Josephine T Dec 5 1896.16:270
Donnelly Annie V of Patrick and Catherine Mar 7 1894.16:2
Donnelly Arthur of Arthur and Mary A May 20 1891.15:13
Donnelly Arthur J of Arthur and Jennie Jan 27 1898.16:378
Donnelly Austin J of John J and Mary E Aug 31 1898.16:446
Donnelly Bridget of Thomas and Annie Aug 29 1893.15:186
Donnelly Catherine of James E and Catherine L Oct 2 1900.17:88
Donnelly Catherine E of Patrick and Ann Jan 25 1897.16:288
Donnelly Catherine G of John J and Catherine R Apr 29 1900.17:35
Donnelly Chester W of Peter and Margaret Sept 1 1895.16:144
Donnelly Edward of John J and Catherine June 14 1898.16:382
Donnelly Edward G of Peter and Margaret Nov 12 1893.15:210
Donnelly Elizabeth of Thomas and Annie Mar 16 1898.16:380
Donnelly Elizabeth E of Patrick and Catherine Dec 18 1898.16:455
Donnelly Eva of John P and Mary J Feb 12 1893.15:163
Donnelly Francis of Joseph and Delia July 14 1891.15:53
Donnelly Francis J of Frank and Catherine Apr 24 1891.15:16
Donnelly Francis J of John and Ellen Dec 1 1900.17:107
Donnelly Francis J of William F and Annie May 4 1899.16:500
Donnelly Frank of William G and Lydia B Oct 9 1898.16:447
Donnelly Henry of Peter and Margaret July 27 1891.15:59
Donnelly Henry T of Patrick and Jennie Aug 12 1893.15:186
Donnelly Hugh of Joseph and Ellen May 17 1894.16:34
Donnelly Ida C of Patrick F and Agnes Aug 4 1899.16:579
Donnelly James of John P and Mary Oct 11 1897.16:357
Donnelly James E of James E and Catherine Aug 5 1899.16:545
Donnelly James H of Peter and Rose E Sept 29 1900.17:87
Donnelly John B of Patrick and Jane A June 9 1898.16:388
Donnelly John C of Patrick and Catherine T Jan 2 1896.16:298
Donnelly John H of John P and Mary J May 2 1894.16:40
Donnelly John J of Bernard and Mattie June 24 1892.15:77
Donnelly John J of John J and Catherine R Jan 5 1897.16:270
Donnelly John J of Owen and Ella June 2 1899.16:482
Donnelly John L of Thomas and Annie Apr 25 1895.16:102
Donnelly Katherine of John and Sarah A Oct 7 1893.15:190
Donnelly Leo M of Michael M and Mary L Sept 28 1894.16:66
BIRTHS

Donnelly Lorretta of James E and Mary A June 20 1895....16:113
Donnelly Louis J of Patrick and Catherine T July 30 1897....16:318
Donnelly Madelene of Charles J and Bridget A Dec 25 1899....16:555
Donnelly Madeline of John and Mary July 19 1895....16:170
Donnelly Magdalen S of Bernard and Mattie Feb 3 1896....16:196
Donnelly Margaret of Frank and Annie Nov 13 1898....16:448
Donnelly Margaret of Joseph and Delia July 23 1900....17:65
Donnelly Margaret A of Bernard and Mary June 14 1893....15:166
Donnelly Marie of James E and Mary A Oct 12 1897....16:334
Donnelly Mary of John P and Mary J Jan 10 1896....16:213
Donnelly Mary of Patrick and Catherine T Dec 5 1891....15:34
Donnelly Mary C of John and Rose June 22 1900....17:49
Donnelly Mary E of John J and Mary E Aug 17 1900....17:73
Donnelly Mary E of Michael and Delia Nov 27 1900....17:106
Donnelly Mary E of Owen and Ella June 23 1895....16:103
Donnelly Mary J of Bernard and Mattie Jan 9 1891....15:11
Donnelly Mary K of Thomas and Annie July 10 1892....15:103
Donnelly Mary M of Patrick and Annie Feb 13 1893....15:150
Donnelly Patrick of Patrick and Jane Aug 10 1900....17:71
Donnelly Patrick J of John and Sarah A Nov 11 1894....16:78
Donnelly Rosanna of Joseph and Ellen Mar 7 1892....15:89
Donnelly Rose A of John J and Katherine R Nov 5 1895....16:146
Donnelly Sarah of James A and Mary A July 30 1897....16:354
Donnelly Thomas of Arthur and Mary A May 20 1891....15:13
Donnelly Thomas F of Thomas F and Annie Sept 2 1900....17:78
Donnelly Thomas J of Edward F and Mary Oct 9 1891....15:54
Donnelly Thomas J of John P and Mary Sept 10 1899....16:582
Donnelly Thomas M of James A and Mary A Sept 5 1899....16:581
Donnelly Thomas P of Joseph T and Bridget Sept 6 1895....16:162
Donnelly Walter F of John and Mary J Mar 13 1893....15:163
Donnelly William of Joseph T and Bridget T Aug 1 1893....15:196
Donnelly William B of Bernard and Mattie Feb 6 1898....16:386
Donnelly William H of John and Mary J Nov 29 1897....16:359
Donnelly — d of Annie July 24 1896....16:249
Donnelly — s of John F and Rosanna Nov 6 1898....16:443
Donnelly — s of Katie Dec 31 1898....16:424
Donnelly — s of Nellie Sept 7 1899....16:512
Donnigan John F of Thomas and Maria May 10 1895....16:96
Donohue Rose M of John and Winifred Oct 9 1894....16:77
Donohue William F of Thomas F and Annie M May 23 1900....17:41
Donohue Dorothy of Thomas and Annie Mar 16 1898....16:394
Donohue Esther of John F and Annie Apr 20 1897....16:314
Donohue Margaret J of John and Mary E Jan 11 1894....16:18
Donohue — d of Kate July 2 1896....16:238
Donohue — d of Thomas F and Annie M May 14 1899....16:595
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Donovan Angela of Daniel and Mary Aug 31 1898.............16:418
Donovan Annie of William H and Nellie P Sept 18 1891.....15: 40
Donovan Annie M of Thomas P and Mary V May 1 1896.....16:183
Donovan Catherine of John and Nora Apr 6 1896............16:182
Donovan Catherine of Joseph and Margaret May 8 1895.....16: 96
Donovan Catherine of Thomas A and Mary L Sept 7 1895.....16:355
Donovan Charles F of Henry P and Margaret A Feb 10 1897..16:273
Donovan Clarence J of Thomas J and Mary E Sept 29 1891..15: 57
Donovan Daniel G of Joseph and Margaret Aug 3 1891.....15: 35
Donovan Edward J of Daniel H and Mary Jan 26 1897........16:285
Donovan Edwin of Timothy and Agnes July 31 1898...........16:441
Donovan Ella I of Thomas J and Mary E Feb 11 1894........16: 5
Donovan Fannie of Joseph and Margaret May 8 1895........16: 96
Donovan Francis of Thomas A and Mary L Feb 2 1899......16:508
Donovan Frank of John and Nora May 16 1892...............15: 68
Donovan Franklin F of Thomas J and Mary E Oct 8 1897.....16:322
Donovan Frederick J of Dennis J and Kate Dec 22 1896.....16:238
Donovan George W of George W and Elizabeth A July 23 1895..................16:170
Donovan Henry J of Henry P and Margaret A Dec 1 1892...15:101
Donovan Howard J of Henry and Nellie A Jan 1 1896......16:229
Donovan Irene of Daniel J and Catherine L Aug 14 1895...16:159
Donovan James of John and Nora Sept 30 1896..............16:240
Donovan Jane of Joseph and Margaret May 31 1897........16:278
Donovan Jeremiah A of John and Nora Apr 12 1894.........16: 3
Donovan John of James and Catherine Aug 6 1899..........16:521
Donovan John of James and Mary A Oct 26 1893.............15:202
Donovan John C T of Daniel and Mary A Mar 22 1899......16:473
Donovan John P of John and Honora June 30 1895........16: 94
Donovan Julia L of Patrick and Catherine A Aug 2 1897...16:317
Donovan Margaret of John and Honora Aug 1 1898........16:417
Donovan Margaret of John P and Nora Apr 11 1894.........16: 3
Donovan Margaret of Joseph and Margaret June 1 1893....15:140
Donovan Margaret of William H and Ellen P Feb 28 1899...16:480
Donovan Margaret M of Thomas P and Mary B Feb 14 1894...16: 1
Donovan Mary of Patrick F and Marietta W Nov 26 1893...15:211
Donovan Mary E of John and Ellen J May 8 1898............16:376
Donovan Mary E of John and Nora Mar 15 1893.............15:159
Donovan Mary F of Daniel and Mary Mar 4 1897.............16:274
Donovan Mary V of Dennis and Kate Jan 16 1895............16: 98
Donovan Raymond of Thomas P and Mary B Apr 18 1891.....15: 30
Donovan Robert of Thomas F and Mary E July 1 1896.......16:261
Donovan Thomas F of Thomas R and Jane T Sept 29 1897....16:356
Donovan Thomas H of Daniel H and Mary Apr 28 1894......16: 3
Donovan William of Thomas B and Jane T Nov 4 1891......15: 55
Donovan William J of Thomas J and Margaret J May 30 1892.15: 75
Donovan —— s of Mannie Aug 20 1899.16: 542
Donovan —— d of Mary Dec 5 1898.16: 470
Doogan Richard of Richard and Ellen Dec 9 1897.16: 344
Doolan John J of John and Mary Apr 15 1891.16: 23
Doolan Mary E of Edward and Annie June 3 1895.16: 123
Doolan Agnes of John and Delia Oct 20 1895.16: 174
Dooley Annie A of James and Margaret May 28 1894.16: 41
Dooly Catherine of Edward and Annie Aug 24 1893.15: 201
Dooly Edward of Edward and Annie Apr 2 1899.16: 504
Dooly Elizabeth E of James and Elizabeth Nov 20 1891.15: 58
Dooly James of John and Delia Nov 23 1891.15: 63
Dooly James of John and Delia A Dec 7 1896.16: 267
Dooly John of John and Delia Nov 25 1891.15: 63
Dooly John L of John and Delia June 13 1900.17: 47
Dooly Margaret of Edward and Annie June 4 1895.16: 123
Dooly Margaret of John and Delia Nov 14 1894.16: 85
Dooly Margaret E of John and Margaret Feb 11 1897.16: 307
Dooly Mary A of Edward and Annie Mar 20 1892.15: 89
Dooly Patrick J of John and Margaret July 25 1892.15: 126
Dooly Sarah of Edward and Annie Jan 31 1897.16: 301
Dooly Stephen of John and Margaret Feb 11 1896.16: 214
Dooly Susan R of John and Delia A June 4 1893.15: 165
Dooly Thomas F of John and Margaret Mar 31 1894.16: 39
Dooly Thomas G of James and Margaret July 4 1892.15: 126
Dooling Helena M of John and Mary Feb 7 1898.16: 400
Dooling Jennie T of John and Mary Feb 7 1898.16: 400
Dooling Joseph H of John and Mary June 12 1893.15: 161 and 200
Dooling Lauretta M of John and Mary May 20 1900.17: 40
Dooling Mary E of John and Mary A May 23 1895.16: 123
Dooonan Annie of William E and Julia A Sept 12 1896.16: 258
Dooonan Charles of William E and Julia A July 28 1894.16: 75
Dooonan Elizabeth of Charles H and Mary A Jan 23 1897.16: 306
Dooonan John of William E and Julia Dec 5 1898.16: 455
Dooonan Juliette of William E and Julia A Aug 1 1900.17: 69
Dooonan Madeline I of Charles H and Mary A Feb 28 1892.15: 92
Dooonan Thomas of James and Catherine July 17 1895.16: 142
Dooonan William of William E and Julia A Apr 29 1892.15: 89
Dooonan William H of William H and Margaret J Sept 22 1900.17: 85
Doon —— d of James F and Nellie Dec 9 1895.16: 164
Doorley Edward F of James and Margaret Jan 18 1891.15: 25
Doorley Edward M of Patrick J and Bridget Aug 27 1899.16: 581
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.  

Doorley Ellen of James and Margaret T Oct 9 1897..............16:356
Doorley James H of Patrick J and Bridget A Feb 16 1895..16:126
Doorley John F of Patrick and Bridget Oct 27 1896........16:266
Doorley Mary F of James and Margaret Dec 3 1895........16:175
Doran Annie U of Pierce and Mary J Aug 1 1893............15:174
Doran Catherine of Patrick M and Margaret L Nov 24 1892,15:105
Doran Catherine of Pierce and Mary J Jan 28 1900...........17: 8
Doran James L of Pierce and Mary J Dec 9 1891..............15: 38
Doran Louis H of Pierce and Mary J Aug 24 1898............16:422
Doran Mary M of Pierce and Mary July 5 1894..............16: 49
Doran Roy E of William A and Emma Feb 27 1899............16:515
Doran Ruth of John T and Margaret Apr 18 1899............16:499
Doran Serrel E of William A and Emma Mar 12 1900.........17: 21
Doran Thomas of Michael and Mary A Nov 21 1894...........16: 58
Doran Thomas P of Pierce and Mary Mar 2 1896..............16:185
Dorande — d of Giovanni and Maria Feb 16 1897............16:364
Dorante Gennaro of Giovanni and Maria Feb 19 1898........16:401
Dorchester Kenneth X of A Norton and Harriet Mar 6 1899,16:490
Dore Joseph F O of Olivier and Jeannne June 17 1900......17: 48
Dore Marie B of Olivier and Jane July 21 1897..............16:345
Dore Marie R A of Olivier and Jane Feb 9 1899............16:497
Dori Bruno of Adolfo and Gemma Sept 6 1898..............16:452
Doris Burton of William H and Martha C Mar 18 1894.......16: 6
Doris Catherine A of Patrick and Jett A Nov 5 1891......15: 58
Doris Gwendoline L of William H and Martha C Jan 11 1898,16:374
Doris Milton A of William H and Martha C July 8 1891.....15: 35
Doris Muriel B of William H and Martha C Mar 31 1899.....16:476
Doris Russell G of William H and Martha C Aug 25 1896....16:229
Doris — d of William H and Martha C Nov 14 1900.........17:102
Dorman William H of William and Florence M June 11 1897,16:315
Dorrey Catherine of James E and Mary Jan 1 1895........16: 94
Dorrey Frederick J of Bernard and Elizabeth June 20 1900,17: 49
Dorrey Irene A of Michael A and Susie L Feb 6 1899.......16:497
Dorrey Joseph of Patrick F and Margaret July 5 1892.....15:102
Dorrey Mary R of Michael A and Susie L May 1 1900........17: 36
Dorrey Stephen L of James E and Mary E Apr 2 1900.......17: 28
Dorrey — s of Bernard J and Elizabeth B Nov 9 1898......16:470
Dorrey — s of James and Mary June 28 1897..............16:279
Dorr Malcolm P of Lincoln and Lizzie Oct 5 1894.........16: 83
Dorrance Frederick I of George I and Elhera May 29 1892,15: 70
Dorsey Andrew E of Andrew A and Mary T Nov 29 1898....16:461
Dorsey Gertrude of Thomas Jr and Mary June 7 1893.......15:152
Dorsey Isabella of James F and Ellen L Mar 3 1895........16:111
Dorsey James of James F and Ellen L Apr 24 1900.........17: 34
Dorsey Leo Y of James and Mary P Aug 29 1897............16:337
BIRTHS

Dorsey Margaret M of John and Joanna Aug 27 1892 .......... 15 107
Dorsey Mary of Edward and Annie M Apr 26 1899 .......... 16 491
Dorsey Mary C of James F and Ellen L Sept 19 1892 .......... 15 115
D’Orsi Maria of Filippo and Antonia Oct 21 1899 .......... 16 538
Doshewsky Jennie of Jacob and Rebecca Dec 8 1896 .......... 16 237
D’Ossie Maria of Filippo and Antonia Apr 11 1899 .......... 16 381
D’Ostivie Bertha P of Charles S and Mary A Oct 26 1894 .......... 16 51
Doty Alden of James E and Jennie B July 3 1893 .......... 15 199
Doty Earle C of Henry A and Ella Sept 7 1898 .......... 16 464
Doty Helen J of Amos W and Jennie S May 4 1897 .......... 16 275
Doucette Arthur of Joseph and Cora Dec 27 1900 .......... 17 115
Doudeneau Joseph A of Joseph and Marie L July 18 1894 .......... 16 69
Dougherty Ellen of John and Bridget Feb 25 1893 .......... 15 159
Dougherty Ellen of John and Bridget Jan 22 1900 .......... 17 7
Dougherty Francis E of Frank E and Rose A July 28 1899 .......... 16 570
Dougherty Irene of Patrick and Ann May 26 1898 .......... 16 410
Dougherty James P of Hugh and Rose D Oct 31 1896 .......... 16 243
Dougherty John of John J and Catherine M Sept 2 1897 .......... 16 355
Dougherty John F of Hugh and Rose A Feb 15 1895 .......... 16 105
Dougherty Leo A of John and Mary A Dec 24 1897 .......... 16 330
Dougherty Madeline of John F and Bridget Nov 30 1894 .......... 16 85
Dougherty Margaret M of John and Bridget May 13 1900 .......... 17 39
Dougherty Mary of Martin and Catherine Aug 16 1891 .......... 15 12
Dougherty Mary of Patrick and Anna Dec 10 1893 .......... 15 211
Dougherty Mary E of Daniel and Anna Jan 17 1891 .......... 15 17
Dougherty Mary E of Patrick and Mary E Dec 29 1897 .......... 16 335
Dougherty Mary J of John and Delia T May 30 1897 .......... 16 310
Dougherty Raymond of John J and Catherine M Apr 22 1896 .......... 16 217
Dougherty — d of John and Catherine Jan 8 1893 .......... 15 155
Doughty Dorothy M of William F and Bessie E Oct 15 1900 .......... 17 118
Doughty Earl V of Hiram N and Lizzie Apr 26 1892 .......... 15 84
Doughty Gladys I of James and Emma Sept 10 1897 .......... 16 326
Doughty Lillian V of James and Emma July 4 1895 .......... 16 141
Doughty Lillie V of James and Emma Mar 30 1891 .......... 15 8
Doughty Royal F D of Frank N and Amanda F Apr 27 1898 .......... 16 394
Doughty William E of Elijah M and Joanna D G Aug 29 1898 .......... 16 442
Douglas Alice H of Samuel T and Alice B Oct 21 1896 .......... 16 226
Douglas Edith V of Frank and Jessie Apr 16 1897 .......... 16 275
Douglas Irene S of Patrick and Mary A May 12 1895 .......... 16 123
Douglas Lawrence H of Patrick and Mary Nov 22 1898 .......... 16 454
Douglas Malcom W of Samuel T and Alice B Oct 14 1892 .......... 15 104
Douglas Mary L of Frank and Jessie Mar 11 1899 .......... 16 518
Douglass Ethel A of George J and Jeannette Sept 22 1899 .......... 16 552
Douglass Frances of Patrick and Mary A Sept 17 1893 .......... 15 201
Douglass Isabel N of Henry W and Margaret Jan 17 1896 .......... 16 202
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.  

Douglas William of Patrick and Mary A Jan 18 1897 16:286
Donin Marie of Marcelle and Marie A Oct 28 1892 15:129
Dousette Joseph L of Henri and Marie J Dec 11 1893 15:175
Donick Lorench of Mick and Waraneka Aug 9 1900 17:71
Dover George W of George W and Rita M Dec 31 1896 16:218
Dow Etta M of Joseph L and Elizabeth C June 27 1897 16:257
Dow Grace A of Guy L and Mary M Oct 4 1895 16:173
Dow Linwood of Guy L and Mary Mar 27 1900 17:26
Dow Pearl M of Guy L and Mary M Mar 13 1898 16:407
Dow Wendell P of Gaylord H P and Alice June 17 1897 16:284
Dowd Agnes of Malachi and Mary A May 15 1898 16:409
Dowd Annie of Malachi and Mary Sept 28 1894 16:83
Dowd Edward of Malachi and Mary Sept 23 1895 16:173
Dowd Edward of Malachi and Mary A Sept 28 1896 16:265
Dowd Edward C of John and Mary Mar 28 1894 16:39
Dowd Elizabeth of Malachi and Mary Dec 28 1892 15:131
Dowd Francis J of John and Mary Oct 8 1892 15:108
Dowd Jennie J of Jennie Nov 28 1897 16:359
Dowd Joseph A of John and Mary Feb 13 1891 15:26
Dowd Thomas F of Malachi and Mary A Sept 19 1899 16:582
Dowden — (c) d of John K and Harriet A M July 2 1891 15:47
Dowding Arthur W of Lewis and Delia J Dec 1 1897 16:359
Dowding Clara I of Lewis and Delia J Sept 11 1895 16:172
Dowding Frank A of Lewis and Adella J Oct 3 1899 16:537
Dowding Jesse L of Lewis and Delia J May 22 1893 15:165
Dowding Mary E of Edward and Isabel Feb 28 1897 16:281
Dowding Minnie F of Lewis and Delia J May 15 1894 16:41
Dowler Charles W of Julius E and Eva P Mar 8 1899 16:509
Dowler Ruth E of Julius E and Eva P Aug 17 1894 16:81
Dowling Annie of Frank and Rose Aug 15 1894 16:81
Dowling Arthur F of Thomas and Mary L May 10 1900 17:38
Dowling Ellen of Thomas and Joanna Feb 4 1894 16:9
Dowling Frances J of Jeremiah F and Mary A Feb 21 1900 17:15
Dowling Frederick of Thomas and Joanna Apr 27 1897 16:283
Dowling Frederick H of Thomas L and Nellie Aug 16 1898 16:421
Dowling George of Thomas and Joanna July 16 1891 15:38
Dowling James L of Thomas and Mary L Dec 7 1897 16:359
Dowling Joanna of Thomas and Joanna Sept 19 1895 16:144
Dowling John of Thomas L and Mary E July 27 1897 16:321
Dowling John J of Thomas and Mary Jan 24 1896 16:214
Dowling Joseph of Thomas and Joanna July 16 1891 15:38
Dowling Julia A of Jeremiah F and Mary A Jan 22 1895 16:98
Dowling Lillian of Thomas and Joanna Feb 4 1894 16:9
Dowling Mary of Thomas and Marcella July 12 1892 15:122
Dowling Mary of Thomas L and Mary E Nov 1 1900 17:98
### BIRTHS

**Dowling Mary C** of Jeremiah F and Mary A June 14 1898. 16:392

**Dowling Matthew of Frank and Rose Mar 6 1899.** 16:516

**Dowling Michael of Thomas and Mary Aug 12 1893.** 15:206

**Dowling Patrick G of Francis and Rose Jan 3 1891.** 15:14

**Dowling Sarah R of James W and Carrie E Mar 13 1893.** 15:163

**Dowling Sarah T of Jeremiah F and Mary A Oct 18 1896.** 16:246

**Dowling Theresa of Frank and Rosa Oct 24 1892.** 15:121

**Dowling Thomas of Thomas and Mary L Oct 31 1894.** 16:84

**Dowling Thomas R of James W and Carrie E Nov 24 1894.** 16:85

**Down Elisha of Charles and Mary Nov 18 1893.** 15:210

**Downer Ernest L of Frank A and Marietta June 24 1891.** 15:10

**Downes Archibald of Charles N and Mary J Feb 7 1900.** 17:11

**Downes Eugene A of John S and Ella C Sept 1 1900.** 17:78

**Downes Gertrude J of John and Mande A Mar 26 1899.** 16:515

**Downes James E of James F and Catherine M June 26 1898.** 16:374

**Downes John B of John B and Annie J Jan 10 1892.** 15:71

**Downes John L of John R and Mary Apr 26 1895.** 16:129

**Downes Mary E of James and Annie Dec 10 1900.** 17:109

**Downes Michael of James and Annie Dec 11 1898.** 16:440

**Downey Catherine of John and Fannie F Oct 5 1895.** 16:135

**Downey Catherine of Patrick and Winifred J Jan 2 1894.** 16:25

**Downey Catherine M M of John E and Catherine T Feb 5 1894.** 16:21

**Downey Edward of Thomas F and Annie T Feb 15 1898.** 16:385

**Downey Fanny F of John and Fannie Oct 31 1891.** 15:34

**Downey James of John and Fannie Jan 19 1899.** 16:472

**Downey James I of Dennis and Catherine Dec 5 1895.** 16:137

**Downey James L of Patrick and Jane A Jan 5 1898.** 16:404

**Downey James P of Patrick and Catherine Mar 11 1894.** 16:2

**Downey John of Thomas F and Annie May 29 1896.** 16:184

**Downey John J of Patrick and Jane A Jan 5 1898.** 16:404

**Downey Joseph P of Patrick and Winifred J Mar 16 1896.** 16:203

**Downey Margaret of John and Annie Jan 2 1894.** 16:1

**Downey Margaret of John and Fanny Jan 2 1893.** 15:169

**Downey Margaret A of Dennis and Catharine Feb 5 1900.** 17:10

**Downey Mary A of Dennis and Catharine May 22 1897.** 16:275

**Downey Mary E of John J and Annie June 21 1896.** 16:193

**Downey Mary E of Patrick and Winifred J Aug 26 1891.** 15:51

**Downey Mary E of Patrick W and Catherine Dec 31 1896.** 16:227 and 273

**Downey Raymond H of Edward J and Grace E Aug 24 1900.** 17:76

**Downey Robert J of Dennis and Catharine Aug 15 1898.** 16:418

**Downey Thomas of Patrick and Catharine Aug 21 1899.** 16:590

**Downey Thomas of Thomas and Annie Jan 4 1900.** 17:1

**Downey Walter F of Patrick W and Catherine Oct 10 1895.** 16:136

**Downey Winifred C of Patrick J and Winifred C Mar 29 1898.** 16:394

---

**Note:** The above text is a transcription of historical birth records. The dates and names are from various records, indicating births in Providence, Rhode Island, during the late 19th century. The exact context and relevance of these records would require additional historical research and understanding of the local genealogical context.
Downey — s of Delia June 4 1897 .............................. 16: 286
Downey — s of Edward J and Grace E June 17 1898 ...... 16: 468
Downey — s of Edward J and Grace E Aug 7 1899 ....... 16: 596
Downey — s of James S and Mary T Mar 3 1892 ........... 15: 81
Downie Helen M of David and Janet Dec 16 1899 ........ 16: 577
Downing Chester M of Everett B and Nettie M Nov 26 1895 16: 175
Downing Hazel B of Everett B and Nettie M Nov 15 1898 .... 16: 460
Downing Hildegarde of Patrick G and Mary J June 11 1895 .... 16: 113
Downing Lois R of John T and Mary E Feb 5 1895 ........... 16: 120
Downing Mary E of Michael G and Julia F V Feb 15 1892 .... 15: 81
Downing Mortimore J of Patrick G and Margaret J Sept 6

1898 ........................................ 16: 435
Downing Richard O'S of Valentine and Marie K Feb 10 1895 16: 110
Downing Thomas McD of Edward A and Catherine T Mar 17

1894 ........................................ 16: 22
Downing — s of Edward and Kate Apr 3 1893 ............... 15: 151
Downs Ann L of Leander W and Catherine Aug 29 1891 ....... 15: 54
Downs Arthur V of James F and Kate M May 14 1900 .... 17: 39
Downs Charlotte M of Leander W and Catherine May 30 1893 15: 157
Downs Joseph L of John R and Mary Apr 7 1900 ......... 17: 29
Downs Mary A of Patrick and Mary Sept 16 1894 ........ 16: 70
Downs Mary E of John R and Mary May 17 1893 ........... 15: 165
Downs William of John R and Mary June 25 1897 ........ 16: 311
Downs — s of Hannah June 3 1891 .......................... 15: 10
Doxey Alice M of Isaiah and Alice May 13 1893 ......... 15: 151
Doxey Jessie M of Alfred and Jessie M Aug 9 1894 ...... 16: 65
Doxey John 1 of Alfred and Jessie M June 9 1900 ....... 17: 46
Doxey Lillian M of Alfred and Jessie M Nov 9 1898 .... 16: 143
Doxie John R of John I and Carrie B Sept 15 1899 .... 16: 557
Doxie Alice of James and Joanna Dec 1 1894 ............. 16: 85
Doxie Alice L of Thomas F and Rebecca Mar 24 1900 ....... 17: 25
Doxie Alice M of Patrick and Mary May 18 1898 ......... 16: 410
Doxie Anna J of Michael and Catherine Apr 9 1894 .... 16: 26
Doxie Annie of James E and Adelaide M Dec 30 1900 ...... 17: 115
Doxie Bernard of Thomas A and Mary A Aug 13 1897 ...... 16: 334
Doxie Catherine M of John T and Catherine J Aug 17 1894 .... 16: 76
Doxie Charles of Patrick and Victoria July 23 1894 .... 16: 65
Doxie Charles V of James E and Adelaide July 15 1894 ... A 1: 31
Doxie Christopher C of Michael and Sarah J Oct 18 1892 .... 15: 121
Doxie Clara A of Patrick R and Victoria May 27 1892 ...... 15: 82
Doxie Clara V of James E and Adelaide M July 15 1894 .... 16: 65
Doxie Edward of John and Hannah Apr 7 1898 ........... 16: 380
Doxie Edward A of Albert and Annie M Feb 11 1898 ...... 16: 396
Doxie Edward D of Nicholas J and Ella E Mar 14 1900 ... 17: 22
Doxie Eliza of Thomas and Mary A Apr 9 1891 ............ 15: 13
Doyle Eliza S of Simon and Marcelle Nov 9 1892..............15: 121
Doyle Elizabeth of Thomas F and Rebecca Dec 28 1891........15: 35
Doyle Emord J of Edward L and Margaret Aug 1 1892........15: 106
Doyle Ethel J of James J and Elizabeth Jan 19 1897........16: 298
Doyle Francis E of Francis A and Mary E Feb 15 1899........16: 508
Doyle Frederic W of Henry and Elmiere Nov 12 1899........16: 548
Doyle Frederick J of Moses E and Delia Feb 16 1898........16: 371
Doyle George E of Albert and Mary A Aug 30 1891........15: 54
Doyle George W of John and Rose J Dec 28 1891........15: 50
Doyle Gertrude of John and Rose Sept 15 1894........16: 66
Doyle Gertrude of Simeon and Marcelle June 18 1898........16: 411
Doyle Gertrude E of James A and Elizabeth Aug 6 1892........15: 112
Doyle Gladys M of James E and Mary A Feb 23 1894........16: 5
Doyle Hannah of John and Hannah June 18 1893........15: 145
Doyle Harriet G of Stephen B and Catherine A Apr 8 1894..16: 33
Doyle Henry V of John T and Margaret Jan 19 1895........16: 117
Doyle Herbert A of James and Mary A Feb 17 1893........15: 150
Doyle Hugh T of Edward S and Marcelle Jan 29 1891........15: 19
Doyle James of Simon and Marcelle Aug 2 1900........17: 69
Doyle James F of Patrick and Mary Nov 11 1896........16: 259
Doyle James M of James and Mary J Feb 28 1891........15: 17
Doyle John B of John B and Alice C Mar 25 1900........17: 25
Doyle John E of Moses E and Delia C June 17 1896........16: 212
Doyle John F of John and Catherine July 10 1896........16: 256
Doyle John F of John and Hannah Apr 15 1891........15: 8
Doyle John F of John F and Margaret V Apr 29 1897........16: 283
Doyle John F of Michael J and Catherine F Jan 25 1896..16: 202
Doyle John F L of Patrick F and Bridget Sept 3 1896......16: 263
Doyle John J of Patrick and Mary Dec 1 1895........16: 168
Doyle Joseph F of Nathaniel and Hermine Oct 31 1896.......16: 266
Doyle Joseph X of Albert J and Mary A July 27 1900........17: 67
Doyle Joseph W J of Simon and Marcelle Nov 7 1894........16: 84
Doyle Josephine of Thomas A and Mary A Feb 10 1900........17: 12
Doyle Lillian M of James J and Elizabeth Apr 2 1894......16: 19
Doyle Lula B Q of Albert J and Mary A Feb 14 1899........16: 508
Doyle Mabel B E of Simon and Marcelle July 23 1896.......16: 261
Doyle Madeline M of James E and Adelaide M May 15 1893..15: 165
Doyle Margaret of John and Mary J July 19 1891........15: 32
Doyle Margaret M of John A and Catherine May 2 1893.....15: 160
Doyle Marie A of Joseph and Theona June 3 1898........16: 410
Doyle Mary of John T and Mary E May 15 1899........16: 488
Doyle Mary A of Patrick and Mary Dec 17 1893........15: 204
Doyle Mary C of Joseph P and Julia M Dec 25 1900........17: 114
Doyle Mary E of James E and Mary A July 15 1895........16: 138
Doyle Mary E of John and Hannah May 15 1899........16: 500
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

269

Doyle Mary E of Thomas J and Mary A Sept 28 1894 ... 16: 63
Doyle Mary F of Michael J and Katherine F Aug 21 1898 ... 16: 442
Doyle Mary J of John T and Maggie A Feb 24 1893 ... 15: 148
Doyle Mary M of Bernard J and Margaret Dec 28 1899 ... 16: 577
Doyle Mary P of Joseph J and Theona June 11 1900 ... 17: 46
Doyle Naomi G of Joseph A and Marie A Nov 1 1894 ... 16: 84
Doyle Olive of John T and Susan Apr 27 1891 ... 15: 3
Doyle Olive M of William J and Genevieve V Aug 31 1900 ... 17: 78
Doyle Patrick H of Patrick and Mary Apr 19 1900 ... 17: 32
Doyle Philip A of John F and Margaret V Oct 13 1895 ... 16: 145
Doyle Raymond J of John F and Mary E June 4 1899 ... 16: 488
Doyle Robert G of John F and Margaret Oct 20 1898 ... 16: 428
Doyle Rosella M E of Thomas A and Mary A Nov 28 1894 ... 16: 64
Doyle Stephen J of Stephen B and Catherine A Dec 23 1892 ... 15: 125
Doyle Thomas of John and Catherine Feb 1 1898 ... 16: 400
Doyle Thomas A of John and Catherine Jan 8 1899 ... 16: 502
Doyle Thomas A of Patrick F and Bridget Apr 23 1893 ... 15: 164
Doyle Thomas A of Thomas A and Mary A Feb 23 1893 ... 15: 148
Doyle Virginie P of Albert J and Mary A July 30 1897 ... 16: 354
Doyle Wallace A of William H and Mary J June 8 1897 ... 16: 311
Doyle Walter J of William H and Mary J June 8 1897 ... 16: 311
Doyle Walter T of Thomas F and Rebecca Feb 2 1898 ... 16: 371
Doyle William J of John T and Catherine J Dec 27 1895 ... 16: 169
Doyle William J of William J and Jennie V Mar 31 1899 ... 16: 473
Doyle Winifred A of Cornelius and Catherine T Mar 1 1896 ... 16: 189
Doyle — s of John and Agnes Feb 9 1896 ... 16: 194
Doyle — d of Moses E and Delia C July 7 1895 ... 16: 165
Dragon Francis X of Joseph and Elmira Mar 17 1895 ... 16: 114
Dragon Joseph G E of Joseph and Elmira Dec 23 1899 ... 16: 560
Dragon Joseph L A F of Joseph and Elmire Sept 16 1897 ... 16: 342
Dragon Joseph X of George and Delia Sept 5 1891 ... 15: 45
Dragon Mary B of Joseph and Melvina Nov 21 1892 ... 15: 119
Drake Ruth E B of Charles H and Sarah J Apr 11 1894 ... 16: 17
Drake — twin sons of Alphonso O and Ann Jan 10 1892 ... 15: 83
Dranoef Rebecca of Joseph and Betsey Sept 4 1892 ... 15: 163
Drankoff Nellie of George and Annie June 30 1895 ... 16: 97
Drankow Bessie of George and Annie July 5 1895 ... 16: 137
Draper Gertrude (c) of James H and Sarah Nov 29 1896 ... 16: 243
Draper Helen H (c) of James H and Sadie May 26 1895 ... 16: 169
Draper Olive (c) of James H and Sadie Dec 5 1897 ... 16: 335
Draper Oscar L (c) of James H and Georgine May 19 1891 ... 15: 30
Draper Roy F (c) of James H and Georgine May 16 1891 ... 15: 9
Dreher Albert of Albert and Augusta Feb 22 1899 ... 16: 479
Dreher Herman of Albert and Augusta Dec 10 1892 ... 15: 133
Dreher Lizzie of Albert and Augusta Oct 22 1894 ... 16: 57
Drehr Max of Albert and Augusta Nov 28 1896..............16:237
Drescher George of Reinhold and Augusta Aug 11 1893........15:193
Dresser Phebe J of Theodore S and Maud M L Sept 23 1896.16:254
Drew Charles C of George B and Martha L April 26 1895........16:115
Drew Edward J of Edward and Sarah A July 21 1897........16:324
Drew Ernest W of Nathaniel L and Jennie H Nov 16 1893........15:181
Drew Francis W of John and Maria Oct 19 1894........16:84
Drew Frank of William and Annie Aug 8 1891........15:39
Drew George E of George B and Martha L Nov 8 1892........15:121
Drew Grace D of Ernest C and Grace H Sept 15 1900........17:83
Drew Isabel of Patrick and Nancy Sept 8 1893........15:178
Drew John E of John and Maria Sept 4 1892........15:127
Drew Joseph of James and Mary E July 17 1900........17:63
Drew Joseph W of Edward and Mary Dec 18 1891........15:58
Drew Martha of George B and Martha M June 13 1900........17:47
Drew Ralph of George B and Martha L Nov 22 1893........15:195
Drew Raymond of George B and Martha L Sept 8 1898........16:442
Drew —— d of John and Maria July 21 1898........16:456
D'Rezendes Emilia of Jose and Justina Dec 11 1900........17:109
Drichsen Irene T of Louis and Irene May 17 1893........15:147
Drickson —— d of Louis and Irene Dec 29 1894........16:62
Drieniesiewics Julia of Wiczenly and Veronica Feb 25 1899........16:509
Dring Charles P of Sylvester H and Medora M Mar 22 1891........15:20
Dring Sarah of Sylvester H and Medora M Jan 26 1893........15:156
Drinkoff Catherine of George and Annie Oct 1 1896........16:229
Drinkwater Helen V of Charles W and Eliza J July 30 1897........16:321
Driscoll Catherine of James and Catherine Feb 12 1896........16:214
Driscoll Edward of Jeremiah and Mary May 25 1895........16:97
Driscoll Elsie of Joseph H and Hannah M Apr 22 1900........17:33
Driscoll Joseph of Bartholomew and Annie June 23 1894........16:43
Driscoll Kathleen of Joseph H and Hannah M Apr 16 1897........16:309
Driscoll Leo F of John J and Mary A May 11 1898........16:381
Driscoll Margaret A of James and Catherine Apr 16 1893........15:164
Driscoll Mary of Jeremiah J and Mary A July 14 1897........16:324
Driscoll Mary of Kate Mar 2 1900.........................17:18
Driscoll Mary E of Patrick and Catherine Oct 16 1891........15:33
Driscoll Mary I of John J and Mary Feb 17 1898........16:375
Driscoll Matthew of John J and Mary A Mar 9 1897........16:281
Driscoll Mortimer J of John J and Mary Jan 16 1894........16:9
Driscoll Richard of Jeremiah and Mary Nov 14 1893........15:175
Driscoll Richard of John J and Mary Dec 5 1892........15:109
Driscoll Sarah of Joseph H and Hannah M July 19 1894........16:80
Driscoll Walter of Jeremiah J and Mary A Aug 31 1900........17:78
Driscoll —— s of Frank and Mary Mar 9 1897........16:364
Driscoll —— s of Patrick and Mary Dec 8 1900........17:121
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Driscoll John R of Jeremiah J and Mary A Sept 28 1892...15:104
Drohan Ellen C of Michael and Ellen July 14 1893...........15:188
Drohan William J of Michael and Ellen May 9 1895...........16:112
Drolet Edward J of Uriel J and Exilia M Apr 16 1893....15:154
Drolet Frederick J of Uriel J and Zelie E July 27 1891....15: 51
Drooney Mary J of William and Mary A Mar 27 1894........16: 26
Dronsfield Albert F of Albert J and Lillian B Apr 24 1893..15:144
Dronsfield Lillian B of Albert J and Lillian B Apr 16 1896..16:191
Dronsfield Mary A of Albert J and Lillian B May 7 1892...15: 74
D'Rosario John of Antonie and Mary J Sept 10 1900........17: 81
D'Rosario Mary of Manoeil S and Mary Oct 30 1900..........17: 97
Drown Clifford D of Frank H and Susan Jan 23 1892........15: 80
Drown Ervin R of Frank J and Susie F Feb 17 1893.........15:150
Drown Marjorie of Charles L and Ethel M May 3 1900....17: 36
Drowney Thomas P of Patrick and Margaret Mar 13 1893..15:153
Drum Frank of Hugh and Bridget A Mar 10 1892.............15: 81
Drum James of Hugh F and Bridget A Nov 20 1895.........16:157
Drum Margaret of Hugh F and Bridget A Oct 16 1893....15:190
Drummond Charles T of Frank and Martha Aug 5 1895....16:138
Drummond Frank C P of Frank and Martha Apr 15 1894...16: 6
Drummond George P of William and Annie E Feb 22 1895..16: 99
Drummond Henry G of David J and Elizabeth Oct 8 1893...15:179
Drummond Hugh T of Joseph and Catherine Jan 24 1899....16:592
Drummond John H of David and Elizabeth Nov 8 1897....16:328
Drummond Joseph F of William and Annie E Nov 11 1892..15:104
Drummond Loretta of David J and Eliza J Nov 30 1899....16:539
Drummond Mary I of David and Elizabeth Aug 27 1895....16:143
Drummond Robert H of David J and Elizabeth Nov 1 1894..15: 41
Drury Arthur D of John H and Mary E Sept 7 1897....16:322
Drury Frank of Dennis J and Mary Jan 1 1898............16:377
Drury George A of Patrick H and Ellen G Feb 19 1899...16:490
Drury Helen of Dennis J and Mary A July 21 1893.........15:176
Drury Helen of J Henry and Clara C Aug 24 1897.........16:326
Drury John J of Dennis J and Mary Sept 2 1895............16:144
Drury John L of John H and Mary E June 28 1894.........16: 17
Drury Madeline G of James F and Margaret A Aug 8 1891..15: 45
Drury Margaret of John J and Mary J May 4 1899...........16:500
Drury Margaret M of James H and Clara C Sept 6 1893...15:207
Drury Mary B of James H and Clara C Dec 5 1895........16:147
Drury Mary E of Patrick and Ellen July 27 1900...........17: 67
Drury Mary S of John H and Mary E Nov 29 1892........15:111
Drury William R of John H and Mary E May 29 1894........15: 24
Drury — d of James and Mary E June 27 1894..............16: 14
Drysdale Charles G of William and Catherine A Mar 28 1899,16:491
Drysdale Edward of William and Catherine Mar 26 1896...16:200
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Drysdale Herbert D of James and Emily Dec 7 1896.........16:260
Drysdale Louis X of Peter and Drusilla Sept 1 1893.........15:197
Drysdale Raymond R of Peter and Drusilla Nov 26 1897.....16:346
Drysdale Richard of William and Catherine A July 25 1893.15:193
Duarte John (c) of Catoro and Roza Mar 4 1899.........16:473
Duarte Jose of Luiz and Maria E Sept 20 1896............16:225
Duarte Manoel of Luiz S and Maria E Mar 26 1899.........16:473
Duarte Maria E of Luiz S and Maria E Apr 1 1895............16:92
Duarte Maria S of Antonio and Maria June 11 1896......16:184
Duarte —— s of Antonio and Annie S May 14 1900...........17:39
Duarte —— (c) s of Dominga June 26 1895.................16:94
Dubé Charles S of Charles J and Rose E Apr 3 1898.......16:397
Dube Carl V of Alexander W and Margaret C Feb 6 1900.....17:10
Dube Ida M of Charles J and Rose E Sept 2 1899............16:564
Dube Mary A Z of Charles J and Rose E Feb 10 1897......16:298
Dube Rose E of Charles J and Rose E Sept 4 1894...........16:76
Dubé —— s of Alexandre W and Margaret C June 19 1898...16:468
Duberstein Lillian of Harry and Fanny Apr 5 1898........16:376
Duberstein Philip of Harry and Fannie Dec 17 1900........17:111
Duberstein Solomon of Harry and Fanny Aug 18 1895......16:178
Dubois Clovis of Joseph and Bella Feb 24 1899............16:479
Dubois Constance G C of Henry J and Eoline G June 24 1893.15:166
Dubois Edouard H of Hormisdas and Camilla Nov 26 1898...16:461
Dubois Joseph of Charles and Malvina Feb 10 1898........16:371
Dubois Mary of Charles and Malvina Apr 14 1899..........16:504
Dubois Pamela of Joseph and Delima May 28 1897.........16:310
Dubois Wilfred of Joseph and Belsuine Aug 3 1897........16:325
Duchaine Marie B J of Pierre and Victoria Apr 11 1894...16:30
Ducharme Dorothy H of Albert G and Bridget L Oct 5 1898..16:419
Ducharme Françoise H of Luc and Adeline Nov 24 1899.....16:567
Ducharme Hortense E of Joseph and Mary D Sept 9 1891...15:44
Ducharme Ida F of Louis and Genevieve July 27 1898......16:445
Ducharme Marie L of Pierre and Victoria Feb 29 1896......16:206
Ducharme Oxilia of Henri and Mathilde Feb 14 1897......16:280
Duchemin Marie A V of Henri and Antonette Nov 28 1892...15:121
Duchenan Allen T of Joseph D and Mary J May 9 1896.....16:204
Duchenan Irene M of Joseph and Mary Apr 9 1899..........16:495
Duchenan Lea A G of Alfred and Victoria July 12 1893....15:196
Duchene Marie L I of Joseph D and Marie L Sept 23 1894..16:72
Duchene Wilfred of Adelard and Marie July 16 1898........16:445
Ducheneau Joseph A of Joseph and Mary May 9 1894........16:27
Duchesan Lora E of Thomas and Exea Sept 6 1892.........15:118
Duchesne Antoinette of Adelard and Marie June 13 1900....17:47
Duchesne Charles J of Charles J W and Catherine Sept 2 1897.16:355
Duchesne Clara of Adelard and Marie Sept 3 1894........16:82
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE. 273

Duchesne Rose A of Adelard and Marie June 13 1900............ 17: 47
Duchesneau George J of Alfred and Victoria Jan 5 1899......... 16: 506
Duchesneau Pierre A of Alfred and Victoria Mar 12 1892....... 15: 93
Duckart —— d of Hans A and Ella S Nov 7 1896................. 16: 241
Duckit —— d of Henry and Ella S Sept 20 1898................. 16: 433
Duckworth Edith A of William and Catherine Jan 19 1892.... 15: 80
Duckworth James D of William J and Catherine Dec 18 1896. 16: 270
Duc Le Marie R H of Ernest R and Victoria M Mar 31 1891. 15: 20
Duda Helena of Frank and Stanislaus Aug 3 1900.............. 17: 69
Dudley Marian G of Josiah G and Mary E May 26 1898....... 16: 410
Dudley William N of Charles E and Harriet A July 8 1898... 16: 464
Duerr Carrie E of William and Emma July 20 1895........... 15: 170
Duerr William I of William and Emma Dec 15 1898........... 16: 462
Dufault Bertha M of Arthur and Bertha G July 22 1896....... 16: 249
Dufault Blanche of Arthur and Bertha G Apr 10 1898......... 16: 394
Dufault Gertrude A of Arthur and Bertha July 17 1894.... 16: 69
Duff Catherine of James B and Nellie Dec 29 1894........... 16: 60
Duff Hortense of John E and Elaine V A Dec 31 1900.... 17: 116
Dufley William S of John F and Ellen F Oct 7 1895....... 16: 156
Duffy Mary A of John H and Ellen F July 18 1893........... 15: 189
Duffy Matilda of James and Margaret H Aug 14 1894........ 16: 72
Duffy Agnes of Peter and Mary E Oct 3 1892.............. 15: 104
Duffy Ann of John and Ann July 13 1892................. 15: 126
Duffy Annie H of William and Nora Feb 10 1892........... 15: 83
Duffy Annie T of Owen and Mary E Jan 10 1891........... 15: 6
Duffy Arthur E of Patrick and Ellen Apr 10 1899.......... 16: 481
Duffy Bernard J of Frank and Margaret Dec 12 1898......... 16: 430
Duffy Bertha of James and Bridget Sept 27 1898........... 16: 447
Duffy Charles M of Michael F and Annie M Feb 23 1899..... 16: 498
Duffy Edward F of Frank and Margaret Jan 27 1894......... 16: 9
Duffy Edward F of John G and Maria T Mar 29 1894........ 15: 8
Duffy Elizabeth of John and Ann May 30 1898............ 16: 410
Duffy Francis E of John and Rose June 25 1897........... 16: 284
Duffy Francis J of Francis and Mary Jan 11 1891......... 15: 6
Duffy George of Mary E June 13 1899.................. 16: 477
Duffy George J of Michael F and Annie M Jan 27 1893..... 15: 153
Duffy Grace of Frank J and Edith June 7 1900........... 17: 54
Duffy Hugh J of John and Rose Jan 27 1895............ 16: 98
Duffy James J of Peter and Anne Jan 24 1894........... 16: 28
Duffy James T of Hugh and Margaret Aug 5 1899........ 16: 550
Duffy John of John and Ann June 16 1896............. 16: 219
Duffy John F of Patrick F and Margaret Dec 1 1898.... 16: 430
Duffy Joseph of Joseph and Bridget Dec 18 1894........ 16: 59
Duffy Josephine of Thomas H and Mary Mar 19 1899....... 16: 473
Duffy Louisa of Thomas H and Mary E Sept 5 1894..............16: 89
Duffy Mabel C of Michael F and Annie M Dec 23 1896...........16: 253
Duffy Mary C of Peter F and Annie M Feb 24 1891..............15: 22
Duffy Mary E of James F and Bridget J Nov 10 1891............15: 62
Duffy Mary E of Peter J and Mary A July 7 1892...............15:132
Duffy Owen of Owen and Mary E June 29 1893..................15:145
Duffy Peter F of Peter F and Annie M 31 1891...............15: 48
Duffy Rosanna of John and Rosanna Sept 11 1892..............15:107
Duffy Thomas of John and Ann May 17 1894....................16: 41
Duffy Thomas H of Thomas H and Mary E Oct 15 1896..........16:226
Duffy Thomas J of Thomas and Mary A Mar 31 1899.............16:481
Duffy Walter H of James and Bridget Jan 25 1893..............15:158
Duffy —— s of Agnes Dec 21 1894..............................16: 60
Duffy —— d of Bertha Oct 21 1898..............................16:432
Duffy —— d of John and Ann June 15 1900......................17: 47
Duffy —— s of Mary Dec 31 1897...............................16:331
Duffy —— d of Peter F and Anna Nov 3 1892.................15:113
Dufley Henry C of John H and Ellen F Apr 16 1892............15: 82
Dufresne Edna B of Charles and Mary Mar 16 1899..............16:480
Dufresne Emma A of Charles and Marie J Nov 3 1899..........16:566
Dufresne Flora of Joseph and Florida June 19 1896..........16:219
Dufresne Joseph X L of Joseph and Florida June 22 1898.....16:411
Dufresne Marie H H of Joseph and Florida Sept 26 1899.....16:582
Dufresne Mary R A of Clamida Aug 6 1894....................16: 88
Dugall Archibald of Richard and Ellen Feb 1900..............17: 17
Dugall Richard of Richard and Ellen Jan 5 1898...............16:393
Dugan Daniel J of Daniel J and Bridget Mar 31 1899.........16:476
Dugan Ethel V of Charles A and Mary V June 17 1894........16: 8
Dugan Hugh E of Michael J and Ellen T Mar 31 1894...........16: 11
Dugan James D of Dennis C and Margaret June 1 1891........15: 21
Dugan John C of Michael J and Mary A May 15 1895............16:129
Dugan Joseph of Michael and Ellen T Dec 7 1892...............15:109
Dugan Lillie of Daniel and Bridget June 11 1895..............16: 97
Dugan Margaret of Dominic and Margaret June 29 1893........15:158
Dugan Marion C of Charles A and Mary V June 11 1892........15: 71
Dugan Mark of John and Catherine Jan 8 1891...............15: 19
Dugan Mary of John and Joanna Nov 18 1895.................16:146
Dugan Mary B of Michael J and Mary E July 4 1893............15:196
Dugan Mary V of Patrick and Ellen Aug 8 1900.................17: 71
Dugan Thomas F of Michael J and Ellen T Oct 22 1899........16:538
Dugan Walter of Michael G and Mary Feb 27 1895..............16:118
Dugan Walter E of Michael J and Ellen T Mar 14 1898........16:380
Dugan William of Michael J and Mary A Apr 15 1894...........16: 39
Dugan William A of Michael J and Mary A June 12 1898........16:411
Dugan —— s of Daniel J and Bridget Nov 15 1897.............16:323
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Dugan — d of James and Rose June 20 1898............16:468
Dugan — d of John and Delia Dec 12 1895............16:137
Dugas Joseph of Joseph and Alice July 25 1892............15:126
Dugas Joseph E of Joseph and Alexandrina Dec 14 1897....16:360
Dugas Joseph II of Joseph and Alice Dec 2 1896............16:267
Dugas Joseph J of Maxime and Honore Sept 17 1896............16:264
Dugas Joseph P of Joseph and Alexandrina Sept 24 1895....16:167
Dugas Lora M of Joseph and Alice M June 23 1900............17: 50
Dugas Marie C D of Maxime and Honorine Jan 26 1899............16:297
Duggan Charles C of Dennis C and Nora June 18 1892............15: 80
Duggan Daniel J of Daniel J and Bridget Dec 15 1897............16:323
Duggan Daniel J of Frank and Lucy Dec 15 1893............15:173
Duggan Edward J of John H and Mary E May 17 1893............15:144
Duggan Edward L of Charles A and Mary V Sept 17 1898............16:127
Duggan Frank of Frank and Lucy July 14 1896............16:224
Duggan George of Frank and Lucy July 14 1896............16:224
Duggan John E of William E and Hannah M Apr 19 1892............15: 82
Duggan John J of Michael and Mary Apr 11 1896............16:201
Duggan Lucy of Frank and Lucy Dec 25 1897............16:331
Duggan Regina G of Charles A and Mary V Aug 10 1896............16:228
Duggan William J of William E and Hannah Feb 10 1895............16:110
Duhamine Joseph A of Ovide and Virginie Feb 12 1896............16:214
Duhamine Mary L of George and Mary J Nov 11 1900............17:101
Duhamine Virginie of Ovide and Virginie Jan 13 1900............17:  4
Duhamel Arthur L of Joseph and Emma Nov 6 1896............16:236
Duhib James of Michael and Margaret Apr 30 1900............17:  35
Duhig Jeremiah W of Michael and Margaret Apr 13 1896............16:191
Duhig William of Michael and Margaret June 1 1898............16:374
Duke Harold J of William A and Jennie L Mar 30 1895............16:101
Duley Albert E of John and Hannah Mar 26 1896............16:290
Duley Ernest of John and Hannah May 20 1894............16:  24
Duley Estelle W of James E and Louisa R Oct 9 1891............15:  37
Duley George of Thomas and Annie Feb 22 1898............16:390
Duley Henry A of J Earle and Louisa R Oct 21 1892............15:104
Duley Henry G of George A and Jennie Feb 2 1898............16:378
Duley James E of James E and Louisa R Sept 21 1894............16:  51
Duley Lydia J of George A and Jane Feb 19 1900............17:  14
Duley —— d of George A and Jane Mar 18 1893............15:139
Duly —— d of John and Hannah Sept 24 1892............15:115
Duman Simon of Moritz and Lena Feb 26 1893............15:142
Dunnars Melissa E of Louis and Elizabeth Jan 7 1894............16:  4
Dunnas Alcide of Louis and Marie Jan 22 1899............16:507
Dunnas Alfred of Louis and Marie Mar 22 1897............16:308
Dunnas Earle of Louis and Elizabeth Aug 7 1895............16:143
Dumbrowsky Frank of Joseph and Annie Apr 30 1900............17:  35
Dumbrowsky John of Joseph and Annie Apr 14 1899........16:481
Dumbrowsky Joseph of Joseph and Annie Oct 15 1897........16:328
Dumont John C of John C and Lizzie A June 13 1891........15:16
Dunarche Joseph of George and Catherine May 23 1891........15:29
Dunbar Marion G of Alexander B and Janet H Aug 9 1893..15:206
Dunbar Viola M of John F and Elizabeth A May 1 1899........16:511
Dunbar —— s of Albert M and Annie Apr 1 1892........15:93
Dunbar —— d of John S and Elizabeth M Nov 4 1900........17:99
Duncan Arthur W of James and Mary A May 29 1900........17:42
Duncan Hugh J of James and Mary A May 17 1893........15:144
Duncan Mabel W of James and Mary A Oct 13 1897........16:350
Duncan Rose of James and Mary A Sept 29 1895........16:167
Duncan —— s of James and Mary A Nov 22 1898........16:470
Dunford Hubert S of Samuel J and Sarah Apr 2 1897........16:282
Dunford Winnifred E of Samuel J and Sarah Jan 23 1892.15:72
Dunham Charles H of Joseph B and Alice June 15 1892........15:80
Dunham Everett A of John A and Annie F Mar 2 1894........16:26
Dunham Juliette of Albert and Jennie Aug 18 1894........16:88
Dunham Katherine W of William R Jr and Adrienne Nov 30

1900 ........................................17:106
Dunham —— d of Albert and Jennie June 14 1892........15:80
Dunigan Catherine E of John and Catherine Jan 23 1895........16:98
Dunigan Daniel F of John J and Kate Nov 5 1898........16:429
Dunigan John J of John and Catherine Jan 8 1894........16:8
Dunlap Harold W (c) of Coleman C and Mahala H Feb 19

1900 ........................................17:14
Dunlap Helen E of Edwin F and Edith G May 19 1897........16:287
Dunlap Ruth M of Edwin F and Edith G Sept 22 1899........16:558
Dunlap Winfred of Charles A and Lizzie June 26 1893........15:149
Dunlavey Alice T of James and Alice Mar 1 1894........16:38
Dunlavey Elizabeth of Francis E and Elizabeth July 29 1893,15:193
Dunlavey Ellen of James and Alice Dec 26 1891........15:64
Dunlavey John J of John J and Margaret Nov 24 1899........16:576
Dunlavey Mary of Francis E and Elizabeth J May 19 1897,16:297
Dunlavey Mary E of John and Georgie Nov 15 1892........15:119
Dunlavey Helen of Michael and Catherine J Sept 1 1895,16:139
Dunlavey Loreta of Francis and Elizabeth May 2 1900........17:36
Dunlea Catherine F of James F and Mary A Sept 16 1892,15:103
Dunlea Helen L of James and Mary A Nov 30 1897........16:323
Dunlea John V of James J and Mary E May 15 1891........15:5
Dunlea Joseph K of Thomas and Mary B Mar 16 1900........17:54
Dunlea Mary A of James and Mary A Sept 29 1895........16:139
Dunlavey John J of Michael J and Catherine J Oct 8 1900........17:90
Dunlevy —— s of Patrick and Catherine Aug 7 1895........16:151
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Dunlop John of John and Mary C Dec 9 1894...............16: 74
Dunlop William of John and Mary Feb 6 1897...................16: 298
Dunn Agnes of Edmund and Abina July 1 1892.................15: 112
Dunn Alice of Joseph J and Alice Jan 10 1899.............16: 478
Dunn Annie J of William H and Annie Apr 29 1895.........16: 108
Dunn Annie T of Peter E and Ellen Jan 7 1895.............16: 91
Dunn Arthur C of Michael A and Julia Feb 4 1898.........16: 413
Dunn Caroline E of Thomas J and Mary E May 28 1896......16: 192
Dunn Catherine of Edmund and Abina Mar 14 1891.........15: 12
Dunn Catherine of Thomas H and Mary 8 Oct 8 1899.......16: 583
Dunn Charles of John F and Rose A Nov 6 1898............16: 439
Dunn Daniel F of William H and Matilda Mar 13 1894......16: 2
Dunn Earl F of Thomas J and Mary E July 7 1894...........16: 53
Dunn Edmund of Thomas F and Catherine July 1 1900........17: 62
Dunn Edward J of Joseph J and Alice Oct 24 1895.........16: 146
Dunn Edward M of Peter E and Ellen T May 1 1897.........16: 275
Dunn Elizabeth H of John A and Mary A July 11 1898.......16: 417
Dunn Ellen of Michael and Mary Aug 16 1892.................15: 127
Dunn Fannie of Edmund and Abina July 12 1894..............16: 62
Dunn Frances H of William H and Annie Aug 2 1897.........16: 333
Dunn Hannah L of Thomas F and Catherine A Apr 1 1896.....16: 182
Dunn Henry of Edmund and Abina July 12 1894..............16: 62
Dunn James F of Thomas F and Catherine Sept 2 1894......16: 47
Dunn James P of Patrick and Bridget Dec 19 1892........15: 102
Dunn John of Edward and Abina Sept 15 1895................16: 151
Dunn John of William H and Matilda Nov 23 1892...........15: 101
Dunn John A of John A and Mary July 9 1897.................16: 317
Dunn John B of Cornelius J and Mary J May 8 1891.........15: 24
Dunn John F of John C and Ellen F Sept 13 1895..........16: 144
Dunn Joseph P of Peter and Catherine F Sept 24 1898.....16: 435
Dunn Lizzie of Michael and Mary Mar 21 1896...............16: 216
Dunn Margaret McC of John A and Mary A Oct 17 1899.....16: 523
Dunn Margaret T of Michael and Mary Jan 1 1891.........15: 25
Dunn Maria of Peter and Catherine July 18 1897............16: 333
Dunn Mary of Joseph J and Alice Aug 11 1892..............15: 106
Dunn Mary E of Peter F and Ellen Sept 15 1899..........16: 522
Dunn Mary H of William H and Annie Nov 11 1892...........15: 113
Dunn Matilda of William H and Matilda M Feb 18 1891......15: 2
Dunn Michael J of Michael and Mary Dec 19 1893..........15: 212
Dunn Robert of Robert J and Mary Aug 11 1891............15: 39
Dunn Theresa of Edward and Abina Aug 20 1897.............16: 334
Dunn Thomas J of Thomas J and Mary E Mar 6 1891.........15: 7
Dunn Walter V of Michael and Julia E Oct 30 1892........15: 108
Dunn William of Edward and Abina May 21 1899.............16: 488
Dunn William of John F and Alice Apr 5 1897 .................. 16:289
Dunn William B of James and Ellen F Aug 15 1892 ........ 15: 99
Dunn William C of Cornelius A and Ellen T Nov 14 1892 .. 15:104
Dunn William C of Joseph J and Alice Apr 1 1897 .......... 16:282
Dunn —— d of John B and Sarah E May 9 1892 .......... 15: 87
Dunn —— s of Mary July 6 1891 ............................. 15: 65
Dunne Elizabeth of Patrick and Mary Oct 30 1896 ......... 16:226
Dunne Ellen F of Patrick J and Mary J July 23 1898 .... 16:417
Dunnell William W of William W and Caroline T Apr 27

1894 ......................................................... 16: 7
Dunnigan Florence of William J and Mary Feb 20 1899 .... 16:494
Dunnigan Grace E of William and Clara B July 17 1894 .. 16: 62
Dunnigan James S of John J and Kate M Dec 26 1900 .... 17:114
Dunnigan Marietta of Patrick and Ellen Apr 8 1892 ....... 15: 93
Dunnigan May T of John J and Kate M May 7 1896 ....... 16:192
Dunnigan —— s of Michael and Catherine June 16 1897 .... 16:366
Dunphy Albert F of Patrick and Mary E Oct 22 1893 ..... 15:202
Dunphy Earl F of Thomas F and Julia Feb 20 1895 ...... 16:120
Dunphy Ella M of Thomas and Julia Sept 2 1892 ......... 15:123
Dunphy George A of Patrick and Mary Sept 8 1891 ....... 15: 57
Dunphy Lloyd T of Thomas F and Julia Jan 8 1898 ...... 16:404
Dunst George of Charles and Catherine Aug 2 1893 ....... 15:193
Duperrn —— d of Ellen Oct 27 1892 .......................... 15:110
Duplese Leona M of Edward and Anna July 5 1897 ....... 16:362
Duplis Leone M of Edmond and Annie June 5 1897 ....... 16:313
Dupres Arthur of Remi and Eugenie Feb 1 1896 .......... 16:221
Dupuis Arthur of Jeremie and Julie Feb 28 1896 ...... 16:215
Dupuis Beatrice M of Alfred and Helene Jan 9 1897 .... 16:290
Dupuis Bernardette of Louis and Eugenie Feb 13 1894 .... 16: 28
Dupuis Leopold E of Alfred and Elene Jan 5 1900 ......... 17: 2
Dupuis Marie D A of Alfred and Helene May 7 1898 .... 16:499
Dupuis Marie L A of Joseph and Leopoldine Feb 29 1896 .... 16:215
Dupuis Napoleon of Wilbram and Jennie July 3 1896 .... 16:252
Dupuis Rose A of Louis and Eugenie Mar 31 1900 ......... 17: 27
Dupuis Thesdyme of Louis and Eugenie May 1 1898 ....... 16:398
Duquette Marie A of Napoleon and Marie May 3 1895 ..... 16:102
Duquette Mary B of Napoleon and Marie Nov 17 1896 .... 16:237
Duquette Napoleon of Napoleon and Marie Jan 14 1898 .... 16:378
Duquette Narcisse of Charles and Ellen F Jan 15 1898 .... 16:378
Durand —— d of Denis and Marie June 15 1898 .............. 16:468
Durante Alessandro of Alessandro and Teresa Aug 3 1896 .. 16:256
Durante Angiolina of Giovanni and Maria May 21 1895 ... 16:123
Durante Catarina of Giuseppe and Victoria Feb 6 1896 .... 16:209
Durante Ercadio of Alessandro and Teresa Sept 1 1892 .... 15:123
Durante Luigi of Giovanni and Maria Sept 8 1893 ........ 15:201
Durante Luigi of Giuseppe and Vittoria Apr 1 1897............16:302
Durante Michele of Giovanni and Maria June 12 1899.........16:506
Durante Teresa of Alessandro and Teresa Oct 8 1898.........16:453
Durante Vincenza of Alessandro and Teresa Jan 6 1894....15:31
Durfee Annie R of Walter R and Sarah A Jan 11 1896.....16:202
Durfee Dorothy of Samuel S and Eliza B Aug 9 1895......16:134
Durfee Frank R of Walter R and Sarah A Sept 17 1898....16:412
Durfee Harriet G of Edgar G and Xellie Mar 14 1892......15:69
Durfee Isabel of Walter H and Florence K Nov 15 1897...16:343
Durfee Marian A of Elisha P and Sarah E Mar 18 1893....15:156
Durfee Russell M of Frank E and Emma E June 18 1891...15:31
Durfee Thomas of Samuel S and Eliza B June 3 1899.......16:474
Durfee —— s of Edgar G and Priscilla June 7 1895.......16:97
Durfee —— s of Elizabeth Nov 4 1895.......................16:168
Durfee —— d of George A and Cora June 30 1895........16:119
Durfee —— s of George A and Gwendoline July 13 1894...16:61
Durgan William of Patrick and Mary Apr 11 1897........16:313
Durgin Edward of James E and Catherine May 30 1895.....16:123
Durnam Henry C of Richard F and Catherine M Sept 23 1891.15:48
Durgan Charles E of Cornelius M and Patience A May 25
1891 .........................................................15:9
Durgan Maria L of Cornelius M and Patience A July 28 1896..16:249
Durkee Cora L of Jerry X and Ella L M May 31 1899.......16:512
Durkee Sarah I of Jerry X and Ella L Aug 14 1897.......16:354
Durkin Catherine A of Thomas F and Elizabeth Sept 29 1895.16:173
Durkin Catherine I of John J and Mary Apr 2 1897.......16:302
Durkin Edward of James E and Catherine E June 1 1895....16:130
Durkin Ellen A of Patrick and Mary Dec 23 1892.........15:131
Durkin Estella M of James E and Catherine E Dec 5 1899...16:587
Durkin James P of Patrick and Catherine Feb 21 1896.....16:189
Durkin John E of Patrick and Catherine Jan 2 1894......16:8
Durkin John W of John and Mary A Apr 2 1899........16:504
Durkin Joseph of Patrick and Mary Dec 15 1894.........16:86
Durkin Mary E of John and Mary Feb 7 1896........16:209
Durkin Thomas F of Thomas F and Elizabeth L Jan 23 1898..16:405
Durkin Thomas J of Patrick and Catherine Mar 8 1892....15:73
Durkin Walter of James and Katie E Jan 21 1893.......15:162
Durkin William of Patrick and Catherine A Sept 9 1898...16:427
Durkin William J of John and Mary A Dec 28 1898........16:455
Durkin —— s of Thomas and Sarah Dec 7 1894........16:74
Durney Edward of James and Mary E Mar 8 1891........15:5
Durney John H of James and Mary E July 29 1893.........15:177
Durnion —— d of Mary Nov 25 1899......................16:539
Durocher Flora of Napoleon and Margaret Jan 25 1898.....16:384
Durr Francis of Harry F and Bridget T Sept 17 1893.....15:197
### BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Place of Birth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Durr Joseph of Henry F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durr Mary of Henry F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durr - of Henry</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durr - of Henry</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durrigan Francis of Cornelius H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dursel Norma of John P</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durin John T of Thomas A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duvigil of Margarita A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutra Edwina of Virgello A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutra Jose of Jose P</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutra Manoel of Jose P</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutra Maria of Francisco F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutson Harvey of Harvey</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutson Theodora of Harry</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duvally Louise of John J</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duxbury Edith of William</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duxbury Estella of John</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duxbury Mary of John and Sarah</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duxbury Susan of John and Sarah</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duxbury - d of John and Mary A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duxbury - d of Merton and Irene L G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwyer Alice of Daniel and Mary</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwyer Alice of William and Alice</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwyer Benjamin of Michael and Maria</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwyer Catherine of William and Alice</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwyer Charles of Michael and Maria</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwyer Christina of Jeremiah</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwyer Eleanor of Jeremiah and Mary</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwyer Elizabeth of John and Catherine</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwyer Elizabeth of Thomas and Catherine</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwyer Elizabeth of Thomas and Mary</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwyer Ellen of Patrick and Mary</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwyer Esther of James and Bridget</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwyer Francis of William and Alice</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwyer Genevieve of Jeremiah and Mary</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwyer Grace of Thomas and Margaret</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwyer Helen of Dennis and Elizabeth</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwyer Helena of Timothy and Helena</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwyer Henry of Thomas and Mary</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwyer James of James and Nellie</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dwyer James of Robert R and Elizabeth June 14 1899. ... 16: 489
Dwyer James H of Daniel J and Mary E Aug 28 1897. ... 16: 318
Dwyer James H of Thomas and Catherine July 18 1896. ... 16: 224
Dwyer James T of John and Margaret Oct 28 1896. ... 16: 236
Dwyer Jerome of Michael J and Mary J Nov 8 1898. ... 16: 460
Dwyer John of John and Catherine June 29 1896. ... 16: 184
Dwyer John of Robert and Elizabeth Dec 4 1894. ... 16: 64
Dwyer John of Timothy F and Helena M Apr 7 1898. ... 16: 415
Dwyer John A of Thomas and Anna F Oct 12 1894. ... 16: 70
Dwyer John E of Patrick F and Mary Oct 29 1894. ... 16: 70
Dwyer John J of John J and Margaret May 30 1900. ... 17: 43
Dwyer Joseph G of Thomas J and Mary E Aug 11 1891. ... 15: 48
Dwyer Joseph P of William and Alice June 5 1896. ... 16: 218
Dwyer Lillian A of James H and Theresa H Oct 11 1897. ... 16: 312
Dwyer Louis J of Thomas J and Mary E Apr 30 1893. ... 15: 151
Dwyer Margaret of Jeremiah J and Mary J Aug 30 1900. ... 17: 77
Dwyer Margaret C of Timothy F and Helena M Nov 24 1896. ... 16: 227
Dwyer Mary A of Dennis and Elizabeth Nov 27 1892. ... 15: 101
Dwyer Mary A of Michael J and Mary Aug 8 1900. ... 17: 71
Dwyer Mary A of Patrick and Mary Oct 23 1892. ... 15: 118
Dwyer Mary C of John and Catherine Aug 2 1899. ... 16: 521
Dwyer Mary E of Robert and Elizabeth Feb 4 1892. ... 15: 78
Dwyer Mary M of Thomas and Catharine May 15 1900. ... 17: 39
Dwyer Raymond of James E and Mary E May 15 1896. ... 16: 186
Dwyer Teresa H of James and Teresa Sept 13 1899. ... 16: 564
Dwyer Thomas H of Thomas and Catherine July 28 1892. ... 15: 106
Dwyer Thomas R of Michael and Maria Jan 9 1891. ... 15: 11
Dwyer Thomas W of John and Catherine Aug 16 1897. ... 16: 317
Dwyer William of John and Margaret July 7 1898. ... 16: 424
Dwyer William of Robert and Elizabeth May 8 1893. ... 15: 149
Dwyer William J of John and Catherine E July 21 1895. ... 16: 134
Dwyer —— d of James E and Nellie May 4 1900. ... 17: 123
Dyer Alice T of Robert A and Alice T Sept 1 1899. ... 16: 551
Dyer Arthur A of William O and Mary A Mar 3 1891. ... 15: 5
Dyer Charles J of Albert J and Mary E July 29 1895. ... 16: 154
Dyer Clarence A of Clarence H and Anna C Feb 1 1893. ... 15: 136
Dyer Edward of Frank and Annie 8 July 1896. ... 16: 249
Dyer Edward of Richard and Annie July 9 1892. ... 15: 99
Dyer Edward A of William O and Mary A Apr 27 1898. ... 16: 376
Dyer Ellen G of Byron F and Dorothy M July 18 1899. ... 16: 591
Dyer Francis of Robert A and Alice T Nov 10 1896. ... 16: 247
Dyer Frank C of Frederick and Mary Mar 12 1898. ... 16: 372
Dyer George M of George M and Minnie M Mar 15 1893. ... 15: 151
Dyer Grace A of Herbert G and Cora E Jan 27 1897. ... 16: 313
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Dyer Helen M of Herbert F and Annie L Nov 11 1900........... 17:101
Dyer Howard S of William O and Mary A Nov 18 1894........ 16: 52
Dyer Leo F of Thomas F and Dora Apr 2 1899.................. 16:488
Dyer Mabel A of George R and Antonetta M July 6 1900.... 17: 60
Dyer Margaret E of Patrick F and Margaret Aug 19 1897... 16:354
Dyer Mary of Frank and Anna S Nov 1 1894................. 15: 52
Dyer Mary E of Albert W and Mary E Aug 28 1893........... 15:190
Dyer Mary H of George M and Minnie M Nov 28 1891....... 15: 50
Dyer Mary L of Robert A and Alice T May 21 1895......... 16:112
Dyer Olivia of Oliver and Annie R Aug 16 1892............. 15:132
Dyer Robert of Frank and Annie Dec 15 1893............... 15:195
Dyer Zilla M of Arthur B and Helen E Apr 4 1900......... 17: 28
Dyer — d of Bagvase and Wasge Oct 7 1890................. 16:573
Dyer — d of James and Anna M Aug 23 1891................. 15: 45
Dyer — s of Krekor O and Yekso May 2 1900.............. 17: 36
Dykes Andrew of Robert and Sarah Nov 25 1897............ 16:359
Dykes Donald of Robert and Sarah Feb 28 1900............ 17: 17
Dyon Alfred of Peter and Delia Dec 4 1899................ 16:548
Dyson James W of Ernest and Catherine Dec 16 1899....... 16:587
Dyson Victoria L of Henry F and Amelia H Sept 27 1892... 15:128
Dzierkiewicz George of Alexander and Clementine Aug 12 1900.17: 72
Dzyensieick Michalena of Vicenty and Elizabeth Sept 25 1900.17: 86

Eade Anna L of James and Annie May 21 1895............ 16: 93
Eade James H of James H and Annie A June 28 1897....... 16:276
Eade Mary E of James H and Annie A Sept 20 1893....... 15:171
Eagan Mary of Thomas and Annie Nov 29 1899........... 16:568
Eagan Sarah of John and Ellen Oct 29 1894............. 16: 73
Eagan — s of Michael and Bridget July 20 1897........ 16:333
Eagan — s of Winifred Apr 7 1896.......................... 16:194
Eager Arthur C of Oliver M and Annie L May 8 1898..... 16:395
Eager Ethel M of Oliver M and Annie L Jan 13 1896...... 16:196
Eager Olive M of Oliver M A and Annie L Jan 18 1893... 15:147
Eagle Esther of John P and Emmy M Dec 24 1891....... 15: 50
Eagle Joseph A of John P and Emma Jan 6 1894.......... 16: 21
Eagleson Catherine of William H and Catherine M Mar 21
1895 .......................................................... 16:111
Eagleson Clara R of William and Catherine M Nov 24 1896.. 16:230
Eagleson Earl P M of William and Catherine M Aug 1 1892.. 15:114
Eagleson John M of William and Kate Jan 3 1894........ 16: 21
Eagleson Oliver McC of William and Catherine Aug 6 1898.. 16:421
Eagleson — d of William and Catherine M June 27 1900.... 17: 51
Eames — d of George E and Mary Apr 26 1899........... 16:595
Eams — d of Camdy D and Emma Jan 26 1899............ 16:497
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Earl Charles F of George H and Mary Feb 1 1897............. 16: 280
Earle Elsie M of Wallace D and Missouri A Nov 20 1891......... 15: 63
Earle Mary T of George H and Mary A July 7 1894............. 16: 53
Earle Philip C of Henry C and Caroline L May 15 1897....... 16: 278
Earle —— s of Charles H and Jennie July 8 1899............. 16: 541
Earley Agnes of William and Mary Aug 28 1897............. 16: 349
Earley Edna of Frank and Jennie Apr 14 1898............. 16: 402
Earley Edward of Joseph and Margaret Feb 20 1891........... 15: 2
Earley Elizabeth of Charles and Elizabeth Feb 13 1893....... 15: 159
Earley Elizabeth of William and Mary Oct 25 1900........... 17: 96
Earley Grace I of Frank and Jennie July 20 1900........... 17: 64
Earley Helen J of Richard M and Catherine A Mar 30 1900...... 17: 27
Earley John of William and Mary A July 26 1895........... 16: 165
Earley Lillian of John and Mary Aug 11 1894............. 16: 76
Earley Mabel of John and Mary Nov 20 1898............. 16: 454
Earley Margaret A of William and Mary Nov 3 1893.......... 15: 292
Earley Sarah of Frank and Jennie Sept 26 1896........... 16: 264
Earley Thomas F of Patrick and Isabella May 6 1892........ 15: 79
Early Bernard of Patrick and Isabella Apr 4 1895........... 16: 108
Early Edmund of John and Mary Jan 3 1893........... 15: 158
Earshorn Claude of George and Emma Aug 28 1900........... 17: 77
Earshorn —— s of Harry and Louise Jan 29 1898........... 16: 385
Eason Joseph M of Richard and Mary E Sept 28 1892........ 15: 128
Eason Mary E of Richard and Mary E Aug 16 1894........... 16: 55
Eason Richard J of Richard and Mary E Mar 6 1899........... 16: 480
Easterbrooks Gertrude L of Harris and Flora Feb 9 1894...... 16: 9
Easterbrooks Harris F of Harris G and Flora M May 27 1900.... 17: 42
Eastman Hope L of William G and Ada M Mar 18 1896........ 16: 185
Eastman Mary of Frederick W and Mary A June 24 1898........ 16: 383
Eastman —— d of Frank P and Bertha V Apr 13 1900........... 17: 56
Eastman —— d of Georgie July 29 1892.......................... 15: 110
Eastman —— s of William and Ada Dec 30 1893........... 15: 176
Eastwood Grace of Edward H and Mary Jan 1 1894........... 16: 8
Eastwood Lillian F of Emanuel 2d and Ida M Aug 11 1891.... 15: 39
Eastwood Myron L of Charles H and Fannie Aug 14 1895....... 16: 143
Eastwood —— s of Charles H and Fannie S Feb 10 1892....... 15: 72
Eastwood —— s of Edward and Mary E Jan 9 1892........... 15: 71
Eastwood —— s of John R and Mary Aug 27 1893........... 15: 207
Eastwood —— s of John R and Mary Mar 1 1896........... 16: 215
Eaton Alice M of Richard and Mary J July 9 1892........... 15: 99
Eaton Lester B of Joseph M and Annie M Apr 23 1898........ 16: 385
Eberhard Charles of George and Dorothea June 3 1892........ 15: 85
Eberhard Mary M of George and Dorothea Nov 11 1893....... 15: 195
Eberstein Wilhelmina E M of Frederick W and Johanna K
Feb 9 1892 ................................................................. 15: 81
Ebling Ernestine B of Herman C and Sarah J Oct 11 1891 .... 15: 49
Eccles —— s of Benjamin and Catherine Feb 23 1898 .... 16: 467
Eck Annie E of Wilhelm and Annie Apr 7 1898 ..... 16: 408
Eck Elsie E of William and Annie Nov 29 1899 ...... 16: 586
Eckert Nellie of Otto C and Eliza Sept 24 1892 .... 15: 132
Eckert —— s of Otto C and Eliza Aug 6 1898 .... 16: 437
Eckman Florence A E of John and Augusta Mar 13 1897 .... 16: 292
Eckman —— s of Charles and Amanda Feb 4 1898 ... 16: 389
Eddleston Elwin of Michael and Isabella July 28 1893 .. 15: 206
Eddleston Laura of Michael and Isabella May 15 1897 .. 16: 310
Eddy Abbie F of Irving N and Anney F Nov 23 1896 ... 16: 247
Eddy Amy B of Irving N and Amy Feb 1 1893 ...... 15: 150
Eddy Bradford U of Walter U and Alice July 20 1896 ... 16: 224
Eddy Charles B of Charles Z and Alice E Jan 13 1899 ... 16: 472
Eddy Clifford M of Clifford M and Grace Jan 18 1896 ... 16: 199
Eddy Dorothy of Lloyd C and Olive B Oct 6 1891 .... 15: 46
Eddy Ethel E of Walter J and Ella J May 3 1900 ... 17: 36
Eddy Florence G of Charles L and Laura A Oct 4 1899 ... 16: 552
Eddy Frances M of Frederick P and Mabel L Feb 25 1893 ... 15: 148
Eddy George B of David M and Ada J Sept 11 1892 ... 16: 118
Eddy Guyton S of Lloyd C and Olive C Mar 10 1898 ... 16: 386
Eddy Hope F of Clarence E and Mary P Apr 28 1900 ... 17: 34
Eddy Howard G of Charles H and Caroline G June 19 1891 ... 15: 31
Eddy Irving P of Irving P and Elizabeth C Mar 23 1899 ... 16: 476
Eddy John B of Walter U and Alice Dec 25 1894 ... 16: 49
Eddy John L of Charles Z and Alice E Sept 19 1895 ... 16: 135
Eddy Lena F of Philip E and Nellie I Aug 16 1894 ... 16: 69
Eddy Lora C of Joseph T A and Florence E Dec 3 1893 ... 15: 172
Eddy Marion A of Richard A and Jennie A Oct 8 1895 ... 16: 163
Eddy Milton B of Herbert F and Gertrude L Nov 7 1892 ... 15: 116
Eddy Nellie I of Philip E and Nellie I Feb 19 1900 ... 17: 14
Eddy Rachel C of Lloyd C and Olivia B Dec 16 1894 ... 16: 64
Eddy Roland T of Clifford M and Grace Oct 13 1898 ... 16: 439
Eddy —— d of Fred T and Emma Feb 7 1899 ... 16: 484
Eddy —— d of George W and Jeanette Dec 6 1892 ... 15: 109
Eddy —— d of George W and Nellie A July 4 1898 ... 16: 424
Eddy —— s of George W and Nellie A July 5 1898 ... 16: 424
Eddy —— s of George W and Nellie A July 5 1898 ... 16: 424
Eddy —— s of Irving P and Elizabeth C Aug 3 1897 ... 16: 321
Eddy —— d of Joseph T A and Florence E Sept 29 1896 ... 16: 225
Eddy —— s of Walter J and Ella J May 28 1894 ... 16: 27
Edgar Elizabeth of Hugh and Isabella A Aug 5 1893............15: 177
Edgar Emma L of Frank W and Louise Jan 25 1899.............16: 489
Edgar Francis W of Francis W and Louise Dec 13 1892........15: 122
Edgar Helen of Patrick and Elizabeth Oct 14 1896.............16: 243
Edgar Isabella A of Hugh and Isabella Jan 5 1896.............16: 187
Edgar Louisa F of Francis W and Louisa Dec 15 1893...........15: 204
Edgar Violet of Hugh and Isabella May 14 1897.................16: 283
Edgar Walter F of Frank W and Louisa Jan 12 1896.............16: 213
Edgar — d of Frank W and Louise July 8 1891.................15: 53
Edgar — s of Frank W and Louisa Dec 16 1894.................16: 79
Edgerly Walter of William and Hannah Apr 14 1892...........15: 93
Edgerly Thomas of William and Hannah Oct 21 1893............15: 209
Edgerly — s of William and Hannah Mar 22 1897..............16: 365
Edgers John of James and Mary E May 25 1898.................16: 382
Edgers Mary A of James and Mary E Aug 15 1899..............16: 534
Edgerton Justin H of William J and Julia Nov 7 1891........15: 52
Edman Borger H of Franz E and Ida C Feb 20 1894............16: 3
Edman — d of Emil and Ida June 3 1896.........................16: 192
Edmond Frederick A of Charles E and Minnie R Mar 15 1892.15: 67
Edmond Gladys M of Charles E and Minnie R Apr 25 1893.....15: 137
Edmonds Alice C of Gustave and Christine Feb 9 1899........16: 490
Edmond's Annie of James R and Annie Dec 12 1894............16: 86
Edmonds Clifford C (c) of Franklin and Ada Sept 2 1899.....16: 722
Edmonds Mabel E (c) of Franklin and Ada Jan 10 1898.......16: 371
Edmonds Stanley R (c) of Solomon I and Eliza C Mar 25

1900 ........................................................................17: 25
Edmonds — s of James and Annie May 29 1893.................15: 165
Edmonds — d of Joseph W and Mary Apr 4 1900..............17: 28
Edmondson Agnes M of John and Hannah Feb 14 1896........16: 214
Edmondson Ethel M of John and Hannah July 28 1892.......15: 126
Edmondson Roger (c) of Philip H and Phoebe A Oct 5 1899..16: 523
Edmondson Samuel L (c) of Philip H and Phoebe A July 15

1896 .................................................................16: 269
Edmunds Grace B (c) of Charles and Anna June 2 1900.....17: 58
Edmundson Robert H (c) of Philip H and Phoebe July 3 1895.16: 134
Edsforth William J of James and Susanna Sept 6 1899.....16: 557
Edward Alice M of George E and Ada A July 18 1897.......16: 336
Edwards Annie G of George E and Ada A June 4 1891.....15: 16
Edward Beatrice of John and Ellen Mar 16 1898..............16: 375
Edward Charles G of Seeber and Sarah E May 25 1897......16: 278
Edwards Clarence J of James and Nora Oct 3 1892..........15: 113
Edwards Everett W of William E and Ella T July 23 1899..16: 550
Edwards George L of William B and Mary T May 26 1900..17: 123
Edwards Harry C of George E and Ada A M Apr 21 1899.....16: 491
Edwards Irene A J of John H and Mary C Jan 19 1894......15: 1
EDWARDS Jay D of Frederick and Carrie A D Aug 28 1899... 16: 563
EDWARDS John of James and Mary July 29 1893.............. 15: 214
EDWARDS John S of John and Ellen Aug 16 1900.............. 17: 73
EDWARDS Josephine of John F and Josephine L Sept 22 1891.15: 54
EDWARDS Marguerite L of William B and Mary T Mar 28 1898.16: 402
EDWARDS Mary of William and Mary Mar 1 1897.............. 16: 281
EDWARDS Mary E of Joseph and Ellen Dec 13 1898........... 16: 455
EDWARDS Mary R of Robert S and Emma May 18 1895....... 16: 93
EDWARDS May B E of William E and Fravelia Nov 13 1897.16: 339
EDWARDS Milton T of Milton D W and May Dec 12 1899.. 16: 592
EDWARDS Nellie of Charles and Rosabelle Apr 23 1900..... 17: 33
EDWARDS Ralph H of Robert S and Emma W Sept 19 1896... 16: 225
EDWARDS Ruth C of Thomas J and Frances C Sept 16 1893... 15: 201
EDWARDS Ruth M of John H and Annie L Mar 10 1893...... 15: 142
EDWARDS Thomas G of James W and Minnie J Sept 2 1895.15: 131
EDWARDS Victor C of Harry P and Grace C Sept 7 1899... 16: 551
EDWARDS William H of George E and Ada A May 30 1895.. 16: 113
EDWARDS William H of Seebert and Sarah E Dec 5 1898. 16: 423
EDWARDS —— s of Alfred and Celia Apr 18 1898............. 16: 376
EDWARDS —— s of Frederick and C A D June 29 1896..... 16: 208
EDWARDS —— s of Joseph and Isabel D June 20 1900..... 17: 49
EDWARDS —— (c) s of Laura Oct 20 1893.................... 15: 183
EDWARDS —— d of Robert and Emma July 2 1898............ 16: 444
EDWARDS —— s of Thomas F and Ida M Nov 17 1897..... 16: 339
EDWARDS —— d of William and Mary Apr 26 1900........... 17: 123
EDWARDS —— d of William B and Mary T Feb 15 1894.... 16: 16
EFFROS Barnet of Morris and Mary Sept 8 1898............ 16: 427
EFFROS Meyer of Morris and Mary Feb 28 1897.............. 16: 281
EFFROS Michael of Morris and Mary Apr 27 1894............ 16: 12
EGAN Agnes of John J and Elinore F May 20 1899.......... 16: 492
EGAN Annie of Patrick and Bridget June 7 1895.......... 16: 103
EGAN Annie M of James J and Annie A June 18 1898.... 16: 411
EGAN Catherine of Thomas and Bridget May 22 1893.... 15: 160
EGAN Catherine J of Thomas and Catherine Jan 4 1899... 16: 493
EGAN Clarence A of Thomas H and Mary Aug 12 1892.... 15: 123
EGAN Edward of Thomas and Annie Dec 19 1890........... 17: 112
EGAN Elizabeth of Andrew and Mary Sept 27 1895........ 16: 167
EGAN Elizabeth of Thomas H and Mary P Nov 6 1899..... 16: 585
EGAN Ella of Thomas H and Mary V Jan 20 1891........... 15: 22
EGAN Ellen of Patrick and Bridget Oct 2 1893............. 15: 179
EGAN Florence I of John J and Mary A June 4 1899..... 16: 505
EGAN Helen J of Thomas H and Mary Mar 26 1897......... 16: 392
EGAN James J of Patrick and Bridget Apr 11 1892...... 15: 74
EGAN James M of Michael and Theresa Sept 17 1898..... 16: 435
EGAN John of Andrew and Mary Apr 4 1897................. 16: 362
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Egan John of Thomas and Catherine E July 3 1894............16: 68
Egan John of Thomas H and Susan T July 12 1892............15: 103
Egan John R of James J and Annie A Jan 24 1900............17: 7
Egan Mary A of Thomas and Catherine Apr 30 1894............16: 27
Egan Mary C of John and Mary Nov 24 1897..................16: 351
Egan Mary T of Michael J and Theresa July 11 1900........17: 61
Egan Michael J of Michael J and Theresa Oct 6 1896........16: 242
Egan Thomas F of Thomas and Bridget Dec 18 1891..........15: 58
Egan Thomas F of Thomas H and Mary Sept 17 1894..........16: 77
Egan Thomas J of Peter and Mary July 16 1893..........15: 170
Egan William E of John and Mary A Nov 2 1900.............17: 98
Egan William F of Patrick and Bridget Mar 19 1897........16: 282
Egelstrom Mildred E of Knut G and Matilda B June 3 1897..16: 297
Egyptton Edward of Eliza A Apr 21 1893.....................15: 164
Egglesstone Vera of Michael and Isabella Mar 17 1892.....15: 93
Ehret Anna X of Jacob H and Anna B Feb 10 1900...........17: 12
Ehret Herman O of Herman and Annie July 19 1897........16: 317
Eichenberg Lillian H of Julins and Jennie S Mar 19 1894..16: 19
Eichenfeldt Daniel C of William J and Emma L Jan 19 1897.16: 291
Eichenfeldt Elizabeth C of William J and Emma L Oct 7 1892,15: 128
Eichenfeldt Mildred A of William J and Emma L June 9 1895,16: 130
Eisenberg Harry of Louis and Bertha Nov 23 1899...........16: 554
Eisenberg Ralph of Louis and Bertha Feb 2 1896.............16: 206
Ek Henry C of Edward M and Elina Aug 2 1894................16: 75
Ek —— s of Edward M and Helena June 16 1897..............16: 304
Ekeblad Annie of Alfred E and Natalie July 26 1891....15: 56
Ekeblad Bessie N of Alfred E E and Emma N Jan 11 1899..16: 507
Ekeblad Carl A of Alfred E E and Natalie E Aug 6 1892.15: 126
Ekeblad Franz E of Alfred E and Natalie E Sept 25 1894..16: 83
Ekeblad Jennings E of Alfred E and Natalie E Nov 5 1896.16: 266
Ekeblad Sven H of Alfred E E and Emma N Jan 11 1899.....16: 507
Ekling Walter P of John and Hanna C Aug 8 1897...........16: 354
Ekling —— d of John and Hannah Jan 7 1893..............15: 161
Ekling —— s of John and Hannah Nov 24 1893..............15: 211
Ekling —— s of John and Hannah Apr 16 1896..............16: 217
Eklof Erna H M of Karl and Mary Aug 18 1900..............17: 73
Eklund Edmund V of Lars P and Hilda C Jan 29 1892......15: 85
Eklund Maud E of Nils O and Caroline June 23 1894....15: 19
Eklund Oliver L of Nils O and Lina C July 5 1893.........15: 192
Ekman Lloyd of Mary Sept 2 1893...........................15: 184
Elmuccio —— s of Gennaro and Assunta May 23 1898........16: 103
Eldred Ernest V of Ernest G and Catherine H Jan 7 1897..16: 294
Eldred Gladys E of Ernest G and Catherine H Feb 2 1899..16: 518
Eldred Howland F of Ernest G and Catherine H Dec 20 1897,16: 344
Eldredge Ethel R of Henry W and Bertha E Oct 8 1896 16:235
Eldredge Frank G of Henry W and Bertha E Sept 9 1898 16:458
Eldredge Lewis C of Henry W and Bertha E July 1 1900 17:59
Eldridge Ernest R of Edwin B and Winifred Nov 2 1894 16:73
Eldridge Grace L of Loring A and Grace D Feb 27 1899 16:494
Eldridge James W (c) of Charles H and Laura June 27 1894 16:14
Eldridge Mildred L (c) of Charles H and Laura L Nov 25 1892 15:105
Eldridge — (c) s of Charles H and Laura June 28 1895 16:97
Eldridge — s of Edwin B and Winifred Feb 10 1899 16:497
Eldridge — s of Peter X and Bianca C Feb 28 1899 16:476
Eldridge — s of Peter V and Delia Mar 1 1899 16:594
Elgar Annie R of Lewis L and Mary A Sept 7 1900 17:80
Elgar Joseph L of Lewis L and Mary A Nov 6 1895 16:174
Elgar Mary L of Lewis L and Mary A Feb 14 1897 16:306
Ellingsen Henrik M E of Ludwig and Eleanor July 6 1891 15:51
Eller George R of Nels L and Wilhelmina C Aug 11 1891 15:60
Ellig Walter R of Ernest R and Anna A Feb 2 1892 15:72
Ellig William E of Ernest R and Anna A Nov 27 1893 15:181
Ellingsen Frank B of Ludwig I and Eleanora June 10 1892 15:85
Ellinston — d of Kate Nov 17 1892 15:110
Ellinwood Albe W of George A and Ida W Sept 15 1894 16:63
Ellinwood Eva G of Edwin and Clara A Oct 16 1892 15:118
Ellinwood — d of George A and Isa W Oct 26 1896 16:230
Ellinwood — d of George A and Isa W Oct 29 1899 16:529
Elliot Sydney B T of Sydney B and Flora McD July 1 1894 16:49
Elliot — s of Albert and Clara June 20 1897 16:294
Elliot Anna V of Henry and Mary E Nov 6 1899 16:567
Elliot Ethel M of William and Elizabeth Mar 6 1895 16:100
Elliot Florence LeF of George W and Jessie B May 31 1893 15:147
Elliot George of Frank and Vina Oct 12 1894 16:63
Elliot George A of William and Elizabeth J Sept 8 1897 16:326
Elliot Harold of John and Charlotte June 7 1899 16:485
Elliot Mabel of Alfred and Annie M June 9 1896 16:187
Elliot Milton A of Alfred and Annie M Dec 8 1900 17:109
Elliot — d of Albert and Clara Feb 21 1900 17:15
Elliot — d of Charles and Elizabeth Dec 12 1893 15:175
Elliot — d of Charles and Lizzie Sept 1 1897 16:367
Ellis Albert E R of Henry and Annie H Jan 26 1893 15:141
Ellis Ann H of Henry and Annie H Sept 9 1894 16:55
Ellis Arthur W of Reuben and Maggie May 5 1897 16:296
Ellis Bertha of Arthur and Hannah Dec 16 1891 15:63
Ellis Charles P of Charles and Mary Apr 4 1891 15:3
Ellis Dorothy C of Reuben and Margaret C Aug 29 1898 16:442
Ellis Ernest E of John F and Emma A June 15 1891 15:21
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Ellis Florence R of Reuben and Margaret May 21 1894 16: 27
Ellis Gould of Walter J and Mary Aug 11 1893 15: 111
Ellis Harold H of John O'C and Rosanna Dec 26 1895 16: 169
Ellis Harriet G of Reuben and Margaret Dec 16 1899 16: 560
Ellis Irene A of Joseph P and Annie M Apr 2 1894 16: 19
Ellis John of John and Rosanna July 15 1894 16: 75
Ellis Joseph S of Joseph P and Annie Mar 29 1893 16: 108
Ellis Leonie G of John D and Sadie P Jan 26 1897 16: 273
Ellis Mary E of Charles and Mary A Jan 20 1893 15: 141
Ellis Raymond of Joseph P and Annie E July 10 1896 16: 241
Ellis — d of Charles A and Clara M Apr 23 1894 16: 19
Ellison Lauretta of Ralph and Maria Aug 24 1892 15: 127
Ellison Victor R of Ralph and Maria June 14 1896 16: 218
Ellman Abraham of Louis and Carrie Sept 26 1900 17: 86
Ellman Frederick of Owen and Carrie June 8 1897 16: 284
Ellsner Paul of Paul and Bertha Mar 26 1892 15: 73
Ellsworth Harold L of Orloff I and Etta C Dec 18 1898 16: 449
Ellsworth Leonard K of Orloff I and Etta C Nov 7 1900 17: 100
Ellsworth William H of William II and Elizabeth Mar 16

1894 16: 19
Elma — s of Rebecca Feb 24 1895 16: 104
Elmar Henry A of John and Ann Nov 30 1895 16: 175
Elmer Annie of John and Annie Feb 14 1897 16: 295
Elmon Sally of Louis and Carrie July 5 1899 16: 531
Elms Frederick A (c) of John J and Grace E Nov 19 1896 16: 230
Elovitz Samuel of William and Sarah Oct 24 1898 16: 428
Elewitz Harry of William and Sara Jan 7 1895 16: 132
Elewitz Joseph of William and Sarah Aug 25 1896 16: 233
Elsbree Walter S of Walter A and Eda L July 10 1896 16: 249
Elsbree William P of Walter A and Eda L Sept 21 1893 15: 194
Estadtd Estrid of Bertn and Christiana July 2 1897 16: 533
Ewell Addie M of George C and Emma H Apr 13 1891 15: 15
Ewell Madeline L of Harry M and Hattie S Apr 6 1898 16: 290
Ewell — d of George F G and Emma H Nov 6 1892 15: 116
Ely Cora C of William and Cora June 9 1897 16: 276
Ely William of William and Cora Oct 9 1895 16: 136
Emerson Albert H of Lewis D and Elizabeth May 27 1898 16: 382
Emerson Charles F of Charles F and Annie Sept 8 1892 15: 127
Emerson Clinton A of Clinton and Xellie G Jan 7 1896 16: 205
Emerson Edna I of Luther and Lydia E Aug 26 1892 15: 120
Emerson Everett S of Lewis D and Elizabeth June 26 1896 16: 193
Emerson Florence of Samuel C and Hattie B May 6 1894 16: 25
Emerson Henry G (c) of John H and Margaret A Nov 10 1892 15: 104
Emerson John W of John W and Carrie E July 23 1892 15: 114
Emerson Lewis D of Lewis D and Elizabeth S Sept 9 1891 15: 36
Emerson Lloyd S of William and Ella J May 29 1894........... 16: 20
Emerson Mildred C (c) of John H and Margaret A Oct 20 1894 ........................................ 16: 70
Emerson Oliver E of Louis D and Elizabeth Dec 22 1894........ 16: 53
Emerson —— d of Ernest C and Annie M June 5 1899........... 16: 595
Emerson —— d of George A and Celia June 24 1892............. 15: 71
Emerson —— s of John L and Evelyn M June 17 1893........... 15: 152
Emerson —— d of Walter H N and Julia L Nov 26 1891........ 15: 50
Emery Arthur R of Oliver and Ella C Jan 20 1892............. 15: 85
Emery Stanley S of Stephen H and Mary E Nov 3 1893......... 15: 191
Emery Waldo E of Stephen H and Mary E Sept 17 1897......... 16: 337
Emery William A of Stephen H and Mary E Nov 15 1900......... 17: 102
Emery —— s of Stephen H and Mary E June 20 1892........... 15: 71
Emmet —— s of Charles E and Annie Aug 11 1899.............. 16: 563
Emmett Charlotte of Enos Jr and Martha May 21 1894........ 16: 45
Emmett Christopher C of Enos and Martha Oct 21 1892....... 15: 118
Emmett Eglandine I of Herbert and Ellen Sept 13 1892........ 15: 107
Emmett Enos E of Enos and Martha May 11 1891.............. 15: 13
Emmett Ismina W of Charles E and Minnie Nov 17 1896........ 16: 255
Emnett —— d of Enos and Martha Jan 10 1900................ 17: 3
Emmons Frederick J of Frank B and Mary E Aug 9 1900........ 17: 71
Emmons Henry W of Frank B and Mary A Oct 1 1897............ 16: 322
Emmons Joseph G of Frank B and Mary May 7 1896............. 16: 186
Emmons —— s of Frank B and Mary C Feb 19 1899.............. 16: 475
Emmott Edward H of Frederick and Fidelia P Dec 20 1891.. 15: 38
Emmond Florence of Arthur and Henrietta Nov 15 1895........ 16: 152
Emmond Harvey A of Arthur G and Henriette June 29 1894.... 16: 20
Emmond —— s of Arthur and Henriette Jan 16 1897............. 16: 288
Enches Evelyn F of Herbert and Amy F July 26 1896.......... 16: 232
Endrulm Antonia G of Max and Agnes June 1 1898.............. 16: 398
Endrulm —— d of Franz and Mary May 11 1894................. 16: 17
Enfield Edouard J H of Joseph and Elmire Sept 12 1898....... 16: 452
Enfield Eva of Joseph and Elmire Feb 2 1900.................. 17: 9
Enfield Jerome of Jeremiah and Artela Sept 19 1900........ 17: 84
Enfield —— s of Wilfred and Marie Jan 17 1899............... 16: 594
Engelbreit Florence of Harold and Emma May 17 1897........ 16: 310
Engel Edward of John E and Bertha Nov 1 1894................ 16: 84
Engel Julien of John and Bertha Apr 17 1896................ 16: 217
Engelhardt —— s of Fred and Annie Jan 23 1900.............. 17: 55
England Grace G of Almijah and Rose July 11 1892........... 15: 105
England Ruby P of William J and Alwilda A Jan 29 1900....... 17: 8
Engley Bertha of John and Bertha Jan 31 1898.............. 16: 406
Engley Russell R of William H and Jennie A Dec 7 1895....... 16: 157
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Engley William D of William G and Charlotte I Aug 23 1896... 16: 253
English Bertha L of Thomas J and Margaret E Sept 5 1899... 16: 564
English Edmund H of Edmund A and Lilla E Aug 24 1897... 16: 321
English George of Matthew and Mary Jan 24 1898... 16: 386
English Mary F of Michael and Mary July 12 1894... 16: 75
English Ralph G of Edmund A and Lilla E Sept 8 1899... 16: 581
English — d of Matthew and Mary C Feb 23 1893... 15: 148
Engstrom Ruth F of Charles J and Emma L Oct 5 1897... 16: 338
Ennes Jose M of Jose M and Maria Nov 11 1897... 16: 319
Ennis Alphonso (c) of John H and Mary J Aug 19 1891... 15: 51
Ennis Catharine of Patrick and Mary Sept 15 1900... 17: 83
Ennis Edwin P of Patrick and Ellen Sept 6 1898... 16: 418
Ennis Elizabeth of Richard and Agatha July 10 1900... 17: 61
Ennis John F of Patrick and Mary Jan 13 1898... 16: 371
Ennis Mary A of Patrick and Mary Apr 28 1895... 16: 93
Ennis Stanislaus of Richard and Agatha M Apr 4 1898... 16: 373
Ennis — d of Henry A and Mary A June 1 1891... 15: 21
Ennis — d of John H and Mary J June 26 1895... 16: 116
Ennis — s of Patrick and Mary Feb 1 1897... 16: 364
Enos Edwina of Joseph and Lena Mar 29 1900... 17: 26
Enos Elizabeth M of Joseph and Elizabeth T May 29 1900... 17: 42
Enos Frank of Joseph and Flora Feb 25 1900... 17: 16
Enos John of Joseph and Mary June 6 1891... 15: 4
Enos Joseph V of Joseph F and Elizabeth Mar 2 1897... 16: 274
Enos Lena of Antone and Maria July 1 1896... 16: 224
Enos Manoel of Jose and Lena Apr 28 1894... 16: 3
Enos Manoel of Manoel and Mary Dec 22 1893... 15: 173
Enos Mary J of Joao and Sarah July 1 1896... 16: 224
Enos Nellie of John and Virginia Apr 15 1897... 16: 282
Enos Raymond J of Joseph and Elizabeth Sept 12 1893... 15: 171
Enos Teresa of Manoel and Ualicia Apr 4 1898... 16: 373
Enright Mary J of Patrick J and Delia Mar 28 1893... 15: 147
Ensted Hilga of Belent and Christiana July 29 1892... 15: 111
Entwistle Hazel of John Jr and Cora B Nov 5 1898... 16: 448
Entwistle Thomas of Edward and Annie Apr 10 1891... 15: 28
Enwright Annie F of John and Annie May 13 1891... 15: 28
Enzinger George F P of George and Catherine Feb 20 1891... 15: 17
Eone Joe of John and Mena Feb 1900... 17: 17
Eppich Anton A of Anton and Sophie Dec 1 1900... 17: 107
Epps Sarah F (c) of Frank and Sarah Aug 19 1895... 16: 135
Epps — (c) s of Benjamin F and Sarah Jan 6 1897... 16: 364
Epstein Abraham of Rubin and Jennie June 7 1896... 16: 193
Epstein Annie of Simon and Betsey Apr 27 1899... 16: 484
Epstein Dora of Reuben and Jennie Feb 16 1894... 16: 10
Epstein Elias of Simon and Bessie Nov 22 1894... 16: 58
Epstein Henry of Jacob and Lena Dec 14 1897 ............... 16:330
Epstein Isaac L of Herman and Lena A Aug 26 1894 ........... 16: 55
Epstein Joseph of Herman and Lena Sept 4 1892 ............... 15:107
Epstein Joseph of Jacob and Lena Feb 14 1894 ............... 16: 10
Epstein Louis of Reuben and Anne Jan 25 1892 ............... 15: 72
Epstein Zola of Herman and Lena Oct 20 1898 ............... 16:428
Erkan George W of Charles F and Elizabeth M Oct 18 1895 .... 16:174
Erbe Gertrude of Charles and Martha Apr 5 1898 ............... 16:397
Erbe Lillian of Charles and Martha Nov 8 1899 ............... 16:538
Erbe Mary of Carl and Martha Aug 7 1895 ............... 16:192
Erenkranz —— d of Solomon and Pradel Jan 9 1900 ............... 17: 55
Ericksen Dagny of Adolf C and Josephine E Feb 23 1896 .... 16:263
Ericksen Hroar of Adolf C E and Josephine E Sept 7 1897 .... 16:342
Ericksen Leif of Adolph C E and Josephine E Nov 16 1898 ... 16:443
Erickson Adolf C E of Adolf C E and Josephine E Aug 5 1894 16: 81
Erickson Edwin K of Emanuel and Edith Jan 26 1897 .... 16:291
Erickson Elsie L of John and Maria Apr 4 1898 ............... 16:408
Erickson Frank R of John and July Mary 14 1895 ............... 16:170
Erickson Gustav of Gustav and Mathilde June 11 1893 .... 15:161
Erickson Hilda V of William and Christina Nov 4 1898 .... 16:439
Erickson Hulda of Gustav and Matilda Aug 10 1898 .......... 16:457
Erickson Ida C of Charles E and Hilda A Jan 9 1897 .... 16:290
Erickson Inez A of Andrew O and Nellie May 3 1899 .... 16:488
Erickson Leslie G of Emanuel and Edith C Mar 23 1899 .... 16:516
Erickson Lillian of Gustave and Matilda Mar 19 1900 .... 17: 23
Erickson Linnie M of Eric P and Anna Aug 16 1895 .... 16:143
Erickson Lydia I of Andrew R and Nellie C Sept 26 1892 .... 15:113
Erickson Philip A of Emanuel and Louise Jan 19 1892 .... 15: 80
Erickson Raymond E of Emanuel and Augusta Sept 8 1896 .... 16:269
Erickson Ruth L of Conrad and Augusta May 29 1898 .... 16:388
Erickson Ruth S E of John and Maria Sept 26 1891 .... 15: 61
Erickson Thor L of Finn O and Olena Feb 13 1898 .... 16:389
Erickson Warren D of Andrew O and Nellie C Jan 9 1897 .... 16:287
Erickson —— d of Andrew O and Nellie C Dec 15 1894 .... 16: 64
Erickson —— s of Emanuel and Edith C Apr 18 1896 .... 16:201
Erickson —— s of Eric R and Hildegard 8 Oct 1 1897 .... 16:342
Erickson —— d of Gustav A and Matilda June 2 1894 .... 16: 35
Erickson —— s of Oscar E and Anna M Aug 3 1900 .... 17:119
Erickson —— s of Stephen and Bertha J May 22 1891 .... 15: 16
Ericsen Annie C of Peter and Marie Sept 6 1893 .... 15:213
Ericsen —— s of Louisa June 13 1900 .... 17: 47
Erikson Astrid of Adolf and Josephine Jan 27 1893 .... 15:153
Erikson Blanche E of John and Maria Apr 1 1900 .... 17: 28
Ernstoff Rose of Jacob and Mary Oct 19 1899 .... 16:537
Eskiss Emanuel of William and Annie May 1 1900 .... 17: 54
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.  

Esleeck Edith M of Charles A and Edna F Nov 24 1893...15:195
Espinola Antonio of Domingos J and Marianna S Dec 15 1892.15:102
Espinola Maria of Domingo J and Marianna Dec 13 1891...15:35
Esposito Angiolina of Aniello and Vincenza Oct 31 1895...16:168
Esposito Annie of Antonio and Maria Aug 6 1898...16:426
Esposito Concetta of Giovanni S and Angela Feb 6 1892...15:88
Esposito Francesca of Aniello and Vincenza Apr 2 1898...16:402
Esposito Francesco of Giovanni and Angiola R May 15 1895...16:123
Esposito Francesco of Giovanni and Rosa Dec 18 1897...16:352
Esposito Giuseppe of Aniello and Vincenza Nov 17 1896...16:259
Esposito Giuseppe of Giovanni and Maria D July 1 1891...15:55
Esposito Luigi of Giovanni and Maria June 29 1896...16:223
Esposito Maria of Aniello and Vincenza Mar 25 1900...15:25
Esposito Maria C of Giovanni and Rosina Mar 1 1894...16:33
Esposito Raffaela of Giovanni and Maria Nov 10 1893...15:203
Esposito Vincenzo of Giovanni and Rosina Apr 2 1900...17:28
Esposito -- of Giovanni and Maria D Dec 28 1898...16:455
Esposito Antonio of Francisco and Maria June 12 1896...16:374
Essex -- of Samuel P and Ella M Sept 7 1891...15:61
Estayao Jose of Manoel and Maria Dec 3 1892...15:101
Esten Marguerite L of Thomas O and Maria L Feb 12 1891...15:17
Esten -- of Leprelett W and Alice D Apr 11 1899...16:595
Esten -- of Reuben B and Elizabeth M Sept 14 1891...15:51
Estes Ethel M of John and Ida G July 27 1896...16:224
Estes Grace of John C and Ida G July 21 1891...15:32
Estes John of John and Ida G Dec 30 1893...15:173
Estes Mary of John and Ida G Apr 30 1899...16:474
Estes William W of James P and Leila A Jan 7 1897...16:294
Estey Ella D of George W and Ellen C Apr 1 1894...16:43
Estrella Maria J of Jose J and Maria Aug 27 1891...15:33
Etchells Edith E of Edward O and Alice Mar 13 1897...16:314
Etchells Ethel of William and Mary May 24 1891...15:16
Etchells Howard G of Zachariah and Maud E Nov 17 1898...16:470
Etchells Lavinia of James T and Ada Dec 5 1899...16:554
Etchells Lillian of William G and Mary E Feb 1 1895...16:132
Etchells Milton J of Joshua and Eliza E Sept 7 1900...17:80
Etheridge Agnes of Sylvester J and Mary J Mar 22 1896...16:203
Etheridge Elizabeth of Sylvester J and Mary J Nov 5 1891...15:52
Etheridge Joseph of Sylvester J and Mary J July 31 1899...16:556
Etheridge Sylvester F of Sylvester J and Mary Sept 25 1893...15:194
Etheridge Theresa of Sylvester J and Mary J July 24 1897...16:341
Ethier Felix J of Joachin and Leopoldine July 7 1893...15:204
Ethier Joseph W of Hubert and Delia June 10 1894...16:14
Ethier Olivine of Joseph and Pauline Dec 15 1895...16:176
Eric Francois of Hubert and Salome Jan 22 1893...15:141
Etoiano Filomena of Raffaele and Filomena June 28 1894 . 16: 45
Ettlinger Edna of Edward J and Mary E Jan 2 1892 . 15: 78
Ettlinger Myra of Edward J and Myra E Apr 7 1894 . 16: 19
Ettlinger —— s of Edward J and Myra E Dec 16 1895 . 16: 153
Evangelho Jose D of Jose and Adelaide Dec 21 1894 . 16: 49
Evangelho Luiza B of Jose B and Adelaide B Aug 3 1893 . 15: 170
Evangelho de Emilia D of Jose D and Adelaide Feb 2 1896 . 16: 181
Evans Alfred G of Alfred F and Minnie T Mar 1 1896 . 16: 200
Evans Arthur W of Maurice A and Idella P Sept 19 1894 . 16: 83
Evans Catherine B of William and Julia Dec 14 1897 . 16: 360
Evans Charles F of William and Mary A Nov 6 1891 . 15: 46
Evans Charles H (c) of Charles H and Emily I Dec 22 1891 . 15: 38
Evans Charles L of Joseph E and Catherine T Oct 19 1898 . 16: 419
Evans Edwin of Robert W and Annie May 3 1897 . 16: 293
Evans Ellen of William and Julia Mar 21 1899 . 16: 510
Evans Esther N of Fred W and Lizzie V May 20 1897 . 16: 310
Evans Flora M of Alfred F and Minnie May 7 1897 . 16: 293
Evans Florence M of Edmund B and Idella G May 1 1894 . 16: 40
Evans George A of George H and Jennie W June 28 1891 . 15: 12
Evans Irene of Walter M and Catherine S Dec 29 1895 . 16: 161
Evans John of John and Mary Oct 23 1891 . 15: 37
Evans Margaret A of John J and Mary Feb 5 1897 . 16: 280
Evans Mary of Charles and Ellen Oct 4 1891 . 15: 49
Evans Mary J of John J and Mary Feb 22 1895 . 16: 121
Evans Ruth of Alfred and Mary A Dec 9 1893 . 15: 192
Evans Thomas of John and Mary May 18 1893 . 15: 140
Evans William H of Richard H and Catharine Mar 17 1900 . 17: 22
Evans —— s of Frank N and Priscilla J May 6 1895 . 16: 118
Evans —— d of Fred B and Fannie B May 17 1894 . 16: 3
Evans —— d of Fred B and Georgia Aug 10 1899 . 16: 571
Evans —— (c) d of Harry H B and Mary Nov 10 1891 . 15: 34
Evans —— d of Leon and Susan Nov 2 1895 . 16: 178
Evans —— s of Maurice A and Idella P July 18 1897 . 16: 353
Evans —— d of Maurice A and Idella P Dec 24 1900 . 17: 114
Evans —— s of Susan Nov 5 1895 . 16: 138
Evaristo Engenia R of Antonio G and Amelia R Jan 13 1892 . 15: 66
Eveleth Grace E of Fred D and Evelyn Jan 30 1895 . 16: 98
Evers Albert G D of Albert E and Catherine J Apr 7 1899 . 16: 473
Evers Elsie M of Albert and Catherine Apr 9 1894 . 16: 23
Evers Gertrude H of Albert E and Catherine J Oct 5 1896 . 16: 246
Evers Mabel M F J of Albert E and Catherine J June 14 1892 . 15: 82
Everson —— s of John J and Maria E July 8 1892 . 15: 126
Ewart Catherine of John and Catherine C Oct 18 1897 . 16: 357
Ewart Henry J of Frederick E and Emma E Feb 14 1900 . 17: 13
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Ewart Walter L of Charles L and Mary A Oct 31 1894..........16: 73
Ewert Edward of Edward F and Emma E May 16 1898..........16: 410
Ewert Wilhelm of Edward and Emma May 23 1892..........15: 75
Ewing Charles of Robert and Martha Jan 1 1891..........15: 4
Ewing —— s of Robert and Martha J Sept 23 1892..........15: 104
Ewins Edith M of James and Annie E May 24 1898..........16: 387
Ewins Raymond of James and Annie E June 30 1899..........16: 459
Exley Ruth of Benjamin B and Lizzie B Oct 9 1899..........16: 583

Fabian Annie E of Max and Betty May 14 1893..........15: 154
Fagaines Milton H of Milton and Harriet Apr 12 1898..........16: 462
Fagan Adalena F of George H and Mary A May 27 1892..........15: 95
Fagan Alice L of Peter W and Nellie Oct 16 1897..........16: 356
Fagan Anna of Christopher J and Maria Nov 23 1897..........16: 358
Fagan Annie A of Bernard and Ellen May 3 1900..........17: 36 and 43
Fagan Charles A of Peter W and Ellen V Dec 12 1895..........16: 169
Fagan Daniel F of Francis P and Margaret Nov 21 1896..........16: 227
Fagan Frances R of Michael and Ann Nov 29 1892..........15: 109
Fagan Helen C of Bernard and Helen J Oct 3 1897..........16: 327
Fagan Herbert H of Peter W and Ellen V Mar 25 1892..........15: 89
Fagan James A of Frank and Margaret Apr 16 1898..........16: 373
Fagan James E of Christopher J and Maria July 10 1894..........16: 80
Fagan James L of James F and Annie F Aug 8 1897..........16: 363
Fagan John A of William M and Catherine C June 15 1900..........17: 47
Fagan Margaret of John B and Annie S Mar 5 1897..........16: 311
Fagan Mary of John B and Annie S Aug 12 1898..........16: 457
Fagan Mary I of Matthew J and Margaret Oct 13 1895..........16: 150
Fagan Patrick J of James F and Annie E Dec 14 1899..........16: 540
Fagan Raphael W of Peter W and Ellen V Sept 28 1893..........15: 208
Fagan Raymond V of James F and Annie F Mar 24 1899..........16: 510
Fagan Thomas J of Christopher J and Maria Dec 31 1895..........16: 176
Fagan William of Peter and Helen Jan 25 1891..........15: 22
Fagerson —— d of Albert and Emma Apr 23 1898..........16: 384
Fagiano Carmela of Pasquale and Concetta Dec 2 1899..........16: 587
Fagundes Jooao of Jooao I and Roza P May 25 1892..........15: 68
Fagundes Mary M of John M and Amelia M Jan 26 1896..........16: 221
Fagundes Maria of John E and Roza E Nov 22 1893..........15: 172
Fahey Honora C of Patrick and Catherine Oct 5 1891..........15: 46
Fahey James E of James and Isabella July 3 1895..........16: 169
Fahey John L of John and Maria Jan 23 1893..........15: 148
Fahey Lizzie J of Patrick and Catherine Mar 12 1894........16: 19
Fahey Loretta of James and Isabella Sept 23 1900........17: 85
Fahey —— s of James and Isabelle June 8 1898........16: 410
Fahlquist Frank E of Frank and Wilhelmina Aug 5 1898.....16: 465
Fahlstrom Amey E of Axel and Tekla L Feb 8 1900........17: 11
Fain Barnet of Philip and Rebecca May 9 1896........16: 192
Fain Barnet of Reuben and Dora Jan 31 1893.............15: 141
Fain Benjamin of Philip and Rebecca Oct 14 1899........16: 574
Fain Daniel of Jacob and Mollie Dec 25 1900.............17: 114
Fain Edmund of Jacob and Mollie May 24 1897..............16: 278
Fain Henry of Reuben and Dora July 16 1898..............16: 421
Fain Henry of Reuben and Dora Apr 16 1900..............17: 31
Fain Hyman of Barnet and Fanny July 24 1899...........16: 532
Fain Israel of Barnet and Ida Dec 18 1899..............16: 531
Fain Jacob of Barnet and Ida Feb 26 1898..............16: 375
Fain Jenny E of Barnet and Sarah July 4 1893.........15: 173
Fain Joseph of Reuben and Dora June 1 1891.............15: 6
Fain Louis of Reuben and Dora Jan 15 1895..............16: 98
Fain Minnie of Barnet and Fannie Oct 4 1900............17: 89
Fain Rebecca of Barnard and Sarah Mar 29 1896.........16: 186
Fain Sarah of Philip and Rebecca Oct 21 1897.........16: 328
Fain Sarah of Reuben and Dora Jan 2 1897..............16: 279
Fain —— s of Bernard and Sarah Aug 13 1892........15: 106
Fain Ida of Giovanni and Margherita June 12 1900....17: 47
Fair Ann of Thomas A and Martha July 20 1897.........16: 345
Fair Mary V of Thomas A and Martha Aug 15 1899.......16: 571
Fairbanks Charles E of Charles E and Eliza J Jan 12 1898...16: 495
Fairbanks Ralph L of Ralph B and Margaret E May 30 1900...17: 43
Fairbanks —— s of Ralph B and Margaret Dec 1 1898.....16: 470
Fairbrother Earle C of Ernest H and Mary M Mar 17 1898...16: 412
Fairbrother Edwin L of Leon and Lottie B Mar 28 1899....16: 485
Fairbrother Herbert S of Ernest H and Mary M Aug 1 1899..16: 541
Fairbrother Marguerite of Frederick A and Emily E Sept 22
1892........................................15: 115
Fairbrother Raymond A of Leon and Lottie May 29 1900....17: 42
Fairbrother Ruth M of Ernest X and Mary M Feb 23 1897....16: 288
Fairbrother —— d of Leon and Lottie B F July 22 1897....16: 333
Fairchild Daniel of Arthur W and Ella M May 16 1891....15: 3
Fairfield —— twin sons of Ernest B and Fleet J Dec 18 1892.15: 110
Fairman Alfred B of Alfred D and Emma I Sept 1 1897.....16: 355
Fairman Charles E of Charles H and Ellen S June 15 1895...16: 130
Fairman Ellen of Charles E and Ellen S June 23 1891....15: 6
Fairman Eliza E of Charles E and Ellen S Dec 23 1892....15: 131
Fairman Emma E of Alfred D and Emma I Nov 1 1895.....16: 140
Fairman Ethel O of Arthur A and Margaret A May 10 1893.15:144
Fairman Etta L of Arthur A and Margaret A Nov 20 1891.15: 42
Fairman Fred H of Charles E and Ellen S June 8 1897.16:276
Fairman George D of Charles E and Ellen S Mar 10 1899.16:473
Falardeau Aglae of Adelard and Rosa Nov 18 1892.15:130
Falardi Felicia of Michele and Filomena Apr 23 1897.16:283
Falardi Rosa of Michele and Filomena June 28 1899.16:483
Falaschi — s of Antonio and Domenica Aug 27 1897.16:367
Falcofsky Anne of Harris and Anna Apr 11 1896.16:191
Falcofsky Barnet of Harris and Anna June 16 1898.16:382
Falcofsky Eva of Philip and Sophia Oct 20 1894.16: 57
Falcofsky Mary of Philip and Sophia June 13 1899.16:483
Falcofsky Samuel of Harris and Annie Sept 5 1900.17: 80
Falcone Alessandro of Emilio and Antonietta Sept 26 1893.15:201
Falcone Angelina of Emilio and Antonietta Apr 14 1899.16:504
Falcone Costantino of Pasquale and Carmela Nov 18 1900.17:103
Falcone Costantino L A of Pasquale and Carmela Feb 25 1898.16:379
Falcone Dolorosa of Pasquale and Carmela Nov 30 1895.16:147
Falcone Maria of Erminio and Antonietta Sept 3 1896.16:257
Falcone Orazio of Giuseppe and Assunta Nov 22 1900.17:104
Falcone Pasquale of Giuseppe and Assunta Nov 1 1898.16:454
Falcone Raffaele of Giovanni and Genoefla Aug 2 1899.16:570
Falcone — d of Pasquale and Carmela Feb 25 1898.16:467
Fales Ethel L of Lester T J and Mabel E July 16 1892.15: 99
Fales Nellie M of Lester T J and Mabel E Sept 26 1895.16:155
Fales Russell L of Lester T J and Mabel E Aug 13 1897.16:317
Falk — s of Amanda Apr 8 1892.15: 76
Falkowsky Ida G of Harris and Annie Dec 29 1892.15:110
Falkowsky — d of Harris and Anne Mar 30 1893.16:101
Fallassi Felice of Giuseppe and Rosina Jan 19 1896.16:221
Fallon Anna of Bartholomew and Anna Oct 17 1900.17: 93
Fallon Annie of Michael and Ellen Apr 16 1892.15: 82
Fallon Catherine C of James and Annie Oct 17 1897.16:350
Fallon Daniel E of Patrick F and Annie Nov 17 1897.16:323
Fallon Edward J of Patrick J and Catherine M Dec 29 1893.15:182
Fallon Elizabeth A of John T and Mary E Jan 4 1893.15:167
Fallon Henrietta R of John and Mary E Aug 15 1894.16: 50
Fallon Henry M of William and Annie T Jan 5 1895.16:110
Fallon James of Bartholomew and Anna Aug 16 1899.16:563
Fallon Jennie of Patrick F and Annie Sept 5 1891.15: 56
Fallon John of John and Mary E Oct 30 1893.15:191
Fallon John of Thomas J and Sarah A June 24 1899.16:501
Fallon John T of William J and Annie F Feb 22 1899.16:490
Fallon Joseph of Joseph and Catherine Sept 25 1891.15: 52
Fallon Joseph P of Patrick F and Annie Mar 1 1895.............16:100
Fallon Julia of John and Julia Feb 23 1893....................15:146
Fallon Madeline of Joseph P and Catherine Sept 2 1899........16:522
Fallon Margaret A of Thomas and Margaret Oct 31 1893........15:187
Fallon Mary of Bartholomew and Anna Aug 16 1899.............16:563
Fallon Mary C of Thomas J and Sarah A July 3 1894...........16:74
Fallon Mary J of John and Mary E Jan 15 1895...............16:110
Fallon Mary M of James and Annie July 5 1894.................16:88
Fallon Sarah A of Patrick and Annie Apr 30 1893...............15:160
Fallon Susan I of John and Annie Apr 8 1898...................16:387
Fallon Thomas F of John and Ann May 17 1899..................16:488
Fallon —— s of Francis and Ellen Mar 20 1899.................16:594
Fallon —— s of Joseph and Catherine Dec 3 1893...............15:195
Fallon —— s of Joseph and Catherine Jan 23 1895...............16:91
Fallon —— d of Joseph and Catherine July 13 1897.............16:320
Fallon —— d of Mary Jan 9 1897..........................16:285
Fallon —— d of William J and Annie Oct 7 1897...............16:367
Falls Agnes of Edward and Mary July 10 1893...............15:176
Falls Marguerite of Edward and Mary Sept 5 1895.............16:139
Falls Marietta of Edward and Mary Dec 3 1899.................16:530
Falls Mary of John and Margaret Nov 30 1893................15:181
Falls William of John and Margaret June 16 1895.............16:103
Falls William L of Edward and Mary Dec 3 1897...............16:323
Fallsan Minnie of Joseph and Dora Feb 18 1897.................16:313
Faltieri Leopoldo of Ottilio and Anna June 1 1893............15:169
Falvey Alice of John and Margaret July 23 1898.................16:425
Falvey Annie L of Timothy and Bridget Feb 25 1898...........16:372
Falvey Catharine of Timothy and Bridget June 1 1890........17:48
Falvey Esther of John and Margaret July 17 1895..............16:170
Falvey John J of John J and Margaret Oct 2 1896.............16:225
Falvey Margaret of John and Margaret May 20 1895............16:94
Falvey Mary of John and Margaret Feb 20 1894................16:1
Falvey Mary of Timothy and Bridget Apr 28 1896..............16:183
Falvey Theresa of John and Margaret July 11 1893............15:99
Falvey William of John and Margaret Jan 10 1893.............15:161
Falvy Genevieve of John F and Margaret July 6 1900...........17:60
Famiglietti Alberto M of Vito N and Carolina Sept 9 1898....16:427
Famiglietti Margherita of Rocco and Margherita May 5 1894..16:12
Famiglietti Pepina of Rocco and Filomena May 9 1898.........16:381
Famiglietti Rosa of Vito and Carolina Aug 26 1896............16:233
Famiglietti Rosina of Rocco and Filomena Dec 27 1900........17:115
Famiglietti —— s of Rocco and Filomena Mar 27 1896.........16:190
Fandetti Maria C of Giuseppe and Maria L Dec 1 1900.........17:107
Fane Jacob of Reuben and Dora May 11 1891..................15:9
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Faneuf James E of Frederic and Rose Dec 19 1891..........................15: 63
Fanning Agnes of James and Margaret Mar 7 1898..........................16: 401
Fanning Agnes L of Thomas and Alice L Feb 19 1897......................16: 298
Fanning Alice of James W and Margaret T July 18 1894....................16: 80
Fanning Annie E of John F and Catherine E Nov 22 1891..................15: 63
Fanning Bertha of Luke J and Mary A Apr 6 1899..........................16: 499
Fanning Charles J of Thomas and Alice Dec 15 1894........................16: 74
Fanning Delia of Thomas and Jane Oct 2 1893..............................15: 298
Fanning Ednah A of John W and Eleanor Jan 23 1895......................16: 125
Fanning Edward of Thomas and Jane Jan 21 1898............................16: 413
Fanning Ellen of John and Mary Dec 11 1900...............................17: 110
Fanning Emma of John W and Eleanor Oct 22 1897..........................16: 357
Fanning Francis T of James and Elizabeth Aug 31 1898....................16: 446
Fanning George of John H and Eliza Aug 21 1891..........................15: 54
Fanning John F of John F and Catherine E Jan 4 1893....................15: 161
Fanning Loreta L of Thomas W and Mary E May 8 1894.....................16: 20
Fanning Mabel I of Daniel and Alice Oct 20 1900..........................17: 94
Fanning Margaret A of John and Mary Apr 1 1898..........................16: 498
Fanning Margaret M of Thomas W and Mary E Oct 3 1891..................15: 49
Fanning Mary L of Luke J and Mary A May 6 1897..........................16: 299
Fanning Mary O of James L and Mary J Nov 11 1900.......................17: 101
Fanning Mary T of Dennis and Ellen Oct 19 1898..........................16: 459
Fanning Richard F of Thomas and Alice Feb 15 1891......................15: 19
Fanning William of James and Margaret July 24 1892.....................15: 126
Fanning William of James W and Margaret T Nov 3 1891..................15: 62
Fanning William B of William M and Catherine J Mar 21 1900..............17: 24
Fanning William L of Thomas W and Mary E Mar 9 1897....................16: 288
Fanning William P of Peter and Ellen Mar 10 1899.......................16: 509
Fanning — d of Dennis and Nellie Mar 28 1897.............................16: 277 and 365
Fanning — s of James W and Margaret T Aug 15 1893.....................15: 206
Fantani George J of Joseph and Lulu July 23 1894........................16: 75
Faraone Antonio of Alfonzo and Gilorme Sept 11 1893....................15: 214
Farenda Nicola of Antonio and Cecilia July 17 1894.....................16: 54
Faria Arthur of Manoel and Angela July 25 1900..........................17: 66
Faria Emanuel of Jose C and Ignacia L Sept 15 1893......................15: 171
Faria John B of Joseph and Margaret Sept 7 1900.......................17: 80
Faria Jose of Manoel J and Maria A Mar 5 1899............................16: 473
Faria Maria C of Jose C and Ignacia L Apr 21 1895........................16: 93
Farias Joao P of Jacinto P and Maria Aug 28 1899.........................16: 522
Farias Manoel S of Manoel J and Marianna S Apr 21 1900................17: 123
Farley Annie of Thomas F and Annie E June 17 1894......................16: 42
Farley Catherine of Peter and Mary May 22 1898.........................16: 391
Farley Catherine of Thomas F and Annie E Dec 12 1895..................16: 176
Farley Edna V of Thomas and Sarah Mar 6 1897..............16: 292
Farley Edouard L of Joseph and Louise Apr 19 1898.........16: 408
Farley Edward J of Dennis and Margaret June 29 1896.......16: 198
Farley Eliza of Peter and Mary Nov 4 1900....................17: 99
Farley Ellen of Thomas and Annie Jan 15 1896.................16: 188
Farley Emma of Peter and Mary Aug 19 1899.....................16: 551
Farley George of James and Mary Dec 8 1898....................16: 470
Farley John F of Peter and Mary Aug 2 1895....................16: 154
Farley John J of John and Rose Nov 23 1891.....................15: 46
Farley Joseph H E of Louis and Emma Sept 10 1898............A 1: 33
Farley Lena of Thomas and Annie Jan 30 1895....................16: 98
Farley Margaret of Lewis and Minnie Jan 29 1894..............16: 1
Farley Marion E L of Joseph and Louisa July 19 1900............17: 64
Farley Mary of Dennis and Margaret Mar 18 1893..............15: 148
Farley Mary A of Peter and Mary Aug 1 1896....................16: 245
Farley Mary E of Dennis and Margaret Mar 22 1891.............15: 13
Farley Mary T of Peter and Ellen Apr 15 1891....................15: 23
Farley Opal G of Thomas M and Sarah A Apr 2 1898.............16: 390
Farley Thomas of Thomas and Annie Feb 11 1900...............17: 12
Farley Thomas F of Thomas F and Annie E Feb 1 1893...........15: 162
Farley William of Thomas and Annie Sept 15 1898..............16: 427
Farley William of Thomas F and Annie E Aug 12 1897............16: 354
Farley William D of Peter and Nellie Aug 8 1899..............16: 546
Farlow Joseph L of James C and Catherine L May 27 1896......16: 192
Farlow Sarah L of James C and Catherine L Dec 18 1899......16: 540
Farlowe Mary A of James C and Catherine L Nov 21 1897......16: 329
Farmer Alfred of John and Mary A Dec 6 1892.................15: 116
Farmer Arthur of John and Mary A Feb 2 1895.................16: 110
Farmer Florence of John and Mary A July 30 1898..............16: 441
Farmer Francis A of John H and Mary June 9 1892..............15: 76
Farmer Frank E D of John and Mary A Mar 6 1891..............15: 15
Farmer George F of John and Mary A Mar 15 1897..............16: 292
Farmer Herbert of John T and Mary A Dec 22 1899.............16: 555
Farmer Joseph H of Joseph H and Mary A July 10 1896.......16: 231
Farmer —— d of Henry and Clara Dec 21 1892................15: 117
Farmer —— s of John and Mary A Feb 2 1895....................16: 110
Farmer —— s of Maggie May 29 1892.........................15: 76
Farnham Arthur C of Arthur C and Minella E Aug 5 1895.....16: 154
Farnham Gladys M of Frank E and Nellie F May 22 1899......16: 495
Farnham Leroy P of Fred W and Frances C June 12 1900......17: 47
Farnham Raymond E of Arthur C and Minella E Dec 31 1899..16: 555
Farnsworth Claudius R of John P and Margaret C Mar 25
1895 ..................................................16: 121
Farnsworth William B of John P and Margaret C Sept 7 1891.15: 56
Farnum Earl C of Frank E and Edith M June 8 1892...........15: 87
Farnum Earl F C of Frank E and Edith M Feb 7 1896..........16: 206
Farnum Edith E of Fred L and Jennie S Jan 13 1895.........16: 117
Farnum Ethel D of Frank E and Nellie F Sept 5 1893.........15: 190
Farnum Herbert L of Fred LaM and Jennie S Dec 17 1896.....16: 270
Farnum Louise E of Fred L and Jennie S Oct 1 1893..........15: 190
Faro —— d of Amos and Flora Dec 25 1891..................15: 47
Farpełha Jose J of Jose J and Maria Mar 19 1895............16: 92
Farpełha Maria of Jose J and Maria July 15 1897.............16: 317
Farr Annie M M of John and Autharena Jan 6 1893..........15: 141
Farracy Edward F of Edward J and Mary A May 29 1892.......15: 75
Farragut Emilia K of Gustave and Christina Nov 14 1900.....17: 102
Farragut George E of Gustav and Christina May 7 1899.......16: 474
Farragut Gustav R of Gustav and Christina June 9 1896......16: 184
Farragut —— s of Gustav and Christina Jan 4 1898..........16: 371
Farrar Alfred of George E and Lilly Aug 29 1900............17: 77
Farrar Raymond of Johnson and Sarah A Nov 9 1896........16: 266
Farrell Agnes of John and Mary Sept 14 1891.................15: 61
Farrell Alice G of James B and Ellen Feb 3 1897.............16: 298
Farrell Allen of John T and Louise A Sept 16 1899.........16: 564
Farrell Anna of John F and Ellen J July 18 1891............15: 47
Farrell Annie of Edward and Ann Mar 10 1892.................15: 73
Farrell Annie of Patrick J and Annie B Jan 3 1899.........16: 489
Farrell Annie L of Michael and Mary A Apr 17 1897.........16: 309
Farrell Benjamin S of Bernard S and Bridget H Aug 17 1899..16: 534
Farrell Catherine J of Daniel J and Catherine J Sept 18 1894.16: 83
Farrell Catherine M of Patrick and Helena A Jan 21 1900....17: 53
Farrell Charles E of Charles and Nellie Oct 1 1891........15: 36
Farrell Charles McC of Patrick H and Catherine Dec 8 1898..16: 420
Farrell Daniel F of Daniel F and Catherine E Apr 2 1894....15: 18
Farrell Edmund of Thomas E and Elizabeth Oct 4 1900........17: 89
Farrell Edward of Edward and Annie Oct 8 1894.............16: 56
Farrell Edward F of James B and Ellen F Sept 11 1892.......15: 120
Farrell Edward H of Thomas H and Elizabeth Feb 27 1899.....16: 503
Farrell Eleanor I of Michael and Mary A Feb 24 1893.........15: 163
Farrell Ella of Michael and Amelia May 21 1891............15: 29
Farrell Ellen of Martin and Mary E Oct 1 1891..............15: 52
Farrell Ellen of Michael and Mary A May 2 1899...............16: 511
Farrell Emma of Edward F and Mary A Feb 22 1892............15: 72
Farrell Frances of John F and Ellen J Mar 7 1894...........16: 22
Farrell Francis of Bernard and Jennie Apr 16 1895...........16: 112
Farrell Francis of Michael J and Mary Apr 23 1894..........16: 23
Farrell Francis of Thomas F and Mary Dec 29 1893.........15: 199
Farrell Francis A of Francis and Ellen July 19 1897........16: 347
Farrell Francis S of Patrick and Bridget Dec 24 1895......16:164  
Farrell George F of Michael F and Mary Mar 30 1899.......16:485  
Farrell George V of Mark and Mary Nov 20 1900............17:104  
Farrell Gertrude A of Daniel F and Catherine Oct 18 1896..16:251  
Farrell Harry of Thomas and Mary June 12 1896.............16:208  
Farrell Helena C of Bernard S and Bridget H Mar 16 1893..15:143  
Farrell Henry J of Michael H and Margaret L June 12 1894..16:42  
Farrell Henry T of Michael and Amelia Oct 19 1892........15:129  
Farrell Howard J of Thomas H and Mary E June 19 1900...17:54  
Farrell Irving F of Michael H and Margaret L Mar 9 1896..16:215  
Farrell Isabelle J of James B and Ellen F Oct 2 1899.....16:565  
Farrell James of Patrick J and Annie B Mar 14 1900......17:22  
Farrell James F of Martin and Mary E Apr 6 1893.........15:154  
Farrell James T of James J and Ellen M Oct 7 1897......16:334  
Farrell Jane F of Frank and Catherine Jan 4 1894.......16:36  
Farrell Joanna F of Michael and Mary Oct 5 1892.......15:100  
Farrell John of Edward and Ann Mar 29 1899..............16:480  
Farrell John of Robert and Fannie Sept 21 1891.........15:61  
Farrell John F of Charles and Ella Nov 21 1893.........15:175  
Farrell John H of Joseph and Margaret Feb 15 1892......15:92  
Farrell John L of Patrick J and Annie B Apr 18 1905....16:112  
Farrell John T of John T and Louise A Oct 7 1897.......16:346  
Farrell John T of George L and Lena M June 29 1892....15:87  
Farrell Joseph of Peter and Mary J Mar 9 1893........16:127  
Farrell Joseph of Peter and Mary J Apr 17 1897.........16:309  
Farrell Joseph E of Bernard S and Bridget H July 2 1897..16:324  
Farrell Joseph M of Michael and Mary A Sept 27 1900....17:86  
Farrell Lawrence F of Patrick and Lena Apr 6 1898......16:414  
Farrell Loretta E of Michael H and Margaret L Aug 11 1892.15:127  
Farrell Marcelle of Bernard and Jennie Nov 5 1896.......16:247  
Farrell Margaret of Edward and Ann Mar 14 1897.........16:282  
Farrell Margaret of James and Bridget Jan 15 1897......16:288  
Farrell Margaret E of Bernard S and Bridget H May 31 1895.16:103  
Farrell Maria A of Michael and Amelia May 21 1891.....15:29  
Farrell Marie C of Christopher and Catherine July 4 1897..16:362  
Farrell Martin L of Martin and Mary E Mar 26 1895.......16:115  
Farrell Mary of James and Bridget Apr 3 1893............15:149  
Farrell Mary of Patrick and Annie B Oct 10 1896.......16:246  
Farrell Mary of Peter and Mary Sept 2 1899...........16:572  
Farrell Mary C of Michael H and Margaret L Feb 5 1900....17:10  
Farrell Mary E of Daniel and Katie Feb 16 1893..........15:153  
Farrell Mary E of Michael and Mary A Sept 10 1891.......15:61  
Farrell Mary E of Patrick and Bridget Nov 8 1892.......15:121  
Farrell Mary L of Bernard S and Bridget H Oct 5 1891....15:41
Farrell Mary L of Peter and Mary J Mar 1 1894. 15: 20
Farrell Mary L of Peter and Mary J Dec 10 1892. 15: 121
Farrell Mary M of Daniel J and Catherine C June 17 1898. 16: 411
Farrell Mary T of Bernard and Jane May 23 1892. 15: 91
Farrell Mary T of James and Ellen M Apr 13 1891. 15: 15
Farrell Michael of Michael and Mary A May 8 1894. 16: 41
Farrell Richard of Richard and Mary J Oct 5 1896. 16: 235
Farrell Richard H of John H and Annie July 18 1894. 16: 80
Farrell Rosanna of Martin and Mary E May 5 1897. 16: 296
Farrell Thelma F of John J and Rosetta M June 3 1899. 16: 501
Farrell Theresa of Edward F and Mary Feb 23 1895. 16: 99
Farrell Thomas A of John H and Mary July 18 1894. 16: 80
Farrell Thomas P of Thomas and Mary Aug 15 1891. 15: 54
Farrell Vincent of Martin and Mary E Nov 28 1899. 16: 559
Farrell William of Patrick and Mary E July 12 1893. 15: 205
Farrell William E of Edward G and Amy L May 8 1894. 16: 41
Farrell William H of Michael J and Mary X Dec 12 1891. 15: 50
Farrell William J of Daniel F and Catherine E July 11 1898. 16: 441
Farrell — d of Anna Mar 20 1898. 16: 384
Farrell — d of Annie Jan 15 1893. 15: 146
Farrell — s of Charles F and Elizabeth L Dec 6 1897. 16: 368
Farrell — s of Francis and Ellen Mar 23 1899. 16: 594
Farrell — twin sons of Frank and Katie July 16 1894. 16: 71
Farrell — s of John and Annie May 28 1892. 15: 95
Farrell — s of Michael and Mary Jan 27 1898. 16: 467
Farrell — d of Patrick and Bridget Mar 25 1891. 15: 20
Farrelly Elizabeth of John and Rose Feb 19 1895. 16: 107
Farrelly James of John J and Rose Sept 1 1897. 16: 357
Farrelly James of Thomas and Annie June 27 1897. 16: 284
Farrelly John of John E and Annie Sept 20 1896. 16: 234
Farrelly Mary E of Thomas and Mary Oct 14 1891. 15: 46
Farrelly Rosanna of John J and Rose Mar 12 1900. 17: 21
Farrelly — d of James July 10 1897. 16: 366
Farrelly — d of John and Ann July 2 1897. 16: 324
Farren Mary F of Merritt A and Clara L June 24 1898. 16: 395
Farris Bertha M of Adeeb and Faharda May 4 1896. 16: 207
Farris Margaret L of Adeeb and Faharda Oct 11 1900. 17: 91
Farris Ruth E of Samuel H and Sarah E Mar 10 1892. 15: 84
Farro Blanche W of William and Emma Oct 29 1900. 17: 97
Farrow Albert I of Edward A and Nellie M Apr 13 1894. 16: 23
Farrow Bennie T of Frank A and Sarah J Jan 8 1891. 15: 25
Farrow George E (c) of Elijah F and Annie L Oct 25 1893. 15: 202
Farrow Vivian E of Edward A and Nellie M Nov 8 1891. 15: 37
Farstod Benjamin of Henry and Minnie Dec 11 1893. 15: 175
Farwell Raymond S of Edmond A and Amey A May 5 1896. 16:217
Fascitelli Michele of Antonio and Pasquiline Nov 22 1898. 16:430
Faskoa Antonio of Nicola and Loreta Feb 4 1893. 15:162
Fass Otto L of Otto and Rosa July 14 1899. 16:561
Fasterson Stanley C B of Cephas and Hildegarde A L July 22 1900. 17:65
Fasterson Ernst G of Nils and Carolina July 15 1897. 16:333
Fasterson —— s of Nils and Lena Dec 27 1899. 16:588
Faterosso Anna of Giuseppe and Angela Nov 12 1894. 16:90
Fattorosso Teresa of Giuseppe and Angela July 29 1899. 16:545
Fattorosso Aniello of Giuseppe and Angela Nov 27 1896. 16:243
Faubert Angelique of Michel and Leontine Mar 13 1897. 16:295
Faubert Joseph I. P of Ferdinand and Georgiana Nov 12 1895. 16:174
Faubert Marie E of Michel and Léontine Apr 29 1898. 16:394
Faubert Michel of Michel and Leontine Dec 16 1895. 16:161
Faubert —— s of Michel and Leontine June 11 1899. 16:495
Faucher Leo H of Henry J and Marie May 22 1897. 16:297
Faulkner John H of Charles E and Sarah L Mar 15 1894. 15:11
Faulkner John K of John K and Mary A Jan 10 1899. 16:485
Faust Lorette of Charles and Mary A Oct 28 1891. 15:58
Faust Mary L of Charles and Mary A Mar 5 1894. 16:33
Favali Adele of Giuseppe and Bridget Dec 9 1899. 16:577
Favali Ambrose of Giuseppe and Bridget Mar 28 1895. 16:121
Favali Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Bridget Feb 12 1894. 16:32
Favali Giuseppe V of Giuseppe and Bridget Aug 16 1897. 16:348
Favali Pietro A of Giuseppe and Bridget Apr 25 1892. 15:89
Favreau Clara B of William and Emma May 8 1899. 16:590
Favro Alton E of William and Emma June 16 1894. 16:28
Favro Russell of William and Emma Jan 17 1896. 16:202
Fawthrop —— s of Maud Feb 16 1896. 16:194
Fay Annie M of John and Maria Jan 6 1894. 16:15
Fay Catherine of Edward J and Delia M July 27 1900. 17:67
Fay Ethel L of James and Mary A Oct 24 1897. 16:328
Fay Francis J of Peter and Mary A June 8 1891. 15:29
Fay Helen F of James and Mary A Nov 14 1900. 17:102
Fay Isabella of Edward J and Winifred A July 25 1901. 15:32
Fay James F of Thomas J and Catherine E Dec 28 1893. 15:192
Fay James J of James and Mary A Oct 3 1894. 16:56
Fay John of Charles and Catherine Mar 31 1900. 17:27
Fay John of Thomas and Catherine Apr 8 1895. 16:112
Fay John F of James and Mary A Nov 30 1892. 15:109
Fay Josephine A of Luke and Bridget M Mar 13 1899. 16:498
Fay Louis P of Charles E and Clara M Nov 5 1893. 15:187
Fay Lake P of Luke and Bridget Oct 5 1891. 15:54
Fay Mary J of James A and Catherine E Aug 8 1899......16: 580
Fay Mary J of James J and Mary A July 30 1891......15: 39
Fay Rosanna of Thomas J and Catherine Aug 28 1892......15: 112
Fay Theresa A of Luke and Bridget M Sept 20 1893......15: 197
Fay William J of Luke and Bridget May 11 1896......16: 207
Fay .... s of John A and Anna M Oct 30 1892......15: 113
Fayard Mathilde of Pierre and Mathilde Apr 6 1898......16: 384
Fayed Olga of Amin and Delia Apr 19 1899......16: 504
Fayne John F of John and Ellen Nov 29 1897......16: 329
Fayne William J of John and Nellie Oct 27 1892......15: 104
Fazzani Amelia of Domenico and Carmela May 21 1898......16: 403
Fazzano Clarinda M of Domenico and Carmela Sept 3 1896......16: 257
Fazzano Maria of Domenico and Carmela Nov 19 1900......17: 163
Fazzi Vincenzo of Aramis and Isola Mar 1 1898......16: 401
Fearnley Albert H of Herbert and Mary J Feb 1 1895......16: 133
Fearnley Clara E of Herbert and Mary J June 20 1894......15: 10
Fearnley Herbert of Herbert and Mary J Mar 31 1893......15: 143
Feddern Henry F of Henry and Margaret June 13 1898......16: 404
Fee Eileen of John and Mary Feb 3 1900......17: 10
Fee Esther of James and Mary Mar 28 1898......16: 380
Fee Ethel G of Philip H and Mary L Apr 4 1895......16: 101
Fee John J of John and Mary Oct 12 1896......16: 229
Fee Margaret C of James and Mary Dec 28 1893......15: 182
Fee Mary I of Philip and Mary Mar 27 1892......15: 98
Fee Michael of John and Mary Oct 24 1895......16: 146
Fee Philip H of Philip and Mary L Jan 18 1898......16: 405
Feehan James L of Patrick and Ellen Apr 5 1896......16: 191
Feehan John of Patrick and Ellen E Sept 9 1897......16: 326
Feehan Joseph F of Patrick and Ellen E June 28 1893......15: 417
Feeherry David of Patrick H and Elizabeth A Nov 25 1893......15: 211
Feeherry Esther of Patrick H and Elizabeth A Oct 22 1895......16: 174
Feeherry James of Patrick H and Elizabeth Nov 12 1894......16: 85
Feeherry Thomas H of Patrick H and Elizabeth A June 22
1898......16: 411
Feeherry Edward J of Patrick H and Elizabeth A Dec 30 1900,17: 116
Feeley Alice J of Patrick L and Alice M Mar 8 1898......16: 407
Feeley Angeline of Patrick and Mary Dec 6 1897......16: 359
Feeley Ann of Patrick and Mary Aug 23 1891......15: 40
Feeley Drusilla E of Francis X and Elizabeth G Oct 18 1893......15: 209
Feeley Edward of Patrick L and Alice M Sept 14 1899......16: 582
Feeley Edward H of Patrick and Mary Jan 1 1893......15: 146
Feeley Ellen of Charles and Elizabeth Feb 13 1892......15: 92
Feeley Francis of Patrick and Mary Nov 24 1899......16: 586
Feeley Francis R of Patrick L and Alice M Jan 29 1897......16: 306
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Feeley Frederick R of Patrick L and Alice M Jan 29 1897....16: 306
Feeley Genevieve T of Thomas and Julia Dec 27 1891.....15: 55
Feeley Gertrude of Patrick and Mary June 30 1894.........16: 42
Feeley James A of Patrick and Mary Mar 9 1896.........16: 215
Feeley James A of James A and Mary J Apr 20 1899....16: 495
Feeley James A of Patrick L and Alice M May 26 1893....15: 163
Feeley Jennie of John R and Mary Jan 23 1893.........15: 136
Feeley Joseph of Charles and Elizabeth Mar 16 1894......16: 38
Feeley Joseph of Joseph F and Agnes R Nov 18 1898....16: 443
Feeley Joseph B of Patrick L and Alice M Oct 15 1895...16: 173
Feeley Margaret of Peter F and Mary T May 9 1900...17: 37
Feeley Mary T of Peter and Mary Sept 13 1892.........15: 120
Feeley Patrick J of Peter F and Mary T Feb 7 1891.....15: 19
Feeley Richard of John R and Mary Feb 3 1896.........16: 181
Feehey Agnes M of Martin and Catherine May 26 1898...16: 410
Feehey Anne of James F and Catherine T July 27 1893...15: 177
Feehey Annie of James and Annie Apr 2 1892....15: 93
Feehey Annie of James and Catherine Apr 27 1895.........16: 93
Feehey Annie of John and Elizabeth J Oct 4 1896.....16: 229
Feehey Annie T of James and Margaret Sept 25 1898...16: 459
Feehey Bridget E of Martin and Catherine Aug 12 1891...15: 60
Feehey Byron J of William and Ann Sept 30 1891......15: 61
Feehey Catherine of Martin and Catherine Feb 24 1893...15: 163
Feehey Catherine J of James J and Margaret T July 3 1896.16: 252
Feehey Elizabeth of James and Kate Dec 11 1900.......17: 110
Feehey Elizabeth of John and Margaret Jan 18 1893....15: 153
Feehey Ellen of Martin and Catherine Nov 23 1894.....16: 85
Feehey Florence C of James and Catherine Aug 20 1892...15: 123
Feehey Francis M of Michael and Mary F Oct 22 1893...15: 198
Feehey Francis P of Peter and Mary Mar 23 1898......16: 402
Feehey Frank of Dennis and Mary Feb 19 1892....15: 69
Feehey Fred of Sarah Feb 4 1895......................16: 104
Feehey Frederick of Dennis and Mary T Mar 16 1893...15: 139
Feehey Gertrude L of Dennis and Mary Nov 19 1895...16: 140
Feehey Gertrude M of Patrick J and Elizabeth Oct 24 1898.16: 460
Feehey Henry V of John and Margaret Dec 26 1892.....15: 110
Feehey James of John and Elizabeth Aug 25 1898......16: 422
Feehey James E of Patrick J and Elizabeth Oct 26 1896...16: 265
Feehey James J of James J and Catherine T June 12 1892...15: 68
Feehey James J of James J and Mary June 27 1898.....16: 411
Feehey James J of Peter and Mary Nov 16 1899........16: 576
Feehey Jane of Martin F and Annie N May 9 1899......16: 500
Feehey John of John and Elizabeth July 16 1900.......17: 63
Feehey Katherine H of Patrick J and Elizabeth July 23 1900.17: 65
Feeney Katherine T of James and Catherine Mar 16 1898....16:372
Feeney Lanretta of Frank and Catherine Apr 26 1894....16:43
Feeney Luke V of Martin and Catharine Nov 27 1900....17:165
Feeney Martin of John and Margaret Sept 14 1894....16:83
Feeney Martin of Martin and Catherine Sept 17 1896....16:264
Feeney Martin F of Martin P and Annie Oct 25 1893....15:209
Feeney Mary of James and Mary Dec 19 1896....16:268
Feeney Mary of John and Margaret June 7 1896....16:212
Feeney Mary E of James J and Margaret July 27 1894....16:71
Feeney Mary E of Peter J and Mary Dec 7 1893....15:211
Feeney Mary F of James and Catherine T Aug 8 1893....15:170
Feeney Mary G of James F and Catherine T Apr 5 1892....15:74
Feeney Mary I of Martin P and Theresa A June 18 1892....15:87
Feeney Mary M of Martin P and Annie W Oct 1 1895....16:162
Feeney ——s of James and Catherine Mar 25 1897....16:365
Feeney ——d of James and Mary Aug 20 1895....16:149
Feeney ——s of James and Mary Dec 11 1900....17:121
Feeney ——d of John H and Margaret Aug 30 1898....16:427
Feeney ——s of Lizzie Apr 20 1892....15:76
Feeney ——d of Martin and Ann Apr 9 1897....16:299
Feeney ——d of Peter F and Mary Sept 28 1892....15:124
Fegan Harold R of James and Margaret E Nov 23 1895....16:175
Fegan ——s of Martha Nov 22 1894....16:60
Feierstein Robert of Charles I and Lena Nov 29 1895....16:141
Feierstein Simon of Hyman and Assy May 17 1893....15:144
Fein Enne of Jacob and Gussie Mar 15 1898....16:467
Feinberg Haskell S of Harry and Annie May 19 1895....16:96
Feinberg Ida of Hyman and Betty Feb 21 1892....15:72
Feinberg Sarah D of Solomon and Fribe L Jan 27 1895....16:132
Feinberg ——d of Moses and Fanny Dec 26 1892....15:110
Feiner Augusta of Louis and Etta Mar 10 1895....16:95
Feiner Israel of Samuel and Mary Sept 3 1896....16:234
Feiner Philip of Aaron and Amelia Feb 3 1894....16:5
Feiner Samuel of Harry A and Amelia Jan 4 1896....16:184
Feinstein Harriet of Jacob and Ida Jan 12 1899....16:475
Feinstein Hyman of Alexander and Eva F Nov 1 1893....15:175
Feinstein Hyman of Jacob and Ida Nov 17 1894....16:52
Feinstein Hyman of Louis and Minna June 19 1900....17:49
Feinstein Lena of Jacob and Ida Feb 16 1896....16:185
Feinstein Louis of Alexander and Eva Feb 19 1896....16:185
Feinstein Mary of Alexander and Rebecca Nov 8 1891....15:42
Feinstein Mary of Jacob and Ida Feb 10 1898....16:375
Feinstein Monte A of Bernard and Ida B Aug 3 1898....16:421
Feinstein Morris of Jacob and Ida Apr 26 1893....15:140
Feinstein Raphael of Alexander and Eva May 30 1898...........16:377
Feinstein —— s of Philip and Rosa Dec 14 1899..............16:577
Feinstein —— s of Philip and Rosa Dec 8 1900..............17:109
Feist Carl F of Frank and Rose May 11 1899..............16:488
Feist Gertrude R of Frank and Rosa Nov 18 1900..............17:103
Feitel Harry of Pina and Annie May 7 1896..............16:192
Feitel Yetta of Pina and Hannah June 19 1897..............16:284
Felderman Dora of Joseph and Annie Aug 23 1900...........17:75
Feldhorn Max of Herman and Eva Sept 12 1900...........17:82
Feldhouse Helen G of John B and Nellie C Aug 19 1899.............16:534
Feldman Charles of John and Ida Oct 25 1899...........16:538
Feldman David of Samuel and Theresa Aug 15 1899...........16:50
Feldman Gertrude of Max and Rosa Nov 4 1892...........15:104
Feldman Marshall of Max and Rosa Mar 8 1891...........15:5
Feldman Philip of Herman and Annie Sept 17 1895...........16:178
Feldman Rose of Nicholas S and Ida Feb 28 1900...........17:53
Felice Madeline of James and Annie Feb 21 1891...........15:2
Felie Norris of Marice June 13 1900..............17:47
Felipe Maria of Jose and Maria Apr 4 1891...........15:2
Felix Manoel of Peter and Mary Feb 3 1893...........15:136
Felker Archibald J of Frederick W and Susan July 31 1896...........16:249
Felker William E of Frederick W and Susan Oct 11 1892...........15:118
Fetham Cecil D of Frank B and Flora A Apr 7 1894...........16:30
Fetham Myrtle C of Frank B and Flora A Oct 19 1891...........15:54
Felton Beatrice of Joseph and Agnes A Aug 16 1900...........17:73
Felton Dora G of Arthur and Amy C Sept 12 1891...........15:48
Felton Ethel M of Arthur and Amy L June 13 1894...........16:24
Felton Harriet of John and Catherine Nov 22 1895...........16:147
Felton Irene of Joseph and Agnes A Sept 12 1897...........16:342
Felton Rachel of John and Catherine Aug 5 1894...........16:54
Fenina Rosario of Antonio and Maria May 22 1899...........16:486
Fenderson Carl J of Joseph G and Catherine T Apr 25 1898...........16:387
Fenley Raymond J of Thomas and Harriet J Oct 28 1898...........16:460
Fenley William F of Thomas J and Harriet J Sept 16 1897...........16:356
Fenlon Catherine E of James F and Margaret June 14 1891...........15:30
Fennell Raymond A of William and Harriet June 16 1895...........16:97
Fenner Annie M of Henry W and Susie E June 10 1899...........16:501
Fenner Herbert X of Herbert X and Emma F Feb 14 1891...........15:1
Fenner Joseph of Joseph and Josephine Aug 24 1898...........16:435
Fenner Mellicent E of William H and Ruth A Aug 17 1898...........16:426
Fenner Mildred S of Samuel A and Etta Mar 25 1898...........16:397
Fenner Richmond of Allen Jr and Susan Jan 2 1892...........15:78
Fenner —— s of Orrin and Ora J Sept 28 1898...........16:469
Fennessey Agnes R M of John J and Julia A Oct 11 1899...........16:552
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Fenton Mary C of Daniel J and Margaret J Oct 24 1899. 16: 584
Fenton Raymond of Timothy and Elizabeth Jan 10 1900. 17: 3
Fenton Timothy E of Timothy and Elizabeth J July 17 1896. 16: 261
Fera Alberta M of Vincenzo and Antonia Apr 15 1895. 16: 122
Fera Carmine of Vincenzo and Antonietta Jan 16 1894. 16: 8
Fera Marianna of Vincenzo and Antonia Oct 2 1896. 16: 235
Fera Pasquale A of Vincenzo and Antonia Sept 12 1898. 16: 458
Fera Serafino of Giuseppe and Vincenzo Aug 6 1898. 16: 433
Fera Serafino of Giuseppe and Vincenzo Nov 22 1899. 16: 576
Fera — d of Giuseppe and Vincenzo May 21 1897. 16: 304
Ferguson Agnes B of William and Ennie Feb 19 1893. 15: 142
Ferguson Arthur A of Samuel G and Susan A Aug 12 1891. 15: 51
Ferguson Edna G of Edward E and Mary Nov 19 1898. 16: 454
Ferguson Grace of Samuel D and Mary A May 14 1892. 15: 70
Ferguson Harold S of Edward E and Mary Dec 5 1894. 16: 79
Ferguson Herbert A of Edward E and Mary Jan 8 1892. 15: 88
Ferguson Hilda A of Albert and Emma Apr 23 1898. 16: 373
Ferguson James G of Samuel G and Susan A Sept 14 1892. 15: 107
Ferguson Jennie E of Robert and Theresa Feb 4 1892. 15: 69
Ferguson Joseph of John J and Catherine Sept 12 1894. 16: 47
Ferguson Margaret of John J and Catherine Apr 24 1896. 16: 183
Fergusy Mary A of John and Bridget Jan 24 1892. 15: 85
Ferguson Mary M of Edward E and Mary Aug 12 1893. 15: 200
Ferley Edmund of Louis and Emma Sept 15 1898. 16: 435
Fern Samuel of Philip and Rebecca May 7 1894. 16: 44
Fernan Louis F of Fred R and Anna E Jan 22 1892. 15: 77
Fernan William T of Fred R and Anna E Jan 22 1892. 15: 77
Fernette Mabel of Edward C and Matilda J Apr 21 1895. 16: 118
Ferra Marcellino of Giovanni and Teresa Jan 28 1894. 16: 9
Ferra Pasquale of Vincenzo and Antonia Dec 19 1899. 16: 588
Ferrand Leon of Hippolyte and Albina July 21 1899. 16: 592
Ferrando Luigi of Antonio and Cecilia Mar 7 1895. 16: 100
Ferrante Giovanna of Giovanni and Maria June 23 1897. 16: 304
Ferrante Maria of Carmine and Martella June 7 1895. 16: 123
Ferrante Maria A of Antonio and Cecilia Sept 1 1899. 16: 535
Ferrante Maria V of Carmine and Martella Sept 8 1897. 16: 349
Ferrante Nicolina of Antonio and Cecilia Apr 18 1896. 16: 191
Ferrante Pasquale of Giovanni and Maria Feb 4 1894. 16: 32
Ferrante Pasquale A of Carmine and Martella Jan 31 1893. 15: 141
Ferrante Salvo of Francesco and Antonietta Dec 24 1894. 16: 90
Ferrante — s of Giovanni and Maria Jan 23 1896. 16: 209
Ferranti Arcangelo of Antonio and Cecilia Aug 27 1892. 15: 107
Ferranti Carmine of Giovanni and Maria Feb 20 1892. 15: 88
Ferranti Filomena of Giovanni and Giovanna Apr 8 1900...17: 29
Ferranto —— d of Alfonzo and Cristina June 16 1894...16: 35
Ferrara Emilio of Nicola and Gaetana June 30 1896...16: 212
Ferrara Emily I of Giuseppe and Annie M Aug 28 1900...17: 117
Ferrara Maria G of Nicola and Gaetana July 26 1898...16: 451
Ferrara Rosa M of Domenico and Teresa Nov 8 1898...16: 454
Ferrara —— d of Michele and Maria June 29 1897...16: 304
Ferraracci Alberto of Alfonso and Anna R Aug 5 1900...17: 70
Ferraracci Filomena of Domenico A and Catrina Nov 22 1891...15: 58
Ferraracci Giacomo of Alfonso and Rosa Aug 2 1893...15: 184
Ferraracci Giovanni of Alfonso and Rosa Dec 9 1895...16: 150
Ferraraccio Elisabetta of Alfonso and Rosa Apr 11 1898...16: 385
Ferraraccio Michele of Alfonso and Anna Mar 17 1891...15: 22
Ferrari Agata of Raffaele and Giovanna Oct 17 1896...16: 226
Ferrari Cristoforo A of Alessandro and Severa Oct 16 1900...17: 93
Ferrari Elizabetta of Francisco and Consiglia June 2 1893...15: 145
Ferrari Emily I of Giuseppe and Annie G Aug 28 1900...17: 77
Ferrari Ersilia of Antonio and Giulia July 29 1897...16: 348
Ferrari Evelina of Raffaele and Giovanna Aug 28 1898...16: 458
Ferrari Ferdinando G of Alessandro and Severa Oct 16 1900...17: 93
Ferrari Maria C of Raffaele and Giovanna Aug 16 1894...16: 88
Ferrari Olga of Antonio and Giulia Oct 10 1900...17: 91
Ferrari Pasquale of Giuseppe and Maria Jan 20 1893...15: 158
Ferraro Nicola of Antonio and Giulia Mar 13 1899...16: 503
Ferrazano Ferdinando of Alfonzo and Maria Sept 17 1892...15: 133
Ferrazono Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Filomena Feb 15 1893...15: 159
Ferrazzano Domenico of Giuseppe and Filomena June 3 1891...15: 24
Ferreira Alfredo M of Miguel M and Leopoldina T Apr 10
1894 ......................................................................................................................16: 3
Ferreira Antonio of Miguel M and Leopoldina Jan 17 1899...16: 472
Ferreira Antonio of Miguel M and Leopoldina Dec 19 1900...17: 112
Ferreira Antonio S of Antonio S and Maria Jan 23 1900...17: 122
Ferreira Emilia of Joao d’U and Maria June 29 1892...15: 68
Ferreira Francisco of Antonio S and Maria daG Sept 22 1897...16: 318
Ferreira Jose M of Miguel M and Leopoldina Aug 25 1892...15: 99
Ferreira Joseph D of Joao and Maria R Jan 21 1891...15: 1
Ferreira Malvina of Manoel and Mary Aug 1 1900...17: 68
Ferreira Maria J of Manoel S and Maria C Aug 16 1892...15: 99
Ferri Giovanni of Giovanni and Rosa June 6 1896...16: 193
Ferri Luigi of Giovanni and Nicolina Feb 17 1896...16: 220
Ferri Romeo of Luigi and Maria Sept 16 1892...15: 124
Ferri Ruggiero of Luigi and Maria Nov 9 1894...16: 90
Ferri Tomas of Antonio and Maria Sept 15 1892...15: 123
Ferri Vittorio of Giovanni and Rosa Oct 27 1891...15: 41
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Ferri — d of Antonio and Marianna Aug 26 1895 ............ 16:166
Ferri — d of Luigi and Maria Feb 2 1897 ............ 16:286
Ferri (Fugos) — s of Bernardo and Angelina Aug 24 1897. 16:367
Ferro Lorenzo of Vincenzo and Raffaela June 9 1896 ........ 16:220
Ferrucci — s of Giovanni and Angelica Aug 1 1896 ........ 16:256
Ferrucci — d of Giuseppe and Margaret June 12 1899 ....... 16:483
Ferrullo Alfred of Giovanni and Carolina Nov 17 1900 ...... 17:103
Ferry Elizabeth of Dennis and Mary J Mar 7 1893 .......... 16:127
Ferry Everett V of Manuel and Ellen Jan 25 1900 ........ 17:7
Ferry Jennie of William and Annie C Feb 23 1893 .......... 15:147
Ferry John F of Dennis and Mary J Jan 21 1891 .......... 15:25
Ferry Lena of Manoel and Ellen July 18 1898 ............ 16:434
Ferry Mary of William and Ann May 5 1898 ............. 16:409
Ferry Nellie of William and Annie C Apr 10 1900 ....... 17:30
Ferry Stella A of Dennis and Mary J Feb 5 1898 ........ 16:406
Ferry Stephen of Dennis and Mary J May 18 1893 .......... 15:165
Ferry — d of Frederick J and Nellie J Nov 20 1894 ....... 15:63
Fertel Ida of Isaac and Amelia Jan 5 1898 ............ 16:374
Ferucci Rosa of Benigno and Clementina Mar 17 1895 .... 16:121
Fervidi Francesca A of Giuseppe and Anna Oct 17 1900 .... 17:93
Fencerhake Elsie M of August and Otilie May 11 1895 .... 16:100
Ferrer Frederick W of Frederick G and Emma Sept 11 1900 . 17:81
Fichette Ann A of Alex T and Catherine C Feb 1 1894 .... 15:17
Fico Alfredo of Luigi and Teresa Mar 2 1900 ............ 17:18
Fico Umberlo of Luigi and Teresa Jan 14 1898 .......... 16:400
Fidalgo Alfredo of Jona F and Conceicao Apr 26 1895 .... 16:93
Fiebich Carl Robert of Bruno and Theresa May 29 1891 .... 15:30
Fiebich Rudolph of Bruno E and Theresa K Feb 7 1897 .... 16:286
Fiebich Theresa A of Bruno and Therese July 16 1894 .... 15:184
Field Albert of James E and Julia J Oct 26 1892 ........ 15:101
Field Charles Dexter April 1892 ......................... 15:97
Field Evelyn M of Joseph E and Margaret K Nov 17 1899 ... 16:559
Field Fanny A of Perry E and Ada M Sept 29 1894 ....... 16:66
Field Jacob F of Samuel and Freida Sept 14 1900 ........ 17:82
Field James of James E and Julia J Feb 18 1896 .......... 16:181
Field John E of James E and Julia J Feb 17 1891 .......... 15:1
Field Julius U of Charles C and Catherine Jan 16 1899 .... 16:475
Field Lillian R of George and Martha A Apr 11 1893 .... 15:151
Field Lucy A of George W and Mary B Mar 6 1899 .......... 16:473
Field Margaret of George W and Mary B Nov 5 1900 ....... 17:99
Field Marion M of Everett B and Ella Aug 18 1895 ....... 16:138
Field Mary E of Earl and Ellen Aug 9 1892 ............. 15:133
Field Ralph of Henry and Clara M Feb 23 1891 ....... 15:11
Field Wilton B of George W and Mary B Nov 15 1894 ....... 16:52
Field —— (c) s of Charles and Sarah L May 21 1896 ........ 16:195
Field —— d of Charles H and Lizzie M Jan 25 1894 ........ 16:1
Field —— d of George W and Mary P Oct 11 1893 ........ 15:175
Fielder Blanche I of Edward H J and Ellen R S June 17 1894. 15:24
Fielder Earle F of Frederick E and Hannah May 24 1900 .... 17:41
Fielder Gladys O of John and Alice Oct 17 1894 ........ 16:51
Fielder Hubert V of Edward H J and Ellen R Oct 31 1892 .... 15:124
Fielder Walter C of Frederick and Annie Oct 9 1894 .... 16:77
Fielder Wilbur of William J and Alice Jan 18 1898 .... 16:374
Fielder Wilfred I of Edwin J and Ellen Dec 31 1894 .... 16:86
Fielder William G of Frederick and Hannah Nov 12 1891 .... 15:58
Fielding Francis F of Walter and Annie Sept 23 1897 .... 16:346
Fielding Hannah D of Walter and Bridget A Aug 7 1896 .... 16:253
Fielding Mary C of Walter and Annie Feb 23 1899 .... 16:498
Fields Mary E of Earl W and Ellen Aug 9 1892 .... 15:117
Fierstein Frederick of Henry and Jessie Oct 29 1900 .... 17:97
Fierstein Jacob B of Charles and Lena Sept 10 1899 .... 16:528
Fiertel Charles of Israel and Amelia Oct 12 1899 .... 16:537
Fifield William O of William O and Matilda A Dec 31 1900 .... 17:121
Figadate Lina L of Maria L May 12 1893 ........ 1 A:30
Figuolini Duselina of Crescenzo and Gaetana Jan 18 1899 .... 16:485
Figuolini Rosina of Crescenzo and Gaetana Apr 28 1894 .... 16:34
Figuolini —— d of Crescenzo and Gaetana Dec 18 1898 .... 16:455
Figueira Alvina of Joseph and Mary Oct 21 1900 .... 17:94
Figueira —— (c) s of Jose and Maria June 26 1898 .... 16:468
Figueira —— (c) s of Jose and Maria June 28 1899 .... 16:595
Figueira —— d of Jose A and Maria B Oct 8 1897 .... 16:367
Figueiredo —— s of Jose S and Maria M Apr 13 1899 .... 16:473
Fildes Charles W of William and Florence K Sept 15 1899 .... 16:528
Filieni Camillo of Vincenzo and Nicolina Nov 24 1895 .... 16:168
Fillmore Ruth V of Clifford J and Etta B July 11 1898 .... 16:441
Finan James L of Patrick and Catherine Feb 5 1897 .... 16:280
Finan John of John and Bridget Feb 20 1898 .... 16:389
Finan Joseph of John J and Delia Dec 7 1896 .... 16:248
Finan Mary A of Patrick and Catherine Apr 9 1894 .... 16:11
Finan Mary E of John and Delia Aug 1 1900 .... 17:68
Finan —— d of Patrick and Catherine Sept 2 1900 .... 17:78
Finch Elizabeth of John and Ann Dec 25 1894 .... 16:68
Finch Florence of Charles and Ann July 6 1897 .... 16:336
Finch William A of Charles and Ann Jan 26 1893 .... 15:150
Finch —— d of Charles and Annie Oct 27 1899 .... 16:597
Findlay —— s of Robert and Margaret June 15 1897 .... 16:365
Findlay —— d of Susan Mar 22 1896 .... 16:194
Finerty John of James and Teresa A Mar 29 1900 .... 17:26
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Fink Adrian B D of David and Belle B May 29 1893. 15: 160
Fink s of Henry F and Ida B Nov 9 1892. 15: 121
Finkelsoy Mary of Abe and Fannie Sept 17 1899. 16: 528
Finkelstein Harry of Samuel and Etta A Feb 25 1898. 16: 413
Finkelstein Ida of Philip and Rebecca Aug 29 1893. 16: 143
Finkelstein Max of Abraham and Rachel Oct 15 1894. 16: 51
Finkelstein d of Morris and Bessie Mar 1 1891. 15: 5
Finkelstein s of Morris and Bessie Dec 19 1891. 15: 38
Finkelstein Moses of Moses and Rachel May 6 1892. 15: 74
Finks Sarah of Louis and Laite Aug 22 1896. 16: 233
Finlay Earle F of Frank H and Margaret E Sept 29 1892. 15: 104
Finlay Gabriel of John and Sarah May 30 1894. 16: 13
Finlay Mary A of John and Nora St J Oct 13 1899. 16: 544
Finlay Raymond F of Frank H and Margaret E July 21 1899. 16: 526
Finlay Robert of Robert and Margaret June 24 1895. 16: 116
Finlay d of Frank H and Margaret C June 27 1891. 15: 6
Finlay s of Frank H and Margaret E Oct 23 1900. 17: 95
Finley Annie G of Peter and Bridget July 28 1893. 15: 186
Finley Catherine A of Owen and Margaret June 12 1894. 16: 35
Finley Charles M of Peter and Bridget Dec 31 1897. 16: 335
Finley Earl F of Frank H and Margaret E Mar 4 1894. 16: 45
Finley Ellen of Peter and Bridget Mar 15 1892. 15: 77
Finley George C H of Christopher J and Jane June 12 1893. 16: 392
Finley Helen G of Francis H and Sophia S Dec 6 1897. 16: 323
Finley Julia F of Peter and Bridget June 19 1896. 16: 198
Finley Lizzie A of Peter and Bridget Jan 24 1895. 16: 197
Finley Lucy P of John and Sarah G Nov 8 1892. 15: 108
Finley Mabel E of Matthew and Isabelle Oct 28 1898. 16: 439
Finley Mary of Peter and Bridget Sept 12 1900. 17: 82
Finley Sarah G of John and Sarah Sept 18 1896. 16: 234
Finley Susan of Owen and Margaret Aug 3 1891. 15: 56
Finley William J of Matthew and Isabella Apr 26 1897. 16: 293
Finn Alma of John S and Mary J May 13 1899. 16: 516
Finn Bessie of Samuel and Rebecca May 1 1900. 17: 36
Finn Edward W of John and Mary Aug 29 1894. 16: 76
Finn Ethel F of Frank H and Mary A May 5 1900. 17: 37
Finn John F of James H and Sarah E Oct 6 1898. 16: 433
Finn Joseph W of James H and Sarah E Feb 7 1895. 16: 132
Finn Mary A of James H and Sarah E Aug 6 1893. 15: 214
Finn Viola M of Francis H and Mary A May 8 1899. 16: 511
Finn d of Annie Apr 1 1896. 16: 194
Finnegan Charles of James and Catherine May 8 1896. 16: 207
Finnegan Charles B of Owen and Mary A Sept 27 1896. 16: 258
Finnegan Edna E of George H and Julia F Aug 2 1899. 16: 562
40
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Finnegan Francis of Owen and Mary A May 28 1892 .......... 15: 87
Finnegan Harold of George and Julia June 28 1897 .......... 16: 300
Finnegan Isabella of John and Ellen Mar 8 1896 ............ 16: 215
Finnegan Mary A of Owen and Mary A Jan 4 1894 .......... 16: 28
Finnegan Matthew A of Owen and Mary A Apr 4 1900 ...... 17: 28
Finnegan Maud F of Owen and Mary A Apr 4 1898 .......... 16: 402
Finnegan Rose of Stephen and Rose A Apr 12 1896 ....... 16: 223
Finnell Everett G of William P and Harriet A Sept 13 1900, 17: 82
Finnell Walter T of William P and Harriet A Oct 11 1897, 16: 322
Finneran Catherine L of Michael J and Hannah J July 1 1894, 16: 74
Finneran Celia E of Patrick and Nellie Oct 26 1894 ....... 16: 57
Finneran Edward F of Michael and Hannah J Feb 7 1899 .... 16: 502
Finneran Francis J of Bernard and Mary A Mar 9 1891 .... 15: 7
Finneran Hannah of Michael and Hannah J May 16 1900 .. 17: 39
Finneran Helena J of Michael and Annie J Jan 25 1893 .... 15: 158
Finneran James of Thomas J and Mary J Feb 10 1894 ...... 16: 32
Finneran John of Thomas and Mary Jan 7 1895 .......... 16: 98
Finneran John B of Patrick and Ellen Apr 30 1896 ...... 16: 191
Finneran Lena A of Thomas J and Mary J Nov 26 1899 .... 16: 576
Finneran Leo of Thomas and Bridget Feb 8 1895 .......... 16: 99
Finneran Louise M of William V and Evelyn L June 13 1898, 16: 377
Finneran Margaret of Thomas and Mary Aug 13 1896 .... 16: 233
Finneran Mary A of Thomas and Mary A June 9 1892 .... 15: 75
Finneran Mary M of Thomas J and Mary Feb 28 1897 .... 16: 301
Finneran Michael of Thomas and Mary A Feb 12 1891 .... 15: 7
Finneran Patrick J of Patrick and Ellen July 15 1898 .... 16: 424
Finneran Rose of John and Catherine Jan 25 1892 ...... 15: 72
Finneran Thomas F of Thomas J and Mary A Aug 23 1895 ... 16: 166
Finneran —— s of John and Catherine Mar 6 1894 ......... 16: 10
Finnerty Annie M of Michael and Catherine Nov 18 1898, 16: 461
Finnerty Catherine of Edward P and Mary A July 14 1894, 16: 75
Finnerty Catharine A of Michael and Catharine Oct 15 1900, 17: 92
Finnerty Edward P of Thomas and Catherine Oct 21 1896 ... 16: 235
Finnerty Fred of Edward and Mary A Oct 29 1892 ...... 15: 124
Finnerty John T of Thomas and Catherine Feb 27 1895 ... 16: 99
Finnerty Mary E of Thomas and Catherine May 26 1893 ... 15: 160
Finnerty —— s of Thomas and Catharine July 2 1900 ... 17: 119
Finnigan Albert W of James H and Hattie V Nov 8 1900 ... 17: 100
Finnigan Cora M of James H and Mary A Jan 13 1898 ...... 16: 405
Finnigan Mary of Thomas and Elizabeth C Sept 12 1899 ... 16: 592
Finnigan Mary V of James H and Mary A Apr 26 1899 ...... 16: 511
Finnigan —— d of Celia July 2 1892 ................... 15: 110
Finnigan —— s of Kittie Aug 25 1898 .................. 16: 431
Finocchiaro Orazio of Eugenio and Amanda May 31 1899, 16: 495
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Finnecan William P of Edward and Mary May 12 1891......15: 3
Finnecane Alice L of Michael and Mary Jan 11 1895......16: 91
Finnecane Edward of John and Maria Dec 10 1892......15: 121
Finnecane Fred of Edward and Mary June 22 1897......16: 276
Finnecane Helen of Michael M and Mary M May 30 1900.....17: 43
Finnecane James of Edward and Mary Aug 12 1894......16: 46
Finnecane Joseph S of Michael and Mary Dec 26 1892......15: 102
Fiorante Angela of Alfonso and Cristina June 25 1900......17: 50
Fiorante Giovanni of Alfonzo and Cristina Sept 3 1898.....16: 452
Fiorante Maria of Alfonso and Cristina June 16 1894......16: 45
Fiorante Maria F of Alfonzo and Christina Apr 3 1892......15: 89
Fiorante Maria I of Alfonzo and Cristina May 6 1896......16: 211
Fiordalisi Giovanni A of Salvatore and Filomena May 21
1891 ...........................................15: 9
Fiordelisi Salvatore of Teodoro and Luigia July 4 1898.....16: 450
Fiore De Maria A of Gerardo and Anna July 1 1891......15: 55
Firth Arthur W of Allen and Sarah Feb 22 1896...........16: 215
Fisch Israel of Joseph and Mary Nov 9 1897..............16: 343
Fischbach Clara of Aaron and Tone Oct 4 1893............15: 179
Fischbach Michael of Aaron and Antonia Aug 16 1895.....16: 143
Fischbach Samuel of Aaron and Antonia May 24 1897......16: 284
Fischer Arthur H of Sigmund and Alma May 15 1900......17: 39
Fischer Hedwig F of August and Anna June 20 1893......15: 140
Fischer Mary of Levi and Mary June 30 1899..............16: 483
Fischer Teresa of Andrew and Teresa M May 3 1898......16: 409
Fish Charles L of Charles C and Helen J May 26 1892.....15: 84
Fish Ethel J of Charles C and Helen J Oct 26 1893......15: 195
Fish Eva of Abram and Fanny Apr 24 1893.................15: 144
Fish Everett L of Daniel and Julia G Mar 4 1895........16: 114
Fish Gertrude of Eugene F and Catherine J Jan 13 1897....16: 305
Fish Harold F of Frank D and Mary Aug 9 1893...........15: 213
Fish Imlinda E of Eugene F and Catharine J Mar 5 1900.....17: 19
Fish Joseph A of Joseph A and Martha J Aug 12 1897.....16: 315
Fish Max of Harry and Sarah Dec 30 1900................17: 116
Fish Minnie of Abram and Fannie Oct 31 1899............16: 538
Fish Raymond E of Eugene and Katie J Aug 14 1892......15: 127
Fish Sarah of Abram and Jennie Sept 29 1897............16: 327
Fish Selma of Joseph and Rosa Aug 10 1899...............16: 550
Fish Thomas E of Joseph A and Martha J Dec 16 1895......16: 164
Fish Thomas F of Eugene F and Catharine J Aug 9 1895.....16: 171
Fish William H of Eugene F and Catherine J July 17 1898...16: 156
Fish —— s of William H and Clara Dec 25 1893...........15: 199
Fisher Agnes M of Joseph and Martha Feb 20 1893.........15: 153
Fisher Alpheus of Freeman A and Hulda Oct 20 1893.......15: 191
Fisher Annie of Arthur and Mary Dec 11 1891.................. 15: 63
Fisher Catherine M of James W and Catherine Aug 17 1891.. 15: 48
Fisher Charles J (c) of William H and Georgianna July 11
1899 ................................................. 16: 520
Fisher Clarence A of Alonzo P and Sarah J June 10 1891.. 15: 19
Fisher Cora A of Thomas D and Mary J July 18 1893....... 15: 205
Fisher Dorothy I of Andrew J and Theresa A May 31 1898.. 16: 392
Fisher Earl G of Joseph and Esther K Sept 30 1900.... 17: 87
Fisher Earl R of George S and Mary A Dec 22 1893...... 15: 188
Fisher Edna of Clara Oct 26 1898......................... 16: 453
Fisher Edwin W of Thomas and Jennie Nov 10 1895........ 16: 156
Fisher Ernest D of Arthur and Mary Sept 18 1898....... 16: 458
Fisher Esther S of William C Jr and Emily S Nov 14 1900.. 17: 102
Fisher Frances of Arthur and Mary Oct 23 1895.......... 16: 174
Fisher Fred E (c) of William H and Georgiana E Nov 3 1895. 16: 136
Fisher Frederick of Thomas D and Mary J July 13 1894... 15: 59
Fisher George (c) of George and Emma Jan 31 1900.... 17: 9
Fisher George E of James W and Catherine Mar 5 1896... 16: 200
Fisher Gertrude of Frank and Emilie Nov 17 1897....... 16: 329
Fisher Harriet J (c) of George and Emma May 30 1896.... 16: 198
Fisher Henry of Henry and Florence A Sept 22 1892.... 15: 115
Fisher Jack of Robert J C and Mary June 27 1894..... 16: 29
Fisher John F of Thomas D and Mary J Aug 26 1898..... 16: 457
Fisher Lottie I of Alonzo P and Sarah J Jan 4 1898..... 16: 293
Fisher Mabel of Arthur and Mary Dec 21 1900........... 17: 113
Fisher Mamie of Freeman A and Huldah H Mar 15 1893... 15: 151
Fisher Philo M of George S and Mary A May 7 1891...... 15: 13
Fisher Raymond H of William C Jr and Annie Oct 4 1900.. 17: 89
Fisher Susan I of Robert E and Julia E Feb 19 1891.... 15: 17
Fisher Thomas F of Dellon D and Mary A Feb 11 1900.... 17: 12
Fisher Walter E of Arthur and Mary Sept 24 1893..... 15: 208
Fisher Walter H of Thomas D and Mary J Sept 15 1894... 16: 83
Fisher William H of August and Annie May 20 1895..... 16: 102
Fisher Winifred V of James W and Kathleen Oct 22 1900... 17: 94
Fisher — d of Arthur and Mary Jan 26 1900............. 17: 122
Fisher — d of Frank and Amelia Mar 24 1899............. 16: 480
Fisher — (c) s of George and Emma June 1 1898......... 16: 377
Fisher — s of Herman H and Elizabeth July 29 1893..... 15: 170
Fisher — s of William and Mary E Dec 1 1894............ 15: 50
Fisher — s of William C and Annie June 18 1891........ 15: 16
Fishman Bessie of Louis and Sarah Nov 29 1899......... 16: 554
Fiske Bright L of Walter E and Bertha Aug 25 1894..... 15: 33
Fiske Catherine B of W Edward and Bertha L July 12 1893.. 15: 170
Fiske Celeste C of Willbur A and Flora Sept 10 1898..... 16: 422
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Fiske Elizabeth of Walter E and Bertha Apr 15 1897........... 16: 275
Fiske Eva M of Thomas W and Emma L Mar 26 1900........... 17: 25
Fiske Frederick T of Frederick H and Mary E Apr 8 1899... 16: 499
Fiske Mabel E of Walter C and Emily June 18 1892........... 15: 95
Fiske Mary E of Charles F and Isabella July 8 1894........ 16: 62
Fiske Robert N of Henry B and Alicia A Mar 24 1895........ 16: 118
Fiske William S of William A and Stella M June 24 1900... 17: 50
Fissette George J F of Francis X and Clara Sept 3 1893... 15: 197
Fitch Helen W of William H and Rebecca J Apr 17 1896... 16: 211
Fitch Lena H of William H and Rebecca J July 17 1897... 16: 347
Fitch Ralph of Elmer and Josephine A June 14 1900......... 17: 47
Fiteil Gach of Peter and Anny Dec 29 1898................. 16: 431
Fitts Helen L of George L and Sarah L Oct 9 1894......... 16: 51
Fitzgerald Agnes C of Charles A and Agnes E Dec 15 1895... 16: 157
Fitzgerald Agnes E of James H and Agnes A Dec 11 1891... 15: 47
Fitzgerald Alice of John J and Alice Sept 10 1894......... 16: 76
Fitzgerald Blanche M (e) of Junius H and Gertrude A Dec 2
1898 ........................................... 16: 436
Fitzgerald Catherine A of Edward and Margaret Nov 30 1899. 16: 568
Fitzgerald Catherine E of James and Mary M Sept 22 1895... 16: 151
Fitzgerald Charlotte of Patrick and Mary Feb 27 1897....... 16: 288
Fitzgerald Edmund of Richard and Sarah Dec 4 1893........ 15: 211
Fitzgerald Edward of James and Delia Apr 15 1895......... 16: 108
Fitzgerald Edward of Patrick and Mary Jan 21 1895......... 16: 107
Fitzgerald Edward of Patrick and Mary J Dec 21 1894....... 16: 68
Fitzgerald Elizabeth A of John and Mary Jan 3 1893....... 15: 167
Fitzgerald Florence M of John P and Mary A F Feb 28 1897... 16: 313
Fitzgerald Francis R of John and Helen Sept 12 1893..... 15: 214
Fitzgerald Frederick of Patrick J and Catherine Oct 6 1893. 15: 171
Fitzgerald Gerald R of James and Mary Jan 4 1895........ 16: 131
Fitzgerald Harold J of James and Mary Jan 4 1895........ 16: 131
Fitzgerald Hugh A of Peter and Catherine Oct 19 1898.... 16: 439
Fitzgerald Ida M of John H and Emma June 9 1893......... 15: 157
Fitzgerald James A of James H and Agnes Apr 4 1894....... 16: 19
Fitzgerald James P of James J and Margaret M June 7 1900.. 17: 45
Fitzgerald John J of James and Delia Apr 23 1891......... 15: 13
Fitzgerald Lawrence of Richard and Sarah June 10 1897.... 16: 284
Fitzgerald Lorina (e) of Vird and Minnie Oct 19 1892.... 15: 118
Fitzgerald Mabel of James and Bridget July 20 1893.... 15: 185
Fitzgerald Mary E of John and Mary Oct 7 1900............. 17: 90
Fitzgerald Mary E of Richard and Sarah July 24 1895..... 16: 142
Fitzgerald Mary M of James and Mary M Mar 3 1897......... 16: 287
Fitzgerald Mary M of Patrick and Mary E Mar 23 1899.... 16: 510
Fitzgerald Richard of John and Alice Mar 26 1896....... 16: 210
Fitzgerald Richard of Richard and Sarah May 22 1899...... .16: 482
Fitzgerald Richard M of Robert E and Catherine H Mar 28
1899 ................................. .16: 510
Fitzgerald Robert T of Robert E and Catherine H Mar 13
1898 ................................. .16: 407
Fitzgerald Thomas F of Peter and Catherine Aug 19 1896... .16: 245
Fitzgerald Warren V of Michael J and Mary E Mar 3 1891.. .15: 2
Fitzgerald —— d of Annie Dec 22 1896. ...................... .16: 240
Fitzgerald —— s of John and Mary Jan 23 1897. ............ .16: 364
Fitzgerald —— s of John and Mary July 13 1899. ......... .16: 596
Fitzgerald —— s of Patrick and Mary Dec 15 1897........... .16: 368
Fitzpatrick Alice E of John C and Alice M Nov 30 1898... .16: 430
Fitzpatrick Ann J of Patrick J and Annie J Oct 1 1895... .16: 135
Fitzpatrick Ann T of James F and Mary C Dec 3 1897..... .16: 359
Fitzpatrick Annie of Edward J and Frances Mar 8 1894..... .16: 16
Fitzpatrick Annie J of Thomas and Annie J May 14 1899... .16: 486
Fitzpatrick Catherine of James F and Mary C May 10 1899.. .16: 495
Fitzpatrick Catherine of John and Mary E Nov 13 1892.... .15: 101
Fitzpatrick Catherine of Peter E and Salina T July 27 1899.. .16: 579
Fitzpatrick Catherine G of John C and Alice June 2 1894. .. .16: 13
Fitzpatrick Charles of Francis and Rosella July 1 1898.... .16: 436
Fitzpatrick Charles L of John C and Alice Nov 11 1896... .16: 236
Fitzpatrick Charles T of Thomas L and Eva B June 2 1894... .16: 24
Fitzpatrick Edward of Edward J and Annie L Nov 4 1896.... .16: 270
Fitzpatrick Edward of Edward J and Frances Apr 1 1892.... .15: 77
Fitzpatrick Edward of Francis and Rosanna Jan 16 1897.... .16: 290
Fitzpatrick Elizabeth V of William and Delia July 9 1895... .16: 142
Fitzpatrick Emma of Christopher and Sarah M Feb 25 1895... .16: 117
Fitzpatrick Emmett B of James O and Frances E Sept 25
1895 ................................. .16: 144
Fitzpatrick Estelle F of Edward J and Annie L Feb 2 1898... .16: 415
Fitzpatrick Ethel M of Edward J and Annie R L June 4 1899.. .16: 516
Fitzpatrick Frank V of John and Mary E July 19 1895.... .16: 134
Fitzpatrick Genevieve of Edward and Mary J Feb 13 1892... .15: 72
Fitzpatrick George of Patrick and Mary Dec 27 1893.15: 185 and 215
Fitzpatrick Grace E of Matthew F and Annie L July 3 1896... .16: 224
Fitzpatrick Hugh of Hugh and Mary L Mar 4 1893... .15: 142
Fitzpatrick Irene of John E and Annie Oct 22 1895.......... .16: 167
Fitzpatrick James of Patrick and Mary Apr 30 1897...... .16: 289
Fitzpatrick James of Peter E and Celena T Nov 20 1897.... .16: 339
Fitzpatrick James H of Thomas F and Annie J Oct 6 1897.... .16: 332
Fitzpatrick James O of James O and Frances Mar 16 1894... .16: 6
Fitzpatrick John of Andrew and Mary Dec 17 1895.......... .16: 137
Fitzpatrick John of Patrick and Ellen Dec 22 1898.... .16: 462
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Fitzpatrick John D of James F and Mary C May 20 1895...16:130
Fitzpatrick Joseph of Christopher and Sarah M Dec 1 1893...15:198
Fitzpatrick Joseph of Hugh and Mary May 4 1894....16:12
Fitzpatrick Joseph of John E and Anna May 4 1891....15:18
Fitzpatrick Joseph of Thomas and Nellie July 15 1895...16:153
Fitzpatrick Leo of John E and Annie Nov 3 1893....15:202
Fitzpatrick Louise of Mathew F and Annie L Dec 2 1899...16:525
Fitzpatrick Mabel of William J and Delia E Apr 10 1899...16:476
Fitzpatrick Margaret of John C and Alice M Oct 24 1891...15:52
Fitzpatrick Mary of James and Sarah Jan 1 1891....15:1
Fitzpatrick Mary A of Andrew and Mary July 1 1898...16:417
Fitzpatrick Mary A of Charles and Mary A Nov 20 1896...16:259
Fitzpatrick Mary A of Daniel and Mary T Sept 19 1897...16:337
Fitzpatrick Mary A of Matthew F and Annie L Apr 23 1893...15:137
Fitzpatrick Mary C of James and Margaret Nov 28 1892...15:109
Fitzpatrick Mary I of Thomas and Jennie I Oct 26 1900...17:96
Fitzpatrick Mary L of James T and Mary C Oct 12 1892...15:128
Fitzpatrick Michael A of Daniel and Mary T July 21 1899...16:550
Fitzpatrick Owen of Michael and Mary Oct 10 1895...16:145
Fitzpatrick Robert V of Patrick J and Annie J July 31 1893...15:170
Fitzpatrick Susie L of Christopher and Sarah M Feb 8 1892...15:85
Fitzpatrick Thomas of James and Sarah Apr 3 1892...15:67
Fitzpatrick William of Patrick J and Annie J May 29 1891...15:3
Fitzpatrick — s of Francis and Rosella July 25 1900...17:119
Fitzsimmons Agnes of Francis and Mary E July 26 1897...16:353
Fitzsimmons Elizabeth J of John and Mary Dec 11 1892...15:119
Fitzsimmons Henry of Thomas and Catherine A Jan 7 1895...16:98
Fitzsimmons Louisa of Thomas and Catherine Sept 21 1892...15:107
Fitzsimmons Marguerite of Francis and Mary E July 11 1892...15:126
Fitzsimmons Mary M of Michael J and Elizabeth Apr 22 1900...17:33
Fitzsimmons — s of Francis and Mary E Sept 15 1894...16:83
Fitzsimmons — d of Michael and Elizabeth Jan 8 1899...16:472
Fitzsimmons — s of Thomas and Catherine July 15 1897...16:324
Flagg John H of John M and Florine E Dec 11 1899...16:559
Flagg Louis T of Herman W and Mary E Nov 8 1891...15:49
Flagg Pearl E of Herman W and Mary E June 8 1893...15:152
Flagg Ruth of Frederick A and Cora S Apr 13 1896...16:294
Flagg — d of Frederick A and Cora S June 29 1898...16:395
Flaherty Ellen N of Brian and Catherine Oct 21 1892...15:108
Flaherty Hanora A of William and Hanora A Nov 24 1891...15:55
Flaherty Jane of John F and Mary A Jan 18 1891...15:17
Flaherty John P of Patrick and Mary July 14 1896...16:233
Flaherty Thomas D of Patrick and Mary July 16 1893...15:176
Flaherty Thomas J of Bryan and Catherine Apr 27 1891...15:8
Flaherty Walter of Patrick and Sarah July 18 1893. 15:214
Flaherty — s of Patrick and Mary Apr 30 1892. 15:74
Flanagan Francis L of Thomas and Mary A Jan 21 1893. 15:144
Flanagan Katherine E of Michael and Katherine Sept 7 1899. 16:572
Flanagan Margaret of Thomas and Maria Sept 11 1898. 16:458
Flanagan Margaret A of Thomas and Maria Jan 11 1900. 17:3
Flanagan Mary of John W and Delia May 20 1898. 16:382
Flanagan Thomas of Thomas and Mary A July 20 1894. 16:54
Flanagan Thomas A of Thomas A and Maria T Aug 17 1896. 16:263
Flanagan Thomas C of James J and Mary A July 25 1899. 16:545
Flanagan — s of John J and Kate Oct 23 1896. 16:265
Flanagan — d of Martin and Sarah A Jan 18 1893. 15:150
Flanagan — s of Michael and Catherine Aug 1 1897. 16:366
Flanders Josephine of Edward F and Mary Feb 20 1892. 15:96
Flanders Lizzie A of Edward F and Mary Oct 3 1895. 16:139
Flanders Mildred of John L and Nellie E July 9 1898. 16:464
Flanagan Adeline L of Patrick H and Margaret A Nov 19 1892. 15:105
Flanagan John E of Michael and Catherine T Dec 9 1894. 16:79
Flanagan Samuel E of Sadie Jan 5 1899. 16:484
Flanagan Sarah of Thomas and Mary T Oct 10 1897. 16:350
Flanagan — s of Patrick H and Margaret A July 22 1896. 16:228
Flanagan Edward of Thomas and Mary A July 6 1896. 16:231
Flanagan Joseph of John J and Catherine G Dec 13 1899. 16:587
Flanagan Margaret A of Michael and Catherine Jan 2 1893. 15:158
Flanagan Mary of John J and Catherine G Oct 30 1897. 16:358
Flanagan Thomas of Thomas and Mary A Dec 28 1897. 16:330
Flanagan William of Thomas and Mary A July 6 1896. 16:231
Flanagan — d of Michael and Kate Sept 3 1893. 15:171
Flannery John of John F and Mary A Apr 10 1897. 16:292
Flannery Mary L of Bernard and Mary A Apr 26 1899. 16:492
Flannigan Ellen of Thomas and Mary A June 27 1891. 15:10
Flannigan Martin J of Martin and Sarah A Jan 19 1892. 15:80
Flannigan Mary of Patrick H and Margaret A June 3 1891. 15:6
Flannigan Michael J of Michael and Catherine June 24 1897. 16:304
Flannigan — d of Michael and Catherine Sept 19 1891. 15:48
Flannigan — s of Michael and Catherine Sept 19 1891. 15:48
Fleck Clarence E of George W and Emma June 24 1896. 16:193
Fleck George of George W and Emma Apr 23 1895. 16:102
Fleck Mildred of George W and Emma Apr 27 1898. 16:381
Fleetbamer Josephine L of Albert and Nellie Feb 6 1893. 15:158
Fleet Mildred of Whitfield and Mattie Aug 5 1899. 16:541
Fleming Agnes R of William and Martha J Jan 14 1892. 15:98
Fleming Albert J of John and Charlotte B July 25 1898. 16:456
Fleming Albert P of James A and Catherine T June 24 1895. 16:131
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Fleming Alfred of Martin and Bertha C Nov 21 1891.............15: 63
Fleming Annie L of James and Maria Dec 8 1894..................16: 85
Fleming Catherine of Thomas J and Elizabeth Mar 5 1894........16: 38
Fleming Charles H of Charles J and Emma Oct 2 1897.............16:327
Fleming Earl E of Michael J and Joanna A Aug 26 1900...........17: 76
Fleming Edward J of Edward J and Delia P Dec 22 1898...........16:444
Fleming Elizabeth of Thomas and Mary Feb 13 1895.................16: 110
Fleming Ellen of Patrick J and Annie T Oct 10 1899.............16: 529
Fleming Felix of Michael J and Joanna A Aug 9 1897.............16:317
Fleming Florence M of James and Catherine T May 22 1891........15: 24
Fleming Gertrude C of Michael J and Joanna M Dec 20 1893......15:173
Fleming Gertrude E of Luke and Maria Feb 11 1899...............16: 508
Fleming Grace E of Charles and Emma July 3 1896...............16: 231
Fleming Herbert of Thomas and Annie Dec 25 1894.................16: 79
Fleming Herman of James and Catherine T Dec 13 1893...........15:182
Fleming Irving N of James and Maria Aug 26 1898...............16:457
Fleming Isabel of James and Catherine May 3 1893.................15:154
Fleming James A of James and Maria Aug 8 1897.................16: 354
Fleming John F of Thomas H and Mary A Nov 11 1897.............16:329
Fleming Joseph L of James and Joanna A May 2 1895..............16: 93
Fleming Lucy of Thomas J and Elizabeth Dec 9 1895.............16:175
Fleming Madeline of Thomas J and Elizabeth Oct 15 1898.......16:459
Fleming Madeline H (to) of John H and Inez S Dec 21 1899.....16:525
Fleming Margaret I of James and Maria Aug 10 1896.............16:262
Fleming Margaret M of John and Maria J Aug 11 1899...........16:580
Fleming Marguerite E of Arthur R and Margaret C Nov 3
1896 ..............................................................16:266
Fleming Maria J of Luke J and Maria A Sept 18 1900.............17: 81
Fleming Marion P of James and Catherine T Oct 31 1900..........17: 97
Fleming Mary of Thomas and Mary Feb 2 1899.......................16:490
Fleming Michael L of Michael J and Joanna June 17 1896.......16:184
Fleming Peter A of James and Catherine T Nov 26 1898...........16:436
Fleming Ruth of John and Charlotte B Nov 14 1899...............16:585
Fleming Theresa C of James and Catherine T Dec 11 1892......15:111
Fleming Thomas of Thomas and Mary Oct 14 1900.................17: 92
Fleming Thomas F of Michael J and Joanna Aug 2 1891...........15: 32
Fleming Thomas H of Thomas H and Mary A Sept 22 1893.......15:187
Fleming Viola of Thomas and Annie Nov 21 1895................16:108
Fleming William P of Thomas H and Mary A Mar 7 1892.........15: 81
Fleming ——-s of Patrick and Annie Jan 9 1899................16:594
Fleming ——-s of Thomas and Bessie July 3 1897................16:566
Fleming Gordon B of William T and Martha July 9 1893........15:192
Fleming Henry of Michael J and Joanna A Oct 2 1892...........15:100
Fleming Joseph N of Thomas H and Mary A Oct 28 1895........16:156
Fleming Margaret A of Thomas and Mary Feb 3 1897........16:291
Fleming Mary L of Edward J and Delia T Sept 3 1897........16:342
Fleming Raphael of Michael J and Joanna A May 26 1899...16:447
Fleming —— s of Thomas H and Mary June 26 1894........16: 4
Flenk Camillo D of Vincenzo and Nicolina Oct 24 1895........16:177
Flenk Simon H of Maurice and Sarah Feb 10 1891........15: 7
Fletcher Albert L of Harry L and Mabel Oct 20 1898........16:447
Fletcher Allen W of Horace E and Fanny June 11 1894........16: 42
Fletcher Arthur F of Richard and Ella E Mar 30 1893........15:167
Fletcher Beatrice M of Walter I and Janet J Aug 23 1892........15:117
Fletcher Charles of Charles and Etta F June 13 1891........15: 6
Fletcher Charlotte L of Edwin and Emily Oct 2 1891........15: 48
Fletcher Earl H of Hugh and Florence E Mar 11 1900........17: 21
Fletcher Elton M of Harry L and Mabel May 17 1897........16:287
Fletcher Frederick H of Hugh and Florence E Oct 26 1897........16:338
Fletcher Harold of Charles and Etta F Jan 19 1895........16:114
Fletcher Harriet of Joseph E and Mary T May 8 1892........15: 70
Fletcher Henry A of Arthur and Mary L Oct 29 1900........17: 97
Fletcher Leslie S of Arthur L and Hattie F Feb 17 1899........16:487
Fletcher Lewis of Albert and Aly Aug 20 1893........15:213
Fletcher Lillian M of John T and Mary Aug 26 1894........16: 82
Fletcher Myrtle of Robert A and Mary A Feb 22 1898........16:406
Fletcher Ralph L of Henry and Hattie E July 14 1892........15:119
Fletcher Raymond of Charles and Etta F Dec 31 1896........16:252
Fletcher Russell E of Patrick E and Katherine J Oct 25 1899..16:558
Fletcher Ruth B of Charles and Etta F Apr 1 1893........15:156
Fletcher Sarah A of Charles J and Sarah P Oct 3 1893........15:179
Fletcher —— of Henry and Hattie E Jan 13 1895........16:117
Flick Mary A C of Albert and Clementine May 16 1892........15: 74
Fliegner Else R of Gottlieb J and Augusta A July 5 1899..16:578
Fliegner Ida B of Gottlieb J and Augusta A Oct 20 1897........16:357
Flink Annie of Benjamin and Mary May 8 1900........17: 87
Flinn Emma I of James and Isabella Jan 25 1894........16: 9
Flint —— d of Harry H and Ida M Nov 25 1899........16:586
Flodin Eva of August W and Thekla N Dec 16 1892........15:125
Flodin —— d of Charles A and Ida Aug 6 1895........16:154
Flood Ethel M of Joseph J and Annie June 30 1891........15: 10
Flood John E of Patrick J and Johanna July 14 1900........17: 62
Flood Joseph of Joseph and Annie July 1 1893........15:185
Flooden Hilda of Carl and Ida M Feb 10 1894........16: 22
Floody Leo of Thomas H and Celia T Nov 6 1900........17: 99
Floody Thomas of Thomas and Celia Oct 27 1895........16:146
Floody William of Thomas and Celia Mar 18 1894........16: 6
Floren —— d of Carl L and Nicolina U Mar 31 1895........16:106
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Flores Joao D'A of Joao A and Maria Oct 6 1900 17: 90
Florisce Marie A of Max and Josephine Oct 4 1894 16: 72
Flower Maria of Joseph and Maria Mar 9 1891 15: 2
Flower Naomí P of Daniel and Martha Nov 9 1900 17: 120
Flowers Marion L of George H and Alide M Aug 9 1894 16: 88
Flynn Albert P of John and Mary Sept 24 1896 16: 254
Flynn Alice of Charles and Maria Apr 6 1894 16: 11
Flynn Alice R of James and Catherine Jan 24 1899 16: 502
Flynn Andrew S of John and Annie Dec 21 1893 15: 192
Flynn Ann M of Michael and Margaret Dec 11 1893 15: 175
Flynn Anna of Edward and Amelia July 31 1895 16: 165
Flynn Anna E of John and Mary Feb 19 1900 17: 14
Flynn Anna L of George R and Theresa Nov 3 1899 16: 538
Flynn Annie J of James and Catherine Apr 4 1893 15: 160
Flynn Annie M of James and Delia Feb 17 1891 15: 15
Flynn Annie T of George W and Mary E Oct 23 1895 16: 152
Flynn Bernard of Bernard and Mary Feb 23 1896 16: 189
Flynn Bessie of James A and Elizabeth J Dec 19 1892 15: 116
Flynn Catherine of Bernard and Mary June 23 1891 15: 10
Flynn Catherine of Dennis and Catherine Apr 18 1895 16: 101
Flynn Catherine of Hugh and Catherine Sept 24 1894 16: 63
Flynn Catherine of Joseph A and Mary A July 5 1894 16: 65
Flynn Catherine M of Michael J and Bridget C July 28 1897 16: 336
Flynn Catherine T of Peter F and Mary Dec 7 1892 15: 130
Flynn Celia M of Thomas and Bridget June 28 1897 16: 285
Flynn Charles E of Charles and Ellen Aug 13 1895 16: 171
Flynn Charles H of Charles H and Elizabeth June 25 1897 16: 311
Flynn Collette of Henry F and Nellie Mar 7 1897 16: 281
Flynn Cornelius J of Dennis and Mary Oct 8 1896 16: 225
Flynn Daniel of Patrick and Ellen Sept 8 1899 16: 552
Flynn Daniel of Patrick and Margaret Apr 9 1897 16: 365
Flynn Earl F of Dennis P and Frances A Dec 24 1900 17: 114
Flynn Elizabeth of James and Catherine May 2 1895 16: 122
Flynn Elizabeth of Patrick and Margaret July 9 1899 16: 545
Flynn Ellen of James A and Elizabeth J Mar 29 1895 16: 111
Flynn Ernest R of Dennis J and Delia Apr 8 1898 16: 397
Flynn Estella of John T and Nellie A Feb 3 1899 16: 479
Flynn Esther M of Patrick J and Sarah W Aug 13 1899 16: 280
Flynn Ethel M of John T and Ellen May 25 1897 16: 284
Flynn Eugene of Francis and Essie Oct 17 1899 16: 552
Flynn Eva of Patrick J and Catherine Oct 25 1891 15: 41
Flynn Eva T of Charles H and Elizabeth A Oct 5 1893 15: 208
Flynn Frances of John and Mary Jan 1 1895 16: 124
Flynn Frances of John and Mary Jan 1 1896 16: 213
Flynn Francis of Charles H and Ellen G Mar 31 1897...........16: 308
Flynn Francis H of Charles H and Elizabeth Feb 6 1895. ..16: 126
Flynn Francis M of Michael and Catherine June 6 1900.....17: 45
Flynn Frank T of Michael J and Margaret Jan 11 1897....16: 279
Flynn George of Dennis and Hannah Sept 20 1896...........16: 234
Flynn Gerald of Patrick and Bridget A Feb 16 1892.......15: 92
Flynn Gertrude G of Patrick and Mary Sept 24 1893..15: 183 and 208
Flynn Gertrude M of John J and Annie L June 20 1897....16: 276
Flynn Gladys M of Joseph F and Mary Oct 29 1898.......16: 435
Flynn Grace V of Philip H and Edith M Oct 25 1900.......17: 96
Flynn Henrietta of Patrick and Margaret Aug 21 1891.....15: 39
Flynn James of Dennis and Mary July 1 1894.................16: 46
Flynn James of James T and Hannah T Dec 25 1900.......17: 114
Flynn James of John and Nellie Nov 17 1894..............16: 58
Flynn James C of Patrick and Margaret Nov 4 1893.......15: 187
Flynn James E of Joseph and Annie M Jan 16 1897........16: 298
Flynn James F of Hugh and Catherine Nov 8 1896........16: 243
Flynn James H of Michael J and Frances May 15 1892.....15: 98
Flynn James J of Michael J and Bridget Jan 26 1900.....17: 8
Flynn James J of Patrick and Theresa Mar 19 1893.......15: 148
Flynn James P of James and Bridget Mar 16 1896........16: 200
Flynn John of Bernard and Mary Apr 22 1893.............15: 144
Flynn John of John T and Julia A Sept 26 1900........17: 86
Flynn John of Joseph N and Mary A Oct 1 1897........16: 338
Flynn John F of Daniel S and Ellen June 20 1894......16: 14
Flynn John F of Francis and Essie Mar 4 1898........16: 390
Flynn John J of Michael F and Margaret Sept 5 1899...16: 535
Flynn John J of Patrick and Margaret July 1 1895.....16: 141
Flynn John J of Patrick and Mary F V May 17 1895.....16: 96
Flynn John P of Patrick and Margaret Aug 16 1891.....15: 45
Flynn John R of John and Mary Mar 30 1891............15: 5
Flynn Joseph F of Christopher and Mary Oct 23 1897.....16: 351
Flynn Joseph P of Patrick J and Sarah W Apr 12 1898...16: 408
Flynn Joseph T of Joseph J and Annie M May 28 1895....16: 119
Flynn Katie E of Patrick and Theresa M Dec 26 1894....16: 64
Flynn Loretta of Dennis and Hannah Jan 6 1899........16: 478
Flynn Louis J of William and Mary M Feb 21 1894.......16: 22
Flynn Louisa of John and Ann Sept 29 1891..............15: 40
Flynn Margaret of John T and Julia A Oct 2 1896.......16: 258
Flynn Margaret L of James and Catherine Apr 18 1891...15: 23
Flynn Martha of James and Bridget June 28 1892........15: 83
Flynn Mary of Bernard F and Mary Mar 6 1899...........16: 480
Flynn Mary of John T and Julia A June 15 1893........15: 161
Flynn Mary A of Christopher and Mary E Aug 29 1892...15: 123
Flynn Mary A of Cornelius and Ellen Sept 8 1899.............16: 535
Flynn Mary A of George W and Mary E Aug 19 1891...........15: 39
Flynn Mary A of Thomas and Catherine Nov 3 1900............17: 98
Flynn Mary C of James and Bridget Aug 12 1894..............16: 66
Flynn Mary E of Daniel S and Ella S M Oct 11 1897...........16: 328
Flynn Mary E of James and Lena June 15 1893.................15: 166
Flynn Mary E of Michael and Catherine Apr 27 1898...........16: 391
Flynn Mary E of Thomas and Bridget May 7 1892..............15: 74
Flynn Mary L of Joseph and Annie M Jan 17 1891.............15: 14
Flynn Mary L of Matthew J and Margaret Sept 11 1893......15: 183
Flynn Maurice of Thomas F and Mary Mar 26 1892............15: 93
Flynn Michael J of Michael and Mary A Oct 23 1898...........16: 453
Flynn Myrtle E of Edward and Amelia Aug 27 1892...........15: 123
Flynn Patrick L of Patrick and Margaret Sept 4 1893......15: 178
Flynn Peter of Peter and Elizabeth Jan 17 1891.............15: 22
Flynn Raymond V of John J and Mary A Oct 9 1898...........16: 447
Flynn Richard of Benjamin and Mary Aug 13 1897.............16: 325
Flynn Rosella of James and Lena Feb 15 1896.................16: 189
Flynn Theresa V of John J and Annie Jan 26 1896...........16: 199
Flynn Thomas of Patrick and Mary Aug 21 1900..............17: 74
Flynn Thomas F of Michael J and Bridget Jan 28 1896......16: 199
Flynn Thomas L of Thomas and Bridget Oct 19 1894.........16: 57
Flynn Veronica of Patrick J and Sarah W Sept 4 1900....17: 79
Flynn Walter J of George W and Mary E Mar 4 1899.........16: 487
Flynn Walter P of Charles H and Elizabeth A Aug 25 1891..15: 60
Flynn William of Charles H and Ellen G Jan 18 1899........16: 496
Flynn William of James and Lena Dec 22 1897.................16: 330
Flynn William A of John H and Mary A Dec 25 1893.......15: 204
Flynn William J of Patrick and Margaret July 16 1897....16: 333
Flynn William R of William F and Mary M Oct 17 1892....15: 132
Flynn —— s of Bernard and Mary Apr 3 1894..................16: 11
Flynn —— d of Dennis and Delia Feb 12 1900.................17: 122
Flynn —— s of Edward M and Catherine July 15 1894........16: 65
Flynn —— d of Edward M and Catherine T Nov 28 1891.....15: 50
Flynn —— s of John and Julia June 13 1891...............15: 24
Flynn —— d of John J and Mary A Nov 25 1899............16: 567
Flynn —— d of Maggie Nov 11 1893.........................15: 183
Flynn —— s of Michael and Mary A Dec 3 1897..............16: 368
Flynn —— d of Patrick and Mary June 14 1897.............16: 365
Foaget Rosanna of Albert and Leonie Jan 1 1892............15: 96
Foer Jerome of Jerome and Louise Jan 28 1893..............15: 167
Fogarty George P of George C and Catharine M Oct 23 1900..17: 95
Fogarty John F of Martin and Mary Oct 13 1899............16: 574
Fogarty Joseph of Joseph and Mary Feb 25 1900.............17: 122
Fogarty Joseph A of John F and Margaret F Dec 20 1899 ... 16: 588
Fogarty Kate of Arthur and Susan July 22 1899. ......... 16: 562
Fogarty Margaret M of Martin and Mary Jan 8 1895 .... 16: 119
Fogarty William E of William and Elizabeth Aug 13 1895 ... 16: 138
Fogarty —— s of Mary Aug 13 1895, ......... 16: 148
Fogerty Harold F of William J and Mary A Aug 20 1896 ... 16: 249
Fogerty Mary A of John and Catherine Dec 22 1897 ... 16: 360
Fogerty Nellie of John and Mary Feb 13 1891 ....... 15: 7
Fogg Eleanor V of Miller M and Anna S May 31 1898 ... 16: 377
Foisy Frank T of Frank and Malvina Jan 24 1899 ....... 16: 486
Foisy Joseph E F of Francois and Malvina Oct 23 1900 .... 17: 118
Foisy Marie M A of Francois and Malvina Noy 9 1896 ... 16: 243
Folco Angela M of Pacifico and Maria July 1 1892 ... 15: 122
Folco Antonio of Pacifico and Maria R May 7 1895 ... 16: 122
Foley Anna of Patrick and Mary July 13 1899 ....... 16: 549
Foley Annie E of Patrick and Ann Jan 4 1891 ....... 15: 1
Foley Annie M of John and Catherine Mar 31 1896 ... 16: 200
Foley Arthur A of James and Elizabeth Aug 11 1900 .... 17: 72
Foley Catherine of John and Catherine June 13 1893 ... 15: 169
Foley Catherine T of John J and Mary J July 12 1895 ... 16: 170
Foley Charles A of Matthew and Sarah A June 5 1897 ... 16: 304
Foley Elizabeth F of Michael D and Mary A Dec 12 1891 ... 15: 35
Foley Esther M of Michael D and Mary A Dec 18 1895 ... 16: 137
Foley Eva of John J and Mary J Feb 21 1900 ....... 17: 15
Foley Francis of Patrick and Mary Noy 26 1900 ....... 17: 105
Foley George of Kate Feb 22 1893 ...... 15: 146
Foley George E of John J and Mary J Feb 25 1897 ... 16: 307
Foley Howard N of Matthew and Sarah A Aug 28 1891 ... 15: 48
Foley Irene A of Michael and Mary A Oct 6 1893 ... 15: 171
Foley James H of James H and Bridget F Noy 10 1897 ... 16: 319
Foley John J of John and Ellen May 1 1894 ... 16: 40
Foley John J of Patrick and Mary Sept 24 1895 ... 16: 144
Foley Kathleen F of John and Ella Aug 19 1896 ... 16: 263
Foley Mary of Patrick and Mary Feb 26 1897 ... 16: 315
Foley Mary A of John and Ellen June 3 1893 ... 15: 168
Foley Mary E of John J and Mary J Dec 17 1893 ...... 15: 212
Foley Nellie June 24 1897 ....... A 1: 32
Foley Thomas F of John and Ellen May 22 1899 ... 16: 512
Foley William A of William and Margaret Nov 27 1899 ... 16: 568
Foley William H of John and Catherine Oct 4 1900 ... 17: 89
Foley William L of Matthew and Sarah Apr 13 1895 ... 16: 133
Folica Maria C L of Giuseppe and Isabella Dec 11 1900 ... 17: 110
Folkofsky Sadie of Philip and Sophie Jan 16 1893 ... 15: 141
Follansbee Ernest F of Frank E and Jennie Oct 15 1892 ... 15: 101
Follansbee Ethel M of Frank E and Martha Feb 11 1900...17: 12
Follensbee Elmer E of George and Lydia Oct 29 1891...15: 52
Follett Benjamin B of Benjamin B and Florence A July 22

1898. ....................................................16: 425
Follico — d of Pacifico and Maria A Oct 30 1896........16: 259
Follmar Ambrose of William F and Mary A Mar 3 1899...16: 509
Follmar Gertrude J of William F and Mary A Oct 29 1892...15: 129
Follmar Mary R of William F and Mary A Oct 6 1897....16: 356
Follmar Vincent T of William F and Mary A Mar 7 1895...16: 127
Follmar William J of William F and Mary A Mar 20 1891..15: 27
Follo Antonio of Pacifico and Maria R Apr 26 1894...15: 23
Folloni Eugenio of Luigi and Michela Feb 18 1897...16: 301
Folsom Clementine C of Henry F and Florence M July 29

1898. ....................................................16: 464
Folsom Nellie L of Leonard W and Alice June 27 1896...16: 187
Folsome Leonard W of Leonard W and Alice Jan 5 1895...16: 94
Fongeallaz Lillian M of Eugene and Ella M Aug 22 1898...16: 426
Fonseca Maria S (c) of Bonaventura S and Rosa Apr 25 1898...16: 373
Font Joseph of Joseph and Nancy Mar 11 1895...16: 92
Fontaine Blanche M of Joseph J and Exilda R July 3 1896...16: 272
Fontaine Edward of Alphege and Annie Jan 3 1894...16: 25
Fontaine Joseph A of Joseph and Exilda July 31 1897...16: 345
Fontaine Joseph A of Joseph and Exilda July 13 1898...16: 445
Fontaine Pearl O of Elphege and Anastasie O P Mar 17 1892...15: 84
Fonte — (c) d of Manoel and Maria Apr 20 1898...16: 468
Forchell Allen A of Franz A and Annie Jan 3 1891...15: 14
Ford Agnes T of Jeremiah and Bridget A June 4 1897...16: 284
Ford Andrew of Thomas and Ellen July 29 1890...17: 68
Ford Anna of Michael and Margaret Mar 19 1897...16: 362
Ford Anna of Patrick and Anna Dec 20 1892...15: 111
Ford Annie V of Jeremiah W and Bridget A Feb 20 1899...16: 479
Ford Beatrice F (c) of Payton R T and Annie E Aug 12 1896...16: 228
Ford Catherine of John and Margaret Oct 5 1896...16: 242
Ford Christopher S of John and Catherine Dec 13 1898...16: 155
Ford Ellen of Patrick and Annie Oct 18 1896...16: 243
Ford Frances M of Michael and Margaret Feb 2 1894...16: 32
Ford Frederick G of James H and Eliza J May 22 1891...15: 9
Ford George of Terence W and Ellen Sept 25 1891...15: 61
Ford Helena F of George F and Julia L Jan 25 1891...15: 25
Ford Howard V of George F and Julia L Jan 22 1893...15: 162
Ford Irene L of George F and Julia L Feb 2 1897...16: 306
Ford James B of John and Margaret May 18 1891...15: 13
Ford James C of Patrick and Annie Aug 24 1899...16: 546
Ford John of Thomas P and Ellen T Mar 4 1895...16: 111
Ford John P of Patrick and Anna Mar 25 1891 .......... 15: 13
Ford John T of John and Catherine May 1 1894 .......... 16: 34
Ford Katie of Maggie Sept 30 1896 .......... A 1: 32
Ford Lillian K of Jeremiah W and Bridget Jan 17 1895 .......... 16: 98
Ford Marion A of William and Rose Jan 21 1899 .......... 16: 486
Ford Mary E of John and Margaret Nov 18 1893 .......... 15: 188
Ford Mary E of Thomas P and Ellen Nov 17 1897 .......... 16: 339
Ford Nellie M of Terence W and Ellen L July 26 1893 .......... 15: 205
Ford Patrick of John and Catherine Sept 28 1896 .......... 16: 238
Ford Ralph E of Eugene T and Martha E Dec 15 1891 .......... 15: 55
Ford Rudolph T (e) of Paton R T and Annie E Feb 9 1900 .......... 17: 122
Ford Sarah T of George F and Julia L Jan 8 1899 .......... 16: 507
Ford Stanley E of Eugene T and Martha E Dec 12 1896 .......... 16: 255
Ford Theresa A of Michael and Margaret July 1 1891 .......... 15: 55
Ford Thomas H of Thomas P and Ellen J June 30 1891 .......... 15: 17
Ford Walter F of George F and Julia L Feb 14 1895 .......... 16: 126
Ford ——— d of John and Margaret Sept 30 1895 .......... 16: 135
Ford ——— s of Patrick W and Annie Jan 25 1895 .......... 16: 107
Ford ——— s of William and Rose Dec 6 1897 .......... 16: 335
Forest Alexander W of Michel and Josephine Dec 22 1895 .......... 16: 176
Forest Joseph L of Thomas and Mary E Mar 29 1899 .......... 16: 509
Forest Joseph R of Michael and Josephine Aug 31 1900 .......... 17: 78
Forest Marie R of Thomas and Mary Mar 13 1893 .......... 15: 163
Forest Mary A M of Thomas and Mary June 24 1895 .......... 16: 131
Forest Raymond of Pierre and Emilie Nov 27 1894 .......... 16: 74
Forest Sophie A of Thomas and Marie Sept 16 1897 .......... 16: 356
Forget (Depatie) Angelina of Zotine and Natalie Aug 19
1893 .......... 15: 193
Forgue Julian of Gilbert and Hermingilde Nov 3 1899 .......... 16: 585
Forgue Leah of Julien and Rose Aug 21 1897 .......... 16: 363
Forgue Marie E of Gilbert and Hermengilde Oct 13 1896 .......... 16: 265
Forgue Marie E of Gilbert and Hermensilde May 16 1898 .......... 16: 409
Forli Maria of Giovanni and Carmela Apr 6 1900 .......... 17: 29
Forli Maria C of Giovanni and Carmela Jan 23 1899 .......... 16: 478
Forlo Mariano C of Giovanni and Carmela Dec 20 1897 .......... 16: 330
Forloni Francis C of Francesco and Catherine Aug 29 1896 .......... 16: 257
Forloni Maddalena R of Francisco V and Catherine A Jan 28
1893 .......... 15: 158
Fornari Antonio of Benedetto and Maria C Oct 22 1898 .......... 16: 453
Fornari Francesco D of Benedetto and Maria Feb 11 1900 .......... 17: 12
Fornaro Florentino of Giuseppe and Rachele Sept 17 1900 .......... 17: 83
Fornaro Genoveffa of Giuseppe and Rachela Feb 3 1897 .......... 16: 286
Fornaro Luigi of Giuseppe and Rachele June 6 1895 .......... 16: 123
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fornaro Maria A</td>
<td>of Giuseppe</td>
<td>May 16</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fornaro Rosalina</td>
<td>of Giuseppe</td>
<td>Jan 4</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fornelli Carolina</td>
<td>of Giuseppe</td>
<td>Dec 20</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forrest Edna</td>
<td>of Edward W</td>
<td>July 6</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forrest Edwin A</td>
<td>of Daniel</td>
<td>Nov 28</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forrest Francois A</td>
<td>of Pierre</td>
<td>June 22</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forrest George</td>
<td>of Michael</td>
<td>Aug 17</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forrest Joseph L</td>
<td>of Michael</td>
<td>Jan 15</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forrest Martha J</td>
<td>of Michel</td>
<td>Nov 8</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forrest Ruth</td>
<td>of Frank</td>
<td>May 21</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forrest William</td>
<td>of Thomas</td>
<td>Oct 11</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forrest</td>
<td>— d of</td>
<td>Nov 16</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forrest Archibald D</td>
<td>of Adam D</td>
<td>Jan 20</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forreste Dora M</td>
<td>of Adam D</td>
<td>Jan 15</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsall</td>
<td>— s of</td>
<td>May 7</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsberg</td>
<td>Bertha A</td>
<td>Feb 15</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsberg</td>
<td>Carrie L</td>
<td>Feb 20</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsberg Esther</td>
<td>of John A</td>
<td>Mar 12</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsberg Eva C</td>
<td>of Erik</td>
<td>Oct 29</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsberg Knut E</td>
<td>of Erik</td>
<td>Apr 5</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsberg</td>
<td>— s of</td>
<td>Aug 3</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsberg</td>
<td>— s of</td>
<td>Feb 13</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsberg</td>
<td>— d of</td>
<td>Nov 18</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsberg</td>
<td>— s of</td>
<td>July 23</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsburg</td>
<td>— s of</td>
<td>Nov 3</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsell Allen E</td>
<td>of Edward</td>
<td>Jan 3</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsland</td>
<td>— s of</td>
<td>Dec 31</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forslund Walter</td>
<td>of John H</td>
<td>Feb 5</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsman</td>
<td>Annie of</td>
<td>Feb 12</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forstad Bernard</td>
<td>of Henry</td>
<td>Oct 10</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forster Rosa</td>
<td>of Samuel</td>
<td>Mar 12</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsthoff Ernestine</td>
<td>of Ernst</td>
<td>Oct 4</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forstod Fannie</td>
<td>of Henry</td>
<td>Aug 23</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsyth Agnes L</td>
<td>of Byron B</td>
<td>Jan 20</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsyth Peter G</td>
<td>R of William</td>
<td>Sept 15</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsyth William</td>
<td>of William S</td>
<td>June 27</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsyth</td>
<td>— d of</td>
<td>Apr 20</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsythe</td>
<td>Clarence of</td>
<td>Apr 13</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Charles M</td>
<td>of Richard K</td>
<td>Apr 18</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Susan E</td>
<td>of Richard K</td>
<td>Mar 26</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort William S</td>
<td>of Richard K</td>
<td>Sept 12</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Forte — of Manuel Feb 25 1900.........................17: 17
Fortes Luiza (c) of Joao L and Anna Apr 10 1899.........16: 473
Fortier Antoinette of Alexandre and Victoria Oct 6 1895...16: 179
Fortino Francesco of Giovanni and Maria Dec 26 1898....16: 455
Fortino Francesco of Giovanni and Maria Jan 15 1900.....17: 5
Fortunato Claudina J of Manoel J and Maria J July 26 1893.15: 170
Fortune Amelia R of John and Rose C Feb 11 1898..........16: 389
Fortune Calista O of Richard and Margaret Jan 2 1900....17: 1
Fortune Emily M of James R and Margaret Oct 1 1893....15: 298
Fosco Addolorata of Nicola and Laura Nov 10 1897....16: 358
Fosco Antonio of Nicola and Lauretta Apr 29 1896....16: 217
Fosco Giovanni of Nicola and Lauretta Dec 22 1894.....16: 86
Fosco — s of Nicola and Lauretta Feb 4 1893...........15: 142
Foss Einar of Oscar and Anna K July 31 1897............16: 341
Foss Henry D of Frank F and Theresa V Sept 18 1893...15: 179
Foss Mabel L of Frank F and Theresa V Apr 26 1891.....15: 3
Foster Edward of William and Catherine A Feb 3 1891....15: 26
Foster Elizabeth A of George E and Nellie A Jan 21 1896...16: 202
Foster Frank H of John H and Amelia Dec 25 1896....16: 255
Foster Fred of John and Sarah May 16 1896.............16: 183
Foster Freddy of John and Emma May 25 1892...........15: 79
Foster Harold E of George E and Nellie A July 3 1897...16: 340
Foster Harry L of Horace L and Minnie E July 11 1892...15: 106
Foster Helena of James and Mary Oct 26 1894............16: 84
Foster Howard S of Thomas S and Cora M Oct 1 1892.....15: 115
Foster Ida M of Levi A and Linda Dec 31 1898...........16: 432
Foster Richard H of Albert T and Josephine D July 22 1894.16: 62
Foster William H of John and Sarah July 5 1897........16: 317
Foster — s of Eugene and Annie Nov 6 1900............17: 99
Foster — d of John and Carrie Jan 25 1898............16: 467
Foster — s of John H and Amelia May 4 1899...........16: 518
Foucher Marie O A of Mederic and Marie L Apr 4 1891....15: 27
Fonker Robert S of Robert and Emily June 11 1897.....16: 284
Fonkles Emily I of Robert and Emily Oct 14 1899.....16: 537
Fonkles Ethel J of Robert and Emily Dec 27 1895.......16: 176
Fonkles Susan of Robert and Emily July 5 1898.........16: 424
Fournier Ada A of Francis X and Marie A June 9 1899....16: 516
Fournier Alfred A of Abbe and Phelanise Oct 9 1896....16: 254
Fournier Anna I of Francois and Amanda May 2 1894.....16: 31
Fournier Arthur V of Stanislas and Zephirine June 13 1893..15: 157
Fournier Bernadette of Albert and Phelanise May 22 1892..15: 87
Fournier Clara of Henry and Isabelle May 16 1900......17: 39
Fournier David of Thomas and Marguerite Nov 16 1897....16: 358
Fournier Edgar J A of Joseph A and Rose July 14 1893....15: 196
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Fournier Elmo R of J Arture and Rose June 18 1897.............16:304
Fournier Emma R of Nazaire and Elizabeth Dec 27 1897........16:360
Fournier Flora L of Henry and Margaret July 29 1895........16:171
Fournier Florence M of Joseph T and Corinne Sept 21 1899....16:565
Fournier Floride of Nazaire and Elizabeth June 11 1896........16:218
Fournier Hector of Albert and Pheloinise June 28 1894........16:31
Fournier Helene A of Henri and Isabelle Nov 5 1897...........16:358
Fournier Jessie M of Francois X and Marie A Dec 28 1897....16:347
Fournier Joseph H of Francis X and Mary A June 4 1891....15:14
Fournier Joseph H of Henri and Marguerite Apr 13 1897......16:296
Fournier Joseph L of Ozias and Lea Apr 18 1897.............16:309
Fournier Josephine of Nazare and Elizabeth Mar 28 1891....15:20
Fournier Marie A of Emery and Ellen May 1 1900..............17:36
Fournier Marie A L of Emery and Helene Apr 16 1899........16:499
Fournier Marie B C of Joseph T and Corinne Oct 14 1897.....16:334
Fournier Marie I of Ozias and Leo May 18 1896..............16:218
Fournier Marie L of Azarie and Adele Oct 16 1893.........15:180
Fournier Marie R of Abbe and Pheloinise Apr 8 1900......17:29
Fournier Mary I of Frank H and Mary A Feb 19 1893........15:156
Fournier Rose L of Nazaire and Elizabeth Mar 31 1893......15:156
Fournier William S of Nazaire and Elizabeth Oct 16 1894....16:84
Fowden Mabel F of Albert and Frances M Nov 7 1893.........15:210
Fowkes Hazel A of William and Clarissa A June 12 1897.....16:294
Fowle Forest F of Marshall S and Edith H Sept 23 1896.....16:246
Fowle Fremont W of Marshall S and Edith H Oct 18 1898....16:439
Fowler Albert B W of Charles K and Lillian V Dec 30 1895...16:161
Fowler Alvah A K of Charles K and Lillian V July 22 1898...16:437
Fowler Emma M of Albert E and Jennie May 24 1900.........17:41
Fowler Hattie M of Oliver W and Etta G June 23 1894........16:24
Fowler Jeanette of Joseph A and Maud D Sept 6 1898........17:442
Fowler Jeremiah D of Jeremiah D and Lida Dec 20 1896........16:252
Fowler May of William H and Sarah J Aug 5 1896............16:256
Fowler Thomas J of Thomas and Mary Apr 21 1897...........16:309
Fowler William J of William H and Sarah J Aug 22 1898....16:435
Fowler —— d of Jeremiah D and Lydia Nov 12 1893........15:195
Fox Agnes G of Arthur F and Ellen V Mar 20 1899..........16:509
Fox Anna of Philip J and Bridget T Mar 7 1896..............16:197
Fox Anna M of George J and Mary Sept 14 1900..............17:82
Fox Arthur of James and Bridget July 3 1899.................16:570
Fox Austin V of Michael H and Mary A June 9 1898...........16:388
Fox Bridget W of John and Bridget Mar 8 1894..............16:19
Fox Catherine of Henry and Catherine Nov 9 1891...........15:62
Fox Catherine J of James and Bridget Apr 27 1893...........15:147
Fox Daniel A of William and Margaret Jan 29 1895..........16:95
Fox Edward of John B and Katie A Aug 5 1891.............15: 56
Fox Edward of William and Alice M Sept 22 1894...........16: 70
Fox Edward F of John and Bridget Oct 27 1900.............17: 96
Fox Elizabeth of Henry F and Catherine Sept 20 1893....16: 172
Fox Elizabeth M of Philip J and Bridget Apr 26 1892....15: 67
Fox George R of Edward and Gertrude M Jan 13 1898.....16: 384
Fox Herbert J of John J and Elizabeth May 14 1896......16: 218
Fox Hugh of Henry and Catherine June 24 1894..............16: 35
Fox Hugh of Henry and Catherine Mar 29 1897..............16: 308
Fox Jacob of William and Becky May 12 1900...............17: 53
Fox James of William and Margaret Apr 30 1896..........16: 186
Fox James P of James and Bridget Mar 12 1897.............16: 287
Fox James P of John J and Bridget Mar 24 1897...........16: 289
Fox Jennie of David H and Ellen Oct 20 1895..............16: 152
Fox John of Daniel and Mary July 31 1894.................16: 87
Fox John of Daniel J and Mary F July 31 1894.............16: 54
Fox John of James and Bridget Aug 3 1891.................15: 56
Fox John F of Michael and Lizzie Sept 10 1899..........16: 546
Fox John J of John J and Bridget Oct 5 1895..............16: 152
Fox Kate of William and Maggie June 15 1897..............16: 279
Fox Lawrence R of Bartholomew and Margaret T Jan 15 1892.15: 91
Fox Mabel L of John J and Elizabeth June 19 1893......15: 166
Fox Madeline of Michael H and Mary A Oct 5 1892........15: 113
Fox Margaret of David H and Ellen Jan 26 1892............15: 91
Fox Margaret of William and Alice M Dec 23 1892........15: 117
Fox Margaret of William and Margaret Apr 10 1893........15: 139
Fox Marguerite of Bartholomew and Margaret Sept 11 1897.16: 355
Fox Mary E of Michael and Elizabeth Dec 31 1896........16: 244
Fox Mary F of Michael J and Mary T Mar 22 1900........17: 24
Fox Mary I of Arthur F and Ellen V Apr 22 1897..........16: 309
Fox Mary J of John B and Katy Sept 14 1893.............15: 184
Fox Mary J of William H and Annie E July 18 1893......15: 176
Fox Nellie M of David H and Nellie June 28 1900.........17: 51
Fox Robert J of John B and Catherine Aug 8 1892......15: 111
Fox Rosanna of Henry H Nov 27 1899......................16: 530
Fox Thomas of Michael and Mary July 23 1898.............16: 445
Fox William J of Bartholomew and Margaret Oct 16 1893..15: 209
Fox William M of Henry F and Catherine Jan 29 1893....15: 162
Fox Winifred of James and Bridget May 4 1895.........16: 106
Fox —— s of John J and Elizabeth Sept 22 1897...........16: 367
Fox —— s of Naaman and Fanny Apr 28 1893.................15: 140
Fox —— s of Peter and Margaret Nov 28 1899..............16: 524
Fox —— s of William H and Annie E May 16 1892.........15: 75
Foxall Ethel E of John and Augusta May 3 1891.........15: 16
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Foy Catherine of Bernard and Ellen F Jan 20 1893 ..................15:162
Foy John of Bernard and Ellen F Aug 8 1894 ..........................16: 81
Foy Joseph P of Bernard and Ellen F Mar 17 1897 ....................16:307
Foy Mary of Bernard and Ellen F July 8 1891 ..........................15: 59
Foy Richard of Bernard and Ellen F Dec 14 1898 ......................16:462
Foye Annie L (c) of Fred J and Ella M June 10 1894 ................16: 24
Foye Catherine M of Richard F and Ruth E May 15 1900 .............17: 39
Foye Charles F (c) of Frederick J and Ella M Sept 28 1891 .......15: 48
Foye Veronica of Bernard and Ellen Sept 7 1895 ......................16:172
Fozzi —— s of Maria June 16 1900 ....................................17: 48
Fraatz Albert R of Rudolph and Bridget Jan 8 1895 ..................16: 98
Fraatz Etheldreda of Rudolph and Bridget Nov 26 1892 .............15:109
Fracassio Rosindo of Filomeno and Sabatina Nov 3 1895 .........16:168
Fracasso Antonio of Benedetto and Angiolina Aug 5 1900 .........17: 70
Fracasso Antonio of Tomaso and Francesca May 1 1894 ............16: 12
Fracasso Carmela of Sabastiano and Antonia Nov 17 1900 .......17:103
Fracasso Isabella of Benedetto and Angiolina Sept 29 1895 .......16:145
Fracasso Luigi of Carmine and Sabatina Nov 7 1897 ...............16:331
Fracasso Luisa of Benedetto and Angela June 3 1892 ...............15: 98
Fracasso Maria of Carmine F and Sabatina July 20 1894 ...........16: 75
Fracasso Veneranda of Filomeno and Sabatina Jan 20 1900 .......17:  6
Fracasso Vincenzo of Benedetto and Angelina Aug 24 1897 .......16:326
Frackleton Agnes M of Thomas H and Susan F Oct 8 1891 .........15: 52
Frackleton —— d of Henry and Susie Feb 13 1899 .................16:594
Fragnier Florence of Frederic and Rosa Oct 23 1900 ..............17: 95
Fraiil Edward of Edward and Harriet J Feb 15 1900 ..............17: 13
Fraiil —— d of Edward and Harriet J Jan 2 1899 .................16:594
Fraime Charles E of Thomas J and Emma Nov 5 1893 .............15:175
Fraime Thomas H of Thomas F and Emma F Jan 12 1892 .........15: 69
Francalanzo Alfonso of Generoso and Vincenza Jan 9 1900 .......17:  3
Franceschino —— d of Angelo and Filomena Nov 19 1893 .........15:203
Francis Annie R M of Augustus M and Annie J Nov 1 1898 .......16:419
Francis Augustus M of Augustus M and Annie J Mar 28 1897 .......16:274
Francis Elsie A of Albert and Rebecca Sept 5 1894 ...............16: 55
Francis Engelia of Luiz and Engelia July 21 1895 ...............16:134
Francis Frederick T of John P and Annie Sept 29 1898 ..........16:419
Francis Harold A of Arthur T and Nellie Dec 27 1892 ...........15:122
Francis James E of George and Margaret Aug 22 1899 ..........16:521
Francis Louise A M of Job and Ellen Nov 23 1894 ...............16: 85
Francis Margaret of Antonio and Margaret Aug 22 1894 .........16: 59
Francis Maria of Antonio and Rita July 1 1900 .................17: 59
Francis Olive L of Antonio and Rebecca X July 6 1896 .........16:281
Francis Thomas H of Thomas and Elizabeth A Aug 30 1891 .......15: 48
Francis William A of Frank and Esther E Sept 5 1894 .........16: 82
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Francis —- (c) d of William and Josephine Jan 23 1898…….16:467
Francis —- (c) s of William A and Josephine Jan 5 1899…….16:596
Franciscas Maria M of Augusto M and Anna M Apr 29 1893…….13:137
Francisco Angelo of Luigi and Maria Aug 6 1899…….16:533
Francisco Francisco M of Augusto and Anna J Jan 27 1895…….16:91
Francœur Naomi L of Raoul J and Mary E Dec 6 1895…….16:164
Frank Chasky of Moses and Fanny Oct 30 1891…….13:37
Frank Esther of Moses and Fanny July 1 1893…….15:173
Frank Gusta (Teixeira) (c) of Caesar and Angelica May 6

1900 ..............................................................17:37
Frank Harry of David and Minnie Oct 2 1899…….16:552
Frank Joe of Moses and Fannie Aug 10 1900…….17:71
Frank Johanna of Frederick A and Bessie Nov 13 1897…….16:339
Frank Julia E of Hyman I and Lina Sept 8 1900…….17:80
Frank Marian L of David and Lena Nov 5 1895…….16:156
Frank Sam of David and Minnie Aug 28 1897…….16:337
Frank —- d of Mary May 24 1894…….16:15
Frankel Max of Morris and Rebecca Mar 30 1897…….16:282
Frankland Emily L of Joseph and H Louise May 17 1900…….17:40
Frankland William H of Joseph and Harriet L Apr 28 1896…….16:183
Franklin Adolphine M of Arthur L and Adolphine M F Nov 21

1899 ..............................................................16:530
Franklin Annie of Dominick and Mary Sept 15 1895…….16:166
Franklin Ellen of Dominick and Mary June 8 1893…….15:161
Franklin Margaret R of Benjamin and Julia A Nov 10 1892…….15:125
Franklin Mildred H of Benjamin and Ellen Oct 1 1899…….16:523
Franklin Paul W of Walter W and Annie C Jan 21 1892…….15:88
Franklin Sadie E of William C and Josephine Jan 9 1891…….15:14
Franklin Stanley H of Frederick H and Cleora L July 2 1896…….16:241
Franklin Walter of Harry and Carrie H June 28 1897…….16:294
Franklin William E of William T and Lucy R Aug 3 1898…….16:457
Franklyn Annie of Dominick and Mary Sept 8 1896…….16:257
Frankkowitz Annie of Mary May 5 1894…….16:15
Franks Washington H (c) of Thomas and Susan J Oct 11

1896 ..............................................................16:240
Frantin George of Daniel R and Rosa E Nov 19 1897…….16:335
Frantin Maunel A (c) of Daniel and Rosa July 25 1896…….16:253
Franz Karl J of Charles and Elizabeth Mar 17 1900…….17:22
Frappier Joseph A of Joseph and Mary L Apr 4 1899…….16:499
Frappier Joseph F of Joseph and Mary L Jan 24 1898…….16:405
Fraser Annie of John B and Annie T June 18 1892…….15:75
Fraser Barbera of John and Mary A June 10 1895…….16:113
Fraser Dora B of Leo and Nora Feb 20 1891…….15:22
Fraser Edwin of John B and Annie T May 9 1897…….16:278
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Fraser Edwin A of Allen T and Idelle F Mar 1 1894...........16: 38
Fraser Elizabeth C of James A and Jessie Mar 27 1894...........16: 6
Fraser Elsie of John M and Alice E Aug 23 1897...........16: 342
Fraser Esther M of Thomas D and Mary B Apr 11 1900...........17: 30
Fraser Forrest E of Allan P and Idelle F Sept 18 1900...........17: 83
Fraser Forrest W of Frank H and Mary J Apr 25 1897...........16: 289
Fraser Henry W of Frank H and Mary J May 6 1898...........16: 409
Fraser Hunter W of Henry L and Dora B D Feb 18 1896...........16: 293
Fraser Irving S of Horatio and Ellen E Mar 28 1893...........15: 151
Fraser James A of Frank H and Mary J Sept 4 1899...........16: 581
Fraser James McG of Roderick M and Priscilla Mar 4 1899...........16: 487
Fraser Jennie of John and Mary A Sept 18 1898...........16: 435
Fraser Mabel L of William I and Mabel Oct 22 1899...........16: 591
Fraser Margaret of John B and Ann J Apr 3 1895...........16: 101
Fraser Raymond D of Duncan R and Flora Apr 27 1900...........17: 34
Fraser Vivian of William K and Rebecca Apr 3 1898...........16: 394
Fraser — d of Allen T and Idelle F May 7 1892...........15: 94
Fraser — s of Annie July 5 1897...........16: 331
Fraser — d of David N and Pauline Mar 15 1893...........16: 164
Fraser — s of David S and Lida Aug 18 1891...........15: 48
Fraser — d of David S and lida Mar 26 1893...........15: 151
Fraser — d of David S and Lida Jan 8 1897...........16: 290
Fraser — s of Isaac A and Jennie F June 11 1898...........16: 468
Fraser — s of John J and Sarah A Dec 16 1895...........16: 176
Fraser — s of Joseph and Jennie Dec 2 1893...........15: 175
Fraser — d of Orrin and Margaret Apr 15 1897...........16: 365
Fratantuono Anna of Angelo and Maria Nov 17 1899...........16: 576
Fratantuono Antonio of Angelo and Maria Sept 13 1897...........16: 349
Fratantuono Cristina of Angelo and Maria June 18 1893...........15: 161
Fratantuono Giuseppe of Angelo and Maria Dec 4 1894...........16: 79
Fratantuono Isabella of Francisco and Anna R Dec 24 1892...........15: 134
Fratantuono Pietro of Francesco and Anna Aug 30 1895...........16: 166
Fratantuono — s of Angelo and Maria June 23 1892...........15: 90
Fratas — d of Jose and Maria Aug 24 1899...........16: 596
Fraters Joseph of Manoel and Maria Jan 18 1897...........16: 273
Fraters Mary of Anton and Maria Apr 5 1892...........15: 96
Fraters Mary of Manuel and Caroline Jan 7 1891...........15: 1
Frates Mabel A of Jose and Mary E Dec 14 1898...........16: 120
Fratter Wilhelmina C A of Harry E and Amanda Oct 8 1900...........17: 90
Frawley Alfred E of William H and Eliza Feb 18 1895...........16: 126
Frawley Bessie of William H and Eliza Oct 22 1891...........15: 62
Frawley Edward L of William and Eliza Feb 29 1898...........16: 379
Frawley Walter E of Henry and Eliza Feb 9 1894...........16: 37
Frazer David of David and Pauline Mar 15 1895...........16: 127
BIRTHS

Frazier Vincent of John and Elizabeth Jan 8 1894........... 16: 8
Frazier Joseph A of Edward and Marie June 10 1891........ 15: 29
Frazier Katherine X of George H and Katherine July 25 1899. 16: 556
Frazier Leo (Forget) of Henry L and Dora Dec 30 1892... 15: 119
Frazier Lillian H (c) of John T and Lillian C Dec 20 1896... 16: 271
Frazier Mary E of George H and Catherine Jan 25 1894..... 16: 25
Frazier Myrtle V (c) of John T and Lillian C Sept 17 1899... 16: 547
Frazier Reuben L of Lewis and Mabel R June 7 1894....... 16: 35
Freberg Thurston of John and Minnie Aug 3 1895........... 16: 178
Frechette Clarence of David and Marie Sept 28 1896...... 16: 234
Frechette Leon of Oscar and Pamela Dec 29 1899.......... 16: 592
Frechette Rene of Joseph and Delina Feb 24 1900......... 17: 16
Freddie Andrew R of Andrew and Amelia Jan 1 1894........ 16: 25
Frederick Annie E of Nicholas and Minnie Oct 6 1894..... 16: 77
Frederickson Albert P of Peter and Bergeta Sept 9 1897... 16: 355
Frederickson Harold J of Peter and Bergida Mar 19 1899... 16: 509
Frederickson —— s of Anna Oct 22 1895.................. 16: 148
Fredette Ellen of Joseph S and Rose Apr 10 1896......... 16: 216
Fredette Joseph A of Joseph S and Rosanna May 27 1897... 16: 310
Fredette Marie R of Nazaire and Rosanna Sept 14 1892.... 15: 128
Fredholm Helena of Albert and Emma Oct 23 1897......... 16: 357
Fredrickson Hilga M F of Mary Oct 26 1891............. 15: 62
Fredrickson —— d of Axel and Alma June 11 1900........ 17: 46
Fredrickson —— s of Charles and Carrie Oct 28 1900....... 17: 96
Freehoffer Gertrude I of John H and Mary A July 5 1900... 17: 60
Freel Charles of John and Catherine Aug 12 1894........ 16: 72
Freel Gertrude M of John J and Catherine Apr 7 1891...... 15: 20
Freel John O of John J and Catherine M Oct 16 1892....... 15: 121
Freel Margaret M of John J and Catherine M Sept 23 1898... 16: 442
Freel Raymond of John J and Catherine M Oct 27 1896..... 16: 251
Freel Walter J of John J and Katherine M Oct 22 1900..... 17: 95
Freeley Kate A of James and Mary Dec 20 1892............ 15: 109
Freeley Norah of James and Mary July 24 1891............ 15: 39
Freelove Beatrice I of Sidney and Alice Feb 9 1896........ 16: 209
Freely Mary A of James and Mary Sept 3 1894............ 16: 55
Freeman Catherine of Samuel and Fannie Mar 15 1891...... 15: 8
Freeman Charles of Samuel and Fannie Aug 4 1893......... 15: 213
Freeman Chester A of Arthur and Vinie Aug 16 1899........ 16: 590
Freeman Clarence E (c) of William H and Estella A Sept 18

1899.................. 16: 528
Freeman Ehmer V of Charles W and Edith M Apr 20 1894..... 16: 6
Freeman Harry of Michael and Catherine Oct 12 1896....... 16: 235
Freeman Henry H of Jesse H and Xellie June 10 1891...... 15: 10
Freeman James of William J and Sarah Nov 20 1897........ 16: 339
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Freeman John of Michael and Kate V Dec 17 1898 .......... 16:430
Freeman John J of William J and Sarah July 26 1899 .......... 16:550
Freeman Margaret of Michael and Catherine Mar 18 1894 .... 16: 11
Freeman Mary of Michael and Catherine Oct 31 1892 .......... 15:108
Freeman Ora M of Charles W and Edith M Feb 28 1893 ....... 15:139
Freeman Rose of Samuel and Fannie May 24 1892 .......... 15: 87
Freeman Rudolph C (c) of Clarence H and Seraphina E June 6

1891 ................................................. 15: 21
Freeman —— s of John R and Elizabeth F Oct 23 1898 ....... 16:419
Freer Alice G of Robert and Mary E Mar 16 1898 .......... 16:385
Freer Bertha M of Robert and Mary A Sept 27 1896 ....... 16:240
Freer Fannie of Robert and Mary A Nov 17 1899 .......... 16:586
Freer Florence M of James and Mary M Mar 10 1897 ....... 16:281
Freer Margaret of James and Mary M Mar 18 1900 .......... 17: 23
Freer Robert A of Robert and Mary A Nov 26 1893 ....... 15:211
Freer Sarah E of James and Mary Mar 3 1895 .......... 16:100
Freese Esther A of Swan and Matilda C Mar 29 1897 ....... 16:292
Freeth William J of William and Mary May 18 1898 ....... 16:384
Freitag Gustav of Johan and Juilia Aug 8 1895 ........ 16:179
Freitas Anastasia of Joseph and Mary Mar 20 1896 ....... 16:182
Freitas Anna of Antone S and Eugenia Nov 24 1897 ....... 16:319
Freitas Antonio C of Antonio and Maria T Oct 6 1900 ....... 17:90
Freitas Arthur F of Antone and Maria Oct 16 1896 .......... 16:226
Freitas Francisco of Jose and Mary Nov 21 1891 .......... 15: 34
Freitas Frank of Antone and Eugenia F Dec 15 1895 ....... 16:137
Freitas Grace M of Manuel and Florence M Oct 14 1891 .... 15: 33
Freitas Manoel of Mariano and Maria Dec 27 1896 .......... 16:227
Freitas Maria of Antonio S and Eugenia Jan 5 1895 .......... 16: 91
Freitas Maria of Antonio S and Eugenia F Aug 3 1899 ....... 16:521
Freitas Michael J of Joseph and Mary Sept 13 1893 ....... 15:171
Freitas Raimund of Jose I and Elizabeth T Dec 1893 ....... 15:173
Freitas Thereza I of Jose I and Luiza T Mar 23 1892 ....... 15: 67
French Adah B of Irving T and Abbie J June 29 1899 ....... 16:496
French Leroy O of Joseph E and Katie E July 18 1891 ....... 15: 53
French Mabel M of Frank and Mary Feb 5 1900 .......... 17: 10
French Mildred R of George and Inez G July 19 1892 ....... 15:114
Frenciere —— d of Edward and Marie Mar 6 1893 .......... 15:163
Freanza Maria of Francesco and Maria C July 1 1897 .......... 16:347
Frendi —— d of Francesco and Maria C June 30 1897 ....... 16:394
Frew Agnes M of James and Jane Oct 21 1897 .......... 16:357
Frew Lillian of James and Jane June 21 1899 .......... 16:513
Frew William M of D of James and Jane Feb 24 1895 ....... 16:126
Freyberg —— s of Annie Apr 3 1891 .......... 15: 10
Friberg Robert F of Per J and Joanna W Feb 19 1898 ....... 16:406
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Fricker Florence G of Joseph W and Mary July 14 1894...16: 75
Fricker George E of George E and Mary M Oct 13 1893..15: 202
Fricker Gladys C of William A and Anna Mar 16 1893...15: 159
Fricker Ivy R of Alexander and Florence L Oct 5 1899..16: 565
Fricker Mabel E of Welcome and Eva July 10 1891...15: 59
Fricker Mary A of John F and Mary J Sept 22 1897..16: 345
Fricker Raymond F of John F and Mary Mar 18 1896...16: 206
Fricker Walter J of Walter and Rose E June 4 1899..16: 512
Fricker William A of Joseph W and Mary Aug 16 1898..16: 446
Friden — d of Andrew P and Amelia L Nov 23 1897..16: 343
Fridholm Howard J of Albert and Emma Feb 17 1900..17: 13
Fried — s of Louis and Bessie Sept 9 1900...17: 81
Frieden Werner M of Anders and Amelia Apr 16 1892..15: 82
Frieden — d of Andrew and Amelia Oct 4 1895...16: 155
Friedenberg Alfhilda of Frank B and Mary H Mar 10 1897..16: 314
Friedholm Gustav E of Gustav E and Ella K Nov 20 1898..16: 461
Friedland Jacob of Max and Sarah Nov 27 1893...15: 181
Friedland Violet of Max and Sarah July 10 1897...16: 324
Friedman Annie of Harry and Lena Jan 16 1894..16: 8
Friedman Ephraim of Jacob and Lena Apr 19 1892..15: 74
Friedman Esther of Harris and Lena Jan 5 1896...16: 187
Friedman Julia of Harris and Bessie Oct 18 1895..16: 136
Friedman Morris of Harris and Betsey Aug 11 1894..16: 46
Friedman Rosa of Samuel and Fanny May 24 1892..15: 70
Friedman Samuel of Harris and Lena Aug 17 1898..16: 426
Friedman Sarah R of Harris and Betsey Feb 20 1892..15: 66
Friedman Warren of Ira and Jennie Nov 28 1900..17: 106
Friel Paul of Patrick H and Delia M May 12 1894..16: 17
Friel Robert of Patrick H and Delia M Mar 9 1897..16: 287
Friend Adolf of Harry H and Bertha Nov 24 1896..16: 247
Friend Clara of Henry S and Bertha Apr 26 1894..16: 23
Friend Herman of Henry S and Bertha Dec 5 1892..15: 114
Friend Percy of Harry S and Bertha Sept 22 1895..16: 155
Frigasse Lizetta of Bernardo and Angela June 3 1892..15: 75
Frikowitz Ellen of Mary Mar 17 1899..16: 484
Frill Walter J of John J and Kate Oct 21 1900..17: 94
Frink Oscar of Moses and Fanny Oct 1 1891..15: 36
Frischer Anton J of Anthony and Annie Feb 23 1892..15: 78
Frith Frank N of Herbert J and Alice L June 12 1891..15: 4
Frith Ruth F of Herbert J and Alice L Sept 16 1893..15: 171
Fritz Nellie of Nelson and Bessie Sept 4 1900..17: 79
Fritz Sophie of Lewis and Margaret Sept 22 1892..15: 100
Froberg Sydney P of John L and Annie E Oct 8 1895..16: 136
Froggatt William of John and Mary A June 20 1892..15: 71
Frohlander Gustav A H of Gustav A and Matilda Nov 6 1895. 16:174
Fronm Sarah of Hyman and Fanny Jan 5 1896. 16:187
Fromm Elizabeth of Franz and Emma July 25 1893. 15:205
Frost Harry of Mary Apr 5 1892. 15:76
Frost —— s of Bertha June 23 1900. 17:50
Fruscella Louisa M of Giuseppe and Giovanna Nov 5 1900. 17:99
Fry Albert H of Albert F and Annie R Oct 3 1894. 16:66
Fry Raymond E of Charles F and Jennie Aug 5 1897. 16:541
Fryer Harvey S of Samuel and Mary July 11 1891. 15:38
Fryer Hazel M of Frederick B and Emma E Mar 27 1897. 16:282
Fryxell Ernest of Alfred and Ingeborg Sept 28 1893. 15:187
Fuchs Bertha of Otto and Otilie Mar 12 1893. 15:153
Fudeiner Albert B of William F and Florence N June 6 1893. 15:149
Fudiero Hazel F of William F and Florence N Nov 3 1900. 17:98
Fugos (Ferri) —— s of Bernardo and Angelina Aug 24 1897. 16:367
Fulcher Helen C (e) of John H and Lena Jan 11 1892. 15:78
Fulford Doris E of Harry and Phebe E Mar 21 1900. 17:24
Fulford Earl H of Joseph and Hattie May 11 1900. 17:38
Fulford Evelyn D of Charles and Lillian J May 7 1897. 16:312
Fulford George A of George A and Ida L Mar 17 1893. 15:153
Fulford Lester E of Harry and Phebe E Aug 6 1892. 15:115
Fuller Anna M of Edward D and Etta L Apr 24 1896. 16:223
Fuller Bertha L of Josiah C and Ellen L May 13 1896. 16:218
Fuller Earl C of Francis C and Milly E Sept 19 1899. 16:528
Fuller Ella E of Herbert H and Nellie Oct 13 1900. 17:92
Fuller Frances C of Francis C and Pamela E July 18 1898. 16:464
Fuller Harold J of Adrian J and Alice J Oct 31 1900. 17:97
Fuller Harriet A of R Clinton and Julia P July 14 1895. 16:134
Fuller Herbert H of Herbert H and Nellie M June 12 1898. 16:374
Fuller Rufus C of Rufus C and Julia P July 10 1898. 16:417
Fuller Walter A of Walter M and Ella L Jan 14 1892. 15:78
Fuller —— s of Charles E Jr and Mary E Apr 5 1892. 15:79
Fuller —— s of Edward D and Etta L Dec 24 1891. 15:35
Fuller —— s of Edward D and Etta L Jan 7 1894. 16:1
Fullerton William J of Joseph and Alexandrina Aug 13 1893. 15:213
Fulton Chester K of Truman and Jane E Nov 18 1898. 16:448
Funai Giovanni of Antonio and Lenia Jan 18 1891. 15:22
Funaro Bartolomeo of Luigi and Luigia Apr 23 1900. 17:33
Fuoliaco Maria of Pacifico and Maria Rosa Apr 12 1894. 16:33
Furch —— d of Adolphus and Mary June 8 1900. 17:57
Furey Annie M of James and Annie July 28 1896. 16:262
Furey Catherine of Thomas H and Ellen F Apr 23 1893. 15:164
Furey Ellen of James and Ann Jan 1 1895. 16:124
Furey Etta G of Thomas H and Ellen F Feb 16 1895. 16:126
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Furey  Frederick J of Joseph and Catherine Sept 27 1899...16: 565
Furey  Mary E of Thomas H and Ellen F May 28 1891...15: 29
Furey  Mary I of Thomas F and Annie T Aug 4 1900...17: 70
Furey —— s of James and Annie M Apr 18 1893...15: 164
Furey —— d of James and Annie M Dec 31 1894...16: 86
Furlong  James J of John W and Margaret June 24 1898...16: 374.
Furlong  John H of John H and Anna Dec 3 1891...15: 47
Furlong  Joseph E of John and Annie Nov 13 1895...16: 140
Furlong  Martin of John and Annie Aug 1 1897...16: 361
Furlong  Theresa of John and Margaret June 27 1895...16: 94
Furlong  Thomas of John H and Annie Nov 21 1892...15: 105
Furlong  William of John H and Annie July 24 1893...16: 185
Furpelho  Louis of Jose and Maria Aug 10 1898...16: 418
Furtado  Alfred of Samuel R and Elisia Nov 2 1900...17: 98
Furtado  Deolinda of Antonio C and Maria Mar 18 1900...17: 123
Furtado  (Smith) Francisco R of Samuel R and Eliza C Apr 3
1896               ...16: 207
Furtado  Joao of Joao and Balbina Jan 2 1900...17: 122
Furtado  Margaret of Joseph and Julia July 28 1893...15: 193
Furtado  Maria of Jose J and Mary July 17 1900...17: 63
Furtado  Maria of Samuel deR and Anna P Jan 24 1891...15: 19
Furtado  Olivia R of Samuel R and Elicia S Apr 28 1893...15: 137
Furtado  (Smith) William of Samuel R and Eliza S Nov 13
1898               ...16: 448
Fury  Henry J of James and Anna M Mar 20 1891...15: 27
Fury  Mary E of Thomas and Mary A May 25 1893...15: 157
Fusco  Angelina of Luigi and Maria Feb 1 1899...16: 497
Fusco  Antonio of Nicola and Laura Dec 1 1899...16: 586
Fusco  Carolina of Luigi and Vincenza June 8 1897...16: 312
Fusco  Enrico of Pasquale and Teresa Sept 29 1893...15: 201
Fusco  De Enrico of Pasquale and Teresa Aug 18 1894...16: 76
Fusco  Luigi of Pasquale and Teresa June 12 1892...15: 98
Fusco  Maria F of Luigi and Maria July 6 1900...17: 60
Fussard  Jennie of Frederick C and Ellen Aug 25 1895...16: 171
Fuszard  Eva of Frederick C and Ellen T Oct 13 1898...16: 428
Fuyat  Alice of Martin H and Alice J Oct 13 1894...16: 77
Fuyat  Austin of Martin H and Alice J Nov 19 1893...16: 168
Fuyat  Gerald M of Martin H and Alice J June 9 1899...16: 506
Fuyat  Honore of Honore and Catherine Sept 20 1896...16: 264
Fuyat  Martin W of Henry J and Catherine J Feb 4 1898...16: 406

Gabler  August F W of August F W and Mary Feb 4 1892...15: 83
Gaboriault  Joseph A of Honorius and Georgiana May 1 1896...16: 186
Gaboury  Margaret E of William H and Elizabeth Apr 8 1891.15: 13
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Gaboury William H of William H and Lizzie Feb 22 1893...15:168
Gabrely Bella of Joseph and Mary Jan 28 1899..................16:507
Gabrely Joseph of Joseph and Mary Dec 21 1900..................17:113
Gabney Rosanna F of Joseph and Mary Jan 1 1897..............16:305
Gabrick Leopold of Joseph and Mary Apr 5 1895.................16:128
Gabrick Paula J of Joseph and Mary June 19 1891...15:29 and 59
Gabriel Leah G of Charles R and Jennie W Jan 14 1896......16:195
Gabriel Louis B of Montague and Nellie A May 7 1898......16:391
Gabriel ——s of Montague and Nellie Dec 4 1900..............17:108
Gabrielson Henrietta of Bernard and Hannah July 29 1895..16:161
Gabrielson Robert of Bernard and Hannah O May 29 1893...15:157
Gabrielson ——s of Martin and Marie Apr 1 1894.............16:15
Gadbois Edmond H of Antoine and Orpha M L Jan 14 1897..16:297
Gadbois Joseph A of Antoine and Orpha May 21 1895.......16:118
Gadbois Marie M I of Antoine and Orpha Dec 17 1898......A 1:33
Gadle Albert J of Albert and Ann Dec 18 1893..............15:196
Gadman Martha A of Matthew H and Mary J Dec 23 1893...15:182
Gaetano Nicola of Giovanni and Beppa Dec 21 1895.........16:169
Gaffney Albert F of John H and Elizabeth A July 3 1895..16:154
Gaffney Catherine M of John and Isabella Mar 4 1894....16:10
Gaffney Deborah of Charles A and Elizabeth M Sept 23 1900.17:85
Gaffney Ellen of John and Louisa Aug 22 1891..............15:65
Gaffney Ellen of John H and Louisa Oct 2 1891..............15:46
Gaffney Gladys of John J and Isabella Sept 13 1897......16:327
Gaffney John of John J and Isabella Dec 9 1898............16:430
Gaffney John F of John and Mary Nov 24 1898..............16:420
Gaffney John H of John II and Elizabeth A Sept 1 1891..15:45
Gaffney Mary of John and Mary June 5 1896....................16:184
Gaffney Mary A of John J and Isabella Feb 2 1893........15:141
Gaffney Sarah A of John and Louise Sept 26 1892........15:113
Gaffney ——s of John and Elizabeth Feb 3 1894............16:21
Gaffney ——d of John and Mary Jan 4 1895.....................16:91
Gaffney ——d of Rosanna Sept 5 1894.........................16:60
Gagan Frances of Catherine T Oct 14 1900.....................17:118
Gage Alton of William T and Jessie A Sept 20 1891........15:45
Gage Beatrice of William T and Jessie Oct 15 1892........15:118
Gage Earl A of Eugene S and Winifred Jan 8 1899...........16:496
Gage Florence M of Arthur E and Marilla M Nov 19 1891....15:52
Gage Viola of William T and Jessie A May 17 1895.........16:129
Gage Walter W of Fred W and Eleanor A Apr 24 1891.......15:5
Gage ——s of William T and Jessie A Dec 23 1897.............16:360
Gagetsky John of Watadgstrom and Bronistona Dec 27 1900.17:115
Gagliana Gaetana of Angelo and Maria A Nov 1 1893........15:202
Gagliano Gaetana of Angelo and Maria Dec 1 1894.........16:78
Gagliardi Federico of Liberato and Concetta May 27 1899...16: 505
Gagnard Raoul of Louis and Henriette Sept 11 1895...........16: 172
Gagne Joseph W of William and Maria Oct 29 1896.............16: 266
Gagne Louis A of William and Marie May 12 1900..............17: 38
Gagne Marie A of David and Adele Sept 7 1896..............16: 263
Gagner David P of David and Adelaide June 15 1898..........16: 411
Gagner Julienne of Edouard and Julienne May 27 1896........16: 218
Gagner Marie L of William and Marie June 21 1898...........16: 411
Gagner Mary F of Albert and Sarah A June 16 1894..........16: 8
Gagner Barbara I R of Albert and Sarah Apr 14 1896........16: 186
Gagnon Albert of Charles and Zelinda July 15 1898..........16: 441
Gagnon Albert F of Frank and Fannie Apr 11 1900..........17: 53
Gagnon Anna V of Clovis and Dorilda Oct 4 1900...........17: 89
Gagnon Azaric G of Guillaume and Malvina Oct 24 1891...15: 62
Gagnon Charles of Charles and Zelinda July 15 1898......16: 441
Gagnon Eugenie of William and Albina Sept 7 1896........16: 263
Gagnon Eva of Frederick and Annie Aug 14 1898..........16: 426
Gagnon Flora of Charles and Zelinda July 16 1895........16: 161
Gagnon Florida of William and Albina July 4 1898.........16: 444
Gagnon Hattie E of Julien and Priscilla Oct 24 1893.....15: 209
Gagnon Henri of Charles and Zelinda June 19 1900.......17: 49
Gagnon Honore E of William and Antonia Sept 1 1896...16: 263
Gagnon Joseph G of Clovis and Dorilda Feb 28 1894.....16: 38
Gagnon Joseph X of Guillaume and Albina May 5 1893....15: 165
Gagnon Louis M of William and Albina July 15 1900......17: 62
Gagnon Marianna I of Guillaume and Albina Feb 20 1895....16: 126
Gagnon Marie A D of Clovis and Dorilda Jan 18 1896.....16: 213
Gagnon Marie F A of Clovis and Dorilda June 20 1898....16: 404
Gagnon Narcisse of Clovis and Dorilda Sept 8 1892......15: 133
Gagnon Rosina of Alfred and Exilda Mar 13 1896.........16: 223
Gagnon Walter of Charles and Zelinda Mar 7 1892........15: 89
Gagnon William F of William and Antonia Mar 15 1894....16: 38
Gagnon —— d of Charles and Linda July 4 1894.........16: 71
Gagnon —— s of Charles and Linda July 4 1894........16: 71
Gagnon —— s of Georgiana Aug 25 1895..................16: 148
Gahan Edward of William and Bridget Apr 5 1896..........16: 190
Gahan Ellen T of William and Bridget Sept 17 1893......15: 179
Gahan Francis of William and Bridget Nov 27 1897.....16: 329
Gahan James of James and Sarah J June 6 1893.........15: 145
Gahan John L of James and Sarah July 8 1896...........16: 234
Gahan William J of William and Bridget Sept 26 1891....15: 40
Gainor John of John and Annie Aug 25 1892...........15: 106
Gair Donald B of Philip G and Elizabeth Aug 18 1899....16: 557
Gair Florence E of Philip G and Elizabeth A Feb 27 1898...16: 397
Gaisford Edith M of Frederick and Esther J July 10 1894...16: 80
Gaisford Emma A R of Frank and Anna Aug 26 1900..............17: 76
Gaisford Henry G of Frederick and Esther J July 25 1892....15: 126
Gaisford William A of William and Florence K Oct 24 1897.16: 357
Gale Lewis T (c) of Lewis B and Margaret A Apr 11 1891...15: 18
Gale Margaret L (c) of Lewis and Margaret Oct 11 1893.....15: 194
Gale —— (c) s of Littleton and Hattie J Feb 11 1893....15: 156
Galenba Sarah of Morris and Regina Apr 27 1895.............16: 112
Galenia Hope of John F and Eliza May 10 1893.................15: 160
Galenia John of John F and Elizabeth C Apr 22 1896....16: 211
Galenia Lucian of John F and Elizabeth C Sept 4 1900....17: 79
Galenuzzi Ella of Francisco and Mary July 9 1892.....15: 122
Galenuzzi Flora M of Francesco and Mary E July 25 1891....15: 56
Galkin Abraham of Samuel and Lena Jan 22 1894..............16: 9
Galkin Caroline of Samuel and Lena Dec 14 1900.....17: 111
Galkin Hyman of Samuel and Lena Jan 2 1898..........16: 377
Galkin Ira of Samuel and Lena Dec 8 1895..............16: 147
Gall William F of Albert J and Agnes L Apr 3 1899.........16: 510
Gallagher Ambrose of Bernard and Catherine July 14 1893...15: 173
Gallagher Annie T of Patrick and Margaret Dec 3 1893...15: 181
Gallagher Charles E of John J and Annie Dec 10 1891....15: 42
Gallagher Charles R of Frank and Catherine Nov 13 1891...15: 58
Gallagher Edith C of Patrick II and Ellen Feb 14 1895....16: 95
Gallagher Edward of James H and Julia E Jan 5 1895....16: 94
Gallagher Edward H of John W and Emma Mar 11 1895.....16: 95
Gallagher Eleanor R of Patrick II and Ellen Sept 6 1893....15: 201
Gallagher Elizabeth of Maggie E July 7 1891...............15: 55
Gallagher Elizabeth of Martin and Bridget July 19 1892...15: 106
Gallagher Elizabeth of Michael and Mary Sept 11 1900....17: 82
Gallagher Eva of James and Mary A Dec 23 1897..............16: 330
Gallagher Francis P of John and Delia Apr 9 1896....16: 221
Gallagher Frederick F of Patrick H and Ellen Jan 29 1894..16: 5
Gallagher Frederick J of Bernard and Catherine J Jan 7 1895..16: 94
Gallagher Helen E of Bernard and Catherine J Dec 13 1899..16: 530
Gallagher Henry of John T and Rosanna Aug 24 1894....16: 82
Gallagher Henry J of Murty and Mary A Dec 5 1891....15: 34
Gallagher Idelle L of John E and Mary A Sept 2 1893....15: 178
Gallagher James of James and Bridget June 19 1892....15: 95
Gallagher James of James and Julia E July 28 1893....15: 177
Gallagher James E of James and Mary J Feb 16 1893....15: 139
Gallagher James F of Michael and Mary Jan 25 1895.....16: 95
Gallagher John of Michael and Mary June 1 1896........16: 187
Gallagher John R of John J and Margaret June 29 1897....16: 285
Gallagher Joseph of Bernard and Catherine Mar 12 1897...16: 277
Gallagher Joseph of Michael and Mary Dec 6 1897................16:323
Gallagher Joseph of Peter J and Mary July 10 1895...........16:165
Gallagher Joseph J of Matthew and Catherine E Feb 8 1894...16:32
Gallagher Julia of James H and Julia E June 11 1897........16:284
Gallagher Loretta of Thomas C and Helen J Sept 7 1893.....15:194
Gallagher Loretta C E of Frank E and Theresa Mar 17 1899..16:484
Gallagher Martin of Martin and Bridget Jan 4 1895..........16: 97
Gallagher Martin J of Martin and Bridget Dec 13 1894.....16: 59
Gallagher Mary of-James and Delia Mar 3 1894..............16: 33
Gallagher Mary of Matthew and Catherine June 6 1892......15: 90
Gallagher Mary A of Michael J and Mary Aug 15 1893.......15:174
Gallagher Mary A of Peter and Mary Sept 5 1893............15:201
Gallagher Mary J of Bernard and Catherine J Aug 21 1891..15: 36
Gallagher Mary J of James and Mary J Aug 16 1891..........15: 36
Gallagher Mary L of Patrick H and Ellen Aug 18 1891.....15: 56
Gallagher Matthew of John and Mary July 6 1891............15: 38
Gallagher Patrick of Patrick and Delena Sept 4 1899.......16: 590
Gallagher Patrick H of Patrick and Hannah Nov 20 1900....17:104
Gallagher Patrick J of Michael and Maria Mar 16 1898.....16:390
Gallagher Patrick J of Patrick and Mary Mar 6 1892.......15: 88
Gallagher Rose E of Patrick and Mary Feb 22 1900..........17: 15
Gallagher Ruth T of Matthew and Catherine Nov 30 1895....16:175
Gallagher Walter R of Thomas F and Mary E July 18 1900...17: 64
Gallagher William of Bernard and Catherine Mar 7 1896....16:185
Gallagher William L of Matthew and Catherine E Dec 7 1897.16:359
Gallagher —— s of Michael and Maria Nov 13 1894.........16: 64
Gallagher —— d of Michael and Maria Mar 20 1897..........16:364
Gallagher —— d of Michael and Maria Mar 16 1898.........16:467
Gallagher —— s of Michael and Maria July 5 1899.........16:596
Gallagher —— d of Michael and Maria M Apr 4 1893.........15:149
Gallagher —— d of Michael and Mary M July 1 1892.........15:112
Gallagher —— d of Thomas and Annie July 25 1900.........17: 66
Gallagher —— s of Thomas C and Ellen J Dec 26 1891.....15: 53
Gallau —— d of Mary Aug 25 1891..........................15: 43
Gallen Mary of John and Mary Aug 25 1891..................15: 40
Galligan Alfred M of Charles and Susan Sept 18 1896......16:229
Galligan Charles of James and Mary A Nov 7 1895.........16:146
Galligan Christopher of John J and Sarah A Dec 17 1891...15: 63
Galligan Edward of John G and Catherine A Sept 8 1892...15:107
Galligan Ellen of John J and Margaret Dec 3 1895.........16:147
Galligan Genevieve of Charles H and Ellen Feb 6 1895.....16: 91
Galligan George of John C and Catherine Jan 6 1895........16: 94
Galligan George H of Patrick E and Fanny Nov 23 1892....15:116
Galligan Helen of Peter H and Mary L Apr 8 1898...........16:376
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.  

Galligan Henry of William T and Catherine C Jan 9 1900. .. 17: 3
Galligan Irene of Peter H and Mary L Mar 5 1892. .......... 15: 81
Galligan James of Michael J and Lizzie Nov 14 1892. ...... 15: 108
Galligan James T of Peter H and Mary Mar 11 1893. ...... 15: 136
Galligan John of Peter H and Mary L Feb 11 1896. ...... 16: 199
Galligan John H of James B and Margaret E July 26 1898. .. 16: 425
Galligan John J of John J and Sarah A Feb 18 1900. ...... 17: 14
Galligan John J of Peter and Mary June 3 1891. .......... 15: 3
Galligan Joseph of John C and Catherine A May 8 1891. .. 15: 13
Galligan Joseph of Michael J and Elizabeth Apr 16 1895. .. A1: 29
Galligan Kate of Peter and Mary Oct 29 1896. .......... 16: 226
Galligan Margaret of Peter and Mary Mar 6 1894. .......... 16: 2
Galligan Mary of John J and Sarah A June 15 1897. ...... 16: 311
Galligan Mary of Michael and Elizabeth Oct 29 1895. ..... 16: 146
Galligan Mary of Peter and Mary Aug 15 1899. .......... 16: 521
Galligan Mary of Peter H and Mary L Oct 11 1894. ..... 16: 67
Galligan Sarah of James and Mary Oct 14 1892. .......... 15: 108
Galligan Thomas of Patrick and Mary Jan 16 1891. ...... 15: 1
Galligan Walter F of John J and Margaret July 27 1899. .. 16: 533
Galligan ——d of Isabella Mar 21 1893. .......... 15: 146
Galligher Mary T of Francis and Elizabeth Jan 15 1893. .. 15: 141
Gallipo Bernardino of Alessandro and Olisa Dec 26 1897. .. 16: 330
Gallipo Francesco of Francesco and Caterina Aug 7 1897. .. 16: 325
Gallipo Giuseppe of Alessandro and Luisa Mar 24 1900. .. 17: 25
Gallipo Maria G of Alessandro and Luisa Nov 1 1896. .. 16: 271
Gallipo Carmina of Alessandro and Luisa Feb 26 1895. .. 16: 99
Gallipo Giovanni B of Alessandro and Luisa July 27 1893. .. 15: 177
Gallipo Maria G F of Francesco and Caterina July 2 1899. .. 16: 531
Gallipo ——d of Francesco and Caterina May 15 1899. .. 16: 482
Gallo Luigi of Raffaele and Vincenzo Dec 12 1892. ..... 15: 102
Galloway Florence A of Henry and Sarah Feb 3 1894. .. 16: 37
Galloway Percy of Joseph and Sarah Jan 23 1891. .. 15: 25
Gallicci Maria M of Gennaro and Gaetana Apr 18 1900. .. 17: 32
Gallup Avis I of George S and Sadie L Sept 8 1899. ... 16: 557
Galluppo Maria I of Constantino and Massimina Aug 1 1900. .. 17: 69
Galluppo Angela of Michele and Maria June 30 1895. .. 16: 124
Galvin Irene C of John and Catherine L July 29 1898. .. 16: 437
Galvin Lewis of John and Irene F Aug 12 1891. .. 15: 60
Gamache Beatrice M of Matilda June 26 1895. .. 16: 105
Gambardella Maria of Giuseppe and Vincenzo Feb 1 1900. .. 17: 9
Gamino Biagio of Francesco and Maria Feb 3 1898. .. 16: 415
Gamino Pasquolina of Francesco and Maria Jan 6 1896. .. 16: 208
Gammardella Anna of Gaetano and Marianna Feb 18 1900. .. 17: 14
Gammell Frederick L of Frederick N and Mary E Nov 25 1897. 16:339
Gammell Harold N of Frederick N and Mary E May 30 1900. 17: 43
Gammell Ives of William and Bessie G Jan 3 1893. 15: 136
Gammell John L of John W and Lucy Dec 19 1891. 15: 50
Gammell Lewis W of Ove L and Ellen J Sept 20 1897. 16: 356
Gammell Madeline E of Harry L and Ellen E Oct 1 1898. 16: 438
Gammell Poynton I H of Robert I and Eliza A H Feb 26 1891. 15: 2
Ganmino Maria of Francesco and Maria Apr 24 1900. 17: 34
Ganmino Santa of Francesco and Maria M Nov 1 1893. 15: 185
Gammon Ethel M of Adams A and Selma A June 27 1895. 16: 109
Gammous Iva A of William M and Anna E Aug 6 1891. 15: 51
Ganley Bernard of Bartholomew and Isabella Aug 8 1895. 16: 151
Ganley Catherine of Bartholomew and Isabella May 19 1893. 15: 169
Ganley Catherine of Patrick and Catherine Aug 15 1897. 16: 336
Ganley Ellen of Patrick and Catherine May 10 1899. 16: 492
Ganley Isabella of Bartholomew and Isabella Dec 20 1900. 17: 112
Ganley — d of Bartholomew and Elizabeth July 10 1892. 15: 112
Ganley — s of Bartholomew and Isabel July 8 1891. 15: 44
Ganley — d of Bartley and Isabella Nov 8 1898. 16: 470
Gannett Edith M of William P Jr and Fannie M May 4 1897. 16: 289
Gannett Faye M of William P Jr and Fannie E May 16 1892. 15: 84
Gannon Annie of Patrick and Annie Nov 28 1894. A 1: 32
Gannon Annie E of Dennis R and Catherine June 4 1897. 16: 311
Gannon Annie E of Lewis B and Harriet C Aug 6 1897. 16: 354
Gannon Annie E of Patrick and Mary Jan 30 1898. 16: 396
Gannon Arthur E of John F and Mary E July 28 1900. 17: 67
Gannon Bertha F of Dennis R and Catharine Aug 11 1899. 16: 580
Gannon Catherine J of James and Catherine Mar 14 1893. 15: 156
Gannon Clara of John and Maria J Mar 28 1896. 16: 190
Gannon Edward L of John W and Catherine July 17 1897. 16: 353
Gannon Edward L of Patrick and Ann July 14 1891. 15: 35
Gannon Ethel B of John and Maria J Mar 2 1892. 15: 73
Gannon George A of Lewis and Harriet C July 16 1891. 15: 59
Gannon George L of Andrew and Mary Oct 3 1893. 15: 171
Gannon Gladys I of Robert E and Lizzie Aug 27 1895. 16: 135
Gannon Harold J of Robert E and Elizabeth Aug 20 1894. 16: 63
Gannon Helena of John and Maria Jan 1 1894. 16: 8
Gannon Henry of John W and Catherine Oct 18 1900. 17: 93
Gannon Henry M of Lewis B and Harriet C Mar 13 1900. 17: 21
Gannon James P of James and Catherine July 23 1894. 16: 69
Gannon John C of John J and Ann Dec 17 1899. 16: 569
Gannon John F of James and Catherine May 24 1898. 16: 395
Gannon John H of John F and Mary E Jan 2 1899. 16: 489
Gannon John J of Patrick and Mary Jan 27 1892. 15: 91
Gannon Joseph of Lewis and Hattie Dec 30 1895 .................. 16:169
Gannon Lillian M of John F and Mary E Mar 12 1897 ............. 16:292
Gannon Lillie M of Patrick and Mary Jan 30 1898 .................. 16:396
Gannon Martin J of James and Catherine May 24 1898 ............. 16:395
Gannon Martin J of Patrick and Mary Dec 17 1894 .................. 16:86
Gannon Mary of Patrick and Mary Aug 27 1893 ...................... 15:207
Gannon Mildred G of Patrick and Mary Feb 17 1900 .................. 17:13
Gannon Patrick J of Francis and Mary Mar 19 1893 ................. 15:137
Gannon Stephen P of Patrick and Anne Nov 28 1894 .................. 16:52
Gannon Thomas L. of Mary A June 24 1893 ......................... 15:149
Gannon William H of John F and Mary E Sept 1 1895 .............. 16:155
Gannon — d of Bernard and Mary Apr 10 1898 ....................... 16:397
Gannon — — d of John and Mary J Nov 23 1898 ...................... 16:430
Gansert Henry of Henry and Amy Feb 15 1899 ....................... 16:475
Gansert Norman of Henry and Amy J Aug 21 1900 .................... 17:117
Garberg Cyril C of Henry J and Annie T June 26 1897 ............. 16:290
Garbrick Felix of Joseph and Mary A Mar 23 1893 ................... 15:168
Garcea Alfonso F of Giuseppe and Rosa Apr 4 1892 ................. 15:89
Garcea Michelina of Giuseppe and Rosa Apr 4 1892 ................. 15:89
Garceau Charles E of Joseph and Emma Oct 29 1898 .................. 16:460
Garceau Harold J of Edward T and Ann Feb 1 1895 ................... 16:99
Garceau Mary J of Joseph and Emma Mar 22 1900 .................... 17:24
Garcia Francesco of Francesco and Catharina Oct 4 1893 ........... 15:215
Garcia Francisco of Francesco and Maria Nov 20 1891 .............. 15:50
Garcia Jose H of Francesco and Maria M Apr 15 1896 ............... 16:183
Garcia Maria M of Francesco M and Maria M Nov 18 1894 .......... 16:48
Garcia Palmira of Francesco L and Philomena Nov 1 1894 .......... 16:48
Gardiner Albert W of Mark and Elizabeth Mar 12 1892 .............. 15:93
Gardiner Annie of Jacob and Minnie Jan 1 1895 ..................... 16:94
Gardiner Catherine D of Elmer E and Margaret Sept 7 1898 ....... 16:427
Gardiner Charles D of Pardon T and Grace R Apr 27 1891 ........... 15:30
Gardiner Charlotte B of Arthur J and Sarah J July 13 1896 ....... 16:249
Gardiner Ethel L of Mark and Elizabeth A Nov 3 1898 .............. 16:439
Gardiner Gala M of Joseph E and Ellen R Feb 16 1898 .............. 16:393
Gardiner George of Elmer E and Margaret A Aug 19 1893 ......... 15:206
Gardiner George of Everett E and Belle July 4 1897 ............... 16:340
Gardiner George F of George and Margaret Jan 17 1892 ............ 15:91
Gardiner Gertrude M of Everett E and Belle Dec 16 1900 .......... 17:111
Gardiner Gladys R of Pardon T and Grace R Mar 18 1892 .......... 15:69
Gardiner Harold of Richard and Bessie Nov 24 1896 ................. 16:270
Gardiner Henry G of Mark and Elizabeth A Sept 9 1896 ............ 16:263
Gardiner Herbert of Elmer and Margaret May 24 1895........16:102
Gardiner Jeremiah of Jeremiah and Dora Feb 19 1898........16:415
Gardiner Joseph J of Lucius M W and Lizzie E June 27 1896.16:222
Gardiner Lavira of George M and Jennie C June 30 1892.....15:76
Gardiner Lewis T of Edward B and Nellie S Apr 27 1892.....15:76
Gardiner Lillian G of Elmer and Margaret Jan 1 1897.......16:315
Gardiner Louise H of Joseph E and Ellen R Apr 21 1896.....16:204
Gardiner Margaret E of George and Margaret June 14 1896...16:218
Gardiner Martha C of George A and Lottie J Sept 4 1897....16:342
Gardiner Mildred H of Charles J and May Feb 11 1892.......15:83
Gardiner Mildred H of Charles J and May E Feb 1 1894.......16:25
Gardiner Richard E of Elmer E and Margaret Aug 9 1893....15:133
Gardiner Sylvester H E of Sylvester E and Ellen I Feb 10
1898 ..................................................16:371
Gardiner Willard E of Frank E and Flora L June 30 1891...15:19
Gardiner —— s of George W Jr and Mabel F June 2 1895.....16:116
Gardiner —— d of Herbert B and Martha June 22 1896.......16:295
Gardiner —— s of Mark and Elizabeth A June 26 1894.......16:42
Gardner Abraham of Jacob S and Minnie June 23 1899.......16:477
Gardner Annie K of William H and Catherine Apr 27 1899...16:474
Gardner Charles J of Frederick A and Mary June 27 1895...16:94
Gardner Charlotte B of Arthur J and Sarah J July 13 1895...16:158
Gardner Clarence of Mary June 7 1893.......................15:146
Gardner Dorothy R of Frederick A and Mary C Sept 3 1897..16:337
Gardner Edith A of Frank E and Sadie A Aug 31 1896.....16:239
Gardner Elmer H of Joseph H and Sarah R Sept 21 1891....15:57
Gardner Elsie D of William H and Augusta May 29 1894.....16:4
Gardner Ethel L of Frederick A and Mary C Oct 17 1892....15:101
Gardner Everett R of Charles F and Lottie Aug 26 1895.....16:171
Gardner Florence of Waldo and Grace C Dec 25 1892........15:119
Gardner Frank M of Herbert W and Minnie R Oct 11 1891....16:62
Gardner Frederick A of Frederick A and Mary C May 21 1899.16:492
Gardner George H of George H and Ida E Feb 18 1894.......16:22
Gardner Harriet B of Herbert W and Minnie R Aug 11 1893....15:197
Gardner Hope A of C Abbott and Emma F Feb 20 1900........17:15
Gardner Irene E of Frederick A and Mary C Feb 6 1891.......15:1
Gardner James H of William and Nellie Apr 29 1895.........16:112
Gardner Jennie of Jacob and Minnie July 21 1894...........16:50
Gardner Jenny of Jacob and Minnie July 21 1893.............15:173
Gardner John of Thomas and Winifred A Dec 13 1899.........16:568
Gardner Lillian E of Amos A and Mary E Mar 2 1897.........16:295
Gardner Lillian M (c) of Charles and Thirzah M Feb 24 1900..17:53
Gardner Lillian W of James A and Annie S July 13 1895.....16:161
Gardner Lory T of Herbert F and Georgine E Oct 9 1895.....16:180
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td>Gardner Viola I of Frederick A and Mary C Feb 12 1894...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td>Gardner Walter of Charles and Delia Mar 7 1892.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td>Gardner Walter R of Henry B and Mabel Feb 15 1898.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td>Gardner William H of James and Adeline Apr 9 1898.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Gardner (c) s of Amos A and Mary E Nov 17 1890.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Gardner s of C Abbott and Emma June 30 1898.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Gardner d of John and Mary A Apr 6 1900.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td>Gardner d of Lewis A and Endora A July 28 1892.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td>Gardner s of Robert A and Josephine A Sept 14 1893.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td>Gardner s of Waldo M and Grace C Nov 4 1894.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td>Gardner (c) d of William C and Caroline V May 10 1898.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td>Gardstrom Ella of Erme and Elizabeth July 12 1898.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1895</td>
<td>Garceis John F of Frederick L and Emma Feb 23 1895.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td>Garfinkle d of Israel and Tillie Dec 31 1900.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Garin Thomas J of John and Ellen E Oct 11 1892.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Garland Claude X of Benjamin F and Bertha A June 24 1895.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Garneau Joseph O E R of Rudolph and Elodie Jan 21 1898.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Garneau Marie L C E of Rudolph and Elodie Dec 2 1891.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Garner Mary R of George W and Mary E May 2 1899.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td>Garett Charles of Thomas and Ann Oct 16 1897.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Garett Ellen of Thomas and Ann Oct 16 1898.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Garnett May of Thomas and Ann May 4 1900.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Garofano Antonio of Vincenzo and Rosa Apr 6 1900.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Garr Bessie of Hyman and Annie Jan 28 1894.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Garr Simon of Hyman and Annie Apr 30 1892.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Garrahman John of William and Bridget Sept 9 1894.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Garrahman Mary W of Fanny Aug 24 1898.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Garrahman Michael of William and Bridget May 19 1892.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Garrahman Robert D of William and Catherine July 29 1898.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Garrahman Rose of Joseph and Mary Nov 6 1898.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Garrahman s of William and Mary Sept 2 1893.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrant Edgar A</td>
<td>Jan 8 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett Christina of</td>
<td>Dec 25 1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett Ellen T</td>
<td>Jan 2 1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett Helen</td>
<td>Jan 7 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett Viola R</td>
<td>Nov 15 1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrick John H</td>
<td>Aug 5 1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrin Austin L</td>
<td>Aug 14 1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrin Charlotte H</td>
<td>Mar 14 1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrin Edward I</td>
<td>June 1 1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrin Leonard J</td>
<td>Oct 10 1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gartrity Charles H</td>
<td>Feb 8 1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garside Francis V</td>
<td>Dec 27 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garside Gertrude R</td>
<td>Sept 9 1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garside Hazel L</td>
<td>Sept 7 1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garside Ignatia G</td>
<td>June 14 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garside Joseph M</td>
<td>Apr 26 1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garside Louis R</td>
<td>May 26 1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garside Mary E</td>
<td>Nov 28 1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garst William A</td>
<td>Oct 17 1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gartland Agnes of</td>
<td>Feb 19 1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gartland Annie of</td>
<td>Nov 27 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gartland Ellen of</td>
<td>Feb 15 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gartland James F</td>
<td>Sept 11 1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gartland James H</td>
<td>July 11 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gartland Lillian M</td>
<td>July 11 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gartland Robert J</td>
<td>May 27 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gartner Adolph of</td>
<td>Feb 29 1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gartner Edna G</td>
<td>Apr 24 1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gartner Katharine C</td>
<td>July 1 1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gartner Royal of</td>
<td>Mar 23 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garvey Alice E</td>
<td>Sept 1 1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garvey Ambrose E</td>
<td>Jan 1 1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garvey Esther of</td>
<td>July 26 1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garvey Gertrude of</td>
<td>Mar 20 1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garvey Hanorah of</td>
<td>Jan 2 1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garvey James of</td>
<td>July 15 1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garvey James F</td>
<td>Jan 22 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garvey James W</td>
<td>July 4 1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garvey Jane of</td>
<td>June 29 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garvey John F of</td>
<td>Nov 19 1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garvey John J of</td>
<td>Mar 16 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garvey John M of</td>
<td>Mar 13 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garvey Kate T of</td>
<td>June 24 1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garvey Levina of</td>
<td>Dec 29 1900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gatyey Loretta J of Michael and Margaret Apr 5 1892.............15: 74
Gatyey Lucy E of Thoms J and Elizabeth M July 19 1894......15: 51
Gatyey Mary E of Patrick and Mary July 20 1898..............16: 417
Gatyey Mary E of Thomas F and Honora Sept 29 1896..........16: 258
Gatyey May of William and Mary May 14 1897..................16: 289
Gatyey Michael J of Dennis M and Margaret Mar 3 1900......17: 18
Gatyey Patrick J of Peter and Mary Jan 7 1894..............16: 43
Gatyey Raymon of Owen and Bridget Aug 8 1898..............16: 426
Gatyey Raymon of Thomas F and Nora Sept 17 1899...........16: 573
Gatyey Thomas of Patrick and Mary June 17 1896.............16: 212
Gatyey Thomas C of James and Mary Mar 22 1892..............15: 84
Gatyey Thomas E of John S and Mary E June 2 1897.........16: 297
Gatyey William H of Thomas J and Elizabeth M Jan 21 1893.15: 173
Gatyey William M of Patrick and Catherine June 6 1891.....15: 24
Gatyey — s of James and Mary June 24 1897..............16: 366
Gatyey — s of James and Mary C Oct 18 1900.................17: 120
Gatyey — d of Thomas J and Elizabeth Nov 17 1900……….17: 120
Gatyin Augustus A of Charles A and Susan A Oct 22 1895..16: 145
Gatyin Frederick C of Charles A and Susan A May 23 1898.16: 410
Gatyin Howard J of William H and Maria H Apr 6 1894.....16: 33
Gatyin James H of Peter H and Mary J Feb 17 1896.........16: 209
Gatyin Olive F of William H and Maria H Jan 9 1891......15: 24
Gatyin Patrick J of Patrick and Mary A Jan 7 1895.......16: 124
Gatyin Peter of Peter and Mary J Nov 15 1897.......16: 351
Gatyinar Avedias of Malkom and Sultin Nov 19 1898……..16: 423
Gaskill John F of Charles F and Mary July 26 1891……..15: 45
Gasperino Domenico of Pasquale and Stella Aug 4 1899…16: 571
Gastoll — s of Lucinda Nov 29 1893....................16: 119
Gately Mary L of Francis J and Catherine M Aug 31 1891…15: 60
Gately Robert of James and Mary Dec 5 1893.............15: 181
Gately — s of Patrick J and Ellen Dec 21 1894…..15: 43
Gately Catherine of Francis J and Catherine M May 28 1895.16: 130
Gately Francis J of Francis J and Catherine May 23 1893…15: 165
Gately Irene of Francis J and Catherine M May 7 1899…16: 509
Gately James T of John and Margaret Mar 29 1890……..17: 26
Gates Alice of John F and Mary Aug 10 1896.........16: 257
Gates Carolel of Edwin B and Eva E Oct 24 1900………..17: 95
Gates Charles of Adam and Sarah Feb 7 1899...............16: 475
Gates Ellen of John F and Mary Dec 2 1892..............15: 130
Gates George W of George A and Bessie F June 12 1897…16: 341
Gates Grace E of John F and Mary A Oct 30 1893…….15: 210
Gates Harold S of Edwin B and Eva E Oct 27 1899…16: 538
Gates Harry of John F and Mary July 5 1898............16: 134
Gates Hazel B of George H and Minnie E Jan 31 1895…16: 120
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Gates Joseph of Philip and Fanny Nov 6 1893..............15:175
Gates Joseph A of John F and Mary A Mar 9 1895...........16:127
Gates Joseph F of John and Mary A Aug 1 1891.............15:53
Gates Marion P of Edwin B and Eva E Oct 24 1900..........17:95
Gates Mildred X of Frank E and Ida F Sept 19 1899.........16:558
Gates Orilla M of George H and Minnie E July 9 1897......16:347
Gates Raymond of John F and Mary July 20 1899............16:570
Gates Walter of George H and Margaret May 1 1894..........15:28
Gates — s of Fred and Agnes Aug 26 1894..................16:82
Gates — s of George H and Minnie D May 22 1899............16:500
Gates — d of William P and Hannah B Aug 8 1897...........16:334
Gath Alice of Samuel and Mary Feb 10 1894................16:37
Gath Samuel G of Samuel and Mary Oct 19 1892.............15:129
Gattone Alfredo of Tomaso and Maria Oct 4 1899...........16:573
Gattone Elvira of Tomaso and Anna May 20 1891............15:24
Gattone Giulia of Tomaso and Maria Jan 4 1895..............16:119
Gattone Giuseppe of Tomaso and Maria Feb 8 1893..........15:159
Gauch Gladys B of John and Emma May 10 1894..............16:24
Gauch John of John and Emma Sept 12 1896................16:245
Gaucher Jennie P of Eugene and Josephine Aug 27 1895......16:164
Gaucher Louis E of Louis E and Josephine Jan 17 1894......16:43
Gaucher Louis J C of Eugene and Gertrude Mar 14 1900......17:22
Gaudette Wilfred T of Telesphore and Victoire Dec 27 1895.16:176
Gaudiano Giuseppa M D of Pasquale and Reginalda July 19
1891.............15:59
Gaughan Edwin R of Edward W and Winifred Apr 1 1900......17:28
Gaughan Walter E of William H and Josephine E July 8 1897.16:344
Gauhan Francis of Edward and Winifred May 21 1896.........16:218
Gaul Alice E of William F and Catherine May 6 1894........16:12
Gaul Grace A of William and Catherine Mar 30 1896........16:186
Gaul Robert H of John F and Elizabeth V July 30 1899......16:533
Gaule Blanche K of William F and Katherine A Dec 4 1898..16:449
Gaule Gladys of John and Anastasia Oct 18 1898............16:439
Gauli Rosa of Raffael and Giovanna A Oct 20 1894..........16:63
Gammald Alfred of Xavier and Mary L Nov 14 1891.........15:62
Gammmond Alfred W of Xavier and Marie L Aug 22 1893......15:206
Gauthier Adolph of Treffle and Delima July 23 1892........15:129
Gauthier Alice of Joseph P and Artemise May 14 1894.......15:29
Gauthier Arthur C of Julie June 10 1895....................16:103
Gauthier Arthur L D J of Leon D and Lena D Sept 7 1900....17:80
Gauthier Jules H of Joseph and Clarina June 10 1891.......15:21
Gauthier Leon L of Leo D and Laurence Apr 12 1895........16:106
Gauthier Marian of John and Georgina Aug 25 1891...........15:60
Gauthier — d of Joseph and Alexina July 8 1893............15:196
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Gautier (Goshay) —— d of Josephine Apr 29 1896........ 16: 194
Gautieri Angela of Giacinto and Rosa July 1 1897........ 16: 324
Gautieri Emilio G of Sisto and Concetta May 16 1900.... 17: 39
Gautieri Florinda of Luigi and Maria Sept 14 1891.... 15: 57
Gautieri Florence F of Sisto and Concetta Oct 2 1898... 16: 459
Gautieri Gennaro of Engenio and Felicita Jan 2 1897.... 16: 305
Gautieri Giovanni of Engenio and Felicia Mar 2 1899.... 16: 509
Gautieri Luigi S of Sisto and Concetta Aug 28 1897..... 16: 349
Gautieri Maria of Engenio and Felicia Dec 27 1894..... 16: 79
Gautieri Rosa of Raffaele and Maria Sept 21 1897..... 16: 327
Gauvin David of Alfred and Marie Sept 7 1900........ 17: 80
Gauvreau William J of William and Florence Sept 24 1900. 17: 86
Gavey Thomas of Thomas F and Hanora Sept 9 1894..... 16: 76
Gavigan Clara M of Peter and Anna T Apr 1 1894...... 16: 26
Gavigan Frances I of Peter and Ann June 2 1899..... 16: 495
Gavigan Julia of Patrick and Jane Jan 27 1891..... 15: 17
Gavigan Margaret J of Peter and Ann Dec 31 1892.... 15: 119
Gavigan Margaret J of Peter and Anna Dec 31 1893.... 15: 196
Gavigan Mary H of Peter and Ann T Jan 7 1892..... 15: 83
Gavigan Rose E of Peter and Annie T Dec 2 1895..... 16: 160
Gavin Arthur L of Timothy J and Mary Sept 6 1893..... 15: 178
Gavin Catherine W of James and Margaret Dec 22 1895.... 16: 147
Gavin Edward V of Edward and Margaret Jan 31 1892.... 15: 91
Gavin Eleanor of James F and Mary T Nov 14 1895.... 16: 160
Gavin James S of James and Margaret Mar 29 1894..... 16: 11
Gavin John E of James and Margaret Dec 15 1897...... 16: 330
Gavin Joseph D of James and Mary M Mar 19 1900..... 17: 23
Gavin Joseph S of James F and Mary A Dec 26 1892..... 15: 133
Gavin Joseph T of Edward and Margaret Mar 25 1894.... 16: 39
Gavin Robert of Michael and Jemima May 24 1895.... 16: 102
Gavin —— d of Patrick and Mary Dec 20 1897..... 16: 323
Gavitt Arline J of Eugene P and Jennie S Nov 16 1897.... 16: 329
Gavitt Ernest G of Theodore A and Lydia M July 4 1892.... 15: 111
Gavitt Eva of Theodore A and Lillian M Aug 19 1893..... 15: 200
Gay Arthur of Henry and Rosa Mar 21 1900........ 17: 24
Gay Floria of John W and Magdelene Jan 11 1898..... 16: 371
Gay Isabella A of Alexander and Delina Mar 8 1894..... 16: 10
Gay Sherman S of Winter and Ida Mar 14 1899..... 16: 503
Gay Walter of John W and Magdalena July 20 1895..... 16: 134
Gay —— s of Edson A and Mary T Dec 16 1896..... 16: 268
Gaynor Ethel of James M and Mary E July 24 1900...... 17: 65
Gaynor Rosella of John and Annie Aug 16 1894..... 16: 55
Gaz Jessie of Philip and Fanny Aug 8 1891.......... 15: 44
Gaze Telesphore of Arthur and Amanda July 15 1897..... 16: 353
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Births Recorded in Providence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gearin Catherine of Cornelius and Mary Mar 2 1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gearin Catherine of John and Ellen June 28 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gearin Cornelius J of Cornelius D and Mary Sept 15 1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gearin Dennis of John D and Ellen Oct 14 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gearin Ellen J of Jeremiah J and Laura A Oct 11 1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gearin James H of Jeremiah and Laura Sept 22 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gearin John of Cornelius and Mary Apr 16 1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gearin Joseph L of Jeremiah J and Laura A July 1 1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gearin Martin F of Jeremiah J and Laura A May 25 1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gearin Mary G of Jeremiah and Laura A Aug 23 1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gearin William of John D and Ellen July 14 1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gears Amelia J (c) of Charles H and Laura F Sept 4 1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gears Charles R (c) of Thomas C and Henrietta O July 17 1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gears Frank G (c) of Herbert R and Marianna Apr 4 1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gears Herbert R (c) of Herbert R and Mary A Feb 28 1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geary Anna of William F and Catherine M Aug 11 1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geary Annie G of Robert and Annie Apr 1 1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geary Catherine of William F and Catherine M Oct 29 1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geary Elizabeth C of John and Joanna Jan 30 1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geary Francis L of Robert and Annie J June 20 1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geary George of William F and Catherine M Aug 11 1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geary Jennie M of Patrick H and Annie L Dec 16 1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geary John J of John F and Joanna Sept 21 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geary Madeline G of Martin and Bridget J Aug 11 1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geary Margaret of William F and Catherine M Apr 5 1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geary Robert J of Robert and Annie J Apr 28 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gebhardt George R of Robert and Mary Oct 5 1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geddes Robert A of Robert A and Annie S May 11 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geduldig Arthur of Arthur and Annie Apr 7 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geduldig Louisa of Arthur and Annie Mar 19 1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geduldig —— d of Arthur and Annie Oct 4 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gee Earl M of Samuel and Annie Dec 10 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gee Elsie L of Samuel and Annie Oct 22 1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gee Ethel B of Samuel and Annie July 29 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gee —— s of Edward E and Annie C Apr 8 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geelan Frederick of Charles and Edna May 18 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geelin James of John P and Bridget Apr 25 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geer Irene R of George M and Mary E Oct 24 1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geers Andrew (c) of Antone and Angelica Nov 5 1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geever Ann of Edward and Bridget July 27 1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geever Catherine T of Edward and Bridget Mar 13 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geever Elizabeth M of Edward and Bridget July 28 1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geever Thomas P of Edward and Bridget Aug 5 1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gehearty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geisinger Rudolph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geist Charlotte M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geist Elsie H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geist Mary E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelardi Francesca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelardi Giacomo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelardi Giuseppe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelardi Liberato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelardi Rosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerlardi Michele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelb Victor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelbert John H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geldschlager Lilian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelinas Edouard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelinas Jean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelineau Edgar A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelineau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemma Antonio A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemma Dora of Pietro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemma Maria of Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gendreau Alfred C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gendreau Elida L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gendreau Isabel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gendreau Joseph A A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gendreau Marie E C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gendreau Marie I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Louis of Jacob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Rachel of Jacob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Rachel of Jacob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genorette Ethel A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genorette Glover C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genorette Marie C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genorette Rosanna of Gaspard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geng Charles of Andrew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geng Florence J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geng Harriet L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geng Victor H I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemma Lisa of Pietro</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Genova Giuseppe of Sebastiano and Maria G Feb 5 1898......16:379
Genova Maria R of Sebastina and Maria G Sept 27 1899.....16:636
Genova Tomaso of Sebastiano and Maria Feb 7 1894......16:9
Genova Vincenzo of Sebastiano and Grazia May 16 1896.....16:192
Gentile Anna of Michele and Antonia Nov 29 1898........16:454
Gentile Augustino of Giorgio and Benedetta July 7 1892...15:122
Gentile Carolina A of Antonio and Emilia Aug 28 1896.....16:257
Gentile Domenico of Luigi and Pasquala Apr 10 1900......17:58
Gentile Giovanni of Bartolomeo and Teresa Aug 25 1900....17:76
Gentile Luigi of Bartolomeo and Teresa Aug 25 1900.......17:76
Gentile Theresa M R of Salvatore and Rosa Aug 21 1900....17:74
Gentile —s of Antonio and Emilia Dec 23 1900.............17:113
Gentile —s of Giuseppe and Anna July 3 1893..............15:199
Genton Joseph H of Joseph and Lea Apr 25 1891............15:28
Geoghegan Charles of Joseph and Ann June 13 1893........15:166
Geoghegan Michael E of Joseph and Annie Aug 6 1895......16:171
George Alexander (c) of Thomas and Annie Apr 22 1893....15:154
George Ethelyn I of Edward E and Carrie D Mar 21 1892...15:69
George Florence M of Edward E and Caroline D Nov 11 1893.15:175
George Helen R of Harold A and Mabel S Mar 9 1898......16:390
George Irene of Thomas and Annie M Feb 17 1895............16:117
George John of James and Maria Jan 20 1896.................16:205
George John W of Walter E and Alice June 27 1891........15:19
George Marian E of Harold A and Mabel S June 13 1896....16:202
George Mary A (c) of John C and Margaret A Jan 22 1891...15:17
George Moses of Moses and Sara Mar 16 1893.................15:159
George — (c) s of Frederick and Jane Apr 6 1892........15:79
George — s of Michael and Asta May 31 1897..............16:365
George — (c) d of Orrie Oct 15 1893......................15:183
Georgest Frederick of Michael and Annie Mar 4 1900.......17:19
Geraboff Simon of Myer and Bertha Dec 31 1900............17:116
Gerardi Grazia of Francesco and Maria Sept 14 1891.....15:57
Gerardi Leonardo of Giuseppe and Antonia July 21 1895....16:165
Gerardi Maria of Francesco and Maria Feb 13 1895.........16:133
Gerardi Teresa M of Francesco and Maria May 9 1897......16:303
Gerber Abraham of Hyman and Sarah Aug 15 1891...........15:39
Gerber Grace M of Herman and Jennie Feb 2 1899...........16:502
Gerber Henry E of Herman and Jennie Mar 26 1897.........16:302
Gerberg Jacob of Benjamin and Annie June 8 1895.........16:97
Geremia Antonio of Luigi and Maria C May 5 1900..........17:37
Geremia Cristina of Giuseppe and Maria June 29 1899.......16:501
Geremia Ersilia of Pietro and Rosa Sept 1 1900...........17:78
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Gergler Annie B of Joseph H and Margaret Jan 11 1896........16:208
Gergler Frederick H of Joseph H and Johanna M Mar 30 1894.16: 33
Gergler Gertrude L of Joseph H and Margarethe Jan 17 1897..16:300
Gergler Ruth M of Joseph H and Margaret Jan 15 1900......17: 5
Gergler Viola J of Louis R and Hattie B June 3 1892........15: 90
Gerlach Beatrice L of George L and Lillian M Feb 1 1895...16:114
Gerlach Ernest O of Charles O and Ida May 20 1894.........16: 34
Gerlach Lillian of Charles O and Ida June 18 1892....16: 90
Germain Arthur G of Charles A and Catherine Apr 17 1894..16: 44
Germano Alice of Jose and Philomena July 31 1896....16:252
Germano Eleonora F M G of Giuseppe and Silvia Oct 14 1900.17: 92
Germann Gaetano of Giuseppe and Sylvia Apr 18 1897...16:282
Germano Maria R of Giuseppe and Silvia Aug 17 1899....16:534
Germano Richard of Jose and Philomena Oct 9 1898.....16:463
Germano Sarah of Jose and Philomena July 7 1894......16: 53
Germano Vincenza of Domenico A and Cristina Feb 12 1899..16:503
Germershausen Adeline of Albert and Grace A Nov 4 1900..17: 99
Germershausen Lisette J of Anton and Julia Sept 22 1899...16:558
Germershausen Percy S of Albert and Grace A Sept 21 1898.16:447
Gerschovitz Nellie of Simon and Fannie Mar 21 1891....15: 30
Gershman Carl of Benjamin and Annie July 28 1899......16:550
Gershmanick Jenny of Benjamin and Annie Dec 9 1893...15:175
Gershmanik Rosa of Benjamin and Annie Feb 5 1896........16:185
Gersky William of William and Theophilia July 25 1895...16:170
Gerstavich Simon of William and Eva Dec 22 1900.....17:113
Gerstein Fannie of Abraham and Ida Jan 3 1892.......15: 71
Gerstenlander Bessie F of Charles and Louise F Dec 30 1896..16:255
Gerstenlander Hope C of Robert J and Mary M Mar 10 1898..16:397
Gerstenlander Pearl M of Charles and Louise F Oct 31 1898..16:448
Gertsacov Bessie of Max and Ethel Dec 15 1896........16:248
Gertsacov Irving of Max and Ethel July 2 1900.......17: 59
Gertz Annie I of Samuel and Rosa July 5 1900........17: 60
Gertz Jacob of Samuel and Rose Apr 1 1897.........16:282
Gertz —— s of Samuel and Rosa Oct 19 1898......16:428
Gervais Joseph of Wilfrid and Emma Sept 24 1900...............17: 86
Gervais Joseph D W of Wilfred and Rose E Sept 1 1898..16:458
Gervais Joseph R A of Joseph and Marie L Jan 28 1898..16:393
Gervais Marie A of Benjamin and Nelide Jan 29 1898..16:406
Gervais Marie A N of Benjamin and Nelinda June 4 1900..17: 45
Gervais Marie I of Joseph and Marie L Aug 24 1900......17: 75
Gervais Remi E of Edmond and Rosanna Apr 10 1893...15:167
Gervais Wilfrid of Wilfred and Rose E Sept 6 1899...16:581
Gesperry Anna of Joseph and Katie Jan 14 1898........16:396
Gesperry Edward of John A and Mary J Nov 16 1895......16:180
Gesperry James E of John A and Mary J June 6 1898........16: 399
Gesperry John of John A and Mary Jan 20 1894..............16: 25
Gesperry Joseph of John A and Mary J June 26 1892........15: 77
Gesperry Robert of John A and Mary J June 10 1900........17: 46
Gesterling Edward of William C and Annie J Dec 12 1898..16: 423
Gesterling Grace L of William C and Annie J Sept 7 1896..16: 234
Gesterling Harold Mc L of Max A and Jennie Nov 22 1900...17: 104
Gesualdi Incoronato of Pietro and Angela Apr 10 1899....16: 516
Gesuldo Caterina of Pietro and Angela Nov 5 1897........16: 361
Getek Alexander of Adolph and Annie Nov 9 1900..........17: 100
Gezia —— d of Etanella June 9 1896..................16: 212
Ghiottone Elvira of Domenico and Antonia Nov 2 1899....16: 566
Ghodey John H of Henry D and Mary J May 13 1893.......15: 154
Ghodey Mildred L of Henry D and Mary J June 19 1891....15: 16
Ghodey William H of Henry D and Jennette June 2 1896...16: 201
Giambarda Leopoldo of Federico and Adela Oct 31 1893...15: 202
Gianfranceschi Nicola of Bartolomeo and Incoronata Feb 24
1893 ..........15: 159
Gianfrancesco Arturo of Tommasso and Maria Jan 15 1900..17: 5
Gianfrancesco Carolina of Bartolomeo and Incoronata May 5
1896 ..........16: 211
Gianfrancesco Carolina of Domenico and Maria Nov 10 1893.15: 203
Gianfrancesco Maria of Bartolomeo and Incoronata Nov 5
1894 ..........16: 78
Gianfrancesco Pietro of Bartolomeo and Incoronata July 19
1891 ..........15: 56
Gianfrancesco Vincenzo of Bartolomeo and Incoronata Oct 4
1897 ..........16: 350
Gianniello Anna of Salvatore and Filomena July 4 1896....16: 256
Gianniello Maria of Salvatore and Filomena July 4 1896....16: 256
Giannini Antonio of Giovanni and Sabatina Apr 7 1899....16: 499
Giannini Cesarina of Antonio and Elvira June 23 1900......17: 50
Giannini Gabriela of Angelo and Carminda Feb 22 1900.....17: 15
Giannini Pasquale of Giovanni and Sabatina Oct 1892.....15: 31
Giaurrenso Vincenzo of Antonio and Rosa Mar 11 1900.....17: 21
Gibbins Mary E of Charles and Lillian B Apr 25 1891.....15: 28
Gibbon —— s of William and Margaret Dec 27 1899.........16: 588
Gibbons Annie I of Charles and Lillian B Mar 5 1895.....16: 121
Gibbons Catherine of Michael and Maria Apr 13 1897......16: 289
Gibbons Catherine of David and Lena Sept 25 1894.........16: 47
Gibbons Catherine C of John and Bridget Dec 17 1892....15: 109
Gibbons Charles E of William S and Margaret May 13 1895.16: 129
Gibbons Charles H of Charles and Lillian B Feb 6 1893....15: 162
Gibbons David J of David and Helena Apr 21 1897.........16: 275
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Gibbons David J of Patrick J and Elizabeth Mar 31 1897...........16:308
Gibbons Edward of Michael and Mary July 14 1895..............16:150
Gibbons Edward T of James and Jane Aug 29 1897..............16:334
Gibbons Elizabeth of William P and Elizabeth M Jan 4 1899...16:506
Gibbons George of Charles and Lillian B Mar 27 1898...........16:387
Gibbons George F of John J and Mary July 25 1898..............16:451
Gibbons George J of William and Margaret Aug 19 1897........16:354
Gibbons Henry J of Martin and Bridget Jan 7 1900..............17:2
Gibbons John of David and Lena Sept 25 1894..................16:47
Gibbons John F of William and Margaret Feb 21 1893.........15:147
Gibbons John J of Patrick and Elizabeth Aug 7 1895...........16:171
Gibbons John J of Thomas J and Mary Dec 10 1896..............16:267
Gibbons Margaret E of John and Mary E July 30 1891..........15:60
Gibbons Mary A of James and Jane Oct 19 1895................16:152
Gibbons Mary A of John J and Mary E July 13 1895..............16:165
Gibbons Mary E of David and Helena Dec 4 1895................16:137
Gibbons Richard of James and Jane Dec 12 1893...............15:188
Gibbons Robert P of Patrick J and Elizabeth Mar 2 1899.......16:509
Gibbons William F of William P and Elizabeth July 16 1900....17:63
Gibbons William J of William S and Margaret Aug 16 1891....15:44
Gibbons —— d of Joseph and Mary May 1 1899...................16:595
Gibbs Arthur J of Elmer S and Etta M Mar 31 1900..............17:27
Gibbs Charles A of Charles G and Grace A Apr 30 1896........16:195
Gibbs Charles M of Charles G and Grace A Mar 30 1897........16:289
Gibbs Charles W of James F and Josephine E May 13 1891.....15:20
Gibbs Daisy M of Elmer S and Etta M Mar 2 1894.................16:22
Gibbs Edward V of James F and Josephine E Jan 22 1900......17:7
Gibbs Frederick I of Elmer S and Etta M July 11 1895........16:153
Gibbs Harold E of Elmer S and Etta M Oct 13 1897..............16:338
Gibbs Howard C of Hedding B and Anna May 23 1891.............15:24
Gibbs John H of James F and Josephine E July 22 1896........16:253
Gibbs Louise M of Nelson H and Jennie L July 22 1892.........15:132
Gibbs Walter of Alfred and Margaret T July 1 1893...........15:173
Gibbs William H of William and Catherine M Oct 8 1897......16:350
Gibbs —— s of Alfred and Margaret Apr 21 1900...............17:56
Gibbs —— (c) s of Eli I and Nora J Apr 2 1892.................15:86
Gibbs —— (c) d of Reuben A and Ada L June 25 1896...........16:184
Giblin Agnes of Peter and Mary Feb 26 1896...................16:197
Giblin Charles of James and Bridget Jan 14 1897..............16:279
Giblin Ellen of James and Bridget July 19 1895.................16:142
Giblin Francis L of Francis and Bridget June 9 1891........15:24
Giblin James P of Peter and Mary Aug 16 1893................15:186
Giblin John M of Augustine and Margaret J May 12 1892.......15:74
Giblin Joseph F of James F and Matilda Jan 4 1891...........15:17
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Giblin Lena of James and Bridget Feb 20 1899.............. 16: 479
Giblin Margaret E of Peter J and Mary Mar 24 1891........ 15: 13
Giblin Mary A of James and Bridget Oct 13 1891............ 15: 62
Giblin Mary E of James and Bridget Mar 2 1898............ 16: 379
Giblin Richard A of Michael and Mary T Aug 6 1893........ 15: 200
Giblin Sarah A of James and Bridget July 15 1893........... 15: 199
Giblin Vincent DeP of Frank and Bridget Jan 22 1900....... 17: 7
Giblin —— d of Ellen Oct 8 1892.......................... 15: 110
Giblin —— d of Henry and Ellen Feb 11 1894................ 16: 15
Gibson Alberta of Albert and Sarah A Feb 15 1899.......... 16: 598
Gibson Catherine of James and Mary June 1 1891........... 15: 9
Gibson Ellen of Thomas and Rosetta Dec 10 1898............ 16: 449
Gibson Elmer A of Benjamin L and Amanda R Apr 6 1895..... 16: 101
Gibson Lilian A of George E and Mary E Mar 13 1900........ 17: 21
Gibson Lucy of Albert and Sarah A Aug 15 1896.............. 16: 270
Gibson Mary A of Patrick and Katie June 4 1895............ 16: 97
Gibson Stephen of Patrick S and Catherine May 14 1896..... 16: 186
Gibson Vincent of Patrick S and Catherine Mar 5 1900....... 17: 19
Gibson —— d of Frank and Nannie B Aug 4 1899............. 16: 527
Gibson —— d of Thomas and Rose E Mar 24 1900.............. 17: 55
Gidley Amy T of Charles H and Sarah J Nov 15 1894........ 15: 58
Giffin William J of George S and Jennie G Feb 17 1891..... 15: 26
Gifford Harold of James G and Blanche May 3 1896......... 16: 204
Gifford Henry D of Henry D and Clara E May 19 1893....... 15: 140
Gifford Henry D of Henry D and Clara E Aug 14 1896....... 16: 228
Gifford Ira F of Algernon S and Charlotte W Mar 9 1894... 16: 22
Gifford Irene A of Eugene F and Mary J Apr 16 1892........ 15: 86
Gifford Ralph W of Ralph E and Lucy A Sept 24 1891....... 15: 61
Gigi Antonetta of Francesco and Maria Sept 29 1900........ 17: 87
Giglio Domenico of Francesco and Giuseppa Dec 20 1897... 16: 335
Giglio Giovanna of Francesco and Giuseppa Jan 23 1897.... 16: 288
Giguere Alfred E of Ernest and Elma Dec 27 1892......... 15: 119
Giguere Rene L J of Ernest M and Alma June 22 1897....... 16: 297
Gilardi Angelina of Salvatore and Portia May 19 1891..... 15: 9
Gilardi Gaetano of Luigi and Marie Nov 21 1900............. 17: 104
Gilardi Maria C of Salvatore and Porzia Mar 15 1899....... 16: 480
Gilardi Michelina of Salvatore and Rosa Feb 28 1894....... 16: 9
Gilardi Salvatore of Giusepp and Antonina Apr 1 1900....... 17: 28
Gilbane Catherine J of Thomas F and Mary J Mar 10 1891.... 15: 7
Gilbane Miriam A of Thomas F and Mary J Sept 8 1896..... 16: 229
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.  

Gilbane — d of Thomas and Mary Sept 10 1898.  
Gilbane — s of Thomas and Mary J Mar 15 1894.  
Gilbane — d of Thomas F and Mary J Feb 25 1893.  
Gilbert Clara A of George H and Clara E Jan 2 1892.  
Gilbert Clarence E of George H and Clara E Jan 2 1892.  
Gilbert Elizabeth of John H and Susan June 2 1892.  
Gilbert Ernest W of Charles C and Minnie Feb 7 1894.  
Gilbert Frank H of Charles C and Minnie Oct 6 1892.  
Gilbert Herbert J of Henry T and Melissa Nov 8 1895.  
Gilbert Susan of John H and Susan May 12 1894.  
Gilbert Violet G of Henry T and Melissa Aug 8 1898.  
Gilbert Walter J of James A and Kate K Apr 15 1898.  
Gilbert Winthrop S of Frank W and Annie L Mar 10 1900.  
Gilbert — twin daughters of Hasson and Catherine C May 16 1894.  
Gilbridge Frances of Patrick and Mary June 28 1900.  
Gilbridge Mary of James and Mary Oct 12 1900.  
Gilbridge — s of Edward and Mary Apr 2 1898.  
Gilchrist Annie T of Francis and Bridget June 15 1898.  
Gilchrist Eugene F of Owen and Mary Oct 8 1899.  
Gilchrist Hanora M of John and Hanora July 22 1900.  
Gilchrist James J of Francis and Bridget June 3 1894.  
Gilchrist John F of Patrick J and Catherine A Dec 17 1899.  
Gilchrist Loretta of James H and Louisa July 4 1897.  
Gilchrist Margaret of Francis and Bridget Nov 28 1900.  
Gilchrist Margaret A of John and Hanora Aug 13 1896.  
Gilchrist Margaret E of Patrick J and Kate Oct 11 1892.  
Gilchrist Mary A of John and Nora Jan 10 1898.  
Gilchrist Mary E of Owen and Mary A Mar 11 1898.  
Gilchrist Mary V of Patrick and Katie A Nov 18 1893.  
Gilchrist Nellie M of James H and Louisa Feb 3 1896.  
Gilchrist Philip of Francis and Bridget Feb 26 1892.  
Gilchrist Theresa of Owen and Mary June 23 1896.  
Gilchrist Thomas J of Patrick and Catherine Sept 2 1895.  
Gilchrist Winifred A of Patrick J and Catherine A Feb 15 1898.  
Gilchrist — d of John and Hanora July 26 1899.  
Gilday Charles of Patrick and Mary Feb 8 1896.  
Gilday — s of John F and Delia June 20 1900.  
Gilday Angela R of Michael and Agnes June 27 1899.  
Gildea Benjamin of John F and Delia Dec 10 1894.
Gildea Catharine of Patrick and Mary Sept 16 1899..........16:582
Gildea Elizabeth of Michael and Agnes July 5 1894..........16:53
Gildea Gertrude of Michael and Agnes Nov 30 1892...........15:109
Gildea Henry of Michael and Agnes Nov 12 1896..............16:236
Gildea John of Michael and Agnes Nov 5 1891................15:42
Gildea Joseph M of Patrick and Mary Sept 26 1894..........16:83
Gildea Ruth A of Michael and Agnes Nov 5 1895..............16:174
Gilean Georgianna of Pierre and Marie B June 24 1892....15:80
Giles Frank E of Alfred L and Nettie G June 10 1894.....16:43
Giles Lester A of Alsbro L and Nettie G June 15 1896....16:205
Giles Lillian A of Alfred L and Mary G Aug 23 1897....16:341
Giles Walter C of Harry M and Clara Jan 21 1894...........15:9
Giles Walter J of Walter J and Jane Mar 9 1893............15:159
Giles —— d of Alsaro L and Nettie G Apr 28 1895.....16:115
Gilfoil Margaret of Joseph R and Sarah Jan 13 1898......16:389
Gilfoil Margaret of Henry and Rose Feb 5 1899.............16:479
Gilfoil William H of William and Elizabeth M Sept 3 1893.15:178
Gilheeney Elmer C of John J and Margaret May 7 1894.....16:7
Gilheeney James H of John J and Margaret Oct 14 1896....16:229
Gilheeney Loretta of John and Mary June 11 1895.........16:106
Gilheeney Sarah of John and Mary Sept 21 1893............15:184
Gilhooly Alice of James and Mary Oct 19 1893..............15:209
Gill Annie M of Thomas G and Catherine Oct 7 1899......16:547
Gill Bertha of Robert and Hannah E Aug 11 1895........16:171
Gill Earl B of Isaac H and Blanche L Mar 26 1900.......17:25
Gill Fanny of Francis and Catherine Oct 27 1895........16:168
Gill Francis of Francis and Catherine Feb 10 1894.......16:16
Gill Frank of Frank and Mary Aug 16 1899..............16:521
Gill George E of Edward and Hannah T Sept 8 1893.....16:172
Gill Henry F of Thomas and Mary Jan 19 1893.............15:168
Gill John of Andrew and Rose Mar 20 1892...............15:67
Gill John P of Joseph and Mary Feb 7 1897.............16:291
Gill Joseph P of Frank and Catharine Sept 10 1900......17:81
Gill Kate J of James H and Katie Aug 22 1893..........15:197
Gill Mabel M of Edward and Hannah T Jan 17 1894.......16:36
Gill Mary B of Thomas G and Catherine Aug 21 1897.....16:337
Gill Mary C of Patrick and Bridget Jan 1 1898..........16:396
Gill May E of Joseph and Mary July 28 1898...........16:425
Gill Robert of Robert and Hannah E Jan 26 1899.......16:515
Gill Thomas A of Edward and Hannah July 1 1898........16:456
Gill Thomas J of Joseph and Mary Nov 24 1899..........16:530
Gill Warren S of Warren A and Katie Feb 11 1899.......16:497
Gill William of Francis and Catherine M Mar 23 1892....15:77
Gill —— d of Patrick and Bridget June 26 1899........16:595
Gillan Florence of Joseph and Minnie T Oct 4 1895............ 16:178
Gillan Julia B of John and Bridget June 13 1900............ 17: 47
Gillan Michael of John and Bridget Jan 15 1898............ 16:400
Gillan Mildred of Joseph D and Minnie E Mar 31 1898........ 16:394
Gillan Thomas J of John F and Bridget Oct 22 1894........ 16: 77
Gillan Thomas J of Joseph and Minnie Nov 1 1893............ 15:213
Gillard —- d of Robert J and Ida M June 24 1895............ 16:109
Gillen Carrie L of James and Mary Aug 16 1893............ 15:177
Gillen Charles X of Charles and Edna Apr 2 1898............ 16:330
Gillen James C of John F and Bridget Dec 18 1891........ 15: 58
Gillen Marian G of James H and Mary Dec 6 1898............ 16:430
Gillen Michael of John and Bridget Dec 15 1897............ 16:352
Gilleran Genevieve of John H and Ellen June 20 1893........ 15:168
Gillerin Francis P of Hugh and Catherine Nov 26 1897........ 16:359
Gillerin James of Hugh A and Catherine F Oct 11 1900........ 17: 91
Gillerin Joseph of Hugh A and Catherine Sept 19 1899........ 16:573
Gillerin William J of James W and Katherine July 27 1898.... 16:451
Gillerlane Lillian V of Andrew F and Martha F Nov 9 1897.... 16:323
Gillerlane Mary of John and Rose Dec 12 1900............ 17:110
Gillespie Gladys L of Lillian Mar 1 1898................ 16:383
Gillespie Isabella of William J and Mary E Aug 8 1892........ 15:120
Gillette Clara I I of Treffe J and Leonie Jan 6 1899........ 16:493
Gillette —- d of Walter H and Julia E Mar 23 1893............ 15:156
Gilliam Mary (c) of Dawson T and Julia June 29 1895........ 16: 94
Gillian Viola (c) of Dawson T and Julia Jan 5 1893............ 15:138
Gilliese John T of James J and Bridget June 24 1891........ 15: 10
Gilligan Annie E of Michael and Hanora Mar 23 1897........ 16:292
Gilligan Bridget E of Michael and Hanora Jan 29 1892........ 15: 80
Gilligan Francis of Patrick and Mary E Aug 26 1893........ 15:189
Gilligan Margaret L of Michael and Nora July 16 1894........ 16: 65
Gilligan Martin A of John F and Lucy F Apr 11 1900........ 17: 30
Gilligan Mary E of Patrick P and Mary E Jan 11 1892........ 15: 80
Gilligan Veronica J of Michael and Nora July 10 1900........ 17: 61
Gilligan —- d of Michael and Hanora Jan 10 1891............ 15: 14
Gillis Charles S of John W and Ellen Oct 23 1896............ 16:240
Gillis Edith M of John W and Ellen Apr 17 1899............ 16:495
Gillis —— s of Archibald A and Sarah A Aug 26 1899........ 16:581
Gillmore Margaret F J of John and Margaret Oct 17 1899.... 16:584
Gillmore Mary F of James and Ellen Feb 22 1897............ 16:307
Gillogley Elizabeth of John J and Mary E Dec 6 1899........ 16:568
Gillooley Annie T of John J and Winifred Apr 28 1892........ 15: 74
Gillooly Agnes of John J and Winifred Dec 25 1898............ 16:462
Gillooly Andrew S of Francis and Annie Oct 5 1893........ 15:190
Gillooly James of James and Mary Aug 28 1891............ 15: 60
Gillooly James of Thomas and Ellen Feb 7 1898............. 16: 389
Gillooly James E of Thomas and Margaret Feb 4 1893........ 15: 142
Gillooly John of John and Winifred Sept 1 1896............ 16: 263
Gillooly John T of Thomas and Margaret Sept 27 1891........ 15: 40
Gillooly Mary E of Francis and Annie June 15 1898........... 16: 399
Gillooly Robert of Robert H and Maria L Aug 29 1897........ 16: 349
Gillooly Walter D of Thomas and Esther Sept 22 1898........ 16: 453
Gillooly William of John J and Winifred May 11 1894........ 16: 41
Gilloughley Margaret of Francis and Ann Nov 3 1894........... 1 A 1: 32
Gilrain John M of Edward J and Elizabeth June 20 1897........ 16: 304
Gills Annie of James H and Catherine Nov 9 1900............ 17: 100
Gilmartin Agnes of John F and Mary Oct 2 1895.............. 16: 173
Gilmartin Alice of Peter F and Ellen G Sept 3 1893........... 15: 178
Gilmartin Annie A of John F and Mary Sept 4 1893............ 15: 207
Gilmartin Cecelia G of John J and Margaret M Apr 29 1896..... 16: 191
Gilmartin Edward B of John J and Margaret M July 24 1897. 16: 324
Gilmartin Francis of Peter F and Nellie G Feb 4 1891........... 15: 7
Gilmartin Helen I of John J and Margaret M June 18 1891..... 15: 10
Gilmartin James of David and Mary Apr 30 1897.............. 16: 283
Gilmartin James L of John F and Mary May 12 1891........... 15: 28
Gilmartin James M of John F and Mary Jan 16 1897............ 16: 305
Gilmartin John J of John J and Margaret M Jan 11 1893..... 15: 141
Gilmartin Joseph of Peter F and Nellie Dec 9 1896............ 16: 237
Gilmartin Joseph L of John J and Margaret M Sept 23 1900.. 17: 117
Gilmartin Margaret of John J and Margaret M Sept 9 1898... 16: 427
Gilmartin Marie M of John J and Margaret W Jan 17 1894.... 16: 9
Gilmartin Marie M of John J and Margaret M Apr 8 1895..... 16: 101
Gilmartin Mark F of John F and Mary Nov 26 1898............ 16: 461
Gilmartin Mary E of Patrick J and Catherine A Aug 1 1894.. 16: 75
Gilmartin Mary M of Peter F and Nellie G May 11 1900.... 17: 38
Gilmartin Russell of Peter F and Nellie G Mar 11 1895.... 16: 100
Gilmartin Thomas H of Patrick J and Catherine July 27 1896. 16: 256
Gilmet Edouardo of Alexander and Catarina Apr 25 1892..... 15: 67
Gilmette Moses (c) of Alexander and Catherine Oct 16 1899. 16: 523
Gilmore Alice E of Michael and Maria Mar 8 1900............ 17: 20
Gilmore Annie E of Frank B and Abby B May 12 1898....... 16: 395
Gilmore David of Louis and Delna Nov 30 1896.............. 16: 237
Gilmore Dorothy of Courtland W and Mary A Aug 20 1893.... 15: 174
Gilmore Edith of John T and Esther Jan 20 1900............. 17: 6
Gilmore Fay W of Churchill D and Lottie E July 28 1900..... 17: 67
Gilmore Frederick H (c) of Frederick C and Mary M June 9 1892 ........................................ 15: 85
Gilmore George E of James and Ella Aug 8 1895.............. 16: 171
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Gilmore Herbert E of Frank and Abbie Jan 13 1900.............17: 4
Gilmore James F of James and Mary E Feb 21 1894..............15: 22
Gilmore Joseph of Louis and Delia Sept 29 1898.................16: 428
Gilmore Ruth A E (c) of Spencer H and Anna E July 17 1894.16: 50
Gilmore William H of Alexander A and Catherine A June 16

1892 .....................................................15: 98
Gilmore —— d of Bella Mar 23 1891........................................15: 10
Gilmore —— s of James and Lizzie Apr 23 1895.....................16: 108
Gilmore —— d of William T and Martha Feb 23 1899.............16: 508
Gillow Alphouse of Pierre and Mary Aug 18 1891......................15: 45
Gilroy Annie M of John J and Mary A Oct 31 1894...............16: 73
Gilroy George R of George and Anna Aug 8 1898..................16: 451
Gilton Charles A of Thomas and Annie May 2 1891......................15: 8
Gilton Irving E of Thomas and Annie Sept 29 1898..............16: 459
Gibson Mary E of Thomas and Annie Mar 16 1893..................15: 143
Gino Jennie of Frank and Josephine Oct 12 1899...............16: 590
Ginsberg Anna of Adolph and Sarah June 9 1894...............16: 14
Ginsberg Dora of William and Sarah July 29 1897...............16: 324
Ginsberg George of Harry and Rebecca June 1 1892........15: 70
Ginsberg Jennette of William and Sarah Aug 2 1899............16: 527
Ginsberg Jennie of William and Sarah Dec 8 1894.................16: 59
Ginsberg Lippman of Hyman and Mary Mar 9 1899...............16: 476
Ginsberg Rachel of William and Sarah Mar 22 1896..............16: 190
Ginsburg Molly of Adolph and Sarah Apr 9 1896.............16: 191
Giordano Carmela of Cirillo and Fortunata Jan 20 1900.......17: 6
Giordano Sandra of Giovanni and Giuseppa June 28 1893.....15: 161
Giordano Nicola of Giovanni and Giuseppa Dec 29 1895........16: 180
Giordano Vincenza of Rosario and Filomena Dec 28 1894........16: 59
Giorgianni Angela G of Paolo and Grazia Sept 18 1900.......17: 84
Giorgiano —— s of Paolo and Grazia Feb 7 1899..............16: 592
Giovannini May R of Albert F and Rosa T Jan 20 1900..........17: 6
Giragosian Levon of Kachadoor and Salome B Jan 20 1898.......16: 396
Giragosian Markarid S of Khachadoor and Soghomian July 1

1899 .....................................................16: 569
Giraldi Liberati of Salvatore and Portia Apr 6 1895........16: 101
Girard Antoinette of Joseph and Artemise Sept 29 1900......17: 87
Girardi Michelina of Salvatore and Porzia Jan 30 1894........16: 9
Gironard Esther M of Alexander and Florence Nov 25 1900.....17: 105
Gironard Jerome Y of Jeremie and Mary L Feb 10 1894........16: 18
Gironard Joseph of Louis and Marie Mar 29 1892..............15: 93
Gironard Joseph X of Jeremie and Mary L Sept 6 1897.........16: 334
Gironard Joseph W of Louis and Marie Mar 29 1892...........15: 89
Gironard Mary A M of Hilaire and Rosilda Mar 1 1899.......16: 569
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Gironard Mary D of Jeremie and Mary L May 25 1895 . . . . . . . . . 16:109
Gironard Moise L of Levi and Rosalba Apr 1 1897 . . . . . . . . . . . 16:308
Gironard Moses J of Leandre and Selina Sept 25 1891 . . . . . . . 15: 61
Gironard Velarie of Hilaire and Rose A Mar 17 1895 . . . . . . . . 16:127
Gironard —— d of Hilaire and Rosalba Sept 10 1892 . . . . . . . . . 15:128
Gironard —— s of Levi and Rozalba Jan 8 1894 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 36
Giroux Armand of Armand and Georgiana Aug 20 1892 . . . . . . . . . 15:127
Giroux Edmond of Camille and Leona Mar 16 1900 . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 22
Giroux Emil E J of Camille and Leona May 24 1895 . . . . . . . . . 16:130
Giroux Euphemie F of John A and Euphemie July 2 1895 . . . . . . . 16:169
Giroux Jean B A Z of Camille and Leona Mar 25 1898 . . . . . . . . 16:407
Giroux Jean J P of Jean B and Ernestine Dec 28 1894 . . . . . . . . . 16: 86
Giroux Joseph A of Jean and Ernestine Dec 17 1893 . . . . . . . . . . 15:212
Giroux Joseph C H of Jean and Ernestine Mar 13 1896 . . . . . . . . 16:161
Giroux Joseph F R of Alfred and Justine Aug 24 1893 . . . . . . . . . 15:197
Giroux Leonne of Viateur and Leoda Mar 12 1900 . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 21
Gisburne Edward A of Edward E and Nellie W June 14 1892 . . . . . 15: 80
Giter Morris of Isaac and Dewora Mar 1891 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 13
Giugis Alberto of Nicola and Antonia Feb 7 1892 . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 72
Giulbault Edward S of Edward S and Margaret L Aug 3 1899 . . . . . 16:527
Giuliano Adelina of Pasquale and Maria Jan 4 1897 . . . . . . . . . . . 16:279
Giuliano Anna R of Giuseppe and Maria May 15 1898 . . . . . . . . . 16:382
Giuliano Francisco of Pasquale and Maria Sept 28 1893 . . . . . . . . 15:214
Giuliano Giuseppe of Pasquale and Antina Dec 10 1891 . . . . . . . . 15: 58
Giuliano Nicolina of Giuseppe and Maria Oct 10 1899 . . . . . . . . . . 16:537
Giusti Alfredo of Vincenzo and Clotilda Mar 12 1900 . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 21
Giusti Amelia V of Luigi and Balbina Nov 16 1894 . . . . . . . . . . . .16:58 and 78
Giusti Anna of Ferdinando and Adele July 25 1899 . . . . . . . . . . . 16:570
Giusti Antonio of Luigi and Balbina Nov 24 1899 . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:539
Giusti Augustina of Vincenzo and Clotilde Apr 4 1896 . . . . . . . . . 16:211
Giusti Emilia of Luigi and Malvina July 7 1898 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:424
Giusti Francesco of Vincenzo and Clotilda May 27 1891 . . . . . . . . . 15: 24
Giusti Giuseppe of Ferdinando and Adelina Apr 3 1895 . . . . . . . . . 16:121
Giusti Mansueto G of Achille and Julia Mar 16 1892 . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 89
Giusti Narsete of Vincenzo and Clotilda Feb 9 1895 . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:120
Giusti —— d of Luigi and Barbina Sept 8 1896 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:234
Given George F of James and Kate Aug 24 1896 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:224
Given James H of James and Catherine Apr 11 1895 . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 93
Given Leo D of James and Katherine Oct 9 1900 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 90
Given Marion of James and Catherine Oct 7 1898 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:419
Givney Elsie B of Patrick J and Margaret E Sept 18 1896 . . . . . . . . 16:234
Givney Frank W of Patrick J and Margaret Sept 12 1894 . . . . . . . . . 16: 55
Givney Helen E of Patrick and Margaret May 8 1892 . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 76
Gizzarelli Adela of Carmine and Cristina Aug 5 1896 . . . . . . . . . . . .16:256
Gizzarelli Giovanni of Carmine and Cristina Aug 29 1898...16:452
Gizzarelli Vincenzo of Carmine and Cristina Nov 19 1900...17:103
Gizzarelli Vittoria of Carmine and Cristina June 19 1896...16:221
Gjettnn Agnes C of Johan K and Hilma Sept 17 1899...16:517
Gjettnn Philip of Johann C and Hilma E Feb 12 1898...16:386
Gladding Almy H of William H and Annie P July 26 1892...15:112
Gladding Benjamin H of Frank and Corinne Sept 30 1891...15:44
Gladding Bertha of Louis A and Ida A Oct 17 1893...15:187
Gladding Clifford of Frederick R and Amabel Dec 17 1891...15:53
Gladding Clifford C of Frederick I and Anna B Feb 17 1891...15:17
Gladding Dorothy of William B and Helen July 5 1891...15:35
Gladding Mary T of Frank and Corinne Dec 20 1896...16:227
Gladding Percy B of George E and Rosella F May 17 1894...16:13
Gladding --- d of George E and Rosella F Dec 15 1897...16:323
Gladhill Alfred of James H and Susanna Nov 3 1897...16:339
Gladhill Arthur of Joseph and Julia V Jan 26 1891...15:12
Gladhill Christine of William J and Rose C Sept 13 1892...15:115
Gladhill Florence of Joseph and Julia June 8 1897...16:294
Gladhill Frank B of John W and Rosa C Feb 10 1896...16:199
Gladhill Hope of James H and Susanna June 29 1895...16:113
Gladhill James of James H and Susanna Feb 17 1894...16:22
Gladhill James E of Joseph and Julia V Nov 28 1892...15:113
Gladhill John of John W and Rose C Oct 15 1897...16:338
Gladhill Jennie of Joseph and Julia V Oct 27 1898...16:439
Gladhill Madeline of Joseph and Julia V Dec 23 1895...16:157
Gladhill Mary V of Joseph and Julia June 19 1894...16:20
Gladhill Thomas K of Joseph and Julia V June 9 1900...17:46
Gladhill --- d of James H and Sarah Aug 26 1900...17:119
Glaler Gussie of Harry and Clara May 1 1896...16:191
Glancy Agnes L of John J and Ellen T Mar 2 1892...15:92
Glancy Annie of Michael and Annie Nov 5 1893...15:191
Glancy Beatrice I of Mary Oct 19 1900...17:94
Glancy Bernard J of Patrick J and Nora M Nov 9 1899...16:575
Glancy Catherine of John and Rose A June 14 1894...16:42
Glancy Charles O of Patrick J and Nora M Nov 4 1900...17:99
Glancy Edward C of James F and Mary E Mar 6 1899...16:480
Glancy Eliza J of Mary A Aug 25 1898...16:431
Glancy Francis of John and Rose A June 9 1892...15:95
Glancy James of Michael and Annie July 14 1891...15:47
Glancy James F of James and Bridget Apr 16 1896...16:217
Glancy John H of John J and Winifred Aug 1 1899...16:570
Glancy John J of James F and Mary E Sept 10 1892...15:134
Glancy Mary of James and Bridget May 1 1895...16:108
Glancy Mary E of Michael and Annie Dec 8 1896...16:252
Glancy Rose A of John and Rose A Nov 16 1895
Glancy Sarah J of John and Rose A Jan 2 1898
Glancy Thomas J of Michael and Annie July 31 1899
Glancy William of John and Rose A Apr 25 1900
Glancy William H of James F and Mary E Sept 1 1891
Glancy ———— s of James and Bridget Mar 27 1894
Glancy Susanna of Charles and Mary E Feb 15 1894
Glanzman Barnet of Hyman and Sarah Apr 22 1895
Glanzman Rubin of Hyman and Sarah Jan 23 1897
Glasy Harry G of Harry G and Mary F Feb 22 1893
Glaser Isaac of Isaac and Sadie Sept 5 1897
Glaser Mildred of Samuel and Adelicia Sept 27 1891
Glaser Reuben of Moritz and Sarah Nov 14 1891
Glaser Rosa of Hyman and Fanny Feb 5 1899
Glasheen Anna M of John J and Mary Oct 24 1892
Glasheen Florence M of William J and Isabelle May 4 1891
Glasheen Grace E of William J and Isabelle Nov 16 1894
Glasheen Mabel I of William J and Isobel Feb 3 1893
Glasheen Walter E of William J and Isabelle Oct 3 1899
Glasheen William L of John H and Mary J July 15 1894
Glasheen William S of William J and Isabelle July 9 1897
Glass Samuel of Hyman and Sarah Aug 15 1897
Glasse Ethel D of Edward F and Bessie M Aug 10 1895
Glassgow William J of William and Sarah Feb 7 1892
Glasten Alice of Wolf and Annie Jan 7 1898
Glasten Gertrude of William and Annie Jan 25 1896
Glasten Johnston of William and Annie Jan 25 1896
Glastner Dora of Wolf and Annie Apr 5 1893
GlaTT Lydia L of Charles L and Wilhelmina Aug 4 1892
Glavin James of Thomas H and Nora B Oct 12 1898
Glavin John of Thomas H and Nora V Sept 30 1897
Glavin Mary of Thomas H and Nora V May 12 1896
Glavin Thomas J of Thomas H and Nora V Oct 10 1899
Glazier Amelia T of Edward and Catherine T Jan 11 1894
Gladow Ethna of Charles and Ann July 9 1897
Gladow Walter of Charles and Ann Jan 6 1895
Glenson Blanche A of Joseph F and Christine Oct 24 1897
Glenson Emeline of Patrick F and Elizabeth E Jan 10 1898
Glason Ethel I of John F and Sarah H Nov 1 1899
Glason Gerald C of William F and Mary C Sept 2 1894
Glason John of Patrick F and Elizabeth E Oct 31 1895
Glason Mabel of John W and Anna E Mar 23 1900
Glason Miriam F of Charles T and Blanche L Sept 4 1896
Glason Rowland W of William F and Mary C June 23 1898
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Gleason Willard S of Charles T and Blanche L July 10 1898. .16: 465
Gleason William J of William H and Annie Jan 6 1896. .16: 181
Gleason — d of Charles F and Blanche Aug 10 1892. .15: 123
Gleason — d of John W and Anna E Oct 30 1898. .16: 443
Gleeck Charles of Abram and Esther Jan 31 1900. .17: 9
Glen Alexander of Thomas F and Mary E Nov 13 1898. .16: 420
Glen Bessie of James and Mary A Mar 24 1893. .15: 143
Glen James of James and Mary Apr 10 1895. .16: 96
Glen James F of Thomas F and Mary E July 28 1900. .17: 67
Glen Mabel of James and Mary A July 11 1897 .16: 320
Glen — (c) s of William T and Nita J Dec 24 1896 .16: 252
Glenmon Bertha of William J and Sophia F Apr 15 1897 .16: 296
Glenmon Matthew W of John W and Sophia T Feb 15 1899 .16: 494
Glines Helen of Charles T and Freelove M Apr 7 1900. .17: 58
Glines Mildred H of Charles T and Freelove M Jan 11 1895. .16: 133
Glines — d of William H and Phebe Dec 16 1892. .15: 116
Glisan Elizabeth of William J and Mary E June 15 1891. .15: 21
Glotz Florence W of Charles L and Wilhelmina Nov 11 1893. .15: 191
Glotz Helen E of Charles and Wilhelmina June 11 1891. .15: 10
Glotz Lydia L of Charles L and Wilhelmina Aug 1 1892. .15: 133
Glotzni Stephen of William and Elizabeth Nov 8 1900. .17: 100
Glover Charles of Joseph H and Maria T Jan 13 1896. .16: 188
Glover Charles F of Joseph and Maria Nov 9 1894. .16: 58
Glover Clarice I of Thomas D and Theresa Jan 15 1897. .16: 315
Glover Harold J of Joseph and Maria T Aug 18 1897. .16: 325
Glover Lillian G of Cornelius L and Mary C Mar 9 1898. .16: 372
Glover Louis F of Marcus M and Rachel A Mar 13 1897. .16: 295
Glover Marion C of Cornelius L and Mary C Nov 21 1896. .16: 226
Glover Milton H of Cornelius L and Mary C Oct 10 1899. .16: 523
Glover Myrtle of William W and Sarah A Jan 30 1893. .15: 141
Glover Ruth D of Joseph H and Maria T Sept 18 1898. .16: 427
Glover Thomas C of Joseph H and Maria T Sept 24 1892 .15: 107
Glover — d of William and Sarah A Oct 27 1894. .16: 57
Glover — d of William W and Sarah A Nov 20 1898. .16: 430
Glover — s of William W and Sarah A Nov 16 1896. .16: 237
Gluck Dora of Abram and Esther Jan 19 1898. .16: 378
Gluck George of Samuel and Celia Apr 29 1900. .17: 35
Gluck — d of Abram and Esther Jan 19 1898. .16: 467
Glyckman David of Joseph and Leesa Apr 18 1900. .17: 32
Glyckner Ley of Solomon and Mary Aug 14 1900. .17: 72
Glyckner Rosa of Solomon and Mary Aug 14 1900. .17: 72
Glynn Catherine of Patrick and Ellen Nov 26 1898. .16: 154
Glynn Harry of John F and Ellen L Nov 15 1893. .15: 181
Glynn Howard of John F and Nellie L July 5 1895. .16: 137
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glynn John P</td>
<td>12 Sep 1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glynn Julia</td>
<td>14 Sep 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glynn Louisa</td>
<td>15 Apr 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glynn Mary A</td>
<td>25 Nov 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glynn John F</td>
<td>6 Jun 1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glynn Ellen</td>
<td>2 Oct 1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gobin Alice R</td>
<td>25 May 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gobin Marie A</td>
<td>7 Sep 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godfrémond</td>
<td>30 Sep 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godin Ovila</td>
<td>9 Sep 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godin Agnes B</td>
<td>5 Oct 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godin Dina J</td>
<td>29 Sep 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godin Napoleon</td>
<td>9 Nov 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godin Marie A</td>
<td>5 Jul 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godin Marie B</td>
<td>2 Oct 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godin Marie V</td>
<td>9 Nov 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godin Ovila</td>
<td>10 Sep 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godin Rosanna</td>
<td>15 Sep 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godin John</td>
<td>7 Jul 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Godbloch Anna of Charles E and Betty Jan 28 1899..16: 502
Gowin Lillie of George and Elizabeth May 18 1891...15: 9
Godwin Muriel of William G and Maria G May 29 1897..16: 278
Goelitz Cataly of William and Clara Nov 25 1896..16: 247
Goetz Benjamin of Adam and Sara Nov 28 1892..15: 105
Goetz Gladys of Paul R E and Catherine June 11 1895..16: 113
Goetz Harold E of Emil H and Charlotte E June 12 1895..16: 116
Goetz Janet of Philip and Fannie Aug 6 1891..15: 35
Goetz Paul R E of Paul R E and Katie Oct 26 1896..16: 247
Goetz Ruby M L of Paul R E and Catherine Sept 3 1893..15: 190
Goff Caroline L of James D and Nora A Aug 11 1899..16: 527
Goff Catherine of James T and Agnes Aug 15 1891..15: 60
Goff Charles W of Isaac C and Dora A July 10 1896..16: 261
Goff Edith M of Walter H and Georgia M May 4 1893..15: 151
Goff Ellen of Kate Aug 11 1894..16: 54
Goff Ethel M of James T and Agnes G Oct 24 1893..15: 209
Goff Frances M of Owen and Mary A Aug 23 1891..15: 45
Goff Francis of Peter J and Eleanor Sept 6 1899..16: 590
Goff Grace of John F and Mary June 27 1897..16: 284
Goff Harold C of William W and Edith L Dec 7 1895..16: 137
Goff Ira A of Walter H and Georgia M Mar 24 1895..16: 111
Goff Jane of James D and Nora A June 27 1895..16: 97
Goff John J of John F and Mary E May 30 1894..16: 4
Goff Luther of Merrick L and Alice Sept 27 1899..16: 590
Goff Mabel E of James D and Nora A Dec 11 1893..15: 175
Goff Raymond O of James T and Agnes G Feb 21 1896..16: 215
Goff Sarah L of Walter S and Annie Sept 2 1893..15: 186
Goff Walter W of William J and Mary E W Jan 14 1898..16: 386
Goff — d of Edwin A and Mary E May 14 1891..14: 13
Goff — s of Isaac L and Ada J Mar 23 1892..15: 81
Goff — d of Owen and Mary A Aug 22 1898..16: 469
Goff Dorothy E of Frederick W H and Ellen R Sept 17 1896..16: 269
Goffe Gladys L of Frederick E L and Esther A M Feb 9 1899..16: 518
Goff Wilfred C of Frederick W H and Ellen R Sept 8 1898..16: 435
Goff — child of Frederick W H and Ellen R June 1 1897..16: 313
Gofston Roger J of Charles and Ann Dec 31 1892..15: 119
Goggins Ellen G of Thomas J and Norah Feb 23 1899..16: 516
Goik Eva of Abe and Ida Aug 25 1894..16: 87
Gong John C of John J and Margaret Dec 3 1896..16: 267
Gonings Ernest M (c) of Albert and Lulu Oct 1 1892..15: 110
Goebenski Antonio of Raymond and Alexandrina June 4
1899..16: 512
Gold Benjamin of Philip and Fannie Oct 23 1896..16: 235
Gold Eva of Abraham and Minnie Sept 9 1899..16: 590
Gold Jennie of Philip and Annie Sept 1 1899......................16: 535
Gold Rosa of Abram and Minnie June 6 1897........................16: 314
Gold Sarah of Abraham and Minnie Oct 22 1900....................17: 95
Goldberg Abraham of Simon and Fanny Nov 16 1892..............15: 108
Goldberg Alfred J of Harris and Annie L May 17 1894...........16: 7
Goldberg Annie of Barney and Jennie June 14 1897..............16: 284
Goldberg Barnet of Simon and Rachel Oct 28 1892................15: 108
Goldberg Benjamin of Max and Mary July 9 1899.................16: 526
Goldberg Benjamin M of Harris and Sara Apr 27 1894...........16: 12
Goldberg Bertha of Max and Mary Aug 18 1897....................16: 321
Goldberg Betsey of Harris and Sarah June 21 1892..............15: 75
Goldberg David of Simon and Fanny Sept 22 1894................16: 56
Goldberg Ephraim of Jacob and Rosa Apr 26 1898................16: 381
Goldberg Gussie of Harris and Sarah May 24 1900...............17: 41
Goldberg Israel of Simon and Fannie Feb 12 1891...............15: 30
Goldberg Jennie of Abraham and Fannie Feb 4 1892..............15: 72
Goldberg Joseph P of Simon and Theresa Apr 14 1897...........16: 282
Goldberg Lora B of Jacob and Clara Feb 12 1896.................16: 189
Goldberg Louis of Simon and Annie Nov 20 1891................15: 42
Goldberg Louis of Simon and Annie Aug 5 1900...................17: 70
Goldberg Manie of Simon and Perry July 14 1896...............16: 232
Goldberg Marcia of Abram and Fanny May 3 1893................15: 144
Goldberg Mary of Harris and Sarah May 26 1896................16: 192
Goldberg Mary of Simon and Fanny June 11 1896...............16: 193
Goldberg Massy of Abraham and Fanny May 30 1893...............15: 145
Goldberg Max of Simon and Annie Jan 7 1895.....................16: 98
Goldberg Moses of Jacob and Rachel Oct 24 1892...............15: 108
Goldberg Philip H of Abram and Fanny Mar 1 1895............16: 100
Goldberg Robert of Simon and Rachel Feb 6 1897................16: 273
Goldberg Rosa of Abraham and Fanny Oct 5 1897................16: 327
Goldberg Rose of Jacob and Rose Mar 3 1894.....................16: 10
Goldberg Sarah of Abraham and Fannie July 24 1899...........16: 532
Goldberg Sarah of Harris and Annie L Oct 20 1891..............15: 37
Goldberg Sarah of Isaac and Rebecca Apr 5 1896...............16: 190
Goldberg Sarah of Simon and Rachel Nov 14 1894..............16: 48
Goldberg Thomas of Harris and Sarah May 6 1891................15: 9
Goldberg Thomas of Harris and Sarah Feb 8 1898.................16: 379
Goldblatt Philip of Benjiamin and Jennie Aug 28 1899........16: 535
Golden Agnes M of John E and Agnes M July 17 1896...........16: 261
Golden Agnes T of Morris and Mary Feb 12 1900................17: 12
Golden Annie L of Maurice and Mary Aug 17 1898.................16: 418
Golden Dela C of Michael and Catherine June 14 1900........17: 47
Golden Edith L of Herbert J and Sarah J July 1 1898........16: 440
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John of Patrick</td>
<td>Sept 1 1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John E</td>
<td>Feb 1 1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden - d</td>
<td>Aug 9 1896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John K</td>
<td>Dec 29 1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward of Louis</td>
<td>Sept 18 1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel E</td>
<td>Sept 6 1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon of Hyman</td>
<td>Aug 6 1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albertus L of George</td>
<td>Mar 26 1892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph of Hyman</td>
<td>Nov 3 1896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mabel of Joseph</td>
<td>Sept 7 1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria I of Joseph</td>
<td>Sept 7 1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertha G of Max</td>
<td>Nov 26 1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David of Abraham</td>
<td>Aug 23 1891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac of Abraham</td>
<td>Oct 20 1892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary of Simon</td>
<td>June 11 1891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah of Morris</td>
<td>Jan 22 1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen of Frank</td>
<td>Sept 21 1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary of James H</td>
<td>Feb 19 1892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie of Mendel</td>
<td>May 3 1894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldie of Morris</td>
<td>Jan 19 1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel of Morris</td>
<td>June 9 1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary of Morris</td>
<td>Apr 1894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etta of Hyman</td>
<td>Aug 31 1897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fanny of Abraham</td>
<td>Feb 4 1897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gladys of Samuel</td>
<td>Aug 15 1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyman of Abram</td>
<td>Apr 18 1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennie of Harry</td>
<td>Dec 22 1893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillian of Harry</td>
<td>Sept 16 1896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis of Harry</td>
<td>Apr 11 1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris of Hyman</td>
<td>Mar 27 1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter of Abraham</td>
<td>Apr 23 1892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose of Harris</td>
<td>Jan 24 1892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah of Harry</td>
<td>Sept 16 1896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivian of Herman</td>
<td>Oct 5 1892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abram of Simon</td>
<td>Aug 25 1894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie of Paretz</td>
<td>Oct 5 1891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie of Simon</td>
<td>Sept 30 1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assy of Isaac</td>
<td>Mar 8 1894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin of Samuel</td>
<td>July 1 1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth of Perry</td>
<td>Mar 12 1893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esmond of Louis</td>
<td>Aug 6 1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esther of Isaac</td>
<td>Jan 15 1894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fannie G of Simon</td>
<td>June 6 1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Goldstein Fanny of Max and Sara Sept 12 1893 .................. 15:178
Goldstein Harrison of Harrison and Rosa Feb 8 1900 ........... 17: 11
Goldstein Hattie of Jacob and Dora Apr 29 1899 .................. 16: 481
Goldstein Isaac of Benjamin and Mary Apr 6 1896 ............... 16: 191
Goldstein Iсадere of Benjamin and Mary Dec 6 1900 ............. 17: 108
Goldstein Jacob of Charles and Dora Jan 9 1899 .................... 16:478
Goldstein Jennie of Abram and Sara July 3 1892 ................. 15: 102
Goldstein Jennie of Jacob and Dora Jan 20 1897 ................... 16: 280
Goldstein Jennie of Max and Sophia Sept 30 1895 ................. 16:145
Goldstein Julia of Abram and Sarah Feb 21 1894 ................... 16: 5
Goldstein Julia of Morris and Lizzie Apr 15 1892 ................. 15: 79
Goldstein Lena of Jacob and Dora Apr 1 1895 ....................... 16:101
Goldstein Louis of Benjamin and Mary July 26 1899 ............... 16:532
Goldstein Louis of Simon and Lena Feb 15 1891 ..................... 15: 15
Goldstein Malla of Samuel and Dora June 22 1900 .................. 17: 49
Goldstein Mary of Charles and Dora Aug 25 1900 .................... 17: 76
Goldstein Mary of Reuben and Sarah Sept 9 1899 ................... 16:528
Goldstein Rose of Max and Siney July 4 1891 ....................... 15: 38
Goldstein (Cashner) Rose of Charles and Dora July 7 1897 ...... 16:324
Goldstein Sam Z of Sigmund and Rachel Jan 8 1897 ............... 16:276
Goldstein Sarah of Moritz and Yetta May 25 1893 ................. 15:145
Goldstein Sela of Simon and Lena June 1 1898 ....................... 16:392
Goldstein Sofia of Harris and Bessie Dec 6 1900 .................. 17: 108
Golenba Eliza of Morris and Fanny Oct 11 1896 .................... 16:246
Golenbeski Diani of Romani and Alexandria Jan 5 1898 ........... 16: 404
Golkin Samuel of Rubin and Gussie Nov 26 1900 .................... 17:105
Golrick Marguerite M of Mark A and Margaret E May 18 1894 .......................... 16: 34
Golrick Mark A of Mark A and Margaret E Dec 24 1897 ............ 16:323
Golrick William F of Francis H and Fannie Dec 13 1898 ....... 16:455
Golrick —— s of Mark and Margaret June 14 1893 ................. 15:161
Gomberg Asa of Jacob and Fannie Mar 30 1892 ...................... 15: 69
Gomberg Irene of Bernard and Sarah July 28 1899 ................. 16:526
Gomberg Rebecca of Barnard and Sarah July 30 1893 ............... 15:174
Gomersall Elizabeth A of Owen and Hannah E Oct 8 1899 ........... 16:565
Gomersall George F of Ben and Nacy Mar 17 1893 ................. 15:143
Gomes Ambrose (c) of Peter A and Delia A Oct 14 1899 ......... 16:523
Gomes Eugenia (c) of Joao J and Anna July 20 1899 .............. 16:520
Gomes Frank (c) of Joao and Anna May 20 1897 .................... 16:275
Gomes Giusta (c) of Philip and Maria Feb 16 1898 ............... 16:371
Gomes Joao of Jose and Maria da G May 17 1894 ................... 16: 3
Gomes John W (c) of Peter and Delia A Nov 24 1897 .......... 16:339
Gomes Jose of Jose and Maria Dec 3 1891 .......................... 15: 34
Gomes Josepho of Jose and Maria G Jan 3 1892 ..................... 15: 66
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Gomes Laura (c) of Frank and Mary Dec 26 1900

Gomes Maria of Jose and Maria Apr 21 1893

Gonnella Assunta of Raffaele and Telena Nov 30 1899

Gonnella Cesare G G of Raffaele and Telene Feb 9 1898

Gonnella Francesco S of Antonio and Pasqualina Mar 6 1899

Gonnelli Anna of Antonio and Pasqualina Sept 9 1900

Gonnelli Giovanni of Antonio and Pasqualina Sept 9 1900

Gonnelli Luisa of Antonio and Pasqualina July 22 1897

Gonsalve Clara (c) of Jerome and Lillian June 18 1894

Gonsalve Mary (c) of Jerome and Lillian June 18 1894

Gonsalve — (c) d of Antone and Florina Nov 8 1897

Gonsalve — (c) d of Jerome and Lillian June 1 1898

Gonsalves Manoel J of Francisco J and Florinda A Mar 30 1892

Gonsalves Rosa of Francisco E and Maria Jan 17 1900

Gonsolve Dora C (c) of Jerome and Lilla July 21 1898

Gonsolve Lillia (c) of Jerome and Lilla A July 27 1895

Good Frederic of John E and Mary A May 7 1893

Good Joseph of Alice May 16 1899

Goodby Earl II of John and Grace E June 9 1891

Goodby Gladys I of Albert E and Ann Apr 29 1897

Goodby Harold W of John and Grace E Aug 16 1892

Goodby — d of William H and Kate June 22 1891

Goodchild Annie R of Jeremiah and Annie E Nov 14 1892

Gooden Mary G of William J and Elizabeth Sept 30 1892

Goodhne Harry M of Harry M and Willa J Jan 18 1898

Goodinson Ethel E of George T and Flora M Aug 12 1897

Goodinson Henry W of Samuel and Florence Jan 15 1892

Goodison Edward J of Frederick and Alice M July 22 1900

Goodison Ethel of Frederick and Alice M July 23 1893

Goodlof Agnes of John J and Louise C Nov 6 1896

Goodlofsky — s of John J and Louise June 1 1895

Goodlove Agnes V of John and Louise Nov 6 1893

Goodman Doris M of Edward J and Alice M Oct 22 1899

Goodman Ethel S of James E and Alice M June 10 1897

Goodman Leo of Harry and Lena Dec 8 1898

Goodman Louis of Davis and Celia Sept 19 1900

Goodman Raymond F of Frank and Helen M Oct 13 1898

Goodman William H of Frank W and Ellen Sept 30 1894

Goodman — d of Frank W and Mary E July 16 1896

Goodness Mabel M of Joseph A and Emma Dec 21 1894

Goodowitz Minnie of Harry and Phoe June 15 1897

Goodowitz Dreazio of Harry and Feha Nov 20 1898

Goodrich Eril C of Joseph and Catherine Oct 21 1897
Goodrich Matilda of Edward T and Annie Jan 20 1899 . . . . 16:489
Goodrich William of Edward and Annie Aug 23 1896 . . . . 16:242
Goodroe Isabel M of William Z and Isabel Aug 25 1898 . . . . 16:426
Goodroe Patrick of George Mar 17 1894 . . . . 16:11
Goodspeed Charles F of Bertha Mar 18 1897 . . . . 16:274
Goodwin Calista of Elisha R and Calista S Oct 29 1891 . . . . 15:46
Goodwin Charles H of Elisha R and Calista S Dec 9 1896 . . . . 16:255
Goodwin Edith J of Charles and Ida J May 26 1891 . . . . 15:3
Goodwin Esther of John J and Nellie E Apr 8 1898 . . . . 16:380
Goodwin Everett of Frank P and Minnie July 31 1898 . . . . 16:421
Goodwin Florence M of Charles and Ida J Apr 18 1893 . . . . 15:137
Goodwin Francis of Francis W and Mary E July 21 1898 . . . . 16:456
Goodwin Francis of John J and Nellie July 22 1896 . . . . 16:232
Goodwin Gertrude of John J and Ellen E Aug 26 1893 . . . . 15:178
Goodwin Helen A of George C and Emeline W Dec 17 1896 . . . . 16:227
Goodwin Herbert O of Elisha R and Calista Nov 22 1892 . . . . 15:119
Goodwin Howard H of Charles F and Emma M Nov 30 1891 . . . . 15:44
Goodwin Ida E of Charles and Ida Sept 15 1894 . . . . 16:47
Goodwin John E of John J and Ellen E Oct 13 1899 . . . . 16:537
Goodwin Mary C of Lorenzo and Mary E June 12 1894 . . . . 16:20
Goodwin Raymond W of George C and Emaline W Sept 10 1899 . . . . 16:522
Goodwin Robert of Lorenzo and Mary Mar 30 1893 . . . . 15:146
Goodwin Rupert of Rupert and Annie F Jan 4 1897 . . . . 16:230
Goodwin Vernon C of John E and Mary E July 11 1896 . . . . 16:244
Goodwin —— d of John J and Nellie Dec 31 1894 . . . . 16:59
Goodwin Eva of Annie Aug 14 1898 . . . . 16:431
Golgiasian Mardiros of Hagop and Margaret June 4 1899 . . . . 16:512
Golgiasian Teresa of Hagob and Margaret Sept 8 1900 . . . . 17:81
Goozki —— d of Vincent and Topheela June 22 1900 . . . . 17:57
Gordon Beale M of Ambrose and Lucy July 7 1894 . . . . 16:46
Gordon Bessie of Samuel and Sarah Dec 30 1895 . . . . 16:158
Gordon Harold F of Thomas and Alice A Jan 8 1897 . . . . 16:305
Gordon James of Thomas and Alice May 27 1893 . . . . 15:149
Gordon James M of Thomas and Alice May 27 1893 . . . . 15:160
Gordon Jane of Alexander W and Sarah A Feb 23 1893 . . . . 15:163
Gordon Joseph D of Frederick J and Emma Apr 1 1893 . . . . 15:137
Gordon Leo of Joseph and Mary E Sept 4 1893 . . . . 15:207
Gordon Luna A of William L and Mary A Dec 30 1893 . . . . 15:192
Gordon Margaret E of Alexander and Jane A Aug 5 1891 . . . . 15:56
Gordon Martha of Alexander and Jane A Nov 28 1892 . . . . 15:125
Gordon Mary L of William and Sarah A Oct 10 1897 . . . . 16:328
Gordon Mary R of William and Margaret July 17 1892 . . . . 15:126
Gordon Mildred E of Ambrose E and Lucy A Mar 15 1897 . . . . 16:274
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Gordon Rosanna of Joseph and Mary E Jan 3 1892...........15:91
Gordon Rose of Jacob and Annie July 29 1896............16:269
Gordon Rose E of Frederick and Emma Apr 29 1895........16:104
Gordon Sarah E (c) of Frederick and Sarah Oct 10 1893,....15:213
Gordon Sophia of Samuel and Sarah Mar 6 1894.............16:22
Gordon — s of Alexander and Jane A Nov 16 1895........16:156
Gordon — s of Jacob and Annie June 1 1897.............16:365
Gordon — s of William and Margaret May 8 1894.........15:28
Gore Agnes T of Robert and Catherine Sept 10 1893.......15:207
Gore Catharine V of Robert and Catherine Dec 7 1899......16:587
Gore John J of Robert and Catherine Apr 8 1896........16:216
Gore Lena F of William and Maria Mar 2 1894............16:18
Gore William C of Robert and Catherine July 29 1891.....15:59
gorello — s of Silvestro and Michela June 10 1899.......16:512
Gorey Charles E of Charles B and Josephine E May 30 1893,..15:157
Gorlinkel Benjamin of Israel and Annie June 2 1897......16:284
Gorham Mary E of Frederic P and Emma M Aug 10 1898.....16:464
Gorham Sayles of Frederic P and Emma M Sept 14 1900.....17:82
Gorman Abraham of Harris and Betsey June 21 1896........16:193
Gorman Agnes R of Daniel and Mary A Jan 7 1895.........16:91
Gorman Albert J of James E and Catherine M Mar 7 1894....16:2
Gorman Alice of Lawrence and Alice May 17 1895.........16:112
Gorman Anna M of Charles H and Annie A Dec 12 1899.....16:568
Gorman Annie E of Dennis and Mary A Apr 15 1891.........15:11
Gorman Annie J of Jeremiah J and Julia Apr 13 1897.....16:275
Gorman Celia of Harris and Betsey Jan 22 1898...........16:378
Gorman Daniel of Daniel and Mary A Sept 21 1892.........15:100
Gorman David of Harris and Bessie Nov 8 1899...........16:538
Gorman Edward of Charles A and Margery Mar 8 1896......16:189
Gorman Ellen of John and Mary Apr 9 1897................16:282
Gorman Ellen G of Richard and Bridget Jan 15 1891.....15:1
Gorman Estella G of Frank J and Mary E Dec 28 1898.....16:444
Gorman Eva of James and Annie May 27 1897.............16:286
Gorman Fannie E of Arthur P and Rose Nov 19 1900.......17:163
Gorman Florence M of James J and Delia A Oct 21 1900.....17:94
Gorman Francis M of Michael and Mary J Sept 18 1893.....15:190
Gorman Frank C of Frank J and Mary E May 23 1892.......15:75
Gorman Frederick J of Thomas F and Mary A Jan 23 1892...15:91
Gorman George D of Dennis and Mary A Nov 6 1895........16:150
Gorman Grace J of Frank J and Mary E Sept 18 1900.......17:84
Gorman Henrietta J of Daniel and Mary A May 4 1891.....15:3
Gorman Hugh of Michael and Mary J Feb 12 1891..........15:15
Gorman Irene L of Patrick H and Catherine C June 2 1893...15:165
Gorman James A of Francis H and Bridget T Feb 26 1895...16:126
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Gorman James A of James and Hannah Feb 7 1900... 17: 11
Gorman James F of James E and Catherine M Jan 7 1892... 15: 66
Gorman James F of James J and Bridget A Sept 22 1899... 16: 582
Gorman Jessie M of Charles A and Marjorie Mar 17 1888... 16: 380
Gorman John of John and Margaret Aug 28 1899... 16: 535
Gorman John F of John and Mary Oct 28 1891... 15: 41
Gorman John M of Dennis and Mary A July 13 1894... 16: 61
Gorman Lawrence E of Lawrence E and Alice Dec 6 1893... 15: 191
Gorman Leo G of Thomas F and Mary A Apr 21 1898... 16: 409
Gorman Lucy E of William H and Parana P Feb 19 1892... 15: 83
Gorman Margaret of Francis H and Bridget T Oct 30 1900... 17: 97
Gorman Margaret M of James and Hannah Jan 3 1897... 16: 300
Gorman Margaret M of Thomas F and Mary A Sept 1 1900... 17: 78
Gorman Marjory of Charles and Marjory Dec 3 1894... 16: 58
Gorman Mary of Charles A and Margery H Apr 21 1893... 15: 168
Gorman Mary A of Richard and Bridget Nov 21 1893... 15: 172
Gorman Mary E of Dennis and Mary A May 6 1893... 15: 147
Gorman Mary E of Thomas F and Mary A Aug 15 1893... 15: 206
Gorman Mary L of Frank J and Mary E Dec 16 1897... 16: 344
Gorman Mary T of Francis F and Bridget F May 18 1897... 16: 310
Gorman Michael L of Lawrence E and Alice Dec 14 1900... 17: 111
Gorman Philip of Harris and Bessie Nov 8 1899... 16: 538
Gorman Raymond J of James G and Hannah M July 14 1898... 16: 450
Gorman Richard F of Richard and Bridget June 1 1892... 15: 68
Gorman Robert E of James E and Catherine M May 26 1897... 16: 275
Gorman Rosa of Joseph and Mala Feb 5 1900... 17: 10
Gorman Thomas of Michael J and Bridget T Oct 2 1891... 15: 40
Gorman Thomas A of Thomas F and Mary A Aug 29 1895... 16: 172
Gorman Thomas H of Jeremiah J and Julia July 2 1899... 16: 520
Gorman Thomas P of John and Mary Aug 5 1893... 15: 177
Gorman William A of Francis H and Bridget T June 13 1893... 15: 166
Gorman William A of William and Mary E Feb 15 1899... 16: 598
Gorman William E of William H and Parana P Mar 22 1891... 15: 18
Gorman —— s of Dennis and Mary A Oct 14 1897... 16: 367
Gorman —— s of George and Margaret M Oct 25 1897... 16: 367
Gorman —— s of John and Catherine Nov 3 1895... 16: 163
Gormley Agnes L of Charles H and Mary D Feb 28 1899... 16: 498
Gormley Catherine of Thomas H and Mary A Apr 27 1891... 15: 28
Gormley Celia of Henry and Celia Sept 28 1898... 16: 435
Gormley Charles C of Charles and Mary A May 7 1896... 16: 217
Gormley Clement of Francis L and Agnes V Jan 24 1896... 16: 206
Gormley Eleanor of Frank L and Agnes V Mar 25 1894... 16: 29
Gormley Esther J of Anthony and Catherine Feb 28 1896... 16: 215
Gormley Eugene of Patrick and Alice July 1894... 1 A: 31
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Gormley Frances V of Daniel and Elizabeth Sept 30 1896...16:258
Gormley Henry A A of Matthew and Isabella A Oct 2 1900...17:88
Gormley Hope L of John J and Mary E Oct 25 1893.........15:172
Gormley Irene of Anthony and Catherine Jan 24 1898...16:405
Gormley Isabelle L of Matthew and Isabelle Jan 21 1894....16:28
Gormley James A of Patrick and Mary A June 13 1893...15:138
Gormley James H of John J and Mary E Mar 12 1892.......15:67
Gormley James W J of James F and Rose Jan 18 1900....17:5
Gormley John J of John and Ellen C May 1 1893.......15:165
Gormley Joseph of Thomas H and Mary A May 24 1897...16:310
Gormley Lenon of Francis L and Agnes V Nov 6 1897...16:346
Gormley Leo of Matthew J and Isabelle June 16 1892...15:87
Gormley Lizzie of John B and Margaret Dec 7 1895...16:164
Gormley Lucy of Frank L and Agnes V Sept 25 1899...16:565
Gormley Mary of Frank and Agnes B Oct 24 1892...15:121
Gormley Mary of John and Ellen C Aug 5 1891.........15:60
Gormley Mary C of Patrick and Mary A Sept 5 1891...15:33
Gormley Mary E of Anthony and Catherine Oct 7 1894...16:83
Gormley Mary G of Charles H and Mary A Dec 28 1900...17:115
Gormley Mary J of William and Catherine Apr 24 1899...16:488
Gormley Mary McD of Michael T and Mary Jan 27 1900....17:8
Gormley Patrick W of Patrick and Mary Oct 8 1894...16:48
Gormley Peter of Thomas and Mary A Mar 21 1893...15:164
Gormley Rosella of Henry and Celia June 13 1897...16:290
Gormley Sarah M of John and Mary Apr 11 1891...15:23
Gormley Thomas of Thomas H and Mary A E July 3 1894...16:80
Gormley —— s of James and Rosanna June 8 1897...16:365
Gormley —— s of Patrick and Mary A Dec 5 1898...16:470
Gormley —— d of Patrick and Mary E July 27 1897...16:366
Gorno Angela of Vito A and Maria G Mar 30 1900...17:27
Gorski —— s of William and Julia July 7 1897...16:366
Gorton Arthur E of Frederick T and Olga C Feb 22 1898...16:386
Gorton Emeline H of William S and Mary L Feb 3 1893...15:153
Gorton Fannie I of Thomas R and Fannie A Aug 9 1897...16:334
Gorton Florence E of Gavin and Cora Mar 21 1896...16:293
Gorton Francis of James and Ellen Dec 24 1900...17:114
Gorton Lena A of William S and Mary L Jan 8 1893...15:169
Gorton Lena A of William S and Mary L Jan 8 1894...16:1
Gorton Martha A of William S and Mary L Oct 8 1894...15:52
Gorton Miriam R of William A and Mary E May 21 1891...15:5
Gorton Sarah E of Edwin and Ida Apr 29 1900...17:35
Gorton Thomas J of Michael J and Mary A Jan 17 1893...15:162
Gorton Tommy R of Thomas R and Fannie A Feb 15 1891...15:11
Gorton William F of Frank B and Mary Jan 2 1900...17:1
Gorton — d of Michael J and Annie F Mar 25 1891........15: 31
Gorton — s of Thomas R and Fanny Sept 20 1895..........16: 151
Goshay (Gantier) — d of Josephine Apr 29 1896.........16: 194
Goslin Isabelle C of John W and Isabelle Dec 25 1896....16: 268
Goslin Rhoda C of John W and Isabel Dec 25 1898.......16: 444
Gosset Edward of Leon and Celestine Aug 25 1891.......15: 51
Gosset Hazel M of Leon C and Emily July 8 1899.......16: 556
Gosset Leonie E of Leon N and Celestine Sept 9 1898....16: 442
Gosset Lucy T of Leon N and Celestine Feb 17 1896.....16: 203
Gosset Mathilde of Lucien and Alphonsine Sept 23 1897...16: 338
Gosset Pauline of Leon and Celestine Apr 20 1893.......15: 134
Gossett Louise of Lucien and Alphonsine Sept 15 1900....17: 83
Gostanian Carlos H of Hagop and Ogd Oct 10 1899......16: 574
Gostanian Henry K of Asadoor and Pielasoo June 23 1898.16: 383
Gott Maria V of Frank P and Jennie C Sept 28 1897.....16: 322
Gottfried Etta of Michael and Ida Aug 21 1897.........16: 326
Gottwald George F of Henry and Annie June 20 1898....16: 404
Gottwald Henry A of Henry and Annie Jan 3 1894.......16: 31
Gottwold Frederick of Henry and Annie Apr 22 1891....15: 23
Goudailler Willard V of Victor T and Elizabeth F Nov 27
1892 ..................................................15: 121
Goudel — d of Gordon A and Hattie May 26 1896.......16: 218
Goudie Walter H of Gilbert and Lillie July 18 1891.....15: 59
Gougeon Joseph of Victor and Cordelia Aug 22 1891....15: 60
Goularte Clara L of Edward F and Mary A May 31 1894...16: 27
Goularte Jose G of Joao G and Maria Apr 29 1893.....15: 137
Goularte Maria of Joao and Maria June 13 1898........16: 374
Goularte Maria J of Jose F and Maria Oct 14 1891....15: 33
Gould Alfred J of Frederick and Tressie E May 13 1896..16: 204
Gould Beatrice C of Amos S and Emma Apr 10 1895.....16: 101
Gould Cornett K of Thomas and Florence A Feb 10 1897.16: 236
Gould Dorothy L of Louis and Jane Dec 3 1897........16: 331
Gould Earl H of Herbert and Bertha Mar 10 1898......16: 414
Gould Francis L of Louis and Jane Nov 6 1895........16: 146
Gould George of Louis and Jane Aug 19 1894............16: 55
Gould Gladys K of Thomas and Florence Jan 6 1893.....15: 158
Gould Herbert F of Elmer A and Esther A Nov 19 1893...15: 185
Gould James C of Charles A and Catherine S Mar 5 1894..16: 16
Gould John R of Walter J and Hannah M Jan 30 1900.....17: 8
Gould Lilllian M of Enoch A and Nellie Aug 2 1897......16: 325
Gould Ralph M of Amos S and Etta Jan 25 1898.........16: 378
Gould Viola M of Charles W and Elizabeth M Apr 23 1898..16: 391
Gould Walter of Louis and Jane Apr 23 1892.............15: 77
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Gould Walter E of William C and Elizabeth M Oct 26 1896 . . . 16:247
Gould Walter F of Arthur L and Mary E Sept 28 1900 . . . . 17:87
Gould William A of Enoch A and Nellie July 2 1895 . . . . . 16:141
Gould — s of Amos S and Mary E Apr 19 1899 . . . . . 16:511
Gould — s of Charles A and Catherine S June 20 1896 . . . . 16:212
Gould — d of George A and Alice May 12 1891 . . . . . 15:18
Goulding Dennis L of Maurice and Mary May 29 1893 . . . . . 15:138
Goulding Ellen F of Maurice and Mary Oct 27 1896 . . . . . 16:226
Goulding John E of Maurice and Mary May 29 1893 . . . . . 15:138
Goulding Margaret J of Morris and Maria Nov 9 1891 . . . . 15:34
Goulding Maurice J of Maurice and Ellen Feb 11 1895 . . . . 16:91
Goulet Joseph of Henri Aug 18 1892 . . . . . 15:131
Goullard Clara L of Edward F and Mary A May 31 1894 . . A 1:31
Gouther Ida of Samuel and Tina Dec 8 1893 . . . . . 16:215
Gouveia Manoel M of Francesco M and Rosa Aug 25 1890 . . 16:522
Gouveia Thereza de J of Jose M and Thereza July 2 1892 . . 15:99
Gove Ethel M of Roy A and Susan A Sept 30 1892 . . . . . 15:111
Gove Evelyn H of Roy A and Susan A Mar 28 1897 . . . . . 16:308
Gove Forest E of Roy A and Susan E Sept 28 1894 . . . . . 16:56
Gove Mildred H of Roy A and Susan A Dec 11 1900 . . . . . 17:110
Gowdey Gladys H of William B and Emma F Jan 15 1892 . . 15:66
Gowdey John of Gilbert and Lillie Oct 29 1892 . . . . . 15:129
Gowdey Louis A of Frederick A and Pamela B Nov 13 1891 . 15:34
Gowdey Mary E of George T and Mary E Jan 9 1892 . . . . . 15:83
Gowdey William B of William B and Emma F Oct 29 1894 . . 16:52
Gower Harold A of Charles W and Lizzie May 2 1900 . . . . 17:36
Gower Mildred E of Charles W and Lizzie Dec 22 1894 . . . . 16:68
Gowing Jean of Fred and Sarah J May 12 1900 . . . . . 17:38
Goyea Edwin F of Wilfred A and Louise G Oct 15 1895 . . . 16:160
Goyette Mary G of Charles H and Annie Oct 1 1892 . . . . 15:124
Goyette Walter of Alfred and Marie Dec 17 1896 . . . . . 16:239
Grabb Albert P of Charles P and Angie A Apr 30 1893 . . . 15:144
Grabb Catherine F of Charles P and Abbie A Apr 7 1891 . . . 15:8
Graben Anna of Frederick and Anna Aug 8 1895 . . . . . 16:162
Graben Edna I of Fred and Anna L July 12 1899 . . . . . 16:561
Graben George W of Max F and Mild M Feb 26 1894 . . . . 16:6
Grace Genevieve H of William B and Mary Mar 17 1895 . . . 16:92
Grace Helen of William and Mary Dec 7 1898 . . . . . 16:120
Grace James of John J and Catherine J Jan 16 1900 . . . . 17:5
Grace Jose S of Jose S and Maria J Mar 26 1899 . . . . . 16:173
Grace Kate of William and Mary Aug 4 1891 . . . . . 15:32
Grace Mary A of John J and Catherine Oct 29 1897 . . . . 16:335
Grace Naïcizo P (c) of John and Dominga Apr 4 1900 . . . 17:28
Grace Roza of Jose and Nancy Dec 18 1896 . . . . . 16:227
GRACE STEPHEN OF WILLIAM AND MARY JUNE 13 1900...........17: 47
GRACE WILLIAM P OF JOHN J AND CATHERINE J MAR 2 1891...........15: 2
GRADY ANASTASIA OF JOHN AND JENNIE JAN 12 1894............16: 36
GRADY ANN E OF PATRICK F AND MARGARET SEPT 30 1900...........17: 87
GRADY CATHERINE OF JOHN AND ELLEN APR 1 1900............17: 123
GRADY CATHERINE G OF JOHN AND MARY AUG 7 1895............16: 134
GRADY DANIEL OF DANIEL AND ANNIE OCT 19 1895............16: 145
GRADY ELIZABETH H OF DANIEL AND ANNIE JAN 22 1898............16: 378
GRADY EDWARD Y OF JOHN AND JENNIE DEC 15 1895............16: 176
GRADY ELLEN M OF PATRICK AND MARGARET FEB 20 1894............16: 1
GRADY FRANCIS D OF JOHN AND JENNIE FEB 19 1899............16: 508
GRADY FRANCIS J OF JOHN AND JENNIE T MAY 23 1891............15: 24
GRADY IRENE OF PATRICK F AND BRIDGET MAY 5 1897............16: 309
GRADY MARGARET OF JOHN AND MARY DEC 11 1899............16: 540
GRADY MARGARET OF PATRICK AND MARY JULY 30 1892............15: 99
GRADY MARY OF EDWARD AND MARY MAY 29 1898............16: 403
GRADY MARY A OF JOHN AND ELLEN NOV 3 1896............16: 226
GRADY MARY R OF ROGER AND BRIDGET SEPT 5 1895............16: 172
GRADY MYRA OF PATRICK AND MARY FEB 21 1893............15: 136
GRADY NELLIE J OF JOHN AND MARY DEC 18 1892............15: 102
GRADY PATRICK J OF JOHN AND ELLEN DEC 26 1894............16: 49
GRADY THERESA OF DANIEL F AND BRIDGET JAN 11 1893............15: 161
GRADY WALTER L OF JOHN AND JENNIE MAY 27 1892............15: 95
GRADY WILLIAM H OF DANIEL F AND BRIDGET DEC 17 1895............16: 176
GRADY —— S OF DANIEL AND ANN SEPT 30 1893............15: 174
GRADY —— D OF EDWARD AND MARGARET JUNE 10 1893............15: 161
GRADY —— D OF EDWARD AND MARGARET JAN 17 1892............15: 88
GRADY —— S OF ROGER AND BRIDGET SEPT 18 1894............16: 83
GRAEBEN FREDERICK OF MAX F AND Mild A SEPT 18 1891............15: 40
GRAEBEN MARY A OF MAX AND Milda SEPT 22 1890............17: 85
GRAFFEN MAX OF MAX AND Milda DEC 13 1892............15: 109
GRAFFAM EDWARD OF Elmer W AND SUSAN MAY 17 1898............16: 398
GRAFFAM —— D OF MYRON AND EVELYN F JAN 25 1899............16: 475
GRAFTON LYDIA E OF EDWARD H AND NELLIE A JAN 10 1895............16: 110
GRAFTON MARIAN B OF EDWARD H AND NELLIE A JAN 23 1898............16: 389
GRAHAM CATHERINE OF JOHN F AND ROSE A JULY 6 1896............16: 228
GRAHAM CATHERINE OF MICHAEL AND CATHERINE JAN 3 1899............16: 486
GRAHAM CHARLES OF JOHN AND ROSANNA G MAR 8 1894............16: 6
GRAHAM EDWARD H OF GEORGE P AND MARIA J JUNE 2 1900............17: 44
GRAHAM ELIZABETH M OF JOHN F AND ROSE A JUNE 16 1892............15: 71
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Graham Emily F of Thomas F and Annie July 16 1891. 15: 53
Graham Helen W of George and Alice Sept 24 1895. 16: 167
Graham James D of John F and Rosa A Feb 19 1898. 16: 375
Graham Jane of Michael and Catherine Mar 20 1892. 15: 79
Graham Jane of Michael and Catherine Oct 24 1894. 16: 63
Graham John of James A and Rose A Nov 11 1899. 16: 585
Graham John of John and Rose Mar 26 1893. 15: 151
Graham John J of Roger F and Nora Sept 4 1897. 16: 355
Graham Joseph of Charles and Margaret Dec 22 1900. 17: 113
Graham Mabel S of Alexander M and Annie Aug 10 1897. 16: 363
Graham Madeline of John E and Rose E July 11 1897. 16: 336
Graham Marion of William and Alice Aug 15 1896. 16: 262
Graham Mary of Roger and Nora June 27 1895. 16: 119
Graham Mary C of James A and Rose A Dec 15 1897. 16: 360
Graham Mary E of Thomas and Margaret Feb 19 1896. 16: 206
Graham Myrtle E of Alexander M and Annie June 10 1896. 16: 221
Graham Nora M of Roger W F and Nora Nov 20 1898. 16: 461
Graham Rebecca of John E and Rose E Dec 6 1899. 16: 554
Graham Sarah of Michael and Catherine May 31 1897. 16: 290
Graham Violet G of William and Alice Oct 21 1898. 16: 459
Graham William of John E and Rose E Jan 8 1895. 16: 110
Graham William A of William A and Annie M Feb 9 1897. 16: 291
Graham William E G of William and Aliceanea Apr 11 1893. 15: 164
Graham — s of Patrick and Bridget Dec 29 1897. 16: 368
Graham — s of Patrick and Bridget Dec 21 1898. 16: 470
Graham — d of Patrick and Bridget Nov 29 1899. 16: 524
Graham — s of Patrick and Bridget Nov 29 1899. 16: 597
Graichen Arnold H of Frederick H and Louise M Sept 17 1898. 16: 458
Graichen Elwood W of James W and Sarah J Jan 11 1892. 15: 91
Graichen Harriet E of John W and Sarah J Nov 1 1894. 16: 84
Graichen Irving N of Joseph and Martha B Dec 5 1897. 16: 363
Graichen Marion A of James W and Sarah J Apr 1 1900. 17: 28
Graichen Ralph I of James W and Sarah J Sept 30 1897. 16: 356
Graichen — s of James W and Sarah J Jan 11 1892. 15: 91
Graimes Joseph of Peter and Ellen Mar 7 1897. 16: 302
Grammont Gladys N of Samuel N and Jennie B Oct 14 1892. 15: 121
Grandage Doris M of William and Elizabeth Oct 24 1900. 17: 95
Grandchamp Joseph L A of Joseph and Antoinette June 13 1892. 15: 87
Grandchamp Joseph W of Joseph and Evelina Sept 11 1897. 16: 345
Grandchamp Marie P A of Joseph and Evelina July 9 1895. 16: 161
Grandchamps Parmelia of Joseph and Eveline July 27 1899. 16: 562
Grande Emilia C of Jose P and Maria Aug 27 1894. 16: 47
Grandfield Sarah F of James F and Mary A Aug 29 1893. 15: 201
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Grandi Cesarina of Bernardino and Filomena June 7 1897...16:284
Grandpré Joseph G R of George and Parmelic May 23 1893...15:165
Grandpré Lora of Hilaire and Elise May 10 1893...15:165 and 214
Graney Michael of Malachi and Margaret Mar 19 1893...15:137
Granieri Giuseppe of Nicola and Anna Nov 12 1899...16:576
Granovsky Fanny of Louis and Mary Apr 2 1891...15:20
Grant Alexander of Angus M and Jessie Aug 16 1898...16:457
Grant Carmen E of Benedict P and Lizzie M B Feb 24 1894...16:5
Grant Charles W of Edgar W and Nellie M June 9 1899...16:501
Grant Earl B of Roderick and Margaret Nov 27 1895...16:137
Grant Edward of Volkert J and Mary A Nov 1899...16:586
Grant George V of John W and Nellie T Mar 30 1900...17:43
Grant Harold M of John L and Susan A Dec 14 1894...16:74
Grant Hazel M of David and May E Sept 17 1893...15:194
Grant Hazel M of Roderick H and Margaret Mar 12 1899...16:509
Grant John of Jean and Cordelie Jan 6 1897...16:395
Grant John A of Pierre and Eveline Sept 22 1893...15:214
Grant LeBaron of Henry and Levina Jan 25 1895...16:91
Grant Lyman H of John A and Catherine Sept 10 1893...15:297
Grant Marian of John W and Ellen T Mar 22 1898...16:390
Grant Meline of John and Cordelie Jan 23 1898...16:495
Grant Ovila of John and Cordelie Mar 22 1899...16:510
Grant Ronald B of Charles B and Maud E Mar 23 1899...16:494
Grant Russell of James W and Jane A Aug 10 1900...17:71
Grant Vincent J of Volkert J and Mary July 18 1897...16:347
Grant —— s of David A and Jennie F Mar 28 1897...16:277
Grant —— s of Ulysses S and Lena A Jan 20 1895...16:107
Gravel Edward E of William and Elizabeth Oct 1 1896...16:258
Gravelin Josephine M of Joseph and Catherine H Mar 30 1898.16:387
Gravelin Leo F of Samuel and Mary L June 25 1900...17:50
Gravell Alba M of J William and Elizabeth Oct 1 1897...16:350
Gravell Charles E of William and Elizabeth Mar 26 1893...15:137
Graves Albert E of Charles and Annie Mar 7 1894...16:10
Graves Emma F of Henry A and Abby F Jan 26 1893...16:167
Graves Harry H of Grant G and Alice J Sept 17 1891...15:54
Graves Joseph S of Joseph and Mary Oct 9 1894...16:56
Graves Richard R of William J and Annie Apr 29 1900...17:33
Graves —— d of Jeanette Nov 29 1892...15:110
Gravlin Elsie L of Samuel and Mary L Apr 6 1897...16:289
Gray Armond C of Frank L and Fannie M Nov 4 1891...15:55
Gray Catharine of John E and Jennie A Oct 31 1899...16:584
Gray Charles H of John J and Sarah G Sept 16 1895...16:144
Gray Charles V of Bernice B and Emma J July 6 1892...15:102
Gray David R of Alexander T and Isabella July 19 1896...16:261
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

385

Gray Edmond of William and Louise Sept 28 1895.................16:159
Gray Edward (c) of Margaret Apr 28 1898.....................16:384
Gray Francis of Daniel F and Annie M Oct 8 1900.............17:90
Gray Frank A of Henry B and Fannie L Jan 13 1893.........15:155
Gray Gertrude of Alvah H and Nellie Dec 11 1898..............16:440
Gray Gertrude O of William E and Anna M Apr 23 1894........16:17
Gray Gertrude T of John and Ellen M Jan 28 1891..............15:1
Gray Gladys of Albert H and Nellie Sept J 1896..............16:245
Gray Harley H of Harley W and Ella J July 14 1891............15:51
Gray Henry L of Henry and Mary A July 7 1900...............17:60
Gray Howard G of Harley W and Ella J Oct 9 1900..............17:90
Gray Irene of John and Sarah G Apr 16 1899....................16:481
Gray Irving E of George M and Nellie L May 23 1897........16:275
Gray John C of Frank A and Joanna May 24 1897..............16:297
Gray John R of Harriet Feb 21 1899...........................16:175
Gray John S of John and Sarah June 9 1894....................16:14
Gray Mary of John E and Jennie A Dec 16 1895..............16:176
Gray Mary A of John B and Margaret P Nov 12 1900..........17:101
Gray Mary M of Henry and Mary A Sept 10 1898..............16:146
Gray Melba A of Frank L and Fannie M Apr 17 1896..........16:195
Gray Milton B of George M and Nellie L July 7 1895........16:178
Gray Pauline M of John J and Mary E July 19 1891.........15:35
Gray Pearl B of George M and Madge C June 8 1898............16:388
Gray Peter E of Frank A and Joanna Dec 29 1898............16:440
Gray Raymond L of Lura Mar 23 1899..........................16:498
Gray Rose of Alexander T and Isabella Aug 24 1893........15:207
Gray Ruth of Sanford R and Rose E June 19 1900............17:49
Gray Sarah J of John B and Margaret P Apr 2 1898.........16:376
Gray Stella G of William J and Eugenia J Apr 17 1896.....16:183
Gray Violet of Alexander T and Isabella Oct 9 1891........15:62
Gray William E of John J and Sarah G Feb 4 1897.........16:280
Gray William W of Bernice and Emma J July 11 1894........16:50
Gray — d of Frank L and Annie M Aug 16 1893..............15:184
Gray — s of George and Eleanor Dec 22 1891..............15:43
Gray — s of John B and Margaret Jan 14 1891..............15:4
Gray — s of John B and Margaret June 11 1892..............15:71
Gray — d of Patrick and Mary Mar 5 1900..............17:55
Graydon Alice of William and Bridget July 31 1893.........15:177
Graydon Ann A of William H and Bridget Jan 19 1895.......16:98
Grayhurst Albert E J of Thomas and Annie M May 23 1900...17:41
Grayhurst Clarence A of Henry and Eliza Sept 14 1893....15:214
Grayson Helena of George and Louisa June 12 1899........16:483
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Graziani Mario of Giuseppe and Elvira Oct 6 1893.............15: 202
Graziano Albino of Michele and Giovanna Nov 3 1899........16: 575
Graziano Anna of Michele and Giovanna Nov 8 1896..........16: 241
Graziano Anna C I of Giuseppe and Elvira Apr 13 1899.....16: 504
Graziano Teresa of Michele and Giovannina Mar 5 1898......16: 385
Greagos Frederick of Charles and Agnes M June 18 1896....16: 212
Grearson Agnes of James N and Agnes Mar 13 1891.........15:  7
Greaves Elsie W of John and Annie Oct 26 1894..............16: 57
Greaves George M of John C and Annie E May 19 1897.....16: 283
Greaves Langford W S of James W and Annie W Dec 30 1896..16: 235
Greaves Lillian B of Arthur and Sarah Apr 9 1891.........15: 27
Greaves William of John and Susan Mar 31 1891.............15: 27
Greaves William K of Mary Sept 15 1891..................15: 43
Greco Domenico of Giovanni and Maria Sept 6 1892.......15: 107
Greco Giuseppe of Antonio and Angelina Sept 28 1895....16: 167
Greco Giuseppe of Giovanni and Maria Dec 11 1895........16: 180
Greco Luigi of Bartolomeo and Annie May 13 1900...........17: 39
Greco Marcello of Antonio and Angela Mar 15 1897.......16: 302
Greco Vincenzo of Antonio and Filomena June 3 1899.......16: 501
Greco — d of Raffaele and Lucia Aug 1 1896...............16: 232
Greco — s of Tomaso and Teresa May 30 1899..............16: 505
Greeley Bertha L of Henry and Sarah J June 25 1898......16: 404
Green Adelaide V of William M and Fannie Oct 21 1897.....16: 338
Green Arthur of Isaac and Gussie Jan 22 1898..............16: 375
Green Beatrice of Arthur D and Jennie W Aug 30 1892....15: 123
Green Bernice W of Benjamin W and Mary R Mar 31 1895....16: 115
Green Byron A of Byron W and Mary E Dec 21 1892........15: 109
Green Charles T of Charles L and Eliza G Dec 9 1892.....15: 111
Green Charles W of Charles A of Sarah A Aug 25 1898.....16: 426
Green Elizabeth of John and Mary E Aug 12 1891..........15: 45
Green Elizabeth C of Samuel and Martha July 18 1895.....16: 154
Green Elkanah J of William M and Fanny Oct 5 1895.......16: 160
Green Ellen C of Samuel and Martha Mar 9 1897............16: 298
Green Esther of Thomas and Catherine Oct 28 1899.........16: 538
Green Francis J of Marcus and Minnie F Oct 24 1891......15: 44
Green George A of Samuel and Martha May 24 1893.........15: 149
Green Gladys of Frederick and Lizzie C Feb 29 1896......16: 203
Green Henrietta W of John E and Mary E Sept 24 1898.....16: 427
Green Henry of William M and Fanny May 14 1893.........15: 149
Green James (c) of John A and Lillie Jan 4 1892...........15: 78
Green James A of James and Mary Sept 28 1900.............17:  8
Green James T of James J and Mary A Dec 13 1896.........16: 227
Green Jane J of James J and Mary A Oct 26 1895...........16: 136
Green Jennie I of Harry L and Miriam July 4 1892.........15:112
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Green Joseph C of James C and Hannah Oct 12 1899...........16: 566
Green Madeline F of Charles F and Liza G July 24 1899.......16: 570
Green Mildred of Alpheus and Florence A Mar 10 1897........16: 316
Green Mildred E of Charles A and Sarah A Sept 28 1896.....16: 234
Green Miriam of Abraham and Hannah Dec 21 1891...........15: 47
Green Ora of Samuel G and Mabel Oct 30 1899..............16: 559
Green Thomas B of Samuel and Martha Nov 4 1891...........15: 49
Green Walter of Albert J and Bridget T Aug 30 1892.......15: 127
Green Walter A of Byron W and Minnie Dec 12 1894......16: 59
Green —— (c) s of Benjamin W and Mary R June 11 1892...15: 85
Green —— d of Cora Feb 27 1900............................17: 17
Green —— s of Frank and Mary A Sept 20 1897.............16: 334
Green —— d of Isaac and Augusta Jan 20 1891.............15: 6
Green —— s of Isaac and Augusta Mar 21 1892 ............15: 73
Green —— s of Isaac and Augusta Nov 4 1893.............15: 180
Green —— s of Isaac and Gussie Aug 10 1895............16: 143
Green —— d of Jared L and Mary E Apr 16 1893...........15: 154
Green —— s of Joe and Catherine Dec 19 1894..........16: 86
Green —— s of Louis and Fanny Mar 19 1896.............16: 200
Greenberg Joseph of Bernard and Jennie July 2 1899......16: 590
Greene Abby of Charles F and Eliza Jan 13 1893..........15: 162
Greene Agnes T of Esk and Mary July 4 1893..............15: 173
Greene Albert G of Walter C and Emma B Jan 26 1895....16: 107
Greene Albert J of Frank E and Ellen F Apr 20 1892.....15: 67
Greene Albert N of Albert C and Lucy E Dec 22 1892......15: 177
Greene Alfred of Dora Dec 18 1895.............16: 149
Greene Alice of William S and Minnie E Aug 8 1893......15: 189
Greene Ann S of George L and Mary E Jan 18 1894........16: 18
Greene Anna B of Charles F and Eliza G Feb 10 1897.....16: 301
Greene Anna L of Arthur D and Jennie S June 7 1896.......16: 212
Greene Annie of Albert and Ada C Nov 24 1900...........17: 105
Greene Annie of Peter J and Delia L May 6 1891........15: 28
Greene Arthur G of Byron W and Mary E May 18 1897......16: 283
Greene Bella of Joseph and Emilie Nov 8 1898...........16: 465
Greene Blanche of Joseph and Delia Nov 20 1900...........17: 118
Greene Carl F of William S and Minnie E Mar 10 1896.....16: 200
Greene Charles F of Charles F and Eliza G Jan 5 1891.....15: 25
Greene Charles H of Howard and Annie M Oct 17 1895.....16: 160
Greene Chester P of John A and Clara L Oct 6 1899........16: 565
Greene Christmas C of Stephen H and Abbie L Dec 25 1892..15: 119
Greene Clara A of William H and Cora B Mar 26 1895.....16: 111
Greene Dorothy L of Alpheus G and Anna F Apr 17 1899....16: 495
Greene Edith (c) of Frank W and Martha A Oct 25 1900.....17: 95
Greene Edith R of William H and Clara B July 31 1897.....16: 336
Greene Edward A of John E and Mary E June 21 1893........15:166
Greene Edward F of John E and Mary E Feb 17 1900.........17:13
Greene Edward O of George L and Mary E June 28 1898......16:388
Greene Edwina M of Alfred E and Annie L May 17 1900......17:40
Greene Eleanor of Howard and Grace M Apr 30 1899.........16:477
Greene Eleanor of Howard J and Mary I June 8 1899........16:474
Greene Elizabeth of Thomas and Catherine Oct 22 1891.....15:37
Greene Ellen of Thomas and Catherine Mar 11 1893..........15:139
Greene Ernest R of William S and Minnie E Sept 20 1898...16:438
Greene Ethel S of Francis E and Marion J July 22 1892....15:103
Greene Eva of Albert and Ada C July 25 1899................16:570
Greene Florence R of Howard and Annie M Nov 6 1899......16:755
Greene Francis H of James and Mary June 4 1894...........16:4
Greene Franklin S of Palmer F and Carrie M Oct 25 1899...16:566
Greene George L of George L and Mary E Aug 20 1892......15:12
Greene George T of William F and Louisa A July 6 1897...16:333
Greene Henry of Charles F and Eliza G May 7 1895.........16:122
Greene Henry of Frank E and Ellen Aug 12 1894............16:46
Greene Henry N of Henry A Jr and Lillian Apr 22 1893.....15:146
Greene Howard E of Howard and Annie M Apr 2 1894........16:6
Greene Irene M of George E and Mary E July 17 1893.......15:205
Greene Irving W (c) of Francis W and Martha A Jan 23 1899.16:475
Greene James of Francis and Mary A Feb 18 1900............17:14
Greene James J of Charles and Lina May 20 1897............16:278
Greene John of Thomas and Catherine Mar 22 1894..........16:6
Greene John J of Peter F and Martha E Nov 15 1891.......15:58
Greene John T of James and Mary May 22 1896...............16:184
Greene John W F of John J and Katie B Sept 23 1899.......16:573
Greene Joseph M of Stephen H and Abby L Apr 24 1891.....15:18
Greene Laura M of John E and Mary E July 23 1895.........16:142
Greene Lawrence D of Eugene H and Grace A Jan 4 1892.....15:78
Greene Leo of Frank E and Ellen Nov 20 1897..............16:319
Greene Loretta of Esek and Mary E May 13 1894.............15:5
Greene Louise H of J Carver and Annie L Apr 18 1895......16:133
Greene Mabel M (c) of Joseph and Sarah R Jan 31 1891.....15:4
Greene Margaret M of James and Mary Aug 23 1898..........16:418
Greene Marian of Clarence H and Delcie E Mar 30 1896.....16:190
Greene Marie I E of Frank and Josephine Jan 20 1892......15:66
Greene Martin C of Peter J and Delia L July 27 1894......16:88
Greene Mary C of James J and Mary A July 7 1899...........16:520
Greene Mary F of Albert J and Theresa B July 12 1898.....16:456
Greene Mary G of Emma May 16 1892........................15:76
Greene May E (c) of Benjamin W and Mary R May 3 1897....16:296
Greene Minnie J of Albert and Ada Oct 28 1897............16:362
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Greene Olivia E (c) of Francis W and Martha A Dec 2 1899. 16: 530
Greene Ralph W of James C and Hannah May 17 1892. . 15: 96
Greene Raymond R of George E and Mary Oct 25 1895. . 16: 146
Greene Roger W P of Edward H and Harriett A July 21 1900. 17: 65
Greene Rosa of Peter and Margaret Oct 17 1891. . 15: 52
Greene Rosa M of James J and Mary E Feb 9 1898. . 16: 371
Greene Ruth C of Jerome B and Josephine I June 9 1891. . 15: 31
Greene Samuel I of Woolf and Esther E Aug 5 1893. . 15: 196
Greene Susan of James and Mary Dec 23 1900. . 17: 113
Greene Thomas J of John E and Mary E May 25 1896. . 16: 192
Greene Walter C of Walter C and Emma Aug 13 1898. . 16: 434
Greene —— d of Albert C and Lucy E Oct 7 1896. . 16: 251
Greene —— (c) s of Angeline July 15 1895. . 16: 138
Greene —— d of Frank A and Sarah Apr 19 1891. . 15: 15
Greene —— d of Frederic A and Mattie F June 4 1899. . 16: 395
Greene —— s of Henry A Jr and Lillian N Jan 16 1896. . 16: 184
Greene —— s of Howard and Grace M Nov 22 1900. . 17: 104
Greene —— d of James J and Ellen July 20 1897. . 16: 348
Greene —— twin sons of John E and Mary E May 30 1892. . 15: 95
Greene —— d of Lewis A and Adelaide Sept 19 1895. . 16: 172
Greene —— d of Moses and Lila Sept 24 1895. . 16: 167
Greenfield Alice M of Edwin and Alice Apr 21 1891. . 15: 10
Greenhalgh Chester W of West and Agnes E Dec 4 1896. . 16: 237
Greenhalgh George D of Joseph and Eliza J June 5 1898. . 16: 413
Greenhalgh Harold C of Frederic W and Margaret June 4 1894. . 16: 20
Greenhalgh Herbert W of John H and Catherine Jan 5 1894. 16: 36
Greenlaw Raymond of Andrew J and Mildred E Oct 2 1896. . 16: 250
Greenlaw Walter L of Andrew J and Mildred E Dec 19 1894. . 16: 64
Greenleaf Charles of Samuel and Sarah Aug 15 1897. . 16: 325
Greenleaf Jacob of Simon and Sara July 15 1893. . 15: 188
Greenleaf Rosa of Simon and Sarah Mar 1 1895. . 16: 100
Greenman Arvilla M of William H and Dora Mar 7 1899. . 16: 480
Greenough Bertha C of William B and Eliza S Sept 28 1895. 16: 139
Greenough William B of William B and Eliza C Dec 11 1899. 16: 530
Greenstein Eva of Bernard and Dora June 21 1900. . 17: 49
Greenstein Fanny of Frank and Rachel Aug 25 1896. . 16: 233
Greenstein Ida of Bernard and Dora May 9 1898. . 16: 376
Greenup Laura M of Walter and Mary A Mar 4 1897. . 16: 314
Greenway Elsie of Oliver and Amy Sept 7 1893. . 15: 190
Greenway Frank of Oliver and Amey Apr 14 1892. . 15: 82
Greenwell Howard E of John and Emily July 7 1892. . 15: 105
Greenwood Ada B of Walter and Sarah J Oct 21 1895. . 16: 163
Greenwood Emily of Fred and Betsey Nov 17 1895. . 16: 175
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greenwood Grace of Walter and Sarah</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>22 April 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwood Harry V of Norman and Matilda</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>19 April 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwood Mary E of Walter and Sarah</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>10 November 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwood Mildred of Walter and Sarah</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>22 November 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greer Edith C of Samuel C and Caroline</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>28 July 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greer Samuel J of Samuel C and Carrie</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>3 June 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greer s of Kate</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>26 July 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greer s of Samuel C and Caroline</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>22 September 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregg s of Bridget</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>27 March 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greggerson Alix of J Frederick and Annie</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>22 August 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greggerson Frieda of J Ferdinand and Annie</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>8 May 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greggerson Meta of Fred J and Annie</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>17 October 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregorman Joseph of Louis and Etta</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>11 November 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregors Mary A of Charles and Mary</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>11 May 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Thomas E of John and Mary J</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>30 December 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory William B of William B and Christie</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>10 April 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory s of John and Mary J</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>31 August 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory d of William F and Katherine G</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>22 March 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greig Alexander of Alexander and Catherine</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>10 March 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greig Jennie H of Alexander II and Catherine</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>4 September 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greig Jessie of Alexander H and Catharine</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>26 February 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greig Ronald of Alexander H and Catherine</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>7 January 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greischel Hertha of Henry and Matilda</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>18 November 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenier Adolphe of Narcisse and Amanda</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>12 August 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenier Albert N of Louis H M and Lydia</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>19 September 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenier Antoine of Antoine and Lodia</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>23 September 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenier Blanche of Antoine and Elodie</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>14 August 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenier Blanche A of Narcisse and Amanda</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>24 September 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenier Eva of Ephraim and Cordelie</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>11 August 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenier Eva of Narcisse and Amanda</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>9 April 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenier Jean B of Louis H E and Lydia</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>4 September 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenier Joseph of Joseph and Amanda</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>22 July 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenier Joseph A of Edouard and Marie</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>16 September 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenier Joseph C A of Antoine and Elodie</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>24 September 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenier Joseph C L of Francois M J and Nellie</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>15 August 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenier Josephine of Narcisse and Amanda</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>6 August 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenier Maria P B of Francois M J and Nellie D</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>7 August 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenier Marie A of Francois M J and Ellen</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>3 January 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenier Marie R D of Pierre S and Marie E</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>4 February 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenier Matthew J A of Louis H E and Ladislaus</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>19 August 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gressman Theresa of Fritz and Walli</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>4 September 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greven Woulter of Henry and Elsie</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>18 August 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey d of William and Louise</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>7 August 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Greyson Gladys of Florence May 8 1897...16:296
Gruebel Frederick W of Louis L and Emma L Nov 2 1894...16:67
Griechoski Modistaw of Frank and Mary Aug 10 1899...16:590
Grieco Dosolina of Giovanni and Maria Apr 20 1894...16:12
Grieco Luigi of Giovanni and Maria May 13 1898...16:384
Grierson Elizabeth of James and Agnes Apr 16 1893...15:144
Grierson Margaret W of James X and Agnes B Mar 12 1898...16:107
Grieves Malvina of John F and Malvina Nov 15 1898...16:454
Grievs Mary M of John F and Malvina May 30 1900...17:43
Griffin Catherine J of Jeremiah and Mary Apr 19 1892...15:89
Griffin Charles B of Thomas and Mary E Jan 24 1899...16:493
Griffin Clara H of Thomas and Mary E Aug 25 1897...16:342
Griffin Dora A of James and Bridget Feb 25 1895...16:92
Griffin Edmund of Thomas and Mary E July 6 1894...16:68
Griffin Gladys M of Ephraim J and Emily F Sept 9 1898...16:416
Griffin Ira F of George N and Annie L Apr 10 1892...15:86
Griffin James L of Thomas and Mary E June 13 1892...15:83
Griffin Joseph L of James and Bridget Feb 20 1893...15:136
Griffin Leroy D (c) of John D and Caroline E Sept 22 1893...15:197
Griffin Lillian F of John L and Ellen F Apr 17 1894...16:19
Griffin Margaret J of Michael and Nellie T May 26 1893...15:155
Griffin Marguerite (c) of John and Mennetti F Dec 30 1898...16:450
Griffin Marion of Thomas and Mary E Dec 28 1895...16:161
Griffin Mary of Michael and Ellen July 26 1891...16:51
Griffin Ralph W of George T and Georgia E May 2 1895...16:115
Griffin Sarah M of Thomas and Mary E Mar 12 1900...17:21
Griffin —— s of Ephraim and Emily Dec 14 1899...16:568
Griffin —— twin sons of Ephraim and Emily Dec 1 1897...16:346
Griffith Lewis of Owen R and Eliza Feb 28 1890...17:17
Griffith Lucile S of George D and Emma A July 13 1896...16:241
Griffith —— s of Rufus K and Lottie L Feb 18 1893...15:148
Griggs Donald O of Theron and Margaret Apr 4 1897...16:295
Griggs Joseph B of Frederick C and Clara A Sept 11 1897...16:342
Grill Francis J of Henry and Paulina Apr 9 1893...15:154
Grilley Earl W of Edwin W and Annie G May 17 1895...16:112
Grillo Concetta of Alessandro and Rosina Apr 4 1899...16:504
Grillo Lucrezia of Luigi and Vincenza Dec 26 1900...17:114
Grillo Maria C of Alessandro and Rosina Dec 8 1900...17:109
Grillo —— s of Salomone and Concetta Oct 8 1897...16:350
Grimes Anna of John and Mary Sept 1 1894...16:66
Grimes Bertha M of John and Mary Oct 17 1896...16:251
Grimes Edward of Bernard J and Elizabeth Sept 17 1892...15:100
Grimes Edward H of Edward and Bridget June 27 1892...15:95
Grimes Ellen of Bernard J and Lizzie Oct 18 1895...16:136
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grimes Ellen M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Francis</td>
<td>Ellen</td>
<td>Mar 11 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimes Helen A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>William J</td>
<td>Emily</td>
<td>Feb 18 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimes Joseph A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Joseph A</td>
<td>Frances E</td>
<td>Aug 22 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimes Mary of Bernard</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Elizabeth</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct 29 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimes Mary of Bernard J</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>Dec 2 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimes Mary I of John and Mary</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>May</td>
<td></td>
<td>May 31 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimes Patrick J of James and Catherine</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>April</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jun 6 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimes Peter of James and Kate</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 22 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimes Thomas of John and Mary E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 30 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimes William of Bernard J and Elizabeth</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sept</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sep 17 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimes — s of Edward and Bridget</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 15 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimes — d of William C and Emily</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>July</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul 27 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimley Annie of Edward and Annie M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dec 12 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimley Arthur T of Edward and Annie</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>July</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul 27 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimley Edward G of Edward and Annie M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 15 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimley Frederick P of Patrick H and Sarah</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>July</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul 12 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimley George A of William H and Mary A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>July</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul 5 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimley George L of Patrick H and Sarah</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aug 14 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimley Harold of William H and Mary A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 1 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimley Howard J of Edward and Annie M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 26 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimley James F of William H and Mary A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>June</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jun 10 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimley Mabel H of Patrick H and Sarah</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mar 8 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimley Mary A of Cornelius and Grace V</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct 24 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimley Mary E of Patrick F and Sarah</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sept</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sep 9 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimley Stella L of William H and Mary</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 22 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimley — s of Patrick and Sarah</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dec 21 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimley — d of Susan</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>June</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jun 25 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimm Beatrice of Clemente and Alma</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aug 22 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimm Gertrude of Clemente and Alma</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jun</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jun 26 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimshaw Helen W of John W and Ellen C</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 14 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimshaw Thomas E of John H and Ellen J</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mar 3 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimshaw — d of William and Mary</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>May</td>
<td></td>
<td>May 15 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimshaw — d of William and Grace E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 3 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grindrod Estella M of John R and Emma J</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jul</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul 7 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grinnell Avis M of John and Eva C</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>May</td>
<td></td>
<td>May 28 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grinnell Gladys M of William T and Ada C</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jul</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jul 23 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grinnell Mildred M of John H and Eva L</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sept</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sept 27 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grinnell — s of Edgar G and Minnie</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dec 5 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grinnell — s of John B and Ada M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jun</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jun 7 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grisby Luther M (c) of Alfred and Matilda</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct 9 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grist Benjamin J of Albert E and Rhoda</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 9 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grist — s of Albert E and Rhoda</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 1 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griswold Clarence F of Edwin J and Eva I</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 19 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griswold Ethel M of Benjamin S and Lizzie F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mar 11 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Griswold Irene G of Benjamin S and Lizzie F June 24 1894 . 16: 24
Groce Ellsworth R (c) of Charles C and Frances M C Aug 23 1898 . 16: 442
Groce Herbert F (c) of Charles C and Frances M C Aug 13 1894 . 16: 72
Groce Irving F (c) of Charles C and Frances M C July 29 1893 . 16: 196
Grode Rudolph C of Charles L and Isabella Dec 3 1897 . 16: 329
Grogan Catherine I of Thomas and Mary A June 1 1897 . 16: 310
Grogan John R of Thomas S and Mary A Aug 22 1893 . 15: 197
Grogan Joseph P of Thomas and Mary May 17 1892 . 15: 94
Grogan Margaret M M of Thomas S and Mary A Aug 29 1895 . 16: 172
Grogan Olive E of Thomas and Mary A Sept 2 1898 . 16: 458
Grogas Joseph P of Charles and Agnes Aug 8 1894 . 16: 81
Groghan Robert E of Thomas S and Mary A Nov 5 1899 . 16: 585
Groghan Stephen J of Stephen J and Mary M Dec 24 1896 . 16: 227
Gronhagen John F of Christian and Malvina Aug 1 1899 . 16: 556
Gronhagen Laura H of Christian and Melvina Oct 5 1900 . 17: 89
Groocock Ernest G of William and Mary A June 7 1894 . 16: 24
Groocock Walter E of William and Mary Jan 26 1891 . 15: 14
Groppi Maria of Carlo and Maria A Dec 16 1892 . 15: 109
Groschen Isaac of Barnet and Leah Dec 15 1896 . 16: 270
Gross Alfred of Raymons and Mary Mar 21 1896 . 16: 220
Gross Charles R of Charles C and Frances M C Apr 28 1892 . 15: 89
Gross Dexter B (c) of Mand E May 27 1900 . 17: 42
Gross Ethel V (c) of William H and Lena Mar 1 1891 . 15: 5
Gross Helen J of Harold J and Mary Aug 6 1897 . 16: 362
Gross Herbert of Herbert and Mand July 6 1899 . 16: 561
Gross Truman W (c) of William H and Lena L Apr 27 1898 . 16: 376
Gross William H (c) of William H and Lena Apr 24 1893 . 15: 140
Gross — (c) s of Charles C and Frances M C Dec 5 1896 . 16: 260
Grossman Alice of Oscar and Jennie May 18 1898 . 16: 376
Grossman Francis of Oscar and Jennie Oct 1 1899 . 16: 528
Grossman Goldie of Louis and Annie June 28 1898 . 16: 377
Grossman Martin of Oscar and Jennie Dec 20 1900 . 17: 112
Grossman Max H of Louis and Annie Sept 30 1896 . 16: 229
Grosso Giuseppe of Luigi and Concetta Nov 25 1897 . 16: 323
Grosvenor Theodore P of William and Rose D P Jan 3 1896 . 16: 223
Groat Everett M of Charles H and Mary A Aug 18 1891 . 15: 48
Grove Clinton J of Charles L and Lillian M Oct 7 1896 . 16: 225
Grove Mary S of Herbert and Jane May 1 1899 . 16: 492
Grove — d of Benjamin and Alice June 20 1893 . 15: 152
Grove — d of Benjamin and Alice June 15 1895 . 16: 116
Grover Bernice E of Henry L and Elizabeth Aug 31 1897 . 16: 337
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Births Recorded in Providence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grover Marion A of Perlie V and Annie P Apr 14 1900......17:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grover —— s of Morris K and Regina May 3 1898......16:468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groves Benjamin J of Benjamin and Alice Oct 7 1891......15:49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groves Joseph M of Peter F and Ethel F Oct 26 1900......17:96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grownd Della G of Joseph and Mary E Jan 4 1900......17:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grownd Mary of Joseph and Mary E Oct 22 1898......16:459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grownd Robert of Joseph and Mary E June 7 1897......16:311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grube Amelia J of William G and Jane Aug 24 1891......15:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grumtt Helene of Herman and Wilhelmina C Mar 16 1892......15:73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guenblatt Jacob of Simon and Sarah July 15 1893......15:188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guenblatt Rosa of Simon and Sarah Mar 1 1895......16:100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grundy Emma E of Alfred B and Ada A Dec 14 1899......16:568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grundy Frank A of John H and Mary A Jan 31 1891......15:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gruner Johanna of Rudolph and Katharine L July 5 1897......16:353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grünewald Delia J of Otto and Josie May 16 1898......16:391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gruntmeier Joseph of Michael and Antonina June 17 1897......16:315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gruntmeier Amelia of Michael and Antonina Sept 3 1899......16:335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grylls Elizabeth P of Thomas S and Eliza F May 16 1891......15:16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gsller Emma of Annie Mar 21 1896......16:216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guadagno Carlo of Pasquale and Domenica Jan 23 1900......17:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guadagno Domenico of Pasquale A and Domenica July 21 1896......16:256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guadagno Tomaso D of Pasquale A and Domenica Nov 22 1897......16:351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guans —— s of William and Annie Oct 11 1898......16:432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guay Eveline of Thomas C and Olida June 1 1898......16:398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guay George F of Calie and Mary Dec 14 1893......15:195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guay Joseph G of Louis and Rosanna Dec 6 1899......16:568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guay Louis L of Julien N and Mary May 28 1892......15:90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guay Marie C V of Alexandre and Rose D Feb 15 1892......15:72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guay Valentine of Louis and Delia R Aug 25 1891......15:51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guay —— twin sons of Alexandre and Rose Sept 24 1897......16:327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guay —— s of Joseph and Mary O Aug 16 1899......16:596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guay —— s of Joseph A and Georgiana Mar 30 1900......17:27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gucci Consetta of Giovanni and Anna Apr 8 1894......16:11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gudovich Samuel of Harry and Feba Aug 12 1900......17:72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guenet Joseph C of John B and Maria June 25 1900......17:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guenet Joseph H G of Jean B and Marie L Mar 12 1896......16:189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guenet Marie A A C of Joseph E and Marie E Nov 16 1898......16:448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guenet Marie A A L of Edouard and Helene Feb 6 1893......15:156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guenette Marie A E of Jean Bte and Octavie Aug 22 1892......15:106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guennett Joseph J R R A of Jean B and Marie L Nov 30 1897......16:329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guenter Selina of Louis C and Annie Sept 4 1896......16:245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guenther Eva J of Louis C and Anna Oct 10 1900......17:91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Guenther Helen A of Rudolph C and Helena Feb 7 1900...........17: 11
Guentner Samuel of William and Rosa Feb 3 1898..............16: 578
Guerino Angelo of Silvestro and Immacolata Feb 20 1893.....15: 159
Guerino Antonia of Silvestro and Immacolata Sept 20 1891...15: 57
Guerino Antonio of Silvestro and Immacolata Dec 14 1897...16: 352
Guerino Domenico of Silvestro and Immacolata July 10 1899.16: 578
Guertin Emelia of Silvestro and Immacolata Feb 14 1895....16: 120
Guerino Emilia of Silvestro and Immacolata Mar 28 1896....16: 195
Guerrieri Antonio of Raffaele and Maria Mar 30 1893........15: 143
Guerrieri Filomena of Raffaele and Maria Apr 9 1891......15: 8
Guerrieri Maria of Raffaele and Maria Mar 20 1895...........16: 100
Guerino Emilia of Silvestro and Immacolata Oct 7 1894.....16: 77
Guerthini Frederick W of Charles and Emma July 8 1894.....16: 80
Guerini Albert of Joseph and Ernestine Jan 25 1897........16: 306
Guerini Alice of Eleoie and Rosanna May 1 1897.............16: 309
Guerini Amand of Charles and Marie L July 1 1897...........16: 362
Guerini Clara of Jean Bte and Clara Jan 14 1893............15: 167
Guerini Ellen of Alarie and Malvina July 1 1891.............15: 59
Guerini Ernest of Arthur and Ida Mar 19 1900..............17: 23
Guerini Forrest of Charles and Emma June 3 1892............15: 85
Guerini Francois H of Charles and Marie L Oct 14 1898.....16: 459
Guerini Marie A E of Eleoie and Rose D May 28 1899.......16: 512
Guerini Napoleon A of Joseph and Ernestine Apr 28 1895....16: 129
Guerini -- s of Joseph and Ernestine Jan 23 1894...........16: 37
Guglielmetti Antonio of Matteo and Domenica Dec 22 1900...17: 113
Guglielmetti Maria G of Giuseppe and Domenica Oct 1 1900..17: 88
Guglielmi Carmelo of Carmen and Caterina July 14 1898.....16: 450
Guglielmi Elvira A M of Carmine and Caterina Apr 25 1897..16: 303
Guglielmi Raffaele of Carmen and Caterina July 14 1898...16: 450
Guglielmo Virginia of Erasmo and Maria Dec 24 1900.......17: 114
Guidone Carmine of Angelo and Palma Aug 9 1896.............16: 262
Guilbeau Joseph P' of Remi and Edouardine Oct 19 1891....15: 62
Guilbeault Loretta M E of Edward S and Margaret L Oct 7 1894........................................16: 51
Guilbeault Mary E of Remi and Catherine Nov 23 1899.....16: 567
Guilbeault Olive A of Edward and Margaret L Feb 25 1897...16: 281
Guild Celia I of William W and Celia L July 17 1900.........17: 63
Guild Edith W of Joseph L and Emily StJ Nov 19 1894......16: 48
Guild Eleanor S of Joseph L and Emily StJ Nov 19 1898....16: 123
Guild Frederick H of Joseph L and Emily StJ July 19 1892...15: 103
Guild Ruth of Walter S and Maud M Sept 25 1898.............16: 464
Guild Walter of Joseph L and Emily StJ May 1 1896.........16: 183
Guile Alice M of Frederick A and Elizabeth Apr 8 1894.....16: 2
Guile Grace M of Frederick A and Elizabeth Apr 25 1899...16: 474
Guilford — d of Arthur W and Maria E Mar 27 1891........ 15: 15
Guillette Albert H of Treifle and Leonie July 8 1896........ 16: 249
Guillette Claire R A of Treiffe and Leonie Feb 6 1899........ 16: 494
Guillette Louis F F of Treifle and Leonie Dec 21 1893........ 15: 196
Guilmette Morris of Alexander M and Catherine D Aug 5

1893
Guilmette Ruth (c) of Alexander M and Catherine Nov 4 1897. 16: 319
Guinness George G of William H and Alice Feb 13 1892........ 15: 78
Guinness Gerald S of William H and Kate Jan 24 1900........ 17: 7
Guinness Hunter W of William H and Kate July 17 1897........ 16: 333
Guinness Lola R of William H and Alice July 31 1893........ 15: 186
Guiragos Madeline of Jacob and Mary Aug 26 1900........ 17: 76
Guldbrandson Walter T of Adolph and Amelia Aug 7 1893..... 15: 193
Guldbransen Helga A of Gustaf and Lena H Sept 7 1897........ 16: 342
Gulick Florence M of George N and Josephine Apr 2 1892........ 15: 81
Gulick Ruth of George N and Josephine Aug 1 1893........ 15: 174
Gunbene Charles of Harris and Anna Dec 2 1893........ 15: 181
Gunnally Henry J of John and Annie Sept 21 1897........ 16: 338
Gunley Mary F of George and Jane Mar 12 1897........ 16: 288
Gunley Sarah of George and Jane Sept 24 1891........ 15: 45
Gunderlach John of John P and Elizabeth Sept 18 1896........ 16: 250
Gunderlock Minnie of John and Lizzie July 26 1892........ 15: 117
Gunderloch — s of John and Lizzie Oct 14 1893........ 15: 194
Gunderlock Henry of John and Elizabeth Nov 24 1891........ 15: 52
Gunderson Carl G of Carl G and Elizabeth C Oct 20 1899...... 16: 329
Gunderson Elizabeth L of Carl G and Elizabeth E Mar 7 1898. 16: 375
Gunderson Madeline of Gustavus A and Bertha N Apr 16

1893
Gunderson — s of Gustavus and Bertha Oct 12 1891........ 15: 49
Gundiere Clelia of Raffaele and Maria July 14 1900........ 17: 62
Gunn Mary of James and Margaret Jan 11 1891........ 15: 12
Gunn Thomas P of John and Annie Mar 4 1893........ 15: 148
Gunmarson Florence B of Frank and Emma Dec 8 1899........ 16: 559
Gunston George F of Frank and Bertha L June 5 1898........ 15: 382
Gunston Harold W of Frank G and Bertha L Sept 30 1896..... 16: 250
Gunston Lester B of Frank and Bertha L July 3 1900........ 17: 59
Gunter Rebecca of Pena and Lena Oct 1 1897........ 16: 327
Gunther Hazel of Samuel J and Ernestine Nov 28 1896........ 16: 230
Gunther Sandford of Samuel and Tina Oct 17 1895........ 16: 140
Gunther William G of William and Rosa M May 29 1899........ 16: 515
Gunther — s of William and Rose June 23 1897........ 16: 297
Gurnay Joseph of Myer and Anna R June 25 1891........ 15: 14
Gushee Edith E of Louis W and Mary F Aug 9 1895........ 16: 171
Gushee Marion F of Louis W and Mary F Aug 9 1895........ 16: 171
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Guski Felix of William and Tafela July 16 1898. 16:456
Gustafson Lillian of Andrew S and Freda Dec 14 1899. 16:555
Gustafson Agnes H E of Andrew and Augusta L Sept 23 1900. 17: 85
Gustafson Axel A of Andew and Lena Dec 11 1896. 16: 260
Gustafson Carl of Carl V and Anna A Jan 18 1896. 16: 198
Gustafson Carl R of Victor E and Annie Oct 3 1900. 17: 88
Gustafson Charles E of Frank O and Emma C Feb 6 1897. 16: 306
Gustafson Edwin E of Wiktor and Hannah May 20 1899. 16: 512
Gustafson Elsa R of Emil and Theresa July 21 1896. 16: 241
Gustafson George E A of John A and Amelia S May 21 1898. 16: 410
Gustafson Gertrude A of Victor and Anna A Feb 8 1897. 16: 291
Gustafson John H of John T and Augusta E Oct 7 1899. 16: 547
Gustafson Lillian E of Charles and Hulda E Aug 25 1899. 16: 557
Gustafson Mamie T of John and Annie S May 28 1898. 16: 414
Gustafson Webster W of Swanta and Alma C Apr 16 1898. 16: 394
Gustafson d of Andrew and Frida June 30 1895. 16: 116
Gustafson s of Andrew and Frida Nov 22 1897. 16: 343
Gustafson d of John T and Augusta E Feb 10 1898. 16: 467
Gustafson s of Swanta and Alma C Nov 14 1895. 16: 160
Gustian Ian Izabel of Asadoor and Palazoo Mar 28 1900. 17: 26
Gustavson Erband E E of Emil and Theresa May 18 1897. 16: 290
Gustavson Inez F of Andrew and Frida Apr 15 1893. 15: 154
Guthrie Daniel of Thomas and Sarah M Apr 3 1892. 15: 93
Guthrie d of John and Annie May 31 1899. 16: 512
Guyfoyle Raymond J of Joseph R and Sarah Jan 15 1899. 16: 478
Guyon Alice of Peter and Annie E Apr 23 1891. 15: 15
Guyon Isabelle of Eugene and Rosalie Apr 29 1895. 16: 93
Guyon Louis E of Peter and Annie E July 25 1896. 16: 244
Guyon Louisa of Peter and Annie E Sept 3 1892. 15: 115
Guyon Margaret A of Peter and Annie E Jan 28 1900. 17: 8
Guyon Pearl E of Eugene and Rose E Apr 25 1892. 15: 67
Guyton Claude X of Claude X and Florence E G Apr 6 1900. 17: 29
Gwinn Annie M of Paul and Mary June 29 1895. 16: 113
Gyllenhammer d of Bengt A H H and Pauline E Oct 22
1897. 16: 334

Haas Elsa L of Christian and Emma L Mar 7 1893. 15: 142
Haas Epta H of Joseph G and Annie L Feb 8 1897. 16: 313
Haas Minnie of Charles M and Lena S Nov 30 1894. 16: 52
Haas s of Joseph G and Annie L Mar 29 1898. 16: 394
Haas s of Maurice and Lizzie Aug 14 1892. 15: 111
Habal s of Paul and Lina July 9 1900. 17: 61
Habib Mary of Peter and Margaret Sept 20 1896. 16: 258
Hackelton Ruth of Theodore W and Armina Dec 12 1891. 15: 44
Hackenberg Charles F of Adel and Julia Jan 28 1897........16: 295
Hacker David of Hyman and Rose Mar 10 1896..............16: 189
Hacker —— d of Haman and Rose Mar 16 1891..............15: 8
Hackett Annie J of John and Rose Oct 3 1896..............16: 258
Hackett Annie M of William F and Rose Oct 9 1899........16: 537
Hackett Everett P of William A and Ida Jan 27 1900........17: 8
Hackett Irene of John J and Mary V Sept 10 1894..........16: 82
Hackett James F of James and Rosanna Mar 26 1892........15: 89
Hackett John A of Peter and Emma H Jan 27 1892..........15: 88
Hackett John H of Thomas and Elizabeth Aug 10 1898......16: 426
Hackett Regina M of Thomas P and Marie L Nov 23 1900....17: 104
Hackett Rose E of John and Rose Aug 10 1898.............16: 451
Hackett Vincent B of Thomas P and Louise Sept 15 1897...16: 327
Hackett William of William and Rose Nov 10 1896.........16: 236
Hackett William H of Martin J and Mary Aug 24 1895.....16: 179
Hackett —— d of Martin and Mary May 9 1897..............16: 365
Hackett —— d of Susan Jan 24 1892............15: 76
Hackett —— d of William and Rose Aug 20 1895............16: 143
Hacking Catherine of James and Elizabeth Oct 13 1891....15: 33
Hacking Charles R of John and Catherine A Feb 19 1898....16: 386
Hacking James P of James and Elizabeth June 29 1900......17: 51
Hacking John of James and Elizabeth Aug 17 1895..........16: 134
Hacking John W of John W and Catherine Sept 12 1900.....17: 82
Hacking Samuel J of James and Elizabeth Sept 29 1893.....15: 171
Hackney Dorothy of Walter S and Clara D Oct 17 1900......17: 93
Haddleton Florence I of Oliver C and Jessie L Apr 3 1898..16: 390
Hadfield Francis E of Joseph and Alice C July 6 1900......17: 117
Hadfield Joseph G of Jeremie and Delia Sept 29 1900......17: 84
Hafeld —— s of William and Frieda May 26 1899............16: 500
Hadley —— d of Claude L and Sarah June 25 1899...........16: 483
Haenger Erardt of Frederick and Magdalena Mar 24 1892....15: 86
Hafey Ann M of Michael and Catherine Mar 9 1891..........15: 27
Hafey Edward J of John J and Annie M July 26 1896........16: 262
Hafey Elizabeth of David and Delia Nov 4 1892............15: 131
Hafey Harry of John and Annie Apr 8 1899.................16: 510
Hafey John P of John J and Annie Sept 1 1891............15: 40
Hafey John Z of Michael and Catherine July 31 1893.......15: 206
Hafey Joseph of Michael and Catherine Dec 8 1898.........16: 461
Hafey Michael F of John J and Annie Feb 16 1893.........15: 142
Hafey William of John J and Annie Oct 20 1894............16: 57
Hagan Doris A of Arthur C and Mary F Mar 20 1897.........16: 292
Hagan Eleanor of Michael B and Mary A Nov 21 1895.......16: 157
Hagan Frederick J of Michael and Mary A Dec 29 1891......15: 47
Hagan Josephine P of Henry and Lacy Mar 16 1892.........15: 86
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Hagan Louis A of Michael B and Mary June 6 1893............15:152
Hagan Raymond of Michael B and Mary A Nov 22 1894........16: 67
Hagan —— s of Michael B and Mary A Dec 26 1896............16:248
Hagan —— s of Michael B and Mary Dec 19 1898..............16:440
Hagblom Carl L E of Charles M and Ida M May 12 1899........16:484
Hagelstein Joseph J of David and Annie M July 12 1898.......16:137
Hageman Howard of George and Fannie June 27 1900............16:51
Hageman Ida G of George and Fanny Oct 19 1895..............16:178
Hagerstrom Edward M of Maurice and Sigfrid Oct 20 1893....15:187
Hagerty Catherine M of James P and Sarah F July 7 1894.....16: 80
Hagerty Madeline of James and Mary A Apr 29 1894............16:30
Hagerty Mary E of Martin and Ellen Apr 4 1892..............15: 93
Hagerty Susan of William and Bridget Sept 19 1895...........16:159
Hagarty Walter of James P and Sarah F Nov 29 1892...........15:130
Hagarty Anna M of Kerion A and Anna M Aug 28 1898...........16:458
Hagerty Elizabeth F of Daniel S and Mary A Nov 14 1895.....16:168
Hagarty Esther of Daniel and Mary Dec 19 1897..............16:352
Hagarty Eva U of Daniel and Mary Dec 19 1897..............16:352
Hagerty Francis C of Patrick and Catherine Jan 18 1900.....17: 5
Hagerty George A of Patrick and Catherine Apr 23 1896.....16:207
Hagerty Honora G of William and Bridget Oct 10 1893.......15:194
Hagerty James R of James and Mary A Feb 9 1891..............15: 19
Hagerty John F of William and Bridget Mar 8 1891...........17: 18
Hagerty Joseph P of Patrick and Catherine T Dec 22 1893....15:190
Hagerty Mabel of Daniel and Mary Oct 2 1899.................16:573
Hagerty Margaret of Patrick and Katie Nov 12 1891........15: 55
Hagerty Margaret F of Kerion A and Annie M Oct 3 1899.....16:573
Hagerty Margaret L of William and Bridget Oct 10 1893.....15:194
Hagerty Mary A of Daniel S and Mary A July 10 1894........16: 75
Hagerty William of Daniel and Mary Apr 17 1893..............15:160
Hagerty —— d of Daniel and Mary Oct 2 1899.................16:397
Hagges Alice A of Harry and Betsey A Sept 23 1892...........15:128
Hagges Amelia of Henry and Betsey A Aug 20 1893............15:206
Hagges Isabella of Harry and Betsey A Dec 1 1896............16:260
Hagges Sydney of Harry and Betsey A June 29 1891............15: 30
Hagner Hedwig E of Jonas and Anna J July 21 1896............16:240
Hagopian Elmas of Paul and Mary Dec 26 1899................16:540
Hague Bartram C of Charles T and Edith A June 19 1891.....16: 42
Hague Charles of Charles J and Elizabeth J June 17 1891....15: 10
Hague Edith A of Charles T and Edith A Mar 29 1896........16:207
Hague Elizabeth of Charles J and Elizabeth J Feb 23 1893. 15: 142
Hague Elizabeth of John J and Elizabeth Oct 6 1897. 16: 327
Hague Elsie of James and Alice Jan 4 1896. 16: 213
Hague Esther of Walter and Louise Apr 15 1900. 17: 31
Hague Frank S of John J and Margaret J Jan 1 1891. 15: 6
Hague Lillian V of Charles T and Edith A July 16 1900. 17: 63
Hague Mary of Charles J and Elizabeth Oct 28 1894. 16: 57
Hague Rebecca E of James J and Sophia May 11 1896. 16: 192
Hahn Henri J of Joseph H and Ellen Nov 30 1900. 17: 107
Hahn Spencer of William E and Caroline T July 23 1898. 16: 417
Haid Esther of Frederick and Mary Jan 19 1897. 16: 291
Haid Eva M of Frederick and Mary Aug 29 1894. 16: 61
Haid Marion of Frederick and Mary Jan 19 1897. 16: 291
Haid Rudolf H of Frederick and Marie Mar 21 1899. 16: 494
Haid Ruth of Frederick and Mary Jan 19 1897. 16: 291
Haid — d of Frederick and Catherine Aug 14 1892. 15: 112
Haigh Dora H of Tom and Mary E May 7 1894. 16: 41
Hailman Malvina (c) of Lewis M and Marietta Jan 4 1898. 16: 374
Hainsworth Albert H of John W and Sarah A Mar 16 1893. 15: 167
Hainsworth Bertha of James and Clara Apr 17 1899. 16: 511
Hainsworth Ethel of John W and Sarah A Feb 26 1899. 16: 476
Hainsworth John of James and Clara Mar 16 1891. 15: 27
Hainsworth Walter P of James and Clara May 6 1894. 16: 41
Hakanson Arthur W W of Enok and Mida J Feb 5 1892. 15: 98
Hakanson Esther of Olaf and Carrie Nov 30 1897. 16: 335
Hakanson Freda of Olaf and Carrie July 18 1895. 16: 154
Hakanson Lewis W of Lewis and Lillian M Jan 14 1900. 17: 4
Hakanson Mabel W of Sven and Axelin W May 10 1894. 16: 24
Hakanson Olga of Olaf and Carrie Feb 3 1894. 16: 21
Hakanson — d of Peter and Ida K Nov 23 1893. 15: 181
Haker Moritz of Hyman and Rosa Feb 4 1892. 15: 72
Halacy Margaret E of Dennis S and Ellen June 15 1899. 16: 513
Halacy Mary E of Dennis S and Ellen June 15 1899. 16: 513
Halborg Esther C of Carl A and Hannah M 1891. 15: 65
Hale Adele J of Charles E and Josephine Aug 29 1892. 15: 111
Haleel Lillian M A of Robert A and Mary A K Jan 31 1898. 16: 385
Haley Elizabeth V of John H and Mary F Feb 5 1892. 15: 88
Haley — d of Alice Mar 18 1897. 16: 285
Haley — d of George W and Mary C H Jan 11 1900. 17: 3
Haley — d of John H and Mary Dec 26 1895. 16: 169
Halford Margaretta L of George H and Cassie E Mar 27 1899. 16: 499
Halford Simon of Joseph and Rachel July 1892. 15: 106
Hall Abner H of Charles R and Clara A Oct 13 1900. 17: 92
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Hall Angeline of Thomas and Mary Oct 22 1891 15:49
Hall Annie L of John J and Mary A Mar 11 1896 16:210
Hall Arthur of Walton and Emma Sept 30 1899 16:565
Hall Benjamin C of Frederick C and Winifred M Dec 1 1894 16:71
Hall Charles L C of Willard H and Dalmatia Aug 28 1892 15:115
Hall Esther of William W and Lena M May 26 1896 16:207
Hall Ethel L of John H and Annie J June 14 1897 16:287
Hall Ethel M of Thomas and Jane Sept 10 1896 16:240
Hall George L of Thomas and Jane Mar 13 1898 16:397
Hall George W of James and Isabell Mar 3 1900 17:48
Hall Grace A of Elmer and Lillian G Aug 10 1895 16:180
Hall Henry of Grace Aug 2 1899 16:541
Hall Henry of Joseph and Sarah J Jan 31 1891 15:26
Hall Henry C of Samuel W and Jane G Apr 7 1898 16:402
Hall Irvine V of George H and Mary A Sept 25 1894 16:66
Hall James J of James and Bella Feb 25 1899 16:503
Hall Jennie L of Edwin A and Jennie L Dec 25 1893 15:1823
Hall John E of Thomas and Jane Sept 19 1900 17:84
Hall John W of Thomas and Jane May 23 1895 16:118
Hall Joseph L of David and Lucille July 1 1897 16:352
Hall Lloyd W of Samuel W and Jennie G Apr 18 1897 16:303
Hall Madeline E of Joseph D Jr and Hattie E May 27 1893 15:149
Hall Margaret of Joseph E and Sarah A Feb 18 1896 16:209
Hall Margaret E of David and Lucy Aug 21 1900 17:71
Hall Marie L of David and Lucille Aug 13 1895 16:171
Hall Marion S of David and Lucille May 5 1894 16:40
Hall Martha of John J and Mary Jan 2 1898 16:299
Hall Mary of Joseph and Sarah Dec 29 1893 15:212
Hall Mary E of David and Lucille July 1 1897 16:352
Hall Mildred J of Albert A and Margaret T Jan 18 1897 16:273
Hall Milton H of William H and Angic L Jan 1 1892 15:85
Hall Percy K of Everett and Nellie E Mar 1 1898 16:275
Hall Sarah of Joseph and Sarah J May 19 1892 15:94
Hall Sybil A of Edward B and Araminta July 12 1899 16:561
Hall Thomas of Joseph and Sarah Mar 6 1897 16:392
Hall Thomas F of John J and Mary A Apr 10 1894 16:33
Hall Viola F of Albert R and Margaret Apr 15 1898 16:373
Hall William E of Edward D and Araminta July 22 1900 17:65
Hall William W of Franklin L and Bertha W July 15 1900 17:62
Hall s of David and Lucie Apr 23 1893 15:161
Hall d of Edwin A and Clara M Feb 13 1899 16:594
Hall s of Frederick C and Winifred N Dec 15 1892 15:116
Hall d of Gilbert C and Josephine Nov 30 1897 16:313
Hall s of William W and Lena M Dec 1 1891 15:46
Hallam Jennie V of Samuel and Mary A Feb 10 1900...... 17: 12
Hallam Samuel E of Samuel and Mary A Sept 8 1892...... 15: 115
Hallam — d of Arthur and Margaret Dec 28 1897...... 16: 330
Hallam — s of Samuel and Mary A Nov 15 1894...... 16: 67
Hallbauer Hattie L of Otto H and Emma A Sept 10 1893...... 15: 201
Hallengren Signe of Julins and Gulette W Dec 2 1891...... 15: 63
Hallengren — d of Julius and Gulette M Aug 19 1899...... 16: 580
Haller Harold F of J Frederick and Sophia A Feb 10 1894...... 16: 16
Hallett — d of Elizabeth Sept 30 1894...... 16: 60
Hallgreen Henry C of Henry J and Mary F Dec 29 1899...... 16: 560
Hallgren Anna M of Oscar W and Mary June 15 1891...... 15: 4
Hallgren Carl V of Oscar W and Mary Aug 19 1895...... 16: 134
Hallgren May A of Oscar W and Mary Apr 30 1898...... 16: 373
Halliday Angenette of Thomas J and Catherine C Nov 15 1891...... 15: 42
Halliday Ethel M of Thomas J and Kate July 6 1895...... 16: 141
Halliday James E of James W and Mary A June 14 1900...... 17: 47
Halligan William of William and Mary Dec 12 1894...... 16: 79
Hallin Albert L of Oscar and Laura May 17 1893...... 15: 165
Halliwell Anna G of William J and Nellie A Oct 16 1899...... 16: 523
Halliwell Annie T of George and Mary Mar 2 1891...... 15: 7
Halliwell George of George and Mary May 23 1895...... 16: 109
Halliwell George P of Walter F and Ada F June 24 1892...... 15: 87
Halliwell Leo of William J and Nellie A Sept 20 1897...... 16: 318
Halliwell Lewis F of Walter F and Ada F Mar 8 1894...... 16: 29
Halloran Albert A of John and Bridget Jan 22 1897...... 16: 300
Halloran John of Michael and Ellen Dec 10 1899...... 16: 577
Halloran Mary of James and Lucy A June 30 1892...... 15: 95
Halloran Mary T of Michael and Maria Aug 13 1895...... 16: 149
Halloran Mary T of William and Mary Apr 8 1899...... 16: 491
Halloran William of Charles M and Maria Feb 20 1898...... 16: 385
Halloran William T of William and Mary July 5 1893...... 15: 192
Hallows John A of John J and Annie E Oct 16 1894...... 16: 84
Hallstrom Viola of Carl W and Mary May 7 1900...... 17: 37
Halpern Harry of Joseph and Esther Sept 26 1897...... 16: 338
Halpin Andrew of James and Ellen June 10 1893...... 15: 138
Halpin Francis J of John E and Mary Apr 13 1899...... 16: 511
Halpin John S of Thomas S and Elizabeth Dec 26 1899...... 16: 525
Halpin William E of Thomas S and Elizabeth June 29 1898...... 16: 374
Halstead Annie E of Joseph and Emily June 18 1894...... 16: 14
Halstead Emily J of Joseph and Emily Sept 4 1891...... 15: 40
Halstead George C of Joseph and Emily Feb 14 1899...... 16: 479
Halstead Mary A of Joseph and Emily Oct 19 1896...... 16: 235
Halton George F of Peter and Ellen M July 5 1891...... 15: 59
Halton Hannah J of Peter and Ellen M Mar 26 1893...... 15: 164
Halton — s of Mary June 22 1893 ................................. 15: 146
Ham Franklin B of Allen V B and Lena Dec 22 1896 ........ 16: 252
Hamanowitz Sagar of Israel and Sarah Feb 24 1899 ........ 16: 479
Hamanowitz Samuel of Israel and Sara Apr 12 1893 ......... 15: 139
Hamblet Harold E of Alfred and Ada June 7 1895 .......... 16: 130
Hamblet — d of Alfred and Ada Aug 15 1898 ............... 16: 469
Hamblin Donald O of William O and Nellie S Jan 3 1895 ... 16: 113
Hambly Mildred R of John H and Clara D Jan 25 1891 ..... 15: 17
Hamby — s of John H and Clara D June 1 1900 ............. 17: 56
Hamburger Christine R of Jacob N and Catherine Jan 26 1900. 17: 8
Hamel Edith I of Arthur and Louise Apr 15 1898 .......... 16: 408
Hamel James of Samuel and Susan Nov 5 1894 ............... 16: 58
Hamel Joseph E O of Octave and Elise Aug 20 1891 ....... 15: 45
Hamel Loretta of Wilfred and Rosa June 5 1899 .......... 16: 512
Hamel Marie E Y B of Octave P and Eliza M Nov 13 1899 ... 16: 539
Hamel Marie L L B of Octave P and Elise Dec 20 1892 .... 15: 122
Hamel Ruth M of Arthur E and Louisa A Dec 11 1896 ....... 16: 267
Hamel Wilfred of Wilfred and Rosa Sept 9 1900 ......... 17: 81
Hamel — s of Georgiana May 13 1896 ......................... 16: 194
Hamelin Exilda of Francois and Fortunate Dec 29 1891 .... 15: 43
Hamelin Joseph F of Francois and Fortunate Sept 2 1894 ... 16: 82
Hamell Marie A B A of Octave P and Mary E Aug 19 1897 ... 16: 341
Hamer Almon of Samuel and Susan Mar 6 1896 .............. 16: 215
Hamer Hattie A of Samuel and Susan July 6 1897 .......... 16: 353
Hamer Lottie of Samuel and Susan Jan 23 1899 ............ 16: 478
Hamill Edward of John A and Mary E Sept 22 1895 ....... 16: 144
Hamill Elizabeth of John and Mary E Mar 24 1900 ......... 17: 25
Hamill Ellen F of James C and Josephine Sept 27 1892 .... 15: 124
Hamill Josephine L of Joseph E and Bell Mar 18 1898 ..... 16: 383
Hamill Mary E of John E and Mary E Sept 21 1897 ....... 16: 356
Hamill Michael of John and Mary E Mar 24 1900 ........... 17: 25
Hamilton Annie of Edward and Mary Apr 14 1898 .......... 16: 412
Hamilton Bernard of Edward and Mary July 13 1896 ....... 16: 269
Hamilton Charles of William and Margaret A Aug 8 1893 ... 15: 197
Hamilton Charles E of George W and Lulu M Mar 22 1891 ... 15: 11
Hamilton Charles F of Charles F and Mary June 16 1892 ... 15: 71
Hamilton Clarissa G of Joseph A and Edith M June 26 1893 ... 15: 166
Hamilton Edna V of Frank P and Edna V Apr 23 1891 ....... 15: 5
Hamilton Elizabeth C of James A and Eliza C Jan 24 1895 ... 16: 125
Hamilton Eugene of Isaac L and Mary E Mar 16 1897 ....... 16: 296
Hamilton Frank I of Frank P and Edna V Oct 4 1896 ....... 16: 229
Hamilton George J (c) of William H and Margania S Oct 6
1900 .................................................. 17: 89
Hamilton Grace L of Charles H and Grace E July 3 1891 ... 15: 44
Hamilton Harriet of Ralph S Jr and Elizabeth Feb 6 1891...15: 22
Hamilton Iseckiah R (c) of William H and Margania S Sept 5

1891 .................................................................15: 36
Hamilton James A of James A and Elizabeth C Dec 4 1898...16: 461
Hamilton James L of Isaac L and Mary E Oct 27 1899......16: 559
Hamilton John of Eva Jan 9 1896.........................16: 193
Hamilton John V of Isaac L and Mary E Dec 22 1895.....16: 161
Hamilton Lillian G of Frank and Edna V Nov 15 1893..15: 175
Hamilton Margaret M of Edward and Grace Oct 22 1900...17: 95
Hamilton Marguerite A of William J and Caroline M Sept 13

1896 .................................................................16: 245
Hamilton Mary E of William and Margaret A May 22 1895..16: 116
Hamilton Ralph W of William J and Caroline M Sept 30 1898.16: 428
Hamilton Robert A of James A and Eliza Apr 19 1892.....15: 94
Hamilton Robert W of Ralph S and Elizabeth A Jan 12 1896.16: 195
Hamilton Sadie E of Charles and Mary Jan 16 1895.........16: 95
Hamilton Sarah E of Charles and Mary Dec 16 1894........16: 53
Hamilton Sarah L (c) of William H and Margania S Nov 16

1892 .................................................................15: 104
Hamilton Viola H of Frank P and Edna V Oct 18 1900.....17: 93
Hamilton Wallace F of Clarence G and Ada A Nov 6 1894...16: 64
Hamilton Walter S of Francis P and Edna V Sept 29 1898...16: 422
Hamilton —— s of Edward and Grace Nov 24 1898........16: 449
Hamilton —— d of Hugh J and Catherine C Feb 2 1896.....16: 223
Hamilton —— s of Isaac and Mary Aug 8 1893............15: 193
Hamilton —— d of James A and Eliza C Aug 26 1900.......17: 119
Hamilton —— (c) d of Lottie Sept 20 1899................16: 544
Hamilton —— (c) d of William H and Margaret S June 3

1895 .................................................................16: 97
Hamlett Gladys E of William Caswell and Abbie June 3 1894.16: 43
Hamlett Sarah A of Ardin A and Carrie M May 29 1897....16: 290
Hamlin Josephine of Ernest L and Kate Apr 12 1896.......16: 221
Hammalund Ellery W of Anton and Christina July 7 1900....17: 60
Hammel Joseph L F of Octave P and Eliza Jan 10 1895....16: 117
Hammell Mary L L B of Octave P and Mary E Jan 10 1893.15: 155
Hammer George of George and Anna C Dec 24 1900.......17: 114
Hammerschmidt Anna L of Robert and Augusta July 19 1899.16: 562
Hammerschmidt Gertrude of Robert and Annie Dec 17 1892..15: 122
Hammerschmidt Martha C of Robert and Anna M Mar 21

1891 .................................................................15: 18
Hammerschmidt Otto A of Robert and Anna M Jan 20 1897.16: 298
Hammerschmidt Rudolph K T of Robert and Augusta Nov 22

1900 .................................................................17: 104
Hammond Alvin B of William E and Florence E May 22 1891.15: 21
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Hammond Esther F of Frank O and Esther J Apr 14 1899... 16:181
Hammond Gladys of Herbert T and Anna R Mar 3 1898... 16:393
Hammond Grace H of Bert and Grace Mar 1900... 17:27
Hammond Harold of Harris A and Aletha Mar 26 1899... 16:515
Hammond James LeR of Sumner E and Ada S July 29 1898... 16:164
Hammond John F of Frank O and Esther J May 10 1897... 16:283
Hammond John W of Herbert D and Catherine C Mar 18 1897... 16:308
Hammond Lottie L of Moses and Elizabeth Oct 25 1897... 16:319
Hammond Marguerite E of John F and Annie I Nov 13 1896... 16:226
Hammond Mary A of Joshua F and Jennie F July 8 1899... 16:390
Hammond Sarah E of William E and Sarah W June 7 1900... 17:15
Hammond — d of Harris and Aletha Nov 13 1900... 17:102
Hammond — (c) d of Moses and Lizzie Jan 18 1894... 16:1
Hampson Arnold T of George R and Ellen Mar 6 1899... 16:509
Hampson Francis of Harry and Margaret T June 21 1899... 16:183
Hampson Grace E S of George R and Ellen July 5 1897... 16:353
Hampson — s of George and Akaby Dec 15 1899... 16:592
Hampston Ellen T of James and Julia Oct 15 1891... 15:41
Hampston Ethel J of James P and Julia E June 22 1893... 15:145
Hampston Frank of Michael and Annie Sept 29 1894... 16:56
Hampston William F of Michael F and Annie E Feb 6 1893... 15:142
Hanck John W of John B and Mary June 17 1893... 15:158
Hancock Frederick M of Artemas and Ida M July 28 1898... 16:421
Hand Annie of Edward and Annie July 26 1891... 15:59
Hand Edward of John and Margaret July 21 1897... 16:348
Hand John (c) of Nellie Apr 11 1896... 16:194
Hand John L of Edward and Annie Feb 2 1893... 15:162
Hand Margaretta C of William A and Margaret T June 19
1893... 15:166
Hand Mary E of Edward and Annie Feb 1 1898... 16:400
Handel Louisa M of Frederick and Catherine Sept 30 1892... 15:124
Handfield Eva of Jeremie and Arthela Mar 28 1894... 16:43
Handfield Frederick of Arthur and Flora Sept 17 1898... 16:427
Handfield Joseph W of Jeremie and Delia Nov 2 1892... 15:129
Handfield Lena of Wilfred and Mary Apr 15 1900... 17:53
Handler Lillian L of Charles and Elizabeth Oct 12 1891... 15:37
Handler Rosa of Charles A and Elizabeth July 25 1893... 15:174
Handley David C of George C and Mary A May 19 1892... 15:82
Handy Ellen J of Charles F and Rose A Aug 20 1895... 16:171
Handy Elmer R of Elmer E and Alice W June 14 1900... 17:47
Handy Frank P of Elmer E and Alice W Nov 28 1898... 16:432
Handy Kathleen E of William H and Margaret E Feb 22 1897... 16:277
Handy Mabel F of Charles P and Katie Sept 6 1899... 16:546
Handy Marguerite H (c) of William H and Marguerite E Sept
3 1898 .................................................. 16:422
Handy Owen of Charles and Rosa A Nov 18 1897 .................. 16:358
Handy Patrick F of William D and Jessie July 7 1900 .......... 17: 60
Handy —— s of Walter M and Mary A J Jan 2 1891 ........... 15: 21
Hanelt Howard M of Max C and Anna B Aug 19 1899 ....... 16: 591
Haney Isabella of Stephen H and Elizabeth T Apr 22 1893 .. 15:144
Haney James of Patrick J and Annie M Apr 24 1892 ........ 15: 74
Haney John of Patrick J and Annie Apr 21 1894 ............ 16: 12
Haney —— s of Patrick J and Annie Feb 14 1898 ........... 16:467
Hanifan Gladys M of Mattie Mar 10 1899 ............. 16:484
Hanigan Alice V of Patrick J and Nellie M May 13 1895 .... 16:123
Hanigan Julia A of Patrick J and Nellie V June 14 1899 .... 16:496
Hanke Stephina L of Konrad and Annie Mar 23 1900 ........ 17: 24
Hanke —— d of Robert E and Emma Mar 8 1892 .......... 15: 78
Hanks Rudolph R of Robert and Emma H Nov 4 1898 ....... 16:436
Hanley Annie of Thomas Jr and Bridget Mar 21 1896 ....... 16:190
Hanley Anthony F of Martin H and Georgianna Aug 4 1900 .. 17: 69
Hanley Bernard of Timothy J and Mary E Apr 10 1900 .... 17: 30
Hanley Caroline of Thomas and Bridget N Sept 11 1898 .... 16:427
Hanley Clara of John and Sarah A June 14 1892 ............ 15: 95
Hanley Edward of Peter and Sarah A Mar 25 1891 .......... 15: 8
Hanley Eliza of John and Ann Nov 14 1895 ............. 16:174
Hanley Emma T of James J and Emma T Sept 19 1900 ....... 17: 84
Hanley Francis J of William and Nellie Aug 20 1898 ....... 16:426
Hanley Howard of Thomas J and Susan Oct 1 1896 ........ 16:234
Hanley Ida M of Patrick and Martha Feb 7 1892 ......... 15: 72
Hanley Irene of Michael J and Mary T Nov 9 1893 ....... 15:180
Hanley James of Thomas J and Susan A Sept 4 1900 ....... 17: 79
Hanley James J of Katie Nov 28 1899 .......... 16:568
Hanley James L of Daniel and Margaret Oct 2 1891 ....... 15: 54
Hanley James L of James and Margaret May 20 1897 ....... 16:283
Hanley Jennie of Joseph B and Bridget Sept 26 1892 ....... 15:107
Hanley John of John and Ellen July 19 1897 ........ 16:317
Hanley John of Peter and Catherine Aug 18 1891 ....... 15: 56
Hanley John H of John and Annie May 28 1891 ........ 15: 24
Hanley John I of Edward and Mary Apr 1 1899 .......... 16:499
Hanley Joseph F of Martin and Georgianna Oct 20 1892 .. 15:121
Hanley Josephine T of William and Mary July 4 1897 ...... 16:324
Hanley Margaret of Michael J and Elizabeth L Feb 14 1900 17: 13
Hanley Margaret of William H and Katie Mar 21 1898 ....... 16:390
Hanley Margaret M of Peter and Sarah A Oct 22 1892 ...... 15:108
Hanley Martha I of Patrick and Martha Oct 3 1895 ....... 16:145
Hanley Mary July 20 1892 ........ 15:131
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Hanley Mary C of John and Mary E Mar 14 1897................. 16: 282
Hanley Mary E of William and Ellen Feb 15 1893............. 15: 142
Hanley Mary F of James and Mary Nov 20 1897............. 16: 251
Hanley Mary F of Peter and Rose Apr 14 1896........... 16: 217
Hanley Mary K of Patrick and Julia Mar 6 1898........ 16: 407
Hanley Mary L of Michael J and M Theresa July 7 1895........... 16: 177
Hanley Mary W of Peter and Sarah A June 22 1897........... 16: 284
Hanley Nellie T of John and Nellie Feb 23 1896............ 16: 182
Hanley Raymond of Thomas J and Susan A Sept 26 1892........... 15: 107
Hanley Sarah of John and Sarah A June 14 1892............. 15: 95
Hanley Sarah of Peter and Rose Nov 25 1898............ 16: 154
Hanley Sarah F of Francis and Bridget Sept 8 1891........... 15: 61
Hanley Theresa of Patrick and Margaret Sept 3 1891........... 15: 40
Hanley Theresa of Timothy E and Catherine Feb 9 1891............ 15: 1
Hanley Thomas of James and Mary Sept 14 1899............ 16: 572
Hanley Thomas J of Thomas J and Susan Oct 5 1894............ 16: 56
Hanley William F of William and Nellie Mar 31 1894............. 16: 11
Hanley — s of Frank J and Mary T July 22 1900................... 17: 119
Hanley — s of John J and Mary May 3 1892................... 15: 74
Hanley — d of John J and Mary E Mar 20 1891................... 15: 5
Hanley — d of Thomas and Anna Sept 2 1891................... 15: 48
Hanley — d of Thomas and Ellen Oct 4 1892................... 15: 115
Hanley — d of Thomas and Ellen Jan 25 1894.............. 16: 18
Hannon Ann of Timothy and Mary E July 26 1898............ 16: 451
Hannon Edward R of Edward R and Elizabeth Sept 5 1895........... 16: 139
Hannon Evelyn of Thomas J and Margaret J May 16 1900...... 17: 39
Hannon Julia of Timothy J and Mary E Feb 13 1897........... 16: 306
Hannon Mabel I of Harry E and Charlotte Aug 9 1894........... 16: 50
Hannon Mary of John J and Catherine A Mar 10 1897........... 16: 313
Hannon Mary of Timothy and Mary E May 20 1895............ 16: 130
Hannon Raymond of Michael and Mary Nov 7 1897............. 16: 358
Hannon Thomas J of Thomas and Minnie Mar 11 1894............ 16: 2
Hannon Thomas L of James and Elizabeth Oct 10 1900........... 17: 91
Hannon Walter E of Edward W and Nellie Apr 17 1900............ 17: 32
Hannon — s of Harry and Charlotte Oct 19 1896............ 16: 230
Hanly Mary of Theresa Mar 14 1892........................... 15: 67
Hann John H of Thomas H and Catherine Nov 16 1892............ 15: 101
Hanna Elmer L of Aaron and Sarah Aug 23 1897................... 16: 326
Hanna John J of Michael and Catherine Nov 20 1896........... 16: 259
Hanna Maud M of Aaron and Sarah R Sept 23 1895............ 16: 145
Hanna Wallace of Aaron and Sarah R Nov 19 1899............. 16: 539
Hanna — s of Aaron and Sarah May 21 1892................... 15: 70
Hanna — d of Edwin F and Nora Aug 20 1898.............. 16: 431
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Hannaford Eugene of Arthur J and Jane Nov 8 1898..........16: 454
Hannaford William H of John H and Rosanna Sept 22 1893....15: 194
Hannagan Jane of Dennis J and Sarah Apr 13 1900....17: 31
Hannagan Mabel of Dennis J and Sarah A May 21 1898.....16: 398
Hannah Florence E of Thomas J and Amelia K Sept 27 1900.17: 87
Hannah Herbert of Thomas J and Amelia K Jan 4 1893....15: 161
Hannah Mary M of James and Mary June 27 1899.....16: 513
Hannah William of Thomas J and Amelia K Nov 16 1894....16: 78
Hannan Catherine of Michael and Catherine Jan 12 1894....16: 31
Hannan Thomas J of Michael and Catherine Sept 21 1891....15: 57
Hannaway Gertrude of Bernard E and Margaret E Nov 15

1897 .........................................................16: 346
Hannaway Hattie of Frank P and Catherine T July 15 1891..15: 53
Hannaway Mary of Owen and Mary A Aug 10 1900..........17: 71
Hanneberry Mary E of John F and Catherina May 21 1900...17: 58
Hannigan Andrew E of James D and Mary A Sept 12 1900..17: 82
Hannigan Anna of Annie July 22 1898.........................16: 421
Hannigan Joseph E of James and Mary Mar 8 1891....15: 27
Hannigan Lawrence P of James and Mary A Aug 24 1895..16: 171
Hannigan Leo F of James D and Mary A Feb 16 1899....16: 508
Hannigan Lewis J of John and Elizabeth Aug 6 1895....16: 143
Hannigan Mary E of Patrick and Ellen M June 8 1894....16: 35
Hannigan Mary J of John and Lizzie Sept 18 1892....15: 103
Hannigan Patrick J of James and Mary May 21 1899....15: 165
Hannigan Theresa A of James J and Mary A Feb 6 1897....16: 306
Hannigan William of Edward F and Mary E Feb 1 1892....15: 66
Hannigan —— s of James D and Mary A Dec 17 1898....16: 462
Hannon Catherine L of John M and Louise V Aug 6 1898..16: 418
Hannon Ellen of William J and Ellen M June 20 1899....16: 516
Hannon Margaret T of Edward and Mary Jan 8 1891....15: 25
Hannon Sidney L of Sidney L and Willa Aug 19 1900....17: 71
Hannon William F of Francis and Catharine Mar 20 1900..17: 123
Hannoway Irene of Bernard and Margaret E May 16 1900...17: 39
Hanny Ellen E of Frank P and Anna M Aug 10 1892....15: 112
Hanny Julia of Frank P and Annie M July 30 1894........16: 65
Hanower Louisa of Michael and Maggie Aug 13 1893....15: 213
Hanrahan David of Davis and Mary Nov 1 1897........16: 319
Hanrahan Joseph of David W and Mary Aug 24 1895....16: 135
Hanrahan Rose A of David W and Mary A Nov 9 1892....15: 101
Hanrahan William of David and Mary May 17 1894....16: 3
Hanrahan —— d of David and Mary Sept 1 1899........16: 522
Hanrihan John J of James E and Mary A July 6 1895....16: 170
Hansen Florence L of Lars F and Lydia E Sept 10 1892....15: 103
Hansen Helen E of Charles E and Emma L July 4 1900....17: 59
Hansen Isola of Julius and Elizabeth Aug 5 1899..............16:527
Hansen Lena of Lena Oct 18 1898..................16:432
Hansen Martha E of Charles E and Emma L Apr 19 1897....16:313
Hansen Willie T of Helena Aug 18 1894..............15: 43
Hanson Herbert of Alfred July S 1892................A 1: 30
Hanson Lena A of Alfred May 14 1894..............A 1: 31
Hanson Alice J H of Julius H and Christine Nov 13 1896.16:236
Hanson Arthur E of Frank C C and Ida M Jan 28 1899....16:493
Hanson Axel of Axel W and Hannah Oct 13 1897........16:343
Hanson Carl F of Frank W and Ida M Jan 8 1895........16:116
Hanson Charles W of Ernest and Emma Apr 10 1892.....15: 98
Hanson Clarence W of Julius H and Christina E Feb 26 1899.16:509
Hanson Claus H of Claus and Ebba June 7 1898........16:392
Hanson Edna of Christian and Lizziebell Aug 14 1897...16:331
Hanson Elena A of Alfred and Margaret May 14 1894.16: 41
Hanson Elizabeth J of William and Carrie Apr 17 1900.17: 32
Hanson Frank J of Alfred and Margaret Feb 24 1897.....16:307
Hanson Fremont F of Frank C and Elinor W Oct 3 1895...16:159
Hanson Harold of Charles and Laura Jan 14 1897........16:286
Hanson Harry of Axel and Hannah Sept 18 1899........16:557
Hanson Harry W of Frank C and Ida M July 20 1896....16:244
Hanson Herbert of Alfred and Margaret July 18 1892....15:126
Hanson Jacob E of Claus and Ebba May 28 1899........16:488
Hanson Jonas of Clarkson and Frances Oct 14 1897.....16:363
Hanson Mabel M E of Oscar W and Hannah July 7 1898...16:431
Hanson Mark N of Frank L and Jennie W Nov 12 1896....16:247
Hanson Martha B of John T and Matilda Feb 17 1896....16:189
Hanson Oscar E of Claus and Eva July 25 1896........16:241
Hanson Reinhold J E of Julius H and Christina E Jan 5 1898.16:404
Hanson Sarah C of William P and Rose A Aug 4 1891.....15: 69
Hanson Thomas K of William P and Carrie N Apr 12 1899.16:511
Hanson —— d of Axel and Hannah Feb 24 1896........16:203
Hanson —— s of Julius and Christianna Feb 27 1900.....17: 17
Hantke Albert A of Ernest W and Hattie A Sept 21 1893...15:208
Hantke Hattie M of Ernest W and Hattie A Mar 28 1897...16:282
Hantke Olga L of Ernest W and Hattie A Mar 28 1897....16:282
Hapburn Elizabeth of Thomas and Elizabeth May 26 1897.16:293
Hapburn Elizabeth of Thomas and Elizabeth Oct 16 1899...16:552
Hapdu —— d of Gerardu and Rosa Aug 6 1897........16:348
Harman Mary C of John and Bridget June 4 1891........15: 24
Harcourt Grace E of Frank H and Ella L Apr 23 1892....15: 84
Harden Amy S (e) of Minnie July 17 1893...........15:173
Harden Mary of James J and Rosanna June 12 1891........15:  6
Hardie Lester A of Thomas A and Lizzie A Aug 19 1898...16:437
Hardie Thomas of Thomas A and Lizzie A July 24 1900......17: 65
Hardman James of James and Catherine Feb 20 1891......15: 2
 Harding Archie F of William W and Mary E Dec 16 1891......15: 65
 Harding Charles W of William W and Mary E Jan 8 1893......15: 138
 Harding Edith B of Amaziah A and Sarah E Sept 1894......16: 72
 Harding Edith M of William L and Fanny B Oct 17 1898......16: 447
 Harding Eleanor J of James and Bridget July 1 1900......17: 59
 Harding Helen G of Dominick T and Delia M Oct 2 1898......16: 422
 Harding John P of John and Ann Feb 21 1894......16: 32
 Harding John P of John H and Margaret C Jan 13 1899......16: 478
 Harding Joseph C of John and Annie Oct 21 1892......15: 110
 Harding Kate of John H and Margaret Oct 30 1896......16: 236
 Harding Lester A of Lester A and Christine M July 23 1894......16: 69
 Harding Margaret of James and Bridget June 23 1893......15: 161
 Harding Mary I of Dominick T and Delia M Feb 14 1900......17: 53
 Harding Sarah A of John H and Margaret Sept 2 1895......16: 144
 Harding William C of Lester A and Christie M Aug 9 1892......15: 117
 Harding —— s of George F and Anna H Mar 8 1891......15: 5
 Harding —— s of James and Bridget Jan 14 1895......16: 105
 Harding —— d of James and Margaret Dec 7 1896......16: 241
 Harding —— s of John and Sept 26 1891......15: 40
 Harding —— d of Lester A and Christie M Jan 14 1898......16: 393
 Harding —— s of William W and Mary E June 20 1894......16: 14
 Hardman Alice H of James and Elizabeth Feb 27 1897......16: 291
 Hardman Edith B of William H and Annie B Nov 30 1897......16: 323
 Hardman Edward C of Charles and Edith E Aug 10 1899......16: 527
 Hardman William A of Henry A and Isabelle Sept 6 1894......16: 82
 Hardman William L of William H and Anna B Dec 12 1895......16: 141
 Hardsley George of Edward and Mary Aug 1 1893......15: 206
 Hardy Alice of William R and Agnes A Dec 30 1892......15: 102
 Hardy George F of George F and Minnie Feb 6 1900......17: 10
 Hardy Gladys M of Cyrus D and Agnes G May 24 1895......16: 123
 Hardy Helen A (c) of Commodore P and Mabel A Dec 4 1895......16: 164
 Hardy Mildred R E (c) of Commodore P and Mabel A Apr 8 1897......16: 299
 Hardy Mina E of Frederick E and Abby A Jan 5 1891......15: 12
 Hardy William H of William H and Mary E Dec 19 1900......17: 112
 Hare Catherine M of John and Catherine Nov 8 1891......15: 52
 Hare Rebecca of Lewis and Bertha Apr 8 1900......17: 29
 Hargatt —— (c) s of Louise Nov 11 1896......16: 239
 Hargrave Harold T of Charles E and Mary Sept 5 1895......16: 139
 Hargraves Amy of Thomas and Eliza Nov 8 1893......15: 191
 Hargraves Arthur F of William A and Mary Nov 11 1894......16: 67
 Hargraves Irene P of William A and Mary F Oct 17 1897......16: 338
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Hargraves Isabella C of Robert F and Ellen L Aug 31 1892..15:115
Hargraves John F of Robert F and Helena July 23 1891...15:53
Hargraves John O of Thomas and Eliza Sept 12 1891...15:48
Hargraves Mary C of Robert F and Ellen L Nov 9 1899...15:525
Hargraves Raymond of Richard and Mary E Dec 4 1894...15:16
Hargraves Robert of Robert F and Nellie E Dec 29 1893...15:192
Hargraves —— s of Grace Aug 12 1896...16:239
Hargraves —— d of William and Mary Nov 12 1898...16:439
Hargreaves Henry of James H and Ellen Mar 30 1891...15:8
Harbine Bertha M of Benjamin S and Mary Feb 24 1892...15:92
Harker Leaderer C (e) of Robert and Fanny Feb 2 1900...17:53
Harkin (or Herrigan) Reynolds of Mary Sept 25 1896...16:239
Harkins Edith of Maggie May 12 1895...16:A1:32
Harkins Thomas J of John J and Katherine E Dec 10 1899...16:554
Harlow Elizabeth of Michael J and Mary Sept 2 1892...15:120
Harlow Ellen T of Patrick J and Mary E Nov 14 1891...15:62
Harlow Irene of John and Elizabeth J Apr 5 1895...16:118
Harlow James of James M and Mary Aug 3 1893...15:206
Harlow Jennie V of Patrick J and Mary E Nov 20 1897...16:358
Harlow John F of John F and Febbe June 2 1892...15:95
Harlow John J of Patrick J and Mary E Nov 21 1892...15:130
Harlow Kate C of John and Eliza Sept 27 1892...15:120
Harlow Mary of William and Mary A July 3 1900...17:59
Harlow Nellie of Luke and Sarah Apr 5 1893...15:168
Harlow William of William F and Mary A May 11 1897...16:310
Harlowe Mary E of Patrick and Mary Feb 22 1895...16:126
Harmon Elliott K of Everett I and Annie L Apr 14 1898...16:397
Harmon Florence P of Charles A and Clara L Mar 18 1900...17:23
Harmon Frank of John J and Catherine Jan 10 1891...15:4
Harmon Willie R of Charles A and Clara L June 7 1897...16:278
Harrenden Louise S of Marcus and Lucy L Oct 2 1898...16:464
Harney Helen of Patrick and Ellen Jan 25 1895...16:91
Harney James L of Patrick and Ellen M Mar 25 1893...15:139
Harney Jane of John and Annie July 23 1892...15:122
Harney John J of John and Annie Mar 5 1894...16:10
Harney John J of Patrick and Ellen May 6 1898...16:373
Harney Nora of Patrick and Nellie May 29 1896...16:184
Harney William P of Patrick and Nellie Oct 30 1891...15:34
Harnois (Harris) Lilianne I of John and Emma Oct 15 1897...16:332
Harold John P of John and Catherine Mar 17 1894...16:2
Harold Richard C of John and Catherine Oct 2 1898...16:419
Harold Thomas of John and Kate June 6 1896...16:184
Harper Arzalia of Henry F and Sophia Oct 3 1895...16:145
Harper Earle R of Walter E and Isabella Aug 15 1895...16:159
Harper Elsie S of Henry E and Sophia Nov 14 1900.17:102
Harper Henry E of Henry E and Sophia July 24 1897.16:324
Harper Henry F of Henry H and Delphine Feb 12 1899.16:475
Harper —_d of Ida July 23 1893.15:182
Harper —_s of Walter E and Isabella June 5 1891.15:4
Harper —_s of William R and Catherine J Dec 20 1900.17:112
Harraill Amy I of George and Harriet July 8 1891.15:38
Harraill Edwin R of Edwin T and Louise H Apr 11 1896.16:186
Harraill Herbert G of George and Harriet E Feb 12 1896.16:188
Harraill William R of George and Harriet E July 29 1898.16:425
Harraill —_d of George and Harriet July 7 1893.15:176
Harraill —_s of George and Harriet June 5 1897.16:365
Harraill —_s of George and Harriet E July 24 1899.16:596
Harribine Charles W of James T and Alice Dec 27 1891.15:64
Harribine Ernest of Benjamin S and Mary Jan 13 1893.15:162
Harribine Florence E of Benjamin S and Mary Mar 31 1895.16:128
Harrigan Daniel of Thomas and Ellen Jan 25 1891.15:7
Harrigan Thomas L of John F and Catherine Apr 7 1899.16:499
Harriman —_s of Fred B and Harriette B Oct 4 1898.16:421
Harriman —_s of John W and Minnie M July 8 1898.16:432
Harriman —_d of J Walter and Minnie M July 31 1896.16:228
Harrington Alice of John F and Annie Sept 28 1894.16:72
Harrington Ambrose C of Ambrose and Emma J Apr 24 1899.16:481
Harrington Clifford J of Ambrose B and Emma J Nov 14 1900.17:102
Harrington Daniel J of Stephen and Nora A Mar 3 1892.15:67
Harrington Earl W of William H and Emily Mar 9 1893.15:167
Harrington Effie L of Walter S and Effie L Sept 14 1897.16:356
Harrington Esther of Clifford A and Althea E May 1 1894.16:30
Harrington Everett E of Everett E and Ida M Dec 17 1898.16:465
Harrington Faith S of Gilbert A and Eva C July 21 1898.16:445
Harrington Fannie of Walter S and Effie L Oct 15 1900.17:92
Harrington Gertrude of Michael and Mary Sept 6 1893.15:171
Harrington Hanora A of John and Mary Aug 29 1900.17:77
Harrington Hanora J of Michael and Mary Sept 6 1891.15:33
Harrington Harold E of Daniel E and Esther L Apr 9 1895.16:198
Harrington Herman of Clifford A and Althea E Dec 30 1897.16:347
Harrington Ida M of Walter S and Effie L Sept 10 1899.16:564
Harrington James F of Michael and Mary Jan 28 1897.16:273
Harrington James S of Stephen and Hanora July 31 1893.15:170
Harrington Jeremiah of Jeremiah and Mary Jan 20 1897.16:273
Harrington John of Jeremiah and Mary J Feb 11 1892.15:66
Harrington Margaret of Cornelius G and Mary G Jan 16 1898.16:396
Harrington Margaret I of John T and Mary July 28 1894.16:46
Harrington Margaret J of Patrick and Ellen Sept 6 1899.16:522
Harrington Mary of Cornelius and Mary Sept 14 1899........16:564
Harrington Mary of Jeremiah and Mary Mar 13 1896........16:182
Harrington Mary of John F and Annie Aug 13 1892..........15:129
Harrington Mary of Patrick and Julia Dec 28 1900........17:115
Harrington Mary A of Stephen and Honora A Nov 12 1894, 16:48
Harrington Mary H of John T and Mary Dec 10 1898........16:420
Harrington Paul S of Josephine Apr 15 1899.................16:476
Harrington Ruth L of Gilbert A and Eva C S Jan 15 1900...17: 5
Harrington Shirley of Clifford A and Althea E June 1 1892,.15: 87
Harrington Thomas E of Thomas and Sarah Aug 16 1894.....16: 72
Harrington Timothy J of John C and Mary June 5 1896.....16:184
Harrington William C of Cornelius G and Mary G Sept 26

1896 ........................................ 16:254
Harrington William T of Thomas E and Sarah J June 29 1895,16:143
Harrington —— d of Clifford A and Althea E Dec 12 1895,16:164
Harrington —— s of Josie Oct 26 1894......................16: 60
Harris Alice M of Fred W and Alice D Dec 3 1899.........16:576
Harris Anna L (c) of William H and Emma E Mar 3 1893...15:153
Harris Arthur W D of William L and Nellie E Oct 30 1898,16:419
Harris Bertha E of Henry B and Lizzie B Oct 19 1892.....15:108
Harris Charity C (c) of George D and Mary H Oct 4 1897..16:346
Harris Charles G of Albert E and Florence J Oct 17 1891..15: 41
Harris Clifford of John F and Nellie June 25 1899.......16:485
Harris Edith of Albert E and Florence Nov 28 1892.......15:109
Harris Edith E (c) of Courtland P and Ada E Aug 18 1898,16:446
Harris Edward M of Edward M and Amy May 24 1892.......15: 90
Harris Ellen of William C and Mary Aug 31 1898..........16:465
Harris Elliott L of George L and Lena E Oct 11 1893.....15:213
Harris Elsie of Thomas S and Eva M Jan 9 1897...........16:313
Harris Esther of Nathan and Fanny Apr 21 1899...........16:481
Harris Esther E of Frederick R and Nellie M Aug 29 1898,16:446
Harris Ethel D of George W and Annie Jan 26 1892........15: 96
Harris Evelyn L of George L and Lena E Mar 8 1896.......16:221
Harris Evon M (c) of George D and Mary H Sept 26 1892...15:124
Harris Flora E of George S and Elizabeth E Dec 27 1896..16:255
Harris Florence E of Albert E and Florence J Oct 6 1895..16:145
Harris Florence E of Albert E and Florence J Feb 17 1897,16:281
Harris George E of Clayton and Ida M Aug 22 1899.......16:527
Harris George E of George R and Mary L Jan 20 1900.....17:122
Harris Hazel E of Melville P and Etta L Mar 30 1895.....16:111
Harris Hope E of Howard F and Lina Nov 15 1895.........16:136
Harris Irene A of Henry G and Ellen C Mar 11 1893......15:142
Harris Isephine I of Rollin A and Elizabeth A Nov 18 1896,16:247
Harris James E of Edward M and Amy Feb 21 1891......15: 22
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Harris John J (c) of John and Maggie Mar 29 1900...........17: 26
Harris (Harnois) Lilianne I of John and Emma Oct 15 1897...16: 332
Harris Lucille E of Frederick R and Sarah B Apr 21 1900....17: 33
Harris Marion B of Frederick A W and Stella M Oct 8 1898...16: 422
Harris Mary T of William C and Mary T Mar 26 1897.......16: 314
Harris Mead of George and Annie Mar 10 1893.............15: 147
Harris Maude M of William M Jr and Emma M Feb 17 1893...15: 156
Harris Mildred H (c) of George D and Mary H July 26 1899.16: 562
Harris Morris of Nathan and Fannie Feb 16 1895...........16: 99
Harris Pauline of William M Jr and Emma M Oct 15 1895...16: 173
Harris Ralph K of Howard T and Lena July 28 1893.........15: 170
Harris Reginald M of Mabel N Mar 15 1900...............17: 22
Harris Rhoda E of Christopher R and Melissa June 28 1891.15: 14
Harris Robert E (c) of Robert S and Mary A July 12 1895..16: 165
Harris Rosamond B of Stephen C and Mary L Jan 30 1892...15: 69
Harris Virginia C of Albert A and Nellie A Nov 22 1899...16: 539
Harris Wentworth B of Frederick W and Stella Nov 28 1893.15: 175
Harris William J of William C and Mary Dec 20 1900......17: 112
Harris Willie (c) of William H and Emma Apr 3 1891....15: 15
Harris Willie Eliza (c) of George D and Mary H Dec 2 1894...16: 52
Harris —— s of A Walter and Annie C Dec 10 1896......16: 231
Harris —— (e) d of George and Mary Aug 14 1896.........16: 228
Harris —— s of John and Nellie June 25 1899.............16: 595
Harris —— (e) s of Lena June 4 1894................16: 15
Harris —— s of Nathan and Fanny Feb 9 1897..............16: 280
Harris —— s of Rollin A and Elizabeth A June 15 1899...16: 496
Harris —— (e) d of Sarah May 1 1894................16: 15
Harris —— d of Thomas S and Eva M Feb 20 1900........17: 15
Harris —— d of William and Catherine Feb 24 1892....15: 77
Harrison Adelbert C of John W and Annie M May 11 1899..16: 515
Harrison Albert E of Samuel and Maria Mar 10 1897......16: 292
Harrison Alice of John W and Minnie July 23 1897........16: 361
Harrison Annette S of Ralph and Janet T Apr 22 1892....15: 94
Harrison Caroline of Simon and Sarah Nov 19 1896.......16: 230
Harrison Charles A of Thomas W and Christine Mar 6 1894..16: 33
Harrison Dexter W of Richard and Ella E Nov 24 1895.....16: 160
Harrison Ethel M of John and Winnie July 23 1897.........16: 348
Harrison Harold of George R and Nellie E Sept 11 1893...15: 171
Harrison Henry of Simon and Sarah Sept 22 1892..........15: 104
Harrison Hugh of Patrick and Maria Nov 10 1900..........17: 100
Harrison James of Ralph and Janet T June 5 1896........16: 218
Harrison John R of John and Mary A Feb 4 1892..........15: 85
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Harrison Joseph of Patrick and Maria Apr 25 1899........... 16: 499
Harrison Mary of Walter and Amy Jan 13 1892........... 15: 91
Harrison Ralph of Ralph and Janet T June 20 1897........... 16: 311
Harrison Rena of Elmer and Annie Mar 3 1896........... 16: 203
Harrison Ruth of Richard and Ella E Nov 30 1897........... 16: 343
Harrison Ruth N (c) of Zachariah and Sally 11 Aug 27 1897, 16: 345
Harrison Sadie of Simon and Sarah Feb 4 1900........... 17: 10
Harrison Sarah of Ralph and Jennette Nov 14 1899........... 16: 576
Harrison Selina of Ralph and Janet T May 12 1894........... 16: 41
Harrison Walter A of John and Mary A Feb 25 1893........... 15: 156
Harrison Walter J (c) of Zachariah and Sallie 1 Oct 5 1900, 17: 89
Harrison —— d of Charles and Elizabeth July 7 1894........... 15: 35
Harrison —— s of John W and Winifred Dec 13 1894........... 15: 58
Harrison —— d of Rosa June 1 1894........... 16: 15
Harrod George E of John and Maria E May 9 1899........... 16: 484
Harrod James of John and Maria E June 10 1897........... 16: 286
Harrod Violet A of John and Maria E Dec 19 1895........... 16: 176
Harrod William H of John and Maria E July 29 1893, 15: 206
Harry Charles E (c) of Charles E and Wilhelmina Nov 1 1894........ 16: 52
Harry Wilhelmina S (c) of Charles E and Wilhelmina Oct 10 1892........... 15: 104
Harson Albert E of John A and Catherine M Jan 4 1898........... 16: 371
Harson Anna J of John A and Catherine M July 25 1896........... 16: 224
Harson Edwin B of Michael J and Marianna F Nov 4 1891........... 15: 34
Harstra Meta C of Cornelius and Charlotte Apr 1 1899........... 16: 491
Hart Alice of Thomas and Ann J Nov 25 1899........... 16: 567
Hart Alice E of Charles and Ellen Nov 5 1895........... 16: 140
Hart Ann of Charles W and Mary Feb 3 1894........... 16: 32
Hart Anna L of Peter and Sarah A Mar 2 1896........... 16: 203
Hart Arthur E of Frederick W and Elizabeth Mar 25 1893........... 15: 143
Hart Bridget M of John J and Ellen Nov 10 1891........... 15: 65
Hart Catherine F of Bernard and Catherine Apr 24 1899........... 16: 499
Hart Charles A of John H and Margaret J Aug 24 1899........... 16: 546
Hart Charles E of Charles E and Ellen C Aug 27 1899........... 16: 527
Hart Charles V of Daniel and Annie Apr 3 1894........... 16: 11
Hart Clara F of Charles and Ellen C Feb 11 1898........... 16: 375
Hart Daniel J of Daniel J and Mary Nov 18 1893........... 16: 136
Hart Edith H of Frederick E and Jessie E Oct 22 1900........... 17: 94
Hart Elizabeth of Thomas and Ann J Aug 13 1897........... 16: 362
Hart Elizabeth E of Peter and Sarah A June 11 1891........... 15: 19
Hart Ernest J of Frederick W and Elizabeth Mar 13 1895........... 16: 106
Hart Eveline M of Michael F and Mary J June 18 1896........... 16: 219
Hart George F of Michael and Mary Dec 28 1899........... 16: 577
Hart Gertrude of Henry and Virginia May 28 1895...16:113
Hart Grace of Daniel V and Annie May 13 1898...16:376
Hart Herbert W of Frederick W and Elizabeth Feb 15 1892..15:72
Hart James of John and Mary June 11 1894...16:35
Hart James E of Michael and Mary July 4 1894...16:80
Hart James T of James and Nora Aug 2 1899...16:579
Hart James T of Thomas and Ann J May 25 1896...16:218
Hart John D of Michael and Mary Feb 11 1898...16:400
Hart John F of John J and Mary T Oct 28 1900...17:96
Hart John J of James and Hanora May 7 1894...16:34
Hart John J of John and Mary July 6 1898...16:450
Hart Joseph W of Henry and Eugenie Aug 4 1892...15:120
Hart Leo F of Daniel V and Annie Mar 26 1896...16:190
Hart Lorin P of Lorin P and Susie W May 21 1893...16:160
Hart Mabel of Daniel J and Mary Apr 1 1891...15:2
Hart Margaret E of John and Mary Jan 17 1896..16:208
Hart Marguerite E of William and Margaret Aug 12 1899...16:563
Hart Marion J of John II and Margaret J Nov 1 1895...16:132
Hart Mary of Bernard and Catherine Apr 11 1896...16:216
Hart Mary of John and Mary July 16 1892...15:122
Hart Mary C of James and Nora Mar 31 1896...16:210
Hart Michael of John and Mary July 8 1900...17:61
Hart Mildred B of John II and Margaret J Jan 20 1897...16:288
Hart Nettie E of Fred W and Elizabeth Feb 26 1897...16:281
Hart Nora V of James and Hanora Mar 30 1898...16:385
Hart Sarah A of Peter and Sarah A July 27 1893...15:193
Hart Stephen of Daniel and Mary Oct 20 1893...15:172
Hart —— d of Frederick and Elizabeth Dec 12 1898...16:430
Hart —— s of George A and Cora E Sept 25 1900...17:86
Harte Joseph A of Joseph and Anastasia Aug 12 1899...16:551
Hartford —— d of Alice Oct 22 1893...15:184
Hartigan James of Michael J and Mary A June 22 1896...16:219
Hartigan James E of John J and Ellen Oct 7 1895...16:156
Hartigan Joseph V of John T and Ellen Nov 22 1892...15:116
Hartigan Timothy of John and Ellen Feb 11 1891...15:12
Hartley Arthur of Walker and Emily May 14 1898...16:413
Hartley Charles H of George E and Ida Dec 3 1896...16:267
Hartley Edward of James and Mary J Dec 16 1898...16:430
Hartley Edwin L of Walker and Emily Oct 4 1899...16:583
Hartley Everett of William S and Carrie Feb 27 1898...16:379
Hartley Irvin L of Joseph H and Etta M Jan 14 1899...16:515
Hartley James of Matthew and Dorothy Nov 9 1899...16:592
Hartley Margaret of William S and Eliza A May 18 1900...17:53
Hartley Maynard C of William and Sarah M Oct 20 1892...15:101
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Hartley Raymond W of John W and Eva V Sept 4 1900..............17: 79
Hartley Ruth M of George and Ida Oct 26 1898..................16: 460
Hartley —— d of William and Sarah M Aug 14 1891...........15: 32
Hartling Ethel M of Edward O and Marguerite T Aug 29 1900.17: 77
Hartman Mabel of George and Annie Jan 24 1895..............16: 98
Hartman Rebecca of George and Esther Nov 28 1896..........16: 257
Hartman Ruth H of John H and Harriet C Apr 22 1900.......17: 33
Hartman Virginia M of William H and Emma V Nov 25 1891..15: 53
Hartmann Carl W of Charles E and Eleanor J Jan 29 1891..15: 14
Hartmann —— d of Charles E and Eleanor J Dec 15 1891..15: 50
Hartnett Edward of John and Margaret July 28 1899........16: 579
Hartnett Ellen of Michael and Ellen May 12 1892............15: 74
Hartnett Ellen of Richard and Margaret Nov 16 1897.......16: 358
Hartnett James of Michael and Helena Jan 3 1891............15: 25
Hartnett Margaret of Richard and Margaret May 9 1896......16: 192
Hartnett Margaret E of Michael R and Ellen H Apr 4 1896.16: 190
Hartnett Mary of Richard and Margaret Mar 11 1895.........16: 100
Hartnett Mary M of John and Margaret Sept 14 1897.......16: 355
Hartnett Michael of Michael and Mary Aug 16 1892.........15: 106
Hartnett Richard of Richard and Margaret Jan 5 1900.......17: 2
Hartstra Christina of Cornelius and Lottie Oct 20 1900....17: 94
Hartwell Charles W T of Luther F and Caroline Jan 6 1893.15: 152
Hartwell Clara B of Daniel A and Lillie M Jan 2 1897.....16: 305
Hartwell Hazel of William E and Florence May 10 1898....16: 391
Hartwell Helen D of William E and Mary F July 17 1895...16: 158
Hartwell Jennie M of Daniel A and Lillie M Aug 13 1898...16: 457
Hartwell Lillian L of Daniel A and Lillian M Feb 12 1895.16: 126
Hartwell Rena E of Daniel A and Lillie M Apr 24 1893....15: 160
Harty Elizabeth J of John and Margaret Oct 10 1898.......16: 435
Harty Ethel V of James and Mary J Aug 7 1897..............16: 325
Harty Helena of James and Mary J Sept 8 1893.............15: 184
Harty Irene of John H and Mary Dec 18 1899..............16: 525
Harty John H of John H and Mary Dec 2 1900.............17: 107
Harty Loretta of James and Mary J Feb 8 1896.............16: 195
Harty Margaret T of John P and Margaret Apr 1 1892.....15: 73
Harty Mary of James and Mary J May 12 1892.............15: 77
Harty Morris F of John and Margaret July 21 1894........16: 51
Harvey Blanche S of Albert L and Matilda L Feb 19 1893.15: 136
Harvey Gertrude of Thomas and Margaret Dec 4 1891.....15: 53
Harvey Robert B of Harry L and Margaret Oct 20 1896....16: 235
Harvey Thomas J of Patrick J and Mary L Dec 12 1898...16: 444
Harvey William G of Patrick J and Mary L Apr 17 1900..17: 32
Harvey —— s of Stephen E and Mary Jan 31 1892........15: 69
Harwood Eva M of Charles W and Ida E July 27 1893.....15: 205
Hasbrouck — (c) d of William and Carrie Nov 22 1891...15: 43
Haslet Ette of Nathan and Gussie Dec 17 1899..................16: 589
Haselwood Ruth J of Harry and Blanche Oct 13 1892...15: 128
Hashl Rosa of Nathan and Gotha Apr 24 1893..................15: 144
Haskell Ann of Charles F and Mary Nov 10 1893............15: 187
Haskell Ellen A of Ernest A and Emma M Aug 5 1900........17: 70
Haskell Lorin L of Ellis E and Georgia A June 25 1892....15: 71
Haskell —— d of Henry and Mattie Dec 12 1896..............16: 241
Haskins Charles F of Henry F and Laura J Nov 10 1892...15: 121
Haskins Crawford L of Henry F and Laura J May 21 1891...15: 19
Haskins Ida F of Robert G and Rose A Feb 15 1891........15: 26
Haskins Lottie M of Nathan G and Eva A Nov 24 1891....15: 50
Haskins Lydia N M of Edward S and Annie M Nov 23 1892...15: 109
Haskins Samuel E of Henry F and Laura J Oct 28 1896.....16: 266
Haskins Sarah E of Henry F and Laura J Sept 6 1894......16: 66
Haskins Walter F of Henry F and Laura Feb 10 1898.....16: 406
Haslam Beatrice E of William F and Eliza Feb 14 1893.....15: 169
Haslam Evelyn G of William T and Eliza May 23 1891...15: 29
Haslam Irving E of Gordon B and Ila B Mar 31 1897......16: 296
Haslam Nathan E of Gordon E and Ila B July 7 1898......16: 440
Haslam —— s of William and Wilhelmina Dec 24 1898.....16: 470
Haslam —— s of William and Wilhelmina Dec 26 1891...15: 43
Hasney Catherine L of James A and Bridget Jan 1 1895...16: 124
Hasney Earl R of Michael F and Mary E Aug 31 1898.....16: 458
Hasney Ellen F of Thomas P and Sarah July 9 1897......16: 353
Hasney Frances W of James A and Bridget Apr 26 1896....16: 217
Hasney James P of James A and Bridget D Mar 8 1893....15: 163
Hasney Loretta of Michael F and Mary E June 15 1894...16: 42
Hasney Mary M of James A and Bridget Nov 4 1891......15: 62
Hasney Susie I of Thomas and Sarah Apr 11 1899........16: 499
Hasney Walter L of Michael F and Mary E Aug 13 1891...15: 60
Hass Anna of John and Irene Nov 1 1894...................16: 73
Hass Elvera of John and Irene Sept 9 1893..............15: 194
Hass Joseph P of John and Irene July 24 1896.............16: 249
Haszall Harold of William J and Florence A June 27 1900..17: 51
Hasselbaum Anna M of Andrew and Ervaldine Mar 3 1900...17: 18
Hasselbaum Hulda of Anton and Mary J July 16 1898......16: 425
Hasselbaum Josephine of Anton and Mary J July 16 1898...16: 425
Hasselbaum Olga of Antoine and Maria J May 15 1895.....16: 106
Hasselbaum —— twin daughters of Anton and Mary J June
12 1891 .............................................15: 12
Hassett Annie of Cornelius and Winifred Jan 9 1891......15: 25
Hassett Mary of Cornelius and Winifred Dec 17 1894.....16: 86
Hassett Mary G of Timothy E and Mary Jan 1 1892......15: 96
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Hassett Thomas of Timothy E and Mary E Feb 26 1891........... 15: 26
Hassett — s of Cornelius and Winifred Dec 19 1892........... 15: 131
Hastie Edith L of William and Matilda M Sept 10 1891........... 15: 36
Hastings Charles H of William G and Florence E Feb 23 1894, 16: 26
Hastings Dorothy F of William G and Florence A Feb 5 1895, 16: 97
Hastings Walter of Walter and Frances M Jan 24 1900........... 17: 7
Hastings William J of William G and Florence Sept 23 1892........... 15: 132
Hatch Dorothy E of Willard T and Mary July 11 1893........... 15: 170
Hatch — d of Charles and Sarah Sept 30 1895........... 16: 139
Hatch — d of Charles and Sarah T June 27 1898........... 16: 377
Hathaway Charles E of Charles S and Elizabeth S Jan 21

1891

Hathaway Dorothy of Charles H and Julia S Feb 5 1898 ..... 16: 289
Hathaway Elsie V of Charles O and Mary V Aug 21 1898..... 16: 435
Hathaway Fannie L of Edgar A and Fannie D Nov 26 1891... 15: 63
Hathaway Helen of George A and Helen H Dec 7 1898......... 16: 461
Hathaway John A of George A and Helen H Oct 27 1896..... 16: 266
Hathaway Lawrence B of Charles H and Julia S July 28 1899. 16: 550
Hathaway Lena of Sylvester and Eliza Mar 23 1894.......... 16: 45
Hathaway Madeline P of Harry S and Annie F Apr 30 1896...... 16: 204
Hathaway Margaret of Elias E and Jessie A Jan 8 1891...... 15: 12
Hathaway Ruth B of Elias E and Agnes J Dec 13 1892....... 15: 114
Hathaway — d of Charles and Mary July 1 1897........... 16: 335
Hathaway — d of Charles O and Mary V Feb 27 1900........ 17: 17
Hathaway — d of Charles S and Elizabeth June 29 1893.... 15: 167
Hathaway — d of D Nathan and Isabelle May 25 1892....... 15: 79
Hathaway — s of George A and Helen H May 30 1894........ 16: 41
Hathaway — s of George E and Jennette M May 18 1899...... 16: 595
Hathaway — (c) s of Walter E and Susan A Oct 30 1892...... 15: 104
Hattlow Royce W of James and Belle May 13 1892........ 15: 87
Hatten Ellen R of James and Catherine L Sept 15 1894...... 16: 56
Hatten Leah (c) of Louise Jan 27 1896.......................... 16: 194
Hatten Mathew J of James and Catherine F Mar 29 1893..... 15: 143
Handley Gilbert A of John F and Mary J July 2 1893...... 15: 188
Haupt Charlotte M of George E and Marion J L May 1 1899.... 16: 565
Haupt Emma M of Bruno and Mina Apr 22 1897........ 16: 287
Haupt Minna R M of Bruno and Minna Dec 13 1898......... 16: 475
Hannegard Marie L of Noel and Amelie Oct 8 1895.......... 16: 173
Haven John P of John and Eleanor L Aug 5 1897........ 16: 334
Haven Margaret E of Thomas P and Mary A Sept 27 1899...... 16: 582
Haven Thomas P of Thomas P and Mary A Dec 24 1897...... 16: 360
Havens Raymond L of Charles E and Catherine W Apr 30

1891

15: 11
Haverly Carrie of Ellis and Minnie J July 31 1898........ 16: 425
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Haverly Cora</td>
<td>31 Jul 1898</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawes Helen A</td>
<td>22 Mar 1898</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawes Leonard M</td>
<td>1 Oct 1896</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawes Marjorie C</td>
<td>3 Jul 1899</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkes Allen E</td>
<td>13 Jul 1893</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkes Elwood A</td>
<td>18 Sep 1895</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkes Gratia M</td>
<td>31 Dec 1891</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkes Mildred E</td>
<td>8 Nov 1897</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawk — d</td>
<td>28 Nov 1894</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawk — s</td>
<td>16 Feb 1894</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins Alice E</td>
<td>1 Mar 1898</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins Arthur</td>
<td>20 Jan 1898</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins Charles A</td>
<td>1 Oct 1898</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins Ellen E</td>
<td>1 Jun 1892</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins Francis L</td>
<td>13 Nov 1889</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins Grace I</td>
<td>24 Oct 1893</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins Harold H</td>
<td>24 Dec 1892</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins James D</td>
<td>3 Mar 1898</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins Joseph M</td>
<td>8 Apr 1891</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins Julia E</td>
<td>23 Mar 1900</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins Lawrence A</td>
<td>1 Apr 1895</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins Lydia M</td>
<td>25 Mar 1892</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins Mabel of Alfred and Minnie</td>
<td>17 Aug 1894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins Mabel of Henry G and Mary</td>
<td>12 Dec 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins Pearl F</td>
<td>26 Mar 1891</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins Ralph E</td>
<td>6 Sep 1898</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins Sarah A</td>
<td>30 Jul 1896</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins Thomas A</td>
<td>5 Dec 1893</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins William H</td>
<td>25 Mar 1899</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins — s of Albert and Annie</td>
<td>7 Jul 1893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins — s of Archie R and Annie</td>
<td>25 Feb 1900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins — d of John H and Mary</td>
<td>14 Feb 1895</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawksley Arthur E</td>
<td>15 Nov 1892</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawksley Frederick A</td>
<td>17 Aug 1893</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawksley Henry A</td>
<td>20 Nov 1892</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawksley Mabel of George H and Ella</td>
<td>26 Sep 1895</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawksworth Ernest of Lewis and Ida</td>
<td>19 Aug 1898</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawksworth Joseph D</td>
<td>22 Sep 1895</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haworth Emily of James and Margaret</td>
<td>23 Sep 1898</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawthurst Harold W</td>
<td>31 Mar 1892</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawthurst Helen C</td>
<td>28 Apr 1899</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hay Robert E</td>
<td>16 Jan 1896</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hay Robert H</td>
<td>5 Aug 1892</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hay William of William and Catherine</td>
<td>Nov 1 1899</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hay William H of Robert and Ellen</td>
<td>Jan 28 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hay —— d of Henry C and Alice S</td>
<td>Dec 13 1891</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayden Catherine T of Michael and Catherine</td>
<td>Feb 28 1894</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayden David W of Daniel F and Catherine T</td>
<td>Feb 5 1893</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayden Eleanor of Daniel F and Fannie D</td>
<td>June 7 1898</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayden Joseph H of Caleb C and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Oct 30 1894</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayden Lovie A (c) of Charles and Sarah A</td>
<td>Oct 24 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayden Olive of Daniel and Fannie D</td>
<td>Oct 6 1895</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayden Patrick J of Michael J and Mary Apr 11</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayden Ruth B of Charles and Sarah A Aug 11</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayden Ruth R Adopted by Margaret J Jan 18</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Alice L of John F and Mary E</td>
<td>Apr 19 1891</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Annie of John and Annie Jan</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Annie of John and Mary A</td>
<td>June 28 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Arthur of Michael and Annie Apr 16</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Elizabeth A of Joseph and Elizabeth Sept</td>
<td>28 1897</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Elizabeth M of John and Mary Dec</td>
<td>6 1893</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Ellen of Patrick and Ellen Jan 14</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Emily of Joseph and Elizabeth Feb 23</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes George A of John H and Bridey Nov 23</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Gertrude M of John F and Mary E</td>
<td>Nov 3 1895</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Helen L of Daniel and Margaret Dec 22</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes James W of James and Bridget H May</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes John of John T and Annie V</td>
<td>Nov 17 1895</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes John H of John H and Bridey Mar 3</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes John J of John and Mary Apr 5</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Joseph of John T and Annie V</td>
<td>Dec 4 1897</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Joseph F of John H and Catherine A</td>
<td>Dec 3 1891</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Julia E of Daniel and Margaret A Apr 4</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Lillie L. of Edward and Laura S</td>
<td>Sept 28 1895</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Margaret A of John and Mary June 30</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Mary of John T and Annie V</td>
<td>May 24 1893</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Mary E of John and Mary A</td>
<td>Jan 24 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Rachel of James and Bridget Mar 30</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Thomas J of John H and Bridey F</td>
<td>Sept 22 1894</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes William H of Agnes May 24</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes William H of William H and Charlotte Apr</td>
<td>4 1891</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes —— s of Xellie Nov 17</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Mary E of Herbert and Sarah B</td>
<td>Sept 7 1895</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes John R of John and Mary Feb</td>
<td>22 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Lena of Katie Aug 23</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Hays William H of John H and Bridey Apr 10 1896.......... 16: 183
Haytree —- d of Joseph and Mary A Nov 20 1896.......... 16: 251
Hayward Chauncey C of Henry A and Laura M Feb 27 1897. 16: 298
Hayward Frank W of Frank and Nellie M Sept 8 1900...... 17: 81
Hayward Gladys M of Albert H and Mary E May 31 1900.... 17: 43
Hayward Jennie M of Henry A and Lorenza M Apr 15 1893.. 15: 160
Hayward Leonard W of Frederick W and Ingrid May 29 1899. 16: 500
Hayward Walter M of Walter and Emma L Feb 18 1895..... 16: 107
Hayward William J of William and Nellie Nov 29 1890..... 17: 106
Hayward William M of George M and Mary E Oct 31 1896... 16: 243
Hayward —- d of Albert H and Mary E July 31 1898........ 16: 469
Hazard Alene P of Amos W and S Lulu Jan 16 1894...... 16: 45
Hazard Charles of Walter P and Mary E May 25 1891...... 15: 9
Hazard Flora H of George C and Sarah A June 16 1894.... 15: 14
Hazard Virginia W of George B and Hattie M Feb 9 1900.... 17: 11
Hazard —- d of Amos W and Sarah L Dec 4 1892........... 15: 119
Hazel Joseph C (c) of Clinton D and Carrie B Sept 13 1895. 16: 159
Hazeltine Hiram H of Hiram H and May A Feb 23 1898...... 16: 393
Hazelwood Mildred G of Harry and Blanche July 1 1900..... 17: 59
Hazlehurst Thomas P of Charles and Esther Mar 14 1899... 16: 509
Head Francis X of John J and Bridget Mar 13 1893...... 15: 163
Head Mary L of John J and Bridget May 4 1895........... 16: 129
Head Thomas F of John J and Bridget Apr 6 1891......... 15: 27
Head William J of John J and Bridget Apr 18 1897....... 16: 309
Head —- d of Thomas and Annie Aug 6 1900............... 17: 70
Heafey Elizabeth E of David and Delia Nov 4 1892....... 15: 108
Heafey Mary B of David and Bridget Apr 21 1894.......... 16: 12
Heald Gertrude of John and Alice Apr 28 1895........... 16: 129
Heald Sarah E of John and Alice May 5 1897.............. 16: 309
Healcy Anastasia of Michael P and Mary C Mar 18 1899... 16: 515
Healey Andrew F of Martin J and Mary F Dec 10 1891..... 15: 47
Healey Annie M of William F and Mary Oct 12 1899........ 16: 574
Healey Bridget M of John J and Kate Dec 21 1893........ 15: 188
Healey Catherine of Thomas and Rebecca Aug 15 1897..... 16: 348
Healey Catherine E of James E and Bridget Nov 7 1898.... 16: 439
Healey Catherine T of Michael C and Catherine T Apr 14 1898. 16: 394
Healey Daniel of Michael C and Catherine June 24 1899.... 16: 496
Healey Daniel D of Cornelius J and Mary A July 11 1898... 16: 444
Healey Edward of James and Bridget Mar 22 1900.......... 17: 24
Healey Edward J of Michael J and Mary E Mar 26 1892..... 15: 73
Healey Edward J of Peter II and Margaret T Mar 2 1894.... 16: 18
Healey Edwin E of Michael and Catherine T Dec 14 1896.... 16: 252
Healey Elizabeth V of John H and Mary Feb 5 1892......... 15: 98
Healey Ellen of Edward and Mary A Apr 29 1894........... 15: 8
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Healey Ellen of Thomas and Rebecca Aug 18 1892 .................. 15: 123
Healey Elmer J of John F and Margaret Mar 24 1896 .............. 16: 190
Healey Esther of Charles J and Alice M Sept 11 1893 ............. 15: 207
Healey Frederick of Michael J and Mary Mar 25 1895 ............. 16: 101
Healey George E of William S and Mary Jan 25 1898 ............. 16: 378
Healey Grace E of John F and Margaret Aug 21 1891 ............. 15: 39
Healey Helen of Thomas and Mary A Dec 19 1897 .................. 16: 339
Healey Henrietta of Michael J and Mary E June 22 1893 .......... 15: 145
Healey Irene of Joseph S and Margaret E Mar 20 1896 ............. 16: 197
Healey James of Bernard and Julia M Dec 31 1898 ................. 16: 431
Healey James M of John and Mary Sept 21 1891 .................. 15: 61
Healey James T of James M and Mary Dec 11 1893 ................. 15: 173
Healey John of John and Kate June 26 1895 ....................... 16: 106
Healey John B of John F and Margaret June 22 1891 ............. 15: 6
Healey John L of John F and Annie M Oct 19 1898 ................. 16: 443
Healey John P of William F and Mary Mar 4 1897 ................. 16: 302
Healey Joseph of Joseph S and Margaret E July 10 1892 .......... 15: 119
Healey Louise of James and Catherine Feb 22 1894 ................. 16: 5
Healey Margaret of William and Anne June 14 1897 ................. 16: 276
Healey Marguerite E of Thomas F and Mary A Nov 8 1893 .......... 15: 180
Healey Martha of Thomas and Rebecca Aug 25 1894 ................ 16: 76
Healey Martha of Thomas and Rebecca Sept 6 1898 ................ 16: 152
Healey Martin of Thomas H and Rebecca Nov 2 1899 ................. 16: 575
Healey Mary of Michael J and Mary Mar 28 1897 .................. 16: 282
Healey Mary A of James and Bridget Aug 14 1897 ................ 16: 336
Healey Mary E of William F and Mary E Aug 20 1892 ............... 15: 123
Healey Mary E of William F and Mary E Dec 26 1894 ............... 16: 79
Healey Mary G of John F and Annie M Feb 28 1900 ................. 17: 17
Healey Mary G of Thomas F and Mary A Dec 15 1891 ............... 15: 42
Healey Mary H of James and Catherine Mar 24 1895 ................. 16: 95
Healey Mary J of Daniel and Catherine Aug 1 1891 ................. 15: 39
Healey Mary M of Edward and Mary A Dec 28 1894 .................. 15: 43
Healey Mary T of James E and Bridget May 11 1900 ................. 17: 38
Healey Olive K of James H and Catherine A July 17 1899 .......... 16: 526
Healey Rose L of John H and Mary Aug 10 1898 ................... 16: 151
Healey Theresa H of William F and Mary Feb 17 1895 .............. 16: 120
Healey Vincent A of Thomas F and Mary Dec 25 1895 ............... 16: 147
Healey William of John H and Mary Dec 5 1893 .................... 15: 203
Healey William F of William F and Mary Apr 8 1891 ............... 15: 23
Healey — s of Alice Mar 24 1897 ................................ 16: 290
Healey — d of Ellen May 20 1900 ................................ 17: 40
Healey — s of Ellen Mar 4 1891 ................................ 15: 10
Healey — s of James H and Catherine Apr 17 1893 ................. 15: 157
Healey — s of Patrick and Katie Aug 27 1900 ...................... 17: 76
Healey — d of William E and Margaret Aug 7 1899 ……….. 16:596
Healey — s of William F and Mary Apr 11 1893 ……….. 15:460
Healy Helen L of Peter and Louise Nov 14 1898 ……….. 16:448
Healy Helena of John H and Mary Apr 15 1897 ……….. 16:393
Healy James of James and Bridget A June 16 1895 ……….. 16:113
Healy James J of James H and Catherine Mar 23 1897 ……….. 16:277
Healy Mary of Charles and Alice Mar 26 1891 ……….. 15:27
Healy Milton L of Charles and Alice Nov 29 1900 ……….. 17:106
Healy Thomas S of Charles and Alice Oct 31 1896 ……….. 16:266
Healy Virginia A of Charles J and Alice T Nov 11 1892 ……….. 15:116
Healy — d of Daniel and Sarah July 25 1898 ……….. 16:469
Heaney Frances H of John and Ann J Dec 21 1891 ……….. 15:58
Heaney George W of Patrick J and Annie Feb 22 1896 ……….. 16:189
Heaney John T of Henry M and Mary A Feb 21 1900 ……….. 17:15
Heaney Lillian of Thomas and Xora Jan 1 1898 ……….. 16:415
Heaney William A of Patrick and Annie M July 13 1899 ……….. 16:532
Heaney — s of Henry and Mary Jan 18 1898 ……….. 16:415
Heap Hazel M of Warren B and Ida F May 16 1893 ……….. 15:152
Heaphey Hanora of Michael and Catherine Mar 13 1895 ……….. 16:127
Heaphey Mary of John and Catherine Apr 4 1894 ……….. 16:11
Heaphey Joseph E of John and Mary Dec 1 1898 ……….. 16:461
Heard Blanche G of Frank C and Theresa Sept 19 1894 ……….. 16:56
Hearn Daniel of Daniel and Bridget Oct 9 1891 ……….. 15:46
Hearn Joseph of Daniel and Bridget Nov 10 1899 ……….. 16:553
Heearne — d of George and Ann Feb 6 1898 ……….. 16:467
Hearon Francis M of Daniel and Bridget July 28 1897 ……….. 16:336
Heary Ellen F of James H and Rose A Sept 24 1899 ……….. 16:528
Heary Frank of James and Susan June 1892 ……….. A:1:28
Heary Joseph of James and Susan Aug 1891 ……….. A:1:28
 Heath Arthur E (c) of Bertha M Mar 13 1897 ……….. 16:298
 Heath Atwood R of Benjamin E and Mary L July 15 1898 ……….. 16:456
 Heath Florence L of Henry and Mary H Oct 28 1891 ……….. 15:52
 Heath Henrietta (c) of William and Elizabeth June 11 1897,16:309
 Heath Noeline of Thomas and Honora Nov 23 1895 ……….. 16:160
 Heath — d of Charles S and Anna G Mar 25 1891 ……….. 15:10
 Heath — (c) d of Willard and Celia E Mar 26 1893 ……….. 15:137
 Heath — (c) s of Willard and Celia E May 3 1898 ……….. 16:468
 Heathcote Clifford D of George H and Sarah Oct 25 1892 ……….. 15:104
 Heathman Roscoe O (c) of William H and Susan Jan 21 1891 ……….. 4
 Heaton Alfred T of Clinton R and Aurelia Mar 28 1898 ……….. 16:376
 Heaton Charles D of Charles D and Alice Sept 21 1894 ……….. 16:70
 Heaton Daniel of Herbert and Annie July 9 1891 ……….. 15:56
 Heaton Herbert of Herbert and Annie Oct 3 1894 ……….. 16:77
 Heaton Martin L of Herbert and Anna July 12 1897 ……….. 16:347
Heaton Mildred A of Charles D and Alice Sept 15 1892... 15:118
Heaton Vera L of Clinton R and Aurelia Feb 16 1893... 15:139
Heaton —— d of Herbert and Annie Sept 25 1899... 16:573
Heaven Jessie L of Samuel W and Margaret Aug 1 1900... 17:68
Heblow —— s of Hannah July 31 1897... 16:331
Hebdon Beth L of George B and Ella A June 1 1899... 16:512
Hebdon Ruth D of John C and Lucie A Mar 20 1900... 17:23
Hebdon —— d of John C and Hattie Feb 9 1893... 15:163
Hebrew Alverda C (c) of William S and Alice B Mar 31 1896... 16:203
Hebsch George F of George and Gusta Aug 6 1899... 16:562
Hecker Annie of Himan and Rosa Mar 7 1894... 16:10
Hecker Jennie of Frank and Fanny May 5 1894... 16:12
Hecker Rebecca of Hyman and Rose Sept 18 1898... 16:427
Hedberg Gertrude A of Victor A and Albertina Oct 14 1896... 16:270
Hedberg Inez V of William K and Hilda Feb 20 1894... 16:10
Hedberg Mabel E of Knut W and Hilda M July 4 1897... 16:353
Heddle Mary of Thomas and Mary May 1 1900... 17:36
Hedeen Edith M of John and Josephine July 16 1899... 16:532
Hedeen Edwin E of Per E and Emily A Aug 5 1896... 16:249
Hedges Eva L of Mark DeF and Clara B Aug 18 1900... 17:73
Hedin Walberg J J of John W and Josephine Dec 26 1897... 16:330
Heelon Edwin of Edwin F and Honora Jan 26 1894... 16:28
Heeney Edward of John and Mary Sept 8 1897... 16:349
Heeney James A of James A and Jennie Aug 17 1898... 16:141
Heeney Lillian of Thomas and Norah Feb 3 1898... 16:406
Heeney Mary of John and Mary Dec 11 1893... 15:203
Heeney Richard J of John and Mary Oct 29 1898... 16:448
Heenan Fanny M of Charles and Mary A Apr 5 1892... 15:84
Heffernan Alfred of John and Dennie Nov 18 1899... 16:586
Heffernan Anna A of Daniel W and Minnie A Sept 10 1895... 16:172
Heffernan Carrie of Patrick and Caroline Jan 8 1891... 15:21
Heffernan Casimir P of Thomas J and Jennie June 27 1894... 16:28
Heffernan Casimir P of Thomas J and Catherine J July 27 1894... 16:69
Heffernan Catherine of Timothy and Mary E July 18 1895... 16:138
Heffernan Charles of Thomas J and Jennie Aug 10 1895... 16:159
Heffernan Daniel J of Daniel W and Mary A Mar 10 1894... 16:38
Heffernan Elizabeth of John and Eliza Mar 11 1891... 15:27
Heffernan Ellen of William and Mary Nov 12 1891... 15:42
Heffernan George of Thomas J and Jennie Aug 10 1895... 16:159
Heffernan Gertrude M of James and Mary J July 5 1898... 16:417
Heffernan Harold L of James J and Mary J Jan 2 1900... 17:1
Heffernan Herbert J of Patrick and Caroline June 1 1896... 16:218
Heffernan Irene E of Peter F and Margaret July 23 1899... 16:556
Heffernan Isabel T of Daniel W and Minnie A Nov 6 1900..17: 99
Heffernan John C of Patrick and Caroline Jan 30 1900..16: 508
Heffernan John E of John and Eliza Nov 17 1894..16: 85
Heffernan Louise M of Daniel W and Mary A Nov 3 1891..15: 62
Heffernan Mary A of Daniel W and Mary A July 25 1899..16: 579
Heffernan "Newell B of Timothy and Mary E July 23 1892..15: 103
Heffernan Thomas H of John and Eliza Dec 5 1896..16: 267
Heffernan Walter F of James J and Mary Dec 5 1900..17: 108
Heffernan William A of Daniel W and Mary A Aug 2 1897..16: 354
Heffernan —— d of John and Eliza Nov 7 1892..15: 129
Heffernan —— s of Thomas J and Jennie June 27 1894..16: 28
Heggblom Gunhard A of Charles M and Ida M Sept 26 1900..17: 86
Hegler William H of Henry C and Catherine C Jan 23 1898..16: 386
Hehir Alice of Patrick and Helen July 13 1894..16: 69
Hehir Catherine M of John and Catherine Nov 8 1891..15: 52
Hehir John F of John J and Catherine Oct 12 1893..15: 194
Hehir Joseph P of Patrick and Ellen Mar 15 1893..15: 153
Heilberg Alfhild M of Frederick A L and Maria L Oct 29 1897..16: 339
Heilborn Carl M of Charles H and Grace R Aug 19 1894..16: 61
Heilborn Marjorie R of Charles M and Grace R Nov 28 1899..16: 548
Heilborn —— s of Charles M and Grace R Dec 15 1897..16: 335
Heinig —— s of William and Annie Aug 4 1897..16: 354
Heise —— s of Anna Aug 3 1891..15: 44
Heiser —— s of George and Annie Oct 27 1898..16: 448
Heitchman Marguerite A of Jacob Jr and Carrie N Dec 6 1891..15: 34
Helander Lilian V M of Axel H and Vendla J Feb 27 1899..16: 509
Helfenberg Marcella of Simon and Florence Oct 28 1895..16: 136
Helford Celia of Joseph and Rosa Aug 15 1898..16: 426
Helford Gashon of Jacob and Rosa Nov 24 1895..16: 147
Helgerson Adolf G of Carl and Anna Dec 5 1895..16: 157
Helgerson Harry of John and Emma Nov 18 1898..16: 440
Helgerson Thurston R of Theodore and Clara May 1 1900..17: 36
Helgerson —— s of Carl and Annie Dec 25 1893..15: 192
Hellfont Mary of Jacob and Rose June 30 1894..16: 15
Helliwell Frank H of John and Emma Sept 30 1891..15: 61
Helliwell Irene of William E and Eliza E Feb 4 1893..15: 162
Helliwell John E of William E and Eliza E Aug 18 1891..15: 60
Héllman Bertha of Max and Annie Nov 8 1900..17: 100
Hellstrom David of Carl and Mary Aug 4 1898..16: 463
Helme —— d of Arthur W and Dolema Jan 28 1891..15: 1
Helms Marion (c) of William W and Catherine M Apr 6 1898..16: 376
Heltezen Alma of Charles L and Anna M Mar 1 1891..15: 5
Heltezen Alva L of Axel E and Josephine Aug 13 1897..16: 321
Heltezen Sigfrid of Axel E and Josephine Nov 3 1893..15: 175
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Heltzen — s of Axel E and Josephine May 9 1892...............
Heltzen — d of Axel and Josephine June 15 1895.................
Hemenway Loring S of Herbert L. and Alice M Sept 16 1893.....
Henning Maid E of William E and Eliza Sept 27 1892............
Henning Maid of William H and Eliza Aug 19 1896.................
Henning — s of William H and Eliza Sept 26 1899.................
Henahan Ulic M of Martin J and Mary A July 24 1893............
Henahan Ulick of Martin J and Mary A Dec 13 1891..............
Henault Arthur J of Damien and Sarah M Apr 28 1893.............
Henault Joseph E of Edmond and Eliza Apr 11 1892..............
Henault Marie B I of Edmond and Elise Apr 21 1894..............
Henderson Carl H of Fritz and Ada M Sept 19 1896..............
Henderson Emma of John A and Annie C June 25 1892.............
Henderson George W of John A and Annie C June 10 1893........
Henderson Gertrude C (c) of Isam and Fanny July 23 1893.....
Henderson Herman of Sarah Dec 12 1892..........................
Henderson Howard A of John A and Annie C Aug 11 1897.......
Henderson James A of James and Julia Mar 20 1891..............
Henderson Jennie of John H and Henrietta Jan 27 1892........
Henderson Lillian of Warren and Eleanor Apr 14 1895..........;
Henderson Mary E of George W and Bertha Nov 24 1896.........
Henderson Mary I of William H and Bertie L July 5 1891.......;
Henderson Mary M of James H and Margaret June 11 1900.......;
Henderson Matilda J of James H and Margaret Mar 27 1893.....
Henderson Reginald M of James M and Mabel B Feb 11 1897.....
Henderson Roy of George W and Bertha Nov 23 1894.............
Henderson Ruth S of John A and Annie C Sept 27 1895.........
Henderson William J of James H and Margaret Aug 22 1895.....
Henderson William W of William T and Annie May 19 1892.....
Henderson — s of George and Jane July 24 1893.................
Hendler Anne of Charles and Lizzie July 8 1895..................
Hendrick Josephine of Rantino J and Phbelie Apr 29 1891.....
Hendrick — s of Elias M and Gertrude May 18 1899..............
Hendrick — d of Herbert E and Laurena Apr 11 1899.............
Hendrickson Signe B I of Louis and Elizabeth Dec 24 1900.....
Hendrickson — d of Herman and Adelina Apr 12 1899............
Heneault Clovis A of Clovis J and Charlotte C July 5 1893.....
Heneault Mary E of Philippe and Rosauna Feb 13 1894.........
Henchian Kevin G of Martin J and Mary A May 12 1896........
Henfield Joseph of Arthur and Ida Oct 27 1899...................
Henius — s of Arthur and Henrietta June 16 1896..............
Henius — d of Arthur and Henrietta July 29 1898..............
Henley Chandler C of J Walter and Lillian D Mar 12 1893.....
Henley Elizabeth C of James W and Lillian Nov 16 1900.......
Henley Gordon C of J Walter and Lillian D Sept 17 1899. 16: 564
Henley James W of J Walter and Lillian D Nov 22 1891. 15: 55
Henley Marion S (c) of John and Lottie Feb 21 1896. 16: 155
Henley Maude L (c) of John and Lottie Mar 5 1897. 16: 274
Henley Sarah M of James W and Lillian July 20 1895. 16: 178
Henley ——d of J Walter and Lillian C Dec 25 1897. 16: 368
Henly James R (c) of John and Lottie Feb 7 1899. 16: 472
Hennessey Agnes of Maurice and Catherine June 16 1893. 15: 138
Hennessey Alice of John H and Ellen Jan 7 1891. 15: 12
Hennessey Bridget M of John and Margaret Aug 4 1894. 16: 62
Hennessey Catherine of Michael and Annie July 23 1893. 16: 205
Hennessey Charles of Maurice J and Catherine Dec 15 1896. 16: 248
Hennessey Ellen of Michael and Mary Mar 16 1895. 16: 121
Hennessey Francis L of John F and Rose M July 22 1896. 16: 224
Hennessey Helen of Michael and Ellen July 25 1896. 16: 224
Hennessey James E of John F and Rose M May 6 1895. 16: 93
Hennessey James F of Michael and Ellen Feb 25 1893. 15: 136
Hennessey James P of Michael and Mary Sept 6 1899. 16: 572
Hennessey John J McD of John F and Rose M Apr 7 1894. 16: 2
Hennessey John P of John H and Ellen E Sept 30 1896. 16: 246
Hennessey Joseph P of John and Margaret Mar 20 1896. 16: 197
Hennessey Joseph T of Thomas and Mary Dec 3 1894. 16: 49
Hennessey Lawrence of Thomas and Annie Mar 11 1899. 16: 480
Hennessey Margaret of James H and Margaret T July 21 1891. 15: 39
Hennessey Marguerite of Maurice J and Catherine Mar 7 1891. 15: 2
Hennessey Mary of James J and Nellie G July 28 1899. 16: 590
Hennessey Mary of Michael and Ellen May 14 1894. 16: 43
Hennessey Mary A of Michael and Mary Aug 8 1896. 16: 257
Hennessey Mary A of Michael F and Annie M Feb 8 1892. 15: 91
Hennessey Mary T of Michael W and Margaret July 12 1899. 16: 578
Hennessey Maurice P of Maurice J and Catherine Mar 17 1895. 16: 111
Hennessey Richard W of John and Margaret Dec 30 1898. 16: 436
Hennessey Thomas M of Michael and Ellen July 14 1898. 16: 417
Hennessey William of Maurice and Catherine Dec 21 1898. 16: 470
Hennessey William of William and Catharine Nov 13 1900. 17: 101
Hennessey ——d of John and Margaret Dec 20 1897. 16: 335
Hennessey ——d of John F and Rose M May 22 1891. 15: 3
Hennessey ——d of Thomas and Annie Feb 27 1897. 16: 364
Hennessey Margaret M of John J and Margaret Nov 20 1900. 17: 103
Hennigan Annie of Charles J and Annie Sept 18 1896. 16: 250
Hennigan Annie of Edward F and Mary Sept 26 1895. 16: 135
Hennigan Charles of Charles J and Annie E Dec 2 1898. 16: 443
Hennigan Edward of Edward F and Mary Mar 18 1897. 16: 274
Hennigan Ellen of Edward F and Mary E Oct 17 1893. 15: 172
Henrickson Esther S of Gustav A and Margarethe July 15 1896
Henrickson Herbert A of Simon and Ella L Oct 18 1893 ...
Henrickson Louise S of Carl and Minna G Sept 30 1893 ...
Henrikson Floyd C of Carl and Minna G Oct 6 1897 ...
Henrikson William C of Simon and Ella L Aug 23 1891 ...
Henrikson —— s of Carl and Minna G June 13 1891 ...
Henriques Jose M of Raulina J and Philomena L July 30 1893 ...
Henriques Josephina of Rauline and Philomena Apr 29 1891 ...
Henriques Lorenzo of Lorenzo and Minnie Mar 2 1900 ...
Henry Arthur P of William A and Emma I Mar 7 1892 ...
Henry Benjamin H of Benjamin F and Mary E Jan 18 1893 ...
Henry Bertha of James X and Bertha Feb 21 1893 ...
Henry Charles J of Charles L and Catherine A Apr 10 1895 ...
Henry Edward A of William A and Emma I Oct 8 1895 ...
Henry Elizabeth G of Peter and Harriet Mar 21 1900 ...
Henry Ethel M of Walter S and Augusta A Sept 14 1893 ...
Henry George G of Peter and Harriet July 9 1896 ...
Henry Harold A of Herbert L and Lizzie A Dec 18 1898 ...
Henry Harriet of Peter and Harriet Mar 19 1892 ...
Henry James of Matthew and Mary June 13 1899 ...
Henry James of Peter and Harriet Mar 19 1892 ...
Henry John E of John E and Mary E Aug 19 1900 ...
Henry John J of Thomas J and Bridget I May 1 1900 ...
Henry Lillian A of Herbert L and Lizzie A May 17 1900 ...
Henry Lillian G of Charles S and Catherine Aug 9 1897 ...
Henry Lillie of Peter and Mary Jan 20 1894 ...
Henry Loretta F of Bernard and Mary J Mar 4 1900 ...
Henry Loretta M of Charles P and Celia V Jan 11 1898 ...
Henry Mabel of Benjamin F and Mary E Feb 19 1894 ...
Henry Mary of Peter and Harriet Dec 6 1894 ...
Henry Mary B of James and Ellen T June 11 1891 ...
Henry Mary E of Peter B and Mary J May 7 1892 ...
Henry Mary L of Patrick C and Catherine E June 9 1891 ...
Henry Maud E of William A and Emma I June 15 1893 ...
Henry Nellie O of Gilbert F and Frances E Feb 2 1891 ...
Henry Patrick C of Patrick C and Kate Mar 24 1894 ...
Henry Thomas L of Charles L and Catherine A Mar 22 1891 ...
Henry Walter of James J and Mary E June 25 1898 ...
Henry Walter E of William A and Emma I Apr 10 1893 ...
Henry Walter I of Walter I and Mary H Apr 11 1899 ...
Henry William of Thomas and Elizabeth H Oct 1 1898 ...
Henry William E F of James H and Bertha Sept 14 1894 ...
Henry William W of Matthew and Flora Oct 18 1896 ...
Henry — d of Peter B and Mary June 12 1891...15: 6
Henry — s of William and Martha Mar 23 1896...16: 194
Henshall Henry of Mary E Dec 13 1892...15: 134
Henshaw Henry of James and Mary A Dec 13 1892...15: 130
Henson Raymond M (c) of William W and Charity A Feb 20

1898...16: 396
Henson — (c) d of William W and Charity A Feb 12 1899...16: 594
Henthorn — s of John T and Clara P June 23 1892...15: 71
Henthorne Abraham T of Abraham and May July 23 1898...16: 421
Hepburn Annie L of Frank and Bridget Aug 5 1893...15: 200
Hepburn Catherine of James and Catherine Nov 8 1897...16: 351
Hepburn James of James and Catherine Sept 25 1891...15: 57
Hepburn James of James and Catherine Oct 2 1892...15: 124
Hepburn James H of James and Catherine Apr 21 1895...16: 122
Hepburn Margaret of Thomas and Eliza Oct 12 1891...15: 54
Hepburn Mary of Thomas and Elizabeth Mar 2 1894...16: 18
Hepburn Mary E of Frank and Bridget Dec 23 1894...16: 79
Hepburn Theresa of Frank and Bridget Feb 23 1896...16: 209
Hepburn — d of James and Catherine Feb 14 1894...16: 32
Heppenstall Alfred H of Hirst and Annie Sept 9 1895...16: 144
Heptonstall William H of George S and Elizabeth June 13

1893...15: 161
Herbert Philea E of Frank E and Philea E June 13 1899...16: 495
Herbert — s of Mary Nov 15 1891...15: 43
Heredeen Frances E of Levi H and Frances June 7 1900...17: 58
Herion Henry of John S and Belle Mar 9 1899...16: 515
Herion Stanley P of Sophia Mar 8 1899...16: 476
Herley Emma C of Mary F June 29 1897...16: 297
Hellihi Constance A of Cornelius A and Alice T July 10 1900...17: 61
Hellihi Consuela T of Cornelius A and Alice T Dec 7 1895...16: 137
Hellihi Ellen T of Timothy J and Catherine T May 8 1896...16: 217
Hellihi Margaret M of Timothy J and Catherine T Aug 18

1894...16: 81
Hellihi William J of Timothy J and Catherine T Dec 14 1898...16: 462
Herman Annie of Max and Sarah Dec 12 1899...16: 555
Herman Antone of Herman and Catherine Nov 17 1899...16: 559
Herman Mary of Israel and Hannah Sept 1 1899...16: 590
Herman Rine of Henry and Marie Aug 10 1896...16: 228
Herman Sarah of Abraham B and Minnie Nov 16 1892...15: 104
Hermann Carl E of Joseph and Minna Aug 31 1896...16: 233
Hermann Julius of Herman and Katherine July 22 1898...16: 464
Hermann Retha I of Joseph and Minna I Nov 21 1893...15: 181
Herold — s of Max and Margaret Nov 21 1892...15: 101
Herold — s of Paul F and Margaretha Mar 6 1891...15: 2
Heron Anastasia of William and Ellen J Jan 6 1893.  15:158
Heron Elizabeth of William and Xellie Jan 25 1891.  15:22
Heron George E of John F and Mary A Dec 21 1891.  15:58
Heron Herbert A of John and Mary E Jan 3 1899.  16:496
Heron John of James and Maria Feb 13 1892.  15:78
Heron John of John and Delia Sept 2 1892.  15:123
Heron Mary of William and Ellen Jan 12 1895.  16:119
Heron William of William and Ellen Apr 27 1897.  16:303
Heron Agnes R of George M and Eulalie Nov 6 1895.  16:152
Herr Rebecca of Leon and Bertha Apr 10 1900.  17:30
Herrbach Eleanor L of Alexander E and Carrie H Jan 3 1899.  16:489
Herrick Agnes of Alban and Mary A May 15 1893.  15:165
Herrick Earl G of Edward and Alice E Feb 15 1893.  15:163
Herrick Harry C of Louis and Rosetta Sept 10 1892.  15:123
Herrick Iva E of John and Daisy Feb 15 1900.  17:13
Herrigan (or Harkin) Reynolds of Mary Sept 25 1896.  16:239
Herring Harold V of Daniel H and Margaret E Jan 1 1900.  17:1
Herring —— s of John R and Gertrude P June 7 1894.  16:42
Herrmann Elizabeth Amelia of Henry and Lena May 10 1896.  16:211
Herrmann Ernest H of Henry E and Magdalena P Oct 16 1898.  16:447
Herrmann Harold G of Henry E and Lena Mar 14 1900.  17:22
Herron Margaret F of John and Annie M Nov 12 1894.  16:85
Herschfeld Abraham of Benjamin and Annie Nov 14 1900.  17:102
Herschowitz Samuel of Harry and Rosa July 13 1891.  15:47
Hershey Edward of Don J and Maude M Apr 6 1896.  16:200
Hershey Gladys G of Loring E and Almira J Nov 29 1892.  15:121
Hershey Loring E of Loring E and Almira J Mar 4 1900.  17:19
Hersfeld Alex of Benjamin and Frances Apr 25 1898.  16:381
Hertell Herman J of Edward A and Mary S Jan 15 1900.  17:5
Hertell Ida of Edward and Mary Dec 13 1900.  17:110
Herther Charlotte F of Adolph J and Celia A Feb 7 1892.  15:69
Herther Lizzie of Adolph and Celia A Mar 1 1893.  15:130
Hervey Mildred of May May 2 1900.  17:5
Herzkowitz Leo of Harry and Rosa May 4 1893.  15:151
Herzog Louisa P of Maximilian and Mary G Dec 7 1897.  16:359
Hesler —— d of John H and Catherine June 16 1892.  15:90
Heslin John of Joseph and Annie E Oct 1 1898.  16:435
Heslin Veronica of Edward J and Catherine G June 23 1900.  17:50
Hess Fayette of Franklin P and Mattie M Jan 24 1893.  15:167
Hess Franklin P of Franklin P and Mattie M Apr 26 1894.  16:23
Hess John G of John R and Clara L Apr 28 1894.  16:7
Hesse Carl F of Joseph and Eva May 31 1898.  16:388
Hesse Clara R of Joseph and Eva Jan 20 1900.  17:6
Hesse Edward J of William J and Eva J Dec 23 1896.  16:244
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Hesse Wilhelmina L. K of William J and Eva June 20 1895. . . . 16: 106
Hessel Etta of Nathan and Augusta June 28 1896 .................. 16: 193
Hessel Samuel of Nathan and Augusta June 2 1891 ............... 15: 9
Hesser Florence A of John H and Catherine June 25 1893 ....... 15: 161
Hetherman Mary R of Thomas J and Elizabeth C June 10 1897 ............................................................. 16: 311
Heubach Alfred E of Alexander C F and Carrie H Mar 8 1897. . 16: 292
Hewes —— d of Charles C and Catherine June 2 1897 ......... 16: 286
Hewett Elizabeth S of William W and Adelaide L July 9 1892 . 15: 99
Hewett Madeline P (c) of Ira and Lillian May 1 1900 ......... 17: 36
Hewett Marie N of William W Jr and Adelaide L Jan 19 1896. 16: 181
Hewett Mary A of Henry S and Mary A Aug 14 1900 ........... 17: 72
Hewett Warren E of Elwin E and Ada D Dec 27 1898 .......... 16: 444
Hewett William W 3d of William W and Adelaide L Sept 4 1894 ............................................................. 16: 47
Hewin Alfred of Thomas and Rosanna July 18 1895 .......... 16: 158
Hewin Elizabeth of Thomas and Rosanna Aug 23 1891 ......... 15: 45
Hewin George W H of Thomas E and Rosina Aug 23 1897 .... 16: 341
Hewin Ellen B of Thomas E and Rosina Jan 11 1893 ........ 15: 155
Hewitt Bertha A of Lewis and Albertia B Aug 26 1899 .. 16: 581
Hewitt Dorothy R of Thomas and Bertha Jan 20 1897 .... 16: 295
Hewitt Elizabeth A of Frederick and Maria Sept 29 1893 . 15: 208
Hewitt Emma B of Henry S and Alice M May 1 1898 .. 16: 385
Hewitt Eva of Frederick and Maria Nov 9 1898 .......... 16: 460
Hewitt Evelyn M of John and Mary J May 7 1898 .......... 16: 409
Hewitt Frances C of Harry S and Alice M Dec 25 1889 .... 15: 64
Hewitt James of Frederick and Maria Nov 9 1895 .... 16: 174
Hewitt John of Frederick and Mary Sept 3 1891 ... 15: 61
Hewitt Joseph H of Henry and Alice Sept 9 1895 .... 16: 149
Hewitt Raymond M of Joseph M and Alice Feb 14 1899 .. 16: 503
Hewitt —— s of John and Mary G June 23 1895 .... 16: 131
Hewitt —— d of Charles R and Annie Jan 8 1893 .... 15: 158
Heydendahl —— d of Karl and Mildred G July 27 1893 ... 15: 200
Heym Earl F of Frank R and Fannie H Aug 1 1892 .... 15: 106
Heym —— s of Frank R and Fanny H June 24 1894 .... 16: 14
Heyworth Hope of George S and Mary E Nov 27 1892 .... 15: 121
Heyworth John of James and Margaret Mar 1 1892 .... 15: 92
Hezelwood Marion of William C and Ellen M Aug 9 1896 ... 16: 262
Hickey Alfred A of Thomas E and Rose Aug 3 1898 ... 16: 418
Hickey Alice of Thomas and Margaret July 28 1894 .... 16: 54
Hickey Anna E of John J and Margaret Feb 16 1893 .... 15: 142
Hickey Avery E of John and M Elizabeth Aug 13 1896 ... 16: 257
Hickey Beatrice E of John B and Annie L Dec 17 1893 .... 15: 192
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Hickey Catherine A of Eugene J and Maria A Aug 7 1895... 16: 134
Hickey Catherine M of James and Bridget May 12 1891... 15: 9
Hickey Daniel of John and Nellie Oct 15 1897... 16: 338
Hickey Ella I of Eugene J and Maria A September 22 1891... 15: 33
Hickey Eugene F of Eugene J and Maria Feb 27 1894... 16: 2
Hickey Eugene J of Thomas E and Rose E Oct 26 1896... 16: 226
Hickey Evangeline C of James and Bridget Sept 23 1894... 16: 56
Hickey Felix of Joseph and Marie July 7 1893... 15: 205
Hickey Francis of John and Ellen July 25 1891... 15: 47
Hickey George J of John and Bridget July 4 1898... 16: 424
Hickey George T of John and Katherine July 23 1898... 16: 441
Hickey Helen of William F and Margaret A Aug 4 1893... 15: 196
Hickey Henry M of James H and Cecelia M Mar 15 1895... 16: 108
Hickey James of James and Bridget Nov 19 1892... 15: 109
Hickey James E of James and Bridget Aug 7 1896... 16: 233
Hickey James G of Thomas E and Rose Jan 12 1893... 15: 169
Hickey James G of Thomas E and Rose Jan 13 1894... 16: 1
Hickey John E of John B and Annie L Feb 22 1900... 17: 15
Hickey John J of Eugene J and Elizabeth July 11 1898... 16: 417
Hickey Joseph of John and Catherine Mar 1 1893... 15: 136
Hickey Joseph A of Nicholas H and Mary June 30 1893... 15: 145
Hickey Mary E of Eugene J and Maria A Dec 6 1892... 15: 102
Hickey Nicholas V of Nicholas H and Amy June 10 1897... 16: 311
Hickey Richard M of John and Annie Dec 15 1897... 16: 352
Hickey Stephen of John and Ellen Jan 25 1893... 15: 150
Hickey Thomas F of Thomas E and Rose E Aug 9 1892... 15: 99
Hickey William L of Eugene J and Elizabeth Jan 14 1900... 17: 4
Hickey William M of John and Annie Nov 16 1895... 16: 168
Hickey —— d of James and Bridget Mar 19 1900... 17: 55
Hickie —— s of John and Catherine July 23 1898... 16: 445
Hicks Edna F of Edwin N and Ada T Oct 4 1897... 16: 338
Hicks Emma F of Walter and Ida E June 30 1895... 16: 116
Hicks Eva M of Walter and Ida L Oct 3 1893... 15: 201
Hicks Ida I of Walter and Ida E Aug 28 1900... 17: 77
Hicks Mary L of Walter and Ida E Sept 6 1896... 16: 250
Hicks Sarah E of Walter and Ida E Sept 22 1898... 16: 442
Hicks William E of Walter and Ida E Mar 15 1892... 15: 89
Hicks —— d of Charles E and Patience C Feb 4 1892... 15: 81
Hicks —— s of William F and Mattie B Nov 3 1895... 16: 156
Hidden —— s of Walter and Kate H A Aug 27 1898... 16: 469
Hidden —— d of Walter and Kate H A Feb 7 1900... 17: 55
Higginbottom Mabel J of Mary E Feb 28 1894... 16: 38
Higginbottom Ruth of John and Velia July 11 1896... 16: 228
Higgins Ann of Patrick and Mary A Feb 11 1899... 16: 508
Higgins Anna L of William and Mary J Sept 11 1899........16: 582
Higgins Annie of Thomas F and Bridget T Feb 16 1891......15: 22
Higgins Annie L of William F and Mary J Mar 24 1899.....16: 510
Higgins Arthur J of Patrick and Theresa May 7 1896......16: 197
Higgins Bernard V of Bernard and Jennie E Feb 4 1895.....16: 120
Higgins Catherine of Michael J and Mary A Feb 5 1893....15: 148
Higgins Charles V of Michael and Mary June 12 1896......16: 198
Higgins Clifton L of Arthur and Eva J Jan 22 1898.......16: 415
Higgins Edith R of Charles K and Lucy B Jan 28 1896.....16: 181
Higgins Elizabeth H of Edwin F and Mary Nov 3 1898.....16: 419
Higgins Ethelyn R of John F and Naomi M Apr 19 1893....15: 137
Higgins Francis of Michael J and Mary A Aug 9 1894.....16: 62
Higgins George H of William F and Mary J Nov 15 1894....16: 85
Higgins Gertrude of Bernard and Jane E Feb 10 1900.......17: 12
Higgins Gertrude of William F and Mary J Dec 7 1892.....15: 130
Higgins Harold of Arthur and Eva J Oct 23 1899.........16: 538
Higgins Herbert G of John H and Eliza R May 21 1892....15: 90
Higgins Isabelle E of William J and Annie M Nov 8 1891....15: 49
Higgins James of Patrick and Mary A Aug 24 1895.........16: 171
Higgins James I of John F and Alice Oct 6 1898........16: 428
Higgins Joanna of Michael J and Mary A Dec 14 1895.......16: 153
Higgins John of John F and Alice Dec 31 1900............17: 116
Higgins John H of Patrick and Theresa July 30 1892.....15: 112
Higgins John J of Patrick and Mary A Sept 10 1894.....16: 82
Higgins Lillian A of Michael J and Annie E Dec 18 1895....16: 176
Higgins Loretta G of William J and Annie M Nov 27 1899....16: 554
Higgins Louise of William F and Mary J Feb 7 1897.......16: 306
Higgins Mabel P of John T and Lucy Mar 14 1892.........15: 93
Higgins Margaret M of George D and Marguerite A June 6
  1891...........................................15: 21
Higgins Marion A of Charles K and Lucy B Jan 28 1896......16: 181
Higgins Mary of Bernard and Jennie Sept 23 1892........15: 111
Higgins Mary of Patrick and Mary A Oct 31 1896........16: 266
Higgins Mary E of Michael and Mary June 8 1893.........15: 149
Higgins Mary L of Ida Oct 5 1899.............................16: 591
Higgins Mary M of George D and Margaret A Aug 28 1893....15: 201
Higgins Michael of Michael and Catherine May 24 1892....15: 94
Higgins Morris of Patrick and Mary M May 16 1892........15: 94
Higgins Raymond A of Arthur and Eva J June 5 1896.......16: 222
Higgins Thomas F of James B and Jane Sept 9 1893.........15: 201
Higgins Veronica of William J and Annie M May 7 1898.....16: 391
Higgins William of Michael J and Mary July 2 1897.......16: 333
Higgins William J of William J and Annie M Oct 7 1895....16: 156
Higgins William L of William W and Martha E Mar 23 1892 15: 84
Higgins William T of Thomas E and Elvira E May 23 1893 15: 138
Higgins — d of Ida Apr 28 1891 15: 10
Higgins — s of James H and Annie M Jan 19 1895 16: 98
Higgins — s of James and Mary E Apr 7 1893 15: 143
Higgins — d of Patrick and Mary A July 25 1893 15: 177
Higginson Charles H of William H and Zilla Oct 9 1893 15: 197
Higginson Florence M of William H and Zilla July 28 1895 16: 161
Higginson Mabel of William H and Zillah Jan 4 1892 15: 85
Higginson William H of William H and Zilla Mar 27 1897 16: 296
Higginson Zilla of William H and Zilla July 28 1895 16: 161
Higginson — s of Frank and Mary Sept 20 1895 16: 162
Higginson — d of William H and Zilla June 29 1899 16: 501
Higham Earl of Frederick V and Catherine A May 6 1898 16: 409
Higham Frederick of Frederick V and Catherine A Oct 26 1895 16: 179
Higham John of Frederick V and Catherine Mar 27 1897 16: 308
Higham — s of Annie Apr 30 1891 15: 28
Highsmith William C (c) of Sylvester and Mildred Feb 11 1897 16: 273
Higney Catherine E of Joseph F and Catherine Feb 3 1894 16: 37
Higney Edward A of Joseph and Catherine A S Aug 6 1892 15: 126
Higney Florence R of Annie Dec 20 1900 17: 112
Higney John of John and Emma May 8 1891 15: 20
Higney Wallace T of Patrick and Agnes Aug 30 1891 15: 33
Higson Everett W of James and Ellen R Aug 31 1896 16: 229
Hilger Hilda V of William and Esther C F Dec 8 1899 16: 554
Hildebrand Elizabeth A of Charles W and Rose W Aug 26 1893 15: 197
Hildebrand Frank of Charles and Rosa A Dec 27 1900 17: 115
Hildebrand Marguerite of Charles W and Rosa Jan 20 1898 16: 412
Hildreth Dorothy J of James F and Alice July 7 1894 16: 49
Hildrum Gustav N of Gustav and Ottilia Feb 11 1896 16: 214
Hildrup Elaine of James J and Ida May 27 1896 16: 187
Hilkins Linda G of William and Ellen July 17 1893 15: 192
Hill Albert of Samuel and Alice Dec 15 1891 15: 63
Hill Alice M of George S and Mary A May 2 1893 15: 168
Hill Arthur H of Ebenezer and Ellen June 14 1892 15: 82
Hill Berenice of John E and Jessie L Nov 8 1895 16: 156
Hill Emma B of George S and Mary A Jan 6 1895 16: 113
Hill Ethel M of Otis K and Mary Aug 12 1892 15: 127
Hill Franklin J of Franklin B and Cora B Sept 12 1898 16: 442
Hill Gladys M of James L and Georgie L Aug 11 1899 16: 551
Hill Harriet of John S and Rose Dec 11 1897 16: 330
Hill Hattie M of John M and Mary A Dec 30 1894.............16: 49
Hill Howard R of Charles F and Frances F June 12 1891........15: 6
Hill James A of Charles and Georgia E Nov 6 1891...........15: 37
Hill James H of Millard and Mary May 23 1898.................16: 463
Hill John S of John S and Rose May 1 1895.................16: 102
Hill John W of William and Aaltje June 20 1897..............16: 279
Hill Katharina of William and Aaltje Oct 10 1893............16: 139
Hill Langdon G of Eben and Ellen July 28 1895..............16: 154
Hill Lena of John S and Rose Dec 11 1897....................16: 230
Hill Leonard E of Edwin and Elizabeth A Apr 30 1896........16: 197
Hill Lillie (c) of Charles and Sarah July 23 1898.............16: 445
Hill Martin H of Silas and Jane Nov 7 1896.................16: 236
Hill Percy J of Edward J and Emma Feb 8 1900...............17: 11
Hill Reio of Emil and Reio Feb 8 1899.......................16: 484
Hill Robert of John and Rose Nov 28 1900....................17: 106
Hill Sidney of John and Rose Nov 28 1900....................17: 106
Hill Theresa E of William and Beatrice July 25 1900..........17: 66
Hill William E of Robert J and Margaret June 18 1899.......16: 501
Hill Willis J of John W and Mary Jan 2 1894..................16: 16
Hill —— d of Ada Mar 13 1899...........................16: 594
Hill —— d of George W and Elizabeth P Aug 5 1900.........17: 70
Hill —— s of Jennie Dec 8 1894..........................16: 60
Hill —— s of John R B and Mary J Dec 31 1892..............15: 117
Hill —— d of Walter J and Ida Mar 22 1897.................16: 296
Hillberg Florence of Frederick A and Mary July 3 1895.......16: 153
Hillebrecht Mary A L of Herman and Bena May 1 1897.........16: 289
Hillery Alice F of Fred A and Della H Sept 2 1891..........15: 48
Hillery Marguerite D of Thomas and Catherine J Mar 10 1889.16: 476
Hillery Ruth of Fred A and Della H Mar 17 1895.......16: 111
Hillery Sarah E of Thomas and Catherine J July 4 1897......16: 362
Hillman Harold E of Charles E and Bertha E Aug 23 1898....16: 446
Hillman Isabelle M of Frederick G and Kate Aug 16 1900....17: 73
Hillman Kate V of Frederick and Kate Jan 14 1895...........16: 125
Hillman Walter H of Harris G and Lizetta Feb 19 1896......16: 222
Hillman —— d of William A and Adeline Dec 31 1897........16: 333
Hilstrom Benjamin of Gustav and Mary July 30 1894 ..........16: 65
Hilton Annie E of William A and Alice M Jan 9 1896.........16: 208
Hilton Florence E of Parkman F and Florence A Apr 1 1898.16: 397
Hilton Harry R of Edward E and Mary A Sept 22 1891.........15: 40
Hilton Paul L of John B and Lena Mar 23 1898...............16: 402
Hilton Seaverns W of Howard K and Rose B Feb 8 1898......16: 375
Hilton Walter H of William H and Lizzie R May 8 1893......15: 149
Hilton —— s of Edward E and Minnie Jan 17 1893............15: 141
Hines May G of Walter and Mary July 22 1899..............16: 541
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Himmelfarb Etta of Morris and Jennie Aug 22 1896.............16:228
Himmelfarb Lena of Morris and Jennie Apr 5 1899.............16:181
Hinchey John X of Patrick J and Bridget Aug 30 1899........16:528
Hinchey Patrick of Patrick and Bridget Feb 15 1898...........16:471
Hinkley Earl W of Marshall B and Flora B Sept 9 1899........16:528
Hindle Katherine M of Franklin R and Edith M Apr 29 1900.17: 35
Hindle Mildred G of David H and Alice I June 13 1892........15: 71
Hindle Patrick of Adam and Joanna Jan 2 1893.................15:141
Hindle Robert of Adam and Joanna Jan 3 1895...................16: 97
Hindle Robert J of Robert Jr and Bridget A Mar 25 1891.......15: 27
Hindmarsh Alexander T of George M and Agnes K Aug 30

1896..................16:225
Hindmarsh George M of George M and Agnes Aug 15 1891.......16: 46
Hindmarsh Margaret G of George M and Agnes H Jan 27

1900..................17:  8
Hinds Earl A of James and Margaret July 15 1897..............16:353
Hinds Henrietta of James G and Margaret Aug 7 1893...........15:177
Hinds James M of James G and Margaret Apr 21 1895............16:128
Hinds —— s of James G and Margaret Sept 23 1899..............16:536
Hines Edward of Edward J and Mary A Aug 21 1900.............17: 75
Hines Edward F of Patrick F and Mary A Nov 2 1899...........16:566
Hines Ethel M of Thomas and Minnie E May 28 1895.............16:123
Hines Helena ter of George and Louisa May 16 1898............16:384
Hines Henry of Henrietta Dec 31 1893..........................15:173
Hines Henry of Thomas and Catherine E Feb 13 1892...........15: 72
Hines Mary of Michael and Mary E June 2 1897................16:311
Hines Virginia F of William A and Maria G Sept 9 1899.......16:546
Hines —— d of Mary May 19 1892...............................15:  76
Hinkley Martha A of Stephen F and Harriet T Aug 22 1893.....15:184
Hinkley —— s of William and Manona Aug 5 1900..............17:119
Hinkley —— s of William and Noemie Sept 22 1899............16:597
Hinman Adella M of George and Jennie Jan 12 1899.............16:507
Hinterland —— d of Henry and Clara June 2 1898..............16:398
Hintze Ernest of Julius E A and Emma L Oct 25 1893...........16:150
Hirsch Annie of Frank and Mary Jan 17 1891..................15:  6
Hird Edwin A of John and Rose Dec 8 1892.....................15:130
Hird John C of John and Rosa Sept 18 1896....................16:264
Hird Jonas of John and Rose Jan 13 1899.......................16:507
Hird Mary E of Joseph T and Catherine Oct 13 1893...........15:209
Hird Matilda C of John and Rose July 20 1891.................15: 59
Hird William B of John and Rosa Sept 26 1894................16: 83
Hirons Albert R of Robert G and Harriet Mar 18 1892........15: 89
Hirsch Harry of Edward and Mary Jan 27 1897..................16:289
Hirsch Joseph of Edward and Mary Dec 26 1900..................17:115
Hirsch Max of Edward and Mary May 22 1895 .................. 16:102
Hirsch Moritz of Edward and Mary Mar 20 1893 ............. 15:143
Hirsch Ruth of Edward and Mary Jan 27 1897 ............... 16:280
Hirsch — d of Ephraim and Mary Nov 11 1891 ............ 15: 42
Hirsch — s of Ephraim and Mary Nov 11 1891 ............ 15: 42
Hirschfeld Lena of Benjamin and Florence Oct 5 1896 .... 16:235
Hirst Mabel G S of John R and Emily July 6 1894 ....... 16: 80
Hirst Violet E of John and Rhoda R Oct 10 1892 ....... 15:128
Hitchcock James E of Edwin C and Mabel E Apr 6 1895 ... 16:115
Hitz Martha of Charles and Annie M Sept 19 1900 ....... 17: 84
Hitz — d of Charles and Anna June 16 1899 ............ 16: 493
Hixon Grace M of John and Emma L Nov 25 1893 ....... 15:213
Hogland Elsie I of Matthew and Mary Feb 2 1896 ....... 16:181
Hoar Frank O of Richard G and Lucy Apr 14 1897 ....... 16:309
Hoar Frederick L of Richard G and Lucy Feb 23 1894 .... 16: 10
Hoar Jennie F of Thomas and Bridget Sept 6 1895 ....... 16:178
Hoar Warren J of John H and Georgie Feb 24 1899 ....... 16:145
Hoban Catherine of Thomas and Ellen May 16 1891 ....... 15: 20
Hobbins Ernest F of John and Rose Apr 19 1897 ......... 16:293
Hobbs Edward S of Edward S and Jennie M Feb 25 1898 .... 16:396
Hobbs Ruth D of Edward S and Jennie M Sept 13 1899 .... 16:564
Hoben John E of Edward and Sabina July 7 1891 ......... 15: 53
Hobin Alice of Patrick and Margaret J Sept 8 1897 ....... 16:345
Hobin Elizabeth A of Patrick and Margaret J Feb 11 1893 .... 15:156
Hobin Margaret of Margaret Aug 22 1898 ................. 16:452
Hobin Richard of Thomas and Ellen Feb 7 1895 ........... A1: 29
Hobin William H of Patrick and Margaret Jan 23 1896 .... 16:206
Hobson Susie B of Charles H and Mary E May 10 1898 .... 16:381
Hobson — — s of Charles and Mary E Oct 9 1896 ......... 16:251
Hoehberg Annie of Max and Becky May 5 1896 .......... 16:192
Hoehberg Benjamin of Jacob and Annie Dec 2 1898 ....... 16:430
Hochner Frederick of Joseph and Augustina Aug 11 1895 .... 16:162
Hodel Frederick of John and Joanna June 4 1891 ....... 15: 29
Hodel David B of Axel B and Anna July 25 1900 ......... 17: 66
Hodel Lillie E of John and Hannah Mar 11 1895 ......... 16:100
Hodel — — s of Axel B and Anna June 11 1896 ......... 16:193
Hodel — — s of John E and Joanna C Dec 8 1898 ........ 16:430
Hodgdon Susan P of George H W and Clara D Feb 13 1892 ... 15: 69
Hodge Aldrich F (c) of John A and Lizzie B July 28 1898 .... 16:441
Hodge Dorothy L (c) of John A and Elizabeth B Aug 13 1896 ... 16:253
Hodges Arthur G of William G and Ada M Sept 18 1893 .... 15:194
Hodges — d of Albert B and Emma E Aug 10 1891 .......... 15: 45
Hodgkinson Earl W of Earl F and Hattie K Feb 3 1898 .... 16:378
Hodgkinson Leonard of Earl F and Hattie July 18 1900 .... 17: 63
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Hodgson Annie of Wilfred and Dora Apr 25 1892..............15: 94
Hodgson Annie M of William and Margaret May 18 1899........16: 512
Hodgson Frederick J of William and Margaret 1 Feb 9 1897.....16: 307
Hodgson George E of William and Margaret 1 May 27 1895.....16: 139
Hodgson Walter of Wilfred and Dorothea Dec 21 1896........16: 268
Hodgson William T of William and Margaret 1 Apr 4 1894....16: 39
Hofacker Gertrude M of Gustaf and Kate Feb 19 1893........15:148
Hofeditz Herbert S R of Frederick and Mary Sept 22 1891....15: 40
Hofeditz — s of Frederick and Mary Sept 12 1894............16: 55
Hoff — s of Daniel W and Josephine Jan 28 1899..............16: 502
Hoffman Adolf H of Max D and Esther June 22 1898...........16:395
Hoffman Charles of Joseph and Annie Aug 1 1896..............16: 232
Hoffman Constance of Henry A and May B July 6 1897.........16:310
Hoffman Elsie I of Paul C and Pauline F Sept 20 1898.......16:447
Hoffman Joseph of Thomas and Rosa Aug 8 1894..............16: 50
Hoffman Pape of Thomas and Rosa Jan 2 1893................15:141
Hoffman Samuel of Joseph and Annie Mar 14 1894..............16: 11
Hoffman — s of Emanuel and Eva June 30 1896..............16:193
Hoffman — d of Thomas and Rose Dec 25 1895..............16:141
Hoffmann — s of Fred and Margaret Nov 27 1894............16: 71
Hogan Alice I of John F and Bridget Nov 6 1900...........17: 99
Hogan Annie M of Patrick J and Annie J Feb 26 1895........16:107
Hogan Cornelia C of James B and Julia A Jan 1 1894.......15: 1
Hogan Daniel of Michael and Annie A May 20 1895...........16: 93
Hogan Elizabeth of John and Agnes May 25 1892..............15: 84
Hogan Elizabeth C of James E and Mary E Oct 3 1894........16: 77
Hogan Emma C of John M and Mary E Mar 23 1900...........17: 53
Hogan Francis of Francis and Honora Apr 18 1895........16: 93
Hogan Francis W of John and Agnes Jan 2 1894..............16: 25
Hogan James J of James E and Mary E Mar 10 1896...........16:210
Hogan James J of John and Bridget Nov 6 1895...........16:174
Hogan James L of James B and Julia A Nov 27 1893.........15:172
Hogan John of Michael and Annie Sept 5 1900...........17: 79
Hogan John F of John F and Bridget Feb 7 1898...........16:106
Hogan John J of John J and Eleanor E May 28 1900........17: 42
Hogan Joseph of Thomas and Mary F Oct 29 1895............16:116
Hogan Joseph F of John and Martha Dec 23 1892...........15:122
Hogan Mary of Edward and Margaret E May 2 1892...........15: 94
Hogan Mary of James E and Mary E Jan 17 1898...........16:400
Hogan Mary A of John and Bridget Feb 11 1891...........15: 26
Hogan Mary T of John and Bridget July 18 1893...........15:205
Hogan Mary V of Patrick J and Margaret J May 30 1893......15:140
Hogan Michael C of Thomas and Catharine Nov 18 1900......17:103
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Hogan Michael J of Patrick J and Anna Aug 27 1891............15: 45
Hogan Michael W of Patrick J and Margaret J Feb 6 1896...16: 199
Hogan Mildred of James E and Mary Nov 9 1899.............16: 575
Hogan Nellie of Daniel J and Sarah J Jan 18 1891...........15: 25
Hogan Nellie of Stephen and Blanche E June 8 1898........16: 399
Hogan Patrick J of Patrick J and Margaret J Oct 11 1894...16: 67
Hogan Phillis of Daniel J and Sarah J Dec 27 1896...........16: 268
Hogan Sarah of Martin E and Mary A Aug 16 1893............15: 170
Hogan Thomas P of Michael and Annie A Feb 14 1897.......16: 274
Hogan Veronica of Martin E and Mary A May 17 1891.......15: 3
Hogan William H of Michael and Elizabeth Apr 23 1895....16: 102
Hogan William R of Martin E and Mary A Mar 4 1896.......16: 182
Hogan —— s of Daniel J and Sarah J Apr 29 1893.............15: 165
Hogan —— s of Mary Jan 1 1896..............................16: 193
Hogan —— s of Thomas and Catherine Jan 20 1900..........17: 55
Hoganson Edith M of Peter and Ida C Mar 15 1900...........17: 22
Hogg Alice I of Joseph and Elizabeth Oct 27 1896.........16: 266
Hogg Christopher of Joseph and Elizabeth J June 24 1898...16: 411
Hogg Edward of Edward and Mary July 17 1893..............15: 173
Hogg Elizabeth A of Joseph and Bessie J Sept 9 1892.....15: 128
Hogg Ethel of Peter S and Amelia Nov 21 1897...............16: 323
Hogg Hazel M of Joseph and Bessie J Feb 22 1895.........16: 126
Hogg John of Edward and Mary Nov 25 1895................16: 140
Hogg Martha J of John and Sarah A July 20 1894...........16: 80
Hogg Sarah A of John and Sarah A June 21 1896..............16: 219
Hogg Walter of John and Sarah A Feb 28 1892..............15: 92
Hogg —— s of Edward and Mary Dec 5 1898................16: 423
Hokanson Albert of Emil and Amelia Jan 23 1899............16: 489
Hokanson Alfred W of Olof and Carrie Aug 21 1899........16: 546
Hokanson Eric C of Sven and Axelin Sept 18 1899.........16: 536
Hokanson Olaf H of Carrie July 20 1893...................15: 189
Holbrook Delmont R of Albert A and Mary L Nov 5 1894...16: 89
Holbrook Edna M of Albert A and Mary L July 18 1897....16: 341
Holbrook Lucy L of Frank E and Lucy A Dec 27 1899.......16: 591
Holbrook —— s of Fred G and Carrie L Jan 20 1892.....15: 77
Holbrooke Asa of Walter and Emma Jan 11 1899............16: 496
Holda Frank of Andrew and Rosa Aug 28 1893..............15: 213
Holden Albert of John and Elizabeth July 3 1899.............16: 578
Holden Albert Feb 7 1896..................................16: 220
Holden Alfred of Alfred G and Alice R Mar 23 1896.......16: 223
Holden Betsey T of William H and Jeanette Sept 26 1891...15: 54
Holden Chester C of George J and Mary F Sept 24 1898.....16: 442
Holden Clara of John and Elizabeth Mar 15 1892...........15: 93
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE. 441

Holden Ellen of Patrick and Mary J Sept 21 1896 .......... 16: 225
Holden Eva E of John H and Julia H Apr 5 1894 .......... 16: 29
Holden George F L of Edmund H and Catherine K Apr 24
1891 ............................................. 15: 5
Holden Gladys M of Edmund H and Katie P July 31 1899 .. 16: 527
Holden Grace E of Alfred G and Alice R Aug 10 1897 .... 16: 354
Holden Harold of Edmund H and Katie June 18 1896 .... 16: 187
Holden Henry K of George J and Mary F Apr 11 1897 .. 16: 275
Holden James H of John H and Julia H Feb 4 1899 ... 16: 197
Holden John H of John H and Elizabeth Aug 22 1897 .. 16: 354
Holden Lillie of William and Lillie Aug 1 1897 ... 16: 345
Holden Lottie of Thomas and Ellen A Mar 4 1892 .... 15: 92
Holden Mary C of William G and Mary E Jan 6 1895 .. 15: 113
Holden Mary E of Abraham and Margaret May 24 1891 .. 15: 13
Holden Mary E of William and Lillie F June 21 1891 .. 15: 29
Holden Matilda J of George W and Matilda May 3 1900 .. 17: 36
Holden Mildred P of Edward M and Ethel M Oct 3 1898 .. 16: 147
Holden Olive H of John H and Julia H Dec 10 1896 .. 16: 255
Holden Stella C of Charles I and Annie M Sept 1 1891 .. 15: 60
Holden William of Abram and Mary July 3 1898 .. 15: 124
Holden — d of Abraham and Margaret Sept 24 1897 .. 16: 367
Holden — d of Edward and Margery Nov 22 1893 .. 15: 181
Holden — (e) s of Lloyd G and Jessie E May 11 1900 .. 17: 38
Holden — s of Mary J June 5 1900 .. 17: 45
Holden — d of Thomas and Ellen A Jan 30 1895 .. 16: 125
Holgate Isabelle R of Wallace and Annie H Apr 26 1897 .. 16: 309
Holgate Joseph P of Samuel and Mary J Dec 19 1894 .. 16: 71
Holgate — s of Samuel and Mary J Dec 14 1899 .. 16: 568
Holland Ann E of John F and Mary A Sept 15 1897 .. 16: 337
Holland Catherine of George W and Mary A May 7 1892 .. 15: 94
Holland George C of Charles E and Mary D Aug 17 1891 .. 15: 51
Holland Helen J of Charles J and Ellen A Aug 22 1899 .. 16: 563
Holland Howard V of Edward F and Carrie B Apr 8 1897 .. 16: 275
Holland James E of James A and Abbie A Sept 25 1897 .. 16: 322
Holland John of Charles and Ellen Nov 10 1891 .. 15: 55
Holland John T of John F and Mary A July 28 1892 .. 15: 114
Holland Joseph P of John F and Mary A Oct 12 1893 .. 15: 190
Holland Joseph W of Joseph and Mary H June 12 1900 .. 17: 47
Holland Leo J of James H and Mary E Jan 2 1891 .. 15: 14
Holland Lillian of Edward K and Mary J Apr 19 1891 .. 15: 5
Holland Lillian M of Percy P and Elizabeth M May 27 1896 .. 16: 198
Holland Mary of Albert Y and Mary E May 12 1894 .. 16: 7
Holland Mary A of Thomas J and Mary A June 23 1898 .. 16: 392
Holland Mary E of Joseph and Margaret May 30 1892 .. 15: 95
Holland Mary G of Bernard J and Mary E July 31 1899........16: 570
Holland Susanna of Edward K and Mary J July 3 1892........15: 102
Holland Thomas J of John F and Mary A May 21 1895.........16: 112
Holland Thomas V of Thomas J and Mary A July 8 1900.........17: 61
Holland William F B (c) of William S and Evaline H Mar 14

1900 ..................................................17: 22
Holland William G of Bernard J and Mary E Nov 17 1893.....15: 203
Holland William R of Jerome M and Margaret E July 24

1891 ..................................................15: 44
Holland —— of Annie June 29 1892.............................15: 76
Holland —— d of Joseph and Mary H May 26 1892.............15: 96
Holland —— s of Samuel and Delia Sept 28 1895..............16: 149
Holland —— d of Samuel C and Bridget May 19 1899..........16: 595
Holler Lewis of David and Etta Jan 28 1894..................16: 1
Holley Albert H of Albert J and Mary July 2 1899.........16: 578
Holley Leonora M of Albert J and Mary A Mar 25 1898......16: 407
Hollingsworth May E of Lucien B and Maria T May 31 1898.16: 403
Hollingsworth Nettie M of Leonard C and Nancy L Dec 13

1900 ..................................................17: 110
Hollingsworth Nettie M of Leonard C and Nancy L Sept 22

1892 ..................................................15: 128
Hollis Clarence A of Willis C and Annie M Jan 28 1894.....16: 21
Hollis Grace O of Willis C and Annie M Jan 31 1891........15: 14
Hollis Harold E of Willis C and Annie M Nov 20 1898.......16: 440
Hollis Leander F of Henry C and Catherine F Mar 8 1893...15: 151
Hollis —— s of Willis C and Annie M June 18 1896..........16: 202
Hollow Helen of Luke and Sarah Apr 16 1893................15: 149
Holloway Christopher H of Mary E Sept 7 1899.............16: 528
Holloway Vera of John F and Ida W Sept 12 1893.............15: 186
Holloway —— d of George A and Emily M June 30 1892......15: 80
Holman Chester A of Arthur A and Nellie T Sept 22 1891...15: 40
Holmes Charles H of Thomas A and Dorilla Feb 12 1893.....15: 163
Holmes Claire of Arthur J and Margaret T July 24 1891.....15: 59
Holmes Edna M (c) of Charles H and Eliza A Oct 18 1896...16: 226
Holmes Elizabeth C of Joseph and Jane Mar 6 1891.........15: 2
Holmes Ellen of Joseph and Jane Aug 18 1897...............16: 318
Holmes Flora A of Thomas J and Bridget Aug 4 1893........15: 183
Holmes George D of Harry and Jane July 29 1898...........16: 445
Holmes George R of George S and Mary E Apr 27 1892......15: 89
Holmes Henry of Thomas A and Dorilla Aug 9 1896..........16: 233
Holmes Ida S of Thomas and Ella E Aug 18 1893.............15: 206
Holmes John T of John and Lizzie Dec 17 1893.............15: 213
Holmes Josephine P of Thomas J and Annie June 16 1896....16: 219
Holmes Leona G of Marshall E and Lizzie M Oct 16 1892...15: 121
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Marriage/Event Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Holmes Lewis</td>
<td>June 29, 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmes Mabel</td>
<td>July 20, 1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmes Marie</td>
<td>Dec 7, 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmes Mary</td>
<td>Mar 17, 1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmes Mary P</td>
<td>Jan 26, 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmes Olive</td>
<td>Sept 3, 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmes Sture</td>
<td>June 30, 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmes Thomas</td>
<td>Oct 11, 1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmes Thomas B</td>
<td>Feb 17, 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmes William C</td>
<td>Oct 8, 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmes d Charles M</td>
<td>Sept 14, 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmes d David</td>
<td>Apr 9, 1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmquest Hugo W</td>
<td>July 3, 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmes s Sigrid</td>
<td>Oct 26, 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holroyd William E</td>
<td>Nov 27, 1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holst Marie K</td>
<td>Aug 27, 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holston Annie C</td>
<td>Sept 16, 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holstrom Francis</td>
<td>Sept 27, 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holstrom s Carl</td>
<td>Aug 12, 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt Albert E</td>
<td>Oct 8, 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt Albert H</td>
<td>Mar 22, 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt Constance C</td>
<td>July 28, 1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt Ethel of</td>
<td>Apr 24, 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt Florence A</td>
<td>Nov 8, 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt Frank of</td>
<td>Jan 6, 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt George of John and</td>
<td>July 19, 1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt George A</td>
<td>Feb 14, 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt George E</td>
<td>Apr 15, 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt George T</td>
<td>Apr 9, 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt George W</td>
<td>Apr 6, 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt Harold F</td>
<td>Dec 6, 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt John E</td>
<td>Oct 20, 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt Lena G</td>
<td>Dec 27, 1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt Walter H</td>
<td>Oct 1, 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt Walter S</td>
<td>July 25, 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt d Carrie</td>
<td>Mar 26, 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt s Charles H</td>
<td>Oct 22, 1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holt d John H</td>
<td>Nov 1, 1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holtner Ethel M</td>
<td>Mar 13, 1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holton Edward A</td>
<td>Oct 14, 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holton Grace E</td>
<td>Feb 22, 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holton Margaret C</td>
<td>Mar 6, 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holyoke Elsie E</td>
<td>June 16, 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homer Edward J</td>
<td>Apr 24, 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Homer — d of Edward H and Annie M Aug 10 1894.............16: 61
Hominsky Herman of Louis and Rosa Feb 20 1893.............15: 167
Honan Francis J of Stephen F and Annie Nov 24 1898........16: 420
Honan Irene of Stephen F and Annie E Jan 18 1894...........16: 1
Honan Joseph of John M and Annie Mar 25 1893.............15: 156
Honan Marion F of Stephen F and Annie E Oct 4 1895........16: 135
Honan Norman J of John M and Annie V Jan 10 1895...........16: 110
Honan Stephen L of Stephen F and Annie E Feb 14 1897.......16: 274
Honan — d of John and Annie V Sept 8 1891................15: 54
Honeysuckle Edith (c) of Martin and Josephine Feb 26 1894.16: 2
Hood David W H of John and Jennie Sept 15 1893.............15: 183
Hood Everett W of Allison F and Maggie M Aug 30 1897.....16: 345
Hood Mildred L of William H and Mary E May 4 1900........17: 36
Hooper Edna P of George A and Eliza A July 22 1894........16: 50
Hooper Gladys M of George A and Lila Aug 8 1899.............16: 527
Hooper Pearl X of Joseph and Mary Mar 9 1895............16: 127
Hoopes Isabelle of Wilford L and Lillie E Nov 12 1899.......16: 524
Hope Grace E of Robert D and Ada July 22 1898...............16: 445
Hopkins Annie L of Thomas and Rose A Sept 9 1891...........15: 54
Hopkins Charles L of George and Mary July 29 1893...........15: 196
Hopkins Clinton E of Randall R and Sarah M Apr 8 1891......15: 18
Hopkins Cyrus of Charles F and Kitty M Apr 28 1897........16: 296
Hopkins Daniel B of Harley F and Nellie F Sept 21 1891.....15: 44
Hopkins Dorothea of William A and Edith Feb 2 1900.........17: 9
Hopkins Earl D of Frank D and Dora E Nov 17 1896...........16: 230
Hopkins Earl J of James and Ella V Jan 17 1897..............16: 279
Hopkins Edith G of George and Mary G Aug 1 1891..............15: 48
Hopkins Edith M of George E and Margaret A Feb 12 1900.....17: 12
Hopkins Edmund S of Edmund S and Henrietta H Oct 31

1896........................................16: 251
Hopkins Edward of Edward and Elizabeth Sept 16 1891........15: 40
Hopkins Elmer H of William L and Eva A Oct 5 1900...........17: 89
Hopkins Florence V of Edward E and Maria L July 10 1900....17: 61
Hopkins Frances S of Thomas H and Rose Oct 29 1895........16: 163
Hopkins Francis C of Edward and Lizzie Sept 2 1895.........16: 144
Hopkins Frank S of George L and Mary S May 23 1892........15: 77
Hopkins George B of Arthur A and Inez E Sept 27 1895.....16: 145
Hopkins Grace J W of Frank D and Dora E Sept 6 1898.......16: 422
Hopkins Harold of Arthur A and Inez E May 16 1894..........16: 41
Hopkins Harold of Thomas W and Ellen M Nov 16 1893.......15: 191
Hopkins Henry of Henry and Frances Feb 9 1891..............15: 26
Hopkins Hortense C (c) of William S and Rachel A May 31

1893 ......................................15: 140
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Hopkins Howard E of Charles H and Isadore L Nov 27 1891...15:  53
Hopkins James C of Edward and Elizabeth Dec 25 1897...16:330
Hopkins Joseph of James and Ella V May 13 1899...16:  482
Hopkins Leslie C of Walter A and Jennie C Feb 5 1894...16:  18
Hopkins Mabel of James and Ella V Sept 11 1900...17:  82
Hopkins Mabel L of Sydney F and Victoria Aug 21 1893...15:206
Hopkins Madeline E of Frederick L and Lucy A Sept 5 1899.16:557
Hopkins Margaret of Frederick L and Lucy A July 9 1893...15:199
Hopkins Mary of Henry and Frances Feb 14 1893...15:  163
Hopkins Mary S of Thomas H and Rose A Feb 28 1899...16:494
Hopkins Nellie F of Holly and Nellie F Jan 4 1897...16:  285
Hopkins Perry H B of Warren L and Mary L Oct 15 1895...16:163
Hopkins Ruth M of Thomas and Mary Sept 22 1899...16:547
Hopkins Samuel of Edward and Elizabeth Apr 15 1893...15:444
Hopkins Sarah P of Frank D and Dora E Dec 16 1900...17: 111
Hopkins Wallace A of Alonzo A and Mary J Apr 6 1891...15:  18
Hopkins William of Edward and Elizabeth Mar 1 1900...17:  18
Hopkins William H of William H and Harriet Apr 29 1893...15:160
Hopkins — s of Amy May 15 1891...15:  10
Hopkins — s of Elmer C and Annie I July 26 1897...16:366
Hopkins — s of Henry and Frances Jan 29 1894...16:  36
Hopkins — d of Henry and Frances Sept 4 1895...16:172
Hopkins — d of Henry and Frances Aug 10 1898...16:469
Hopkins — s of Hugh and Kate Dec 29 1898...16:455
Hopkins — s of John and Hannah Dec 16 1900...17: 111
Hopkins — d of William and Harriet E Oct 8 1895...16:167
Hopper Frank C of Frank H and Kate M July 28 1899...16:451
Hopper Louis A of Frank H and Kate M Apr 17 1895...16:422
Hoppin Elizabeth L of Howard and Mary M Jan 20 1891...15:  1
Hopwood John S of Harry and Mary July 16 1897...16:353
Horan Hannah of Joseph H and Mary T Apr 9 1893...15:143
Horan James of James and Eleanor C Mar 9 1899...16:515
Horan James of Joseph and Mary June 1 1896...16:194
Horan Lizzie of Joseph H and Mary T Apr 9 1893...15:143
Horan Nellie of Joseph H and Mary T Apr 9 1893...15:143
Horan Nora A of Joseph and Mary Sept 9 1894...16:  55
Horan Thomas R of Patrick E and Mary E Sept 12 1899...16:564
Horan Timothy of Joseph H and Mary T Sept 9 1891...15:  40
Horan William E of James H and Elinor C Feb 23 1900...17:  15
Horan — s of John and Catherine Sept 11 1895...16:177
Horbert Gertrude K of Ludwig and Caroline Jan 1 1891...15:  11
Horenstein Israel of Simon and Sarah Oct 3 1896...16:229
Horewitz Sophia of Abraham and Rebecca Nov 2 1892...15:108
Horgan Ann of Michael P and Nora Sept 16 1892...15:115
Horgan Patrick of Michael and Hanora Aug 9 1894 .... A 1 : 31
Horibin Ethel of William H and Sarah J Oct 6 1895 .... 16 : 139
Horibin William H of John and Mary Feb 24 1893 .... 15 : 139
Horlin Eba C of Peter and Johanna Mar 6 1900 .... 17 : 19
Horlin Gustaf A of Peter and Hannah Aug 8 1894 .... 16 : 65
Horlin Joseph of Peter and Hannah July 20 1893 .... 15 : 189
Horlin Linea of Peter and Hannah July 17 1894 .... 15 : 47
Horn —— d of William and Selma June 8 1894 .... 16 : 20
Hornberger Helen G of Charles E and Gertrude H Aug 17
1894 .......................................................... 16 : 61
Hornberger Laura G of Charles E and Gertrude H Feb 7 1893. 15 : 147
Hornby Thomas E of John T and Sarah E Feb 18 1900 .... 17 : 14
Horner Albert of Albert and Annie Dec 26 1893 .... 15 : 199
Horner Firth of Albert and Ann Nov 9 1898 .... 16 : 460
Horner Richard of Albert and Annie May 20 1897 .... 16 : 310
Hornig Olga of Reinhardt and Hedwig Dec 8 1896 .... 16 : 270
Hornstein Charles of Simon and Sarah Aug 10 1899 .... 16 : 550
Horoho Bernard of Patrick and Bridget Oct 5 1900 .... 17 : 97
Horoho Joseph A of Patrick and Bridget Nov 7 1898 .... 16 : 429
Horoho Thomas of Patrick and Bridget May 19 1894 .... 16 : 13
Horoho James of Patrick and Bridget June 17 1896 .... 16 : 193
Horovitz Rosa of Abram and Celia Jan 4 1898 .... 16 : 357
Horowitz Fanny of Abram and Rebecca Jan 13 1895 .... 16 : 98
Horowitz —— s of Nathan and Bessie Aug 28 1899 .... 16 : 551
Horr Gifford F of George E and Elizabeth A Feb 20 1895 .... 16 : 111
Horr Gladys S of George E and Elizabeth A Oct 31 1891 .... 15 : 37
Horr Milton F of George E and Elizabeth A Apr 27 1897 .... 16 : 289
Horr Olive A of George E and Elizabeth A Feb 20 1895 .... 16 : 111
Horr Rena M of George E and Lizzie E Oct 31 1893 .... 15 : 172
Horr Ruth F of George E and Lydia A July 18 1900 .... 17 : 64
Horr Willie of George E and Lydia A July 18 1900 .... 17 : 64
Horr —— s of George E and Lizzie A July 18 1900 .... 17 : 119
Horribin Annie of James and Alice July 8 1894 .... 16 : 75
Horrrigan Ellen G of James J and Mary E Dec 6 1897 .... 16 : 359
Horrrigan James M of James J and Mary E Nov 9 1900 .... 17 : 100
Horrrigan John J of James J and Mary E Nov 9 1900 .... 17 : 100
Horrrigan Margaret M of Thomas and Nora Aug 1 1900 .... 17 : 69
Horrrigan Mary of John and Mary Aug 18 1896 .... 16 : 224
Horrrigan Mary E of James J and Mary E Oct 20 1899 .... 16 : 584
Horrock Sarah H of Edmund and Betty B Feb 21 1899 .... 16 : 498
Horrock —— s of Annie Sept 1898 .... 16 : 435
Horsefield Caroline E of Thomas F and Martha Jan 9 1894 .... 16 : 36
Horsefield Martha of Thomas F and Martha Oct 13 1894 .... 15 : 62
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Horsfield Raymond E of Stanley M and Elizabeth C July 13 1898 ........................................ 16: 456
Horsfield —— s of Thomas E and Hilda S Dec 31 1900.  17: 316
Horsen Albert E of John A and Catherine M Jan 3 1898.  16: 415
Horsen —— d of John A and Catherine June 1 1895.  16: 93
Horsfall Arthur of Arthur and Susan Sept 28 1899.  16: 582
Horsfall Clara of Arthur and Susan Dec 29 1895.  16: 176
Horsfall Ernest of Arthur and Susan Aug 2 1892.  13: 126
Horsfall —— d of Arthur and Susan June 28 1897.  16: 312
Horsman Frances E of John H and Ada Oct 6 1897.  16: 356
Horsman William H of John H and Ada Aug 15 1899.  16: 580
Horton Allan J of Urban J and Leonora Nov 24 1892.  15: 105
Horton Anna J of Alphons B and Harriet S Aug 28 1898.  16: 446
Horton Charles A of Henry and Elizabeth Jan 17 1893.  15: 162
Horton Charles S of Preston W and Mary E July 11 1891.  15: 51
Horton Edmund F of George N and Emma July 14 1893.  15: 188
Horton Edwin of Howard and Margaret Nov 14 1894.  16: 38
Horton Edwin F of George N and Emma A June 28 1893.  15: 152
Horton Florence L of Preston W and Mary E May 6 1893.  15: 154
Horton Frances M of William G and Frances May 18 1900.  17: 40
Horton Grace A of Willis E and Eldora A Apr 8 1893.  15: 151
Horton Harold J of Stephen and Catherine Nov 17 1898.  16: 465
Horton Harold W of Charles A and Annie L Oct 15 1897.  16: 319
Horton Harriet L of George W and Susan A Sept 2 1891.  15: 45
Horton Helen M of Albert F and Carrie M Mar 7 1898.  16: 385
Horton Helen R of Albert F and Carrie Oct 22 1900.  17: 95
Horton Herman D of George B and Amelia A Feb 12 1896.  16: 199
Horton Howard P of Howard M and Margaret July 28 1896.  16: 232
Horton John S of Stephen D and Catherine A Mar 16 1897.  16: 298
Horton Mildred F of Harry H and Lena A Mar 6 1895.  16: 121
Horton Ruth V of Clarence H and Lillie C Jan 17 1896.  16: 220
Horton —— d of Fred and Carrie Dec 13 1897.  16: 244
Horton —— s of George and Emma H Feb 20 1896.  16: 199
Horton —— s of Howard M and Marguerite July 29 1896.  16: 239
Horton —— s of Margaret Nov 13 1894.  16: 60
Horton —— d of Preston W and Mary E Apr 18 1895.  16: 115
Horton Lena of Nathan and Clara Jan 13 1894.  16: 21
Horwitz Leo of Nathan and Clara Jan 1 1895.  16: 109
Horwayer Edith G of Arthur and Charlotte Nov 9 1899.  16: 585
Horwizer Florence M of Arthur and Charlotte Aug 23 1893.  15: 207
Horwizer Stella M of Arthur and Charlotte Aug 23 1894.  16: 60
Hotchner Harold of Joseph and Augusta July 15 1897.  16: 333
Hotchner Sydney of Joseph and Augusta Apr 6 1894.  16: 17
Hotston Florence A of Thomas E and Hattie L Sept 18 1899.  16: 391
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Hotter Christopher of Wilhelm and Barbara Feb 18 1900................17: 14
Hough Henry I of Henry I and Annie Jan 3 1892......................15: 85
Hough Stanley of Henry and Annie June 16 1894......................16: 31
Hough Virginia F of Eugene W and Emma F Nov 12 1898..............16: 443
Houghton Lillian M of Charles F and Ida M Feb 27 1897..............16: 315
Houghton Violet O of Charles F and Ida M Aug 19 1898..............16: 446
Houghton Wallace of Albert II and Holly July 26 1893..............15: 189
Houghton Wilfred R of Charles F and Ida M Mar 13 1900.............17: 21
Houghton —— s of Edward W and Etta L Nov 4 1894....................16: 84
Hougrand Charles of Emil and Irma Mar 8 1896......................16: 189
Hougrand Lucy of Emil and Irma Oct 28 1894......................16: 57
Houle Albert of Albert and Jan Mar 16 1893......................15: 167
Houle Blanche of Louis and Marie L Mar 22 1898......................16: 397
Houle Henri L of Louis and Marie Mar 2 1897......................16: 298
Houle Joseph of Henri and Estelle Aug 1 1899......................16: 579
Houle Joseph of William and Julia Sept 11 1896....................16: 234
Houle Josephine R R of David and Lucie Mar 29 1892..............15: 93
Houle Marie A E of Louis and Marie L Feb 20 1900....................17: 15
Houle William of William and Julie Jan 4 1900......................17: 1
Houlihan Agnes of Patrick E and Ellen F Oct 8 1892..............15: 128
Houlihan Alice H of John and Mary Mar 2 1896......................16: 215
Houlihan Aloysius of Patrick E and Ellen F Feb 7 1895............16: 126
Houlihan Annie of William and Gertrude July 24 1895..............16: 165
Houlihan Dennis F of Patrick and Margaret Sept 26 1891............15: 57
Houlihan Frederick of John E and Mary Mar 28 1900..............17: 26
Houlihan George of Daniel F and Mary A Dec 2 1897..............16: 359
Houlihan Gertrude E of Daniel and Mary June 12 1893..............13: 168
Houlihan James E of John E and Mary A Mar 4 1894..............16: 38
Houlihan Lillian of John E and Mary Apr 10 1897..............16: 314
Houlihan William L of Michael J and Mary L July 13 1893...........15: 205
Houlihan —— d of Brennia Feb 18 1896......................16: 195
Houker Ernest of George and Harriet Mar 4 1897....................16: 295
Houker Harriet A of George and Harriet Aug 1 1892..............15: 117
Houker Irene of George and Harriet June 10 1895....................16: 116
Houker Mildred of George and Harriet Dec 14 1898..............16: 444
Hourihan Edward J of John and Abby M Oct 25 1891..............15: 41
Hourihan Walter S of John and Abbie M Dec 26 1893..............15: 182
House Charles E of Charles M and Ella Oct 29 1897..............16: 328
House Elizabeth M of James S and Annie M Jan 14 1891..............15: 12
Houston Catherine of William and Alice Jan 1 1899..............16: 506
Houston Frederick W of Frederick M and Lena June 25 1896........16: 208
Houston Harry T of Thomas and Martha Nov 16 1899..............16: 567
Houston Henrietta W of Charles G and Jennie Mar 27 1897...........16: 282
Houston Jane G of John and Rosella Feb 2 1891....................15: 26
Houston Walter R of John F and Rose E Feb 5 1894 16: 37
Houston William of Arthur and Mary Jan 5 1899 16: 475
Houston —— s of Charles G and Jennie M Oct 19 1891 15: 41
Houston —— d of John F and Rosella Feb 2 1891 15: 31
Houston —— s of John W and Mary E Aug 4 1898 16: 469
Howard Agnes of Dennis F and Mary J Apr 6 1897 16: 278
Howard Albert J of Walter T and Clara M Feb 26 1892 15: 97
Howard Alice of Harry and Alice June 15 1900 17: 57
Howard Alice L of Elisha H and Edith Oct 19 1894 16: 48
Howard Ann E of David and Mary E Nov 9 1896 16: 266
Howard Bertha A of John R and Frances Sept 19 1891 15: 36
Howard Bertha V of Fred M and Jessie A Jan 27 1893 15: 153
Howard Dennis F of Dennis F and Mary J Dec 7 1895 16: 144
Howard Ednah F of Walter J and Clara M Dec 4 1893 15: 211
Howard Florence of William and Elizabeth Aug 1 1891 15: 39
Howard Florence M of Frank M and Mary A Mar 2 1900 17: 18
Howard Franklin B of Byron F and Sarah E Sept 13 1891 15: 48
Howard George X of George A and Wilhelmina C Apr 5 1900 17: 29
Howard Harold of John and Mary May 16 1892 15: 97
Howard Harriet B of Byron F and Sarah E Sept 5 1894 16: 66
Howard Henry F of Dennis F and Mary J Mar 20 1893 15: 139
Howard Hope of Fred M and Lizzie J May 29 1896 16: 195
Howard Janet A of Benjamin R and Mary A Oct 9 1899 16: 565
Howard Jennie M of Walter and Mary E Sept 9 1893 15: 197
Howard Lena I of David and Mary E Feb 6 1899 16: 508
Howard Lily of John J and Annie C Aug 9 1892 15: 106
Howard Mary A of David and Mary E Sept 7 1892 15: 127
Howard Mary G C of Tom and Rufina Sept 13 1897 16: 337
Howard Minnie S of William and Elizabeth Jan 25 1893 15: 139
Howard Sarah E of David and Mary E June 11 1894 16: 42
Howard Vera of Jesse and Anna Apr 3 1892 15: 70
Howard William J of Dennis F and Mary J Nov 22 1899 16: 530
Howard William S of Thomas and Rufina Sept 8 1895 16: 166
Howard —— of James and Katherine Mar 14 1900 17: 122
Howard —— s of Lewis and Mabel Apr 3 1896 16: 194
Howard —— d of Parker B and Ann M Sept 15 1897 16: 349
Howard —— (et) d of Samuel J and Elizabeth Nov 29 1894 16: 90
Howard —— (et) d of William H and Mary J June 15 1892 15: 90
Howard Albert A of Albert and Minnie E Oct 3 1896 16: 250
Howard Ernest of Edith Aug 1899 16: 581
Howard Evelyn of George R and Evelyn A Sept 20 1900 17: 84
Howard Herbert of John and Mary A Dec 6 1894 16: 85
Howard Madeline A of Joseph and Josephine H July 23 1896 16: 228
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Howe Ann of Patrick and Mary Feb 6 1899..........................16:479
Howe Arthur of Charles and Anna M Dec 28 1895..............16:137
Howe Dennis of Dennis and Margaret May 18 1894..............16:13
Howe Elizabeth of Patrick and Mary Oct 27 1897...............16:328
Howe Ellen of Robert and Martha A Mar 7 1892...............15:92
Howe Ernest U of Arthur K and Mercy A Mar 26 1899............16:491
Howe Floyd W of Theophilus H and Margaret Apr 6 1894......16:39
Howe Frank W of Frank W and Minnie W Aug 4 1896............16:245
Howe Helen of William and Mary E Aug 9 1900................17:71
Howe Howard S of Arthur V and Fanny S J May 30 1896 ......16:204
Howe John J of Dennis and Margaret Feb 25 1897..............16:281
Howe Kate of Benjamin F and Florence Oct 11 1892...........15:128
Howe Louise R of Arthur W and Fannie S J June 18 1891....15:19
Howe Margaret T of Dennis and Margaret June 28 1900.......17:51
Howe Mary of William and Mary May 18 1898................16:382
Howe Mildred X V of William M and Nellie Mar 27 1897.....16:308
Howe Raymond of John E and May C Oct 30 1900..............17: 97
Howe Rosanna of Dennis and Margaret Nov 7 1898..........16:429
Howe Stella M of Theophilus H and Margaret Feb 6 1898.....16:406
Howe Wallace of Robert and Martha A Apr 12 1894.........16:39
Howe William of William and Catherine Jan 25 1892.......15:96
Howe William F of Daniel and Margaret Mar 15 1895......16:100
Howe William F of Patrick and Mary Mar 27 1900............17: 26
Howe Winifred A of Patrick and Mary Apr 7 1895.........16:101
Howe Winnifred of Patrick and Mary Mar 29 1896.........16:190
Howe — d of Arthur W and Fanny S June 23 1900..............17:54
Howe — d of Benjamin F and Florence May 18 1894.........16:41
Howell George A of Austin C and Sophia July 12 1891......15:35
Howell John H of Austin C and Sophia Oct 4 1892...........15:104
Howes Madeline T of Shubael B and Bessie K Aug 14 1899...16:527
Howes Margaret H of J Irving L and Roselia M Aug 1 1898...16:457
Howland Arnold of Sanford and Margaret Aug 30 1893......15:174
Howland Charles F of Louis F and Henrietta H Nov 3 1896...16:243
Howland Edwin of Albert V and Mary E Jan 20 1896........16:185
Howland Florence A of Lewis F and Henrietta H Mar 4 1898.16:390
Howland Magdalena E of Louis F and Henrietta H Sept 11 189315:186
Howland Winifred M of Louis F and Henrietta H Mar 31 189516:108
Howland — s of Charles H and Susan A Oct 31 1894.........16: 67
Howland — s of Charles H and Susie A Dec 1 1892........15:111
Howland — d of Mabel Mar 28 1899........................16:594
Howser Alice (c) of John and Jessie Jan 2 1900............17:53
Howson Bertha of John and Malinda Sept 7 1894............16:51
FROM 1801 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Howson John of John and Melinda May 15 1892 .......... 15: 70
Hoxsie —— d of Edward E and Henrietta Mar 22 1893 .......... 15: 153
Hoye Charles of James B and Julia E Oct 31 1891 .......... 15: 37
Hoye Louis E of Thomas W and Elizabeth M Dec 1 1892 .......... 15: 109
Hoye —— d of Thomas F and Mary F May 17 1891 .......... 15: 20
Hoye Catherine of Charles and Mary Feb 16 1892 .......... 15: 92
Hoye Earl D of William E and Ida M Mar 3 1892 .......... 15: 74
Hoye Edward of Edward and Elizabeth A Sept 3 1893 .......... 15: 178
Hoye Edward M of Levi and Ellen Oct 27 1899 .......... 16: 536
Hoye Ellenor of Emnor and Clara May 27 1893 .......... 15: 145
Hoye Emily of Levi and Ellen Apr 4 1893 .......... 15: 143
Hoye Emily R of Emor and Clara Mar 10 1898 .......... 16: 380
Hoye Emor C of Emor and Clara Jan 7 1892 .......... 15: 71
Hoye Ernest of Levi and Ellen Dec 30 1895 .......... 16: 148
Hoye Harold of Levi and Ellen July 3 1897 .......... 16: 324
Hoye Harold C of Edward and Elizabeth A Aug 5 1897 .......... 16: 325
Hoye Howard C of Edward and Elizabeth A Aug 5 1897 .......... 16: 325
Hoye James of Arthur and Harriet Dec 31 1895 .......... 16: 176
Hoye Lillian G R of Arthur and Harriet May 11 1897 .......... 16: 312
Hoye Sarah E of Arthur and Harriet Jan 4 1892 .......... 15: 91
Hoyt Dixi F of Dixi G and Lillian W May 7 1900 .......... 17: 37
Hubbard Edward G of Willard G and Emma L Oct 27 1898 .......... 16: 448
Hubbard Ella M of Charles A and Evelyn A Dec 27 1891 .......... 15: 53
Hubbert Mabel V (c) of William and Lucy T Apr 17 1893 .......... 15: 151
Huber Agnes of Eugene and Babette July 26 1891 .......... 15: 32
Huber Edward of Edward and Catherine C June 24 1899 .......... 16: 474
Huber Fred G of Maximilian and Grace E May 27 1894 .......... 16: 45
Huber Grace of Edward E and Catherine C Jan 26 1891 .......... 15: 1
Huber Rudolf S of Eugene and Barbara June 27 1895 .......... 16: 132
Huber Theresa of Eugene and Barbara June 26 1891 .......... 15: 4
Hubert Albert A of Isaac and Delia May 3 1899 .......... 16: 482
Hubert Rose E of Hilderic and Ellen Jan 22 1895 .......... 16: 117
Huby Annie B of Walter and Lizzie Sept 6 1892 .......... 15: 127
Huby Evelyn L of Ernest and Florence Apr 8 1899 .......... 16: 510
Huby Everett X of Thomas and Annie May 10 1893 .......... 15: 168
Huby Frederick C of Ernest and Florence Mar 26 1897 .......... 16: 308
Huby Henrietta M of Thomas and Annie Apr 10 1891 .......... 15: 23
Huddleston Lillie of Renben and Maria July 5 1895 .......... 16: 170
Huddleston Margaret E of Jemmie Mar 26 1894 .......... 16: 29
Huddy George W of George W and Ida Dec 16 1895 .......... 16: 164
Hudson Edward of James H and Marcella L Apr 28 1899 .......... 16: 499
Hudson Elizabeth of James M and Marcella Dec 7 1895 .......... 16: 164
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Hudson Frederick J of John and Ruth A June 14 1892.......15: 87
Hudson Isabella of James H and Marcella Aug 12 1894.......16: 72
Hudson William of James N and Marcella L Dec 16 1892....15: 122
Hudson —— d of Charles J and Mabel J Aug 23 1899.......16: 546
Hudson —— s of George and Fanny May 2 1893.............15: 137
Hudson —— d of George and Fannie June 3 1898...........16: 468
Hudson —— s of George and Fannie July 11 1899...........16: 596
Hudson —— d of Theresa Jan 18 1891....................15: 10
Hudson —— d of William R and Hanora Dec 26 1893........15: 192
Huggins Arthur L of Loring H and Annie J Sept 7 1900....17: 80
Huggins Charles H of Charles H and Marguerite G Oct 17
1897 ..................................................16: 319
Huggins Frederick A of Charles H and Margaret G Mar 5
1899 ..................................................16: 473
Huggins Madeline M of Loring and Annie June 22 1898....16: 374
Huggs Chester S (Adopted) of Charlotte A Curliss Sept 3
1896 ..................................................16: 269
Huggs Philip W (c) of Philip W and Sarah R Feb 4 1894....16: 32
Hughes Ann M of James F and Ellen June 7 1896..........16: 218
Hughes Anna J of James and Catherine T May 22 1893.....15: 145
Hughes Annie of John and Annie E Feb 2 1900...............17: 9
Hughes Annie T of John and Mary E Dec 7 1891...........15: 55
Hughes Arthur H of John and Celia M Feb 3 1896.........16: 209
Hughes Arthur J of James F and Ellen Dec 24 1897.......16: 360
Hughes Arthur R of Thomas P and Margaret Oct 18 1891...15: 57
Hughes Bernard F of Patrick and Ellen Feb 29 1892.......15: 92
Hughes Bernard L of Patrick and Ellen Oct 31 1896........16: 266
Hughes Bertha I of William and Elizabeth July 26 1899...16: 562
Hughes Blanche V of Arthur T and Abbie L Oct 4 1895.....16: 173
Hughes Catherine of John and Cecelia Aug 17 1894........16: 76
Hughes Catherine of William A and Elizabeth A Sept 25 1893.15: 174
Hughes Catherine E of Howell R and Margaret A Nov 24 1896.16: 226
Hughes Catherine T of James and Catherine Jan 19 1891...15: 6
Hughes Charles F of John P and Mary F Sept 25 1895.....16: 173
Hughes Charles L McR (c) of James L and Josanna Sept 13
1892 ..................................................15: 100
Hughes Christopher of John S and Ellen E Oct 7 1897......16: 327
Hughes Daniel of John and Annie E May 29 1895..........16: 130
Hughes Edward of John J and Susan Mar 10 1891.........15: 27
Hughes Edward W McG R of Mary A Feb 9 1894............16: 37
Hughes Eileen of John and Ellen Apr 23 1894............16: 12
Hughes Elizabeth of James and Mary J Apr 25 1900.........17: 34
Hughes Elizabeth of William F and Elizabeth A Jan 11 1899.16: 475
Hughes Ellen C of John and Cecelia June 14 1892........15: 90
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Hughes Ellen T of Patrick and Ellen Feb 16 1900 ......... 17: 13
Hughes Esther L of John and Mary Apr 23 1897 .......... 16: 309
Hughes Eva C of Michael and Anna M Jan 10 1896 .......... 16: 188
Hughes Evelyn of John and Cecelia Aug 17 1894 .......... 16: 76
Hughes Francis H of James and Mary J June 12 1894 .... 16: 24
Hughes Frank L of John and Annie E Aug 10 1892 ....... 15: 127
Hughes George E of Harry and Alice Jan 7 1893 .......... 15: 158
Hughes George S of James F and Ellen June 29 1899 .... 16: 513
Hughes Grace of Esther Mar 22 1899 .................. 16: 484
Hughes Grace of John J and Susie July 1 1897 .......... 16: 344
Hughes Harold of Thomas and Ida L Feb 7 1895 ........ 16: 144
Hughes Isabella M of Henry E and Mary July 25 1892 .... 15: 99
Hughes James of James and Mary J Dec 8 1891 ........ 15: 50
Hughes James of William J and Elizabeth N Dec 18 1891 . 15: 58
Hughes James P of James P and Margaret July 16 1899 .... 16: 520
Hughes John of John and Annie E Apr 21 1898 .......... 16: 409
Hughes John E of John P and Mary E Apr 12 1894 ....... 16: 39
Hughes Joseph of Charles E and Mary A Aug 10 1896 .... 16: 233
Hughes Joseph of William A and Elizabeth A Apr 21 1896 . 16: 186
Hughes Katie of Mary July 1 1899 .................. 16: 589
Hughes Lena C of James and Caroline Dec 27 1897 ....... 16: 347
Hughes Llewellyn R of Edward and Sarah Oct 14 1898 .... 16: 443
Hughes Mabel of John J and Susie Aug 2 1895 .......... 16: 142
Hughes Mary of John S and Ellen E Feb 27 1892 ......... 15: 73
Hughes Mary A of James and Caroline Mar 15 1895 ....... 16: 118
Hughes Mary M of Michael J and Hannah E Sept 5 1891 .. 15: 54
Hughes Mertie R of Edward F and Minnie E Feb 7 1898 .... 16: 413
Hughes Michael A of Patrick and Ellen July 24 1898 .... 16: 456
Hughes Sarah S of Howell R and Margaret A July 12 1895 .. 16: 134
Hughes Thomas of Michael W and Hannah M Feb 3 1893 .... 15: 141
Hughes Thomas A of Patrick and Ellen June 9 1893 ....... 15: 166
Hughes Thomas J of William A and Elizabeth A May 29 1891.. 15: 5
Hughes Truman A of Arthur T and Abbie L Aug 21 1898 ... 16: 457
Hughes William of John J and Susie Jan 17 1893 .......... 15: 155
Hughes William F of William H and Ellen June 10 1891 ... 15: 9
Hughes William H of Thomas and Ida L July 5 1893 ....... 15: 192
Hughes —— d of Bridget July 8 1900 .................. 17: 61
Hughes —— s of Harry S and Alice J Apr 15 1896 .......... 16: 211
Hughes —— s of James and Sarah Apr 8 1890 ........ 16: 499 and 594
Hughes —— s of Michael J and Hannah E July 9 1899 .... 16: 596
Hughes —— s of Patrick and Ellen July 4 1895 ........ 16: 170
Hughes —— d of Thomas and Catherine July 23 1898 ....... 16: 469
Hughes —— s of Thomas Jr and Ida L May 18 1892 ....... 15: 84
Hugo — d of Annie Aug 4 1894..........................16: 59
Hulett Gladys E of Frank I and Teresa Jan 12 1900........17: 4
Huling Beatrice J of George P and Bertha N Jan 17 1893...15: 150
Huling Harold S of George P and Bertha N Oct 22 1891....15: 34
Hulkinson Oscar of Peter and Corinne July 11 1898.......16: 464
Hull Adelbert E of Charles A and Zerviah L Sept 11 1896..16: 269
Hull Anna of Robert and Catherine Nov 12 1893..........15: 181
Hull Chester M of Ida July 24 1891..........................15: 47
Hull Clarence F (c) of James W and Charlotte M Dec 15 1892.15: 116
Hull Dorothy P of Frederick H and Esther W Oct 10 1893..15: 184
Hull Harry A of Walter A and Sarah June 9 1894..........16: 7
Hull Joseph (c) of James W and Charlotte Jan 9 1898.....16: 389
Hull Kate A of Robert and Kate Mar 21 1891.................15: 2
Hull Lillian H M (c) of James and Charlotte M Aug 4 1894.16: 65
Hull Malvina G (c) of James and Charlotte M Dec 13 1895..16: 157
Hull Richard A of Charles W and Lillian A July 21 1891...15: 44
Hull Walter S of Walter A and Sarah A July 5 1898.......16: 440
Hull — s of Frederick H and Esther Jan 30 1899..........16: 485
Huller Annie of David and Etta Dec 8 1896.................16: 227 and 273
Huller Leonard W of Joseph and Bertha B July 22 1894....16: 62
Huller Morris of David and Henrietta Dec 27 1893.......15: 173
Hulme Bertha of John and Mary July 19 1893.............15: 192
Hulme Elizabeth A of Samuel and Ann Sept 22 1898.......16: 458
Hulme Lillie of John and Mary Feb 20 1891.................15: 26
Hulme — d of John and Mary June 30 1892.................15: 85
Hulme — d of Richard T and Sarah A Dec 10 1892.........15: 130
Hulme — s of Samuel and Ann Dec 9 1891..................15: 63
Hulting — s of Per G and Sophia June 28 1893...........15: 166
Hulting — s of Per G and Sophie C May 9 1895...........16: 129
Hulting — s of Per G and Sofia C Feb 24 1898...........16: 407
Hultman Edgar G of Charles G and Ida W May 14 1893....15: 154
Hultman Eleanor P of Edgar C and Ida C Aug 22 1898.....16: 437
Hultman Irma K of Charles G and Ida W Mar 4 1895......16: 114
Hultquist Henry of Gustaf G T and Hattie May 7 1894....16: 23
Hultquist Rosa H of Lars and Charlotte Feb 11 1895....16: 110
Hultquist — d of Gustaf and Hedwig C Apr 7 1892........15: 81
Humes Edith L of William and Edith L Dec 29 1891.......15: 65
Humes Hope L of Walter T and Martha M Sept 12 1897....16: 334
Humes William of William and Edith E Dec 30 1894.......16: 53
Humes — s of Walter and Mary Sept 2 1897...............16: 321
Humphrey Alice of Thomas and Ada Jan 15 1898........16: 374
Humphrey Elizabeth of Thomas and Ada May 20 1896.....16: 186
Humphrey Ellen of Thomas and Ada Oct 17 1894..........16: 51
Humphrey Ethel M of William A and Ida M June 19 1893...15: 152
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Humphrey — s of Thomas and Ada Nov 4 1899 .................. 16:597
Humphreys Ethel of Charles P and Jennie L Sept 6 1894 ....... 16: 76
Humphreys Lillian of Charles P and Jennie L Dec 18 1891 .... 15: 58
Humold Maxmillian E of Maxmillian and Helen F Oct 16 1900 .... 17: 93
Humold — s of J F and Lillie Aug 29 1900 ..................... 17:119
Hunt Agnes of John J and Ena A Dec 19 1900 ................... 17:112
Hunt Alice M of Roger and Mary A Oct 22 1891 .................. 15: 37
Hunt Ann M of Roger and Mary A Sept 20 1897 ................... 16:327
Hunt Clarence S of George W H and Sarah T Jan 19 1891 ....... 15:  1
Hunt Daniel W of William J and Ellen Dec 18 1895 ............. 16:176
Hunt Dolars of Martin and Rose Feb 11 1900 ...................... 17: 12
Hunt Edna M of John T and Lena I Oct 23 1897 .................. 16:346
Hunt Elizabeth E of Lewis H and Rachel Apr 13 1894 ........... 16: 12
Hunt Ellen C of John J and Ena Nov 23 1893 ..................... 15:185
Hunt Elsie M of John and Elizabeth A Jan 25 1898 ............... 16:375
Hunt Ennecie P of Summer B and Lydia 1 Aug 21 1896 ....... 16:253
Hunt Evelyn E of William J and Nellie Jan 26 1894 .............. 16:  5
Hunt Frances of Owen F and Mary A Apr 12 1897 ................. 16:309
Hunt Francis of Thomas and Agnes F July 12 1893 ................. 15:176
Hunt Frank H of Frank H and Nellie May 16 1899 ............... 16:518
Hunt George of Owen and Mary Apr 26 1894 ....................... 16:  4
Hunt George R of George W H and Sarah T Sept 7 1893 .......... 15:178
Hunt George R E of Frank H and Nellie E Sept 21 1897 ....... 16:362
Hunt Gladys V of Harriet E Sept 1 1899 ......................... 16:522
Hunt Helen R of William F and Mary A Mar 5 1892 ............... 15: 92
Hunt Henry F of Summer B and Lydia 1 Aug 22 1893 .......... 15:184
Hunt Irene of James F and Margaret A Apr 22 1897 .......... 16:309
Hunt Irene of Roger and Mary Jan 8 1894 ....................... 16:  4
Hunt James G of James T and Grace Apr 17 1892 ................. 15: 97
Hunt James H of John and Elizabeth A Aug 12 1900 .......... 17:  72
Hunt James R of William and Alice J Jan 15 1900 .......... 17:   5
Hunt John of Alice June 25 1899 .................................. 16:514
Hunt John J of John J and Eva A June 17 1895 ................. 16:106
Hunt John M of John F and Gertrude A Mar 22 1899 .......... 16:510
Hunt John R of John T and Lena I Mar 17 1899 ................. 16:498
Hunt John R of Thomas L and Elizabeth J June 5 1895 ....... 16:116
Hunt Leo of Martin and Rose Oct 19 1893 ....................... 15:209
Hunt Leo of Martin and Rose Feb 28 1897 ....................... 16:307
Hunt Lillian A of George W H and Sarah T Sept 6 1897 ...... 16:326
Hunt Lilliette L of Frank H and Ellen Aug 19 1894 .......... 16:  46
Hunt Louise A of James T and Anna L Mar 3 1897 .......... 16:274
Hunt Mabel R of Walter C and Catherine L May 13 1897 ...... 16:275
Hunt Martin of Martin and Jane Aug 28 1900 ............... 17: 77
Hunt Mary E of Thomas L and Elizabeth J Nov 7 1899 .... 16: 559
Hunt Mary J of John J and Ena June 6 1898 .......... 16: 385
Hunt Raymond C of John F and Gertrude A Aug 18 1900 ... 17: 73
Hunt Thomas of Michael and Annie G Oct 19 1898 ....... 16: 419
Hunt Thomas J of Thomas L and Elizabeth J Feb 17 1897 ... 16: 295
Hunt Vincent T of Roger and Mary A Oct 4 1898 .......... 16: 428
Hunt Willard F of Roger and Mary A June 30 1895 ....... 16: 104
Hunt — d of Eugene and Mary June 5 1899 ............... 16: 595
Hunt — d of John A and Louisa June 30 1900 ........... 17: 52
Hunt — s of Martin and Jane Aug 31 1898 ............... 16: 469
Hunt — s of Summer B and Lydia I Aug 22 1893 .......... 15: 184
Hunt — s of Thomas L and Elizabeth J Oct 8 1893 ....... 15: 194
Hunter Alice E of Kempton and Emma M Aug 14 1899 .... 16: 551
Hunter Andrew of Andrew and Margaret Mar 24 1892 .... 15: 81
Hunter Annie M of Robert T and Jennet Nov 20 1895 .... 16: 457
Hunter Annie P of Kempton and Emma M Feb 26 1898 .... 16: 385
Hunter Catherine M of Robert T and Janet F Mar 19 1894 .. 16: 19
Hunter Charles of Charles E and Margaret E Sept 12 1897 .. 16: 149
Hunter Clifford A of Fred C and Eleanor F July 5 1900 .... 17: 59
Hunter Frances G of Duncan and Abby F L May 19 1895 ... 16: 132
Hunter Frederick E of Frederick and Anna Oct 23 1895 .... 16: 177
Hunter James of James and Mary Mar 24 1893 .......... 15: 154
Hunter Janet M of Duncan T and Abby F Apr 14 1897 .... 16: 276
Hunter John E of Adam and Jane June 9 1893 .......... 15: 168
Hunter John E of William and Mary Dec 19 1891 ....... 15: 53
Hunter John F of John and Elizabeth A June 24 1895 .... 16: 119
Hunter Margaret of John and Mary A Apr 4 1891 ....... 15: 23
Hunter Marion A of Duncan T and Abby F Sept 22 1900 ... 17: 83
Hunter Mary L of Duncan T and Abby F Dec 11 1893 .... 15: 213
Hunter William R of Adam and Jane Dec 9 1891 ....... 15: 53
Hunter — d of Grace Mar 20 1893 ............... 15: 146
Hunter — s of Mabel Feb 27 1896 ............... 16: 194
Huntington Arthur F of Charles A and Margaret A May 14 1893 ........................................... 15: 144
Huntington Royal R of James R and Elizabeth R Dec 1 1895 . 16: 153
Huntington — d of Charles A and Margaret A May 15 1894 . 16: 13
Huntley Gertrude A of Giles A and Fannie E Dec 16 1898 .. 16: 464
Huntley Olive D of Giles A and Fannie E Apr 6 1899 .... 16: 481
Huntoon Harrison B of Harrison B and Florence S C July 2 1900 .............................................. 17: 59
Huntoon Leah F of Llewellyn and Ella July 12 1895 .... 16: 178
Huntoon Louis H C of William C and Mary L Nov 10 1896 .. 16: 247
Huntoon Maxwell C of Harrison B and Florence June 13 1896. 16: 187
Hurst — d of Charles M and Catherine A Apr 24 1895.... 16: 128
Hurvich Rebecca of Abraham and Celle July 25 1899.... 16: 526
Husband Ethel M of John and Celia Jan 25 1895.... 16: 98
Husband Helena A of John and Celia Apr 21 1892.... 15: 74
Husband Mildred A of William C and Ellen Oct 14 1891.... 15: 65
Husbands Delora E of John and Celia June 25 1893.... 15: 145
Huse Helen V of William A and Grace E July 30 1893.... 15: 196
Huse Ralph L of William A and Grace E Oct 20 1891.... 15: 57
Huson Winifred of Henry and Winifred Oct 28 1897.... 16: 357
Hussey Alice L of Charles M and Lottie Feb 22 1895.... 16: 113
Hussey Mary A of William and Rose Jan 25 1891.... 15: 22
Hussey —— s of Albert G and Elizabeth Apr 13 1896.... 16: 204
Hussey —— d of Patrick and Julia Sept 27 1891.... 15: 61
Hussy —— d of Albert M and Ida M Feb 24 1898.... 16: 467
Hustler Ivy of William A and Sarah A Jan 23 1895.... 16: 120
Huston Harold F of Frank J and Anna B Mar 16 1891.... 15: 18
Hutcheson Ethel E of Alexander and Jeannette Jan 27 1899.... 16: 497
Hutcheson Martha M of Alexander and Jeannette Jan 27 1899.... 16: 497
Hutchins Francis W of William L and Nettie E Nov 3 1891.... 16: 343
Hutchins Thomas M of Harry M and Annie L Aug 1 1894.... 16: 75
Hutchinson George A of Herbert and Ellen Mar 1 1900.... 17: 53
Hutchinson Grace I of Thomas W and Delia July 18 1895.... 16: 154
Hutchinson Melvin T of Melville S and Lucinda B Aug 28

1900

17: 77
Hutchinson Myrtle I of Rinaldo and Susan A Feb 13 1893.... 15: 142
Hutchinson —— d of Christopher J and Ida July 20 1893.... 15: 184
Hutchinson —— d of Jesse W and Annie R Oct 5 1891.... 15: 36
Hutchinson —— d of Jesse W and Helen Apr 24 1897.... 16: 365
Hutchinson —— s of Melville S and Lucinda B June 17 1898.... 16: 385
Hutchison Lillie of Samuel and Mary H July 13 1893.... 15: 176
Hutter William C of Christopher and Mary July 23 1898.... 16: 465
Huyendahl Victor of Carl H V and Mildred G July 1 1895.... 16: 149
Hyberts John T of James E and Sarah D Feb 14 1895.... 16: 105
Hyberts Joseph F of James E and Sarah Dec 26 1896.... 16: 241
Hyde Harley C of Jasper G and Annie L Sept 14 1891.... 15: 33
Hyde Lottie of John and Clara Sept 5 1893.... 15: 194
Hyde Lucy of Patrick and Mary A Feb 12 1895.... 16: 120
Hyde Rupert J of James and Annie Aug 24 1894.... 16: 50
Hyde —— d of Annie L June 20 1900.... 17: 49
Hyde —— s of Daniel W and Josephine M Jan 30 1891.... 15: 7
Hygum Daisy E of Emil F and Martine E Oct 14 1892.... 15: 115
Hygum Margaret M of Emil and Martha Nov 25 1897.... 16: 339
Hyland Edward M of Michael and Catherine Sept 5 1893.... 15: 190
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Hyland Harold L of Frank W and Florence Jan 24 1891....15: 14
Hyland Joseph P of Michael and Catherine Mar 16 1898....16: 390
Hyland Julia F of Michael and Catherine Aug 26 1895....16: 155
Hyland Lillian E of Walter and Florencee Feb 10 1892....15: 81
Hyland Mildred I of Charles E and Jennie I Apr 27 1891....15: 16
Hyland Percy E of Charles E and Jennie I Apr 27 1894....16: 23
Hyland Raymond F of Frank W and Florence May 23 1895....16: 112
Hylburn Hilda of William and Ester Dec 18 1899....16: 555
Hymanovitch Ida of Israel and Sarah Dec 9 1896....16: 237
Hymanowitz Max of Israel and Sarah Feb 15 1895....16: 99
Hynes Francis M of Frank and Nora Dec 27 1897....16: 320
Hynes James L of James and Ellen Feb 7 1900....17: 11
Hynes John of Michael and Mary E Sept 13 1899....16: 572
Hynes Mary of Frank and Nora Mar 17 1891....15: 2
Hynes Mary C of Thomas and Catherine July 9 1895....16: 142
Hynes Mary E of William N and Annie Feb 15 1898....16: 396
Hynes Mund M of Frank and Nora Feb 11 1895....16: 91
Hynes Pauline A of William N and Annie T Jan 24 1897....16: 306
Hynes William H of Michael and Mary Aug 31 1898....16: 452
Hynes William M of Thomas and Catherine Jan 28 1894....16: 9
Hynes William P of Frank and Nora May 4 1900....17: 36
Hyslop Ruth M of John and Mary C July 5 1893....15: 204
Hyslop — d of John and Mary C Oct 1 1895....16: 153
Hystadt — d of Hilma Feb 16 1891....15: 10
Iaccheri Hanora A of Louis P and Hanora M Apr 3 1891....15: 11
Iaccheri Mary T of Luigi and Honora Aug 16 1894....16: 46
Iaccino Alfreda of Rocco and Margherita Jan 3 1899....16: 501
Iaconovoni Antonio of Sabatino and Florencia Dec 28 1896....16: 238
Iaconovoni Giovanni of Nicola and Teresa May 3 1891....15: 31
Iaconovoni Luigi of Antonio and Carmela Jan 25 1892....15: 72
Iaconovoni Rosa of Sabatino and Florencia Dec 25 1891....15: 43
Iace Giuseppe of Domenico and Vincenza Oct 17 1899....16: 574
Iacobucci Gennaro of Michele and Domenica Jan 5 1900....17: 2
Iacono Luigi of Lorenzo and Anna Jan 20 1899....16: 502
Iacono Teresa of Giovanni and Carolina Aug 19 1900....17: 74
Iacovone Antonio of Sabatino and Florencia Jan 15 1899....16: 478
Iacovone Bernardo of Antonio and Carmela Jan 17 1899....16: 478
Iadeluca Erocle of Gennaro and Assunta June 23 1898....16: 404
Iadeluca — s of Gennaro and Assunta May 22 1900....17: 41
Iadevaia Anna of Francesco and Angela Mar 6 1898....16: 401
Iafrite Francesco of Filippo and Angela Apr 10 1900....17: 30
Iafriti Elisabetta of Luigi and Angela Aug 29 1897....16: 326
Iamonte — s of Cosimo and Antonia May 7 1891....15: 9
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Imonito Giuseppe D of Cosimo and Pasqualina Jan 24 1897. 16: 280
Imamudi Liberata of Cosimo and Pasqualina Mar 10 1898. .16: 380
Imantruno Michele of Francesco and Concetta Sept 20 1897. 16: 349
Imanantnuna Florinda of Francesco and Concetta June 7 1900. 17: 45
Iannelli Vincenzo of Angelo and Sofia Jan 29 1897. .16: 301
Iannetta Carmine of Giuseppe and Concetta Feb 24 1900. 17: 16
Iaunetta —— s of Giuseppe and Concetta May 22 1896. .16: 192
Iaunetti Carmine of Pasquale and Luisa Nov 24 1900. 17: 105
Iannone Francesco of Raffaele and Maddalena Nov 15 1895. .16: 168
Iannone Marie of Raffaele and Carmela Oct 4 1893. .15: 215
Iannecilli Francesca of Vincenzo and Maria July 2 1900. .17: 59
Iannon Giuseppe of Giovanni and Maria G Mar 10 1892. .15: 89
Iannone Maria P of Raffaele and Carmina Mar 27 1892. .15: 89
Iazzi Ida of Aramisse and Isola Oct 9 1893. .15: 202
Ide Bridget A of George and Alice J Apr 24 1892. .15: 94
Ide Esther of George and Alice Feb 13 1894. .16: 37
Ide Helen of George J and Alice May 29 1896. .16: 218
Ide James G of Charles F and Emily F Feb 25 1896. .16: 199
Ide Leland A of Alton W and Anna A July 2 1893. .15: 173
Ide Lewis F of Charles F and Emily F Oct 11 1892. .15: 115
Ide Lillian F of William H and Lillian May 17 1893. .15: 152
Ifrati Giulia of Filippo and Angelina Dec 20 1896. .16: 271
Ignacio Antonio of Antonio and Clara E May 22 1899. .16: 474
Ignacio Joao of Manoel and Maria June 13 1892. .15: 68
Ihlefeld Walter F C of Justus and Minna July 27 1898. .16: 437
Imenti Maria C of Maria G June 18 1899. .16: 513
Imonde —— d of Gennaro and Cesarina Mar 20 1894. .16: 11
Imonde Anna of Gennaro and Cesarina Oct 29 1897. .16: 328
Imonde —— d of Gennaro and Cesarina June 28 1893. .15: 145
Imondi Angelo of Carmine and Maria Aug 25 1898. .16: 426
Imondi Antonio of Cosimo and Pasqua Dec 17 1899. .16: 540
Imondi Antonio of Sabatino and Concordina Aug 31 1896. .16: 233
Imondi (Di Monte) Carmine A of Sabatino and Concordina
June 22 1898 .16: 404
Imondi Carolina of Gennaro and Cesarina Nov 4 1896. .16: 236
Imondi Domenica of Carmine and Cesarina Nov 3 1896. .16: 236
Imondi Filomena of Francesco and Elizabettea Oct 7 1899. .16: 537
Imondi Pasqualina of Carmine and Carmina Sept 1 1900. .17: 78
Imondi Vincenzo of Gennaro and Cesarina Aug 5 1900. .17: 70
Imonti Alberto A of Alberto and Maria Mar 27 1899. .16: 515
Imundi Giuseppe of Agostino and Giulietta Sept 16 1894. .16: 83
Imundi Virginia of Domenico and Marianna Apr 15 1898. .16: 412
Ingalls Irene of Flora Apr 23 1892. .15: 76
Ingelbert Albert of Harold and Emma June 7 1898. .16: 410
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Ingelbert Charlie of Harold and Emma June 7 1898 .......... 16:410
Ingelbert Grace of Harold and Emma July 23 1900 .......... 17: 65
Ingelsby Mary of Bernard H and Catherine June 12 1896 . 16:194
Ingerson Clarence A of Edgar A and Annie A May 26 1891 . 15: 21
Ingham Ernest of Harry and Ellen May 11 1893 .......... 15:165
Ingham Harry of Harry and Ellen Feb 14 1897 ............. 16:295
Ingham Mabel of Henry and Sarah A Feb 28 1896 .......... 16:221
Ingham Mabel S of Henry and Ellen July 3 1899 .......... 16:561
Ingle Euda E of Alfred and Elizabeth A Oct 25 1898 . 16:470
Ingle Marie A of Albert and Bernadette Feb 17 1897 . 16:281
Ingley Earle of William G and Charlotte I Oct 3 1897 .... 16:361
Ingham Pearl E of Charles G and Sarah A Mar 5 1893 .... 15:142
Ingraham —— s of Walter B and Sarah Apr 26 1894 .......... 16: 7
Inman —— s of John and Annie Aug 16 1895 .......... 16:151
Innes Horace E of William A and Ann M Apr 18 1892 .... 15: 82
Innella Pasquale of Giuseppe and Concetta Dec 31 1894 . 16: 59
Innocenti —— s of Federigo and Concetta Apr 18 1893 . 16:122
Interlino Anna M of Michele and Bernadette Jan 1 1897 . 16:300
Iorcannasso Angiolina of Giuseppe and Isabella Dec 12 1900 .17:110
Irace Antonio of Salvatore and Anna Jan 1 1899 .......... 16:501
Irace Antonio of Vincenzo and Restituta Oct 31 1898 . 16:454
Irace Francesco of Salvatore and Anna Dec 19 1900 . 17:112
Irace Vincenzo of James and Restituta Feb 28 1900 . 17: 17
Irby Bessie J (c) of John L and Louisa Apr 22 1892 .... 15: 67
Irby Catherine E (c) of John L and Louisa P Jan 1 1900 . 17: 1
Irby Charles L (c) of John L and Prior L June 30 1894 . 16: 4
Irby Harold P (c) of John L and Louisa P Mar 26 1898 . 16:372
Irby Leroy (c) of John L and Louisa P Mar 22 1896 . 16:182
Iredale Rose A of Frederick and Ida D May 30 1891 . 15: 9
Irish Guy H of Lewis C and Lottie L Mar 10 1899 . 16:487
Irish —— d of Lewis L and Charlotte R Dec 1 1897 . 16:343
Iron Gustaf F of Nils and Emma C Feb 1 1895 . 16:110
Ironns Ambros F of Frederick and Ida M Feb 1 1900 . 17: 9
Ironns Alice E of Sidney S and Jennie R Jan 4 1892 . 15: 83
Ironns Catherine B of Edward and Elizabeth July 10 1892 . 15:102
Ironns Charles H of Edwin B and Elizabeth Dec 19 1897 . 16:330
Ironns Earl J of Ernest and Alice E Mar 16 1896 . 16:203
Ironns Eleanor E (c) of Robert W and Annie M July 4 1896 . 16:252
Ironns Gladys A of William J and Margaret H Oct 31 1897 . 16:343
Ironns Grace E of Ernest and Alice E Nov 26 1898 . 16:440
Ironns Hubert E of Frederick and Ida M Dec 7 1897 . 16:343
Ironns Laban C of Edwin B and Elizabeth Aug 19 1900 . 17: 74
Ironns Margaret II of Sidney and Jennie R Apr 3 1896 . 16:200
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irons Mildred</td>
<td>Thomas F</td>
<td>Erminie</td>
<td>8 Jan 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irons Robert (c)</td>
<td>Robert W</td>
<td>Annie M</td>
<td>24 Nov 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irons William H</td>
<td>Ernest</td>
<td>Alice E</td>
<td>10 Apr 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irons William J</td>
<td>Frederick</td>
<td>Ida</td>
<td>5 Jan 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irons —— d of Edwin B</td>
<td>Edwin</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>24 Jun 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irons —— s of Edwin B</td>
<td>Edwin</td>
<td>Elizabeth</td>
<td>28 Jun 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irons —— d of Frederick</td>
<td>Frederick</td>
<td>Ida</td>
<td>N Nov 29 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irons —— (c) d of Robert W</td>
<td>Robert</td>
<td>Annie M</td>
<td>Aug 12 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irving Charles E</td>
<td>Frederick L</td>
<td>Lena M</td>
<td>22 Sep 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irving Frank</td>
<td>Frank E</td>
<td>Mabel</td>
<td>3 Sep 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irving —— d of Annie</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>Aug 19 1893</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irving —— d of Georgiana</td>
<td>Georgiana</td>
<td>Jan 8 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwin Henry W</td>
<td>Henry W</td>
<td>Annie A</td>
<td>Jan 8 1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwin Joseph B</td>
<td>Charles S</td>
<td>Julia</td>
<td>Mar 8 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwin Marion C</td>
<td>Henry W</td>
<td>Annie A</td>
<td>May 28 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwin Thomas G</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>Catharine R</td>
<td>Feb 9 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac Margaret E</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>Annie Feb</td>
<td>27 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac Rachel</td>
<td>Giuseppe</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>Feb 26 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaacson —— d of Charles</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>Katie</td>
<td>June 19 1890</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabell Annie</td>
<td>Philippe</td>
<td>Ida</td>
<td>Oct 20 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac Licia</td>
<td>Giuseppe</td>
<td>Maria A</td>
<td>Mar 8 1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isenber Sidney</td>
<td>Louis</td>
<td>Bertha</td>
<td>Dec 23 1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isleib Raymond M</td>
<td>Walter</td>
<td>Addie C</td>
<td>Apr 4 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isleib —— d of Walter</td>
<td>Walter</td>
<td>Addie C</td>
<td>Sep 10 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivers —— d of Addie</td>
<td>Walter B</td>
<td>Addie</td>
<td>25 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ittner Charles H</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>Martha</td>
<td>Aug 22 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ittner Henry</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>Martha</td>
<td>Mar 10 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivers Daniel J</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Norah</td>
<td>Jan 14 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivers Edward</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Nora</td>
<td>Sep 1 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivers John P</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Nora Mar</td>
<td>1 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivers Michael</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Nora</td>
<td>Sep 29 1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivers Thomas</td>
<td>Thomas E</td>
<td>Emma L</td>
<td>Sept 5 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivers —— s of Thomas</td>
<td>Emma</td>
<td>Dec 9 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ives Ernest</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>Jennie</td>
<td>Oct 19 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ives Esther</td>
<td>Charles S</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>Feb 20 1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ives Evelyn</td>
<td>Charles S</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>July 28 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izzzi Alvina</td>
<td>Giuseppe</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>Feb 6 1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izzzi Antonio F</td>
<td>P of Giuseppe</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>July 12 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izzzi Carmena</td>
<td>Giuseppe</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>Oct 10 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izzzi Elvira</td>
<td>Giuseppe</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>Sept 9 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izzzi Emilio</td>
<td>Francesco</td>
<td>Filomena</td>
<td>Oct 14 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izzzi Emanuele</td>
<td>Biagio</td>
<td>Concetta</td>
<td>Oct 24 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izzzi Giacinto</td>
<td>Giuseppe</td>
<td>Filomena</td>
<td>Mar 31 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izzzi Julia</td>
<td>Dionizio</td>
<td>Rosalia</td>
<td>July 1 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.</td>
<td>463</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izzi Maria of Dionizio and Rosalia July 1 1894</td>
<td>16: 53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izzi Maria of Giuseppe and Maria Nov 12 1892</td>
<td>15: 125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izzi Maria S of Elisio and Maria G Nov 20 1899</td>
<td>16: 599</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izzi Palma of Giuseppe and Maria May 30 1895</td>
<td>16: 123</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izzi Raffaele of Giuseppe and Filomena Apr 22 1897</td>
<td>16: 283</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izzi Rosina of Giuseppe and Maria Mar 15 1894</td>
<td>16: 33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izzi Vincenzo of Francesco and Filomena Nov 23 1897</td>
<td>16: 351</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izzi —— d of Francesco and Filomena Dec 28 1893</td>
<td>15: 204</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacabucci Giovanni of Michele and Domenica Aug 5 1898</td>
<td>16: 451</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaccome Richette of Giacomo and Cristina Dec 4 1897</td>
<td>16: 329</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaccovone Antonetta of Antonio and Carmela July 30 1895</td>
<td>16: 142</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaccovone Antonio of Nicola and Teresa Apr 11 1894</td>
<td>16: 12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaccovone Bernardo of Antonio and Carmela Apr 14 1894</td>
<td>16: 12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaccovone Emilia of Antonio and Carmela Sept 7 1897</td>
<td>16: 326</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaccovone Nicola of Nicola and Theresa Jan 23 1893</td>
<td>15: 141</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaccovoni Angelina of Sabatino and Fiorenza Nov 30 1893</td>
<td>15: 181</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacintho Anna of Anton and Maria July 26 1894</td>
<td>16: 46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacintho Annie (c) of Antoine and Maria Dec 29 1899</td>
<td>16: 526</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacintho James of Manoel and Maria July 16 1900</td>
<td>17: 63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacintho Julia of Manuel and Maria Nov 29 1891</td>
<td>15: 34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacintho William of Jose and Amelia Sept 27 1899</td>
<td>16: 523</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackman Sella of Nathan and Mary Feb 3 1899</td>
<td>16: 490</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Andrew of Robert A and Rachel Dec 13 1893</td>
<td>15: 199</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Arthur A of Albert W and Elizabeth J A Sept 8 1897</td>
<td>16: 322</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Augusta B of Philip and Sarah June 8 1892</td>
<td>15: 68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Catherine G of John W and Catherine A June 15</td>
<td>15: 91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>17: 48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Corinne L of George W and Corinne E Oct 1 1895</td>
<td>16: 135</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Dorothy (c) of Henry and Maria May 6 1895</td>
<td>16: 104</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Earl N of James E and Lizzie Apr 3 1898</td>
<td>16: 408</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Edwin O of Edwin O and Ironella Apr 4 1893</td>
<td>15: 168</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Elsie of Hodgson and Alice May 13 1899</td>
<td>16: 311</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Emma M (c) of Andrew A and Ella R Apr 6 1892</td>
<td>15: 84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Etta L of Clinton D and Theresa G Jan 1 1900</td>
<td>17: 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Enphemia F of William and Lizzie J June 12 1891</td>
<td>15: 30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Evelyn G of William G and Mary H Oct 31 1897</td>
<td>16: 358</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Frances of Robert and Mary Aug 2 1899</td>
<td>16: 556</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Frances H of Walter W and Ellen W Aug 21 1895</td>
<td>16: 151</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Frederick R of Frederick A and Mary E Sept 4 1900</td>
<td>17: 79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson George E of Andrew T and Mary E Aug 22 1899</td>
<td>16: 580</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Gertrude E of Albert W and Elizabeth J A Oct 12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1895</td>
<td>16: 140</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Gertrude I of John and Jessie C Aug 20 1896</td>
<td>16: 270</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE.

Jackson Gladys M of James E and Lizzie Apr 22 1895 16:128
Jackson Henry S of Gabriel and Margaret M May 14 1891 15:20
Jackson Herbert J of Albert W and Elizabeth J A Aug 19

1899 16:527
Jackson Hugh P of Ezra and Mary Oct 12 1899 16:574
Jackson James F of James F and Mary June 1 1899 16:515
Jackson John F of Frederick and Agnes Feb 7 1895 16:126
Jackson John J of John W and Catherine A Sept 9 1896 16:234
Jackson John P of John P and Jane Oct 22 1896 16:240
Jackson Joseph A of George W and Corinne E Aug 8 1899 16:521
Jackson Josephine of Hannah J Sept 1 1899 16:572
Jackson Lillian M of Robert A and Rachel Dec 24 1900 17:114
Jackson Lucy A of Benjamin A and Lucy A Dec 17 1891 15:35
Jackson Madeline of William G and Mary E July 22 1894 16:80
Jackson Marian L of Willard W and Margaret A Mar 17 1892 15:86
Jackson Mary of Ezra and Mary Aug 20 1898 16:452
Jackson Mary D of John W and Catherine A May 7 1898 16:381
Jackson Mary E of Frederick and Agnes Jan 17 1896 16:213
Jackson Mary F of Charles F and Anna F Nov 26 1892 15:116
Jackson May of John and Hannah M May 6 1894 16:40
Jackson Myers R E (c) of Francis W and Elizabeth A Oct 14

1899 16:529
Jackson Newton J of Willard W and Margaret A June 21 1897 16:300
Jackson Olive M (c) of Andrew and Seraphine July 12 1900 17:61
Jackson Paul S of Frederick H and Annie B E Mar 8 1893 15:139
Jackson Rath O (c) of Margaret Mar 28 1900 17:26
Jackson Russell A of Alfred A and Nettie S Feb 17 1896 16:223
Jackson Samuel of Robert and Mary Mar 20 1898 16:414
Jackson Selma J of Willard W and Alice M Nov 18 1893 15:198
Jackson Stanley of John and Mary J Jan 22 1892 15:91
Jackson Stephen of William G and Mary July 5 1892 15:126
Jackson Stephen A of Albert W and Elizabeth J A Jan 13

1892 15:69
Jackson Viola M (c) of Edgar and Ida Jan 17 1894 16:28
Jackson Wesley C of James and Sarah Aug 10 1896 16:233
Jackson William G of Harry E and Eliza July 18 1891 15:38
Jackson — (c) s of Alice June 9 1896 16:194
Jackson — d of Ella Oct 6 1894 16:60
Jackson — d of Frederick A S and Bertha M Nov 6 1897 16:367
Jackson — d of Harry E and Lizzie July 20 1893 15:196
Jackson — s of John and Mary J Mar 6 1894 16:38
Jackson — s of John and Mary J Nov 27 1898 16:461
Jackson — (c) s of John W and Mary July 15 1896 16:241
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jackson</td>
<td>s of John W and Mary</td>
<td>Apr 21 1899</td>
<td>16:477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson</td>
<td>d of John W and Mary</td>
<td>Dec 1 1897</td>
<td>16:335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson</td>
<td>s of Susan May</td>
<td>22 1895</td>
<td>16:130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Francis W</td>
<td>of Charles R and Hattie</td>
<td>Mar 7 1897</td>
<td>16:277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Tilla of Abraham</td>
<td>and Lena</td>
<td>Nov 1 1891</td>
<td>15:49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobellis Vittoria</td>
<td>of Amunziato and Beatrice</td>
<td>Feb 22 1898</td>
<td>16:379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobovitch Joseph</td>
<td>of Jacob and Fanny</td>
<td>Mar 10 1896</td>
<td>16:189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobovitz</td>
<td>d of Paul and Barbara</td>
<td>June 18 1894</td>
<td>16:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs Alma J</td>
<td>of Archibald and Mary</td>
<td>July 16 1900</td>
<td>17:63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs Anna of Max and</td>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>Apr 8 1900</td>
<td>17:29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs Benjamin D</td>
<td>of Max and Mary</td>
<td>May 21 1898</td>
<td>16:391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs Carl of Abram</td>
<td>and Lena</td>
<td>Oct 23 1897</td>
<td>16:338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs David of Abram</td>
<td>and Lena</td>
<td>Nov 27 1899</td>
<td>16:554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs Gladys D of</td>
<td>Horace E and Blanche</td>
<td>D May 6 1897</td>
<td>16:296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs Hattie of Max and Mary</td>
<td>Mar 27 1895</td>
<td>16:111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs Hope P of</td>
<td>Horace E and Blanche</td>
<td>D Apr 29 1900</td>
<td>17:35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs Isaac of</td>
<td>Lazareth and Fannie</td>
<td>Feb 6 1900</td>
<td>17:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs Leo of Morris and Bessie</td>
<td>Mar 21 1895</td>
<td>16:121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs Max of Morris and Bessie</td>
<td>July 15 1893</td>
<td>15:199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs Samuel of Abram</td>
<td>and Lena</td>
<td>Oct 5 1895</td>
<td>16:456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs Sarah of</td>
<td>Abraham and Lena</td>
<td>Dec 17 1893</td>
<td>15:192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs Sarah of</td>
<td>Lazareth and Fannie</td>
<td>Feb 6 1900</td>
<td>17:11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs Wales S of</td>
<td>Simeon W and Dorothy E</td>
<td>June 13 1900</td>
<td>17:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs d of Agnes May</td>
<td>28 1892</td>
<td>15:76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs s of Agnes</td>
<td>Mar 26 1894</td>
<td>16:15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobson Charles of</td>
<td>Morris and Bessie</td>
<td>Nov 12 1897</td>
<td>16:351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobson Edith F of</td>
<td>John and Laura</td>
<td>II Feb 12 1897</td>
<td>16:291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobson Fannie of</td>
<td>Samuel and Bessie</td>
<td>Aug 7 1893</td>
<td>15:177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobson Henry of</td>
<td>Maurice and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Apr 17 1900</td>
<td>17:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobson Herbert S of</td>
<td>Charles A and Celia</td>
<td>July 19 1899</td>
<td>16:550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobson Karen H of</td>
<td>Karen</td>
<td>Dec 29 1899</td>
<td>16:543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobson Martha E of</td>
<td>John and Laura</td>
<td>II Nov 9 1894</td>
<td>16:90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobson Rose of</td>
<td>Samuel and Bessie</td>
<td>Nov 28 1894</td>
<td>16:58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobson s of Samuel</td>
<td>and Bessie Sept 29 1899</td>
<td>16:536</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobowitz Louis of</td>
<td>Paul and Barbara</td>
<td>Nov 24 1892</td>
<td>15:132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacques Ada L of Thaddeus F and Blanche</td>
<td>L Jan 24 1897</td>
<td>16:301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacques Asiana of</td>
<td>Damien and Marie</td>
<td>Feb 11 1899</td>
<td>16:508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacques Earl A of</td>
<td>Charles A and Helen A</td>
<td>Aug 23 1897</td>
<td>16:334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacques Jessie H of</td>
<td>Frederick and Amy M A</td>
<td>Nov 28 1894</td>
<td>16:74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacques Marie A of</td>
<td>Napoleon and Marie V</td>
<td>Aug 30 1899</td>
<td>16:581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacques Mary E of</td>
<td>Frederic and Amy M A</td>
<td>Jan 16 1893</td>
<td>15:155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacques d of T Fred and</td>
<td>Blanche L Jan 4 1899</td>
<td>16:594</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacques s of Thaddeus F and Blanche L</td>
<td>Dec 15 1899</td>
<td>16:568</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacques d of William and Lena</td>
<td>July 16 1900</td>
<td>17:63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Jadevaia Giuseppe of Francesco and Angela R Apr 22 1896...16:211
Jaffa Joseph of Abraham and Rebecca June 13 1898........16:382
Jaffa Louis of Abraham and Becky Nov 16 1900..............17:192
Jaffe Lena of Adolf and Bettie Sept 1898..................16:422
Jaffe Marie of Adolf and Bertha May 11 1897...............16:278
Jaffe Rose of Adolph and Bertha Sept 25 1900...............17:86
Jafrado Francesco of Giovanni and Lucia Nov 28 1898...16:464
Jagano Giuseppe of Lorenzo and Fannie June 1 1891......15:24
Jaggal Rachel M of Edwin and Harriet J Sept 2 1893.....15:178
Jagger Robert D of Edwin and Harriet Nov 27 1896........16:237
Jagges Amelia of Edwin and Harriet J Apr 23 1891........15:8
Jagolinzer Blanche of Philip and Katie Feb 21 1899.....16:490
Jahne Ernestine A of Gustav and Annie S Dec 9 1898....16:444
Jakelevich — d of Martin and Catherine May 19 1900....17:56
Jalbert Arthur of Onesime and Celestine Apr 25 1891.....15:28
Jalbert Maria A of Onesime and Celestine Apr 14 1893....15:164
Jalbert Marie R A A of Isidore and Georgiana Jan 24 1896.16:206
Jalbitsky John of Joseph and Carolina Apr 10 1897......16:313
James Bertha L of George L P and Martha E Sept 11 1891.15:33
James David of Arthur L and Harriet E July 10 1895......16:138
James (Dar Jagofo) Elizabeth R of Michael and Katie May
5 1899 ..................................................16:482
James E Mary of George L and Louisa A Feb 6 1894........16:18
James Fred of Arthur L and Harriet E July 10 1895....16:138
James George F of George L and Lois A Oct 6 1898.......16:435
James Gladys M of William H and Maybelle A Dec 18 1896.16:231
James Howard A of George L P and Martha E Sept 27 1894.16:51
James Jennie of Harriet Jan 16 1891......................15:10
James John of John and Mary Nov 30 1895.................16:137
James Julia E (c) of Arthur L and Harriet E Nov 15 1892.15:104
James Lionel H of George L and Martha E Sept 7 1892....15:134
James Nellie F of George L and Lois A Apr 18 1895......16:133
James Ralph E of Robert R and Carrie E Aug 16 1899.....16:527
James Russell of Robert R and Caroline E Sept 7 1892....15:107
James — s of Robert R and Carrie June 22 1893............16:103
Jameson Katrina of John F and Sara E Aug 9 1898.........16:421
Jameson Mary of John E and Isabella July 11 1898.......16:456
Jameson Teresa of John E and Isabella Dec 21 1900.......17:113
Jameson — s of Etta Dec 10 1894.........................16:60
Jamieson Bernice E of Gilbert L and Clara E Apr 18 1898.16:398
Jamin Marie I of Lucien and Ida Mar 5 1898.................16:397
Jamonde Nicola of Francisco and Pasqualina Apr 29 1893..15:144
Jamondi Michele of Francesco and Pasqualina Apr 29 1895.16:102
Jamonti Rosa of Francesco and Pasqualina Jan 4 1896......16:187
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Janathan Henry of Ronn C A and Christine C Dec 22 1891 .... 15: 50
Janetta Sabbatino of Giuseppe and Concetta Oct 29 1892 .... 15: 108
Jankowski Rose of Francis and Paulina Aug 20 1895 .... 16: 171
Jankowsky —— s of Viaderlaw and Tofila Oct 19 1899 .... 16: 597
Jannantono Arturo of Francesco and Concetta July 3 1896 .... 16: 256
Jannantuono Florinda of Francesco and Concetta June 16 1899 .... 16: 486
Jannello Carmela of Angelo and Sofia Sept 1 1899 .... 16: 572
Jannenina Angela of Antonio and Rosa D'A Sept 16 1894 .... 16: 77
Jannettta Antonio C of Domenico and Maria Feb 7 1895 .... 16: 120
Jannetta Maria M R of Giuseppe and Concetta May 8 1891 .... 15: 9
Jannetti Pasquale of Giuseppe and Concetta Jan 4 1895 .... 16: 98
Jannone Francesco of Giuseppe and Cristina Dec 28 1894 .... 16: 79
Jannone Teresa of Raffaele and Carmela Apr 4 1899 .... 16: 504
Jannucci Filomena of Francesco and Adelaide July 7 1897 .... 16: 353
Jannuccilli Carmine of Vincenzo and Maria Feb 26 1899 .... 16: 509
Jannucci Rosa of Luciano and Addolorata Feb 12 1896 .... 16: 214
Jansen —— s of Axel and Eugenie Jan 8 1897 .... 16: 315
Jansen —— d of Charles and Mary J Apr 22 1892 .... 15: 86
Janson Andrew O of Olaf and Annie L May 3 1898 .... 16: 395
Janson Arthur R of Carl L and Selma N Mar 21 1891 .... 15: 27
Janson Eva C E of Johan and Charlotta Sept 18 1892 .... 15: 128
Janson John H of John A and Mary Oct 13 1896 .... 16: 265
Janson Oscar A L of Olaf and Anna L Feb 5 1896 .... 16: 202
Janson Swea A M of John and Annie Jan 24 1891 .... 15: 25
Janson William of Albert C and Ida L Apr 5 1897 .... 16: 308
Jansson Louise of Herman and Louise Feb 28 1897 .... 16: 288
Janton Marie F of Joseph and Leah Feb 19 1893 .... 15: 163
Jarvie Gertrude E of John and Gertrude S Nov 18 1899 .... 16: 539
Jarvie James S of John and Gertrude July 16 1894 .... 16: 54
Jarvis Anna M of John A and Maria Mar 27 1899 .... 16: 473
Jarvis Frederick A of Francis and Sarah D Nov 25 1897 .... 15: 351
Jarvis Minnie B of Frank and Sarah D Dec 2 1894 .... 16: 79
Jasimone Angela of Luigi and Rosa Aug 23 1894 .... 16: 76
Jasimone Carmine L of Luigi and Rosa July 27 1898 .... 16: 451
Jasimone Enrico of Abele and Maria Nov 25 1894 .... 16: 90
Jasimone Eraclio of Luigi and Rosa Apr 18 1896 .... 16: 211
Jasimone Luigi of Abele and Maria Nov 12 1892 .... 15: 125
Jasimone Rosa of Luigi and Rosa Apr 6 1900 .... 17: 29
Jaskovitz Archibald of Joseph and Jennie Oct 6 1896 .... 16: 229
Jaskovitz Archie of Joseph and Jennie Nov 12 1892 .... 15: 108
Jay —— (c) s of Mary Sept 16 1893 .... 15: 183
Jay —— s of William and Mary May 20 1897 .... 16: 287
Jean Theresa M of Alfred J and Mary A Apr 15 1896.............16: 201
Jeff William of Felix and Elizabeth Aug 22 1894.............16: 88
Jeff —— s of Felix and Elizabeth June 29 1892.............15: 95
Jeffcott Ellen T of Patrick and Johanna July 21 1895.............16: 170
Jeffcott John J of Patrick and Johanna Sept 16 1897.............16: 356
Jeffcott Thomas of Richard and Bridget Aug 23 1892.............15: 106
Jeffcott —— s of Patrick and Josephine Sept 21 1896.............16: 264
Jeffcott —— d of Richard and Bridget Mar 13 1894.............16: 11
Jeffers Charles H 3d of Charles H Jr and Emma July 7 1900.17: 60
Jeffers —— s of Charles H and Alice H Nov 8 1893.............15: 175
Jefferson Clarence (c) of Maria Jan 25 1898.............16: 393
Jefferson David R of William J and Elizabeth Jan 1 1894.............16: 21
Jefferson Jessie of James and Betsey Jan 26 1893.............15: 158
Jefferson Maurice F of William J and Elizabeth M Aug 26 1897 .............16: 337
Jefferson —— (c) d of James and Martha Jan 27 1900.............17: 55
Jefferson —— (c) s of James H and Martha E Mar 8 1899.............16: 594
Jefferson —— s of John and Kate Aug 7 1897.............16: 366
Jeffs Ruby L of Albert H and Jeannette M Dec 12 1897.............16: 330
Jekunecik Mary of Frank and Paulina Nov 26 1898.............16: 461
Jelenik Gertrude of John and Mary Dec 24 1896.............16: 231
Jelenik Ida of John and Mary Mar 27 1895.............16: 95
Jelenik Irene of John and Mary Nov 23 1898.............16: 443
Jelenik Marian E of John and Mary Nov 12 1900.............17: 101
Jelly Ethel V of John A and Esther J Nov 18 1892.............15: 130
Jelly Harold B of John A and Esther J Jan 17 1895.............16: 125
Jemma Antonio of Marcellino and Filomena June 8 1897.............16: 311
Jemma Giovanni of Antonio and Michela Oct 2 1892.............15: 107
Jemma Giuseppe of Pietro and Anna M Sept 11 1896.............16: 257
Jemma Luigi A of Marcellino and Filomena Apr 6 1894.............16: 39
Jemma Maria M of Antonio and Maria M Mar 5 1900.............17: 19
Jemma Nunzio of Marcellino and Filomena Jan 10 1900.............17: 3
Jemma Rosina of Francesco and Pasquale Jan 4 1896.............16: 213
Jemma Umberto A L of Marcellino and Filomena Apr 22 1892.15: 74
Jenckes Allen A of Robert A and Jessie A July 21 1895.............16: 154
Jenckes Ernest A of Robert A and Jessie A Aug 20 1898.............16: 437
Jenckes Stephen H of Thomas H and Henrietta B Feb 25 1898.............16: 375
Jenckes Thomas A of Thomas A and Henrietta B Nov 28 1891.15: 37
Jencks Chester H of Charles H and Isabelle Oct 31 1897.............16: 343
Jencks Ethel L of Charles L and Myrtie E Aug 17 1892.............15: 112
Jencks Frances M of George W and Annie L July 31 1898.............16: 417
Jencks Mary L of William and Louise July 6 1899.............16: 549
Jencks Mildred of Frederick E and Nora E Aug 19 1897.A 1: 2 and 32
Jencks Rowena of Charles LeR and Myrtie E Aug 11 1899.............16: 580
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Jencks Wellington L of Charles L and Myrtle E May 25 1891. 15: 14
Jenison Merrill S of James E and Edith A Dec 31 1900. 17: 116
Jenison Ruth A of James E and Edith A Nov 24 1898. 16: 443
Jenison Warren E of James E and Adelaide M Feb 5 1891. 16: 16
Jenkins Genivia (c) of Alfred and Ada Sept 24 1899. 16: 591
Jenkins George M of Manoel O and Margaret J Oct 13 1899. 16: 558
Jenkins Jennie of Frederick W and Margaret A Sept 5 1891. 15: 61
Jenkins Mary of Manoel O and Margaret J July 19 1896. 16: 249
Jenkins Mary E of Mary E Mar 25 1900. 17: 25
Jenkins Raymond of Frederick W and Margaret A Dec 21 1899. 16: 588
Jenkins William G of Frederick W and Margaret A Mar 31 1895. 16: 128
Jenks — s of Emanuel and Margaret J Oct 3 1894. 16: 70
Jenks — s of Walter B and Mary Jan 23 1891. 15: 22
Jenks — s of Walter B and Mary Feb 20 1895. 16: 120
Jenkinson George R of Richard and Alice July 23 1894. 16: 54
Jenkinson Mary A of Richard and Alice L July 15 1898. 16: 424
Jenks Albert G of Charles A and Cora A Mar 7 1896. 16: 290
Jenks Helen S of Frank A and Anna G Sept 25 1891. 15: 54
Jenks Helen S of Frank A and Anna G Sept 25 1892. 15: 120
Jenks May L of William and Louisa July 25 1899. 16: 550
Jenness Elizabeth of George A and May July 11 1899. 16: 543
Jennings Agnes E of Henry C and Agnes E Dec 22 1892. 15: 109
Jennings Clarence S of James E and Edith L Apr 16 1900. 17: 32
Jennings Edith E of Henry C and Agnes E May 19 1891. 15: 11
Jennings Elizabeth of Thomas and Harriet Jan 20 1899. 16: 475
Jennings Ellen of Henry and Agnes June 18 1891. 15: 30
Jennings Ellen M of Augustus and Margaret Jan 5 1892. 15: 71
Jennings Fannie B (c) of William R and Eliza J Mar 17 1898. 16: 387
Jennings Florina G (c) of William R and Eliza J Sept 30 1900. 17: 87
Jennings Francis of Augustus and Margaret May 28 1900. 17: 42
Jennings Henry of William and Frances Sept 14 1898. 16: 446
Jennings Henry C of Henry C and Agnes E Mar 29 1898. 16: 380
Jennings James of Augustus and Margaret Dec 6 1893. 15: 182
Jennings James of William and Frances June 2 1893. 15: 161
Jennings Josephine B of Thomas F and Mary A Apr 4 1896. 16: 190
Jennings Kennie A (c) of William B and Jane E Jan 4 1898. 16: 386
Jennings Louisa R of Richard and Louisa Mar 26 1893. 15: 143
Jennings Mabel L of Thomas F and Mary A Jan 23 1892. 15: 83
Jennings Margaret M of Thomas J and Margaret Aug 13 1900. 17: 72
Jennings Marion T of Thomas J and Margaret Sept 17 1898. 16: 446
Jennings Mary A of Thomas J and Bertha A May 16 1893. 15: 165
Jennings Matilda I (c) of Richard and Louise B July 17 1894.16: 61
Jennings William P of Augustus and Margaret Nov 2 1896...16: 226
Jennings —— s of William and Frances May 19 1891.........15: 29
Jennings —— s of William and Frances Dec 29 1895.....16: 169
Jensen Arthur of Nicholas and Annie Apr 1 1899.........16: 481
Jenson Albert G of Alexander and Eugenia I Jan 8 1898...16: 412
Jenson Percy T of Arvid and Marie C Aug 20 1897.......16: 331
Jenson —— s of Engelhardt C and Minnie C Feb 19 1898...16: 389
Jentzel Alphonse of Joseph and Lea Dec 31 1898........16: 450
Jentzel Bertil H of Peter L and Bessie Aug 21 1900....17: 74
Jentzel Esther L of Peter L and Bessie Nov 10 1896...16: 251
Jentzel Harold H of Oliver L and Bessie Sept 13 1898..16: 446
Jentzel Oliver L of Oliver L and Bessie Sept 25 1899..16: 523
Jentzel Sigma I of Peter L and Bessie H Dec 4 1898...16: 449
Jepherson —— d of George A and Hattie Apr 11 1899...16: 495
Jerolman Harold L of George R and Lucretia Apr 23 1894..16: 23
Jerolman Robert T of George R and Lucretia Apr 9 1892..15: 82
Jerome Elsie L of Harry T and Mary E Feb 8 1893.....15: 150
Jerome George F of John F and Ella F July 11 1895...16: 134
Jerome Ruth M of Arthur G and Agnes July 29 1896...16: 245
Jerome Violet of Arthur G and Agnes J Nov 28 1897...16: 339
Jeronimo Francisco M of Joao A and Maria C Aug 22 1893...15: 171
Jeronimo John F of Joao F and Aurelia July 2 1894...16: 46
Jeronimo Maria F of Joao F and Aurelia Apr 25 1892...15: 67
Jerrett Howard L of John and Cora M Oct 17 1899...16: 537
Jerrett Ruth H of Roderick and Emma Oct 20 1898....16: 428
Jerrett —— d of William and Harriet E May 3 1899...16: 595
Jerrollman Gladys V of George R and Lucretia Oct 18 1899..16: 558
Jersky Abraham of Moses and Bessie Mar 19 1900....17: 23
Jersky Amelia of Simon and Lena Jan 21 1897...16: 276
Jersky Annette of Simon and Lena Apr 13 1899...16: 476
Jersky Jennie of Simon and Lena Oct 12 1894...16: 51
Jersky Norman of Joseph and Theresa Nov 14 1894...16: 52
Jersky Philip of Simon and Lina Oct 20 1892...15: 104
Jersky —— d of Simon and Lena Nov 22 1891...15: 37
Jesilnowska Maggie M of Jerry and Mary Oct 14 1899...16: 547
Jessop Albert S of Albert and Maria Apr 16 1896....16: 183
Jessop Elsie of Albert and Maria Oct 17 1891.....15: 34
Jette Corinne of Reni and Melina Aug 28 1898....16: 458
Jette Emil of Henri and Melina Sept 23 1896...16: 270
Jewett Beatrice B of Charles H C and Emma M Feb 2 1899..16: 475
Jewett Earl S of Charles H C and Emma M July 11 1892...15: 126
Jewett Hazel H of Charles H C and Emma Jan 22 1896...16: 213
Jewett Myrtle M of Charles H C and Emma Jan 22 1896...16: 213
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Jewks — s of Robert and Phoebe Feb 14 1900.  17:  13
Jillson Blanche G of Frederick W and Carrie E June 13 1891.  15:  14
Jillson Clarence F of Reuben O and Elizabeth May 22 1892.  15:  68
Jillson Roy W of Chester H and Clara L Oct 26 1898.  16:  448
Jillson Walter H of Charles H and Clara L Aug 26 1900.  17:  76
Jillson William A of William H and Josephine Oct 17 1893.  15:  198
Jillson William H of Edmund T and Emma M Nov 6 1899.  16:  553
Jivotinsky Harry L of Abe and Rosa Feb 26 1891.  15:  3
Joquin Antonio of Manoel and Maria Apr 7 1892.  15:  67
Jobe Clara L of George M and Catherine T Sept 2 1900.  17:  78
Jobin Edgar of Alfred and Mary Aug 19 1898.  16:  464
Jobin Louise M A of Jean Bte and Angelina Sept 7 1898.  16:  458
Jobin Marie A A of Auguste and Marie Sept 28 1899.  16:  582
Jobin Marie I J of Oscar and Albamnuus Feb 11 1898.  16:  405
Jobin Marie M of Oscar and Albamnuus June 3 1896.  16:  218
Jobin Marie R I of August and Marie Feb 27 1896.  16:  215
Jobin Marie R L of Oscar and Albamnuus Nov 27 1899.  16:  586
Jodoin Marie R C of Hubert and Delia May 1 1892.  15:  86
Joel — s of Joseph and Eliza M Dec 20 1898.  16:  431
Johannis Elza A M of Henry G and Josephine Oct 1 1895.  16:  173
Johannis Flora B of Hermann and Bertha Jan 9 1896.  16:  221
Johannis — d of Henry and Josephine Apr 19 1897.  16:  315
Johannson Henry of Gustave A and Ida L Mar 21 1900.  17:  24
Johannson Hilda A of Gustaf A and Ida L Feb 6 1893.  15:  142
Johannson Magda M C of Carl A and Matilda Dec 14 1893.  15:  211
Johanssen — s of Gustaf A and Ida L June 11 1894.  16:  14
Johass Ilka M of Frank and Annie Oct 27 1894.  16:  57
Johnson Abbie X (c) of Arthur and Cora Feb 11 1900.  17:  12
Johnson Agnes E (c) of John W and Sarah L May 5 1899.  16:  477
Johnson Agnes G of John A and Josephine Aug 23 1891.  15:  48
Johnson Agnes R of Gustaf and Annie Nov 2 1895.  16:  150
Johnson Albert of Arvid G and Ida L Oct 9 1895.  16:  173
Johnson Albert R of Claes and Ida Aug 9 1896.  16:  240
Johnson Albert V of William and Alette Oct 3 1893.  15:  194
Johnson Albin W of Nils and Betsey Mar 29 1895.  16:  106
Johnson Alexander R of Charles R and Carrie M July 21 1896.  16:  244
Johnson Alice of Herman and Louisa Oct 9 1895.  16:  178
Johnson Alice of William G and Arnette Apr 15 1895.  16:  112
Johnson Alice H of Alexander H and Jennie F Aug 1 1897.  16:  341
Johnson Alice L of Hans G and Augusta Mar 1 1896.  16:  200
Johnson Amy L of Thomas H and Addie E June 28 1893.  15:  166
Johnson Anna of Peter and Nellie Oct 30 1900.  17:  97
Johnson Anna T E of Ernest and Ida E Aug 2 1900.  17:  69
Johnson Annie E (c) of Adelaide Feb 27 1892.  15:  77
Johnson Annie R E of Claus R and Annie Dec 30 1897. 16:335
Johnson Arthur of Peter and Georgina Nov 12 1893. 15:203
Johnson Arthur B (c) of Walter V and Harriet A Oct 5 1892. 15:132
Johnson Athelstane E P of Henry F and Emma B Aug 18

1892. 15:132
Johnson Axel H of John A and Anna M Dec 30 1897. 16:360
Johnson Axel R V of Charles and Amanda Feb 14 1896. 16:214
Johnson Beatrice E (c) of William F and Edna E Feb 9 1897. 16:301
Johnson Beatrice I of Frank A and Harriet F Sept 8 1899. 16:552
Johnson Bernard F of Bernard F and Jennie A Apr 2 1893. 15:151
Johnson Bernard O of Gustav J and Emma C July 19 1896. 16:249
Johnson Bertha H of John H and Annie B May 2 1900. 17:36
Johnson Bertha M of Martin and Christine Dec 28 1900. 17:115
Johnson Carl A of Carl II and Caroline M Mar 19 1892. 15:81
Johnson Carl A E of Charles F and Emma Feb 25 1897. 16:315
Johnson Carl H of Carl J and Huilda July 31 1896. 16:240
Johnson Carl J of Carl J and Caroline Feb 21 1894. 16:37
Johnson Carl W of Carl W and Margaret Apr 9 1898. 16:373
Johnson Catherine of Bernard F and Jennie A Oct 21 1894. 16:67
Johnson Charles of Charles and Hilda Mar 27 1897. 16:292
Johnson Charles of James and Mary Dec 16 1900. 17:111
Johnson Charles E of Charles E and Mary E Mar 19 1893. 15:137
Johnson Charles F of John and Rosa A Jan 24 1893. 15:139
Johnson Charles J of Charles J and Caroline Feb 2 1893. 15:169
Johnson Charles S (c) of Charles S and Amelia Apr 3 1896. 16:207
Johnson Charles W (c) of George E and Maria J Mar 6 1893. 15:139
Johnson Clara J C of Carl W and Anna J Dec 31 1897. 16:340
Johnson Clara N D of Julius and Clara S July 2 1899. 16:590
Johnson Clarence of Charles and Ida Mar 20 1892. 15:73
Johnson Clarence S of Swanty W and Hannah Oct 2 1893. 15:190
Johnson Clifton H of Nils A and Bertha L Jan 25 1900. 17:7
Johnson Clinton H of Clinton H and Claribel Mar 30 1900. 17:27
Johnson Cuthbert (c) of Ambrose A and Margaret Apr 13

1892. 15:70
Johnson David of Thomas and Jane Jan 24 1894. 15:14
Johnson Doris of Claus and Ida Oct 19 1898. 16:433
Johnson Earl of Ole and Georgiana M May 26 1893. 15:149
Johnson Ebba M E of Axel and Mina Feb 24 1897. 16:287
Johnson Eber C of Eber C and Annie M Oct 21 1891. 15:49
Johnson Edith A of Peter and Nellie July 7 1897. 16:333
Johnson Edith M of Allgot J and Gunhilda Dec 11 1898. 16:465
Johnson Edith M of Oscar F and Dina M Sept 14 1898. 16:488
Johnson Edith O of John H and Annie B Aug 25 1898. 16:457
Johnson Edith T of Charles and Josephine Apr 8 1900. 17:29
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Johnson Edna E of Frank E and Carlie L June 16 1891

Johnson Edna R (c) of Emanuel M and Margaret E Jan 16 1899

Johnson Edward G (c) of Edward W and Octavia L Aug 21 1898

Johnson Edward J of Francis P and Jennie L Feb 6 1896

Johnson Edward R of John F and Mary July 13 1892

Johnson Edwin W T of Eric and Emma Nov 9 1895

Johnson Elizabeth A of George J and Mary J Mar 21 1895

Johnson Elizabeth F of Edwin F and Grace H July 20 1900

Johnson Elizabeth V of Henry and Elizabeth Apr 2 1894

Johnson Ellen of John and Anna Mar 8 1894

Johnson Ellen M of Eric and Emma C May 31 1893

Johnson Elmer L of Frank E and Louisa C Apr 25 1895

Johnson Elsie C of Carl and Anna Jan 13 1899

Johnson Elsie M of Lyman L and Catherine L Aug 6 1897

Johnson Eric W of Eric and Emma C Jan 21 1894

Johnson Ermenia A of Walter A and Mary E Feb 19 1893

Johnson Ernest A of Alfred and Ida K Aug 15 1899

Johnson Esther of August X and Josephine Dec 15 1895

Johnson Esther of Claus and Ida June 9 1894

Johnson Esther A of Axel and Wilhelmina July 11 1895

Johnson Esther C of Ernest J and Ida E Jan 13 1898

Johnson Esther E of Peter and Betsey Nov 29 1892

Johnson Esther L of Emil and Mary Apr 16 1897

Johnson Esther L M of Israel and Orrilie Jan 21 1899

Johnson Esther M of Lars and Emma C Nov 22 1893

Johnson Esther M of Peter and Ellen June 4 1896

Johnson Esther T of Nils and Betsy Oct 6 1896

Johnson Ethel of Alma Dec 12 1899

Johnson Ethel of James and Fannie Mar 3 1892

Johnson Ethel B S of Charles J and Matilda Dec 4 1892

Johnson Ethel L of Frederick A and Caroline F Feb 8 1894

Johnson Ethel M of Oscar and Amanda Jan 28 1896

Johnson Eva M of Carl and Margaret Apr 17 1899

Johnson Fannie of James and Fannie June 18 1897

Johnson Flora J of Carl G and Augusta J Mar 23 1899

Johnson Florence of Charles and Hilda Mar 27 1897

Johnson Florence of Richard and Sarah Sept 7 1896

Johnson Florence B of Henry J and Helena B July 11 1892

Johnson Florence C V of Claus R and Annie July 12 1899

Johnson Florence M of Edwin F and Grace H Aug 14 1898

Johnson Frances J of John A and Sarah E Sept 8 1892

Johnson Fred of Frank E and Louisa C May 31 1892
Johnston George E of George E and Annie M Dec 6 1898......16: 444
Johnston Gladys (c) of Emmanuel and Margaret Nov 24 1900..17: 105
Johnston Gotfried of Carl and Augusta Dec 10 1896.......16: 248
Johnston Grace L (c) of Joshua T and Ida Jan 31 1898......16: 383
Johnston Gust W of John W and Sophie E Feb 21 1898.....16: 389
Johnston Gustaf R of Gustaf and Astred Dec 15 1892......15: 133
Johnston Harold of Charles and Matilda Mar 10 1900.......17: 20
Johnston Harold of Christian and Olga June 5 1896.......16: 205
Johnston Harold of Peter and Georgina Nov 12 1893.......15: 203
Johnston Harold C of Clarence N and Clara Sept 11 1895...16: 159
Johnston Harold D of Edwin F and Grace H Oct 15 1895....16: 140
Johnston Harold R of Oscar R and Amanda M Dec 12 1894...16: 64
Johnston Harold T of William A and Grace D June 9 1892...15: 82
Johnston Harold V of John and Rose July 17 1895.........16: 138
Johnston Harold W (c) of Ambrose O and Margaret E Jan 4
1898 .........................16: 374
Johnston Harry H of Charles G and Caroline Apr 28 1896...16: 201
Johnston Harry W of August and Augusta Jan 25 1896.....16: 199
Johnston Helma E of Charles and Ellen July 9 1898.......16: 417
Johnston Henry A (c) of Hattie Mar 25 1895.............16: 104
Johnston Henry G McC of Henry F and Emma Dec 14 1899..16: 525
Johnston Henry R of Emil and Mary Sept 7 1899.........16: 546
Johnston Henry W of Henry and Elizabeth E Feb 7 1896....16: 199
Johnston Herbert R of Hans G and Augusta Feb 10 1894...16: 22
Johnston Herbert S of Edgar D and Catherine Aug 3 1891...16: 44
Johnston Herbert W of John W and Sarah L July 9 1897....16: 317
Johnston Herman M of Gustav and Annette Sept 1 1896....16: 234
Johnston Hilda G of Carl S and Phena Aug 19 1896.......16: 245
Johnston Ida I of Peter and Nellie Jan 31 1899...........16: 490
Johnston Hildegarde L of Hans G and Augusta Apr 2 1898.16: 408
Johnston Hiram K of Frank S and Hope Dec 22 1900.......17: 113
Johnston Hope of Elias M and Edith M Dec 9 1896.......16: 230
Johnston Howard of Gustave W and Annette Nov 10 1898..16: 429
Johnston Howard F of Ernest A and Katherine Oct 9 1900...17: 90
Johnston Ida I of Charles and Amanda Nov 13 1900.......17: 101
Johnston Inez V (c) of Joshua and Ida July 29 1899.......16: 556
Johnston Jane A of Richard and Sarah Apr 8 1893.........15: 139
Johnston Jennie L of Francis P and Jennie L Apr 26 1900...17: 34
Johnston Johan G of John H and Annie B Feb 1 1897......16: 306
Johnston John A of Andrew and Bessie Aug 12 1899.......16: 551
Johnston John T of Edgar D and Catherine Jan 22 1899....16: 518
Johnston Joseph E of Ira C and Carrie E Sept 4 1893.....15: 190
Johnston Josephine L of Lyman L and Catherine L Oct 13
1893 .........................15: 194
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Johnson Katherine of Emma Apr 27 1899...16:484
Johnson Laura M (c) of Fred W and Edna E Dec 3 1895...16:169
Johnson Lena of Charles W and Maggie Mar 26 1897...16:274
Johnson Leo F of Francis P and Jennie L Jan 25 1891...15:25
Johnson Lewis C of Frederick H and Adella F Apr 22 1897...16:275
Johnson Lillian B (c) of George H and Minnie V June 14

1898...

Johnson Lillian C of John X and Catherine Jan 28 1898...16:405
Johnson Lillian E of Edward G and Ida L Mar 7 1892...15:73
Johnson Lillian H H of Carl A and Annie F Sept 10 1898...16:438
Johnson Lillian K of Charles E and Mary Mar 19 1897...16:302
Johnson Lillian L (c) of Ambrose and Margaret Jan 9 1896...16:184
Johnson Louise E (c) of Charles T and Mary E Aug 30

1899...

Johnson Lyman H of Lyman L and Catherine L Aug 11 1900...17:72
Johnson Mabel of Martin and Marie Sept 1 1898...16:433
Johnson Mabel B of Swan and Hannah E July 30 1891...15:65
Johnson Mabel F of Charles and Annie F June 21 1900...17:49
Johnson Mabel G of Alfred and Mary A Nov 28 1894...16:58
Johnson Mabel G of Henry and Elizabeth E Mar 31 1898...16:390
Johnson Margaret of George and Mary J Sept 29 1897...16:350
Johnson Margaret H (c) of Ambrose O and Margaret A Nov 5

1900...

Johnson Marie A of Bernard F and Jennie A May 28 1899...16:492
Johnson Marion H of Walter A and Ellen F July 24 1895...16:165
Johnson Mary of Francis B and Jennie L Feb 27 1898...16:401
Johnson Mary A (c) of Ormstead and Jennie Sept 28 1891...15:36
Johnson Mary A of Richard and Sarah Apr 8 1893...15:139
Johnson Mary E of James and Fannie Apr 7 1900...17:29
Johnson Mereida E (c) of Charles S and Amelia July 24 1897...16:321
Johnson Merta W of Carl W and Anna Apr 8 1899...16:491
Johnson Mildred of Edwin A and Clara I Apr 14 1895...16:122
Johnson Mildred E (c) of Marshall R and Sarah A R Sept 25

1891...

Johnson Miriam G (c) of Gilbert and Susie B Mar 27 1896...16:200
Johnson Olga E of Carl S and Josephine July 23 1898...16:437
Johnson Olga W of Lawrence and Emma C Apr 12 1891...15:28
Johnson Oliver of Thomas H and Adelaide E June 3 1895...16:119
Johnson Oscar of Oscar and Dina Oct 2 1896...16:250
Johnson Pauline (c) of Nathan and Elizabeth Apr 25 1891...15:23
Johnson Percival B of Conrad and Caroline Oct 12 1898...16:438
Johnson Percy B of Charles W and Margaret Apr 11 1900...17:30
Johnson Philip B of John and Annie G Sept 19 1899...16:582
Johnson Raymond of Bernard F and Jennie A Oct 19 1891...15:49
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Johnson Raymond of Louis and Elizabeth Mar 19 1900....17: 53
Johnson Raymond G of Clarence N and Clara Apr 8 1897.....16: 296
Johnson Raymond H of William and Sarah A Feb 22 1900....17: 15
Johnson Raymond S (c) of Ormshead and Jennie Aug 11 1892.15: 103
Johnson Robert E of Frank P and Jane L Nov 11 1892....15: 125
Johnson Rosanna of Henry J and Ellen Nov 9 1891......15: 42
Johnson Roy R of Conrad and Caroline Apr 12 1900.....17: 54
Johnson Ruth A (c) of Charles S and Amelia Feb 3 1899....16: 497
Johnson Ruth E of Eric and Emma Aug 22 1898.........16: 426
Johnson Ruth E of Ernest A and Ida E Sept 29 1896....16: 265
Johnson Shahak of Kasper D and Arsoozag May 17 1900....17: 40
Johnson Swear E of Pierre A and Hilda Jan 19 1894....16: 31
Johnson Thomas C of Thomas H and Addie E Mar 15 1891.15: 27
Johnson Thuri L of Agot G and Grunhild Nov 9 1897....16: 339
Johnson Walter A of John A and Josephine June 19 1900...17: 49
Johnson Walter E of Frank E and Louise C May 10 1893....15: 149
Johnson Walter F of Samuel A and Bertha Apr 16 1892....15: 94
Johnson Walter R of John A and Edelena Dec 20 1900....17: 112
Johnson William of George J and Mary J May 29 1892....15: 90
Johnson William (c) of William and Ella R Dec 19 1891....15: 35
Johnson William E (c) of William F and Edna C June 24 1894........................................................................................................16: 31
Johnson William H of Bernard F and Jennie A Dec 30 1896.16: 248
Johnson —- d of Alfred L and Petrina Nov 16 1895........16: 152
Johnson —- s of Alfred L and Armina Mar 15 1896....16: 200
Johnson —- (c) s of Ambrose A and Margaret A Oct 20 1893.15: 175
Johnson —- (c) s of Armsted and Jennie May 27 1899....16: 477
Johnson —- (c) s of Armstede and Jennie June 27 1897.....16: 279
Johnson —- s of August and Augusta Apr 3 1899....16: 491
Johnson —- s of August and Augusta Oct 15 1900........17: 92
Johnson —- d of Augustine and Clara Sept 10 1900....16: 388
Johnson —- d of Axel and Minnie May 5 1894.............16: 17
Johnson —- d of Carl and Amanda June 19 1898....16: 411
Johnson —- s of Carl J and Hulda M Mar 23 1895....16: 106
Johnson —- d of Carl W and Anna June 30 1900....16: 72
Johnson —- d of Charles and Matilda Jan 9 1897....16: 290
Johnson —- s of Charles E and Mary E Apr 4 1894....16: 2
Johnson —- s of Charles E and Mary E Mar 4 1896....16: 210
Johnson —- s of Conrad and Caroline Oct 6 1891.....15: 49
Johnson —- s of Conrad and Caroline Apr 5 1893....15: 151
Johnson —- s of Conrad and Caroline Mar 10 1895.....16: 108
Johnson —- s of Emil and Bessie Nov 7 1898.....16: 443
Johnson —- d of Emil and Caroline May 22 1900....17: 56
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Johnston — s of Emil and Ellen May 16 1899...16:492
Johnston — s of Francis P and Jennie L Oct 27 1894...16: 78
Johnston — s of Frank J and Emma D Nov 6 1893...15:198
Johnston — d of Frederick A and Elizabeth Sept 29 1898...16:442
Johnston — s of Frederick P and Alice M July 7 1892...15:112
Johnston — (c) s of Georgiana Oct 2 1895...16:148
Johnston — s of Godfrey J and Amanda Nov 1 1898...16:439
Johnston — d of Gustaf and Emma C June 5 1898...16:395
Johnston — s of Hans G and Augusta Dec 9 1900...17:109
Johnston — d of Henry W and Susie C July 23 1898...16:445
Johnston — (c) s of Ida Oct 5 1893...15:183
Johnston — (c) d of Isabel Dec 31 1897...16:331
Johnston — (c) s of Jennie Mar 20 1899...16:484
Johnston — d of John and Matilda May 3 1897...16:278
Johnston — d of John A and Johanna M Oct 14 1898...16:470
Johnston — d of John E and Hilda M Aug 31 1896...16:245
Johnston — (c) s of John W and Adelaide M Oct 18 1899...16:529
Johnston — s of John W and Sophia E Nov 24 1899...16:554
Johnston — (c) s of Julia May 20 1896...16:194
Johnston — d of Kasper D and Areshag Dec 22 1898...16:449
Johnston — d of Lawrence and Emma C Dec 13 1899...16:560
Johnston — s of Martin and Maria L Mar 21 1896...16:223
Johnston — (c) d of Mary May 7 1897...16:286
Johnston — (c) s of Nellie Sept 15 1896...16:239
Johnston — d of Nels and Bertha Jan 21 1898...16:371
Johnston — d of Nelson and Emma Mar 14 1900...17:122
Johnston — d of Nelson and Emma Dec 10 1900...17:121
Johnston — d of Nils and Bengta June 2 1893...15:147
Johnston — (c) s of Oldredge R and Sarah B Jan 14 1899...16:515
Johnston — s of Ole and Georgianna M June 22 1892...15:77
Johnston — d of Ossian M and Ida M June 11 1899...16:512
Johnston — d of Peter and Nellie Nov 27 1894...16:64
Johnston — s of Peter and Sophia Oct 13 1899...16:547
Johnston — (c) d of Sarah Apr 29 1893...15:146
Johnston — s of Simon and Annie June 13 1898...16:382
Johnston — (c) d of William and Maria L Mar 15 1899...16:476
Johnston — Alvina L of William C and Bridget Mar 21 1896...16:216
Johnston — Anne H of William D and Jean McV Jan 7 1900...17: 2
Johnston — Bramwell of William H and Jennie A Aug 6 1899...16:571
Johnston — Eleanor of William H and Jane A Aug 24 1896...16:257
Johnston — Gerald A of William C and Bridget Apr 25 1900...17: 34
Johnston — Gertrude of Henry J and Ellen Dec 2 1895...16:147
Johnston — Harold B of Charles E and Fannie M Jan 9 1894...16: 5
Johnston — Harold F of Ole and Georgianna M July 9 1894...16: 62
Johnston Herbert L of Charles E and Fannie M Jan 9 1894.....16: 5
Johnston Joseph of Thomas J and Mary E Nov 14 1896.......16:250
Johnston Joseph C of John F and Mary E Mar 10 1895.....16:111
Johnston Lewis W of John B and Bertha A Oct 13 1892.....15:118
Johnston Louise E (c) of Edward W and Octavia L July 16
1894........................................16: 50
Johnston Louise M of Robert and Arabelle Nov 17 1891.....15: 58
Johnston Marcella M of George A and Margaret E July 19
1892........................................15:103
Johnston Mary E of Henry and Ellen Aug 14 1894..........16: 55
Johnston Mary M of Henry and Martha Feb 4 1898..........16:415
Johnston Nehemiah L of William and Sarah E July 11 1892..15:102
Johnston Richard A (c) of Edward W and Octavia L Sept 16
1892........................................15:120 and 197
Johnston Robert J of William C and Bridget Feb 20 1893...16:126
Johnston Robert T of Edmund J and Margaret Apr 16 1899..16:477
Johnston William C of William C and Bridget Dec 17 1892..15:130
Johnston William J of Henry J and Ellen Nov 22 1900.....17:104
Johnston —— d of Charles E and Fannie M Sept 8 1897.....16:321
Johnston —— d of Frank P and Jennie L Apr 1900..........17: 35
Johnston —— d of Henry W and Susan C May 12 1895......16:109
Johnston —— d of Henry W and Susie C Feb 7 1891.........15: 12
Johnston —— s of William H and Jane A Dec 19 1897.....16:352
Jolicoeur Emilie R D of Desire and Adelaide Oct 19 1894..16: 70
Jolicoeur Joseph D of Desire and Adelaide July 8 1893.....15:196
Jolie Joseph N L of Noe and Lea Dec 17 1899..............16:587
Jolles Elmer F of Arthur and Esther May 8 1895.........16:131
Jouata Erminio L of Carlo and Erminia Mar 28 1894....15: 23
Jones Albert of Albert and Sarah J Dec 29 1899..........16:560
Jones Alfred W of Edwin and Hanora Oct 27 1897......16:357
Jones Anna B R (c) of Jennie N Nov 11 1894..............16: 48
Jones Annie E of William H and Emily J Mar 25 1897....16:292
Jones Arthur of Albert and Sarah J Aug 10 1891.......15: 51
Jones Bessie A M (c) of Plummer J and Mary A Aug 10 1891.15: 32
Jones Bessie W of Carey R and Annie E Feb 22 1900.....17: 15
Jones Blanche M of Louis R and Lizzie M Feb 10 1894.....16: 39
Jones Carl P of Llewellyn W and Susie Jan 30 1894......16: 16
Jones Charles E of Charles W and Evelyn A Feb 9 1899....16:487
Jones Clifford H of Lyman R and Minnie Aug 23 1895....16:178
Jones David P of David P and Nellie May 29 1898........16:384
Jones Earl A of George N and Sarah E May 7 1895.......16:115
Jones Edith L of Walter and Carrie A Apr 27 1896.......16:204
Jones Edwin H of Edwin and Hanora Jan 18 1891.....15: 25
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Jones Eliza of John and Bridget Aug 25 1891. .......... 15: 48
Jones Ellen of Thomas F and Mary E Nov 7 1894. ...... 16: 52
Jones Elsie E of Alfred E and Elsie Aug 2 1897. ....... 16: 325
Jones Ernest F (c) of Ernest and Annie M Apr 15 1900. 17: 31
Jones Ernest J (c) of Evelina Apr 3 1897. ............ 16: 274
Jones Ethel M of Edwin and Hannah June 25 1895. .... 16: 131
Jones Eugene F of William H and Lizzie Oct 2 1894. ... 16: 70
Jones Florence M of Alfred E and Elsie Mar 21 1899. ... 16: 480
Jones Florence M A of Carey R and Annie E Feb 15 1898. 16: 393
Jones Francis L of Francis and Nellie Sept 4 1897. .... 16: 355
Jones Gardiner B of Alfred E and Elsie Dec 8 1900. ..... 17: 109
Jones George F of George W and Edith A Sept 2 1900. ... 17: 79
Jones Georgianna M (d) of Harry and Ida M June 29 1893. 15: 155
Jones Gertrude F of Orrin E and M Emma Jan 3 1892. ... 15: 80
Jones Gilmore M of Frank and Mary Dec 6 1897. ......... 16: 331
Jones Gladys M of John L and Grace D May 25 1894. ... 15: 21
Jones Harold C of Walter and Caroline A Feb 23 1894. ... 16: 33
Jones Henry B (c) of Henry H and Etta J May 19 1894. ... 16: 30
Jones Henry H (c) of Jesse and Ella F Aug 24 1899. .... 16: 534
Jones Henry H of William H and Lizzie E Dec 19 1897. ... 16: 335
Jones Howard L of Lyman R and Pamela Apr 22 1894. ... 16: 3
Jones Jennie (c) of Jennie Nov 13 1891. ................ 15: 43
Jones Jennie L (c) of Lena H Dec 23 1898. .............. 16: 424
Jones Jennie L (c) of Lena H Feb 23 1899. .............. 16: 475
Jones John F of Thomas F and Mary E Aug 12 1891. .... 15: 36
Jones Joseph of James F and Ellen Mar 7 1899. .......... 16: 498
Jones Josephine A (c) of Ernest and Annie M June 2 1896. 16: 205
Jones Lottie G of John O and Ida June 15 1898. ......... 16: 415
Jones Louisa E of John P and Rosa Mar 3 1893. .......... 15: 153
Jones Madonna V of Frank T and Nellie May 12 1899. ... 16: 511
Jones Margaret of Martha June 22 1892. ................. 15: 76
Jones Marjory E of John L and Grace D June 4 1897. ..... 16: 299
Jones Markham F of Edwin and Hanora Oct 29 1892. .... 15: 129
Jones Marvin E of John L and Grace D Aug 25 1894. .... 16: 72
Jones Ophelia (c) of Ernest and Annie M Apr 28 1897. ... 16: 293
Jones Sarah A of Reese H and Sarah A Mar 16 1891. .... 15: 8
Jones Sarah J of Albert and Sarah J July 27 1894. ....... 16: 69
Jones Sidney W of William H and Harriet F A Nov 4 1891. 17: 49
Jones Silvia M of Thomas H and Emma C Dec 29 1897. .... 16: 340
Jones Thomas C of William H and Lizzie E Oct 4 1891. ... 15: 52
Jones Viola (c) of Ernest and Annie M June 11 1898. ..... 16: 388
Jones Viola A (c) of Daniel A and Laura R Nov 30 1894. ... 16: 61
Jones Walter A of Llewellyn W and Susanna Jan 25 1893. ... 15: 153
Jones Webster S of Orrin E and Mary E Aug 29 1895. ..... 16: 155
JONES Wilfred O of Walter and Carrie A Sept 19 1891 15: 54
Jones William (c) of Beulah Apr 6 1897 16: 315
Jones William A B of Silas W C and Josephine G Apr 6 1898 16: 390
Jones William H of Steenson and Adelaide Aug 26 1897 16: 349
Jones William H of William H and Ada F H Mar 9 1893 15: 151
Jones William T of Sarah E Sept 30 1895 16: 167
Jones —— s of Charles W and Evelyn A May 20 1895 16: 109
Jones —— (c) s of Elisha and Hattie Oct 15 1895 16: 163
Jones —— (c) d of Ella June 18 1897 16: 286
Jones —— (c) d of Ernest and Annie June 11 1898 16: 384
Jones —— (c) s of Henry H and Henrietta J Apr 17 1898 16: 398
Jones —— (c) s of Jacob and Texanna May 28 1892 15: 80
Jones —— (c) d of June Sept 26 1895 16: 148
Jones —— d of John P and Rosa Apr 11 1891 15: 18
Jones —— (c) s of M and Jennie Nov 18 1897 16: 346
Jones —— (c) s of Plummer and Mary June 26 1893 15: 138
Jones —— s of Walter and Carrie A June 25 1898 16: 399
Jones —— s of William H and Emily J Dec 16 1895 16: 157
Joost Edward of Henry and Ann May 5 1891 15: 8
Joost Frederick of Henry and Annie Jan 24 1893 15: 141
Joost Leo of Henry and Annie Sept 19 1894 16: 56
Joost Mabel I of Henry F and Annie July 7 1899 16: 532
Joost Michael of Henry and Annie Jan 8 1898 16: 378
Joplin Lena (c) of Edward and Annie M L May 16 1896 16: 204
Jopp —— s of Gilman E and Mary W Oct 7 1894 16: 73
Jopp —— s of Gilman E and Mary W Mar 16 1891 15: 13
Jordan Albertina M of Robert D and Isabella June 26 1898 16: 404
Jordan Angelina of Theodore A and Eva A Aug 5 1891 15: 45
Jordan Clarence E of Fred E and Flossie L Nov 29 1900 17: 106
Jordan Emma of Joseph W and Caroline A Apr 1 1892 15: 81
Jordan Frederick A of Eugene A and Ann E Apr 17 1891 15: 18
Jordan Gertrude E (c) of Robert and Isabelle Aug 3 1897 16: 348
Jordan Harold of Frank and Sarah Sept 27 1893 15: 187
Jordan Harold H of William H and Sarah E Aug 9 1892 15: 123
Jordan Henry P of Edward F and Lottie A Apr 15 1893 15: 149
Jordan Howard B of George F and Sarah A Apr 26 1896 16: 197
Jordan Inez E of William E and Minnie A Mar 16 1894 16: 26
Jordan Josephine of Joseph and Caroline June 7 1894 16: 187
Jordan Margaret M of Elizabeth F Mar 5 1895 16: 111
Jordan Mary A of Christopher G and Alzada Oct 4 1892 15: 107
Jordan Mary E of Walter E and Alice Feb 17 1893 15: 153
Jordan Mary J of William H and Mary T Apr 21 1892 15: 70
Jordan Mary J E of Ellen Aug 24 1892 16: 110
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Jordan Victoria L of Walter E and Alice Dec 7 1896........ 16: 252
Jordan Walter E of Albert I and Carrie E July 18 1891....... 15: 38
Jordan William of James and Mary July 18 1892.............. 15: 110
Jordan —— s of Clara Sept 30 1898.......................... 16: 438
Jordan —— d of Eugene A and Annie E May 1 1896.......... 16: 204
Joreson Howard of Gustave A and Ellen N Mar 29 1899...... 16: 488
Jorgenson Albert N of Christian and Jennie Jan 4 1900........ 17: 1
Jorgenson Christian R of Christian and Jennie Nov 13 1892.. 15: 116
Jorgenson George J of Christian and Jennie Oct 23 1896..... 16: 246
Jorgenson Jennie L A of Christian and Jennie Oct 13 1894.... 16: 88
Jos Mary J of Michael and Mary Aug 8 1899.................. 16: 557
Jose Augustina of Maria May 11 1893.......................... 15: 137
Jose Levi F of William F and Emily Sept 20 1893........... 15: 194
Jose Maria of Carlos and Maria Mar 13 1893.................. 15: 137
Joseph Edward of Anton and Maria Sept 13 1894.............. 16: 47
Joseph Jacinto of Manoel and Maria July 6 1898............ 16: 417
Joseph John of John and Maria Mar 15 1895................... 16: 105
Joseph Manoel of Francisco and Flora July 2 1892.......... 15: 99
Joseph Maria of Antonio and Maria Jan 30 1896.............. 16: 181
Joseph Mary of Antone and Maria Sept 16 1893............... 15: 171
Joseph Simon of Antone and Lulu Apr 16 1893.............. 15: 160
Joseph —— (c) s of Antoine and Maria June 11 1900......... 17: 57
Joseph —— s of Manoel and Maria Nov 14 1893.............. 15: 172
Josephson Beatrice of Charles and Annie July 8 1897........ 16: 320
Josephson Ezra of Marcus and Ida Feb 28 1892.............. 15: 73
Josephson Gustaf E of Axel and Selma July 27 1900......... 17: 67
Josephson Milton of Charles and Annie Jan 23 1899......... 16: 515
Joskovitz Sarah of Joseph and Jennie Oct 22 1900.......... 17: 94
Joskowitz Phebe of Joseph and Jennie Jan 19 1894.......... 16: 9
Joslin Beryl A of William H and Beryl A Sept 13 1898....... 16: 452
Joslin Hope of William F and Hattie July 12 1895......... 16: 161
Joslin —— d of William F and Harriet L June 20 1898....... 16: 399
Joutras Joseph H of Julian and Aglae Sept 28 1898......... 16: 442
Joy Richard of Samuel and Bridget Oct 27 1893............. 15: 209
Joy Victor C of Daniel C and Elthina F Apr 21 1893........ 15: 151
Joyale —— s of Joseph and Julienne May 27 1894........... 16: 41
Joyce Anna of Arthur J and Phebe G Nov 11 1898......... 16: 460
Joyce Edward of Thomas F and Annie July 7 1898............. 16: 456
Joyce Francis P of Michael and Ellen Jan 17 1892........ 15: 71
Joyce George L of Thomas W and Annabel D Dec 27 1893..... 15: 199
Joyce Gertrude A of Thomas F and Annie Apr 10 1897....... 16: 309
Joyce James L of William and Nora T Mar 26 1900.......... 17: 25

61
Joyce John T of William and Nora T Mar 24 1891 15: 27
Joyce Joseph M of William and Nora July 20 1898 16: 445
Joyce Lawrence M of Thomas P and Annie July 26 1891 15: 59
Joyce Mildred B of Thomas W and Annabel D Aug 15 1900 17: 73
Joyce Russell T of Thomas F and Isabelle S Feb 26 1896 16: 215
Joyce Thomas A of Thomas F and Ann Apr 1 1895 16: 128
Joyce Veronica of Thomas F and Annie May 5 1893 15: 165
Joyce Walter J of William and Bertha Oct 13 1899 16: 566
Joyce William L of Thomas F and Annie Apr 10 1897 16: 309
Joyce — s of William T and Bertha A June 22 1891 15: 29
Joyner Edward (c) of George W and Lucretia M Dec 27 1896 16: 244
Joyner Irvin L (c) of George W and Lucretia Dec 19 1894 16: 64
Jubin Henry A of Francis K and Elizabeth Mar 31 1899 16: 491
Jubin Walter F of Francis X and Elizabeth Nov 23 1896 16: 251
Jubinville Alvina of James and Marie Mar 22 1897 16: 308
Judd Florence of Peter and Delia Jan 7 1899 16: 489
Judd James J of James J and Delia Dec 6 1898 16: 430
Judd Lena of James J and Delia Dec 18 1892 15: 109
Judd Lillian of Peter and Delia Mar 22 1897 16: 292
Judd Mildred J of James J and Delia Apr 21 1900 17: 33
Judd Peter of Peter and Delia June 30 1895 16: 104
Judd — s of Peter and Delia July 1 1895 16: 141
Judge Bernard J of Michael F and Bridget Mar 18 1894 16: 16
Judge Catherine of Michael F and Bridget July 7 1895 16: 149
Judge Francis of James J and Maria A Oct 29 1897 16: 338
Judge Fred H (c) of Hercules V and Clara D Oct 8 1891 15: 49
Judge James J of James and Maria Mar 19 1900 17: 23
Judge John A of John and Annie June 12 1899 16: 501
Judge Mary of James and Maria Sept 11 1894 16: 72
Judge Owen E of John and Mary A Sept 10 1891 15: 45
Judge Violet W of William and Margaret Apr 19 1900 17: 32
Judge — d of James A and Caroline F Apr 25 1895 16: 108
Judge — s of Michael and Mary Aug 29 1896 16: 263
Judge — d of Michael F and Bridget Feb 10 1898 16: 385
Judisch Charles F of Carl F and Annie Apr 20 1899 16: 499
Judisch Emma A of Henry F and Annie E July 13 1899 16: 561
Junggren Olga of A and Annie Aug 9 1897 16: 325
Juppa Antonio of Michele and Maria Dec 9 1900 17: 109
Juppa Concetta of Michele and Maria Feb 24 1892 15: 88
Juppa Giovanna of Michele and Maria July 3 1897 16: 347
Juppa Luciano of Michele and Maria Dec 5 1898 16: 454
Juppo Concetta of Michele and Maria Feb 18 1894 16: 16
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Kaine Theodore of Mary E Jan 2 1900..........................17: 1
Kaaner Albert F of Albert and Maria Oct 5 1897...........16: 327
Kacenski —— s of John and Katie May 18 1900..............17: 56
Kach (Kaplain) —— s of Michael and Sophia July 28 1892..15: 110
Kachadoorian Arpenig of Boghes and Varter Aug 27 1900..17: 76
Kaemarek Michael of Thomas and Stanislawa Sept 6 1899..16: 581
Kaczynski Anthony of John and Catherine Feb 6 1897......16: 306
Kadan —— s of Stephen and Barbara June 4 1893..........15: 138
Kadunsky Eugene of Joseph and Bessie Jan 16 1900........17: 5
Kadunsky Louis of Joseph and Bessie Jan 16 1900........16: 5
Kahanofsky Harry of David and B May 4 1894.................16: 7
Kaiser Charles H of Herman and Martha Aug 5 1893........15: 193
Kallberg Howard G of Gustave F and Bertha E Nov 10 1899..16: 548
Kalunian Kerkus of Solomon and Turvando Jan 29 1900......17: 8
Kalunian Krikor of Solomon and Turvando Nov 11 1898....16: 429
Kalunian —— s of Rava and Mary June 25 1900..............17: 50
Kaminsky Leo of Joseph and Katie July 17 1899..............16: 579
Kammerer Lillie I of Otto and Mary Dec 19 1894............16: 59
Kanar Annie of Harris (or Jacob) and Esther Nov 30 1895..16: 147
Kanar Max of Harris and Esther Dec 30 1896.................16: 238
Kandarian John of Kander and Martha Apr 25 1900.........17: 53
Kane Alice L of Terence and Sarah A Aug 14 1893.........15: 177
Kane Ann F of Thomas and Mary Dec 17 1893.................15: 188
Kane Anna B of John and Mary July 1 1897................16: 335
Kane Annie of Martin and Catherine Apr 4 1892............15: 93
Kane Bessie L of Terence and Sarah A Jan 2 1892.........15: 71
Kane Charles of Owen and Margaret May 15 1897............16: 283
Kane Edward of Frank and Isabella Jan 27 1891.............15: 22
Kane Edward J of Edward J and Mary J May 29 1896........16: 192
Kane Elizabeth L of William H and Annie L Apr 2 1891....15: 2
Kane Ethel of Frank and Isabella Aug 12 1898.............16: 452
Kane George of James R and Mary J Nov 16 1899.............16: 559
Kane George J of James and Jane July 3 1894..............16: 80
Kane Henry of Francis and Isabella July 8 1893..........15: 199
Kane Jacob G (c) of Jacob L and Lydia M Nov 18 1891....15: 34
Kane Jennie of Patrick and Honora Mar 15 1899............16: 473
Kane Josephine M of Edward and Phebe Jan 5 1894.........16: 36
Kane Margaret of Patrick and Margaret June 25 1899.......16: 493
Kane Marguerite A of Thomas and Sarah Oct 28 1898.......16: 460
Kane Martin V of Martin V and Rachel Apr 5 1899.........16: 473
Kane Mary of Bernard J and Mary E June 30 1900...........17: 52
Kane Mary E of Thomas E and Delphine Dec 27 1894........16: 64
Kane Patrick of Patrick and Nora July 13 1897.............16: 317
Kane Philip H of Bernard J and Mary E May 24 1898........16: 410
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date and Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kane Raymond P</td>
<td>Patrick J</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>Mar 6 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane Rosanna</td>
<td>Patrick</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>Oct 21 1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane Sarah E</td>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>Sarah J</td>
<td>Aug 29 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane Theodore of</td>
<td>Peter</td>
<td>Mary E</td>
<td>Jan 2 1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane Walter of</td>
<td>Frank</td>
<td>Isabella</td>
<td>Oct 14 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane William</td>
<td>Patrick</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>Apr 8 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane William M</td>
<td>Martin T</td>
<td>Rachel</td>
<td>July 20 1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane William V</td>
<td>Patrick F</td>
<td>Clara E</td>
<td>Sept 13 1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaner Emma of</td>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>Esther</td>
<td>Nov 12 1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanoian Ardashese K</td>
<td>Krikor</td>
<td>Lucy</td>
<td>Sept 6 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanopki Fanny</td>
<td>Samuel</td>
<td>Mollie</td>
<td>May 17 1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanopki Philip</td>
<td>Samuel</td>
<td>Mollie</td>
<td>Nov 23 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanopky</td>
<td>d of Samuel</td>
<td>Mollie</td>
<td>Oct 8 1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kantor Josephine M</td>
<td>David K</td>
<td>Elizabeth</td>
<td>May 3 1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaplain (Kach)</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Sophia</td>
<td>July 28 1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaplan Lillian E</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>Mollie</td>
<td>Dec 24 1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaplan Theresa of</td>
<td>Morris</td>
<td>Gussie</td>
<td>Oct 25 1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaps Eddy</td>
<td>Emil</td>
<td>Bertha</td>
<td>May 3 1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kapuschinski Anastasia</td>
<td>George</td>
<td>Paulina</td>
<td>Mar 9 1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karker Mabel</td>
<td>George A</td>
<td>Fannie E</td>
<td>May 8 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karl Joseph W</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Nov 29 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karlberg</td>
<td>d of Albin</td>
<td>Amanda</td>
<td>Mar 22 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karlberg</td>
<td>s of Albin</td>
<td>Minna</td>
<td>Dec 21 1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karlson Iva</td>
<td>St John</td>
<td>Rosa</td>
<td>Aug 13 1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karman Rosa</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>Aug 22 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karmann Jacob</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>Oct 20 1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karme Artie</td>
<td>Martias</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>Sept 23 1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karmel Anna</td>
<td>Hyman</td>
<td>Minnie</td>
<td>Dec 25 1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karoli Bertha L</td>
<td>Peter</td>
<td>Louisa</td>
<td>Sept 8 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karoli Edward H</td>
<td>Peter</td>
<td>Louisa</td>
<td>Dec 6 1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaseñodel Lizzie of</td>
<td>Otto</td>
<td>Huldah</td>
<td>Jan 18 1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kasemootel Nellie of</td>
<td>Otto</td>
<td>Hulda</td>
<td>July 29 1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katon Mary B</td>
<td>Eugene E</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>Oct 23 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katz Betsey</td>
<td>Herman</td>
<td>Augusta</td>
<td>Dec 22 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katz Henry</td>
<td>Hyman</td>
<td>Matilda</td>
<td>Aug 26 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katz Jennie</td>
<td>Hyman</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>June 19 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katz Lena</td>
<td>Herman</td>
<td>Augusta</td>
<td>Mar 22 1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katz Morris</td>
<td>Herman</td>
<td>Gussie</td>
<td>Oct 19 1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katz Pearl</td>
<td>Herman</td>
<td>Augusta</td>
<td>Sept 11 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katz Rosa</td>
<td>Morris</td>
<td>Jennie</td>
<td>July 16 1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katz Yetta</td>
<td>Herman</td>
<td>Augusta</td>
<td>Apr 28 1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katzman Hyman</td>
<td>Jacob</td>
<td>Jennie</td>
<td>June 7 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katzman Isaac</td>
<td>Jacob</td>
<td>Jennie</td>
<td>Sept 18 1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katzman Simon</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>Jenny</td>
<td>Sept 25 1896</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Kaufman Annie of Harry and Sarah Oct 13 1897.............16:338
Kaufman Fannie of Harry and Sarah Jan 2 1896.............16:198
Kaufman Louis of Harry and Sarah Nov 7 1899.............16:553
Kaufman Max of Jacob and Annie Dec 25 1896.............16:248
Kaufman Sarah of Harry and Etta Oct 26 1899.............16:538
Kavanagh Daniel J of Francis J and Annie M Dec 4 1896....16:237
Kavanagh Earl F of Thomas F and Josephine F Aug 24 1900..17:75
Kavanagh Edward J of John and Katie June 11 1892........15:82
Kavanagh Rosalind of Christopher J and Rose A Oct 7 1900..17:90
Kavanagh — s of Alfred and Elizabeth Dec 14, 1893........15:192
Kavanagh —— s of Thomas and Winnie M Sept 27 1899........16:597
Kavanagh Alfred of Alfred P and Elizabeth Mar 6 1891....15:15
Kavanagh Raymond J of Thomas F and Josephine F Jan 23 1897..........................................................16:288
Kavurkin Avram M of Mark and Annie Mar 4 1900............17:19
Kay Ada M of John and Mary Nov 7 1896....................16:236
Kay Anna C of James C and Anna C Jan 28 1898............16:386
Kay Bertha of James and Sarah Nov 5 1891..................15:41
Kay Florence B of John and Phoebe A Oct 3 1891...........15:61
Kay Hazel of Edwin and Catherine June 20 1892............15:75
Kay Laura V of James and Sarah Jan 12 1899.................16:478
Kay Raymond of James and Sarah Feb 11 1896..............16:214
Kay Thomas H of James and Sarah Sept 10 1893.............15:178
Kay —— s of James C and Anna C Dec 9 1899.................16:548
Kay — d of John and Mary Aug 3 1898......................16:431
Kayajaran Garaped A of Abraham and Mariam Oct 23 1900..17:95
Kayajaran Rehben A of Abraham and Marian Dec 1 1898....16:443
Kaye Fred of Fred and Alice Sept 16 1898.................16:418
Kaye —— (e) d of Ida July 17 1894.........................16:59
Kazarian Eva of Harry and Mary May 13 1896...............16:192
Kazarian Mary of Harry and Mary A Dec 30 1899............16:541
Kdan Ella of Stephen and Barbara Nov 26 1897............16:319
Keach Rhoda E of Henry A and Catherine Oct 16 1895......16:140
Keach —— d of George and Julia Aug 24 1896..............16:240
Kean Charles of William and Annie Sept 11 1900............17:82
Kean Harry of Harry and Cora E July 12 1896.............16:249
Kean Joseph of William and Annie Dec 24 1898............16:444
Kean Mabel E of Harry and Cora E Aug 19 1898............16:446
Kean Minnie of William and Annie June 22 1893............15:167
Kean Walter B of William and Annie Mar 11 1897............16:295
Kean William H of William and Annie Jan 29 1895........16:114
Kean —— s of William and Anna Nov 8 1891.................15:52
Keane Ann of Jeremiah J and Alice C May 22 1897........16:275
Keane John T of John and Catherine Oct 5 1898..........................16: 447
Kearns Thomas of Thomas and Annie Nov 21 1894.......................16: 48
Keanner Mabel I of Frank A and Bessie E May 28 1896.................16: 201
Kearny Mary of Albert C and Mary Oct 2 1896...........................16: 236
Kearnsey Francis J of John and Mary C May 16 1900......................17: 39
Kearny Marie W of Fanny Jan 26 1899..................................16: 484
Kearns Agnes of John M and Mary A Aug 19 1897.........................16: 321
Kearns Agnes M of Daniel and Catherine F Feb 19 1897..................16: 201
Kears Alice of Daniel and Catherine F Feb 19 1897.....................16: 291
Keans Catherine of John and Mary A Mar 6 1891........................15: 15
Keans Annie of Patrick A and Catherine F Sept 4 1891................15: 54
Keans Annie of Thomas and Annie July 15 1898..........................16: 434
Keans Annie E of Patrick and Mary Mar 22 1898.........................16: 407
Keans Catherine of James H and Mary C Feb 22 1898....................16: 406
Keans Catherine L of James and Mary July 28 1898.....................16: 451
Keans Francis of Patrick A and Catherine Mar 3 1900...................17: 18
Kears Francis of Patrick A and Catherine E Feb 16 1894..............16: 29
Keans Frederick of Patrick J and Mary J Aug 13 1898..................16: 441
Keans Frederick of Thomas and Ann Sept 21 1896........................16: 225
Keans George of Thomas and Annie Dec 22 1892..........................15: 102
Keans Helen of Patrick A and Catherine Jan 7 1895.....................16: 116
Keans John F of Patrick J and Mary J Nov 9 1894......................16: 73
Keans Mary E of Patrick J and Mary J July 1 1893......................15: 196
Keans Mary J of John and Mary Aug 24 1891.............................15: 33
Keans Maurice of Daniel and Catherine M June 29 1893................15: 152
Keans Owen P of Thomas and Catherine Feb 9 1892......................15: 91
Kearsley Ada of John W and Harriet Feb 11 1894.........................16: 37
Kearsley Mary E of John W and Harriet May 7 1892......................15: 94
Keating Arabella of Peter F and Ann Sept 7 1894........................A 1: 31
Keating Thomas of Thomas H and Mary A July 18 1892..................15: 126
Keating —— d of Michael Apr 7 1898..................................16: 415
Keats Francis of George and Mary Nov 28 1893..........................15: 198
Keats Harriet of George and Mary E Apr 2 1891..........................15: 20
Kechigian —— d of Joseph H and Mabel V Dec 9 1898...................16: 470
Kee Robert of James and Jane Aug 31 1891...............................15: 40
Keefe Agnes of Richard and Mary Nov 5 1898............................16: 419
Keefe Alice R of Dennis F and Lucy May 5 1898..........................16: 373
Keefe Alice S of John W and Anastasia S Aug 1 1896...................16: 245
Keefe Ann H of John W and Stacia S Dec 28 1900.......................17: 115
Keefe Annie J of William H and Mary A Feb 28 1895....................16: 107
Keefe Charles F of Edward and Bridget Mar 16 1894.....................16: 11
Keefe Christopher W of Christopher and Lizette Nov 8 1893...........15: 175
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Keefe Edward J of Edward and Bridget Jan 22 1892............. 15: 72
Keefe Florence J of William H and Mary A Mar 2 1894............. 16: 18
Keefe Helen C of John W and Stasia S Feb 20 1898............. 16: 339
Keefe Howard of Thomas F and Elizabeth May 4 1898............. 16: 391
Keefe John H of Edward and Bridget Sept 21 1895............. 16: 433
Keefe John H of Timothy J and Catherine Sept 10 1898............. 16: 70
Keefe Lucile C of Dennis F and Lucy S Nov 5 1894............. 16: 2676
Keefe Margaret of Richard and Mary June 11 1897............. 16: 2676
Keefe Margaret of Timothy and Catherine Mar 28 1900............. 17: 26
Keefe Mary of Edward and Sarah Jan 29 1897............. 16: 273
Keefe Mary E of Edward and Bridget Oct 1 1896............. 16: 258
Keefe Mary E of Joseph and Margaret Dec 3 1892............. 15: 109
Keefe Raymond of Michael J and Catherine E June 21 1892... 15: 68
Keefe Rose F of Dennis F and Lucy C Sept 19 1900............. 17: 84
Keefe Thomas P of Joseph and Margaret Mar 13 1895............. 16: 100
Keefe William R of William and Mary A Sept 16 1898............. 16: 435
Keefe ——twin sons of Christopher OX and Lizette F Oct 25
1900 ............. 17: 120
Keefe —— d of Edward and Sarah Dec 10 1898............. 16: 420
Keefe —— d of John and Bridget Jan 29 1891............. 15: 7
Keegan Agatha B of James F and Margaret A June 11 1889............. 16: 493
Keegan Arabella of Peter F and Annie E Sept 7 1894............. 16: 66
Keegan Catherine of John W and Catherine Dec 12 1900............. 17: 110
Keegan Dorothy M of James F and Margaret A Aug 13 1896............. 16: 245
Keegan Edward J of James F and Margaret M A Oct 20 1900............. 17: 94
Keegan Frederick A of Peter F and Annie E July 18 1891............. 15: 32
Keegan George of John J and Ellen Aug 23 1896............. 16: 263
Keegan James J of John and Nellie Nov 14 1900............. 17: 102
Keegan Lizzie of John J and Ellen Apr 14 1898............. 16: 408
Keegan Margaret T of John W and Catherine P Apr 14 1899............. 16: 499
Keegan Marguerite of James F and Margaret M A Feb 1 1891............. 15: 14
Keegan Martha S of James F and Margaret Sept 2 1894............. 16: 66
Keegan Mary of John and Ellen Sept 6 1893............. 15: 207
Keegan Mary A of John W and Catherine T Sept 26 1897............. 16: 346
Keegan Peter J of John C and Julia E Apr 20 1893............. 15: 134
Keegan Peter J of John C and Julia Mar 7 1894............. 16: 19 and 45
Keegan Walter J of Peter F and Annie E Dec 14 1892............. 15: 102
Keegan William of Alice July 14 1900............. 17: 62
Keegan William D of William and Rose Jan 12 1900............. 17: 53
Keegan —— s of John C and Julia E Feb 1 1895............. 16: 107
Keegan —— d of John C and Julia E May 6 1900............. 17: 57
Keegan —— s of Nellie May 22 1893............. 15: 146
Keeler James E of James and Rose A Nov 24 1896............. 16: 243
Keeler Margaret M of James and Rose A Aug 22 1894............. 16: 61
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE.

Keeney James of James and Annie June 24 1900..................17: 50
Keenly Josephine A of James H and Mary E Aug 29 1892.......15: 123
Keely — s of James and Annie June 17 1899..................16: 595
Keenan Hazel of Ellery and Bertha July 31 1893...............15: 174
Keenan Agnes of John and Julia A Oct 13 1896..............16: 265
Keenan Alice of Owen and Mary Oct 29 1899..................16: 575
Keenan Annie of Hugh F and Annie M July 25 1896...........16: 262
Keenan Annie of John and Catherine July 17 1895............16: 165
Keenan Bessie of James and Mary A Jan 8 1897..............16: 305
Keenan Catherine I of Thomas H and Ellen Nov 14 1897......16: 358
Keenan Christina of Michael F and Mary J Dec 21 1898.......16: 431
Keenan Edna M of James and Helen M Jan 19 1895............16: 91
Keenan Elizabeth of John and Julia A July 1 1895...........16: 169
Keenan Elizabeth F of Henry A and Mary E July 25 1899......16: 520
Keenan Elizabeth F of William J and Annie Jan 15 1900......17: 5
Keenan Francis of Hugh and Annie M Sept 6 1892.............15: 127
Keenan Grace E of Edward J and Mary A Sept 15 1893........15: 183
Keenan Henrietta of Matthew and Catherine Sept 6 1894.....16: 47
Keenan Hope N of Edward J and Mary A Mar 5 1896............16: 200
Keenan John W of Joseph and Annie Aug 20 1899.............16: 521
Keenan Joseph of Joseph and Annie Jan 1 1897..............16: 273
Keenan Lucy of Matthew and Catherine Aug 10 1892...........15: 99
Keenan Mabel T of Matthew and Catherine Oct 20 1896.......16: 226
Keenan Martha of Matthew and Catherine Feb 22 1899.........16: 472
Keenan Martha V of Michael F and Mary J Dec 7 1900.........17: 109
Keenan Mary of Hugh F and Annie M Nov 26 1893..............15: 211
Keenan Mary of Hugh F and Annie M May 24 1899.............16: 482
Keenan Mary of James J and Mary Aug 23 1895................16: 171
Keenan Mary of Michael F and Mary Jan 29 1895.............16: 125
Keenan Mary of Miles and Margaret May 25 1900................17: 42
Keenan Mary of William J and Mary J Aug 24 1899............16: 546
Keenan Mary J of John and Catherine Mar 18 1891............15: 27
Keenan Mary J of William and Margaret E Mar 10 1894.......16: 16
Keenan Matthew V of Thomas H and Ellen Aug 1 1899........16: 579
Keenan Patrick of Owen and Mary Nov 11 1898.................16: 454
Keenan Paul A of W Fred and Minnie L Dec 31 1900...........17: 116
Keenan Robert S of John F and Catherine C May 3 1895.......16: 122
Keenan Rose of Hugh F and Annie M Dec 11 1897..............16: 359
Keenan Rose A of Owen and Mary June 27 1897...............16: 304
Keenan Ruth A of Anthony and Ellen Sept 5 1898.............16: 446
Keenan Thomas F of Michael F and Mary Feb 19 1897..........16: 307
Keenan Thomas H of John F and Catherine May 7 1892........15: 90
Keenan Thomas J of James and Mary A Nov 16 1893...........15: 198
Keenan Thomas R of Thomas H and Nellie May 31 1894........16: 41
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Keenan Timothy of Thomas H and Sarah Sept 12 1894.......... 16: 51
Keenan William A of Hugh and Annie Jan 27 1895............. 16: 125
Keenan William J of William J and Annie L May 15 1896..... 16: 183
Keenan —— s of John and Catherine Feb 18 1893............. 15: 163
Keenan —— s of Thomas H and Ellen June 12 1896........... 16: 218
Kehoe Clementine of John L and Clementine E I Aug 3 1896.. 16: 228
Kehoe David F of Patrick T and Mary A May 28 1895....... 16: 119
Kehoe Edward J of Patrick T and Mary A June 14 1897..... 16: 300
Kehoe George of Michael H and Mary A Feb 21 1895........... 16: 95
Kehoe Irene M of Michael H and Mary A Apr 28 1893....... 15: 140
Kehoe Margaret M of Patrick and Mary A Aug 21 1891...... 15: 48
Kehoe Mary A of Patrick T and Mary A Nov 28 1893...... 15: 198
Kehoe Richard J of Patrick T and Mary A July 12 1899..... 16: 561
Kehoe Theresa of Michael H and Mary A Aug 19 1891....... 15: 36
Keighley —— s of Hainsworth and Annie June 24 1896........ 16: 219
Keilty Alice M of Michael M and Annie E Sept 11 1900..... 17: 82
Keilty Gertrude A of Patrick and Catherine Nov 1 1895... 16: 174
Keilty Joseph T of Patrick and Catherine June 18 1897.... 16: 311
Keilty Mary A of Patrick and Catherine Jan 28 1893....... 15: 162
Keily Ellen of John and Mary Apr 26 1891............. 15: 28
Kelly Martha of John W and Mary E Jan 15 1894........... 16: 5
Kelly Matthew of Matthew and Ann Sept 21 1900........... 17: 84
Kelly Thomas L of John W and Mary E Dec 23 1891........... 15: 38
Keily —— d of John W and Mary Aug 3 1897............ 16: 321
Keirns James F of Katie Dec 22 1899................... 16: 543
Keirns Margaret of Patrick and Mary Mar 27 1900......... 17: 26
Keite Vera of Samuel and Rosa June 23 1899............ 16: 483
Kedder Raymond of William and Elizabeth V June 20 1893... 15: 166
Kell Joseph of Colis and Zeriff July 2 1899................. 16: 569
Kellar Julia of Joseph and Louisa Oct 14 1899........... 16: 544
Kellar —— d of Joseph and Louisa Feb 29 1898............. 16: 101
Kelleher Bernard of Michael and Mary A Apr 28 1891.... 15: 16
Kelleher Catherine of Frank and Bridget Apr 10 1894..... 16: 19
Kelleher Catherine A of James and Elizabeth F Jan 5 1899.. 16: 506
Kelleher Elizabeth of William and Elizabeth V Apr 19 1896.. 16: 217
Kelleher Grace of William and Elizabeth V Apr 19 1896..... 16: 217
Kelleher Joseph of Joseph J and Margaret T Oct 5 1893.... 15: 179
Kelleher Katie of Francis and Bridget Apr 10 1894........ 16: 31
Kelleher Leo of James and Elizabeth Sept 23 1896.......... 16: 264
Kelleher Lilian I of Joseph J and Margaret T Sept 8 1892... 15: 107
Kelleher Lizzie F of Frank and Bridget Apr 10 1894....... 16: 19
Kelleher Madeline of James and Elizabeth F Nov 23 1892... 15: 130
Kelleher Margaret of John and Catherine E Oct 13 1893.... 15: 180
Kelleher Mary A of Dennis and Mary Jan 3 1894........... 16: 8
Kelleher William P of Frank and Bridget Feb 2 1892........... 15: 78
Kellel Julia of Nicola and Sara Sept 27 1894.................... 16: 88
Kellel Mary of Nicola and Sara Sept 27 1894.................... 16: 88
Keller Gloria B of Algernon M and Anna M June 18 1897........ 16: 300
Kellerman Earl A of Gustave F and Emma A Dec 20 1898........ 16: 462
Kellerman Ernestine E of Gustav F and Emma A July 16
1892 .................................................. 15: 126
Kellerman Gustave H of Gustave F and Emma A Feb 10 1891. 15: 26
Kellerman Inez L of Gustav F and Emma A Mar 5 1894........... 16: 38
Kellett Edith of Moses and Maria July 16 1896.................... 16: 261
Kellett Elizabeth W of Moses and Maria June 24 1898........... 16: 383
Kellett Florence G of Moses and Maria May 6 1895................. 16: 129
Kellett William W of Moses and Maria Dec 3 1900................ 17: 108
Kelley Alban C of Alban C and Mary A Dec 13 1892.............. 15: 109
Kelley Alice R of Michael and Maria Jan 17 1893................. 15: 155
Kelley Angelina D of Michael and Maria Nov 11 1896.............. 16: 254
Kelley Annie F of James and Elizabeth Sept 17 1892............. 15: 128
Kelley Annie L of John and Maria Sept 25 1894............... 16: 83
Kelley Annie L of Patrick and Mary Jan 27 1896............... 16: 214
Kelley Annie V of Malachi and Mary Oct 19 1894............... 16: 57
Kelley Arthur of Levi M and Mary E Aug 15 1898............... 16: 441
Kelley Bridget of Dennis and Margaret July 15 1893............ 15: 185
Kelley Catherine of Timothy L and Nora June 8 1892............ 15: 95
Kelley Catherine G of Malachi and Mary Feb 20 1897............ 16: 281
Kelley Catherine J of John M and Catherine J Nov 16 1898.... 16: 440
Kelley Charles of Michael and Catherine Aug 15 1897............ 16: 334
Kelley Charles A of William H and Mary J Feb 20 1892........... 15: 86
Kelley Charles F of Mary A Jan 19 1897......................... 16: 285
Kelley Charles H of John H and Carrie A Mar 9 1900............ 17: 20
Kelley Charles T of James and Louisa A Nov 28 1897............. 16: 329
Kelley Edith M of Harris M and Annie Nov 3 1895................. 16: 163
Kelley Edith M of John H and Mary A Dec 30 1894................. 16: 68
Kelley Edmund of Thomas J and Elizabeth T Apr 22 1899........ 16: 511
Kelley Edward J of Michael J and Mary May 13 1897.............. 16: 310
Kelley Elizabeth of Levi M and Mary E Mar 3 1896................. 16: 293
Kelley Elizabeth J of Nehemiah D and Sarah L Jan 29 1899..... 16: 490
Kelley Ellen M of Peter and Elizabeth M Sept 16 1893............ 15: 207
Kelley Emma of Martin and Catherine Dec 9 1899................. 16: 548
Kelley Eva of John C and Elizabeth Jan 31 1896.................... 16: 188
Kelley Eva F of Sadie Dec 28 1891............................. 15: 59
Kelley Eva M of Patrick and Elizabeth Dec 27 1899............... 16: 588
Kelley Ethel G of William H and Mary J Sept 12 1899............ 16: 564
Kelley Francis L of Francis G and Margaret July 2 1900........ 17: 59
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Kelley Frederick D of Daniel and Sarah E Feb 26 1900....... 17: 16
Kelley George of Patrick and Elizabeth May 31 1897....... 16: 310
Kelley George F of Arthur L and Lotta P June 13 1891..... 15: 16
Kelley George M of Malachi and Mary Oct 27 1892........ 15: 129
Kelley George W of Henry W and Julia F Jan 23 1894..... 15: 1
Kelley Grace E of John M and Althea A Dec 21 1891..... 15: 59
Kelley Helen of Joseph E and Elizabeth June 27 1890..... 17: 51
Kelley Herbert A of Arthur and Eliza J Apr 10 1895..... 16: 118
Kelley Herman M of Timothy F and Fanny Apr 7 1894..... 16: 39
Kelley Howard A of Manley S and Ursula A Jan 10 1891... 15: 4
Kelley Howard R of Frederick H and Mary E June 5 1896... 16: 187
Kelley Irene G of Edward H and Mary A Nov 8 1896....... 16: 247
Kelley James of John J and Maria B Dec 11 1891......... 15: 50
Kelley James of Joseph and Sarah Apr 17 1895........... 16: 122
Kelley James C of Francis W and Mary July 29 1896..... 16: 222
Kelley James E of James E and Catherine Aug 8 1893..... 15: 177
Kelley James F of John and Margaret Feb 8 1895......... 16: 117
Kelley James F of Michael and Hattie Aug 19 1896.... 16: 257
Kelley James H of John and Catherine May 10 1897...... 16: 365
Kelley James J of John and Annie Aug 3 1897............ 16: 317
Kelley Jane of John E and Elizabeth A Sept 17 1892.... 15: 107
Kelley Jennie G of Joseph E and Jennie E Jan 31 1891... 15: 11
Kelley John F of Joseph J and Catherine A Feb 28 1896... 16: 200
Kelley John F of Patrick and Annie M Aug 22 1899...... 16: 580
Kelley John J of John J and Kate Aug 8 1899............ 16: 571
Kelley John J of John S and Catherine A Jan 22 1892.... 15: 91
Kelley John J of Michael and Catherine E May 30 1894.... 16: 24
Kelley John J of Michael J and Mary Mar 8 1893......... 15: 163
Kelley John J of Timothy F and Fanny Mar 3 1892....... 15: 92
Kelley John T of John H and Carrie A Mar 7 1898....... 16: 107
Kelley John T of Thomas J and Mary A Dec 27 1897...... 16: 340
Kelley Joseph of Arthur and Eliza J Mar 22 1897....... 16: 299
Kelley Joseph of Martin J and Mary Aug 23 1897......... 16: 354
Kelley Joseph J of Patrick and Annie Nov 15 1897...... 16: 358
Kelley Joseph J of Thomas and Margaret Dec 26 1893..... 15: 192
Kelley Julius G of Thatcher T and Mary L June 8 1899... 16: 516
Kelley Lillian J of Michael E and Ellen Dec 15 1895..... 16: 147
Kelley Loretta A of William H and Mary J July 3 1897... 16: 344
Kelley Lotta L of Oliver and Emily F Sept 6 1891....... 15: 61
Kelley Luke F of Patrick and Elizabeth L Sept 30 1899... 16: 583
Kelley Madeline M of Bernard and Catherine A May 4 1895. 16: 129
Kelley Margaret of Thomas F and Catherine July 16 1897... 16: 324
Kelley Margaret C of Michael J and Anna F Dec 17 1900... 17: 111
Kelley Margaret E of Daniel and Sarah E Oct 16 1897..... 16: 346
Kelley Marion C of Timothy L and Julia A Feb 27 1899........ 16: 498
Kelley Mary of Alban C and Mary A Sept 5 1899........... 16: 535
Kelley Mary of Daniel and Ellen S Nov 20 1892........... 15: 105
Kelley Mary of Patrick and Bessie Jan 29 1891........... 15: 19
Kelley Mary of Patrick and Mary Feb 21 1892............. 15: 81
Kelley Mary of Thomas F and Catherine Jan 23 1896.... 16: 188
Kelley Mary A of Michael and Sarah A Sept 4 1895.... 16: 151
Kelley Mary C of Martin and Catherine June 11 1896.... 16: 202
Kelley Mary E of John and Maria Dec 29 1891........... 15: 64
Kelley Mary E of John M and Catherine J Dec 24 1895... 16: 157
Kelley Mary E of Martin and Agnes Oct 15 1891........... 15: 54
Kelley Mary E of Martin and Agnes Apr 15 1892........... 15: 86
Kelley Mary E of Patrick and Mary Apr 18 1893........... 15: 164
Kelley Mary J of Michael and Hattie Nov 2 1899........... 16: 575
Kelley Nora T of Edward H and Mary A Nov 14 1895.... 16: 156
Kelley Patrick of Mary Dec 10 1892....................... 15: 131
Kelley Peter J of Patrick and Mary Apr 17 1895........... 16: 128
Kelley Raymond D of Patrick H and Elizabeth A Oct 3 1897 16: 322
Kelley Raymond J of Arthur and Eliza J Apr 18 1893.... 15: 154
Kelley Robert of Timothy and Fanny Apr 2 1897........... 16: 308
Kelley Robert C of Michael H and Catherine Dec 18 1893... 15: 212
Kelley Rosanna of John M and Kate July 29 1893........... 15: 189
Kelley Rose E (c) of Samuel and Elizabeth July 8 1891.... 15: 32
Kelley Ruth A of Walter V and Ada C Jan 1 1892........... 15: 85
Kelley Ruth L of Edward H and Mary A Nov 8 1896........ 16: 247
Kelley Sarah of Patrick and Catherine Dec 30 1892...... 15: 131
Kelley Sarah of William and Sarah Dec 21 1899........... 16: 541
Kelley Thomas of John E and Elizabeth A Dec 25 1893.... 15: 182
Kelley Thomas of Patrick and Maria A Dec 24 1891.... 15: 50
Kelley Thomas J of Michael and Catherine July 26 1898... 16: 469
Kelley Thomas J of Thomas J and Elizabeth Sept 29 1897... 16: 350
Kelley Thomas M of Martin and Catherine May 6 1892.... 15: 82
Kelley Walter of Peter E and Nellie Sept 1 1897........ 16: 340 and 342
Kelley Walter of Robert and Lizzie M Jan 7 1891........... 15: 30
Kelley Walter J of John H and Rose Dec 13 1893........ 15: 199
Kelley William of John J and Catherine June 2 1895.... 16: 130
Kelley William D of Daniel and Ellen S June 22 1898.... 16: 377
Kelley William G of Michael and Maria Apr 14 1895.... 15: 118
Kelley William H of William H and Alice T Jan 20 1891... 15: 22
Kelley William J of Michael C and Catherine June 13 1892... 15: 77
Kelley William J of Patrick and Annie M Apr 4 1896.... 16: 216
Kelley —— d of Kate Nov 25 1892....................... 15: 110
Kelley —— s of Patrick J and Jennie July 3 1899........ 16: 549
Kelley — d of William J and Mary A Sept 12 1895.............16:162
Kelligher Catherine B of James and Bridget Dec 19 1899........16:525
Kelligher Daniel of James and Bridget Aug 19 1898.............16:418
Kelligher Edward of Jeremiah and Margaret T Apr 14 1898...16:381
Kelligher Jennie G of Joseph J and Margaret T June 8 1895...16:103
Kelligher John E of John and Mary J Apr 3 1900................17: 28
Kelligher Margaret L of Michael and Mary A Apr 12 1896.....16:201
Kelligher Mary A of James and Bridget July 10 1897..........16:317
Kelligher Mary C of Michael and Mary A Jan 15 1894..........16: 21
Kells John of Richard E and Mary A June 3 1896.............16:218
Kells Richard of Richard E and Mary A Mar 29 1898.........16:408
Kelly Adeline of William J and Nellie M Sept 8 1896........16:263
Kelly Alban of Martin and Agnes Dec 3 1893..................15:198
Kelly Ann M of Patrick and Ellen June 8 1893................15:166
Kelly Anna T of Michael J and Margaret E Apr 19 1898...16:381
Kelly Annie M of John and Eliza Feb 8 1895..................16: 99
Kelly Annie M of Robert and Elizabeth Feb 18 1895........16:99
Kelly Arthur of Charles E and Margaret Apr 14 1898........16:408
Kelly Benjamin W of William and Catherine July 11 1896....16:244
Kelly Catharine of Michael and Mary Nov 1 1899............16:584
Kelly Catharine of John E and Elizabeth A July 12 1898.....16:424
Kelly Catherine of Martin J and Mary Nov 11 1894.........16: 78
Kelly Catherine of Thomas and Julia F Feb 1 1892...........15: 88
Kelly Catherine A of James E and Catherine July 6 1896.....16:231
Kelly Charles of Charles E and Margaret M May 5 1891.....15: 28
Kelly Charles of Daniel and Mary June 1 1895..............16: 97
Kelly Charles of Levi M and Mary E Oct 16 1893............15:195
Kelly Charles J V of Charles J and Victoria F June 18 1899..16:501
Kelly Charles P of Patrick and Sarah J Dec 7 1900...........17:109
Kelly Charles V of Michael H and Catherine T Nov 4 1895...16:174
Kelly Daniel of Daniel and Margaret June 12 1899..........16:512
Kelly Dorothy A of Alfred S and Eliza A July 2 1900........17: 59
Kelly Edward of Albin C and Mary A Mar 31 1896.............16:190
Kelly Eli (e) of Samuel and Elizabeth Sept 14 1897........16:318
Kelly Elizabeth of John and Bridget Sept 1 1894............16: 72
Kelly Elizabeth N of James and Elizabeth May 25 1895.......16:103
Kelly Ellen of James and Catherine Mar 3 1892.............15: 73
Kelly Ellen of Martin and Mary Mar 8 1892..................15: 89
Kelly Ellen of Michael and Mary Nov 14 1894................16: 85
Kelly Esther of William J and Ellen M Sept 3 1893.........15:207
Kelly Esther E of Thomas R and Fannie Oct 2 1893........15:208
Kelly Ethel A of Michael and Ellen June 5 1898............16:382
Kelly Ethel A of William H and Sarah C Dec 7 1893........15:185
Kelly Eugene A of John and Harriet A Aug 13 1900.........17: 72
Kelly Eva of James and Catherine Nov 5 1893 ..................15:175
Kelly Eva (c) of Samuel and Elizabeth Nov 12 1893 .............15:172
Kelly Evelina of Thomas R and Frances Feb 22 1896 ..............16:221
Kelly Everett V of William and Catherine Apr 15 1894 ..........16: 23
Kelly Francis of Philip and Mary June 7 1899 ....................16:501
Kelly Francis of Thomas F and Catherine Jan 16 1900 ..........17: 5
Kelly Francis E of Mahachi and Mary June 29 1898 .............16:383
Kelly Francis J of Francis W and Mary June 6 1899 ............16:512
Kelly George of Jeremiah and Winifred Feb 24 1894 ..........16: 37
Kelly George L of Alfred S and Eliza A Dec 6 1891 ..........15: 42
Kelly Hannah M of Thomas F and Winifred Apr 22 1891 ........15: 28
Kelly Harold H (c) of Alexander H and Cora E Mar 29 1898 ....16:413
Kelly Harold H of George L and Florence W Mar 23 1896 ......16:216
Kelly Harold W of Harris M and Annie Mar 18 1894 .............16: 29
Kelly Harriett of William J and Ellen M Dec 10 1891 .........15: 63
Kelly Helen G of Patrick F and Sarah J Feb 15 1899 ............16:497
Kelly Henry of Michael H and Catherine T May 1 1892 ..........15: 94
Kelly Henry A of John Dev and Anna S Feb 25 1895 ..........16:114
Kelly Henry S of Mary A Mar 5 1892 ...................15: 84
Kelly Henry W of Alfred S and Elizabeth A Feb 8 1894 ......16: 5
Kelly Hope G of James J and Elizabeth July 18 1899 .........16:532
Kelly Hope H of Joseph J and Catherine A Mar 21 1898 ......16:390
Kelly Irene of John S and Catherine A Jan 11 1894 ............16: 36
Kelly James of James and Bridget Feb 21 1892 ..........15: 92
Kelly James C of James and Catherine Nov 16 1893 ..........15:181
Kelly James H of Thomas A and Mary Apr 3 1897 ............16:277
Kelly James J of John O and Harriet A June 23 1899 ..........16:513
Kelly John of John and Harriet Mar 7 1892 ..........15: 92
Kelly John of Michael J and Margaret E June 4 1893 .......15:140
Kelly John E of Patrick and Mary Dec 16 1894 ............16: 86
Kelly John E of Peter P and Mary W Dec 7 1891 ..........15: 63
Kelly John F of John and Harriet A Apr 27 1895 ..........16:129
Kelly John H of Patrick and Maria L Apr 2 1895 ..........16:112
Kelly John J of John S and Catherine A Jan 22 1892 .......15: 72
Kelly Joseph of Patrick and Elizabeth July 22 1898 ..........16:456
Kelly Joseph of Patrick J and Jennie Oct 23 1900 .......17: 95
Kelly Joseph (c) of Samuel and Elizabeth Mar 25 1896 .......16:182
Kelly Joseph H of Catherine Mar 25 1897 ............16:277
Kelly Joseph L of John and Nellie Jan 31 1897 ..........16:280
Kelly Josephine of Thomas and Mary J Dec 16 1891 .......15: 42
Kelly Julia A of Charles E and Margaret Apr 20 1894 .......16: 40
Kelly Katharine of Patrick J and Bridget T Mar 5 1899 .......16:498
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Kelly Levi of Levi M and Mary E July 15 1891............................15: 51
Kelly Loretta M of Peter E and Ellen Aug 26 1900......................17: 76
Kelly Margaret of Dennis and Margaret Oct 15 1891......................15: 46
Kelly Margaret of John and Bridget Aug 9 1896..........................16: 262
Kelly Margaret of John J and Margaret E June 9 1891...................(15: 29
Kelly Margaret A of Sarah A May 5 1898..................................16: 337
Kelly Margaret C of Thomas F and Margaret June 10 1900..............17: 46
Kelly Margaret G of Michael and Ellen July 8 1893......................15: 176
Kelly Margaret M of Michael J and Margaret May 10 1900..............17: 38
Kelly Marie of William P and Theresa Oct 27 1900......................17: 96
Kelly Mark E of Timothy and Ellen Apr 18 1897.........................16: 303
Kelly Martin of Martin and Agnes Feb 17 1896............................16: 206
Kelly Martin of Martin J and Mary Nov 11 1894.........................16: 78
Kelly Martin of Patrick and Julia May 24 1893............................15: 138
Kelly Mary of John and Harriet Feb 13 1897..............................16: 307
Kelly Mary of Joseph H and Sarah E May 28 1891.......................15: 24
Kelly Mary of Michael and Mary Apr 19 1891.............................15: 28
Kelly Mary of Thomas and Margaret Aug 1 1894............................16: 88
Kelly Mary E of John and Mary Apr 13 1900..............................17: 31
Kelly Mary E of Timothy J and Ellen Sept 22 1898......................16: 458
Kelly Mary J of James and Elizabeth May 25 1895......................16: 103
Kelly Mary J of Thomas A and Mary J July 9 1899......................16: 532
Kelly Michael J of Michael and Ellen Feb 8 1891......................15: 7
Kelly Myra H of Peter E and Ellen Nov 23 1898.........................16: 443
Kelly Peter of Peter H and Elizabeth Aug 25 1891.....................15: 60
Kelly Ralph E of Peter F and Matilda July 29 1899.....................16: 591
Kelly Rose of John and Mary June 8 1900.................................17: 45
Kelly Sarah (c) of Samuel and Elizabeth Sept 1 1899.................16: 522
Kelly Stephen of Michael and Josephine Nov 18 1900..................17: 103
Kelly Theresa of Michael C and Catherine Apr 18 1895..............16: 108
Kelly Thomas of James and Catherine Dec 10 1897......................16: 340
Kelly Thomas of Thomas and Mary July 9 1895............................16: 137
Kelly Thomas C of Thomas and Julia Mar 4 1897.........................16: 302
Kelly Thomas F of Thomas F and Margaret June 26 1899..............16: 501
Kelly Thomas M of Alban C and Mary A July 9 1894....................16: 53
Kelly Thomas P of Patrick J and Bridget M June 10 1891.............15: 29
Kelly Vincent A of Timothy and Fannie Sept 23 1898..................16: 458
Kelly Vincent E of Timothy F and Fannie Sept 19 1895..............16: 172
Kelly Walter L of Michael C and Catherine June 18 1900............17: 48
Kelly William of Dennis and Margaret Oct 28 1895....................16: 152
Kelly William F of John and Ellen July 25 1895......................16: 142
Kelly William F of Michael J and Margaret July 14 1894............16: 54
Kelly William H of George A and Harriet F June 10 1899............16: 512
Kelly William H of Michael H and Catherine L Jan 29 1899.........16: 487
Kelly — d of Alban and Mary June 30 1897 .......... 16:366
Kelly — d of Charles and Kate July 26 1898 .......... 16:431
Kelly — s of Charles E and Margaret M Oct 13 1900 .... 17: 92
Kelly — d of James and Catherine May 4 1892 .......... 15: 74
Kelly — s of John and Harriet A July 5 1893 .......... 15:204
Kelly — d of John and Mary Dec 13 1898 .......... 16:462
Kelly — s of Kate Feb 19 1897 .......... 16:285
Kelly — s of Maggie June 26 1893 .......... 15:146
Kelly — s of Michael and Catherine Aug 19 1897 .......... 16:366
Kelly — s of Michael J and Margaret Oct 1 1895 .......... 16:145
Kelly — d of Patrick and Maria Feb 3 1893 .......... 15:150
Kelly — s of Richard and Mary Oct 27 1899 .......... 16:575
Kelman Bessie of Philip and Minnie Aug 25 1898 .......... 16:426
Kelman Fannie of Philip and Minnie Jan 24 1897 .......... 16:280
Kelman Hyman D of Morris and Lizzie July 9 1900 .......... 17: 61
Kelman Rosa of Philip and Minnie May 5 1900 .......... 17: 60
Kelmel Clara M of Albert E and Ada A May 17 1896 .......... 16:211
Kelsey Everett D J of Duane E and Myra L Apr 2 1894 .......... 16: 17
Kelso Earl S of John and Anna B Feb 28 1894 .......... 16: 18
Kelso Frederick S of Frederick C and Catharine Oct 18 1900 .......... 17:118
Kelso Gilbert W of William and Emma F Jan 29 1892 .......... 15: 72
Kelvey Edward C of James and Nellie M Nov 5 1892 .......... 15:101
Kelvey James of John J and Josephine May 14 1899 .......... 16:486
Kelvey Nellie of James and Josephine Jan 20 1897 .......... 16:288
Kempf Edna M of John and Frances Apr 30 1897 .......... 16:293
Kempf Mildred M of John and Frances D Feb 12 1899 .......... 16:490
Kempf Fannie of Charles and Mary Oct 10 1894 .......... 16: 56
Kempston Rebecca A (c) of Marie Louise Feb 4 1897 .......... 16:277
Kenahan Charles E of James M and Emma Apr 5 1898 .......... 16:394
Kenahan Arthur of William P and Catherine July 17 1895 .......... 16:158
Kenahan Madalene of William and Catherine July 28 1899 .......... 16:556
Kenahan Mary G of William and Catherine July 28 1897 .......... 16:340
Kenahan Sarah of William and Catherine July 28 1899 .......... 16:556
Kenahan William F of James M and Emma Apr 7 1896 .......... 16:293
Kenaston Clarine E of Denison S and Clara E May 18 1899 .......... 16:492
Kenaston Earl G of Charles H and Jane July 23 1893 .......... 15:189
Kenaston Ethel F of Charles A and Flora E Nov 9 1896 .......... 16:247
Kenaston Pearl E of Denison S and Clara E July 16 1897 .......... 16:336
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE. 497

Kenaston Winnie M of Denison S and Clara E Mar 10 1891...15: 12
Kenaston —— d of Charles A and Flora E June 12 1898...16: 392
Kendall Addie of Henry and J Elizabeth Sept 1892...15: 100
Kendall Arthur R of Nathaniel E and Mary E May 29 1898...16: 395
Kender George D of George W and Sarah A Apr 16 1899...16: 481
Kender Sarah J of George and Sarah July 15 1896...16: 232
Kender —— d of Joseph H and Catherine Apr 22 1897...16: 365
Kendrick Ernest W of John W and Sarah A June 24 1896...16: 202
Kendrick John B of John E and Mary H May 19 1895...16: 123
Kendrick Katherine of John E and Mary H Sept 1 1900...17: 78
Keneferic Austin W of William F and Elizabeth S Jan 1 1898...16: 392
Keniah J of James M and Emma M Mar 21 1894...16: 26
Kennahan William A of Dennis and Catherine Mar 17 1894...16: 15
Kennally Margaret of Patrick and Nellie July 10 1900...17: 61
Kennan Catherine of John and Catherine May 2 1897...16: 303
Kennedy Alice C of Charles E and Mary S Nov 25 1891...15: 65
Kennedy Alice C of Charles E and Mary S Nov 25 1891...15: 65
Kennedy Annie of Michael and Mary Aug 27 1894...16: 82
Kennedy Annie of Patrick and Kate Mar 19 1893...15: 153
Kennedy Annie of Patrick J and Hanora Apr 17 1893...15: 144
Kennedy Augusta of Patrick and Margaret A May 16 1898...16: 391
Kennedy Byron W of Herbert J and Hattie L Feb 2 1899...16: 494
Kennedy Catherine F of Patrick and Bridget May 16 1899...16: 495
Kennedy Daniel A of Samuel and Mary E Sept 1 1900...17: 78
Kennedy Daniel J of Patrick and Bridget June 15 1898...16: 404
Kennedy Edith of Patrick J and Hanora Apr 20 1898...16: 381
Kennedy Edmund DeF of Frederick B and Katherine A Oct 21

1900 ...........................................................................................................17: 94
Kennedy Edward of Patrick H and Margaret A May 9 1895...16: 132
Kennedy Ellen of Thomas and Catherine May 28 1896...16: 218
Kennedy Ellen A of John and Mary Dec 21 1891...15: 59
Kennedy Emma of Joseph and Clara Sept 29 1892...15: 104
Kennedy Esther of Joseph and Clara Mar 23 1894...16: 6
Kennedy Esther of Patrick and Bridget Apr 14 1895...16: 104
Kennedy Fannie S of Robert and Lucy A Jan 1 1894...16: 43
Kennedy Francis of Samuel and Mary E Aug 10 1898...16: 434
Kennedy Francis R of Jerome and Ellen Sept 12 1893...15: 186
Kennedy Frank of John C and Ella Aug 11 1895...16: 143
Kennedy Frederick E of Frederick E and Mary D Apr 6 1891...15: 20
Kennedy Frederick E of Frederick E and Mary J June 2 1897...16: 311
Kennedy Genevieve of Patrick H and Margaret M Nov 22 1900...17: 104
Kennedy Genevieve of Thomas and Catherine Nov 16 1893...15: 210
Kennedy George E of Frederick B and Catherine A Dec 8

1897 ...........................................................................................................16: 340
Kennedy George T of Fred E and Mary J July 2 1898...16: 456

63
Kennedy George T of Samuel and Mary E Aug 13 1896........16:242
Kennedy Grace C of Frederick E and Mary J Aug 27 1895........16:171
Kennedy Hannah of Thomas J and Catherine E Mar 28 1899.16:510
Kennedy Helen of Jeremiah and Ellen Jan 28 1896............16:196
Kennedy Helena G of Patrick and Bridget Oct 20 1900........17:94
Kennedy Herbert J of Herbert J and Harriet L Sept 26 1891.15:52
Kennedy Irene M of James and Mary May 31 1900.................17:43
Kennedy Isabelle of John and Doleta Mar 2 1900.................17:18
Kennedy James of Henry and Mary Mar 1 1898..................16:401
Kennedy James B of Michael and Margaret June 13 1900........17:47
Kennedy James J of Patrick and Hanora June 22 1894...........16:14
Kennedy James S of John and Mary R Dec 24 1894..............16:79
Kennedy Jeannette M of Frederick E and Mary J Aug 30 1892...
Kennedy Jennie M of Herbert J and Hattie B Aug 1 1895........16:158
Kennedy Joanna C of Patrick and Bridget Oct 8 1899...........16:574
Kennedy John of James and Mary T Nov 17 1897.................16:343
Kennedy John of John and Eliza Jan 1 1893....................15:136
Kennedy John of Michael and Bridget Sept 1 1898..............16:465
Kennedy John A of William J and Delia June 24 1898...........16:388
Kennedy John J of John and Mary A Aug 17 1897.................16:348
Kennedy John M of John and Annie Nov 1 1891..................15:34
Kennedy Joseph L of Joseph and Catherine Jan 7 1895...........16:124
Kennedy Lauretta of William J and Ellen E June 5 1900........17:45
Kennedy Leo J of Patrick and Bridget Feb 24 1898..............16:393
Kennedy Llewellyn of Jeremiah and Annie Apr 30 1893.........15:144
Kennedy Mabel F of Frederick E and Mary J Oct 1 1893........15:208
Kennedy Margaret G of Joseph and Catherine Aug 16 1896........16:263
Kennedy Margaret L of Patrick and Bridget Oct 20 1900........17:94
Kennedy Mary of Michael and Annie Sept 10 1900..............17:81
Kennedy Mary of Michael and Margaret Nov 23 1892............15:133
Kennedy Mary A of Francis and Margaret May 26 1893...........15:110
Kennedy Mary A of Mary Jan 17 1892.........................15:210
Kennedy Mary C of John and Mary Feb 8 1893...................15:159
Kennedy Mary E of Patrick and Catherine July 11 1891.........15:51
Kennedy Matilda of Samuel and Mary E Aug 9 1892..............15:112
Kennedy Matthew M of Patrick H and Margaret A June 11 1892...15:95
Kennedy Michael J of Patrick and Hanora Oct 28 1896...........16:236
Kennedy Nora E of Patrick J and Hanora Feb 12 1892...........15:72
Kennedy Robert A J of Robert A J and Margaret E July 19 1892..15:122
Kennedy Rose A of Joseph and Catherine Feb 8 1893............15:162
Kennedy Samuel J of Samuel and Mary E Sept 11 1894...........16:63
Kennedy Thomas of Thomas and Catherine E Aug 6 1891...........15:60
Kennedy Timothy P of Patrick and Bridget Dec 15 1900... 17: 111
Kennedy William of Thomas and Catherine E Dec 12 1894... 16: 86
Kennedy William H of Samuel and Mary E Sept 1 1890... 17: 78
Kennedy William J of Joseph and Clara Oct 28 1895... 16: 140
Kennedy —— s of Joseph and Catherine Oct 29 1891... 15: 62
Kennedy —— d of Margaret June 29 1895... 16: 105
Kennedy —— d of Michael and Annie Jan 27 1893... 15: 141
Kennedy —— s of Patrick H and Margaret A Nov 7 1893... 15: 210
Kennedy —— (c) s of Perry and Minnie May 20 1898... 16: 468
Kennecy Edward J of James and Ellen Mar 12 1893... 15: 136
Kennecy James F of James F and Ellen A Feb 1 1895... 16: 91
Kennecy John D of Michael J and Mary Aug 19 1898... 16: 446
Kennecy John M of James F and Nellie A Oct 24 1896... 16: 225
Kennecy William H of James F and Nellie A Sept 13 1898... 16: 418
Kennecy Anna of Michael and Bridget Aug 19 1895... 16: 151
Kennecy Annie E of Patrick and Bridget Sept 20 1895... 16: 151
Kennecy Charles H of Charles F and Katie E Mar 13 1892... 15: 84
Kennecy Daniel of Patrick and Mary Jan 7 1900... 17: 2
Kennecy Edith E of Willard E and Lillian E Jan 14 1896... 16: 213
Kennecy Edmund F of Patrick J and Annie T July 28 1893... 15: 206
Kennecy Edna C of Frank and Mary V Nov 23 1895... 16: 153
Kennecy Elizabeth of Michael and Bridget Jan 16 1893... 15: 147
Kennecy Elizabeth of Patrick and Mary July 26 1898... 16: 415
Kennecy Elizabeth A of William F and Elizabeth M A Feb 6

1891... 15: 1
Kennecy Ethel I of James E and Clara Sept 16 1898... 16: 442
Kennecy Francis of Patrick and Maria May 20 1896... 16: 198
Kennecy Francis of Patrick and Mary Feb 8 1896... 16: 214
Kennecy Francis J of Patrick H and Mary L Sept 21 1897... 16: 322
Kennecy Frank L of Frank and Mary V Feb 3 1894... 16: 18
Kennecy George McE of Charles D and Marietta Sept 19 1895... 16: 178
Kennecy Gordon B of Charles D and Marietta Feb 12 1899... 16: 490
Kennecy Grace of Patrick J and Annie T Dec 20 1894... 16: 86
Kennecy James P of Patrick and Mary Mar 13 1894... 16: 11
Kennecy John P of Michael and Bridget Feb 10 1892... 15: 78
Kennecy John P of Patrick and Bridget Nov 13 1899... 16: 548
Kennecy Joseph of John A and Catherine T Mar 22 1895... 16: 127
Kennecy Josephine of Michael and Bridget Jan 15 1899... 16: 436
Kennecy Lena of Patrick J and Annie T Nov 3 1891... 15: 62
Kennecy Lillian B of Willard E and Lillian E Oct 28 1897... 16: 316
Kennecy Lizzie of Michael and Bridget July 16 1893... 15: 185
Kennecy Lizzie E of Patrick and Mary May 22 1898... 16: 410
Kennecy Loretta of Patrick and Maria Mar 17 1895... 16: 108
Kennecy Louisa of Patrick J and Annie T Jan 9 1898... 16: 404
Kennecy Mabel A of Patrick and Mary Aug 5 1893... 15: 206
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>Marian E of Wentworth B and Mary</td>
<td>Feb 22 1898</td>
<td>389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>Martin J of Patrick H and Mary</td>
<td>June 9 1900</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>Mary of John A and Catharine T</td>
<td>Aug 26 1900</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>Mary C of John A and Ann</td>
<td>May 18 1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>Mary E of Michael J and Mary</td>
<td>A June 9 1894</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>Mary G of Patrick and Mary</td>
<td>Dec 27 1899</td>
<td>569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>Simon of Simon and Mary T</td>
<td>Nov 24 1896</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>Thomas F of Patrick and Mary</td>
<td>L July 16 1892</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>Wentworth B of Wentworth B and Mary</td>
<td>Mar 28 1896</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>William C of Charles D and Marietta M</td>
<td>June 21 1894</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>William H of James E and Clara</td>
<td>Oct 29 1891</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>William W of William F and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Sept 22 1897</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>— d of John and Annie</td>
<td>Aug 12 1898</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>— s of John and Annie</td>
<td>May 6 1893</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>— s of John and Annie</td>
<td>Mar 3 1894</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>— d of John and Bridget</td>
<td>July 1 1892</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>— s of John A and Annie</td>
<td>June 30 1897</td>
<td>366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>— d of Patrick and Bridget</td>
<td>May 3 1894</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>— d of Patrick and Mary</td>
<td>Aug 3 1899</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenney</td>
<td>— s of Thomas F and Elizabeth</td>
<td>I Feb 28 1899</td>
<td>594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennington</td>
<td>Alice of Edward and Mabel</td>
<td>Apr 19 1898</td>
<td>381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennington</td>
<td>Elizabeth of Edward and Mabel</td>
<td>Dec 28 1893</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenny James</td>
<td>of John A and Catherine</td>
<td>T Mar 22 1896</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenny</td>
<td>John C of Patrick and Mary</td>
<td>Dec 25 1895</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenny</td>
<td>Lewis of John and Catherine</td>
<td>Dec 10 1897</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenrick</td>
<td>Richard F of James and Ann</td>
<td>Aug 10 1894</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent</td>
<td>Dorothy of Walter G and H</td>
<td>Florence Nov 27 1900</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent</td>
<td>Elizabeth S of Warren D and Hannah</td>
<td>J Oct 2 1896</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent</td>
<td>Hannah H of Warren D and Hannah</td>
<td>J July 26 1894</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent</td>
<td>Harry O of John H and Etta F</td>
<td>July 16 1898</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent</td>
<td>Lydia E of Nelson J and Mabel</td>
<td>Apr 7 1895</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent</td>
<td>Samuel S of Charles F and Elizabeth</td>
<td>M Aug 19 1897</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenyon</td>
<td>Andrew of Ella Feb</td>
<td>10 1899</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenyon</td>
<td>Charles E of Edward and Susan</td>
<td>Sept 20 1896</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenyon</td>
<td>Clarence W of Willis A and Leah M</td>
<td>July 29 1897</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenyon</td>
<td>Cora E of Charles E and Emma F</td>
<td>Jan 18 1895</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenyon</td>
<td>Doris R of Charles E and Emma</td>
<td>Apr 30 1899</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenyon</td>
<td>Earl A of Clarence E and Hattie B</td>
<td>Sept 13 1893</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenyon</td>
<td>Frederick W of Frederick W and Helen W</td>
<td>Dec 7 1892</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenyon</td>
<td>George W of George W B and Sarah E</td>
<td>Oct 3 1894</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenyon</td>
<td>Harry of Edward and Mary</td>
<td>May 23 1892</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenyon</td>
<td>Melinda J (c) of Melinda T</td>
<td>June 15 1899</td>
<td>493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenyon</td>
<td>Thomas H of Edward and Susan</td>
<td>Apr 13 1898</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenyon</td>
<td>Wallace D of Walter S and Jessie L</td>
<td>Dec 1 1892</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Kenyon — s of Clarence E and Hattie B Dec 3 1899. 16:243
Kenyon — d of Edith Jan 29 1898. 16:467
Kenyon — d of Edward and Mary Jan 4 1899. 16:484
Keogh Norah C of Timothy and Jennie Nov 25 1898. 16:432
Keough Eva E of James J and Ellen Oct 19 1895. 16:174
Keough Grace of James J and Margaret Mar 2 1899. 17:187
Keough John F of James J and Ellen Nov 4 1897. 16:358
Keough Margaret A of James J and Ellen July 23 1892. 15:95
Keough Mary A of James J and Ellen Dec 8 1893. 15:178
Keough Mary E of John C and Hannah Aug 8 1897. 16:317
Keough Grace of James J and Margaret Mar 2 1899. 17:187
Keough John F of James J and Ellen Nov 4 1897. 16:358
Keough Margaret A of James J and Ellen July 23 1892. 15:95
Keough Mary A of James J and Ellen Dec 8 1893. 15:178
Keough Mary E of John C and Hannah Aug 8 1897. 16:317
Kerfoot Doris of John E and Annie E July 31 1899. 16:562
Kern Augustus F of Augustus and Susan J Nov 18 1897. 16:328
Kern Eugenie M of Augustus M and Susan J Dec 25 1893. 15:183
Kern Helen L of Augustus and Susan J Feb 15 1896. 16:185
Kern Hilda E of Jacob and Julia Mar 2 1892. 15:86
Kern Joseph of Augustus M and Susan J Oct 17 1894. 15:4
Kern Julia of Michael and Julia July 1 1898. 16:425
Kern Margaret E of Ferdinand M and Barbara M Sept 11 1894.
Kern Rosa of Augustus and Susan J Aug 17 1899. 16:53
Kern — s of Ferdinand M and Barbara M Nov 24 1897. 16:35
Kernan Herbert H of Frank and Emma June 8 1898. 16:396
Kerner Frederick of Albert C and Maria Oct 5 1900. 17:89
Kernick Olive E of Herman O and Agnes S Mar 23 1899. 16:498
Kernick — d of Herman and Agnes Aug 4 1900. 17:76
Kernohia David of Mary Dec 2 1892. 15:13
Kerns Mary of Thomas and21 Ann Oct 29 1890. 17:92
Kerr Ethel A of Joseph E and Annie L Aug 18 1897. 16:33
Kerr Howard W of Joseph E and Annie L Nov 30 1895. 16:174
Kerr Joseph H of Francis H and Catherine T July 26 1891. 15:37
Kerr Lauretta of Joseph E and Annie L July 27 1893. 15:20
Kerr Madeline G of David W and Mary A Sept 24 1898. 16:44
Kerr Ruth D of Joseph E and Annie L July 23 1891. 15:5
Kerr — d of Frank H and Catherine T Apr 7 1895. 16:12
Kerrigan James D of James J and Mary Dec 1 1896. 16:23
Kerrigan Mary J of James J and Mary Oct 15 1893. 15:17
Kershaw Ethel F F of James F and Eva Aug 5 1897. 16:32
Kershaw Sibley E of Thomas J R and Clara N Aug 15 1897. 16:33
Kershaw Violet E of James F and Eva P Mar 4 1895. 16:10
Kershaw William II of William and Jane A June 6 1899. 16:48
Kershaw — s of Thomas R and Clara May 25 1895. 16:11
Kerwick James J of James J and Ann Nov 30 1892. 15:13
Kerwick John F of James J and Ann Nov 30 1892. 15:13
Kerwin Charles E of John T and Eliza July 10 1896. 16:26
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Kerwin Elizabeth A of John T and Elizabeth L June 9 1893. 15: 166
Kerwin Ellen of John and Ellen June 29 1891. 15: 30
Kerwin Ernest W of William J and Annie A Nov 16 1897. 16: 358
Kerwin Eva of John T and Elizabeth Dec 22 1898. 16: 462
Kerwin Gladys M of William and Annie A Sept 25 1900. 17: 86
Kerwin Harold of William and Annie Sept 3 1896. 16: 263
Kerwin John E of John and Lizzie Jan 30 1895. 16: 125
Kerwin Julia A of John and Ellen Oct 22 1893. 15: 209
Kerwin Mary A of John and Ellen Apr 28 1891. 15: 23
Kerwin Thomas of Thomas and Mary J July 26 1892. 15: 126
Kerwin William J of William J and Annie A May 30 1895. 16: 130
Kerwin —— s of Edward and Elizabeth Oct 28 1900. 17: 96
Kerwin —— s of Thomas and Mary Dec 3 1895. 16: 175
Kesler Jennie of Samuel and Mary Apr 5 1893. 15: 139
Kessler Joseph A of Hyman and Gussie Jan 14 1900. 17: 4
Kessler Marion D of Bernard M and Eva Aug 29 1900. 17: 77
Kessler Mary E of Louis and Rosa Jan 10 1897. 16: 273
Kettell Flora B of Seneca and Flora B Feb 29 1895. 16: 117
Kettell Lottie B of Seneca and Flora B Apr 26 1897. 16: 303
Kettell —— s of Seneca and Flora B Mar 26 1896. 16: 206
Kettleyt Charles L of Charles L and Jessie Nov 4 1895. 16: 156
Kettleyt Edward R of Charles L and Jessie Nov 16 1899. 16: 553
Kettleyt James L of Charles L and Jessie June 2 1897. 16: 315
Kettleyt —— d of George II and Anna L May 4 1891. 15: 118
Kettner Grace G of Henry M and Mary May 17 1900. 17: 40
Kettner Henry M of Henry M and Mary Feb 6 1893. 15: 158
Kettner Irene of Henry M and Mary F July 10 1891. 15: 56
Kevill Thomas B of Thomas and Mary Apr 17 1894. 16: 40
Keville Frederick of Thomas and Mary E Dec 14 1895. 16: 176
Keville Mary V of Thomas and Mary Aug 23 1897. 16: 354
Kevurkian George of Michael and Annie Nov 17 1897. 16: 329
Keyes James A of Thomas F and Margaret E May 20 1891. 15: 3
Keyes Jesse L of Wallace L and Lillian G Dec 10 1891. 16: 49
Keyes Margaret I of Thomas and Margaret Nov 23 1892. 15: 101
Keyes Thomas F of Thomas F and Margaret Aug 18 1894. 16: 46
Khachadoorian Khachadoor of Boghos and Varter May 13

1899 ........................................ 16: 505
Kibberich Rebecca of Louis and Pauline Aug 2 1893. 15: 177
Kickum Charles J of Thomas C and Ida A Jan 7 1895. 16: 116
Kickum Ida M of Thomas and Ida Nov 28 1895. 16: 164
Kickum Nellie I of Thomas C and Ida Feb 1 1900. 17: 9
Kickum Thomas E of Thomas C and Ida Jan 23 1898. 16: 396
Kiely —— s of Patrick and Fannie July 22 1898. 16: 437
Kielyt Catherine E of Patrick and Catherine June 1 1894. 16: 35
Kiely Joseph M of Patrick and Bridget Nov 23 1900. 17: 104
Kiely Thomas F of Patrick and Bridget Feb 8 1891 ........... 16: 21
Kiene Mary of Josephine Feb 23 1893 ....................... 16: 107
Kieran Annie of James and Mary Jan 14 1897 ............... 16: 300
Kieran ___ s of James and Mary Mar 6 1893 ............. 15: 159
Kieran ___ d of James and Mary Mar 2 1894 ............. 16: 33
Kieran Agnes of John T and Elizabeth Aug 14 1898 .... 16: 421
Kieran Bernard F of Martin and Sarah A June 12 1900 ... 17: 47
Kieran Bryan of Frank E and Rose E Apr 1 1892 .......... 15: 69
Kieran Catherine of Cornelius and Catherine Nov 8 1893 ... 15: 187
Kieran Charles of Charles and Sarah Oct 29 1893 ....... 16: 140
Kieran Eileen of Charles C and Sarah Apr 21 1891 ....... 16: 6
Kieran Henry of Frank and Rose E Apr 7 1891 ............ 15: 5
Kieran James of John J and Mary A Mar 7 1891 ........... 15: 2
Kieran James F of James and Jane June 28 1892 .......... 15: 91
Kieran James J of Francis E and Rose E July 5 1896 ...... 16: 231
Kieran James P of Martin and Sarah A Mar 7 1899 ...... 16: 485
Kieran John E of Martin and Sarah A July 5 1895 ...... 16: 131
Kieran John J of Patrick J and Mary C May 16 1900 .... 17: 58
Kieran Joseph of Frank and Rosella Mar 5 1900 ......... 17: 19
Kieran Leonard of Frank and Rose July 30 1897 .......... 16: 325
Kieran Leonard of John and Mary A Jan 24 1891 ....... 15: 19
Kieran Madeline B of Charles C and Sarah A 1 Nov 30 1892 15: 105
Kieran Margaret of Thomas T and Mary Jan 4 1891 ..... 15: 6
Kieran Martha of Charles and Sarah May 19 1897 ...... 16: 278
Kieran Martin L of Martin and Sarah A May 21 1897 .... 16: 287
Kieran Mary E of Frank and Jennie Oct 28 1899 ....... 16: 566
Kieran Mary L of Frank and Rosanna E May 30 1893 .... 15: 140
Kieran Sarah of Peter and Mary J Aug 8 1892 ......... 15: 127
Kieran Thomas of Cornelius and Catherine Feb 19 1892 . 15: 78
Kieran Thomas of Frank and Rosella July 5 1895 ....... 16: 141
Kieran Thomas H of Thomas V and Mary E Aug 10 1899 . 16: 546
Kieran William of Frank and Rose Feb 20 1899 ....... 16: 479
Kieran ___ d of John and Mary A Nov 7 1892 .......... 15: 121
Kieran ___ s of Martin and Sarah May 18 1894 .......... 16: 3
Kieran ___ s of Patrick and Mary May 19 1900 .......... 17: 123
Kieran ___ d of Thomas and Eliza Nov 11 1896 ........ 16: 239
Kihlstrom Harold R of Axel P and Ada C Nov 20 1898 ... 16: 443
Kilcline Ambrose of Frank E and Rebecca A July 28 1899 16: 579
Kilcline John F of Frank E and Rebecca A Mar 29 1898 ... 16: 407
Kilcline Mary of John F and Margaret J May 20 1898 . 16: 410
Kileup Ernest J of Lewis and Hettie Jan 27 1891 ....... 15: 17
Kileup Herbert E of Louis and Hattie J Dec 10 1893 .... 15: 192
Kileup Lester J of Lewis M and Hettie Dec 4 1897 ... 16: 339
Kilday Lillian of John J and Delia J June 8 1893 ....... 15: 138
Kilday Thomas J of John and Delia Jan 7 1899 ....... 16: 472
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Kilday — s of Charles A and Margaret Apr 27 1896. . . . 16: 197
Kildea Cora L of James F and Mary A Oct 12 1894. . . . 16: 84
Kildea Emma C of James F and Mary A Nov 17 1892. . . . 15: 129
Kildea Margaret I of James F and Mary A Nov 11 1898. . . 16: 454
Kildine — s of John F and Margaret J June 29 1900. . . . 17: 51
Kilduff Annie I of Patrick and Julia S June 28 1895. . . . 16: 131
Kilduff Edward V of Edward and Bridget Nov 12 1894. . . . 16: 85
Kilduff Elizabeth of Edward and Bridget June 10 1892. . . . 15: 95
Kilduff James L of John J and Ellen J Mar 20 1899. . . . 16: 509
Kilduff Joseph L of Thomas and Mary A May 21 1891. . . . 15: 29
Kilduff Margaret A of Edward and Bridget Jan 3 1891. . . . 15: 25
Kilduff Margaret T of Thomas A and Mary A Aug 20 1900. . 17: 74
Kilduff Mary A of Edward and Bridget Mar 4 1897. . . . 16: 307
Kilduff Mary E of Thomas A and Mary A July 22 1896. . . . 16: 261
Kilduff Olive of Patrick and Julia A Sept 20 1897. . . . 16: 356
Kilduff Regina of James and Delia Sept 10 1896. . . . 16: 270
Kilduff Thomas F of John J and Nellie Oct 30 1891. . . . 15: 62
Kilduff Viola F of Edward and Bridget Sept 12 1900. . . . 17: 82
Kilduff William F of Thomas A and Mary A June 8 1893. . . 15: 166
Kilduff — s of Edward and Bridget June 4 1898. . . . 16: 410
Kile Truman E of Bertin E and Eunice A Apr 19 1898. . . . 16: 108
Kiley Edward R of Thomas J and Mary E Apr 19 1894. . . . 16: 27
Kiley Grace K of Dennis A and Mary Dec 27 1900. . . . 17: 115
Kiley Martin J of Martin and Anastasia Aug 31 1894. . . . 16: 61
Kiley Stella M of Thomas J and Mary E July 25 1893. . . . 15: 51
Kiley William H of Thomas J and Mary E Apr 26 1895. . . . 16: 115
Kilkore Verda E of Clifton F and Nina M Sept 30 1900. . . 17: 87
Kilkenny Edward J of Peter A and Katie July 31 1893. . . . 15: 189
Kilkenny Joseph of Peter A and Catherine Jan 1 1896. . . . 16: 198
Kilkenny Katie of Peter C and Catherine Jan 15 1897. . . . 16: 290
Kilkenny Thomas of Thomas F and Annie G May 29 1894. . . 16: 24
Kilkenny Alice J of Peter and Catherine Aug 25 1894. . . . 16: 31
Kilkenny Edward J of Peter E and Catherine July 31 1894. . 16: 65
Kilkenny Ella of Peter W and Margaret Sept 12 1895. . . . 16: 144
Kilkenny James J of Peter and Catherine Dec 30 1895. . . . 16: 138
Kilkenny Joseph of Thomas and Annie Apr 22 1892. . . . 15: 82
Kilkenny Joseph A of Patrick and Ellen May 12 1892. . . . 15: 79
Kilkenny Mary of Thomas and Annie Nov 24 1896. . . . 16: 247
Killay Francis of Thomas and Catharine Feb 1 1900. . . . 17: 9
Killday John of Thomas J and Delia J Feb 5 1891. . . . 15: 1
Killeen Harriet E of Patrick and Delia Feb 26 1900. . . . 17: 16
Killeen Thomas P of Patrick J and Delia J June 3 1896. . . 16: 212
Killgren Mabel A of Oscar and Annie M May 20 1891. . . . 15: 11
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Killian William H of Thomas H and Sarah Jan 14 1896. . . . . 16:213
Killine Helen of John and Mary Sept 21 1891. . . . . 15:54
Killine Mary E of Thomas and Mary A Sept 6 1895. . . . . 16:155
Killine Mary J of James T and Mary A Sept 26 1899. . . . . 16:547
Killine Thomas F of Thomas W and Mary E June 5 1893. . . . . 15:152
Killion Catherine of Peter and Bridget Aug 23 1894. . . . . 16:55
Killion James H of Peter and Bridget H Aug 28 1897. . . . . 16:326
Killion John J of Peter and Bridget Sept 2 1895. . . . . 16:144
Killion Margaret T of James H and Mary L Apr 30 1892. . . . . 15:94
Killion Peter F of Peter J and Bridget H Nov 18 1899. . . . . 16:539
Killion William of John and Catherine A May 25 1894. . . . . 16:41
Killion —— s of Edward and Annie May 6 1898. . . . . 16:468
Killoran Joseph P of Joseph P and Catherine Jan 30 1897. . . . . 16:288
Killoran Mary W of Joseph P and Catherine July 23 1899. . . . . 16:545
Killoran —— s of Joseph and Kate July 3 1895. . . . . 16:154
Kilmartin Abby C of David and Mary Dec 21 1898. . . . . 16:131
Kilmartin John of David and Mary July 26 1895. . . . . 16:142
Kilmartin Mary E of David and Mary May 13 1893. . . . . 15:144
Kilmartin Robert of William and Margaret T Jan 16 1891. . . . . 15:12
Kilmartin —— d of David and Mary July 23 1900. . . . . 17:119
Kilner Annie H of George T and Annie M Jan 11 1894. . . . . 16:21
Kilner Oliver H of George T and Annie M Feb 14 1892. . . . . 15:81
Kilroe Edmund of John and Mary May 13 1896. . . . . 16:218
Kilroe Edward A of Patrick J and Mary Nov 16 1898. . . . . 16:461
Kilroe Ellen T of Patrick J and Mary Aug 5 1896. . . . . 16:262
Kilroe Francis P of Patrick J and Mary A Jan 18 1895. . . . . 16:125
Kilroe John J of John and Mary M Jan 12 1893. . . . . 15:161
Kilroe Mary A of John and Mary M Oct 30 1891. . . . . 15:62
Kilroe Vincent of Patrick and Annie Sept 6 1897. . . . . 16:355
Kilroe —— d of John and Mary Sept 4 1898. . . . . 16:469
Kilroy Annie of John and Mary Aug 23 1894. . . . . 16:82
Kilroy John J of John and Margaret J June 26 1898. . . . . 16:383
Kilstrom —— d of Annie Mar 3 1891. . . . . 15:10
Kilty Fanny of Patrick and Fanny Apr 30 1893. . . . . 15:163
Kimball Arthur of Hiram and Rose Apr 7 1893. . . . . 15:168
Kimball Edith M of James E and Minnie B Aug 29 1899. . . . . 16:546
Kimball Elizabeth of Elmer and Edith M Apr 6 1894. . . . . 16:43
Kimball Ernest L of Edgar B and Ada July 31 1892. . . . . 15:122
Kimball Harold G of James E and Minnie B May 14 1891. . . . . 15:13
Kimball Lucie H of Harry W and Emma L Oct 12 1896. . . . . 16:246
Kimball Olive G of Frank L and Florence Aug 15 1895. . . . . 16:178
Kimball —— d of Annie Oct 21 1893. . . . . 15:183
Kimball —— d of Ella Oct 6 1900. . . . . 17:120
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Kimbark Charlotte F of Charles V and Charlotte F Nov 18 1896 ........................................ 16: 247
Kimbark Everett E of Charles V and Charlotte F June 13 1894 .................................................. 16: 24
Kimmel Albert of William A and Catherine May 10 1891 ......................................................... 15: 9
Kimmel Delilah of Albert and Catherine Sept 4 1898 ................................................................. 16: 427
Kimmel George H of Albert C and Catherine July 29 1896 ......................................................... 16: 232
Kimmel William of William and Kate Dec 12 1892 ........................................................................... 15: 109
Kimmel Ruth of William A and Kate Feb 17 1895 ............................................................................ 16: 99
Kimmel Marian R of David E and Rose E May 19 1891 ............................................................... 15: 21
Kinder —— s of William and Rose June 23 1897 ............................................................................. 16: 366
Kinerney Lizzie of Thomas Nov 1896 ............................................................................................... 15: 32
King Agnes of Bartley E and Winifred Oct 21 1896 .............................................................. 16: 243
King Agnes B of James and Bridget Oct 5 1892 ............................................................................... 15: 128
King Alice of Joseph and Josephine Nov 6 1899 .......................................................................... 15: 59
King Annie I of John Jr and Hannah Feb 14 1896 ......................................................................... 16: 214
King Augusta of Thomas and Margaret Aug 1 1893 .................................................................. 15: 206
King Bertha of Walter and Fannie Mar 13 1895 ......................................................................... 16: 92
King Bertha of William and Fannie Apr 1895 ............................................................................ 16: 131
King Byron R of Walter A and Agnes C Nov 12 1897 .............................................................. 16: 339
King Catherine C of Agnes Dec 24 1891 ....................................................................................... 16: 43
King Charles G of Charles G and Elsie T Mar 22 1895 .............................................................. 16: 96
King Charles L of George and Annie M June 15 1893 .............................................................. 15: 145
King Chester I of Francis A and Catherine T Dec 18 1898 ...................................................... 16: 424
King David J of Mahel M Apr 30 1900 ......................................................................................... 17: 35
King Edith L of Fred L and Amy W May 11 1891 .................................................................... 15: 13
King Elizabeth of Thomas and Margaret Oct 22 1891 ............................................................ 15: 62
King Elizabeth A of Walter A and Agnes C July 6 1894 ............................................................ 16: 65
King Esther of Patrick and Bridget May 15 1893 ...................................................................... 15: 165
King Francis R of Frank A and Catherine T Oct 15 1896 .......................................................... 16: 239
King Fred T of Fred S and Amey W Nov 17 1896 ....................................................................... 16: 243
King Freda M of Frank and Kate Jan 13 1895 ............................................................................. 16: 95
King Gertrude of Michael and Margaret Apr 4 1895 ............................................................... 16: 128
King Gertrude E of Henry and Mary J Mar 3 1892 ................................................................. 15: 73
King Gilbert J of Frank and Catherine T Mar 23 1892 ............................................................. 15: 73
King Henry of Henry and Mary Apr 18 1895 ............................................................................. 16: 101
King Horace R of Herman and Edith Mar 4 1897 ..................................................................... 16: 298
King Ida of Fred A and Delia Aug 13 1900 .................................................................................... 17: 72
King Inez M of Hobert J and Lilla B Nov 12 1896 ..................................................................... 16: 270
King Isabella M of John and Hannah Oct 16 1900 ................................................................. 17: 92
King James E of Bartley and Winifred Nov 29 1900 ................................................................. 17: 106
King James E of James and Bridget July 31 1897 ...................................................................... 16: 354
King John of William and Annie Feb 29 1892 ............................................................................ 15: 92
King John F of James and Bridget July 12 1894 ......................................................................... 16: 80
King John II of Thomas and Elizabeth Dec 9 1891 ............................................................... 15: 35
From 1891 to 1900 Inclusive.

King Joseph of Joseph and Katie A June 18 1893 ................. 15:138
King Joseph E of Daniel and Firmin Feb 4 1891 ................. 15:19
King Joseph H of Bartholomew and Winifred June 11
  1898 .................................................................. 16:388 and 434
King Joseph P of James and Bridget Mar 20 1899 ................. 16:599
King Minnie of Joe and Philomena Feb 26 1900 ................. 17:16
King Margaret of Bartley and Winifred Nov 20 1899 .............. 16:64
King Margaret of John R and Elizabeth June 19 1893 ............. 15:168
King Maria of Manuel and Maria Jan 1 1891 ...................... 15:1
King Marion of William J and Ellen May 25 1899 ................. 16:174
King Mary of Joseph A and Catherine C Mar 20 1899 ............. 16:498
King May E of Peter and Ellen Sept 10 1900 ...................... 17:81
King Michael of Michael and Margaret Apr 20 1892 ............... 15:92
King Olive M of Lyman W and Marion I Nov 12 1898 ............. 16:143
King Raymond of George and Annie M July 8 1897 ................. 16:324
King Richard N of Walter A and Agnes C May 8 1896 ............. 16:201
King Stella of Frederick L and Amev W July 7 1893 .............. 15:185
King Theresa of Patrick and Bridget Feb 14 1899 ................. 16:516
King Thomas D of Frank and Catherine T Sept 27 1893 ............ 15:179
King Vivian W of S Roscoe and Mary X July 1 1895 .......... 16:164
King William of Joseph A and Kate C Sept 21 1894 ............. 16:72
King William A of Alfred and Lizzie Feb 9 1900 ................. 17:11
King William G of Albert and Ella Aug 10 1900 ................. 17:117
King William J of John and Hannah Feb 3 1899 ................. 15:508
King —— s of John and Aulenda July 13 1900 ........................ 17:119
Kinghorn Elizabeth of James A and Adelaide June 29 1898 .... 16:377
Kinghorn Frances of James A and Adelaide E Oct 28 1900 ...... 17:96
Kingley Edmund J of David B and Ellen L June 8 1899 ......... 16:483
Kingley John B of John E and Elizabeth G Aug 21 1893 ....... 15:177
Kingley Leo of John C and Elizabeth June 1 1896 ............... 16:192
Kingley Leonard of David and Nellie Oct 28 1896 ............... 16:236
Kingley Madeline of John C and Elizabeth June 1 1896 .......... 16:192
Kingley Mary E of John C and Elizabeth May 24 1893 ........... 16:102
Kingley Robert of David B and Ellen L Oct 26 1900 ............. 17:96
Kingley Thomas of David and Ellen Mar 16 1894 ............... 16:11
Kingley —— d of David B and Ellen L Mar 22 1892 .............. 15:73
Kingley —— s of David B and Ellen Nov 19 1897 .............. 16:367
Kingly David of David and Nellie June 17 1895 ................. 16:103
Kingsbury Alice G May 13 1895 .................................. 16:131
Kingsbury Harold A of Franklin B and Carrie F May 5 1899 .... 16:495
Kingsbury Helen W of Francis M and Cora F Aug 7 1892 ....... 15:117
Kingsbury Margaret W of Francis M and Cora F Apr 13 1897 .... 16:292
Kingsford Ethel A of Arthur A and Carrie A May 1 1891 ....... 15:20
Kingsley Mary M of William and Annie Jan 12 1893 ............ 15:141
Kingsley Paul J of Nathan G and Elizabeth Apr 21 1895... 16: 96
Kingsley Ralph B of Herbert B and Esther June 6 1895... 16: 113
Kingston Harold of William N and Minnie E Mar 7 1897... 16: 298
Kingston Mabel L of Charles and Mabel Sept 4 1900... 17: 79
Kingston —— d of Charles and Mabel Mar 21 1899... 16: 594
Kinnard Ellen of James and Ellen A Dec 22 1891... 15: 65
Kinnard James of James and Ellen A Oct 1 1895... 16: 145
Kinnealey Mary F of Michael J and Mary A Mar 12 1892... 15: 92
Kinney Isabel G of David E and Rose E Aug 25 1895... 16: 159
Kinney May of Edward and Martha May 23 1891... 15: 21
Kinselas Charles E of Charles E and Mary J Feb 1 1900... 17: 9
Kinsell —— s of John S and Anna K Mar 30 1893... 15: 154
Kinsley Catherine of William and Annie June 17 1891... 15: 10
Kinsley James of Annie Aug 23 1893... 15: 178
Kinsley —— d of William and Jane July 21 1897... 16: 321
Kirby Alice P of William E and Alice Jan 14 1894... 16: 25
Kirby Catherine L of Henry F and Mary May 9 1899... 16: 474
Kirby Edward J of Michael J and Mary A July 24 1900... 17: 66
Kirby Harry F of Harry F and Martha E Apr 18 1897... 16: 293
Kirby Henry J of Henry F and Mary A Aug 31 1896... 16: 225
Kirby Howard T of Edmund H and Anna F Mar 15 1897... 16: 302
Kirby John B of William E and Alice A July 29 1899... 16: 562
Kirby Mary I of Henry F and Mary A Mar 11 1898... 16: 372
Kirby Raymond of Harry F and Martha E Sept 3 1900... 17: 79
Kirby Robert B of James D and Anna Oct 6 1898... 16: 453
Kirby Walter J of William E and Alice A Aug 3 1895... 16: 158
Kirby —— d of John W and Rosanna Apr 27 1893... 15: 144
Kircher Howard A of Louis H and Annie W Oct 2 1891... 15: 54
Kircorian George of John and Sarah Aug 4 1900... 17: 69
Kircorien Marion of Casper and Margaret Aug 16 1900... 17: 73
Kirgian Arshag of Jacob and Zeza Dec 15 1900... 17: 111
Kirk Arthur of John and Eliza Aug 29 1895... 16: 172
Kirk Chester H of Samuel R and Bertha I Dec 13 1897... 16: 330
Kirk Hattie of William and Sarah J Jan 17 1891... 15: 6
Kirk John of John and Eliza Jan 1 1893... 15: 155
Kirk Lloyd H of Samuel B and Bertha I June 25 1891... 15: 21
Kirk Mary of George and Eliza A Jan 24 1892... 15: 72
Kirk Viola E of Edward and Mary E Jan 16 1895... 16: 117
Kirk —— d of Agnes Jan 18 1892... 15: 76
Kirkland Carrie of John and Ann M Aug 15 1894... 16: 55
Kirkorian Kirkor J of John and Soonie May 4 1900... 17: 36
Kirkovian Georgia of Tohnkir and S Mar 4 1900... 17: 19
Kirkpatrick Maggie of William J and Maggie July 29 1898... 16: 469
Kirkpatrick Sophia of William J and Margaret Dec 13 1895... 16: 153
Kirkurian Paul of Casper and Margaret Jan 26 1899... 16: 507
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Kirkwood Catherine E of James H and Delia J Aug 6 1895...16:134
Kirkwood Florence E of James H and Delia Mar 20 1899...16:473
Kirkwood George F of James and Nettie F Feb 16 1891...15: 7
Kirkwood James of James and Nettie Apr 24 1893...15:144
Kirkwood Margaret J of James H and Delia J Nov 27 1896...16:227
Kirkwood Mary E of James H and Delia J June 5 1894...16: 4
Kirst George of Richard and Hattie Nov 1 1891...15: 41
Kirwin Charles A of Joseph and Catherine May 24 1896...16:187
Kirwin Corinne E of Thomas H and Mary J Jan 3 1896...16:213
Kirwin George J of Thomas H and Mary J Dec 16 1899...16:587
Kirwin George W of Joseph and Catherine J Jan 12 1900...17: 4
Kirwin Gertrude of Thomas H and Mary J Feb 5 1894...16: 37
Kirwin Margaret T of Joseph and Catherine J Mar 25 1894...16: 16
Kirwin Sadie J of John A and Sadie J Nov 27 1900...17:105
Kirwin Walter of Thomas H and Mary J Feb 5 1898...16:406
Kitchen Harry H of William T and Ellen July 14 1895...16:158
Kitchen Lillie M of William T and Martha E Feb 15 1891...15:26
Kitson Henry E of Percy and Jemima H Jan 10 1893...15:161
Kitson Irene I of Percy and Jemima E June 16 1899...16:501
Kittel Joseph H of Charles H and Lizzie Oct 4 1899...16:565
Kittredge Dorothy W of Charles H and Elizabeth Sept 15
1895 ...16:166
Kivey Mary M of John and Joanna June 29 1896...16:187
Kivlin Charles R of James and Mary Aug 13 1897...16:362
Kjellman Uno E of Andrew and Wilhelmina Nov 7 1898...16:454
Klett William A of Albert and Christina Dec 10 1894...16: 49
Klett --- s of Albert and Christina Dec 6 1892...15:110
Klebart Ruth M of Oscar and Buelah Oct 23 1897...16:351
Klein Abram of Simon and Fannie July 3 1894...16: 53
Klein Annie of Morris and Pauline Sept 19 1897...16:342
Klein Annie H of Frank B and Hedwig June 21 1897...16:287
Klein Bluma of Simon and Fanny Feb 27 1898...16:379
Klein Caroline M of Frank and Hedwig Dec 16 1895...16:150
Klein Fannie of Simon and Fannie Aug 20 1899...16:534
Klein Franz of Franz R and Hedwig May 18 1899...16:488
Klein Lauretta M of Michael G and Mary R Jan 17 1896...16:205
Klein Minnie of Morris and Pauline Nov 12 1890...17:101
Klein Ruth of Lima June 29 1897...16:279
Klein Walter M of Michael G and Mary R Mar 17 1898...16:397
Klejewski Anton of John and Justina Sept 1896...16:271
Klejewski Antonina of John and Justina Feb 1 1898...16:378
Klemer Abraham of Adolph and Etta July 3 1898...16:421
Klemer Benjamin of Abraham and Jennie July 20 1900...17: 64
Klemer Marion of Isaac A and Jennie July 11 1897...16:329
Klemer Tillie of Adolf and Etta Mar 14 1897...16:277
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Klemmer Abram of Adolf and Etta June 19 1898..............16: 377
Kliemann Edward of Gustav O and Sabine June 29 1893........15: 166
Klindt Bror H of Oswald and Hannah Sept 3 1891...........15: 61
Kline Bernard of Morris and Pauline July 28 1891...........15: 51
Kline Edward of Morris and Pauline Apr 6 1893..............15: 154
Kline Etta E of Maurice and Pauline Feb 7 1895..............11: 14
Kline Emily of Henry and Elizabeth Aug 22 1893..............15: 186
Kline Oscar of Edward H and Elizabeth M Feb 13 1895........16: 107
Klitzer Lillian of Shalman and Mary Aug 4 1900..............17: 69
Klitzer Rosa of Shalman and Mary Aug 4 1900.................17: 69
Klitzer — d of Solomon and Rachel Mar 13 1897.............16: 364
Kloeck Catharine of John and Tekla Oct 24 1900.............17: 95
Kloffenstein Harvey W of William P and Annie E May 29 1899..........................................................16: 516
Knapp Theodore S of George H and Anna C Apr 3 1895........16: 121
Knazin Bessie of Adam and Ida May 24 1898..................16: 382
Knazin Charles of Adam and Fanny Sept 4 1896..............16: 234
Knebel Henry J of Thaddeus and Margaret Nov 14 1891.....15: 52
Knee Charles B of Charles H and Mary E Aug 9 1892.........15: 134
Knee Mary E of Charles H and Mary E Nov 12 1895...........16: 146
Kneeland Lois I of Cassius L and Florence L Oct 23 1900....17: 95
Kneiss Adam of Adam and Annie Sept 23 1900...............17: 85
Kneiss Annie of Adam and Annie Mar 23 1898................16: 407
Knepfel — d of Charles and Augusta Jan 5 1895.............16: 133
Knepfka Elizabeth E B of Gustav and Elizabeth Aug 21 1892.15: 132
Kneuper Charles of Charles T and Augusta W Oct 13 1892....15: 108
Knight Albert of Henry G and Mary July 31 1893.............15: 177
Knight Alfred S of George H and Catherine E Nov 20 1892..15: 119
Knight Beatrice V of Charles E and Ann E Sept 9 1897.....16: 340
Knight Charles H of Charles E and Annie E Nov 30 1899....16: 554
Knight Courthand W of William F and Carrie E Jan 24 1892..15: 83
Knight Earl R of Edwin R Jr and Anna C May 13 1894.......16: 27
Knight Edwin of John H and Louise M Aug 23 1898...........16: 146
Knight Elizabeth I of George H and Sarah I Sept 5 1896.....16: 245
Knight Eva M of Charles E and Annie E Feb 8 1894..........16: 21
Knight Florence M of George W and Grace M Sept 20 1892....15: 118
Knight Frederick E of Frederick E and Catherine A June 1 1895..................................................................16: 113
Knight Frederick T of Arthur E and Lillian May 2 1898.....16: 391
Knight George H of George H and Sarah I June 2 1900......17: 44
Knight George W of George W and Grace M May 29 1891.....15: 19
Knight Gladys of William A and Luella Nov 8 1895.........16: 163
Knight Grace E of John H and Louise M June 7 1897.........16: 299
Knight Harold F of Grace Dec 28 1900.......................17: 115
Knight Henry B of George B and Esther F Apr 24 1892....15: 89
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.  

511

Knight Hope G of Clarence and Hannah Nov 26 1894,.............16: 68
Knight Howard of Charles I and Celia A June 11 1893,........15: 155
Knight Howard P of Eugene F and Emma F Nov 30 1895,........16: 164
Knight Irving E of Frederick E and Catherine A Aug 31 1897,..16: 342
Knight John D of Frederick E and Catherine A Aug 8 1900,....17: 71
Knight Mabel of Nathaniel M and Elizabeth M Mar 19 1891,..15: 18
Knight Manny of Charles I and Celia A June 11 1893,..........15: 155
Knight Mary of Henry W and Mary Apr 16 1895,...............16: 101
Knight Mary I of Frederick E and Catherine A C Apr 25 1899,..16: 495
Knight Mildred L of George H and Sarah I Dec 27 1897,.....16: 340
Knight Mildred L of George W and Grace M Apr 20 1898,.....16: 394
Knight Ralph L of George W and Grace M May 9 1895,......16: 116
Knight Ralph R of George R and Esther F Nov 6 1894,......16: 67
Knight Ruth M of Charles H and Nellie Dec 25 1900,.........17: 114
Knight Vera E of Charles H and Nellie M Dec 24 1898,......16: 449
Knight William F of William F and Carrie A Apr 18 1897,..16: 296
Knight William H of John H and Louisa M Aug 16 1899,.....16: 557
Knight William S of Clarence T and Hannah C Mar 30 1891,..15: 15
Knight —— d of Arthur E and Lillian Nov 27 1891...........15: 50
Knight —— s of George H and Catherine E June 11 1895,....16: 116
Knise Grace A of John J and Elizabeth Aug 22 1894.........1: 31
Knopp Carl of Theodore W and Emma M Dec 15 1893,.........15: 211
Knott Earl J of George F and Mary J Aug 1 1898,.........16: 445
Knott Ethel E of Thomas and Elizabeth July 21 1900,.......17: 65
Knott Marion of Albert E and Sarah A July 3 1898,..........16: 444
Knott —— d of John A and Elizabeth June 9 1894,..........16: 17
Knowles Alice of Edgar T and Carrie A May 9 1895,.........16: 133
Knowles Annie I of William A and Annie S July 31 1900,..17: 68
Knowles Arrow V of Hubert and Florence Jan 20 1897,......16: 315
Knowles Augusta of Hubert and Florence July 6 1892,......15: 110
Knowles Ebert E of Hubert and Florence May 8 1894,......16: 20
Knowles Edward H of Edward H and Annie Nov 19 1895,.....16: 140
Knowles Ella M of William A and Annie S Dec 17 1892,....15: 105
Knowles Florence of Albert H and Georgina Dec 30 1891,..16: 86
Knowles George of George H and Elizabeth Oct 7 1900,.....17: 90
Knowles Gladys M of Hubert and Florence Jan 4 1898,......16: 386
Knowles Glenn B of James S and Caroline A Sept 5 1891,...15: 45
Knowles Henry of James H and Betsey Apr 20 1897,.........16: 314
Knowles Lillian of Richard R and Catherine A May 15 1892,..15: 94
Knowles Lottie of Albert H and Georgina July 29 1896,.....16: 262
Knowles Louise of Richard R and Catherine A Aug 20 1893,..15: 206
Knowles Madeline of Richard R and Catherine A Jan 31 1898,16: 406
Knowles Ralph S of James S and Annie C Oct 23 1892,......15: 116
BIRTHS

Knowles Walter E of Walter and Jennie Dec 27 1896          16: 252
Knowles William of William and Annie Sept 15 1895          16: 172
Knowles William E of William A and Annie Dec 21 1894      16:  59
Knowles —— d of William A and Annie S Oct 27 1893         15: 180
Knowlton Mabel L of G A and Belle Sept 7 1892             15: 118
Knowlton Mildred D of George D and Florence M May 13

1898

16: 376
Knox Alice H of George and Alice R Nov 15 1898.
Knox George A of George and Alice R Jan 17 1897.
Knox Helen L of John and Louise T July 13 1893.$
Knox Thomas C of George and Alice R Sept 22 1900          17:  85
Knox —— s of Ellen Sept 10 1891.
Kneepfer Jennie A of Charles and Augusta Feb 3 1895.
Kneepfer William of Charles T and Augusta W Sept 25 1891.15:  40
Kneepfer —— s of Charles and Augusta Feb 20 1899.
Knootel Agnes of Marcus and Annie C Mar 6 1892.
Knuscheke Hattie T of Ferdinand A and Mary J Nov 17 1891.
Kochan George W of Robert and Minnie Mar 3 1893.
Kochan Minnie of Robert and Minnie Jan 31 1895.
Kochinski Sigmund of John and Catherine Jan 14 1899.
Koeck Walter O of Oscar A and Bertha June 6 1900.
Koedam —— d of Harry and Emma F Apr 4 1900.
Koerner —— d of Carl T and Francesca Nov 12 1891.
Koffman Ida of Isaac and Jennie Jan 10 1894.
Kohl Andrew F of Christian and Eliza L Jan 8 1899.
Kohl Elsie L of Andrew and Bertha F Aug 9 1900.
Kohl Francis of Jacob and Bertha M Feb 18 1893.
Kohl Justin F of Christian and Eliza L Nov 12 1896.
Kohle —— s of Jacob and Bertha Oct 27 1895.
Kohler Mildred M of Frank and Bertha July 27 1899.
Kohler Richard E of Richard and Martha Aug 13 1900.
Kolb Wilhelmina L of Katrina Oct 20 1895.
Kollen Henry T of Theodore G and Alfilda V Mar 18 1899.
Kollett Dorothy of Augustus A and Sybilla M Nov 24 1899.
Kolminsky Edward M of Solomon and Hilda C Aug 13 1899.
Kolminsky Ethel of Barnet and Sarah June 26 1898.
Kolminsky Harris of Jacob and Elizabeth Mar 12 1892.
Kolminsky Lizzie of Gottlieb and Mathilde May 25 1897.
Kolminsky Louis of Jacob and Elizabeth Nov 14 1893.
Kolminsky Minna of Jacob and Lena Aug 10 1900.
Kolminsky Rebecca of Harris and Sarah Dec 15 1896.
Kolminsky Rose of Harris and Sarah July 13 1900.
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kominsky, Sarah</td>
<td>Nov 24</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>16:237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Komrover, Jennie</td>
<td>Aug 18</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>16:426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>König, Annie</td>
<td>Mar 17</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>16:151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kontowitz, Lubar</td>
<td>Apr 25</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>15:140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kour, Minnie</td>
<td>Oct 17</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>16:423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koplau, Sara</td>
<td>Oct 7</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>15:18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koplau, Esther</td>
<td>June 10</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>15:166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kopp, Louis M</td>
<td>Mar 3</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>15:69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kopp, Harold</td>
<td>Aug 23</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>16:334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kopp, Walter M</td>
<td>Apr 20</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>16:473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kopstäd, Arthur C</td>
<td>Oct 9</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>16:246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kordalawski, Raymond</td>
<td>July 15</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>16:561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kordalawski, Wenceslaus L.</td>
<td>Sept 25</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>15:61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kordaleski, Henry</td>
<td>Jan 6</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>15:124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koreb, Myrtle F.</td>
<td>Jan 30</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>16:396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koreb</td>
<td>July 4</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>16:137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korockian</td>
<td>Aug 25</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>16:572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kortie, Rebecca</td>
<td>Jun 21</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>16:382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kortwick, Jacob</td>
<td>Jul 2</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>17:59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korvalski, Anastasia</td>
<td>Apr 3</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>16:216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korvalski, Marie</td>
<td>Dec 29</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>15:212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koschung, Alfred</td>
<td>Oct 23</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>17:95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosinski, Staneztawa H</td>
<td>May 3</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>16:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosinski</td>
<td>Mar 17</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>15:162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosinski, Julia</td>
<td>Jul 31</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>16:262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koslow, William</td>
<td>May 30</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>16:322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koslow</td>
<td>Jan 23</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>17:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koslowsky, David</td>
<td>Jul 17</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>16:321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kossack, Gustave</td>
<td>Apr 21</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>15:168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kottler, Max</td>
<td>Aug 16</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>16:464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kottler, Mollie</td>
<td>Apr 19</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>17:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kovaleski, Edmond</td>
<td>Aug 2</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>17:69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kovaleski, Joseph</td>
<td>Mar 19</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>16:407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kovarisky, Stanislas</td>
<td>Apr 12</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>17:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krail, Frederick</td>
<td>Jun 13</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>16:297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kranz, Helen I</td>
<td>Feb 24</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>17:16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kratzsch</td>
<td>Mar 14</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>15:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kraus, Harry</td>
<td>Jul 23</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>16:464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krause, Francisca</td>
<td>Nov 19</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>17:103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krauss, Arthur S</td>
<td>Aug 12</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>16:54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriechbaum, Alice</td>
<td>Apr 23</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>16:183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krieger, Louisa</td>
<td>Oct 8</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>15:180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krietzner, Annie</td>
<td>May 10</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>15:74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kringle</td>
<td>Nov 23</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>15:43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kritcher Rebecca of Harry and Fanny Feb 10 1899............16:479
Kritchner Abraham of Solomon and Mary Aug 14 1895........16:178
Krofstofski Mary of Joseph and Celia Nov 21 1897..........16:658
Krohn Harold B of Frank and Anna L May 27 1900.........17:42
Krohn Selma B J of Henry and Bella M Nov 27 1892....15:105
Krohnson Charles of Louis and Mary Oct 21 1892........15:108
Krohnson Israel of Louis and Mary Apr 23 1895..........16:102
Kroll Sarah of John and Rosa Apr 25 1892...............15:70
Krueger Wilhelm of Richard and Rose Apr 16 1892........15:74
Krug Emil of Peter and Ida Mar 18 1896................16:197
Krug Frederick of Frederick and Minnie L D Sept 22 1894.16:63
Krug Louisa II of Frederic and Minnie Dec 11 1898......16:436
Krug Martha I of Peter and Ida A Mar 14 1897........16:288
Krug Walter W of Peter and Ida June 8 1900...............17:46
Krum Jennie E of Charles E and Catherine E June 16 1897.16:314
Krumweide Frederic W D of William R and Cora M Nov 12
1900 ......................................................17:101
Krone Annie E of John F and Elizabeth A Oct 3 1896......16:246
Kruszyna Stanislas of Antonio and Theodora Dec 3 1900...17:108
Krutzer —— s of Henry and Fanny July 11 1896..........16:231
Kruz Clara F of Peter and Ida July 26 1898..............16:434
Kuba Henry of Ferdinand and Ida Sept 28 1898.........16:428
Kube Freda of Ferdinand and Ida Sept 22 1896........16:234
Kube William of Ferdinand and Ida Feb 14 1893.........15:142
Kuhlisch Emma of Charles and Emma May 9 1897........16:283
Kuhlisch William of Charles and Emma May 9 1897.....16:283
Kukla Emily of Stephane and Mary Dec 26 1894........16:86
Kuklah John of Stephen and Mary Dec 25 1895........16:176
Kulb Mary J J of Gottlieb and Katharine Oct 5 1893...15:202
Kulisch Elizabeth of Carl and Emma Oct 20 1899........16:537
Kulisch Hattie B E of Charles and Emma Sept 9 1892...15:107
Kulisch William F of Charles and Emma Oct 15 1894.....16:57
Kullberg Oscar F of Oscar E and Hulda Aug 1 1900.....17:69
Kulman Hyman of Louis and Rosa Dec 18 1900........17:112
Kunsel Emil of John and Kate Mar 30 1893..............15:167
Kupfer Louise of Herman C and Lizzie B Jan 5 1903.....15:150
Kurian Samuel of Sarkis and Annie Apr 30 1898.........16:381
Kurze Inez P of Adolf G and Mary Mar 21 1899.........16:498
Kusterer Dorothy A of George J and Addie J Oct 1 1897.16:338
Kvaith Nathan of Jacob and Iata (Esther) Jan 16 1893..15:141
Kvent Benjamin of Jacob and Hattie Dec 2 1891.........15:42
Kwait David of Jacob and Etta Mar 7 1899..............16:480
Kwait Dora of Jacob and Yetta July 19 1900.............17:64
Kwait Louis of Jacob and Elizabeth Jan 7 1898.........16:374
Kwasha Leon of Barnet and Lena Nov 21 1897........16:329
Kweit Samuel of Jacob and Jetta May 28 1894..........16:13
Laaf Marie of Charles A and Elizabeth M Sept 12 1892... 15: 110
Labanca Alfredo of Giovanni and Angela Mar 23 1897... 16: 302
Labanca Elisa of Giovanni and Angela Feb 1 1899... 16: 502
La Banca Luigi of Giovanni and Angela Apr 22 1891... 15: 23
LaBanca Olimpia of Giovanni and Angela Oct 11 1892... 15: 124
Labanco Antonio of Giovanni and Angela Nov 25 1894... 16: 78
Labbe Mary of Joseph A and Mary A Sept 28 1894... 16: 72
Labbe Paul R of Joseph and Mary Nov 23 1895... 16: 163
Labbee Emilda A of Joseph A and Mary A Feb 3 1900... 17: 10
Labbee Joseph of Joseph and Mary Dec 31 1898... 16: 450
Labbee Joseph A of Joseph A and Mary A Jan 1 1899... 16: 496
Labertandie Marie L J of August G and Josephine Apr 21 1893... 15: 154
Labertandie Louis of August and Josephine Dec 12 1891... 15: 53
LaBlanche Frederick of John and Delia July 25 1896... 16: 232
Labolski Sarah of Moritz and Rachel Jan 11 1892... 15: 71
Lambute Emma J of Joseph and Emma Jan 16 1893... 15: 162
LaBonte Mabel of Joseph A and Emma Dec 21 1894... 16: 90
Labossiere Bertha M of Jean and Seraphine July 2 1897... 16: 340
LaBrec Laurence W of Frank R and Mary L Nov 7 1900... 17: 100
Labrique (Deziel) Joseph E G of Edmund and Julia May 14 1896... 16: 211
Labrique (Deziel) Simeon A of Edmund and Julia May 14 1896... 16: 211
LaBue Edith M of Frank R and Lorena M Jan 31 1893... 15: 153
Laccie — d of Vincenzo and Concetta Apr 24 1900... 17: 34
Lacerie Marie E of Leopold and Elizabeth June 24 1892... 15: 95
Lacerie Marie J P of Leopold and Elizabeth Apr 27 1894... 16: 40
Lacey Daniel J of Richard and Harriet L Sept 8 1892... 15: 103
Lacey Walter L of James M and Mary E Nov 4 1891... 15: 49
LaChance Adelard of Louis and Marie L June 25 1900... 17: 50
LaChance Albertine of Joseph and Clara Oct 18 1893... 16: 174
LaChance Marie R A of Louis and Marie L May 2 1898... 16: 409
LaChance Omere of Joseph and Clara May 6 1898... 16: 409
LaChapelle Helen of Joseph A and Jessie E Dec 16 1896... 16: 252
Lachapelle Joseph of Arthur and Lizzie May 10 1897... 16: 296
LaChapelle Mary of Joseph A and Jessie E May 9 1895... 16: 132
Lacobsky Bertha of Jacob and Becky June 1 1899... 16: 482
Lacomb Frank E of Eugene P and Adelheid Oct 10 1893... 15: 184
Laconis Hilda A of Carl and Matilda Aug 20 1898... 16: 457
Lacoste William A of Edmund and Hattie Aug 30 1892... 15: 133
Lacour Elizabeth S of Auguste and Hermine July 18 1898... 16: 417
Lacour — (c) s of August P M and Hermine Nov 9 1896... 16: 243
Lacoux — s of August and Minnie Oct 25 1895... 16: 152
Lacoq Beatrice D of Napoleon and Sarah Oct 1 1900... 17: 88
Lacroix Achille of Moise and Marie Apr 9 1894................. 16: 33
Lacroix Agnes E of George and Josephine Feb 14 1900........ 17: 13
Lacroix Alice of Alcedor and Louise Sept 22 1900............ 17: 85
Lacroix Eva M of Alfred and Exilima Jan 31 1898............. 16:393
LaCroix Exilima M C of Alfred and Exilima, Sept 17 1899. 16: 564
Lacroix Frederick of Alfred and Exilima Dec 16 1892...... 15: 122
Lacroix George A of George and Josephine Oct 25 1896...... 16: 265
LaCroix George W of Alfred L and Exilima Sept 6 1891.... 15: 54
Lacroix Joseph A of Moise and Marie Mar 17 1892............ 15: 89
Lacroix Joseph L of Arcis das and Louise July 5 1899..... 16: 591
Lacroix Joseph O of George and Josephine Sept 10 1898... 16: 158
Lacroix Marie Delphine of Moise and Marie Mar 2 1893.... 15: 163
Lacroix Marie Donalda of Moise and Marie Mar 2 1893.... 15: 163
Lacroix Marie J Mar 18 1895................................ 16:118
Lacroix Marie L of Alfred and Exilima Nov 15 1900.... 17: 102
Lacroix Ola A of Moise and Marie C Oct 15 1893......... 16: 167
LaCroix —— s of Frederick and Exilime Dec 29 1893... 15: 199
LaCrosse Joseph of Georgianna Jan 19 1900................. 17: 6
Lacy Louisa F of Richard and Harriet Sept 12 1894....... 16: 51
Lacy Samuel J of Richard and Harriet L Oct 1 1896....... 16: 229
Lacy —— d of Richard and Harriet L Dec 27 1898......... 16: 424
Ladd Clifford P of Frederick P and Adeline V Sept 28 1894.. 16: 88
Ladd Earl S of Arthur B and Maund L May 10 1894....... 16: 23
Ladd Ethel G of Frank F and Marion July 18 1893......... 16: 165
Ladd Helen E of George E and Annie M Dec 9 1900....... 17: 109
Ladd John L of J Gifford and Amey N Mar 20 1892........ 16: 178
Ladisensky David of Hyman and Tillie Dec 2 1897......... 16: 329
Ladosensky Elizabeth of Adolph and Annie H Aug 1 1891... 15: 35
Ladosensky Sarah of Adolph and Annie H Aug 1 1891..... 15: 35
Ladosinsky Dora of Adolph and Annie Jan 30 1894........ 16: 5
Ladosinsky Tany of Adolph and Armini Dec 31 1893.... 15: 176
Ladoucer Joseph I of Henri and Victoria Feb 4 1900.... 17: 10
Ladoucer Alde A of Henri and Victoria May 13 1894..... 16: 41
Ladoucer Floride of Henri and Victoria Jan 10 1896...... 16: 213
Ladoucer Joseph A E of Henri and Victoria Dec 12 1897... 16: 360
Ladoucer Marie L of Henri and Victoria May 29 1893.... 15: 165
Ladouczinsky Leah of Adolph and Annie June 13 1891..... 15: 6
Ladouczinsky Sarah of Adolph and Annie June 13 1891..... 15: 6
Laduke Harold C of Charles and Edith May 18 1896....... 16: 218
Laduke Harold E of Charles W and Edith M Jan 20 1894.... 16: 25
Lafaucci Francesca of Michele and Concetta May 23 1895... 16: 123
LaFaucci Caterina of Bernardo and Antonia Aug 9 1898.... 16: 151
LaFaucci Concetta of Bernardo and Antonia Aug 5 1894.... 16: 76
Lafaucci Francesca of Michele and Concetta May 23 1895... 15: 123
Lafaucci Michel of Bernardo and Antonia July 22 1896.... 16: 256
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Lafazia Giovanni of Bernardo and Antonia Mar 25 1900 ..... 17: 25
Lafazia Alfredo of Pasquale and Catarina July 4 1895 ..... 16: 165
Lafazia Angela of Pasquale and Catarina Dec 22 1892 ..... 15: 125
Lafazia Antonio of Domenico and Filomena Dec 20 1896 ..... 16: 238
Lafazia Antonio of Domenico and Maria June 13 1894 ..... 16: 35
Lafazia Antonio of Pasquale and Caterina Feb 26 1894 ..... 16: 33
Lafazia Carlo of Domenico and Filomena Nov 14 1897 ..... 16: 358
Lafazia Domenico of Antonio and Teresa July 2 1899 ..... 16: 560
Lafazia Filippo of Domenico and Maria June 13 1894 ..... 16: 35
Lafazia Giovanna of Domenico and Filomena May 11 1899 ..... 16: 511
Lafazia Rosa of Domenico and Maria Nov 24 1895 ..... 16: 168
Lafazia Rozia of Domenico and Maria Dec 25 1898 ..... 16: 455
Lafazia Teresa of Pasquale and Caterina Feb 16 1897 ..... 16: 301
Lafazia —— d of Domenico and Maria Oct 29 1897 ..... 16: 351
Lafazia —— s of Pasquale and Caterina July 1898 ..... 16: 451
Lafazio Maria G C V of Domenico and Filomena Oct 12 1900 ..... 17: 91
Lafera Elisabetta of Angelo and Restituta Mar 19 1897 ..... 16: 392
Lafera Giuseppe of Angelo and Restituta Jan 15 1899 ..... 16: 502
LaFerra Elisabetta of Giuseppe and Restituta Mar 19 1897 ..... 16: 392
Laferriere Leo A of Henri and Marie L Feb 21 1899 ..... 16: 508
Laferriere Lillian of Henri and Maria Apr 25 1900 ..... 17: 34
Lafertery Charles of Joseph and Mary Nov 15 1893 ..... 15: 198
Lafertery Francis of Martin T and Annie T Feb 9 1892 ..... 15: 83
Lafertery Gertrude of Martin T and Annie T Nov 17 1895 ..... 16: 180
Lafertery Martin of Martin T and Annie T Apr 24 1898 ..... 16: 394
Lafertery Mary of Joseph and Maria Oct 1 1897 ..... 16: 346
Lafertery Mary of Martin T and Annie T Mar 10 1893 ..... 15: 153
Lafertery Michael of Martin T and Annie T July 6 1900 ..... 17: 119
Lafertery William of Martin T and Annie T July 25 1899 ..... 16: 556
LaFey Annie of Michael H and Annie X May 1 1894 ..... 16: 12
LaFey Edward V of John J and Mary E Oct 28 1895 ..... 16: 174
LaFey Gertrude of John J and Mary E Oct 7 1891 ..... 15: 62
LaFey James of John J and Mary E Dec 14 1893 ..... 15: 214
LaFey John F of Michael H and Annie M July 24 1891 ..... 15: 39
LaFey Joseph of Michael H and Annie X May 1 1894 ..... 16: 12
LaFey —— d of Michael H and Annie M June 5 1892 ..... 15: 75
LaFey —— d of Michael H and Annie M July 5 1893 ..... 15: 176
Laflam Lillian B of Silas and Louisa Apr 12 1900 ..... 17: 30
Laflam Luwin W of Joseph E and Amanda D July 31 1893 ..... 15: 184
Laflam Willard E of Joseph E and Amanda D Sept 9 1897 ..... 16: 342
Laflame Bert E of Joseph E and Amanda D Apr 20 1899 ..... 16: 495
Laflamme Edward J of Joseph E and Amanda D Sept 19 1891 ..... 15: 44
Laflamme Frederic D of Silas and Louisa A Apr 16 1897 ..... 16: 399
Laflamme Louisa L of Silas and Louisa A Feb 12 1895 ..... 16: 126
BIRTHS

Laflamme Raymond D of Freeman and Catherine E June 9
1898 .......................................................... 16:399

Laflamme Henry of Augustine and Marie Sept 22 1892 .......... 15: 115

Laflamme Henry of Charles R and Philomene Feb 6 1892 ..... 15: 78

LaFleur Octave G of Edouard D and Laura Aug 16 1900 ...... 17: 73

Lafontaine Annie M of Albert and Johanna J Oct 2 1899 ... 15: 591

Lafontaine Blanche E of George and Rosa Dec 27 1896 .... 16: 255

Lafontaine George of George and Rose Dec 22 1900 ........ 17: 113

Lafontaine Marie H of George and Elmire Jan 1 1899 ..... 16: 496

LaFontaine William J of Nazare and Virginie Apr 19 1891 .. 15: 20

LaFontaine — s of Eugene and Olympe Nov 1 1895 .......... 15: 163

Laforest Leon of Norbert and Rosanna July 15 1899 .. 16: 526

Lafrate Giulia of Filippo and Angiola Dec 20 1896 ....... 16: 260

Lafreniere Annie E of Edouard and Marie July 7 1894 .... 16: 80

Lafreniere Rudolph of Ulderico and Elodie Aug 9 1899 .... 16: 571

Lafreniere — d of Edouard and Marie Oct 23 1898 .... 16: 470

Lagace Marie L of Henri and Elmira Dec 6 1891 ..... 15: 63

Lagasse Mary I of Henry J and Alma June 17 1897 ....... 16: 300

Lagasse Victoria B of Henri and Elmire July 14 1895 .... 16: 179

Lagerquist Lillie V P of Johan P and Johanna P Oct 18 1893. 15: 209

Lagerquist Martha S of Julius and Sofia B L July 27 1897 .. 16: 353

Lagerquist — s of John P and Johanna P Dec 15 1891 .... 15: 63

Lahey Frank of James and Catherine Feb 12 1895 ....... 16: 110

Lahey John of James J and Catherine A Oct 11 1891 ..... 15: 49

Lahey Joseph of James and Catherine Jan 10 1894 .......... 16: 21

Lahey Margaret of Michael and Margaret June 23 1900 .... 17: 50

Lahey Mary of Mary Nov 11 1891 .................................. 15: 58

Lahiff Charles V of Thomas H and Susan J July 19 1899.. 16: 556

Lahue Ruth M of Joseph P and Katie Jan 6 1892 ...... 15: 71

Lahue — d of Cora Aug 24 1900 .................................. 17: 75

Laing Ada A (c) of Joseph R P and Leila A Feb 3 1896 .. 16: 185

Laing Blanche K (c) of Joseph R P and Leila A B Mar 30
1897 .......................................................... 16: 277

Laing Clementine B (c) of Joseph R P and Leila June 16
1894 .......................................................... 16: 7

Laing Parker B (c) of Joseph R P and Leila A Dec 25 1898 .. 16: 424

Laing —— (c) d of Joseph P and Leila Apr 20 1893 .......... 15: 140

Lainty Mary of Michael and Wareka Jan 11 1897 ... 16: 315

Laird Earl M of James C and Rebecca M Oct 30 1898 .... 16: 148

Laird Harold W of James C and Rebecca M Mar 20 1896 .... 16: 200

Laird Harriet L of William M and Jennie July 22 1893 .. 15: 174

Laird Mildred C of James C and Rebecca M Mar 14 1894 .. 16: 22

Laird ——— d of James C and Rebecca M June 7 1891 .... 15: 24

Lainty Howard of Frederick C and Eliza J Jan 1 1894 .... 16: 36

Lajeunesse Oscar F of Joseph and Elmira Sept 27 1896 .... 16: 254
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Lajeneisse — d of Pierre and Louisa Dec 17 1899. 16: 569
Lajoie Alvce of David and Marie L Mar 1 1899. 16: 599
Lajoie Marie E A of Adolphe and Arthemise Nov 15 1898. 16: 460
Lakamie Frank of Frank and Mary May 11 1894. 16: 41
Lake Beverly W of Beverly S and Nellie D Aug 6 1894. 16: 89
Lake Charles W of Charles W and Annie E June 24 1900. 17: 50
Lake Christopher B of Christopher and Emma Feb 15 1894. 16: 32
Lake Frederick H of Alfred and Mary A Feb 15 1894. 16: 32
Lake Herbert M of Herbert M and Nellie Aug 13 1894. 16: 51
Lake John E of Rosella Apr 18 1900. 17: 32
Lake Marjorie P of Robert A and Alice W Aug 27 1897. 16: 342
Lake Mildred of Herbert M and Nellie F July 8 1897. 16: 324
Lake Waldo of Christopher and Emma Dec 7 1897. 16: 346
Lakey Forest E of John T and Isabella June 6 1892. 15: 90
Lakey Julian E of Frank E and Sadie R May 10 1899. 16: 500
Lakey Richard E of William and Emily Aug 20 1900. 17: 74
LalLacheur Raymond J of Cyrus and Elizabeth Nov 18 1896. 16: 266
Laliberte Joseph A of Theodore and Narcisse Aug 15 1893. 15: 177
Laliberte Joseph G T of Domina and Marie Feb 22 1897. 16: 298
Laline Lester J of Joseph and Philomene Jan 11 1894. 16: 25
Lallo Michelangelo of Pasquale and Carmela Mar 16 1898. 16: 407
Lally Alice of John C and Elizabeth C Apr 17 1897. 16: 293
Lally Margaret M of William T and Theresa C May 6 1894. 16: 17
Lally Marion of David II and Bridget Apr 28 1900. 17: 34
Lally Mary E of John C and Elizabeth C Nov 25 1900. 17: 105
Lally William A of William T and Theresa C Sept 20 1896. 16: 239
Lally William J of John C and Elizabeth C Oct 30 1894. 16: 67
Lalonde Francois L of William and Delie Feb 12 1900. 17: 12
Lamarche Arthur of Louis and Euphemia Mar 19 1894. 16: 29
Lamarche Blanche of Evariste and Euphemia Mar 3 1893. 15: 156
Lamarre Annie M of Eugene and Eliza Sept 26 1892. 15: 129
Lamb Clarence of Charles F and Alice Feb 28 1901. 15: 12
Lamb Edmond F of James F and Elizabeth Aug 24 1900. 17: 75
Lamb Grace of James F and Elizabeth July 7 1898. 16: 445
Lamb James of James J and Eliza J Apr 15 1891. 15: 8
Lamb Jane E of James F and Lizzie Jan 7 1897. 16: 297
Lamberi Lucia of Francisco and Concetta Mar 12 1893. 15: 159
Lambert Alice G of Joseph G and Evelina C June 19 1894. 16: 42
Lambert Alma of Denis and Eva Feb 17 1899. 16: 508
Lambert Clifford Q of Daniel B and Eva M Mar 25 1896. 16: 203
Lambert Ernest of Joseph and Caroline Apr 29 1899. 16: 515
Lambert Gladys of Luke and Eliza Sept 7 1891. 15: 40
Lambert Joseph A A of Joseph G and Evelina Mar 6 1892. 15: 92
Lambert Joseph A H of Alphonse Jan 14 1899. 16: 518
Lambert Joseph E of Edmund A and Alma Sept 21 1898. 16: 442
Lambert Marie A A of Lafontaine and Melina Oct 1 1892........ 15: 121
Lambert Marie D A of Joseph A and Melina Oct 9 1894........ 16: 73
Lambert Marie R A F of Alphonse and Melina July 23 1896. 16: 253
Lambert Mary T of Jean B A and Marie B Jan 2 1895. 16: 132
Lambert Victor of Joseph and Sarah Feb 24 1899. 16: 508
Lambert Walter J of Edmund A and Elma Mar 30 1896. 16: 203
Lambert — s of Edmund A and Alma Mar 26 1895. 16: 115
Lammerman Henrietta of Charles L and Annie C Sept 22

1891 .............................................. 15: 52
Lamond Gladys R of David and Ella Dec 30 1894.......... 16: 71
Lamont Catherine of Hammond C and Lillian Mar 6 1898.. 16: 375
Lamont Lila M of John C and Mary Nov 27 1896........ 16: 255
Lamont Marion L of John C and Mary A Oct 11 1900...... 17: 91
Lamont Paul A of Paul and Annie Apr 1 1897. 16: 296
Lamont Robert C of John C and Mary A July 17 1898..... 16: 441
Lamontagne Albert of Charles and Severine June 11 1893. 15: 169
Lamontagne Victor of Charles and Severine May 12 1900... 17: 38
Lamotte Delina M of Philippe and Rosanna Jan 27 1896.. 16: 214
Lamotte Malvina of Philippe and Rosanna Nov 12 1900.... 17: 101
Lamotte Rose E of Philippe and Rose Aug 8 1898. 16: 457
Lamounreux Wilfred J of Joseph E and Damaris July 14 1895. 16: 158
Lamphear Christine E of Charles H and Margaret T Dec 26

1894 ................................................ 16: 64
Lamphear Clayton D of George P and Hannah B Nov 28 1898. 16: 449
Lamphear Ethel V of George P and Belle Jan 24 1896........ 16: 206
Lamphear Margaret R of Charles H and Margaret T Mar 20

1893 ............................................. 15: 137 and 169
Lamphere Clara H of Charles H and Margaret T July 15 1896. 16: 241
Lamphere Harold J of Charles H and Margaret Oct 20 1897. 16: 338
Lamphere Lillie R of Henry A and Emma June 3 1899..... 16: 492
Lamphere Louis W of Charles H and Margaret T May 21 1899. 15: 13
Lamprey Caroline S of Howard A and Estella V Dec 8 1899. 16: 525
Lamson Howard W of Eugene L and Josephine W Dec 31

1891 ............................................. 15: 53
Lamson — s of Eugene L and Josephine W Jan 2 1898. 16: 396
Lamson — d of Henry A and Nellie B Aug 6 1895. 16: 162
Lanahan Annie T of John and Hattie Feb 24 1898........ 16: 396
Lanahan — d of Michael and Annie Nov 19 1891. 15: 50
Lanard Emily M of Philip and Sarah Mar 19 1893.......... 15: 148
Lanard Mary T of Philip A and Sarah Mar 17 1894. 15: 13
Lanard Philip D of Philip A and Sarah Sept 21 1895. 16: 159
Lancaster Francis of John E and Mary June 7 1895........ 16: 130
Lancaster Louis H of John E and Mary July 20 1898. 16: 456
Lancaster Sarah (c) of Petrona Mar 7 1897........ 16: 285
Lancaster Viola M of John E and Marie Oct 26 1900. 17: 96
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Lancaster —— (c) d of Petronia May 17 1894. 16: 30
Lancina Katie J of Pietro F and Sadie May 20 1893. 15: 169
Lancor Ellavena L of Alexander and Delia Aug 1 1899. 16: 591
Lancto Leo V of Lawrence J and Mary T Nov 7 1896. 16: 259
Lanctot Annie A (or M) of Edward and Annie E May 7 1892. 15: 70 and 74
Lanctot Edmond N of Edmond and Annie Aug 25 1893. 15: 174
Lanctot Marian M of Joseph R and Mary E Aug 2 1900. 17: 69
Lander Carl H G of Charles R and Ida W Dec 6 1894. 16: 87
Landerds Edmond W of John M and Mary J Sept 17 1896. 16: 250
Landerds Elizabeth of John M and Mary J Mar 11 1898. 15: 394
Landerds George R of John M and Mary Dec 2 1893. 15: 195
Landerds Leopold of Michael and Philomene Jan 12 1896. 16: 213
Landi Domenico of Salvatore and Maria G Oct 26 1897. 16: 328
Landi Ersinia of Salvatore and Maria G Oct 26 1900. 17: 96
Lando Arsilia of Salvatore and Giovanna July 13 1894. 16: 54
Landre George A of Delphis E and Olivine N Apr 9 1895. 16: 112
Landre William H of Delphis E and Olivine N Mar 31 1898. 16: 397
Landrigan Lauretta C of Gabriel and Bridget May 30 1900. 17: 43
Landrigan Mary M of Gabriel P and Bridget June 24 1899. 16: 474
Landrigan Philip J of Gabriel P and Bridget May 12 1898. 16: 373
Landry Alice M of Charles E and Catherine T Oct 27 1898. 16: 439
Landry Florence M of Charles E and Mary J Feb 20 1892. 15: 83
Landry Irene M of Delphis E and Olivia Nov 14 1899. 16: 576
Landry John E of Frederick A and Sarah J July 18 1896. 16: 253
Landry Joseph of Adolphus H and Maric May 13 1898. 16: 381
Landry Joseph H of Adolphus H and Minnie Mar 5 1899. 16: 480
Landsman —— d of Michael and Annie Nov 18 1899. 16: 530
Lane Annie E of Patrick and Annie Sept 5 1896. 16: 263
Lane Annie L of Marcella W and Margaret J Feb 7 1896. 16: 196
Lane Catherine R of Michael and Catherine Nov 15 1898. 16: 460
Lane Daniel E of Daniel T and Martha A May 11 1900. 17: 38
Lane Ernest K of Melvin G and Lizzie E July 15 1896. 16: 261
Lane Esther L of Frank and Mary Apr 24 1896. 16: 191
Lane Eveline of Daniel T and Martha A Aug 10 1893. 15: 206
Lane Frederick R of Daniel T and Martha A Feb 25 1895. 16: 126
Lane George B of Roger and Mary E July 6 1896. 16: 261
Lane George E of Marcella W and Margaret Dec 18 1894. 16: 49
Lane John F of John and Margaret Apr 14 1897. 16: 293
Lane Kathleen R of Michael and Catherine Jan 31 1898. 16: 406
Lane Katie A of John and Margaret Jan 30 1895. 16: 110
Lane Mabel C of Daniel G and Mary E Sept 7 1898. 16: 446
Lane Maggie L of John and Margaret Q Apr 18 1893. 15: 151
Lane Margaret A of Michael and Catherine Feb 15 1894. 16: 37
Lane Margaret L of John and Margaret L Oct 1 1891. 15: 48
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Lane Mary E of Mary A Feb 10 1891.
Lane Mary E of Michael and Catherine May 29 1896.
Lane Mary E of Patrick and Annie May 26 1893.
Lane Sarah F of Michael and Catherine May 15 1900.
Lane Walter F of Patrick and Annie Jan 12 1900.
Lane —— d of Marcena W and Margaret J June 29 1898.
Lane —— s of Melvin G and Lizzie E June 7 1895.
Lang Alice of Thomas and Annie Feb 7 1892.
Lang Earl B of Daniel G and Annie Jan 24 1898.
Lang Elizabeth M of Joseph and Johanna B June 15 1891.
Lang Eva E of Justin D and Annie C June 21 1896.
Lang George P of Thomas and Annie June 15 1897.
Lang James of John and Mary A Aug 20 1894.
Lang John J of John and Mary Nov 21 1900.
Lang John J of Justin D and Johanna C Jan 10 1900.
Lang Laura G of Arthur S and Annie June 24 1891.
Lang Mary A of John and Mary Sept 24 1897.
Lang Rosa of Albert and Annie Jan 14 1899.
Lang Ruby of James and Sarah A Sept 17 1891.
Lang Ruth of Justin D and Annie C June 21 1893.
Lang Thomas M of Thomas and Annie Nov 28 1894.
Lang Warren R of Arthur and Anna Dec 1 1898.
Lang —— d of Bernard and Sophie E Dec 20 1895.
Lang —— d of John and Mary Nov 28 1892.
Lang —— d of Justin D and Johanna July 21 1896.
Langdon Henry A of Joseph R and Mary E July 6 1894.
Langdon Henry G T of Courtney and Susan II July 29 1899.
Langdon Irene A of Joseph R and Mary Oct 26 1896.
Langdon Mary E of Patrick and Bridget A Nov 10 1896.
Langdon Robert C of Courtney and Susan T Aug 18 1897.
Langdon —— s of Courtney and Susan Dec 24 1895.
Langford Mildred J of Frederick J and Annie July 11 1900.
Langevin Albina L of Felix and Lizzie June 30 1893.
Langevin David of Joseph and Zinda Apr 4 1891.
Langevin Elzeard of Joseph and Exilda Nov 9 1893.
Langevin Joseph B A of Norbert and Marie Sept 10 1898.
Langevin Marie A of Mederic and Caroline Apr 26 1891.
Langevin Marie A of Norbert and Marie Sept 1 1896.
Langford Grace E of James and Mary Mar 15 1900.
Langford Ida of James and Mary Oct 15 1894.
Langill Gladys M of Elmer E and Edith B Jan 26 1896.
Langlands Marion J of William and Anna Dec 31 1892.
Langley Gladys M of Herman O and Rhoda A May 10 1898.
Langley Lillian A of George B and Alice C Mar 20 1899.
Langley Mary of Henry and Victoria July 1 1896...... 16:227
Langley Millie W of Herman O and Rhoda A Aug 8 1896... 16:228
Langley Tower E of Alvin H and Almira W Nov 6 1896... 16:247
Langley —— d of Henry and Torry June 26 1894...... 16:8
Langlois Lina A of Théophile and Taurie Jan 12 1898... 16:374
Langlois William C of Nicholas and Mary A Jan 13 1899... 16:478
Langlois —— d of Henry and Torry June 30 1896...... 16:187
Langmaid Wallace A of George E and Alice A Jan 23 1900... 17:7
Langton Annie E of Joseph and Margaret Aug 24 1894... 16:47
Langton Frederick J of Joseph and Margaret M July 31 1897... 16:317
Langton James F of Michael and Bridget May 8 1898... 16:409
Langton James P of Patrick and Annie M Sept 9 1894... 16:76
Langton John of Joseph and Margaret Feb 21 1896... 16:182
Langton John P of Patrick and Bridget Dec 1 1894... 16:74
Langton John R of Michael and Bridget Aug 2 1899... 16:579
Langton Joseph B of Michael and Bridget Apr 1 1897... 16:308
Langton Joseph T of Joseph and Maggie Aug 17 1893... 15:170
Langton Mary E of Patrick and Bridget A Nov 10 1897... 16:346
Langton Mary W of Joseph and Margaret M July 10 1899... 16:520
Langworthy Horace F of Charles B and Inez C Mar 24 1898... 16:407
Langworthy Neya L of Leslie P and Maria A Dec 3 1896... 16:252
Lanni Alberico of Francesco and Carolina May 11 1892... 15:90
Lanni Antonio of Francesco and Carolina Feb 9 1899... 16:497
Lanni Benedetto of Antonio and Maria Sept 12 1894... 16:89
Lanni Giovanni of Alessandro and Filomena Apr 6 1898... 16:394
Lanni Giovanni of Giuseppe and Maria July 14 1900... 17:117
Lanni Guglielmo of Francesco and Carolina Feb 10 1896... 16:209
Lanni Maria of Francesco and Carolina Dec 18 1900... 17:111
Lanni Maria of Francesco and Carolina Mar 2 1894... 16:33
Lanni Nicolina of Matteo and Angela Sept 14 1891... 15:57
Lanni Serpeidina L of Alessandro and Maria L June 9 1895... 16:116
Lanni Vincenza of Alessandro and Filomena May 23 1900... 17:41
Lanni —— d of Alessandro and Filomena Mar 27 1897... 16:296
Lanni —— d of Vincenzo and Lucia Mar 27 1899... 16:504
Lannon Alvin of Peter J and Mary E June 10 1895... 16:119
Lannon Bernard of Bernard and Sarah Jan 2 1892... 15:71
Lannon Bernard F of Bernard and Ellen Oct 21 1895... 16:163
Lannon Catherine T of John and Sarah A Oct 11 1894... 16:84
Lannon Charles of Patrick J and Annie E Dec 16 1896... 16:268
Lannon Dennis F of Thomas F and Margaret Nov 6 1896... 16:266
Lannon Edward of John F and Mary F Sept 7 1895... 16:172
Lannon Elizabeth E of John and Sarah A Jan 15 1893... 15:162
Lannon Esther of Patrick J and Annie E Mar 15 1898... 16:407
Lannon George F of John and Sarah June 22 1898... 16:411
Lannon James J of Bernard and Ellen Mar 11 1891... 15:20
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Birth Date</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lannon John H</td>
<td>of Bernard and Sarah</td>
<td>Sept 3 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon Joseph P</td>
<td>of Patrick J and Annie</td>
<td>Sept 27 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon Lillie T</td>
<td>of William H and Ellen</td>
<td>Feb 23 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon Magdalene R</td>
<td>of Patrick J and Annie</td>
<td>July 21 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon Margaret of</td>
<td>Bernard and Ellen</td>
<td>Jan 6 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon Margaret of</td>
<td>Thomas F and Margaret</td>
<td>M Oct 12 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon Marietta of</td>
<td>Thomas H and Rose</td>
<td>Jan 26 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon Marion of</td>
<td>Thomas and Rose</td>
<td>Mar 3 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon Mary of</td>
<td>Patrick J and Annie</td>
<td>Nov 29 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon Mary of</td>
<td>Thomas and Margaret M</td>
<td>Feb 7 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon Mary A of</td>
<td>John and Sarah</td>
<td>A Aug 12 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon Peter of</td>
<td>Thomas F and Margaret</td>
<td>V Nov 25 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon Sarah of</td>
<td>Thomas and Margaret</td>
<td>Nov 27 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon Thomas of</td>
<td>John and Sarah A</td>
<td>June 27 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon Thomas of</td>
<td>Peter J and Mary E</td>
<td>July 5 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon Thomas F of</td>
<td>Thomas H and Rose</td>
<td>Sept 5 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon William of</td>
<td>Peter J and Ellen</td>
<td>Sept 22 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon William of</td>
<td>Peter J and Mary E</td>
<td>June 1 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon William of</td>
<td>William H and Ellen</td>
<td>T July 19 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon — — s of</td>
<td>Bernard and Ellen</td>
<td>June 19 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon — — d of</td>
<td>Michael and Bridget</td>
<td>Mar 12 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon — — d of</td>
<td>Peter J and Ellen</td>
<td>A Jan 21 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon — — s of</td>
<td>Peter J and Mary E</td>
<td>Aug 13 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon — — s of</td>
<td>Thomas H and Rose</td>
<td>M Jan 30 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon — — d of</td>
<td>William and Ellen</td>
<td>Jan 29 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lannon — — d of</td>
<td>William H and Ellen</td>
<td>T Nov 10 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanois Charles E of</td>
<td>Joseph and Mary</td>
<td>Nov 6 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanois Joseph N A of</td>
<td>Telesphore and Olive</td>
<td>July 11 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanoix Alberta of</td>
<td>Telesphore and Olive</td>
<td>Aug 20 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanoine Joseph of</td>
<td>Napoleon J and Emma</td>
<td>Feb 13 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanoine (Leonard)</td>
<td>Joseph G E of</td>
<td>Napoleon and Emma Mar 6 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lansing George of</td>
<td>Willard I and Rillie</td>
<td>A Dec 16 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lansky Frank of</td>
<td>Joseph and Ellen</td>
<td>Aug 22 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanz Albert W of</td>
<td>Herman F and Lizzie</td>
<td>Aug 21 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanz George A of</td>
<td>Herman G and Elizabeth</td>
<td>May 12 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanz Johanna of</td>
<td>Ernest and Dora</td>
<td>Jan 18 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanz — — d of</td>
<td>Carl W and Christina</td>
<td>W Mar 28 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanzi Pietro of</td>
<td>Giuseppe and Maria</td>
<td>Feb 12 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanzieri Carolina of</td>
<td>Raffaele and Giovanna</td>
<td>July 27 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanzieri Vincenzo of</td>
<td>Raffaele and Giovanna</td>
<td>May 9 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanzino Catherine J of</td>
<td>Francesco and Sarah</td>
<td>J May 20 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapadula Maria of</td>
<td>Donato and Maria</td>
<td>Aug 10 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapadula Raffaele of</td>
<td>Donato and Maria L</td>
<td>Dec 7 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaPage — — s of</td>
<td>Edward and Bessie</td>
<td>Dec 9 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FroM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Lapalía — d of Gustan and Nicolina May 26 1899........... 16: 492
Laparl Joseph X F of Napoleon B and Helene Apr 6 1894... 16: 29
LaPerche Marie B F R of Charles E and Flore Mar 29 1893... 15: 154
LaPerche Charles R of Charles E and Flore Oct 27 1896... 16: 251
Laperle Blanche R of Napoleon and Helene Jan 6 1896... 16: 205
Laperte Oscar E of Alexandre and Eliza Jan 30 1892..... 15: 77
Lapham Elmer S of Frank H and Georgianna L Dec 24 1899... 16: 555
Lapham Oscar S of Francis G and Ida F Oct 25 1899..... 16: 566
Lapiano Italia of Pietro and Angela Aug 16 1894........ 16: 90
Lapierre Albert R of Joseph and Delia Nov 4 1899..... 16: 544
Lapierre Cleophas D of Charles G and Victoria Oct 14 1893... 15: 209
Lapierre Grace of Joseph and Delia May 19 1894........ 16: 41
Lapierre Henri A of Joseph and Delia May 5 1893...... 15: 165
Lapierre Joseph R of Joseph and Delia Mar 18 1898... 16: 397
Lapierre Lucien E of Gaspard and Victoria July 27 1896.... 16: 262
Lapierre Marie L L of Joseph and Delia June 10 1896.... 16: 208
LaPlante Marguerite E of Michael and Malvina Nov 9 1893... 15: 202
Laphne Blanche of Henri and Emma Nov 22 1900........ 17: 104
Laphne Gaston of Henri and Emma Oct 11 1899......... 16: 588
LaPointe Jean R R of Isaac and Mathilde Feb 2 1896..... 16: 209
LaPointe Sarah J of Max and Josephine C Aug 1 1900.... 17: 69
Lapulera De Veneranda of Francesco and Carmina July 24

1891.............................................. 15: 56
Lapulia Rosalia M of Giuseppe and Maria V May 8 1898... 16: 385
Lapolla Filomena of Francesco and Angela M Oct 6 1900... 17: 89
Lapolla Luigi of Michele and Luigia Apr 8 1897.......... 16: 393
Lapotto Giuseppe of Michele and Luigia Oct 22 1899...... 16: 574
Laporte Eva H of Francois and Emma Apr 28 1898......... 16: 403
Laporte Francis T of Joseph and Mary A June 21 1899.... 16: 489
LaPorte George E of Francesco and Emma Oct 7 1900..... 17: 90
Laporte Louis L of Hormisdas and Hermine Apr 14 1895.... 16: 115
Laprad Mabel of Edouard and Marceline Aug 22 1900...... 17: 75
Laprad William G of Adolph and Anna Nov 9 1899..... 16: 585
Laprade Clara of Edouard and Marceline June 4 1899..... 16: 512
Laprade Lora of Adolphe and Angelina Dec 29 1896...... 16: 268
Laprade Rose A of Adolphe and Anna Feb 23 1895........ 16: 126
Laprairie Joseph J G of Jean and Marie Jan 25 1898... 16: 405
Laprand Melvina of Adolphus and Ann Mar 7 1893..... 15: 163
Lapray Helene M of Louis and Josephine Oct 4 1896..... 16: 242
Lapresti Annunziata M of Nicola and Fortunata Mar 25 1899... 16: 504
Larume Lena M of Mary E Dec 3 1896........... 16: 252
Larue Julins of Samuel and Rebecca Nov 16 1898........ 16: 465
Larvierie Arthur of Victor and Elize Aug 17 1891........ 15: 54
Larvierie Arthur L of Edouard and Rose Oct 1 1898...... 16: 459
Larvierie Charles E of Edouard and Rose Oct 7 1897..... 16: 363
LaRiviere Dorinda E of Jean and Clarinda Oct 9 1896 16:235
LaRiviere Francois of Edouard and Adele Sept 27 1890 17:87
LaRiviere George A of Joseph and Emma July 26 1898 16:445
LaRiviere Joseph E of Joseph and Delina Sept 23 1900 17:85
LaRiviere Joseph L of Joseph and Delina Mar 8 1891 15:27
LaRiviere Mabel I of Louis and Julia Dec 20 1899 16:540
LaRiviere Marie E of Joseph and Delina Mar 15 1896 16:206
LaRiviere Marie R H of Jean B and Clara Nov 2 1898 16:429
LaRiviere Mary E of Napoleon H and Albina Apr 8 1900 17:29
LaRiviere Matthias of Victor and Aurelia May 2 1894 16:40
Larkham Ernest W of David E and Frida G July 15 1900 17:62
Larkham Howard R of David E and Frida G Dec 4 1892 15:116
Larkham Sarah I of David E and Freda G Aug 9 1891 15:48
Larkham —— d of David E and Frida Aug 26 1897 16:367
Larkham —— d of David E and Frida Jan 10 1899 16:489
Larkham —— s of David E and Frida G Apr 5 1895 16:108
Larkin Alfred J of Daniel J and Jennie E Feb 13 1894 15:7
Larkin Annie M of Seth E and Alice Mar 17 1899 16:494
Larkin Catherine of Patrick and Eliza A Dec 6 1894 15:85
Larkin Catherine I of Terence and Mary Sept 15 1895 16:172
Larkin Donald H of Donald J and Jennie E Aug 3 1896 16:222
Larkin Eliza J of Patrick and Eliza Mar 29 1897 16:308
Larkin Estella of Daniel J and Genevieve Mar 27 1898 16:380
Larkin Esther L of Terence and Mary Aug 4 1900 17:63
Larkin Francis of John and Sarah Oct 26 1899 16:529
Larkin Genevieve of Daniel J and Jennie E Feb 26 1893 15:142
Larkin George W of Michael and Sarah June 26 1898 16:411
Larkin James R of Patrick and Eliza A Jan 19 1899 16:507
Larkin Jessica of Terence and Mary Feb 25 1893 15:163
Larkin Kathleen M of Daniel J and Jennie E Aug 3 1899 16:533
Larkin Leo F of Patrick and Eliza May 24 1900 17:41
Larkin Mary J of Thomas and Joanna Dec 19 1892 15:122
Larkin Melissa M of Daniel J and Jennie June 3 1894 16:13
Larkin Theresa of Terence and Mary Dec 10 1891 15:63
Larkin Theresa C of Terence and Mary June 5 1894 16:42
Larkin William of Bernard and Ellen Nov 21 1892 15:130
Larkin —— d of Thomas J and Ann E July 5 1896 16:261
Larkins Annie of Michael and Sarah July 5 1896 16:261
Larkins Joseph of Michael and Sarah Mar 19 1895 16:121
Larkins William M of Michael and Sarah June 1 1900 17:44
LaRock Irene G of Louis and Grace J July 13 1893 16:550
Laroque Dora V of Emery and Delia Aug 8 1899 16:580
Laroque Elizabeth M of Jesse and Artemise Dec 1 1896 16:255
Laroque Joseph A of Alexis and Marie L Nov 21 1892 15:130
LaRose George F of Frederick E and Esther A Sept 23 1891 15:52
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Larrabee Edith F of William A and Minnie E Aug 23 1892. 15: 112
Larrabee Howard C of William A and Minnie E Jan 22 1898. 16: 386
Larrabee William A of William A and Minnie E Feb 17 1894. 16: 18
Larsson Oscar of Axel and Augusta C Sept 23 1897. 16: 338
Larsen Annie M of Sverre and Jennie L Feb 21 1898. 16: 406
Larsen Colletta A of Ludwig and Eliza Mar 28 1900. 17: 26
Larsen Esther of John M and Aletta Sept 12 1897. 16: 355
Larsen John R of John M and Aletta Aug 26 1900. 17: 76
Larsen Josephine of Anton L and Ida S July 27 1897. 16: 353
Larsen Oretta of Erick and Agnes Jan 16 1893. 16: 114
Larsen Robert of John M and Aletta Sept 15 1899. 16: 582
Larson Albin of Albin and Olga J Nov 8 1900. 17: 109
Larson Alf P A of Knut G and Judith A Oct 1 1894. 16: 66
Larson Annie of David and Martha Jan 17 1899. 16: 484
Larson Carl P of Albin and Ida June 16 1892. 15: 76
Larson Ethel F of Nils G and Betty Dec 2 1898. 16: 454
Larson Frithjof A of Albin and Olga B July 31 1899. 16: 562
Larson Knut H of Knut G and Judith A Aug 1 1898. 16: 445
Larson Mabel of Anton L and Ida L Dec 6 1899. 16: 587
Larson — s of Eric and Maria Dec 22 1892. 15: 131
Larson — twin sons of John and Caroline Oct 29 1897. 16: 367
Larssen Herbert J of William and Antonia M Feb 13 1893. 15: 136
Larsson Oscar E of John and Augusta May 2 1894. 16: 12
Larsson Wilhelm of Axel and Lena Nov 24 1900. 17: 104
Larssen — d of Arvid and Wendela June 5 1896. 16: 218
Larvin George of Lizzie Nov 22 1899. 16: 586
Larvin Leroy of John and Ellen July 27 1893. 15: 205
Lashua Esther E E of William D and Anna W Feb 12 1899. 16: 485
Lashua Varil E A of William D and Anna W Oct 29 1895. 16: 180
Lasky Elizabeth of Charles and Etta May 23 1898. 16: 382
Lasky Eva of Charles and Etta Dec 15 1894. 16: 53
Lasky Lena of Charles and Etta Sept 5 1894. 15: 36
Lasky — s of Charles and Etta Apr 20 1897. 16: 283
Lassell Helen K of Clarence K and M Elizabeth Dec 7 1893. 15: 172
Latendresse Walter L of Alfred and Melina Oct 18 1899. 16: 537
Laterella Carmine of Ferdinando and Filomena Sept 23 1897. 16: 327
Latham Edna L of William and Lenora E Jan 2 1900. 17: 1
Latham Elizabeth J V of Herbert E and Lydia J Apr 1 1893. 15: 143
Latham Henrietta F of Richmond V and Mary July 1 1892. 15: 134
Latham Lena E of William and Nora June 14 1895. 16: 103
Latham Leon W (c) of Richmond V and Mary G Feb 12 1897. 16: 295
Latham Lewis C of Fred and Emma E Nov 1 1892. 15: 129
Latham Loney R (c) of Richmond V and Mary G Feb 12 1897. 16: 295
Latham — (c) s of Richmond and Mary G Apr 26 1894. 16: 27
Latham — (c) d of Richmond and Rachel Jan 25 1898. 16: 467
Latham —— s of Rosa Apr 3 1895. ............................ 16: 115
Latham —— d of Lydia Apr 18 1895. .......................... 16: 104
Lathrop Chauncey H of Luke E and Lizzie D Dec 25 1897. 16: 360
Lathrop Eugene E of Eugene E and Annie E Apr 27 1892. 15: 77
Latorra Vincenzo of Silvestro and Carmela May 19 1897. 16: 304
Latour Marie O of Edmond and Valerie Sept 12 1899. .......................... 16: 582
Latraio Elvira of Carmine and Caterina Sept 28 1900. .......................... 17: 87
LaTraverse Blanche of Philip and Rosa Dec 14 1900. .......................... 17: 110
LaTraverse Blanche of Philippe and Rose A Dec 14 1899. 16: 568
LaTraverse Lucy M of Henry and Regina May 2 1899. .......................... 16: 482
LaTraverse Philippe H of Philippe and Rose A Oct 15 1898. 16: 447
Latt Israel of Max and Sarah July 12 1895. .......................... 16: 142
Latt Line of Max and Sarah Nov 13 1900. .......................... 17: 102
Latt Lizzie of Max and Sarah Apr 2 1899. .......................... 16: 481
Laubausch Elsie of William and Annie May 12 1895. .......................... 16: 123
Laubausch William of William and Annie Sept 14 1895. 16: 172
Lauber Amelia of Louis and Sarah Dec 31 1899. .......................... 16: 541
Lauber David of Louis and Sarah Nov 16 1897. .......................... 16: 329
Laubusch Emma of William F and Annie M Feb 12 1898. 16: 406
Laughlin Alice of John and Ellen Nov 2 1900. .......................... 17: 98
Laundre Delphis E of Delphis and Olivine A July 23 1896. 16: 244
Laurence Francesco of Francesco and Amelia Nov 19 1894. 16: 48
Laurenson Nelson of Jane Nov 18 1898. .......................... 16: 461
Laurent Artemise of Alexis and Marie May 4 1894. 16: 40
Laurent Blanche C of Abondius and Ceronia Jan 5 1892. 15: 71
Laurent Elizabeth of Abondius and Ceronia Feb 10 1893. 15: 142
Laurent Isidor of Alexis and Marie L June 22 1897. 16: 311
Laurent Joseph A of Alexis and Marie L Mar 30 1896. 16: 216
Laurent Joseph H of Abondius and Ceronia Aug 21 1894. 16: 55
Laurent Lydia S of Joseph and Sarah Sept 11 1896. 16: 234
Laurent Pierre of Alexis and Marie L Apr 12 1899. 16: 510
Laurenzo Analia of Angelo and Antonia Mar 13 1896. 16: 210
Laurenzo Enrichetta of Angelo and Antonia Jan 26 1900. 17: 8
Laurier George of George and Hortense Feb 14 1899. 16: 514
Laurier —— s of Camille and Elise Dec 5 1895. 16: 153
Lanson Mary of John and Emilie Feb 10 1899. 16: 514
Lavallé Adèle of Alfred and Marie Mar 15 1899. 16: 487
Lavalle Eugene H of Alexander C and Ellen Oct 28 1891. 15: 37
Lavalle Mary of Theodore and Cordelia Dec 4 1891. 15: 42
Lavalle Ruth R of Charles H and Emma Aug 2 1894. 16: 54
Lavalle Arthur of Alfred and Marie Mar 3 1898. 16: 386
Lavell Catherine of James and Mary A July 30 1895. 16: 138
Lavell Mary A of James Jr and Mary A Dec 6 1896. 16: 230
Laven Margaret of John and Mary Nov 5 1893. 15: 214
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Laverdiere Mary D V of Louis and Harriet Oct 14 1900........... 17: 92
Lavery —— s of John and Ida M Dec 9 1900......................... 17: 121
Lavery —— s of John F and Ida M Mar 24 1899.................... 16: 594
Lavery Ambrose of Michael J and Mary B Apr 9 1898............ 16: 408
Lavery Everett J of Michael J and Mary Mar 4 1900............ 17: 19
Lavery Helen of James and Rose May 8 1899...................... 16: 482
Lavery Margaret M of Michael J and Mary B Apr 9 1895........ 16: 128
Lavery Philip of James and Rosa Oct 17 1891..................... 15: 44
Lavens Arthur of John and Ellen Oct 13 1891..................... 15: 62
Lavin Francis of John T and Ida F May 8 1894................... 16: 34
Lavin Frederick A of John F and Mary A Aug 27 1895............ 16: 151
Lavin George of John T and Ida F Dec 28 1898................... 16: 462
Lavin James A of John F and Mary A Sept 5 1893................ 15: 186
Lavin John D of John F and Mary A June 30 1891................ 15: 14
Lavin Lillian of Harry and Minnie Aug 5 1897.................... 16: 321
Lavin Sidney of Henry and Minnie Dec 20 1899................... 16: 531
Lavin Walter of John and Ida Aug 31 1891...................... 15: 56
Lavin William of John and Ida Aug 31 1891...................... 15: 56
Lavine Bernard of Julius and Rachel Jan 12 1898................ 16: 415
Lavogna John of Michele and Ella 1 Dec 21 1891.................. 15: 53
Lavoie Angelina of Everett and Hermine Dec 10 1893............. 16: 169
Lavoie Joseph H of Joseph and Fredoline Sept 26 1893........ 15: 171
Lavoie Joseph W A of Arthur and Marceline June 2 1893....... 15: 165
Lavoie Marie H of Achille and Delina Oct 3 1898................. 16: 442
Law Harry of Simon and Bertha Dec 4 1896....................... 16: 237
Law Michael of Simon and Freide May 6 1892..................... 15: 70
Law Mooney of Simon and Bertha May 9 1898...................... 16: 376
Law Moses of Simon and Bertha Dec 4 1896...................... 16: 237
Law Stuart G of George A and Alice E Apr 6 1892................. 15: 86
Law —— s of Marion and Albertine Aug 4 1900.................... 17: 119
Lawler Edith L of Edward J and Mary E Apr 12 1895............. 16: 133
Lawler Harold J of Maurice and Ellen July 12 1898............. 16: 424
Lawler Joseph P of David M and Theresa A Feb 15 1891.......... 15: 19
Lawless Gertrude E of James and Margaret July 12 1894........ 16: 80
Lawless Samuel B of James M and Elizabeth July 28 1893....... 15: 177
Lawlor Gertrude of David M and Theresa Nov 29 1892............ 15: 119
Lawn —— s of Harry and Minnie Nov 7 1898....................... 16: 436
Lawrence Maria of Francesco and Amelia Jan 12 1898............ 16: 371
Lawrence Ruth of Kate Oct 5 1895................................. 16: 148
Lawrie Edmund of William and Jemima Oct 24 1893............... 15: 195
Lawrie Henry J C of Calmel and Eliza Aug 20 1894.............. 16: 63
Lawson Amanda of Axel and Lena Jan 24 1899..................... 16: 489
Lawson Florence M of Charles and Mathilde Jan 29 1893........ 15: 162
Lawson Grace H I of Charles and Matilda July 12 1891........ 15: 59
Lawson Julia of William and Lillias Dec 17 1898................ 16: 449
Lawson Mabel of William and Antonia Feb 6 1894............16: 44
Lawson Ruth C of Thomas and Annie M June 26 1898............16: 411
Lawson Walter H of Albert J and Annie July 14 1899............16: 561
Lawson Willie G of Willie and Lillias Oct 7 1896............16: 265
Lawson —— s of Alvin and Olgia Aug 31 1899............16: 563
Lawton Almira F of Frederick and Almira F Mar 13 1898............16: 415
Lawton Benjamin J of Benjamin B and Emma M Apr 4 1897............16: 282
Lawton Carrie E of William G and Carrie B Dec 4 1900............17: 108
Lawton Charles F of Frederick and Almira L Oct 15 1899............16: 523
Lawton Chester S of Fred C and Mary A May 8 1897............16: 296
Lawton Edith E of Abel and Abbie A Dec 18 1898............16: 462
Lawton Edith R of William G and Carrie B Jan 5 1899............16: 493
Lawton Edna E of Edwin and Jane Mar 19 1891............15: 27
Lawton Edna L of James H and Catherine A Mar 23 1900............17: 24
Lawton Ernest H of Edwin and Jane Mar S 1898............16: 414
Lawton Ethel M of Milton and Nellie May 4 1894............16: 43
Lawton Fred C of Fred C and Mary Sept 22 1895............16: 159
Lawton Freddie L of Fred L and Etta B Mar 18 1893............15: 151
Lawton Frederick M of Morris and Agnes May 8 1899............16: 500
Lawton George W of Abel and Abbie A Aug 25 1900............17: 117
Lawton Harold C of Fred L and Etta V Sept 28 1898............16: 438
Lawton Harold T of Daniel T and Adelaide R May 18 1892............15: 75
Lawton John E of Edwin and Jane July 26 1893............15: 205
Lawton Julia E of William G and Carrie D Aug 18 1897............16: 341
Lawton Lena M of Oscar S and Serena June 21 1899............16: 483
Lawton Lillian E of Edwin A and Agnes Nov 22 1896............16: 241
Lawton Lucy A of James H and Florence A June 28 1898............16: 399
Lawton Mary W of James H and Catherine A Feb 5 1899............16: 508
Lawton Percy of James and Florence Oct 19 1895............16: 174
Lawton William E of Benjamin B and Emma May 26 1895............16: 97
Lawton William J G of Walter L and Catherine Nov 13 1900............17: 102
Lawton —— d of Frederick and Almira F Mar 13 1898............16: 415
Lawton —— s of George and Ida May 13 1898............16: 398
Lawton —— s of James and Florence Sept 28 1896............16: 265
Lawton —— s of Nicholas W and Annie A May 5 1891............15: 20
Lawton —— s of Patrick and Bridget Aug 19 1891............15: 44
Lawyer Helen E of Clarence E and Mary H Aug 28 1895............16: 162
Laycock —— s of Robert and Mary A July 23 1898............16: 437
Layden Martin J of Thomas and Mary J July 5 1893............15: 192
Layfield Beatrice of William A and Mary May 28 1898............16: 395
Layfield Madeline of William A and Mary Aug 5 1896............16: 249
Layfield Sadie of William and Mary Apr 20 1900............17: 33
Lazar Becky of Hyman and Sarah Feb 9 1899............16: 479
Lazar Mary of Morris and Sarah Oct 23 1895............16: 146
Lazar Philip of Moritz and Sarah Oct 3 1893............15: 179
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Birth or Death Date</th>
<th>Page Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lazarovitz Annie</td>
<td>Mar 22 1898</td>
<td>16:380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazarovitz Solomon</td>
<td>May 23 1899</td>
<td>16:482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazarus Sally of Max</td>
<td>Feb 8 1898</td>
<td>16:386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazofski Amelia of</td>
<td>June 11 1898</td>
<td>16:399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazzari Alberto C B</td>
<td>June 15 1900</td>
<td>17:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazzari Armando of</td>
<td>Jan 2 1898</td>
<td>16:399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazzari Emilia of</td>
<td>July 21 1896</td>
<td>16:256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazzari</td>
<td></td>
<td>16:212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lea Ruth of Harry K</td>
<td>Aug 22 1898</td>
<td>16:437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leacey Annie O of</td>
<td>Dec 16 1891</td>
<td>15:38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leacey Sarah E of</td>
<td>Sept 2 1893</td>
<td>15:190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach Albert A of</td>
<td>Oct 19 1891</td>
<td>15:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach Anna of</td>
<td>Nov 2 1895</td>
<td>16:140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach Charles E of</td>
<td>Dec 29 1893</td>
<td>15:192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach Clara B of</td>
<td>Sept 14 1893</td>
<td>15:179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach Clarence E of</td>
<td>Mar 30 1896</td>
<td>16:190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach Edith I of</td>
<td>Nov 17 1898</td>
<td>16:443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach Florinda of</td>
<td>Feb 17 1894</td>
<td>16:43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach George of</td>
<td>May 15 1897</td>
<td>16:289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach George V of</td>
<td>May 17 1900</td>
<td>17:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach Harold W of</td>
<td>Aug 24 1899</td>
<td>16:534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach Harry G of</td>
<td>Feb 13 1898</td>
<td>16:393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach John W of</td>
<td>May 10 1899</td>
<td>16:495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach Louisa H of</td>
<td>May 18 1899</td>
<td>15:18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach Mary of</td>
<td>July 16 1894</td>
<td>16:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach Thomas W of</td>
<td>Apr 2 1895</td>
<td>16:111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach Viola of</td>
<td>Sept 1 1892</td>
<td>15:100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach Walter of</td>
<td>May 3 1899</td>
<td>16:477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach William F of</td>
<td>Sept 7 1897</td>
<td>16:321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach William T of</td>
<td>Apr 2 1895</td>
<td>16:133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach s of James and</td>
<td>July 19 1892</td>
<td>15:132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach s of James W</td>
<td>Dec 22 1893</td>
<td>15:176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach d of James W</td>
<td>Dec 19 1896</td>
<td>16:248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach d of Orville L</td>
<td>Aug 15 1897</td>
<td>16:366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leacy May G of</td>
<td>July 8 1899</td>
<td>16:549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leacy Pearl G of</td>
<td>Mar 28 1897</td>
<td>16:292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leahy Dennis of</td>
<td>May 4 1894</td>
<td>16:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leahy John of</td>
<td>July 11 1900</td>
<td>17:61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leahy Josephine of</td>
<td>Mar 20 1898</td>
<td>16:372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leahy Mary E of</td>
<td>Jan 16 1899</td>
<td>16:472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leahy Mary M of</td>
<td>May 14 1896</td>
<td>16:195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leahy Philip of</td>
<td>Apr 29 1896</td>
<td>16:183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leahy Timothy of</td>
<td>Feb 12 1893</td>
<td>15:136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leahy Walter of</td>
<td>Dec 16 1897</td>
<td>16:333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leahy d of John and</td>
<td>Aug 13 1897</td>
<td>16:366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leam Eugenia</td>
<td>July 24 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leal Frank</td>
<td>Mar 5 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leal Jose</td>
<td>Mar 29 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leall Etta</td>
<td>July 3 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leamy Alice</td>
<td>Sept 7 1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leary Mary</td>
<td>June 16 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leary Cathar</td>
<td>Jan 24 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leary Francis</td>
<td>Oct 13 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learned Alpha</td>
<td>Feb 28 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learned Sarah</td>
<td>Oct 20 1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leary Clare</td>
<td>Oct 7 1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leary Ethel</td>
<td>May 18 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leary Raymond</td>
<td>July 13 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leary Robert</td>
<td>Mar 28 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leary Walter</td>
<td>Sept 6 1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leary</td>
<td>Nov 11 1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leary</td>
<td>Jan 5 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leather</td>
<td>July 8 1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leavens</td>
<td>July 21 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leavens Doris</td>
<td>Sept 23 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leavens</td>
<td>July 30 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaver Edith</td>
<td>Feb 26 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaver Maud</td>
<td>Sept 6 1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leavitt Gene</td>
<td>Aug 10 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leavitt Harold</td>
<td>Jan 31 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leavitt Vera</td>
<td>Oct 4 1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leavy Kate</td>
<td>Nov 27 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebean</td>
<td>Nov 25 1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebean Elodie</td>
<td>Apr 21 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebean Eugene</td>
<td>Jan 13 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebean Leonie</td>
<td>Feb 13 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leblanc</td>
<td>June 6 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leblanc Irene</td>
<td>Aug 12 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leblanc Joseph</td>
<td>May 24 1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leblanc Ludger</td>
<td>Apr 5 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leblanc Marguerite</td>
<td>Sept 10 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leblanc Marie</td>
<td>June 19 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Leblanc Mary A of Alexandre and Margaret May 11 1897 ........ 16:314
Leblanc Richard of John and Delia June 11 1894 ............... 16:14
Leboeuf Albertine of Henry and Theona May 3 1894 ........... 16:30
Leboeuf Francis A of Henri and Theone Nov 8 1895 ........... 16:17
Lebrun Alfred of Joseph and Marie Jan 12 1892 ............... 15:96
Lebrun Lucien A of Joseph and Marie Jan 14 1893 ............ 15:141
Lechman Gitel of Morris and Rachel May 20 1893 .............. 15:145
Leckenby Lena E of James and Jemima Oct 28 1891 .......... 15:52
Leckenby Marion of James and Jemima Aug 18 1895 .......... 16:151
Leclair Frederick of Joseph and Marie Jan 26 1899 .......... 16:178
Leclair Harvey of Joseph and Donalda June 18 1898 .......... 16:411
Leclair Joseph F of Joseph and Marie Aug 28 1895 .......... 16:162
Leclair Joseph W L of Joseph and Donalda Jan 28 1900 ....... 17:8
LeClair Marie A of Joseph and Marie Jan 21 1897 .......... 16:280
Leclair —— d of Joseph and Mary Dec 17 1893 .............. 15:212
Leclerc Emile of Edouard and Emma Apr 2 1900 .............. 17:28
LeClerc Marie A C of Charles and Artemise Z Feb 16 1893 .... 15:156
Leclerc Marie E A of Louis C and Artemise Z Nov 25 1891 ... 15:55
Leclerc Mary J of Charles L and Artémise June 26 1897 .... 16:300
LeCount Chester C (c) of James C and Ida H Nov 14 1895 ... 16:160
LeCount Gertrude P (c) of James C and Ida H Feb 3 1894 ... 16:25
LeCount Ralph E (c) of George E and Alice J July 19 1894 .. 15:51
LeCount —— (c) s of George and Alice July 30 1897 ........ 16:341
Leddy Andrew J of John A and Margaret E Dec 3 1898 .... 16:140
Leddy Anna of William J and Annie M Dec 13 1897 .......... 16:323
Leddy Charles J of Thomas and Annie L Jan 7 1900 ........ 17:2
Leddy Florence C of Daniel and Mary A Dec 20 1892 ........ 15:105
Leddy Francis A of Peter J and Catherine A June 5 1899 ... 16:188
Leddy Francis H of John A and Margaret E Apr 3 1897 .... 16:292
Leddy Irene of Thomas F and Annie L Feb 26 1897 ......... 16:295
Leddy Madeline T of William J and Annie Nov 9 1895 ....... 16:140
Leddy Marian O of William H and Margaret L Nov 4 1896 .. 16:236
Leddy Mary L of William J and Agnes M Apr 28 1900 ....... 17:35
Leddy William H of William H and Margaret Nov 8 1894 ... 16:58
Leddy William J of William J and Annie Feb 3 1894 ....... 16:5
Leddy —— d of John F and Margaret E Feb 2 1896 .......... 16:202
Leddy —— s of John F and Margaret E Aug 18 1899 ........ 16:534
Ledoux Marie R D of Hubert and Delina Aug 12 1896 ....... 16:253
Ledoux —— s of Jerry and Eliza Oct 7 1899 ............. 16:597
Ledue Annie of Louis and Georgiana Sept 20 1895 .......... 16:172
Ledue Blanche I of Atistide and Odile Apr 5 1897 .......... 16:308
Ledue Elphege of Hubert and Emma Oct 14 1892 .......... 15:133
Ledue Fabien I of Ira and Odile June 13 1895 .......... 16:130
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Leduc Louis A of Moise A and Exena Jan 28 1890. 17: 8
Leduc Alice C of James J and Harriet I Apr 28 1898. 16: 409
Leduc Thomas F of James J and Hattie Nov 11 1895. 16: 146
Lee Alice of James A and Margaret Sept 13 1897. 16: 349
Lee Alice E of Charles H and Sarah J June 12 1896. 16: 221
Lee Amalie I (Chinese) of Bert C and Ida M Dec 23 1900. 17: 113
Lee Amalie I of Albert C and Ida E June 1 1899. 16: 488
Lee Arthur J of Bernard W and Margaret Jan 23 1898. 16: 400
Lee Arthur W of William G and Emma Jan 2 1891. 15: 17
Lee Beatrice A of Frederick A and Charlotte M Nov 22 1895. 16: 160
Lee Bernard of Patrick and Ella July 28 1899. 16: 520
Lee Dorothy M (c) of James A and Rachel Feb 16 1898. 16: 393
Lee Edward B of William E and Ellen May 2 1892. 15: 90
Lee Edward H of James A and Margaret A July 22 1895. 16: 165
Lee Eric A of George and Lilly Sept 15 1895. 16: 166
Lee Ethel D of Frederick A and Charlotte M Apr 6 1898. 16: 413
Lee Ethel H (c) of James A and Rachel May 27 1899. 16: 495
Lee Florence E of Patrick and Mary Apr 1 1899. 16: 473
Lee Francis B of Patrick and Mary May 14 1900. 17: 39
Lee Francis P of James A and Margaret Aug 14 1899. 16: 571
Lee Frank Feb 7 1896. 16: 220
Lee Gertrude A of Peter and Cora S Jan 29 1895. 16: 95
Lee Harry of Bernard W and Margaret Aug 4 1893. 15: 214
Lee Helen E of Bernard W and Margaret Nov 19 1900. 17: 103
Lee Irving A of Arthur E and Eliza M May 26 1900. 17: 42
Lee Irving R of George and Lilly Aug 1 1899. 16: 562
Lee James D (c) of James and Rachel June 15 1900. 17: 48
Lee James W of James A and Margaret Feb 25 1893. 15: 159
Lee John of Bernard and Bridget Jan 12 1899. 16: 472
Lee John P H of Charles H and Edith W Feb 25 1899. 16: 476
Lee John R of John D and Mary J Mar 6 1896. 16: 200
Lee Joseph P of Patrick and Mary Mar 9 1898. 16: 372
Lee Lilly of William and Emma Nov 28 1896. 16: 268
Lee Mabel E (c) of Robert and Alberta Mar 20 1900. 17: 23
Lee Margaret of James A and Margaret Sept 17 1891. 15: 57
Lee Margaret C of James and Kate Nov 15 1895. 16: 178
Lee Margaret H of Charles H and Besella Jan 1 1899. 16: 485
Lee Margaret M of Patrick and Mary Oct 17 1895. 16: 156
Lee Margaret M R (c) of Robert E and Lillian H July 2 1900. 17: 117
Lee Mary E of William R C and Margaret T Oct 15 1896. 16: 251
Lee Mary H of Patrick and Mary Feb 3 1897. 16: 273
Lee Nora A of Cyrus A and Arvilla Apr 1 1900. 17: 28
Lee Rhoda M of Peter and Cora S Aug 26 1892. 15: 107
Lee Robert E of Denison P and Louisa C Apr 24 1894. 16: 34
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Lee Samuel E of Mary Jan 5 1899.......................... 16:484
Lee Sarah A of Timothy and Bridget A July 15 1893........ 15:295
Lee Sarah G of William and Annie B July 8 1899.......... 16:590
Lee Viola P (c) of George W and Grace E May 13 1894..... 16: 30
Lee Walter of Bernard W and Margaret June 5 1895......... 16:423
Lee William J of William E and Ellen Dec 12 1894........ 16: 74
Lee — s of Bernard and Bridget July 9 1897............... 16:366
Lee — (c) d of George T and Mary Mar 23 1894............. 16: 16
Lee — (c) d of George W and Grace E Dec 12 1892.......... 16:119
Lee — d of Peter and Cora July 9 1899................... 16:596
Lee — s of William and Lillian Jan 25 1897.............. 16:364
Leech Margaret B of James and Emily Mar 31 1897.......... 16:296
Leech — d of James and Emily Dec 21 1898................. 16:444
Leeman Charles of Joseph B and Catherine T May 1 1899.... 16:477
Leeman Dorothy of Joseph B and Catherine T Nov 25 1894.. 16: 48
Leeman Margaret of Joseph B and Catherine T Mar 29 1897.. 16:274
Leeman Mary C of Joseph B and Catherine T Sept 26 1892... 15:100
Leeming Joseph R of Joseph and Rose Mar 28 1892........ 15: 93
Leera Sadie of Hyman and Annie Aug 11 1894.............. 16:389
Lees Chester F of Frederick G and Lelina July 14 1891.... 15: 38
Lees John of Henry and Hannah July 25 1899.............. 16:556
Leete George A of George F and Harriet Apr 24 1891....... 15: 11
Lefebvre Albert of Oswald A and Rosanna Nov 8 1899....... 16:567
Lefebvre Arthur of Louis and Virginia Aug 11 1894......... 16: 72
Lefebvre Arthur J of George and Albertine May 1 1895..... 16:122
Lefebvre Charles of Charles and Emma June 1 1900......... 17: 44
Lefebvre Elvira E of Oswald and Rosanna May 17 1897...... 16:310
Lefebvre Eva of Oswald and Rose A June 8 1898........... 16:399
Lefebvre Irene of Oswald and Rosanna Mar 23 1893......... 15:164
Lefebvre Joseph G F of George and Albertine Oct 4 1898... 16:447
Lefebvre Marie E O of Charles and Emma Nov 19 1898....... 16:461
Lefebvre Marie N of Oswald and Rose A May 24 1894........ 16: 41
Lefebvre Marie O F of George and Albertine Dec 28 1899... 16:588
Lefebvre Marie A F of Alfred and Marie A July 30 1897.... 16:348
Leforge Joseph A of George and Elizabeth Feb 25 1894..... 16:10
Lefrancois Joseph of Joseph and Marceline Dec 8 1900...... 17:109
Legault Marie P B of Joseph A and Bernadette Sept 23 1900. 17: 85
LeGendre Irene of Augustus A and Bertha Aug 8 1898....... 16:418
Leger Dora V of Yaudry and Lena Jan 20 1896............. 16:221
Legg Dora A of George and Ida M Oct 16 1894.............. 16: 57
Legg George W of George and Ida M May 21 1898........... 16:382
Legg Seddon W of William H and Mary J Jan 18 1894........ 16: 36
Lego — d of Francisco and Jacintha Aug 8 1892........... 15: 99
Lehman Alfred B of Bruno T and Lena Apr 6 1892........... 15: 79
Lehman Frances A of Moses and Johanna Nov 23 1896......16:270
Lehman Rebecca H of Moses and Johanna Jan 23 1899......16:497
Lehman Richard B E of Richard and Emma Dec 27 1896.....16:260
Leemann Marion of Helen Dec 27 1892.........................15:110
Lehmann Max H of Richard and Emma Nov 18 1900..............17:103
Lehrmann Lillian I of Bruno T and Lena A Feb 7 1894.......16:18
Leiberman Henry of Nathan and Ida E Oct 20 1900..............17:94
Leicht Barbara E of Christian E and Caroline Oct 15 1897....16:338
Leicht Lillian A M of Christian E and Caroline Feb 14 1896..16:199
Leichter Bessie R of Simon and Pauline Apr 2 1897............16:202
Leichter Israel of Simon and Pauline Dec 28 1900..............17:115
Leichter Sarah of Simon and Pauline Oct 9 1898.................16:435
Leidner Walter E of Albert and Bertha M Nov 6 1893.........15:180
Leigh Arthur H of John W and Annaes July 2 1900..............17:59
Leigh Frank E of James E and Clara Nov 2 1899...............16:566
Leigh Mabelle E of William A and Mary A July 17 1897........16:324
Leigh Marion M of William A and Mary A Mar 9 1900............17:20
Leighton Annie C of George I and Matilda L Oct 15 1893....15:190
Leighton Dorothy M of George and Elizabeth C Nov 18 1895...16:152
Leighton Ella M of Lewis C and Eva J Aug 7 1893..............15:184
Leighton Ellen M of George J and Matilda Oct 10 1892........15:115
Leighton Florence J of Lewis C and Lena July 6 1900.........17:117
Leighton Heloise M of Frederick B and Evangeline Aug 4 1892
Leighton Josephine F of Frederick B and Evangeline May 11
Leighton Marion E of George and Elizabeth C Aug 3 1891.....15:45
Leighton William J of George I and Matilda C Oct 21 1894....16:67
Leinhos Louisa of Christopher J and Margaret E June 9 1898
Leinhos William F of Christopher J and Margaret Mar 19 1896
Leisman Stanley of Louis and Lillian W July 13 1895...........16:148
Leismann Warren L of Louis and Lillian Dec 4 1892............15:119
Leith Mary H of Harvey I and Jennie May 11 1894..............16:13
Leitser Joseph W of Norsen and Rebecca Dec 2 1892...........15:109
Leinxer — d of Jacob E and Margaret E Dec 25 1898............16:462
Lejeune Joseph A of Louis and Ledia Dec 15 1900..............17:111
LeLacheur Beatrice R of William and Catherine Feb 8 1896...16:185
LeLacheur William D of William and Catherine July 1 1893...15:173
LeLacheur — d of Cyrus and Elizabeth M Dec 26 1894...........16:86
LeLancil Lillian J of Adolphus and Lillian July 27 1894......16:54
LeLancil Sarah C of William E and Mary A Mar 25 1891........15:13
LeLancil Willard H of Willard H and Clara II May 21 1899...16:495
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

LeMaire Helen M of Joseph and Emma Jan 20 1894............16: 16
Lemaire Marcel of Aram Marciel and Delia May 4 1897........16: 314
Lemaire Robert M of Manuel and Josephine Dec 12 1896......16: 255
Lemaire —— s of Nestor and Annie Sept 16 1891.............15: 61
Lenan Lloyd L of William H and Carrie Mar 25 1900.........17: 123
Lemarche Marie R of Evariste and Euphémie Nov 3 1892......15: 121
Lemay Eva of Joseph and Alphonse Aug 20 1894...............16: 72
LeMay Florence L of Arthur and Emma June 19 1898.........16: 395
Lemay Joseph A of Arthur and Emma Mar 29 1893.............15: 187
Lemay Joseph L A of Albert J and Mary Feb 19 1894........16: 37
Lemay Lena L of Joseph and Alphonse Dec 21 1899...........16: 577
LeMay Leon W of Ernest and Mary June 13 1900..............17: 53
Lemay Lillian A of Albert J and Mary Oct 28 1896.........16: 234
Lemay Louis E of Albert J and Marie Sept 29 1899..........16: 558
LeMay Maria L of Arthur and Emma Sept 11 1894............16: 51
Lemay Mary E of Albert J and Mary July 2 1892.............15: 125
LeMay Philippe A of Arthur and Emma L Aug 16 1896.........16: 228
Lemay Ruth E of Albert and Marie Nov 1 1895............16: 174
Lemier Clarence E of Frederick and Margaret May 7 1894....16: 12
Lemoine —— s of Eva July 11 1893........................15: 182
Lemont Edwin F of John E and Una V Feb 23 1897...........16: 307
Lemont Harold E of John E and Una V June 7 1895.........16: 130
Lena Cora C of Dario and Vittoria Sept 7 1899..............16: 544
Lena Maria T of Dario and Vittoria May 25 1898............16: 385
Lenagh Mary I of James and Ann June 25 1894............16: 42
Lenahan Agnes of Michael and Annie July 11 1896..........16: 240
Lenahan Catharine G of James and Catharine E Sept 20 1900.17: 84
Lenahan Edmund L of John J and Mary E May 30 1892........15: 95
Lenahan Irene of John and Julia Nov 11 1898..............16: 429
Lenahan James E of James F and Lena F Mar 3 1897........16: 307
Lenahan Jerome V of Michael and Annie Mar 18 1900.........17: 23
Lenahan John R of John J and Mary E July 20 1897.........16: 353
Lenahan Joseph M of Michael and Annie May 22 1897.........16: 286
Lenahan Julia of John and Julia E Jan 17 1892.............15: 51
Lenahan Madeline of Patrick and Margaret Mar 2 1900........17: 18
Lenahan Margaret of Michael and Ellen L Sept 24 1895......16: 173
Lenahan Margaret M of John J and Mary E Dec 25 1894.......16: 86
Lenahan Marguerite L of James and Margaret Mar 29 1895....16: 128
Lenahan Mary of Michael F and Ellen L July 30 1894........16: 81
Lenahan Mary E of James F and Lena F Jan 13 1899.........16: 507
Lenahan Patrick of Patrick J and Rose B Mar 6 1900.......17: 55
Lenahan Theresa of John and Julia Nov 22 1894.............16: 58
Lenahan —— s of Michael and Annie Mar 7 1893.............15: 151
Lenahan —— s of Michael and Annie Feb 21 1894............16: 22
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Birthdate</th>
<th>Record No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Mar 12 1900</td>
<td>17:21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenau</td>
<td>Arthur</td>
<td>Celia</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sept 2 1895</td>
<td>16:162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenau</td>
<td>Arthur</td>
<td>Celia</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Aug 14 1893</td>
<td>15:193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenau</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Laura</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Oct 25 1898</td>
<td>16:448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenau</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>Frances</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>May 23 1900</td>
<td>17:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenau</td>
<td>Arthur</td>
<td>Celia</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sept 8 1897</td>
<td>16:345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenau</td>
<td>Arthur</td>
<td>Celia</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sept 28 1900</td>
<td>17:87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenau</td>
<td>George</td>
<td>Elma</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Dec 18 1892</td>
<td>15:125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenders</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Philomene</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sept 11 1897</td>
<td>16:355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenau</td>
<td>Henry</td>
<td>Maud</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Nov 7 1899</td>
<td>16:585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenau</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Marie</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Oct 1 1900</td>
<td>17:88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenau</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jan 27 1898</td>
<td>16:393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenau</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>Ellen</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>July 18 1893</td>
<td>15:205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenau</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sept 6 1896</td>
<td>16:250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenau</td>
<td>Patrick</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Dec 17 1893</td>
<td>15:204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenau</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Julia</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Mar 30 1896</td>
<td>16:190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>Jerome</td>
<td>Nora</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Apr 26 1891</td>
<td>15:11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>Terence</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>July 5 1899</td>
<td>16:520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>Patrick</td>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Aug 21 1897</td>
<td>16:326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>Stephen</td>
<td>Grace</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jan 15 1893</td>
<td>15:162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>Terence</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>June 24 1895</td>
<td>16:94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Nellie</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Feb 17 1898</td>
<td>16:406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>Terence</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Dec 19 1892</td>
<td>15:102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>Jerome</td>
<td>Nora</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Dec 31 1892</td>
<td>15:131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>Delia</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Aug 29 1891</td>
<td>15:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>Patrick</td>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Aug 16 1891</td>
<td>15:39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Dec 1 1897</td>
<td>16:359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>Peter</td>
<td>Ellen</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>May 9 1898</td>
<td>16:398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>Bridget</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Feb 6 1899</td>
<td>15:142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>Jerome</td>
<td>Nora</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Dec 12 1894</td>
<td>16:86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>Terence</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sept 23 1891</td>
<td>15:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>Patrick</td>
<td>Catherine</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Mar 28 1893</td>
<td>15:143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Ellen</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Aug 31 1893</td>
<td>15:207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>Stephen</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Nov 18 1894</td>
<td>16:85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jan 9 1897</td>
<td>16:300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Susan</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>May 19 1898</td>
<td>16:413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>Patrick</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Nov 19 1899</td>
<td>16:586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Oct 18 1900</td>
<td>17:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>June 15 1897</td>
<td>16:311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennon</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>Ellen</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Dec 26 1895</td>
<td>16:153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenos</td>
<td>Francisco</td>
<td>Roza</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Nov 6 1892</td>
<td>15:101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenox</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Marie</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Nov 12 1897</td>
<td>16:358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenox</td>
<td>Helen</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>May 28 1898</td>
<td>16:388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenox</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Feb 18 1892</td>
<td>15:88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenox</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>Ellen</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>May 30 1892</td>
<td>15:90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Lenseski Frank of Romoldoi and Ervoi July 28 1900.............. 17:  67
Lensky — d of Mary Dec 17 1898.............................. 16: 432
Lent Edward M of Walter M and Margaret A Nov 5 1899........ 16: 585
Lent Walter D of Walter and Margaret Jan 14 1898............. 16: 371
Lentell — s of George P and Allotta C May 15 1891........... 15:  30
Lenth George M of Ernest A G and Grace Mar 20 1900........... 17:  23
Lenz Ernest of Ernest and Dora Dec 21 1897...................... 16: 347
Lenz William E of Ernest and Dora June 26 1893................. 15: 158
Lenzen Edward B of Bertram and Emma A Apr 24 1894............. 16:   7
Lenzen — d of Bertram and Emma Feb 28 1897...................... 16: 277
Lenzi Americo of Natale and Luisa Sept 11 1894.................. 16:   76
Lenzi Isola of Natelli and Louisa May 14 1891................... 15:   24
Lenzi Maria of Natale and Luisa Oct 1 1892...................... 15:  111
Leo Lilly of Antone and Minnie Oct 30 1896...................... 16: 226
Leogel Rudolph of Paul and Amalie Feb 4 1900.................... 17:   10
Leon John A E of John L and Emma S June 4 1891............... 15:   29
Leon — s of August F and Hulda C May 15 1898................... 16: 391
Leonard Annie T of Thomas and Ellen May 30 1891................. 15:   29
Leonard Anthony J of George H and Mary A Sept 14 1900........ 17:   82
Leonard Catherine L of Frank and Catherine Sept 22 1895........ 16: 173
Leonard Edward of Thomas and Ellen Feb 24 1898.................. 16: 406
Leonard Elsie S M of Berger A and Olga M L July 25 1900........ 17:   66
Leonard Esther M of James and Mary May 6 1897................... 16: 283
Leonard Florence E of Mark and Mary July 11 1896............... 16: 241
Leonard George H of Frank and Catherine Feb 7 1899............. 16: 508
Leonard George H of George H and Mary A Oct 23 1898............ 16: 448
Leonard Harry F of Thomas H and Annie E Aug 27 1897............ 16: 363
Leonard Jane of Austin and Cora L June 9 1891................... 15:   21
Leonard Joanna of Paul F and Margaret L Feb 15 1898............ 16: 414
Leonard John P of Joseph B and Mary Aug 20 1893................ 15: 200
Leonard Joseph of Napoleon J and Emma Feb 13 1894.............. 16:   18
Leonard Joseph E of Philip H and Elizabeth H Feb 13 1897......... 16: 280
Leonard (Lanone) Joseph G E of Napoleon and Emma Mar 6 1893.... 15: 148
Leonard Leland H of Charles R Jr and Mabel Aug 3 1893........... 15: 170
Leonard Louisa of Frank and Catherine Nov 3 1892............... 15: 129
Leonard Madeline F of Walter B and Fannie June 17 1895......... 16:   94
Leonard Margaretta M of James and Elizabeth Apr 30 1899......... 16: 500
Leonard Marion of Felix and Annie Nov 4 1894.................... 16:   84
Leonard Mary of Harry and Clara Mar 6 1898...................... 16: 390
Leonard Mary A of Thomas and Ellen Jan 4 1893................... 15: 161
Leonard Mary L of Philip H and Elizabeth H Feb 24 1892........... 15:   96
Leonard Newton P of Alfred H and Sophia T Oct 6 1893............ 15: 194
Leonard Thomas J of Thomas and Ellen Sept 25 1896.............. 16: 264
Leonard Walter B of Berger A and Olga M May 6 1899............. 16: 488
Leonard Wardwell C of Alfred H and Sophia T Oct 12 1896...16: 243
Leonard William of Napoleon and Emma Feb 6 1894.........16: 45
Leonard William A of James A and Mary A Sept 12 1897....16: 337
Leonard William F of Philip H and Elizabeth Mar 20 1894...16: 11
Leonard William H of Thomas C and Louisa July 3 1897...16: 353
Leonard William R of Charles R and Mabel L June 9 1895...16: 119
Leonard Zola I of Henry E and Isetta Sept 28 1900..........17: 87
Leonard — d of Frank and Catherine Sept 17 1894........16: 83
Leonard — d of Fred M and Rosanna Sept 2 1899........16: 597
Leonard — s of Frederick J and Bridget A Feb 16 1892....15: 92
Leonard — d of James A and Mary A Feb 11 1900.........17: 55
Leonard — d of Joseph and Beatrice Dec 4 1898........16: 470
Leonard — s of Thomas and Louisa July 29 1900..........17: 119
Leonardi Elvira of Antonio and Antonetta Aug 31 1895...16: 143
Leonardo Alberto of Carmine and Paolina Mar 28 1897....16: 282
Leonardo Anna of Paolo and Madelina May 17 1897........16: 283
Leonardo Antonetta of Luigi and Giovanna Sept 2 1895....16: 144
Leonardo Antonio of Paolo and Maddalena Oct 2 1895.....16: 145
Leonardo Clementina of Maddalena Sept 2 1893...15: 178
Leonardo Giuseppe of Salvatore and Giulia Apr 23 1900....17: 33
Leonardo Guerino of Bartolomeo and Maria G Sept 20 1900..17: 84
Leonardo Pasqualina of Paolo and Madelina Apr 7 1892....15: 74
Leonardo Teresa of Pasquale and Maria Apr 6 1891........15: 8
Leonardo Vincenzo of Pasquale and Amalia Mar 30 1896...16: 190
Leonie Amadeo of Ernesto and Maria Feb 25 1897.........16: 301
Leonie Maria C of Antonio and Primiana Feb 2 1898......16: 378
Leonie Olimpia of Eugenio and Filomena Apr 6 1896....16: 211
Leonie Tomasio of Antonio and Primiana May 30 1900....17: 43
Leonie — s of Ernesto and Anna June 23 1898...16: 468
Leonhard Doris of John C and Clara L Nov 21 1895......16: 157
Leonhardt George F of Frank J and Eva June 7 1893....15: 152
Leonhardt Herbert F of Frederick J and Eva Apr 13 1895..16: 112
Leonhardt Raymond H of Fred J and Eva June 15 1898....16: 392
Leonhardt — d of Frederick J and Eva Dec 20 1891.....15: 50
Leoni Giuseppe of Gennaro and Filomena Jan 7 1900.......17: 122
Leoni Luigi of Antonio and Pulmena May 23 1894......16: 13
Leperc Lucien E of Louis and Juliette Mar 21 1897.....16: 289
Leperc Rose B of Louis and Juliette June 18 1900.......17: 48
Lepine Joseph A of Xavier and Adzire Sept 24 1897......16: 356
Lepine Joseph H of Xavier and Adzire Oct 25 1898......16: 460
Lepine Ovila of Xavier and Adzire Dec 27 1895.........16: 176
Lepore Margherita of Luigi and Catherine Sept 14 1900....17: 82
Lepore Maria G N of Luigi and Caterina Aug 28 1897....16: 349
Lepper William H of William H and Lora M Dec 20 1892....15: 109
LeRoi William of Olivier and Elizabeth May 20 1896......16: 212
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Leroy Wilfred of Jean B and Sophia July 17 1895. 16:179
Lessenberg Annie E of John and Elizabeth Nov 15 1892. 15:116
Lester Alice L of J Wallace and Fannie B July 21 1898. 16:421
Lester Anna M of John J and Bridget E July 3 1900. 17:59
Lester Edith of George H and Mary G July 20 1900. 17:64
Lester Edward J of John and Bridget July 20 1898. 16:425
Lester William A of William A and Clara S June 20 1898. 16:392
Lester —— d of Benjamin H and Mary E July 19 1897. 16:345
Lestrade Paul C of Joseph P and Minnie C Aug 25 1894. 16:69
Lett Ida of Max and Sarah Aug 15 1896. 16:233
Lettto Avelia of Tomaso and Antonio Nov 12 1899. 16:567
Letts Charles E of Charles D and Minnie O Dec 7 1896. 16:267
Lenfest —— s of Bertram A and Annie N May 2 1895. 16:115
Leupelt Henry of Henry and Martha A Mar 5 1894. 16:38
Lenth —— s of Ernest A G and Grace Oct 13 1898. 16:439
LeValley George of Alfred and Marie Oct 25 1896. 16:243
LeValley —— d of Alfred and Marie Sept 4 1900. 17:79
Leve George E of Peter E and Annie E May 2 1891. 15:3
Leveille Arthur of Cyril and Odile Nov 25 1897. 16:362
Leveille Walter C of Cyril and Odile Nov 5 1899. 16:544
Levell Florence of James and Mary Dec 6 1898. 16:423
Leven Sherlitzky of Aaron and Lena Aug 12 1891. 15:36
Levenson Esther of William and Sara Dec 26 1894. 16:74
Levenson Helen R of William and Sarah Dec 24 1898. 16:435
Leventhal Annie of Lesser and Katie May 10 1899. 16:474
Levesque Alfred C of Alexandre C and Mary E Apr 3 1896. 16:210
Levesque Joseph H of Arthur and Catherine June 19 1893. 15:145
Levesque Joseph P of Philip and Jane May 2 1893. 15:144
Levesque Malvina H of Alexander C and Mary E May 6 1894. 16:34
Levesque Victorine of Philippe and Jane June 9 1899. 16:483
Levesque William G of Joseph and Bridget Jan 12 1891. 15:6
Levesque —— s of Joseph and Mary Nov 18 1892. 15:113
Levesque —— s of Alexander C and Mary E Jan 30 1899. 16:516
Levey Frederick A of Felix J and Elizabeth A Jan 5 1898. 16:386
Levey Ida J of Peter E and Annie E Aug 11 1892. 15:117
Levi Annie of Simon and Jette May 19 1896. 16:192
Levi Augusta of Felix and Louise Apr 12 1900. 17:30
Levi Benjamin of Simon and Betsey Sept 27 1895. 16:145
Levi Dora of Harry and Fannie Nov 25 1900. 17:105
Levi Harry of Moses and Mary Apr 23 1895. 16:102
Levi Rose of Harry and Fanny Apr 18 1897. 16:275
Levin Abraham M of Max and Lina Nov 17 1892. 15:104
Levin Bella of Max and Jennie July 26 1894. 16:54
Levin Benjamin of Julins and Rachel Jan 10 1898. 16:383
Levin Benjamin of Robert and Gussie Dec 18 1896. 16:271
Levin Hyman of Joseph and Annie Sept 1 1894. 16: 66
Levin John of Morris J and Sarah A Oct 22 1893. 15: 175
Levin Joseph of Benjamin and Rebecca Jan 5 1894. 16: 8
Levin Joseph of Julius and Rachel Apr 17 1893. 15: 164
Levin Lena of Max and Jennie Aug 28 1895. 16: 143
Levin Louis of Louis and Fanny June 2 1894. 16: 13
Levin Louis of Thomas and Becky Nov 9 1900. 17: 100
Levin Louis I of Morris and Sara Oct 14 1894. 16: 51
Levin Maurice of Joseph and Annie June 15 1896. 16: 202
Levin Nettie of Benjamin and Rebecca Feb 8 1891. 15: 12
Levin Rosa of Jacob and Bluma Oct 23 1897. 16: 322
Levin Sadie of Thomas and Rebecca July 15 1898. 16: 424
Levin Samuel of Robert and Gussie July 6 1899. 16: 531
Levin —— d of Ben and Rebecca Aug 27 1898. 16: 469
Levin —— d of Harry May 16 1900. 17: 123
Levine Abraham of Aaron and Lena Dec 4 1893. 15: 175
Levine Albert F of Albert and Elizabeth July 31 1895. 16: 142
Levine Benjamin of Morris and Sarah Nov 2 1896. 16: 236
Levine Benjamin of Robert and Gussie Nov 21 1896. 16: 237
Levine Daniel of Joseph and Annie July 6 1893. 15: 185
Levine Julius of Benjamin and Rebecca Dec 19 1893. 15: 182
Levine Leba of Louis and Fannie May 7 1893. 15: 167
Levine Louis of Barnet and Rebecca Apr 8 1892. 15: 74
Levine Margaret E of Albert E and Lizzie May 3 1893. 15: 144
Levine Mary of Reuben and Bluma June 10 1893. 15: 145
Levine Max of Reuben and Bluma Nov 26 1891. 15: 42
Levine Nathan of Reuben and Bluma July 1 1895. 16: 137
Levine Rosa of Aaron and Lena July 15 1897. 16: 320
Levine Sadie of Max and Jennie Sept 23 1896. 16: 234
Levine William of Henry and Lena June 8 1899. 16: 477
Levine —— d of Aaron and Leah Dec 27 1895. 16: 141
Levinson Robert E of Simon and Sarah Jan 19 1900. 17: 53
Levinson William of Barnett and Jennie May 1 1892. 15: 70
Levowitz Sarah of Meyer and Fanny July 13 1894. 15: 38
Levy Abraham of Harry and Fanny Mar 19 1893. 15: 137
Levy Etta of Israel and Augusta Oct 14 1897. 16: 322
Levy Fannie of Simon and Yetta May 2 1893. 15: 144
Levy Ida of Harry and Fanny Oct 11 1895. 16: 136
Levy Jacob of David and Fanny Dec 16 1895. 16: 147
Levy Jacob of Israel and Gashe June 30 1895. 16: 104
Levy Lena of Sam and Mary Oct 28 1896. 16: 269
Levy Pauline of Hyman and Ida July 15 1898. 16: 463
Levy Philip of Simon and Bessie Nov 29 1893. 15: 181
Levy Raphael of Joseph and Anna July 3 1897. 16: 324
Levye Julia of Joseph and Annie July 9 1900. 17: 61
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

543

Lewandowsky John of Anton and Eva Aug 1 1893 ............... 15:177
Lewey Frederick of Edward and Margaret Jan 3 1892............. 15: 85
Lewia Ida A (c) of Henry and Adeline Oct 23 1893............. 15:180
Lewin Mary of Moritz and Sarah Feb 11 1892.................... 15: 72
Lewis Arthur of Joseph and Mary F Jan 14 1899................. 16:507
Lewis Charles E of Zagory J and Harriet J Jan 12 1893........ 15:146
Lewis Charles H of Thomas S and Josephine June 30 1894........ 16: 8
Lewis Edvina H (c) of Thomas R and Frances Mar 25 1894...... 16: 29
Lewis Elkan C J of Louis J and Pearl July 9 1899.............. 16:549
Lewis Ethel A of George W and Lucy A Mar 19 1897............. 16:296
Lewis Etta F of William H and Annie M Mar 5 1893.............. 15:147
Lewis Evelyn L of George W and Louise L Aug 3 1895.......... 16:154
Lewis Franklin K (c) of Thomas R and Frances C July 19
1892 ................. 15:119
Lewis Frederick of Joseph P and Louise C Dec 2 1892......... 15:125
Lewis George F of Joseph and Mary F Nov 29 1891............. 15: 63
Lewis George H (c) of Fenton and Sarah E Feb 9 1891......... 15: 26
Lewis George P of Jose P and Louisa July 5 1894.............. 16: 71
Lewis Geraldine of Joseph W and Josephine Apr 28 1898........ 16:394
Lewis Grace M (c) of Fenton and Sarah Jan 9 1893.............. 15:161
Lewis Harold D of Warren D and Lucia M Aug 7 1899............ 16:543
Lewis Harry E of Harry E and Anna F Dec 2 1895.............. 16:164
Lewis Jacob of Harriet June 25 1893.......................... 15:147
Lewis James A of George and Elizabeth July 24 1898.......... 16:451
Lewis James W of Joseph and Mary F July 13 1896............. 16:261
Lewis Jesse B of Jose P and Luiza Jan 3 1898.................. 16:388
Lewis John of John P and Louisa Mar 7 1891.................... 15: 11
Lewis John F of John F and Catherine June 16 1893.......... 15:152
Lewis John M of George E and Eva M Dec 9 1900............... 17:109
Lewis Joseph L of Joseph and Mary F June 28 1894............ 16: 42
Lewis Lena of John and Maria June 17 1897.................... 16:314
Lewis Leroy L of Walter and Mary July 29 1894................. 16: 54
Lewis Mabel L of John and Ella M Sept 10 1893................. 15:194
Lewis Manoel P of Joseph P and Louise C Dec 19 1899......... 16:560
Lewis Margaret of John and Mary A Nov 22 1894.............. 16: 78
Lewis Maria of Jose M and Maria Oct 2 1897................... 16:319
Lewis Marion E of John H and Catherine May 25 1898........ 16:387
Lewis Martha A of Walter J and Ella M Jan 5 1894............ 16: 25
Lewis Mary of Walter J and Mary A Dec 10 1896................. 16:238
Lewis Maud E of Walter J and Mary A Apr 4 1893.............. 15:143
Lewis Robert of Thomas S and Josephine Apr 25 1898......... 16:376
Lewis Thomas A (c) of Thomas M and Bertha Mar 23 1900...... 17:123
Lewis Thomas M of James H and Jessie H Aug 12 1897........ 16:325
Lewis Veronica of John F and Catherine Mar 16 1892.......... 15: 81
Lewis Walter I of Walter J and Ella M Aug 9 1891............. 15: 51
Lewis Walter J of Walter J and Mary A Mar 8 1891.........15: 7
Lewis William G of George W and Lucy A Mar 25 1894.....16: 22
Lewis William H of William H and Annie M Feb 10 1891...15: 11
Lewis —— (c) d of Isabel Nov 26 1897.....................16: 368
Lewis —— s of Thomas and Mary A May 5 1896.............16: 204
Lewis —— (c) d of Thomas R and Frances C May 28 1891..15: 21
Lewis —— s of Thomas R and Frances May 21 1895.........16: 118
Lewis —— (c) s of Thomas R and Frances C Feb 17 1898...16: 467
Leyden John E of Thomas and Mary May 22 1895............16: 116
Leyden Margaret of Thomas and Eliza July 5 1892.........15: 102
Leyden Susan A of Thomas and Mary Feb 5 1898............16: 393
Leyden Thomas of James H and Ann Mar 6 1891............15: 7
Leydon Francis of James H and Annie Oct 12 1896........16: 235
Leydon Mary A of Henry F and Rose M July 19 1899.......16: 590
L'Heureux Alice E of Louis P and Adelina July 29 1896...16: 256
L'Heureux Charles A of Louis P and Adelina Dec 18 1899..16: 569
L'Heureux Louis P of Louis P L and Adelina May 31 1898..16: 398
Liappinelli —— d of Salvatore and Brigita Apr 24 1900....17: 34
Libby Chester H of Edmund D and Emma O Aug 8 1891.....15: 51
Libby Dorothy M of George R and Laura M Mar 16 1899....16: 491
Libby Lola E of George R and Addie E Nov 29 1894.......16: 64
Libby Mildred A of Edmund D and Emma O Jan 14 1893.....15: 153
Libby —— s of John and Frances Oct 12 1897..............16: 322
Liberman Dora of Nathan and Ida Apr 23 1894..............16: 12
Liberman Sarah of Nathan and Ida Apr 3 1892.............15: 73
Liborio John (c) of John and Mary J Jan 4 1900.........17: 2
Librandi Francesco of Gabriele and Sofia Oct 8 1898.....16: 433
Librando Luigi A of Gabriele and Sofia Mar 30 1900.......17: 27
Libris —— (c) d of George F and Malvina C Apr 1 1891....15: 18
Libris (c) d of George F and Malvina C Mar 28 1893.......15: 154
Libris —— (c) d of George F and Malvina C Nov 3 1896....16: 251
Libris —— (c) d of George T and Malvina C Nov 9 1894....16: 73
Lichman —— s of Abram and Cara Nov 18 1891.............15: 46
Lichtmann Benjamin of Abram and Esther Aug 28 1899.....16: 535
Lickaer Abram of Samuel and Lena July 26 1897.........16: 324
Lickaer Israel of Samuel and Lena July 11 1896.........16: 231
Lickaer Jules of Samuel and Lena Oct 19 1900...........17: 94
Licker Joseph of Samuel and Lena Oct 18 1900...........17: 93
Licker Rubin of Samuel and Lena Jan 7 1899..............16: 478
Liddle Edna E of Charles W and Elizabeth Mar 24 1898...16: 402
Liddle Mary F of Romeyn and Fannie B Jan 1 1897........16: 294
Lieberman Abraham of Nathan and Ida Apr 1 1896.........16: 190
Lieberman Louis of Nathan and Ida Nov 10 1897..........16: 329
Liebert Herman G of Adolph G and Clara Mar 19 1900.....17: 23
Liebrich Edward P of Henry and Katrina Mar 24 1899.....16: 480
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Liebrig Lena of Heinrich and Katrina Jan 11 1892. 15: 96
Liefsky Leva of Jacob and Jennie Apr 15 1899. 16: 481
Ligiero —— s of Antonio and Rosina Jan 20 1900. 17: 6
Ligouri Raggiero of Gioacchino and Maria Oct 29 1897. 16: 332
Liguori Aguinaldo of Gioacchino and Maria May 26 1899. 16: 505
Liguori Gioia of Jacopo and Concetta Aug 20 1892. 15: 123
Lilla Lucia of Vincenzo and Vincenza Dec 13 1896. 16: 260
Lilibridge Byron J of Byron J and Gertrude May 27 1894. 16: 7
Lillie Lizzie of John and Annie Oct 8 1894. 16: 56
Lillie Robert of John and Annie Jan 3 1893. 15: 141
Lillie Samuel of John and Annie Aug 24 1891. 15: 40
Lillo Carmine of Vincenzo and Vincenza July 16 1900. 17: 63
Lillo Francesco of Vincenzo and Vincenza Dec 18 1894. 16: 88
Lilly Alice A of Patrick F and Annie E Apr 18 1898. 16: 376
Lilly Frank C of Charles and Josephine Oct 23 1896. 16: 243
Lilly Mary of Patrick F and Annie E Feb 2 1896. 16: 214
Lilly William J of Charles and Josephine Sept 25 1898. 16: 435
Lima Anna (c) d of Jose and Maria June 6 1895. 16: 94
Lima Antonio of Antonio C and Maria F Mar 27 1892. 15: 67
Lima Edward of Francesco and Maria Mar 14 1899. 16: 515
Lima Francisco of Francesco and Francesca Oct 7 1898. 16: 419
Lima Francisco P of Francesco M and Maria Jan 29 1892. 15: 66
Lima Gertrude (c) of Joaquin and Maria Feb 28 1897. 16: 274
Lima Manoel C of Manoel and Izabella Dec 31 1895. 16: 137
Lima Maria of Francesco and Francesca Feb 25 1900. 17: 16
Lima Maria C of Manoel and Izabel C June 19 1894. 16: 4
Linos Anna S of Antonio I and Maria Nov 16 1892. 15: 101
Linos Maria J of Antonio R and Josephine J Jan 4 1894. 16: 1
Lincoln Florence G of Charles B and Delia E Aug 14 1891. 15: 54
Lincoln John N of Winthrop C and Marie Aug 5 1897. 16: 345
Lincoln Joseph of Lawrence L and Annie A Jan 10 1900. 17: 3
Lincoln Lawrence S of George A and Matilda May 12 1896. 16: 192
Lincoln Louis of Thomas H and Rachel T Oct 10 1892. 15: 115
Lincoln Louisia of William and Mary Nov 2 1891. 15: 41
Lincoln Mary M of Lawrence L and Annie A Oct 18 1898. 16: 459
Lincoln Rachel T of Thomas H and Rachel T Jan 17 1894. 16: 31
Lincoln Robert of Bertha L Aug 29 1895. 16: 155
Lincoln Thomas W of Thomas and Rachel T Mar 24 1896. 16: 190
Lincoln William of Thomas and Mary Jan 27 1894. 16: 9
Lincoln Winthrop G of Winthrop C and Mary R Oct 10 1894. 16: 73
Lind Jessie of John A and Annie B Sept 2 1895. 16: 155
Lind John N of Nelson F and Hannah Oct 12 1900. 17: 91
Lind Joseph of John A and Annie B Nov 15 1891. 15: 50
Lind —— d of Claus E and Ada C Oct 28 1899. 16: 553
Lind —— s of John A and Annie B May 23 1893. 15: 152
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Lindahl Harold E of John and Emma C Jan 8 1900.
Lindau Lillian P of Paul C and Emma L Nov 10 1900.
Lindberg Claude G of Ernest A and Augusta C June 4 1896.
Lindberg Frederica of Ernest and Augusta Apr 20 1900.
Lindberg d of Ernest A and Augusta C June 27 1898.
Lindblom Mabel M of Oscar T and Ada Dec 28 1897.
Lindblom Royal H of William F and Hannah C Aug 2 1894.
Lindblom s of William F and Hannah Mar 1 1898.
Lindborg s of Simon and Alice May 30 1899.
Lindell Lyman L of Henry and Lina Sept 25 1899.
Lindell d of John A and Julia E Sept 13 1894.
Linden Francis W of John and Codie W Mar 1 1893.
Linden d of Charles and Maria Apr 20 1900.
Lindenberg Rosa of Herman and Sarah Oct 23 1892.
Linder Jennie of Louis and Annie Mar 12 1898.
Linder Viola of Otto and Emma Jan 28 1898.
Linder d of Louis and Annie Feb 8 1900.
Lindgren Bror A F of Bror G and Huldah S Sept 21 1891.
Lindgren Emily G of Anna Feb 16 1896.
Lindgren Eric of Ernest A and Hulma Apr 2 1896.
Lindgren Gustaf W of Ernest A and Helma J Jan 2 1898.
Lindgren Joseph of Carl L and Annie F Mar 27 1891.
Lindgren Leonhardt J G of Bror J and Huldah S July 8 1893.
Lindgren Moritz of Carl L and Anna A Feb 1 1893.
Lindgren s of Bror and Hulda Dec 31 1898.
Lindholm Ellen of Gustaf and Mary Apr 11 1894.
Lindman Albert of Emil and Amanda Feb 5 1896.
Lindol Olga D of Harry C and Annie F Jan 27 1894.
Lindon Francis W of John and Chloe W Mar 1 1892.
Lindquist Alma E of William and Nanna June 11 1893.
Lindquist Astrid K I of John and Ingrid Jan 30 1894.
Lindquist Charles of Carl and Augusta Oct 10 1896.
Lindquist Hilmar W of Erik and Numa Dec 23 1894.
Lindquist Walter W of Eric W and Nanna May 22 1896.
Lindquist s of John and Ingrid Apr 10 1896.
Lindsay Augustus (c) of Walter and Marion L Dec 24 1896.
Lindsay Clara H of Richard M and Sarah F May 24 1895.
Lindsay Ethel B of John M and Hattie M July 29 1900.
Lindsay Gladys C of Richard M and Sarah F June 25 1899.
Lindsay Herbert (c) of Walter and Marion L May 19 1894.
Lindsay Jane C of Richard M and Sarah F Nov 12 1893.
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.  

Lindsey Mildred L of Richard M and Sarah F Jan 24 1892. .15: 88 
Lindsey Stafford L of Richard M and Sarah F Nov 11 1896. .16: 259 
Lindsey —- d of Charles E and Hannah J Feb 17 1894. .16: 22 
Lindsey —- s of John M and Harriet M Nov 4 1898. .16: 143 
Lindsey —- d of Richard M and Sarah F Feb 7 1891. .15: 22 
Lindsey Esther A (c) of Richard S and Mary A Sept 20 1893. .15: 197 
Lindsey Esther E (c) of John and Rachel Nov 8 1894. .16: 73 
Lindsey Harry A (c) of John and Rachel May 24 1892. .15: 87 
Lindsey Mary E of John J and Caroline May 29 1895. .16: 130 
Lindsey Ruth C (c) of Richard S and Mary A Sept 20 1893. .15: 197 
Lindsey —- (c) s of Richard S and Mary A Nov 28 1891. .15: 55 
Lindsey —- (c) d of Richard S and Mary A Dec 17 1896. .16: 252 
Lindstrom Violet C of Olaf and Katharine July 4 1893. .15: 192 
Lindvall Alice E of Carl and Minnie Nov 21 1895. .16: 160 
Linehan John B of Patrick W and Margaret Jan 4 1896. .16: 208 
Linehan Martha of James P and Mary E May 18 1898. .16: 403 
Linehan Mary of Patrick and Margaret Jan 2 1898. .16: 399 
Linehan —- d of Patrick and Margaret Feb 17 1900. .17: 14 
Linello —- s of Pietro and Libeanna Dec 31 1897. .16: 352 
Lingame Charles R of Swen and Hannah C Jan 5 1893. .15: 152 
Lingame Richard J B of David F and Viola M Aug 31 1893. .15: 190 
Lingane Mary F of David F and Viola M May 8 1897. .16: 293 
Lingane Viola M of David F and Viola M Oct 30 1894. .16: 67 
Lingham Helen J (c) of George E and Hattie S Nov 8 1899. .16: 559 
Lingren —- d of Alfred F and Christina Dec 17 1895. .16: 137 
Linker Emil of Emil and Lena Feb 3 1898. .16: 415 
Linkletter George E of James W and Jennie Jan 10 1893. .15: 152 
Linkletter Laura of William J and Jennie J Aug 24 1891. .15: 45 
Linkletter Leroy J of James W and Jennie J Aug 14 1898. .16: 441 
Linkletter Lester I of William J and Jennie J Mar 18 1895. .16: 115 
Linn Edward J of Alexander P and Mary A Mar 30 1891. .15: 13 
Linn Ellen M of Alexander P and Mary Apr 26 1892. .15: 79 
Lino Di Vincenzo A of Giovanni and Carlotta Oct 5 1894. .16: 77 
Linquist —- d of Emil and Elizabeth A June 14 1900. .17: 57 
Linsin Clara of Albert and Marie Jan 19 1898. .16: 378 
Linsky Sarah A of Patrick J and Elizabeth Mar 19 1894. .16: 16 
Linton Margaret E of Winford H and Addie I Oct 26 1899. .16: 553 
Lipman Ida of Max and Rosa July 5 1893. .15: 213 
Lipman —- s of Max and Rosa Apr 30 1897. .16: 365 
Lippitt Charles W of Charles W and Margaret B F May 15 1894 .16: 3 
Lippitt Frances of Henry F and Marie L Feb 10 1891. .15: 1 
Lippitt Jeanie B of Charles W and Margaret B Jan 5 1892. .15: 66 
Lippitt Ruth E of Harry L and Grace E Dec 14 1900. .17: 110 
Lippold —- d of Moritz and Pauline Sept 25 1897. .16: 367
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Lipshitz David W of Moses W and Rose July 28 1896. . . . . . . . . 16:228
Lipshitz Harris of Morris and Fanny Sept 3 1897. . . . . . . . . . 16:326
Lipshitz Harry of Isaac and Anne Jan 16 1894. . . . . . . . . . . 16:8
Lipshitz Harry of Morris and Fanny July 24 1896. . . . . . . . . . 16:232
Lipshitz Helen of Lazarus and Bessie S Feb 10 1891. . . . . . . . . . 16:4
Lipshitz Israel of Hyman and Sarah Oct 22 1898. . . . . . . . . . . 16:428
Lipshitz Max of Isaac and Annie Feb 27 1897. . . . . . . . . . . . 16:281
Lipshitz Rosa of Lazarus and Bessie Nov 26 1892. . . . . . . . . . . 16:105
Lipshitz Sarah of Isaac and Annie Dec 16 1891. . . . . . . . . . . . 16:42
Lipshitz Zola of Himan A and Sarah June 17 1900. . . . . . . . . . . 16:48
Lisa Vincenzo of Francisco and Angela July 7 1895. . . . . . . . . . . 16:142
Lisi Antonio of Tomaso and Rosa Feb 1 1897. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:280
Lisi Domenico of Liborio and Giuseppa May 3 1898. . . . . . . . . . . 16:403
Lisi Filippo of Raffaele and Angela Dec 16 1899. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:540
Lisi Giuseppe of Raffaele and Angela Nov 6 1897. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:328
Lisi Maddalena of Tommaso and Rosa Mar 15 1900. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:22
Lisi Maria of Tomaso and Rosina June 16 1898. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:382
Lisker Bessie of Samuel and Flora Feb 25 1897. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:281
Lisker Sarah of Samuel and Elizabeth June 16 1894. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:14
Lister Alice of James A and Betty Sept 8 1891. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:65
Lister Arthur of James E and Betty Dec 9 1893. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:182
Litchfield Ernest of George E and Alice I June 16 1898. . . . . . . . . . . 16:395
Litelman Jacob of Abraham and Sarah Sept 17 1893. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:179
Litero Cesarino of Alessandro and Maria Feb 15 1891. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:7
Littell William A of William B and Emma J June 15 1895. . . . . . . 16:124
Littera Michele of Tomaso and Vittoria Oct 20 1899. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:574
Littera Irene of Alessandro and Maria Jan 1 1896. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:220
Litterio Florentino of Alessandro and Maria Mar 16 1893. . . . . . . . . . . 15:143
Litterio Giuseppe of Alessandro and Maria Feb 1 1900. . . . . . . . . . . . . 17:9
Little Andrew A of Thomas H and Joanna M Nov 10 1894. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:67
Little Ann of John T and Elizabeth July 2 1894. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:62
Little Florence E of Harry B and Laura E July 14 1897. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:336
Little Frederick D of David and Sarah Sept 3 1898. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:422
Little Gertrude I of Albert B and Rose Aug 9 1895. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:138
Little James T of John M and Adelaide M Mar 20 1896. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:210
Little John F of Thomas H and Hannah Feb 25 1897. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:291
Little LeRoy A of Albert B and Rosella Dec 30 1899. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:549
Little Martha of John T and Elizabeth Feb 28 1893. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15:148
Little Thomas H of Thomas H and Hannah W Apr 14 1900. . . . . . . . . . . . . 17:31
Little William J of Thomas H and Hannah M July 4 1898. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:436
Little --- d of John and Adelaide Dec 22 1900. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:113
Little --- s of John D and Sarah D July 6 1897. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:331
Little --- s of John T and Elizabeth J Dec 27 1896. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:244
Littlefield Alberta G of George E and Minnie R Apr 14 1897. . . . . . . . . 16:296
Littlefield Bancroft of George A and Emma W Aug 9 1897. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:362
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Littlefield Barbara of George A and Emma W Aug 28 1891. 15: 36
Littlefield Eleanor L of Arlan and Nettie O Apr 5 1896. 16: 197
Littlefield Elma V of Edward F and Annie L Oct 15 1894. 16: 77
Littlefield Everett F of Edward F and Anna L Sept 7 1892. 15: 113
Littlefield Everett F of Elroy F and Ella F Sept 7 1892. 15: 132
Littlefield Laura of Edward F and Annie L Oct 15 1894. 16: 73
Littleton Ellen E of Harry and Ellen Feb 14 1898. 16: 371
Littleton Margaret W J of William J and Mary A May 1891. 15: 9
Livermore Hattie I of William A and Mary E Oct 7 1898. 16: 465
Livermore William E of William A and Mary E Mar 1 1900. 17: 18
 Livesey Alice R of William F and Ada F Nov 26 1896. 16: 260
 Livesey George A of Christopher R and Rhoda F July 19 1895. 16: 154
Livingston Helen R of Benjamin T and Deborah K Sept 26 1900 .

LIVINGSTONE Edna of Robert D C and Annie T Aug 12 1895. 16: 165
Livingstone Emily C of John G and Sarah B July 2 1893. 15: 173
Livingstone Hugh DeN of John G and Sarah Oct 8 1891. 15: 37
Livingstone Lucella I of Robert C and Annie M Apr 3 1893. 15: 147
Livsey Margaret H of William F and Ada F Nov 6 1894. 16: 78
Livsey Marguerite of Barrett C and Frances R Nov 17 1900. 17: 102
Livsey Mary of Henry and Ann Nov 13 1891. 15: 65
Livsey Mary of Henry and Ann Dec 1 1891. 15: 63
Livsey Mary C of William F and Ada F Oct 23 1893. 15: 202
Livsey Pelham R of Barrett C and Frances Mar 29 1899. 16: 476
Livsey Rosemary E of William F and Ada F July 5 1898. 16: 450
 Lizotte Exilina of David and Celina Oct 10 1891. 15: 41
Ljunggren Agnes E of Carl J and Elsie Sept 20 1899. 16: 552
Llewellyn — d of Arthur and Annie Mar 7 1897. 16: 285
Lloyd Annie of George and Annie Sept 4 1899. 16: 581
Lloyd Armond of James and Kittie Aug 17 1897. 16: 341
Lloyd Fannie M of George and Annie Mar 4 1895. 16: 127
Lloyd George of George and Annie M June 23 1897. 16: 311
Lloyd George R of George and Josephine Oct 14 1893. 15: 187
Lloyd Howard H of Walter and Elizabeth Oct 20 1899. 16: 337
Lloyd Irene E of James D and Lucy B Aug 18 1892. 15: 103
Lloyd Leon A of John H and Martha M Nov 19 1897. 16: 331
Lloyd Lillian of Percival H and Laura May 18 1895. 16: 116
Lloyd Louis J of James D and Lucy E Sept 4 1891. 15: 36
Lloyd Mahel F of Walter and Elizabeth A May 7 1891. 15: 9
Lloyd Marian J of Herbert C and Alice T Aug 5 1900. 17: 70
Lloyd Nelson J of Walter and Elizabeth Mar 4 1894. 16: 10
Lloyd Robert R of William L and Margaret A Dec 24 1900. 17: 114
Lloyd Viola of George K and Margaret E Oct 22 1892. 15: 129
Lloyd Walter C of Walter and Elizabeth Sept 7 1897. 16: 326
Lloyd — s of George and Annie M July 26 1893. 15: 205
Loarden Mary A of John and Mary A May 17 1891

Lobella Maria of Raffael and Teresa Nov 16 1895

Lobello Angelo of Raffael and Teresa July 4 1892

Lobello Vincenzo of Raffael and Teresa Mar 20 1900

Loberto — s of Michele and Angela Jan 16 1896

Lobrono Rosina M of Michele and Maria C May 28 1891

Locabelli Antonia of Nicola and Maria Feb 16 1891

Lock Franklin J of Adam C and Catherine Aug 30 1894 A 1: 31

Locke Albert I of James A and Una Oct 22 1894

Locke Clarence M of William A and Mary I July 29 1891

Locke Ella C of Ernest C and Sarah A July 17 1892

Locke Harold A of Frederick W and Mary E Mar 31 1891

Locke John A of Ernest C and Mary May 5 1899

Locke — s of Warren S and Ellen Feb 18 1894

Locket — d of John J and Alice Apr 13 1893

Locks Franklin J of Ernest C and Sarah A Aug 30 1894

Lockwood Charles T of Richard W and Eva Sept 29 1893

Lockwood Richard of Richard W and Eva May 15 1894

Lockwood — (c) s of James and Alice Jan 2 1897

Lodge Louise of Olive Oct 25 1894

Lodge — d of William and Olive June 23 1896

Loeffler Annie E of Severine G and Lucy E Dec 12 1891

Lofrano Isabella of Nicola and Maria Oct 11 1895

Lofreddo Michele of Pasquale and Orlanda Mar 7 1895

Lofredi Michele of Pasquale and Orlanda Jan 22 1893

Lofstrom Alfred of Axel E and Axelina Mar 5 1899

Logan Alice of William and Bridget Jan 2 1891

Logan Anna of William J and Mary A Sept 9 1896

Logan Bertha V of Patrick J and Margaret Apr 15 1893

Logan Earl P of Michael T and Catharine Dec 23 1900

Logan Fergus of Francis J and Mary E Nov 9 1897

Logan Grace E of Joseph and Mary E June 21 1899

Logan Harry L (c) of William H L and Sophia E Dec 7 1898

Logan Irene L of Patrick and Margaret Mar 2 1891

Logan James H of Peter J and Catharine Feb 12 1900

Logan John F of Francis J and Mary E Sept 6 1900

Logan John P of William and Bridget Nov 14 1894

Logan Leo F of Michael T and Catherine Mar 21 1899

Logan Mary (B) of Annie July 28 1891

Logan Robert of Thomas J and Mary A Sept 6 1900

Logan Theresa of Patrick and Mary A Mar 22 1900

Logan William (c) of William H and Sophia E Sept 12 1895

Logan William E of William J and Mary A Feb 25 1899

Logan — d of James and Lillian July 24 1893

Logan — d of James and Lillian Jan 6 1895
LOGAN  —  (c) d of William H and Sophia Oct 5 1897.  ....  16: 350
Logan  —  (c) d of William H and Sophia E Oct 16 1900.  ....  17:  93
Loglio Carmina of Antonio and Maria Sept 12 1894.  ....  16:  55
Loglio Domenico of Antonio and Maria Oct 27 1896.  ....  16: 236
Lohr Evelyn L of Louise I July 7 1898.  ....  16: 440
Loia De Michele of Nicola and Carmina Sept 29 1891.  ....  15:  40
Loignon Joseph C A of Joseph and Joanna July 1 1898.  ....  16: 444
Loignon Omere of Joseph and Joanna Nov 5 1899.  ....  16: 585
Loiselle Alfred W of Alfred and Jessie Aug 21 1899.  ....  16: 581
Loizelle Gracia L of Alfred and Jessie June 10 1898.  ....  16: 411
Lolio Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Maria A Mar 3 1893.  ....  15: 142
Lolio Nicola of Antonio and Maria M Jan 3 1893.  ....  15: 141
Lomas Clara E of J Harry and Ida L Feb 4 1893.  ....  15: 147
Lomas Harold C of James H and Ida L Feb 22 1894.  ....  16:  26
Lomas William H of James H and Ida L Nov 21 1900.  ....  17: 104
Lomba Jose of Joao and Dominga Apr 23 1897.  ....  16: 275
Lomba Jose of Jose and Clara Sept 24 1895.  ....  16: 135
Lomba Maria (c) of Julio and Joanna May 4 1899.  ....  16: 474
Lomba Virgil of Joao and Clara Mar 23 1897.  ....  16: 274
Lombardi Angela of Nicola and Giovanna Sept 12 1895.  ....  16: 166
Lombardi Angela M of Michele and Louisa June 6 1893.  ....  15: 145
Lombardi Antonio of Marino and Annunciata July 17 1898.  ....  16: 425
Lombardi Antonio M of Domenico and Antonia Aug 8 1898.  ....  16: 451
Lombardi Carmine of Antonio and Cecilia Jan 26 1898.  ....  16: 400
Lombardi Carmine M of Michele and Luisa Feb 27 1900.  ....  17:  17
Lombardi Emilio of Antonio and Angela May 15 1897.  ....  16: 283
Lombardi Ernesta of Nicola and Giovanna June 17 1894.  ....  16:  35
Lombardi Frederick of Alberico and Anna Sept 2 1898.  ....  16: 452
Lombardi Maria of Cosmo and Lucia Oct 18 1898.  ....  16: 453
Lombardi Pasquale of Michele and Leonella Jan 6 1898.  ....  16: 378
Lombardi Teresa of Michele and Leonella Feb 25 1896.  ....  16: 189
Lombardi Vito G of Antonio and Angela Mar 3 1899.  ....  16: 480
Lombardo Angela of Alfonso and Carmela Oct 2 1893.  ....  15: 291
Lombardo Antonetta of Michele and Luisa Oct 25 1894.  ....  16:  57
Lombardo Assunta A M of Antonio and Cecilia Aug 27 1894.  ....  16:  88
Lombardo Carmine of Marino and Annunciata Apr 12 1894.  ....  16:  12
Lombardo Giuseppe of Cosimo and Lucia Oct 25 1896.  ....  16: 259
Lombardo Giuseppe of Michele and Agata Apr 9 1893.  ....  15: 160
Lombardo Maria A R of Antonio and Cecilia July 23 1900.  ....  17:  65
Lombardo Raffaelle of Michele and Leonella Oct 3 1891.  ....  15:  41
Lombardo Vincenza of Michele and Aida Apr 26 1891.  ....  15:  23
Lombardo —— s of Cosimo and Lucia July 24 1899.  ....  16: 596
Lombardo —— d of Nicola and Giovanna Sept 26 1895.  ....  16: 167
Lombari Elisabetta of Nicola and Giovanna Sept 20 1897.  ....  16: 349
Lombari Pasquale of Nicola and Giovanni July 14 1895.  ....  16: 165
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Lombardi Vincenzo of Nicola and Giovanna Oct 6 1899 ........ 16: 573
Lombardo Antonia of Lomenico and Pasquala Dec 24 1898 .... 16: 455
Lombardo Carmina of Domenico and Pasqualina Dec 24 1900 .... 17: 114
Lombardo Domenico of Antonio and Antonia Nov 2 1897 ...... 16: 351
Lombardo Elvira R of Giuseppe and Teresa Nov 23 1900 ..... 17: 104
Lombardo Emilia of Carmine and Paolina Dec 17 1894 ....... 16: 90
Lombardo Ernesta of Pasquale and Maria Aug 10 1893 ....... 15: 177
Lombardo Giuseppe of Luigi and Giovanna Oct 12 1897 ..... 16: 328
Lombardo Giuseppe of Luigi and Giovanna Aug 13 1899 .... 16: 533
Lombardo Maria A of Paolo and Maddalena Aug 29 1900 ..... 17: 74
Lombardo Maria C of Carmine and Paolina July 29 1899 ...... 16: 533
Lombardo Maria C of Paolo and Maddalena Jan 4 1899 ..... 16: 478
Lombardo Rose of Carmine and Paolina May 12 1892 ....... 15: 74
Lombardo Rosinto of Pasquale and Maria Nov 23 1898 ...... 16: 430
Lombardo Verino of Filomeno and Giuseppa Aug 30 1900 .... 17: 77
Lonardo — s of Giuseppe and Teresa Mar 10 1899 ......... 16: 485
Lonergan Annie of George T and Rose J Dec 3 1897 ...... 16: 335
Lonergan Catherine M of James A and Catherine E July 23
1899 ........................................ 15: 45
Lonergan Dorothy of George P and Rose M Apr 23 1899 .... 16: 488
Lonergan Ellen L of Frank P and Mary E Sept 3 1893 .... 15: 190
Lonergan George of George T and Rose A Nov 29 1900 ...... 17: 106
Lonergan Harry O'C of Frank P and Mary E Apr 18 1896 .... 16: 201
Lonergan John of Martin and Mary Mar 28 1897 .......... 16: 274
Lonergan John of Thomas F and Annie M Sept 11 1900 .... 17: 82
Lonergan John F of John and Anna July 30 1900 ......... 17: 117
Lonergan Louise A of Frank P and Mary E Sept 5 1899 .... 16: 551
Lonergan Margaret of James A and Catherine C Mar 3 1897 .. 16: 291
Lonergan Margaret V of William and Mary Aug 31 1900 ..... 17: 77
Lonergan Mary of James A and Catherine E May 12 1893 .... 15: 151
Lonergan Mary V of William J and Mary A Apr 17 1899 .... 16: 491
Lonergan William J of James A and Catherine A Nov 14 1894 16: 67
Lonergan William T of Frank P and Mary E Dec 23 1897 .... 16: 340
Lonergan — s of Frank P and Mary E Dec 23 1894 ....... 16: 68
Lonergan — s of William L and Florence M July 19 1892 ... 15: 112
Long Annie L of James and Rosa E July 15 1900 .......... 17: 63
Long Arthur of Albert and Fanny Dec 24 1898 ............ 16: 431
Long Ernest D of Ernest and Nettie M Sept 10 1900 ....... 17: 81
Long Ethel R of James and Emma R May 8 1898 ....... 16: 381
Long George A of Arthur E and Augusta T Jan 31 1900 .... 17: 9
Long Gladys L of William A and Carrie Dec 26 1894 .... 16: 86
Long Harry A of Harry S and Neola II Apr 6 1896 ....... 16: 200
Long Isetta M of Whitman W and Catherine Apr 4 1894 .... 16: 26
Long John G of Isaiah W and Emma G Nov 5 1897 ....... 16: 323
Long Laura T of Isaiah W and Emma G Oct 11 1891 ....... 15: 37
Long Leah of Albert and Fannie May 24 1897 ........................ 16: 283
Long Mabel L E of Fred and Emma Feb 22 1892 ....................... 15: 72
Long Margarette M of Albert E and Lillian E Oct 11 1897 ......... 16: 337
Long Mary of Isaiah W and Emma G Aug 10 1893 .................... 15: 174
Long Mary A of Frederick and Emma June 27 1895 .................. 16: 104
Long Ruby M of Sidney and Mary J May 4 1893 ..................... 15: 167
Long Sylvester F of Isaiah W and Emma G Mar 26 1900 ........... 17: 25
Longbottom Gladys E of Herbert and Mary June 1 1900 .......... 17: 44
Longeway Edgar E and Florence G Apr 14 1900 .................... 17: 31
Longland Herbert of John F and Alice A Mar 11 1897 .......... 16: 302
Longmuir Eleanor A of Alexander and Eleanor Oct 5 1892 .... 15: 107
Longo Carmela of Luigi and Adelina Sept 28 1897 ............. 16: 350
Longo Eugenia A of Giuseppe and Marianna Feb 26 1892 ......... 15: 88
Longo Giuseppe of Luigi and Adelina Aug 1895 .................. 16: 149
Longo Maria of Alfonzo and Maria Aug 15 1894 ................. 16: 76
Longo Maria of Luigi and Adelina May 22 1900 ................... 17: 41
Longo Vincenzo of Salvatore and Loreta Apr 16 1894 .......... 16: 34
Longobari Beatrice A of Luigi and Filomena Sept 10 1897 ...... 16: 349
Longway —— d of Minnie Feb 24 1897 .......................... 16: 285
Lonsdale Clarence B of Benjamin and Jane Mar 17 1894 .... 16: 45
Looby Margaret F of Patrick R and Mary A Dec 30 1893 .... 15: 212
Loomis —— s of Frank F and Mary May 22 1900 .............. 17: 41
Looney Catherine E of Daniel and Catherine May 10 1892 .... 15: 67
Looney Ellen G of Daniel and Catherine Sept 25 1894 ...... 16: 47
Looney Patrick J of Daniel and Catherine Mar 11 1896 .... 16: 182
Lopes August (c) of Thiago and Catherine Aug 14 1894 .... 16: 46
Lopes Clara (c) of Jose and Maria May 3 1893 ............. 15: 167
Lopes Frank (c) of Martin and Elizabeth Sept 30 1898 ...... 16: 419
Lopes Frank M of Joao and Maria Jan 17 1894 ............ 16: 1
Lopes Henrique of Jose and Maria Aug 4 1891 ............ 15: 32
Lopes Jose of Francesco and Amelia C Mar 8 1895 .... 16: 92
Lopes Magdalene of Francisco J and Delfina F Jan 27 1891 . 15: 30
Lopes Maria of Francisco and Tomasia Dec 25 1892 .... 15: 134
Lopes Maria (c) of Martin and Elizabeth Nov 6 1899 .... 16: 524
Lopes Maria C of Thiago and Catarina J Jan 2 1891 .... 15: 1
Lopes Matthew (c) of Frank and Delphina Aug 2 1895 .... 16: 134
Lopes Nellie M (c) of Martin and Daisy Oct 3 1896 .... 16: 225
Lopes Pedro (c) of Francesco and Delfino Jan 3 1898 .... 16: 371
Lopes —— s of Louis and Maria Apr 20 1895 ............ 16: 108
Lopes —— (c) s of Thiago and Catherine Nov 24 1892 .... 15: 101
Lopez Jane F (c) of Francisco and Delfina July 2 1893 .... 15: 170
Lopez Laura (c) of Jesse and Dominga Oct 12 1900 .......... 17: 91
Lopiano Italia of Pietro and Angela Aug 16 1894 .... 16: 76
Lopresti Annunziata of Nicola and Fortunata Mar 25 1900 .... 17: 25
Lord Alice of Frank II and Annie I Sept 7 1896 .... 16: 225

FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
Lord Byron H of Thomas and Annie M June 1 1895..........16:119
Lord Edith E of Frank H and Annie I June 20 1891..........15:30
Lord Ella G of William and Jemima Dec 20 1896..........16:239
Lord Elsie E of Algron and Hannah Dec 28 1899..........16:569
Lord Elsie M of George and Florence E June 30 1893..........15:146
Lord Elsie M of Thomas and Annie Feb 26 1897..........16:298
Lord Gladys G of Joseph and Emily Dec 1 1898..........16:449
Lord Gladys I of George and Florence E Dec 22 1898..........16:431
Lord James W of George W and Hilda G Dec 3 1897..........16:329
Lord Orrilie of Gilbert and Athanise May 3 1894..........16:40
Lord Ralph H of Frank E and Oriella Jan 28 1894, 16: 18 and A 1: 1
Lord Raymond S of Frank H and Annie I Oct 29 1894..........16:48
Lord Robert M of Augustus M and Frances A Nov 9 1893..........15:175
Lord Wilfred A of Algron and Hannah Mar 26 1892..........15:93
Lord —- d of Chalmer S and Clara F May 18 1894..........16:27
Lord —- s of Charles W and Mina J Dec 3 1898..........16:444
Lord —- s of Frank H and Annie Oct 27 1900..........17:96
Lorden Annie C of John and Mary A Jan 14 1893..........16:91
Lorden Frances of John and Mary A May 27 1893..........15:138
Lorentz Eva of Julius and Rosa Jan 18 1892..........15:80
Lorentz Sarah of Julius and Rosa Mar 23 1893..........15:139
Lorenzo Antonio of Angelo and Antonia Oct 11 1898..........16:453
Lorenzo Giacomo of Luigi and Isabella July 27 1898..........16:425
Lorenzo Marietta of Michelangelo and Antonia Mar 5 1896..........16:210
Lorette Marie L of Napoleon and Caroline Sept 22 1895..........16:179
Lorey Frederick C of Henry F and Anna C Aug 3 1898..........16:465
Lorey Louis L of Henry F and Anna C Feb 12 1896..........16:209
Loring Vera of Benjamin C and Mary F Feb 8 1900..........17:11
Lortscher Gladys M of B Eugene and Annie May 7 1900..........17:37
Loschofsky Frank of Michael and Pauline Sept 13 1893..........15:213
Lotthian Theodore F of James and Margaret Dec 10 1899..........16:577
Lothrop Ernest N of Philip N and Mary A Aug 2 1892..........15:123
LoTravio Elvira of Carmine and Catarina Apr 1 1899..........16:473
Lotti Giovanni of Carlo and Graziosa Nov 16 1892..........15:111
Louden Hazel C (e) of Samuel L and Henrietta C Aug 15 1896..........16:249
Lough Joseph L of Thomas J and Marie F Apr 23 1894..........16:23
Loughborough Gustave A of Eyan S and Dorecas C Apr 13 1899..........16:488
Loughnan Agnes A of Francis A and Annie L Sept 16 1898..........16:422
Loughran Catherine of John P and Margaret T Feb 11 1894..........5
Loughran Helen of John P and Margaret Aug 10 1895..........16:138
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Louhan Richard of John and Ellen Feb 8 1897 .......... 16:313
Louis William of Joseph G and Marianna Feb 1898 .......... 16:372
Louis William H (c) of Henry and Adeline F June 23 1891 .. 15: 19
Loungey Lillian M of Joseph and Azilda Oct 15 1891 .. 15: 37
Lourenco Antonio Luiz of Jose and Angelina Aug 19 1891 .. 15: 32
Lourenco Francisco F of Jose de F and Angelica Nov 27 1893. 15:172
Lourenso Jose of Francisco and Emilia J Aug 21 1892 .. 15: 99
Louth Beatrice I of Patrick H and Emma M July 29 1898 .. 16:441
Louth Elizabeth A of Thomas J and Marie J July 8 1895 .. 16:153
Louth Henry J of Patrick H and Mary E Mar 11 1895 .. 16:114
Louth Margaret J of James J and Bridget T Mar 1 1895 .. 16:107
Louth Mary DeS of James J and Bridget T Nov 17 1893 .. 15:188
Louth Stephen C of Thomas J and Maria F Dec 26 1892 .. 15:117
Louth Thomas of Thomas and Maria F Jan 5 1897 .. 16:290
Louth William A of James J and Delia Sept 30 1898 .. 16:438
Louth — s of Nicholas and Annie May 20 1892 .. 15: 79
Louthe Mary E of Thomas J and Maria F May 8 1891 .. 15: 16
Loux Anna of Charles W and Helen A Nov 8 1899 .. 16:559
Louzon Alfred E of Alfred and Louise M May 10 1900 .. 17: 38
Lovatt John T of Arthur and Annie F July 7 1894 .. 16: 80
Love Bertha of John and Annie Aug 31 1895 .. 16:166
Love John of John and Annie May 24 1900 .. 17: 41
Love Lawrence of Edward and Sarah Mar 14 1898 .. 16:413
Lovegren Charles W of William and Ellen Oct 12 1895 .. 16:173
Lovegrove Irving S of William J and Eva R Mar 13 1899 .. 16:494
Lovejoy Beatrice E of Herbert E and Louise E Jan 1 1897 .. 16:290
Lovejoy Dorothy E of Herbert E and Louise E July 26 1900 .. 17: 66
Lovejoy — s of Mabel Jan 23 1896 .. 16:195
Loveland Chester of Clifton W and Ella E Apr 28 1898 .. 16:468
Loveland Ethel R of Clifton W and Ella E May 7 1896 .. 16:204
Loveland Maybell L of Orville S and Jennie J Dec 12 1894 .. 16: 61
Loveland — s of Orville and Jennie Jan 16 1896 .. 16:205
Loveland — d of W S Apr 24 1897 .. 16:287
Lovell Eddie W of Annie Mar 10 1898 .. 16:397
Lovell Lilia M of Prescott W and Lydia R Oct 28 1893 .. 15:292
Lovell Marion E of Frank E and Ida J Sept 24 1896 .. 16:225
Lovell — d of Burton M and Louisa Jan 10 1900 .. 17: 3
Loveill — s of William E and Abbie E Feb 8 1891 .. 15: 22
Lovely Leon L of William J and Ellen M Jan 13 1894 .. 16: 28
Lovely William H of August and Amelia Feb 10 1892 .. 15: 81
Lovember Albert M of Charles and Sadie V Feb 10 1894 .. 16: 28
Lovember Charles H of Charles and Sadie V Feb 1 1892 .. 15: 85
Lovember Clifton N of Charles and Sadie V May 9 1900 .. 17: 37
Lovenuus Irene A of Eric L and Hulda O May 18 1896 .. 16:204
Lovering Elizabeth of James and Annie Sept 30 1894 .. 16: 77
Lovering Genevieve of Thomas A and Margaret A Sept 8, 1899. 16: 572
Lovett Agnes of Charles and Johanna June 26, 1891. 15: 10
Lovett Alice of Thomas J and Mary Apr 27, 1894. 16: 40
Lovett Beatrice of Charles H and Belle Aug 6, 1896. 16: 233
Lovett Carlton of James B and Mabel Mar 5, 1894. 16: 10
Lovett Charles E of Charles and Joanna Jan 30, 1893. 15: 141
Lovett Charles F of William and Mary Apr 23, 1898. 16: 409
Lovett Ethel G of Sylvester and Anna M Jan 31, 1896. 16: 188
Lovett Florence M of Philip S and Agnes M Oct 19, 1893. 15: 180
Lovett Frederick L of Thomas and Ellen T Apr 20, 1893. 15: 154
Lovett George S of Philip S and Agnes M July 28, 1892. 15: 106
Lovett Grace L of John E and Lillian G Jan 7, 1892. 15: 80
Lovett Harold V of Bernard F and Annie E June 28, 1890. 17: 51
Lovett Henrietta of Charles H and Belle Mar 21, 1895. 16: 100
Lovett James B of Bernard F and Annie S Apr 25, 1899. 16: 492
Lovett Jane of Charles and Johanna June 26, 1891. 15: 10
Lovett Jennie M of Austin E and Carrie L Apr 4, 1897. 16: 282
Lovett Lena of John E and Lillian E Dec 10, 1895. 16: 157
Lovett Leon D of Charles H and Isabel C Feb 21, 1895. 16: 113
Lovett Lillie of John E and Lillian E Dec 10, 1895. 16: 157
Lovett Loretta M of John E and Lillie Apr 9, 1897. 16: 293
Lovett Raymond E of Bernard F and Annie E Sept 15, 1897. 16: 337
Lovett Raymond E of Sylvester and Annie M Feb 18, 1894. 16: 10
Lovett Robert F of John E and Elizabeth Jan 10, 1894. 16: 21
Lovett William of Charles H and Isabelle B Aug 10, 1898. 16: 457
Lovett William J of William and Mary Dec 23, 1900. 17: 113
Lovett Zella E of James B and Mabel I Jan 21, 1892. 15: 71
Lovett Zetia V of Austin E and Caroline L Nov 18, 1892. 15: 109
Lovett —— s of Emma Nov 24, 1896. 16: 237
Lowden Arnold W S of Andrew and Martha E June 26, 1892. 15: 97
Lowden George S of John M and Lillian Feb 1, 1899. 16: 497
Lowder Agnes M of Herbert W and Ellen Mar 16, 1899. 16: 187
Lowder Herbert E of Herbert W and Ellen Sept 4, 1900. 17: 79
Lowe Arthur E of Frederick G and Grace L May 30, 1900. 17: 43
Lowe Everett H of Willard F and Alice M Oct 4, 1895. 16: 139
Lowe Frank M of Edwin and Eleanor Jan 23, 1891. 15: 19
Lowe Frederick E of Walter and Ellen F Sept 21, 1900. 17: 84
Lowe George H of Frederick G and Grace L Jan 29, 1899. 16: 493
Lowe James of James and Jane Feb 5, 1897. 16: 295
Lowe Roland C of James M and Elizabeth Dec 21, 1899. 16: 560
Lowe —— d of Edwin and Isabel E Oct 22, 1894. 16: 73
Lowenthal Rubin of Joseph and Rebecca Oct 27, 1897. 16: 328
Lowgren Oscar B of William and Ellen Dec 8, 1896. 16: 267
Lowney Anna T of Mark and Ellen Apr 23, 1891. 15: 3
Lowney Charles of Mark and Ellen Sept 2, 1894. 16: 47
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lowney Elizabeth of Mark and Ellen</td>
<td>Nov 3 1892</td>
<td>15:101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowney Gertrude of Mark and Ellen</td>
<td>M July 23 1896</td>
<td>16:224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowney Leo of Mark and Ellen</td>
<td>July 27 1898</td>
<td>16:417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowney Louisa of Daniel and Kate</td>
<td>Aug 25 1897</td>
<td>16:318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowry Annie of William X and Lottie</td>
<td>J Apr 20 1898</td>
<td>16:409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowry George N of William X and Lottie</td>
<td>J Dec 4 1895</td>
<td>16:175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowry Lillian G of William X and Lottie</td>
<td>J Dec 4 1895</td>
<td>16:175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowry Rudd of James R and Amelia</td>
<td>A Jan 24 1892</td>
<td>15:78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowry —— s of Samuel C and Grace</td>
<td>M Feb 20 1895</td>
<td>16:126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loxley Albert R of Albert and Fanny</td>
<td>E July 27 1891</td>
<td>15:39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loxley Earl I of Samuel and Hannah</td>
<td>A Sept 9 1897</td>
<td>16:337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loxley Edna M of William and Anna</td>
<td>July 5 1895</td>
<td>16:137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loxley Frederick E of William and Anna</td>
<td>A Nov 16 1899</td>
<td>16:530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loxley Hazel E of Samuel and Hannah</td>
<td>A Dec 20 1900</td>
<td>17:112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loxley —— s of Luke and Annie</td>
<td>Dec 15 1891</td>
<td>15:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lozensky Rosa of Nathan and Rebecca</td>
<td>Aug 19 1899</td>
<td>16:534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lozo Mary C of Louis and Ann</td>
<td>Aug 13 1891</td>
<td>15:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luardo Maddalena of Bartolomeo and Giuseppa</td>
<td>Dec 23 1898</td>
<td>16:449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lubello —— s of Raffaele and Teresa</td>
<td>Dec 28 1897</td>
<td>16:552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luber David of Samuel and Anna</td>
<td>May 22 1898</td>
<td>16:377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luber Israel of Samuel and Annie</td>
<td>Apr 23 1894</td>
<td>16:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luber Rosa of Samuel and Tana</td>
<td>Sept 8 1892</td>
<td>15:103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luber Sadie of Samuel and Tana</td>
<td>May 4 1895</td>
<td>16:96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lubinsky Hazel of Henry and Esther</td>
<td>Nov 11 1898</td>
<td>16:464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lubosky Jennie of Jacob and Lizzie</td>
<td>Jan 26 1894</td>
<td>16:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lubrano Cristina of Michael and Mary</td>
<td>Apr 29 1893</td>
<td>15:169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lubrano Michele A of Michele and Maria</td>
<td>C Nov 27 1897</td>
<td>16:351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lubrano Rosina M of Michele and Mary</td>
<td>May 29 1891</td>
<td>15:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lubrano —— s of Nicola and Giovanna</td>
<td>May 1 1900</td>
<td>17:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lubrano S Giacinto of Michele and Maria</td>
<td>C Jan 11 1895</td>
<td>16:105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lubrano S Giacinto A of Michele and Maria</td>
<td>Sept 29 1899</td>
<td>16:573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lubrosky Hannah B of Jacob and Mary</td>
<td>May 15 1893</td>
<td>15:154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luby Gertrude of Michael J and Bridget</td>
<td>Aug 8 1893</td>
<td>15:170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luby Joseph F of Francis H and Jennie</td>
<td>July 11 1895</td>
<td>16:134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luby Mary A of Michael J and Bridget</td>
<td>June 26 1897</td>
<td>16:276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luby Nora T of Michael and Delia</td>
<td>A Aug 12 1891</td>
<td>15:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luca De Elizabetha of Francesco and Santa</td>
<td>Apr 26 1892</td>
<td>15:74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucarelli Emanuela of Gerardo and Maria</td>
<td>Sept 22 1896</td>
<td>16:258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucarelli Giuseppina of Gerardo and Maria</td>
<td>G Oct 22 1900</td>
<td>17:95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucarelli Luigia of Gerardo and Maria</td>
<td>G Nov 18 1898</td>
<td>16:454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas Annie of Charles H and Margaret</td>
<td>Jan 12 1893</td>
<td>15:169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas Bertha of Thomas J and Mary</td>
<td>A Feb 8 1893</td>
<td>15:150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas Edith of John and Martha</td>
<td>H Mar 2 1896</td>
<td>16:189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas John H of Charles F and Mary</td>
<td>A Oct 21 1896</td>
<td>16:265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas Joseph of John J and Mary</td>
<td>May 4 1897</td>
<td>16:286</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lucas Mary of John and Bridget June 21 1898. .......... 16: 388
Lucas Mary A of Charles and Margaret Feb 14 1893. ... 15: 148
Lucas Mary E of George and Annie Nov 19 1898. ....... 16: 461
Lucas Mary J of Charles F and Mary A Oct 9 1898. ... 16: 459
Lucas Vincent E of George and Annie Oct 13 1897. ... 16: 357
Lucas William of John and Martha E Oct 24 1892. .... 15: 134
Lucas — s of Charles F and Lillian D T Aug 20 1899. ... 16: 534
Lucas — s of George and Annie Apr 15 1895. ......... 16: 128
Lucas — s of John and Martha E June 27 1894. ......... 16: 14
Lucey Alden M of Charles W and Mary E Aug 13 1895. ... 16: 159
Lucey Abbie M of Patrick and Julia Oct 26 1898. ....... 16: 419
Lucey Catherine A of Patrick and Julia M Dec 28 1892. ... 15: 102
Lucey Dennis F of Patrick and Juliana Sept 4 1894. .... 16: 47
Lucey John H of Patrick and Julia M Aug 3 1896. ....... 16: 224
Lucey Joseph of Cornelius and Ellen Sept 7 1892. ....... 15: 100
Lucey — s of Dennis and Lillian J June 25 1899. ....... 16: 477
Luchina — d of Antonio and Mary July 22 1896. ....... 16: 261
Lucier Albertine of John and Odile June 6 1896. ....... 16: 220
Lucier Alfred M J of Jean Bte and Odile Dec 12 1893. ... 15: 199
Lucier Bernadette of Jean B and Odile Sept 25 1898. ... 16: 447
Lucier Blanche of Gelas and Hermine June 11 1895. .... 16: 130
Lucier Evandra of Jean B and Odile Aug 22 1900. ...... 17: 74
Lucier Joseph B J of John and Rose M Aug 24 1891. ... 15: 54
Lucier Joseph E of Gelas and Hermine Nov 13 1893. ... 16: 210
Lucier Joseph G R O N of Gilas and Elmarin Dec 25 1891. ... 15: 64
Lucier Mary A of Jean B and Odile Mar 6 1895. ....... 16: 118
Lucill Catarina of Danelle and Maria Mar 3 1891. .... 15: 22
Lucini Ethel I of Antonio and Mary A Nov 17 1892. ... 15: 129
Lucitt Evelyn of Thomas S and Theresa A Jan 17 1899. ... 16: 507
Lucitt Lillian of Thomas S and Theresa A Apr 30 1895. ... 16: 129
Lucitt Madeline of Thomas S and Theresa A Jan 8 1891. ... 15: 25
Lucitt Marion of Thomas S and Theresa A May 28 1893. ... 15: 165
Lucitt — d of Thomas S and Theresa A Aug 18 1896. ... 16: 263
Lucitt — d of Thomas S and Teresa A Oct 28 1900. ... 17: 120
Lucovsky Sarah of Jacob and Becky Apr 5 1897. ... 16: 282
Ludden Adah of Charles E and Fannie Dec 15 1900. ... 17: 111
Ludgate Ralph E of George and Mary A Nov 4 1899. ... 16: 583
Ludlow Bertha M of Arthur E and Catherine M Nov 20 1897. ... 16: 329
Luffkin Harry M of George H and Gracie Feb 25 1900. ... 17: 16
Luft George W of William C and Catherine E Mar 3 1895. ... 16: 121
Luft Margaret of William C and Catherine E Nov 14 1892. ... 15: 125 and 134
Lufstrom Emma of Axel and Axelina Oct 27 1894. ... 16: 63
Lugia Antonia of Pietro and Lucia Jan 1894. ... 16: 32
Luglio D Maria of Domenico and Giovanna Oct 25 1891. ... 15: 57
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Luglio Raffaele of Domenico D and Giovanna Sept 29 1893...15:201
Luiz Leonora of John S and Maria Jan 5 1899..................16:472
Luiz Manoel of Jose and Maria Mar 4 1895.....................16:92
Luiz Manoel G of Jose G and Marianna Feb 4 1896.............16:181
Luiz Maria of Jose G and Marianna A May 28 1894..............16:4
Luiz Romania A of Jose and Barbara Sept 11 1893............15:171
Lukofsky Eva of Jacob and Rebecca Apr 15 1895..............16:96
Lukovsky Minnie of Michael and Paulina July 3 1892.........15:117
Lukowsky Edith of Michael and Paulina Feb 19 1897..........16:295
Lukowsky Frank of Michael and Paulina Sept 7 1893..........15:194
Lukowsky Louis of Jakob and Rebecca Oct 10 1893.............15:174
Lukusky William of Michael and Paulina Jan 17 1895.........16:114
Lunda Joseph of Lizzie May 9 1892..........................15:67
Lumberto Serafino of Michele and Angela M Oct 4 1894......16:77
Luminelli Francesco of Francesco and Tommasina Nov 27 1898..16:454
Luminelli Elisa of Francesco and Tommasina May 16 1897....16:303
Luminelli Vincenzo of Costantino and Maria July S 1899.....16:532
Lund Edith of Thomas and Maria July 6 1897..................16:224
Lund Henry W of William and Christina May 13 1900..........17:39
Lund Inez of Nelson N and Amelia B Apr 28 1894..............16:17
Lund Lydia M of Hilmar May 12 1899.........................16:477
Lund Sarah M of Thomas and Maria Apr 6 1894...............16:11
Lund Thomas G of Thomas and Maria Dec 22 1891..............15:43
Lund William of Thomas and Maria Nov 29 1895..............16:147
Lundberg Albin of Carl F and Johanna M Jan 23 1894.........16:21
Lundberg s of John and Ida S Feb 27 1900....................17:17
Lundblad d of Oscar and Louise A Feb 25 1897...............16:291
Lundbladh Amy A of Frans O and Louise A Aug 25 1892.....15:127
Lundbladh Leroy B of Oscar F and Louise A Apr 1 1899.....16:491
Lundbladh Rudolf M of Oscar and Louise A Jan 15 1895.....16:110
Lundell d of Ellen Oct 2 1894...............................16:60
Lunden David A of Henry and Johanna E Feb 16 1898.........16:571
Lundgren Israel A of John E and Augusta Jan 12 1891.....15:14
Lundgren s of Axel and Josephine June 30 1895..............16:109
Lundgren s of Henry and Annie Mar 11 1896.................16:200
Lundin Ellen of Edwin and Hannah Apr 23 1894..............16:40
Lundin Harry R of Edwin and Hannah S Apr 11 1892.........15:93
Lundin Oscar E of Edwin and Hannah S Nov 26 1895.........16:175
Lundin Otto A of Edward and Hannah S Mar 14 1898.........16:407
Lundin Sigrid E of Charles W and Augusta June 29 1900....17:51
Lundin s of Carl J and Clara A Apr 14 1893...............15:154
Lundquist s of Charles and Louisa I Dec 25 1894............16:49
Lundqvist Harry S of Samuel and Emma Apr 10 1899.........16:491
Lundqvist Ruth E of John A and Hannah E Mar 17 1900......17:23
BIRTHS
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Lundrigan Stewart of Joseph and Eva M C June 17 1900.....17: 48
Lundsted Paul V of Charles W and Olivia P Sept 5 1891.....15: 61
Lundstrom Henry of Peter G and Lovice C May 12 1895.....16: 129
Lundstrom Oscar of Peter G and Louisa C Feb 12 1892.....15: 92
Lundstrom Philip of Peter and Louisa June 3 1893.....15: 165
Lundstrom Philip II of Peter and Louisa C May 11 1895.....16: 133
Lundvall —— s of Erick N and Agnes Aug 1 1893.....15: 177
Lundy Alton (e) of Joseph and Nora L E Dec 24 1898.....16: 424
Lundy Grace C of James and Kate Nov 27 1898.....16: 449
Lundy Joseph (e) of Joseph and Nora June 23 1900.....17: 50
Lundy Sarah of James T and Kate Oct 8 1900.....17: 90
Lundy William A (c) of Joseph B and Nora E Dec 16 1897.....16: 232
Lunigo Salvatore of Giuseppe and Mariannina Dec 12 1893.....15: 203
Lunigo Salvatore S of Salvatore and Loretta June 9 1892.....15: 98
Lunugo —— s of Luigi and Adelina Aug 12 1895.....16: 165
Luniaco Giacomo of Angela June 14 1894.....16: 17
Luniello Emilio of Francesco and Tomasina Feb 8 1896.....16: 209
Lunn Grace A of Alexander and Ellen Apr 8 1892.....15: 86
Lunsford —— (e) d of Jacob and Louise Nov 8 1894.....16: 73
Luongo Crescenzo of Alfonzo and Maria July 31 1896.....16: 256
Luongo Maria of Salvatore and Loretta Feb 17 1897.....16: 301
Lupelt Bertha M of Henry F and Mattie Jan 17 1892.....15: 85
Lupoli Emma of Francesco and Caterina Sept 15 1898.....16: 465
Luscomb Earl C of John E and Rachel H Apr 2 1897.....16: 299
Lusignan Agatha L of John J and Marie M Oct 5 1898.....16: 442
Lusignan Dolore V of John J and Mary M Oct 10 1895.....16: 160
Lusignan Martina A of John J and Mary M Dec 16 1896.....16: 252
Lusignan —— s of John J and Marie M Aug 4 1900.....17: 119
Lussier Florida of Napoleon and Georgina Aug 2 1898.....16: 457
Lussier Marie R A of Jean B and Odile June 6 1896.....16: 207
Lustrom Olivia A of Axel E and Lena S Nov 13 1896.....16: 247
Luther Alice E of George E and Susan J Aug 14 1892.....15: 117
Luther Carlisle H of Ira H and Emma Apr 17 1897.....16: 278
Luther Caroline of Edwin S and Jennie Oct 22 1899.....16: 329
Luther Charles A of Edwin and Sarah J Nov 20 1894.....16: 52
Luther Edna of Edwin S and Jennie Feb 14 1898.....16: 413
Luther Elliot H of Thomas H and Minnie Oct 20 1895.....16: 163
Luther Ethel A of Ira H and Emma E Oct 20 1894.....16: 51
Luther George B of George H and Marianne F Nov 27 1897.....16: 346
Luther George E of Edward P and Sarah Sept 13 1893.....15: 174
Luther Gladys of Byron and Viola Apr 18 1899.....16: 499
Luther Grace B (c) of Charles B and Annie W P July 12 1896.....16: 228
Luther Harold W of George H and Marion Mar 17 1896.....16: 206
Luther Henry A of Henry A and Ellen Aug 12 1892.....15: 106
Luther Leonie H of Edwin P and Sarah J Apr 22 1896.....16: 187
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Luther Marion R of James W and Annie L May 8 1892........15: 87
Luther Martin R of Edwin P and Sarah J Nov 7 1899........16: 529
Luther Mildred W of Winfield S and Julia E July 8 1897...16: 333
Luther Pearl M of George O and Martha A Nov 27 1900......17: 106
Luther Walter R of Byron and Viola Sept 2 1900............17: 79
Luther William A of John H and Eloise W Nov 20 1892......15: 119
Luther William P of Edwin P and Sarah J May 19 1897......16: 278
Luther —— s of Charles H Jr and Lillian F Aug 3 1891.....15: 53
Luther —— d of Edgar and Mary A Oct 14 1892.............15: 113
Lutz George H of Henry and Thelma May 18 1899...........16: 500
Lycklund Ragner E W E of Carl M and Mary E Feb 27 1891...15: 26
Lyden Mary of James H and Ann Apr 27 1893...............15: 144
Lyman Genevieve of Frank and Mary E Feb 16 1897.........16: 295
Lyman Helen of Frank and Mary H Oct 23 1893..............15: 195
Lyman Katherine of Rolfe M and Marion Nov 10 1900......17: 100
Lyman Madeline of Francis and Mary H Dec 5 1894.........16: 71
Lyman Pauline of Richard E and Frances A R Apr 16 1899...16: 495
Lyman Richard E of Richard E and Frances A Apr 30 1900...17: 58
Lyman Thomas of Frank and Mary E Sept 12 1900............17: 82
Lynch Abbie of Peter and Ellen D Feb 25 1892.............15: 83
Lynch Agnes of Thomas and Ellen Sept 1 1897..............16: 355
Lynch Agnes of William H and Mary A July 21 1892........15: 126
Lynch Annie of Thomas and Ellen Nov 12 1892.............15: 129
Lynch Annie A of Patrick and Mary Nov 18 1893..........15: 181
Lynch Annie E of Peter and Mary Nov 26 1895.............16: 140
Lynch Annie W of John F and Mary F Jan 21 1892.........15: 80
Lynch Augustus R of Peter and Ellen Aug 23 1892........15: 99
Lynch Catherine of James W and Mary E June 29 1893......15: 145
Lynch Catherine of Michael and Ellen Aug 10 1892........15: 127
Lynch Catherine T of James and Catherine Oct 15 1892.....15: 129
Lynch Charles H of Patrick H and Margaret July 17 1893...15: 214
Lynch Cornelius J of Patrick and Mary Aug 14 1895.......16: 134
Lynch Elizabeth of Jeremiah and Ellen F July 24 1897.....16: 353
Lynch Elizabeth of Thomas and Ellen Aug 21 1894.........16: 82
Lynch Elizabeth M of John and Elizabeth Aug 4 1895......16: 138
Lynch Ellen of Ellen Oct 25 1893......................15: 183
Lynch Ellen of John and Ellen Oct 2 1896................16: 258
Lynch Francis of Michael and Ellen Sept 7 1896.........16: 263
Lynch Francis of Patrick and Mary Nov 23 1895.........16: 136
Lynch George F of John and Elizabeth M Feb 13 1893......15: 139
Lynch George T of William and Kate July 4 1894........16: 53
Lynch Honora V of Patrick J and Mary May 18 1898.......16: 373
Lynch Isabella of John and Ellen May 20 1892............15: 90
Lynch James of James and Catherine June 13 1895.........16: 130
Lynch James of James and Catherine L Aug 13 1895.......16: 171
Lynch James of John and Margaret Dec 7 1895..................16:169
Lynch James of John T and Minnie E Mar 15 1895..................16:127
Lynch James of Luke and Mary Sept 5 1893..................15:207
Lynch James of Thomas and Ellen Jan 22 1891..................15:25
Lynch James P of Patrick and Mary July 28 1900..................17:67
Lynch James V of Michael J and Maria A Apr 5 1898..................16:408
Lynch Jeremiah of Jeremiah and Ellen May 11 1895..................16:129
Lynch John F of John and Margaret Feb 26 1892..................15:88
Lynch John J of William and Mary Apr 19 1891..................15:23
Lynch John M of John and Joanna Sept 4 1896..................16:240
Lynch John M of Mortimer and Ellen July 23 1892..................15:120
Lynch John P of Jeremiah and Mary A Mar 12 1891..................15:2
Lynch John T of Michael and Mary Jan 31 1895..................16:98
Lynch John W of John and Anna Aug 1 1892..................15:122
Lynch Joseph of James II and Catherine L Aug 1 1897..................16:354
Lynch Joseph of John and Ellen Feb 8 1894..................16:32
Lynch Joseph of Luke and Mary May 30 1892..................15:95
Lynch Joseph of Michael J and Maria A May 14 1894..................16:41
Lynch Joseph of William H and Mary A June 10 1891..................15:65
Lynch Joseph E of William H and Mary A June 14 1891..................15:24
Lynch Katie of Patrick and Mary Sept 9 1893..................15:171
Lynch Katie M of Jeremiah and Mary A May 15 1892..................15:68
Lynch Louise of Michael J and Maria A Mar 8 1893..................15:163
Lynch Mabel of Michael J and Maria A Mar 19 1895..................16:127
Lynch Margaret of John and Bridget Oct 15 1900..................17:92
Lynch Mary of John and Mary F Aug 14 1895..................16:159
Lynch Mary E of William and Catherine Aug 27 1891..................15:40
Lynch Mary F of Peter and Mary Mar 26 1899..................16:476
Lynch Mary G of Mortimer and Nellie July 7 1900..................17:61
Lynch Mary J of John and Margaret Dec 24 1893..................15:204
Lynch Mary R of James and Catherine R Oct 19 1893..................15:209
Lynch Phebe M of James and Louise May 1 1898..................16:409
Lynch Robert D of Joseph and Rose V Jan 14 1899..................16:496
Lynch Robert H of Robert H and Minnie Sept 20 1899..................16:591
Lynch Sarah of William H and Mary June 27 1899..................16:506
Lynch Sarah L of Thomas C and Sarah Apr 23 1898..................16:376
Lynch Theresa of Timothy and Margaret Jan 29 1897..................16:288
Lynch Thomas of John and Elizabeth M Apr 4 1897..................16:278
Lynch Thomas C of Thomas C and Sarah Dec 14 1899..................16:530
Lynch Thomas H of John and Mary Feb 12 1894..................16:25
Lynch Timothy V of Mortimer and Ellen Oct 11 1893..................15:197
Lynch Walter L of John and Nellie Sept 16 1899..................16:573
Lynch William of Michael and Maria A Dec 1 1899..................16:587
Lynch William C of William H and Mary A Aug 27 1894..................16:76
Lynch William H of John and Mary F May 28 1897..................16:297
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Lynch — s of John F and Julia A Apr 29 1900. ............ 17: 56
Lynch — d of John T and Annie E June 4 1891. ............ 15: 24
Lynch — d of Richard E and Frances M Nov 24 1891. ....... 15: 37
Lynch — d of Robert A and Ellen Sept 15 1899. ............ 16: 541
Lynch — s of William and Mary Feb 17 1897. ............... 16: 306
Lynch — s of William H and Mary Aug 14 1893. ............ 15: 206
Lynn Christina of Eugene F and Rose Dec 25 1896. ......... 16: 238
Lynn Eugene of Eugene F and Rose A Mar 25 1893. ......... 15: 145
Lynn James H of James and Mary Jan 24 1896. ............ 16: 185
Lynn Mary of Owen and Rose July 12 1895. .................. 16: 142
Lynn Mary A of Agnes Feb 15 1898. ....................... 16: 375
Lynn Veronica of Owen F and Rosanna Sept 18 1899. ....... 16: 536
Lynstia William J of Patrick I and Julia Dec 11 1899. .... 16: 525
Lynnum James A of Antoine and Catherine Mar 29 1899 ....... 16: 480
Lynnum John B of Antoine and Catherine June 8 1894 ....... 16: 20
Lynnum Mary E of Antoine and Catherine Sept 10 1896 ....... 16: 264
Lyon Alice of John F and Margaret Oct 31 1899. ............ 16: 553
Lyon Fannie of Harry and Lena Apr 6 1895. ............... 16: 96
Lyon Hyman of Harry and Lena June 19 1898. .............. 16: 377
Lyon Peter of Harry and Lena Feb 18 1900. .................. 17: 14
Lyon Abby R of Timothy F and Nellie Sept 19 1900. ....... 17: 84
Lyon Alfred E of Alfred and Ella J Nov 5 1893. ............. 15: 210
Lyon Annie T of Cornelius and Catherine Dec 15 1893 ....... 15: 173
Lyon Annie T of James and Bridget Sept 29 1892 ............ 15: 128
Lyon Annie T of John F and Margaret A Aug 11 1898 ......... 16: 437
Lyon Bernard G of Jeremiah and Mary J Aug 9 1891 ......... 15: 32
Lyon Catherine of James and Bridget Dec 9 1896 ............ 16: 267
Lyon Catherine of John S and Mary E Sept 13 1893 ......... 15: 178
Lyon Catherine of Patrick and Ellen Nov 18 1894 ........... 16: 85
Lyon Cornelius of Cornelius and Catherine Mar 25 1899 ....... 16: 473
Lyon Eleanor H of Thomas and Joanna Feb 21 1898 ............ 16: 372
Lyon Elizabeth of Patrick and Margaret Feb 28 1891 ........ 15: 2
Lyon Elizabeth of Thomas and Joanna Jan 13 1896 ............ 16: 181
Lyon Elizabeth H of Thomas S and Catherine Jan 1 1899 ....... 17: 472
Lyon Ellen of Cornelius and Catherine Jan 12 1896 .......... 16: 181
Lyon Ellen of John S and Ellen Nov 27 1898 ................. 16: 420
Lyon Francis of James and Bridget Oct 15 1894 ............. 16: 84
Lyon Francis of Patrick and Ellen Oct 31 1896 .............. 16: 266
Lyon Frederick of Timothy F and Ellen V July 18 1899 ....... 16: 550
Lyon Genevieve of Patrick and Ellen Sept 5 1898 ............ 16: 458
Lyon George of James P and Mary J Sept 20 1898 ............ 16: 447
Lyon Gertrude of John F and Margaret A Oct 15 1896 ......... 16: 246
Lyon Henry of William and Mary May 24 1892 ................. 15: 70
Lyon Hubert L of James J and Margaret J Aug 4 1900 ......... 17: 69
Lyon James of Patrick and Ellen Apr 21 1893 ............... 15: 164
Lyons James of Timothy F and Ellen V Nov 6 1897..................16:339
Lyons James J of James J and Elizabeth J Jan 8 1900............17: 3
Lyons James P of Cornelius and Catherine Feb 24 1892..........15: 66
Lyons Jeremiah A of Thomas and Catherine Mar 23 1897.........16:392
Lyons John D of John and Margaret A Mar 31 1892..............15: 81
Lyons John F of John and Ellen Sept 16 1894..................16: 56
Lyons John F of Thomas and Catherine Sept 25 1900............17: 254
Lyons Joseph of James P and Mary J Sept 25 1896..............16:254
Lyons Leila (c) of George and Mary Apr 28 1900................17: 35
Lyons Loretta of Thomas S and Kate Nov 29 1900...............17:106
Lyons Mabel E of Michael and Margaret T May 29 1893..........15:165
Lyons Madeline of Patrick and Margaret Jan 14 1893............15:136
Lyons Margaret of John S and Ellen Aug 27 1896...............16:233
Lyons Margaret M of Stephen and Mary E July 16 1895.........16:142
Lyons Margaret M of Timothy F and Elizabeth F Sept 5 1900..17: 79
Lyons Mary of Henry and Lena Aug 2 1896.....................16:228
Lyons Mary of James and Bridget Jan 6 1891....................15: 25
Lyons Mary of Thomas and Katie June 17 1899..................16:501
Lyons Mary F of John and Julia Oct 10 1894....................16: 88
Lyons Minnie V of Joseph and Sarah Jan 21 1894...............16: 18
Lyons Nellie of Stephen and Nellie Jan 4 1898...............16:377
Lyons Robert E of John F and Margaret A Jan 23 1895.........16:110
Lyons Rose E of James and Bridget Jan 23 1899.................16:507
Lyons Sarah of John S and Ellen Dec 27 1891..................15: 50
Lyons Stanley H of Louis S and Flora S Apr 8 1893..........15:149
Lyons Theresa of James and Annie Nov 13 1893................15:210
Lyons William of James and Annie Nov 26 1892...............15:130
Lyons William M of James P and Mary J June 28 1894..........16: 31
Lyons —— s of James and Mary July 10 1898....................16:441
Lythgoe Florence of William F and Mamie Apr 18 1892........15: 98

Mabellino Carolina P of Nicola and Giovanna Nov 15 1891.....15: 58
Mabray Alphonso (c) of Benjamin J and Carrie L Mar 9 1899.16:476
Mabray Arnold L (c) of Benjamin J and Carrie L Feb 27 1900.17: 17
MacAdam —— d of William and Clara Oct 13 1898............16:459
Macaruso Benedetto of Benedetto and Caterina Dec 24 1897.16:352
Macaruso Nicola of Benedetta and Catrina Dec 6 1891.........15: 58
Macaruso —— d of Benedetto and Caterina June 25 1896........16:212
Macaruso Maria G of Benedetto and Catarina July 25 1896.16:256
Macauley Francis E of Francis M and Annie Mar 9 1900........17: 29
Macauley William H of John B and Anna Nov 1 1898..........16:429
Macauley —— d of William D and Jennie Jan 2 1895............16: 97
MacBeth Alexander of Alexander and Janet Sept 12 1897.......16:342
Macbeth Bessie of George E and Elizabeth June 19 1899.....16:506
Macbeth Frederick J of George E and Lizzie E Dec 12 1892.15:122
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Macbeth John A of Alexander and Jeanette July 18 1893
MacCabe —— s of Anthony and Lizzie June 13 1900
MacCarrone Domenico of Gerolomo and Vincenza Sept 26 1897
MacCarrone Rosina of Girohomo and Vincenza Feb 18 1896
MacCarron Dominick of Gerolomo and Vincenza Oct 25 1899
MacCarrone Maria of Raffaele and Carmine Oct 17 1895
MacCarrone Pasquale of Raffaele and Carmela Apr 15 1900
MacCarrone —— s of Raffaele and Carmela May 27 1897
MacCarruso Benedetto of Benedetto and Caterina Aug 1 1899
MacCarnso Maria C of Benedetto and Catarina Jan 7 1893
MacCarruso Raffaele of Benedetto and Caterina July 20 1894
Macchia Anna M of Michele and Francesca Nov 23 1899
Macchia Anna M of Michele and Francesca Nov 23 1900
Macchio Maria C of Michele and Francesca Aug 26 1891
MacDonald Alice F of James W and Lucy E Dec 13 1892
MacDonald Colin F of Roderick and Theresa C Oct 16 1899
MacDonald Donald of James and Hughena Apr 27 1898
MacDonald Florence of Aaron and Maria D July 20 1897
MacDonald George W of James and Hughena Nov 19 1900
MacDonald Gladys of Angus and Margaret A June 19 1899
MacDonald Harold J of John A and Catherine M June 18
1899
MacDonald Helen of Thomas A and Isabel Nov 9 1900
MacDonald Irving L of Samuel E and Edith A Sept 13 1898
MacDonald Isabella of Duncan and Agnes Sept 3 1897
MacDonald John M of James W and Lucy E Jan 23 1895
MacDonald Katherine I of Hector and Fannie S July 14 1899
MacDonald Marion of Alexander G and Mary J June 19 1892
MacDonald Marion B M of John M and Marion F Jan 4 1899
MacDonald Robert C of Neil J and Isabelle June 8 1900
MacDonald Walter of Angus and Margaret A Oct 28 1900
MacDonald —— s of Alexander G and Mary J June 19 1892
MacDonald —— s of Neil J and Isabel July 25 1899
MacDougall Mabel of Charles and Annie E Sept 10 1897
MacDuff —— s of Robert A and Eliza J June 14 1898
Macedo Isabella (e) of Augusto R and Maria Jan 31 1894
Macedo Palmira R of Augusto R and Maria G Mar 29 1895
Maecca —— s of Domenico and Caterina Mar 29 1896
MacFarland —— s of James and Annie June 18 1895
MacGregor Marie J of Andrew and Cassie Nov 21 1895
Machabee Joseph L F of Ferdinand and Elise Sept 16 1894
Machabee —— s of Ferdinand and Elise Sept 24 1893
Machado Alexander of Arthur and Maria S June 28 1899
Machado Anna G of Jose and Anna Sept 6 1891
Machado Clara P of Jose N and Anna Jan 21 1894
Machado Emilia P of Jose N and Anna Jan 21 1894
Machado Francesco L of Francesco and Roza Apr 29 1891
Machado Joao of George and Anna May 27 1892
Machado Joao F of Anton F and Roza June 25 1893
Machado Joseph of Joseph and Roza Feb 14 1897
Machado Maria of Annibal S and Maria B June 24 1897
Machado Maria of Francisco and Maria G Sept 8 1892
Machado Maria of Manoel A and Luiza June 19 1892
Machado — s of Annibal S and Maria Feb 13 1899
Machan Helen W of George S and Isabella E Oct 4 1900
Machon Archibald of Charles V and Euphemia Jan 17 1895
Machon Charles V of Charles V and Euphemia M Oct 15 1898
Machon Edna M of Charles H and Willena M Oct 25 1899
Machon John T of Charles V and Euphemia Mar 17 1897
Machon Laura G of Thomas C and Mary J Sept 13 1896
Machon Leon H of Peter J and Sarah G Mar 11 1900
Machon Mabel F of Charles H and Willena Aug 8 1898
Machon Mildred of Charles H and Willena M Oct 14 1900
Machon Norman H of Charles V and Euphemia Jan 14 1900
Machon — d of Albert B and Katherine A Feb 13 1900
Machon — d of Daniel G and Janet C May 31 1894
Machon — d of Thomas C and Mary J Nov 25 1899
Machon — s of William T and Annie E Dec 24 1897
Macie Haroun of Alexander and Elmas Aug 22 1899
Maciocia — s of Giuseppe and Maria C Nov 23 1896
Maciocio Maria of Giuseppe and Maria June 14 1899
Mack Ethelda L of John T and Mary L Mar 20 1898
Mack George C of George P and Ella Dec 13 1892
Mack Harriet E of John T and Mary L Jan 17 1900
Mack — s of Lena Jan 16 1895
Mackalovitz Harry of Isaac and Lena May 15 1898
Mackay Euphemia T of Samuel T and Catherine Feb 6 1899
MacKay John K of John K and Isabella J Sept 24 1900
MacKay Norman E of Daniel G and Elizabeth E Sept 12 1900
MacKenzie Dora M of James and Annie F Dec 8 1900
MacKenzie Henry H of John and Lina M June 9 1900
MacKenzie Jessie E of Charles M and Catherine Sept 5 1896
MacKenzie Walter M of Charles M and Catherine Sept 5 1896
MacKenzie — d of John and Mary Mar 12 1897
MacKey Annie E of William and Elizabeth Sept 4 1900
MacKey Daniel J of John and Bridget Apr 17 1891
MacKey David J of Richard and Bella Jan 3 1893
MacKey Earl V of Charles C and Susan J June 22 1890
MacKey Florence M of Charles C and Susan J Dec 17 1892
MacKey John L of John and Bridget July 7 1896
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Mackey Margaret of John and Bridget Feb 4 1899 ............ 16: 508
Mackey Sarah of John P and Nellie June 5 1891 ............ 15: 11
Mackey Thomas P of William and Elizabeth Mar 9 1899 ...... 16: 509
Mackie Helen P Mc of Adam W W and Minnie C May 8 1898, 16: 376
Mackie Valette G E of Alfred R and Emma Mar 16 1897 .... 16: 298
MacKinnon Ada E of James T and Matilda K Feb 9 1897 ...... 16: 285
MacKinnon Agnes of George F and Martha Sept 12 1894 .... 16: 47
MacKinnon George F of George F and Martha July 20 1896, 16: 224
MacKinnon Kate of George F and Martha Dec 22 1891 ...... 15: 35
MacKinnon Mary E of George F and Martha Dec 21 1900 .... 17: 113
MacKintosh Albert E of John and Annie E Oct 1 1891 ....... 15: 61
MacKintosh Beatrice V of John and Annie E Sept 21 1893 ... 15: 208
Mackler Etta of Louis and Rosa Nov 30 1898 ............... 16: 430
Macklin Edward (c) of Edward B Jr and Georgiana Mar 30
1894 .................................................. 16: 26
Macklin Junius S (c) of Merity and Phillis Feb 21 1894 .... 16: 2
Macklin Margaret (c) of Edward B and Georgiana A Aug 7
1891 .................................................. 15: 51
Macklin Norma L (c) of Edward B and Georgiana Sept 13
1897 .................................................. 16: 342
MacLean John H of John C and Mary G Feb 6 1892 ..... 15: 69
MacLean Sarah V of Henry and Mary V Aug 13 1898 ....... 16: 433
MacLeod Norman of Norman and Mary July 30 1897 ......... 16: 354
MacMullen Ruth of Agnes Oct 25 1898 ....................... 16: 432
MacNamara —— s of John and Julia Nov 30 1899 .......... 16: 542
MacNeill John D of John and Matilda July 25 1899 ....... 16: 543
Macomb Harriet J of Samuel H and Harriet J Apr 3 1892 ... 15: 70
Macomb Helen M of Samuel H and Harriet J Oct 5 1896 .... 16: 229
Macomb Howard B of Samuel H and Harriet Apr 28 1894 .... 16: 7
Macomber Ambrose of Harkness R and Rosanna May 17 1898, 16: 382
Macomber Bertha M of Hiram A and Mary H May 21 1900 .... 17: 41
Macomber James W of Harkless and Rose Mar 25 1896 ...... 16: 190
Macomber Marian A of Frank H and Hattie M Oct 21 1894 ... 16: 84
Macrae Blanche A of John and Lula A Dec 12 1895 ......... 16: 176
MacRae Ethel of Henry and Harriet S June 17 1896 ....... 16: 198
Macrae Harold E of John A and Lula A Sept 26 1893 ...... 15: 208
MacRae Wilfred R of William and Florence Mar 11 1899 .... 16: 494
MacReading Harold H of Howard S and Evelyn L July 7 1900, 17: 61
Macready George P of George P and Grace C Aug 29 1899 .... 16: 528
Madaleno Rosa A of Giuseppe and Domenica May 18 1892 ... 15: 75
Madarese Grazinecia of Gaetano and Filomena Apr 3 1891, ... 16: 28
Madalena Maria of Giuseppe and Domenica Apr 15 1894 .... 16: 45
Madelenia Biagio of Giuseppe and Maria Mar 8 1897 ....... 16: 307
Madden Alice of Thomas and Margaret July 28 1894 ......... 16: 87
Madden Anna E of Thomas F and Annie L Aug 6 1893 ....... 15: 197
Madden Barrett of Patrick and Mary June 28 1900...........17: 51
Madden Charlotte B of Patrick and Mary Oct 29 1895..........16: 136
Madden David E of Patrick and Mary Dec 5 1897.............16: 320
Madden Edward E of Thomas and Bridget Apr 27 1896........16: 191
Madden James V of Thomas and Catharine Nov 5 1899..........16: 585
Madden John of Patrick and Harriett July 3 1898............16: 444
Madden John J of Patrick and Mary J July 15 1891...........15: 53
Madden Joseph of Thomas and Ann L Mar 22 1899.............16: 498
Madden Louis F of James H and Annie E Jan 20 1893........15: 146
Madden Margaret of Michael and Elizabeth Aug 12 1899.......16: 563
Madden Mary of Thomas F and Annie L May 5 1895............16: 118
Madden Mary E of Thomas and Catherine Jan 16 1898.........16: 405
Madden Mary I of Patrick and Harriett Aug 5 1900...........17: 70
Madden Rosamond of Henry T and Catherine Nov 24 1899....16: 524
Madden Thomas of Thomas and Catherine Aug 3 1896...........16: 262
Madden Thomas J of Thomas and Annie Mar 27 1897...........16: 299
Madden Ursula H of Thomas F and Bridget C July 24 1899....16: 532
Madden Veronica I of Thomas and Bridget July 2 1892......15: 105
Madden William of Lillie Nov 27 1897.......................16: 331
Madeiros Helena of Jose and Maria July 14 1897............16: 317
Madeiros Jose C of Francisco C and Claudina J Feb 10 1893.15: 136
Madesen Henrietta A of Frederick N and Christina Nov 4

1897 .....................................16: 363
Madison ——— d of Bradford and Isabelle July 30 1898.....16: 434
Madonna ——— d of Gennaro and Rosalina Apr 1 1900.......17: 56
Maestrangelo Rocce of Giuseppe and Elizabettta Oct 13 1896.16: 258
Maestrobuono ——— d of Pasquale and Maria July 12 1892..15: 122
Mafa ——— d of Pasquale and Angela Nov 5 1898............16: 470
Maffeo Antonio of Pasquale and Angiola Dec 24 1894....16: 59
Maffeo Antonio of Pasquale and Angela Mar 20 1893.......15: 114
Maffeo Michele of Pasquale and Angela Jan 2 1897.......16: 279
Maffeo ——— d of Pasquale and Angela Nov 25 1900.........17: 120
Maffetone ——— s of Gaetano and Maria Feb 14 1897.......16: 280
Magaram Nathan of Max and Annie Mar 31 1897..........16: 277
Magat David of Isaac and Rose July 21 1896..............16: 222
Magat Rebecca of Herman and Rosa June 3 1894............16: 13
Maged Harry of Isaac and Rosa Mar 8 1899.................16: 514
Magee Arthur E of Charles F and Mary A Sept 2 1899......16: 551
Magee Cecilia I of Samuel J and Nellie G Nov 17 1898....16: 423
Magee Charles F of Charles F and Mary A Sept 3 1895....16: 155
Magee Clara L of John J and Catherine A Sept 17 1892....15: 103
Magee James R of Charles F and Mary A Sept 17 1891....15: 45
Magee Mary E of Charles F and Mary A Nov 19 1893.......15: 191
Magee Mary O of Annie Nov 19 1894........................16: 60
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Magoe Samuel G of Samuel J and Nellie G Feb 17 1897........A 1:  2
Magoe Sarah G of Charles F and Mary A Oct 20 1897........16:338
Magoe — twin sons of Thomas R and Amelia Mar 25 1896........16:206
Maggiore Antonio C of Michelangelo and Lucia July 15 1892  15:122
Magill Grace W of William and Sarah July 16 1891..............15:  32
Maginn Charles I of Joseph and Agnes Jan 11 1896..............16:195
Maginn Margaret T of Charles H and Ann G Nov 14 1895........16:174
Maginter Hyman of Samuel and Rosa Nov 23 1892..............15:105
Magliano Antonio of Angelo and Angela Dec 27 1895............A 1:  32
Magnant Eugene A of Eugene and Malvina June 3 1896...........16:207
Magnant Marie A P of Eugene and Malvina May 25 1891...........15:  21
Magnat Ernest A E of Eugene and Malvina Sept 1 1898.........16:458
Magnat Louise of Eugene and Malvina Oct 10 1892..............15:121
Magneski Frances of Antoine and Victoria June 6 1898........16:410
Magneski Mary of Anton and Victoria Apr 8 1896..............16:246
Magneski Tekla of Antoine and Victoria Sept 9 1894..........16:  82
Magnet Aldea of Eugene and Malvina Dec 20 1894..............16:  53
Magnus Albert I of Leopold and Marie Nov 30 1898.............16:436
Magnus William F of Leopold and Marie Dec 26 1899...........16:543
Magnuski Alexandra E of Antonia and Victoria Feb 28 1893  15:163
Magnuski Anthony W of Anthony and Victoria May 29 1899  16:512
Magnuski Kazimir of Antonia and Victoria Apr 19 1891........15:  31
Magnuson Edith A of August and Augusta Dec 30 1899...........16:526
Magnuson Ellen A of Alfred and Alfreda Feb 20 1897...........16:291
Magnuson — s of August and Augusta June 28 1897..............16:276
Magoon — s of Louie R and Sarah F Jan 31 1894.................16:  28
Maguire Alice F of John II and Sarah T Dec 1 1892...........15:104
Maguire Alice M of Arthur J and Anna B May 2 1896...........16:211
Maguire Anna M of Thomas and Annie Oct 27 1892.............15:104
Maguire Annie of James and Mary A Feb 7 1898.................16:406
Maguire Arthur L of Hugh and Ellen May 18 1893..............15:138
Maguire Catherine A of James and Mary July 2 1892...........15:105
Maguire Catherine S of Thomas and Ann Oct 15 1899...........16:537
Maguire Charles G of James and Mary Oct 30 1900..............17:  97
Maguire Elsie L V A of Edward and Ann June 26 1891...........15:  24
Maguire Emma E of Thomas and Annie Oct 29 1897..............16:328
Maguire Francis of John and Hanora Feb 22 1894..............A 1:  30
Maguire Francis J of James and Mary C Aug 24 1892...........15:127
Maguire Francis L of Francis and Bridget Aug 10 1896........16:262
Maguire Francis L of John II and Sarah Dec 22 1893...........15:173
Maguire Frederick I of John II and Sarah May 29 1896........16:182
Maguire Henry A of Henry A and Annie May 31 1891...........15:  16
Maguire James of Francis and Bridget Sept 27 1898...........16:453
Maguire James A of James and Mary J May 14 1896..............16:201
Maguire John of John and Nellie Aug 20 1897.................16:326
Maguire John J of John and Mary Jan 20 1894.................16: 36
Maguire John M of John H and Mary Nov 14 1895...........16: 116
Maguire Joseph of John W and Mary E Sept 21 1895....16: 139
Maguire Joseph P of James Z and Mary C Dec 13 1893...15: 211
Maguire Margaret of John H and Sarah Oct 3 1890.......17: 88
Maguire Mary T of James and Mary A Dec 15 1900...........17: 111
Maguire Matthew J of John and Ellen Jan 27 1900...........17: 8
Maguire Rosanna of Peter and Ellen Dec 7 1891..............15: 35
Maguire Thomas E of James and Mary A Dec 5 1897...........16: 329
Maguire Thomas F of Patrick F and Catherine Sept 5 1899.16: 522
Maguire Thomas R of John H and Sarah June 12 1894....16: 374
Maguire Vincent T of Edward and Elizabeth Dec 7 1897...16: 329
Maguire William of John W and Mary E Aug 2 1896........16: 228
Maguire Winifred A of Thomas and Annie Oct 14 1895...16: 145
Maguire _______s of Hugh and Sarah July 16 1898.........16: 434
Maguire _______s of Morris and Minnie Dec 17 1898.......16: 470
Mahar Mary R of Robert and Mary Apr 6 1895..............16: 132
Mahar Peter of Martin and Mary Oct 18 1897.................16: 332
Mahar Raymond of John and Mary Jan 12 1898.................16: 378
Mahar _______s of John and Mary June 29 1892..............15: 71
Mahar _______s of Thomas A and Annie N Apr 15 1899.....16: 481
Maher Alice M of James J and Alice M Aug 21 1898......16: 434
Maher Annie L of John and Margaret Aug 1 1896.........16: 271
Maher Arthur F of William and Edith A Aug 23 1899....16: 557
Maher Catherine of Michael J and Mary Mar 18 1900.....17: 23
Maher Catherine E of William F and Elizabeth F July 13 1900..................17: 62
Maher Christopher of Thomas and Annie Dec 20 1892.....15: 109
Maher Daniel of John F and Bridget June 21 1891.......15: 4
Maher Daniel of Michael and Mary Aug 18 1894.........16: 62
Maher Earl of James J and Mary A Nov 26 1890...........17: 105
Maher Francis J of Michael and Margaret May 14 1894..16: 41
Maher George of Thomas L and Julia A Jan 16 1897......16: 399
Maher Gertrude of James B and Mary E June 15 1893....15: 155
Maher Helen of John and Bridget July 17 1894..............16: 46
Maher James of Thomas L and Julia A Aug 3 1895.........16: 165
Maher James E of James J and Mary A Sept 19 1897.....16: 337
Maher Jane of John W and Mary Oct 11 1895.............16: 167
Maher Jennie C of William E and Jennie E July 10 1897..16: 369
Maher John of John and Bridget Nov 27 1890..............17: 145
Maher John of John and Mary Sept 9 1895................16: 144
Maher John F of John W and Mary Nov 18 1899...........16: 576
Maher Lena T of Andrew T and Mary A Feb 16 1894.......16: 37
Maher Leo of Thomas and Julia Apr 21 1899...............16: 504
Maher Madeline of John and Alicia T Jan 5 1896.........16: 184
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Maher Madeline C of James J and Alice M Dec 17 1895............16:153
Maher Margaret T of Hugh F and Anna May 30 1892.............15:97
Maher Margaret T of John F and Margaret A June 30 1893........15:166
Maher Martin of Patrick and Mary Apr 22 1895.................16:93
Maher Mary E of John J and Sarah A Jan 27 1898..............16:386
Maher Mary F of John F and Margaret A Oct 18 1899...........16:584
Maher Mary M of James J and Mary Apr 30 1899................16:492
Maher Raymond of John W and Mary Apr 1 1892..................15:89
Maher Richard J of John and Bridget June 4 1897.............16:276
Maher Robert H of John J and Sarah A Mar 10 1892............15:81
Maher Thomas of Thomas A and Annie M June 12 1891...........15:6
Maher Thomas L of Thomas L and Julia A Nov 28 1892...........15:125
Maher Timothy L of John F and Bridget Aug 4 1892............15:103
Maher Vincent of Thomas and Julia Apr 21 1899................16:504
Maher Walter R of Thomas A and Ann Apr 20 1895..............16:102
Maher William F of William J and Mary E Nov 4 1899...........16:524
Maher Winifred of Cornelius and Catherine May 11 1891........15:9
Maher — d of Thomas and Annie Feb 24 1897...................16:364
Maher — d of Thomas and Annie Dec 5 1897....................16:368
Mahen Alfred of Jean Bte and Exoré Apr 7 1897...............16:309
Mahen Alice E of Jean B and Exorée June 16 1899..............16:516
Mahen Marie E C of Alfred and Anna Oct 1 1898..............16:459
Mahen Oscar of Jean B and Exorée Nov 9 1899..................16:84
Mahlon — s of John and Elizabeth Aug 27 1898..............16:427
Mahon Anna of Owen and Bridget Oct 31 1896..................16:254
Mahon Ellen T of Owen and Bridget Apr 15 1894.................16:30
Mahon Helen T of Patrick T and Annie E Aug 23 1899.........16:534
Mahon John J of Joseph and Ellen M June 18 1895............16:109
Mahon Patrick L of Patrick T and Annie E Sept 7 1897........16:326
Mahon Theresa G of Owen and Bridget Apr 19 1900..............17:32
Mahon Winnifred of Owen and Bridget May 19 1892..............15:87
Mahoney Alice M of Dennis T and Mary A Dec 26 1900........17:114
Mahoney Annie M of William and Mary E Jan 6 1896..........16:213
Mahoney Catherine of James and Ellen Oct 17 1896............16:258
Mahoney Charles of James and Ellen M Aug 4 1894............16:76
Mahoney Charles H of John C and Maria May 2 1896............16:183
Mahoney Daniel J of Daniel and Ellen June 14 1893...........16:94
Mahoney Elizabeth of Patrick and Mary Mar 2 1892............15:98
Mahoney Elizabeth A of Dennis T and Mary A Dec 29 1891......15:44
Mahoney Ella of Daniel and Ella Dec 22 1891...............15:64
Mahoney Ellen G of Timothy J and Ellen F Nov 10 1891.........15:34
Mahoney Ellen T of Frank and Ann July 26 1891..............15:32
Mahoney Ellen T of Timothy J and Ellen T June 12 1891......15:4
Mahoney Emma of John and Mary E June 16 1900..............17:48
Mahoney Florence G of Dennis T and Mary A July 19 1896.....16:240
Mahoney Gertrude of John W and Hannah Aug 1 1897............16:354
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship to Parents</th>
<th>Birthdate</th>
<th>Place of Birth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Gertrude E of Daniel and Mary</td>
<td>Apr 22 1891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Helen of Daniel and Ellen</td>
<td>Mar 23 1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Irene of John W and Hannah G</td>
<td>Aug 28 1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Irene M of Michael J and Lena B</td>
<td>Mar 24 1893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>James of James and Kate J</td>
<td>June 28 1897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>James of John and Mary J</td>
<td>Dec 14 1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>James M of John W and Kate B</td>
<td>June 10 1897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Johanna of Daniel and Mary</td>
<td>May 18 1897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>John of James C and Ellen M</td>
<td>Mar 29 1891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>John of John and Mary E</td>
<td>June 16 1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>John J of John and Catherine T</td>
<td>Aug 5 1892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>John P of James and Abby</td>
<td>June 12 1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>John W of William and Mary</td>
<td>Dec 29 1892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Leo F of Francis and Catherine</td>
<td>June 9 1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Madeline of Francis J and Catherine</td>
<td>Nov 5 1893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Margaret of James and Ellen J</td>
<td>Oct 27 1892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Margaret of James F and Catherine F</td>
<td>Oct 21 1897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Margaret of John A and Maria A</td>
<td>Nov 29 1891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Margaretta of James and Catherine</td>
<td>Sept 16 1893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Mary of Dennis T and Mary A</td>
<td>Aug 14 1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Mary of James and Kate J</td>
<td>June 28 1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Mary of J Francis and Catharine F</td>
<td>Feb 14 1900,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Mary A of William and Mary B</td>
<td>Nov 24 1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Mary E of James and Abbie</td>
<td>May 15 1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Mary F of Daniel and Nellie</td>
<td>Dec 6 1893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Mary V of Jeremiah and Martha</td>
<td>June 3 1891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Nora M of William and Mary E</td>
<td>Oct 28 1891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Sadie of Bridget</td>
<td>Feb 24 1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Thomas of William and Mary</td>
<td>Dec 27 1897</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>Thomas F of Daniel and Ellen</td>
<td>Dec 29 1896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>William of John and Catherine</td>
<td>Apr 30 1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>William II of William and Mary</td>
<td>Dec 18 1893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>William J of Donald and Mary</td>
<td>Aug 10 1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>d of Daniel and Ellen</td>
<td>Nov 8 1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>d of Dennis and Mary</td>
<td>Apr 7 1893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>d of Dennis and Mary</td>
<td>Mar 28 1894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>d of Jeremiah and Kate</td>
<td>Jan 13 1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>s of John and Mary</td>
<td>Mar 26 1891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahoney</td>
<td>d of Mary Jan 17 1897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahood</td>
<td>Elizabeth of Edward and Jane</td>
<td>Dec 2 1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahood</td>
<td>Jane of Edward and Jane</td>
<td>June 11 1891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahood</td>
<td>Joseph of Edward and Jennie</td>
<td>Sept 22 1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahuteaux</td>
<td>Alma M of Emile C D and Mary C</td>
<td>June 23 1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahuteaux</td>
<td>Edmund E of Emil C and Mary C</td>
<td>Apr 30 1898</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Mahy Howard A of John G and Mary A May 29 1891...15: 3
Mailhot Joseph U F of Amade and Odile May 9 1897...16: 299
Mailhot Melvina of Adelard and Melvina July 20 1900...17: 64
Mailhette Marie L F of Amadec and Odile Nov 11 1895...16: 163
Mailhot Joseph E O of Adelard and Melvina Mar 10 1896...16: 215
Mailleux Joseph A of Alfred and Annie Apr 14 1900...17: 31
Main Marion E G of John C and Cora Apr 18 1898...16: 398
Main William C of James M and Mary A Nov 29 1893...15: 211
Maine Edna D of George W and Ella T June 23 1892...15: 85
Maine Herbert F of William E and Harriet F May 10 1896...16: 197
Mainelli Michele of Luigi and Grace July 1 1896...16: 271
Mainelli Vincenzo of Luigi and Maria July 15 1891...15: 56
Mainelli — d of Luigi and Grace A Aug 17 1899...16: 572
Mainello Carmine of Luigi and Maria Sept 9 1895...16: 166
Mainello Giuseppe of Luigi and Maria May 31 1893...15: 161
Mainello Lavinia T of Luigi and Grace A Aug 13 1900...17: 72
Mainey Agnes of Lot and Elizabeth M July 20 1893...15: 205
Mainey Elizabeth E of Lot and Elizabeth M Mar 8 1894...15: 27
Mainey James R of Lot and Elizabeth M Sept 6 1895...16: 172
Mainey William A of Lot and Elizabeth M Feb 11 1900...17: 12
Maio Marco of Marco and Maddalena May 27 1896...16: 223
Maio — d of Marco and Giuseppina Jan 7 1894...16: 16
Maione Carmela E of Cosimo and Giovanna Jan 23 1897...16: 280
Maione Giulio of Cosimo and Giovanna July 8 1893...15: 199
Maioni Adelina of Cosimo and Giovanna May 10 1895...16: 123
Maiono Isolina of Isolino and Carmela Dec 1 1893...15: 203
Mairano Michele of Francesco and Caterina May 30 1895...16: 123
Majean Marie R B of Ambrose and Odelina Dec 9 1899...16: 510
Majecn Romeo of Ambrose and Otiline Sept 24 1893...15: 194
Major Agnes of Nathaniel and Lizzie Apr 6 1894...16: 29
Major Agnes C of George L and Agnes Aug 14 1896...16: 253
Major Alexander C of Edward G and Joan Aug 6 1899...16: 562
Major Andrew C of Nathaniel and Elizabeth Nov 26 1897...16: 343
Major Elizabeth of Nathaniel and Elizabeth Aug 18 1892...15: 120
Major Ellen of Hugh and Mary E Feb 2 1895...16: 117
Major George of George L and Agnes Jan 21 1895...16: 117
Major Harold E of William D and Lucy T May 14 1897...16: 278
Major James W of Hugh and Elizabeth Oct 22 1899...16: 566
Major John of George and Agnes Jan 26 1898...16: 396
Major John of Hugh and Mary Jan 7 1893...15: 155
Major Robert P of Charles A and Carrie D June 6 1894...16: 35
Major Samuel J of Samuel and Alice J June 12 1900...17: 47
Major Susanna of Hugh and Mary Apr 20 1897...16: 299
Major — s of Edward G and Joanna N Feb 24 1895...16: 121
Major — s of Gaspard and Catherine Feb 23 1897...16: 364
Makepeace Catherine of Charles R and Kate A Aug 10 1892...15:103
Makepeace Charles S of Charles R and Kate A July 20 1894.16: 50
Makepeace —— s of Charles R and Kate A Aug 9 1897...16:331
Maker Walter of Etta Aug 11 1899...15:141
Makler Jake of Louis and Rosa Jan 23 1900...17: 7
Makowsky —— s of Max and Eva July 25 1897...16:366
Maksoodian Levon M of Moosbagh and Tavrez H Dec 21 1899.16:569
Malaney Ethel of John F and Joanna Sept 6 1894...16: 87
Malaney John J of Patrick and Annie Jan 12 1895...16:117
Malcolm May E of James and Harriet Aug 20 1900...17: 74
Mallane Arthur J of Amade and Emilie Feb 22 1895...16:114
Malley Patrick G of Michael and Rosa Mar 4 1893...15:136
Malley Rose A of Michael and Rose M Aug 6 1891...15: 32
Malley Timothy of Michael and Rosa Apr 2 1895...16: 92
Malina Katie of John and Mary Oct 6 1899...16:537
Mallaney Mary of Patrick J and Annie F May 12 1897...16:299
Maller Carl G of Edward and Maria B Aug 12 1900...17: 72
Mallette —— s of Alvie and Mary Oct 5 1900...17:120
Malley Annie of Michael and Margaret Sept 2 1900...17: 78
Malley Frank of Frank J and Rosanna Nov 8 1898...16:160
Malley Frank J of Clarence W and Nellie A Nov 27 1891...15:53
Malley Hope of Clarence W and Nettie A Feb 25 1896...16:266
Malley Irene of Michael and Margaret Dec 23 1893...15:212
Malley John R of Frank J and Rosanna July 22 1896...16:261
Malley Margaret of Michael and Margaret Nov 26 1891...15: 63
Malley Mary P of Michael and Mary Dec 7 1893...15:188
Malley Michael J of Michael and Margaret Jan 23 1896...16:213
Malley Olive T of Frank J and Rosanna Mar 26 1900...17: 25
Malley Stephen of Michael and Margaret Apr 23 1898...16:409
Malley —— d of Michael and Mary July 16 1895...16:150
Mallan Catherine of Patrick and Catherine June 17 1896...16:212
Mallan Eva of George F and Annie Nov 27 1895...16:140
Mallan John P of Patrick and Catherine June 15 1894...16: 42
Mallon Joseph of Patrick and Katherine Nov 8 1899...16:575
Mallon Mary L of George and Annie Oct 10 1893...15:175
Mallon Susan E of Patrick and Catherine E Dec 5 1892...15:130
Malloney James A of James J and Mary J Jan 9 1893...15:141
Malloney Lillie P of James J and Mary Aug 29 1894...16: 55
Mallory Bertha of Thomas and Margaret Jan 9 1893...15:141
Malloy Howard W of William and Nellie Oct 29 1897...16:331
Malloy Thomas of John and Margaret Feb 2 1891...15: 26
Malquist Edith M of Charles O and Mary May 5 1891...15: 13
Malh Bertha L of Martin H and Hester L July 21 1897...16:336
Maln William W of Martin H and Hester L Mar 10 1899...16:490
Malmborg —— s of Axel and Matilda A Dec 14 1893...15:244
Malmstead Edith A of Carl D and Dessie Oct 26 1895.16:168
Malmstead Helen J of Carl D and Dessie Jan 29 1900.17:6
Malmstrom Emilie A of Andrew and Alexandra Feb 18 1900.17:14
Malo Adolph of Joseph and Melina Aug 25 1898.16:442
Malo Arthur of Joseph and Melina Aug 4 1895.16:158
Malo Arthur J of Amade and Emilie Feb 22 1893.16:114
Malo Ida M of Amade and Emilie Dec 3 1899.16:559
Malo Joseph F of Amade and Amalie Mar 16 1897.16:296
Malo Leodar of Roderick and Georgianna Mar 12 1892.15:73
Malo Louis of Amade and Emily Sept 7 1892.15:113
Malo Louis of Joseph and Malina Aug 9 1897.16:341
Malo ——— d of Frank and Anastasia Jan 2 1896.16:213
Malone Annie E of John and Ann E Nov 7 1891.15:58
Malone Annie L of Michael and Annie Mar 29 1892.15:89
Malone Catherine of John and Annie Aug 11 1893.15:200
Malone Catherine of John and Annie Mar 12 1893.16:210
Malone Catherine E of John A and Ann Aug 10 1894.16:81
Malone Catherine E of Warren L and Margaret M July 28
189716:353
Malone Clemence H of Louis W and Margaret Nov 9 1899.16:567
Malone Edwin A of Thomas A and Mary E May 4 1900.17:37
Malone Eleanor of Stephen L and Emily M Nov 21 1893.15:172
Malone Ellen of Patrick and Mary Feb 6 1892.15:81
Malone Esther of Francis E and Mary J Jan 29 1900.17:8
Malone Francis M of John and Annie July 8 1893.15:265
Malone James of William S and Nancy July 16 1900.17:63
Malone James L of James P and Fannie June 11 1898.16:411
Malone John of John and Annie Dec 13 1896.16:268
Malone John R of John and Annie May 28 1898.16:103
Malone Joseph of James P and Fannie Mar 4 1900.17:19
Malone Mary of Patrick and Mary Oct 26 1895.16:156
Malone Mary A of James P and Fannie Sept 28 1893.15:298
Malone Patrick of Patrick and Mary Mar 22 1894.16:22
Malone Stephen of Patrick and Mary Mar 8 1892.15:67
Malone Thomas of John and Annie Jan 31 1900.17:9
Malone Viola M of John and Annie A June 13 1898.16:411
Malone ——— s of Annie June 23 1899.16:485
Malone ——— s of James P and Fanny Aug 6 1896.16:262
Maloney Annie of Andrew J and Mary A Jan 29 1891.15:7
Maloney Annie of Edward M and Margaret T June 23 1896.16:196
Maloney Annie of William F and Ann J Mar 27 1894.16:11
Maloney Arthur D of Michael M and Margaret G Jan 15 1899.16:478
Maloney Bertha L of Thomas F and Bertha E May 19 1896.16:192
Maloney Charles of Thomas F and Bertha Apr 3 1894.16:19
Maloney Elizabeth M of James J and Emma Sept 7 1891........15: 61
Maloney Emily V of James J G and Emma Aug 10 1897........16: 245
Maloney Gertrude of John J and Ellen Apr 3 1894.............16: 39
Maloney Helena I of Andrew J and Mary A Dec 9 1896........16: 237
Maloney Irene of James J and Emma A Dec 30 1898............16: 450
Maloney John of John J and Ellen Mar 8 1898.................16: 407
Maloney John E of Thomas F and Hannah T Nov 20 1892........15: 101
Maloney John H of James J and Emma A June 6 1900..........17: 45
Maloney John J of John and Rose Jan 9 1892.................15: 88
Maloney Josephine of James J and Emma A Dec 30 1898....16: 450
Maloney Lena E of John and Rose Dec 21 1893...............15: 204
Maloney Lillian of Thomas F and Bertha E Mar 8 1898.....16: 380
Maloney Loretta J of James J and Mary June 3 1896......16: 192
Maloney Margaret E of James J and Emily Dec 24 1895...16: 164
Maloney Mary of Andrew and Mary A Apr 1 1894..........16: 11
Maloney Mary A of James J and Emma Apr 1 1893....15: 160
Maloney Mary A of William F and Ann J June 7 1891...15: 9
Maloney Mary E of Bartholomew S and Mary Apr 25 1891...15: 31
Maloney Raymond of Dennis G and Catherine J Sept 19 1900...17: 84
Maloney William F of William F and Ann J Nov 3 1892...15: 118
Maloney —— s of James and Emily Apr 15 1894..............16: 30
Mancon Giuseppa of Vincenzo and Maria Mar 31 1893....16: 121
Mancon Raffaela of Vincenzo and Maria M May 27 1896....16: 212
Mamoulian Alice of Mtsrob and Araxi Nov 20 1899........16: 548
Mampaion John of Harry and Joohar Apr 9 1900..........17: 30
Manus —— twin sons of Jacob and Lena Jan 29 1897...16: 291
Manally Alice of John and Alice Sept 28 1900.............17: 87
Manally Blanche of John J and Alice Mar 17 1898.........16: 407
Manally Elsey of John J and Alice Apr 28 1899............16: 511
Manally Mary E of John J and Alice Nov 5 1895........16: 171
Manally Ruth of John and Alice Nov 21 1896..............16: 267
Manaman James B of Bernard and Monica May 7 1897......16: 313
Manax Mary E of Dennis and Mary E May 8 1894..........15: 24
Manax Ruth Y of Dennis and Mary E Dec 21 1896....16: 260
Manchester Althea of Charles and Mary E Sept 12 1900...17: 82
Manchester Alvena F of Edward B and Frances E Sept 24

1895........................................16: 155
Manchester Beatrice M of Clarence D and Mary E Nov 10
1891........................................15: 49
Manchester Bertie of Burden J and Adaide A Jan 5 1892...15: 68
Manchester Dorothy C of Charles I and May E Aug 7 1898...16: 434
Manchester Edith M of Frederick and Evelyn P Jan 30 1892...15: 80
Manchester George B S of George B S and Ella C Sept 14
1897........................................16: 342
Manchester Harold L of Ernest L and Mary A Aug 30 1896. 16:250
Manchester Harold W of George B S Jr and Ella C Jan 3

1892                                                                  15:  83
Manchester Helen L of Charles L and Mary E June 14 1897. 16:276
Manchester Henry E of George L and Emily J July 30 1892. 15:114
Manchester Henry F of Henry F and Sarah F Apr 2 1898. 16:402
Manchester Ida M of Otis E and Mary E Nov 7 1896. 16:247
Manchester Irene B of Otis E and Mabel E June 18 1891. 15:  31
Manchester Leroy E of Otis E and Mary E Nov 30 1894. 16:  68
Manchester Lester L of Ernest L and Mary A May 9 1900. 17:  37
Manchester Malcolm F of Arnold A and Theresa Oct 21 1892. 15:101
Manchester Otis E of Otis E and Mary E Sept 14 1898. 17:442
Manchester Sanford H of Otis E and Mary E Nov 7 1892. 15:116
Manchester Sarah D of George B S and Ella C Jan 13 1900. 17:  4
Manchester William A of Walter A and Lillian July 6 1892. 15:102
Manchester William E of Edward B and Frances E Oct 23

1899                                                                  16:552
Manchester William G of George B S Jr and Ella C July 1

1894                                                                  16:  68
Manchester — d of Burdon D and Adeline A May 14 1893. 15:140
Manchester — s of Henry and Jessie E Dec 16 1891. 15:  65
Mancib Earl J of Antone S and Amelia E Nov 18 1895. 16:180
Mancib Ethel B of Antone S and Amelia E Apr 1 1892. 15:  77
Mancib Fred E of Antone S and Amelia E Feb 12 1900. 17:  12
Mancib — s of Antone S and Amelia E May 10 1891. 15:  11
Mancini Angelo of Eraclio and Filomena May 18 1898. 16:403
Mancini Anna of Giovanni and Angelina Feb 25 1894. 16:  33
Mancini Carmina M of Antonio and Armida June 14 1899. 16:483
Mancini Francesco of Eraclio and Filomena Jan 8 1895. 16:119
Mancini Giuseppe of Pasquale and Maria Dec 30 1897. 16:369
Mancini Maria of Giovanni and Angela May 12 1898. 16:403
Mancini Maria M of Eraclio and Filomena May 8 1896. 16:211
Mancini Speranza of Pasquale and Maria Nov 10 1899. 16:575
Mancini Vincenza of Pasquale and Maria May 22 1896. 16:212
Mancini — s of Giovanni and Angela May 26 1896. 16:212
Mancini — s of Giovanni and Angela May 30 1900. 17:  43
Mancino Nicolina of Giovanni and Angelina Dec 16 1891. 15:  58
Mancone Anna of Carmine and Carmela July 27 1898. 16:451
Mancone Costo of Antonio and Domenica Aug 28 1896. 16:233
Mancone Giuseppe of Antonio and Domenica Feb 10 1898. 16:379
Mancone Giuseppe of Antonio and Domenica Mar 20 1899. 16:480
Mancone Maria A of Vincenzo and Maddalena Mar 27 1899. 16:480
Mancone — d of Vincenzo and Maddalena Mar 27 1899. 16:594
Manda Lucy J of August and Pauline Apr 30 1899. 16:500
Mandala Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Rosetta Mar 7 1893. 15:159
Mandel George of Jennie Oct 12 1898. 16:463
MANDOLO MORRIS of Michael and Phebe May 27 1896.............16:192
Manders Enoch J of Richard and Emma Mar 1 1895.............16:100
Manders Richard J of Richard S and Emma Jan 3 1898.............16:377
Manders Sarah A of Richard S and Emma Feb 17 1899.............16:479
Mandeville —— of Pierre and Cleophee Mar 4 1899.............16:514
Mandorla Angelo of Carmine and Caterina Dec 24 1893.............15:215
Mancy Albert F of William J and Jane Sept 18 1891.............15:48
Mancy Madeline of Lot and Elizabeth M July 30 1897.............16:354
Mancy Walter of William J and Jane Jan 1 1895.............16:109
Mange Gertrude L of Paul H and Emma Nov 16 1894.............16:78
Manghella Domenico of Liberato and Michela Feb 20 1897.............16:307
Mangiante Giuseppina of Eracio and Francesca Nov 8 1900.............17:100
Mangiante Maria X of Eracio and Francesca Oct 1 1896.............16:258
Mangiato —— d of Rochio and Francesca Sept 14 1899.............16:597
Mangiarelli Maria of Antonio and Maria Oct 22 1898.............16:459
Mangiarelli Michele of Antonio and Maria Aug 7 1897.............16:354
Mangiione Liberato of Michelangelo and Lucia Feb 13 1894.............16:32
Mangliess —— s of Gustav and Mabel Feb 27 1897.............16:285
Mangone Emilio of Antonio and Domenica Dec 23 1893.............15:182
Manichi Filomena of Giuseppe and Cristina Aug 24 1899.............16:551
Manion Ann of Margaret Jan 28 1897.............16:285
Manion Annie of Patrick H and Elizabeth Aug 6 1897.............16:354
Manion Edward C of Patrick H and Elizabeth Dec 17 1899.............16:587
Manion Elizabeth of Patrick M and Mary E Apr 21 1896.............16:217
Manion Joseph of Thomas F and Bridget May 17 1896.............16:218
Manion —— s of Fred and Rosanna Oct 12 1898.............16:470
Manion —— s of John and Joanna Dec 23 1898.............16:470
Manion —— s of Patrick and Elizabeth Dec 8 1898.............16:470
Manion —— d of Patrick and Elizabeth Dec 3 1900.............17:108
Manix Abbie J of Dennis and Mary E Apr 1 1894.............16:33
Manley Anna B (c) of Lealon and Anna Mar 24 1900.............17:53
Mann Burnett of Alfonzo A and Ella Aug 25 1893.............15:174
Mann Caleb S of Edward T and Lottie R July 3 1891.............15:53
Mann Christina of Joseph and Mary July 18 1893.............15:173
Mann Clifford of William and Julia A Mar 9 1893.............15:151
Mann Elliot M of Alphonso and Ella Oct 12 1895.............16:140
Mann Estella A of Joseph and Theresa Feb 26 1893.............15:159
Mann Florence L of Gilbert and Jennie J Sept 11 1899.............16:552
Mann Gesterbelle of George and Mary Mar 29 1893.............15:164
Mann Hope of Albert and Mary May 20 1894.............16:13
Mann Irene of Joseph and Mary Aug 8 1894.............16:50
Mann John G of Gilbert A and Jennie Nov 16 1896.............16:259
Mann Kenneth E of Harry C and Agnes E Oct 4 1897.............16:342
Mann Lula H of Alphonso A and Ella Jan 22 1891.............15:4
Mann Mabel V of Albert and Mary Nov 16 1898.............16:461
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Mann Myrtle E of Alphonso A and Ella June 2 1897...........16:278
Mann Robert L of Albert and Mary Feb 10 1896.............16:214
Mann Violet M of Jesse T and Maud Sept 8 1894..............16:31
Mann —— s of William A and Julia June 28 1895..............16:113
Mann —— d of William A and Julia A Jan 31 1892..............15:81
Manning Agnes of Patrick and Agnes Jan 13 1897..............16:273
Manning Elizabeth G of Patrick J and Mary E Oct 19 1898...16:447
Manning Florence G of James and Maggie A Jan 10 1895......16:110
Manning Frank of Hattie Dec 17 1895..........................16:149
Manning Gertrude of William P and Anna S Jan 25 1891.....13:12
Manning Harriet of Hugh H and Sarah J May 16 1893........15:160
Manning Henry F of Martin and Annie Feb 21 1893...........15:159
Manning Henry W of Henry P and Ida M Dec 16 1895........16:161
Manning James of James and Catherine M Mar 3 1897........16:295
Manning James H of Patrick J and Mary E May 1 1891......15:120
Manning James J of Patrick J and Agnes May 18 1898........16:387
Manning John F of Joseph and Annie Mar 27 1898.............16:376
Manning John J of Patrick and Margaret Mar 17 1894........16:2
Manning John M of Henry P and Ida M Aug 19 1900............17:74
Manning John P of James and Katherine M Oct 21 1898.......16:443
Manning John P of Patrick J and Mary E Oct 29 1893.......15:198
Manning Joseph W of Thomas and Mathilda Aug 31 1899.....16:581
Manning Lester P of Patrick F and Mary T July 22 1894....16:65
Manning Lucy C of Patrick F and Mary T Oct 13 1896......16:246
Manning Margaret E of James and Margaret Nov 24 1892....15:113
Manning Margaret H of Bernard and Mary July 12 1899.....16:561
Manning Margaretta of John and Margaret Mar 1 1898......16:407
Manning Mary J of Patrick and Agnes Sept 2 1899...........16:516
Manning Michael J of Patrick and Margaret Oct 11 1895....16:136
Manning Ruth A of James F and Ellen E Oct 22 1892........13:116
Manning Thomas A of James and Annie July 13 1900..........17:62
Manning —— s of Hugh and Sarah J Feb 6 1892.................15:88
Manning —— of Kate Aug 15 1892................................15:110
Manning —— s of Maggie Nov 8 1891............................15:43
Manning —— d of Patrick and Mary E Jan 25 1897.............16:298
Manion Ann V of Martin and Ann E Feb 1 1895.................16:120
Manion Annie of Thomas and Bridget Mar 11 1893............15:163
Manion Catherine of John and Sarah Oct 4 1893..............15:214
Manion George D of Edward and Katherine Nov 1 1899.......16:591
Manion John of Edward and Catherine Oct 17 1897............16:357
Manion Mary A of Patrick H and Mary E Nov 25 1894........16:85
Manion Thomas of Thomas and Bridget Aug 20 1891..........15:69
Manocchio John of Giuseppe and Teresa Dec 6 1899.........16:554
Manoccia Giovanna di Giuseppe and Teresa Dec 6 1899.......16:589
Manochiso Nicola of Giovanni and Cristina June 15 1895....16:124
Manora Maria of Raffaele and Angela Jan 21 1895 ........... 16:98
Manoschea — s of Giuseppe and Teresa Jan 5 1899 ........... 16:59
Mansell Catherine of Martin and Margaret E Oct 12 1898 ... 16:459
Mansell — s of Martin and Margaret E Aug 7 1895 ........... 16:171
Mansell — s of Martin and Margaret E Jan 29 1900 .......... 17:55
Mansfield — s of Lucius R and Evelyn C Dec 25 1900 ....... 17:114
Manside Mauna of Isaac and Dora July 13 1895 ............. 16:180
Mansir Helen G of William and Roberta Nov 2 1894 ......... 16:52
Manso Giulia of Giovanni and Rose July 30 1893 ............ 15:206
Mantomauro Nicola of Giuseppe and Maria Aug 4 1894 ...... 16:76
Manton Anstis P D of Joseph P Jr and Cora M Apr 19 1899 16:48
Manton — d of George A and Ruth A Aug 13 1891 .......... 15:36
Mauweiler Pauline R of Anthony C and Pauline W C Oct 7
1900 ............................................. 17:90
Manz Edmund W of Napoleon A and Annie M Oct 14 1896... 16:246
Manz John T of Napoleon and Annie M Aug 26 1898 ......... 16:438
Manz Leander E of Francis C and Elizabeth B Aug 5 1891 15:35
Manzi Antonio of Aniello and Amelia Feb 5 1899 ........... 16:479
Manzi Antonio of Aniello and Amalia Feb 7 1900 .......... 17:11
Manzi Flora of Aniello and Amalia Mar 20 1897 ............. 16:282
Manzi Giorgio of Aniello and Amalia Mar 12 1893 .......... 15:143
Manzi Giuseppa of Aniello and Amalia Feb 7 1900 .......... 17:11
Manzi Margherita of Aniello and Amalia Jan 14 1894 ....... 16:8
Manzi Michele of Giovanni and Maria Nov 4 1896 ......... 16:266
Manzi Pellegrino of Aniello and Amalia Sept 3 1895 ......... 16:144
Manzo Giovanni of Giovanni and Maria Oct 20 1894 ....... 16:84
Manzo Michele of Giovanni and Maria Oct 7 1895 .......... 16:173
Mauolo Incoronata of Domenico and Caterina Feb 25 1900 ... 17:16
Mara Anthony V of Joseph P and Agnes July 19 1900 ....... 17:64
Mara Francis of Joseph and Mary Mar 25 1892 ............. 15:89
Mara William P of Joseph P and Agnes July 4 1898 ......... 16:432
Maranda Ellen C of Ewald and Julia A Mar 5 1899 ......... 16:509
Marander India A of Ewald and Julia A July 5 1897 ....... 16:353
Marander Victor L of Ewald and Julia Jan 16 1894 ......... 16:21
Marandola Antonio of Giuseppe and Teresa Dec 2 1900 ....... 17:107
Marandola Giacomo of Celestino and Vincenza June 7 1897 ... 16:316
Marandola Teresa of Antonio and Erminia Dec 17 1900 ...... 17:111
Maranto Giuseppe of Celestino and Vincenza Oct 21 1892 ... 15:131
Marrazone Minguccio of Luigi and Vincenza July 13 1894 .... 16:75
Marble Mildred M of Charles F and Fannie R May 22 1898 .... 16:395
Marcaccio Domenico of Nicola and Domenica May 1 1892 .... 15:74
Marcaccio Filomena of Nicola and Domenica Dec 15 1895 ... 16:180
Marcaccio Francesco of Nicola and Domenica Nov 1 1898 ... 16:429
Marcaccio Maria of Nicola and Maria Aug 21 1894 ......... 16:55
Marcaccio Nicandro of Nicola and Domenica Mar 9 1897 .... 16:281
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Marcaccio Tommaso of Giovanni and Carmela Nov 28 1899. 16:529

Maradonno Antonio of Pasquale and Cristina Oct 24 1893. 15:202

Marcella John of George and Anna June 12 1893. 15:138

Marcella —— d of Vincenzo and Gabriela May 14 1896. 16:211

Marcelli Elvira of Vincenzo and Gabriela May 2 1891. 16:34

Marcellino Laurenza L of Augusto and Rosa Apr 13 1895. 16:115

Marcellino Mary M of Augustus and Rosa Feb 9 1891. 15:17

Marcello Adelina of Vincenzo and Maria Oct 21 1899. 16:574

Marcello Maria of Vincenzo and Maria June 12 1897. 16:304

Marcello Maria A of Vincenzo and Maria Sept 6 1898. 16:432

Marcello Michelangelo of Tomaso and Annunziata Apr 3 1898. 16:413

Marcello Olimpia M of Gaetano and Maria A Oct 25 1891. 15:57

Marcello Pietro of Gaetano and Mariantonia Apr 25 1893. 15:160

Marcello Virginia of Giuseppe and Maria G Sept 22 1900. 17:85

Marchand Aniet of Telesphore and Antoinette Apr 17 1900. 17:53

Marchand Florena L of George and Annie Sept 19 1898. 16:442

Marchand Francis L of Eugene W and Clemence June 7 1895. 16:119

Marchand Joseph A of William and Rosanna Sept 10 1898. 16:446

Marchand Joseph E V of Edouard and Cecilia Jan 28 1900. 17:8

Marchand Marie A B of William and Rosanna Feb 21 1894. 16:29

Marchand Marie R A A of William and Rose A Sept 11 1900. 17:81

Marchand Telesphore J of William and Rosanna Dec 16 1896. 16:255

Marchant William L of Frank B and Anna Oct 6 1891. 15:54

Marchen Alexander of Petolisch and Alanna Feb 11 1897. 16:307

Marchi Carolina of Giovanni and Giuseppina June 12 1891. 15:24

Marchiamo Santo D of Antonio and Anna July 21 1898. 16:425

Marchionni Angela M of Nicola and Benedetta June 3 1899. 16:182

Marchitelli Helen of Gennaro and Carmela Jan 11 1900. 17:3

Marchiolo Gelsomina of Tomaso and Annunziata July 30 1899. 16:570

Marcil Marie E A of Joseph and Delia June 8 1896. 16:205

Marcil Mary E of Joseph and Delia May 22 1900. 17:41

Marchille Joseph A E of Joseph and Delia June 20 1898. 16:395

Marchietto Vincenzo of Luigi and Maria Aug 29 1897. 16:326

Marco Angiolina D of Natale and Pia Jan 7 1895. 16:119

Marocco Enrico of Vincenzo and Filomena Nov 1892. 15:125

Marco Di Evelina of Serafino and Rosalina Mar 28 1895. 16:101

Marco Di Lorenzo of Serafino and Rosalina Aug 10 1891. 15:39

Marogliese Fiore of Donato and Mariantonia July 3 1896. 16:256

Marogliese Maria C of Donato and Maria Jan 21 1900. 17:6

Marogliese Pasquale of Donato and Maria A Nov 30 1894. 16:78

Marcovitch Rose of Peter and Lena Dec 5 1898. 16:430

Marcox David A of Peter G and Danise Jan 6 1893. 15:138

Marcoy George H of William and Fanny L June 8 1898. 16:410

Marcroft Lillie G of William and Fannie L Feb 24 1894. 16:37

Marcroft Rose E of William and Fannie L Nov 17 1895. 16:175
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marcus Harry of Peter</td>
<td>and Anna</td>
<td>Oct 4 1895</td>
<td>16:139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcus Mary of Peter</td>
<td>and Annie</td>
<td>May 17 1898</td>
<td>16:376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcy Raymond E of</td>
<td>Harry W and Jennie</td>
<td>Mar 28 1898</td>
<td>16:388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marden Mae F A of</td>
<td>Herbert L and Edna W</td>
<td>June 5 1899</td>
<td>16:495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margadonna Antonio</td>
<td>of Pasquale and Cristina</td>
<td>July 25 1898</td>
<td>16:451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margadonna Francesca</td>
<td>of Pasquale and Cristina</td>
<td>Nov 26 1896.16:259</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margadonna Giovanna</td>
<td>of Pasquale and Cristina</td>
<td>Feb 15 1900.17:13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margadonne Francesco</td>
<td>of Pasquale and Cristina</td>
<td>Jan 15 1895.16:119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margiottto Clara of</td>
<td>Luigi and Maria</td>
<td>Aug 30 1895.16:143</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margolies Barnet of</td>
<td>Max and Deborah</td>
<td>Jan 9 1898.16:378</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margolies Samuel of</td>
<td>Abram and Minnie</td>
<td>Mar 21 1898.16:380</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margot Edward of John</td>
<td>and Rosa</td>
<td>June 8 1899.16:483</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margules Clara of</td>
<td>Max and Dora</td>
<td>Aug 5 1891.15:39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margules Fanny of</td>
<td>Abraham and Augie</td>
<td>Aug 23 1895.16:155</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marguto Giuseppe of</td>
<td>Antonio and Giuseppina</td>
<td>Apr 17 1899.16:515</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marianda Luiza of</td>
<td>Francesco and Maria</td>
<td>Sept 25 1897.16:318</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariani Antonetta of</td>
<td>Nicola and Margherita</td>
<td>Jan 17 1899.16:502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariani Seratina of</td>
<td>Antonio and Giovanna</td>
<td>Jan 18 1897.16:280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariani Valentino of</td>
<td>Antonio A and Giovanna</td>
<td>Jan 24 1895.16:125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariano Assunta of</td>
<td>Vincenzo and Giuseppa</td>
<td>Dec 26 1900.17:114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariano Elisa F of</td>
<td>Giusepppe and Carmela</td>
<td>Sept 11 1898.16:452</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariano Giuseppe of</td>
<td>Francesco and Antonietta</td>
<td>May 28 1894.16:35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariano Isabella of</td>
<td>Francesco and Antonia</td>
<td>Mar 29 1897.16:302</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariano Raffaele of</td>
<td>Francesco and Antonia</td>
<td>Oct 26 1895.16:168</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariano —— d of Nicola</td>
<td>and Mariacarita</td>
<td>Apr 29 1897.16:365</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariante Jose L of</td>
<td>Francesco L P and Maria</td>
<td>May 22 1900.17:58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariash —— d of Nathan</td>
<td>and Jette</td>
<td>Jan 20 1897.16:364</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marina Domenica of</td>
<td>Crescenzo and Giulietta</td>
<td>Mar 8 1896.16:222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marina Giovanna of</td>
<td>Crescenzo and Gianfiella</td>
<td>Mar 8 1896.16:222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marina Lucia of</td>
<td>Crescenzo and Giulietta</td>
<td>Mar 8 1896.16:222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marinacci Maria of Raffaele</td>
<td>and Maria Oct 22 1899.</td>
<td>16:584</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marino Alfonso G of</td>
<td>Agostino and Clarina</td>
<td>Sept 23 1896.16:264</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marino Filippo of Luigi</td>
<td>and Amalia</td>
<td>Nov 25 1893.15:203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marino Filippo of Luigi</td>
<td>and Amalia</td>
<td>Oct 26 1897.16:351</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marino Giufa of Luigi</td>
<td>and Amalia</td>
<td>Mar 2 1900.17:18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marino Rosina of</td>
<td>Antonio and Carmela</td>
<td>May 16 1894.16:34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marino Santi of</td>
<td>Antonio and Giuseppa</td>
<td>June 2 1900.17:44 and 59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marino Silvestro G of</td>
<td>Francesco S and Celestina</td>
<td>Aug 7 1899.16:533</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marino Vincenzo of</td>
<td>Luigi and Amalia</td>
<td>Sept 3 1895.16:166</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marion Edward J of</td>
<td>John J and Elizabeth</td>
<td>May 29 1895.16:103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marion Frederick L of</td>
<td>Narcisse and Catherine</td>
<td>Oct 23 1898.16:153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marion John T of</td>
<td>John T and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Oct 5 1896.16:235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Marion Mary E R of Nelson S and Kathleen May 20 1897...16:299
Mark Annie of Louis and Sarah Sept 18 1894......................16:56
Mark Harris of Louis and Sarah Apr 27 1891......................15:13
Mark Margaret of Louis and Sarah Mar 3 1897......................16:291
Mark William of Louis and Sarah Apr 27 1891......................15:13
Marky Arthur F of Peter E and Mary A Dec 13 1899................16:560
Marky Christopher H of James C and Katie T Jan 11 1892........15:83
Marky Edward V of Peter R and Mary A Aug 23 1896................16:269
Marky George of Patrick and Margaret Jan 9 1899................16:507
Marky James T of Hugh and Mary Mar 30 1900.......................17:27
Marky John J of Patrick J and Margaret Dec 1 1892..............15:130
Marky Mary E of Patrick J and Margaret Apr 20 1897.............16:309
Marky Stephen of Patrick J and Margaret Aug 28 1894.............16:82
Marky Susan H of Peter E and Mary Feb 11 1898....................16:393
Marky Thomas of Patrick and Margaret Nov 21 1895.................16:175
Marky William J of Joseph H and Alice W Dec 6 1898..............16:444
Marky —— d of James C and Catherine July 31 1895................16:158
Markham Beatrice I of Ellis H and Annie L Jan 8 1897............16:297
Markham Dorothy M of Ellis H and Annie July 30 1900.............17:68
Markoff Allen of Aaron and Paulina Oct 8 1897....................16:322
Markoff Bertha of Aaron and Paulina Sept 27 1892.................15:132
Markoff Theodore A of Aaron and Paulina Apr 22 1899.............16:477
Markovitz Abraham of Joseph and Rebecca Feb 14 1896.............16:221
Markovitz Lillie of Arnold and Mary Apr 24 1892..................15:79
Marks Annie of Isaac and Bertha Apr 2 1894.......................16:2
Marks Earle D of Adolph and Martha Mar 15 1898..................16:387
Marks Frima of Samuel and Rose July 25 1892......................15:99
Marks Fritz of Fritz and Lena Nov 8 1891..........................15:44
Marks Goldie of Adolph and Martha Dec 18 1892....................15:109
Marks Helen O of George T and Helen A Jan 7 1892................15:68
Marks Helen S of George T and Helen A Jan 7 1892................A1:28
Marks Herbert H of Adolph and Martha Nov 21 1899.................16:548
Marks Herbert S of Mandel and Tina Jan 14 1900...................17:14
Marks Howard E of Nicholas and Louisa B Oct 25 1897.............16:313
Marks Hyman M of Abram and Annie Oct 10 1898....................16:428
Marks Irene of Adolph and Martha Dec 19 1894....................16:62
Marks Jacob S of Jacob and Margaret J Dec 26 1891..............15:50
Marks Jerome of Isaac and Rachel July 16 1898....................16:432
Marks Joseph of Isaac and Bertha May 13 1891.....................15:3
Marks Lester of Isaac and Bertha Aug 30 1896......................16:225
Marks Robert of Thomas and Mary J Feb 10 1891....................15:26
Marks Ruth of Isaac and Bertha Aug 30 1896.......................16:225
Marks Samuel of Abraham and Annie Jan 21 1893...................15:141
Marks Walter X of Nicholas and Louise B Dec 11 1895.............16:160
Marks —— s of Daisy Dec 4 1894..................................16:60
Marks — d of Frederick and Magdalena Dec 23 1894...16: 62
Marks — d of Isaac and Bertha Mar 5 1893...15: 136
Markus Harris of David M and Mary Jan 27 1895...16: 98
Markus Paulina of Peter and Annie July 28 1893...15: 174
Marland Mary L of John and Margaret Mar 29 1899...16: 504
Marland Sarah A of Mark E and Jane Sept 23 1899...16: 573
Marland William of Mark E and Jane Sept 23 1899...16: 573
Marley George G of James and Carrie Aug 6 1894...16: 54
Marley Mabel of James and Carrie May 10 1893...15: 144
Marley Sarah of James and Caroline A Jan 2 1897...16: 279
Marlow Arthur R of Michael and Sarah Feb 1 1897...16: 277
Marlow Gordon C of Michael and Sarah Mar 28 1898...16: 376
Marlow Hazel M of Thomas J and Blanche Dec 20 1890...17: 112
Marlow Susan M of James F and Margaret A Mar 6 1891...15: 7
Marlow Victor F of James F and Margaret A Dec 14 1892...15: 105
Marlow Vincent of Michael and Sarah Mar 15 1900...17: 22
Marlowe Clement A of James F and Maggie A Apr 18 1895...16: 96
Marlowe Doris H of Thomas J and Blanche Aug 4 1896...16: 270
Marnane Mary T of Cornelius and Theresa V June 22 1899...16: 489
Marnell Edward J of Michael and Margaret Nov 9 1894...16: 78
Marnell Margaret A of Michael and Margaret Aug 26 1893...16: 257
Marnell Xellie M of Michael and Margaret Nov 29 1892...15: 121
Marocco Antonio V of Luigi and Filomena July 15 1895...16: 165
Marocco Maria G of Giuseppe and Margherita Sept 26 1896...16: 258
Marootian Charles of Giuseppe and Lizzie Sept 15 1898...16: 427
Marotta Adolfo of Domenico and Luisa Aug 2 1892...15: 106
Marotta Filomena of Domenico and Maria Feb 12 1899...16: 479
Marotta Vincenzo of Luigi and Vincenza Aug 15 1895...16: 149
Marotte Marie A G of Pierre and Agnes Oct 10 1896...16: 254
Marotti Filomena of Domenico and Louise Dec 16 1898...16: 430
Marotti Giovanni of Domenico and Luigia Oct 25 1891...15: 41
Marousez Leo E of Fernand L E and Mary A Sept 17 1899...16: 582
Marquette Melvina of Israel and Lena June 7 1891...15: 21
Marr — d of Frank and Mary E May 23 1900...17: 41
Marra Agnes of Joseph P and Agnes Sept 12 1894...16: 76
Marra Filippo of Michele and Filomena July 25 1899...16: 570
Marra Maria of Giuseppe and Assunta Nov 6 1895...16: 168
Marra Michele of Michele and Filomena Oct 19 1896...16: 258
Marra Vincenzo of Michele and Filomena Feb 19 1898...16: 401
Marrigan Mary of Patrick W and Catherine July 31 1898...16: 457
Marriman John F of Michael J and Delia Aug 1 1897...16: 336
Marriman William of Michael J and Delia Aug 1 1897...16: 336
Marrocco Americo of Giuseppe and Margherita Sept 11 1894...16: 76
Marrocco Angelina of Luigi and Filomena Jan 20 1894...16: 31
Marrocco Antonio of Luigi and Filomena Jan 20 1894......16: 31
Marrocco Filomena of Giuseppe and Margherita May 23 1892.15: 98
Marrocco Maria of Giuseppe and Rosina Apr 10 1899.16: 504
Marrocco — s of Giuseppe and Margherita June 15 1899.16: 506
Marrocco — d of Pasquale and Maria R Feb 6 1898.16: 467
Marroli Giovanni of Carmine and Maria Dec 9 1896......16: 267
Marroli Francesantonio of Gioachino and Serafina July 6
1896 ..........................................................16: 231
Marroli Francesco of Nicola and Giovanna Dec 30 1899.16: 588
Marrot — — s of Pierre and Agnes Apr I 1899.16: 499
Marrotti Adolfo of Domenico and Luigia Aug 10 1896.16: 233
Marrotti Lucy A of Domenico and Louisa Oct 10 1894.16: 56
Marrotti — — s of Domenico and Luisa Oct 22 1893.15: 180
Marrotta Ada of Philip and Annie Dec 22 1900.17: 113
Marsden Dorothy of James H and Rose L Sept 5 1897.....16: 337
Marsden Edith of James H and Rose Nov 30 1895......16: 157
Marsden Elizabeth of James H and Rose L Aug 30 1899.16: 551
Marsden Gladys E of Thomas E and Lillian E Aug 3 1900.17: 69
Marsden James H of Herbert and Rose E Feb 6 1894.16: 21
Marsiglia Abbie M V of Domenico and Elisabetta Apr 28 1898.16: 385
Marsiglia Elvira of Domenico C and Elisabetta Dec 8 1900.17: 109
Marsiglia Guglielmo of Domenico and Elisabetta May 26 1899.16: 486
Marsiglia Vincenza of Domenico and Elisabetta Feb 2 1895.16: 99
Marsella Gustavo of Loreto and Assunta Dec 13 1900.17: 110
Marsella Ina V of Loreto and Lucia A C Oct 21 1899.16: 574
Marsh Alberto of Richard and Sarah A June 2 1892.15: 82
Marsh Hope of Harriet Jan 14 1899.16: 484
Marsh Ina C of James A and Margaret Aug 8 1894.16: 54
Marsh Norman A of Arthur and Amelia June 16 1892.15: 83
Marshak Gertrude F of Jacob and Minnie Jan 22 1898.16: 375
Marshak Lizzie of Jacob and Minnie June 28 1892.15: 68
Marshak Louisa of Barnard and Jennie Aug 20 1893.15: 171
Marshallon Amelia of Luther and Maria Aug 14 1897.16: 317
Marshallon Annie C of Archibald W and Sarah A June 1 1896.16: 218
Marshallon Catharine M of William H and Maggie L July 6 1899.16: 561
Marshall Clinton E of William F and Bertha F Aug 18 1892.15: 106
Marshall Dorothy of Frank W and Mary M Dec 17 1892.15: 105
Marshall Ella of Eleanor Feb 18 1899.16: 475
Marshall Eva of Barney and Jennie Mar 10 1891.15: 2
Marshall Francisco of Luther and Mary June 25 1893.15: 188
Marshall Frank of Frank and O Roza Mar 27 1891.15: 2
Marshall George H of George W and Mary E May 17 1898.16: 410
Marshall Gertrude L of William H and Margaret L Jan 23
1893 ..........................................................15: 156
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marshall Grace L</td>
<td>of John T and Marie L</td>
<td>28 Oct 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall Helen E</td>
<td>of William F and Bertha</td>
<td>6 Jan 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall Jennie</td>
<td>(e) of Lewis W and Mary</td>
<td>16 Mar 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall John H</td>
<td>of Charles F and</td>
<td>21 Sept 1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall John W</td>
<td>(e) of James S and</td>
<td>27 May 1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall Jose</td>
<td>of Luther and Maria</td>
<td>26 Apr 1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall Leo</td>
<td>of Frank and Frances</td>
<td>2 Nov 1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall Margaret</td>
<td>I of William and</td>
<td>4 June 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall Maria R</td>
<td>of Joseph and Roza</td>
<td>7 June 1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall Mary M</td>
<td>of Kate Nov</td>
<td>23 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall Mary M</td>
<td>of James A and Ellen</td>
<td>26 Feb 1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall Sadie</td>
<td>of James and Sarah</td>
<td>1 June 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall Samuel S</td>
<td>of Samuel S and Ella</td>
<td>3 Jan 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall —— (e) d</td>
<td>of Charles and Bertha</td>
<td>12 Nov 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsiglia Helena</td>
<td>G of Domenico and</td>
<td>3 Nov 1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsiglia Vincenzo</td>
<td>of Domenico and</td>
<td>2 Feb 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marston Charles F</td>
<td>of Charles F and</td>
<td>2 Jul 1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marston Ethel S</td>
<td>of Charles F and</td>
<td>21 Aug 1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marston Madolin W</td>
<td>of Edgar L and</td>
<td>30 Jul 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marta Clelia</td>
<td>of Gaetano and</td>
<td>24 Jul 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marta Salvatore</td>
<td>of Gaetano and</td>
<td>12 Aug 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martel Joseph N</td>
<td>of George J and</td>
<td>31 Jan 1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martell Annie E</td>
<td>of Almon and</td>
<td>5 Jul 1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martell Ernest S</td>
<td>of George E and</td>
<td>29 May 1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martell Hazleton E</td>
<td>of George E and</td>
<td>31 Jul 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martell Henri E</td>
<td>of Francois L and</td>
<td>14 Sep 1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martell Victor R</td>
<td>of George E and</td>
<td>7 Feb 1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martelli Giuseppe</td>
<td>of Antonio and Maria</td>
<td>7 Jul 1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martelli Luigi</td>
<td>of Antonio and Maria</td>
<td>18 Aug 1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martelli Maria D</td>
<td>of Felice and Maria</td>
<td>29 Jul 1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martelli Maria L</td>
<td>of Antonio and</td>
<td>17 Jul 1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martellini Alfredo</td>
<td>of Ernesto and</td>
<td>12 Sep 1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martellini Anna</td>
<td>of Francesco and Paulina</td>
<td>27 Sep 1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martellini Anna</td>
<td>of Francesco and Paulina</td>
<td>25 Sep 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martellini Carlo</td>
<td>of Nicola and Rocca</td>
<td>11 Sep 1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martello Carmine</td>
<td>of Felice and Giuseppa</td>
<td>27 Sep 1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martello Giuseppe</td>
<td>of Antonio and Maria</td>
<td>10 Jun 1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martello Michalina</td>
<td>of Antonio and Maria</td>
<td>14 Sep 1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marteluccia Ersilia</td>
<td>of Francesco and</td>
<td>28 Sep 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marteluccia</td>
<td>—— d of Gaetano and</td>
<td>29 Sep 1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Adelina</td>
<td>of Jean B and Rosilda</td>
<td>25 Sep 1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Alexander</td>
<td>of Alexander and</td>
<td>22 Jun 1891</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Martin Alice of John E and Elizabeth July 13 1896. 16: 232
Martin Alice of John J and Alice E May 17 1900. 17: 40
Martin Alice B of John F and Mary L Apr 24 1894. 16: 19
Martin Annie of Lawrence and Clara Aug 20 1897. 16: 318
Martin Annie of Michael and Mary Sept 17 1893. 15: 208
Martin Annie L of Richard and Margaret June 8 1900. 17: 46
Martin Annie M of William S and Mary L Dec 17 1893. 15: 212
Martin Anselme of Jean B and Rosilda July 27 1892. 15: 122
Martin Antone J of Frank J and Izabel April 28 1897. 16: 275
Martin Arthur of William and Annie Feb 4 1893. 15: 162
Martin Beatrice M of John and Florence E Dec 23 1894. 16: 68
Martin Catherine A of Michael and Mary Nov 18 1897. 16: 358
Martin Catherine E of John and Alice June 8 1895. 16: 97
Martin Charles B of Alexander and Mary Dec 5 1893. 15: 195
Martin Charles E of Charles and Mary Apr 12 1900. 17: 39
Martin Charles E of Charles D and Mary A Nov 12 1900. 17: 101
Martin Charles F of Patrick and Mary A Apr 3 1892. 15: 94
Martin Charles H of Charles H and Louisa A Oct 6 1894. 16: 83
Martin Charlotte M of Alexander and Emma J Jan 23 1896. 16: 206
Martin Clarence F of George H and Gertrude S Feb 21 1899. 16: 498
Martin Dorothy L of John F and Mary L Sept 15 1896. 16: 242
Martin Earl of William J and Fannie E May 27 1899. 16: 477
Martin Earl F of Frederick and Annie Aug 27 1897. 16: 326
Martin Earle C of Herbert E and Celia M Sept 26 1898. 16: 422
Martin Edward F of John and Elizabeth May 24 1895. 16: 102
Martin Edward P of Edward J and Elizabeth Mar 24 1894. 16: 11
Martin Edward P of James F and Margaret T July 20 1895. 16: 170
Martin Elizabeth of Bernard and Mary E July 31 1894. 16: 50
Martin Elizabeth of James and Sarah Oct 8 1892. 15: 107
Martin Elizabeth of Michael and Mary Aug 10 1899. 16: 580
Martin Ernest A of Charles W and Hannah J Aug 24 1898. 16: 442
Martin Ethel A of Henry W and Annie M May 24 1898. 16: 398
Martin Eugene J of John H and Mary A July 13 1891. 15: 44
Martin Eva J of Antone and Maria Jan 21 1897. 16: 273
Martin Flora of Aimé and Véronique Apr 15 1898. 16: 397
Martin Florence E of Archibald and Isabella F Nov 28 1891. 15: 46
Martin Florence V of Robert J and Mary A Apr 11 1892. 15: 79
Martin Frances of Frank and Mary May 18 1900. 17: 40
Martin Frances W of Charles W and Hannah J Sept 22 1892. 15: 118
Martin Francis of Francis and Bridget Sept 10 1900. 17: 81
Martin Francis of James and Margaret T Nov 2 1898. 16: 460
Martin Francis A of Jean B and Rosilda Feb 12 1897. 16: 307
Martin Frank of Francisco and Isabella Mar 11 1898. 16: 372
Martin Frederick of James and Mary A Oct 29 1897. 16: 328
Martin George of George and Julla July 9 1894. 16: 49
Martin George D of George J and Annie Aug 24 1898........16:457
Martin George H of Edward J and Elizabeth June 14 1899...16:483
Martin George J of John J and Alice E Aug 23 1898.......16:422
Martin George L of Patrick and Catherine Aug 5 1900....17: 70
Martin George S 3rd of George S Jr and Winifred A Dec 18
1900 ........................................17:112
Martin Gertrude of John J and Mary A Feb 25 1900......17: 16
Martin Grace of John P and Christina Nov 8 1892........15:129
Martin Grace A of John P and Christina L Sept 4 1894....16: 82
Martin Harold A of Robert J and Mary A Aug 9 1899.....16:563
Martin Harold E of John and Gertrude A Sept 2 1896.....16:250
Martin Harold G of Harold G and Mildred F Feb 18 1900...17: 14
Martin Helen of John F and Minnie L Oct 17 1895.......16:152
Martin Herbert T of Archibald and Isabella Nov 16 1893..15:188
Martin Herman E of Charles W and Hannah J Sept 5 1894..16: 69
Martin Howard E of Arthur H and Estelle C Sept 15 1896..16:245
Martin Irene E of Richard and Margaret M Apr 9 1893....15:139
Martin Irene F of Daniel F and Mary E June 21 1899.....16:513
Martin Isabel of Francesco J and Izabel July 4 1895.....16:137
Martin James of John and Ellen Feb 18 1898..............16:406
Martin James H of James H and Ellen J Dec 18 1893.....15:188
Martin James P of Patrick and Mary A Aug 26 1893......15:207
Martin James W of Edward J and Elizabeth Aug 20 1895...16:143
Martin John of John and Ellen Nov 2 1892..............15:129
Martin John of Patrick and Catherine Sept 14 1899.....16:522
Martin John H of John H and Susan A Oct 9 1891.......15: 41
Martin John H of Richard and Margaret Oct 2 1897.....16:327
Martin Jose of Jose and Annie July 25 1896.............16:224
Martin Joseph of Jose and Annie June 25 1896...........16:184
Martin Joseph of Patrick J and Mary A Oct 17 1894......16: 84
Martin Joseph A of Napoleon and Genevieve Nov 30 1897..16:359
Martin Josephine L of James and Ellen May 9 1896.......16:217
Martin Josephine R of Cleophas and Henriette Sept 19 1894.16: 88
Martin Julia E of Charles F and Alice A Nov 3 1897.....16:343
Martin Laura of Charles and Julia Sept 4 1894.........16: 82
Martin Laura L of Henry W and Annie M May 4 1897.....16:299
Martin Lena of John and Lena Nov 10 1897............16:329
Martin Leonard of Joseph and Mary A Nov 27 1893.......15:211
Martin Lillie of James and Ellen May 17 1893...........15:165
Martin Loretta S of John H and Susie A Aug 23 1898.....16:438
Martin Lucian of Joao and Amelia Sept 9 1897............16:318
Martin Luciana of John and Amelia Feb 23 1900..........17: 15
Martin Mabel of James H and Ellen J Apr 12 1895.......16:108
Martin Mabel F of John and Annie J June 1 1897.........16:286
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Martin Madeline M of Daniel F and Mary E July 21 1900... 17: 65
Martin Margaret of Andrew P and Nellie J Feb 15 1891... 15: 1
Martin Margaret of Michael and Mary Mar 28 1895... 16: 128
Martin Margaret E of Patrick and Catherine Oct 19 1896... 16: 226
Martin Margaret F of George H and Mary J Jan 11 1897... 16: 276
Martin Maria G of Jose and Theresa June 14 1891... 15: 4
Martin Maria J of Jose and Theresa G Jan 16 1896... 16: 181
Martin Marion of William F and Mary H P Dec 6 1894... 16: 68
Martin Mary of Joseph and Mary May 18 1900... 17: 40
Martin Mary A of John J and Alice Sept 16 1893... 15: 179
Martin Mary A of Joseph T and Annie Sept 25 1896... 16: 264
Martin Mary A of Patrick J and Mary A May 25 1896... 16: 218
Martin Mary J of Patrick and Ellen Oct 8 1899... 16: 523
Martin Mary L of James and Ellen Aug 8 1894... 15: 60
Martin Mary M of Emery and Mary Oct 7 1898... 16: 443
Martin Maud P of Frank H and Annie W Mar 12 1893... 15: 159
Martin Minnie (e) of Peter and Maria Jan 1 1894... 16: 1
Martin Murriel J of Frank T and Mabel Oct 11 1899... 16: 547
Martin Nellie J of Charles D and Mary A Oct 4 1898... 16: 422
Martin Norman C of Frederick and Ann July 12 1895... 16: 142
Martin Patrick F of Owen and Mary Feb 6 1900... 17: 11
Martin Philopena of John and Amelia M Aug 6 1898... 16: 418
Martin Ralph D of Robert J and Mary A May 20 1897... 16: 287
Martin Raymond H of Edward J and Elizabeth Jan 25 1898... 16: 405
Martin Robert D of James H and Ellen J Aug 15 1898... 16: 434
Martin Robert F of James S and Mary A May 16 1894... 16: 20
Martin Rosa of Jose and Teresa July 2 1898... 16: 417
Martin Rosanna of James and Veronica Oct 31 1897... 16: 362
Martin Rosanna M of Aime and Veronique Oct 30 1896... 16: 270
Martin Rose of James and Ellen May 17 1893... 15: 165
Martin Ruth I of John H and Susan A Apr 14 1896... 16: 211
Martin Sarah of James and Sarah Dec 9 1893... 15: 182
Martin Sarah M of John E and Elizabeth Mar 26 1893... 15: 143
Martin Thomas A of James P and Ellen Jan 31 1898... 16: 406
Martin Thomas A of Joseph and Mary May 16 1899... 16: 477
Martin Thomas E of John M and Ellen Oct 23 1898... 16: 428
Martin Thomas J of James E and Margaret T Apr 25 1897... 16: 309
Martin Thomas J of Thomas J and Eliza Sept 11 1896... 16: 264
Martin Wesley L of Thomas B and Mary A May 24 1899... 16: 512
Martin William E of John and Annie J Dec 18 1899... 16: 544
Martin s of Alexander and Leodie May 5 1893... 15: 149
Martin s of Fortunato and Roza July 1 1891... 15: 32
Martin d of Frank and Maria June 24 1897... 16: 276
Martin s of George J and Bridget A July 12 1897... 16: 366
Martin s of John J and Alice E July 16 1897... 16: 366
Martin — s of John P and Christina L Sept 16 1891........15: 61
Martin — d of Joseph and Maria Sept 10 1898..............16: 431
Martin — s of Richard and Margaret M Nov 14 1896........16: 236
Martin — s of Thomas and Mary A May 16 1892..............15: 94
Martin — s of William and Annie Mar 4 1895.................16: 127
Martinelli Carmine of Alfonso and Ferdinadina Jan 16 1900.17: 5
Martinelli — s of Raffaele and Rosa Aug 30 1895............16: 143
Martinelli — s of Raffaele and Rosa Nov 22 1896............16: 267
Martini Antonio of Francesco and Filomena June 11 1892.15: 96
Martini Irene E of Lorenzo and Ida M Jan 1 1900.............17: 1
Martini Umberto V of Nicola and Maria Mar 31 1893........15: 160
Martini — d of Lorenzo and Ida Dec 31 1899.................16: 545
Martino Elviro of Nicola and Maria Oct 8 1894..............16: 77
Martino Elviro of Nicola and Maria Mar 1 1896..............16: 210
Martino Giovanna of Francesco and Filomena Mar 8 1896.....16: 210
Martino Maria G of Nicola and Maria Oct 13 1891...........15: 57
Martins Frank of Francesco and Isabella Jan 12 1897........16: 273
Martins John of Frank J and Isabelle Dec 19 1899........16: 525
Martins Jose of Frank and Maria Apr 2 1899..................16: 473
Martins Louisa of Laurianno and Clara Sept 12 1899.......16: 522
Martins Maria of Jeaquin M and Anna P Apr 27 1895........16: 93
Martins Maria R of Manoel and Maria Aug 29 1900..........17: 77
Martinson Amelia S of Emil and Jennie F Mar 7 1898.......16: 390
Martinson Carrie L of Samuel and Huldah J W Jan 28 1894..16: 28
Martinson Gordon of Samuel and Hulda J Nov 4 1900........17: 99
Martinson Robert M R of Samuel and Huldah J Aug 23 1896.16: 245
Martinson Wilhelmina of Samuel and Wilhelmina Apr 10

1894

..............16: 19
Martland Allis of Edmund and Mary E Mar 28 1892........15: 86
Martmann George of William H and Eleanor Aug 2 1894.....16: 71
Marton Anna R of John and Anna July 24 1899...............16: 579
Martone Alfredo of Giovanni and Angela Aug 4 1899........16: 562
Martone Vincenzo of Bartolomeo and Angela Aug 12 1899...16: 563
Martone Vincenzo of Bartolomeo and Angela Sept 1 1900....17: 78
Maruso Concetta of Giuseppe and Carmela May 22 1892.....15: 90
Marx Agnes of Jacob and Margaret J Nov 16 1893........15: 191
Marx George E of Jacob and Margaret J Nov 28 1893........16: 440
Marx Ida of Louis and Sara Sept 15 1892....................15: 107
Marx Martha of Jacob and Margaret Feb 22 1897.............16: 291
Marx Morris of Abram and Annie Feb 10 1895.................16: 99
Marx William S of Frederick and Magdalena June 17 1897...16: 294
Masaro Angiola G of Antonio and Maria R Apr 17 1895.....16: 122
Masarro Emilio of Francesco and Rosa Mar 16 1896.........16: 210
Mascerotte Nicola of Antonio and Concetta Apr 5 1896.....16: 211
Mascetta Donato A of Agostino and Laura Oct 25 1900.......17: 95
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Masciola Nicola of Francesco and Renizia May 12 1893, 16: 102
Mascioli Antonia V of Francesco and Renizia May 1 1899, 16: 482
Mascioli Emidio of Francesco and Renizia May 21 1897, 16: 283
Masello Carmine of Pietro and Filomena Nov 3 1900, 17: 38
Masinter — twin sons of Samuel and Etta Jan 17 1895, 16: 95
Maslof Florence M of Isaac and Ruth May 2 1892, 15: 79
Mason Abigail of James and Margaret Sept 15 1895, 16: 151
Mason Alice H of Charles E and Emma J Oct 8 1891, 15: 36
Mason Charles A of Charles and Mary Sept 26 1892, 15: 115
Mason Chester L of Fred H and Anna M Feb 13 1891, 15: 12
Mason Clinton W of Frank X and Mabel Sept 3 1893, 15: 194
Mason Corinna (c) of Samuel S and Elizabeth Mar 2 1891, 15: 17
Mason Edward B of Charles and Mary July 28 1891, 15: 47
Mason Edgar E of John J and Addie E Apr 16 1893, 16: 112
Mason Elwyn of Frank and Etta June 21 1894, 16: 11
Mason Fred of William J and Augusta Aug 23 1891, 15: 36
Mason George E of Frank E and Ella E Jan 20 1892, 15: 91
Mason George E of George and Adela Apr 11 1894, 16: 11
Mason Grace E of Earl P and Hattie S Jan 26 1891, 15: 17
Mason Harold D of John J and Jane Aug 11 1896, 16: 262
Mason Hortense E of Alfred F and Mary T July 20 1900, 17: 64
Mason Ida M (c) of Samuel and Elizabeth May 18 1894, 16: 27
Mason Irene L of Herbert J and Bessie M Feb 12 1899, 16: 516
Mason Irving P of Earl P and Hattie P Feb 8 1895, 16: 114
Mason John of Amy Jan 1 1893, 15: 146
Mason Joseph S of James W and Margaret E Sept 14 1893, 16: 242
Mason Lion G of A Livingston and Edith B Oct 5 1896, 16: 269
Mason Louise C of Edward H and Mary C July 8 1891, 15: 51
Mason Lucille M of Walter E and Grace A Aug 13 1891, 15: 54
Mason Madeline of William B and Bernice B Dec 11 1895, 16: 137
Mason Marian of William B and Bernice B Apr 5 1894, 16: 23
Mason Maud E of Louis G and Kate May 24 1896, 16: 201
Mason Mildred of Sidney S and Elizabeth J June 23 1893, 16: 113
Mason Norman L of Clifford M and Lula K July 7 1892, 15: 119
Mason Peyton LaM of William P and Grace M Apr 18 1892, 15: 82
Mason Stanley H of Fletcher S and Ella L Feb 27 1898, 16: 372
Mason Truman (c) of Samuel C and Lizzie July 3 1892, 15: 117
Mason —— s of Charles and Marie Nov 7 1898, 16: 439
Mason —— s of Charles E and Emma J June 1 1893, 15: 152
Mason —— d of F B and Grace June 7 1893, 15: 146
Masen —— s of Frank M and Mabel A June 1 1892, 15: 85
Mason —— d of James and Margaret Feb 1900, 17: 17
Mason —— d of Minnie May 12 1892, 15: 76
Mason —— s of Stephen and Sarah July 18 1893, 15: 200
Mason —— d of William and Theresa Dec 31 1896, 16: 260
Mason — (c) d of William L and Clara Nov 2 1893...........15:175
Masotti Bernardino of Michele and Antonia June 4 1892........15:98
Massari Palmira of Angelo and Emiliea Sept 3 1898............16:432
Massaro Andrea of Francesco and Rosa Nov 2 1899.............16:575
Massaro Assunta of Antonio and Maria Mar 29 1898..............16:402
Massaro Elvira of Francesco and Rosa Jan 2 1898..............16:399
Massaro Giuseppe of Antonio and Maria R Dec 11 1899...........16:577
Massaro Maria C of Antonio and Maria Nov 4 1896..............16:259
Massaro Pasquale of Francesco and Rosa Nov 2 1899.............16:575
Massaro — s of Antonio and Maria R Dec 11 1899..............16:598
Massarotti — s of Antonio and Conceitia Aug 10 1897...........16:366
Massart Arthur F of Michel and Elizabeth R Nov 6 1898........16:460
Massart Genevieve A of Joseph and Mary July 7 1900..........17: 61
Massart Josephine M of Joseph and Mary Dec 7 1898...........16:461
Massart Karter E of Lucian and Sarah Dec 26 1899.............16:569
Massart Louis H of Michel and Elizabeth R Nov 6 1898...........16:460
Massart Martin J of Lucien M J and Mary M E June 17 1897.16:311
Massart Stella I of Michel J and Elizabeth Dec 4 1899........16:587
Masse Joseph A of Edouard and Victoria Feb 26 1894...........16: 37
Massel Edilena of Leopold and Lena Aug 24 1897..............16:337
Massel Pesche of Leopold and Lena Dec 1 1891..................15: 50
Massell August of Leopold and Leba July 12 1893..............15:185
Massell Bernard of Leopold and Lena Apr 1 1895..............16:111
Massell Philip of Simon and Julia Apr 13 1897..............16:289
Massell Sadie of Simon and Julia Feb 1 1896................16:199
Massell — d of Simon and Julia Feb 14 1899...................16:490
Masserotti Antonio C of Antonio and Conceitia Feb 4 1894....15:22
Masserotti — d of Antonio and Conceitia Dec 3 1893........15:263
Masserotti — s of Antonio and Conceitia Dec 3 1893........15:263
Massire Palmira of Angelo and Emelia Sept 3 1898............16:442
Massler Hattie R of Isaac and Ruth Oct 16 1894..............16: 63
Massler — d of Isaac and Ruth Dec 31 1896..............16:244
Masso Cleria V of Pietro and Luisa Apr 23 1900..............17: 33
Masso Maria I V of Pietro and Luisa Oct 1 1898............16:453
Massotta Adele of Michele and Antonia Feb 21 1900............17:15
Massotte Conceitia of Michele and Antonia Nov 16 1894......16: 78
Massotti Teresa of Michele and Antonia Oct 12 1897........16:350
Masters Mary F of John G and Mary E Sept 13 1892...........15:100
Masterson Francis of Joseph and Emma Feb 28 1900............17:17
Masterson Helen of James and Mary July 25 1899..............16:570
Masterson James H of James H and Mary May 8 1898............16:403
Masterson John F of Joseph and Emma May 22 1897...........16:278
Masterson Mabel L of John and Mary E Aug 23 1894..........16: 82
Masterson Margaret of James H and Mary June 1 1896...........16:212
Masterson Mary C of James and Catherine Oct 31 1891...........15: 41
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

593

Mastranduomo Assunta of Giovannia and Pasqualina Apr 27

1899 ........................................... 16: 518

Mastrangelo Albina of Giuseppe and Alberta Dec 12 1898, 16: 455

Mataleno Maria A of Giuseppe and Maria A D Mar 1 1894, 16: 38

Mataleno Rosina M A of Giuseppe and Maria D May 9 1892, 15: 94

Matarese Angiolina of Gaetano and Filomena Aug 2 1896, 16: 165

Matarese Maria C of Francesco and Grazia Jan 7 1894, 16: 31

Matarese Maria G of Francesco P and Maria G Apr 3 1900, 17: 28

Matarese Rosa of Gaetano and Filomena Apr 4 1897, 16: 303

Matarese Vincenza of Francesco P and Grazia July 28 1895, 16: 165

Matarese —— s of Francesco and Grazia Dec 12 1897, 16: 352

Matarese —— s of Gaetano and Filomena Dec 3 1898, 16: 454

Mathilda Naomi A of Birger J and Nellie Jan 15 1897, 16: 286

Matheos Luiza of Francesco J and Isabela Sept 16 1892, 15: 100

Matheos Maria of Francisco J and Isabela Sept 16 1892, 15: 100

Mother Charles E of William and Sarah Oct 14 1892, 15: 104

Mother Ellen H of William and Sarah Oct 14 1892, 15: 104

Mother Emmett C of William and Sarah Apr 1 1891, 15: 5

Mathews Andrew of Edward and Sarah Aug 27 1898, 16: 435

Mathews Bamford C of Charles H and Louise E Mar 18 1893, 15: 167

Mathews Delia of Bernard and Jane Dec 19 1896, 16: 238

Mathews Ernest of James A and Etta H Jan 29 1893, 15: 169

Mathews Florence G of George W and Mary E Oct 21 1891, 15: 55

Mathews Francis E of Frank A and Susan E Aug 28 1892, 15: 120

Mathews Helen M of George S and Annie M May 9 1895, 16: 118

Mathews Hope K of George S and Annie M July 21 1893, 15: 196

Mathews Marguerite of George S and Annie M Nov 5 1891, 15: 55

Mathews Mark A (c) of William and Mary A July 15 1895, 16: 138

Mathews Mary M (e) of John and Laura M Oct 1 1899, 16: 528

Mathews Sophia B of Philip and Mary A Mar 3 1891, 15: 2

Mathews Walter of James H and Mary B Feb 19 1898, 16: 414

Mathewson Alice of Arthur and Alice N Aug 6 1896, 16: 245

Mathewson Alice M of Francis A and Hannah R Jan 11 1896, 16: 202

Mathewson Ancy H of Dennis A and Susan E Nov 22 1896, 16: 251

Mathewson Arthur of Arthur and Alice N Aug 6 1896, 16: 245

Mathewson Cora C of Everett B and Jennie A Mar 12 1896, 16: 185

Mathewson Dorothy A of Herbert E and Eliza J June 9 1894, 16: 45

Mathewson Edith M of Everett B and Winifred B May 7 1897, 16: 275

Mathewson Emma E of James A and Alice N May 2 1899, 16: 492

Mathewson Ethel of Charles H and Susan J July 21 1900, 17: 65

Mathewson Evelyn E of Everett B and Jennie A Nov 8 1900, 17: 100

Mathewson Florence E of Francis A and Hannah R May 17

1894 ........................................... 16: 30

Mathewson Florence I of John K and Mary E June 23 1896, 16: 205
Mathewson Florence M of Francis A and Hannah R Feb 12 1892 ................................................................. 15: 83
Mathewson Francis A of Henry A and Nellie Sept 8 1899. 16: 564
Mathewson Harold F (c) of Francis A and Hannah R Dec 28 1897 ................................................................. 16: 344
Mathewson Henry W of William and Lura Jan 4 1893. 15: 169
Mathewson Hope S of Edwin L and Carolyn T Aug 6 1900. 17: 70
Mathewson John P of John and Abby E July 15 1895 ......................... 15: 158
Mathewson Lillian I of William H and Nellie V Dec 24 1893. 15: 212
Mathewson Lillian M of John K and Mary E Dec 24 1898. 16: 455
Mathewson Mabel L of William and Lura Jan 4 1893. 15: 169
Mathewson Mand J of Bernard and Jane May 6 1898. 16: 381
Mathewson Maud V of James A and Alice N May 2 1899. 16: 492
Mathewson Mildred of Charles H and Susie J Dec 2 1897. 16: 369
Mathewson Olive of William A and Grace H Aug 29 1896. 16: 253
Mathewson Phoebe M of Clarence A and Mary May 22 1891. 15: 3
Mathewson Ray of Charles R and Annie L Mar 22 1894. 16: 38
Mathewson Raymond E of David A and Ethel M Mar 22 1899. 16: 510
Mathewson Viola G of Edward F and Emma V Mar 23 1900. 17: 24
Mathewson —— s of Arthur and Alice N Oct 1 1894. 16: 66
Mathewson —— s of Arthur and Alice Nov 14 1895. 16: 156
Mathewson —— d of Everett and Winifred July 30 1898. 16: 437
Mathewson —— d of Francis L and Anna R Feb 12 1893. 15: 153
Mathewson —— d of Irving A and Mary Nov 12 1899. 16: 539
Mathewson —— s of J Arthur and Alice N Aug 15 1897. 16: 236
Mathewson —— s of William A and Ida M May 15 1899. 16: 595
Mathias Francisco J of Antonio J and Maria J Apr 17 1892. 15: 67
Mathie Beatrice E of William F and Mary L Dec 5 1896. 16: 248
Mathison Neil L of John and Abby E July 20 1897. 16: 341
Mathison Carl R of Carl F and Augusta A Mar 1 1899. 16: 490
Mathison —— d of Minna May 30 1893. 15: 146
Mathus Amelia J of Antonio J and Maria J Apr 6 1895. 16: 92
Mathus Izabel of Francisco J and Izabel July 7 1895. 16: 180
Mathus Kenilworth H of Henry and Addie M Aug 20 1899. 16: 557
Matoresi Giacomo of Gaetano and Filomena June 7 1892. 15: 90
Matoresi Maria C of Gaetano and Filomena Oct 4 1893. 15: 201
Matson Clifford of John and Emily Dec 21 1891. 15: 65
Matson Marion of Joseph and Mary Jan 26 1896. 16: 188
Matteo Franceseo of Salvatore and Elisabeta Sept 23 1893. 15: 179
Matteo Giuseppe E M of Salvatore and Elizabetha Feb 9 1892. 15: 72
Matteo —— s of Mauricio and Eugenia Jan 16 1900. 17: 55
Matteodo Margherita of Maurizio and Eugenia Oct 20 1898. 16: 428
Matteodo Salvatore of Maurizio and Eugenia May 14 1897. 16: 283
Mattera Teresa of Carlo and Maria Aug 28 1900. 17: 77
Matteri Vincenzo of Carlo and Maria May 2 1899. 16: 505
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relation to Father</th>
<th>Full Name</th>
<th>Birth Year</th>
<th>Death Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matteson</td>
<td>s of James B and Caroline Sept</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthews</td>
<td>Alice E of Frank A and Susan E Mar</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthews</td>
<td>Bernard of Bernard and Joanna Mar</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthews</td>
<td>James F of James F and Anna M Feb</td>
<td>Edward</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthews</td>
<td>John H (c) of John H and Laura Oct</td>
<td>Elizabeth</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthews</td>
<td>Leon of Elliott A and Harriet T Feb</td>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthews</td>
<td>Mary of James F and Annie Oct</td>
<td>Susan</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthews</td>
<td>Ralph H of Frank A and Susan E Apr</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mattos</td>
<td>Maria E of Antonio J and Maria J Sept</td>
<td>Agnes</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mattson</td>
<td>Alice E D of Aaron and Hilda A June</td>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maucher</td>
<td>Charles A of Charles F and Emma L Nov</td>
<td>Alys</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurice</td>
<td>Antonio of John and Marietta Oct</td>
<td>Addie</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauricu</td>
<td>Guilherme of Manoel and Jacintha Apr</td>
<td>Addie</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maury</td>
<td>Maria S of Manoel and Bernardina Nov</td>
<td>Addie</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mawdsley</td>
<td>Charles C of Edwin and Agnes F May</td>
<td>Alice</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Annie of Herman and Janet Aug</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Bertram of Herman and Jennie R Sept</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Celia of Herman and Jennie July</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Nellie of Abraham and Annie Dec</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Nora of Herman and Jennie R May</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Simon of Abraham and Annie Oct</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell</td>
<td>Ambrose of John F and Mary E Jan</td>
<td>Agnes</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell</td>
<td>Catherine V of Bernard J and Jane D Dec</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell</td>
<td>Everett J of John F and Mary E Oct</td>
<td>Addie</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell</td>
<td>Herbert F of John F and Mary E May</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell</td>
<td>John F of John F and Mary E Oct</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell</td>
<td>John P of Bernard J and Jennie May</td>
<td>Addie</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell</td>
<td>Mary E of Bernard J and Jennie T Apr</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell</td>
<td>Raina of Bernard J and Jennie Dec</td>
<td>Alice</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell</td>
<td>Raymond A of John F and Mary E July</td>
<td>Elizabeth</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell</td>
<td>s of Bernard J and Jennie Sept</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>Agnes of Edward and Mary Dec</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>Agnes F of Henry and Margaret Apr</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>Charles of Emil and Elizabeth Mar</td>
<td>Addie</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>Clifford E of John F and Addie Feb</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
May Elizabeth of Edward J and Mary A May 10 1894. 16: 34
May Elsie A of Alfred W and Anna H Oct 15 1900. 17: 92
May Emma C of Emil and Elise Apr 18 1894. 16: 3
May Ernest E of Eugene E and Ellen Feb 19 1898. 16: 414
May Gertrude of Edward J and Mary A Sept 2 1898. 16: 452
May Hattie L of Thomas and Annie M Mar 10 1892. 15: 78
May Hulda W of Alfred W and Anna H Nov 7 1899. 16: 567
May James W of James W and Olive Jan 13 1897. 16: 312
May Joseph W of Eugene E and Ellen Oct 25 1896. 16: 247
May Josephine E of Eugene E and Nellie Nov 29 1894. 16: 68
May Julia E of Edwin J and Mary A Apr 7 1896. 16: 211
May Leo of James H and Johanna June 28 1891. 15: 4 and 33
May Margaret V of Henry and Margaret June 17 1894. 16: 45
May Mary of Edward J and Mary A Dec 28 1891. 15: 59
May Mary of John and Mary Oct 10 1893. 15: 171
May Ulgerque A of Eugene E and Helen June 28 1899. 16: 496
May William of William and Mary Feb 11 1893. 15: 153
May —— s of Sarah Apr 8 1895. 16: 104
Mayberry Benjamin H (c) of Benjamin J and Carrie L Jan 16 1896. 16: 187
Mayberry Horace T (c) of Benjamin J and Carrie L Dec 18 1897. 16: 323
Mayberry Orman J of Frank O and Bessie Dec 21 1895. 16: 141
Mayberry Ralph P of Frank O and Elizabeth G Apr 30 1899. 16: 482
Mayer Albert of Christian and Annie M May 2 1891. 15: 16
Mayer Amos J of Amos J and Matilda M Jan 16 1893. 15: 147
Mayer Henry E of Amos J and Matilda M Feb 28 1895. 16: 114
Mayer Joseph P E H A of Paul S and Cecilia Aug 16 1893. 15: 186
Mayer Marion L of Amos J and Matilda M Oct 15 1896. 16: 251
Mayer Mary E S of Amos J and Matilda M Feb 20 1891. 15: 12
Mayer Mary G S of Paul S and Celia June 18 1891. 15: 14
Mayer Rosaire A C of Napoleon S and Cecelia M Oct 1 1895. 16: 152
Mayers Lillian M of Frederick S and Elizabeth June 12 1898. 16: 384
Mayerson Sam of Moses and Fanny Sept 10 1900. 17: 81
Mayhew Elizabeth of George and Elizabeth Nov 22 1893. 15: 181
Maynard Agnes C (c) of Charles and Catherine July 10 1899. 16: 520
Maynard Alfred A of Peter and Albina J Jan 6 1891. 15: 12
Maynard Alfred W of Edgar W and Emma Mar 7 1900. 17: 19
Maynard Eugene U of Peter and Albina J Mar 27 1893. 15: 149
Maynard Eva of George and Victoria Feb 5 1896. 16: 221
Maynard George J of Pierre and Albina Feb 21 1899. 16: 487
Maynard Irving H of Ames I and Mary June 20 1898. 16: 374
Maynard Lucy E (c) of Charles and Katie Aug 6 1893. 15: 170
Maynard Mary of Henry H and Catherine A Nov 25 1891. 15: 46
Maynard Reuben D (c) of Reuben and Nellie Dec 15 1899. 16: 560
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Maynard — (c) d of Charles and Catherine June 28 1895...16: 94
Maynard — (c) d of Charles and Kate June 22 1897......16: 276
Maynard — s of Wilfred and Rose May 6 1897 .........16: 286
Mayo Hope J of Alfred K and Annie J Jan 17 1894......16: 9
Mayo Iola L of Edmund L and Nellie H June 11 1895....16: 109
Mayo Joseph R of Edward and Christina Sept 10 1893 .15: 171
Mayo Thelma L of Edwin D and Nora P Nov 2 1899 .....16: 585
Mayo — — (c) s of Alfred K and Annie J Jan 18 1894 .....16: 9
Mayor Herbert L of Ralph and Cora L July 22 1896 .....16: 232
Mazzarella Giuseppa of Nicola and Maria A Apr 28 1896 ..16: 191
Mazzarelli Antonio S of Nicola and Maria Mar 12 1897 .16: 281
Mazzarelli Maria C of Nicola and Mariantonia Aug 24 1898 .16: 426
Mazzarotto Rosa of Antonio and Concetta Feb 4 1893 .15: 158
Mazzeo Pasquale of Giovanni and Maria Apr 16 1895....16: 122
Mazzeo Rosa of Antonio and Teresa May 12 1899 ......16: 305
Mazzullo Vincenzo of Antonio and Pepina July 15 1891 ...15: 38
McAdam Angus J of Alexander and Ellen Dec 9 1897 ...16: 352
McAdam William K of William and Clara A Dec 20 1896 ...16: 238
McAdams, Winifred M of Ronald and Maria A Oct 24 1898 ..16: 439
McAlice Francis J of Dennis B and Mary E Jan 5 1900....17: 2
McAlice Helen M of Dennis B and Elizabeth M Dec 15 1898.16: 144
McAllister Frederick A of John and Margaret Feb 23 1896..16: 197
McAllister Agnes of John and Maggie Jan 14 1894.......16: 18
McAllister Charles E of Charles E and Mary G G Oct 10 1892.15: 104
McAllister Ethel L of Charles E and Mary E Apr 7 1894...16: 6
McAllister Sarah of John and Margaret A Mar 2 1892.......15: 78
McAndrews Annie of Patrick F and Sarah J Sept 10 1899...16: 546
McAndrews Annie L of William and Mary E Mar 16 1893 ..15: 148
McAndrews Edward F of Patrick F and Sarah J Apr 2 1893...15: 149
McAndrews Eliza T of John and Sarah J July 25 1891 ...15: 32
McAndrews Margaret M of Patrick F and Sarah J June 5 1895 ...
McAndrews Mary E of Joseph and Mary E Nov 16 1892...15: 101
McAndrews Viola V of Patrick and Sarah May 28 1897....16: 290
McAndrews — — d of Patrick F and Sarah J Oct 23 1891...15: 46
McAnceny Rose E of John J and Mary A Nov 25 1897 ....16: 339
McAnceny Frank of John J and Mary A June 15 1895 .....16: 113
McAncy Fredrick A of John J and Mary A July 19 1900 ..17: 61
McAncy Thomas F of John J and Minnie Jan 16 1891 ...15: 14
McAnerney Annie of Francis and Ann Feb 7 1893....15: 142
McAnerney Leo of Patrick and Bridget Oct 15 1895 ....16: 156
McAney Joseph H of John J and Minnie A Mar 6 1893 ..15: 150
McArdle Elizabeth of John and Elizabeth Sept 3 1893 .15: 178
McArdle Sarah R of James and Elizabeth M Oct 3 1891 ...15: 41
McAree William K of William K and Margaret Feb 5 1898 .16: 400
McArthur Agnes H of Marcus and Emma P Dec 26 1900................17:114
McAteer Annie A of Patrick and Annie A Mar 21 1899................16:480
McAteer Eliza of John and Sarah A Sept 17 1898..................16:427
McAteer Helena of Patrick and Annie A Apr 28 1897.............16:233
McAteer John of John and Sarah A Aug 3 1896....................16:232
McAteer John H of Patrick and Annie A Dec 29 1895..............16:148
McAteer Patrick of John and Sarah A Feb 25 1894..................16:10
McAteer Sarah A of John and Sarah A June 16 1895...............16:103
McAteer —— s of John and Sarah A May 5 1892......................15:74
McAuley Arnold T of Charles A and Bertha L Jan 9 1900...........17:3
McAuley William J of John C and Minnie E Oct 13 1900...........17:91
McAuliffe Celcia of Daniel J and Mary E A Oct 26 1900...........17:96
McAuliffe Daniel of Daniel J and Mary E A June 13 1898........16:641
McAuliffe Frederick of Cornelius and Frances Apr 14 1891......15:28
McAuliffe Irene of Cornelius and Fannie July 12 1899.............16:561
McAuliffe Owen H of Cornelius and Fannie June 9 1898...........16:399
McAuliffe Paul P of Eugene T and Mary E Nov 23 1893..............15:203
McAuliffe —— s of Daniel and Mary Apr 12 1897...................16:365
McAuslan Barnaby of William A and Grace E Nov 4 1900..........17:99
McAuslan Helen of Dugald and Fannie C June 17 1895..............16:116
McAuslan John W of John W and Fannie O Feb 14 1895............16:110
Mcavan Jane E of James P and Mary A June 6 1894.................16:42
McAvenia James F of James F and Catherine Nov 17 1894.........16:58
McAvenia Mary C of James Jr and Catherine May 10 1893........15:144
McAvoy Everett W of James W and Eva Sept 1 1900.................17:78
McAvoy Mabel of John J and Celia Apr 13 1894....................16:12
McAvoy Mary of John J and Celia G May 4 1897....................16:283
McAvoy —— s of John B and Sarah J Nov 10 1891..................15:42
McBain Walter A of Alexander T and Jane S July 3 1897...........16:353
McBee Edith D of William B and Emily E Apr 25 1898............16:391
McBee Emily DeB of William B and Emily E May 21 1891...........15:21
McBeth Ada M of George E and Elizabeth E Jan 31 1895...........16:117
McBride Elena of John and Mary Mar 16 1898.......................16:407
McBride Elizabeth A of Michael and Elizabeth Dec 24 1891......15:64
McBride Etta C of John and Mary Oct 6 1896......................16:265
McBurnett Blanchard A (c) of John W and Emily S Apr 15 1898........16:376
McCabe Aileen R of James S and Minnie A Nov 29 1899............16:530
McCabe Alexander of Alexander and Mary J May 22 1893...........15:140
McCabe Anna of Edward V and Catherine Oct 7 1896...............16:270
McCabe Anne J of Patrick and Annie June 15 1893.................15:169
McCabe Annie of Peter and Annie Dec 27 1892.....................15:110
McCabe Annie T of Patrick and Delia June 21 1898.................16:392
McCabe Charles H of James H and Annie M Jan 23 1898............16:375
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McCabe Clara J of Peter and Ann Mar 24 1897.................16:282
McCabe Clara L of Alexander and Mary J Sept 13 1891........15:36
McCabe Edward T of John F and Mary C Sept 4 1897............16:337
McCabe Frances B of Edward and Bertha July 19 1898..........16:465
McCabe Francis J of Patrick and Delia Mar 7 1900..............17:19
McCabe George of Thomas R and Sarah Aug 16 1897..............16:354
McCabe Gladys L of John F and Mary C Mar 30 1899.............16:491
McCabe Grace I of Alexander and Mary J Apr 21 1894..........16:7
McCabe Helen F of James H and Mary J Mar 13 1895.............16:114
McCabe Henry of Anthony and Lizzie Oct 7 1897.................16:322
McCabe James of James and Ruth A Nov 20 1893.................15:172
McCabe Jeannette D of Anthony and Elizabeth A Feb 2 1892...15:69
McCabe John of Patrick J and Mary A June 7 1891..............15:9
McCabe John E of John and Mary July 2 1891....................15:55
McCabe John T of Charles and Nora Nov 4 1893.................15:185
McCabe Joseph of John and Mary Jan 20 1899....................16:502
McCabe Joseph F of James H and Mary M May 3 1899..........16:477
McCabe Kate of James and Rosanna Oct 31 1891...............15:34
McCabe Lawrence of James H and Annie Mar 9 1899..............16:480
McCabe Margaret H of Anthony S and Elizabeth Aug 25 1898..16:418
McCabe Mary E of Patrick and Annie Apr 7 1895.................16:93
McCabe Matthew of John and Mary M Apr 14 1895.................16:128
McCabe Peter of James H and Mary J Nov 21 1892..............15:121
McCabe Rose of Henry and Daphne Mar 23 1898.................16:471
McCabe Ruth M of James H and Annie Jan 5 1897.................16:313
McCabe Sarah of John A and Mary J June 27 1898..............16:392
McCabe Sarah C of Patrick and Annie J Aug 3 1899............16:521
McCabe Theresa of Peter and Ann Jan 13 1895.................16:98
McCabe Thomas H of James and Elizabeth Feb 7 1893...........15:159
McCabe William E of Thomas B and Minnie B June 2 1893....15:147
McCabe — d of Anthony and Elizabeth A Feb 3 1891...........15:4
McCabe — d of Anthony and Lizzie Aug 27 1894.................16:50
McCabe — s of Anthony and Lizzie Apr 24 1896.................16:187
McCaffrey Annie of John and Bridget Apr 26 1894............16:49
McCaffrey Annie T of James and Martha Nov 13 1896.........16:266
McCaffrey Bertha E of Peter and Ellen Feb 19 1898..........16:401
McCaffrey Charles of Charles and Ellen E Aug 3 1899.......16:590
McCaffrey Christina of Hugh and Mary J Dec 21 1894..A 1:32
McCaffrey Elizabeth of William H and Catherine May 31
1892....................................................................15:90
McCaffrey Francis of Patrick and Mary Dec 19 1894.........16:87
McCaffrey Francis J of Dennis and Margaret Apr 25 1891...15:11
McCaffrey Francis J of Francis and Mary A Mar 30 1898...16:372
McCaffrey Frederick L of John and Margaret Oct 25 1898...16:419
McCaffrey Gertrude of Edward F and Catherine F June 3
1897 .......................................................... 16:314
McCaffrey Grace of Hugh and Mary J Aug 21 1897 ............ 16:337
McCaffrey Grace E of Peter and Ellen Feb 19 1898 ............. 16:401
McCaffrey Henry of Peter and Margaret July 7 1892 ........... 15:132
McCaffrey James of John and Bridget Mar 21 1896 .............. 16:190
McCaffrey James of William H and Catherine Feb 20 1895 ......... 16:129
McCaffrey James E of Frank and Catherine E Aug 21 1895 .... 16:143
McCaffrey James F of James and Martha Nov 14 1894 .......... 16:85
McCaffrey James F of Frank and Mary A Aug 13 1899 ......... 16:551
McCaffrey John E of John F and Mary A May 13 1892 .......... 15:70
McCaffrey John F of James and Sarah Jan 3 1896 .............. 16:213
McCaffrey John F of Peter and Mollie Aug 12 1893 ............ 15:290
McCaffrey John J of James and Martha Jan 11 1899 ............. 16:507
McCaffrey John J of John and Margaret May 4 1897 ........... 16:275
McCaffrey John T of John and Bridget Dec 2 1892 ............. 15:130
McCaffrey John T of Thomas F and Ann E Jan 8 1891 .......... 15:1
McCaffrey Joseph of John and Bridget Mar 21 1896 ............. 16:190
McCaffrey Josephine of Thomas F and Annie E Oct 30 1893 .... 16:156
McCaffrey Margaret of John F and Mary A Jan 24 1891 ....... 15:4
McCaffrey Mary of John and Margaret Apr 19 1893 ............ 15:137
McCaffrey Mary A of Hugh and Mary J May 28 1893 ............ 15:152
McCaffrey Mary A of Patrick and Mary Mar 8 1899 .......... 16:503
McCaffrey Mary L of Catherine June 25 1891 ................. 15:14
McCaffrey Nellie M of Thomas and Annie L Oct 5 1892 ....... 15:100
McCaffrey Nettie C of Hugh and Mary J Dec 21 1894 .......... 16:68
McCaffrey Patrick J of Patrick and Mary Dec 28 1896 ......... 16:269
McCaffrey Philip E of Philip J and Mary J Sept 7 1891 ....... 15:33
McCaffrey Thomas of John and Bridget July 5 1898 ........... 16:456
McCaffrey Thomas E of John and Margaret Sept 22 1894 ....... 16:47
McCaffrey Thomas P of Thomas and Annie Mar 2 1899 ......... 16:473
McCaffrey William H of John F and Mary A Aug 23 1894 ....... 16:50
McCaffrey —— d of Dennis and Maggie June 16 1899 .......... 16:595
McCaffrey —— d of Thomas F and Annie E Oct 22 1897 ....... 16:367
McCagney Andrew L of Andrew and Nora T Sept 2 1894 ....... 16:63
McCagney Mary A of Andrew and Nora T May 2 1891 .......... 15:13
McCagney Nora L of Andrew and Nora T Oct 11 1892 .......... 15:113
McCahy Agnes M of John and Annie May 6 1899 ................. 16:505
McCahy Anna of John and Lizzie Nov 14 1897 ................. 16:331
McCahy Catherine of James H and Catherine T June 9 1895 .... 16:124
McCahy Francis of James H and Catherine T Jan 23 1892 ....... 15:88
McCahy John A of Philip M and Ellen A May 29 1898 .......... 16:377
McCahy Joseph W of James and Sarah Dec 10 1893 .............. 15:211
McCahy Rose of James and Catherine Sept 28 1897 ............ 16:250
McCahy Rose A of Hugh and Belinda M Aug 27 1896 ............ 16:245
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McCahey Theresa M of Edward and Annie Oct 29 1894........16: 78
McCain Annie of Bernard and Bridget Jan 22 1894.............16: 18
McCall Irene of Michael and Ellen Oct 27 1899..................16: 535
McCall Lillian B of Thomas and Emeline July 31 1899.........16: 562
McCall Mary A of Patrick and Mary J May 5 1896.............16: 189
McCall Rose E of Michael and Ellen May 27 1893..............15: 145
McCall —— s of Mary Feb 11 1895..............................16: 104
McCallion Anna of James H and Gertrude A May 4 1899........16: 511
McCallion —— d of James and Gertrude Aug 15 1897.........16: 366
McCallum Ethel M of Denison and Julia E Apr 23 1893........15: 151
McCallum Irene of John P and Margaret L Apr 29 1898........16: 499
McCallum Lillian M of Dennis E and Julia Aug 12 1900.......17: 72
McCallum Mabel of John P and Margaret L Dec 28 1899.......16: 588
McCallum Mildred V of Dennis C and Julia Oct 23 1898.......16: 453
McCallum Ruth M of Charles S and Emma S June 29 1895......16: 113
McCallum Viola T of Dennis E and Julia Oct 3 1895.........16: 173
McCambridge Gertrude I of James and Nora I Jan 12 1900...17: 4
McCambridge —— d of John and Margaret May 15 1899.........16: 486
McCann Arthur J of John and Mary A May 6 1891..............15: 5
McCann Charles H of Roger and Rose Oct 9 1897..............16: 331
McCann Charles M of John and Mary A July 30 1893.........15: 174
McCann Edward of James and Mary July 3 1896...............16: 240
McCann Edward J of William J and Mary A June 1 1893......15: 145
McCann Ellen of James and Mary Oct 25 1891..................15: 55
McCann Ellen of James F and Emogene Dec 11 1897.........16: 330
McCann Ellen J of Thomas J and Margaret Mar 25 1894......16: 19
McCann Ellen L of John S and Ellen Aug 6 1896..............16: 242
McCann Florence of Patrick D and Catherine M July 19 1897.16: 335
McCann Francis L of Frank J and Jeanie Apr 23 1895.......16: 96
McCann Franklin of William and Mary X Feb 17 1892.......15: 81
McCann Genevieve of Joseph W and Emeline Mar 20 1897.....16: 274
McCann Gertrude M of James and Mary A Dec 3 1898........16: 444
McCann Henry J of Francis J and Sarah J Dec 27 1898.......16: 424
McCann Hugh of William and Sarah Aug 24 1893..............15: 184
McCann James F of William J and Annie M Aug 16 1897.....16: 325
McCann James P of Frank J and Sarah J Nov 8 1897.......16: 323
McCann John J of Patrick D and Catherine M Sept 5 1893...15: 190
McCann Joseph H of William J and Annie M Sept 1 1899...16: 535
McCann Joseph W of Joseph W and Emily Aug 28 1899........16: 522
McCann Josephine M of William J and Mary A Apr 2 1896....16: 190
McCann Lawrence F of John and Ellen Aug 27 1892........15: 112
McCann Leo of William J and Annie M Sept 1 1899.........16: 535
McCann Louis J of Francis J and Sarah J Dec 26 1899.......16: 531
McCann Louise of Patrick D and Catherine M Nov 29 1898...16: 440
McCann Margaret of James and Mary Dec 15 1893........15: 199
McCann Marguerite A of William and Sarah Dec 18 1900...17: 11
McCann Mary A of John and Margaret May 26 1891...15: 1
McCann Mary A of John and Mary A Nov 22 1895...16: 14
McCann Mary L of Joseph W and Emily May 8 1898...16: 37
McCann Matthew M of Matthew and Elizabeth T Mar 25 1900.17: 2
McCann Patrick J of Thomas J and Margaret B Mar 3 1892.15: 7
McCann Peter of Thomas J and Margaret Oct 15 1897...16: 33
McCann Ralph of Mary E Feb 21 1896...16: 19
McCann Susanna of Owen and Annie June 7 1892...15: 9
McCann Veronica of Joseph W and Emily July 28 1900...17: 67
McCann Vincent of Patrick D and Katherine M Nov 16 1900.17: 102
McCann William of John C and Catherine Mar 31 1891...15: 13
McCann William V of Frank J and Sarah J Feb 15 1894...16: 5
McCann — d of Bernard and Bridget Oct 29 1892...15: 113
McCann — s of Katie July 10 1892...15: 110
McCann — s of Patrick and Catherine Mar 29 1896...16: 197
McCann — s of Patrick J and Kate M Sept 8 1894...16: 66
McCann — s of Roger and Rose Dec 26 1895...16: 149
McCann — d of Thomas J and Margaret Mar 5 1896...16: 197
McCann — s of William and Sarah May 15 1896...16: 187
McCardell Helen C of James and Florence June 11 1898...16: 404
McCarden Peter J of Peter and Susan Nov 28 1896...16: 267
McCarran — d of Theresa Nov 10 1895...16: 148
McCarron Sarah of Kate 1892...15: 131
McCarron Alice M of Edward and Nellie Feb 10 1898...16: 400
McCarron Ann of Eugene and Minnie July 20 1894...15: 50
McCarron Anna L of Hugh and Mary F Nov 10 1897...16: 351
McCarron Catherine A of Owen and Mary Mar 10 1896...16: 210
McCarron Charles of John and Mary Apr 21 1892...15: 89
McCarron Charles J of Edward and Nellie Feb 26 1891...15: 22
McCarron Edward of Edward and Ellen J July 14 1893...15: 139
McCarron Edward of Eugene and Wilhelmina Jan 28 1897...16: 277
McCarron Eugene M of Owen and Mary Feb 9 1894...16: 32
McCarron George of John and Mary May 4 1894...16: 40
McCarron George of John and Mary J Jan 2 1897...16: 300
McCarron Grace F of Edward and Ellen Aug 23 1899...16: 581
McCarron Hugh F of Hugh and Mary June 11 1893...15: 161
McCarron John of John T and Mary Apr 3 1895...16: 121
McCarron John F of Owen and Mary Mar 14 1892...15: 89
McCarron Joseph E of Owen and Mary Oct 26 1898...16: 453
McCarron Margaret of John and Mary Jan 19 1899...16: 502
McCarron Mary of Eugene and Wilhelmina Feb 14 1891...15: 4
McCarron Mary of John and Alice Sept 27 1891...15: 61
McCarron Mary of John and Mary July 13 1893...15: 199
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McCarron Mary E of Hugh and Mary June 25 1895 16:124
McCarron Patrick J of Patrick and Ellen Nov 18 1899 16:586
McCarron Peter of James and Rose Feb 26 1897 16:397
McCarron Sarah E of Patrick and Ellen Oct 18 1897 16:357
McCarron Susan of Hugh and Mary Oct 18 1899 16:574
McCarron Thomas of Edward and Ellen July 26 1896 16:256
McCarron William J of John and Mary Mar 21 1892 16:93
McCarron — d of Edward and Ellen J Dec 28 1900 17:115
McCarter James E of John H and Ellen E Jan 26 1897 16:295
McCarthy Anna M of Thomas and Catherine Nov 6 1891 15:49
McCarthy Annie of John F and Annie Mar 25 1897 16:302
McCarthy Annie L of Alexander and Annie May 15 1894 16:13
McCarthy Annie M of Michael and Annie Nov 6 1899 16:538
McCarthy Annie M of Michael J and Annie Nov 6 1900 17:99
McCarthy Catherine of John and Annie J Sept 22 1899 16:573
McCarthy Catherine of Michael and Catherine Oct 8 1894 16:48
McCarthy Catherine T of Thomas and Joanna Apr 3 1894 16:2
McCarthy Charles of Dennis and Annie Sept 17 1900 17:83
McCarthy Charles of Timothy and Mary Oct 6 1896 16:229
McCarthy Daniel or Edward Joseph of Daniel and Annie June
23 1891 15:6
McCarthy Daniel D of Florence and Mary A July 25 1898 16:417
McCarthy Daniel F of Michael and Ann Jan 31 1896 16:195
McCarthy Daniel T of Daniel J and Hannah M Dec 29 1896 16:227
McCarthy David L of Dennis and Mary Aug 31 1900 17:77
McCarthy Dennis P of Timothy and Mary Mar 15 1893 15:139
McCarthy Edward L of Frank D and Josephine M Sept 4
1899 16:535
McCarthy Elizabeth K of Michael J and Mary F Apr 19 1892 15:70
McCarthy Ellen of Thomas and Katie July 29 1893 15:189
McCarthy Esmond F of James F and Elizabeth A July 8 1900 17:61
McCarthy Eugene F of James and Margaret June 12 1898 16:374
McCarthy Francis C of Frank and Sarah A Jan 30 1893 15:139
McCarthy Francis D of Frank D and Josephine M Oct 2 1895 16:173
McCarthy Francis E of William H and Mary July 6 1896 16:224
McCarthy Francis J of Michael J and Mary L Mar 8 1896 16:185
McCarthy George of Michael and Annie July 4 1894 16:61
McCarthy George D of William and Mary June 12 1898 16:374
McCarthy Gertrude of Charles and Mary Apr 30 1895 16:133
McCarthy Honora of Timothy and Mary E Jan 27 1900 17:8
McCarthy Harold E of Frank D and Josephine M Apr 9 1897 16:282
McCarthy Helen of Dennis and Mary Dec 9 1898 16:420
McCarthy Helen L of Dennis J and Mathilda A Jan 24 1897 16:273
McCarthy Henry P of William H and Mary S Nov 1 1891 15:37
McCarthy Honora of James and Margaret July 29 1894 16:46
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Births Recorded in Providence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Honora of John T and Catherine J June 21 1896 .16:193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Humphrey J of Daniel and Hannah May 6 1898 .16:373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy James F of James A and Katie L Sept 10 1896 .16:250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Jennie of Daniel J and Mary A Dec 21 1892 .15:109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Jennie of John T and Catherine May 22 1894 .16:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy John of John and Sarah Oct 30 1893 .15:299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy John J of Michael and Ann Sept 27 1897 .16:332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy John L of William and Anna M Aug 11 1894 .16:69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Joseph of Timothy and Mary E Oct 11 1893 .15:175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Julia of Timothy and Mary E Jan 9 1899 .16:475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Julia A of James and Margaret Feb 2 1892 .15:66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Julia L of William H and Mary July 29 1899 .16:526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Kathleen of John T and Katherine July 13 1899 .16:532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Leo of Timothy and Mary July 5 1896 .16:228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Lilian of Eugene E and Mary Dec 22 1897 .16:335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Mabel of Charles F and Mary Mar 20 1895 .16:121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Madeline E of Frank and Catherine Apr 30 1894 .16:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Margaret of Dennis and Ellen F Jan 3 1894 .16:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Margaret of James A and Catherine Sept 15 1894 .16:70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Margaret C of Dennis J and Matilda A Dec 14 1898 .16:420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Margaret M of Michael J and Mary Oct 24 1897 .16:322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Mary of Dennis J and Matilda A Oct 3 1894 .16:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Mary of John F and Annie J Mar 26 1898 .16:492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Mary A of Michael and Catherine Dec 10 1899 .16:525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Mary A of Timothy and Annie May 16 1897 .16:313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Mary E of Dennis J and Helen July 27 1895 .16:170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Mary G of Daniel and Annie Dec 11 1893 .15:185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Mary G of Dennis and Mary Dec 9 1898 .16:420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Mary S of Michael H and Phebe M Sept 20 1900 .17:84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Matilda J of William and Matilda J Sept 19 1892 .15:124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Robert S of Daniel J and Mary A Jan 15 1896 .16:188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Rose A of Dennis J and Matilda A Nov 12 1892 .15:101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Stephen F of Patrick and Celia Aug 15 1891 .15:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Sylvester of William A and Matilda J Jan 21 1891 .15:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Thomas F of Lawrence and Maria Sept 21 1897 .16:349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Thomas F of Thomas and Joanna Feb 1900 .17:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Timothy of Timothy and Mary Mar 3 1891 .15:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Timothy N of Timothy and Mary E Dec 25 1891 .15:38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy Vincent of Timothy and Mary Oct 6 1896 .16:229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy William D of Dennis and Margaret June 16 1891 .15:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy William I of William H and Mary S June 21 1894 .16:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy William J of Michael and Catherine Sept 6 1896 .16:225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy —— d of Annie Dec 14 1898 .16:432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarthy —— d of James M and Mary July 8 1895 .16:177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1801 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

McCarthy —— s of Lawrence and Mary Sept 22 1899........ 16:573
McCarthy —— s of Thomas and Catherine Apr 24 1898........ 16:468
McCarthy —— d of Thomas and Hannah May 2 1898........ 16:468
McCarthy —— s of Timothy and Mary Oct 5 1895........ 16:139
McCarthy —— d of Timothy and Mary Sept 7 1898........ 16:469
McCarthy —— s of William J and Catherine Oct 13 1896........ 16:246
McCarty Annie G of Thomas P and Annie July 5 1892........ 15:114
McCarty Catherine of Patrick and Bridget Oct 11 1899........ 16:537
McCarty Catherine G of Jerome B and Mary E Dec 27 1891........ 15:64
McCarty Charlotte of Thomas J and Charlotte Mar 24 1896........ 16:190
McCarty Emma E of James and Annie J Feb 4 1893........ 15:136
McCarty Eva J of James and Anastasia T Mar 17 1895........ 16:121
McCarty Everett F of Patrick and Margaret Sept 3 1896........ 16:245
McCarty James of Thomas P and Annie Feb 11 1897........ 16:291
McCarty John B of Thomas J and Charlotte J Jan 16 1899........ 16:478
McCarty Laura of James and Mary May 10 1893........ 15:149
McCarty Margaret of Patrick and Margaret June 13 1898........ 16:392
McCarty Mary A of Patrick and Bridget Aug 19 1897........ 16:325
McCarty Stephen of Patrick and Kate Oct 17 1893........ 15:191
McCarty Thomas F of Thomas P and Annie M June 11 1894........ 16:24
McCarty Thomas J of Thomas J and Charlotte J May 3 1897........ 16:283
McCarty Thomas P of Patrick and Margaret Jan 29 1900........ 17:8
McCarty Walter D of John and Ellen Aug 28 1891........ 15:56
McCarty William R of Thomas J and Charlotte J Feb 2 1900........ 17:10
McCarty —— d of John and Ellen M Jan 22 1894........ 16:32
McCarty —— d of John and Ellen M Oct 24 1895........ 16:168
McCarty —— s of John and Ellen M Apr 26 1899........ 16:595
McCarty Annie of Patrick and Katherine Sept 9 1898........ 16:438
McCarty Charles of Timothy and Mary Nov 11 1896........ 16:259
McCarty Cornelius J of Dennis J and Ellen F June 10 1892........ 15:95
McCarty Daniel of Patrick and Catherine Feb 1 1895........ 16:110
McCarty Daniel A of Daniel A and Matilda C May 10 1895........ 16:133
McCarty Elizabeth of Dennis J and Ellen Feb 2 1897........ 16:306
McCarty Ellen of Patrick and Mary Dec 26 1894........ 16:86
McCarty Eugene P of Timothy and Mary Sept 21 1894........ 16:51
McCarty Francis adopted by Thomas and Alice McCarty

Feb 1893 .......................................................... 15:168
McCarty George H of James A and Catherine L Feb 22 1891........ 15:17
McCarty Helen of James A and Kate Dec 9 1892........ 15:119
McCarty Helena of John T and Catherine J Aug 21 1892........ 15:106
McCarty James of James and Margaret Feb 27 1896........ 16:182
McCarty James of Patrick and Mary July 17 1893........ 15:205
McCarty Joanna of Michael and Kate July 1 1892........ 15:132
McCarty John A of Daniel and Hannah Jan 12 1896........ 16:181
McCarty Julia L of Thomas and Hannah Feb 5 1896........ 16:181
McCarty Lizzie of Annie Aug 13 1892

McCarty Margaret of Timothy and Mary Jan 10 1893

McCarty Mary A of William H and Mary S Jan 18 1893

McCarty Mary C of James F and Florence A May 16 1893

McCarty Mary K of Patrick and Kate Oct 5 1896

McCarty Nora C of Dennis J and Ellen F Dec 14 1898

McCarty Patrick J of Patrick and Katie Feb 16 1892

McCarty William M of William and Annie M Jan 15 1893

McCarty — s of Alexander and Annie Mar 14 1893

McCaughhey Catharine I of James and Sarah Sept 6 1899

McCaughhey Catherine of John F and Eliza Aug 8 1893

McCaughhey Edward of Frank and Mary Sept 22 1896

McCaughhey Francis J of Frank and Minnie June 30 1895

McCaughhey Hugh J of Owen and Mary Feb 23 1896

McCaughhey James of James H and Catherine F Aug 23 1893

McCaughhey James B of James and Sarah July 31 1892

McCaughhey Jennie M of John F and Elizabeth Nov 11 1891

McCaughhey John of Hugh F and Ellen T Nov 10 1892

McCaughhey Joseph W of James and Sarah Jan 10 1894

McCaughhey Leo of Frank P and Mary July 19 1898

McCaughhey Margaret K of Francis P and Minnie Oct 10 1900

McCaughhey Mary M of Hugh and Ellen T June 24 1898

McCaughhey Michael J of Michael and Catherine Feb 10 1899

McCaughhey Sarah E of Hugh and Nellie Apr 10 1891

McCaughhey Walter S of Hugh and Ellen T Aug 28 1894

McCaughhey — s of Hugh and Ellen T Feb 3 1896

McCaughhey — d of John F and Lizzie Mar 23 1895

McCaughhey — s of Philip M and Ellen A Feb 2 1895

McCaul Frank S of Michael and Nellie Aug 3 1897

McCaul Mary C of Michael and Ellen June 13 1893

McCaulley Agnes of William B and Jane Aug 9 1891

McCaulley Annie of Robert and Ella July 14 1897

McCaulley Charles of Hugh and Rose Aug 29 1891

McCaulley Charles B G of Thomas and Jessina M July 5 1893

McCaulley David of David and Catherine Feb 9 1898

McCaulley Elizabeth of John and Catherine Oct 10 1891

McCaulley Ella E C of Robert and Ella F Feb 5 1893

McCaulley Gladys of Thomas and Jessina M July 29 1900

McCaulley Herbert J of Thomas and Jessina Dec 6 1897

McCaulley Jennie of William B and Jennie May 19 1893

McCaulley John of David and Catherine A July 2 1896

McCaulley John L of Thomas and Bridget July 31 1898

McCaulley Joseph of William B and Jennie Mar 5 1896

McCaulley Louis F of Thomas and Jessina M Dec 9 1895

McCaulley Matthew of David and Catherine A Sept 29 1900
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

McCauley Roger A of William and Mary Nov 3 1894.............16: 57
McCauley Susan of John and Catherine Jan 1 1895.............16: 97
McCauley Thomas A of Thomas and Jessina M Mar 16 1892....15: 73
McCauley —— d of Robert and Ella T Jan 23 1894.............16: 5
McCauley —— s of Robert and Ella F Mar 7 1895.............16: 100
McCauley —— s of Thomas and Bridget Aug 17 1897.............16: 366
McChrystal —— d of Thomas and Bridget Aug 11 1899.............16: 596
McChrystal —— s of Thomas and Bridget Jan 11 1893.............15: 141
McClarence Frances E of Robert F and Mary E Sept 10 1895..16: 162
McCleland Edward of Andrew and Susan May S 1895.............16: 123
McCellan Hugh of John C and Mary A Dec 31 1896.............16: 271
McClellan Anthony F of Anthony and Delia July 4 1893.............15: 199
McClellan Jennie R (er) of Jennie R Apr 3 1898.............16: 373
McClellan Lester R of E L and Addie Feb 2 1891.............16: 21
McClellan Thomas H of Anthony and Delia July 10 1898.............16: 450
McCintock Henry of George and Jane Nov 2 1892.............15: 132
McCloskey Frances L of James W and Elizabeth July 14 1894.............16: 69
McCloskey Helen E of James W and Elizabeth J Sept 3 1897..16: 221
McCloskey Robert A of James W and Elizabeth J June 2 1899..16: 477
McClay —— d of John A and Lizzie C June 4 1891.............15: 16
McCune Henrietta of John T and Catharine Oct 19 1899.............16: 537
McCune Henry J of John T and Catherine Aug 15 1898.............16: 426
McCune —— d of William Feb 12 1900.............17: 122
McCune —— d of William and Nora June 26 1897.............16: 279
McCure Joseph H of John and Catherine July 24 1896.............16: 232
McCuskey Florence of Thomas P and Margaret T Nov 24 1891.............15: 58
McCuskey Mollie of Francis and Catherine Mar 14 1893.............15: 143
McCoed Charles H of Charles H and Emma Dec 5 1896.............16: 230
McCoed Harold R of Charles H and Emma Oct 31 1898.............16: 423
McCoed Harriet of David W and Jemima A June 16 1894.............16: 7
McCoid Helen A of Joseph W and Mary E Feb 16 1895.............16: 92
McCoid Janet of Joseph and Mary E Sept 30 1891.............15: 36
McCoid —— d of David W and Jemima July 21 1895.............16: 138
McCoid —— s of David W and Jemima A Aug 22 1897.............16: 221
McCoid —— d of David W and Jemima A June 6 1900.............17: 45
McCoid —— d of Joseph W and Mary E Dec 9 1898.............16: 423
McColley Charles D of John B and Anna Aug 28 1896.............16: 233
McColley Clara I of John B and Anna Feb 6 1894.............16: 9
McColley Sarah F of John B and Anna Feb 8 1895.............16: 99
McCumb Mary R of William H and Mary A Mar 20 1892.............15: 73
McCombs Madeline of William A and Margaret T Aug 30 1895.............16: 166
McCombs Margaret T of William and Margaret July 6 1893..15: 196
McConnell Alice M of Peter J and Alice M May 5 1900........17: 37
McConnell Ambrose of John and Mary June 14 1900........17: 47
McConnell Annie J of Michael B and Mary A Nov 16 1898....16: 460
McConnell Catherine A of Frank and Catherine A Jan 30

1896 .................................................................16: 185
McConnell Catherine I of Thomas and Mary A Aug 19 1892....15: 106
McConnell Charles M of Michael B and Mary A Nov 3 1900....17: 98
McConnell Clara F of John and Mary Aug 12 1898.............16: 426
McConnell Edgar A of Samuel J and Janette Nov 23 1898....16: 443
McConnell Edward A of Alexander and Bridget Aug 19 1892....15: 112
McConnell Ellen of John and Elizabeth Oct 16 1892...........15: 108
McConnell Francis of John and Mary Jan 6 1898.................16: 400
McConnell Francis B of Hugh and Rose Apr 11 1892............15: 74
McConnell Francis V of Peter J and Alice M Jul 10 1893.....15: 213
McConnell Hugh of Hugh and Rose H Nov 9 1893.................15: 175
McConnell, James J of Peter J and Alice M Apr 13 1892......15: 97
McConnell John I of Peter J and Alice M July 31 1896........16: 228
McConnell John J of John and Mary R Mar 29 1896..............16: 210
McConnell John J of Michael B and Mary A Feb 16 1897......16: 306
McConnell John T of John and Mary Dec 17 1894..............16: 59
McConnell Joseph N of Peter J and Alice M Dec 25 1897.....16: 323
McConnell Margaret V of Hugh and Rose H June 20 1896.......16: 187
McConnell Mary C of Hugh and Rose H Dec 27 1899.............16: 588
McConnell Mary E of James and Sarah Jan 2 1896..............16: 187
McConnell Maurice L of Peter J and Alice M Sept 28 1894....16: 51
McConnell Temperance H of Ulysses S G and Isabel Sept 5

1898 .................................................................16: 422
McConnell Thomas of Philip and Corinne M June 8 1898.......16: 382
McConnell Thomas C of Ulysses S G and Isabelle M Sept 27

1899 .................................................................16: 547
McConnell Thomas J of Hugh and Rose H Jan 14 1898.........16: 374
McConnell Walter T of Hugh and Rose Jan 8 1895..............16: 94
McConnell ----- s of Alexander and Bridget Mar 24 1895.....16: 108
McConner Rose of John and Mary Feb 4 1892....................15: 88
McCoo Alfred E of Alfred P and Eliza A Aug 13 1892.........15: 127
McCoo Annie G of Edward J and Elizabeth Mar 1 1894........16: 33
McCoo Cora B of Alfred P and Eliza A Jan 23 1891............15: 25
McCoo Edward M of Edward J and Elizabeth June 8 1896......16: 212
McCoo Ellen of John and Catherine Jan 15 1892..............15: 66
McCoo Elsie A of Alfred P and Eliza A Nov 11 1900...........17: 101
McCoo Frederick R of Alfred A and Eliza A Sept 29 1895.....16: 173
McCoo Mary A of Michael J and Nellie Aug 2 1899............16: 511
McCoo ----- s of Alfred and Eliza A Jan 17 1894.............16: 36
McCoo Agnes M of Edward J and Elizabeth Apr 4 1895........16: 121
McCoo Edward M of Edward J and Elizabeth June 8 1896......16: 212
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

McCool James E of Edward J and Elizabeth Jan 30 1892..15: 88
McCool Walter J of Edward J and Elizabeth Jan 4 1893..15: 158
McCord Esther E of William and Agnes Feb 28 1897...........16: 281
McCord Grace A of William and Agnes Oct 27 1894............16: 57
McCord James H of William and Agnes W June 13 1893..15: 145
McCormack Emma of William H and Georgiana Apr 20 1895..16: 96
McCormack Margaret of Michael and Margaret Aug 22 1900.17: 75
McCormick Agnes of Patrick J and Martha Aug 2 1897.....16: 332
McCormick Alfred J of John T and Catherine Aug 18 1893..16: 171
McCormick Arthur of Catherine Apr 2 1894....................16: 15
McCormick Edward F of Michael and Margaret Feb 10 1897.16: 288
McCormick Edward H of John W and Margaret A Nov 12

1899
McCormick Elizabeth of Fred V and Anna M June 18 1900.17: 48
McCormick Emma of John J and Mary A Jan 12 1893...15: 161
McCormick Francis of Thomas and Mary A May 3 1893...15: 165
McCormick Frederic A of John and Mary A Mar 30 1896..16: 216
McCormick Frederick of John and Bridget Dec 2 1894..16: 85
McCormick George of Michael and Lizzie Mar 21 1892..15: 77
McCormick George S of William and Georgiana Feb 25 1897.16: 277
McCormick Gertrude of Thomas F and Bridget Feb 20 1896.16: 182
McCormick Helen of George P and Mary E Dec 1 1900...17: 107
McCormick Helen L of Patrick F and Mary Jan 17 1891..15: 25
McCormick Isabelle of John and Catherine Apr 27 1897..16: 289
McCormick James J of Thomas and Mary Nov 29 1896..16: 267
McCormick James L of William A and Mary R July 17 1895..16: 178
McCormick James P of Michael and Margaret Jan 29 1893..15: 147
McCormick James T of Bridget Dec 24 1899.................16: 569
McCormick Jennie L of George C and Belle Sept 3 1892..15: 107
McCormick John of John W and Mary A Oct 2 1898...16: 459
McCormick John of Patrick and Mary June 18 1897....16: 276
McCormick John J of Robert E and Mary T June 24 1899..16: 477
McCormick John P of Thomas F and Bridget Dec 22 1899.16: 588
McCormick Leo of Owen and Hannah Feb 1 1897.............16: 280
McCormick Lillian I of Thomas B and Mary Dec 21 1892..15: 114
McCormick Loretta of Patrick J and Mary V June 7 1893..15: 138
McCormick Madeline of Thomas F and Bridget Aug 31 1897..16: 318
McCormick Margaret of Patrick and Martha Apr 29 1892..15: 77
McCormick Mary of Owen J and Hannah July 15 1900...17: 62
McCormick Mary of Thomas and Mary A Sept 2 1898....16: 458
McCormick Mary A of John and Mary Sept 25 1896....16: 234
McCormick Mary A of Michael and Margaret May 14 1894..16: 20
McCormick Mary A of Thomas and Mary A Dec 29 1891..15: 50
McCormick Mary A of Thomas F and Bridget Apr 24 1894.16: 3
McCormick Mary J of Matthew J and Mary J Apr 11 1899 .. 16: 510
McCormick Mary R of John J and Mary A Oct 11 1894 .. 16: 84
McCormick Matthew of John and Catherine Oct 26 1891 .. 15: 34
McCormick Omilda C of John J and Mary A Apr 1 1900 .. 17: 28
McCormick Patrick of Patrick J and Martha Oct 3 1894 .. 16: 61
McCormick Pearl of Edward and Mary Apr 30 1897 .. 16: 296
McCormick Raymond P of Michael and Elizabeth Oct 26

1896 ........................................ 16: 241
McCormick Robert F of Patrick J and Martha Oct 29 1893 .. 15: 185
McCormick Robert H of Maleon and Hannah B Dec 4 1893 .. 15: 185
McCormick Rosanna of Patrick J and Martha Sept 18 1895 .. 16: 149
McCormick Rose F of Michael and Margaret Dec 12 1898 .. 16: 436
McCormick Thomas of Patrick J and Mary Apr 22 1895 .. 16: 93
McCormick Thomas of Thomas and Mary Dec 19 1894 .. 16: 86
McCormick Vincent A of Michael and Elizabeth July 3 1898 .. 16: 432
McCormick William of John and Bridget July 31 1892 .. 15: 126
McCormick William of Thomas and Bridget Feb 2 1891 .. 15: 1
McCormick William A of Michael and Margaret June 7 1895 .. 16: 109
McCormick William B of William A and Mary Sept 23 1898 .. 16: 419
McCormick William E of William H and Georgiana Dec 15

1897 ........................................ 15: 38
McCormick William H of Hugh J and Ellen T Jan 13 1891 .. 15: 6
McCormick William H of Owen J and Hannah Jan 18 1895 .. 16: 98
McCormick —— child of George and Mary Apr 8 1897 .. 16: 315
McCormick —— s of James and Mary May 8 1900 .. 17: 56
McCormick —— s of John and Mary Apr 10 1897 .. 16: 365
McCormick —— s of Mary May 8 1900 .. 17: 37
McCormick —— s of Michael and Lizzie Mar 1894 .. 16: 17
McCormick —— twin sons of Patrick F and Mary Oct 5 1892 .. 15: 128
McCormick —— s of Thomas B and Mary Nov 13 1896 .. 16: 243
McCormick —— d of William A and Mary R Feb 14 1894 .. 16: 28
McCoy Agnes (c) of Mattie Aug 30 1897 .. 16: 331
McCoy Arthur C of John C and Margaret E Mar 2 1895 .. 16: 100
McCoy Chester Bliss (c) of Henry V and Elizabeth Dec 29

1898 ........................................ 16: 424
McCoy Elwin E of Owen and Bridget Jan 22 1897 .. 16: 295
McCoy Francis J of James and Ellen Jan 2 1898 .. 16: 404
McCoy Francis M of James and Sarah A July 15 1894 .. 16: 54
McCoy Gertrude A of John C and Margaret Jan 19 1894 .. 16: 9
McCoy Henry M S (c) of Henry and Lizzie Oct 6 1892 .. 15: 144
McCoy Joseph of James and Sarah A Nov 6 1891 .. 15: 42
McCoy Newell (c) of Henry V and Lizzie June 8 1897 .. 16: 278
McCoy Walter R of James and Rosetta Mar 24 1900 .. 17: 25
McCoy Wilfred L of John C and Margaret E May 10 1898 .. 16: 381
McCoy William of James and Sarah A Sept 10 1895....16:144
McCoy William E (c) of Henry and Lizzie M Mar 18 1895..16: 95
McCoy William J of James E and Ellen June 18 1900....17: 48
McCoy ——(c) d of Henry and Lizzie Nov 27 1893....15:175
McCran Helen H of John E and Annie July 5 1896....16:244
McCran Mary G of John E S and Annie Aug 6 1898....16:418
McCran ——s of John E and Annie D June 3 1900....17: 44
McCran —— s of John E S and Annie Dec 19 1894....16: 74
McCrate James E of John R and Ellen E Jan 26 1897....16:295
McCrate John J of John R and Ellen Oct 2 1895....16:159
McCrate Mary J of John B and Ellen O Apr 16 1899....16:495
McCrea Jennie of John and Enphemia Feb 9 1894....16: 44
McCrea —— s of Henry and Caroline Jan 12 1896....16:213
McCreery Robert of Robert and Jennie B Mar 22 1900....17: 24
McCreery —— d of Robert and Jennie Dec 7 1898....16:461
McCrink Margaret of John and Ann June 10 1892....15:75 and 106
McCrudden Eileen of James and Margaret E Aug 7 1895....16:148
McCrudden James H of James and Margaret M Jan 23 1892....15: 69
McCrudden Kathleen E of James and Margaret E May 10
1893....15:144
McCune John T of John T and Nacey Mar 22 1897....16:308
McCune William A of William A and Carrie I Mar 14 1898....16:394
McCune —— s of Julia May 25 1898....16:384
McCune Clara of Peter and Ellen Mar 4 1896....16: 215
McCull Helen of Patrick and Catherine Jan 6 1896....16:295
McCullen Horace M of Charles and Phebe Nov 5 1899....16:585
McCulley Herbert M of Samuel S and Lizzie A Feb 5 1896....16:214
McCulloch Ruth J of Thomas M and Sarah L Oct 21 1896....16:259
McCulloch Sadie L of Thomas M and Sarah Apr 28 1899....16:594
McCullough Ann of Peter and Mary J Aug 2 1896....16:232
McCullough Bertha of Peter and Mary J Jan 27 1898....16:378
McCullough Charles of James A and Ellen J May 13 1895....16: 93
McCullough Dorothy M of John and Jennie Jan 23 1891....15: 4
McCullough Frank of James A and Ellen J Jan 2 1894....16: 1
McCullough Gladys H of Thomas M and Sarah L Apr 17 1895....16:115
McCullough John E of Michael and Sarah Mar 7 1898....16:380
McCullough Mary of Michael and Sarah A Jan 21 1900....17: 55
McCullough Mary of Peter and Mary Nov 18 1899....16:539
McCullough Mary C of James and Mary July 29 1900....17: 67
McCullough Mary F of James A and Ellen J Oct 5 1891....15: 33
McCullough Sarah of Michael and Sarah A Nov 6 1896....16:236
McCullough Selma of James and Mary Aug 24 1897....16:326
McCullough Thomas of James A and Ellen J June 11 1896....16:184
McCullough —— d of Robert and Martha May 14 1900....17: 56
McCune Herman A of Hugh F and Bertha M July 27 1900....17: 66
McCusker Francis E of John H and Ann A Feb 20 1896...16:215
McCusker Glendon of John and Elizabeth Nov 13 1895...16:136
McCusker Irving E G of James E and Jennie E June 18 1896...16:219
McCusker John H of John H and Ann A Sept 8 1893...15:207
McCusker Angela of Patrick and Catherine May 19 1892...15:75
McCusker Ann E of Thomas and Mary Mar 29 1893...15:160
McCusker Bertha F of Thomas H and Catherine L Aug 9

1898 ..................................................16:445
McCusker Catharina of Owen and Mary A June 12 1892...15:75
McCusker Catherine L of Thomas and Kate Jan 5 1897...16:297
McCusker Charles of Thomas and Mary May 9 1891...15:24
McCusker Daniel of Patrick and Catherine Mar 23 1896...16:190
McCusker Edmund of Owen and Mary A May 17 1894...16:13
McCusker Frank J of Owen and Mary A Aug 17 1900...17:73
McCusker Henrietta of James H and Mary J Dec 29 1891...15:59
McCusker Henry of Thomas and Mary July 2 1898...16:450
McCusker Hugh of Hugh and Susan Feb 22 1891...15:22
McCusker James P of Thomas and Mary Mar 13 1891...15:22
McCusker John of Daniel J and Mary E Mar 10 1898...16:380
McCusker John J of Patrick and Catherine Jan 9 1894...16:8
McCusker Leo of Owen and Mary A Jan 18 1897...16:279
McCusker Mary of Owen and Alice Nov 22 1894...16:78
McCusker Mary of Patrick and Catherine Oct 19 1892...15:124
McCusker Mary E of Thomas F and Mary Aug 22 1893...15:200
McCusker Patrick F of Patrick and Mary Oct 10 1891...15:57
McCusker Rose A of Owen and Mary A Dec 23 1898...16:431
McCusker Thomas F of Thomas F and Mary Aug 22 1893...15:200
McCusker Thomas F of Thomas F and Mary Nov 20 1894...16:78
McCusker Thomas II of Thomas H and Catherine L Aug 16

1895 ..........................................................16:162
McCusker Vincent A of Patrick and Catherine Dec 22 1899...16:540
McCusker — d of Mary Mar 2 1895...16:104
McCusker — s of Owen and Alice Mar 12 1892...15:89
McCusker — s of Owen and Alice July 31 1893...15:200
McCusker — s of Owen and Alice May 1 1897...16:365
McCusker — s of Patrick and Catherine Feb 12 1898...16:415
McDearmid Mary of Andrew and Sarah Feb 21 1899...16:472
McDeed Arthur P of Arthur and Elizabeth Dec 22 1893...15:199
McDeed Arthur V of James E and Mary E May 19 1900...17:40
McDeed James H of Arthur and Elizabeth Dec 24 1898...16:450
McDermott Agnes of Michael and Ellen Mar 9 1892...15:78
McDermott Albert F of Thomas F and Hannah L Jan 27 1892...15:72
McDermott Anna M of John W and Mary A Oct 10 1900...17:91
McDermott Bernard of John and Mary Nov 13 1891...15:50
McDermott Catherine E of Michael and Ellen Feb 20 1891...15:12
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

McDermott Catherine J of John and Mary June 16 1894...16: 7
McDermott Charles of John and Mary July 21 1899...16:579
McDermott Cornelius of Patrick J and Margaret June 14
1896...16:202
McDermott Edward of John and Mary Nov 13 1891...15: 49
McDermott Edward of Patrick and Margaret Sept 17 1891...15: 48
McDermott Elizabeth T of John F and Maria T Jan 14 1900...17: 53
McDermott Ellen J of John and Agnes July 23 1891...15: 35
McDermott Esther of Thomas W and Esther Jan 29 1900...17: 8
McDermott Esther of Thomas W and Esther F June 27 1897...16:294
McDermott Floretta L of Thomas and Elizabeth May 18 1893...15:149
McDermott Francis of George and Bridget Dec 27 1894...16: 64
McDermott George of Michael and Mary Feb 22 1895...16:107
McDermott Henry J of John W and Mary July 24 1892...15:103
McDermott Hugh C of John and Clara July 15 1894...16: 69
McDermott James J of James A and Annie Apr 3 1894...16: 6
McDermott Jennie of John and Clara May 16 1893...15:155
McDermott John of John J and Mary J June 8 1899...16:474
McDermott John E of John and Margaret Sept 16 1892...15:113
McDermott John J of Hugh and Mary Dec 2 1891...15: 42
McDermott John T of Michael and Mary Dec 18 1892...15:114
McDermott Joseph H of Joseph and Mary A Aug 21 1892...15:127
McDermott Lena of Richard and Bridget July 25 1898...16:433
McDermott Madeline E of Michael J and Eliza A July 28
1899...16:593
McDermott Madonna V of Robert J and Catherine F May 19
1899...16:512
McDermott Margaret of Thomas and Eltta F June 28 1893...15:155
McDermott Margaret J of Richard and Bridget Feb 10 1896...16:221
McDermott Mary of Thomas P and Ellen Sept 5 1893...15:186
McDermott Mary E of John and Mary Feb 17 1896...16:199
McDermott Mary E of Michael and Mary May 8 1899...16:488
McDermott Mary L of John F and Maria T June 3 1897...16:297
McDermott Mary M of Michael J and Eliza A Aug 15 1897...16:354
McDermott Matthew of Michael and Ellen May 9 1894...16:20
McDermott Nellie T of Michael J and Eliza Mar 30 1896...16:216
McDermott Owen of Michael and Mary Jan 31 1897...16:288
McDermott Owen of Owen and Mary Oct 10 1893...15:187
McDermott Patrick of Patrick and Margaret Feb 19 1894...16: 37
McDermott Ralph P of John F and Maria T July 9 1895...16:158
McDermott Robert A of Michael and Ellen Apr 21 1895...16:108
McDermott Robert J of Robert J and Catherine F Feb 17
1897...16:306
McDermott Thomas of John and Delia Nov 30 1891...15: 46
McDermott Thomas of Patrick and Margaret Jan 19 1893...15:162
McDermott Thomas H of James and Margaret Nov 18 1900..17: 103
McDermott William of Owen and Mary Dec 6 1896.............16: 244
McDermott — d of John and Ellen Mar 26 1897..................16: 365
McDermott — s of John and Matilda Mar 16 1896.............16: 194
McDermott — d of Joseph and Mary July 12 1893.............15: 199
McDermott — s of Richard and Bridget May 9 1894.........16: 23
McDevitt John N of William H and Sadie June 20 1892....15: 80
McDevitt Madeline F of Peter and Sarah July 25 1900......17: 66
McDevitt Paul of Patrick C and Mary A Mar 6 1891.......15: 12
McDevitt William H of Peter and Sarah Sept 27 1895......16: 145
McDivitt — d of Charles W and Catherine June 19 1900...17: 57
McDole Raymond J of James W and Anastasia July 27 1897.16: 345
McDonald Agnes M of James and Joanna July 17 1894....16: 46
McDonald Alice E of Peter and Mary Jan 1 1891............15: 11
McDonald Ambrosine of Edmund H and Nellie D Aug 22

1894

McDonald Annie of James J and Mary E Jan 15 1895......16: 110
McDonald Annie of Terence and Annie Oct 30 1898........16: 443
McDonald Annie L of Andrew P and Ellen T Oct 15 1891...15: 62
McDonald Bessie M of James and Bessie July 20 1900.....17: 64
McDonald Blanche B of Robert H and Mary E July 27 1898...16: 451
McDonald Bridget T of Thomas and Margaret J Mar 7 1896.16: 189
McDonald Catherine of John and Mary Oct 15 1899......16: 529
McDonald Catherine of Peter and Ellen Apr 29 1891......15: 30
McDonald Catherine of Peter and Nellie Dec 22 1894.......16: 59
McDonald Catherine A of Roderick and Mary A Jan 17 1897.16: 305
McDonald Catherine E of Patrick and Annie Dec 23 1891...15: 64
McDonald Catherine T of Walter S and Mary Sept 2 1893...15: 190
McDonald Charles T of Thomas W and Mary A July 13 1896.16: 261
McDonald Christopher of Daniel and Margaret Dec 22 1897..16: 330
McDonald Cornelius of James and Mary Nov 11 1900.......17: 101
McDonald Daniel of Daniel J and Matilda June 28 1895....16: 94
McDonald Eben W of Eben W and Catherine J July 20 1893.15: 200
McDonald Edith M of Edmund H and Nellie D Aug 28 1891.15: 44
McDonald Edward D of William G T and Jemima Dec 10

1899

McDonald Eliza of Thomas and Margaret J Dec 15 1892....15: 109
McDonald Elizabeth A of James and Mary Dec 13 1896......16: 227
McDonald Ellen of Alexander and Julia Feb 21 1893........15: 163
McDonald Ellen of Daniel F and Margaret Feb 10 1892.....15: 72
McDonald Ellen of James and Mary Feb 15 1892............15: 66
McDonald Esther M of John J and Lena July 5 1891.......15: 47
McDonald Esther M of Michael J and Frances A Feb 6 1899.16: 494
McDonald Ethel R of Robert H and Mary E May 16 1900....17: 39
FROM 1891 TO 1909 INCLUSIVE.

McDonald Evangeline A of Joshua S and Mary B Sept 26
1891 ........................................... 15 : 33
McDonald Flora of Roderick and Mary A Aug 24 1891 .... 15 : 60
McDonald Florence F J of Victor and Margaret Feb 27 1894 .... 16 : 6
McDonald Frances of William T and Mary A Oct 21 1891 .... 15 : 49
McDonald Francis A of Alexander and Julia A Oct 3 1900 .... 17 : 88
McDonald Francis J of Thaddius and Nora July 11 1894 .... A 1 : 31
McDonald Francis R of Walter S and Mary A June 2 1895 .... 16 : 113
McDonald George A of Hugh A and Mary E May 27 1897 .... 16 : 293
McDonald George E of John D and Agnes Aug 19 1899 .... 16 : 572
McDonald George T of Roderick and Mary A Oct 31 1893 .... 15 : 210
McDonald Gladys of Aaron and Maria Sept 12 1895 .... 16 : 159
McDonald Gladys L of John J and Edith L Feb 26 1900 .... 17 : 16
McDonald Harry F of Aaron and Maria D Nov 18 1900 .... 17 : 163
McDonald Helen G of Mark M and Eugenia July 29 1895 .... 16 : 178
McDonald Howard J T of John and Agnes May 9 1898 .... 16 : 403
McDonald Hugh A of Daniel and Margaret Oct 3 1892 .... 15 : 128
McDonald Hugh J of Hugh and Mary Mar 9 1897 .... 16 : 292
McDonald Irene of Thomas W and Mary A Mar 4 1899 .... 16 : 509
McDonald Irene M of Alexander and Margaret May 9 1896 .... 16 : 186
McDonald James of Joseph and Ann Feb 10 1894 .... 16 : 28
McDonald John of John and Lucy July 6 1892 .... 15 : 122
McDonald John of Peter and Ellen Nov 30 1892 .... 15 : 111
McDonald John E of James and Mary Dec 9 1894 .... 16 : 49
McDonald John E of Michael J and Fannie A July 1 1900 .... 17 : 59
McDonald John F of Burdick and Bridget Apr 5 1891 .... 15 : 23
McDonald John F of Daniel and Margaret May 23 1891 .... 15 : 9
McDonald John F of John and Nellie Nov 21 1899 .... 16 : 576
McDonald John J of Hugh and Mary Apr 12 1900 .... 17 : 31
McDonald Joseph of Alexander and Julia A Feb 11 1895 .... 16 : 126
McDonald Joseph of John and Lena Sept 11 1898 .... 16 : 458
McDonald Joseph P of Joseph and Ann Mar 16 1892 .... 15 : 93
McDonald Lillian H of Augustus and Mary June 2 1895 .... 16 : 113
McDonald Margaret of Alexander and Julia A Dec 10 1896 .... 16 : 267
McDonald Margaret B J of Victor and Margaret Apr 25 1896 .... 16 : 217
McDonald Margaret E of Thomas and Margaret J Mar 3 1894 .... 16 : 10
McDonald Maria of John and Lena Dec 3 1893 .... 15 : 172
McDonald Mary of Alexander and Julia A Mar 30 1891 .... 15 : 27
McDonald Mary of James J and Mary E Jan 10 1892 .... 15 : 85
McDonald Mary of John and Ellen Dec 3 1893 .... A 1 : 30
McDonald Mary A of Daniel and Margaret May 25 1895 .... 16 : 102
McDonald Mary C of Thomas W and Mary A Aug 19 1893 .... 15 : 206
McDonald Mary J of John and Lucy Sept 12 1893 .... 15 : 204
McDonald Mary T of Jeremiah and Catherine Oct 11 1895 .... 16 : 167
McDonald Matthew J of John F and Ellen July 10 1897 .... 16 : 347
McDonald Mortimer L of James and Joanna Apr 30 1892...15: 67
McDonald Nellie of Peter and Nellie Nov 3 1896..............16: 236
McDonald Pearl M of Robert II and Mary E June 23 1896...16: 196
McDonald Raymond A of Martin and Bridget E May 11 1892.15: 79
McDonald Robert of Terrence and Annie July 10 1892....15: 117
McDonald Robert of William G T and Jemima May 25 1898..16: 385
McDonald Stephen of Alexander and Margaret July 4 1898.16: 450
McDonald Thomas of Catherine June 1899.....................16: 514
McDonald Walter S and Mary A Nov 5 1891...................15: 49
McDonald William of John and Lena Aug 19 1896..........16: 248
McDonald William F of William and Martha B Mar 19 1895.16: 100
McDonald William J of Hugh A and Mary Nov 24 1890...17: 195
McDonald William J of Master and Mary E Jan 7 1900......17: 2
McDonald —— s of Angus and Rose A Oct 16 1892.........15: 118
McDonald —— s of Annie July 12 1892.........................15: 110
McDonald —— s of Annie Feb 10 1894..........................16: 15
McDonald —— s of Bernard and Mary Aug 22 1899.........16: 527
McDonald —— s of Charles and Nora Nov 21 1898.........16: 436
McDonald —— d of Franklin A and Mabel July 29 1898...16: 131
McDonald —— d of Harry and Eleanor Oct 14 1897.......16: 313
McDonald —— s of James F and Mary J Feb 3 1895.......16: 125
McDonald —— s of John and Lucy July 6 1891..............15: 65
McDonald —— s of John and Lucy June 29 1896..........16: 208
McDonald —— s of John C and Cora E Aug 7 1892.......15: 127
McDonald —— d of Thomas and Margaret J Oct 1 1891....15: 40
McDonald —— d of William J and Martha B Nov 6 1891....15: 42
McDonnell Catherine of Daniel F and Margaret Sept 12 1900.17: 82
McDonnell Elizabeth of Thomas and Catherine Mar 26 1900..17: 25
McDonnell Ellen M of Eben W and Catherine J May 27 1896.16: 212
McDonnell George of Patrick and Margaret Nov 27 1900...17: 105
McDonnell Hildegarde L of Patrick F and Margaret A Nov 18

1897 ..........................................................16: 358
McDonnell Isabella of John and Lena Oct 21 1892........15: 101
McDonnell John E of Thomas and Catherine Apr 17 1898...16: 391
McDonnell Mary of Thomas and Katie May 17 1896........16: 201
McDonough Agnes E of James and Mary A June 6 1892....15: 77
McDonough Alexander N of Thaddeus and Nora Dec 2 1896.16: 247
McDonough Annie of Michael and Catherine Nov 13 1894...16: 58
McDonough Annie J of John and Delia Nov 27 1894.......16: 64
McDonough Annie M of John and Mary June 10 1895......16: 130
McDonough Annie T of John and Hannah Nov 11 1898.....16: 429
McDonough Charlotte T of John T and Mary A Sept 30 1896.16: 229
McDonough Edward of John and Annie Aug 23 1896.........16: 233
McDonough Edward P of John and Mary Oct 5 1893.........15: 208
McDonough Edward T of Edward R and Sarah E Nov 1 1894.16: 84
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

McDonough Ellen of John and Mary July 6 1900...........17: 60
McDonough Frances E of James and Annie Dec 30 1898......16: 450
McDonough Francis of Francis and Margaret Apr 16 1899...16: 484
McDonough Francis J of John T and Mary A Apr 5 1892....15: 76
McDonough Frances J of Thaddens and Nora July 11 1894...16: 65
McDonough Grace E of James and Mary July 6 1892........15: 111
McDonough Harriet G of John T and Mary E July 26 1894...16: 50
McDonough James F of James and Margaret Aug 25 1898....16: 418
McDonough James F of James and Mary A Feb 12 1900......17: 13
McDonough John of Patrick and Annie T June 14 1900.....17: 46
McDonough John J of John and Mary Sept 3 1891...........15: 40
McDonough Joseph of John R and Bridget June 17 1891....15: 29
McDonough Maria C of James J and Mary A Feb 7 1898.....16: 400
McDonough Mary of Bernard J and Bridget A July 30 1894...16: 50
McDonough Mary of John and Delia Feb 19 1893............15: 148
McDonough Mary of Michael and Catherine Apr 29 1892....15: 96
McDonough Mary B W of Thaddens A and Nora July 15 1899
McDonough Matthew of John and Hannah Nov 30 1892......15: 109
McDonough Ruth of Michael and Sarah A June 25 1900.....17: 50
McDonough Sarah of Michael and Catherine Jan 4 1897.....16: 279
McDonough Theresa of Michael and Catherine Sept 25 1898..16: 427
McDonough Thomas of Simon and Catherine Jan 10 1896....16: 184
McDonough Timothy M of Thaddens and Nora July 27 1892..15: 114
McDonough Violet V of Michael A and Sarah A Jan 27 1899..16: 489
McDonough Walter A of Michael A and Sarah A Apr 6 1897..16: 289
McDonough — s of James and Margaret June 27 1897.......16: 366
McDonough — s of John and Mary Sept 6 1897............16: 355
McDonough — d of John T and Mary Sept 30 1896.........16: 239
McDonough — d of Mary July 26 1894..................16: 59
McDonough — s of Simon and Catherine Oct 20 1892.......15: 104
McDougall Annie G of Edward and Margaret Dec 14 1895....16: 147
McDougall Bernard of Edward and Margaret X Sept 23 1899..16: 536
McDougall Jennie B of William and Margaret J Oct 23 1894..16: 51
McDougall — s of Mary Sept 25 1897..................16: 367
McDougall Arthur R of Edward J and Nettie Oct 2 1900....17: 88
McDougall Clara of Charles and Annie E June 15 1900......17: 48
McDougall Edmund J of Edward J and Margaret X July 8
McDougall Frank of Edward and Nettie Aug 25 1897.......15: 105
McDougall George of Charles and Annie E Feb 6 1896.......16: 326
McDougall Henry of William and Margaret J July 5 1892....15: 102
McDougall Margaret I of Edward J and Margaret Apr 11 1894..16: 12
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Birth Date</th>
<th>Event Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McDougall Raymond H</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>May 17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDougall —— d of</td>
<td>Isabella</td>
<td>July 21 1896</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDowell Georgiana</td>
<td>of William and</td>
<td>Dec 13 1899</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDowell Hugh E M</td>
<td>of Hugh M and</td>
<td>Aug 29 1891</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDowell Inez F</td>
<td>of George W and</td>
<td>Nov 30 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDowell Richard J</td>
<td>of Richard and</td>
<td>Mar 24 1897</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDowell William J</td>
<td>of Richard and</td>
<td>June 19 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDufl Beatrice</td>
<td>of Frank and</td>
<td>July 19 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDufl Earl of</td>
<td>Benjamin F and</td>
<td>Aug 8 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDufl Francis of</td>
<td>George and Eliza</td>
<td>Sep 28 1891</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDufl Hazel I of</td>
<td>Benjamin F and</td>
<td>Mar 8 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDufl Hubert A of</td>
<td>Robert and</td>
<td>Oct 6 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDufl Mary E of</td>
<td>Francis and</td>
<td>Catherine Apr 1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDufl Milton of</td>
<td>Benjamin F and</td>
<td>Jan Nov 10 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDufl Zella M of</td>
<td>Robert A and</td>
<td>Jul 13 1896</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mc Dwiret Lena of</td>
<td>Thomas and</td>
<td>Catherine Nov 15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElearney Margaret F</td>
<td>of Peter and</td>
<td>Sep 23 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElnay Sarah of</td>
<td>Hugh and</td>
<td>Aug 8 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElnuel Annie of</td>
<td>Hugh and</td>
<td>Jun 27 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElnuel Henry B of</td>
<td>Michael J and</td>
<td>Ellen T Dec 22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElnuel John T of</td>
<td>Michael J and</td>
<td>Ellen T Mar 25</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElnuel Joseph M of</td>
<td>Michael J and</td>
<td>Ellen T Oct 1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Anastasia of</td>
<td>William H and</td>
<td>Anastasia Mar 13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Annetta J of</td>
<td>Joseph H and</td>
<td>May 7 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Annie M of</td>
<td>Owen E and</td>
<td>Catherine Dec 21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Annie M of</td>
<td>Patrick J and</td>
<td>Bridget Jan 8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Arthur of</td>
<td>James and</td>
<td>Eliza Jan 8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Arthur V of</td>
<td>Owen and</td>
<td>Sarah May 19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Camilla of</td>
<td>Michael H and</td>
<td>Margaret Sept 21</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Catherine of</td>
<td>James and</td>
<td>Catherine Sept 3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Catherine of</td>
<td>William and</td>
<td>Mary Feb 5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Catherine A</td>
<td>of Patrick and</td>
<td>Catherine Mar 1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Catherine E</td>
<td>of Edward and</td>
<td>Margaret June 7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Catherine F</td>
<td>of William J and</td>
<td>Annie Dec 3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Charles E of</td>
<td>Robert J and</td>
<td>Florence Dec 2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Charles F of</td>
<td>Owen and</td>
<td>Sarah Feb 9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Earl W of</td>
<td>Mary A Sept 13</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Edward J of</td>
<td>Edward and</td>
<td>Margaret Dec 12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Elizabeth of</td>
<td>Edward and</td>
<td>Margaret Aug 24</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Elizabeth of</td>
<td>John H and</td>
<td>Margaret Nov 20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Elizabeth of</td>
<td>William H and</td>
<td>Mary Jan 18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Francis of</td>
<td>Michael J and</td>
<td>Margaret July 26</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Francis J of</td>
<td>James and</td>
<td>Eliza J Feb 8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McElroy Francis J of</td>
<td>Thomas H and</td>
<td>Ellen M Sept 3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
McElroy Frank of Michael J and Mary Aug 4 1893.............15: 206
McElroy Gertrude of Michael and Mary Jan 2 1899............16: 506
McElroy Gladys M of John H and Margaret A Nov 25 1898...16: 423
McElroy Harold W of Peter J and Nora Sept 25 1893 ......15: 208
McElroy Henry E of George and Mary Dec 13 1894.......16: 62
McElroy Henry P of Patrick J and Bridget Aug 8 1891......15: 36
McElroy Hugh J of Bernard L and Mary E Dec 27 1897......16: 320
McElroy Hugh J of Owen and Sarah May 19 1892............15: 98
McElroy James J of Joseph H and Mary E Apr 26 1891....15: 8
McElroy James T of James and Eliza Dec 15 1893........15: 138
McElroy John of William H and Mary Nov 26 1892.........15: 130
McElroy John F of John F and Margaret E June 6 1891...15: 29
McElroy John H of James H and Catherine A Aug 31 1891..15: 54
McElroy John J of Bernard L and Mary Nov 16 1899.......16: 524
McElroy John J of Patrick and Catharine Nov 29 1899...16: 586
McElroy John P of John P and Catherine E Mar 22 1900...17: 24
McElroy John S of William B and Mary A Nov 10 1892....15: 101
McElroy Joseph H of John F and Margaret E Nov 12 1895..16: 174
McElroy Leo of Patrick J and Bridget T Dec 4 1900.......17: 108
McElroy Leonard of Michael H and Margaret Dec 14 1895..16: 111
McElroy Lillian of James and Eliza June 21 1900..........17: 49
McElroy Louise of Edward and Margaret Nov 2 1900........17: 98
McElroy Margaret M of Edward and Margaret Dec 12 1895..16: 169
McElroy Marguerite A of Michael H and Margaret Nov 1

1900........................................17: 98
McElroy Maria V of Michael J and Margaret May 16 1900..17: 39
McElroy Marion V of James and Eliza J Feb 23 1898......16: 386
McElroy Mary of Edward and Mary E Aug 14 1895 .......16: 143
McElroy Mary of William H and Mary Mar 23 1899.......16: 510
McElroy Mary V of Owen and Mary L Aug 2 1891 .......15: 56
McElroy Matthew H of Owen and Sarah May 12 1897.......16: 289
McElroy Michael of Michael and Mary Apr 28 1892.....15: 74
McElroy Nellie of William H and Mary Dec 12 1894......16: 86
McElroy Raymond P of Owen and Sarah May 26 1899.......16: 488
McElroy Robert E of Robert J and Florence Nov 1 1897..16: 358
McElroy Rose E of Edward and Margaret Sept 1 1898....16: 452
McElroy Sarah of Edward and Catherine Oct 13 1898....16: 419
McElroy Stella of Edward and Mary E Apr 17 1900......17: 32
McElroy Thomas E of Patrick and Kate Dec 4 1893.......15: 172
McElroy Vincent V of Thomas H and Ellen June 10 1895..16: 94
McElroy Walter M of William F and Josephine Dec 20 1899.16: 388
McElroy William of John H and Margaret A Mar 9 1897...16: 295
McElroy William of Richard and Flora Dec 27 1899....16: 555
McElroy William of William J and Anna E Apr 29 1893....15: 151
McElroy William A of William T and Mary C Nov 30 1900..17: 106
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

McElroy William E of James J and Mary A Jan 5 1895......16: 124
McElroy William J of James and Catherine July 11 1899......16: 590
McElroy William J of Patrick J and Bridget T Aug 29 1898......16: 422
McElroy William J of William A and Catherine F Aug 11

1891........................................................................15: 39
McElroy —— s of John and Margaret E Dec 28 1892......15: 131
McElroy —— d of Mary Mar 17 1896..............................16: 187
McElroy —— s of Mary Feb 3 1899................................16: 484
McElroy —— s of Michael and Mary Dec 28 1898..........16: 140
McElroy —— d of Richard and Florence Sept 29 1897......16: 350
McElroy —— s of William and Mary Dec 31 1895...........16: 141
McEnaney Catherine of Frank and Ann May 7 1898......16: 381
McEnaney Edward F of John E and Bridget Aug 28

1893...........................................................................15: 178 and A 1: 30
McEnaney Robert of Frank and Ann Nov 11 1894.........16: 58
McEnaney Susan A of John E and Bridget Aug 28

1893...........................................................................15: 178 and A 1: 30
McEnaney Walter of Frank and Ann July 17 1900........17: 63
McEnaney —— d of Frank and Annie Oct 26 1893.........15: 180
McEnaney —— d of Mary Jan 10 1893.........................15: 141
McEnanley Elena of James F and Margaret E Nov 13 1893..15: 181
McEnanley Felix of Felix and Isabella J July 9 1891......15: 38
McEnanley Jane of James F and Margaret July 13 1895..16: 142
McEnanley Margaret of James F and Margaret June 24 1897.16: 284
McEnanley Mary I of James and Margaret Oct 29 1892...15: 108
McEnearney Bernard of Francis and Ann Oct 1 1891......15: 40
McEntee Gertrude A of Patrick and Amelia M July 12 1893..15: 170
McEntee John of John and Nora Oct 2 1898................16: 428
McEntee Thomas M of John and Nora June 19 1900.........17: 49
McEvay Francis E of John F and Helen July 8 1900......17: 61
McEvoy Loretta of John and Mary V June 27 1893.........15: 145
McEvoy Annie J of John F and Bridget J May 26 1891...15: 29
McEvoy Charles J of James and Delia Nov 4 1893.........15: 187
McEvoy Eugene V of John F and Bridget J Dec 4 1895...16: 175
McEvoy Frederick J of John F and Josephine Oct 6 1893.15: 208
McEvoy James F of James and Bridget Feb 27 1899.......16: 472
McEvoy Mary E of James and Bridge Oct 18 1895.........16: 136
McEwen Edith L of John and May A Feb 20 1900..........17: 15
McEwen John H of James and Jane Mar 11 1893............15: 136
McEwen Josephine E of George E and Annie C Mar 22 1899.16: 473
McFadden Grace A of George E and Mary J May 12 1898..16: 373
McFadden Joseph F of Thomas and Bridget Oct 9 1893...15: 208
McFadden —— s of Thomas and Bridget May 22 1891......15: 24
**FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McFall Walter S</td>
<td>of Henrietta</td>
<td>30 Sep 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFallon Joseph F</td>
<td>of Thomas and Margaret</td>
<td>2 Sep 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarlan</td>
<td>d of Sarah July</td>
<td>16 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarland Bridget</td>
<td>of George and Bridget</td>
<td>29 Oct 1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarland Catherine of James and Annie</td>
<td>30 Sep 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarland Francis of James W and Tillie</td>
<td>A June 25 1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarland Frank of Charles and Lillian Aug</td>
<td>19 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarland Hugh J</td>
<td>of James W and Tillie A</td>
<td>June 23 1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarland James of James and Annie</td>
<td>Mar 25 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarland James F</td>
<td>of James W and Matilda A</td>
<td>July 25 1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarland John of James and Mary E</td>
<td>Aug 16 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarland Lillian M of James W and Tillie A</td>
<td>Mar 2 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarland Matilda A of James and Mary E</td>
<td>Sep 21 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarland Matilda A of James W and Matilda A</td>
<td>Oct 26 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarland Mildred A</td>
<td>of Matthew and Mary E</td>
<td>Apr 12 1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarland Royal A of Matthew and Mary E</td>
<td>Apr 12 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarland</td>
<td>d of James and Annie E</td>
<td>Sep 22 1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarlane Delia T</td>
<td>of George and Bridget</td>
<td>Jan 14 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarlane Isabella M W of John and Joanna</td>
<td>June 4 1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarlane Janet of James and Annie A</td>
<td>May 7 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarlane Mary A of George and Bridget</td>
<td>July 23 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarlane Mary V of James and Annie E</td>
<td>Feb 2 1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGahey Francis J of Peter and Catherine A</td>
<td>May 7 1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGahey William of Owen and Margaret E</td>
<td>Nov 14 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGair Albertina of Francis and Albertina</td>
<td>Aug 3 1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGair Annie of Owen and Ann</td>
<td>Nov 21 1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGair Charles E of Frank and Albertina</td>
<td>Mar 1 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGair Francis C of Francis and Albertina</td>
<td>Sep 22 1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGair Henry R of John F and Mary C</td>
<td>Mar 29 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGair James of Owen and Ellen</td>
<td>Nov 18 1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGair Rose of Owen and Ann</td>
<td>Nov 21 1894</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGair William J of John F and Mary V</td>
<td>Oct 28 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGair</td>
<td>d of John and Mary</td>
<td>Nov 2 1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGale Helen V of John J and Ellen</td>
<td>Dec 29 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGale Margaret M of John J and Ellen</td>
<td>May 24 1894</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGale Mary A of John J and Ellen</td>
<td>Dec 29 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGann George of John J and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Dec 31 1891</td>
<td>15: 43 and 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGann Helen A of John T and Annie T</td>
<td>June 29 1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGann Henry of John J and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Jan 18 1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGann John J of Michael J and Mary A</td>
<td>June 23 1897</td>
<td>16: 311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGann John T of John T and Annie</td>
<td>Mar 22 1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGann Madeline M of John T and Annie</td>
<td>T Mar 12 1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGann Mary of John and Theresa A</td>
<td>Dec 13 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGann Mary M of William E and Mary A</td>
<td>Apr 4 1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
McGann Sarah M of John T and Annie T Sept 24 1892... 15:128
McGann —— d of Frank and Lizzie May 24 1898... 16:468
McGann —— s of Michael and Mary Aug 29 1898... 16:469
McGann —— s of Michael J and Mary A Dec 2 1899... 16:598
McGann —— s of Sarah June 30 1895... 16:105
McGann —— d of Sarah Feb 8 1899... 16:484
McGiant Mary C of Mary Sept 8 1893... 15:183
McGarahan Katie of John and Nellie July 23 1895... 16:138
McGarahan Mary of John and Nellie Aug 6 1897... 16:321
McGarahan Annie R of John and Emma Aug 3 1900... 17:69
McGarahan James J of John and Ellen Jan 26 1900... 17:6
McGarahan John F of John and Ellen July 22 1893... 15:177
McGarahan Mary C of Patrick and Annie June 16 1894... 16:14
McGarahan —— s of Patrick and Annie Sept 28 1896... 16:234
McGarrellie Francis J of Thomas and Annie Oct 16 1900... 17:92
McGarrellie Charles C of Charles and Hattie Aug 5 1896... 16:242
McGarrellie Francis M of Charles A and Harriet A Jan 28
1899... 16:487
McGarritz William P of James and Mary Nov 26 1894... 16:71
McGary Agnes of John J and Ellen May 5 1900... 17:37
McGary Arthur of Michael J and Margaret A Feb 6 1899... 16:479
McGary Arthur J of John and Delia R Aug 30 1898... 16:458
McGary Catherine of John and Ellen Aug 20 1893... 15:186
McGary Celia (twin) of John J and Ellen May 5 1900... 17:37
McGary Edward of Michael J and Margaret A July 30 1896... 16:242
McGary James of John and Ellen May 5 1897... 16:289
McGary John of John and Ellen Dec 5 1894... 16:64
McGary Julia of James J and Julia Dec 21 1895... 16:176
McGary Margaret E of Michael J and Margaret A Dec 26
1899... 16:540
McGary Mary of John J and Bridget Apr 20 1892... 15:79
McGary Mary R of James and Delia T Sept 4 1896... 16:263
McGary Michael of Michael E and Annie May 31 1898... 16:410
McGary Regina of John and Delia R Mar 14 1900... 17:22
McGary James F of James and Mary May 2 1899... 16:495
McGary John J of James and Mary Mar 18 1897... 16:296
McGary Mary of James and Mary Apr 11 1893... 15:154
McGary Grace E of David and Jennie Apr 14 1898... 16:402
McGary —— s of Edward and Margaret Mar 21 1894... 16:38
McGary Robert S of David and Jennie W Dec 2 1896... 16:241
McGary —— d of Margaret Jan 28 1896... 16:194
McGanghey Joseph of Joseph and Elizabeth May 12 1894... 16:15
McGanghey —— s of Lizzie May 12 1893... 15:146
McGeary James P of Owen and Mary A Mar 14 1898... 16:375
McGee Esther L of Frances E Sept 27 1897... 16:331
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

McGee Helena G of Samuel and Nellie Oct 10 1900 ........ 17: 91
McGee Irene of John F and Mary Apr 18 1900 ........ 17: 32
McGee Irving D of William B and Margaret Mar 28 1893 ........ 15: 154
McGee James of John J and Catherine Jan 27 1895 ........ 16: 95
McGee James F of John J and Nora Dec 13 1900 ........ 17: 110
McGee James L of John J and Catherine Feb 28 1895 ........ 16: 95
McGee John of William B and Ellen V May 14 1894 ........ 16: 34
McGee John J of John J and Nora May 20 1897 ........ 16: 283
McGee Lillian of James and Lizzie June 12 1894 ........ 16: 14
McGee Margaret of James and Margaret Jan 7 1898 ........ 16: 404
McGee Mary E of James and Elizabeth Sept 12 1898 ........ 16: 427
McGee Mary E of James and Margaret Jan 27 1893 ........ 15: 146
McGee Sarah T of William B and Ellen Oct 16 1892 ........ 15: 124
McGee Savina of James and Margaret June 25 1894 ........ 16: 14
McGee Thomas F of James and Margaret June 11 1891 ........ 15: 9
McGee Thomas F of James and Margaret Feb 27 1893 ........ 16: 189
McGee — d of John J and Ellen June 7 1894 ........ 16: 7
McGee — s of Owen and Mary June 3 1899 ........ 16: 505
McGeiian — d of Annie Aug 30 1891 ........ 15: 44
McGeeney Peter J of Patrick and Ellen Nov 12 1892 ........ 15: 108
McGeeney — d of Patrick and Ellen Nov 3 1891 ........ 15: 41
McGeeney — s of Patrick and Ellen Aug 8 1898 ........ 16: 433
McGeeney — s of Patrick and Nellie Jan 7 1900 ........ 17: 55
McGeeney Margaret M of James F and Louise C Dec 23

1894 ........ 16: 53
McGeough Ella F of Frank and Mary A Apr 30 1896 ........ 16: 191
McGeough Francis J of Frank and Mary A Mar 6 1892 ........ 15: 73
McGeough John of Thomas F and Margaret T Aug 26 1891 ........ 15: 40
McGeough Walter V of James and Joanna B Feb 2 1897 ........ 16: 277
McGerr John L of Patrick and Mary Nov 29 1897 ........ 16: 352
McGetrick Catherine L of John and Catherine July 18 1897 ........ 16: 347
McGetrick James of John and Catherine June 10 1893 ........ 15: 161
McGetrick John P of John and Catherine Feb 12 1895 ........ 16: 120
McGetrick Joseph of John and Catherine Mar 2 1899 ........ 16: 503
McGhee Gladys L of Robert and Hannah Aug 6 1895 ........ 16: 179
McGhee John A of John A and Ruth W Mar 3 1899 ........ 16: 509
McGhee John M of Robert and Hannah Sept 27 1899 ........ 16: 565
McGhee Marion of Robert and Hannah Dec 17 1897 ........ 16: 344
McGilliicuddy Ellen of Bartholomew and Bridget May 30

1894 ........ 16: 4
McGillivray Mary A of Hugh and Mary Aug 19 1898 ........ 16: 433
McGillivray Rose E of Hugh and Mary E June 1 1897 ........ 16: 394
McGillivray — s of Hugh and Mary E Mar 1 1893 ........ 16: 105
McGillivray John of John and Mary Nov 18 1900 ........ 17: 103
McGilvray Hugh of Hugh and Mary E Jan 6 1896..................16:208
McGinley Evelyn M of George F and Margaret T June 10 1898.16:382
McGinley Grace L of George F and Margaret T Sept 11 1900.17: 81
McGinley Margaret J of Hugh and Mary Mar 18 1897.............16:277
McGinley Mary V of Hugh J and Mary E Feb 10 1900.............17: 12
McGinlay Walter C of John J and Nellie G Feb 25 1900...........17: 16
McGinlay Catherine A of Joseph and Delia June 26 1896.........16:193
McGinley Edward of James and Matilda Sept 10 1892..............15:128
McGinley George L of John J and Helen G Dec 26 1897...........16:335
McGinley Grace of John J and Ellen G Feb 21 1894................16:29
McGinley James L of James and Matilda Mar 9 1896.................16:206
McGinley Mary E of Joseph and Bridget Jan 2 1899.................16:478
McGinley Vincent of James and Matilda July 18 1894..............16: 75
McGinley William J of Joseph and Bridget Jan 2 1899.............16:478
McGinley Agnes F of John A and Annie T Jan 28 1897..............16:291
McGin Alice of John H and Mary June 8 1898.......................16:388
McGin Arthur F of Peter F and Nellie L Dec 22 1896..............16:238
McGin Catherine G of John H and Mary May 27 1896..............16:187
McGin Charles E of Edward and Agnes Aug 24 1894.................16: 82
McGin Charles H of Charles H and Annie G Dec 22 1893............15:212
McGin Edith A of Terence and Margaret June 19 1899..............16:501
McGin Edward of James and Mary A Sept 28 1893.................15:201
McGin James J of Peter F and Helen L Mar 19 1895..............16:108
McGin John F of John H and Mary Dec 28 1896.....................16:238
McGin John H of John H and Mary July 31 1894.................16: 50
McGin John R of Charles H and Annie Y Feb 10 1898..............16:496
McGin Joseph C of Bernard and Sarah Apr 23 1891.................15: 28
McGin Joseph L of James and Alice M Dec 19 1898..............16:462
McGin Joseph P of John and Mary A Jan 10 1899.................16:478
McGin Lucy J of John A and Annie T June 22 1892...............15: 83
McGin Margaret L of Patrick and Margaret Nov 3 1900...........17: 98
McGin Margaret M of John A and Fanny Dec 10 1894..............15: 63
McGin Mary E of Terence and Margaret Feb 4 1895..............16:117
McGin Mary I of Edward and Agnes May 18 1899.................16:482
McGin Mary J of John and Mary A May 5 1895.....................16:102
McGin Raymond of Peter F and Nellie L Dec 6 1898..............16:430
McGin Rose M of Patrick and Margaret Aug 8 1899..............16:571
McGin Sarah A of Patrick and Margaret July 24 1898.............16:451
McGin Sarah E of Edward and Agnes Nov 20 1896.............16:267
McGin Terence of Terence J and Maria V June 6 1900............17: 45
McGin Walter R of John A and Annie T Dec 27 1893..............15:192
McGin Walter P of Terence and Margaret Apr 12 1898.............16:397
McGin s of John and Mary A Dec 12 1900.........................17:121
McGin s of Joseph and Agnes Dec 2 1897.........................16:333
McGin d of Peter F and Ellen L Aug 4 1900.................17: 69
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

McGinness Mary C of John C and Margaret July 29 1891...15: 39
McGinness Francis R of John C and Margaret Apr 3 1896...16: 216
McGinness James of Joseph F and Delia A Mar 11 1894...16: 33
McGinness James E of John C and Margaret June 10 1894...16: 42
McGinness John C of John C and Margaret Mar 29 1893...15: 164
McGinty James J of James J and Mary E June 30 1897...16: 276
McGinty Martha of James J and Mary E Nov 5 1892...15: 32
McGinty Mary of Robert and Mary A Mar 14 1895...16: 127
McGinty Mary C of James J and Mary E Sept 27 1899...16: 523
McGinty Mary M of George F and Margaret T Feb 3 1897...16: 280
McGinty William of Robert and Mary A Sept 13 1899...16: 582
McGirr Joseph V of John T and Mary A June 11 1892...15: 75
McGirr Lillian M of Peter and Nellie Jan 23 1897...16: 291
McGirr Mary A of Peter and Ellen Jan 7 1899...16: 489
McGirr Mary L of Thomas and Catherine July 8 1899...16: 545
McGirr Matthew F of John T and Mary A Jan 30 1896...16: 188
McGirr Sarah G of John J and Mary A Nov 12 1897...16: 329
McGirr Theresa of John T and Mary A June 7 1894...16: 14
McGiirr Agnes of John and Bridget May 8 1894...16: 31
McGiirr Arthur of Patrick and Mary Jan 9 1895...16: 119
McGiirr Mary E of Patrick and Mary Jan 12 1894...15: 21
McGiirr Mary E of Patrick and Mary Aug 26 1899...16: 572
McGiirr Patrick J of Patrick and Mary Dec 31 1900...17: 116
McGiirr Thomas A of John and Bridget Oct 23 1891...15: 57
McGiiven Mark of James B and Annie T June 2 1895...16: 93
McGlashing — d of Clayton E and Dolly Apr 2 1894...16: 26
McGllynn Mary A of John and Catherine May 18 1892...15: 94
McGoldrick Andrew J of Andrew J and Matilda July 10 1898, 16: 132
McGoldrick Ellen of Thomas and Catherine Jan 17 1892...15: 88
McGoldrick Mary H of Andrew and Matilda May 29 1895...16: 103
McGoldrick — d of Mary June 24 1892...15: 76
McConigal Isabella of Hugh and Isabella Dec 22 1891...16: 60
McConigle Alice T of William and Hannah Dec 5 1897...16: 329
McConigle Frank of John and Bridget June 4 1900...17: 45
McConigle George of William E and Hannah Nov 5 1894...16: 58
McConigle Walter J of William E and Hannah Sept 28 1891, 15: 10
McConnell — s of Patrick and Ellen June 23 1899...16: 185
McGorty Mary A of Matthias and Abbie May 13 1897...16: 310
McGorty Matthias of Matthias and Abbie M Nov 6 1893...15: 210
McGough Helen L of James and Joanna B Aug 12 1900...17: 72
McGough Joseph R of James and Joanna B Aug 12 1893...15: 174
McGough Margaret M of Patrick F and Rosanna Feb 9 1899, 16: 172
McGough Mary L of Arthur and Annie E Nov 1 1896...16: 266
McGough — s of Arthur and Annie E Dec 21 1891...15: 64
McGough — d of Arthur and Annie E June 1 1893...15: 165
McGovern Alice of James F and Catherine J June 7 1899...16:501
McGovern Alice M of Patrick and Alice A June 22 1892...15:95
McGovern Anna of Thomas and Ellen Aug 19 1898...16:452
McGovern Anna M of Patrick and Annie M Aug 27 1898...16:427
McGovern Annie J of Edward and Bridget Aug 6 1895...16:171
McGovern Annie M of Thomas F and Mary Sept 12 1898...16:422
McGovern Catherine of James and Annie Sept 22 1896...16:225
McGovern Catherine of William J and Margaret Feb 4 1898...16:379
McGovern Charles S of James and Mary Oct 24 1893...15:202
McGovern Ellen T of Patrick and Mary E Apr 5 1893...15:149
McGovern Esther of George F and Annie E Feb 18 1894...16:37
McGovern Eugene C of Patrick and Alice July 17 1894...16:62
McGovern Everett J of Patrick and Ellen Aug 25 1892...15:123
McGovern Francis of Edward J and Annie E Apr 2 1892...15:67
McGovern Francis A of William J and Margaret A Feb 20

1900

McGovern Francis J of Owen and Rose A Aug 24 1899...16:546
McGovern Francis W of Michael H and Helen M July 20 1894...16:75
McGovern Frank of Edward J and Eliza Aug 10 1893...15:170
McGovern Frank of Patrick H and Mary Oct 15 1898...16:447
McGovern James J of Thomas and Mary Nov 6 1892...15:101
McGovern James P of Patrick and Mary A Oct 26 1895...16:146
McGovern John of James and Mary Apr 19 1895...16:122
McGovern John of Patrick and Mary A Dec 22 1897...16:340
McGovern John J of Patrick and Annie Jan 12 1895...16:98
McGovern John J of Peter and Bridget Nov 6 1894...16:52
McGovern Joseph L of Thomas and Margaret Apr 19 1891...15:28
McGovern Josephine of Thomas H and Margaret M Mar 1

1897

McGovern Loretta of Patrick and Ellen Apr 3 1900...17:28
McGovern Margaret A of Thomas and Mary Oct 11 1894...16:56
McGovern Margaret M of William J and Margaret A Jan 5

1895

McGovern Mark of James and Mary Jan 22 1892...15:88
McGovern Mary of James and Annie Dec 4 1893...15:172
McGovern Mary of Peter and Bridget Oct 31 1899...16:529
McGovern Mary A of Mark and Maria Jan 14 1894...16:31
McGovern Mary E of Francis and Bridget Nov 3 1892...15:116
McGovern Mary E of Patrick and Mary A Feb 4 1892...15:69
McGovern Mary I of Patrick and Ann M Aug 24 1893...15:178
McGovern Mary J of Patrick and Alice A Dec 29 1894...16:86
McGovern Nellie of Patrick and Ellen Oct 11 1895...16:156
McGovern Peter of Peter and Bridget Mar 27 1896...16:186
McGovern Rosanna of Owen and Rosanna July 4 1898...16:434
McGovern Thomas of James and Annie May 13 1891...15:3
McGovern Thomas C of Thomas and Margaret M Mar 2 1893. 15: 163
McGovern Thomas F of Edward J and Ann E Apr 19 1891... 15: 3
McGovern Thomas F of Thomas F and Mary May 7 1896... 16: 186
McGovern William A of William J and Margaret A May 10

1896 ............................................................. 16: 192
McGovern William P of Patrick and Annie M July 8 1900... 17: 61
McGovern —— d of Francis and Bridget Jan 1 1895. .......... 16: 109
McGovern —— s of George and Annie Aug 12 1900. ........ 17: 72
McGovern —— s of George F and Annie Jan 11 1899. ....... 16: 507
McGovern —— s of Patrick and Ellen July 5 1891. .......... 15: 55
McGovern —— s of Thomas and Ann Oct 16 1900. .......... 17: 93
McGovern —— s of Thomas and Mary May 12 1897. ......... 16: 365
McGovern Andrew J of Peter and Bridget Jan 7 1897... 16: 305
McGovern Cecelia of Peter and Bridget Oct 23 1898. ....... 16: 460
McGovern Chester E W of James W and Julia E Sept 17 1892. 15: 120
McGovern Ellen of Peter and Bridget July 16 1893. ....... 15: 205
McGovern James S of James W and Julia E May 29 1891... 15: 21
McGovern John of William T and Annie E Mar 15 1892... 15: 86
McGovern John P of Miles and Annie Mar 18 1893. ....... 15: 159
McGovern Joseph E of Miles and Margaret Nov 19 1892... 15: 121
McGovern Leah L of James W and Julia E Apr 14 1898. .... 16: 397
McGovern Margaret of Lewis and Ada Nov 13 1898. ....... 16: 448
McGovern Robert of William and Annie E Aug 6 1894. ..... 16: 61
McGovern Rose of Peter and Bridget May 3 1895. ....... 16: 129
McGovern Susan of Peter and Bridget Apr 29 1892. ....... 15: 94
McGovern William F of William and Annie Jan 6 1897. .... 16: 297
McGovern —— s of Peter and Bridget Sept 21 1900. ....... 17: 120
McGrath Elizabeth J of John and Catherine June 3 1893... 15: 168
McGrail Helen C of William H A and Helen C July 7 1900... 17: 60
McGrail Joseph of Thomas and Rose Mar 28 1892. ....... 15: 79
McGrane Catherine E of Lawrence A and Catherine T Dec 4

1895 ............................................................. 16: 160
McGrane John J of Lawrence A and Catherine T Jan 10 1894. 16: 25
McGrane Lawrence A of Lawrence A and Catherine T Sept 14

1898 ............................................................. 16: 442
McGrane Theresa M of Lawrence A and Theresa A July 18

1897 ............................................................. 16: 341
McGrane Veronica of Lawrence A and Catherine T Nov 14

1900 ............................................................. 17: 102
McGrath Edward of Joseph and Ellen Dec 12 1898. 16: 449 and 496
McGrath Elizabeth of Michael and Mary May 6 1894. ....... 16: 29
McGrath Ellen of Joseph and Ellen Mar 17 1897. ....... 16: 307
McGrath Ellen V of Michael J and Mary A Dec 22 1895. .... 16: 337
McGrath Florence E of William F and Florence C May 16

1898 ............................................................. 16: 395
McGrath Frank of Michael and Mary Aug 7 1898. 16: 445
McGrath Isabella A of Matthew J and Ellen Jan 30 1895. 16: 120
McGrath James H of Matthew J and Ellen Dec 19 1892. 15: 125
McGrath James L of Joseph and Ellen Sept 16 1893. 15: 207
McGrath Jeremiah E of Michael and Mary Sept 4 1893. 15: 171
McGrath Joanna of Peter and Joanna June 19 1891. 15: 29
McGrath John A of John J and Josephine Apr 25 1894. 16: 3
McGrath Joseph of Michael and Mary A Nov 3 1900. 17: 98
McGrath Kate M of John and Mary Nov 29 1899. 16: 554
McGrath Marion A of William F and Florence C Oct 21 1892. 15: 118
McGrath Martin of Martin and Mary A Sept 26 1893. 15: 208
McGrath Mary of Martin M and Mary A Mar 25 1895. 16: 127
McGrath Mary of Michael and Mary A Jan 12 1892. 15: 66
McGrath Mary A of Michael and Mary Apr 1 1892. 15: 93
McGrath Mary C of John J and Bridget Jan 15 1899. 16: 507
McGrath Mary J of William and Mary Nov 19 1893. 15: 203
McGrath Mary T of John and Margaret Feb 9 1899. 16: 479
McGrath Maurice of Joseph and Ellen June 15 1892. 15: 95
McGrath Michael J of Michael and Mary A Aug 22 1896. 16: 253
McGrath Raymond of John J and Elizabeth Oct 3 1895. 16: 173
McGrath Theresa of William and Mary Oct 25 1895. 16: 163
McGrath Thomas of Thomas F and Minnie L Apr 22 1892. 15: 94
McGrath Thomas A of Martin and Mary A Dec 10 1891. 15: 63
McGrath Timothy J of Michael and Mary July 21 1899. 16: 520
McGrath — s of Joseph and Bridget Apr 6 1897. 16: 309
McGrath — s of Mary Ann Aug 16 1895. 16: 148
McGrath — d of Mary G Aug 15 1895. 16: 148
McGreen Frederick G of Thomas and Margaret Nov 9 1894. 16: 58
McGreen Joseph of Thomas and Margaret Jan 27 1893. 15: 141
McGreen Olive of Thomas and Margaret Sept 24 1898. 16: 427
McGreevy Mary J of Patrick J and Susanna Nov 11 1900. 17: 101
McGregor David A of Andrew and Margaret Aug 30 1895. 16: 172
McGregor Elizabeth of John W and Elizabeth E Aug 8 1897. 16: 317
McGregor Elizabeth P of John A and Rachel Sept 25 1891. 15: 40
McGregor Hazel C of Murdock S and Cassie Sept 17 1893. 15: 186
McGregor Lillian G of William and H Jane B Jan 15 1897. 16: 279
McGregor Rob Roy of Alexander R and Ann M Jan 7 1900. 17: 2
McGregor William A of William A and Jane B Dec 7 1898. 16: 423
McGregory Aloysius of Joseph and Mary A Mar 4 1900. 17: 49
McGregory Charles L of Joseph and Mary A Oct 21 1892. 15: 101
McGregory Florence of Joseph and Mary A Sept 30 1894. 16: 47
McGregory John A of John and Catherine Aug 30 1897. 16: 355
McGregory Elizabeth J of John and Catherine June 3 1893. 15: 165
McGregory John F of Edward J and Mary A Sept 29 1895. 16: 167
McGregory Rosina M of John and Catherine Dec 10 1895. 16: 175
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

McGrory William A of John and Catherine Feb 23 1891........: 19
McGrory William J of William and Catherine Jan 31 1896. ....: 214
McGrory William L of Edward and Mary Oct 26 1897...........: 351
McGrory — d of William and Catherine Sept 2 1898............: 431
McGrory — s of William J and Catherine Dec 30 1899.........: 588
McGruddy Mary L of Mary May 13 1898.........................: 376
McGunn — s of Mary Dec 16 1893...............................: 183
McGuickin Sarah of James E and Bridget May 17 1896.......: 183
McGuigan Agnes S of Charles B and Sarah F Oct 5 1897....: 356
McGuigan Jennie of Patrick B and Anna B July 9 1892.....: 126
McGuigan John C of Peter A and Ellen L Jan 21 1898......: 371
McGuigan Margaret M of James F and Ida F Feb 20 1895...: 126
McGuigan Mary J of William H and Ann T June 4 1900......: 45
McGuigan Theresa of Patrick and Annie June 27 1898.....: 411
McGuigan William J of James and Ida Mar 14 1893...........: 164
McGuigan Charles W of Charles B and Sarah June 12 1895..: 130
McGuigan George of Patrick and Annie Dec 7 1893..........: 211
McGuigan William P of Patrick and Sarah July 10 1900.....: 117
McGuigan — s of Patrick and Annie Dec 7 1893..............: 211
McGuiggin — d of Margaret Dec 6 1899......................: 598
McGuinn Michael of Jane Apr 7 1898...........................: 384
McGuinn Francis G of Patrick F and Catherine M Aug 20 1893: 200
McGuinn Margaret of Patrick F and Catherine M Aug 18 1892: 123
McGuinn Marion of Patrick F and Catherine M Jan 5 1898..: 399
McGuinn Robert E of Patrick F and Catherine M May 30 1895: 123
McGuinn — d of James E and Annie T June 25 1900..........: 50
McGuinness Bernard of John B and Adeline A Aug 8 1897..: 325
McGuinness Daniel of John B and Adeline A Dec 31 1894.: 43
McGuinness Eliza of Stephen J and Lizzie A Sept 13 1899.: 564
McGuinness Howard D of Joseph H and Mary E Sept 22 1892.: 115
McGuinness James A of Peter M and Elizabeth Feb 16 1899.: 508
McGuinness John of James H and Marietta June 21 1892.: 87
McGuinness John P of John P and Adeline July 28 1895.: 142
McGuinness Joseph of Arthur and Bridget Sept 13 1894.: 51
McGuinness Mary G of Stephen J and Elizabeth Mar 29 1897.: 302
McGuinness William F of John B and Adeline A Mar 20 1899.: 480
McGuire Albert of Patrick and Agnes E Oct 7 1899...........: 552
McGuire Alice of Frederick J and Margaret A Sept 5 1899.: 581
McGuire Ann of Patrick and Catherine July 24 1895........: 170
McGuire Annie T of James and Mary J Nov 20 1892...........: 116
McGuire Bernard J of Peter E and Mary A Apr 16 1894....: 19
McGuire Bernard P of Patrick and Catherine June 7 1897.: 311
McGuire Catherine A of James and Mary J June 8 1898... 16: 392
McGuire Charles F of Engene J and Julia M May 2 1892... 15: 89
McGuire Edmund F of Edward and Lizzie Nov 2 1896... 16: 236
McGuire Edward J of Frederick J and Margaret A Oct 20
1900.........................................................17: 94
McGuire Elizabeth of Thomas and Sarah Dec 3 1891... 15: 42
McGuire Ellen of John and Mary Jan 10 1900... 17: 3
McGuire Francis J of John and Mary Apr 27 1897... 16: 289
McGuire Frank of John H and Nora F Feb 22 1894... 16: 22
McGuire Frederick V of Patrick and Agnes E June 7 1893... 15: 152
McGuire Gladys M of John J and Mary V May 7 1897... 16: 312
McGuire James of Patrick and Catherine Aug 13 1892... 15: 127
McGuire James T of Michael and Ann Nov 4 1895... 16: 152
McGuire John F of Michael and Annie Apr 27 1893... 15: 154
McGuire John H of John H and Nora F Mar 13 1892... 15: 81
McGuire John P of Patrick and Bridget Dec 4 1891... 15: 50
McGuire Katie of John and Mary Nov 21 1899... 16: 548
McGuire Louise of Patrick and Agnes E Dec 27 1895... 16: 158
McGuire Margaret of James and Mary A June 1 1900... 17: 44
McGuire Margaret J of Thomas and Ann Aug 16 1891... 15: 39
McGuire Mary E of Patrick and Bridget June 9 1894... 16: 24
McGuire Mary E of Thomas and Annie Aug 25 1894... 16: 50
McGuire Mary J of John and Mary Apr 27 1897... 16: 309
McGuire Matthew M of Maurice and Mary Jan 16 1900... 17: 5
McGuire Patrick H of Michael and Annie Apr 23 1892... 15: 76
McGuire Rose of James and Mary A Aug 18 1896... 16: 263
McGuire Thomas J of James and Mary June 6 1894... 16: 20
McGuire Thomas J of Michael and Annie May 8 1890... 16: 488
McGuire Walter of Patrick and Agnes E Feb 7 1891... 15: 14
McGuire William S of Frank and Bridget Nov 3 1899... 16: 575
McGuire Winifred J of Edward and Ann Mar 15 1895... 16: 121
McGuire — d of Alice Jan 24 1900... 17: 7
McGuire — s of Hugh and Mary Sept 8 1895... 16: 172
McGuire — d of John and Emma Jan 5 1899... 16: 489
McGuire — d of John and Mary Aug 7 1891... 15: 60
McGuire — d of John J and May V Mar 28 1894... 16: 22
McGuire — s of Morris and Minnie Aug 10 1897... 16: 366
McGuirk Mary T of Terence and Mary Sept 9 1894... 16: 82
McGuirl Irene F of Thomas F and Ellen F Nov 10 1892... 15: 113
McGuirl Jane of Joseph A and Sarah Apr 5 1899... 16: 504
McGuirl Peter F of Thomas and Catherine Sept 18 1900... 17: 84
McGunagle Catherine M of John H and Emma F Mar 7 1900... 17: 19
McGunagle John E of John and Emma F Sept 5 1898... 16: 422
McGurn Agnes H of Thomas and Margaret Jan 28 1900... 17: 8
McGurn Elizabeth M of James and Rosanna Nov 18 1898... 16: 436
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

McGurrn James F of James and Rosanna Apr 17 1890. 17: 32
McGurrnan Elizabeth C of Thomas and Margaret Nov 29 1892. 15: 113
McGurrnan Thomas J of Thomas and Margaret Jan 10 1895. 16: 106
McGuy Alice of Richard and Rose A Mar 3 1893. 15: 142
McGuy Leo of Richard and Rosanna July 29 1894. 15: 39
McGwin Edward of Mark E and Susan July 10 1900. 17: 61
McGwin Mary I of James E and Annie T May 8 1897. 16: 275
McGwin Raymond of James E and Annie June 15 1898. 16: 374
McHale Earl J of James E and Emily E June 5 1893. 15: 145
McHale Elizabeth of James and Annie Apr 21 1896. 16: 217
McHale Emily E of James E and Emily E Aug 6 1898. 16: 126
McHale Henry C of James E and Emily E Jan 1 1895. 16: 97
McHale Henry M of James and Annie July 10 1892. 15: 205
McHale James E of James E and Emily E Apr 26 1892. 15: 74
McHale James F of James and Annie June 10 1891. 15: 29
McHale Leo M of John F and Annie J Sept 2 1892. 15: 103
McHale Marie A of James E and Emily E Aug 6 1898. 16: 126
McHale Mary C of William H and Sarah Oct 2 1892. 15: 111
McHale William M of John F and Annie J Aug 20 1891. 15: 36
McHardy Mildred M of Rudolph H and Eileen May 8 1899. 16: 495
McHenry John L of John F and Mary E May 16 1895. 16: 129
McHugh Agnes of Joseph E and Mary B Aug 22 1900. 17: 74
McHugh Alice of Patrick and Kate Mar 1 1899. 16: 503
McHugh Bernard of Joseph E and Mary B Aug 8 1896. 16: 233
McHugh Catherine E of Patrick J and Mary Nov 6 1898. 16: 423
McHugh Celia of Patrick and Catherine Sept 16 1892. 15: 124
McHugh Charles of Charles and Mary A June 15 1896. 16: 198
McHugh Charles E of Francis and Alice A Aug 14 1900. 17: 72
McHugh Edward of Charles and Mary E Aug 22 1898. 16: 435
McHugh Elizabeth of Patrick and Catherine Apr 7 1896. 16: 211
McHugh Ellen of Charles and Mary Oct 22 1900. 17: 94
McHugh Eugene F of James and Elizabeth Sept 4 1895. 16: 135
McHugh Everett L of Francis and Alice A Sept 5 1898. 16: 142
McHugh Gladys of John A and Mary E Oct 3 1899. 16: 536
McHugh James of Francis and Alice E Feb 1 1895. 16: 111
McHugh Joseph of Joseph and Mary B Mar 31 1898. 16: 380
McHugh Lena G of James and Lena J May 30 1900. 17: 43
McHugh Mary of Charles and Mary Feb 23 1894. 16: 22
McHugh Mary of Joseph E and Mary B Mar 1 1895. 16: 100
McHugh Mary A of Francis and Alice A Aug 15 1896. 16: 249
McHugh Melvie of Frank and Alice Apr 15 1893. 15: 154
McHugh Nellie of Peter and Margaret Jan 29 1892. 15: 69
McHugh Raymond F of John F and Annie Feb 8 1897. 16: 289
McHugh Rita A of John F and Annie Aug 23 1894. 16: 55
McHugh Thomas of Joseph E and Mary B Sept 12 1893. 15: 178
McHugh Thomas G. of Charles and Mary A. Feb 19 1892......15: 78
McHugh William J. of Patrick J. and Mary Sept 23 1900......17: 85
McInerney Catherine M. of John J. and Mary E May 4 1899...16: 474
McInerney Stephen of John J. and Mary E Dec 16 1900......17: 111
McLuness — d of John and Theresa June 27 1896.............16: 184
McInnis Elizabeth M. of John F. and Theresa Apr 6 1895.....16: 92
McInnis John A. of John and Theresa Jan 27 1899.............16: 472
McInnis William of William D. and Catharine Oct 26 1900...17: 96
McIntire Elizabeth of Bernard and Mary Nov 2 1897...........16: 367
McIntire Mabel F. of John L. and Mary A May 26 1899......16: 488
McIntosh Alice M. of Jonathan C. and Evelina Z Feb 1 1895...16: 133
McIntosh Catherine M. of Richard and Elizabeth Oct 13 1892.15: 129
McIntosh Clarence of John and Annie E Jan 24 1896..........16: 214
McIntosh Edith of John G. and Christine B June 11 1892.....15: 71
McIntosh Elizabeth of Richard and Elizabeth Aug 8 1898.....16: 262
McIntosh Ernest J. of John and Annie May 24 1900.............17: 123
McIntosh Ethel I. (c) of Harry and Sarah Oct 6 1898.........16: 453
McIntosh Evelyn L. of Jonathan C. and Evelyn C Apr 30 1896.16: 204
McIntosh Helena V. of Edgar E. and Julia G Dec 27 1892....15: 119
McIntosh Howard of James and Mary Dec 6 1892..............15: 105
McIntosh James W. of Peter and Jennie Jan 21 1891.........15: 11
McIntosh John H. (c) of Henry and Sarah A May 7 1897......16: 287
McIntosh John S. of Richard and Elizabeth Nov 9 1898......16: 460
McIntosh Mildred M. of Ethan I. and Florence J. Oct 3 1897...16: 334
McIntosh Percy W. of John and Annie E Feb 28 1898...........16: 407
McIntosh William S. of Richard and Elizabeth Jan 25 1894....16: 37
McIntosh — d of Peter and Jennie Dec 29 1892..............15: 102
McIntyre Alice of Nellie Aug 27 1899.........................16: 542
McIntyre Annie of John and Annie Apr 4 1895.................16: 108
McIntyre Catherine of Bernard and Mary Aug 29 1900.......17: 77
McIntyre Daniel of Hugh and Mary Apr 27 1896..............16: 183
McIntyre David H. of John M. and Martha A May 4 1895.....16: 115
McIntyre John J. of John J. and Nellie M. Nov 12 1900.....17: 101
McIntyre Leo B. of Benjamin and Mary Feb 16 1893..........15: 142
McIntyre Lewis I. of Peter F. and Ellen L Jan 18 1892......15: 74
McIntyre Louisa A. of Ronald J. and Catherine June 11 1894.16: 7
McIntyre Mabel M. of William K. and Mary L Dec 28 1897...16: 344
McIntyre Marion F. of Henry and Elizabeth July 6 1894.....16: 69
McIntyre Mary C. of Robert and Katie Mar 12 1897..........16: 292
McIntyre Mary M. of John J. and Nellie Feb 2 1896...........16: 188
McIntyre Patrick of John and Annie Jan 11 1892.............15: 78
McIntyre Peter A. of Ronald J. and Catherine J. Aug 16 1895.16: 134
McIntyre Ruth of John and Anna July 17 1898...............16: 463
McIntyre William of William and Catherine Sept 30 1891......15: 44
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

McIntyre William F of Ronald J and Catherine J Mar 31 1899 .................................................. 16:491
McIsaac Isabella M of Michael D and Mary Aug 15 1891 ....... 15: 60
McIsaac Mary of Angus A and Margaret J Aug 20 1892 ......... 15:106
McIver Catherine of John and Mary Sept 6 1894 ................. 16: 55
McIver Patrick J of John and Mary Aug 20 1896 ................ 16:233
McKay Alexander D of Daniel and Elizabeth Oct 25 1900 ....... 17: 95
McKay Alice M of Charles H and Florence E Oct 20 1892 ....... 15:104
McKay Bessie S of John F and Elizabeth Jan 7 1900 ............ 17: 2
McKay Charles B of George S and Bessie M Jan 25 1894 ....... 16: 21
McKay Charles H of Charles Alice Aug 24 1894 ................ 16: 82
McKay Daniel J of Charles H and Alice Aug 12 1895 .......... 16:171
McKay Edward L of Charles H and Alice Aug 25 1893 ....... 15:207
McKay Ernest E R of George S and Bessie M Dec 22 1896 ....... 16:248
McKay Harold L of William H and Katie Sept 27 1892 ........ 15:113
McKay James of James H and Clarissa F Nov 13 1891 .......... 15: 34
McKay Jessica E of Daniel and Elizabeth Mar 10 1898 ....... 16:407
McKay John W of John D and Annie May 27 1900 ............... 17: 54
McKay Lenus of Parmenus W and Annie Aug 1 1894 ............ 15: 39
McKay Mary A of Charles H and Alice Aug 17 1896 ....... 16:233
McKay Mary A of Michael and Catherine May 14 1897 ........... 16:283
McKay Mary E of Charles H and Florence E Oct 11 1898 ....... 16:422
McKay Olive M of Cornelius and Bridget May 11 1896 ....... 16:192
McKay Robert W of George S and Bessie M Oct 21 1891 ....... 15: 49
McKay Ruth M of Daniel and Margaret Oct 17 1895 ........... 16:174
McKay Samuel H of Samuel H and Amanda S Apr 15 1899 ....... 16:511
McKay —— s of Alice Aug 13 1895 ............................. 16:148
McKay —— s of Charles and Alice Sept 18 1892 ............... 15:128
McKay —— d of Charles H and Florence E Nov 28 1894 ....... 16: 52
McKay —— s of Florence Dec 3 1899 .......................... 16:587
McKay —— d of John and Rose Dec 4 1895 ........................... 16:141
McKeen John of Alexander and Catherine Dec 9 1891 ....... 15: 35
McKeen Clarence H of Thomas J and Minnie A Oct 10 1893 .... 15:180
McKeen Mary H B of Alexander and Catherine Aug 9 1893 .... 15:170
McKeirnan Mary of William and Kate Oct 23 1894 ........... 16: 57
McKeith Allison of James and Bella Mar 31 1895 ........ 16:101
McKeith Jennie of James and Isabella Sept 3 1892 ....... 15:107
McKellaps Phoebe E II of Herbert S and Jennie Aug 29 1894 ... 16: 47
McKellips Herbert S of Herbert S and Eliza J Aug 4 1896 .... 16:224
McKendall Benjamin W of Francesco and Pasquarella Aug 6 1900 .................................................. 17: 70
McKendall Isabella G of Frank D and Pasquarella Nov 17 1898 .................................................. 16:429
McKenna Agnes of Patrick A and Sarah A Mar 11 1900 ....... 17: 21
McKenna Agnes B of William J and Margaret A Sept 22 1895. 16: 148
McKenna Agnes F of John and Rosanna Aug 13 1900. . . . . . . 17: 72
McKenna Agnes F of John and Rose A Aug 19 1895. . . . . . . 16: 171
McKenna Alice of Thomas and Bridget Feb 5 1893. . . . . . . . 15: 158
McKenna Annie of Patrick and Catherine Oct 8 1893. . . . . . 15: 202
McKenna Annie of Patrick and Catherine T Jan 11 1896. . . . . 16: 208
McKenna Annie L of James and Bridget Mar 9 1899. . . . . . . . 16: 498
McKenna Catherine of Michael and Catherine Nov 16 1896. . 16: 226
McKenna Catherine A of Lawrence and Mary J Feb 18 1891. . 15: 22
McKenna Catherine I of James P and Louisa May 23 1895. . . 16: 102
McKenna Catherine L of John and Cassie A Aug 30 1897. . . . 16: 355
McKenna Charles F of Charles J and Mary A July 14 1893. . . 15: 176
McKenna Charles J of William P and Rose L Feb 17 1897. . . . 16: 287
McKenna Daniel J of Patrick and Mary June 17 1896. . . . . 16: 208
McKenna Daniel V of Patrick F and Mary A Jan 22 1894. . . . 16: 28
McKenna Dorothy of James F and Kate Feb 1 1899. . . . . . . . 16: 502
McKenna Edmund R of Edward and Mary Oct 24 1893. . . . . . 15: 187
McKenna Edward of Patrick F and Mary J May 16 1892. . . . . 15: 90
McKenna Edward B of Edward H and Mary F July 9 1898. . . 16: 434
McKenna Edward E of Felix and Mary F July 25 1891. . . . . 15: 35
McKenna Edward J of James and Bridget L June 25 1892. . . 15: 87
McKenna Edward J of Patrick F and Lillian E Feb 26 1891. . 15: 12
McKenna Edward P of James and Ann July 20 1893. . . . . . . 15: 200
McKenna Ella of James and Margaret Feb 29 1892. . . . . . . . 15: 78
McKenna Ellen M of James F and Catherine Oct 9 1894. . . . 16: 63
McKenna Ellen T of Lawrence and Mary J June 10 1898. . . . 16: 410
McKenna Ellen W of James and Catherine Mar 13 1899. . . . . 16: 504
McKenna Eugene of John and Jennie Mar 1 1893. . . . . . . . 15: 142
McKenna Eva of James P and Louisa Jan 20 1891. . . . . . . . 15: 6
McKenna Francis of Patrick F and Mary A Nov 20 1891. . . . 15: 55
McKenna Francis of William J and Margaret A Apr 22 1891. . 15: 8
McKenna Francis J of Michael and Catherine Feb 3 1895. . . . 16: 91
McKenna Francis P of John and Rose Apr 16 1892. . . . . . . 15: 94
McKenna Frederick A of Peter and Alice L Dec 6 1891. . . . . 15: 38
McKenna Frederick H of James H and Mary Mar 16 1899. . . . 16: 503
McKenna George of James and Bridget Apr 23 1898. . . . . . . 16: 398
McKenna George R of James and Mary Feb 15 1898. . . . . . . 16: 401
McKenna Gertrude A of James and Margaret June 7 1892. . . . 15: 76
McKenna Harold V of John C and Annie T Jan 9 1897. . . . . 16: 294
McKenna Helen L of Charles and Catherine Apr 29 1891. . . . 15: 20
McKenna Howard C of Charles H and Minnie I Dec 22 1899. . . 16: 555
McKenna James C of James P and Louisa Dec 30 1899. . . . . 16: 541
McKenna James F of James F and Catherine L Sept 23 1892. . 15: 107
McKenna James F of James F and Catherine Mar 18 1895. . . . 16: 121
McKenna James J of James and Bridget Mar 25 1896. . . . . . 16: 196
FROM 1801 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

McKenna James P of John T and Mary J Oct 12 1893... 15:209
McKenna James P of Patrick and Mary A May 29 1891... 15: 24
McKenna James T of Lawrence and Mary J Nov 25 1893... 15:198
McKenna Jane of Patrick F and Lillie June 30 1893... 15:155
McKenna John of James F and Catherine May 3 1896... 16:211
McKenna John of John F and Christina Sept 3 1895... 16:159
McKenna John of Patrick and Mary May 23 1899... 16:482
McKenna John F of James and Mary A June 21 1893... 15:166
McKenna John F of John J and Margaret Jan 20 1897... 16:280
McKenna John J of John and Bridget July 21 1891... 15:59
McKenna John S of John and Jennie Oct 12 1895... 16:145
McKenna John T of John and Annie June 11 1899... 16:486
McKenna John T of Patrick A and Ann Oct 21 1891... 15:57
McKenna Joseph of Charles H and Elizabeth Feb 23 1898... 16:406
McKenna Joseph of Thomas and Marcella July 22 1891... 15:59
McKenna Joseph F of Edward and Catherine Dec 19 1892... 15:125
McKenna Julia of Frank and Alice June 19 1899... 16:506
McKenna Kate of James and Kate July 6 1896... 16:231
McKenna Kathleen of William and Katie May 30 1900... 17:43
McKenna Loretta of Charles and Mary Oct 19 1894... 16:57
McKenna Madeline of Patrick F and Mary J Nov 14 1895... 16:168
McKenna Madeline I of James F and Mary G Jan 8 1895... 16:125
McKenna Margaret E of John J and Margaret Nov 27 1895... 16:147
McKenna Margaret G of William P and Rose L June 15 1899... 16:483
McKenna Margaretta E of John and Rosanna May 29 1892... 15:95
McKenna Mary of John and Temperance May 5 1892... 15:67
McKenna Mary of Joseph P and Alice Apr 25 1896... 16:201
McKenna Mary A of Patrick A and Sarah A Oct 14 1894... 16:77
McKenna Mary C of Charles E and Mary Nov 11 1898... 16:448
McKenna Mary C of James and Hannah May 5 1892... 15:79
McKenna Mary E of James F and Catherine Dec 11 1893... 15:203
McKenna Mary E of John and Ann Sept 28 1893... 15:201
McKenna Mary E of John and Margaret Mar 28 1894... 16:11
McKenna Mary E of William P and Rose L Nov 14 1895... 16:168
McKenna Michael of John and Bridget Aug 10 1894... 16:81
McKenna Nellie A of James and Annie Jan 31 1892... 15:88
McKenna Owen of Owen and Rose July 25 1897... 16:348
McKenna Patrick F of John and Bridget May 29 1891... 15:24
McKenna Patrick F of John and Bridget Nov 25 1891... 15:58
McKenna Peter F of Patrick and Mary A Apr 19 1895... 16:102
McKenna Raymond E of Philip H and Mary July 18 1896... 16:244
McKenna Rosanna of John and Annie May 21 1895... 16:106
McKenna Rose A of John F and Rose Oct 23 1898... 16:460
McKenna Sarah of James and Margaret Jan 28 1892... 15:98
McKenna Sarah A of James F and Catherine Jan 13 1898... 16:400
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

McKenna Sarah A of John and Ann Sept 21 1897.............16:332
McKenna Sarah E of Charles J and Amy F Mar 4 1900........17:19
McKenna Theresa A of James F and Catherine L Aug 19 1891.15:54
McKenna Thomas F of John and Mary J Mar 3 1895..........16:127
McKenna Thomas F of Patrick F and Mary A Aug 26 1900.17:76
McKenna Thomas J of James and Bridget L May 25 1894.....16:30
McKenna Thomas J of James and Margaret Sept 11 1898.....16:446
McKenna William of Patrick F and Mary A Dec 15 1898.....16:444
McKenna William of Patrick F and Mary J Jan 6 1894......16:31
McKenna William F of James P and Louisa May 25 1897.....16:284
McKenna William H of James and Mary A Jan 9 1895.....16:125
McKenna William J of Patrick and Mary Jan 6 1894........16:16
McKenna William J of Patrick A and Sarah A Oct 14 1897..16:350
McKenna —— s of John and Bridget Mar 16 1892...........15:86
McKenna —— d of John and Rosanna Nov 11 1898..........16:470
McKenna —— s of John and Rose Nov 1 1896..............16:266
McKenna —— s of John F and Bridget J May 14 1898......16:468
McKenna —— s of Lawrence and Mary J Feb 6 1896.......16:214
McKenna —— s of Lawrence and Mary J Nov 30 1900....17:121
McKenna —— s of Mary Oct 10 1895..................16:148
McKenna —— d of Patrick and Mary A Nov 14 1892.....15:111
McKenzie Austin V of Duncan B and Mary E Sept 25 1899.16:558
McKenzie Carlton C of Charles M and Catherine T Dec 30 1894..........................16:74
McKenzie Cassie of Hugh and Henriette Dec 27 1894......16:86
McKenzie Edward of Michael and Margaret June 20 1898...16:404
McKenzie Ellen of Duncan and Mary J Mar 7 1900..........17:20
McKenzie George W of Duncan and Mary J Sept 26 1898...16:435
McKenzie Hamilton J of Hamilton K and Adelaide July 6 1893..........................15:188
McKenzie Henrietta F of Hamilton K and Adelaide Apr 21 1900..........................17:33
McKenzie Irene M of Charles and Catherine May 5 1898...16:403
McKenzie John D of John D and Mary A Apr 6 1898......16:394
McKenzie Kenneth B of James and Anna F Mar 26 1897...16:302
McKenzie Lydia of Duncan and Mary J Feb 19 1892........15:78
McKenzie Mary of William and Sarah G Feb 1 1892.......15:72
McKenzie Robert E of James W and Catherine Oct 20 1899.16:558
McKenzie Roy J of William M and Emma F July 13 1891...15:51
McKenzie Ruth W of James and Annie July 10 1898.......16:450
McKenzie William F of Hamilton K and Adelaide Apr 3 1892.15:70
McKenzie —— s of Kenneth and Ella F Sept 17 1893.....15:208
McKenzie —— d of Kenneth and Ella May 22 1895.........16:118
McKeon Agnes A of Peter and Mary Jan 7 1900............17:2
McKeon Alice E of John and Catherine May 12 1897.....16:293
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

McKeon Alice E of Miles and Annie Oct 25 1897. 16: 351
McKeon Anna T of Miles and Annie A Dec 2 1895. 16: 169
McKeon Annie of Miles and Annie Dec 2 1896. 16: 260
McKeon Annie M of Miles and Mary Nov 9 1897. 16: 335
McKeon Catharine L of Michael J and Bridget L Dec 4 1900. 17: 108
McKeon Catherine T of John and Catherine July 30 1894. 16: 62
McKeon Celia J of John and Catherine July 19 1892. 15: 112
McKeon Emmie O of Peter and Annie May 7 1897. 16: 278
McKeon Francis J of Peter F and Mary Nov 19 1896. 16: 247
McKeon Henry of Miles and Annie June 30 1900. 17: 52
McKeon Jennie E of Michael J and Bridget L June 26 1899. 16: 474
McKeon Margaret E of Miles and Annie A Nov 11 1894. 16: 78
McKeon Mary A of Michael and Bridget L Jan 19 1898. 16: 371
McKeon Mary A of Miles and Annie A June 9 1891. 15: 24
McKeon Mary T of Peter and Mary Jan 16 1894. 16: 21
McKeon William of Peter and Ellen Jan 4 1895. 16: 124
McKeon William F of Miles and Mary Oct 8 1898. 16: 435
McKeon --- s of Michael and Mary May 31 1900. 17: 56
McKeon --- s of Peter A and Annie Dec 31 1898. 16: 424
McKiernan Catherine of William F and Catherine H May 28 1892. 15: 75
McKiernan Catherine T of Peter and Catherine Sept 19 1897. 16: 334
McKiernan Daniel of James and Margaret May 2 1891. 15: 16
McKiernan Francis J of Cornelius and Catherine Dec 2 1895. 16: 153
McKiernan Frederick of William F and Kate H Oct 25 1898. 16: 428
McKiernan George of William F and Kate H Feb 18 1897. 16: 281
McKiernan Irene of John and Margaret Apr 26 1898. 16: 381
McKiernan Leo L of Philip and Ellen Feb 10 1899. 16: 508
McKiernan Louise of John and Margaret A Apr 15 1899. 16: 481
McKiernan Mary A of Peter and Catherine Mar 23 1896. 16: 197
McKiernan Patrick J of Peter and Katie Oct 20 1899. 16: 547
McKiernan Peter of John and Ellen Mar 11 1894. 15: 12
McKiernan Rose of John and Margaret June 15 1896. 16: 193
McKiernan Walter of William F and Kate H Apr 29 1900. 17: 35
McKillips George D of H and Jennie May 15 1898. 16: 415
McKillop Martha of Alexander and Margaret July 13 1892. 15: 122
McKillop Martha L of Alexander and Margaret E Mar 23 1898. 16: 107
McKillop Mary of Alexander and Margaret May 23 1894. 16: 34
McKillop William J of Alexander and Margaret E Mar 8 1900. 17: 29
McKim James A (e) of William R and Annie C July 25 1897. 16: 345
McKim Lillian G (e) of William R and Annie C May 2 1892. 15: 87
McKinnon Charles of Daniel and Margaret T Sept 11 1897. 16: 342
McKinnon Charles G A of Vincent and Margaret E Oct 15 1897. 16: 328

637
McKinnon Isabella L of James T and Matilda C Apr 29 1892 15: 84
McKinnon Jennie O of James T and Matilda C July 22 1895 16: 158
McKinnon John M of Daniel and Margaret Apr 15 1893 15: 154
McKinnon Katie of James and Georgina July 25 1896 16: 261
McKinnon Margaret E of Daniel and Margaret T Dec 31 1900 17: 116
McKinnon Margaret G of John and Margaret J Sept 20 1893 15: 179
McKinnon Nora A of Daniel and Margaret T May 8 1895 16: 102
McKinnon William G of Michael and Jemima Jan 19 1893 15: 136
McKinnon —— s of James and Catherine E May 14 1892 15: 68
McKinnon —— s of James and Georgina June 4 1894 16: 42
McKivergan Charles of Henry and Catherine J June 6 1899 16: 492
McKivergan Elizabeth of John and Annie Jan 21 1893 15: 150
McKivergan Gertrude of Henry and Catherine J Feb 3 1894 16: 21
McKivergan James of Henry and Catherine J Feb 24 1898 16: 390
McKivergan Joseph of Henry and Catherine J Jan 26 1893 15: 150
McKivergan Rose J of Henry and Catherine Nov 9 1896 16: 243
McKnight Elizabeth of James and Dora Sept 2 1892 15: 100
McKnight Ellen of James and Mary May 9 1891 15: 9
McKnight John H of John and Dora May 15 1891 15: 30
McKnight Sarah of James and Mary Aug 9 1892 15: 132
McKnight —— s of James and Mary Sept 16 1897 16: 322
McKnight —— s of James and Mary Sept 13 1899 16: 597
McKnight —— twin daughters of Lee H and Julia Nov 17 1894 16: 52
McKone —— s of Luke and Theresa Nov 8 1893 15: 198
McLaren Bertha A of Robert F and Mary E May 28 1894 16: 41
McLaren Grace of Robert W and Dorcas M Feb 15 1897 16: 301
McLaren James McK of Thomas and Elizabeth Dec 4 1892 15: 130
McLaren Mary F of Thomas and Elizabeth May 21 1891 15: 29
McLaren Mary G of John and Elizabeth C Oct 9 1894 16: 83
McLaren William R of Robert W and Dorcas M Dec 12 1894 16: 79
McLarney Joseph F of Joseph and Margaret Dec 6 1900 17: 108
McLaughlin Ada H of Joseph A and Mary J July 3 1898 16: 434
McLaughlin Agnes M of William G and Katie A Aug 23 1893 15: 193
McLaughlin Annetta of Farrell and Bridget Nov 4 1896 16: 243
McLaughlin Annie M of William and Annie Apr 17 1894 16: 6
McLaughlin Archibald H of Archibald H and Mary Jan 8 1891 15: 19
McLaughlin Bernard J of Thomas and Mary Aug 29 1893 15: 193
McLaughlin Catherine of Thomas and Mary Feb 14 1897 16: 298
McLaughlin Catherine E of John A and Catherine A Mar 23 1891 15: 2
McLaughlin Catherine I of Patrick and Mary Dec 7 1900 17: 108
McLaughlin Catherine L of Thomas and Catherine Nov 30 1900 17: 106
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

McLaughlin Charles A of James C and Catherine W Apr 14
1895 .......................................................... 16:122
McLaughlin Celia of Frank F and Mary A July 6 1900. 17: 60
McLaughlin Celia T of Edward and Elizabeth Nov 5 1898. 16:429
McLaughlin David of James and Lizzie Oct 4 1900. 17: 89
McLaughlin David J of Michael and Agnes Aug 2 1897. 16:362
McLaughlin Dorothy M of Joseph A and Mary J Aug 14 1900. 17: 72
McLaughlin Edith of James and Mary J Jan 10 1893. 15:141
McLaughlin Edna of Thomas J and Elizabeth J May 6 1897. 16:293
McLaughlin Edward of Edward and Elizabeth July 21 1891. 15: 39
McLaughlin Edward of Francis and Mary A Feb 12 1898. 16:379
McLaughlin Edward of James E and Catherine Aug 11 1895. 16:171
McLaughlin Edward of James H and Mary J Aug 6 1893. 15:206
McLaughlin Edward F of John and Catherine May 26 1898. 16:373
McLaughlin Edward M of William L and Annie W Feb 28
1900 .......................................................... 17: 17
McLaughlin Elizabeth of Augustus and Margaret E Apr 20
1898 .......................................................... 16:402
McLaughlin Elizabeth of Frank and Mary Dec 16 1892. 15:109
McLaughlin Elizabeth of John E and Catherine M June 16
1893 .......................................................... 15:138
McLaughlin Elizabeth S of Edward and Elizabeth Mar 15
1895 .......................................................... 16:100
McLaughlin Esther of William G and Catherine A June 20
1897 .......................................................... 16:300
McLaughlin Frank of James and Catherine Apr 4 1892. 15: 93
McLaughlin Gertrude of Richard A and Frances M July 27
1891 .......................................................... 15: 39
McLaughlin Gertrude A of John F and Margaret Aug 28 1900. 17: 77
McLaughlin Gertrude M of John A and Mary A June 2 1894. 16: 35
McLaughlin Gladys K of Charles C and Hattie B Apr 1 1891. 15: 31
McLaughlin Grace of James and Margaret M Mar 27 1897. 16:308
McLaughlin Grace M of James H and Ellen M Apr 27 1895. 16:112
McLaughlin Helen T of Richard and Frances Feb 3 1898. 16:409
McLaughlin Henry S of Robert and Mary Mar 1 1898. 16:390
McLaughlin Herbert E of John F and Annie Nov 9 1894. 16: 73
McLaughlin Howard G of Edward S and Harriet Nov 4 1891. 15: 46
McLaughlin Irma I of Charles C and Hattie B May 16 1898. 16:391
McLaughlin James of James E and Catherine Nov 4 1893. 15:210
McLaughlin James of John and Margaret Nov 16 1892. 15:108
McLaughlin James of John and Margaret Nov 18 1899. 16:567
McLaughlin James of Patrick and Mary Apr 30 1896. 16:207
McLaughlin James F of James and Catherine Jan 1 1893. 15:167
McLaughlin James F of Thomas and Mary Mar 14 1900. 17: 22
McLaughlin James L of Richard A and Frances M May 25
1895 .................................................. 16: 123
McLaughlin James P of Thomas B and Bridget Feb 19 1892. 15: 81
McLaughlin John of John and Anastasia Nov 28 1894. 16: 78
McLaughlin John of John and Margaret Oct 12 1898. 16: 447
McLaughlin John of Michael and Agnes Apr 9 1899. 16: 510
McLaughlin John of Thomas F and Mary Mar 29 1894. 16: 29
McLaughlin John F of John and Margaret Mar 28 1898. 16: 413
McLaughlin John P of Thomas and Mary Oct 22 1897. 16: 322
McLaughlin John T of John E and Catherine Mar 20 1895. 16: 92
McLaughlin Joseph of Thomas P and Bridget Mar 7 1897. 16: 292
McLaughlin Joseph of William and Annie Feb 21 1896. 16: 183
McLaughlin Joseph A of Joseph A and Mary J Dec 12 1895. 16: 153
McLaughlin Joseph A of Thomas and Anastasia M Feb 15
1899 .................................................. 16: 497
McLaughlin Joseph D of Michael P and Bridget June 10 1900. 17: 46
McLaughlin Josephine of James P and Mary Aug 25 1900. 17: 76
McLaughlin Julia A of Charles A and Julia Apr 8 1893. 15: 157
McLaughlin Katherine L of John F and Margaret A Jan 28
1894 .................................................. 16: 5
McLaughlin Leo R of John S and Catherine J Aug 19 1897. 16: 337
McLaughlin Lillie of James and Margaret M Apr 21 1893. 15: 164
McLaughlin Lottie I of John T and Margery I May 24 1893. 15: 152
McLaughlin Margaret of James and Margaret M Mar 27 1897. 16: 308
McLaughlin Margaret A of Frank and Margaret A Apr 13
1892 .................................................. 15: 70
McLaughlin Margaret A of Richard A and Frances Dec 28
1896 .................................................. 16: 260
McLaughlin Margaret F of Thomas and Mary Apr 8 1896. 16: 194
McLaughlin Maria of Thomas and Kate Aug 13 1895. 16: 159
McLaughlin Mary of Francis and Mary A Feb 1 1891. 15: 7
McLaughlin Mary of James H and Mary J Mar 31 1897. 16: 308
McLaughlin Mary of James P and Mary Dec 12 1893. 15: 198
McLaughlin Mary E of John F and Annie Mar 29 1896. 16: 207
McLaughlin Mary E of Michael P and Bridget Apr 27 1896. 16: 191
McLaughlin Mary E of William J and Mary E Dec 1896. 16: 270
McLaughlin Mary J of Thomas and Catherine T Mar 30 1894. 16: 29
McLaughlin Mary T of James F and Catherine Sept 12 1897. 16: 355
McLaughlin Michael of James and Margaret Feb 13 1891. 15: 1
McLaughlin Mildred I of Charles C and Hattie B May 1 1896. 16: 201
McLaughlin Nora of William C and Catherine A Feb 1 1899. 16: 497
McLaughlin Nora of William G and Catherine A Dec 31 1900. 17: 116
McLaughlin Richard of Richard A and Frances M Mar 2 1894. 16: 33
McLaughlin Robert H of Robert and Mary C G Aug 30 1899. 16: 551
McLaughlin Rose of Joseph and Mary J July 30 1892. 15: 112
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

McLaughlin Sarah E of Richard A and Frances M Dec 18 1892 .................................................. 15:125
McLaughlin Sylvester P of Michael T and Bridget Dec 4 1893. 15:175
McLaughlin Thomas of James and Ellen July 17 1893 ............................. 15:205
McLaughlin Thomas J of Joseph and Mary June 17 1893 ............................. 15:155
McLaughlin Thomas O of Thomas and Mary May 31 1895 ............................. 15:116
McLaughlin Thomas S of Michael and Bridget A May 22 1891. 15: 5
McLaughlin William of Edward and Elizabeth May 17 1893 ............................. 15:144
McLaughlin William A of James C and Catherine Dec 18 1899 ............................. 16:588
McLaughlin William F of John S and Catherine J Mar 28 1894 .................................................. 16: 22
McLaughlin William G of Joseph and Mary Oct 22 1899 ............................. 16:566
McLaughlin Winifred of James E and Catherine Apr 6 1899 ............................. 16:510
McLaughlin — s of Augustus and Margaret May 10 1894 ............................. 16: 7
McLaughlin — s of Charles C and Hattie B Oct 30 1894 ............................. 16: 67
McLaughlin — d of Farrell and Bridget Mar 25 1898 ............................. 16:390
McLaughlin — s of Henry A and Margaret July 14 1892 ............................. 15:111
McLaughlin — d of Henry A and Margaret Sept 1 1897 ............................. 16:367
McLaughlin — s of James H and Helen M Mar 29 1894 ............................. 16: 22
McLaughlin — s of James H and Helen Aug 17 1897 ............................. 16:366
McLaughlin — s of John and Bridget Apr 14 1898 ............................. 16:467
McLaughlin — s of John E and Bridget M Feb 20 1899 ............................. 16:490
McLaughlin — s of John F and Annie L Apr 13 1895 ............................. 16:115
McLaughlin — s of Patrick and Annie Sept 29 1895 ............................. 16:148
McLaughlin — d of William and Margaret Oct 20 1900 ............................. 17:120
McLean Chester E of James R and Laura T Sept 5 1894 ............................. 16: 63
McLean Ella H of James and Mary July 6 1894 ............................. 16: 46
McLean Esther of William H and Bridget Mar 11 1894 ............................. 16: 38
McLean George H of James R and Laura T Aug 3 1896 ............................. 16:242
McLean James F of William H and Bridget M May 13 1895 ............................. 16:102
McLean James H of James H and Katie Aug 15 1900 ............................. 17: 73
McLean James R of James R and Laura T Aug 11 1899 ............................. 16:546
McLean John J of John D and Elizabeth Feb 17 1897 ............................. 16:306
McLean Marion E of James R and Laura T Apr 10 1892 ............................. 15: 77
McLean Sarah T of Andrew and Susan Mar 28 1893 ............................. 15:160
McLean Stephen of John D and Elizabeth June 2 1900 ............................. 17: 44
McLean Walter F of William H and Bridget June 21 1891 ............................. 15: 10
McLean — s of John H and Abbie E Jan 14 1900 ............................. 17:  4
McLean — d of Mary Feb 24 1898 ............................. 16:379
McLean — s of Olive Mar 25 1897 ............................. 16:286
McLee Esther of Thomas F and Mary A Apr 8 1900 ............................. 17: 29
McLee Mary of Thomas F and Mary Oct 14 1895 ............................. 16:173
McLee Susan of Thomas and Mary Apr 15 1892 ............................. 15: 94
McLellan Hazel G of Eli M and Helen T Nov 7 1898 ............................. 16:386
McLellan Leroy F of William E and Addie July 10 1900 ............................. 17: 61
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McLellon Mary J of John and Ann Jan 7 1893..............15:158
McLellon Walter E of William E and Addie Mar 23 1898........16:390
McLeod Alice M of Alexander R and Catherine E Aug 2 1896.16:262
McLeod Arthur W of Daniel A and Sarah J Apr 22 1897........16:309
McLeod Catherine H of William and Donaldina Jan 28 1898.16:405
McLeod Eleanor of John D and Carrie E Dec 7 1900............17:108
McLeod Elizabeth of John S and Agnes C Dec 15 1893...........15:211
McLeod Eva I of Alexander R and Catherine Nov 7 1899........16:538
McLeod George R of Alexander and Catherine May 8 1894........16:12
McLeod Hubert A of John and Catherine May 6 1897.............16:278
McLeod James of Alexander R and Catherine June 5 1898........16:382
McLeod James W of Alexander and Catherine E Nov 14 1891.15:42
McLeod Jessie M of William and Donaldina June 30 1899........16:513
McLeod Mary of James and Alice A July 22 1900................17:65
McLeod Mary F of Daniel F and Annie T May 12 1895...........16:102
McLeod Robert A of Alexander R and Catherine E May 3
1893                                                 .............. 15:144
McLeod Thomas (c) of William C and Jane W Apr 18 1892.15:84
McLeod —— s of Daniel and Mary Sept 21 1896................16:246
McLeod —— s of Daniel and Mary B Nov 25 1894.................16:68
McLeod —— s of John A and Sarah June 12 1898.................16:411
McLeod —— s of John A and Sarah Feb 16 1900..................17:13
McLinden Daniel J of James and Catherine Sept 1 1894........16:55
McLinden Margaret A of Daniel and Mary E Nov 10 1897........16:329
McLinden Mary E of Daniel and Mary E June 27 1894.............16:14
McLinden Mary M of James H and Catherine J July 6 1893.15:176
McLinden —— s of Daniel and Mary E Aug 10 1899..............16:596
McLoon Marion L of James E and Georgiauua Aug 2 1894..........16:75
McLoon Walter II of Charles II and Lora E Jan 2 1892..........15:87
McLoughlin Annie E of Patrick and Mary Sept 15 1897.........16:337
McLoughlin Augustus of Augustus and Margaret E Sept 26
1895                                                  .............. 16:167
McLoughlin Eleanor of Thomas F and Mary A Oct 19 1900........17:93
McLoughlin Ellen of James and Ellen M Aug 19 1898............16:437
McLoughlin Florence M of Bartley and Bridget Jan 5 1892.15:87
McLoughlin George H of John F and Annie L Aug 16 1891.15:56
McLoughlin Henry of Martin and Annie Jan 7 1894..............16:16
McLoughlin James of Francis J and Mary Jan 18 1895...........16:98
McLoughlin Joseph of Edward and Elizabeth Mar 22 1897........16:282
McLoughlin Joseph of John P and Catherine P Mar 3 1898........16:379
McLoughlin Lena of Frank and Margaret Aug 21 1895............16:143
McLoughlin Leo V of Patrick and Mary Apr 23 1893.............15:157
McLoughlin Mabel of James C and Catherine W Aug 19 1897.16:348
McLoughlin Margaret of John and Kate June 28 1900............17:123
McLoughlin Mary of John and Anastasia Sept 12 1896...........16:257
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

McLoughlin Mary of Patrick and Mary Jan 5 1892.............. 15: 85
McLoughlin Mary A of James and Ellen Dec 13 1891........... 15: 63
McLoughlin Patrick F of Patrick and Mary Mar 30 1899....... 16: 491
McLoughlin Roy of John A and Margaret June 26 1891........ 15:  6
McLoughlin Thomas E of Thomas B and Bridget Aug 9 1893.... 15: 189
McLoughlin —s of Henry and Margaret May 12 1891........... 15:  11
McLoughlin —s of John and Catherine Feb 28 1897............ 16: 364
McLynch Effie J of Thomas J and Nora July 10 1895........... 16: 134
McLynch Joseph P of Thomas and Annie Sept 18 1899......... 16: 522
McLynch Mary A of Thomas and Nora Oct 12 1893............. 15: 172
McLynch Thomas J of Thomas and Nora Sept 2 1891............ 15:  33
McLynch William J of Thomas J and Nora Sept 11 1897....... 16: 318
McMaham —s of Michael and Ellen Nov 22 1899.............. 16: 597
McMaham Francis of John and Bessie Nov 28 1900............. 17: 106
McMaham Agnes of James B and Mary J Aug 21 1895............ 16: 171
McMaham Agnes T of Bernard and Jane Feb 11 1893.......... 15: 142
McMaham Alice of Michael J and Delia Feb 25 1900.......... 17:  16
McMaham Anna M of Thomas F and Kate E May 15 1898....... 16: 381
McMaham Annie L of James and Ellen May 9 1891............. 15:  24
McMaham Bridget W of Martin and Maria Apr 1 1894......... 16:  29
McMaham Charles E of Charles B and Gertrude S Oct 18 1898. 16: 464
McMaham Elizabeth of Sylvester and Elizabeth Aug 23 1896. 16: 233
McMaham Ellen M of William and Annie Feb 16 1894......... 16: 1
McMaham Ethel V of Patrick and Emma A Nov 22 1892....... 15: 130
McMaham Henry of James and Kate June 2 1900............. 17:  44
McMaham Hugh H of John and Sarah Dec 27 1895............. 16: 147
McMaham James of Michael and Ellen July 25 1894......... 16:  54
McMaham James F of James and Catherine May 26 1899....... 16: 512
McMaham Jeannette E of Thomas F and Julia E June 6 1897.. 16: 304
McMaham Margaret J of Bernard and Jane Nov 23 1891..... 15:  37
McMaham Margaret J of Martin and Mary June 8 1892...... 15:  87
McMaham Margaret T of Sylvester and Elizabeth Nov 23 1899. 16: 539
McMaham Marion A of James and Eva II June 15 1900....... 17:  48
McMaham Mary of James and Katie J Nov 21 1893........... 15: 172
McMaham Mary A of Sylvester and Elizabeth June 18 1894. 16:  14
McMaham Mary E of James B and Mary J Oct 26 1897....... 16: 357
McMaham Mary G of Michael J and Delia May 26 1897...... 16: 284
McMaham Matthew of Martin J and Annie May 29 1896....... 16: 218
McMaham May of William and Hannah July 13 1899......... 16: 545
McMaham Michael of John and Sarah Jan 30 1894......... 16:  9
McMaham Patrick F of James and Catherine Apr 11 1891.... 15:  28
McMaham Robert J of Robert J and Mary J Apr 11 1898..... 16: 394
McMaham Sarah A of Michael and Ellen Sept 4 1892....... 15: 107
McMaham Thomas F of Thomas F and Julia Apr 12 1898.... 16: 415
McMaham Thomas H of Francis and Bridget Feb 21 1893... 15:148
McMahon Thomas W of Michael J and Delia May 7 1895.....16:129
McMahon Vincent of Thomas F and Julia May 31 1899.....16:486
McMahon William A of James B and Mary J Feb 27 1892.....15:92
McMahon William E of William and Hannah Dec 23 1896.....16:244
McMahon William P of William and Bridget Aug 27 1895.....16:143
McMahon —— s of Patrick and Emma A May 7 1895.....16:129
McMahon —— s of Thomas and Julia Apr 12 1900...........17:56
McMahon —— s of William H and Annie A July 8 1892.....15:99
McMann Frank of Frank and Elizabeth V Nov 28 1900.....17:106
McMann John of William and Bridget Aug 22 1897.........16:326
McMann Kathleen of Frank and Elizabeth V June 28 1899...16:493
McMann —— s of Sylvester and Mary Sept 17 1892.........15:124
McManus Agnes T of John A and Ellen M May 6 1892.....15:90
McManus Alice of Henry and Margaret Nov 29 1891.....15:42
McManus Annie V of John and Margaret Jan 21 1900......17:6
McManus Charles J of James and Margaret Oct 11 1895....16:145
McManus Edward of Henry and Margaret J Aug 14 1895....16:143
McManus Edward of John T and Mary A July 22 1895.....16:142
McManus Francis of Peter and Mary Apr 6 1897.........16:287
McManus Frederick of Patrick and Josephine Sept 25 1894..16:61
McManus Frederick A of John and Josephine Aug 23 1894...16:82
McManus George E of Patrick F and Margaret Oct 29 1896..16:266
McManus Helen C of John J and Margaret Dec 15 1898.....16:430
McManus Henry F of John and Margaret Jan 23 1893.....15:158
McManus James H of James and Margaret Jan 23 1899.....16:478
McManus James L of John H and Margaret E May 20 1893...15:145
McManus James R of Patrick and Josephine July 9 1898...16:434
McManus John of Henry and Margaret J Sept 23 1893.....15:179
McManus John of Peter and Mary Dec 31 1898............16:434 and 485
McManus John C of Patrick F and Margaret A Nov 29 1897...16:359
McManus Joseph E of John H and Margaret E Jan 30 1896...16:188
McManus Lucy E of James and Margaret Dec 7 1891......15:42
McManus Margaret of John T and Mary A Mar 13 1892.....15:73
McManus Margaret of Peter and Mary A Aug 23 1894......16:82
McManus Mary of Henry and Margaret Nov 7 1896.........16:236
McManus Mary of Owen and Theresa Aug 16 1891..........15:56
McManus Mary A of John H and Margaret E Sept 29 1898...16:428
McManus Mary A of John T and Mary A Mar 12 1893......15:143
McManus Mary A of Mary Nov 18 1896.....................16:239
McManus Mary E of Patrick and Mary Sept 9 1895.........16:151
McManus Sarah of John and Margaret E Aug 23 1891.......15:40
McManus Sarah J of James and Sarah Aug 7 1897...........16:341
McManus Theresa of Owen and Theresa Mar 25 1898.........16:394
McManus Theresa L of James E and Alice June 21 1899....16:506
McManus Vincent of John H and Margaret E Sept 20 1900...17:84
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McManus William of William and Annie Nov 14 1898. 16: 436
McManus —— s of James and Sarah Mar 28 1899. 16: 594
McManus —— d of James E and Alice Apr 15 1898. 16: 402
McManus —— s of John and Ellen June 20 1897. 16: 290
McMaster Anna E of James and Annie Oct 14 1894. 16: 61
McMaster Mary of John and Mary Feb 21 1895. 16: 95
McMasters Mabel C of James F and Annie Feb 24 1892. 15: 77
McMaugh Ann M of Peter J and Mary J Oct 23 1899. 16: 584
McMaugh Eva I of Peter J and Mary J Apr 1 1893. 15: 164
McMaugh Francis E of Peter J and Mary J Feb 18 1892. 15: 92
McMaugh Mary G of Peter J and Mary J May 10 1897. 16: 310
McMaugh Peter J of Peter J and Mary J Apr 2 1895. 16: 128
McMaugh Rosanna of Frank E and Rosanna Sept 11 1891. 15: 61
McMeehan Emma of James and Katie J Nov 26 1895. 16: 136
McMeehan Howard J of James and Catherine J Sept 28 1897. 16: 318
McMeehan Robert of Robert J and Katie J Feb 15 1892. 15: 66
McMillan Abigail C of Abraham S and Janet Aug 4 1897. 16: 332
McMillan Bertha of Murdoch and Elmira Oct 22 1893. 15: 299
McMillan Elizabeth J of John and Sarah Mar 26 1891. 15: 8
McMillan John H of Alexander S and Margaret June 9 1891. 15: 21
McMillan Mary J of Lauchlan and Janet May 8 1893. 15: 165
McMillan Minnie of Flora Nov 12 1895. 16: 168
McMillan —— s of Alexander and Elizabeth Nov 4 1898. 16: 470
McMillan —— d of David K and Mabel C Nov 25 1897. 16: 359
McMillen Elizabeth C of Alexander and Elizabeth May 9 1900. 17: 37
McMillen Mabel of Samuel J and Ida E Nov 17 1895. 16: 175
McMillen Sydney A of Samuel J and Ida E Jan 22 1899. 16: 507
McMillen —— s of Samuel J and Ida E June 29 1892. 15: 98
McMullen Annie of Hugh and Catherine June 21 1896. 16: 212
McMullen Catherine of Hugh and Catherine Aug 1 1892. 15: 122
McMullen Theresa of McLoughlin and Margaret Mar 25 1891. 15: 27
McMurray Raymond A of Joseph C and Ida T Sept 11 1895. 16: 179
McMurrough Annie of Margaret July 19 1899. 16: 545
McMurtrie Catherine M of Alexander W and Annie Y Jan 30 1900. 17: 8
McMurtrie Elsie of Archie and Catherine A Mar 5 1893. 15: 147
McMurtrie John Y of Alexander and Annie Aug 11 1893. 16: 174
McNab Donald F of Allen Jr and Edith W July 30 1900. 17: 68
McNabb —— d of William and Mary June 4 1892. 15: 76
McNally Alfred of Margaret Oct 31 1894. 16: 87
McNally Andrew J of Owen F and Mary A June 12 1899. 16: 483
McNally Dorothy M of Frederick and Catherine July 18 1900. 17: 64
McNally Esther L of John and Ann J Apr 25 1894. 16: 40
McNally George R of John and Annie July 7 1892. 15: 126
McNally Gertrude of Andrew and Genevieve H Mar 21 1891. 15: 20
McNally Gertrude of John J and Mary T Sept 14 1897........16: 356
McNally James A of Owen F and Mary A Feb 15 1898........16: 379
McNally James F of Francis and Annie F Nov 3 1898........16: 436
McNally James J of James and Ann Apr 28 1895...........16: 129
McNally John of Michael and Margaret Nov 1 1896..........16: 243
McNally John D of John and Annie J May 17 1898...........16: 410
McNally John T of James and Annie Dec 16 1893............15: 185
McNally Kate of Richard and Annie Dec 5 1893.............15: 181
McNally Katy of Richard and Annie June 1894..............16: 15
McNally Lillian T of Owen and Mary Nov 15 1896...........16: 236
McNally Mary of John and Annie J Jan 11 1891.............15: 25
McNally Mary of Michael and Margaret Mar 15 1899.........16: 476
McNally Mary of Owen F and Mary Nov 6 1894..............16: 58
McNally Mary E of Michael and Bridget A June 9 1899.....16: 493
McNally Mary L of John H and Louise J July 13 1891.....15: 59
McNally Mary M of Thomas J and Susie J Apr 14 1892.....15: 79
McNally Nora I of Frank and Annie Dec 29 1900............17: 115
McNally Owen of Owen F and Mary A Apr 28 1893...........15: 144
McNally Raymond of Andrew and Genevieve May 9 1894....16: 30
McNally Rose of Francis and Annie M Nov 22 1896........16: 227
McNally William A of Andrew and Genevieve H Mar 29 1899.16: 499
McNally —— d of Charles F and Grace June 15 1900.........17: 48
McNally —— d of Richard and Annie May 29 1897...........16: 286
McNally —— d of Sarah Feb 3 1893...........................15: 162
McNally —— s of Thomas and Susan Jan 26 1898............16: 396
McNamara Annie C of William J and Margaret E Oct 6 1891.15: 41
McNamara Annie L of Michael and Margaret Aug 31 1894...16: 82
McNamara Catherine of Michael F and Margaret L Apr 14
1896 ..................................................16: 217
McNamara Catherine I of John and Ellen Oct 26 1893.....15: 209
McNamara Charles of James J and Mary E Dec 16 1892.....15: 130
McNamara Charles H of James H and Mary J Dec 18 1895...16: 141
McNamara Elizabeth G of John and Ellen Nov 8 1896......16: 266
McNamara Ella F of Patrick and Bridget T Nov 8 1895....16: 146
McNamara Esther M of James and Bridget Apr 10 1898.....16: 408
McNamara Ethel X of J Henry and Mary J Dec 2 1894.....16: 52
McNamara Evelyn M of John and Mary A July 14 1897.....16: 340
McNamara Gertrude M of Michael and Margaret Aug 21
1898 ..................................................16: 457
McNamara Gladys M of Peter F and Margaret June 12 1900.17: 47
McNamara Hazel G of John C and Mary E Oct 13 1895.....16: 140
McNamara James of James and Catherine May 2 1900........17: 36
McNamara James A of William F and Elizabeth Oct 24 1896.16: 265
McNamara James E of James and Bridget Apr 27 1894.....16: 40
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McNamara John F. of John and Mary A. Nov 13 1900.......................... 17:102
McNamara John J. of James and Catherine Feb 12 1898...................... 16:371
McNamara John T. of Patrick and Debia Dec 18 1897......................... 16:330
McNamara Joseph A. of Michael and Mary A. Sept 6 1899................... 16:564
McNamara Leo P. of Luke and Ann Aug 20 1895............................... 16:171
McNamara Marion L. of John and Mary A. Dec 12 1898...................... 16:444
McNamara Mary of John and Ellen Oct 25 1891................................ 15:62
McNamara Mary A. of James and Bridget E. Aug 14 1892.................... 15:127
McNamara Mary T. of James and Catherine Apr 16 1896..................... 16:183
McNamara Raymond V. of Luke and Annie V. May 28 1897.................... 16:310
McNamara William F. of William F. and Elizabeth July 27 1899........... 16:579
McNamara William J. of William J. and Margaret E. Apr 2 1894......... 16:11
McNamara William M. of Luke and Annie May 27 1894....................... 16:41
McNamara --- s of Luke and Ann Nov 14 1898................................. 16:470
McNamara --- s of William and Kate Aug 21 1892............................ 15:99
McNamee Annie of Hugh and Annie June 28 1895.............................. 16:124
McNamee Augustine M. of Miles A. and Elizabeth A. May 11 1896........ 16:217
McNamee George L. of Miles A. and Elizabeth A. July 7 1900.............. 16:60
McNamee Hugh of Hugh and Annie July 8 1897................................ 16:347
McNamee John of Hugh and Annie Mar 5 1894................................ 16:33
McNamee Katie of John J. and Annie June 21 1894........................... 16:8
McNamee Marie E. of Miles A. and Elizabeth A. Nov 24 1898.............. 16:461
McNamee Susan of Hugh and Annie Aug 8 1892................................. 15:123
McNamee --- s of Susie Feb 3 1895............................................ 16:104
McNamley Annie F. of Frank and Ellen Dec 14 1895......................... 16:169
McNamley Bernard of James F. and Margaret E. Dec 12 1898.............. 16:130
McNamley Christopher C. of Felix and Isabella Oct 16 1892.............. 15:108
McNamley Daniel D. of John F. and Mary J. Jan 23 1900.................... 17:7
McNamley Daniel P. of Daniel and Catherine July 30 1895................. 16:165
McNamley Elizabeth of Daniel and Catherine Mar 22 1892.................. 15:89
McNamley Felix S. of John F. and Mary J. Jan 23 1900..................... 17:7
McNamley Hubert of John F. and Mary J. Nov 22 1895........................ 16:168
McNamley Isabella of Felix and Isabella June 16 1898...................... 16:104
McNamley James F. of Frank and Ellen Sept 29 1898....................... 16:453
McNamley John of John and Jane A. Nov 8 1893.............................. 15:202
McNamley Joseph of John and Mary J. Dec 29 1893........................... 15:204
McNamley Margaret A. of Felix and Isabella Feb 26 1894.................. 16:33
McNamley Mary of John F. and Mary J. Jan 12 1892........................ 15:88
McNamley Mary A. of John and Jane A. Aug 18 1892......................... 15:123
McNamley Matthew of John and Jennie A. Sept 17 1891..................... 15:61
McNamley Susan of John F. and Mary J. Oct 4 1898........................... 16:459
McNamley Thomas E of Frank and Ellen Oct 1 1900.....17: 88
McNamley — d of Daniel and Catherine July 9 1894.....16: 75
McNerney Peter of John E and Bridget Mar 2 1896.....16: 189
McNary Lillian of Hester Mar 9 1898.....16: 383
McNaught Jane L of Samuel and Jane L Aug 31 1896.....16: 229
McNaughton Caroline A of John and Mary Feb 18 1891.....15: 15
McNaughton — d of John M and Jennie Feb 16 1897.....16: 364
McNeal Catherine B of Peter and Mary May 15 1897.....16: 283
McNeal Edith C of John and Helena Nov 3 1898.....16: 436
McNeal Willard F of John J and Elizabeth G May 1 1899.....16: 516
McNealy Edward of Patrick and Ellen M Dec 19 1896.....16: 227
McNealy John J of Patrick and Ellen June 30 1899.....16: 475
McNeely Margaret M of Patrick and Margaret A Oct 3 1891.....15: 49
McNeil Annie M of Peter and Mary A Aug 7 1895.....16: 143
McNeil Edith of John and Helen Apr 12 1894.....16: 30
McNeil Emma A of Joseph and Emma Sept 23 1892.....15: 131
McNeil Eugene F of Peter and Mary A Jan 3 1899.....16: 478
McNeil John of John and Helena May 21 1896.....16: 201
McNeil Margaret A of John and Helena July 9 1892.....15: 126
McNeil Neil J of John and Ellen Jan 27 1891.....15: 14
McNeil Nellie M of John and Matilda Sept 12 1897.....16: 332
McNeil — s of John G and Elizabeth Apr 10 1900.....17: 30
McNeil — d of Peter and Mary A Nov 22 1900.....17: 104
McNerney Mabel F of Joseph and Mary A Mar 13 1894.....16: 22
McNerney Rose E of Frank and Ann May 7 1896.....16: 192
McNerney Theresa P of Martin and Sarah June 23 1893.....15: 145
McNicol Matthew S of James McD and Thomasina S F Feb 8 1895.....16: 126
McNiff Catherine of James and Rachel Apr 11 1898.....16: 381
McNiff Mabel M of Bernard and Jennie F June 12 1899.....16: 495
McNiff — s of Bessie Mar 14 1894.....16: 15
McNiff — d of John and Bessie Aug 5 1892.....15: 132
McNulty Ellen R of William and Anna M Nov 6 1891.....15: 46
McNulty Margaret M of Patrick and Margaret Feb 19 1896.....16: 215
McNulty Rose A of Patrick and Margaret Apr 25 1894.....16: 40
McNulty Veronica C of Patrick and Margaret Nov 1 1900.....17: 98
McNutt Chester C of Fred S and Mabel F Mar 11 1898.....16: 393
McNutt Edith M of Fred S and Mabel F Feb 24 1897.....16: 298
McOsger Anna G of Daniel J and Mary E Sept 19 1895.....16: 144
McOsger Daniel V of Daniel J and Mary Feb 5 1894.....16: 9
McOsger Fergus C of John E and Emma A Feb 21 1900.....17: 15
McOsger Fergus J of Daniel J and Mary L C Apr 1 1891.....15: 8
McOsger James A of Harold and Elizabeth Dec 21 1891.....15: 63
McOsger Joseph of Daniel J and Mary E June 28 1892.....15: 75
McParlan Francis of James and Catherine June 26 1893.....15: 169
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McParlan Frank of James and Catherine June 26 1893...15:166
McParlan James of James and Catherine Nov 27 1897...16:359
McParlan John of James and Catharine Apr 1 1900...17:28
McParlan Joseph of James and Catherine Jan 4 1892...15:91
McParlan Julia of James and Catherine June 14 1895...16:130
McParland James E of Thomas F and Annie Feb 24 1896...16:203
McPeak Bertha M of Thomas F and Bertha M Dec 27 1899...16:588
McPhail Pauline E of George and Hattie A Aug 11 1900...17:72
McPhee —— s of Daniel and Sarah Feb 3 1896...16:195
McPherson Colin D of Donald and Christina Aug 5 1899...16:579
McPherson Daniel A of Neil and Bessie June 7 1896...16:218
McPherson Esther H of Angus and Rose A Sept 8 1893...15:201
McPherson John A of Roderick and Jessie Apr 22 1893...15:164
McPherson Lester of John J and Catherine Mar 29 1900...17:26
McPherson Melville W of William S and Annie M Aug 19

1897...16:325
McPherson William A of Angus and Rosanna July 8 1891...15:55
McPherson —— s of Robert and Addie June 22 1897...16:287
McPherson —— s of Robert and Addie Nov 8 1899...16:591
McPherson —— s of Robert and Addie Nov 11 1891...15:42
McPhillips Alice of James B and Mary E Dec 21 1899...16:588
McPhillips Charles B of Henry E and Mary A Jan 27 1891...15:7
McPhillips Charles G of James B and Mary E Mar 22 1894...16:11
McPhillips Cyril of Henry and Mary Feb 9 1898...16:379
McPhillips Daniel A of Charles F and Annie Sept 12 1893...15:186
McPhillips Harold G of Henry E and Mary A Mar 28 1893...15:143
McPhillips Irene of James B and Mary E Mar 23 1896...16:190
McPhillips Joseph M of Matthew and Mary Oct 28 1898...16:429
McPhillips Marie of Henry and Mary July 21 1895...16:142
McPhillips Mary B of Matthew and Mary May 9 1896...16:186
McPhillips Rose M of James E and Mary Aug 23 1892...15:127
McPhillips Vincent of James B and Mary E July 20 1898...16:456
McPhillips William C of James B and Mary E Dec 25 1891...15:43
McQuade Alice of John and Catherine E Dec 1 1895...16:153
McQuade Catherine of Terence and Ann Nov 11 1895...16:168
McQuade Ellen of William P and Mary E Dec 28 1900...17:115
McQuade Ida M of Joseph and Mary Apr 23 1896...16:194
McQuade Robert of William P and Mary E June 5 1899...16:495
McQuade Terence of Terence and Annie Jan 1 1897...16:300
McQuade Thomas E of John and Catherine E Nov 8 1894...16:64
McQuade Thomas H of Terence and Anna M Feb 15 1894...16:32
McQuade —— s of Mary Jan 22 1895...16:104
McQuarrie Walter of Walter D and Mary June 27 1894...16:4
McQueeney Elizabeth of Patrick and Bridget Jan 13 1897...16:279
McQueeney Elizabeth of Thomas and Annie Nov 15 1891...15: 58
McQueeney Francis of Thomas and Ann Feb 20 1894...16: 32
McQueeney James J of James J and Delia Aug 29 1897...16: 326
McQueeney Leo J of James J and Sarah J Oct 28 1896...16: 266
McQueeney Lizzie M of James and Bridget Apr 29 1893...15: 144
McQueeney Mary A of Patrick and Bridget Nov 26 1894...16: 58
McQueeney Mary A of William and Mary Jan 3 1895...16: 124
McQueeney Mary E of William and Mary Aug 26 1891...15: 40
McQueeney Mary I of James J and Sarah J Oct 11 1894...16: 84
McQueeney —— s of Joseph and Annie Dec 19 1895...16: 164
McQueeney —— s of William and Mary July 4 1899...16: 596
McQuillan Gertrude of Patrick H and Catherine F Oct 11 1895...16: 167
McQuillan Helen F of Peter J and Mary M June 26 1900...17: 51
McQuillan Henry of Patrick H and Catherine F Jan 13 1894...16: 36
McQuillan Mabel of Patrick H and Catherine F Feb 5 1898...16: 400
McQuillan Marguerite M of Peter J and Mary M Oct 19 1898...16: 439
McQuillan Raymond of Patrick H and Katie F Oct 30 1896...16: 259
McQuillan Agnes J of Mary June 2 1898...16: 384
McQuillan Mary A of John and Bridget June 18 1892...15: 90
McQuillen Mary F of James J and Elizabeth May 14 1897...16: 299
McQuilton Charles L of William H and Margaret J Mar 31 1900...16: 27
McQuilton Helen of William H and Margaret J Feb 24 1897...16: 274
McQuilton William H of William H and Margaret Nov 20 1893...15: 172
McQuilton —— s of Sarah June 13 1894...16: 4
McQuilty Harold J of William and Margaret Nov 10 1898...16: 420
McQuitten Edmund H of William H and Margaret J Feb 2 1891...15: 1
McQuitty —— s of Mary Nov 26 1900...17: 120
McRae Emily of John W and Annie F Nov 27 1899...16: 530
McRae Hazel R of William and Florence A Aug 7 1900...17: 70
McRae William of John and Annie July 2 1896...16: 261
McRae —— s of John W and Annie June 15 1897...16: 366
McRae —— s of John W and Annie June 11 1898...16: 377
McShane Isabella of Catherine May 3 1893...15: 169
McSherry Edward of Edward and Mary A Dec 29 1896...16: 268
McSherry Eleanor of Robert E and Margaret J Apr 30 1894...16: 40
McSherry Joseph of Edward and Mary A Feb 28 1896...16: 215
McSherry Sarah of Robert E and Margaret J Feb 27 1892...15: 92
McSoley Ann of John F and Celia Mar 24 1894...16: 33
McSoley Annie of Thomas and Mary Aug 19 1893...15: 184
McSoley Annie of William F and Eliza June 8 1891...15: 29
McSoley Arthur J of Charles and Mary E July 17 1892...15: 126
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

McSoley Edward of Thomas and Mary E Aug 2 1894............16: 61
McSoley Elizabeth of Charles J and Mary E Mar 14 1900........17: 22
McSoley James of James E and Homora M Dec 8 1891............15: 58
McSoley Leo of William and Catherine E Jan 5 1893............15: 158
McSoley Margaret of Peter and Sarah M June 28 1891............15: 12
McSoley Margaret of Thomas and Mary E Nov 26 1895............16: 150
McSoley Margaret T of Charles and Mary E July 2 1897...........16: 352
McSoley Mary A of Charles and Elizabeth Oct 7 1892............15: 100
McSoley Mary E of Charles and Mary E Aug 28 1893............15: 207
McSoley Sarah of Peter and Sarah Feb 12 1895............16: 99
McSoley Thomas of Thomas and Mary July 21 1892............15: 122
McSparran Helen M of William J and Elizabeth July 11 1894.16: 75
McSparran Sanford of William J and Elizabeth Feb 20 1892.15: 88
McStay —— d of Jennie Oct 12 1896............16: 239
McSweeney Ellen T of John and Julia Apr 4 1894............16: 2
McSweeney Hanora T of John and Julia A Aug 25 1898...........16: 418
McSweeney Mary E of John and Julia A Aug 27 1892............15: 99
McSweeney Mortimer J of John F and Julia A Oct 12 1895.16: 136
McTague Elizabeth of Thomas and Bridget Mar 1 1897............16: 281
McTague Farrell A of Thomas and Bridget Dec 30 1894...........16: 59
McTague Florence of Peter and Mary J Aug 8 1897............16: 334
McTague Jennie of Peter and Mary J Mar 19 1896............16: 200
McTague John F of Francis and Rose July 14 1893............15: 173
McTague Margaret M of Hugh and Ann Sept 1 1892............15: 107
McTague Mary A of Francis and Rose Sept 17 1891............15: 36
McTague Mary L of Peter J and Mary J Mar 30 1892............15: 67
McTague Peter R C of Peter and Mary J July 18 1893............15: 185
McTeague James B of Patrick and Bridget Aug 18 1896............16: 224
McTeague Mary G of Patrick and Bridget Aug 17 1897............16: 318
McTeague Patrick J of Patrick and Bridget Dec 23 1898............16: 421
McTeague Thomas of Thomas and Bridget Dec 17 1900............17: 111
McTernan Henry A of Henry P and Alice M Oct 19 1899............16: 566
McTernan John J of Henry P and Alice M Mar 9 1894............16: 19
McTernan Veronica A of Henry P and Alice M June 19 1892.15: 75
McTernan William F of Henry P and Alice M June 13 1895.16: 119
McTernan —— s of Henry P and Alice Aug 4 1896............16: 253
McTurney Vernal O of Howard and Elizabeth July 12 1899........16: 526
McTugwin Margaret of James and Margaret Nov 4 1892............15: 104
McVeigh Albert A J of James E and Jane Nov 30 1891............15: 65
McVeigh Grace I of James E and Jane E Apr 8 1893............15: 149
McVeigh William J of William F and Ellen Nov 11 1900...........17: 101
McVeY Annie F of William F and Ellen Dec 16 1895............16: 169
McVeY Eva of James C and Mary E July 25 1898............16: 425
McVeY Francis H of Francis H and Sarah V Jan 14 1893...........15: 158
McVeY John J of James and Mary Jan 14 1900............17: 122
McVey Louisa of James and Mary E Aug 11 1897. 16: 325
McVey Margaret E of William and Ellen July 30 1898. 16: 451
McVey Sarah of Francis H and Sarah V Feb 5 1899. 16: 502
McVey Susan V of Francis H and Sarah V Mar 23 1897. 16: 302
McVey William J of William J and Rose Apr 24 1900. 17: 34
McVey — s of Edward and Mary Dec 17 1893. 15: 212
McVicker John of Thomas F and Ellen M Feb 1 1900. 17: 9
McVicker Mary of Thomas F and Ellen M Mar 24 1898. 16: 407
McVinnie Mary L of Thomas F and Catherine Apr 28 1895. 16: 129
McWeeney Abbie C of John J and Abbie I Aug 7 1898. 16: 441
McWeeney Bertha L of James and Mary Jan 22 1894. 16: 9
McWeeney Caroline of Stephen and Catherine Aug 24 1898. 16: 457
McWeeney Catherine E of Thomas and Catherine M Aug 13 1897 16: 341
McWeeney Charles F of William B and Matilda L Sept 26 1891 15: 48
McWeeney Edward S of James F and Margaret Dec 9 1894. 16: 59
McWeeney Ellen M of John J and Abbie I Aug 18 1900. 17: 73
McWeeney Florence M of James F and Margaret F May 12 1893 15: 144
McWeeney Harriet E of William E and Ann E Nov 3 1899. 16: 559
McWeeney Helen U of Thomas and Catherine Mar 3 1900. 17: 18
McWeeney Irene M of Thomas and Kate M July 18 1892. 15: 117
McWeeney James H of James F and Margaret F Dec 7 1900. 17: 108
McWeeney Margaret of Patrick J and Bridget Jan 12 1900. 17: 4
McWeeney Margaret E of Thomas and Catherine M Feb 17 1895 16: 114
McWeeney Mary F of Thomas and Catherine Aug 13 1893. 15: 193
McWeeney Rose A of William and Mary Sept 4 1892. 15: 103
McWeeney Timothy J of Patrick and Bridget June 14 1893. 15: 166
McWeeney William E of William E and Ann E Apr 28 1897. 16: 296
McWeeney Isabella of William and Matilda May 21 1893. 15: 169
McWilliams Alice of John and Mary A Sept 4 1893. 15: 207
McWilliams Ellen E of Joseph and Annie Apr 6 1900. 17: 29
McWilliams Eugene of William and Catharine Sept 27 1900. 17: 86
McWilliams Hope C of Joseph H and Annie G Sept 15 1897. 16: 318
McWilliams Mary M of Thomas and Hattie May 2 1894. 16: 23
McWilliams Theresa of Richard and Annie E May 12 1891. 15: 28
Mead Bertha M of Michael H and Mary Sept 11 1892. 15: 107
Mead (Twitchell) Jennie of George and Jane A Jan 1 1892. 15: 91
Mead Albert of Edgar H and Edith Oct 13 1900. 17: 92
Mead Helen H of Walter S and Lucy Nov 7 1898. 16: 423
Mead Margaret G of Lewis H and Mary G Feb 19 1894. 16: 37
Mead Margaret S of Walter S and Lucy H June 16 1896. 16: 222
Mead Stephen W of Walter S and Lucy J May 2 1892. 15: 70

BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Meader Walter S of Walter S and Lucy H Sept 9 1900... 17: 117
Meagher Anna of John and Bridget June 19 1899... 16: 474
Meagher Joseph R of William E and Jennie E May 18 1896... 16: 222
Meagher Leo M of Thomas F and Helen E Sept 18 1900... 17: 83
Meagher Mary M of Alice C Oct 16 1894... 16: 60
Meagher Maurice J of Thomas F and Ellen E Nov 12 1898... 16: 429
Meagher Raymond of William E and Jennie E Nov 21 1900... 17: 104
Meagher Thomas F of Thomas F and Nellie Jan 13 1897... 16: 279
Meagher William E of William E and Jennie E Feb 13 1899... 16: 508
Mealey — s of Austin J and Margaret A July 17 1898... 16: 469
Meanchan Edmund of Timothy J and Ellen Dec 9 1894... 16: 59
Meanchan Joseph H of Timothy J and Ellen J Aug 5 1892... 15: 106
Meckolitz Jacob of Louis and Rosa Feb 1 1900... 17: 9
Meckowitz Maggie of Anthony and Nellie Feb 27 1899... 16: 479
Meeler Bette of Louis and Rosa Jan 12 1898... 16: 378
Medbery Julia E of Herman A and Margaret Apr 21 1900... 17: 33
Medbury Beulah M of Edwin R and Clara L Sept 27 1892... 15: 118
Medbury Frederick of Frederick and Catharine C Nov 4 1900... 17: 99
Medbury Harold B of Edwin R and Clara L Apr 26 1895... 16: 122
Medbury Irving R of Edwin R and Clara L July 25 1897... 16: 348
Medeiros Anton of Roza Sept 2 1896... 16: 225
Medeiros Antonio A of Jose R and Maria Mar 29 1893... 15: 137
Medeiros Antonio C of Antonio C and Honorina G Jan 24 1895... 16: 91
Medeiros Clara of Francisco C and Claudina J Jan 10 1895... 16: 91
Medeiros Lilia of Jose A and Maria Mar 14 1899... 16: 473
Medeiros Luiza of Francisco C and Claudina Mar 5 1896... 16: 182
Medeiros Maria of Antonio A and Maria Nov 8 1900... 17: 100
Medeiros Maria A of Joseph and Maria Feb 24 1891... 15: 2
Medeiros Maria J of Pedro J and Maria I Aug 23 1893... 15: 171
Medeiros Marian of Francisco C and Claudina J June 19 1897... 16: 276
Medeiros Olivia D of Manoel and Phoebe Aug 9 1897... 16: 317
Medica Clarence E (c) of William H and Victoria May 25 1898... 16: 387
Medica Lawrence (c) of William H and Victoria Oct 18 1899... 16: 574
Medici Americo of Celso and Vincenza Dec 20 1898... 16: 455
Medici Americo of Enrico and Teresa Dec 19 1898... 16: 463
Medici Filomena of Antonio and Anna Sept 1898... 16: 447
Medici Ida of Celso and Vincenza Feb 15 1897... 16: 301
Medici Luigi of Raffaele and Marianna Feb 20 1899... 16: 498
Mediros Frank of Frank and Claudina Jan 27 1900... 17: 8
Medvedski Annie of Edward and Rosanna Apr 1898... 16: 409
Meeder Mamie of Joseph and Mamie Feb 2 1898... 16: 371
Meegan Alice of Francis C and Alice Feb 20 1893... 15: 163
Meegan Anna of James H and Catherine Aug 10 1895... 16: 143
Meegan Arthur W of Arthur W and Elizabeth Nov 26 1899. 16:576
Meegan Belinda of William J and Margaret M Jan 13 1898. 16:405
Meegan Hannah of John and Catherine Apr 12 1893. 15:169
Meegan James of James and Catherine T Feb 23 1892. 15:72
Meegan Loretta of Joseph N B and Mary A Mar 25 1891. 15:27
Meegan Louise of Charles and Ellen Sept 11 1900. 17:81
Meegan Raymond G of William A and Lizzie Aug 25 1897. 16:355
Meegan William F of William J and Margaret June 2 1893. 15:165
Meegan —— s of Charles and Joanna Oct 22 1897. 16:367
Meegan —— twin daughters of Charles J and Hannah Sept 12
1895 16:166
Meehan Alice of Charles and Mary Dec 21 1894. 16:59
Meehan Elizabeth M of John J and Mary E Sept 1 1896. 16:234
Meehan Esther L of Patrick W and Catherine J Apr 18 1897. 16:296
Meehan Francis of Hugh and Mary Oct 27 1893. 15:187
Meehan Francis E of Hugh and Grace Dec 19 1898. 16:431
Meehan George A of John and Elizabeth Nov 29 1899. 16:548
Meehan Grace T of John J and Mary E Nov 20 1899. 16:586
Meehan Hugh W of John and Elizabeth Dec 7 1891. 15:47
Meehan John of Charles and Mary Jan 1 1891. 15:6
Meehan John C of John J and Mary Dec 25 1894. 16:74
Meehan John D of Patrick W and Catherine J Dec 19 1898. 16:444
Meehan Julia C of Thomas and Elizabeth Dec 20 1893. 15:212
Meehan Mary A of Matthew and Nora A Apr 25 1900. 17:34
Meehan Mary E of John and Elizabeth Jan 21 1896. 16:196
Meehan May G of Hugh and Mary A Apr 20 1896. 16:223
Meehan Patrick J of Hugh J and Grace Dec 30 1893. 15:182
Meehan Richard H of John and Elizabeth Nov 18 1893. 15:188
Meehan Walter E of John and Elizabeth Nov 9 1897. 16:335
Meehan Winifred G of Patrick W and Catherine J Aug 16
1894 16:69
Meehan —— d of Hugh and Mary Aug 14 1898. 16:434
Meehan —— s of John J and Mary July 17 1893. 15:176
Meean Joseph M of James B and Mary A June 7 1898. 16:382
Meeney —— s of Michael and Mary Aug 29 1895. 16:143
Meeney —— d of Michael and Minnie Aug 3 1897. 16:366
Meer Martha J of John and Alice Feb 9 1893. 15:148
Meere John P of John and Alice Oct 17 1894. 16:63
Meere Michael T of John and Alice Sept 29 1891. 15:46
Meerholz Francesca of Charles and Margarethe June 29 1900. 17:51
Megan Charles J of Charles J and Hannah Sept 12 1891. 15:57
Megathlin —— s of John and Margaret June 16 1893. 15:145
Meglio —— d of Raffaele and Rosa June 16 1900. 17:48
Meigan Ann E of John and Ann T July 12 1894. 16:53
Meiggs Irene E of John R and Josephine L Dec 8 1898. 16:423
Meighan Anna of Charles E and Mary Feb 8 1899.............16:490
Meikler Ida of Louis and Rose Dec 23 1897....................16:330
Meikler Lewis of Lewis and Rosa July 1893....................15:174
Meister Alice L of Charles L and Kate M Aug 18 1898...........16:446
Meister Emma G of Carl L and Katherine M Oct 13 1900........17:92
Meister Mabel of Ignatz and Julia Feb 6 1892...............15:72
Meister —— d of Carl L and Katharina Jan 30 1897............16:301
Melaragno Ada M of Ferdinando and Ismaila Jan 22 1898.......16:384
Melarkey Bernard of Peter F and Mary A Aug 31 1899...........16:528
Melarkey Edmund J of John and Annie Nov 21 1899............16:586
Melarkey James E of Patrick and Sarah Sept 22 1896.........16:234
Melarkey Joseph of John and Annie E Oct 3 1893...............15:179
Melarkey Madeline R of John and Annie E Nov 13 1895.......16:175
Melarkey Margaret J of Peter and Mary July 30 1896...........16:228
Melarkey Mary of John and Annie L Feb 10 1892............15:72
Melody Annie of Michael and Annie T May 4 1894...........16:30
Melody Emily I of Michael and Annie T Aug 21 1896........16:288
Melody Joseph of John E and Margaret T Sept 8 1891.........15:57
Melody Mary of John E and Margaret T Jan 4 1895..........16:119
Melody Mary C of Michael F and Annie T Dec 11 1891.......15:55
Melody Thomas of John and Margaret June 6 1899........16:505
Melody William of John E and Margaret Aug 6 1897........16:348
Melody William T of Michael F and Annie T Mar 7 1900........17:20
Melfi Harold P of Ernest E and Mary E Dec 25 1894.........16:62
Melfi Lillian M of Raffaele A and Agnes Jan 4 1894.........16:21
Melfi Viola A of Ralph A and Agnes I May 2 1900...........17:36
Melfi —— d of Marcellino and Maria Mar 16 1897...........16:364
Melkarian —— d of John and Mary Oct 15 1899............16:544
Melkonian George of John and Mary July 15 1898.......16:432
Mella Amelia of Jesse and Maria Oct 12 1894..............16:48
Mellanby William E of Thomas F and Winifred A Dec 12 1893.15:211
Mellanney Thomas of Patrick and Mary Dec 17 1894........16:86
Mellen Joseph of Philip and Margaret G Apr 3 1891..........15:18
Melleney Annie C of Thomas F and Winifred Aug 23 1895.....16:171
Melleney George L of Thomas F and Winifred Feb 14 1897.....16:306
Melleney Henry J of Thomas F and Winifred A Feb 20 1899..16:508
Melleney Thomas F of Thomas F and Winifred A July 22 1891.15:59
Melleney —— s of Thomas F and Winifred Jan 30 1893.........15:162
Melleney John H of Thomas F and Winifred A Oct 5 1900......17:89
Mello Alfredo of Joao and Roza L June 11 1894........16:4
Mello (Miller) Amelia of Thomas and Rosa Sept 3 1898......16:418
Mello Ann P of Manoel and Jacintha Aug 1 1898..........16:417
Mello Antonio of Antonio C and Izabel A June 4 1892.......15:68
Mello Augustus of Jose M and Izabella M Oct 1 1895........16:178
Mello Fernando of Manoel A and Jacintha C Feb 12 1892...15: 66
Mello Francesco of Antone S and Isabella Mar 15 1891...15: 2
Mello Francisco of Antonio de S and Dorothea July 25 1892;15: 99
Mello Isabel of Antoine and Izabel Sept 30 1898.........16: 419
Mello Isabel of Joseph R and Francisca July 31 1900...17: 68
Mello Jacintha (Jesse Miller) of Jacintheo and Maria Aug 18
1896 ........................................16: 224
Mello Jose of Jose and Isabella Aug 29 1892........15: 99
Mello Jose R of Jose R and Francisca Aug 4 1899.....16: 521
Mello Joseph of Antoin and Maria June 6 1894....16: 4
Mello Maria of Antonio S and Dorothea T Dec 27 1893.15: 173
Mello Maria of Manoel J and Maria May 4 1900...17: 123
Mello Priscilla C of Jose M and Priscilla Dec 22 1897...16: 320
Mello (Miller) Roza of John and Roza Dec 22 1895...16: 137
Mello de Serino of Antonio C and Izabel Aug 11 1893.15: 170
Mellon Mary of Patrick and Catherine Mar 21 1898...16: 402
Mellon Raymond D of Peter and Catherine E July 17 1898..16: 456
Mellon Sarah E of Peter and Catherine E July 18 1897...16: 353
Mellor George H of Joseph and Margaret J June 23 1900.17: 50
Mellor Herbert W of Richard and Jane E May 5 1895..16: 118
Mellor Lillian B of Sam and Lydia Oct 10 1893...15: 209
Mellor ---- s of Francis H and Mary A Oct 29 1893...15: 180
Meloni Maria A of Pasquale and Maria Apr 12 1895...16: 101
Melrargio Erminia of Ferdinando and Ismanda Dec 19 1899.16: 589
Melponian George of John and Moere June 14 1898...16: 404
Melschett Adam of John and Catherine Dec 17 1897....16: 344
Melvin Edna M of Frank M and Sarah F June 22 1899...16: 486
Melvin Mildred of Henry E and Jennie F Feb 15 1899...16: 497
Melzer Annie of Aloys and Aloysia Jan 26 1895...16: 117
Melzer Gertrude of Aloys and Aloisia Apr 13 1899....16: 499
Melzer Wilhelmine of Aloys and Aloisia Oct 15 1892...15: 121
Melzer William of Aloys and Aloisia Dec 4 1893...15: 198
Memis Abe of Jacob and Lena Mar 20 1900................17: 23
Memis Etta of Jacob and Lena Jan 9 1898........16: 388
Memis Shem of Jacob and Lena Mar 1 1895........16: 111
Menahan Mary of Timothy J and Ellen J Dec 27 1896...16: 238
Menard Adelard of Pierre and Onara Oct 16 1892...15: 132
Menard Agnes H of Napoleon F and Mary Sept 16 1898...16: 435
Menard Helen M of Napoleon F and Mary J Sept 20 1894...16: 63
Menard James H of Henri and Teresa Sept 10 1899...16: 582
Menard Leo of Pierre and Amanda Nov 4 1895....16: 163
Menchel John of Sana and Sarah Oct 15 1897...16: 338
Mendel Joseph of Michael and Phebe May 14 1899...16: 482
Mendel Lena of Michael and Phebe Apr 7 1893 ...15: 143
Mendelowitz Fanny of Mendel and Taube Sept 3 1891...15: 65
Mendelssohn Louis of Abe and Rachel May 7 1892

Mendenhall Richard of Abram C and Helen M Apr 23 1900

Mendes Antonio S of Antonio S and Rosa DeJ Sept 23 1900

Mendonca Albert of Albert and Mary Dec 22 1899

Mendonca Antonio S of Manoel and Gertrude Aug 4 1897

Mendonca Henrique of Francisco C and Francesca Aug 19

1900

Mendonca M of Bartolemo and Maria Oct 16 1897

Mendoza Paul of Joseph and Annie Nov 3 1898

Mendoza Antone of Manoel and Maria Nov 17 1898

Menges Rosa G of Heinrich and Margarethe Sept 26 1896

Montagna Maria A of Francisco and Fortunata Jan 29 1893

Mental Anna of Samuel and Sarah Mar 23 1899

Mentone Jose of Jose and Amelia June 7 1892

Mentone Manoel of Jose and Amelia June 7 1892

Mentoquila Benjamin W of Francesco and Pasquarella Aug 6

1900

Meola Giovanni of Giuseppe and Assunta Feb 18 1900

Meralta Antonio of Carmine and Maria M Dec 2 1893

Mercer Etta of Edward T and Mary A May 20 1899

Mercer Marion A of Harry P and Ella I Aug 12 1898

Merchant Alice C of Lincoln and Alice Mar 27 1892

Merchant Amy of Emma Mar 27 1895

Merchant Elizabeth R of Charles II and Mary E Oct 26 1897

Merchant Florence of Lincoln and Alice Jan 29 1898

Merchant Milner L of Lincoln and Alice Sept 11 1900

Merchant Samuel of Lincoln and Alice Jan 12 1894

Merchant d of Charles and Mary Mar 7 1900

Merchant d of Joseph and Maria Apr 5 1900

Merchionne Maria M of Antonio and Anna Sept 2 1899

Mercier Eva of Joseph and Marie Jan 23 1897

Mercier Florence of Joseph and Marie May 30 1895

Mercier Lilia of Alphonse and Lilla Jan 10 1891

Mercier Marie R of Joseph and Marie Apr 7 1899

Mercogliese Anna A of Donato and Maria Aug 13 1897

Mercurio Adelina of Alfonso and Raffaella Mar 22 1894

Mercurio Alfredo G of Alfonso and Raffaella Mar 17 1892

Mercurio Angelo of Angelo and Giuseppa Sept 26 1892

Mercurio Antonio of Giuseppe and Anna Dec 16 1894

Mercurio Antonio of Giuseppe and Anna Aug 3 1892

Mercurio Emilia of Alfonso and Raffaella Mar 22 1894

Mercurio Francesco of Giuseppe and Teresa Oct 23 1899

Mercurio Ignazia of Giuseppe and Inna Aug 15 1893

Mercurio Mariano of Angelo and Giuseppa June 6 1891
Mercurio Vittorio of Alfonso and Raffaella Jan 13 1896.......16:298
Mercurio —— s of Alfonso and Raffaela Sept 27 1897.......16:350
Merdorosian —— s of Soopan and Almas May 3 1897.......16:365
Meredith Paul of Thomas J and Mary M Feb 7 1893.........15:139
Meredith —— d of Thomas J and Mary M Dec 19 1898.......16:431
Merewether Earl F of George E and Ellen T Jan 12 1898....16:415
Merewether Frederick of George W and Celestine Mar 13 1891.7:7
Merici Filomena of Antonio and Anna June 27 1900.........17:123
Merigold Earl C of Charles N and Ida Sept 7 1894.........16:51
Merisoni —— s of Antonio and Anna May 21 1900............17:41
Merithew Barbara D of William W and Barbara Apr 17 1898.16:408
Merithew Chester C of Eugene B and Eliza J Jan 25 1894....16:37
Merithew Gladys C of Eugene B and Eliza Jan 30 1896.......16:214
Merithew —— s of William and Barbara Feb 2 1894........16:37
Mermer Abel of Morris and Mary Feb 27 1893...............15:156
Mermer Jennie of Morris and Mary June 11 1898............16:399
Mermer Rosa of Maurice and Mary Aug 5 1896..............16:253
Mernick Ellen of Henry P and Mary E July 22 1894.........16:80
Mernick George of Philip T and Katherine T Apr 1 1898....16:415
Mernick Joseph of George S and Mary Dec 18 1894........16:86
Mernick Mary of George S and Mary June 28 1893.........15:166
Mernick Mary R of Henry P and Mary E Aug 11 1893.......15:206
Mernick William of Philip T and Catherine T Apr 23 1894....16:34
Mernick William F of James E and Elizabeth A Oct 21 1895.16:174
Mernick William J of George S and Mary Apr 1 1891.......15:27
Mernick William M of Henry P and Mary E July 21 1892....15:26
Mernick —— d of George S and Mary Feb 6 1898...........16:467
Mero Joseph H (c) of Cassie L Mar 22 1897..............16:292
Merola Antonia of Carmine and Maria Dec 3 1893.........15:215
Merola Maria of Domenico and Genoveffa Oct 11 1897.....16:350
Merrett Emma L of Thomas H and Mary E Sept 20 1895....16:144
Merrett Gertrude R of Thomas H and Mary Apr 24 1894....16:12
Merrifield Emily E of Albert E and Elizabeth Dec 16 1891.15:65
Merrigan James J of John and Ellen Apr 10 1895.........16:118
Merrigan John J of John and Ellen Dec 22 1898...........16:455
Merrigan —— d of John and Ellen July 1 1892............15:119
Merrill Ella R (c) of George H and Mary E Apr 6 1892....15:96
Merrill Gladys S of William B and Emma Feb 23 1893....15:167
Merrill Hazel B of Charles E and Louise B Oct 25 1899....16:544
Merriman Abraham of Maurice and Mary Mar 21 1894.......16:29
Merriman John of Maurice and Mary Apr 1 1892............15:86
Merritt Annie of Eliza Dec 26 1893......................15:183
Merritt Grace of Thomas and Ellen F Apr 14 1900........17:31
Merritt John F of Thomas and Nellie Dec 21 1892.........15:131
Merritt —— d of Thomas and Mary Nov 28 1896...........16:237
Merry Frederick L (c) of Wilson and Gertrude Oct 24 1893 ........ 15: 202
Merry Howard D of Walter A D and Alice C Apr 19 1900 .......... 17: 32
Merry —— (c) d of Wilson and Gertrude Oct 24 1893 ............ 15: 202
Merula Americo of Carmine and Maria D June 15 1895 .......... 16: 133
Messen Eloise of Leopold and Eloise July 3 1900 .............. 17: 59
Messina Maria A of Antonio and Emilia Nov 2 1900 .......... 17: 98
Messinger Roland B F of Lyman B and Annie C June 17 1891 .. 15: 21
Metayer Louis P of Felix and Odile Sept 12 1899 ............. 16: 564
Metayer Marie A of Felix and Odile July 2 1897 .......... 16: 353
Metcalf Cornelia T of Jesse H and Harriet D Sept 28 1892 .. 15: 132
Metcalf Houghton P of Stephen O and Esther P Aug 12 1891 .. 15: 36
Metcalf Mildred of Edward P and Mary E Jan 5 1894 .... 16: 28
Metivier Pearl M of George and Lucy Feb 4 1898 .......... 16: 406
Metivire Louis A of George and Lucy Sept 17 1899 .... 16: 573
Metivire William H of George F and Lucy M Aug 28 1896 .. 16: 263
Metzger Elsa M of John and Ottilie Jan 7 1898 .......... 16: 378
Metzger Martha M of Paul L and Amalie Feb 10 1899 .... 16: 494
Metzger —— d of John and Matilda Oct 16 1891 .... 15: 41
Metzger —— d of John and Ottilie Oct 21 1895 .... 16: 145
Menier Alcide G of Geoffrey and Eugenie Oct 14 1891 .... 15: 62
Menier Eugene of Sifroid and Eugene Jan 8 1893 .......... 15: 55
Menier Marie A of Wilfrid and Mary Dec 20 1896 .......... 16: 268
Menier Thomas L of Alfred and Marie B Apr 1 1898 .... 16: 408
Mey Waldo E of Emil A and Eliza Oct 20 1896 .......... 16: 246
Meyer Caroline L of Robert F and Henrietta C Jan 25 1900 .. 17: 7
Meyer Caspar N of Caspar and Augusta July 26 1893 .... 15: 185
Meyer Charlotte H of Casper and Augusta Aug 20 1899 .. 16: 546
Meyer Ernest of Ernest and Margaret May 11 1899 .... 16: 511
Meyer Florence F of Caspar and Augusta Sept 30 1896 .. 16: 212
Meyer George A of Rudolph E and Nellie N Apr 19 1900 .. 17: 32
Meyer Harry of Hyman and Beckie Sept 12 1900 .......... 17: 82
Meyer Lillian J of Ernest and Margaret Mar 20 1897 .... 16: 308
Meyer Mabel A of Caspar and Augusta Feb 16 1895 .... 16: 107
Meyer Mary A of Ernest and Margaret Aug 6 1894 .... 16: 88
Meyer —— s of August and Josephine Mar 29 1897 .... 16: 365
Meyer —— s of Casper and Augusta Mar 11 1892 .... 15: 78
Meyer —— s of Robert F and Henrietta C July 1 1897 .... 16: 340
Meyers Bertha of David and Betsey Sept 9 1897 .......... 16: 322
Meyers Clara of David and Betsey Jan 1894 .......... 16: 5
Meyers William of Timothy J and Julia T Dec 2 1896 .. 16: 252
Meyers —— s of Frank A and Addie Nov 12 1898 .... 16: 470
Meyers —— d of Nathaniel and Esther Jan 23 1897 .... 16: 364
Meyers —— (c) d of Phebe June 3 1894 ........... 16: 15
Mezencelli Francesco of Angelo and Aitanella Mar 29 1892........15: 89
Mezzarane Rosa of Michele and Raffaela Sept 15 1898........16: 465
Mezzarane —— s of Michele and Raffaela Feb 18 1900........17: 14
Mezzucci Rosa of Angelo and Gaetana Aug 26 1898........16: 452
Michael Annie of John and Mary Mar 1 1895........16: 121
Michael Henry I of Louis and Diana Mar 29 1894........16: 26
Michael Lizzie of John and Mary July 8 1896........16: 268
Michaelich Jennie of Thomas and Frances Sept 29 1894........16: 83
Michaelowitz Carlman of ISAAC and Lena May 9 1893........15: 144
Michaelowitz Wolf of Isaac and Lena Jan 7 1895........16: 98
Michalek Watzloff of Thomas and Frances Mar 21 1899........16: 509
Michalowitz Wolfe of Isaac and Lena Oct 30 1896........16: 226
Michaud Charles A of Isaie and Rosanna Sept 23 1895........16: 162
Michaud Charles A of Isaie and Rosanna July 22 1898........16: 445
Michaud James of Isaie and Rosanna July 26 1894........16: 80
Michaud Mary R of Isaie and Rose A Feb 9 1900........17: 11
Michaud Philip W of Isaie and Rosanna Sept 22 1896........16: 254
Michaud —— s of Isaie and Rose A June 27 1897........16: 366
Michel Marie F A of Napoleon and Albina Nov 26 1895........16: 175
Micheletti Emma of Costanzo and Maria July 6 1900........17: 60
Micheli Giuseppina G M of Annibale and Rosa Sept 20 1900........17: 84
Michelini Enrico A P of Annibale and Rosa Jan 22 1899........16: 516
Miceli Clemente of Antonio and Rosina Jan 15 1900........17: 5
Miceli Gaetano of Antonio and Rosa Jan 8 1899........16: 502
Micieri Fiorinda of Antonio and Rosina Feb 6 1898........16: 400
Mickel Ervin McD of William A and Jennie E Dec 25 1899........16: 549
Mickle Alverda O of William A and Jennie Jan 24 1893........15: 153
Middleton Laura M of Guy E and Margaret M Aug 26 1899........16: 590
Middleton Mary E of John and Katie Jan 29 1899........16: 497
Middleton Thomas of John and Catherine Dec 17 1892........15: 133
Middleton —— s of William and Betsey June 24 1898........16: 399
Midgeley —— s of Joseph and Ida Dec 27 1897........16: 360
Midgley David A of Henry A and Clara Dec 8 1898........16: 432
Midgley Gladys E of William B and Alice Sept 15 1897........16: 337
Midgley Henry of Joseph and Annie Nov 13 1891........15: 62
Midgley John of William B and Alice Sept 15 1897........16: 337
Midwood Albert F of William H and Martha E Sept 4 1899........16: 551
Midwood Annetta T of John W B and Alice Jan 28 1893........15: 162
Midwood George A of George A and Annie Aug 17 1897........16: 341
Midwood Jane B of John W B and Alice May 29 1891........15: 29
Midwood —— s of William H and Martha E Mar 31 1891........15: 15
Midwood —— d of William H and Martha E June 22 1893........15: 152
Midwood —— d of William H and Martha E Jan 17 1895........16: 110
Miele Antonietta of Rocco and Carmina Nov 27 1893........15: 215
Miele Domenico A of Pasquale and Lucrezia Oct 4 1898........16: 453
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Miette Frederick of Aloysius and Mary Oct 3 1892............. 15: 104
Migliaccio Cristoforo of Giuseppe and Loreta Jan 23 1897........ 16: 300
Migliaccio Giuseppina of Giuseppe and Loreta Dec 2 1899........ 16: 576
Migliaccio Maria G of Giuseppe and Loreta July 10 1898........ 16: 450
Mignan Luigi of Torquato and Cesira Oct 22 1894............. 16: 77
Mignella Egidio of Luciano and Aurelia Aug 7 1897............. 16: 354
Mignelli Dorothea of Luciano and Aurelia Jan 12 1896........ 16: 213
Mignelli Marianna L I of Luciano and Aurelia Feb 28 1900.... 17: 17
Mihalik Thomas A of Thomas and Frankiska Oct 14 1895........ 16: 173
Mihališk Annie E of Thomas and Frances July 1 1893........ 15: 204
Mikalajeski Michaelina L of Michael and Ludvika Nov 15 1891 15: 63
Mikalajeski — d of Michael and Ludvika Dec 8 1895............. 16: 175
Mikołajewski Josephine of Michael and Elizabeth May 3 1900 17: 36
Mikołajewski Mary of Michael and Elizabeth Jan 8 1896........ 16: 213
Milan Margaret A of Michael B and Margaret A Nov 30 1898 16: 454
Milburn Fannie W of Thomas J and Minnie J May 3 1893 15: 160
Mildner Alice M of Fred and Mary July 12 1900................. 17: 62
Milen Napoleon J of William and Rosanna Oct 17 1892........ 15: 132
Miles Andrew of Michael and Mary Jan 31 1896................. 16: 181
Miles Annie E of John and Annie Feb 17 1896................. 16: 199
Miles Catherine M of John and Annie July 28 1894............. 16: 65
Miles Elbridge B (c) of Stephen and Alice Jan 21 1894........ 16: 5
Miles Everett L of Ernest L and Grace July 23 1893........... 15: 185
Miles Frank of Frank and Margaret Aug 26 1897................. 16: 331
Miles Ignatius (c) of Stephen A and Alice J Jan 31 1893...... 15: 136
Miles John P of John and Annie Apr 19 1900................. 17: 32
Miles Mary of Michael M and Mary Jan 28 1891................. 15: 1
Miles Stephen A (c) of Stephen A and Alice J Nov 4 1891..... 15: 37
Miles William P of John and Annie Mar 8 1898................. 16: 390
Miles — s of Frank H and Julia H Oct 11 1896................. 16: 240
Miles — d of John and Annie June 9 1893.................. 15: 152
Mileski Eugene of John and Mary Jan 20 1897................. 16: 305
Mileski Irene of John and Mary Jan 3 1899.................. 16: 506
Miley Catherine of Michael and Bridget A Apr 20 1896......... 16: 204
Miley Earl C of Thomas A and Elizabeth F June 15 1893....... 15: 155
Miley Irene M of John A and Mary A Aug 3 1898................. 16: 441
Miley John A of John A and Mary A Apr 29 1896.............. 16: 204
Miley John V of Michael and Bridget A July 14 1899............. 16: 536
Miley Leo T of John A and Mary A Feb 22 1892............... 15: 83
Miley Mabel E of Thomas A and Elizabeth F June 15 1893........ 15: 135
Miley Margaret of Michael and Bridget A Jan 6 1891........... 15: 17
Miley Margaret L of James F and Ellen F Apr 19 1898........ 16: 387
Miley Ursula L of James F and Ellen F Mar 21 1899............. 16: 487
Miley Ursula L of James F and Ellen F Mar 26 1900........... 17: 25
Miley William of Michael and Bridget A Feb 28 1892........ 15: 83
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Milke, Marjorie E of Edward J and Frances E Nov 19 1800. 17: 103
Miller, Ruth of Aaron and Addie Oct 17 1893. 15: 184
Miller, George of James A and Ina Nov 3 1894. 16: 70
Millard, Annie J of Edward J and Annie June 12 1896. 16: 196
Millard, Errol B of Walter E and Eva E Apr 15 1898. 16: 394
Millard, Harold J of Henry P and Catherine June 2 1899. 16: 474
Millard, Harold T of Ellery H and Inez A Dec 23 1891. 15: 44
Miller, Albert P of Albert P Jr and Hattie W Oct 28 1891. 15: 37
Miller, Alice of James J and Margaret A Mar 1 1899. 16: 509
Miller, Allison I of Rennetts C and Ethel B Sept 16 1900. 17: 83
Miller, Amelia of Charles and Mary May 5 1892. 16: 87
Miller, (Mello) Amelia of Thomas and Rosa Sept 3 1898. 16: 418
Miller, Annie E of John J and Mary E Mar 28 1899. 16: 494
Miller, Arthur C of Theodore and Mary E Mar 11 1895. 16: 92
Miller, Benjamin W of William F and Lucy M Feb 18 1899. 16: 490
Miller, Byron of William S and Rosanna Apr 19 1893. 15: 144
Miller, Carleton H of Carlton H and Clara A Dec 16 1894. 16: 79
Miller, Catherine L of Theodore and Mary E Apr 10 1892. 16: 67
Miller, Charles of James J and Margaret A Apr 29 1896. 16: 217
Miller, Charles E of Frederick J and Jennie W Apr 23 1898. 16: 413
Miller, Chester H of John and Bertha July 24 1898. 16: 463
Miller, Chrisilla R B (c) of Edward W and Etta M June 14 1894. 16: 7
Miller, Christopher E of Annie May 26 1896. 16: 205
Miller, Clarence E of Louis E and Mary L July 9 1896. 16: 261
Miller, Dorothy of Albert and Annie Nov 28 1894. 16: 78
Miller, Earl B of Benjamin V and Jessie F Aug 8 1892. 15: 127
Miller, Earl S of Minton and Rachel Maude Apr 23 1894. 16: 40
Miller, Edward W of Edward W and Etta M June 2 1896. 16: 187
Miller, Elizabeth of Henry T and Mary J June 9 1891. 15: 9
Miller, Elizabeth of James A and Ina C Jan 13 1893. 15: 155
Miller, Everett C of Rennetts C and Ethel Oct 20 1898. 16: 419
Miller, Florence R of Phbiat M and Rose Apr 17 1899. 16: 488
Miller, Francis of Joseph and Mary Nov 7 1898. 16: 465
Miller, Frank of Frank and Evarista Mar 25 1897. 16: 274
Miller, Frederick of John J A and Mary E Mar 26 1897. 16: 296
Miller, Frederick J A of Frederick J and Emma Jan 12 1900. 17: 4
Miller, Frederick B of Frederick J L and Emma May 15 1897. 16: 297
Miller, George of George S and Bridget Mar 27 1897. 16: 286
Miller, George of James J and Margaret A Dec 7 1893. 15: 211
Miller, George E of George F and Rachel A May 13 1896. 16: 220
Miller, George T of Robert and Margaret Jan 20 1898. 16: 374
Miller, George W of George W and Rose E Oct 4 1892. 15: 124
Miller, Gilbert DeB of Byron and Martha A Feb 3 1899. 16: 475
Miller, Gladys of Minton and Rachel S Aug 24 1899. 16: 527
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Miller Hope C of Robert J and Jennie P July 26 1897............16:324
Miller Hope S of Minton and Rachel M July 4 1895............16:137
Miller Irving W of Wilhelm and Alma July 20 1893............15:193
Miller Isabella D K of James G and Catherine Jan 19 1894.....16:43
Miller Isidor F (c) of Edward W and Etta M Aug 7 1899......16:527
Miller Jennie of Morris and Clara June 14 1900..............17:47
Miller Jennie M of Jeffrey and Jennie Jan 9 1892.............15:98
Miller Jesse (Jacintho Mello) of Jacintho and Maria Aug 18
1896 .........................................................16:224
Miller Joan E of Joan J A and Maria A Nov 10 1893........15:172
Miller John G of Robert J and Jennie T June 24 1900.......15:70
Miller John H of Robert and Mary J May 13 1894............16:41
Miller John W of William D M and Lucy D Mar 29 1893....15:137
Miller Josiah W of Walter H and Josephine June 28 1894....16:43
Miller Lawrence E of Samuel and Laura A Mar 19 1893.....15:156
Miller Leo R of Robert J and Jennie P Jan 9 1896........16:187
Miller Lillie M of Luther and Etta E Sept 19 1895........16:178
Miller Louis J of Theodore and Mary E June 7 1893....15:138
Miller Lydia R of John and Bertha July 24 1896..............16:238
Miller Madeline of William H and Sarah J June 22 1895....16:109
Miller Margaret of Reuben and Jemima July 21 1892....15:117
Miller Maria of Antone and Izabella A Nov 10 1896......16:226
Miller Maria E of John M and Maria Feb 4 1892..............15:66
Miller Marie A of Benedict and Babetta P Mar 11 1900....15:71
Miller Marion G of Robert J and Jennie P Jan 19 1899....16:478
Miller Mary of Joseph and Mary F Mar 8 1894..............15:7
Miller Mary of William S and Rose Nov 24 1894............16:58
Miller Matthew of Antone and Izabella Aug 19 1895....16:134
Miller Muriel R of Irving P and Frances F July 10 1894...16:75
Miller Olga of Albert and Anna Sept 1 1893..............15:193
Miller Paul of Albert A and Annabel Aug 31 1899........16:551
Miller Ray O of Louis E and Mary L Aug 23 1898........16:457
Miller Raymond of Edgar E and Lillian Feb 16 1896.......16:199
Miller Raymond H of Stephen C and Annie E May 14 1900...17:39
Miller Rosetta (c) of George and Louisa Apr 9 1897....16:289
Miller Susanna A of Elmer F and Marie L Sept 4 1894...16:90
Miller Thomas of Antone and Margaret Aug 1 1898........16:417
Miller Vincent R of Robert and Mary H May 12 1892....15:94
Miller Walter L of William H and Sarah J Aug 6 1897....16:333
Miller Wheaton H of George D and Mary A Dec 1 1892....15:101
Miller William of Charles and Anna Dec 29 1900........17:115
Miller William of Francisco and Evariste Sept 20 1895....16:135
Miller William B of William S and Rosanna May 25 1892...15:75
Miller William E of Edward E and Mary B July 29 1895....16:134
Miller William H of William H and Sarah July 11 1893....15:185
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Miller Willie of Harry and Helen Aug 2 1892 .................. 15:132
Miller —— s of Elizabeth Mar 15 1893 .................. 15:146
Miller —— d of Ernest F and Rachel Aug 25 1895 .................. 16:162
Miller —— s of Fred J and Jennie W Apr 23 1900 .................. 17:33
Miller —— s of Frederick H and Jennett L May 11 1894 .................. 16:27
Miller —— d of Ida Mar 24 1899 .................. 16:484
Miller —— d of Louis G and Mary L June 21 1900 .................. 17:49
Miller —— d of Manoel and Maria Oct 24 1895 .................. 16:136
Miller —— s of Manoel and Maria Mar 16 1897 .................. 16:364
Miller —— d of William L and Alma Jan 26 1896 .................. 16:202
Millerick Elizabeth E of William and Catherine A Apr 7 1893 .................. 15:139
Millerick William of William and Catherine A Apr 2 1891 .................. 15:5
Millett Adolph G of Joseph G and Delia Sept 9 1896 .................. 16:270
Millett Albert E of Edward H and Jane Jan 4 1899 .................. 16:485
Millette Beatrice I of Joseph G and Delia Sept 20 1898 .................. 16:356
Millette Daniel J of Joseph G and Delia Aug 31 1899 .................. 16:563
Milliken Eugene of James B and Margaret V July 23 1895 .................. 16:154
Milliken —— d of William and Alma J Mar 12 1892 .................. 15:73
Millikin Margaret of James B and Margaret V Apr 8 1893 .................. 15:151
Millington Arthur H of William H and Louise C Feb 12 1898 .................. 16:413
Millington Walter R of William H and Louise Jan 12 1899 .................. 16:489
Million Irene of Thomas F and Katie June 25 1894 .................. 16:25
Million Raymond of Thomas F and Catherine F Nov 12 1896 .................. 16:226
Millman Abram of Max and Ida May 3 1895 .................. 16:96
Millman Annie of John and Elizabeth Apr 24 1896 .................. 16:207
Millman Bessie of Max and Becky Mar 1 1899 .................. 16:480
Millman Chaunce of Joseph and Fruina Mar 19 1898 .................. 16:390
Millman Isabella of Max and Liba Jan 20 1897 .................. 16:295
Millman Michael of John and Elizabeth July 8 1897 .................. 16:344
Millman Sepray of Joseph and Fanny Sept 7 1899 .................. 16:551
Millor Elsa E of Gustav O and Emil Dec 25 1893 .................. 15:212
Mills Carlotta M (c) of Henry L and Annie E Aug 5 1894 .................. 16:50
Mills Faith of B Fay and Mary R Apr 23 1891 .................. 15:18
Mills Helen E of Frank S and Nellie C Oct 8 1895 .................. 16:152
Mills Hilton Luvon (c) of Henry L and Annie P Jan 8 1892 .................. 15:68
Mills Raymond O of Thomas H and Sadie Nov 20 1898 .................. 16:449
Mills —— s of George W and Amelia Aug 23 1895 .................. 16:155
Mills —— (c) d of Henry L and Annie P Nov 19 1896 .................. 16:230
Mills —— s of Jane Jan 6 1892 .................. 15:76
Mills —— s of Joseph W and Isabella Mar 16 1894 .................. 16:38
Milman Max of Falck and Annie June 5 1894 .................. 16:7
Milnes Ervin of Walter and Mary May 1 1899 .................. 16:511
Milnes Thomas W of Walter and Mary Jan 12 1898 .................. 16:405
Milon Edna of John and Delia Sept 19 1900 .................. 17:84
Milon Marion of John and Delia Dec 18 1897 .................. 16:347
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Milson Gladys A of John R and Fannie A Mar 19 1899..........16:517
Minande Bella A of Napoleon and Delia Aug 10 1897...........16:325
Minande Blanche A of Napoleon and Delia Apr 6 1900...........17:29
Minande George L A of Alcide and Josephine July 5 1900......17:60
Minande —— d of Alfred and Anna Mar 23 1899..............16:594
Minande —— s of Fred and Anna May 6 1900................17:56
Minandre Eva J of Napoleon and Delia Oct 24 1895..........16:146
Minandre Florence A of Napoleon and Delia July 28 1893...15:177
Minandre Napoleon A of Napoleon and Delia Aug 12 1891...15:39
Mina Giuseppe of Giorgio and Sara Feb 6 1893..............15:168
Minah Anna of George and Sara Feb 16 1899.................16:503
Minahan Ellen M of Michael and Mary Apr 29 1897...........16:275
Minahan Nora T of John and Mary Apr 26 1896..............16:186
Minard Lillie of Joseph and Alphonsine June 16 1891....15:10
Minehan Annie E of John and Mary Dec 16 1892............15:105
Minehan —— d of Michael and Mary Nov 20 1898...........16:470
Miner Ann M of Frank and Ellen May 3 1897...............16:287
Miner Annie C of Stephen F and Helen Aug 26 1899......16:503
Miner Charles of James F and Catherine Oct 18 1891.....15:57
Miner Ernest F of Stephen F and Nellie L Jan 23 1897...16:306
Miner Francis H of Francis and Ellen M Jan 25 1893....15:146
Miner Grace A of James S and Mary July 22 1894...........16:54
Miner Grace E of Vernum L and Sarah May 1 1895.......16:96
Miner Harry E of George and Nellie G Mar 19 1896......16:203
Miner Henry of James F and Catherine M Feb 18 1896...16:209
Miner James C of James S and Mary Aug 28 1892........15:107
Miner James J of Frank and Ellen Mar 10 1891............15:11
Miner Percy H of George and Nellie G Feb 16 1893.....15:142
Miner Robert of James and Mary Sept 7 1896.........16:229
Miner Vincent L of Frank and Ellen Sept 21 1899.....16:544
Miner William A of James and Mary Mar 4 1900............17:19
Miney Katherine of Michael and Catherine Feb 17 1898...16:471
Miney Thomas of Michael and Catherine Feb 20 1896.....16:209
Mini Caterina of Steffiano and Marietta Aug 3 1897.....16:332
Miniati Nella of Torquato and Cestra Sept 22 1900.....17:85
Minichiello Giovanni of Carmine and Maria Sept 4 1900..17:117
Minichiello Vella V of Carmine and Maria Apr 20 1899..16:504
Miniella Ippolita A of Luciano and Aurelia Jan 4 1896..16:187
Mink Arthur H of George A and Allie Sept 27 1893........15:187
Minkins Imogene L (c) of John C and Rosa L May 11 1897..16:278
Minkins Miriam R (c) of John C and Rosa L May 11 1895..16:96
Minkins Rosa J (c) of John C and Rosa L Jan 9 1899......16:475
Minnehah Mary of Michael and Mary J Nov 10 1895......16:136
Minor Theodore F of Francis X and Angeline Feb 18 1899..16:508
Minton Early F (c) of Robert B and Josephine Jan 28 1894..16:25
Minton Elmer E (c) of Robert B and Josephine A May 14 1897 .......................... 16:297
Minton Nathaniel A (c) of Robert B and Josephine N Jan 15 1892 .......................... 15:83
Minton Roberta (c) of Robert B and Josephine N Sept 1 1899. 16:557
Minturn Alfred F of Alfred F and Katie Sept 18 1899. ................ 16:536
Mioni Raffaela of Luigi and Grace A July 1 1896. ........ 16:256
Mioni Raffaella of Cosimo and Giovanna Sept 7 1899. ........ 16:535
Miozzi Antonia of Giuseppe and Concetta Jan 15 1891. 15:21
Miozzi Antonia of Raffaello and Maria Jan 18 1896. .......................... 16:208
Miozzi Rachele of Raffaello and Maria I Aug 27 1891. .......................... 15:56
Miozzo Doniata of Giuseppe and Concetta June 15 1891. .......................... 15:31
Miranda Joao of Jose and Maria Nov 10 1896. .......................... 16:226
Miranda Maria of Jose J and Maria Dec 3 1897. .......................... 16:320
Mirando Maria of Manuel F and Maria J Mar 5 1891. .......................... 15:2
Mirandola Domenico of Giuseppe and Maria M Mar 9 1893. .......................... 15:159
Miron Marie G L of Joseph and Sophronia Apr 25 1891. .......................... 15:23
Mischler Frank F of Caesar and Marion L May 25 1896. .......................... 16:198
Mischler Frank F of Adam and Martha A Aug 1 1897. .......................... 16:341
Mischler Frank F of Adam and Martha A Aug 1 1898. .......................... 16:441
Miska Amelia of Joseph and Marchiana July 24 1900. .......................... 17:66
Mistofsky Etta of Bernard and Rachel Nov 24 1895. .......................... 16:147
Mistofsky Lillie of Barnard and Rachel Feb 15 1891. .......................... 15:7
Mistofsky Mollie of Barnet and Rachel Dec 25 1900. .......................... 17:114
Mistofsky Samuel of Barnet and Rachel Apr 15 1893. .......................... 15:144
Mistofsky —-s of Barnet and Rachel June 5 1899. .......................... 16:595
Mistowsky Max of Jacob and Lena Sept 12 1891. .......................... 15:36
Mistowsky Samuel of Jacob and Lina Nov 9 1892. .......................... 15:104
Mitchell Abbie A of George and Eva J Nov 2 1900. .......................... 17:98
Mitchell Alexander J of William and Margaret C June 1 1895. 16:103
Mitchell Amanda M (c) of William F and Fannie Mar 5 1899 .......................... 16:515
Mitchell Arthur of Charles and Frances July 10 1892. .......................... 15:114
Mitchell Arthur J of Archibald and Leonie M July 31 1897. 16:362
Mitchell Charles of Charles and Frances Aug 15 1893. .......................... 15:189
Mitchell Charles H of Charles H and Mary E Aug 21 1895. .......................... 16:166
Mitchell Edgar E of Patrick and Annie E June 14 1891. .......................... 15:10
Mitchell Elvira E (c) of Robert L and Sarah W June 1 1897. 16:314
Mitchell Esther of George L and Edith D June 19 1897. .......................... 16:300
Mitchell Florence of Thomas and Margaret J June 26 1895. .......................... 16:131
Mitchell Frances of George L M and Edith D Sept 25 1899. 16:565
Mitchell Francis T of Thomas J and Beatrice Dec 9 1894. .......................... 16:85
Mitchell George F of George and Carrie M Feb 17 1892. .......................... 15:81
Mitchell George H of James H and Almeda Jan 7 1892. .......................... 15:96
Mitchell Harold M of James H and Almeda E July 1 1894. .......................... 16:71
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Mitchell James F of James and Rose Feb 9 1895..................16:126
Mitchell James J of John and Mary A Oct 5 1900.................17: 89
Mitchell John A of William and Margaret C Sept 12 1897........16:327
Mitchell John D of John B and Jessie R Oct 31 1897.............16:319
Mitchell John P of John and Mary A Oct 29 1898..................16:439
Mitchell John S of Samuel T and Amelia Apr 6 1898..............16:394
Mitchell Joseph E of Isaie and Rosanna May 15 1892..............15: 87
Mitchell Joseph H of James and Rose June 10 1897...............16:284
Mitchell Leonard of Ivan and Mary Jan 8 1899...................16:493
Mitchell Leonie M of Archibald and Leonie M July 31 1897......16:362
Mitchell Lief of Ivan and Annie M Mar 3 1896...................16:206
Mitchell Lillian E C of John F and Isabell M Aug 3 1899......16:562
Mitchell Margaret D of William and Margaret C Dec 16 1899....16:540
Mitchell Margaret E (c) of Richard W and Laurena S Mar 22
1899 ........................................................................16:494
Mitchell Marguerite E of Andrew and Rachel May 16 1899.....16:492
Mitchell Oliver S (c) of Sarah May 14 1899......................16:477
Mitchell Ralph A of Archibald and Leonie Mar 6 1894...........16: 19
Mitchell Robert E of Robert L and Sarah W Nov 19 1895......16:140
Mitchell Rose A of James and Rose Aug 20 1892..................15:127
Mitchell Sarah R (c) of Robert L and Sarah W Apr 23 1899....16:477
Mitchell Stephen of William and Margaret Dec 19 1891........15: 42
Mitchell Thomas of Thomas and Margaret J Apr 8 1892.........15: 93
Mitchell Thomas F of John and Mary Oct 9 1896..................16:246
Mitchell —— d of Donald G Jr and Mary Jan 14 1898.............16:371
Mitchell —— d of Douglas and Mary Nov 21 1892................15:125
Mitchell —— s of George and Cassie M June 14 1893.............15:161
Mitchell —— s of George R and Hannah May 27 1893..............15:157
Mitchell —— s of Granville P and Sarah F June 22 1893........15:138
Mitchell —— s of William and Margaret C Nov 19 1893.........15:181
Mixer Alice I. of William H and Bertha May 30 1898.............16:377
Mixon Edith (e) of Mary Jan 17 1898...............................16:383
Moan Edward of James F and Sarah Oct 15 1899...................16:574
Moan Irene of Patrick and Jane Mar 25 1896......................16:190
Moan Jane G of Patrick and Jane Nov 28 1893....................15:181
Moan Mary of Thomas and Mary Nov 24 1899......................16:554
Moan Rosauna of Patrick and Jane Apr 3 1892....................15: 73
Moan Thomas of Thomas and Mary May 14 1897....................16:289
Moan —— s of Arthur A and Grace June 26 1898..................16:468
Moan —— d of James F and Sarah May 31 1894....................16: 35
Moary Elsa H E of Carl J and Mary C July 10 1894..............16: 80
Mobrice Maria C of Frank A and Ramondina Nov 30 1900.........17:106
Mocksch —— d of Martha Jan 27 1898..............................16:467
Modarelli Rosa of Nicola and Maria Aug 20 1897...............16:354
Modelski Annie of George and Agatha June 10 1896..............16:218
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Modelski Thomas of George and Agnes Nov 10 1898. ..........16: 460
Moller George W of Henry J and Sarah A Sept 13 1896. .16: 240
Moller William A of Franklin and Isabelle W Sept 18 1895.16: 139
Moen Catherine of James F and Sarah June 17 1895. ..........16: 124
Moen James F of James and Sarah Aug 14 1897. ............16: 348
Moffatt Emma P of Alexander and Emma May 13 1894. ....16: 30
Moffatt Francis F of John H and Theresa A July 3 1895. .16: 161
Moffatt George of Alexander and Emma Apr 1 1891. ........16: 27
Moffett James of Alexander and Emma Oct 10 1892. .......15: 128
Moffitt Annie G of John H and Theresa May 31 1898. ....16: 398
Moffitt Elizabeth of John H and Theresa Aug 24 1892. ...15: 120
Moffitt Harold of James H and Mary Oct 28 1898. ........16: 419
Moffitt Helen of James H and Mary E Oct 18 1891. .......15: 34
Moffitt James W of John H and Theresa May 8 1891. .....15: 20
Moffitt William of William A and Sarah T May 21 1900. .17: 41
Moffitt William E of John and Jennie Nov 20 1898. ......16: 449
Moffitt —— s of Walter S and Martha M Dec 9 1896. ....16: 267
Mogan Maria of John P and Annie Nov 9 1900. ..........17: 100
Mogelewski Jacob of Barnet and Sarah Feb 23 1900. .....17: 15
Mojean Henry L of Ambrose and Ambeline May 31 1896. .16: 204
Moksch Ella L of Theodore and Annie Apr 8 1898. ......16: 408
Molarelli Adolfo of Gennaro and Filomena Feb 21 1896. .16: 189
Monitor Agnes of Augustus and Ellen Feb 18 1894. ....16: 1
Moller Edith M K of Edward and Mary B May 19 1899. ...16: 512
Molloy Annie M of Patrick F and Bridget T Feb 25 1899. .16: 498
Molloy Elizabeth of Patrick F and Bridget T Sept 28 1900.17: 87
Molloy James W of John and Annie M Nov 11 1900. ......17: 101
Molloy Joseph F of John J and Annie M Dec 21 1898. ...16: 424
Molloy Mary E of William and Ellen Oct 18 1898. .......16: 459
Molloy Timothy J of John and Annie M May 31 1899. ....16: 492
Molloy William T of William and Ellen Oct 6 1900. .....17: 90
Molter John A of Adam and Sabina June 5 1894. ..........16: 27
Molter Walter H of Adam and Sabina Apr 18 1896. .......16: 204
Molter —— d of Henry T and Augusta June 27 1891. ....15: 21
Monaghan Angelina of Basil and Mary E Apr 13 1898. ...16: 390
Monaghan Arthur J of Baril J and Mary E Feb 28 1900. .17: 17
Monaghan Edward M of John P and Annie P Sept 5 1896. .16: 245
Monaghan Eva B of Hugh T and Annie Mar 14 1894. ......16: 11
Monaghan Francis J of John C and Bridget E Dec 1 1895. .16: 168
Monaghan John J of John J and Catherine Nov 25 1900. .17: 105
Monaghan Margaret T of Hugh T and Annie May 30 1892. .15: 70
Monaghan Mary of John P and Annie P May 16 1900. .....17: 39
Monaghan Mary R of John J and Catherine July 30 1893. .15: 206
Monaghan Monica H of John J and Catherine Feb 15 1892.15: 92
Monahan Agnes T of Thomas and Jennie July 25 1891. .15: 47
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Monahan Ann of John and Mary Oct 17 1897..................16: 322
Monahan Constantine L of Hugh and Annie Oct 25 1899............16: 338
Monahan Edward of John T and Catherine A May 25 1899............16: 312
Monahan Esther of John and Mary Mar 17 1896....................16: 185
Monahan Ethel C of James J and Kate A Feb 5 1897..............16: 312
Monahan Felix of John and Mary May 24 1900......................17: 41
Monahan Francis J of Francis and Bridget May 4 1896.............16: 207
Monahan Frank C of John T and Catherine Oct 10 1892............15: 128
Monahan Gertrude A of Michael and Louise G Sept 24 1894.......16: 47
Monahan Gladys G of James J and Mary J Apr 16 1898..............16: 373
Monahan Helen of James J and Mary J Aug 27 1900..................17: 76
Monahan Helena H of George H and Helena Aug 24 1899.............16: 522
Monahan Hugh T of Hugh T and Annie Jan 7 1898...................16: 378
Monahan James of Michael and Margaret Apr 3 1894..............16: 43
Monahan James of Peter and Hannah June 16 1891................15: 19
Monahan James R of Peter and Hannah July 22 1891..............15: 51
Monahan Jerome H W of Frank T and Bridget E Jan 16 1894,16: 28
Monahan John of John and Mary Mar 6 1890.......................16: 476
Monahan John of Peter F and Hannah Apr 15 1893...............15: 154
Monahan Joseph E of James J and Mary Jan 13 1895..............16: 91
Monahan Joseph F of John and Ellen Feb 21 1891................15: 26
Monahan Josephine M of Patrick and Maria May 3 1894...........16: 40
Monahan Leo C of Frank T and Bridget E Apr 10 1898.............16: 397
Monahan Lillie E of Patrick and Maria Apr 13 1899..............16: 511
Monahan Louise C of John C and Bridget June 24 1892............15: 80
Monahan Marie C of John C and Bridget E June 6 1894.........16: 35
Monahan Mary of Frank T and Bridget E June 16 1891............15: 21
Monahan Mary of Thomas F and Margaret Apr 6 1900..............17: 29
Monahan Mary A C of James J and Catherine A Mar 7 1895,16: 111
Monahan Mary F of Thomas F and Catherine M Sept 4 1896,16: 225
Monahan Mary L of Patrick J and Maria Apr 7 1892..............15: 93
Monahan Patrick of Michael and Margaret J Mar 25 1892.......15: 86
Monahan Rena L of Michael J and Louise G Aug 8 1898...........16: 418
Monahan Ruth F of John and Mary A Mar 9 1892................15: 92
Monahan Theresa M of Patrick and Maria Jan 10 1896............16: 213
Monahan Thomas P of Patrick and Maria Jan 8 1898..............16: 104
Monahan William L of John H and Eliza T Nov 21 1899...........16: 533
Monahan s of Patrick and Maria Nov 8 1897....................16: 358
Monast d of Noc and Eugenie Apr 16 1894.....................16: 39
Monat Edna E of Noc L and Xellie J April 13 1895.............16: 115
Monday (c) s of James A and Abby W Dec 31 1893..............15: 192
Mondella Filippo of Tomaso and Lucia Aug 18 1891..............15: 56
Mondella Rocco of Tomaso and Lucia Nov 7 1893................15: 202
Mondella d of Tomaso and Lucia Apr 13 1895..............16: 122
Mondello d of Rocco and Concetta Nov 1 1900..............17: 98
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Mondi Assunta of Francesco and Concetta Aug 14 1899........ 16: 571
Mondiparra Maria of Giuseppe and Lovi June 28 1898......... 16: 383
Mondoni Donietta of Francisco and Maria Mar 28 1893........ 15: 160
Mone Elizabeth of Thomas and Mary Mar 22 1895.............. 16: 111
Monet Maria L A of Joseph B and Leonine Dec 7 1896........ 16: 260
Monette Blanche of Joseph and Leonie June 3 1900............ 17: 44
Monette Clara of Joseph B and Leonie Nov 18 1893.......... 15: 203
Monette Joseph A of Joseph B and Leonie Mar 24 1898........ 16: 402
Monette Joseph B D of Joseph B and Leonie Apr 11 1895..... 16: 115
Monette Joseph E E of Joseph and Leonie May 30 1899....... 16: 505
Money Ella M F of Louis E and Lurena E Apr 25 1898........ 16: 398
Mongeon Ernest P of Arture and Nellie Nov 25 1900.......... 17: 105
Monia —— d of Domenico and Cecelia Dec 18 1897........... 16: 368
Monigan Ellen T of William F and Mary E Sept 2 1898....... 16: 458
Monigan Francis O of William F and Mary E Feb 7 1895...... 16: 126
Monigan William J of William F and Mary E Aug 26 1896..... 16: 263
Moniz Adelaide of Primo and Rosa I Oct 17 1900............ 17: 93
Moniz Alberto of Antonio P and Roza Apr 26 1896.......... 16: 183
Moniz (Morris) Antonio of Antonio P and Roza Mar 15 1899.. 16: 594
Moniz Antonio P of Primo and Roza I June 27 1899........ 16: 518
Moniz Jacintho of Primo and Roza May 18 1893.............. 15: 138
Moniz (Morris) Manoel of Antonio P and Roza Mar 15 1899.. 16: 473
Moniz Manoel P of Primo and Roza I Mar 3 1895............ 16: 92
Moniz Maria I of Manoel J and Maria Dec 19 1892........... 15: 102
Moniz Marie A of Manoel E and Sarah Sept 4 1896.......... 16: 242
Monks Edward L of Edward L and Mary Apr 13 1900.......... 17: 31
Monks Florence MacD of Joseph S and Mary J July 31 1898.. 16: 451
Monocci Antonio of Giovanni and Cristina Dec 7 1898...... 16: 455
Monohan John R of John H and Eliza T Dec 2 1896......... 16: 247
Monohan Joseph E of Hugh T and Annie Aug 1 1895.......... 16: 142
Mon plaisir Alfred of Pierre and Mathilde Apr 19 1897..... 16: 283
Mon plaisir Antonio of Pierre and Mathilde Feb 11 1892.... 15: 72
Mon plaisir Etienne of Pierre and Mathilde Feb 11 1892.... 15: 72
Mon plaisir Eva of Pierre and Mathilde June 19 1898...... 16: 382
Mon plaisir Florence F of Joseph and Mary L Feb 10 1896... 16: 188
Mon plaisir Herbert of Pierre and Mathilde Feb 14 1894.... 16: 10
Mon plaisir Joseph J R L of Pierre and Matilda June 14 1895.16: 103
Mon plaisir Marie O G E of Antoine H and Fabiola Oct 7 1898.16: 422
Mon plaisir Marie R of Joseph and Marie L Apr 3 1891...... 15: 8
Monroe Alice L of Walter and Ella E Dec 14 1894.......... 16: 64
Monroe Charles E of William F and Annie A May 11 1899... 16: 495
Monroe Henry F of William F and Anna A Mar 21 1891..... 15: 18
Monroe Willard W of James H and Lillian Nov 23 1894...... 16: 48
Monroe —— d of Genevieve May 9 1900...................... 17: 37
Monroe —— (c) s of James H and Lillian Apr 4 1893........ 15: 139
Monsell Beulah A of Isaac L and Isabella A Apr 18 1893......15: 140
Monson Mabel of Nels and Ellen Feb 24 1900.................17: 16
Monson —— s of Emil and Margareta L Apr 30 1898.........16: 391
Monson —— s of Nils and Ellen Dec 29 1892.................15: 131
Monson —— d of Nils and Ellen Dec 17 1894..................16: 86
Montagano Giovanni of Francesco and Fortunata May 4 1897.16: 316
Montagano Giuseppe A of Francesco and Maria F Nov 9 1891.15: 58
Montagano Maria of Feliciantonio and Concetta Jan 17 1897.16: 286
Montagano Theresa of Feliciantonio and Concetta Oct 16
1899 ..........16: 544
Montague Edward F of Joseph and Bridget Nov 26 1894......16: 58
Montague Joseph H of Joseph and Bridget Apr 15 1899......16: 481
Montague Mary A of Joseph and Bridget Aug 15 1892........15: 106
Montalena Maria of Francesco and Fortunata Oct 20 1894....16: 77
Montanaro Emilia of Giovanni and Luigia Nov 13 1898.....16: 454
Montaquilla Assunta of Pietro and Maria July 22 1900......17: 65
Montaquilla Maria D of Domenicantonio and Maria Sept 29
1899 ..........16: 536
Montaroux James (c) of L and Luiza May 26 1899............16: 475
Monte Pietro F of Frederico and Filomena Aug 3 1891......15: 60
Monte —— s of Xunzio and Maria May 15 1900................17: 56
Montecalvo Angela of Domenico and Maria A Sept 24 1898...16: 453
Montecalvo Giovanni A of Costanzo and Giuseppa Mar 6 1898.16: 401
Montecalvo Maria G of Domenico and Maria A July 19 1897.16: 348
Montecalvo Rosario L of Domenico and M Antonia Oct 7
1900 ..........17: 90
Montecalvo —— s of Domenico and Maria July 17 1899......16: 596
Montecalvo —— d of Domenico and Maria A June 19 1897....16: 301
Montegera Agostino of Cesidio and Lavinia Nov 17 1896....16: 237
Monteiro Clara June 7 1900..................................17: 123
Monteiro Rosa (c) of Silvestro and Dominga May 13 1898....16: 373
Monteiro Theophilo of Luiz N and Maria N Apr 6 1893......15: 169
Monteith William D of William and Ida F Mar 29 1899....16: 494
Monteleone Benedetto of Nicola and Angela Nov 12 1896....16: 259
Montella Felice of Antonio and Francesca June 9 1898......16: 104
Montella Maria I of Antonio and Francesca Oct 5 1900......17: 89
Montella Michela of Rocco and Concetta May 4 1896........16: 211
Montella Tomasino of Rocco and Concetta June 11 1897....16: 304
Montella Virginia I of Vito and Teresa Nov 27 1900......17: 105
Montello Maria of Rocco and Concetta Jan 13 1899.........16: 516
Montello Michele of Tomasino and Lucia Sept 26 1892......15: 132
Montepeira Gaetano M of Cesidio and Lavinia Mar 4 1900....17: 19
Montgomery Ethel M of John H and Annie J Apr 13 1895....16: 122
Montgomery John E of John and Annie Dec 5 1897.........16: 352
Montgomery Leo J of John and Annie J Mar 9 1899.........16: 503
Montgomery Margaret I of John H and Margaret J Jan 18
1893 .............................................. 15:148
Montgomery Margaret O of John H and Annie J Dec 23 1893.15:204
Montgomery Robert J of John H and Margaret J Jan 18 1893.15:148
Montgomery — d of George and Maria Apr 26 1892.15:96
Montgomery — s of John and Margaret J Nov 1 1891.15:46
Monti Filomena of Nunzio and Maria Oct 12 1897.16:350
Monti Francesceo of Nunzio and Maria Aug 14 1895.16:165
Montminy Albert E of George A and Nellie June 16 1893.15:147
Montminy — s of Elzeard G and Nellie H May 3 1892.15:77
Montplaisir Marie A R of Antoine and Fabiola Dec 7 1900.17:108
Montville Edward of Pierre and Clifsie Mar 3 1899.16:487
Montville Edward H of Felix and Virginia Jan 19 1900.17:53
Montville Gideon of Pierre and Clifsie July 16 1891.15:44
Moodie Charlotte E of Adam Y and Charlotte E Jan 26 1898.16:396
Moodie Christopher A of Adam Y and Charlotte E Aug 19
1894 .......................... 16:69
Moodie Robert J of Adam Y and Charlotte E Feb 24 1896.16:263
Moody Edna H of Melville and Annie May 30 1900.17:43
Moody Leila M E (c) of Junius and Lucinda Aug 2 1895.16:162
Moody Leo of Frederick A and Adelia Dec 3 1897.16:346
Moody — s of Melville H Apr 20 1897.16:365
Moon Samuel S of Albert A and Ruth A Oct 8 1900.17:90
Mooney Alice M of Bernard and Mary July 15 1892.15:99
Mooney Catherine M of John F and Catherine Feb 11 1899.16:497
Mooney Dennis of Thomas P and Bridget Mar 21 1893.15:137
Mooney Earle of William and Emma Aug 30 1898.16:427
Mooney Ethel of John and Hannah Mar 25 1900.17:25
Mooney Grace E of Frederick H and Edna I May 10 1898.16:385
Mooney James P of Thomas P and Bridget July 16 1891.15:32
Mooney Joseph of John and Ann May 10 1892.15:74
Mooney Mary E of Bernard and Mary Sept 29 1893.15:171
Mooney Mary J of Daniel and Susan Feb 16 1896.16:209
Mooney Theresa M of Bernard and Mary Oct 20 1895.16:152
Mooney Thomas J of Philip and Ann Mar 14 1891.15:8
Mooney — s of Bernard and Mary June 26 1895.16:104
Moore Beatrice G of William P and Mary E Dec 5 1900.17:108
Moore Bella M of Frederick and Mary H Nov 13 1900.17:101
Moore Charles of Charles W and Annie E Mar 1 1894.16:22
Moore Charles C of Robert A and Catherine Dec 29 1892.15:102
Moore Chester R of Nathan E and Mary E Oct 5 1895.16:145
Moore Clarence R of William G and Harriet H Nov 7 1895.16:146
Moore Dorothea of Edward C and Eliza D May 13 1894.16:45
Moore Edith of George W and Elmira July 16 1896.16:232
Moore Edith M of William G and Harriet Feb 17 1892.15:86
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Moore Emma of Charles W and Anna E Dec 24 1896.....16: 248
Moore Ernest W of George W and Nellie W Nov 16 1894.....16: 64
Moore Eva M (c) of Henry and Georgiana Aug 7 1894.....16: 72
Moore Fannie J of Robert E and Sarah E Aug 4 1893.....15: 213
Moore George E of Charles E and Minnie L Feb 16 1891.....15: 19
Moore George F of George B and Amanda E Oct 14 1896.....16: 246
Moore Grace P of Samuel and Minnie Jan 14 1896.....16: 205
Moore Grace V R of George V and Ella Aug 10 1899.....16: 580
Moore Hannah of John and Mary Apr 19 1892.....15: 96
Moore Harold W K of George H and Esther A Sept 6 1898.....16: 435
Moore Henry of James and Rosa A Feb 20 1893.....15: 147
Moore Herman of Herman and Mary J Aug 15 1899.....16: 572
Moore Ina M of Nathan E and Minnie E July 14 1893.....15: 176
Moore Inez L of Herbert and Florence B Sept 10 1894.....16: 70
Moore Irene G of William T and Mary E Feb 25 1899.....16: 479
Moore Irma A of Nathan E and Minnie E Oct 2 1891.....15: 40
Moore James M of Charles W and Annie E June 4 1900.....17: 45
Moore John C B of Edward C and Eliza C Apr 12 1897.....16: 315
Moore Joseph G of John F and Florence A Jan 16 1896.....16: 221
Moore Lila E of George W and Nellie F Oct 13 1898.....16: 435
Moore Lillian of James and Rose Sept 27 1894.....16: 77
Moore Lillian B of Joseph H and Catherine Apr 5 1897.....16: 308
Moore Madeline of Charles W and Annie E Aug 29 1898.....16: 438
Moore Mildred of Charles E and Minnie L June 14 1892.....15: 87
Moore Phebe of Charles E and Minnie L Nov 29 1893.....15: 198
Moore Raymond F of Robert H and Sarah Dec 16 1894.....16: 86
Moore Robert A of Robert A and Catherine Mar 31 1891.....15: 10
Moore Ruth E of Samuel and Minnie Oct 23 1891.....15: 55
Moore Sarah A of Joseph and Sarah A July 17 1892.....15: 105
Moore Susan of Samuel and Minnie Sept 2 1894.....16: 72
Moore Virginia C of John and Sophia J Oct 11 1900.....17: 91
Moore Walter W of George W and Nellie F Oct 18 1899.....16: 547
Moore William H of George W and Almira Oct 6 1898.....16: 453
Moore s of George N and Emma M Oct 26 1891.....15: 62
Moore d of George W and Myra July 16 1896.....16: 239
Moore s of Herbert and Florence July 20 1892.....15: 114
Moore s of Mary Feb 21 1892.....15: 76
Moore d of Nathan and Minnie E June 10 1898.....16: 382
Moore s of Robert H and Sarah June 24 1891.....15: 30
Moore d of William E and Susan E Jan 21 1894.....16: 25
Moore d of William H and Abbie May 7 1899.....16: 595
Moors Edward of Edward and Annie Nov 15 1898.....16: 420
Moorhead Bertha I of James and Margaret Oct 29 1893.....15: 209
Moorhead Margaret T of James and Margaret Apr 19 1891.....15: 23

85
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Moorhead Mary of John and Margaret Jan 1 1893 .......... 15: 161
Moorhead Rose of Michael and Christina July 26 1892 ...... 15: 117
Moorhouse Clarence A of Thomas and Annie Apr 24 1892 .... 15: 89
Moorhouse Cora M of Henry B and Fannie Nov 6 1898 ...... 16: 433
Moorhouse George E of George H and Jane Nov 10 1891 ...... 15: 62
Moosig — d of Robert and Helen June 11 1892 ............. 15: 85
Moosnick Louis of Joseph and Betsey Jan 10 1892 .......... 15: 78
Moradian James W of Isaac and Julia May 26 1899 .......... 16: 475
Moraes Antonio of Antonio d'U and Angelica A June 29 1892 .. 15: 68
Moraes Jose S of Jose d'U and Rita Oct 3 1893 .......... . 15: 171
Moraes Maria of Jose D and Olivia daG Dec 19 1897 ....... 16: 320
Moraes (Morris) Olivia daG of Jose and Olivia June 30 1899 .. 16: 475
Moraes Theresa D of Antonio D and Angelica A May 16 1894 . 16: 3
Moral Herbert of Julins and Henrietta July 29 1894 ....... 16: 75
Moran Agnes M of John and Helen June 19 1896 .......... 16: 196
Moran Alice A of Michael H and Delia Sept 13 1900 ....... 17: 82
Moran Alice E of Daniel P and Bridget Nov 24 1900 ...... 17: 105
Moran Ambrose of Thomas J and Margaret Sept 20 1894 .... 16: 83
Moran Annaline of Thomas J and Margaret A Sept 18 1895 .. 16: 172
Moran Annie of James and Mary Feb 1 1896 .......... 16: 188
Moran Annie M of James and Mary Feb 25 1896 .......... 16: 189
Moran Beatrice L of James C and Helen L Jan 6 1893 ....... 15: 147
Moran Bridget T of Daniel P and Bridget Jan 15 1893 ...... 15: 141
Moran Catherine T of James and Mary Feb 12 1898 ....... 16: 375
Moran Charles of James C and Mellie June 13 1898 ...... 16: 388
Moran Charles F of Hugh and Lizzie Feb 5 1898 .......... 16: 389
Moran Daniel of Daniel and Bessie May 23 1896 ....... 16: 192
Moran David of William J and Clara Mar 29 1900 ....... 17: 58
Moran Edmund A of Thomas H and Annie M June 18 1895 ... 16: 109
Moran Edward of James and Mary Feb 16 1898 .......... 16: 386
Moran Elizabeth of Thomas and Annie Aug 1 1899 ........ 16: 562
Moran Eugene R of Hugh and Lizzie Dec 15 1894 ....... 16: 68
Moran Frank of Thomas and Mary Dec 3 1896 ........ 16: 267
Moran Gertrude M of Thomas H and Annie M Mar 2 1893 ... 15: 148
Moran Hanora of Patrick and Catherine Feb 6 1894 ....... 16: 1
Moran Helen C of Thomas J and Margaret A Jan 10 1899 .... 16: 507
Moran Helen G of James and Mary Jan 26 1899 ........ 16: 472
Moran Hugh of James and Catherine T Apr 6 1899 ....... 16: 491
Moran Irene of Thomas H and Ann Sept 15 1897 .......... 16: 345
Moran James F of Terence and Annie July 22 1898 ....... 16: 434
Moran James L of James and Mary J July 23 1895 ....... 16: 134
Moran John of Fannie L June 26 1892 ........ 15: 71
Moran John C of James and Katie Feb 18 1898 ....... 16: 389
Moran John H of William P and Ellen Oct 20 1898 ....... 16: 459
Moran John J of Thomas F and Winifred Mar 14 1897 ....... 16: 274
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Moran John L of Dennis and Eva A Feb 11 1897.
Moran John P of Daniel P and Bridget Mar 17 1899.
Moran John R of Thomas J and Margaret A Dec 4 1900.
Moran John S of William H and Emily Jan 4 1900.
Moran Joseph H of Frank E and Mary May 22 1900.
Moran Joseph P of Terence and Annie Mar 17 1897.
Moran Lillian A of Thomas and Mary Jan 27 1892.
Moran Lillian E of Hugh and Elizabeth Dec 27 1895.
Moran Mabel of James H and Elizabeth J Nov 7 1897.
Moran Madeline of Thomas F and Winifred Oct 2 1894.
Moran Margaret of Daniel P and Bridget Feb 23 1891.
Moran Margarite of Hugh J and Honora A Dec 22 1897.
Moran Marie of Hugh and Annie May 9 1899.
Moran Mary of Patrick and Catherine Mar 12 1898.
Moran Mary of Thomas H and Annie June 20 1894.
Moran Mary E of Martin and Catherine Sept 25 1892.
Moran Mary E of Patrick and Margaret Oct 3 1899.
Moran Mary E of Mary J Aug 19 1892.
Moran Mary P of Peter and Margaret Feb 9 1894.
Moran Patrick of Daniel P and Bridget Mar 14 1895.
Moran Peter of Peter H and Margaret July 13 1892.
Moran Richard J of Thomas and Mary July 31 1895.
Moran Richard J of Thomas J and Mary July 31 1894.
Moran Terence of Terence and Annie Nov 18 1900.
Moran Terence J of James and Catherine T Sept 17 1896.
Moran Thomas of James and Mary June 23 1900.
Moran Thomas E of Thomas J and Margaret A Feb 14 1897.
Moran Thomas P of Hugh and Lizzie Jan 5 1893.
Moran William of Hugh J and Nora A Nov 29 1899.
Moran William of James C and Ellen Mar 6 1895.
Moran William of Thomas and Annie Dec 28 1895.
Moran William of William and Mary A Sept 22 1897.
Moran William H of John F and Annie M Dec 3 1895.
Moran William T of William P and Ellen T Jan 1 1895.
Moran — d of Francis and Mary Jan 14 1899.
Moran — d of John and Mary Aug 16 1896.
Morancy Clara V of George and Melvina July 17 1900.
Morehouse Wade E A of Eugene W and Mattie C Feb 5 1900.
Morelli Dino A L of Silvio and Maria Aug 6 1900.
Morena Maria M of Michele and Gaetana July 13 1900.
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Moreno Anna of Vito and Maria Sept 4 1896..................16: 257

Moreton Lillian of William T and Rose A Apr 6 1896........16: 203

Moreton Rose A of William T and Rose A Feb 28 1897......16: 295

Morey George B of Edward L and Margaret B Jan 22 1896...16: 213

Morgan Aubrey J of Patrick A and Margaret Feb 10 1894..16: 9

Morgan Carl F of Joseph H and Ernestina Nov 17 1893...15: 213

Morgan Charles G of Joseph H and Tina Apr 3 1892........15: 84

Morgan Clarence J of Joseph and Mary Apr 8 1897.........16: 309

Morgan Clifton D of Alfred D and Emma A Sept 13 1897...16: 362

Morgan Courtney M of Patrick A and Margaret J July 25

1899.................................16: 526

Morgan Daniel of John and Mary Dec 2 1900.................17: 107

Morgan Edna L of George L and Sarah L Jan 9 1899.......16: 507

Morgan Edward P of John T and Catherine Feb 5 1898......16: 393

Morgan Elizabeth of John and Mary Jan 3 1891..............15: 17

Morgan Ernestina L of Joseph H and Ernestina W July 14

1896.................................16: 224

Morgan Ethel M of George L and Sarah L Aug 8 1894.......16: 81

Morgan Eugene W of John and Catherine June 24 1896.....16: 205

Morgan Forrest B of William A and Harriet L June 14 1893.15: 155

Morgan Frances G of Joseph H and Ernestina W Nov 11 1891.15: 52

Morgan George W of George W and Delia E Feb 25 1894.....16: 6

Morgan Irene A of Walter and Lucy A Jan 16 1897.........16: 305

Morgan Jacob of Joseph H and Ernestine Jan 1 1899.......16: 472

Morgan James F of John J and Catherine Aug 30 1894.....16: 69

Morgan James J of John and Mary Aug 11 1898............16: 441

Morgan Jane of Owen F and Sarah J Oct 18 1891.........15: 41

Morgan John of Owen F and Jennie S July 16 1893.......15: 176

Morgan John of Thomas H and Ann Oct 15 1892............15: 121

Morgan John T of John and Mary Aug 12 1892..............15: 117

Morgan Madeline of Joseph H and Mary A Jan 19 1895.....16: 125

Morgan Madeline of Owen F and Jane S Feb 20 1899.......16: 475

Morgan Madeline A E of William G and Elizabeth M May 9

1900.................................17: 37

Morgan Magdalena of Joseph and Mary Jan 19 1895.........A 1: 32

Morgan Marguerite of Joseph H and Mary A Jan 18 1893...15: 162

Morgan Mary of Joseph H and Mary A Mar 9 1891...........15: 31

Morgan Mary of Owen F and Sarah J Dec 27 1897...........16: 323

Morgan Mary E of Walter and Ann May 29 1892.............15: 75

Morgan Ruth of Henry P and Annie Mar 5 1892............15: 86

Morgan Ruth C of George V and May S July 12 1896.......16: 249

Morgan Sarah A of John and Mary Sept 23 1896.........16: 250

Morgan William of Michael J and Sarah M Sept 8 1899......16: 535

Morgan — s of Annie Jan 20 1892........................15: 76

Morgan — s of George H and Rosa Dec 2 1898............16: 449
Morgan — (c) d of George W and Delia Oct 1 1895..............16:139
Morgan — d of Henry P and Annie May 29 1894................16:30
Morgan — d of John and Mary Dec 12 1899......................16:598
Morgan — d of Mary Mar 29 1894.................................16:15
Morgan — d of Michael J and Sarah M Sept 16 1896.........16:229
Morgenstern Isaac of John and Talma Nov 3 1898............16:439
Morgiero Salvatore of Benedette and Candida Sept 28 1899..16:573
Morgolies Gitel of Max and Dora Apr 1 1893.................15:143
Moriarty Daniel of Mary Nov 7 1897...........................16:328
Moriarty Delia of James and Bridget June 22 1899...........16:506
Moriarty Ellen F of Patrick and Ellen Jan 29 1896..........16:181
Moriarty Emily T of John J and Mary E Nov 6 1896.........16:226
Moriarty George E of Daniel J and Minnie Apr 9 1898.......16:402
Moriarty Howard I of Austin S and Mary E Oct 14 1895....16:160
Moriarty Joanne of Michael and Mary Sept 12 1895.........16:151
Moriarty John J of Michael and Mary May 15 1898...........16:381
Moriarty John J of Michael J and Mary J June 26 1898...16:388
Moriarty John T of John J and Mary E Apr 29 1895.........16:93
Moriarty Joseph D of Jeremiah and Annie Aug 24 1897....16:326
Moriarty Kate T of Patrick and Ellen Feb 20 1893..........15:136
Moriarty Mary E of Patrick and Ellen Aug 14 1891.........15:32
Moriarty Mary T of Michael and Mary A June 27 1899.......16:483
Moriarty Minnie S of Daniel J and Minnie E Sept 3 1892...15:123
Moriarty Richard of Richard and Nellie May 1 1898........16:143
Moriarty Walter V of John J and Bridget June 20 1898....16:374
Moriarty — d of Daniel J and Minnie E Dec 29 1894......16:79
Moriarty — s of David T and Mary A Oct 12 1891...........15:46
Moriarty — d of James and Delia July 24 1898..............16:469
Moriarty — s of Michael M and Mary J Mar 14 1893......15:148
Moriarty — d of Nellie June 24 1897.........................16:286
Morier Albert L A of Albert C and Hermine M May 16 1895..16:96
Morier Lillian A of Albert and Hermine Feb 8 1898........16:371
Morin Alice M of Felix and Agnes Dec 30 1891..............15:47
Morin Armand E of Pierre C and Agnes Dec 21 1897........16:335
Morin Augustine G of George and Mary J Nov 4 1891......15:46
Morin Emily A of Pierre C and Agnes Nov 28 1895..........16:153
Morin Ernest C of Pierre C and Agnes Dec 2 1893..........15:188
Morin Erwin of Eva June 24 1900...............................17:50
Morin Eugene of Felix and Agnes May 21 1898..............16:387
Morin George F of Felix and Agnes Nov 4 1895..............16:152
Morin Joseph E of Joseph E and Mary Dec 30 1900..........17:115
Morin Joseph E L of Peter C and Agnes Mar 9 1900........17:20
Morin Joseph F of Peter C and Agnes H Aug 21 1891........15:45
Morin Joseph H of Joseph and Vitaline Dec 5 1899..........16:587
Morin Lydia A of Felix and Agnes Feb 4 1894..............16:18
Morin Mary A of Joseph and Zenade May 31 1891 .................. 15:  29
Morin William of George and Jeanne Dec 3 1893 .................. 15:  98
Morin —— s of George and Jeanne Feb 5 1893 .................. 15: 156
Morinville Edgar of Joseph and Arsie Jan 10 1899 ............. 16: 507
Morizen Gertrude E of Harold H and Grace G Feb 6 1899 ........ 16: 472
Morland Thomas of James and Elizabeth C Feb 24 1891 .......... 15:  26
Morley Bertram L of Robert and Ella May 27 1892 ............... 15:  90
Morley George of Ephraim and Cora B Jan 15 1900 ............... 17:  5
Morley George E of Walter and Dora July 14 1899 ............... 16: 591
Morley James E of Ephraim and Cora I Dec 11 1896 .............. 16: 231
Morley —— d of Abram and Cora I Sept 16 1894 ............... 16:  51
Morley —— s of Ephraim and Cora May 17 1895 .................. 15: 140
Morlock Esther L of William T and Mary E Feb 20 1897 .......... 16: 288
Moroni Antonio of Gioacchino and Serena June 13 1900 ........ 17:  47
Moroni Elvira of Nicola and Giovanna Apr 14 1896 ............. 16: 211
Moroni Giuseppe of Antonio and Giuseppa Apr 19 1895 ......... 16: 122
Morralley Edna G of James J and Mary A July 17 1891 ......... 15:  35
Morrell George F of Edward G and Winifred Apr 14 1898 ......... 16: 397
Morrell Mabel B of Jeremiah and Rose Aug 2 1894 ............... 16:  50
Morrell Anna G of Howard C and Mary E Aug 19 1898 .......... 16: 464
Morrell Burton B of Fred A and Emma J Jan 15 1891 ............ 15:  17
Morrell Harriett C of Albert E and Cora D Nov 14 1898 ......... 16: 448
Morrell Paul M of Charles W and Alice P May 12 1900 ............ 17:  38
Morrin Mary E of Patrick and Ellen Nov 24 1891 ............... 15:  65
Morrin Mary T of Patrick and Ellen July 4 1891 ............... 15:  35
Morris Albert J of Alfred E and Agnes E Sept 9 1895 ......... 16: 135
Morris Annie G of Edward and Winifred Oct 21 1893 .......... 15: 175
Morris Antone of Joao and Rita Apr 15 1897 ............... 16: 275
Morris (Moniz) Antonio of Antonio P and Rosa Mar 15 1899 .... 16: 594
Morris Arthur E F of Alfred E and Agnes E Dec 27 1892 ....... 15: 102
Morris Beatrice (c) of Andrew B and Georgiana F July 19 1895 .................. 16: 138
Morris Catherine of Lawrence and Catherine July 22 1897 .......... 16: 324
Morris Clara R (c) of Andrew B and Georgiana F May 23 1899 .................. 16: 477
Morris Edward J of Michael and Rosanna Sept 28 1897 .......... 16: 327
Morris Emily of Thomas J and Elizabeth J Aug 14 1895 ......... 16: 178
Morris Eva C of James and Delia Dec 24 1891 ............... 15:  43
Morris Georgiana L (c) of Andrew B and Georgiana F May 6 1898 .................. 16: 376
Morris Georgianna L (c) of Andrew and Georgiana May 6 1897 .................. 16: 278
Morris Gertrude of George H and Alice M Mar 30 1899 .......... 16: 515
Morris Gertrude C of Michael and Rose A Jan 11 1900 ............ 17:  3
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Morris Harold G of John A and Elizabeth May 16 1899........16: 50
Morris Harry J of James and Delia Sept 15 1894..............16: 56
Morris Henry V of Henry and Almeda Dec 9 1897..............16: 329
Morris Howard E (c) of Richard and Catherine H Sept 17
1894 .............................................16: 70
Morris Hugh R of John H and Margaret V Jan 29 1895........16: 107
Morris Irene G (c) of Frank C and Clara E Feb 17 1892......15: 76
Morris James of James and Delia Oct 31 1896..................16: 236
Morris James of Joseph and Catherine Dec 5 1891.............15: 50
Morris James H of Joseph W and Emma A Mar 15 1900...........17: 22
Morris John C of John H and Nancy June 4 1893..............15: 165
Morris Joseph V of Joseph and Marie May 25 1899............16: 482
Morris Louis J of Jacob and Betsey Mar 21 1895..............16: 127
Morris (Moniz) Manoel of Antonio P and Roza Mar 15 1899...16: 473
Morris Maria of Antone P and Rosa Sept 6 1900..............17: 80
Morris Maria of Antonio and Angelina June 15 1896..........16: 184
Morris Maria of Jose and Olivia Dec 10 1896...............16: 227
Morris Marie L E of Joseph and Marie July 20 1893.........15: 176
Morris Marion H (c) of Abbie L Nov 4 1893.................15: 172
Morris Martie E (c) of Daniel and Lauretta Aug 22 1894....16: 50
Morris Martin of Lawrence and Catherine Dec 29 1893........15: 212
Morris Mary of Manoel and Bernarda Sept 12 1896...........16: 225
Morris Mary B A of Joseph and Mary Nov 2 1891 ..........15: 41
Morris Mary E of Frank H and Mary E Aug 19 1897............16: 318
Morris Maud of Edward G and Winifred A June 12 1892.......15: 95
Morris Michael J S of Michael and Rose A Jan 16 1893.....15: 141
Morris (Moraes) Olivia da G of Jose and Olivia June 30 1899.16: 475
Morris Raymond S of John A and Elizabeth H July 20 1897...16: 393
Morris Richard C (c) of Richard and Catherine H July 5 1892.15: 114
Morris Rose of Antoine and Angelina Sept 29 1898...........16: 419
Morris Samuel J of George and Margaret Sept 19 1896.......16: 234
Morris Sarah of George H and Annie C Feb 24 1895.........16: 117
Morris Sarah L of Andrew and Jane July 25 1900............17: 66
Morris Thomas J of Lawrence and Catherine Sept 30 1891....15: 61
Morris William of Michael and Rose A Apr 17 1895...........16: 101
Morris —— d of Celestino Feb 13 1900........................17: 55
Morris —— d of George and Margaret Jan 2 1898............16: 467
Morris —— s of George and Rosanna Sept 24 1891.........15: 40
Morris —— (c) d of James and Annie May 14 1900............17: 39
Morris —— s of John E and Emma E June 1 1892.............15: 71
Morris —— d of John T and Agnes Apr 14 1895..............16: 108
Morris —— d of Otis H and Lena Sept 1 1899.............16: 596
Morris —— (c) s of Phebe Jan 12 1896......................16: 208
Morris —— d of Richard and Louise Feb 2 1893.............16: 114
Births Recorded in Providence

Morris — s of Thomas J and Elizabeth J Sept 27 1898...16:432
Morris Allan J of Allan and Annie Aug 29 1899........16:528
Morris Archibald H of John and Mary A Aug 13 1895...16:143
Morris Arthur of Alexander and Flora Feb 24 1899......16:476
Morris Arthur of John and Sarah Aug 20 1892..........15:120
Morris Catherine E of Michael J and Margaret T Dec 19

1891 ..................................................15: 55
Morris Catherine J of B Allen and Catherine June 17 1893.15:147
Morris Catherine L of Peter and Nellie June 8 1900.....17: 46
Morris Charles F of William and Catherine E Dec 13 1894..16: 86
Morris Charles N of William and Sarah Feb 23 1895.....16: 92
Morris Christina C of John and Mary Dec 25 1896........16:238
Morris Claire J of John J and Mary June 24 1897.......16:279
Morris Earl J of Joseph and Mary V Sept 1 1899........16:528
Morris Earl W of Michael and Mary July 18 1895.......16:138
Morris Edward of Edward H and Ellen T June 8 1895....16:130
Morris Elizabeth of John T and Sarah July 15 1894.....16: 88
Morris Ellen of John A and Mary E Nov 2 1891.........15: 49
Morris Ethel M of Edward H and Ellen T Apr 5 1893.....15:164
Morris Everett L of John and Mary A Nov 5 1900......17: 99
Morris Grace Feb 1898................................16:413
Morris Grace of Thomas V and Annie July 9 1893.....15:173
Morris Harry A of Charles A and Mary A May 25 1894...16: 20
Morris Honora L of Peter and Ellen July 13 1898.......16:417
Morris Isabella of Michael J and Margaret T July 27 1893.15:196
Morris John of Edward and Mary July 26 1891.........15: 39
Morris John A of Adam and Mary Dec 12 1892........15:105
Morris Kathleen of John A and Mary E July 29 1893.....15:189
Morris Leon A of John J and Mary E Jan 22 1895.....16: 95
Morris Leonard J of John and Mary A Dec 29 1898.....16:431
Morris Madeline of John and Mary Feb 18 1900.........17: 14
Morris Marguerite of Adam and Mary Jan 16 1895......16:105
Morris Mary of John and Mary Feb 20 1899........16:503
Morris Mary M of Adam and Mary Feb 12 1891........15:  4
Morris Mary T of Peter and Nellie M Feb 1 1893.......15:136
Morris Mary V of Fred and Victoria June 10 1900......17: 46
Morris Michael J of Peter and Ellen May 22 1894......16:  3
Morris Robert A of William F and Susan A Sept 3 1891..15: 56
Morris Roderick A of Alexander and Flora Jan 29 1897..16:277
Morris Rosanna of Michael J and Margaret T Oct 2 1895..16:145
Morris Ruth of Albert L and Anna B Apr 26 1898........16:394
Morris Walter of William J and Sarah Dec 27 1892......15:102
Morris William of John and Mary Mar 24 1895........16:121
Morris William A of John H and Agnes Aug 9 1894......16: 76
Morris — d of Ambrose and Gertrude Nov 17 1893......15:185
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Morrison —— s of Clarence A and Agnes June 6 1897.........16: 297
Morrison —— s of Edward and Ellen Dec 20 1893.............15: 212
Morrison —— s of John and Mary May 14 1894.................16: 13
Morrisse Frank of William and Mary E Feb 14 1892.........15: 88
Morrisette Adelard of Moise and Melanie Feb 10 1895......16: 132
Morrisette Marie R A of Arthur and Delvina Oct 17 1899....16: 547
Morrissey Annie of John J and Mary A July 18 1894.........16: 80
Morrissey Charles F of William and Catherine Dec 13 1894..16: 90
Morrissey Daniel of John and Mary Sept 22 1896.............16: 258
Morrissey Edward of Michael and Mary July 14 1894.........16: 50
Morrissey Edward H of Michael and Mary July 14 1894......16: 54
Morrissey Elizabeth of Patrick and Hanora June 7 1892....15: 95
Morrissey Ellen of Jeremiah and Ellen Jan 7 1895..........16: 113
Morrissey Ellen E of Jeremiah A and Catherine J Feb 21 1892.15: 83
Morrissey Elsie M of James P and Margaret T Sept 1 1898...16: 458
Morrissey Ethel of Michael and Mary Sept 13 1897..........16: 327
Morrissey Francis C of James P and Margaret Jan 15 1893...15: 162
Morrissey Gertrude A of James P and Margaret T Jan 14
1897 .........................................................16: 305
Morrissey Hugh J of Hugh and Mary Oct 4 1893..............15: 187
Morrissey James E of James P and Margaret Nov 29 1895...16: 175
Morrissey John J of Jeremiah and Helena Oct 18 1891.....15: 52
Morrissey John L of Daniel L and Elizabeth A July 4 1899..16: 578
Morrissey Lillian F of Michael and Mary June 17 1893.....15: 145
Morrissey Madeline of Daniel L and Elizabeth A June 20 1895.16: 130
Morrissey Margaret of James P and Margaret Mar 13 1900...17: 21
Morrissey Marietta of John J and Mary A Aug 30 1891......15: 60
Morrissey Mark of Hugh and Mary Dec 12 1891..............15: 47 and 78
Morrissey Mary of Jeremiah and Ellen Feb 7 1893.........15: 153
Morrissey Raymond of James P and Margaret June 25 1894...16: 42
Morrissey Walter of Michael and Mary July 18 1895.........16: 142
Morrissey Walter II of James P and Margaret Dec 5 1891...15: 63
Morrissey William of Michael and Mary R Dec 5 1891.......15: 42
Morrissey —— s of Patrick H and Mary A Dec 8 1896.......16: 267
Morrone Elia of Antonio and Giuseppa June 22 1898.........16: 385
Morrone Giuseppa of Antonio and Giuseppina Aug 23 1897...A 1: 2
Morrone —— d of Gioacchino and Serafina Apr 4 1898.......16: 467
Morroni Francesco of Nicola and Giovanna Mar 30 1898.....16: 402
Morrow Alfred J of Harry and Mary A Sept 27 1891.........15: 48
Morrow Abbie F M of Harry and Mary A Sept 27 1891.......15: 48
Morrow Catherine of John and Kate Dec 3 1896..............16: 237
Morrow George of George and Margaret J July 17 1899.......16: 520
Morrow John J of John J and Kate May 30 1899.............16: 482
Morrow Lena of John and Catherine Apr 9 1892..............15: 74

86
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Morrow Mary A of Louis E and Bridget Apr 20 1898..............16:391
Morrow Mary J of George and Margaret Feb 10 1895.............16:105
Morrow William J of George and Margaret Apr 13 1897........16:287
Morrow —— d of John and Kate Dec 3 1896...................16:239
Morrow —— d of Louis E and Bridget A Nov 10 1899........16:597
Morse Albert E of Albert W and Jennie S Nov 1 1895........16:150
Morse Albert R of Simeon and Lillian F Sept 29 1895..........16:159
Morse Annie L of Robert C and Ellen Oct 11 1899.............16:542
Morse Charles E of Albert W and Jennie S Apr 7 1893........15:149
Morse Dorothea McC of Clarence E and Jennie Dec 29 1900..17:115
Morse Dorothy S of Charles A and Grace E Apr 10 1898......16:394
Morse Edith E of George W and Mary E Dec 25 1894...........16:60
Morse Louise of Harry H and Ellen Jan 4 1896................16:195
Morse Luther A of George W and Mary E Mar 25 1892........15: 84
Morse Mildred M of Albert W and Jennie S May 20 1894......16: 20
Morse Robert C of Robert W and Ellen A Dec 25 1900.........17:114
Morse Sarah I of Alfred H and Lillian July 11 1895..........16:149
Morse William H of George W and Mary E Nov 7 1893..........15:195
Morse —— d of Harry and Louise June 30 1897..............16:366
Mortimer Gertrude E of William and Elizabeth A Sept 25
1898 ..................................................16:453
Morton Albert J of Albert H and Amy R Oct 13 1892.........15:118
Morton Annie V of Henry W and Elizabeth Oct 10 1891......15: 54
Morton Augusta of Augusta Jan 25 1893.....................15:146
Morton Catherine of William T and Rosanna Jan 15 1891....15: 12
Morton Catherine B of Joseph F and Mary A Mar 15 1892....15: 93
Morton Edward B of Joseph F and Mary A June 8 1898......16:410
Morton Ernest E (c) of William and Lillie S J Dec 24 1899..16:578
Morton Florence N (c) of William and Lillian Aug 10 1895.16:162
Morton Frederick G of John F and Catherine July 13 1894..16:65
Morton Joseph of William T and Rose A Jan 18 1899........16:493
Morton Margaret A of David H and Elizabeth Aug 17 1891.15: 54
Morton Olga of Rowland H and Clara Feb 17 1896............16:199
Morton Percival (c) of William and Lily Oct 15 1892......15:111
Morton Raymond J of Joseph F and Mary A Mar 25 1891....15: 27
Morton Sarah A of Henry W and Elizabeth Apr 20 1893.....15:157
Morton Sydney of Simeon and Jane Jan 12 1892.............15: 71
Morton —— s of James and Elizabeth May 21 1892...........15: 87
Moseley Earl N (c) of Nathaniel and Susan A Feb 26 1891..15: 15
Moseley Ernest H of Titus and Ellen A Sept 12 1891.......15: 57
Mosen Ignatz of Jacob and Carrie June 14 1893............15:145
Mosen Nathan of Jacob and Clara June 4 1891.............15: 9
Moses Willard E of Burton B and Elizabeth M Mar 2 1900...17: 18
Moses (Mussi) —— s of Sabe and Mary Dec 10 1895........16:169
Moses —— d of Sever and Mary Dec 27 1896..............16:241
Mosher Florence M of William G and Minnie E May 23 1892...15: 79
Mosk Ruth of Jacob and Annie Sept 17 1900..................17: 83
Moss George F of Joe and Hannah Sept 13 1895.............16: 172
Moss Lewis E of Lewis and Lille I July 23 1894............16: 61
Mossey Earl D of Edmund and Grace E Dec 4 1894............16: 64
Mosso —— d of Michele and Eugenia Apr 18 1898..............16: 468
Motherway Catherine I of William and Bridget July 20 1895.16: 142
Motherway Ellen F of William and Bridget Mar 8 1891......15: 7
Motherway Henry W of William and Bridget Mar 1 1898....16: 379
Motherway John S of Stephen and Mary Dec 2 1895....16: 147
Motherway Mary of William and Bridget Sept 1 1892.....15: 123
Motherway Nora F of William and Bridget July 6 1894....16: 53
Motherway Stephen of William and Bridget Oct 23 1896....16: 235
Motherway William J of William and Bridget Aug 17 1899...16: 521
Mott Cora C of Herbert B and Mary E Oct 30 1892.....15: 108
Mott Ellen of Ringgold and Ellen June 22 1892.............15: 83
Mott Frances of Frank B and Kate M Jan 13 1891............15: 12
Mott Harold L of Marcus L and Fannie E Apr 18 1896....16: 204
Mott Helen A of Herbert B and Mary E Feb 28 1891........15: 15
Mott Karl E of Charles E and Emma O Dec 23 1899.......16: 555
Mott Stella of David B and Hattie L June 4 1898.......16: 399
Mott —— s of John H B and Sarah H Aug 24 1896.............16: 228
Mott —— d of John H B and Harriet Oct 20 1893..............15: 213
Motta Estrella of Manoel R and Helima M Aug 23 1894....16: 46
Motta Michele of Guiseppe and Rosalie Oct 22 1891.......15: 41
Motti Giacomo of Giuseppe and Rosalia Apr 2 1894.......16: 11
Motzoo —— d of Eric and Annie Dec 17 1898.................16: 432
Moulton George C of Sullivan and Maud Aug 2 1893....15: 184
Moulton Harold E of Cyrus O and Eva F Oct 15 1894.......16: 67
Moulton Helen of Daniel F and Eliza A Sept 17 1900.......17: 83
Moulton Helen M of Sherman B and Jennie S Sept 20 1892...15: 107
Moulton —— d of Henry A and Susan M May 4 1891...........15: 18
Moulton —— s of Laura Dec 11 1900..........................17: 109
Moulton —— (c) d of Lucy Oct 26 1895........................16: 148
Moulton —— d of Richard O and Sarah A Oct 29 1891......15: 49
Moultrip Howard F of J Henry A and Annie J Apr 10 1891...15: 8
Mounce Shirley C of Liebmann L and Arlyn C Sept 23 1899.16: 558
Mount Edgar of George and Olympe Nov 26 1894.............16: 58
Mountain Edward of John J and Eleanor A July 13 1900....17: 62
Mountain Ellen of Michael and Annie Nov 15 1892.........15: 113
Mountain Lillian of Michael H and Annie L Apr 3 1894....16: 23
Mountney George W of Henry G and Alice Apr 2 1893.....15: 164
Moura Salvani of Francesco and Maria Sept 14 1893.......15: 178
Moussette Henri E of George E and Rosella Oct 3 1895....16: 173
Mouta Clara A of Manoel R and Delfina M July 1893.......15: 170
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Moveleski Ella of George and Agatha Aug 29 1894........... 16: 82
Mowrey Mildred of Alonzo and Elnora May 10 1900........... 17: 38
Mowry Albert A of Arthur D and Lena A Jan 20 1897........... 16: 305
Mowry Caroline of Henry C and Emma D Jan 20 1892........... 15: 91
Mowry Churchill H of Walter H and Ethel L Dec 9 1896........... 16: 248
Mowry Derrell C of Albert E and Hattie L Dec 25 1900........... 17: 114
Mowry Ernest W of Walter S and Ellen A Dec 5 1900........... 17: 108
Mowry George R of George and Sarah Mar 26 1894........... 16: 11
Mowry Lillian G of Conklin J and Clara Feb 7 1898........... 16: 379
Mowry Mildred G of Roath D and Ethel S Nov 12 1900........... 17: 101
Mowry Russell C of George M and Sarah J Sept 28 1892........... 15: 133
Mowry Sigsbee D of Daniel M and Mabel June 1 1898........... 16: 384
Mowry Vernette R of Walter H and Ethel L Apr 15 1895........... 16: 112
Mowry Wilmer M of Daniel M and Mabel S Oct 3 1899........... 16: 583
Mowry — d of Laura Dec 27 1893........... 15: 183
Mowry — s of William E and Margaret Sept 17 1899........... 16: 597
Moxham Edward A of John H and Mary Aug 2 1893........... 15: 193
Moxley Raymond J of Charles T and Antoinette C Nov 7 1899........... 16: 544
Moy Gum Son of Moy Chun You and Fook Loy Nov 6 1896........... 16: 243
Moy Henry Y of Yuen and Lally Aug 16 1900........... 17: 73
Moyes — s of Albert E and Kate May 29 1895........... 16: 109
Moynihan James F of John and Margaret Oct 9 1900........... 17: 90
Moynihan John J of John and Margaret Sept 2 1898........... 16: 418
Mucci Domenico of Ciriaco and Assunta Mar 12 1893........... 15: 159
Mucci Francesco of Pietro and Maria Sept 12 1897........... 16: 327
Mucci John J of Pietro and Maria Oct 22 1894........... 16: 73
Mucci Lena of Pietro and Maria T Nov 11 1895........... 16: 163
Mucci De Marianna of Francesco and Maria Aug 29 1891........... 15: 36
Muccini Alberto of Constantino and Concetta Dec 15 1891........... 15: 65
Muccini Scivio of Nicola and Anna Dec 24 1895........... 16: 150
Muccino Enrichetta of Nicola and Mariannina Jan 28 1900........... 17: 8
Muccino Guido of Nicola and Mariannina Jan 15 1894........... 16: 31
Muccino Luigi U of Castine and Concetta Nov 10 1893........... 15: 203
Muccino Rosa of Nicola and Mariannina Mar 7 1898........... 16: 385
Muccio Rosa of Giovanni and Maria June 26 1892........... 15: 90
Muchnick David of Joseph and Bessie Feb 10 1896........... 16: 188
Muchnick Gussie of Charles and Lena Mar 25 1900........... 17: 25
Muchnick Harry of Charles and Lena July 20 1898........... 16: 425
Muchnick — s of Joseph and Bessie Feb 15 1900........... 17: 55
Muddiman Thomas of Thomas and Rebecca V Oct 18 1896........... 16: 230
Mudge Harold C of Edward C and Eva A Mar 24 1897........... 16: 292
Muehlbach Friedrich W of Charles and Mary Sept 16 1900........... 17: 117
Muenzel Frank J of Henry and Louise Mar 8 1900........... 17: 20
Muenzel Frederick F of Henry and Louise Feb 23 1898........... 16: 406
Muffin Ambrose F of John T and Mary June 14 1892........... 15: 95
Muffin Sarah of John T and Mary J Feb 13 1895.................. 16: 99
Mugan Ellen of James and Annie Dec 21 1891.................. 15: 50
Mugan Margaret of James H and Annie Nov 7 1896.................. 16: 247
Mugno Domenico of Domenico and Cecilia Nov 27 1898.................. 16: 430
Muir Gladys M of James and Margaret J May 29 1898.................. 16: 392
Muir John P of James and Margaret G Feb 11 1896.................. 16: 196
Muir Mary D of James and Margaret Nov 25 1893.................. 15: 213
Muir Robert C of Charles and Anna B July 14 1891.................. 15: 32
Muir Robert E of Charles and Anna B Mar 27 1893.................. 15: 137
Muir —— s of James J and Margaret J Nov 4 1900.................. 17: 98
Muirhead James of John and Margaret Nov 19 1891.................. 15: 37
Mulcahey Anna L of John F and Elizabeth Nov 14 1897.................. 16: 329
Mulberry Anna M of Patrick and Catherine Aug 17 1892.................. 15: 142
Mulcahey Catherine I of Perry and Catherine A Apr 24 1892.................. 15: 94
Mulcahey Clara of Thomas F and Mary E Aug 12 1899.................. 16: 527
Mulcahey Elizabeth of William and Bridget Dec 21 1895.................. 16: 176
Mulcahey Joseph H of Cornelius J and Emma Aug 5 1899.................. 16: 579
Mulcahey Mabel of Thomas and Mary E Nov 11 1896.................. 16: 256
Mulcahey Martin of William and Margaret Sept 3 1899.................. 16: 581
Mulcahey Mary of Thomas F and Mary E May 29 1892.................. 15: 75
Mulcahey Mary A of William and Bridget Aug 6 1893.................. 15: 296
Mulcahey Mary F of Patrick and Catharine Oct 10 1899.................. 16: 583
Mulcahey Patrick F of Perry and Catherine June 28 1894.................. 16: 42
Mulcahey Thomas of Thomas F and Mary Dec 22 1894.................. 16: 59
Mulcahey Thomas F of Patrick and Bridget M Apr 5 1900.................. 17: 29
Mulcahey Timothy of Perry and Catherine Sept 28 1896.................. 16: 265
Mulcahey Timothy of Timothy and Ellen Mar 7 1893.................. 15: 163
Mulcahey William of Thomas F and Mary E June 10 1893.................. 15: 145
Mulcahey William T of William and Bridget Aug 2 1894.................. 15: 60
Muldoo Alfred of John and Annie M Aug 24 1894.................. 16: 82
Muldoo Charles of Edward J and Mary A Sept 6 1892.................. 15: 127
Muldowney John M of John and Mary Apr 12 1899.................. 16: 504
Muldowney Mary E of Robert P and Rose Feb 3 1897.................. 16: 273
Muldowney Robert P of Robert P and Rose Feb 3 1897.................. 16: 273
Mulgrew Bertha I of Terence E and Alice V May 25 1897.................. 16: 310
Mulgrew Ellen of William F and Ellen C Jan 13 1892.................. 15: 88
Mulgrew Harold E of Clarence E and Alice V Sept 4 1899.................. 16: 581
Mulgrew John of John J and Margaret Apr 24 1893.................. 15: 160
Mulgrew Madeline of William F and Ellen C Sept 13 1893.................. 15: 291
Mulgrew —— d of William E and Ellen June 19 1897.................. 16: 366
Mulgrew —— s of William E and Ellen June 19 1897.................. 16: 366
Mulhall Francis S of William and Elizabeth E Dec 26 1897.................. 16: 340
Mulholland Catherine T of James and Margaret May 10 1892.................. 15: 74
Mulholland Charles J of James and Margaret Aug 28 1893.................. 15: 178
Mulholland John G of Francis J and Wilhelmina Sept 20 1896.16: 264
Mulholland Joseph of Joseph and Margaret T Sept 8 1893.15: 178
Mulholland Joseph L of James and Margaret June 4 1898.16: 382
Mulholland Margaret of James and Margaret Jan 25 1895.16: 95
Mulholland Martha of James and Margaret May 12 1891.15: 9
Mulholland Rose E of James and Margaret June 15 1900.17: 48
Mulholland —— s of Joseph and Margaret Oct 18 1896.16: 235
Mulholland —— s of Joseph J and Margaret Dec 29 1895.16: 148
Mulholland —— d of Samuel and Kate Sept 21 1896.16: 239
Mulholland —— d of William F and Margaret Mar 6 1892.15: 88
Mullaney Catharine F of John J and Catharine Sept 5 1900.17: 79
Mullaney Edward of Patrick and Annie F Apr 16 1900.17: 32
Mullaney James A of James S and Annie Aug 25 1892.15: 117
Mullaney James F of James and Ellen Oct 10 1899.16: 583
Mullaney James L of Patrick and Annie Mar 1 1896.16: 206
Mullaney John W of Martin and Mary Apr 2 1894.16: 6
Mullaney Sarah J of Martin and Mary Aug 30 1891.15: 36
Mullaney Theresa E of James S and Annie Aug 21 1897.16: 341
Mullaney —— d of Jennie Sept 6 1894.16: 60
Mullaney —— d of Patrick and Annie Aug 1 1898.16: 445
Mullaney Stephen of James and Anna T Aug 27 1894.16: 69
Mullard Edna M of Edward and Marguerite Nov 20 1895.16: 168
Mullarkey James P of Peter and Mary Nov 6 1897.16: 369
Mulready Nora E of Thomas and Maria Sept 8 1900.17: 80
Mulkeedy Thomas of Patrick F and Catherine E Apr 9 1898.16: 408
Mulleedy James of Patrick J and Catherine E Feb 14 1897.16: 306
Mulleedy John of Patrick and Catharine May 11 1900.17: 38
Mulkeeny Catherine of John and Mary J Oct 12 1899.16: 537
Mulkeeny Francis of John J and Mary J Feb 12 1897.16: 315
Mulkeeny —— d of John and Mary Dec 12 1900.17: 110
Mullen Agnes T of Patrick and Catherine Sept 22 1898.16: 419
Mullen Agnes V of Thomas E and Mary Apr 10 1893.15: 164
Mullen Annie E of John and Margaret Oct 5 1895.16: 160
Mullen Annie M of Joseph and Mary E Aug 9 1896.16: 242
Mullen Catherine of Patrick and Catherine Apr 2 1895.16: 92
Mullen Charles of James and Margaret Mar 5 1891.15: 11
Mullen Charles R of James II and Rose June 2 1896.16: 196
Mullen Dominick of Dominick J and Catherine Sept 4 1898.16: 427
Mullen Edward S of William and Mary Jan 21 1891.15: 17
Mullen Elizabeth M of Joseph and Mary Nov 2 1898.16: 419
Mullen Francis of James and Margaret Jan 7 1898.16: 400
Mullen George E of John and Margaret Oct 14 1898.16: 447
Mullen George E of Peter and Susanna T Mar 13 1894.15: A 1: 31
Mullen James of Patrick and Kate Mar 31 1893.15: 149
Mullen John F of Patrick and Catherine Dec 28 1899.16: 525
Mullen John H of Stephen F and Agnes Dec 14 1891........15: 42
Mullen John T of Michael and Catherine Nov 1 1898.........16: 419
Mullen Joseph of James and Margaret Dec 8 1895............16: 150
Mullen Joseph of Joseph and Mary Feb 22 1892..............15: 78
Mullen Mannie E of Michael and Kate June 2 1900..........17: 44
Mullen Margaret of John and Margaret Dec 30 1892........15: 119
Mullen Marguerite R A of William and Mary Oct 12 1892...15: 124
Mullen Mary E of Dominick J and Kate July 29 1900........17: 68
Mullen Mary E of Joseph and Mary Mar 19 1894..............16: 19
Mullen Mary E of Patrick and Catherine May 23 1894........16: 20
Mullen Mary J of James and Eliza Mar 19 1898.............16: 407
Mullen Mary J of Thomas and Georgianna Mar 14 1897.....16: 289
Mullen Rosanna of James and Margaret June 24 1893......15: 147
Mullen Rose of James H and Rose Nov 7 1894..............16: 61
Mullen Thomas F of Dominick and Catherine June 12 1895...16: 103
Mullen Thomas F of John and Margaret Feb 13 1891........15: 17
Mullen Walter J of John and Mary J Feb 21 1897........16: 281
Mullen William B of Patrick J and Emma Oct 27 1899.....16: 538
Mullen —— s of Frank and Sarah Jan 20 1894.............16: 28
Mullens Esther M of John and Margaret Nov 23 1896.......16: 259
Muller Esther A of Gustav and Amelia V Apr 20 1897.....16: 309
Muller —— s of Lena Nov 25 1896..................16: 239
Mullervy James F of Patrick and Catherine Dec 6 1895....16: 153
Mullervy Allan C of Lizzie Oct 22 1898..............16: 432
Mullervy John P of Patrick and Catherine Mar 12 1894.....16: 19
Mullervy Joseph of Patrick and Catherine Mar 21 1898......16: 387
Mullery Francis W of Dennis F and Elizabeth T Oct 30 1897.16: 358
Mullevery Mildred I of Dennis F and Elizabeth Aug 23 1899.16: 534
Mulligan Agnes of James and Maria Jan 8 1893.............15: 161
Mulligan Agnes A of Patrick and Agnes July 26 1892.......15: 114
Mulligan Ann E of Patrick and Margaret A Aug 30 1891....15: 60
Mulligan Annie M of John and Annie Aug 15 1899........16: 572
Mulligan Catherine I of John J and Annie Aug 22 1892....15: 106
Mulligan Edward of William and Mary J Dec 28 1892........15: 119
Mulligan Elizabeth of Edward and Anna Jan 19 1899........16: 502
Mulligan Joseph of Edward and Annie T July 19 1895.....16: 170
Mulligan Margaret of James F and Maria A Jan 1 1898.....16: 404
Mulligan Margaret of John and Annie Sept 11 1896........16: 254
Mulligan Martha of James K and Mary A Mar 16 1895........16: 127
Mulligan Mary E of Edward and Annie July 6 1897..........16: 353
Mulligan Raymond of Philip F and Elizabeth June 11 1898...16: 392
Mulligan Rosanna of Patrick and Agnes Sept 26 1894.......16: 63
Mulligan Rose of John and Annie June 14 1894............16: 35
Mulligan Thomas of Ellen T May 26 1893................15: 157
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Mulligan William of Edward and Annie Aug 5 1894............16: 81
Mullins John of John and Margaret Feb 20 1893.............15: 163
Mullins Margaret of John and Margaret Oct 17 1894........16: 57
Mullins Margaret T of John and Margaret June 15 1900.....17: 48
Mulrain Thomas of William and Margaret E Aug 30 1897....16: 342
Mulraine William F of William F and Ellen J Jan 6 1893..15: 161
Mulry Gladys G of William H and Mary G Aug 13 1896....16: 249
Mulry Henry of William H and Mary G Nov 1 1898.......16: 443
Mulry Irene A of William H and Mary E Mar 7 1894.....16: 29
Mulry Leo A of William H and Mary G Oct 9 1900.........17: 90
Mulry Margaret of Thomas J and Lillian E Nov 11 1893..15: 172
Mulry Mary A of John H and Margaret July 25 1894.....16: 46
Mulry Mary E of Thomas J and Lillian E Feb 6 1891....15: 1
Mulvaney Emily of Hugh F and Emily Jan 4 1895.....16: 124
Mulvaney George E of Hugh F and Emily Sept 9 1899....16: 581
Mulvey Abby of Frank and Ann May 24 1895.............16: 109
Mulvey Agnes of Hugh and Bridget Apr 8 1891...........15: 23
Mulvey Agnes G of Thomas and Annie Nov 1 1891......15: 49
Mulvey Albert R of William F and Sarah June 26 1893..15: 161
Mulvey Alice L of John A and Annie M Mar 20 1900.....17: 23
Mulvey Annie of Joseph and Mary F Mar 8 1891....15: 20
Mulvey Annie E of Michael and Annie Jan 14 1896....16: 198
Mulvey Arthur of John and Margaret A Feb 19 1900.....17: 14
Mulvey Catherine E of Peter B and Hulda E Feb 3 1898..16: 413
Mulvey Charles of Daniel and Margaret Aug 27 1891.....15: 48
Mulvey Dora W of Joseph L and Dora W Dec 22 1899....16: 525
Mulvey Edward T of Michael and Mary July 5 1892......15: 102
Mulvey Elizabeth C of Thomas and Annie Sept 17 1895...16: 155
Mulvey Elizabeth M of Thomas and Jane V E July 29 1892...15: 114
Mulvey Evangeline of Michael and Annie Aug 6 1900.....17: 70
Mulvey Flora D of Frank and Florence Dec 23 1894.....16: 89
Mulvey Florence of James F and Margaret Apr 19 1892...15: 79
Mulvey Frances of John J and Catherine T Dec 31 1891...15: 47
Mulvey Francis J of Peter J and Ellen T Dec 3 1898.....16: 454
Mulvey Francis M of John A and Annie M Apr 11 1897.....16: 292
Mulvey Francis W of Patrick F and Abby T July 26 1891..15: 47
Mulvey Gertrude of Hugh and Bridget Nov 5 1894........16: 78
Mulvey Gertrude M of Patrick F and Abby Jan 28 1894....16: 21
Mulvey Hannah H of Michael H and Mary A Mar 12 1891...15: 15
Mulvey Howard F of Michael and Sarah J June 2 1897.....16: 310
Mulvey Irene of John E and Harriet Oct 3 1896.........16: 235
Mulvey James of Joseph L and Dora W Oct 22 1898......16: 419
Mulvey James F of Daniel and Hannah N Apr 14 1892....15: 82
Mulvey John F of James F and Margaret Aug 20 1894.....16: 62
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Mulvey John H of Bernard and Hannah June 6 1894............16: 24
Mulvey John J of Francis and Annie M June 7 1892............15: 80
Mulvey John J of John and Margaret A May 5 1897............16:293
Mulvey Joseph P of Patrick and Bridget Aug 14 1900...........17: 72
Mulvey Margaret of Joseph L and Dora W Oct 22 1898...........16:419
Mulvey Margaret A of Patrick and Bridget Oct 26 1898...........16:435
Mulvey Margaret E of Michael and Annie Nov 29 1897...........16:339
Mulvey Mary of James E and Mary Jan 17 1898............16:405
Mulvey Mary A of James F and Margaret M Apr 19 1891........15: 13
Mulvey May A of Michael and Annie May 17 1894............16: 24
Mulvey Michael of Michael and Annie Apr 8 1892............15: 82
Mulvey Raymond E of Hugh and Etta M Nov 18 1896............16:247
Mulvey Rosa of Alexander F and Elizabeth M Oct 26 1897........16:357
Mulvey Rosanna of John and Margaret A June 16 1898...........16:392
Mulvey Ruth J of Nellie Sept 17 1900.........................17: 83
Mulvey Sarah of Michael J and Sarah J Nov 28 1899...........16:539
Mulvey Thomas of Thomas J and Elizabeth A Sept 18 1893........15:190
Mulvey William of Thomas and Annie Sept 9 1893............15:190
Mulvey —— d of John and Etta Oct 9 1899............16:583
Mulvihill William E of John E and Hattie E Mar 13 1895........16:100
Mumford George A of John F and Susanna Oct 26 1891...........15: 62
Mumford Nicholas Van S of Charles C and Emma M Mar 1

1891 ...........................................................15: 2
Mumford —— (c) d of Kate Sept 29 1896.......................16:239
Muncing Charles of Charles and Mary July 4 1893...........15:204
Mundy George A (c) of James A and Abby Feb 2 1895...........16:110
Mundy James A (c) of James A and Abby Apr 23 1897...........16:293
Mundy Susie H (c) of James A and Abbie Aug 18 1892........15:115
Mundy —— (c) d of Nellie Sept 14 1894.....................16: 66
Mundy —— (c) d of Nellie Aug 19 1895....................16:134
Munfort Mary A of Katie Sept 29 1896.........................A 1: 32
Munn Frederick of Richard and Jennie Dec 27 1891...........15: 55
Munn Jesse B of Frank E and Eleanor Oct 10 1893...........15:197
Munn Marvin of Richard M and Jennie June 22 1895...........16:131
Munn —— d of Richard and Jane Feb 28 1893............15:163
Munro Albert I of Leon I and Clara Feb 25 1900............17: 16
Munro Dana G of Dana C and Alice G July 18 1892...........15:103
Munro Ernest W of John R and Marion M Nov 27 1897........16:319
Munro Harold W of Walter L and Sarah F Nov 9 1891...........15: 37
Munro Jessie D of John R and Margaret M July 16 1900........17: 63
Munroe Alexander H of John R and Margaret J Jan 8 1892........15: 83
Munroe Alice I of Arthur and Lillian Feb 13 1894............16: 1
Munroe Annie E of John R and Margaret J Aug 9 1896...........16:249
Munroe Charles E of Leon I and Clara Mar 21 1897...........16:274
Munroe Clifton I of Otto W and Myra H Dec 28 1894...........16: 79
Munroe Ella H of Walter and Ella E Sept 8 1893. ............ 15: 186
Munroe Ernest C of John R and Margaret J Feb 14 1899. .... 16: 497
Munroe Ernest H of Charles E and Annie F Sept 27 1892. .... 15: 128
Munroe Everett W of Clarence E and Elizabeth Mar 28 1900. 17: 26
Munroe Florence A R of Charles B and Florence L Oct 17

1900 .............................................. 17: 93
Munroe Gladys A of Walter P and Annie W M Feb 27 1892. .... 15: 77
Munroe Harold B of Addison P and Annie H Sept 11 1891. .... 15: 57
Munroe John E of John R and Maggie July 10 1894. .......... 16: 69
Munroe Julia of Arthur L and Lillian Jan 8 1893. ............ 15: 136
Munroe Mabel of William P and Margaret A Apr 8 1896. ..... 16: 203
Munroe Mabel A of Walter E and Mabel May 8 1897. .......... 16: 303
Munroe Mabel H of Charles E and Annie F Jan 31 1895. ...... 16: 125
Munroe Margaret of Willard B and Elsie J Dec 11 1894. .... 16: 74
Munroe Marion F of Benjamin F and Grace Jan 7 1896. ...... 16: 184
Munroe Mary of Frank E and Hattie T Apr 15 1891. .......... 15: 3
Munroe Norman C of C Fred and Elizabeth June 7 1894. .... 16: 35
Munroe Raymond of Proctor and Margaret A May 15 1893. ... 15: 154
Munroe Raymond C of Nina B Mar 4 1899. .................... 16: 485
Munroe Rose A of William B and Margaret A Apr 11 1891. ... 15: 18
Munroe Stena A of Daniel R and Annie S Aug 13 1899. ....... 16: 521
Munroe Walter B of Walter and Ella E July 16 1900. ........ 17: 63
Munroe Willis E of Walter and Ella E Sept 22 1896. .......... 16: 225
Munson Alf A of Emil and Margaret P Apr 3 1900. .......... 17: 28
Munster Alice E of William A and Lydia Jan 27 1894. ....... 16: 5
Muoio Francesco of Giuseppe and Maria June 21 1897. ....... 16: 304
Muoio — s of Giuseppe and Concetta Jan 30 1895. ........... 16: 120
Mura Maria V of Francesco and Mariantonia Sept 28 1898. ... 16: 428
Mura Mariantonia of Pasquale and Concetta Sept 19 1898. ... 16: 427
Mura — s of Francesco and Mariantonia Sept 28 1898. ....... 16: 469
Murch Henry of Thomas and Emma Aug 1894. ................. A1: 31
Murdock Ernest L of Willard C and Lillian K July 20 1898. ... 16: 437
Murdock — s of Joseph W and Theresa Nov 11 1899. ......... 16: 567
Murdock — s of Joseph W and Theresa June 24 1900. ........ 17: 50
Murdy Francis A of Frank and Elizabeth Apr 17 1898. ....... 16: 402
Murdy Joseph A of Joseph S and Rose L May 24 1899. ....... 16: 500
Murdy — s of Frank R and Lizzie Jan 13 1900. ............... 17: 4
Murgatroyd Ina M of James K and Prinatta Aug 5 1894. ....... 16: 81
Murgatroyd Martha E of James K and Princetta M A May 18
1892 .................................................. 15: 75
Murgatroyd — s of George and Margaret Oct 14 1894. ....... 16: 61
Muri Maria of Francesco and Maria Feb 15 1894. ............. 16: 10
Murnick — d of George F and Mary Feb 7 1898. ............. 16: 415
Muro Salvatore of Francesco and Maria Sept 13 1892. ....... 15: 131
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Agnes of Jeremiah</td>
<td>Oct 4 1900</td>
<td>17: 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Agnes of Thomas</td>
<td>Apr 11 1891</td>
<td>15:  8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Agnes M of Patrick</td>
<td>Feb 19 1896</td>
<td>16: 182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Alben of Thomas</td>
<td>Sept 16 1894</td>
<td>16:  66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Albert of John</td>
<td>Oct 31 1896</td>
<td>16: 247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Alexander of John</td>
<td>Sept 15 1896</td>
<td>16: 254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Alfred of Jeremiah</td>
<td>Mar 18 1899</td>
<td>16: 480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Alice of Henry</td>
<td>Nov 9 1892</td>
<td>15: 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Alice of Thomas</td>
<td>Feb 5 1896</td>
<td>16: 199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Alice of William</td>
<td>Apr 30 1895</td>
<td>16:  96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Anastasia of Jeremiah</td>
<td>Dec 25 1893</td>
<td>15: 182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Anastasia of Michael</td>
<td>Feb 13 1899</td>
<td>16: 472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Angelina L of John</td>
<td>July 21 1895</td>
<td>16: 154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Annie A of John</td>
<td>Sept 20 1892</td>
<td>15: 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Annie G of John</td>
<td>Aug 28 1894</td>
<td>16:  47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Annie J of Joseph</td>
<td>Oct 4 1891</td>
<td>15:  61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Annie L of John</td>
<td>July 13 1895</td>
<td>16: 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Annie L of Patrick</td>
<td>Oct 11 1899</td>
<td>16: 523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Annie M of Michael</td>
<td>Nov 9 1896</td>
<td>16: 254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Arthur of Arthur</td>
<td>Nov 4 1897</td>
<td>16: 328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Bridget of Thomas</td>
<td>Oct 9 1891</td>
<td>15:  65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Bridget E of John</td>
<td>Oct 1894</td>
<td>16:  56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Caroline of James</td>
<td>Jan 1 1895</td>
<td>16:  94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Catharine M of Frank</td>
<td>Sept 9 1900</td>
<td>17:  81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Catherine of James</td>
<td>Sept 24 1893</td>
<td>15: 208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Catherine of John</td>
<td>Jan 6 1899</td>
<td>16: 515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Catherine of Matthew</td>
<td>May 14 1899</td>
<td>16: 511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Catherine of Thomas</td>
<td>Mar 11 1892</td>
<td>15:  81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Catherine A of Thomas</td>
<td>Dec 22 1896</td>
<td>16: 248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Catherine D of John</td>
<td>Oct 18 1896</td>
<td>16: 235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Catherine F of Patrick</td>
<td>Sept 17 1893</td>
<td>15: 171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Cecilia J of Edward</td>
<td>Apr 7 1895</td>
<td>A 1:  32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Charles of Martin</td>
<td>Feb 4 1893</td>
<td>15: 136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Charles W of Joseph</td>
<td>Dec 24 1900</td>
<td>17: 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Clara of Hugh</td>
<td>Nov 26 1898</td>
<td>16: 461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Clara E of John</td>
<td>Apr 11 1893</td>
<td>15: 143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Daniel of Arthur</td>
<td>Dec 22 1893</td>
<td>15: 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Daniel A of Daniel</td>
<td>May 28 1896</td>
<td>16: 192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Daniel J of Thomas</td>
<td>Oct 17 1894</td>
<td>16:  51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Edmund F of Michael</td>
<td>July 28 1898</td>
<td>16: 417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Edmund M of Edmund</td>
<td>July 17 1900</td>
<td>17: 117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Edna F of George</td>
<td>May 12 1899</td>
<td>16: 482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Edna M of Michael</td>
<td>Mar 28 1897</td>
<td>16: 274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Edward of Edward</td>
<td>Feb 5 1899</td>
<td>16: 508</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Murphy Edward of John and Julia June 14 1895.............16:103
Murphy Edward of Patrick and Margaret Oct 7 1899........16:583
Murphy Edward of Thomas and Annie Feb 4 1897............16:280
Murphy Edward J of Thomas E and Annie Sept 9 1899........16:572
Murphy Edward J of William J and Alice J July 4 1897....16:320
Murphy Edward R of Edward and Annie Mar 12 1900.........17:21
Murphy Edwin J of Francis H and Jennie V Mar 30 1900....17:27
Murphy Eleanor R of John F and Maria June 1 1898........16:388
Murphy Elizabeth Dec 15 1898..................................16:463
Murphy Elizabeth A of Thomas and Elizabeth G June 24 1900.17:50
Murphy Elizabeth B of William H and Annie Jan 25 1898....16:405
Murphy Elizabeth I of William and Margaret Nov 14 1897...16:358
Murphy Ellen J of Michael and Annie Mar 20 1895.........16:118
Murphy Emily of Joseph F and Eliza Sept 5 1896..........16:253
Murphy Emily E of Peter K and Anna E Oct 11 1898.......16:438
Murphy Emma of John F and Minnie Mar 15 1892............15:96
Murphy Emma F of William J and Mary E July 25 1891.....15:35
Murphy Ethel J of John and Mary T Feb 22 1893..........15:156
Murphy Fannie C of Patrick and Catherine Dec 22 1892...............15:102
Murphy Fanny C of Patrick and Catherine Dec 22 1893..............15:173
Murphy Florence J of Patrick F and Margaret Nov 7 1892...15:104
Murphy Francis E of George N and Catherine Oct 5 1898...16:419
Murphy Francis J of Hugh and Theresa Mar 29 1892...15:73 and 93
Murphy Francis L of James E and Margaret June 25 1896..16:205
Murphy Francis W of Richard and Catherine May 9 1891....15:28
Murphy Frederic T of John W and Annie T June 23 1891...15:30
Murphy Frederick of Joseph and Eliza Aug 29 1892........15:120
Murphy Genevieve of Daniel B and Mary Mar 10 1899......16:480
Murphy George J of George and Mary A June 5 1895........16:103
Murphy Gertrude of Daniel B and Margaret Oct 2 1900.....17:88
Murphy Gertrude of Harry E and Mary A Aug 6 1893.........15:177
Murphy Gertrude of Thomas and Catherine Jan 31 1896.....16:188
Murphy Gertrude E of Peter and Mary E Aug 7 1892........15:103
Murphy Gladys M of John F and Margaret May 4 1897.....16:278
Murphy Gladys M of Margaret May 24 1895....................16:109
Murphy Harold E L of James E and Margaret Jan 17 1898...16:393
Murphy Harold L of James J and Mary Apr 22 1900.........17:33
Murphy Harriet of Jeremiah and Mary J A Sept 30 1897....16:318
Murphy Helena B of Edward and Catherine Feb 17 1894.....15:22
Murphy Henry of Philip A and Mary May 13 1897............16:310
Murphy Henry A of John and Mary July 15 1895.........16:109
Murphy Henry B of James H and Mary Apr 30 1891........15:5 and 30
Murphy Ignatius of William H and Mary R Sept 22 1891....15:33
Murphy Irene of Daniel B and Margaret Aug 28 1896.......16:233
Murphy James of Frank and Jennie Jan 16 1894.............16:36

FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Murphy James of James and Winifred June 6 1898.............16:410
Murphy James of Jeremiah H and Mary A Mar 18 1895.....16:100
Murphy James of Jeremiah J and Mary J Apr 10 1900......17:30
Murphy James of Michael and Mary Oct 11 1893...........15:209
Murphy James of Michael J and Mary E Nov 26 1899......16:559
Murphy James of Timothy Y and Julia A J Feb 23 1895....16:99
Murphy James A of Thomas and Catherine Dec 6 1892.....15:116
Murphy James A of Timothy Jr and Catherine Apr 22 1894..16:40
Murphy James E of Thomas and Elizabeth Oct 9 1900.....17:90
Murphy James F of James and Mary J Aug 28 1891........15:48
Murphy James H of Arthur and Susan Nov 8 1891.........15:58
Murphy James H of Jacob and Mary Aug 31 1892..........15:127
Murphy James P of Patrick J and Catherine Nov 1 1895...16:135
Murphy James R of John T and Kate T July 11 1892......15:112
Murphy James T of Matthew and Winifred Nov 10 1897...16:358
Murphy James W of James H and Catherine A Dec 3 1899...16:530
Murphy Jane L of George N and Kate July 12 1900.......17:61
Murphy Jennie A of Frank and Jennie Feb 3 1896.......16:299
Murphy John of Thomas and Eliza Jan 1 1894.............16:21
Murphy John F of John and Margaret May 19 1899........16:492
Murphy John F of John F and Maria Jan 30 1891........15:11
Murphy John F of Patrick and Sarah Aug 28 1900........17:77
Murphy John F of William H and Margaret L Apr 27 1897..15:296
Murphy John H of Michael and Catherine J Oct 1 1896...16:225
Murphy John J of Daniel and Ellen Sept 10 1894.......15:57
Murphy John J of Jeremiah and Mary J Dec 28 1894......16:49
Murphy John J of John and Catharine Mar 18 1900.......17:23
Murphy John K of Killian P and Anna E Aug 9 1893.....15:189
Murphy John L of John and Mary May 10 1891..........15:3
Murphy John W of Patrick J and Annie Aug 13 1894.....15:36
Murphy Joseph of Jeremiah and Annie Apr 27 1895......16:122
Murphy Joseph of John F and Maria Oct 9 1892........15:115
Murphy Joseph of Joseph and Ann July 27 1893........15:205
Murphy Joseph of Martin and Mary L Oct 27 1896.......16:226
Murphy Joseph of Patrick A and Margaret May 4 1894...16:40
Murphy Joseph E of Philip A and Mary July 9 1899......16:578
Murphy Joseph F of James J and Mary Jan 24 1899.......16:497
Murphy Joseph M of John and Annie Oct 18 1896.......16:235
Murphy Joseph V of Edward and Catherine Apr 4 1893....15:160
Murphy Josephine of Frank and Jennie Nov 9 1891.......15:55
Murphy Josephine of Patrick J and Catherine Feb 27 1898..16:372
Murphy Kathleen E of Timothy and Catherine Jan 30 1899..16:508
Murphy Lawrence J of John J and Mary E May 21 1892...15:68
Murphy Lena of Peter and Mary A Jan 31 1897........16:295
Murphy Leo F of Francis and Aurelia July 18 1893.......16:150
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Murphy Lester W of William J and Alice J July 14 1900........17: 62
Murphy Lillian A of William and Margaret Mar 29 1900........17: 26
Murphy Lillian I of James E and Josephine Apr 26 1893......15:157
Murphy Lillie of Jeremiah and Mary A Jan 29 1892.............15: 72
Murphy Loretta of Peter and Mary Dec 1 1891................15: 53
Murphy Louis of Daniel B and Margaret Aug 4 1895.............16:143
Murphy Louisa of Peter and Mary E Mar 8 1897.................16:277
Murphy Lucy of William and Margaret Nov 1 1893..............15:210
Murphy Madele F of James H and Mary A Aug 10 1893..........15:174
Murphy Madeline of Peter and Mary Mar 28 1895..............16:133
Murphy Madeline C of John F and Margaret G Dec 27 1900.....17:115
Murphy Malachi of Patrick and Margaret Nov 23 1895.........16:175
Murphy Margaret of Henry A and Margaret A Nov 30 1898......16:420
Murphy Margaret of Martin and Mary Aug 7 1892..............15: 99
Murphy Margaret of Peter and Mary A Aug 17 1894............16: 69
Murphy Margaret of Timothy and Catherine May 19 1897......16:293
Murphy Margaret of Timothy Y and Julia A J Sept 20 1893....15:179
Murphy Margaret A of Patrick and Maria Aug 3 1891..........15: 32
Murphy Margaret F of Frank and Mary L Feb 21 1896.........16:197
Murphy Margaret K of Richard F and Catherine Nov 3 1894...16: 67
Murphy Margaret M of William A and Sarah A Apr 1899........16:500
Murphy Margaretite L of Thomas H and Julia L Oct 3 1892....15:128
Murphy Martin of James and Winifred F July 31 1896.........16:262
Murphy Martin D of Martin and Mary Sept 7 1894............16: 47
Murphy Mary of Arthur J and Susan A Nov 6 1895.............16:174
Murphy Mary of Henry A and Margaret A May 30 1896..........16:184
Murphy Mary of James and Hannah Mar 17 1895...............16:111
Murphy Mary of Jeremiah and Mary J A June 21 1892.........15: 68
Murphy Mary of Patrick A and Margaret June 18 1892.........15: 95
Murphy Mary A of Dennis J and Elizabeth J Aug 6 1897......16:318
Murphy Mary A of John and Margaret Aug 28 1897...............16:337
Murphy Mary A of Michael and Mary May 4 1891..............15: 20
Murphy Mary A of Thomas E and Annie J Jan 17 1897.........16:305
Murphy Mary E of Dennis P and Margaret A June 13 1897......16:287
Murphy Mary E of John J and Annie A Mar 5 1900............17: 19
Murphy Mary E of John T and Catherine T Dec 11 1894.......16: 64
Murphy Mary E of Patrick and Catherine June 4 1894........16: 4
Murphy Mary E of Thomas and Elizabeth June 3 1896.........16:192
Murphy Mary G of Thomas and Catherine Mar 25 1895.........16:133
Murphy Mary I of James and Winifred F June 30 1895.........16:131
Murphy Mary J of James E and Margaret Dec 23 1899.........16:560
Murphy Mary J of William and Annie Mar 17 1900............17: 23
Murphy Mary L of Jeremiah H and Mary A Nov 18 1900..........17:103
Murphy Mary M of Peter and Mary E Mar 28 1894............16: 6
Murphy Mary R of John F and Ellen A May 24 1896.........16:207
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Murphy Mary V of Michael and Bridget Apr 5 1896 ........... 16: 182
Murphy Matilda of Martin and Mary Mar 15 1899 ........... 16: 473
Murphy Maurice J of Maurice J and Maria Feb 23 1896 .... 16: 185
Murphy Michael of Cornelius and Catherine Feb 23 1898 .... 16: 406
Murphy Michael E of Michael P and Bridget Mar 2 1899 .... 16: 473
Murphy Minnie I of Thomas H and Julia L Nov 3 1898 .... 16: 436
Murphy Norina of Henry A and Mary A June 26 1894 .... 16: 45
Murphy Patrick of Thomas and Elizabeth Dec 31 1893 .... 15: 192
Murphy Patrick J of Michael and Bridget May 22 1897 .... 16: 275
Murphy Patrick J of Timothy and Catherine Mar 2 1893 .... 15: 193
Murphy Peter J of Patrick F and Margaret Jan 18 1895 .... 16: 95
Murphy Philip of Arthur and Susan A Mar 10 1900 .... 17: 20
Murphy Raymond I of John and Mary Aug 11 1893 .... 15: 1470
Murphy Richard J of Dennis and Elizabeth Jan 30 1900 .... 17: 9
Murphy Richard L of Richard F and Catherine S Apr 15 1893 .... 15: 164
Murphy Rosaline of Henry A and Margaret A Sept 1 1900 .... 17: 78
Murphy Rose of Terence and Ellen M Feb 14 1895 .... 16: 99
Murphy Rose E of Patrick and Maria Aug 17 1898 .... 16: 418
Murphy Rose E of Thomas F and Mary A July 31 1891 .... 15: 45
Murphy Sarah of Jacob and Mary Feb 11 1896 .... 16: 214
Murphy Sarah of Joseph and Annie Nov 12 1895 .... 16: 174
Murphy Theresa of Timothy Y and Julia A J Feb 20 1894 .... 15: 7
Murphy Theresa E of John and Theresa Apr 24 1894 .... 15: 3
Murphy Thomas of Patrick A and Margaret Dec 28 1897 .... 16: 360
Murphy Thomas of Thomas and Kate Sept 30 1892 .... 15: 107
Murphy Thomas of William and Margaret Oct 8 1895 .... 16: 173
Murphy Thomas F of Thomas and Elizabeth Apr 28 1898 .... 16: 391
Murphy Thomas F of Thomas P and Annie E Aug 31 1900 .... 17: 77
Murphy Thomas J of Thomas J and Catherine A July 13 1900 .... 17: 62
Murphy Timothy of Timothy and Catherine May 12 1891 .... 15: 3
Murphy Walter J of John T and Kate T Jan 30 1897 .... 16: 288
Murphy William of Arthur and Susan A Mar 10 1900 .... 17: 20
Murphy William of James H and Mary F June 18 1892 .... 15: 71
Murphy William of Jeremiah and Mary A Aug 29 1897 .... 16: 326
Murphy William of John and Maria Apr 1 1894 .... 16: 23
Murphy William of Peter and Mary E Jan 18 1898 .... 16: 314
Murphy William A of Daniel and Ellen May 28 1894 .... 16: 13
Murphy William A of John and Theresa Nov 10 1899 .... 16: 524
Murphy William F of Francis and Ellen July 20 1897 .... 16: 331
Murphy William H of Hugh C and Ellen C June 7 1897 .... 16: 413
Murphy William H of Jeremiah and Annie M Apr 4 1892 .... 15: 88
Murphy William H of John J and Mary T May 25 1896 .... 16: 198
Murphy William J of Frank and Jennie Dec 11 1897 .... 16: 359
Murphy William J of William M and Lydia July 23 1899 .... 16: 562
Murphy William R of William J and Mary E Aug 24 1892 .... 15: 103
Murphy Willie of John and Mary Oct 3 1900................. 17: 97
Murphy Winifred of James and Winifred F Nov 5 1899....... 16: 585
Murphy Winifred of John and Bridget Sept 17 1892......... 15: 115
Murphy — d of Daniel J and Ellen Sept 19 1892........... 15: 124
Murphy — s of James and Winifred F Dec 8 1900.......... 17: 121
Murphy — d of John and Bridget Aug 20 1894.............. 16: 66
Murphy — d of John and May Apr 15 1900.................. 17: 31
Murphy — d of John M and Annie July 29 1896............. 16: 256
Murphy — s of Joseph and Elizabeth Aug 23 1895......... 16: 162
Murphy — s of Kate Apr 22 1892.......................... 15: 76
Murphy — d of Maggie June 20 1894........................ 16: 16
Murphy — d of Mary July 2 1897........................... 16: 331
Murphy — s of Michael and Sarah July 27 1897............. 16: 348
Murphy — d of Michael J and Sarah Oct 24 1898........... 16: 470
Murphy — s of Minnie Dec 15 1894.......................... 16: 60
Murphy — d of Nellie Apr 25 1899........................... 16: 595
Murphy — d of Peter and Mary July 28 1899.............. 16: 596
Murphy — d of Thomas and Catherine Jan 3 1898.......... 16: 467
Murphy — d of Thomas and Sophia Dec 6 1898............. 16: 432
Murphy — d of Thomas F and Mary A July 28 1895......... 16: 151
Murphy — s of William and Annie May 30 1896............ 16: 194
Murray Agnes I of Annie Mar 30 1894...................... 16: 15
Murray Alice of James and Mary A July 2 1899............ 16: 560
Murray Andrew F of Patrick H and Margaret Sept 15 1898.. 16: 446
Murray Annie V of Patrick J and Annie Jan 28 1898....... 16: 405
Murray Benjamin of Adam F and Nettie M Mar 18 1900...... 17: 23
Murray Bernardine of Michael F and Katie A Feb 22 1892... 15: 86
Murray Blanche G of James and Catherine Nov 10 1897..... 16: 346
Murray Catherine of John B and Elizabeth July 2 1895.... 16: 158
Murray Charlotte E of John B and Elizabeth Nov 19 1893... 15: 195
Murray Cornelius of Timothy and Bridget June 2 1895..... 16: 93
Murray Donald J of John B and Mary E Mar 26 1899........ 16: 487
Murray Earl W of James D and Margaret Oct 7 1896........ 16: 235
Murray Edith A of James S and Elizabeth A Dec 26 1899... 16: 588
Murray Edward A of Thomas F and Rachel Aug 5 1894....... 16: 59
Murray Elizabeth of Patrick and Rose A Sept 7 1897........ 16: 355
Murray Elsie I of Alister C and Georgie H June 15 1897... 16: 294
Murray Emily of Robert V and May E July 25 1892.......... 15: 114
Murray Esther of John B and Margaret June 1 1895......... 16: 130
Murray Ethel C of Walter and Isabella Aug 2 1899......... 16: 533
Murray Ethel M of Edward J and Sarah July 10 1894........ 16: 80
Murray Florence of Henry and Mary F July 2 1892.......... 15: 125
Murray Francis C of Terrence and Mary A Feb 18 1895..... 16: 111
Murray Frank of Adam F and Nettie M Mar 18 1900.......... 17: 23
Murray George H of James and Barbara Dec 25 1896. 16:268
Murray Gertrude of John B and Elizabeth July 15 1897. 16:341
Murray Gertrude of Michael J and Mary E Sept 14 1893. 15:183
Murray Grace of Daniel P and Margaret July 21 1900. 17:64
Murray Grace of John F and Mary E May 28 1896. 16:204
Murray Helen M of Joseph and Ellen Nov 16 1897. 16:319
Murray Helena of James E and Mary A Nov 29 1893. 15:185
Murray Henry of James and Catherine T Aug 24 1899. 16:563
Murray Henry J of Michael T and Margaret A Aug 15 1891. 15:60
Murray Henry L of Anthony W and Jennie A June 18 1891. 15:12
Murray Herbert F of Michael T and Margaret A Oct 4 1893. 15:208
Murray Hilda of James and Elizabeth Apr 18 1894. 16:15
Murray Honora of William H and Winifred July 5 1897. 16:344
Murray Hope of Morris and Charlotte L July 9 1900. 17:61
Murray Hugh of Michael F and Catherine A Aug 17 1895. 16:162
Murray Isabel M of Thomas F and Rachel Apr 16 1896. 16:201
Murray James A of William and Agnes Mar 31 1892. 15:93
Murray James E of James E and Mary A Aug 4 1892. 15:111
Murray James E of James H and Sarah A Aug 6 1900. 17:70
Murray James H of Terence and Alice A Jan 11 1897. 16:290
Murray James J of Patrick and Alice W Apr 25 1892. 15:77
Murray James M of James and Mary Sept 6 1892. 15:127
Murray James P of Timothy and Bridget Mar 16 1898. 16:372
Murray John A of John F and Mary E May 15 1892. 15:84
Murray John H of Patrick and Rose B Sept 15 1896. 16:264
Murray John J of Timothy and Bridget Aug 8 1899. 16:521
Murray John S of John B and Elizabeth Feb 8 1899. 16:494
Murray Katie M of Patrick J and Hanorah Apr 9 1896. 16:216
Murray Lawrence O of Thomas F and Ida F May 12 1894. 16:24
Murray Louisa of John B and Margaret Aug 21 1891. 15:60
Murray Lucy A S of James D and Margaret July 12 1892. 15:132
Murray Madeline of Maurice A and Charlotte L Aug 21 1893. 15:171
Murray Margaret A of Patrick J and Margaret July 11 1896. 16:252
Murray Margaret J of Michael H and Mary A Sept 18 1900. 17:83
Murray Margaret J of Patrick and Mary A Jan 22 1895. 16:125
Murray Margaret J of Robert and Maggie May 1 1891. 15:23
Murray Margaret M of Joseph and Mary Mar 22 1898. 16:402
Murray Marie T of John J and Catherine T Dec 12 1898. 16:449
Murray Marion L of James E and Mary A July 6 1896. 16:252
Murray Mary of James E and Mary A Aug 14 1892. 15:111
Murray Mary of Michael T and Kate A Oct 9 1893. 15:197
Murray Mary of Timothy and Bridget Nov 22 1892. 15:101
Murray Mary A of Patrick J and Annie Feb 6 1899. 16:508
Murray Mary A of Timothy and Bridget Sept 7 1892. 15:100
Murray Mary C of Patrick and Margaret Dec 26 1893 ....... 15: 199
Murray Mary E of James and Mary E Feb 20 1893 ....... 15: 139
Murray Mary E of Robert and Margaret J Mar 12 1896 ....... 16: 215
Murray Mary E of Terence and Mary A May 3 1891 ....... 15: 16
Murray Mary F of Michael and Margaret May 11 1899 ....... 16: 511
Murray May L of William H and Mary G May 30 1892 ....... 15: 68
Murray Myrtle E of Alexander and Elizabeth M Aug 9 1891 ....... 15: 48
Murray Paul M of Thomas F and Eliza J Sept 3 1893 ....... 15: 207
Murray Ralph of John B and Margaret Mar 10 1900 ....... 17: 20
Murray Raymond of Thomas F and Eliza J Sept 9 1891 ....... 15: 61
Murray Raymond L of Morris A and Charlotte L Nov 23 1891 ....... 15: 34
Murray Robert of Henry and Mary F July 2 1892 ....... 15: 125
Murray Rose M of Thomas and Ellen Mar 1 1892 ....... 15: 73
Murray Ruth of John B and Margaret Mar 26 1897 ....... 16: 308
Murray Ruth S of Rollo L and Barbara T D Feb 18 1892 ....... 15: 69
Murray Sarah E of James D and Margaret Aug 6 1894 ....... 16: 54
Murray Susanna R of Robert and Margaret J Apr 29 1893 ....... 15: 165
Murray Thomas E of Joseph P and Sarah A Dec 8 1899 ....... 16: 530
Murray Thomas F of Patrick and Mary A Sept 20 1891 ....... 15: 61
Murray Thomas F of Thomas F and Rachel Mar 2 1893 ....... 15: 150
Murray Timothy of Timothy and Bridget Oct 22 1896 ....... 16: 226
Murray Wallace J of Terence and Mary Jan 14 1899 ....... 16: 489
Murray Walter J of Michael T and Margaret A May 3 1896 ....... 16: 217
Murray William of Maggie Dec 8 1893 ....... 15: 183
Murray William of Thomas F and Eliza J Sept 24 1896 ....... 16: 264
Murray William of William and Agnes Nov 22 1893 ....... 15: 210
Murray William J of Timothy and Bridget Apr 3 1894 ....... 16: 2
Murray William M of William M and Janet June 1 1899 ....... 16: 486
Murray Winifred of William H and Winifred July 2 1899 ....... 16: 560
Murray —— s of Allister and Georgia Dec 1 1898 ....... 16: 470
Murray —— s of George L and Mabel L Apr 26 1893 ....... 15: 151
Murray —— d of George L and Mabel L Mar 28 1896 ....... 16: 290
Murray —— d of Henry and Mary F Nov 27 1900 ....... 17: 105 and 121
Murray —— s of Joseph and Mary Aug 6 1900 ....... 17: 119
Murray —— d of Joseph and Mary Aug 6 1900 ....... 17: 119
Murray —— s of Kate May 31 1898 ....... 16: 384
Murray —— twin daughters of Michael F and Kate A Dec 9 1897 ....... 16: 333
Murray —— d of Patrick and Margaret Jan 23 1893 ....... 15: 156
Murray —— s of Patrick and Rose Jan 30 1900 ....... 17: 55
Murray —— s of Patrick H and Margaret Jan 23 1900 ....... 17: 55
Murray —— s of Rollo L and Barbara T D Feb 21 1894 ....... 16: 5
Murray —— d of Thomas and Rachel Apr 16 1896 ....... 16: 194
Murray —— s of Thomas F and Rachel June 23 1897 ....... 16: 276
Murray — twin sons of William and Agnes Jan 30 1891...15: 26
Murro Rosa of Francesco and Mariantonio Oct 23 1896....16: 235
Murro Vincento of Pasquale and Concetta Oct 24 1896....16: 235
Murry John E of Michael J and Catherine Aug 7 1892....15: 123
Murta Frederick A of James F and Mary A Nov 20 1894....16: 67
Murta James F of James F and Mary A Nov 20 1894....16: 67
Murtaugh Charles A of Patrick and Bridget Oct 30 1896....16: 259
Murtaugh Edward of Martin and Mary July 23 1891....15: 53
Murtaugh George J of Patrick J and Bridget March 7 1893....15: 159
Murtaugh James A of Thomas J and Mary T Jan 30 1899....16: 497
Murtaugh James L of Patrick and Ellen M Feb 9 1900....17: 11
Murtaugh John P of Patrick J and Bridget B Mar 26 1895....16: 121
Murtaugh John T of Patrick J and Mary E Aug 14 1898....16: 446
Murtaugh Thomas H of Patrick J and Bridget Apr 5 1900....17: 29
Murtaugh William H of James F and Mary A Oct 10 1892....15: 115
Murtha Abigail of Philip and Bridget July 14 1899....16: 578
Murtha Mary J of Philip and Bridget Mar 3 1898....16: 379
Murton Rena J of Frederick and Ora Oct 14 1892....15: 115
Murtough Ethel T of Patrick J and Bridget Nov 7 1898....16: 454
Musen Abram of Jacob and Caroline July 14 1896....16: 232
Musella — d of Agnes Sept 10 1895....16: 148
Musnick Freda of Louis and Betsy Aug 22 1899....16: 534
Musnick Meyer of Louis and Betsy July 5 1898....16: 424
Musso (Moses) of Sabe and Mary Dec 10 1895....16: 169
Mustapha Etta A of Omer and Sarah Dec 9 1898....16: 440
Mustapha Lydia Y of Omer and Sara Sept 22 1894....16: 56
Mutch Harry of Thomas and Emma Aug 1 1894....16: 65
Mutch Mary J of Thomas and Emma Apr 30 1891....15: 16
Mutch Raymond of Thomas and Emma Oct 10 1896....16: 246
Mutznick Sarah of Charles and Lena Feb 5 1896....16: 188
Mutznick Sarah of Charles and Lizzie Dec 10 1893....15: 182
Muzzey Benjamin of Harvey S and Agnes G Feb 15 1899....16: 508
Muzzy Harvey of Harvey S and Agnes G Feb 9 1897....16: 306
Mycroft Annie E of Frederick and Annie E Apr 2 1896....16: 182
Mycroft Frederick of Frederick and Annie E Aug 17 1898....16: 444
Mycroft George of George T and Margaret J Aug 2 1893....15: 189
Mycroft Margaret J of George T and Margaret Feb 21 1892....15: 81
Mycroft May E of George T and Margaret May 25 1899....16: 492
Mycroft Nellie of Frederick and Annie E Sept 17 1900....17: 83
Mycroft Samuel F of Frederick and Anna E Mar 30 1891....15: 13
Mycroft — d of Fred and Annie Nov 20 1893....15: 172
Myers Carleton G of Herman G and Bertha I Jan 1 1894....16: 1
Myers Catherine of Daniel and Mary A Mar 23 1898....16: 372
Myers Catherine of Timothy J and Julia T Nov 18 1894....16: 71
Myers Catherine G of John and Catherine J Mar 5 1900....17: 19
Myers Charles of Timothy and Julia Dec 14 1892. .................. 15: 19
Myers Elizabeth C of Charles E and Augusta L May 4 1892. .... 15: 77
Myers Ellen X of Timothy J and Julia T Oct 8 1899. .......... 16: 558
Myers Florence M of George F W and Mary July 24 1897. ....... 16: 324
Myers Fred C of Fred C and Inez W Dec 29 1891. ............ 15: 50
Myers Frederick of Edward and Nellie F July 24 1892. ......... 13: 114
Myers Helen J A of Edward H and Ella A Dec 28 1899. ......... 16: 541
Myers Howard E of Himan G and Bertha I Dec 31 1898. ....... 16: 444
Myers Mary E of Daniel and Mary A July 12 1899. .............. 16: 520
Myers Ruth W of Charles E and Augusta L Mar 4 1894. ......... 16: 33
Myers Timothy of Timothy J and Julia Apr 5 1891. ............ 15: 18
Myers William of Timothy J and Julia T Jan 2 1897. .......... 16: 294
Myers —— (c) s of Bertha Aug 9 1895. ......................... 16: 151
Myers —— s of George F W and Minnie J June 10 1891. ......... 13: 9
Myers —— d of Mary Mar 19 1892. ............................. 15: 76
Myerson Hyman of Morris and Fannie Aug 22 1900. ............. 17: 74
Mylod Austin E of Edgar A and Pauline E Oct 29 1891. ....... 16: 49
Mylod Edith N of Edgar A and Pauline A Jan 26 1898. ......... 16: 389
Mylod Marguerite I of Walter E and Marietta M Oct 30 1895. 16: 163
Mylod Marjorie C of Edgar A and Pauline E June 20 1893. .... 15: 152
Myra Harold R of Nathaniel and Sarah T Nov 16 1899. ....... 16: 553
Myra Hope S E of Nathaniel and Sarah Jan 29 1897. .......... 16: 291
Myra —— s of Nathaniel and Sarah Nov 6 1895. ................ 16: 156

Nacca Elvira of Lucia Oct 27 1900. ........................... 17: 96
Naccarate Maria of Francesco and Celeste Feb 29 1895. ....... 16: 99
Nadeau Alfred of Joseph and Melinda Feb 18 1897. ............ 16: 307
Nadeau Cora N of Jean B and Marie Sept 25 1892. ............ 15: 120
Nadeau Edward H of Edward J B and Gertrude M Oct 29

1896 ................................................................. 16: 271
Nadeau George E of Louis and Elmire Dec 19 1899. ............ 16: 569
Nadeau Georgianna of Joseph and Philomene Oct 7 1899. ....... 16: 583
Nadeau Jean B of Louis and Elmire July 18 1895. .............. 16: 179
Nadeau Marie L of Henri and Marie Mar 31 1897. .............. 16: 299
Nadeau Mary R of Joseph and Melinda July 9 1898. ............ 16: 432
Nadeau —— d of Louis and Elmire Dec 30 1898. ................. 16: 471
Nagel Hilda of John and Helen Sept 28 1894. ................... 16: 51
Nagle Gertrude of Martin and Delia Aug 2 1898. ............... 16: 434
Nagle John A of Martin and Bridget Nov 10 1895. .............. 16: 152
Nagle Loretta of Martin and Delia Aug 25 1899. ............... 16: 546
Nagle Mary V of Martin and Delia Dec 30 1896. ............... 16: 248
Nahigian Genevieve of Avedice and Anne Apr 25 1897. ....... 16: 278
Nahigian Henriette of Avedice and Anna June 3 1899. ....... 16: 477
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Nairn David S of William F and Sarah Mar 2 1896..............16: 221
Nairn William J of William F and Sarah June 22 1897.............16: 294
Najarian Elizabeth of Moses and Nonigia July 8 1899.............16: 561
Nannig Augusta H of August W and Augusta P Feb 1 1891........15: 30
Nannig Herman W of August and Pauline Nov 15 1892............15: 108
Nannig William H of August and Augusta Apr 11 1894...........16: 11
Napage Marie A of Andre and Anna Jan 29 1899..................16: 515
Narceo Maria A of Jose F and Anna Apr 5 1900...................17: 123
Nardacci Lucia C of Vincenzo and Maria M F Dec 9 1899........16: 587
Nardello Antonia of Sebastiano and Maria Jan 6 1896...........16: 208
Nardolillo Angela of Enrico and Luigia Nov 20 1897.............16: 343
Nardolillo Angelina of Enrico and Luigia Nov 1 1898..........16: 448
Nardolillo Antonio of Enrico and Maria L July 5 1896.........16: 256
Nardolillo Domenico G of Enrico and Luigia Dec 15 1900.......17: 111
Nardozzi Domenica of Vito and Angela June 4 1896..............16: 212
Nardozzi Michele of Vito and Angela Aug 5 1900...............17: 70
Nardozzi Rosa of Vito and Angela Mar 12 1898.................16: 401
Nardozzo Michele of Vito N and Angela May 16 1900............17: 40
Narducci Antonia E of Vincenzo and Maria M Dec 20 1897.....16: 360
Narducci Pasqualina of Raffaele and Rosa Aug 26 1892......15: 106
Narr George of Gottlieb and Louisa Apr 29 1899..............16: 492
Narr Martha of Gottlieb and Louisa Mar 27 1895..............16: 111
Narr Walter of Gottlieb and Louisa Apr 29 1899..............16: 492
Narr —— s of Gottlieb and Louise Oct 20 1896..............16: 216
Narsar George J of Joseph and Mary Feb 24 1897..............16: 301
Nascimento Arthur of Manoel and Concepcion Jan 27 1898.....16: 371
Naser Laura A of Otto and Mary Feb 27 1899.................16: 498
 Nash Emily of Frank and Ellen Aug 21 1896.................16: 242
Nash Robert A of James A and Elizabeth P Sept 23 1891.....15: 57
Nash —— d of Frank and Ellen Aug 25 1897.................16: 334
Nash —— d of Frank and Ellen July 3 1898.................16: 434
Nash —— s of Frank and Ellen Sept 3 1899..............16: 546
Naso Catarina of Augustino and Maria June 1 1892............15: 90
Nason Henry H of Charles J and Annie Jan 17 1900............17: 5
Nason Howard R of William J and Louise July 20 1897.......16: 321
Nass Charles W of Charles W and Alma H Mar 21 1896.......16: 190
Nass Flora A of Charles W and Alma H Sept 26 1898.......16: 428
Nassauer Stuart of Henry and Jennie E June 22 1893......15: 115
Nassi Annibale D of Angelo and Lucrezia Sept 19 1896.....16: 258
Nassi Domenico of Agostino and Maria Feb 20 1899........16: 503
Nassi Ermelinda C V of Vincenzo and Veronica Sept 18 1900...17: 83
Nassi Maria of Vincenzo and Veronica Sept 3 1898.........16: 452
Nassi Maria A of Agostino and Maria Oct 25 1896...........16: 279
Nassi Michelanda of Agostino and Maria July 18 1894........16: 75
Nassi Teresa of Angelo and Lucrezia July 8 1898........16: 450
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Births Recorded In Providence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nassi — d of Angelo and Lucrezia June 28 1900. ........... 17: 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasso Giuseppe of Agostino and Maria Feb 13 1891. ........ 15: 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natale Francesco of Giuseppe and Domenica July 11 1900... 17: 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natale Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Domenica July 11 1900... 17: 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natale Maria of Lorenzo and Luisa Oct 15 1892. ........... 15: 124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathans Carrie R of Columbus S and Sophie Jan 31 1899. .... 16: 485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathans Julius of Columbus S and Sophia Feb 24 1898. ...... 16: 385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathanson Charles of Isaac and Annie May 8 1898. .......... 16: 373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathanson Joseph of Isaac and Annie Dec 12 1893. .......... 15: 176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathanson Philip of Morris and Mary Nov 14 1897. .......... 16: 323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naughton Michael of John and Margaret Jan 8 1894. ....... 16: 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navarro Maria of Giuseppe and Allesandrina Aug 21 1899. ... 16: 572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naviasky Sam of Morris and Yetta Feb 12 1894. .......... 16: 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naylor Alice of John and Mary A Oct 9 1894. ........... 16: 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naylor Joseph W H of William L and Laura Oct 26 1899. ... 16: 591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naylor Laura of William L and Laura Oct 7 1900. ........... 17: 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naylor Margaret of John and Mary Aug 2 1891. ........... 15: 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naylor — s of Joseph P and Grace M May 9 1892. .......... 15: 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neal John W of John W and Florence M Aug 7 1900. ....... 17: 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neale Clifford G of George F C and Mary J Nov 4 1893. ... 15: 191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nealon Alice of Michael and Catherine M T Feb 6 1891. ... 15: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neary Eugene of Owen and Mary Aug 18 1896. ........ 16: 253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neary Francis of Michael J and Julia A Sept 1 1897. ...... 16: 349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neary Gertrude of Martin P and Ellen Sept 18 1891. ...... 15: 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neary Irene of Owen and Mary Jan 14 1900. ........ 17: 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neary James of Owen and Mary Aug 19 1894. ........ 16: 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neary Joseph of Michael and Julia May 14 1895. ....... 16: 123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neary Julia of Michael and Julia Oct 13 1891. ........ 15: 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neary Madeline V of Martin P and Ellen Sept 20 1897. ... 16: 345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neary Mary of Owen and Mary Aug 18 1898. ........ 16: 446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neary — s of Martin and Ellen Nov 25 1895. ........ 16: 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neda Antonio N D of Arthur N D and Palmina Sept 18 1893. 15: 171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neddy Lilian E M of Richard F and Elizabeth Nov 22 1900. 17: 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nedo Frederick E of Frederick and Alice B Sept 18 1891. 15: 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needelman Moses of Morris and Clara May 29 1897. ....... 16: 284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needham Clinton J of Thomas H and Mary A May 4 1897. ... 16: 309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needham Frances of Thomas H and Mary A June 23. ....... 1893. 15: 166 and 205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needham Francis of James and Ann Apr 17 1894. ........ 16: 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needham Hortense L of Thomas H and Mary A Nov 13 1895. .. 16: 146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needham James of James and Ann Feb 16 1892. ........ 15: 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needham John of James and Ann Dec 7 1898. ........ 16: 461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needham Marcus J of Thomas H and Mary A Feb 10 1899. ... 16: 508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neeson Katrina of Charles and Kate Dec 27 1892. ...... 15: 102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Neff, Ellen H of Ernest E and Elizabeth A June 25 1894...........16: 35
Neff, Miles J of Louis G and Catherine July 10 1898...........16: 417
Neff —— s of John H and Mary L Nov 9 1897...........16: 328
Neff —— d of John H and Mary L May 19 1900...........17: 40
Negri, Nicoletta of Antonio and Fortunata Aug 12 1900...........17: 117
Negis, Elsie B of James F and Bertha E May 11 1895...........16: 116
Negis, Henry F of James F and Esther B Aug 8 1891...........15: 51
Negis, Ralph T of James F and Esther B Oct 9 1892...........15: 118
Neil, Robert B of James and Jessie Aug 20 1894...........16: 50
Neil, William G of James and Jessie B Aug 14 1892...........15: 132
Neilan, Joseph L of Joseph F and Bridget M Aug 25 1900...........17: 76
Neilan, Margaret M of Joseph F and Bridget M Mar 29 1899...........16: 476
Neilson, Francis M of Joseph F and Bridget June 20 1897...........16: 290
Neilson —— d of Celia Apr 7 1895...........16: 104
Neilson, Edwin A of James and Hannah Feb 27 1891...........15: 11
Neilson, Isabella of Victor and Louisa M Nov 3 1891...........15: 46
Neilson, Rangyold A of Severre A Rena H Dec 24 1891...........15: 53
Neilson —— d of Andrew and Bertha Nov 2 1897...........16: 339
Neilson —— d of Gustav and Sophia Mar 9 1895...........16: 127
Neumayer, Virginia S of Clarence H and Mary E May 9 1899...........16: 516
Neilligan, Ellen G of Thomas and Mary A Jan 5 1892...........15: 91
Nelligan, Robert S (c) of Peter S and Mary C Mar 23 1894...........16: 19
Nelson, Adelbert S of John A and Augusta J Apr 25 1894...........16: 23
Nelson, Albert O of John A and Bertha Feb 11 1900...........17: 12
Nelson, Albert W of Olaf and Eleanor Feb 23 1899...........16: 479
Nelson, Aldi E of Carl and Anna May 1 1891...........15: 8
Nelson, Alva of John and Annie May 2 1899...........16: 482
Nelson, Andrew A L of Liebert and Hattie A Feb 18 1900...........17: 54
Nelson, Annie of Ludwig and Ann Jan 2 1897...........16: 279
Nelson, Annie C M of Charles J and Cecilia A Aug 3 1900...........17: 117
Nelson, Annie E of Victor and Matilda Feb 27 1894...........16: 22
Nelson, Annie F of Andrew J and Frederika July 31 1892...........15: 114
Nelson, Bessie L of Charles E and Clara J May 1 1900...........17: 36
Nelson, Carl A J of Johan and Anna S Dec 3 1897...........16: 339
Nelson, Charles of Victor and Matilda Feb 27 1896...........16: 199
Nelson, Charles F of Charles A and Elvena L June 24 1899...........16: 493
Nelson, Edith of John and Annie S Feb 8 1893...........15: 150
Nelson, Edith A I of August and Ida C May 15 1899...........16: 492
Nelson, Edith H of Charles and Elizabeth Mar 15 1898...........16: 383
Nelson, Edvin of August and Ida June 29 1900...........17: 51
Nelson, Elizabeth of John J and Annie Apr 26 1897...........16: 283
Nelson, Ernest V of Ernest and Mary S Aug 10 1900...........17: 71
Nelson, Ethel V of August and Matilda Mar 24 1899...........A 1: 34

FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
BIRTHS IN PROVIDENCE

Nelson Flora H of Annie Jan 27 1898.......................... 16: 383
Nelson Florence M of Adolf F and Annie S M A Feb 19 1896. 16: 199
Nelson Fred E of Fred and Annie S M A Dec 4 1897......... 16: 339
Nelson Frederick of Charles J and Anna E Jan 27 1891..... 15: 31
Nelson Gertrude of Ludwig and Annie Nov 2 1893.......... 16: 163
Nelson Gustav A of Fred and Caroline Mar 10 1894........ 16: 19
Nelson Gustav N of Nils and Anna Feb 18 1895............. 16: 99
Nelson Halwood J of John E S and Anna May 19 1891.... 15: 13
Nelson Harold A of Andrew and Augusta W Sept 8 1900... 17: 80
Nelson Harold B of Nils T and Nellie Feb 22 1897......... 16: 288
Nelson Harry R of Charles A and Hilma S Mar 18 1898.... 16: 390
Nelson Hartley B of Nils T and Nellie Feb 22 1897........ 16: 288
Nelson Helga A of John E S and Annie July 13 1895....... 16: 150
Nelson Henry F of Thomas F and Elizabeth T Apr 19 1896. 16: 217
Nelson Herbert S of Charles A and Alvema L Dec 4 1895... 16: 157
Nelson Irene of John and Annie Apr 12 1898.............. 16: 381
Nelson Isola of Joseph and Caroline Aug 5 1899........... 16: 527
Nelson Jennie C of Julius and Annie V Jan 7 1899........ 16: 489
Nelson John of John and Nellie May 15 1900.............. 17: 56
Nelson John H of John and Ogda July 6 1900.............. 17: 60
Nelson Joseph of Thomas F and Margaret July 21 1892..... 15: 106
Nelson Lawrence G of Nils and Sallie A M May 4 1900...... 17: 37
Nelson Margaret of Samuel and Jennie Jan 20 1900......... 17: 6
Nelson Marion F of John E S and Annie Sept 8 1899....... 16: 546
Nelson Mary of Andrew and Catherine Aug 4 1891......... 15: 44
Nelson Mildred of Edward and Hilda Mar 20 1900........... 17: 24
Nelson Mildred M A of John A and Bertha C May 22 1898... 16: 391
Nelson Nels A of John and Annie S Dec 19 1895........... 16: 157
Nelson Olga S of Andrew and Olive W Aug 29 1896......... 16: 225
Nelson Pauline J of Peter and Jacobine Jan 29 1893....... 15: 167
Nelson Per O of Per O and Ida Sept 19 1895.............. 16: 162
Nelson Peter of Samuel and Jennie Sept 30 1897.......... 16: 362
Nelson Ralph A of Andrew and Ida C May 11 1900......... 17: 38
Nelson Raymond A of Andrew and Ida C Sept 22 1898....... 16: 438
Nelson Raymond E of Thomas and Margaret Aug 23 1894..... 16: 55
Nelson Raymond S R of Sven and Svena Dec 24 1892........ 15: 131
Nelson Ruth P of Andrew and Charlotte Feb 8 1896........ 16: 199
Nelson Thomas of Thomas F and Elizabeth T Dec 30 1894... 16: 86
Nelson Thurolf of John and Annie S June 8 1900........... 17: 46
Nelson Waldemere of John and Anna Sept 3 1891........... 15: 48
Nelson Walter S of Ludwig and Annie E Nov 28 1900....... 17: 106
Nelson William of Thomas F and Elizabeth T Jan 20 1899... 16: 507
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.


Nelson —— s of Andrew and Bertha Oct 22 1900.............17:118

Nelson —— d of Anton and Bertha June 23 1895.............16:113

Nelson —— s of Arthur A and Ella Apr 17 1895.............16:112

Nelson —— d of Henry and Jennie M May 24 1893.............15:165

Nelson —— d of Henry and Jennie M May 5 1898.............16:409

Nelson —— s of Ida Feb 3 1899.............16:484

Nelson —— d of Julius and Anna V June 25 1900.............17:51

Nelson —— d of Louise Aug 18 1893.............15:183

Nelson —— s of Peter and Jacobina Apr 27 1895.............16:118

Nelson —— s of Samuel and Annie June 28 1899.............16:363

Nelson —— s of Thomas and Lizzie Sept 27 1897.............16:367

Nelson —— s of Victor and Louisa Apr 25 1898.............16:391

Nelson —— d of Victor and Matilda L May 31 1900.............17:43

Nerhenny Annie of James J and Catherine J Dec 8 1892.............15:130

Neri Agostino of Libario and Anna July 9 1894.............16:53

Neri Pierine of Davide and Berenice Apr 18 1900.............17:32

Neri Rodolfo C of Alfonso and Giudia Sept 25 1900.............17:86

Nerr Charles H of Charles L and Elizabeth A Sept 2 1896.............16:229

Nesbert Mary E (c) of William and Elizabeth Oct 31 1895.............16:146

Nesbit Lewis (c) of William and Elizabeth Apr 22 1894.............15:15

Nester John of Frank and Delia Nov 22 1892.............15:119

Nester Ella of Otto and Ida W Aug 18 1892.............15:117

Nestler Frida of Otto and Wilhelmina Dec 2 1893.............15:195

Netschke Ernest of Richard E and Emma Sept 9 1891.............15:35

Newffer Albert of George and Lizzie A Nov 8 1892.............15:121

Neve —— d of August and Theresa Aug 31 1898.............16:442

Neven Romeo of Theodule and Rosanna Nov 12 1900.............17:104

Neven —— d of Thomas and Mettraide Feb 7 1900.............17:122

Neves Antonio L of Jose L and Maria Mar 31 1896.............16:182

Neves Jose L of Jose L and Maria Aug 4 1894.............16:46

Neves Margarida of Jose L and Maria Jan 30 1899.............16:472

Neves Stanislaus of Antoine P and Mary Oct 5 1900.............17:89

Nevin Evaine A of Arthur R and Mary E Mar 22 1895.............16:111

Nevin William M of William H and Edith A Aug 17 1892.............15:103

Nevins Grace M of Albert R and Celia L Nov 17 1895.............16:152

Nevins John B of William H and Edith A Feb 29 1896.............16:185

Nevins Mabel M of Albert R and Celia L Nov 15 1893.............15:210

Newberg Mary E of Andrew and Mary Dec 29 1898.............16:440

Newberg William E of Andrew and Mary Sept 8 1896.............16:245

Newberg —— s of Andrew and Mary Aug 25 1895.............16:155

Newcomb Annie of Theresa Feb 22 1891.............15:31

Newcomb Lois M of Leonard B and Grace H Nov 23 1892.............15:130

Newcomb Vesta E of Ernest L and Mary E Sept 18 1894.............A 4:31

Newcomb —— d of Frank and Mabel Apr 26 1900.............17:56
Newcomb — s of Frank H and Mabel Mar 19 1897..............16:364
New Fritz G of August and Theresa Aug 15 1896..............16:249
Newell Catherine T of William and Ellen Aug 23 1896..............16:224
Newell Elizabeth of William and Ellen Oct 29 1894..............16:52
Newell Ernest O of Owen and Sarah Jan 17 1891..............15:25
Newell John J of William and Ellen Feb 10 1899..............16:472
Newhall Gertrude of Samuel and Margaret E June 19 1894....16:31
Newhall Russell H of Thomas K Jr and Lavania R Oct 22
1892.........................................................15:104
Newhoff Abram of Max and Fanny Oct 26 1891..............15:34
Newhoff Elizabeth of Max and Josefa July 27 1893..............15:170
Newhoff Mary of Max and Fanny Oct 26 1891..............15:34
Newman Annie of Paul and Toni Feb 19 1892..............15:78
Newman Archie S of Alfred and Isabella Apr 19 1896..............16:217
Newman Arthur R of Patrick and Mary Nov 7 1893..............15:175
Newman Bazzilla A of Henry E and Julia E Sept 24 1895....16:164
Newman Benjamin of Marcus and Minnie Oct 5 1893..............15:174
Newman David of Paul and Toni Aug 24 1897..............16:345
Newman Edward C of Henry E and Julia E May 2 1898..............16:387
Newman George of Charles and Esther Nov 29 1894..............16:68
Newman Gladys of George R and Lucy Sept 30 1893..............15:194
Newman Henry W of Henry E and Julia E Mar 16 1891..............15:13
Newman Leo of Richard J and Bridget July 18 1895..............16:150
Newman Louis of Paul and Toni Dec 23 1893..............15:199
Newman Louis I of Marcus and Amelia Aug 7 1897..............16:325
Newman Max of Charles and Esther Aug 4 1896..............16:245
Newman Max of William and Ida Apr 26 1900..............17:34
Newman Richard J of Richard J and Bridget May 20 1892..............15:79
Newman Rose B of Marcus and Amelia Nov 7 1900..............17:100
Newman Thomas of Richard J and Bridget Nov 13 1893..............15:188
Newman William C of Henry E and Julia E Dec 11 1892..............15:122
Newman — d of Marcus and Amelia Sept 3 1899..............16:535
Newman — d of Markus and Jennie Nov 13 1892..............15:121
Newport Martha E (e) of Henry H and Annie Feb 27 1894..............16:10
Newsome Florence G of Robert and Elizabeth A Jan 31 1891..............15:26
Newsome Robert H of Robert and Elizabeth June 28 1895..............16:133
Newton Albert E of James T and Mary A Jan 10 1900..............17:3
Newton Arleahide G of Meshach and Anna M Nov 4 1895..............16:174
Newton Clarence E of Clarence O and Hattie L May 7 1892..............15:84
Newton Dorothy H of Clarence O and Hattie L Sept 23 1900..............17:85
Newton Florence N of Mashach and Hannah M Mar 17 1893..............15:164
Newton Frances of Hiram and Eva Dec 2 1896..............16:260
Newton George F of Robert W and Elizabeth B Nov 14 1897..............16:346
Newton Hiram of Hiram and Eva E Dec 5 1891..............15:65
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Newton Joseph of Hiram and Eva E Oct 5 1895..........16: 167
Newton Joseph E of Joseph E and Sarah Dec 22 1894........16: 86
Newton Margaret I of Joseph E and Sarah Apr 4 1892........15: 67
Newton Maria of James and Mary J Nov 18 1900........17: 103
Newton Marion R of Clarence O and Hattie L June 22 1894....16: 28
Newton Oscar A of Shadrach and Esther J July 8 1896........16: 261
Newton Raymond C of George H and Bertha C Feb 12 1897....16: 313
Newton Robert of James T and Mary A Sept 6 1896........16: 263
Newton Robert of Robert E and Jennie A July 23 1894.......16: 46
Newton Samuel of Abednego and Mary A Sept 18 1894.......15: 52
Newton Sarah J of James and Mary J June 26 1898.........16: 411
Newton — d of Clarence and Hattie May 28 1898.............16: 103
Newton — d of Clarence O and Hattie L June 4 1896........16: 212
Newton — s of George H and Maria B Sept 12 1900..........17: 117
Newton — d of John and Lena M Oct 2 1897.................16: 356
Newton — d of Joseph and Ellen Jan 29 1900.............17: 55
Ney Gilbert A of Thomas G and Mary Jan 17 1892.........15: 85
Ney Hope P of Thomas and Mary Jan 31 1899............16: 497
Ney Mary E of Robert A and Mary A May 31 1900........17: 43
Ney Thomas J of Thomas G and Mary Mar 31 1893.........15: 169
Ney — s of Thomas G and Mary E Oct 31 1900............17: 97
Nicoi George of Nicolas and Assina July 8 1893........15: 199
Nichol George R of George H and Ruth July 18 1899.......16: 591
Nichol — s of William H and Annie Nov 16 1899........16: 567
Nicholas Camile of Asa and Rosa Dec 20 1900........17: 112
Nicholas Gershom F of Gershom A and Mary E July 21 1900..17: 66
Nicholas Lester E of Willard E and Harriett Oct 6 1898..16: 452
Nicholas William H of James H and Alice M Oct 19 1899...16: 590
Nicholl Edna F of Walter S and Minnie A Feb 21 1896...16: 185
Nichols Cecelia I of Thomas and Catherine Oct 23 1898...16: 417
Nichols Earl D of Daniel A and Ida M Dec 30 1900.......17: 115
Nichols Earl R of Arthur R and Clara R July 11 1897.....16: 306
Nichols Elizabeth of Hugh and Lucy Mar 14 1891........15: 27
Nichols Elsie A of John F and Flora A Nov 3 1900........17: 98
Nichols Emma R of Frederick and Regina May 31 1899......16: 501
Nichols Forest A of Daniel A and Ida M Oct 7 1898........16: 438
Nichols Fred H of Fred H and Susan A Oct 14 1892.........15: 118
Nichols Gladys of Daniel A and Ida M Sept 16 1896.......16: 246
Nichols John of John and Bertha Dec 5 1891..............15: 65
Nichols John J of Joseph and Theresa May 2 1897.........16: 303
Nichols Joseph of Joseph A and Theresa V May 8 1899.....16: 511
Nichols Lelah of Fred R and Minnie L July 19 1899........16: 541
Nichols Leon A of Daniel A and Ida M Sept 8 1894.........16: 63
Nichols Lillian of Frederick and Regina Sept 28 1894.......16: 88
Nichols Margaret of Joseph and Theresa Mar 15 1900.......17: 22
Nichols Mary of Joseph and Theresa Mar 15 1900.............17: 22
Nichols Theresa of Joseph and Theresa Mar 14 1893...........15: 164
Nichols Thomas W of Thomas H and Catherine T Oct 23 1900.17: 95
Nichols Veronica M of Raymond E and Mary J Sept 4 1899...16: 564
Nichols Waldo A of John J and Eliza J June 11 1900...........17: 46
Nichols — s of George S and Caroline M Feb 25 1897...........16: 295
Nichols — d of James A and Jane Apr 6 1893.............15: 167
Nichols — s of John and Bertha Nov 3 1893.............15: 195
Nicholson Beatrice A of John B and Ann E June 5 1899.....16: 515
Nicholson Ralph E of Edward and Emma Jan 11 1894...........16: 43
Nicholson — s of Mary Sept 9 1893 ..................15: 207
Nickel Hermon F of William F and Lilian Aug 11 1900.....17: 71
Nickerson Alfred of William F and Carrie P Oct 15 1896...16: 246
Nickerson Caroline B of Herbert D and Caroline B Feb 21
1894 ........................................16: 22
Nickerson Chauncey M of Chauncey J and Louise M Nov 20
1898 ..........................................16: 433
Nickerson Edith I of Elijah and Minnie J Oct 19 1897......16: 343
Nickerson Edward of Joseph and Katie E Apr 21 1892......15: 84
Nickerson Elijah of Elijah and Minnie J June 10 1900......17: 46
Nickerson Ernest H of Benjamin P and Minnie Mar 10 1891.15: 11
Nickerson Ethel M of William F and Carrie P June 9 1893.15: 152
Nickerson George E of Edward P and Mary A Nov 22 1900...17: 104
Nickerson Grace of Joseph A and Catherine E Dec 25 1899..16: 569
Nickerson Irene M of George H and Maria Dec 15 1897......16: 360
Nickerson Irving of William F and Carrie P Jan 14 1900....17: 4
Nickerson Jessie E of William F and Carrie P Aug 9 1894.16: 65
Nickerson John E of Henry and May Dec 1 1894.............16: 49
Nickerson Leco of Joseph and Katie E Apr 21 1892...........15: 89
Nickerson Louise M of Chauncey J and Louise M Dec 7 1900..17: 108
Nickerson Maud of Horace L and Maude M Nov 8 1900........17: 100
Nickerson Oliver E of Russell E and Mary June 1 1897......16: 310
Nickerson Pearl E of Elijah and Minnie J July 22 1892....15: 112
Nickerson Russell J of Russell E and Mary Mar 5 1900......17: 19
Nickerson Susan M of Elijah and Minnie J May 10 1895......16: 116
Nickerson Susie M of Horace L and Maud M Oct 8 1892......15: 118
Nickerson Thomas F of Joseph and Catherine E Aug 13 1897.16: 341
Nickerson William A of Walter P and Mary E Jan 21 1900....17: 6
Nickerson — s of Henry E and Ada W Mar 22 1891...........15: 18
Nickerson — s of Horace L and Maud M Dec 2 1895...........16: 160
Nickerson — d of William F and Carrie P June 3 1891.....15: 16
Nickins Eva (c) of Robert L and Priscilla Mar 3 1900......17: 18
Nicol Alice of Lewis and Regina Oct 29 1896.................16: 254
Nicol Isabella of George and Mary Mar 10 1892.............15: 89
Niclai Maria I of Francesco and Giulia Feb 24 1898......16: 401
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Nicolai Martino of Francesco and Giulia May 7 1891........15: 23
Nicolle Etta M of Herbert H and Margaret M Mar 1 1898........16: 401
Nicolli Cristoforo of Cristoforo and Maria Oct 29 1894........16: 61
Nicoll George W of Peter A and Annie R Aug 27 1891........15: 60
Nicoll Mary H S of Peter and Annie Sept 27 1896........16: 234
Nicolle John E of Herbert H and Margaret M Oct 22 1896........16: 259
Nieher Annie T of Walter and Minnie Mar 22 1899........16: 498
Nield Bertha A of Edward and Annie B Aug 8 1898........16: 445
Nightingale Constance of William G and Constance Aug 30 1895
Nightingale Maria L of John K H and Louise M May 29 1892.15: 70
Nightingale s of William G and Constance A P Nov 25 1899
Nikolewski Dohm V of Michael and Ludovika Sept 12 1893....15: 207
Niles Elizabeth E of Nathaniel J and Elizabeth M Apr 17 1892
Niles Mary P of Nathaniel J and Lizzie Oct 26 1893........16: 140
Niles s of Bradford G and Jennie E June 5 1893........15: 152
Nilson Carl of John A and Caroline July 16 1900........17: 102
Nilson Harold W W of Justus X and Christine E Oct 3 1895...16: 155
Nilson s of Anna Apr 19 1896.................................16: 194
Nilson d of Carl and Cecelia Feb 21 1900.....................17: 15
Nilson d of Julius and Anna V Jan 7 1899..................16: 486
Nilsson Alma W of Andrew and Augusta Apr 10 1894........16: 2
Nisbet Laura B of William and Margaret Oct 18 1899........16: 552
Nisbet Lillian of William and Margaret Jan 14 1897........16: 200
Niven Howard of Charles H and Mary E Apr 18 1895........16: 118
Niven John C of John C and Louise G Mar 8 1900........17: 20
Niven d of Charles H and Mary E Feb 22 1896........16: 206
Nix George W of William A and Phebe A June 25 1893........15: 149
Nix Joseph P of Patrick F and Annie Oct 14 1894........16: 63
Nix Lloyd S of William A and Phebe A Sept 29 1895........16: 351
Nixon George W (e) of Nicholas and Mary E Dec 10 1891....15: 38
Nixon Gertrude of James C and Mary A June 4 1894........16: 27
Nixon Margaret M of Patrick and Margaret A July 25 1893...15: 205
Nixon Robert of James C and Mary Jan 29 1893........15: 153
Noach Bertha G of August and Annie July 27 1892........15: 106
Noack Adeline of August C and Annie Aug 30 1895........16: 143
Noack Bertha G of August C and Annie June 27 1892........15: 75
Noble Catherine of John W and Mary A Feb 22 1899........16: 508
Noble Francis H of John W and Mary A July 20 1891........15: 59
Noble Philip of John W and Mary A Jan 1 1897........16: 305
Noble Vincent of John W and Mary A Jan 3 1894........16: 36
Nocci Tomaso of Antonio and Angelina Aug 24 1899........16: 581
Noiceroni Domenico of Filippo and Giuseppa Feb 5 1899........16: 485
Noiceroni Serafina of Filippo and Giuseppa May 27 1894.....16: 35
Nock Alice E of Alfred W and Florence J Apr 7 1896........16: 201
Nock Herbert K of Harcell E and Annie Feb 15 1899....16: 490
Nock Mabel B of Alfred W and Florence J June 18 1899...16: 493
Nock Ralph E of Alfred W and Florence J Oct 8 1894....16: 66
Nock Stuart M of Rupert A and Mary J Feb 27 1899....16: 490
Noel Violet C of Albert A and Elizabeth A July 13 1900...17: 62
Noels Jane of Luiz and Maria Mar 14 1894................16: 2
Noia Antonio C of Ventura and Maria R July 1 1898....16: 417
Noiseux —— s of Hector and Annie Sept 19 1899....16: 597
Noke Ernest of Charles and Mary May 19 1894...........15: 28
Noke —— d of Charles and Mary E June 11 1893.......16: 130
Nolan Alice of Thomas E and Susan Nov 14 1896........16: 247
Nolan Bernard T of Bernard and Catherine June 25 1896...16: 193
Nolan Carrie B (c) of George and Susan Dec 26 1898....16: 455
Nolan Catherine of James H and Mary A Mar 5 1900....17: 19
Nolan Catherine of Peter and Mary E Jan 26 1893.....15: 141
Nolan Catherine T of Michael H and Ann M Jan 7 1893...15: 161
Nolan Cecelia I of Michael H and Annie M Apr 15 1899....16: 511
Nolan Charles E of Peter H and Mary E Feb 16 1898....16: 379
Nolan Clarissa E (c) of George and Susan Aug 2 1897...16: 348
Nolan Clifford E of Peter G and Charlotte G July 17 1896...16: 232
Nolan Dorothy of Stephen H and Sarah F Jan 11 1896...16: 196
Nolan Edmund V of Bernard and Kate Apr 18 1899........16: 481
Nolan Ellen of James F and Mary Dec 6 1891...........15: 58
Nolan Ellen J of James F and Theresa Sept 9 1892......15: 128
Nolan Ellen M of James F and Theresa Mar 8 1900......17: 20
Nolan Emily L of James F and Mary A June 14 1898....16: 411
Nolan Frances E of Thomas F and Mary L Dec 22 1896....16: 252
Nolan Francis J of James J and Mary T Nov 30 1893....15: 211
Nolan Francis P of Francis P and Mary E May 12 1900...17: 38
Nolan Frederick of John J and Mary A Aug 18 1891.....15: 44
Nolan Henry of Thomas E and Susan May 18 1894........16: 17
Nolan Irene of Thomas E and Susan Sept 25 1891.......15: 57
Nolan Irene G of Thomas F and Mary L Jan 11 1899.....16: 493
Nolan James of James F and Theresa Oct 15 1893.......16: 209
Nolan James of James H and Mary Jan 5 1894...........16: 8
Nolan John of James F and Mary May 14 1896...........16: 218
Nolan John B of Michael H and Annie M Aug 18 1891....15: 69
Nolan John J of Michael H and Ann M Mar 14 1895....16: 127
Nolan Joseph of Joseph and Susan Jan 2 1899...........16: 478
Nolan Joseph of Peter G and Charlotte T May 26 1898...16: 382
Nolan Madeleine of John R and Nellie J Aug 10 1891....15: 32
Nolan Margaret of Bridget July 1892....................15: 131
Nolan Margaret of Bridget Sept 11 1892.................15: 110
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Nolan Margaret A of William J and Mary A Aug 27 1891 . . . 15: 54
Nolan Margaret O of Peter G and Charlotte T Sept 11 1892 . . 15: 113
Nolan Mary of James H and Mary Apr 2 1896 . . . . . . . . . 16: 190
Nolan Mary E of Peter G and Charlotte A Aug 8 1900 . . . 17: 71
Nolan Mary G of Michael H and Ann M Aug 4 1896 . . . . . 16: 262
Nolan Mildred of Thomas E and Susan Feb 26 1893 . . . . . 15: 159
Nolan Patrick H of Peter and Mary E Mar 9 1895 . . . . . 16: 100
Nolan Robert H of Peter G and Charlotte A June 6 1894 . . 16: 20
Nolan William of James H and Mary A Feb 6 1898 . . . . . 16: 379
Nolan —— (c) s of George and Susie Mar 31 1900 . . . . . 17: 56
Nolan —— s of James F and Theresa Feb 18 1898 . . . . . 16: 467
Nolin Adelia of Louis and Clarisse Apr 16 1896 . . . . . 16: 207
Nolin Clarice of Stanislaus and Clarice July 1 1891 . . . 15: 59
Nolin Edouard V of Casimir J and Philomene Feb 18 1897 . . 16: 315
Nolin Flora B of Casimir and Philomene May 26 1898 . . . 16: 398
Nolin Hilda M of Nils L and Anna E Aug 18 1898 . . . . . 16: 437
Nolin Joseph W E of Ludger and Delphine Aug 10 1892 . . 15: 127
Nolin Louise A of Casimir and Philomene May 17 1899 . . . 16: 500
Nolin Marie L of Ludger and Delphine Jan 21 1891 . . . . . 15: 25
Nolin Rosa A of Louis and Clarisse July 24 1893 . . . . . 15: 205
Nolin William G of Casimir and Philomene May 13 1900 . . 17: 39
Nolin —— d of Nils and Anna E Feb 20 1896 . . . . . . . . . 16: 248
Null Charles of Joseph and Katrina Jan 4 1892 . . . . . . . 15: 78
Noll Henry W E of Christian C F and Maria M Sept 7 1897 . 16: 318
Noncia Alvira of Antonio and Angela Oct 9 1893 . . . . . 15: 202
Nonnenmacher Gottlieb H of Gottlieb and Pauline Aug 1 1892 . 15: 112
Nonnenmacher Harold J of Gottlieb and Pauline Oct 8 1899 . 16: 547
Nonnenmacher Pauline of Gottlieb and Pauline Nov 24 1894 . 16: 58
Nonnon Harold T of Ernest A and Leonide H Oct 9 1900 . . 17: 90
Noon Charles J of Henry and Naomi June 2 1891 . . . . . 15: 29
Noon Elizabeth of John and Emma Dec 3 1896 . . . . . . . . . 16: 267
Noon Emma of John and Emma Dec 13 1895 . . . . . . . . . 16: 176
Noon Helen E of John F and Ellen E Sept 28 1900 . . . . . 17: 87
Noon Margaret of Michael and Mary W Jan 11 1899 . . . . . 16: 486
Noon Mary A of Michael and Ellen Aug 13 1892 . . . . . . . 15: 127
Noon Naomi of Henry and Naomi Aug 31 1893 . . . . . . . . . 15: 207
Noon Winifred of John J and Emma Nov 25 1899 . . . . . 16: 386
Noon —— twin sons of Frank P and Nellie Aug 16 1896 . . 16: 239
Noonan Annie of Martin C and Bessie Oct 11 1897 . . . . . 16: 328
Noonan Elmer G of William H and Mary J July 28 1898 . . 16: 125
Noonan Gerald D of William H and Mary Sept 29 1894 . . 16: 56
Noonan John E of Kennedy and Kate June 17 1900 . . . . 17: 48
Noonan Martin of Martin C and Bessie Dec 13 1899 . . . . 16: 540
Noonan Mary of Martin C and Elizabeth Jan 29 1896 . . . . 16: 188
Noonan Mary J of Michael and Ellen May 4 1894 . . . . . 16: 3
Noonan Raymond W of William and Mary Aug 1 1896........16:232
Noonan Theresa of Michael and Ellen Sept 24 1896........16:254
Noonan Thomas F of Michael and Ellen Oct 19 1900........17: 93
Noonan William J of Michael and Ellen Nov 27 1891.......15: 34
Noonan —— s of Martin C and Elizabeth A Oct 4 1893.....15:179
Noonan —— s of Martin C and Elizabeth A Jan 18 1895.....16: 98
Noons Beatrice E of John and Mary F Apr 4 1899........16:490
Noons John of Edward J and Margaret June 6 1892.......15: 75
Noons Lawrence of Edward J and Margaret June 6 1892....15: 75
Norberg Edith J M of John C and Henrietta C June 20 1900..17: 49
Norberg —— s of Harold and Emma L Mar 13 1893........15:148
Norberg —— s of Oscar and Mary Apr 8 1898........16:391
Norci Emilia of Antonio and Angela Feb 6 1898.........16:400
Norcia Maria A of Antonio and Angela Mar 4 1892........15: 88
Norcia —— s of Antonio and Angiola Aug 7 1899........16:579
Norcio Matteo of Antonio and Angiola June 26 1895......16:124
Norcross Edward H of Wilbur and Annie L Dec 5 1892....15:109
Nor —— s of Carl and Hanna Aug 8 1896........16:249
Nordelli —— s of Carmine and Petrina June 28 1900........17: 57
Norden Bernard of Bengt and Annie Mar 25 1897.........16:285
Norden Hannah E of Bengt and Annie L Nov 1 1898.......16:429
Norden Ulrica E of Nils and Annie R Nov 17 1895.....16:146
Nordin Adolf R L of John A and Ida O July 31 1898.....16:437
Nordin Annie M of Bengt and Annie G May 28 1900......17: 42
Nordin Mildred of John and Ida Aug 26 1900........17: 76
Nordquist Charles A of Per O and Emilie C June 3 1900...17: 44
Nordquist Clarence E of Oscar and Amelia C July 24 1898..16:441
Nordquist Harry O W of Oscar and Lottie Nov 30 1892.....15:109
Norcen Royle B of Oscar M and Marion D Oct 6 1898.....16:459
Noren Ethel A E of Carl G and Alma M Apr 16 1899.......16:486
Noren Raymond C R of Carl G and Alma M Apr 16 1899.....16:486
Norlund Chester E of John and Cora E Oct 6 1894.......16: 66
Norlund Thomas of John and Cora Mar 1900........17: 27
Norlund —— s of John and Cora E Dec 14 1897........16:368
Norman Carl A of John A and Maud F Jan 31 1897.........16:288
Norman Freda M of Mederic O and Rosamond A Aug 8 1900...17: 71
Norman Mildred M of Anadé and Rosamond Jan 6 1898......16:383
Normandy Clarence A of Joseph and Mary L Oct 1 1899....16:552
Norris George of George H and Mary E Feb 5 1896........16:214
Norsigian Mucak C of Cazar and Mary Dec 21 1898.......16:431
North Arthur E of Edward and Zillah Oct 23 1894.......15: 34
North Eli of John X and Deborah Apr 26 1897........16:309
North Gladys of John W and Deborah Feb 7 1900..........17: 11
North Howard L of Charles W and Minerva W Feb 15 1894...16: 45
North Mildred B of Charles W and Minerva W Feb 16 1893..15:153
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
Norton — s of John and Margaret Nov 7 1896......... 16:236
Norton — d of Thomas and Annie Mar 8 1892......... 15:92
Norton — s of William and Margaret T May 6 1891.... 15:9
Norwich Mary of Harry and Clara Apr 10 1896........ 16:186
Norwich Fanny of Harry and Clara Dec 5 1897......... 16:323
Norwood Mabel L of Frank D and Mabel F Dec 19 1894... 16:79
Nostrum Mary of Axel E and Lena Mar 17 1893......... 15:148
Notarantonio Carmela of Angelo and Angela Oct 23 1892... 15:108
Notarantonio Elvira of Angelantonio and Angelina Oct 6 1900.. 17:89
Notarantonio Emilio of Angelantonio and Angelina Jan 20 1899.................. 16:478
Notarantonio Ersilia of Antonio and Maria Oct 29 1898... 16:448
Notarantonio Luigi of Angelantonio and Angelina Nov 7 1897... 16:328
Notarantonio Luigi of Angelo A and Angiolina Jan 24 1896..... 16:188
Notarantonio Pasquale of Angelantonio and Angelina June 26 1894.................. 16:14
Notarantonio Pasquale of Antonio and Maria Apr 8 1896... 16:191
Nottage Chester A of Luzerne H S and Hattie B Mar 10 1893... 15:151
Nottage Earl Y C of Luzerne H S and Hattie B Sept 22 1891... 15:52
Nottage Elton S of Isaac B and Hattie A Jan 29 1895..... 16:110
Nottage Ida M of Edwin A and Ida M May 2 1893......... 15:154
Nottage Nathaniel of Herbert P and Hattie M Mar 8 1897... 16:314
Notti Nicola of Orazio and Annunziata Dec 18 1892...... 15:125
Noviello Antonio of Angelo and Carmosina July 4 1899........ 16:570
Novitz Isaac of Harry and Eva Aug 21 1899............. 16:534
Now John M of John G and Ellen Sept 25 1895........... 16:173
Now Mabel of John G and Ellen June 26 1894............ 16:42
Nowell — s of Henry and Mary Jan 26 1893.............. 15:162
Noyes Emily G of Robert F and Catherine H Mar 26 1892... 15:77
Noyes Gladys M of George A E and Catherine Feb 27 1899... 16:472
Noyes Henry A (c) of William H and Isabelle L May 13 1896... 16:207
Noyes Sidney E of Arthur and Mary J Nov 20 1895....... 16:177
Nucciareno Domenico of Filippo and Giuseppa Feb 5 1899... 16:502
Nucciareno Giuseppe of Filippo and Giuseppa Mar 19 1897... 16:287
Nucciaroni Gemma of Felice and Immacolata June 6 1893.... 15:169
Nucciaroni Giovanna of Felice and Immacolata Aug 13 1899... 16:571
Nucciaroni Susie of Felice and Immacolata Apr 7 1891..... 15:23
Nucciareno — d of Felice and Immacolata Aug 3 1897... 16:366
Nulty Agnes G of John J and Joanna July 19 1893......... 15:73
Nulty Alice ef John J and Josephine Mar 9 1892......... 15:69
Nulty Edward of John J and Josephine July 13 1896........ 16:228
Nulty — d of John J and Joanna Mar 25 1899............. 16:594
Nunan — d of Charles F and Elizabeth Dec 4 1899......... 16:543
Nunes Francisco V of Amaro V and Roza Apr 28 1894..... 16:3
Nunes Helena of Jose P and Angelina June 3 1899......... 16:474
Nunes Joseph of Manoel and Dorothea Sept 29 1894............. 16: 47
Nunes Manue of Manoel and Anna M Sept 30 1894............... 16: 47
Nunes Manoel V of Manoel V and Rosa Feb 13 1893............. 15: 136
Nunes Mary of Manoel and Drurteria Sept 23 1900.............. 17: 85
Nunes Philomena of Jose P and Angelica Jan 15 1892........... 15: 66
Numzio Maria of Giacomo and Alfonsina Mar 20 1896............ 16: 185
Nussbaum Moses of Abram and Fanny Nov 24 1892................. 15: 105
Nussbaum —— d of Abram and Fanny Nov 22 1895............... 16: 140
Nute Ruby A of George S and Martha A July 4 1899.............. 16: 591
Nutini Amelia of Alfredo and Gilda Oct 8 1899.................. 16: 574
Nutini Assunta of Alfredo and Erminilda Jan 19 1898........... 16: 384
Nutini Cesira of Attilio and Annie Aug 12 1899................. 16: 543
Nutini Erailia of Alfredo and Erminegilda Feb 15 1896......... 16: 209
Nutino Cesare of Alfredo and Gilda June 19 1894............... 16: 17
Nutall Robert F of James and Mary Oct 27 1892................. 15: 129
Nuttini Irene of Giovanni and Catherine Dec 17 1897.......... 16: 352
Nye Emma E of George W and Mary Mar 22 1895.................. 16: 100
Nye Frances M of Joshua and Elizabeth L Nov 9 1891......... 15: 37
Nye Guiford G of Herbert F and Ella L Oct 4 1895.............. 16: 178
Nye —— d of Frederick E and Ellura Sept 22 1899.............. 16: 552
Nye —— d of George E and Susan L Nov 22 1893............... 15: 191
Nygren Jhalmer of Gustav and Mary Aug 16 1892................. 15: 127
Nystedt Walter of Andrew and Laura C Jan 11 1898.............. 16: 405
Nystrom —— s of Emil and Hilda June 24 1894.................. 16: 20
Oakes Emma M of Joseph and Mary May 5 1892.................... 15: 84
Oakes Thomas of Thomas and Mary Apr 30 1896................... 16: 201
Oakes Walter J of Thomas and Mary A Nov 17 1892.............. 15: 116
Oakes —— July 12 1893..................................... 15: 214
Oakland Clarence of John and Clara Mar 26 1891................. 15: 11
Oakland Marion of Joseph M and Annie Dec 15 1899............. 16: 587
Oates Anastasia of Thomas and Mary May 24 1895............... 16: 102
Oates Andrew of Andrew J and Harriet M Jan 17 1895......... 16: 125
Oates Anna of John J and Agnes C July 3 1900................... 17: 59
Oates Austin of Andrew J and Harriet M Sept 29 1900.......... 17: 87
Oates Ellen of James and Annie May 1 1894...................... 16: 20
Oates Esther E of Gledhill and Minnie Feb 4 1899.............. 16: 197
Oates Harriet of Andrew and Harriet M Dec 5 1893.............. 15: 211
Oates Marguerite T of Thomas and Mary A Oct 26 1899.......... 16: 538
Oates Mary G of Thomas and Mary Nov 2 1893.................... 15: 180
Oates Terence S of Thomas and Mary Dec 26 1891................. 15: 43
Oates Thomas of Frederick and Agnes P July 23 1895............ 16: 170
Oates Thomas of Thomas and Mary A Apr 23 1897............... 16: 283
Oates William of Joseph E and Maria A Jan 27 1898............ 16: 405
Oates Willie H of Charles H and Mary May 15 1891...... 15: 28
Oates ——— d of Andrew J and Harriet Feb 1 1891...... 15: 26
Oates ——— s of Joseph H and Annie July 7 1895...... 16: 170
Oatley Allen of Fred A and Martha J Dec 14 1898...... 16: 462
Oatley Edith L of Walter F and Margaret F Aug 19 1897...... 16: 321
Oatley Ethel F of Fred A and Martha J Sept 4 1893...... 15: 207
Oatley Ethel S of Charles M and Margaret L Mar 18 1899...... 16: 491
Oatley Howard A of Fred A and Martha J Apr 4 1891...... 15: 27
Oatley Jennie R of Walter F and Maggie Sept 27 1896...... 16: 240
Oatley Russell E of Fred A and Martha J Dec 1 1896...... 16: 267
Oatley ——— s of Fanny A Mar 21 1892...... 15: 93
Ober ——— d of Addison L and Annie E Nov 4 1891...... 15: 37
Oberg Eric H of Carl H and Augusta Feb 1 1891...... 15: 26
Oborne Thomas S of Herbert and Ellen Nov 12 1892...... 15: 113
O'Brien William of Jeremiah and Sarah A Mar 29 1895...... 16: 115
O'Brien Agnes G of James and Katie Aug 11 1898...... 16: 437
O'Brien Agnes L of James and Agnes B July 14 1894...... 16: 61
O'Brien Alfred C of Timothy F and Catherine J Nov 26 1898...... 16: 461
O'Brien Alice of Edward and Theresa July 10 1897...... 16: 236
O'Brien Alice of Patrick S and Margaret M Aug 19 1892...... 15: 103
O'Brien Alice M of Thomas H and Rose L May 23 1893...... 15: 145
O'Brien Alice V of John E and Mary Nov 21 1899...... 16: 524
O'Brien Allen R of Frederick W and Adelia T Sept 5 1900...... 17: 79
O'Brien Annie of Patrick and Eliza Apr 1 1891...... 15: 8
O'Brien Annie A of George and Bridget Jan 11 1900...... 17: 3
O'Brien Annie L of James and Katie Oct 1 1892...... 15: 115
O'Brien Annie L of John and Mary Mar 4 1896...... 16: 182
O'Brien Annie V of John and Bridget Oct 6 1896...... 16: 254
O'Brien Barbara O of Edward and Theresa Aug 16 1900...... 17: 73
O'Brien Catherine of James and Katie July 1 1896...... 16: 244
O'Brien Catherine of James F and Annie Sept 27 1892...... 15: 124
O'Brien Catherine of Martin J and Hannah Apr 17 1900...... 17: 32
O'Brien Catherine A of James and Catherine Oct 27 1896...... 16: 239
O'Brien Catherine A of Michael and Margaret Aug 2 1891...... 15: 39
O'Brien Catherine E of William and Mary Apr 2 1895...... 16: 92
O'Brien Catherine M of Patrick and Hanora M Jan 19 1895...... 16: 132
O'Brien Charles E D of Thomas and Mary E Dec 29 1899...... 16: 569
O'Brien Daniel F of John and Mary A July 12 1900...... 17: 62
O'Brien David C of Frank P and Margaret M Oct 9 1900...... 17: 90
O'Brien Edward of James T and Sarah J Sept 26 1891...... 15: 61
O'Brien Edward of John and Margaret E Apr 27 1895...... 16: 129
O'Brien Edward of Patrick J and Grace Mar 21 1898...... 16: 372
O'Brien Eleanor of John F and Bridget T Oct 4 1891...... 15: 57
O'Brien Elizabeth of Hugh A and Mary Jan 13 1895...... 16: 94
O'Brien, Elizabeth of John E and Mary T July 20 1892..15:99
O'Brien, Elizabeth of Patrick and Mary A Jan 16 1893..15:173
O'Brien, Elizabeth of William E and Susan Feb 16 1895..16:165
O'Brien, Elizabeth M of Thomas and Eliza Mar 18 1897..16:274
O'Brien, Ellen of Morgan J and Annie Dec 8 1896..16:227
O'Brien, Ellen R of Jeremiah and Sarah A July 5 1899..16:526
O'Brien, Ethel A of Michael and Mary A July 3 1892..15:114
O'Brien, Florence M of John and Mary A Aug 4 1893..15:200
O'Brien, Francis of Francis and Mary Jan 22 1898..16:405
O'Brien, Francis of John and Margaret E May 17 1893..15:144
O'Brien, Francis of William A and Mary A Nov 15 1899..16:548
O'Brien, Francis J of Ignatius J and Elizabeth Sept 6 1893..15:174
O'Brien, Francis J of Timothy F and Catherine J Sept 5 1896..16:263
O'Brien, Frederick of John F and Theresa July 18 1897..16:332
O'Brien, Frederick of William A and Mary A Jan 31 1892..15:80
O'Brien, Frederick O of James and Katie July 21 1894..16:65
O'Brien, George T of Terence and Emma J Jan 16 1894..16:18
O'Brien, George V of Joseph J and Ellen F July 13 1899..16:532
O'Brien, Gertrude of James and Mary Sept 20 1900..17:84
O'Brien, Gertrude V of William F and Margaret V Oct 24

1896

O'Brien, Hannah C of Michael J and Hannah E Aug 12 1897..16:317
O'Brien, Harold A of Michael J and Mary A Aug 12 1899..16:590
O'Brien, Harriet J of William F and Margaret May 14 1900..17:39
O'Brien, Helen J of Patrick and Annie L Mar 15 1892..15:81
O'Brien, Helen T of Edward and Theresa June 19 1898..16:388
O'Brien, Henry J of Hugh and Mary A May 18 1892..15:75
O'Brien, Howard V of John and Margaret E Dec 4 1899..16:587
O'Brien, James of Dennis and Celia Oct 13 1896..16:235
O'Brien, James of Robert and Ella M Dec 30 1895..16:173
O'Brien, James E of James M and Mary J Apr 3 1896..16:220
O'Brien, James II of John and Abigail Oct 12 1899..16:532
O'Brien, James J of Martin and Johanna Sept 17 1900..17:83
O'Brien, James P of James and Mary Sept 5 1897..16:326
O'Brien, James S of Michael J and Cecelia Jan 4 1897..16:250
O'Brien, James T of James and Mary May 3 1894..16:3
O'Brien, John of James and Mary Feb 18 1892..15:72
O'Brien, John of James and Mary E May 23 1894..16:34
O'Brien, John of Patrick and Mary A June 4 1891..15:9
O'Brien, John of Patrick and Mary A June 21 1898..16:388
O'Brien, John C of John J and Catherine E Dec 5 1895..16:173
O'Brien, John C of Thomas and Rose E July 2 1895..16:161
O'Brien, John E of Frank and Mary May 16 1893..15:165
O'Brien, John E of Patrick and Annie L Nov 16 1897..16:339
O'Brien John F of Michael J and Celia Aug 8 1892...........15: 115
O'Brien John P of John and Bridget July 30 1900...........17: 68
O'Brien John T of John and Mary July 11 1895.............16: 142
O'Brien Joseph of James and Mary Jan 3 1899..............16: 472
O'Brien Joseph of Patrick and Mary A July 17 1898........16: 432
O'Brien Joseph of Thomas H and Rose Apr 2 1899...........16: 484
O'Brien Joseph of William and Mary Sept 21 1892..........15: 100
O'Brien Joseph B of Austin E and Hattie E Apr 14 1892....15: 74
O'Brien Joseph F of Lawrence F and Mary A Nov 14 1896...16: 247
O'Brien Joseph P of Patrick and Annie L Jan 10 1894......16: 21
O'Brien Lawrence of Lawrence and Mary Apr 5 1895........16: 121
O'Brien Lillian M of William F and Margaret May 1 1898...16: 409
O'Brien Louise of Michael J and Hannah E Aug 25 1895....16: 135
O'Brien Madeline of Thomas H and Rose L July 11 1896.....16: 256
O'Brien Margaret A of John and Bridget Oct 3 1894........16: 72
O'Brien Margaret A of Patrick and Rose May 23 1897........16: 293
O'Brien Margaret E of William F and Margaret Oct 23 1894..16: 67
O'Brien Margaret F of Morgan J and Annie July 7 1892.....15: 99
O'Brien Margaret M of Patrick and Mary A Aug 12 1900.....17: 72
O'Brien Martha F of John and Bridget Feb 28 1898.........16: 397
O'Brien Martin T of Martin and Joanna Apr 11 1897........16: 289
O'Brien Mary of John and Bridget Oct 20 1892.............15: 121
O'Brien Mary of John F and Theresa Sept 11 1895..........16: 149
O'Brien Mary of Kate June 26 1898.........................16: 384
O'Brien Mary of Lawrence F and Mary A May 6 1894.........16: 34
O'Brien Mary of Morgan and Annie May 22 1894............16: 3
O'Brien Mary of Patrick and Margaret A May 29 1891.......15: 19
O'Brien Mary of William H and Sarah J Nov 14 1897......16: 343
O'Brien Mary E of Daniel A and Bridget Sept 1 1897......16: 318
O'Brien Mary E of James and Catherine Mar 8 1895.......16: 111
O'Brien Mary E of James and Mary E Oct 28 1895........16: 136
O'Brien Mary E of Patrick and Rose May 14 1895..........16: 102
O'Brien Mary E of Thomas F and Maria June 30 1893, 15: 166 and 168
O'Brien Mary E of William F and Mary May 14 1891.......15: 3
O'Brien Mary F of William F and Margaret Aug 6 1891.....15: 66
O'Brien Mary J of James P and Mary O July 14 1893........15: 170
O'Brien Mary M of James J and Mary A Nov 28 1900........17: 106
O'Brien Matthew F of Joseph J and Ellen F July 17 1893...15: 176
O'Brien Michael W of John and Mary Apr 27 1899..........16: 481
O'Brien Monica of John F and Theresa Feb 22 1900.........17: 15
O'Brien Patrick B of Lawrence F and Mary A July 19 1899..16: 550
O'Brien Patrick D of Patrick and Mary A Feb 16 1894......16: 26
O'Brien Patrick J of Peter and Mary July 6 1894..........16: 53
O'Brien Peter of Peter and Mary L Mar 10 1893............15: 142
O'Brien Raymond of John and Margaret E May 8 1898.......16: 409
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

O'Brien Sadie M of William A and Mary A May 16 1894...16: 20
O'Brien Sarah J of John P and Rose A Mar 18 1895...16: 111
O'Brien Simon of Frank and Mary May 31 1895...16: 130
O'Brien Theresa of John F and Bridget T Oct 21 1893...15: 202
O'Brien Thomas of James and Mary E Apr 8 1897...16: 275
O'Brien Thomas of John and Mary Oct 7 1893...15: 171
O'Brien Thomas F of John J and Catherine Apr 12 1897...16: 292
O'Brien Thomas J of John and Mary Oct 2 1896...16: 235
O'Brien Thomas M of Patrick and Annie L Feb 2 1896...16: 199
O'Brien Urban F of William E and Susie Nov 21 1893...15: 185
O'Brien Walter of William A and Mary A Aug 30 1898...16: 435
O'Brien William of James and Katie Oct 15 1898...16: 439
O'Brien William of William E and Susan Nov 21 1896...16: 243
O'Brien William J of John J and Rose A Aug 8 1893...15: 189
O'Brien William J of William F and Margaret Jan 17 1893...15: 162
O'Brien William T of Martin and Joanna May 6 1894...16: 20
O'Brien Winifred of Patrick and Mary A Jan 16 1893...15: 153
O'Brien Winifred A of James F and Winifred July 12 1900...17: 62
O'Brien — s of Cornelius and Maria June 10 1892...15: 70
O'Brien — s of Frank and Emma J Apr 22 1894...16: 17
O'Brien — d of James and Mary May 2 1893...15: 137
O'Brien — s of Jeremiah and Delia Dec 6 1900...17: 121
O'Brien — s of John E and Mary T May 14 1898...16: 468
O'Brien — d of Joseph H and Carrie V Aug 30 1900...17: 119
O'Brien — s of Lawrence and Mary Aug 20 1898...16: 469
O'Brien — s of Michael and Rose Feb 7 1898...16: 415
O'Brien — d of Michael and Rose Feb 18 1900...17: 122
Occio Carmela of Domenico and Maria May 18 1896...16: 212
Occio Enrico of Luigi and Annina Oct 2 1898...16: 436
Occio Luigi of Luigi and Annina May 1897...16: 290
Occio Vito of Luigi and Annina Feb 6 1896...16: 196
Occomy Catherine H (c) of Walter C and Xelie F Mar 27 1893...15: 139
Occomy Ernest W (c) of Walter C and Xelie F Jan 4 1900...17: 2
Occomy Xelie F (c) of Walter C and Xelie F Mar 16 1897...16: 277
Occomy Ruth E (c) of Walter C and Xelie July 10 1891...15: 53
Occomy Walter C (c) of Walter O and Xelie F Nov 24 1891...16: 52
Ochs Roy C of Gustave and Henrietta L July 23 1900...17: 65
O'Connell Agnes of Robert and Katie Jan 26 1898...16: 386
O'Connell Agnes C of Robert F and Catherine Jan 27 1898...16: 389
O'Connell Annie of Daniel and Mary E Aug 31 1891...16: 55
O'Connell Annie L of John and Jane T July 6 1893...15: 196
O'Connell Catherine of Edward W and Margaret Feb 22 1892...15: 66
O'Connell Catherine M of Thomas H and Hanorah A Jan 31 1897...16: 273
O'Connell  Catherine T of Patrick P and Margaret Apr 10 1898. 16: 380
O'Connell  Charles E of Thomas and Catherine Jan 29 1891. 15: 26
O'Connell  Daniel E of Daniel and Abby June 23 1899. 16: 489
O'Connell  Daniel J of Daniel J and Mary E Feb 3 1893. 15: 141
O'Connell  Daniel J of John F and May E Sept 25 1897. 16: 327
O'Connell  David of Edward W and Margaret Sept 12 1894. 16: 82
O'Connell  Edmund of Edward and Margaret Oct 12 1899. 16: 566
O'Connell  Edward J of Patrick E and Mary Nov 13 1894. 16: 85
O'Connell  Edwin F of Joseph P and Ida E Feb 18 1898. 16: 372
O'Connell  Elizabeth M of Daniel and Abby June 7 1898. 16: 388
O'Connell  Ellen of Maurice J and Mary A Sept 25 1893. 15: 190
O'Connell  Frederick E of Patrick E and Mary Apr 16 1896. 16: 191
O'Connell  Genevieve of Thomas F and Mary A Dec 23 1895. 16: 147
O'Connell  Gertrude A of Daniel and Agnes E June 14 1891. 15: 4
O'Connell  Gladys M of Joseph P and Ida E Sept 4 1900. 17: 79
O'Connell  Hannah of Robert F and Katie Mar 28 1900. 17: 26
O'Connell  Helena M of Patrick P and Margaret Sept 6 1895. 16: 144
O'Connell  Howard J of M Frank and Marie A Apr 3 1897. 16: 296
O'Connell  Irene E of Timothy D and Ellen Aug 4 1893. 15: 184
O'Connell  James I of Edward and Margaret Oct 25 1900. 17: 95
O'Connell  Jennie T of John and Jennie T Oct 28 1894. 16: 73
O'Connell  John of John and Jane July 14 1896. 16: 253
O'Connell  John of John and Jennie Jan 14 1899. 16: 518
O'Connell  John A of John F and Mary E Aug 1 1899. 16: 533
O'Connell  John F of Daniel J and Mary E Sept 2 1896. 16: 234
O'Connell  John F of Patrick and Mary July 26 1898. 16: 441
O'Connell  John H of Nicholas and Annie Dec 27 1892. 15: 131
O'Connell  John J of Robert and Catherine Sept 7 1895. 16: 151
O'Connell  John P of John and Mary A Apr 20 1892. 15: 79
O'Connell  John W of John and Hannah July 18 1896. 16: 224
O'Connell  John W of Patrick and Mary Aug 25 1898. 16: 426
O'Connell  Joseph of Edward W and Margaret Apr 24 1893. 15: 164
O'Connell  Joseph of Joseph P and Ida E Jan 7 1894. 16: 1
O'Connell  Joseph E of Nicholas and Annie Aug 17 1894. 16: 81
O'Connell  Josephine of Thomas F and Mary A Aug 15 1899. 16: 534
O'Connell  Kathleen of John F and Mary E Apr 17 1896. 16: 194
O'Connell  Leo A of Daniel J and Mary E Apr 6 1899. 16: 481
O'Connell  Lewis B of Edward and Margaret Apr 4 1898. 16: 408
O'Connell  Margaret I of Thomas H and Honora Feb 9 1899. 16: 479
O'Connell  Mary of John and Jane T Dec 29 1899. 16: 569
O'Connell  Mary of Thomas F and Mary Jan 13 1894. 16: 8
O'Connell  Mary A of Edward and Margaret Sept 2 1896. 16: 234
O'Connell  Mary A of Maurice and Mary A Aug 16 1895. 16: 154
O'Connell  Mary E of John and Mary A Jan 21 1894. 16: 18
O'Connell  Mary E of Patrick and Mary Aug 13 1900. 17: 72
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Birth/Death Details</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O'Connell Mary F</td>
<td>of Joseph P and Ida</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connell Mary L</td>
<td>of Patrick P and Margaret</td>
<td>1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dec 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connell Mary V</td>
<td>of Patrick E and Mary</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connell Maurice J</td>
<td>of Daniel and Mary May</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connell Nora G</td>
<td>of Thomas H and Hannah</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Aug 26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connell Patrick</td>
<td>of Robert and Catherine</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connell Robert</td>
<td>of Robert and Catherine</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connell Robert J</td>
<td>of Thomas F and Mary A</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connell Susanna</td>
<td>of Robert D and Nora</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dec 24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connell William</td>
<td>B of Daniel J and Mary</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E Dec 23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connell —— s</td>
<td>of John and Catherine</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connell —— d</td>
<td>of John and Jane T</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connell —— s</td>
<td>of Joseph P and Ida</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E Nov 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connell —— d</td>
<td>of Thomas and Catherine</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mar 19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor, Agnes</td>
<td>of Patrick and Maria</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J Apr 22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Albert J</td>
<td>of David E and Margaret</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T Mar 17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Alice J</td>
<td>of John and Alice</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Alice J</td>
<td>of John and Mary</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Ann of</td>
<td>John and Mary A</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oct 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Anna of</td>
<td>James E and Mary A</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Annie of</td>
<td>John and Elizabeth</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Annie H</td>
<td>of Bernard and Ellen</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F Jan 30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Annie T</td>
<td>of John and Annie</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Annie T</td>
<td>of Thomas F and Annie</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M Oct 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Arthur F</td>
<td>of John F and Mary E</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mar 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Arthur P</td>
<td>of Matthew and Anna</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S Mar 17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Bernardette</td>
<td>of James and Ellen</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B Jan 31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Catherine</td>
<td>of John P and Alice</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Catherine</td>
<td>of Jeremiah and Bridget</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M Nov 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Catherine</td>
<td>L of Michael D and</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Catherine M June 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Birth/Death Details</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Charles M</td>
<td>of George P and Ellen</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J July 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Charles W</td>
<td>of Patrick J and Margaret</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aug 15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Charlotte</td>
<td>of Michael and Charlotte</td>
<td>1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Daniel of</td>
<td>Cornelius and Bridget</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Mar 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Daniel of</td>
<td>John and Ann</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oct 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Dennis V</td>
<td>of Dennis V and Bridget</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>June 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Edward of</td>
<td>Edward and Mary E</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Edward of</td>
<td>Edward and DeV and Susan</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T Dec 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Edward F</td>
<td>of Daniel and Maggie</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sept 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Edward F</td>
<td>of Peter F and Mary J</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Edward M</td>
<td>of Patrick and Margaret</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Eliza J</td>
<td>of Robert and Bella</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Connor Elizabeth</td>
<td>of Hugh and Mary</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Birth/Death Details</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name(s)</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>O'Connor</td>
<td>Birth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE**

O'Connor	Ellen of David and Mary Nov 25 1897........... 16: 319
O'Connor	Ellen of Dennis and Mary Oct 25 1895........... 16: 136
O'Connor	Ellen of Hugh and Mary F Feb 18 1895........... 16: 117
O'Connor	Ellen of John and Elizabeth July 14 1891...... 15:  59
O'Connor	Ellen of John J and Mary A Mar 1 1892......... 15:  69
O'Connor	Em-fix V of Patrick and Annie July 18 1893... 15: 170
O'Connor	Frances of Patrick F and Bridget Mar 4 1894... 16:  29
O'Connor	Frederick of Jeremiah F and Catherine P Mar 31

1891

O'Connor	George W of Francis and Mary July 3 1892...... 15: 125
O'Connor	Gertrude of David and Rosanna Dec 15 1893..... 15:173
O'Connor	Gladys E of Michael D and Catherine Mar 29 1899. 16: 504
O'Connor	Grace M of John T and Grace M Dec 2 1895...... 16: 164
O'Connor	Hannah of John and Hannah Dec 18 1896..... 16: 227
O'Connor	Harold J of Jeremiah A and Bridget M Oct 19 1896. 16: 246
O'Connor	Harriet of James H and Mary T June 3 1896..... 16: 205
O'Connor	Helen of William A and Louisa Z Feb 24 1895.... 16:  95
O'Connor	Helen E of Michael F and Mary A Feb 28 1894.... 16:  38
O'Connor	Helen G of John H and Mary J Nov 9 1898........ 16: 420
O'Connor	Hubert of Hugh and Mary Feb 6 1897............ 16: 301
O'Connor	Imelda of Michael D and Catherine Oct 18 1900... 17:  93
O'Connor	Irene M of Jeremiah and Bridget M Oct 9 1898... 16: 438
O'Connor	James of James E and Mary A Jan 19 1894........ 16:  36
O'Connor	James E of James H and Mary T Nov 23 1894...... 16:  67
O'Connor	James E of Michael D and Catherine July 19 1896... 16: 256
O'Connor	Jeremiah W of Jeremiah and Margaret May 23 1894. 16: 3
O'Connor	John of Bernard and Ellen F Sept 29 1893...... 15: 194
O'Connor	John of John D and Mary July 5 1892........... 15: 112
O'Connor	John of John H and Annie M May 23 1893...... 15: 140
O'Connor	John of John J and Annie A Oct 29 1900......... 17:  97
O'Connor	John J of James H and Mary T Apr 30 1900....... 17:  35
O'Connor	John J of John H and Elizabeth Feb 20 1895..... 16: 126
O'Connor	John P of Michael and Charlotte June 7 1898.... 16: 374
O'Connor	John R of John H and Mary E Nov 9 1898........ 16: 460
O'Connor	John W of John H and Mary J Aug 14 1895....... 16: 134
O'Connor	John W of Patrick and Bridget Oct 12 1898..... 16: 422
O'Connor	Joseph of John and Ann Nov 5 1897............ 16: 358
O'Connor	Josephine C of David F and Mary J Dec 26 1899... 16: 549
O'Connor	Lauretta of John and Ann May 12 1900............ 17:  38
O'Connor	Lizzie of Patrick and Bridget May 29 1892...... 15:  68
O'Connor	Louise of William A and Louise D Sept 14 1896... 16: 229
O'Connor	Louise V of David F and Mary J Apr 8 1898....... 16: 387
O'Connor	Lucien J of Timothy L and Mary G July 4 1892... 15:102
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

O'Connor  Mabel M of James H and Mary P Aug 14 1898..............16:441
O'Connor  Mabel M of Patrick and Ellen Aug 25 1898..............16:448
O'Connor  Mabel W of Jeremiah J and Margaret Nov 29 1894.16:68
O'Connor  Margaret A of Patrick and Bridget July 24 1894........16:46
O'Connor  Margaret B of William A and Louisa Z Aug 19 1898.16:421
O'Connor  Margaret E of Jeremiah J and Margaret J Mar 1

1892 ..............................................................15:81
O'Connor  Margaret E of Patrick J and Margaret Aug 7 1891.15:39
O'Connor  Margaret J of Michael and Charlotte July 5 1899........16:520
O'Connor  Mary of David and Mary July 19 1894..............16:46
O'Connor  Mary of Hugh and Mary F Feb 8 1891..............15:19
O'Connor  Mary of James E and Mary A Dec 6 1891..............15:58
O'Connor  Mary of Jeremiah and Margaret Mar 6 1892............15:67
O'Connor  Mary of John H and Annie M July 27 1891............15:35
O'Connor  Mary of John J and Annie A June 28 1897.............16:285
O'Connor  Mary of Patrick and Bridget Feb 1 1891..............15:1
O'Connor  Mary A of David and Rosanna July 11 1892.............15:99
O'Connor  Mary A of John P and Alice Aug 19 1893.............15:206
O'Connor  Mary A of Patrick J and Annie E Nov 11 1891........15:34
O'Connor  Mary C of David and Cassia J May 27 1892.............15:70
O'Connor  Mary C of John J and Annie May 19 1900..............17:40
O'Connor  Mary J of Jeremiah and Mary O Sept 18 1893...........15:171
O'Connor  Mary M of Patrick and Ellen Feb 1 1897.............16:273
O'Connor  Mary T of Edward and Mary E May 14 1892............15:94
O'Connor  Maurice of John and Hannah June 30 1898..............16:388
O'Connor  Michael J of Michael and Catherine Jan 10 1891........15:21
O'Connor  Michael L of Michael F and Eliza May 2 1898........16:409
O'Connor  Patrick M of Patrick M and Mary Jan 7 1893...........15:141
O'Connor  Ralph A of Charles E and Annie E Mar 11 1894........16:45
O'Connor  Raymond F of David F and Mary J Apr 8 1895...........16:108
O'Connor  Rosanna of Daniel and Bridget M Jan 28 1898...........16:386
O'Connor  Rosanna of David and Rosanna May 18 1896.............16:183
O'Connor  Rosella of James and Mary T Dec 25 1891..............15:47
O'Connor  Theresa of David and Rose A July 24 1898..............16:417
O'Connor  Theresa of Patrick J and Xellie June 27 1900...........17:51
O'Connor  Timothy J of John and Hannah Apr 4 1894.............16:2
O'Connor  Walter A of Michael D and Catherine Mar 29 1899.16:504
O'Connor  William of John D and Mary July 26 1896..............16:232
O'Connor  William of William A and Louise Z Oct 29 1900........17:97
O'Connor  William F of Michael D and Catherine May 27 1892,15:90
O'Connor  William L of John and Elizabeth Oct 5 1897...........16:356
O'Connor  William T of Francis and Maria Oct 31 1894...........16:84
O'Connor  s of James E and Mary A Jan 27 1893..............15:162
O'Connor  d of James E and Mary A Feb 9 1898..............16:468
O'Connor  s of Margaret Mar 18 1895..............16:101
O'Connor — s of Michael F and Mary Jan 17 1893..................15:158
O'Connor — d of Thomas J and Anna M May 23 1898..........16:468
O'Connor — d of William and Elizabeth July 15 1898........16:469
O'Day Edward of James and Maria M Jan 21 1900............17:6
O'Dea Annie L of John and Mary Aug 12 1892..................15:120
O'Dea James F of John and Mary Oct 28 1899...................16:566
O'Dea Mary T of John and Mary Feb 26 1897....................16:314
O'dell Maria of William and Julia Apr 21 1894..............16:6
Oden Elsie V M of Axel and Hildegarde May 27 1899.........16:488
Odette Marguerite of Arthur and Catherine Apr 20 1895....16:96
Odette — d of Kate Apr 20 1895..................................16:104
Odi — s of Katherine Jan 22 1900.................................17:7
Odin Nils J of Gustav and Frida May 12 1894..................16:20
Odin — s of Gustaf and Frida Nov 20 1895......................16:157
O'Donnahoe Ann M of Daniel and Margaret Nov 11 1891....15:34
O'Donahue Mary A of Daniel and Margaret May 8 1895.......16:93
O'Donnell Agnes of John P and Margaret E July 15 1898.....16:441
O'Donnell Anna of Daniel and Katharine B Feb 21 1891.....15:4
O'Donnell Catherine of Thomas P and Annie Feb 7 1893.....15:162
O'Donnell Catherine J of Charles A and Mary L Dec 9 1896...16:252
O'Donnell Charles J of Charles A and Mary L Aug 10 1900...17:71
O'Donnell Cornelius J of Cornelius and Margaret M May 26 1900
O'Donnell Earl L of Hugh F and Sarah T Apr 3 1900..........17:28
O'Donnell Edward A of Joseph and Ellen Sept 21 1894.......16:66
O'Donnell Edward B of John J and Elizabeth A Feb 27 1892...15:73
O'Donnell Edward P of Charles A and Mary L Apr 28 1899.....16:499
O'Donnell Frances L of John and Ellen Oct 2 1895...........16:145
O'Donnell Frank of John and Mary Aug 24 1894..............16:63
O'Donnell George E of George A and Mary A Nov 23 1893....15:188
O'Donnell Gertrude G of George A and Mary A Aug 23 1895....16:151
O'Donnell Howard S of Edward F and Mary A June 3 1898.....16:399
O'Donnell Hugh J of Patrick J and Nora Sept 3 1900.........17:79
O'Donnell Isabelle of John J and Elizabeth Aug 13 1895.....16:138
O'Donnell James C of Bernard and Annie T June 2 1894.......16:24
O'Donnell John of John P and Margaret E Oct 9 1896........16:251
O'Donnell John J of Frank and Margaret Aug 12 1894.........16:81
O'Donnell Joseph of John J and Elizabeth A July 8 1893.....15:176
O'Donnell Joseph A of George A and Mary A Mar 25 1899......16:487
O'Donnell Joseph P of Joseph and Ellen Oct 28 1895.........16:152
O'Donnell Julia M of Thomas F and Mary E May 2 1891.......15:8
O'Donnell Lauretta of Bernard and Annie T Dec 4 1891.......15:50
O'Donnell Leo B of John and Elizabeth May 6 1897...........16:278
O'Donnell Margaret of John J and Mary J Nov 28 1892.......15:119
O'Donnell Margaret of John P and Margaret E Mar 20 1892....15:84
O'Donnell Margaret of Thomas F and Margaret Aug 20 1893...15:213
O'Donnell Margaret L of John J and Ellen Apr 7 1892...15:74
O'Donnell Mary of Frank and Margaret Apr 24 1896...16:191
O'Donnell Mary of John J and Mary J Apr 10 1891...15:18
O'Donnell Mary C of John P and Margaret E May 6 1893...15:154
O'Donnell Mary E of Patrick J and Nora M Mar 27 1897...16:313
O'Donnell Nina B of Edward F and Mary A Jan 22 1900...17:7
O'Donnell Richard F of Joseph and Ellen T Apr 14 1898...16:391
O'Donnell Robert B of George A and Mary A Sept 21 1900...17:84
O'Donnell Stephen of John P and Margaret E Dec 26 1899...16:560
O'Donnell Thomas D of Cornelius and Margaret Apr 24 1898...16:394
O'Donnell Una of Daniel and Catherine B Apr 17 1893...15:140
O'Donnell Wilfred A of John J and Elizabeth A Jan 12 1900...17:4
O'Donnell William F of William H and Estella R June 20 1898...16:414
O'Donnell Winifred of Joseph and Ellen Dec 14 1896...16:244
O'Driscoll Anna of Jeremiah F and Katie Jan 8 1891...15:1
O'Driscoll Barbara M of Jeremiah T and Catherine Dec 30 1893...15:173
O'Driscoll Ellen of Jeremiah F and Catherine Oct 5 1895...16:135
O'Driscoll James T of Michael F and Bridget Oct 13 1895...16:136
O'Driscoll Marian F of Jeremiah F and Catherine A Aug 7 1897...16:317
Oesper Louisa A of Ernest M and Amelia Apr 17 1899...16:488
O'Gara Annie of Patrick and Annie Jan 1 1892...15:80
O'Gara George D of James and Elizabeth May 17 1898...16:398
O'Gara James of James and Cornelia Oct 31 1900...17:97
O'Gara Joseph P of James J and Hannah Dec 2 1900...17:107
Ogard Olga of Olaf and Martha July 8 1891...15:47
Ogarde Edwin of Olaf and Martha Jan 23 1895...16:110
Ogarde Martha of Olaf and Martha July 4 1897...16:336
O'Garr William of John and Margaret Feb 11 1899...16:472
O'Garra Mary of John and Margaret Jan 10 1891...15:25
Ogasian John of Harry B and Johanna Mar 12 1900...17:21
Ogden Elmer of John J and Jane A May 23 1892...15:75
Ogden Frances A of William R and Fanny May 12 1894...16:43
Ogden Helen I of Robert and Jane P May 8 1900...17:54
Ogden Henry H of Alfred and Elizabeth Aug 16 1898...16:426
Ogden John A of John and Eleanor Apr 5 1896...16:221
Ogden Lillian of John J and Jane A Mar 23 1891...15:8
Ogden Mary A of Alfred and Elizabeth Mar 23 1896...16:190
Ogden William of William and Mary Nov 11 1892...15:104
Ogden William A of Alfred and Elizabeth Jan 15 1894...16:8
Ogden William A of Henry and Mary E Oct 5 1891...15:41
Ogden—s of Charles S and Louise A May 30 1896...16:207
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Ogg Dorothy G of George J and Julia Oct 14 1900 .......... 17: 92
Ogg Gardiner B of Robert G and Mary B Jan 1 1898 .......... 16: 386
Ogg Gladys E of James S and Marion S Mar 29 1896 .......... 16: 197
Ogg Margaret of William B and Jessie Feb 25 1891 .......... 15: 20
Ogg Robert G L of William B and Jessie R May 2 1895 .......... 16: 115
Ogg —— s of Robert G and Mary F Dec 22 1900 .......... 17: 113
O'Gorman Elizabeth of Thomas A and Catherine Aug 10 1896 .. 16: 228
O'Gorman Joseph of Thomas A and Catherine May 7 1895 .......... 16: 112
O'Gorman Richard of Thomas A and Catherine Nov 20 1897 .......... 16: 323
O'Grady Julia of Patrick and Ellen July 26 1899 .......... 16: 520
O'Grady —— d of Roger and Bridget Aug 30 1893 .......... 15: 207
O'Halloran Alice of Thomas A and Catherine T Jan 5 1892 .......... 15: 91
O'Halloran Francis of Thomas A and Catherine T Nov 4 1893 .......... 15: 210
O'Halloran Mary of Thomas A and Catherine F Feb 16 1897 .......... 16: 306
O'Halloran William of Thomas A and Catherine T Aug 16 1898 .......... 16: 457
O'Hanlon Joseph of Patrick and Mary J Sept 19 1900 .......... 17: 84
O'Hanlon Margaret M of Patrick and Mary Nov 8 1894 .......... 16: 78
O'Hanlon Mary A of Edward and Margaret May 17 1895 .......... 16: 129
Ohamian Levin of Charles and Rose Feb 15 1899 .......... 16: 479
O'Hara Ellen M of Joseph B and Bridget F Mar 31 1896 .......... 16: 207
O'Hara Gilbert of James and Annie M Sept 29 1896 .......... 16: 265
O'Hara Harold F of James E and Rosa A Sept 15 1893 .......... 15: 197
O'Hara Robert of James and Annie M Aug 4 1900 .......... 17: 69
O'Hara Rose of James E and Rosa A Aug 5 1892 .......... 15: 120
O'Hara Sarah of James J and Bridget Sept 2 1897 .......... 16: 318
O'Hare Catherine of John and Margaret Nov 5 1893 .......... 15: 202
O'Hare John J of John and Margaret Nov 9 1898 .......... 16: 454
O'Hare Katie of James and Bridget Nov 16 1894 .......... 16: 58
O'Hare Margaret of John and Margaret Nov 18 1891 .......... 15: 58
O'Hare —— d of Mary July 24 1900 .......... 17: 66
O'Hearn Grace of Daniel F and Ella July 6 1892 .......... 15: 119
O'Hearn James of Mary Mar 31 1892 .......... 15: 96
O'Hearn —— d of Joseph and Annie Jan 21 1900 .......... 17: 6
O'Hearn Joseph J of Walter M and Margaret J Nov 17 1897 .......... 16: 319
O'Hern Daniel E of Daniel F and Ella F May 12 1894 .......... 16: 41
O'Hern Louisa of Joseph F and Eliza A Mar 9 1892 .......... 15: 86
O'Hern Mary E of Joseph M and Ellen Apr 1 1899 .......... 16: 510
O'Hern —— d of Joseph and Eliza A Mar 10 1891 .......... 15: 20
Ohlson Edith L of Otto E and Anna Mar 13 1900 .......... 17: 21
Ohlson Ruth L of Ruth L Feb 4 1896 .......... 16: 220
Ohlsson Florence F of Franz E and Alfreda July 31 1897 .......... 16: 354
Ohlsson Ingeborg M S of Gustaf and Maria May 2 1897 .......... 16: 314
Ohman Hilda of Martin and Alma Aug 17 1897 .......... 16: 334
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Olmans — d of Martin and Alma July 22 1900         17: 65
O‘Holloran Gertrude A of John J and Bridget Sept 3 1895  16: 179
O‘Kane George of Sebastian and Mary E Jan 7 1891         16: 21
O‘Kane John of Sebastian G and Mary E Jan 21 1898        16: 189
O‘Keefe Annie T of David and Kate Mar 7 1897             16: 281
O‘Keefe Catherine A of Maurice and Margaret Oct 15 1892  15: 116
O‘Keefe Catherine I of David and Catherine Jan 26 1899  16: 178
O‘Keefe Dennis P of David and Kate Nov 5 1895           16: 146
O‘Keefe Eugene B of Thomas J and Mary J May 31 1891     15:  29
O‘Keefe Francis C of John J and Bridget Jan 26 1892     15:  72
O‘Keefe Harold P of John A and Anastasia July 12 1897  16: 347
O‘Keefe Justin E of Joseph and Julia E Mar 27 1894      16:  39
O‘Keefe Margaret M of Morris and Margaret Feb 26 1891    15:  15
O‘Keefe Mary E of Timothy and Catherine Dec 10 1896     16: 260
O‘Keefe Merlin G of John A and Anastasia Aug 29 1898     16: 452
O‘Keefe Michael of Michael J and Elizabeth Oct 1 1897   16: 327
O‘Keefe Thomas J of Thomas J and Mary J Sept 10 1899     16: 582
Okerberg Pada C M of Lars F and Halda M Apr 17 1899      16: 511
Okerholm Gustav A of Gustav F and Emma L Sept 12 1891   15:  45
Okerlund Edward F of Conrad L and Ellen F Apr 4 1894    16:  39
Okerlund Jennie C of Conrad L and Nellie Dec 18 1892     15: 131
Okerlund John L of Conrad L and Ellen F July 22 1895     16: 170
Okerlund Lawrence A of Conrad L and Ellen May 12 1900    17:  38
Okerlund William C of Conrad L and Ellen F Dec 20 1897   16: 360
Okretowich John of Simon and Eva Aug 16 1896            16: 233
Okrontovitz Margaret of Simon and Eva Aug 16 1898       16: 426
Olander — d of Charles R and Ida W Mar 29 1892          15:  84
O‘Laughlin James C of Bernard and Mary Dec 4 1898       16: 430
O‘Laughlin Maggie of Bernard Oct 3 1896                 16: 236
Olech Benjamin of Max and Dora Dec 16 1893              15: 192
Olech Isaac J of Max and Dora Mar 3 1896                16: 200
Oleh Abraham of Max and Dora May 14 1899                16: 495
Oleh Jacob of Max and Dora June 12 1897                 16: 297
Oldale Arthur of Arthur Jr and Ada May 19 1894           16:  27
Oldale Francis W of Arthur and Ada May 25 1897           16: 297
Oldale Harold of Arthur and Alice Feb 9 1894            16:  25
O‘Leary Arthur C of Arthur E and Emma Aug 29 1897       16: 332
O‘Leary Bertha of John H and Mary Apr 28 1896           16: 195
O‘Leary Dennis P of Dennis and Ellen Mar 9 1897         16: 307
O‘Leary Dorothy of Arthur E and Emma Sept 1 1895        16: 435
O‘Leary Frances of John H and Mary Oct 3 1891           15:  44
O‘Leary Francis of John H and Mary Jan 13 1893          15: 146
O‘Leary George of John H and Mary July 5 1894           16:  61
O‘Leary Helen of Henry and Hannah Aug 13 1892           15:  99
O'Leary John H of James and Annie Oct 7 1900.................. 17: 90
O'Leary Mary of Henry and Hannah Aug 6 1893.................. 15: 170
O'Leary Mary E of Dennis and Ellen June 22 1893................ 15: 145
O'Leary Nellie of Dennis and Nellie Feb 21 1892................ 15: 92
O'Leary Roger C of Clement D and Gertrude July 3 1895........ 16: 153
O'Leary Veronica R of John H and Mary Aug 27 1899.............. 16: 581
O'Leary William of Michael and Esther June 7 1900.............. 17: 15
O'Leary —— d of Annie Mar 11 1900.............................. 17: 122
O'Leary —— d of Lena Sept 12 1900.............................. 17: 116
Oleck Leo of Abram and Annie Jan 9 1894......................... 16: 8
Oligony Emma of Telesphore and Adelaide Apr 7 1896............ 16: 191
Olimpio Francesca (c) of Joao F and Babina Dec 26 1899....... 16: 525
Olimpio Francesco F (c) of Joao F and Babina Dec 26 1899..... 16: 525
Oliva —— d of Vincenzo and Concetta Dec 13 1898................ 16: 433
Oliva Maria of Vincenzo and Concetta Nov 13 1894.............. 16: 90
Olivaire Claudina of Francesco J and Maria Oct 5 1894......... 16: 48
Olivaire John of Manoel and Maria Aug 26 1895............... 16: 135
Olivaire John of Manoel and Maria Feb 16 1897................ 16: 274
Olivaire Kate (c) of Manoel J and Constance Aug 4 1896.......... 16: 224
Oliver Daniel M (c) of Manoel J and Constance Aug 3 1898..... 16: 417
Oliver Esther B of Albert W and Margaret Feb 29 1896........ 16: 189
Oliver Gladys M of Albert W and Margaret Aug 21 1894.......... 16: 53
Oliver Norman of Winfield S and Rachel R Jan 29 1891........ 15: 12
Olivere —— d of Titon and Delicia Sept 29 1900................ 17: 84
Oliviera Tillie of Joao A and Costanctia Apr 26 1892.......... 15: 67
Olivieri Achille of Celestino and Anna Jan 21 1898............ 16: 400
Olivieri Alfredo of Celestino and Anna Jan 24 1896........... 16: 209
Olivieri Concetta of Celestino and Anna Sept 13 1889........ 16: 572
Olivieri Emilia of Celestino and Nina Apr 13 1894.............. 16: 34
Olivieri Giuseppina of Celestino and Anna Mar 24 1892........ 15: 89
Oliviero Rosa of Celestino and Anna Mar 13 1893.............. 15: 159
Olivo Domenica of Fortunato and Antonia Sept 17 1895.......... 16: 177
Olivo Giovanni B of Fortunato and Antonia June 24 1898...... 16: 411
Olivo —— d of Vincenzo and Concetta Jan 13 1899.............. 16: 485
Ollenquist Malie of Albert and Carrie C Apr 22 1892........... 15: 94
Ollman Hilda of Nicholas and Caroline July 15 1891........... 15: 51
Olney Charles C P of Charles P and Edith Mar 9 1898........... 16: 375
Olney Frances M of Francis E and Ethel M Aug 5 1898............ 16: 437
Olney —— s of Chas P and Josephine A July 29 1892............ 15: 103
O'Loughlin Howard of John F and Elizabeth Sept 14 1900....... 17: 82
O'Loughlin James H of James H and Catherine E July 2 1898..... 16: 450
O'Loughlin John M of John and Catherine July 5 1894......... 16: 68
O'Loughlin Marion of James H and Catherine Aug 12 1899....... 16: 571
O'Loughlin Mary of John and Catherine Apr 1 1899.............. 16: 494
O'Loughlin ——s of John and Catherine Oct 31 1900............. 17: 120
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Olsen Alf S of Sander and Elizabeth Mar 28 1893          15:151
Olsen Elsie F of Lars and Maria I Nov 28 1900           17:106
Olsen Ernest M of John and Annie S Nov 30 1895          16:175
Olsen Frank of William and Wilhelmina Dec 26 1894       16:74
Olsen George W of Albert and Johanna S Dec 18 1896      16:270
Olsen Gladys M of Nils and Annie W Feb 27 1895         16:111
Olsen Julius of Charles and Clara Mar 3 1896           16:200
Olsen Ruth M of John and Mary Jan 5 1891             15:25
Olsen Thor of Peter and Nilsine Nov 23 1892            15:111
Olsen —— d of Carl and Albertina Nov 23 1893          15:181
Olsen —— d of Christian and Anna Oct 12 1898          16:443
Olsen —— d of Dora Mar 16 1899                       16:184
Olsen —— s of Harry and Mary E June 23 1894          16:24
Olson Alfreda M of William and Maria Feb 3 1895       16:107
Olson Algott H of Andrew and Helma J Oct 30 1897      16:357
Olson Arthur E of Nils and Hannah Sept 25 1893        15:199
Olson Arthur E of Robert E and Annie S July 13 1897    16:236
Olson Arthur S of Charles L and Albertina S Apr 3 1899 16:519
Olson August E of August and Lydia S Aug 28 1891      16:88
Olson Bernon of Charles and Albertina July 6 1897      16:324
Olson Bertha of Andrew and Annie E Feb 2 1893          15:168
Olson Carl A of Christian and Anna Aug 8 1896         16:249
Olson Charles W of Albert and Sophia Feb 15 1899       16:508
Olson Edward of John and Mary Dec 20 1892            15:133
Olson Edward E of William and Mary Jan 9 1892         15:80
Olson Ernest H of John A and Augusta M Nov 30 1893   16:179
Olson Hope F of William and Mary July 15 1893        15:188
Olson Jessie M of Peter and Jessie A July 25 1893     15:196
Olson Karen O C M of Christian and Matilda Dec 23 1892 15:131
Olson Kingdom of Francis and Freda July 7 1898        16:456
Olson Mabel F of John and Annie S Mar 26 1900         17:25
Olson Oscar T of Christian and Annie Sept 3 1899      16:66
Olson Sigrid B of Syrak and Bertha M Apr 4 1891      15:27
Olson Srn of Carl L and Albertina Sept 20 1894        15:40
Olson Thomas M of Peter and Jessie A Dec 13 1894      15:75
Olson —— s of August and Lydia Feb 1 1896            16:223
Olson —— d of Christian and Anna Sept 11 1900        17:81
Olson —— d of Jennie Mar 23 1897                   16:286
Olson —— d of Peter and Jessie Jan 30 1896          16:206
Olson —— s of Robert A and Annie S Oct 29 1898      16:139
Olson —— d of William and Wilhelmina Oct 5 1896      16:254
Olsson Carl R of Carl A and Margaret A Jan 2 1897     16:273
Olsson Charles X of Carl A and Margaret A June 6 1895 16:132
Olsson Lillian O R of Robert M and Annie S Dec 8 1899 16:551
Olsson Lillie O of Oscar Z and Beda M Sept 17 1896     16:261
Olsson Olga of Charles and Albertina Apr 29 1896.......................... 16:191
Olsson ——— s of Niels and Minnie W Dec 25 1897.......................... 16:340
O'Mahoney Catherine V of Charles S and Hannah Feb 3 1893, 15:148
O'Mahoney Oona of Charles S and Hannah Jan 30 1894.................... 16:18
O'Malla Marguerite of John and Annie Jan 28 1900........................ 17:53
O'Malley Anna of John J and Margaret July 21 1899...................... 16:520
O'Malley Charles of Thomas and Margaret Nov 2 1894...................... 16:57
O'Malley Elizabeth of Patrick and Julia F June 8 1891.................... 15:9
O'Malley James of Patrick and Julia Dec 4 1893........................... 15:181
O'Malley Joseph of Thomas J and Margaret Nov 19 1900.................... 17:103
O'Malley Mary of Austin J and Margaret A Sept 8 1899.................... 16:535
O'Malley Mary of Thomas and Margaret Dec 7 1896.......................... 16:237
O'Malley Thomas of Patrick and Julia Apr 22 1896.......................... 16:191
O'Malley Thomas E of Thomas J and Margaret Oct 16 1891.................. 15:41
O'Mara Annie of Thomas A and Annie Aug 29 1900........................... 17:77
O'Mara Catherine F of Michael and Kate F Dec 18 1899.................... 16:540
O'Mara James of Michael and Catherine F Nov 20 1891..................... 15:37
O'Mara John J of Michael and Mary Aug 24 1893............................ 15:201
O'Mara Joseph P of Michael and Mary Mar 9 1898........................... 16:372
O'Mara Mary T of Michael and Mary Apr 10 1896............................ 16:183
O'Mara Patrick F of Michael and Catherine F Mar 13 1893................ 15:143
O'Mara Rosanna of Michael and Mary Aug 5 1892............................ 15:123
O'Meara Catherine J of Thomas and Ann July 30 1896....................... 16:262
O'Meara John J of Michael and Catherine Sept 18 1896..................... 16:231
O'Meara Margaret M of Michael and Kate F Feb 13 1898.................... 16:379
O'Meara Mary of James H and Margaret E Oct 4 1892....................... 15:121
O'Meara Winifred of Michael and Catherine June 12 1894.................. 16:14
O'mondi Domenica of Carmine and Carmine Nov 3 1896..................... 16:236
O'Neal ——— s of Michael and Annie Sept 29 1897.......................... 16:367
O'Neil Agnes V of Patrick J and Rosanna E Dec 10 1896.................... 16:253
O'Neil Alice of Thomas and Nellie Sept 4 1894.............................. 16:72
O'Neil Amey L of John F and Mary E Oct 15 1892........................... 15:124
O'Neil Ann T of Patrick J and Margaret T Sept 4 1895..................... 16:144
O'Neil Annie L of Thomas and Elizabeth Nov 4 1893....................... 15:198
O'Neil Anthony of Charles F and Mary E July 4 1892....................... 15:125
O'Neil Catherine I of Jeremiah and Catherine Nov 22 1900................ 17:104
O'Neil Dora C of Jeremiah and Mary A July 31 1892....................... 15:112
O'Neil Dora C of John and Margaret Dec 9 1893............................ 15:211
O'Neil Edward of John J and Louise R May 31 1900.......................... 17:43
O'Neil Edward of Martin and Winnie Jan 4 1899............................. 16:496
O'Neil Edward R of William H and Rosanna J Dec 23 1900.................. 17:113
O'Neil Elizabeth of Thomas and Elizabeth Aug 7 1891...................... 15:54
O'Neil Ella R of Thomas E and Mary A Oct 26 1897.......................... 16:343
O'Neil Ellen of Martin F and Winifred A Sept 3 1897...................... 16:345
O'Neil Ellen E of John and Margaret July 4 1892.......................... 15:99
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

O'Neil Eugene T of James H and Sarah A Aug 26 1894 . . . . . . . . . 16: 82
O'Neil Evangeline L of Daniel and Clara M May 28 1895 . . . . . . . . . 16: 97
O'Neil Frances S of Francis A and Sarah A Sept 27 1893 . . . . . . . . . 15: 291
O'Neil Francis E of Charles T and Mary E July 9 1892 . . . . . . . . . . 15: 102
O'Neil Frederick J of John H and Elizabeth June 24 1894 . . . . . . . . . 16: 14
O'Neil George of Thomas and Nellie Apr 24 1892 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 86
O'Neil Gerald F of John H and Bridget Oct 29 1892 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 101
O'Neil Gertrude of James E and Elizabeth July 17 1896 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 244
O'Neil Gertrude H of James E and Elizabeth J July 17 1895 . . . . . . . . . . 16: 154
O'Neil Harold E of Eugene H and Margaret A Apr 17 1899 . . . . . . . . . . 16: 511
O'Neil Harold F of John F and Mary E July 13 1898 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 437
O'Neil Henry M of Michael and Annie Sept 13 1898 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 435
O'Neil Irene of Carolo F and Mary E Oct 26 1894 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 73
O'Neil James of William and Mary F June 3 1900 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 44
O'Neil James C of Michael and Anna Dec 20 1892 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 114
O'Neil James F of James E and Elizabeth May 12 1897 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 293
O'Neil Joanna E of James and Sarah A Nov 9 1892 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 108
O'Neil John C of John F and Mary E Mar 29 1897 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 292
O'Neil John C of Matthew A and Annie Oct 17 1892 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 129
O'Neil John E of Patrick J and Margaret T Dec 27 1892 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 122
O'Neil John H of John Lizzie Mar 7 1893 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 136
O'Neil John H of John H and Bridget Mar 20 1900 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 24
O'Neil Joseph F of Michael and Ann Apr 13 1895 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 108
O'Neil Mabel G of Joseph and Lena Feb 22 1898 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 401
O'Neil Margaret of Jeremiah and Margaret Sept 28 1895 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 135
O'Neil Margaret of Owen and Elizabeth Jan 2 1898 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 377
O'Neil Margaret A of James B and Elizabeth A Jan 20 1897 . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 305
O'Neil Margaret M of John H and Margaret July 23 1892 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 99
O'Neil Martha L of Patrick J and Rose A Jan 11 1899 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 496
O'Neil Mary of Thomas and Ellen Oct 30 1895 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 163
O'Neil Mary of William P and Mary F Nov 14 1897 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 319
O'Neil Mary E of Jeremiah F and Catherine Feb 14 1899 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 494
O'Neil Mary E of Michael and Annie Aug 25 1900 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 76
O'Neil Mary H of James E and Elizabeth Sept 10 1899 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 552
O'Neil Mary M of Thomas E and Mary A Jan 26 1896 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 202
O'Neil Matthew McC of Mary Sept 18 1898 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 431
O'Neil Raymond of William H and Rose J Feb 28 1896 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 185
O'Neil Raymond S of John F and Mary E Mar 15 1900 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 22
O'Neil Richard C of Charles T and Mary E Jan 29 1900 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 8
O'Neil Rosanna of Patrick J and Rose A Dec 18 1900 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 112
O'Neil Rose of John and Rose Dec 24 1895 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 176
O'Neil Rose M of Charles M and Bridget M May 14 1893 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 149
O'Neil Sarah of Owen and Elizabeth Oct 2 1895 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 145
O'Neil Susan M of John J and Rosanna L July 17 1894 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 62
O'Neil Thomas D of James H and Sarah Oct 13 1897 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 357
O'Neill William of John and Celia Dec 26 1891..............15: 64
O'Neill William F of Charles and Mary E Apr 15 1894........16: 6
O'Neill William H of Maurice and Rosanna Jan 3 1891..............15: 1
O'Neill William H of William H and Rose J Aug 30 1898....16: 422
O'Neill — d of Frank A and Sarah A Oct 6 1892........15: 113
O'Neill — d of Harry and Kate Dec 15 1898..................16: 432
O'Neill — s of Matthew A and Annie Aug 31 1899........16: 596
O'Neill Antoinette of Matthew A and Annie Sept 12 1896....16: 264
O'Neill Bertha of Patrick J and Rosanna May 14 1895........16: 118
O'Neill Charles of Thomas and Elizabeth Jan 13 1896.......16: 205
O'Neill Dora C of Jeremiah and Mary Dec 1 1891.............15: 46
O'Neill Edward of Jeremiah and Catherine Jan 10 1897.......16: 273
O'Neill Edward D of Jeremiah H and Mary Feb 10 1897........16: 273
O'Neill Francis J of Jeremiah and Mary June 18 1895.........16: 94
O'Neill Grace C of James H and Sarah Dec 8 1899.............16: 587
O'Neill James of Jeremiah and Catherine June 10 1895.......16: 124
O'Neill James H of Charles F and Mary E Mar 30 1891........15: 20
O'Neill James H of James H and Sarah A Apr 23 1896.........16: 217
O'Neill Lancelet J of James H and Sarah A Apr 23 1896.......16: 217
O'Neill Lily of John H and Margaret G Mar 30 1895...........16: 94
O'Neill Margaret A of John and Margaret June 4 1894........16: 4
O'Neill Mary of Jeremiah and Catherine June 19 1896........16: 196
O'Neill Mary H of Frank A and Sarah A Dec 5 1894..........16: 74
O'Neill Mary L of Matthew A and Annie Dec 9 1894.........16: 85
O'Neill Owen F of Owen and Elizabeth June 4 1892............15: 75
O'Neill Sarah of John and Rose Mar 4 1894..................16: 38
O'Neill Theresa of Thomas F and Mary E Jan 19 1900.........17: 6
O'Neill Thomas F of Edward and Mary T Jan 14 1892.........15: 85
O'Neill — s of Charles and Margaret Mar 26 1891..............15: 11
Ooaseck Max of Benjamin and Jennie Dec 17 1899.............16: 540
Openshaw John F of John and Annie May 26 1898.........16: 395
Orabona Antonio E of Antonio and Pasqualina Oct 13 1898..16: 428
Orabona Carmela of Vincenzo and Antonia Dec 23 1897.....16: 330
Orabona Carmine of Antonio and Pasqua Apr 11 1900........17: 30
Orabona Giuseppe of Vincenzo and Antonia Dec 21 1899.....16: 540
Orabona Teresa of Antonio and Pasqualina Mar 8 1897.......16: 281
Orakell Hagop of Hagopian and Mary Apr 9 1899..............16: 481
Ordway Ralph F of Josiah F and Sarah J Feb 2 1892.........15: 78
Ordway — d of Josiah T and Jennie July 22 1893............15: 170
O'Reilly Agnes of Daniel F and Ellen E July 26 1899.......16: 513
O'Reilly Andrew of James and Mary Sept 26 1897..............16: 356
O'Reilly Arthur F of John W and Winifred Sept 21 1895....16: 151
O'Reilly Bertha of Thomas E and Annie E Feb 7 1894........16: 28
O'Reilly Catherine of Patrick and Mary Apr 9 1894.........16: 11
O'Reilly Charles F of William H and Ellen Nov 20 1898....16: 420
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Birth/Death Details</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O'Reilly Daniel</td>
<td>Sept 22 1899</td>
<td>733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Reilly Esther</td>
<td>Mar 28 1891</td>
<td>523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Reilly Genevieve</td>
<td>Apr 12 1893</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Reilly Gertrude</td>
<td>Apr 14 1893</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Reilly Helen</td>
<td>Jan 30 1897</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Reilly James</td>
<td>Jul 28 1890</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Reilly James</td>
<td>Oct 28 1892</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Reilly John</td>
<td>May 16 1896</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Reilly John</td>
<td>Aug 31 1896</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Reilly John</td>
<td>May 1 1893</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Reilly John</td>
<td>Jul 24 1898</td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Reilly John</td>
<td>Jul 16 1897</td>
<td>341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Reilly Mary</td>
<td>Sep 27 1894</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Reilly Mary</td>
<td>May 1 1893</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Reilly Mary</td>
<td>Apr 17 1894</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Reilly Thomas</td>
<td>Nov 21 1898</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Reilly Walter</td>
<td>Dec 29 1893</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Reilly William</td>
<td>Mar 23 1894</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Reilly —— d</td>
<td>Jun 2 1891</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orenbaugh Max</td>
<td>Jun 25 1894</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Reilly Albert</td>
<td>Jan 31 1898</td>
<td>389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Reiley Mary</td>
<td>Jan 16 1894</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando Antonetta</td>
<td>Feb 14 1892</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando Lucia</td>
<td>Mar 24 1898</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando Pietro</td>
<td>Apr 11 1899</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlleck Augusta</td>
<td>Apr 16 1892</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlleck Charles</td>
<td>Jul 14 1898</td>
<td>424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlleck Minnie</td>
<td>Nov 27 1898</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlleck Sarah</td>
<td>Apr 24 1898</td>
<td>381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlleck William</td>
<td>Jun 14 1899</td>
<td>477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orme Charlotte</td>
<td>Jun 24 1893</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orme Ellen</td>
<td>Jan 24 1895</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orme Emma</td>
<td>Jun 15 1899</td>
<td>501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orme Frank</td>
<td>Nov 23 1892</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orme Honora</td>
<td>Apr 12 1898</td>
<td>397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orme Joseph</td>
<td>Dec 22 1895</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orme Rose</td>
<td>Jan 10 1891</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ormiston Bessie</td>
<td>Oct 20 1896</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ormond Alice</td>
<td>Feb 24 1898</td>
<td>406</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ormond Andrew J of Patrick and Agnes Nov 11 1899 .......... 16: 553
Ormond John E of Edward and Hannah July 17 1899 .......... 16: 578
Ormond John P of William and Margaret Aug 31 1895 .......... 16: 172
Ormond Margaret C of Patrick and Bridget A Dec 25 1895 .......... 16: 158
Ormond Nora E of William and Margaret Apr 12 1893 .......... 15: 164
Ormond Nora L of Edward and Hannah Mar 2 1897 .......... 16: 307
Ormsbee Francis E of Francis E and Sarah Apr 30 1892 .......... 15: 70
Ornberg James of John V and Annie S Sept 29 1891 .......... 15: 48
Ornberg John H of John V and Annie S Apr 27 1895 .......... 16: 112
Ornberg Mary E of John W and Annie S Jan 24 1893 .......... 15: 150
Orne —— s of Edward A and Annie O Dec 20 1893 .......... 15: 204
Oruwall —— s of Louise Sept 30 1896 .......... 16: 239
O Rourke Alice E of Michael J and Margaret Mar 22 1896 .......... 16: 206
O Rourke Ambrose of Peter and Mary E Feb 13 1899 .......... 16: 490
O Rourke Anna T of Michael J and Margaret F May 23 1899 .......... 16: 500
O Rourke Annie V of John and Mary Apr 23 1900 .......... 17: 33
O Rourke Austin C of John and Catherine Sept 10 1898 .......... 16: 438
O Rourke Catherine of Joseph and Lizzie Sept 9 1891 .......... 15: 48
O Rourke Catherine J of John and Mary Oct 13 1891 .......... 15: 49
O Rourke Charles T of Hugh and Nora M Apr 4 1899 .......... 16: 491
O Rourke Clarence of Peter J and Mary E Mar 12 1900 .......... 17: 21
O Rourke Cornelius of Joseph and Annie May 7 1894 .......... 16: 7
O Rourke Daniel of Joseph H and Barbara Apr 12 1891 .......... 15: 13
O Rourke Daniel D of Edward F and Demmy Aug 27 1899 .......... 16: 543
O Rourke Edward of James W and Margaret L June 24 1893 .......... 15: 152
O Rourke Edward F of Edward and Demmy July 13 1895 .......... 16: 149
O Rourke Elizabeth of John and Mary Dec 7 1898 .......... 16: 436
O Rourke Ellen of Michael and Jennie T May 20 1899 .......... 16: 482
O Rourke Ellen of Michael J and Margaret June 2 1891 .......... 15: 21
O Rourke Ernest of John P and Katie Dec 12 1896 .......... 16: 248
O Rourke Esther M of Patrick and Rose A Apr 20 1898 .......... 16: 398
O Rourke Eugene A of Patrick and Elizabeth Feb 4 1899 .......... 16: 490
O Rourke Eugene C of Owen S and Mary L Jan 11 1900 .......... 17: 55
O Rourke George A of Joseph H and Barbara Dec 12 1895 .......... 16: 157
O Rourke Hanora A of Patrick and Rose A Nov 11 1894 .......... 16: 64
O Rourke Harold of Joseph H and Barbara Aug 15 1892 .......... 15: 112
O Rourke Helena of John P and Catherine A Oct 18 1893 .......... 15: 198
O Rourke Hubert H of Edward and Demmy Feb 6 1898 .......... 16: 385
O Rourke Irene of Patrick and Annie Mar 26 1900 .......... 17: 25
O Rourke James of James and Mary May 14 1897 .......... 16: 303
O Rourke James F of Thomas and Annie May 17 1899 .......... 16: 482
O Rourke Jennie M of Michael and Jennie Apr 1 1897 .......... 16: 313
O Rourke John of Patrick and Annie M Aug 9 1893 .......... 15: 200
O Rourke John E of Michael and Margaret July 17 1894 .......... 16: 71
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

O'Rourke John F of Peter and Annie Nov 3 1892 .................. 15:104
O'Rourke John J of Edward and Denny Mar 2 1894 .................. 16: 16
O'Rourke John J of John and Catherine A Apr 4 1895 .................. 16:112
O'Rourke John J of John F and Mary A Jan 18 1900 .................. 17:  5
O'Rourke Joseph H of Joseph H and Barbara Mar 17 1898 .................. 16:387
O'Rourke Joseph P of Patrick and Lizzie Jan 4 1893 .................. 15:150
O'Rourke Lena F of Patrick and Elizabeth Jan 14 1897 .................. 16:290
O'Rourke Loretta of Thomas F and Margaret Jan 16 1898 .................. 16:414
O'Rourke Lucien of Thomas F and Hannah Jan 7 1900 .................. 17:  2
O'Rourke Margaret of Patrick and Mary A Nov 27 1891 .................. 15: 42
O'Rourke Martha of Thomas F and Joanna L Jan 30 1898 .................. 16:371
O'Rourke Mary A of Thomas and Ann Dec 2 1897 .................. 16:329
O'Rourke Mary A of John F and Mary A Oct 20 1896 .................. 16:246
O'Rourke Mary A of Michael and Margaret T Feb 21 1893 .................. 15:156
O'Rourke Mary E of Edward F and Denny M Nov 30 1896 .................. 16:241
O'Rourke Mary E of James and Mary Sept 5 1898 .................. 16:452
O'Rourke Mary E of John and Kate L Aug 15 1900 .................. 17:  73
O'Rourke Mary E of John and Mary Dec 3 1893 .................. 15:188
O'Rourke Mary M of Joseph and Annie Aug 2 1899 .................. 16:527
O'Rourke Patrick of Thomas and Winnifred Mar 19 1897 .................. 16:302
O'Rourke Patrick G of James O and Mary A Feb 20 1894 .................. 16: 32
O'Rourke Raymond D of John F and Mary A May 18 1898 .................. 16:391
O'Rourke Raymond D of John F and Mary A Nov 19 1898 .................. 16:440
O'Rourke Thomas of Thomas and Ann June 4 1896 .................. 16:192
O'Rourke Thomas E of Thomas and Winifred M June 29 1898 .................. 16:399
O'Rourke Thomas F of Hugh and Hanora M July 25 1900 .................. 17:  66
O'Rourke Thomas H of Patrick and Rose A Oct 24 1895 .................. 16:152
O'Rourke Thomas L of John and Catherine A Jan 18 1892 .................. 15: 85
O'Rourke Veronica of James and Mary Aug 19 1899 .................. 16:572
O'Rourke Walter of Michael and Joanna Jan 23 1898 .................. 16:389
O'Rourke William of Mary Aug 2 1894 .................. 16:  71
O'Rourke William T of Patrick and Elizabeth Dec 6 1894 .................. 16: 74
O'Rourke Winifred of Joseph and Annie Aug 2 1899 .................. 16:527
O'Rourke —— 8 of John and Mary Oct 20 1897 .................. 16:367
O'Rourke —— of Joseph Aug 4 1900 .................. 17:  78
Orphin Charles J of Charles J and Rose Sept 2 1891 .................. 15: 48
Orr Olive H of William A and Flora M Oct 6 1898 .................. 16:442
Ortiz Irving S of Joseph E and Anna R Dec 7 1891 .................. 15:  50
Orto Angiola D of Raffaele and Maria July 18 1898 .................. 16:450
Orton Ann E of John E and Elizabeth M Dec 4 1891 .................. 15: 53
Orton Ethel G of Henry and Elizabeth A Dec 27 1895 .................. 16:176
Osborne Alexander J of Alexander and E Maria June 15 1897 .................. 16:314
Osborne Edmund C of Robert and Elmina Mar 22 1891 .................. 15: 18
Osborne Edna M of Timothy A and Olive M Mar 12 1899......16: 509
Osborne Margaret M of Edward and Margaret E May 23 1900, 17: 41
Osborne —— d of Jerome M and Rebecca I Dec 20 1891......15: 63
Osbrey Elizabeth I of George A and Sarah E Aug 1 1898......16: 437
Osbrey Mary G of George A and Sarah E Nov 3 1900.......17: 98
Osgood Henry H of William S and Fannie A Apr 10 1898.....16: 394
Osgood Louise S of William S and Fannie A Jan 4 1900......17: 2
O'Shea Agnes R of Michael and Joanna Oct 9 1896.........16: 225
O'Shea Catherine A of Michael and Joanna J Mar 31 1891...15: 2
O'Shea Cornelius J of Michael and Joanna Sept 11 1892.....15: 113
O'Shea Edward J of Edward and Margaret Nov 3 1893......15: 187
O'Shea Joanna L of Edward and Margaret Oct 1 1898......16: 435
O'Shea Julia A of Cornelius and Annie T June 28 1892......15: 95
O'Shea Mary of Cornelius and Annie Sept 3 1895.........16: 172
O'Shea Mary E of Edward and Margaret Oct 1 1895......16: 152
O'Shea Mary T of Michael and Joanna July 23 1894......16: 62
Osinski Anginia of Anton and Victoria Sept 12 1896......16: 264
Osinski John of Antonio and Victoria Aug 29 1893..........15: 207
Oslin Ella T of Michael and Ellen Apr 2 1893..............15: 164
Oslin John F of Michael and Ellen Aug 13 1895.........16: 171
Oslund Clara M of Alfred and Matilda Aug 7 1891......15: 39
Ostbye Ernest of Christian and Elise Jan 6 1898..........16: 393
Ostellino Edmund J of Julius and Antoinette Feb 28 1897...16: 281
Ostellino Eugenie E of Jules and Antoinette Jan 20 1896...16: 188
Osterberg Albert of Carl and Caroline C W Mar 23 1892.....15: 79
Osterberg Albertina of Carl and Caroline C W Mar 23 1892...15: 79
Osterberg Fridjof W of Walfrid A and Johanna C Aug 8 1897.16: 336
Osterberg Knut E of Carl L and Charlotte Aug 2 1893......15: 186
Osterberg Thomas H of Carl L and Lena Dec 29 1897......16: 352
Osterman Alpheus of Peter and Emily Aug 7 1893............15: 186
Osterman Florence L of Alphonse and Mary Nov 21 1897....16: 335
Osterman Leonard of Alphonse and Mary E Dec 6 1898......16: 436
Osterman Madeline of Alphonse and Mary E Mar 9 1895.....16: 107
Osterman Madeline of Peter and Emily May 14 1897.........16: 289
Osterman Marguerite of Peter and Emily Sept 24 1899......16: 552
Osterman Pierre of Pierre and Emilie Apr 7 1895..........16: 108
Osterman Rudolph of Alphonse and Mary E Mar 25 1900......17: 25
Osterman Walter R of Joseph and Catherine A Nov 6 1891...15: 49
Osterman —— s of Alfred and Mary July 13 1896.......16: 241
Ostilli Mabel E of Encide F and Exilda Aug 22 1891.......15: 51
Ostiyie D' Bertha P of Charles S and Mary A Oct 26 1894...16: 51
O'Sullivan Dennis J of John and Julia Nov 3 1900..........17: 98
O'Sullivan Joseph C of James P and Margaret E Nov 23 1897.16: 323
O'Sullivan Margaret E of James P and Margaret Feb 6 1896..16: 185
O'Sullivan Mary I of James P and Margaret Aug 17 1894....16: 50
Oswald Maria E of William and Margaret Aug 12 1892 ..... 15: 127
O'Tague Thomas L of Frank and Mary T Mar 12 1894 ..... 16: 43
Otis Veitire of Adelard and Annie Jan 17 1900 ..... 17: 5
Otis Clinton H of William C and Annie E June 30 1896 ..... 16: 213
Otis Dorothy of William N and Lillian E Mar 21 1892 ..... 15: 84
Otis John of John and Bridget Apr 8 1896 ..... 16: 186
Otis Millicent of William N and Lillian E July 18 1898 ..... 16: 441
Otis Walter J of Patrick J and Catherine Nov 18 1894 ..... 15: 42
Otis —— s of William N and Lillian E May 1893 ..... 15: 155
O'Toole Earl S of Francis and Lizzie Oct 14 1900 ..... 17: 92
O'Toole Edwin V of Alexander J and Mary H Sept 22 1894 ..... 15: 61
O'Toole James T of Frank and Elizabeth May 25 1892 ..... 15: 82
O'Toole Stephen of Stephen and Margaret T Oct 21 1893 ..... 15: 172
Otradove Thomas S W of James and Mary Jan 30 1893 ..... 15: 141
Otradove George J of James and Mary Nov 7 1894 ..... 16: 58
Ottaviano Filomena D of Raffaele and Filomena D June 28 1894 ..... 16: 14
Ottenger Chester A of William and Lucy M Oct 21 1899 ..... 16: 590
Otto Cheveret of Joseph and Georgianna May 16 1892 ..... 15: 96
Onellette George A of Thomas and Adelia Oct 19 1895 ..... 16: 162
Onellette Theodora R A of Alexander and Marie M Oct 16 1900 ..... 17: 92
Ougr —— d of John and Helena May 6 1900 ..... 17: 37
Onillette Eugene A of Eugene and Martha F Apr 26 1900 ..... 17: 34
Overend Charles E of Colin and Catherine June 21 1899 ..... 16: 513
Overten —— (c) twin daughters of Matthew and Sarah June 1899 ..... 15: 157
Oveth Dora of Jek and Jety Aug 11 1900 ..... 17: 78
Owen Albert J of William and Fanny Mar 8 1896 ..... 16: 189
Owen Ellen M of William and Fannie L Jan 3 1892 ..... 15: 71
Owen Florence G of Owen and Mary J June 28 1897 ..... 16: 300
Owen Rose L of William and Fannie Feb 15 1894 ..... 16: 10
Owen William of Owen and Mary J Jan 9 1900 ..... 17: 3
Owens Catherine M of John and Catherine May 6 1895 ..... 16: 129
Owens Charles E of Miles E and Xellie Oct 31 1900 ..... 17: 97
Owens Edward of Edward F and Mary F Dec 28 1896 ..... 16: 238
Owens Frederick C of John and Catherine July 14 1897 ..... 16: 353
Owens Isabella of James and Rosanna Nov 10 1900 ..... 17: 199
Owens James of James and Rose A July 31 1893 ..... 16: 262
Owens John of James and Rosanna Sept 12 1894 ..... 16: 82
Owens John J of Patrick J and Elizabeth Dec 20 1898 ..... 16: 462
Owens John R L of John and Sarah J Aug 19 1899 ..... 16: 521
Owens Joseph of Patrick J and Lizzie Dec 21 1900 ..... 17: 113
Owens Joseph F of John and Catherine Oct 8 1892 ..... 15: 128
Owens Joseph H of John and Catharine Feb 2 1900 ..... 17: 10
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Owens Mary C of James and Rose A Dec 23 1892. 15: 131
Owens Rose E of Patrick J and Elizabeth Apr 28 1897. 16: 309
Owens William T of James and Rosanna May 31 1898. 16: 419
Owens — s of Annie Aug 7 1891. 15: 43
Owens — d of Jane July 2 1893. 15: 182
Owens — d of Mary Apr 22 1894. 15: 10
Owler Albert J of John M and Alice Oct 25 1893. 15: 180
Owler Myra F of John M and Alice Aug 19 1895. 16: 143
Owler Stewart J of Duncan J and Myra M Oct 1 1892. 15: 124
Owler William J of Duncan J and Myra May 22 1897. 16: 304
Owren Bergljat of Ole B and Agnes M May 15 1897. 16: 297
Owren Solveig of Ole B and Agnes M May 15 1897. 16: 297
Owren — d of Ole B and Agnes Dec 1 1900. 17: 110
Oxley Cecil S of John C and Edith July 26 1898. 16: 434
Oxley Eleanor M of Hiram J and Mary A Oct 24 1897. 16: 357
Oxley Ethel of Joseph and Eliza J Dec 7 1892. 15: 130
Oxley James G of Hiram Y and Mary A Oct 11 1899. 16: 583
Oxley Joseph of Joseph and Eliza A Mar 29 1896. 16: 216
Oxley Thomas H of Hiram and Mary A Sept 20 1895. 16: 172
Oxley William D of Joseph and Eliza A Feb 9 1899. 16: 508
Oxley — s of John C and Edith May 5 1895. 16: 108
Ozbek Neil and Rosantra of Antonio and Rosa Sept 22 1892. 15: 128

Pacheco Amelia of Jose and Maria C Dec 2 1895. 16: 137
Pacheco Emilia of Jose and Mariana Feb 24 1898. 16: 415
Pacheco Germano of Jose and Maria Sept 4 1892. 15: 100
Pacheco Manuel C of Elisas C and Maria July 3 1899. 16: 520
Pacheco Maria of Eliza and Maria July 2 1898. 16: 417
Pacheco Maria J of Jose and Maria Feb 22 1894. 16: 2
Pacheco Serafino of Jose S and Francesca Mar 31 1895. 16: 92
Pacheco Walter E of Jose and Maria G Apr 22 1899. 16: 473
Packeham Mary of William and Alice July 21 1898. 16: 417
Packer Adele of Myer and Sarah Feb 17 1896. 16: 199
Paddock Percy J of Miner H and Susie R Aug 20 1895. 16: 154
Paddock Edith P of Ernest L P and Annie C Apr 18
1892 15: 86 and 168
Paddock Ellen M of Ernest L B and Annie C Dec 23 1896. 16: 271
Paddock Emma C of Henry C and Norma I Nov 20 1899. 16: 553
Paddock Joseph W of Ernest L and Annie C May 19 1894. 16: 27
Padien Alice T of John F and Margaret L Sept 7 1893. 16: 253
Padien Edwin V of John F and Margaret L Mar 25 1894. 16: 39
Padien James of James F and Ellen L July 25 1891. 15: 51
Padien Raymond J of John F and Margaret L Dec 22 1891. 15: 64
Padley Harry E of Thomas E and Mary Nov 23 1896. 16: 259
Padley Hazel M of Thomas E and Mary E June 2 1893. 15: 147
Page Alice I of Frederick E and Alice V Sept 26 1896 16:250
Page Daniel R of Daniel and Sarah A Feb 3 1900 17:10
Page Earl G of Ernest A and Annie M Aug 17 1891 15:32
Page Edmund E of Fred E and Alice V Sept 17 1891 15:33
Page Ernest of Fred E and Alice Feb 4 1900 17:10
Page Frederick L of Fred E and Alice V Nov 2 1898 16:443
Page Frederick L of Frederick L and Lillie A Oct 29 1896 16:241
Page George C of Frank L and Agnes Oct 7 1900 17:90
Page Leon A of Frederick E and Alice V July 22 1893 15:193
Page Malvina M of Harlan A Jr and Annie M Jan 2 1900 17:1
Page Marian C of John W and Ida July 18 1895 16:154
Page Philip F of Francis deS and Agnes Sept 12 1896 16:242
Page Ralph H of Charles H and Ellen M Sept 13 1894 16:47
Page Villia of Henry and Emma June 20 1900 17:19
Page d of Frank S and Bridget A Mar 6 1893 15:148
Page Colomba of Costanzo and Nicolina July 27 1899 16:579
Page Maria of Giuseppe and Michela Mar 19 1900 17:23
Page Ferdinand A of Ferdinand and Florence May 3 1897 16:283
Page Teresa of Michele and Filomena Jan 4 1898 16:404
Page s of Willibelle Jan 9 1895 16:114
Page Clarence H of Otho L and Eva F Jan 23 1891 15:14
Page Douglass C of Frank A and Marie P Feb 11 1898 16:393
Page Eleanor R of George L and Elizabeth M B July 9 1897 16:344
Page Helen G of George H and Grace M July 23 1897 16:353
Page Howard S of John S and Jennie A Jan 26 1900 17:8
Page Lester E of Sanford G and Rose Sept 20 1892 15:113
Page Violet R of Augustus and Rose July 25 1897 16:331
Page Domenico A of Alfonzo and Angela July 20 1894 16:75
Page Giovanni of Vincenzo and Incoronata Oct 26 1894 16:78
Page Luigia of Vincenzo and Incoronata Feb 8 1897 16:301
Page Tomaso of Alfonso and Angela M Feb 9 1893 15:159
Page d of Nicola and Maria C Dec 9 1900 17:121
Page d of Vincenzo and Incoronata June 18 1898 16:404
Page Domenico of Alfonzo and Angela M Aug 22 1894 16:76
Page Anna of Vincenzo and Maria July 16 1898 16:450
Page Carmine of Alfonso and Angela Jan 20 1897 16:300
Page Incoronata of Alfonso and Angela June 9 1900 17:46
Page Maria M of Alfonzo and Angela M Sept 22 1891 15:57
Page Michele of Vincenzo and Cecilia Feb 6 1892 15:88
Page Nicola of Alfonso and Angela June 9 1900 17:46
Page Giuseppe of Nicola and Mariacarina Sept 28 1899 16:565
Page Maria A of Alfonso and Angela M Mar 25 1899 16:594
Page Agostino S of Vincenzo and Angiolina Dec 25 1899 16:577
Page Elizabeth of Colburn and Elizabeth Nov 15 1895 16:175
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Palframan Ernest of Colburn and Elizabeth July 31 1893...15:206
Palotta Antonia of Francesco and Carmela June 13 1897...16:304
Palotta Federico of Michele and Angela Aug 24 1897......16:362
Palotta Filippo of Francesco and Carmela May 26 1898...16:403
Palotta Giovanni of Francesco and Carmela May 18 1900...17: 40
Palotta Liberati of Michele and Angela June 2 1899.......16:505
Palotta Maria N of Francesco and Carmela Apr 29 1899...16:505
Palma Angela of Giuseppe and Annie Feb 22 1900........17: 15
Palmborg Elvira E of Frederick and Anna M Mar 11 1891...15: 27
Palmer Alice E of Frank L and Catherine A Apr 26 1894...16: 40
Palmer Arthur of Edward and Mary Apr 27 1896.............16:186
Palmer Arthur of Helen Mar 3 1899........................16:484
Palmer Arthur E of Arthur and Bertha L Apr 21 1900.......17: 33
Palmer Earl (c) of John H and Katie M Dec 28 1891.....15: 55
Palmer Edward S of Albert DeP Jr and Charlotte J Nov 29
1900..................................................17:106
Palmer Elisha M of Cranston T and Theresa Sept 3 1896...16:263
Palmer Frederick of Frank L and Catherine A Sept 27 1898..16:459
Palmer James F of Frank L and Catherine A Sept 11 1896...16:264
Palmer John McD of Cranston T and Theresa June 18 1898...16:415
Palmer Leo C of Cranston T and Theresa Mar 20 1893.......15:143
Palmer Louise D of Thomas W and Margaret J July 1 1898...16:456
Palmer Madeline P of Charles A and Annie G Apr 8 1900...17: 29
Palmer Marion E of Harold G and Maude June 5 1899......16:474
Palmer Olive R of Frederick W and Ellen L Feb 11 1892...15: 81
Palmer Raymond of George W and Susan T Oct 31 1894.....16: 52
Palmer Richard of Frank L and Catherine A May 31 1900...17: 43
Palmer Ruth of William H and Jennie E Jan 6 1897.........16:273
Palmer Ruth B of William H and Harriet Nov 6 1892.......15:104
Palmer Susan M of George W and Susan T Feb 6 1897.......16:277
Palmer Theresa of George W and Susan T May 24 1892......15: 70
Palmer —— d of Arthur and Bertha L June 16 1898.........16:392
Palmer —— s of Fred W and Fannie B June 21 1900.........17: 57
Palmer —— (c) s of Lillian Dec 28 1891.....................15: 55
Palmer —— s of Rowland B and Emma P Apr 24 1896........16:201
Palmer —— s of Walter E and Lizzie Feb 4 1897............16:277
Palmieri Anna M of Giuseppe and Benedetta Mar 13 1900...17: 21
Palmieri Antonia of Arcangelo and Rosa Apr 3 1896........16:211
Palmieri Caterina of Giuseppe and Benedetta Aug 10 1898..16:451
Palmieri Elvira of Arcangelo and Rosa May 29 1898........16:403
Palmieri Emilio of Arcangelo and Rosina D Oct 6 1893.....15:202
Palmieri Giuseppe of Arcangelo and Rosa Mar 17 1900......17: 23
Palmieri Nicola of Giuseppe and Benedetta Sept 23 1896....16:258
Palmisano Saverio of Vincenzo and Maria Dec 2 1892.....15:134
Palmisciano Eduardo R V of Pietro and Cesira Aug 18 1900.17: 73
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Palomba Anna of Antonio and Anna July 18 1900.................17: 64
Palombo Michele of Giuseppe and Filomena Jan 2 1899...........15: 21
Palombo Alvira of Pasquale and Maria Nov 4 1891..............15: 58
Palombo Angelo of Pietro and Vittoria Sept 26 1896............16: 264
Palombo Carolina of Domenico and Maria Feb 7 1895............16: 107
Palombo Filomena of Francesco and Carmela Sept 30 1893....15: 201
Palombo Maria of Domenico and Maria Aug 4 1893..............15: 186
Palombo Raffaela of Paolo and Concetta Oct 29 1899...........16: 575
Palombo Rosa of Antonio and Carmina June 19 1895.............16: 133
Panarello Maria of Nicola and Paola Aug 18 1899..............16: 563
Panevino Almedia of Giovanni B and Adele Mar 15 1898........16: 401
Pannocehione Maria of Nicandro and Maria G July 11 1897....16: 324
Pannonie Annie of Giuseppe and Angiolina Dec 20 1896........16: 244
Pansera Eustachio of Federico and Annie July 2 1899........16: 543
Pansera Eustacio of Federico and Marianna Sept 29 1900.....17: 87
Pansera Federico of Federico and Annie July 2 1899........16: 543
Paolantonio Anna of Francesco and Rosa Oct 26 1897..........16: 351
Paolantonio Gaetano of Francesco and Rosina Sept 10 1899....16: 544
Paolantonio Giuseppe of Francesco and Rosina Dec 30 1895....16: 169
Paolera Rosa of Francesco and Carmela May 17 1897.........16: 315
Paolillo Margharita of Francesco and Maria Jan 22 1899.....16: 497
Paolini Filomena of Angelo and Carmina Apr 30 1895........16: 122
Paolini Gabriela F of Giovanni and Rosa June 2 1893........15: 161
Paolino Angelo of Angelo and Carmina Jan 7 1898.............16: 400
Paolino Antoine C of Giuseppe and Elvira June 13 1900....17: 47
Paolini Antonetta of Vincenzo and Giovanna Mar 1 1899.....16: 503
Paolino Catarina of Angelo and Carmela July 19 1896......16: 256
Paolino Giovanni A of Giacomo and Ellen M Feb 19 1900.....17: 14
Paolino Lorenzo of Giovanni and Rosina Dec 17 1894....16: 79
Paolino Lorenzo A of Giacomo and Ellen M Nov 27 1897....16: 351
Paolino Marietta of Carlo and Carmela Mar 1 1899........16: 503
Paolino Michele of Francesco and Maddalena Dec 22 1898....16: 449
Paolino Vincenzo of Angelo and Carmela Feb 22 1894........16: 32
Paolino — d of Angelo and Carmina May 20 1899............16: 505
Paolino — s of Giacomo and Ellen M Dec 29 1898............16: 455
Paolucio Costantino of Donato and Angela Dec 24 1896....16: 260
Paolucio Giovanna of Giovanni and Filomena Oct 22 1900......17: 94
Paone Carmelina of Nicola and Antonia Dec 5 1900...........17: 108
Paone Claria of Nicola and Antonia June 10 1899...........16: 483
Paone Domenico of Giuseppe and Rosaria Mar 27 1898........16: 380
Paone Emilio of Nicola and Antonia Feb 23 1897.............16: 281
Paone — s of Giuseppe and Rosaria Jan 19 1897.............16: 364
Papa Maria C of Michele and Maria G Sept 27 1898...........16: 453
Papa Maria L of Michele and Maria G Dec 18 1899...........16: 577
Papillon Anna M of Rosella Jan 11 1893.....................15: 146
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Paqueta Rita J of Joac des R and Claudina R May 26 1894 . . . . 16: 3
Paquette Annie M of Charles M and Annie E May 4 1896 . . . . 16: 197
Paquette John of Charles and Annie Jan 14 1898 . . . . 16: 467
Paquette Michael C E of Charles and Fortuna Jan 13 1893 . . . . 15: 155
Paquette —— s of Adelard and Kate June 3 1900 . . . . 17: 44
Paquette —— s of Charles and Annie Aug 3 1900 . . . . 17: 69
Paquin Alcide M of Joseph and Philomene June 8 1899 . . . . 16: 512
Paquin Alfred of Alfred and Marie Oct 29 1892 . . . . 15: 129
Paquin Anna of Nazaire and Leocadie June 11 1897 . . . . 16: 311
Paquin Emilie of Nazaire and Leocadie Dec 29 1898 . . . . 16: 462
Paquin Ernest R of Ernest and Elizabeth Mar 18 1897 . . . . 16: 314
Paquin Eva of Edelard and Delie Mar 30 1900 . . . . 17: 27
Paquin Eva of Nazaire and Leocadie Nov 19 1900 . . . . 17: 163
Paquin Henri of Nazaire and Leocadie Feb 2 1892 . . . . 15: 91
Paquin Hormisdas of Hormisdas and Malvina Feb 24 1893 . . . . 15: 163
Paquin Irene of Theophile and Delphine July 20 1898 . . . . 16: 456
Paquin Jean G A of Ernest and Elizabeth Nov 18 1898 . . . . 16: 461
Paquin Joseph of Adelard and Delima Jan 23 1899 . . . . 16: 516
Paquin Joseph A of Adelard and Delia May 30 1892 . . . . 15: 95
Paquin Joseph A of Napoleon and Rosalie Nov 6 1898 . . . . 16: 460
Paquin Joseph H of Joseph and Hermeline Nov 8 1897 . . . . 16: 358
Paquin Joseph X of Joseph and Marie Nov 18 1892 . . . . 15: 130
Paquin Marcen of Alfred and Dame Mar 13 1891 . . . . 15: 27
Paquin Marie C of Onesime and Celina June 15 1891 . . . . 15: 29
Paquin Marie E of Adelard and Delia Apr 12 1898 . . . . 16: 408
Paquin Marie E of Onesime and Celina Apr 13 1893 . . . . 15: 164
Paquin Noella E of Joseph E and Elizabeth Apr 28 1900 . . . . 17: 35
Paquin Reha of Adelard and Delia Feb 18 1897 . . . . 16: 298
Paquin Wilfred of Adelard and Delia June 17 1895 . . . . 16: 130
Paradis Albert G of Joseph X and Marie O Mar 26 1892 . . . . 15: 96
Paradis Caspar P of Francois X and Louise May 26 1893 . . . . 15: 140
Paradis Eugene of George and Malvina May 24 1898 . . . . 16: 382
Paradis William of George and Malvina May 24 1898 . . . . 16: 382
Paradiso Lucio of Simone and Maria May 28 1894 . . . . 16: 35
Paradiso Luigi A of Simone and Maria G Jan 28 1892 . . . . 15: 88
Paradrick Ella M E of Otto and Martha May 20 1894 . . . . 16: 27
Paradyik Freda of Otto and Martha Nov 30 1898 . . . . 16: 465
Pardi —— d of Angelo and Lucie Mar 11 1893 . . . . 15: 163
Parent Marie of Napoleon and Julie Oct 27 1900 . . . . 17: 96
Parent Marie E of Joseph O and Eleanor M Dec 29 1899 . . . . 16: 544
Parent —— d of Delia July 7 1893 . . . . 15: 182
Parente Adelina M of Pasquale and Maria Mar 27 1899 . . . . 16: 510
Parente Arcangelo N of Pasquale and Maria Sept 29 1896 . . . . 16: 265
Parentean Clifford W C of John and Elizabeth May 15 1898 . . . . 16: 403
Parentean John S of John A and Elizabeth Dec 25 1896 . . . . 16: 260
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Parenteau Joseph O A of Noel and Marie May 29 1892......15: 95
Parenteau Stuart N of John A and Elizabeth Aug 26 1900......17: 76
Parenti Maria A of Pasquale and Maria Dec 7 1897............16: 359
Parenti Martha of Pasquale and Maria A Jan 22 1895......16: 125
Parette Teresa of Arcangelo and Nicoletta Dec 1 1896......16: 241
Parianni ——- s of Domenico and Concetta Nov 8 1900......17: 100
Pariglio Giovannina of Francesco and Angelomaria Dec 5

1894
Parillo Santino of Domenico and Maria June 22 1899......16: 595
Paris Frederick of Emile and Philopena Oct 10 1891......15: 46
Pariseault Joseph R of Napoleon and Charlotte Mar 30 1894.16: 19
Pariseault Rose of Napoleon and Lottie July 15 1896......16: 241
Parissault George L of Napoleon and Lottie Aug 1 1900......17: 69
Park Arthur of Joseph H and Azilda S Feb 6 1891......15: 14
Park Harriet M of Albert H and Margaret E Nov 22 1893......15: 185
Park Marion E of Albert H and Margaret E June 13 1896......16: 205
Park William J of Albert H and Margaret E Nov 14 1898......16: 443
Park Winfield I of Stephen and Ada M Aug 19 1898......16: 421
Parker Alice I of Charles E and Cora M Dec 11 1898......16: 444
Parker Allan B of Fred E and Lillian M June 1893......16: 167
Parker Anna T of Michael J and Ellen M Aug 5 1900......17: 70
Parker Charles E of Charles E and Cora M Jan 19 1900......17: 6
Parker Courtney of Walter A and Jennie B Sept 28 1895......16: 139
Parker Dorothea of Thomas and Joanna E May 17 1894......16: 41
Parker Dorothy C of Henry J and Catherine M June 8 1898......16: 377
Parker Edward J of Patrick and Mary E Apr 18 1892......15: 86
Parker Elmer H of John S and Isabelle Mar 26 1899......16: 498
Parker Ethel G of Patrick H and Louise Aug 18 1891......15: 36
Parker Etta of Myer and Sarah Mar 7 1896......16: 200
Parker Floyd L of Clayton E and Cora Jan 27 1898......16: 393
Parker Francis of John J and Margaret Sept 27 1891......15: 40
Parker George of John and Mary A Aug 16 1895......16: 171
Parker George W of George W and Mary May 30 1897......16: 310
Parker Gordon L of Charles M and Catherine Mar 2 1896......16: 189
Parker Gwendolyn D H of Gilbert R and Henrietta E Aug 8

1899
Parker Hattie I of Frederick D and Elizabeth Feb 24 1899......16: 498
Parker Ivan S of Charles S and Annie M Dec 29 1896......16: 241
Parker James D of George A and Fannie E Apr 23 1898......16: 391
Parker James E of Frederick D and Elizabeth May 10 1900......17: 38
Parker John H of Thomas A and Elizabeth Jan 18 1894......16: 9
Parker Leo of William R and Mary O Nov 7 1897......16: 328
Parker Mabel H of Thomas A and Elizabeth H May 25 1891......15: 29
Parker Magee of Thomas A and Elizabeth A June 24 1897......16: 311
Parker Mary of Michael and Ellen July 21 1898......16: 456
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Parker Mary of Thomas and Joanna E Aug 30 1891.................. 15: 60
Parker Mary G of George F and Ethel G May 5 1900.................. 17: 58
Parker Norman B of Fred E and Lillian M Sept 1 1891............ 15: 36
Parker Olivia G of Frank H and Hattie G Apr 20 1897............. 16: 289
Parker Raymond H of Benjamin and Ellen Oct 24 1896............. 16: 235
Parker Robert H of William T and Sarah G May 27 1900............. 17: 42
Parker Ruth C of John C and Jennie Jan 2 1897.................... 16: 313
Parker William H of John S and Isabel Mar 10 1896.............. 16: 210
Parker William R of William and Mary May 1 1896............... 16: 191
Parker — d of Arthur L and Olive L Aug 21 1898................. 16: 431
Parker — d of George F and Ethel G B May 5 1900................. 17: 37
Parker — d of Patrick and Mary Dec 17 1896...................... 16: 255
Parker — d of Patrick and Mary E Aug 10 1895.................... 16: 162
Parker — s of Victor and Alice Oct 19 1894....................... 16: 61
Parkerson Ethel L (c) of John C and Annie R Jan 15 1892........ 15: 83
Parkerson Grace E (c) of John C and Annie R Mar 5 1896......... 16: 293
Parkerson — d of Anna Oct 7 1899............................... 16: 542
Parkerton Daisy of Charles and Minnie Feb 9 1893................ 15: 167
Parkes Francis of Thomas and Mary E Oct 29 1900.................. 17: 97
Parkes Thomas F of Thomas and Mary E July 25 1899............. 16: 530
Parkhurst Florence E of Edward C and Jennie F July 15

1894.......................................................... 16: 69
Parkhurst — s of Albert E and Jane Feb 16 1895................... 16: 133
Parkin Edith of Thomas and Mary June 3 1900.................... 17: 44
Parkin Marion I of Winfred T and Marion C Dec 5 1891........... 15: 53
Parkin Mildred of Winfred T and Marion C Apr 6 1894............. 16: 26
Parkinson Clara A of Arthur and Clara June 4 1899.............. 16: 477
Parkinson Vera I of Thomas and Ida A Nov 10 1896.............. 16: 241
Parkinson Vincent A of James H and Julia J Sept 30 1899........ 16: 528
Parkinson William of John and Ann Dec 20 1892.................. 15: 131
Parkman Charles of Jacob and Annie Aug 15 1900.................. 17: 73
Parks Elizabeth of John and Mary Sept 30 1892................. 15: 107
Parks John of John and Mary Nov 29 1894......................... 16: 58
Parmenter Carol of Joseph G and Eliza P Dec 28

1894.......................................................... 16: 71 and A 1: 32
Parmenter — s of Elmer B and Annie June 10 1894............... 16: 7
Parmenter Anna C of Matthias and Hermeline Sept 27 1897........ 16: 356
Parmenter Arthur H of Matthias and Hermeline July 28

1894.......................................................... 16: 81
Parmentier Elizabeth of Philippe and Fannie Aug 4 1891.......... 15: 60
Parmentier Lillian G of Matthias and Emilie H Mar 13 1893........ 15: 163
Parmentier Marie M B of Matthias and Hermeline Sept 14

1899.......................................................... 16: 582
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Parruntier Marie V H of Matthew and Orrilie Oct 10 1891...15: 62
Parrmee —— s of Frank A and Eliza Oct 31 1892...........15:116
Parr Clara M of William and Clara May 1 1899.........16:495
Parr Edwin of William and Clara Feb 21 1893........15:150
Parr Harris E of George E and May E Sept 27 1895.....16:155
Parr James W of William and Clara Jan 7 1895.........16:110
Parr William H of George E and Mary E Nov 27 1896...16:247
Parraini Francesco A of Pasquale and Maria Nov 8 1893...15:210
Parrillo Alberto of Giovanni and Concetta May 20 1898...16:403
Parrillo Antonio of Domenico and Maria May 12 1895....16:102
Parrillo Antonia of Domenico and Maria Mar 1 1897....16:281
Parrillo Antonio P of Baldassare and Domenica June 22 1896..16:193
Parrillo Carlo A of Benedetto and Berenice Sept 9 1898..16:427
Parrillo Carmela of Giovanni and Dolorosa May 22 1900..17: 41
Parrillo Carmine of Desiderio and Angela M July 15 1897..16:324
Parrillo Carmine of Domenico and Maria June 22 1899.....16:483
Parrillo Carmine of Giovanni and Concetta July 30 1896..16:270
Parrillo Carmine of Pietro and Luisa Jan 18 1899........16:478
Parrillo Domenica of Francesco and Maria Sept 16 1893..15:179
Parrillo Domenico of Giovanni and Dolorosa Feb 22 1898...16:379
Parrillo Emilia of Francesco and Anna M Jan 19 1900.......17: 6
Parrillo Gerolamo of Baldassare and Antonia Apr 14 1895..16:118
Parrillo Giovanni of Francesco and Maria Aug 8 1895...16:143
Parrillo Giovanni of Pietro and Luisa May 5 1900.........17: 37
Parrillo Giuseppe of Giovanni and Concetta Apr 1 1900....17: 28
Parrillo Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Pasqualina June 13 1895..16:133
Parrillo Giuseppe of Michele and Teresa Jan 28 1898.....16:378
Parrillo Luigi of Baldassare and Antonietta Aug 19 1896...16:253
Parrillo Maria of Benedetto and Berenice Nov 28 1893....15:211
Parrillo Maria D of Antonio and Maria G Feb 7 1897.......16:280
Parrillo Maria G of Baldassare and Domenica Oct 24 1897..16:328
Parrillo Maria G of Benedetto and Berenice Dec 24 1892..15:131
Parrillo Maria T of Desiderio and Angela M Oct 11 1898...16:428
Parrillo Pasqua of Baldassare and Domenica Aug 14 1899..16:533
Parrillo Pasquale of Antonio and Giuseppa Feb 24 1898...16:401
Parrillo Pietro of Desiderio and Angela Jan 11 1893.....15:141
Parrillo Rocco of Antonio and Pepuina Apr 24 1900.......17:123
Parrillo Rocco of Pietro and Luisa Oct 5 1897..............16:327
Parrillo Rosa of Francesco and Anna M Nov 1 1897........16:328
Parrillo Vincenzo S of Baldassare L and Antonetta Sept 5 1892..................15:120
Parrillo —— s of Baldassare and Antonietta Apr 14 1894...16: 30
Parrillo —— s of Baldassaro and Antonietta Dec 14 1898...16:449
Parrillo ——s of Maria July 13 1894........................16: 59
Parrusault Marie L of Louis N and Charlotte Aug 12 1892..15:112
Parsons Edwin F of George B and Elizabeth A Feb 26 1891. 15: 17
Parsons Francis R of Frank R and Mary A July 16 1896. 16: 249
Parsons John P of Frank R and Agnes Aug 25 1900. 17: 76
Parsons Lawrence D of Alfred E and Nellie J Feb 22 1898. 16: 413
Parsons Xils A of Xils and Annie Nov 22 1895. 16: 150
Partington Esther M of Joseph and Esther Sept 7 1897. 16: 355
Partridge Horace S of Frank T and Edith July 16 1897. 16: 362
Pasbach Caroline L of Charles A and Elizabeth June 26 1895. 16: 106
Pasbach Earl F of Charles A and Elizabeth Jan 29 1898. 16: 396
Pascarelli Maria of Luigi and Lucia Sept 11 1900. 17: 81
Pashalian Joseph of John and Sarah May 10 1899. 16: 182
Pashlan Ann of John and Sarah A Dec 14 1896. 16: 238
Pashlan Mary E of John and Sarah Mar 31 1898. 16: 380
Pasquale de Amelia of Antonio and Maria Feb 27 1891. 15: 20
Pasquale Giovanni of Domenico and Felicia June 24 1893. 15: 161
Pasquale Guido of Antonio and Maria D Dec 3 1894. 16: 71
Pasquale Luigi of Antonio and Lucrezia Mar 4 1900. 17: 19
Pasquale Luigi of Antonio and Luigreta Oct 4 1896. 16: 270
Pasquale Luigi of Enrico and Vittoria June 22 1897. 16: 304
Pasquale de Ottorino A E of Pietro and Theodolinda Apr 27 1891. 15: 20
Pasquarelli Angela of Domenico and Felicia Mar 25 1897. 16: 302
Pasquarelli Antonio of Luigi and Lucia Aug 11 1898. 16: 451
Pasquarelli Giovanni I of Domenico and Felicia Dec 7 1898. 16: 455
Pasquarelli Incoronata of Domenico and Felicia Apr 27 1895. 16: 122
Pasquarelllo — twin sons of Nicola and Annie Aug 15 1895. 16: 149
Passarelli Antonio of Giuseppe and Maria Mar 11 1891. 15: 7
Passarelli Gaetano of Pietro and Carmela Aug 22 1899. 16: 580
Passarelli Michele of Giuseppe and Maria R Mar 8 1893. 15: 142
Passett Elsa of Frank and Annie L Sept 14 1896. 16: 254
Passett Emma C of George and Emma E M Feb 17 1899. 16: 494
Passett Frances E of Frank and Anna Mar 23 1898. 16: 384
Passett Helena of Frank and Annie Sept 20 1895. 16: 178
Passmore Grace E of William H and Sarah J Feb 12 1894. 16: 43
Passmore Hazel of William H and Sarah J Feb 25 1898. 16: 407
Passmore Josephine M of William H and Sarah July 6 1891. 15: 53
Passmore Lillian M of Milton and Sadie Mar 1 1896. 16: 215
Passorelli — s of Pietro and Carmela Oct 26 1900. 17: 120
Pasternak Henry of Simon and Rebecca Oct 7 1896. 16: 229
Paster Isador of Harry and Clara Nov 14 1897. 16: 343
Patalano Libera T of Vito and Vittoria June 1 1894. 15: 35
Patenaude Charles E of Charles E and Georgianna Aug 14 1897. 16: 354
Patenaude George J of Joseph and Zelie J Feb 24 1894. 16: 22
Paterson Etta M of Charles and Margaret Jan 14 1899. 16: 486
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE. 
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Paterson — d of Allen S and Hannah June 22 1893. . . . . . . 15: 97
Patnode Maria C A of Joseph and Zelie J May 19 1891. . . . 15: 16
Patota Dionisio of Francesco and Cecelia Oct 21 1896. . . . . 16: 259
Patota Giuseppe of Francesco and Cecilia Dec 1 1898. . . . . 16: 454
Patrick Eben J of James H and Sarah Apr 9 1892. . . . . . . 15: 77
Patstone Esther M of James E and Sarah C Mar 23 1891. . . . 15: 15
Patstone Hilda of Edward L and Mary B May 5 1899. . . . . 16: 477
Patstone Veronica of James D and Sarah C July 11 1893. . . 15: 188
Patstone — d of Lewis and Maria A Feb 26 1893. . . . . . . . 15: 150
Patt Edwin H of Edwin A and Flora L Nov 26 1899. . . . . . 16: 559
Patten Henry J of John and Catherine Mar 24 1899. . . . . . 16: 498
Patten John F of John F and Kate E May 12 1893. . . . . . . 15: 149
Patterson Theresa of John F and Katie July 2 1894. . . . . . . 16: 71
Patterson Amelia R of Joseph and Sarah J Jan 1 1892. . . . . 15: 68
Patterson Andrew M of Paul T and Mary A Feb 28 1893. . . . 15: 153
Patterson Archibald F of Joseph and Sarah H July 15 1893. . 15: 173
Patterson Edna of Grace C Oct 12 1896. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 239
Patterson Frederick G of William H and Jane Aug 6 1894. . . 16: 81
Patterson Grace of Alexander and Delia Aug 3 1893. . . . . . 15: 189
Patterson Herbert H of David H and Margaret A Mar 20 1891. 15: 5
Patterson James E of Edward F and Henrietta Mar 11 1896. . 16: 182
Patterson Jean A of Allan S and Hannah June 23 1892. . . . . 15: 71
Patterson Jennie P of George and Mary A Jan 13 1900. . . . . 17: 4
Patterson John E of William H and Jane Aug 13 1892. . . . . 15: 127
Patterson Leslie E of Charles E and Nancy May 10 1896. . . . 16: 186
Patterson Lillian of George and Mary A Oct 8 1893. . . . . . . 15: 171
Patterson Margaret of James and Mary Apr 3 1891. . . . . . . 15: 27
Patterson Marie R A of Alfred and Exilda Mar 13 1896. . . . 16: 220
Patterson Mildred M of Flavel Jr and Alice Dec 22 1900. . . 17: 113
Patterson Paul of Paul and Mary S Oct 31 1894. . . . . . . . 16: 73
Patterson Wallace E of George M and Sarah H Feb 2 1897. . . 16: 288
Patterson Walter B of William H and Jane Aug 25 1891. . . . 15: 60
Patterson William of George and Mary A Mar 16 1895. . . . . 16: 92
Patterson William of Peter and Catherine Nov 13 1897. . . . 16: 329
Patterson — s of Charles E and Nancy Aug 27 1893. . . . . . . 15: 174
Patterson — d of David and Catherine E Dec 15 1891. . . . . 15: 35
Patterson — d of David and Catherine E Oct 17 1893. . . . . . 15: 172
Patterson — d of Edward F and Henrietta June 25 1897. . . . 16: 276
Patterson — s of George and Mary A June 20 1897. . . . . . . 16: 276
Patterson — s of George M and Sadie H Feb 25 1898. . . . . . 16: 415
Patterson — s of Harry C and Mary E Oct 28 1900. . . . . . . 17: 120
Pattin Florence of Harry and Sarah Aug 24 1898. . . . . . . . 16: 438
Patton Joseph of John F and Catherine E Aug 3 1900. . . . . 17: 69
Patton Margaret M of John F and Catherine E Aug 5 1897. . . 16: 345
Patton Peter of John F and Catherine E June 26 1896. . . . . 16: 208
Paul Albert of Abram and Mary June 24 1899 ..................... 16:518
Paul Raymond F of Frederick L and Julia E Oct 11 1893 .......... 15:202
Paulera —— d of Francesco and Carmela May 18 1896 .......... 16:212
Paulhus Elmer J of Narcisse and Emma V Feb 19 1899 .......... 16:508
Paulhus Ovide E of Ovide and Mary Nov 9 1900 .............. 17:100
Paul Harold of Zebedee and Elizabeth July 22 1899 .......... 16:545
Paul —— s of Charles and Sarah J June 2 1891 ............... 15: 9
Paul ——twin sons of George M and Ella Aug 8 1897 .......... 16:332
Panloski Henry of Apolinarie and Sophie Nov 23 1894 .......... 16: 64
Paulson Abby N of Peter and Annie A Oct 20 1899 .......... 16:558
Paulus Ovila J of Adelard and Emma Mar 5 1896 .......... 16:215
Pavloski Vitold of Apolinarie and Sophie Jan 31 1893 .......... 15:136
Payan Clara E of Joseph and Margaret Dec 15 1898 .......... 16:449
Payan Clarinda E of Arture and Emma July 31 1900 .......... 17: 68
Payan Joseph C of Joseph and Margaret July 20 1895 .......... 16:161
Payan Margaret C of Joseph and Margaret J Jan 29 1897 .......... 16:298
Payan Mary O of Joseph and Margaret June 8 1894 .......... 16: 31
Payant Mary B of Arthur and Emma Apr 30 1899 .......... 16:486
Payette Alverese N of Azaria and Angelina Nov 26 1899 .......... 16:567
Payette Blanche E of Desire and Donathilde B Feb 5 1892 .......... 15: 85
Payette George A of Ernest G and Alexandrine Sept 23 1898 .......... 16:447
Payette Joseph A of Omeric and Elodie Nov 19 1892 .......... 15:130
Payette Lillian R of A Wilfrid and Rose Jan 27 1899 .......... 16:497
Payette Marie A F of Adelard and Arsodie June 13 1892 .......... 15: 87
Payette Marie B A of Honore and Hermine Aug 31 1892 .......... 15:127
Payette Pierre A of Joseph and Albina Sept 24 1892 .......... 15:120
Payette —— s of Wilfred and Rose A Sept 17 1899 .......... 16:597
Payne Albert of William J and Isabelle Aug 20 1898 .......... 16:457
Payne Edith C (c) of John W and Effie L Nov 11 1896 .......... 16:230
Payne Elizabeth of William J and Isabel Aug 6 1894 .......... 16: 81
Payne Emeline E of Sanford W and Elizabeth July 30 1900 .......... 17:117
Payne Francis F of William G and Julia E Feb 10 1898 .......... 16:393
Payne Mary A of William G and Julia E July 24 1900 .......... 17: 66
Payne Mildred of John A and Florence J Jan 26 1892 .......... 15: 83
Payne Sylvester S of William G and Julia E July 6 1893 .......... 15:188
Payne Thomas of William G and Julia E Apr 8 1896 .......... 16:133
Payne William T of William G and Julia E Jan 26 1891 .......... 15: 17
Payon —— (c) d of Sadie L Dec 6 1895 .......... 16:149
Payson Ruth D of Fred R and Sadie R Apr 15 1900 .......... 17: 31
Payton Ralph B of William G and Kate S July 21 1892 .......... 15:112
Payten Reginald E of Louis B and Lula A May 24 1899 .......... 16:492
Pazzi —— d of Giovanni and Filomena Nov 26 1899 .......... 16:597
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Peabody Catherine M of Addie Feb 16 1896........................................ 16: 194
Peakall Ernest of Albert and Elizabeth June 21 1895.......................... 16: 103
Peakall Ethel M of Albert E and Elizabeth Nov 17 1899...................... 16: 539
Peakall Nellie of Albert E and Elizabeth Feb 17 1897....................... 16: 281
Pear Alfred B of Edward J and Elizabeth Aug 6 1897.......................... 16: 354
Pear Charles E of Edward J and Lizzie July 26 1892.......................... 15: 126
Pearce Adelyn B of Howard A and Nora B Jan 20 1899.......................... 16: 493
Pearce Beatrice H of Walter I and Alice M Sept 19 1892...................... 15: 120
Pearce Earl M of Fred L and Addie E July 10 1893............................. 15: 192
Pearce Harold J of Fred L and Addie E Aug 16 1896........................... 16: 242
Pearce Herbert W C of James H and Mary E Sept 6 1894...................... 16: 61
Pearce Mauran S of Edward D and Isabel B Nov 21 1891...................... 15: 34
Pearce Pauline M of Joseph H and Cora E Feb 8 1895........................... 16: 114
Pearce Ruth M of Charles I and Elmina Aug 23 1898........................... 16: 446
Pearce Wallace K of Joseph H and Cora E Mar 4 1900......................... 17: 19
Pearce Walter I of Walter I and Alice M Oct 23 1896.......................... 16: 251
Pearce —— s of Nathan H and Hannah C Nov 1 1893............................. 15: 187
Pearce —— d of William and Mary July 16 1894................................. 16: 80
Pearl Ida E of William and Jennie Oct 15 1891............................... 15: 37
Pearl —— s of William L and Nellie J Nov 28 1893............................. 15: 175
Pears Gertrude of Richard and Abbie Oct 21 1893.............................. 15: 215
Pears Sydney of Richard and Abby Mar 1 1892................................. 15: 83
Pearson Charles T of Peter and Ellen J July 9 1898......................... 16: 450
Pearson Etta of John A and Christina Jan 7 1899.............................. 16: 489
Pearson Florence A of Gustav and Nora Nov 24 1895.......................... 16: 153
Pearson Frank E P of Emanuel and Matilda M May 10 1891................... 15: 9
Pearson Frank G E of Emanuel and Matilda M Sept 12 1896............... 16: 264
Pearson Hilda of Emanuel and Matilda M Sept 6 1895....................... 16: 172
Pearson Horace W of Peter E and Annie C Mar 1 1892....................... 15: 77
Pearson Mary of Moses and Jennie Nov 29 1899................................. 16: 539
Pearson Mildred A of Edgar C and Edna B Nov 20 1896...................... 16: 267
Pearson Nils H of Charles and Betty Jan 22 1897............................. 16: 288
Pearson Phebe R P of Emmanuel and Matilda M July 26 1900.................. 17: 66
Pearson Victor F of John and Joanna Jan 15 1894............................ 16: 36
Pearson Wilfred E of Edgar C and Ednah B Feb 10 1895..................... 16: 126
Pearson —— d of August and Christina Dec 30 1896.......................... 16: 248
Pearson —— d of Charles E and Fredrika Nov 15 1899....................... 16: 553
Pearson —— s of Emanuel and Matilda Feb 16 1894............................ 16: 32
Pearson —— s of Emanuel and Matilda Oct 21 1897............................ 16: 357
Pearson —— s of Harry and Annie Nov 11 1893................................. 15: 198
Pearson —— s of John A and Christine Sept 24 1895....................... 16: 155
Pease Hamilton E of Myron C and Gertrude D June 14 1900................ 17: 47
Pease Rhoda of Henry W and Geneva Mar 16 1895............................. 16: 121
Peasley William F of John and Annie May 24 1896
Peavey Lloyd H of Frank E and Novie D Oct 27 1891
Peccheri Antonietta of Costabile and Angela Dec 27 1893
Pecchino Angelina of Manoel R and Maria May 11 1895
Pecchione Angelo A of Pasquale and Maria Aug 24 1891
Peck Ada L of John and Martha Feb 16 1897
Peck Annie L of James H and Miranda Aug 19 1898
Peck Benjamin T of Benjamin T and Elsie G Jan 31 1898
Peck Bertha D of William A and Ida W July 19 1898
Peck Dorothy of Frank L and Clara F Jan 28 1895
Peck Etta F of Charles W and Annie M Sept 13 1892
Peck George B of Hubert A and Carrie L Aug 11 1899
Peck Harold B of Ira F and Robie Jan 14 1893
Peck Harold E of Edgar H and Emily Feb 6 1892
Peck Harold T of Frank L and Clara F Nov 14 1898
Peck Helen of Frederick S and Mary Dec 22 1895
Peck Herbert A of Herbert A and Carrie L Aug 7 1897
Peck James A of Allen K and Florence E May 8 1895
Peck James H (c) of James H and Amanda Oct 19 1900
Peck Marguerite D of John D and Louise C Mar 22 1892
Peck Marian G of John D and Louise C Nov 15 1898
Peck Raymond A of Asahel A and Mary E Nov 10 1898
Peck Stephen A of William A and Ida W Feb 1 1894
Peck William (c) of William H and Laura R Mar 2 1892
Peck —— s of Allen K and Florence E June 24 1896
Peck —— s of Honora May 24 1892
Peck —— (c) d of William and Laura R July 20 1897
Peckham William F of William and Alice Feb 24 1900
Peckham Benjamin C of Benjamin and Florence H Apr 1 1896
Peckham Charles H of Charles H and Abbie Oct 14 1898
Peckham Edwin F of George S and Elizabeth J June 1 1900
Peckham Elmira of Bessie Feb 28 1900
Peckham Hattie E of Frank H and Annie R Oct 11 1892
Peckham Jessie of Thomas and Mary A Mar 13 1893
Peckham —— d of Frank E and Alice Nov 2 1893
Peckham —— d of Frank E and Alice E Dec 1 1900
Peckham —— d of George R and Lillie M Mar 16 1900
Pedrazzi Irene of Agostino and Teresa Oct 27 1892
Pedrozi Irene of Augusto and Teresa Jan 24 1894
Peduchelli Giovanna of Francesco and Luisa Feb 18 1900
Peel Lydia of Charles and Annie Oct 6 1898
Peel Vincent of Robert and Emily Oct 17 1900
Peet Elizabeth B of George H and Angela B June 8 1900
Pegram Catherine G of John and Joanna Mar 10 1896
Pegram Edward of John and Joanna Nov 7 1893
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Pelletier John T of John H and Joanna Jan 11 1891................. 15: 1
Pelletier Julia of John H and Joanna Oct 5 1892................... 15: 100
Pelgrim Virginia of John C Jr and Elizabeth H Apr 2 1900.... 17: 28
Pelgram William of John H and Joanna Aug 19 1899........... 16: 521
Peil Charles of Max and Rosa Dec 27 1898........................ 16: 424
Peirce Frederick L of Daniel F and Nellie A Jan 2 1898..... 16: 333
Peirce John of James W and Annie J Oct 2 1895................... 16: 135
Peirce William C of William C and Isabelle L May 19 1892.... 15: 82
Peirce ——s of William C and Isabella L Mar 17 1898.......... 16: 467
Peirce ——d of William C and Isabel May 22 1893................. 15: 152
Pelkarisi John of John and Rose Dec 5 1897....................... 16: 339
Pelchat Marie A B of Joseph A and Parmelie Nov 18 1896.... 16: 266
Pelczarska Evanda of Joseph and Rose June 7 1899.............. 16: 516
Pelencio Sabbatina M of Domenico A and Domenica Nov 21
1891.................. 15: 63
Peleiski Ida of Wastaw and Mary Apr 12 1898.................... 16: 498
Pelissey Emnice H of Joseph W and Ella G June 21 1899....... 16: 506
Pelkey Elizabeth of Sylvester and Elizabeth June 2 1892..... 15: 95
Pell Lizzie of August and Emily Apr 8 1894....................... 16: 39
Pellegrini Alberto of Pellegrino and Elvira Mar 3 1894......... 16: 33
Pellegrini Vincenzo S of Vincenzo and Marianna Sept 29 1900... 17: 87
Pelletier Charles of Alphonse and Josephine Feb 2 1900......... 17: 10
Pelletier Clara of Paul and Elizabeth Jan 9 1900................. 17: 3
Pelletier Francois of Horace and Exilda Feb 3 1900............. 17: 10
Pelletier Joseph A of Joseph and Marie L Nov 21 1900.......... 17: 104
Pelletier Joseph L X of Horace and Exilda Apr 16 1891....... 15: 18
Pelletier Marie A of Auguste and Emilie Mar 7 1892.......... 15: 92
Pelletier Marie C of Alphonse and Josephine Mar 4 1898...... 16: 397
Pellett Milton A of Joseph A and Nellie E Dec 14 1896...... 16: 231
Pellett Ruth E of Harry A and Maud E May 21 1898............. 16: 391
Pelissey Viola V of Joseph and Ella G Mar 6 1898............... 16: 390
Pelouquin Josephine of Henri and Elise Aug 26 1893.......... 15: 189
Pelouquin Marie A of Frank C and Regina Jan 14 1894........ 16: 28
Pelouquin Marie B Z of Francis C and Regina Oct 5 1895...... 16: 163
Pelouquin ——s of Henri and Elizabeth Dec 15 1891............ 15: 47
Pelosi Anna of Benedetto and Giuseppa Feb 5 1892.............. 15: 91
Pelosi Assunta of Benedetto and Giuseppina Apr 4 1899...... 16: 519
Pelosi Ida M of Benedetto and Giuseppa Sept 27 1896....... 16: 265
Pelosi Recco of Egidio and Antonia July 30 1899.............. 16: 513
Pelosi Vincenza of Egidio and Manoela Aug 8 1898............ 16: 451
Peloso Paolo of Egidio and Marmela May 27 1895............. 16: 123
Peloso ——s of Egidio and Manuela May 2 1897................. 16: 303
Pelossi Angela of Egidio and Antonia Nov 10 1900........... 17: 101
Pelossi Antonio of Benedetto and Peppina July 19 1894...... 16: 80
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Pelosso Antonio of Giovanni and Lucrezia June 18 1890, 17: 49
Pelosso Sabatina of Giovanni and Lucrezia July 31 1897, 16: 225
Pelrine Lawrence E of Lawrence P and Delia V Dec 28 1896, 16: 227
Pelrine Raymond of Lawrence and Delia Dec 29 1898, 16: 421
Peltier Albert J A of Horace and Ezilda Apr 11 1893, 15: 154
Peltier Joseph A of Horace and Ezilda July 2 1897, 16: 344
Pelting Alice A of Charles and Rebecca Nov 20 1900, 17: 103
Pelting Etta of Haskel and Rebecca Dec 19 1896, 16: 238
Pelting Ruth of Charles and Rebecca July 1 1899, 16: 531
Pelting Sarah of Charles and Rebecca Nov 3 1893, 15: 180
Pelting Louis of Hasel and Rebecca July 3 1891, 15: 38
Peluso Caterina of Egidio and Emanuela Feb 6 1894, 16: 32
Pender Catherine E of James E P and Annie L Jan 14 1898, 16: 396
Pender Mildred H of J Howard and Carrie July 20 1893, 15: 193
Pender Summer F of James E P and Anna C Oct 17 1894, 16: 70
Pendergast Annie E of John E and Annie E Sept 9 1892, 15: 128
Pendergast Catherine of Thomas J and Maria Mar 30 1899, 16: 510
Pendergast Gladys I of James W and Ella F Sept 20 1899, 16: 597
Pendergast John J of Edward and Mary J Oct 10 1896, 16: 538
Pendergast John J of John and Julia May 21 1899, 16: 505
Pendergast Marietta of Thomas and Maria Feb 20 1891, 16: 37
Pendergast Mary E of William W and Mary Mar 5 1894, 16: 38
Pendergast Michael H of Thomas and Maria Feb 9 1892, 15: 91
Pendergast Thomas F of Thomas J and Maria Sept 5 1896, 16: 263
Pendergast William J of William H and Catherine Apr 8 1892, 15: 67
Pendleton P Loring of George S and Grace S Apr 21 1895, 16: 15
Penelli Antonio of Lorenzo and Cecilia Nov 15 1895, 16: 168
Penello Antonio of Lorenzo and Cecilia Feb 8 1894, 16: 32
Penfield Cornelia S of M Clinton and Helen C June 16 1892, 15: 71
Pennelli Carlo of Giuseppe and Anna June 17 1898, 16: 404
Pennelli Giuseppe of Lorenzo and Cecilia June 8 1898, 16: 468
Pennelli —— d of Laurencio and Cecilia Mar 9 1900, 17: 55
Penney Alexander of Herbert F and Elizabeth M Aug 20 1900, 17: 74
Penney Elizabeth of James H and Susan L Jan 21 1896, 16: 209
Penney Margaret of James H and Susan Oct 23 1892, 15: 124
Penney —— d of Emma July 23 1893, 15: 182
Penningam Marion M of Edwin G and Myrtle J Apr 30 1898, 16: 391
Pennington Louise of Abraham and Lucy Aug 12 1891, 15: 36
Pennington Walter of Abraham F and Lucy Nov 28 1893, 15: 195
Pennini Arturo of Antonio and Gioconda Jan 18 1898, 16: 400
Pennini Brigida of Antonio and Gioconda Dec 27 1899, 16: 577 and 17: 1
Penno Ethel R of Albert B and Jessie S Apr 16 1891, 15: 30
Penozi Paolina of Leonardo and Paolina May 7 1897, 16: 303
Penta Antonia of Giorgio and Emilia Jan 13 1898, 16: 378
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Penta Domenico of Giorgio and Filomena Apr 29 1900........ 17: 35
Penta Eliesetta of Antonio and Rosina Dec 18 1896........ 16: 238
Penta Giulia of Giorgio and Filomena Oct 1 1897........ 16: 327
Penta Maria of Giorgio and Filomena Aug 7 1896........ 16: 233
Penta Raffaele of Giorgio and Emelia July 24 1896........ 16: 232
Penta Rosa of Giorgio and Emilia June 12 1899........ 16: 483
Pentarelli Maria G of Giuseppe and Maria Jan 23 1900 .... 17: 7
Pente Agostino of Antonio and Rosa Dec 28 1899........ 16: 541
Pentz —— d of Andrew S and Elizabeth June 21 1898....... 16: 168
Penuzzo Lena of Leonardo and Paolina May 15 1896........ 16: 211
Peol —— d of Charles and Annie Jan 7 1892............... 15: 80
Pepler Grace of Albert J and Mary Feb 2 1895............ 16: 125
Pepler Laura of Albert J and Mary June 6 1896........... 16: 218
Pepper Abraham M of George and Selma June 12 1894...... 16: 20
Pepper Arthur H of Charles H and Mary A Aug 1 1900...... 17: 69
Pepper Charles W of Charles H and Mary A Aug 19 1893.... 15: 174
Pepper Lena G of Charles H and Mary A Nov 22 1895...... 16: 140
Pepper Mary of Israel and Matilda Sept 20 1895........... 16: 155
Pepper Morris of Abraham and Annie Dec 27 1900........ 17: 115
Pepper Samuel of Louis and Fannie Apr 21 1900............ 17: 33
Pepper Wilhelmina of George W and Lillie M Sept 24 1899... 16: 437
Pepper William H of Charles H and Mary A Mar 26 1899.... 16: 476
Pepino Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Liza June 20 1891....... 15: 24
Pepino Giuseppe of Pasquale and Emilia Nov 3 1898....... 16: 429
Percival Marguerite F of Thomas R and Mary J Aug 1 1896... 16: 253
Percival —— s of Thomas R and Mary J Oct 14 1891....... 15: 54
Pereira Anna of Francisco and Maria C Feb 6 1892........ 15: 66
Pereira Anna of Manoel F and Maria Apr 27 1898........ 16: 373
Pereira Emanuel J of Jose daR and Luiza M Aug 12 1891... 15: 32
Pereira Joao of Antonio and Maria Apr 8 1896........... 16: 183
Pereira Joao of Vincenlo and Philomena Sept 13 1892...... 15: 100
Pereira Joao of Jose R and Angelina Sept 26 1892........ 15: 109
Pereira Joao R of Jose R and Angelina C Oct 12 1891..... 15: 33
Pereira Joao R of Jose R and Angelina C Dec 31 1895..... 16: 180
Pereira John R of Jose R and Luiza July 10 1894......... 16: 46
Pereira Jose of Jose and Roza Dec 15 1894.............. 16: 49
Pereira Jose of Vincenlo and Philomena Sept 13 1892..... 15: 100
Pereira Jose D'A of Manoel J and Maria J Nov 30 1897.... 16: 320
Pereira Jose da J of Jose da R and Luiza Dec 25 1892..... 15: 102
Pereira Margarida of Jose V and Marianna R July 7 1899... 16: 520
Pereira Maria of Jose and Maria Dec 22 1897............. 16: 320
Pereira (Perry) Maria of Manoel and Maria Dec 2 1895.... 16: 137
Pereira Maria R of Antonio R and Maria Aug 17 1900....... 17: 73
Pereira Maria R of Jose R and Luiza R Oct 20 1897........ 16: 319
Pereira Maria R of Jose R and Maria L Oct 7 1891........ 15: 33
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Pereira (Perry) of Antone R and Maria Dec 19 1895...........16: 137
Perfetti Giovanni F of Saverio and B Apr 30 1899.............16: 505
Perfetti Maria C of Saverio and B Aug 26 1897.................16: 349
Perini Rocco of Rocco and Maria A Dec 17 1896...............16: 238
Perino Antonio of Glicerio and Rosa Dec 6 1898..............16: 463
Perino Francesco of Pasquale and Maria Oct 8 1893..........15: 179
Perkins Carol H of Warren F and Ariadne H Sept 9 1898....16: 422
Perkins Dora of Joshua and Dora F May 5 1891..............15: 9
Perkins Edward R of George R and Jennie Oct 13 1895.......16: 167
Perkins George C of George R and Jennie Mar 14 1897.......16: 302
Perkins Harold S of E Clarence and Lucy M Apr 25 1894....16: 19
Perkins Jennie E of George R and Jennie Oct 23 1898.......16: 435
Perkins Joshua of Joshua and Dora Aug 15 1892..............15: 106
Perkins Leslie W of Leslie W and Mary J Aug 2 1896.........16: 240
Perkins Marion M of Horace F and Eliza C Sept 29 1899....16: 552
Perkins —— s of Horace and Eliza Aug 27 1897..............16: 337
Perkins —— s of Philo S and Marguerite Jan 6 1891.........15: 17
Perloff —— d of Max and Rebecca Jan 9 1898.................16: 378
Perloff —— s of Max and Rebecca Jan 10 1898...............16: 378
Perlow Adolph of Morris and Esther Sept 23 1898............16: 427
Perlow Lillie of Max and Rebecca May 29 1894..............16: 7
Perlow Lillie of Morris and Esther Jan 10 1896..............16: 188
Perlow Mary of Max and Rebecca Feb 20 1896...............16: 185
Perlow Mary of Morris and Esther Mar 31 1892..............15: 79
Perlow Samuel of Max and Rebecca Feb 12 1894..............15: 136
Perlstein Rachel of Isaac and Sara Oct 20 1894............15: 57
Perlstein Rubin of Isaac and Sarah Sept 25 1896...........16: 234
Pernell Ethel L (e) of Carrie Mar 20 1897...............16: 285
Perro Angelina of Domenico and Concetta Oct 7 1893.......16: 167
Perra Maria of Anton and Maria Sept 19 1894..............16: 47
Perra —— d of Frank and Antonia May 29 1891..............15: 9
Perri Carmela of Vincenzo and Luisa Feb 19 1898.........16: 379
Perri Felicia of Francesco and Marianna May 1 1896........16: 191
Perri Giuseppe of Francesco and Maria May 17 1898.........16: 382
Perri Vittorio of Fedele and Elisabetta Nov 24 1899.......16: 576
Perrier Alfred of Ovila and Alexandria Sept 17 1900........17: 117
Perrin Agnes of Thomas and Catherine May 25 1897.........16: 310
Perrin Harold L of William D and Millie B Mar 1 1899.......16: 476
Perrin Henry of Thomas and Catherine Feb 13 1896.........16: 214
Perrin Henry F of Henry F and Mary E Mar 16 1897........16: 285
Perrin John of Thomas and Catherine May 29 1899...........16: 512
Perrin —— d of Benjamin and Mary A Oct 20 1898...........16: 453
Perrin —— s of Benjamin and Mary H June 26 1895.........16: 124
Perrin —— s of Benjamin and Mary H July 28 1891........15: 56
Perrin —— d of Benjamin and Mary H May 3 1893..........15: 160
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Perrini Giovanni G of Glicerio and Rosa Dec 12 1900...17:110
Perrino Antonio of Glicerio and Rosa Dec 6 1898...16:455
Perrino — d of Pasquale and Maria A Dec 2 1900...17:121
Perriman Raphael of Louis and Celia Mar 25 1896...16:224
Perrin Edith E of Joseph M and Edith M July 5 1898...16:444
Perron Louise I of Jean lste and Delina Feb 19 1895...16:126
Perron Marion of Jean B and Marie R Jan 12 1894...16:36
Perrone Ignazia of Carmelo and Antonia Oct 22 1900...17:94
Perrone Maria of Carmelo and Antonia Jan 25 1899...16:502
Perroni Liberis of Carmelo and Antonia June 9 1893...15:161
Perrotta — s of Luigi and Maria July 26 1897...16:348
Perrotti Angiolino of Carmino and Caterina Nov 24 1893...15:203
Perrotti Florentino of Luigi and Maria May 6 1900...17:37
Perrotti — s of Luigi and Maria June 21 1895...16:106
Perrotti — s of Nicola and Luisella Aug 2 1889...16:596
Perrotto Orazio of Carmine and Caterina July 2 1895...16:164
Perrotto Tomasso of Antonio and Carolina July 22 1900...17:65
Perry Basil H of Charles V and Mary I Aug 5 1893...15:170
Perry Catherine M of Hiram E and Addie M Jan 19 1894...16:5
Perry Charles A of William C and Virginia Mar 26 1899...16:487
Perry Cora M of Henry G and Abby F Dec 10 1893...15:175
Perry Eva F of Oliver H and Sarah A Apr 5 1893...15:139
Perry Everett A of Henry G and Abbie F Sept 16 1899...16:528
Perry Fannie R of Frank F and Rose E June 4 1896...16:218
Perry Frank of Antonio and Maria June 6 1898...16:371
Perry Fred of Fred and Mary May 30 1891...15:29
Perry George A of Charles H and Annie A Oct 19 1895...16:167
Perry Hattie of Oliver H and Sarah A Apr 28 1891...15:23
Perry Henry F (c) of William H and Mary J Oct 2 1900...17:88
Perry Henry M of William C and Virginia Mar 26 1899...16:487
Perry Hermann L (c) of Royal C and Hattie S Nov 30 1896...16:252
Perry Ida J of Frank C and Mabel Oct 28 1894...16:48
Perry Irene of Joseph E and Mary Aug 11 1892...15:123
Perry Jeane R of Antoine R and Maria Aug 15 1898...16:418
Perry John E of John Jr and Clara A J June 5 1899...16:518
Perry Joseph of Jose and Luiza Feb 6 1893...15:136
Perry Josephine of Jose R and Louisa Nov 8 1899...16:524
Perry Josephine A of William C and Virginia Jan 16 1897...16:288
Perry Kate of Manoel F and Maria Nov 18 1896...16:226
Perry Leland C of Clark and Mary A Sept 27 1900...17:86
Perry Lillie V of William C and Virginia June 11 1891...15:14
Perry Mabel A of Henry G and Abby F Apr 11 1896...16:186
Perry Mabel N of Arsenic and Nellie Oct 15 1892...15:118
Perry Mamie A (c) of Mario and Minnie A Apr 9 1900...17:30
Perry (Pereira) Maria of Manoeel and Maria Dec 2 1895...16:137
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Perry Mary of Antoine and Lena Nov 14 1898 .................... 16: 420
Perry Mary of Joseph and Bella Dec 13 1900 .................... 17: 110
Perry Mary of Joseph and Mary July 18 1896 .................... 16: 228
Perry Mary of Frank F and Rose L July 1 1893 .................... 15: 173
Perry Mary J of Stephen J and Margaret J Nov 24 1892 .................... 15: 101
Perry Minnie H of Stella F Jan 15 1899 .................... 16: 475
Perry Nelson (c) of Nelson and Ella Aug 29 1893 .................... 15: 171
Perry Oliver H of Charles V and Mary I June 19 1891 .................... 15: 6
Perry Oliver J of Oliver H and Sarah A Dec 1 1895 .................... 16: 137
Perry Olivia S of Manoel F and Mary A Jan 22 1897 .................... 16: 313
Perry Royal C (c) of Royal C and Hattie S Dec 19 1898 .................... 16: 470
Perry Sarah A of Oliver H and Sarah A Sept 19 1898 .................... 16: 419
Perry Stella M of William C and Virginia Nov 29 1895 .................... 16: 152
Perry Susie C of Stella F Jan 15 1899 .................... 16: 475
Perry Viola M. (c) of William H and Mary J Oct 22 1898 .................... 16: 439
Perry William A of William C and Virginia May 30 1892 .................... 15: 68
Perry William H (c) of William H and Mary J Feb 22 1897 .................... 16: 291
Perry (Pereira) — s of Antone R and Maria Dec 19 1895 .................... 16: 137
Perry — d of Bridget Oct 27 1894 .................... 16: 60
Perry — d of Frank F and Rosaline Nov 13 1898 .................... 16: 423
Perry — d of Joseph and Mary Jan 9 1895 .................... 16: 116
Perry — d of Stella July 1 1900 .................... 17: 59
Perry — d of William E and Minnie M July 15 1895 .................... 16: 178
Person Arthur of Charles and Betty Oct 13 1899 .................... 16: 537
Person Carl G of Charles P and Louise J Sept 25 1891 .................... 15: 48
Person —— s of Bessie Apr 12 1893 .................... 15: 146
Persson Conrad W of Carl V and Clara June 6 1896 .................... 16: 201
Persson Ellen A of John A and Annie L Jan 16 1898 .................... 16: 405
Persson Esther L of Carl and Betsey Feb 20 1895 .................... 16: 107
Persson Gustav A R of John A and Annie L July 24 1896 .................... 16: 261
Persson Herman A of John and Johanna Feb 19 1891 .................... 15: 26
Persson Ingeborg F of Claus W and Emma H Oct 13 1897 .................... 16: 343
Persson Ragnar of Nils and Mathilda Apr 17 1893 .................... 15: 167
Persson —— s of Claus W and Emma H Dec 26 1898 .................... 16: 444
Persson —— d of Claus W and Emma H Aug 8 1900 .................... 17: 71
Persson —— s of Emanuel and Matilda M Apr 16 1894 .................... 16: 34
Persson —— d of Per A and Selma J Feb 9 1899 .................... 16: 487
Perylman Minnie of David and Annie Mar 6 1897 .................... 16: 277
Perylman Samuel of David and Annie May 9 1898 .................... 16: 376
Pescatore Giulio A of Pietro and Eugenia Feb 27 1891 .................... 15: 72
Pescatore Pietro J of Pietro and Eugenia Mar 5 1892 .................... 15: 77
Pescet Emilia of Salvatore and Pasqua July 5 1899 .................... 16: 531
Pescia Maria L of Salvatore and Pasqua Jan 27 1897 .................... 16: 280
Petacchi Maria T of Dante and Maria Jan 23 1898 .................... 16: 400
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Petaw Mary P of Lazarus A and Annie Jan 15 1896 .......... 16:188
Peterman Albert of Otto and Bertha June 16 1891 .......... 15:21 and 31
Peters Amelia of Benn and Josephine Oct 28 1896 .......... 16:226
Peters Angelina of Frank M and Mary July 29 1898 .......... 16:417
Peters Annie S of Antone and Maria Oct 18 1896 .......... 16:226
Peters Arthur R (c) of Elizabeth A Apr 21 1896 .......... 16:194
Peters Candia (c) of Jose and Matilda May 20 1892 .......... 15:68
Peters Earle (c) of Leonard C and Melissa J Sept 10 1891 15:36
Peters Edward B of John M and Charlotte H May 3 1891 15:13
Peters Ellen of Joao and Carolina Apr 1 1898 .......... 16:372
Peters Ethel I of Richard E and Elizabeth Oct 16 1892 15:118
Peters Frank of Jose and Maria J June 14 1891 .......... 15:4
Peters Harold M of Mark A C and Anna M July 11 1891 15:44
Peters Isabelle W of William H and May Aug 30 1898 .......... 16:422
Peters Josephine (c) of Leonard C and Melissa J Nov 24 1893 15:175
Peters Lawrence of John M and Charlotte H Dec 30 1892 15:114
Peters Maria of Manoel and Maria Sept 1892 .......... 15:100
Peters Peter (c) of Manoel and Maria Mar 16 1896 .......... 16:182
Peters Rosa of Sarkis and Mary Aug 21 1899 .......... 16:543
Peters Russell M W of William H and May W Aug 6 1896 16:228
Peters —— (Ind.) s of Leonard C and Melissa J Mar 4 1896 16:203
Peters —— (c) s of Manoel and Maria Mar 30 1898 .......... 16:372
Petersen Christina M of Christian C and Maria Sept 30 1899 16:383
Petersen Elizabeth of John P and Laura Jan 16 1897 .......... 16:305
Petersen Henry S of John P and Laura July 28 1895 .......... 16:170
Petersen Adolf F of Albert F and Mary A Dec 22 1897 .......... 16:323
Petersen Adolph G of Peter C and Karen Nov 18 1897 .......... 16:358
Petersen Alma H of Albert F and Mary Sept 21 1894 .......... 16:51
Petersen Anna V of Peter X and Hanna Mar 12 1893 .......... 15:156
Petersen Arthur of Charles V and Helena June 27 1898 .......... 16:383
Petersen Arthur R of Henry and Annie Feb 6 1897 .......... 16:280
Petersen Axel of Axel and Annie E Mar 26 1892 .......... 15:93
Petersen Beatrice E of Andrew J A and Annie E Feb 1 1895 16:125
Petersen Charles L of Charles J and Mary J Feb 4 1892 .......... 15:66
Petersen Clarence W N of Claus L and Alma Mar 18 1894 .......... 16:22
Petersen Dorothy A of Henry and Annie Feb 19 1900 .......... 17:14
Petersen Earl C of George P and Jennie July 23 1895 .......... 16:138
Petersen Edith E Oct 11 1893 .......... 15:214
Petersen Edward E of Samuel A and Emma G July 28 1893 15:196
Petersen Edward V (c) of Miner U and Margaret Feb 2 1891 15:4
Petersen Elizabeth of Peter C and Karen Jan 11 1894 .......... 16:36
Petersen Emma M of Simon A and Emma Sept 25 1891 .......... 15:54
Petersen Ernest B of Christian and Mary Jan 6 1897 .......... 16:305
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Esther A</td>
<td>Henry</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>Sept 10</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>16:458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Esther E</td>
<td>Anton</td>
<td>Christina</td>
<td>July 26</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>16:441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Eva E</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Beatrice</td>
<td>Mar 2</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>16:111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Florence H</td>
<td>Axel J</td>
<td>Annie E</td>
<td>July 3</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>16:578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Frank W</td>
<td>Peter A</td>
<td>Laura F</td>
<td>Nov 1</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>15:133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson George G</td>
<td>Paul F</td>
<td>Mary A</td>
<td>Dec 25</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>16:176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson George W</td>
<td>Anton E</td>
<td>Mary C</td>
<td>Mar 15</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>16:111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Harold A L</td>
<td>Axel P</td>
<td>Hannah C</td>
<td>Sept 3</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>16:263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Harold S</td>
<td>Swan</td>
<td>Augusta M</td>
<td>Nov 8</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>16:443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Harry A</td>
<td>Andrew</td>
<td>Ida</td>
<td>Dec 24</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>16:335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Herbert</td>
<td>John A</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>Dec 26</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>16:531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Ida C</td>
<td>Albert F</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Oct 7</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>16:139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Irene F</td>
<td>Theodore R</td>
<td>Jennie</td>
<td>Jan 18</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>16:110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Irving L</td>
<td>Peter A</td>
<td>Laura F</td>
<td>Aug 27</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>16:355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson John C D</td>
<td>Claus</td>
<td>Alma</td>
<td>Jan 5</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>15:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson John H</td>
<td>Peter C</td>
<td>Karin</td>
<td>July 28</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>16:170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson John O</td>
<td>John O</td>
<td>Hilda A</td>
<td>Apr 2</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>16:128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Mary J</td>
<td>Charles J</td>
<td>Mary J</td>
<td>July 27</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>16:317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Miner U</td>
<td>Miner U</td>
<td>Maggie</td>
<td>Apr 10</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>16:115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Richard O N</td>
<td>Oscar J</td>
<td>Hannah</td>
<td>Nov 12</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>16:585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Ruth of</td>
<td>Oscar</td>
<td>Hannah Mar</td>
<td>12 1893</td>
<td></td>
<td>15:151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Ruth of</td>
<td>Swen J</td>
<td>Amanda</td>
<td>June 13</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>16:276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Ruth H</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>Teolinda</td>
<td>July 17</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>16:142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Stuart of</td>
<td>John P</td>
<td>Laura</td>
<td>Nov 28</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>16:461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Thor E W</td>
<td>Carl E</td>
<td>Teolinda C</td>
<td>Feb 28</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>16:509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Victor C</td>
<td>John O</td>
<td>Amanda H</td>
<td>Oct 2</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>16:356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson Wallace of</td>
<td>Anna L</td>
<td>Aug 31</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td></td>
<td>15:183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson William K</td>
<td>Charles J</td>
<td>Mary J</td>
<td>July 14</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>15:170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson ---</td>
<td>d of Anna</td>
<td>Aug 30</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td></td>
<td>15:183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson ---</td>
<td>s of Anton</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Christina M</td>
<td>15:82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson ---</td>
<td>s of Anton</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Christine M</td>
<td>16:294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson ---</td>
<td>s of Anton</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Mary C</td>
<td>15:190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson ---</td>
<td>s of Charles</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Nannie A</td>
<td>16:440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson ---</td>
<td>d of Charlotte</td>
<td>Apr 16</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td></td>
<td>15:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson ---</td>
<td>s of Edward</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Josephine</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>16:113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson ---</td>
<td>s of George</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Marietta</td>
<td>Aug 22</td>
<td>17:75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson ---</td>
<td>s of Henry</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Annie</td>
<td>Aug 10</td>
<td>16:143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson ---</td>
<td>s of John</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>16:531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson ---</td>
<td>s of Louisa</td>
<td>May 24</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td></td>
<td>15:146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson ---</td>
<td>s of Ludwig</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Amanda</td>
<td>S Nov 26</td>
<td>16:157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson ---</td>
<td>(c) d of</td>
<td>Miner</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>15:87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson ---</td>
<td>(c) s of</td>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Agnes</td>
<td>16:395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson ---</td>
<td>d of Oscar</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Hannah</td>
<td>Feb 13</td>
<td>16:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson ---</td>
<td>d of Oscar</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Hannah</td>
<td>Nov 5</td>
<td>16:146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson ---</td>
<td>d of Oscar</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>Hannah Dec 4</td>
<td>16:359</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Peterson — s of Peter C and Karen May 19 1899.........16: 511
Peterson — s of Peter F and Augusta June 17 1891.........15: 16
Peterson — s of William P and Beatrice S Feb 4 1897.........16: 291
Petit Leo of Alice Aug 23 1893........................................15: 214
Petithory Howard E of Roy H and Annie C Aug 17 1897.........16: 332
Petitt — s of Irving D and Mary L Sept 7 1895..................16: 155
Petosky Stanishaus of John and Rose Feb 20 1897................16: 307
Petre Lloyd S of Hilmer C and Lydia Feb 2 1895................16: 110
Petrella Francesco of Antonio and Maria Nov 20 1893.........15: 293
Petrella Nicola of Vincenzo and Concetta Oct 20 1897.........16: 350
Petrelli Francesco of Vincenzo and Concetta Oct 16 1893.......15: 202
Petrie Alexander C of Alexander C and Jane B Apr 11 1893....16: 308
Petrie Anna E B of Alexander C and Jane D Aug 21 1900........17: 75
Pettrile Giuseppe of Pasquale and Bridget July 7 1893.........15: 199
Petrillo Domenico of Pasquale and Brigita Oct 7 1894...........16: 77
Petrillo Mariantonia of Giovanni and Melinda Oct 23 1898......16: 428
Petrine Enrico of Alberto and Rosa Feb 22 1899.................16: 485
Petrone Alberte of Francesco and Luisa Aug 3 1899..............16: 571
Petrone Alfredo of Giuseppe and Teresa Sept 30 1894...........16: 77
Petrone Angelo of Pietro and Nicolina Aug 2 1897..............16: 325
Petrone Elisa of Giuseppe and Teresa Sept 26 1896.............16: 258
Petrone Ferrero of Luigi and Rosalba Aug 2 1899...............16: 557
Petrone Giovanni of Giuseppe A and Teresa July 30 1892.......15: 122
Petrone Giuseppe of Francesco and Flavia Dec 18 1898.........16: 455
Petrone Giuseppe of Francesco and Flavia Apr 1 1900...........17: 28
Petrone Salvatore of Pietro and Nicolina Mar 29 1899.........16: 480
Petroni Eva M of Francesco and Flavia Nov 27 1896..............16: 260
Petroni Francesco A of Francesco and Luisa Dec 26 1897.......16: 352
Petrosinella Angela of Vincenzo and Clementina Dec 21 1900....17: 113
Petrosinelli Antonio of Gaetano and Anna Nov 1 1894.........16: 78
Petrosinelli Carmine of Gaetano and Anna Nov 24 1898.........16: 454
Petrosinelli Enrico of Gaetano and Anna Nov 22 1896...........16: 259
Petrosinello Amelio of Vincenzo and Clementina Dec 8 1898....16: 449
Petroski Joseph of Isidor and Domicella Jan 11 1898...........16: 378
Petrosky Annie of Isadore and Delia Sept 4 1899..............16: 535
Petrosky John of John and Ursula May 16 1898..................16: 415
Petrovsky John of Simon and Victoria May 2 1898...............16: 381
Petrovsky Maria of Isidor and Domicella Oct 31 1896...........16: 236
Petrucci Angelo of Saverio and Vincenza Feb 13 1899............16: 503
Petrucci Luigi of Pietro and Erichetta Oct 30 1892..............15: 124
Petrucci Maria of Pietro and Rechetta Dec 10 1894..............16: 79
Petrucci Maria A of Domenico and Maria C July 27 1900.........17: 67
Petrucci Nicola of Pietro and Erichetta Oct 27 1897............16: 351
Petschke Raymond E F of Otto and Clara Nov 17 1899............16: 567
Petschke Annie E of Fred and Ada July 26 1891..................15: 39
No image or text provided.
Pfister William J of William J and Mary A Apr 26 1891......16: 17
Phalen Mary E of Charles M and Julia M May 9 1898.............16:398
Phayre Edward H of Edward and Nellie Jan 17 1896.............16:188
Phayre William E of Edward and Ellen A Jan 23 1894.............16: 9
Phelan Agnes B of Patrick F and Mary J Apr 28 1895.............16:115
Phelan Alice of Patrick and Mary C Sept 19 1892.............15:100
Phelan Catherine A of Patrick F and Mary J Apr 21 1892......15: 84
Phelan Elizabeth of Patrick F and Mary J Mar 29 1894.............16: 26
Phelan Ernest E W of James W and Mary A Nov 1 1893.............15:189
Phelan Everett T of Richard L and Margaret M May 17 1900......17: 40
Phelan Grace A of Patrick F and Mary C Feb 7 1891.............15: 1
Phelan Joseph of Frank P and Mary Dec 23 1894.............16: 49
Phelan Lauretta of Francis and Mary Dec 9 1898.............16:420
Phelan Robert F of Patrick F and Mary J Mar 31 1897.............16:296
Phelan Ruth of Frank and Julia E July 31 1892.............15:106
Phelps Arthur H C of Frederick C and Anna M Nov 25 1898...16:423
Phelps Edwin J C of Frederick C and Anna M Oct 1 1895.............16:145
Phelps Elizabeth X C of Frederick C and Anna M Jan 7 1897....16:279
Phelps Gilbert E C of Frederick C and Anna M Oct 19 1900......17: 93
Phetteplace Clarence B of Walter B and Rosalia A Feb 11
1893..........................15:150
Phetteplace Marie T of William G and Ida B Apr 11 1893......15:139
Phetteplace Percival T of William L G and Ida B May 23
1896..........................16:187
Philblad Anna of Paul A and Anna Dec 15 1895.............16:176
Philbrick Clarence H of Charles H and Annie L May 11 1891....15: 5
Philip Emilia of Alfredo and Francesca Aug 5 1897.............16:317
Philipp Alfred O of Theodore H and Clara A Feb 11 1893......15:142
Phillips Alvira M of John A and Alvira Dec 14 1896.............16:255
Phillips Antonio of Jose and Maria July 3 1893.............15:170
Phillips Arthur E of Eugene E and Mary E Jan 19 1891......15: 17
Phillips Catherine A of Charles F and Catherine T Mar 9
1894..........................15:149
Phillips Celia M E of William E and Celia M Nov 4 1892......15:124
Phillips Charles R of Arthur C and Sarah E July 7 1894.............16: 80
Phillips Clarence F of Clarence F and Bessie M Jan 30 1900....17: 9
Phillips Clinton of George and Bessie M Jan 8 1897.............16:315
Phillips Clinton A of Arthur C and Sarah E Aug 21 1898.............16:157
Phillips Dan of Charles and Annie 1894..........................A1: 30
Phillips Doris J of Henry N and Laura M Jan 19 1900.............17: 6
Phillips Earl I of Edgar A and Grace C Nov 23 1892.............15:116
Phillips Edith J of Lennuel O and Minnie B Dec 29 1894.............16: 86
Phillips Edmund W of Walter L and Mary E Nov 11 1899.............16:592
Phillips Elizabeth of Charles F and Annie June 28 1892......15: 80
Phillips Emily of Jose and Maria Sept 1 1895.............16:135
Phillips Eugenia of Eugene and Mary Nov 4 1892...........A 1: 30
Phillips Florence of John A and Alvira Dec 14 1899...........16: 568
Phillips Fredina of Henry and Dora Feb 22 1892...........15: 86
Phillips George A of George E and Bessie July 20 1894...........16: 54
Phillips Gladys S of Eddy S and Clara Sept 10 1895...........16: 166
Phillips Grace J (c) of Samuel L and Julia Aug 14 1894...........16: 88
Phillips Harold E of Edgar A and Grace C July 12 1894...........15: 51
Phillips Harold M of George W and Mary E Apr 18 1892...........15: 84
Phillips Hope M of Thomas L and Jennie F Apr 2 1893...........15: 137
Phillips Jackson C of William B and Jessie A Aug 18 1891...........15: 32
Phillips James of Charles F and Anna Jan 26 1891...........15: 12
Phillips James A of Frank D and Mary J Feb 25 1900...........17: 16
Phillips John P of Thomas S and Mary May 31 1895...........16: 130
Phillips Joseph R of John J and Mary E Dec 24 1892...........15: 114
Phillips Josephine A of Mary Aug 29 1899...........16: 572
Phillips Lawrence F of Eugene E and Mary E Jan 18 1893...........15: 153
Phillips Leon S of Samuel and Ella E Aug 16 1896...........16: 263
Phillips Lillian F of James and Margaret F Apr 27 1895...........16: 129
Phillips Maggie of Thomas S and Mary Feb 27 1891...........15: 2
Phillips Maria of Charles F and Catherine Jan 10 1896...........16: 198
Phillips Mary of Thomas S and Mary Jan 18 1893...........15: 162
Phillips Mary E of John J and Mary E Feb 14 1899...........16: 503
Phillips Michael of John and Susan Aug 5 1896...........16: 256
Phillips Paul of John and Annie July 25 1900...........17: 66
Phillips Ruth I of Lemuel O and Minnie D Jan 16 1893...........15: 162
Phillips Susan A of John and Susanna Mar 13 1891...........15: 22
Phillips Theresa of John and Susan May 2 1894...........16: 30
Phillips Thomas L of Thomas L and Jennie F June 10 1891...........15: 4
Phillips Walter L of Walter L and Jennie A May 10 1897...........16: 310
Phillips William A of William A and Delia Nov 10 1899...........16: 524
Phillips William H of James and Margaret F Dec 20 1896...........16: 268
Phillips William O and Louisa June 4 1899...........16: 482
Phillips —— d of Ruth Aug 17 1897...........16: 348
Phillips —— s of Thomas and Mary Apr 27 1894...........16: 40
Phillips —— s of Thomas S and Mary Jan 17 1898...........16: 467
Phinney Evelyn J of John D and Agnes Jan 10 1898...........16: 405
Phinney Joseph D of John D and Agnes Jan 29 1896...........16: 214
Phinney —— s of John D and Agnes Nov 5 1899...........16: 585
Piacentini Luigi A of Luigi and Mary A Aug 20 1891...........15: 44
Pianio Francesco L of Michele and Filomena Oct 10 1894...........16: 83
Picanco Iznitina of Manocel C and Tioxilla Dec 13 1900...........17: 110
Picard Arzelie of Alphonse and Arzelie Jan 9 1892...........15: 71
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Picard Exilda H of Alphonse and Delia Sept 7 1897 ........... 16:355
Picard Helen R of Benjamin and Ida June 27 1893 .......... 15:168
Picard Joseph of Godfroi and Emma Jan 16 1898 .......... 16:471
Picard Joseph D of Godfroi and Emma Oct 27 1894 .......... 16: 84
Picard Joseph H of Alfred and Annie Aug 2 1899 .......... 16:579
Picard Marie L of Eugene and Sarah May 2 1899 .......... 16:482
Picard Roselma of Wilfred and Angeline Apr 29 1895 ....... 16:132
Picard Wilfred of Eugene and Georgiana Apr 16 1900 ....... 17: 32
Picard William of Eugene and Georgiana Apr 29 1899 ....... 16:481
Picard — s of Alphonse and Delia Feb 18 1895 .......... 16:126
Piccaski Adam of John and Rosa Nov 9 1899 .......... 16:585
Picchiione Amalia of Pasquale and Lucia Feb 20 1900 ....... 17: 15
Picchiione Anna M of Francesco and Maria V Mar 12 1899 .... 16:503
Piccione Elvira of Pietro and Pasqualina Oct 10 1897 ....... 16:328
Piccirella Emelia of Domenico and Angelina Aug 11 1900 .... 17: 72
Piccirello Antoniette of Costabile and Angela Jan 27 1894 .... 16: 32
Piccirello Domenico of Costabile and Angela Dec 7 1897 ....... 16:352
Piccirello Emilia of Domenico and Angelina Mar 8 1898 ....... 16:401
Piccirello Filomena of Costabile and Angela Sept 24 1900 ....... 17: 85
Piccirello Giovanna of Costabile and Angiola Feb 9 1896 ....... 16:209
Piccirello Maria of Carmine and Sabatina Jan 15 1900 ....... 17:  5
Piccirello Maria of Domenico and Angela July 5 1896 ....... 16:256
Piccirello Nicola of Domenico and Angelina Nov 11 1894 ....... 16: 78
Picerno Carmine of Giovanni and Erinia July 26 1900 ....... 17: 66
Picerno Ettore of Giovanni and Erminia July 26 1900 ....... 17: 66
Piche Exilda of Joseph and Exilda Oct 31 1900 ....... 17: 97
Piche Georgette of George and Albertine May 12 1895 ....... 16:129
Pickette Joseph A of Godfroi and Genevieve May 27 1896 ....... 16:218
Pickette Joseph L of Napoleon and Delia May 28 1899 ....... 16:512
Pickette Marie of Godfroi and Genevieve Oct 9 1893 ....... 15:208
Pickette Marie R E of Godfroi and Genevieve Dec 1 1897 ....... 16:359
Pickette Marie L of Napoleon and Delia May 23 1892 ....... 15: 94
Pickette Marie R of Arthur and Catherine July 16 1897 ....... 16:353
Pickette Noemie of Mederic and Noemie May 13 1899 ....... 16:500
Pickette Rose A of Joseph and Alma Sept 8 1899 ....... 16:581
Pickette Sigismond N of M Napoleon and Delia Sept 16 1897 .... 16:356
Pickette William of Mederic and Noemie Mar 22 1897 ....... 16:299
Pickette ——s of Godfroi and Genevieve Apr 11 1900 ....... 17:  30
Piciroli Maria of Castabile and Augusta Feb 26 1892 ....... 15: 88
Pick Edgar E of William A and Louisa J May 7 1899 ....... 16:517
Pickarski Rose of Frank and Veronica Aug 24 1900 ....... 17:  75
Pickering Agnes M of Thomas and Susan A July 16 1891 ....... 15: 47
Pickering Beatrice of Charles and Mary E May 26 1900 ....... 17: 42
Pickering George H of George H and Margaret Jan 20 1894 .... 16: 43
Pickering George T of Thomas and Susie A July 23 1893 ....... 15:189
BIRTHS
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Pickering Mildred of Charles A and Mary E Mar 30 1898 . . . .16: 408
Pickering Raymond of Charles A and Mary E Aug 5 1896 . . . .16: 262
Pickering Walter of Charles A and Mary E Feb 17 1895 . . . .16: 126
Pickering ——s of Charles and Jennie E June 3 1898 . . . .16: 468
Pickett Charles of Thomas and Susan Dec 21 1894 . . . .16: 79
Pickett Ellen T of Thomas and Susan J Mar 29 1892 . . . .15: 67
Pickett Ida M of Charles E and Mary ¢ Jan 21 1891 . . . .15: 12
Pickett Joseph of Thomas and Susan J Mar 20 1896 . . . .16: 210
Pickett Richard of Thomas and Susan J Nov 28 1897 . . . .16: 352
Pickett Thomas of Thomas and Susie Aug 1 1893 . . . .15: 170
Pickford Albert of Albert E and Marie July 3 1898 . . . .16: 436
Pickford Frederick of Albert E and Maria Apr 22 1896 . . . .16: 186
Pickford William E of Albert E and Maria Apr 3 1895 . . . .16: 96
Pickles Ethel A of Luther N and Annie Mar 9 1894 . . . .16: 38
Pickles Sarah of Luther N and Elizabeth A May 20 1898 . . . .16: 410
Pickles William of Luther M and Annie July 3 1896 . . . .16: 261
Pickwick Erskine R of Fred and Belle M Nov 8 1900 . . . .17: 100
Pickwick Fred of Fred and Belle M Apr 30 1899 . . . .16: 474
Pickwick Harold C of Fred and Belle M July 25 1897 . . . .16: 317
Picozzi Giovanni of Paolo and Giuseppa Nov 22 1897 . . . .16: 351
Pidge Robert H of Samuel and Gertrude L July 30 1900 . . . .17: 68
Pidocco Michele of Raffaele and Concetta Feb 3 1894 . . . .16: 32
Piedimonte Marie M of Giacomo and Grazia Oct 29 1894 . . . .16: 78
Pierce Adelaide O of Herbert O and Julia A Aug 23 1898 . . . .16: 464
Pierce Albert E of Albert D and Cora E Apr 19 1899 . . . .16: 515
Pierce Annie E of James W and Annie G Dec 1 1897 . . . .16: 320
Pierce Beatrice C of Henry and Caroline L Feb 29 1892 . . . .15: 86
Pierce Carlton H of Henry W and Sadie A Mar 2 1895 . . . .16: 95
Pierce Charles W of Warren W and Minnie A Sept 2 1897 . . . .16: 362
Pierce Chester A of Augustus F and Maud L Feb 18 1892 . . . .15: 66
Pierce Earl P of Henry and Minnie Apr 8 1897 . . . .16: 309
Pierce Ella of Ella M Nov 28 1896 . . . .16: 255
Pierce Emma L of Warren W and Minnie A July 28 1892 . . . .15: 132
Pierce Evelyn M of John and Lucy M Dec 15 1892 . . . .15: 119
Pierce Everett W of Willis E and Mary E Dec 21 1900 . . . .17: 112
Pierce George H of John T and Clara Dec 14 1894 . . . .16: 59
Pierce George N of Ellery H and Harriet N Aug 2 1891 . . . .15: 56
Pierce Harriet B of George H and Harriet A Nov 11 1891 . . . .15: 46
Pierce Harry E of John F and Lucy M Sept 19 1894 . . . .16: 66
Pierce Hart B of Hart B and Estelle Jan 11 1891 . . . .15: 17
Pierce James E of Walter E and Celia L Oct 22 1899 . . . .16: 547
Pierce James W of James W and Annie J May 17 1893 . . . .15: 138
Pierce John H of John I and Alice F July 13 1900 . . . .17: 117
Pierce John T of John T and Clara F Jan 27 1897 . . . .16: 280
Pierce Joseph C of John F and Lucy M Mar 26 1896 . . . .16: 200
Pierce Lillian M of Willis E and Mary E Dec 28 1899 ........ 16: 541
Pierce Mabel L of Joseph S and Alice A June 12 1892 ....... 15: 90
Pierce Margaret L of Edward R and Julia L Nov 9 1893 ..... 15: 175
Pierce Maude B of Albert A and Sarah E Feb 19 1895 ...... 16: 114
Pierce Mildred J of John F and Lucy M Feb 1 1899 ........ 16: 475
Pierce Richard H of Daniel F and Nellie A Oct 18 1899 ..... 16: 529
Pierce Rosanna A of Henry F and Isabel Jan 15 1895 ....... 16: 117
Pierce Ruth E of Frederic L and Etta M Apr 12 1893 ....... 15: 154
Pierce Ruth O of Bradford F Jr and Eva B Oct 16 1898 ....... 16: 447
Pierce Sarah M of John T and Clara F Aug 31 1892 ....... 15: 107
Pierce Stella R of Edward E and Essie B Apr 4 1896 ....... 16: 216
Pierce (c) d of Joseph H and Jennie Aug 5 1897 ....... 16: 362
Pierpont s of Jesse and Elizabeth May 17 1891 ....... 15: 16
Pierpont s of Jesse and Elizabeth May 11 1893 ....... 15: 151
Pierson Paul A of Frederick J and Gertrude Mar 10 1899 .... 16: 491
Pierson s of Lizzie Mar 9 1892 ....... 15: 84
Piersons d of Anna May 21 1896 ....... 16: 194
Pierzug s of Martin and Carolina July 28 1890 ....... 16: 596
Piette Clara of Joseph and Albina Oct 24 1899 ....... 16: 584
Piette Emma of Joseph and Albina Mar 28 1895 ....... 16: 128
Piette Marie G of Joseph and Albina July 27 1897 ....... 16: 353
Piette Marie R of Joseph and Albina Aug 26 1898 ....... 16: 457
Piette Rosalie A of Joseph and Albina Jan 11 1894 ....... 16: 28
Piezeulis Alexander of Marcin and Hordiena May 13 1897 .... 16: 310
Pignatelli Maddalena of Antonio and Michelina May 1 1900 .... 17: 36
Pignatello Carmine of Antonio and Michela Nov 3 1897 .... 16: 328
Pihlblad Clara L of Ernest L and Selma July 30 1898 .... 16: 456
Pihlblad Isabel of Carl A and Anna May 7 1899 ....... 16: 511
Pike Earle L of Albert E and Grace G Apr 28 1897 ....... 16: 299
Pike Edith M of Albert W and Marian Apr 17 1898 ....... 16: 408
Pike Florence M of Hallie A and Jennie July 3 1897 ....... 16: 331
Pike Frank E of Samuel and Mary K June 18 1900 ....... 17: 49
Pike Hazel W of Albert E and Gertrude Aug 25 1898 ....... 16: 446
Pike James A of Albert and Mary Aug 30 1891 ....... 15: 60 and A 1: 30
Pike James A of Charles M and Isabella Oct 19 1898 ....... 16: 443
Pike Lawrence G of Joseph E and Minnie W Feb 27 1892 ....... 15: 73
Pike Mabel of Albert W and Miriam Sept 22
1893 ----------------------------- 15: 208 and A 1: 30
Pike Rose J of Frank and Kate Mar 31 1893 ....... 15: 146
Pike Walter H of Albert and Mary Aug 22 1900 ....... 17: 75
Pike d of Albert E and Idella Dec 26 1900 ....... 17: 121
Pike s of Charles W and Ellen M Apr 27 1897 ....... 16: 315
Pihlblad Bror C of Sven A and Anna Sept 28 1894 ....... 16: 83
Pihlblad Gertrude M of Victor P and Matilda Mar 16 1897 .... 16: 292
Pihlblad Gustaf G of Carl A and Annie Dec 13 1892 ....... 15: 133
Pilblad Knut of Carl A and Anna July 29 1897.16: 353
Pilblad Mabel of Victor and Matilda Nov 17 1891.15: 50
Pilblad Rosa of Victor and Matilda June 13 1894.16: 24
Pilkinson (Polikowsky) Andrew of Solomon and Valeria Oct 1
1897.16: 327
Pilkinson Anna of Joseph and Mary July 26 1895.16: 142
Pilkinson Charlotte of Joseph L and Mary Aug 12 1897.16: 325
Pilkinson Harold N of Peter and Dora Feb 12 1897.16: 285
Pilkinson Josephine P of Sarah July 24 1891.15: 43
Pilkinson Una of George C and Sarah A Sept 1 1893.15: 178
Pilkinson —— s of George and Sarah A June 30 1892.15: 76
Pilkinson —— s of Katie Apr 30 1900.17: 56
Pilling Agnes of Charles and Hannah Nov 16 1899.16: 567
Pilling Frank of Stephen and Maria Dec 27 1892.15: 131
Pilling Sarah A of Charles and Hannah Sept 24 1896.16: 258
Pillion Belmont W F of William V and Louise C June 23
1892.15: 87
Pillosa Vincenza of Egidio and Giuseppa Aug 8 1898.16: 433
Pillsbury Avis M of Frederick B and Etta M May 2 1898.16: 398
Pillsbury Mahel M of Herbert L and Ollie H Apr 19 1900.17: 32
Pillsbury Norman A of George B and Beatrice L Feb 26 1894.16: 29
Pimble Jessie I of William E and Elizabeth June 18 1895.16: 116
Pimental Frank of Francisco J and Mary Sept 6 1899.16: 522
Pina Aldina of Jose and Maria Apr 15 1892.15: 67
Pina Augustus of Joao and Domingas Aug 15 1893.15: 170
Pina Florinda G (c) of Michael and Perpetua Apr 22 1891.15: 3
Pina Isaac (c) of John and Domingas Aug 7 1895.16: 134
Pina Jane Duarte of Joao and Domingas May 29 1892.15: 68
Pina Jennie (c) of Jose and Maria Jan 6 1898.16: 371
Pina Joe D (c) of Rufus and Izabel Apr 2 1900.17: 28
Pina Jose of Jose and Sarah F Dec 1 1897.16: 331
Pina Luiz (c) of Jose and Maria Apr 7 1900.17: 29
Pina Manoel of Jose and Domingas Aug 19 1896.16: 224
Pina Manoel of Michael and Grace June 6 1892.15: 68
Pina Manoel F of Jose and Maria May 15 1894.16: 3
Pina Maria of Ben and Rosa May 5 1898.16: 373
Pina Maria R of Joseph and Maria A Apr 21 1894.16: 3
Pina Matteo (c) of Selina Sept 21 1891.15: 33
Pina Wilhelmina F of Jose and Maria F Nov 13 1895.16: 136
Pinault Joseph A of Victor and Marie Mar 22 1894.16: 38
Pinckney Francis A (c) of Isaac N and Lillian C Oct 30 1898.16: 436
Pinckney George I of Edward and Emma Jan 6 1891.15: 21
Pinckney Goddard N (c) of Isaac N and Lillian C Nov 13
1894.16: 73
Pinckney —— (c) d of Isaac and Lillie Dec 12 1893.15: 176
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Pinder Bertram A of Samuel H and Florence S May 3 1895. 16: 112
Pinder Eleanor A of James and Elizabeth A Apr 4 1895. 16: 112
Pinder —— s of Samuel and Florence S Nov 25 1893. 15: 194
Pine Edward U (c) of George H and Ella R Apr 27 1896. 16: 183
Pinella Teresa of Lorenzo and Cecilia Aug 1 1892. 15: 123
Pinelle Emile of Joseph and Anna Feb 6 1896. 16: 206
Pinetta Jean L N of Theodore and Ermine May 13 1894. 15: 28
Pingree —— d of Edwin D and Louise C Mar 19 1899. 16: 494
Pinheiro Antonio of Antonio and Maria June 22 1893. 15: 138
Pinheiro Maria of Anton and Maria May 8 1891. 15: 4
Pinheiro Maria da G of Manoel R and Maria S Aug 21 1897. 16: 318
Pinheiro Maria R of Manoel R and Maria S Aug 21 1897. 16: 318
Pinheiro Philomena of Antonio P and Maria Mar 29 1900. 17: 123
Pinkham Charles A of Charles A and Lydia A Jan 1 1891. 15: 1
Pinos —— (c) d of Jose and Maria Feb 9 1898. 16: 371
Pinpolsky Mary of Simon and Elizabeth July 16 1892. 15: 103
Pinque Maria of Anton and Maria Nov 11 1894. 16: 48
Pion Velmor N of Noah and Zephereine Oct 25 1899. 16: 591
Piper Mildred H of Arthur W and Alice G Oct 6 1896. 16: 251
Piper Viola of Jennie Jan 17 1896. 16: 193
Pipper —— (c) s of Owen L and Maud E Aug 19 1898. 16: 442
Piretti —— s of Jane Oct 1 1891. 15: 43
Pirota —— s of Luigi and Maria June 21 1895. 16: 124
Pisani Gennaro of Giuseppe and Irene Jan 1 1899. 16: 506
Pisani Lucia A of Giuseppe and Irena Dec 11 1896. 16: 267
Pisano Maria G of Giuseppe and Maria Apr 26 1895. 16: 129
Piscione Alva of Pietro and Pasqualina Oct 10 1897. 16: 361
Piscitelli Gelsinina of Giovanni and Angela July 9 1894. 16: 75
Pisco Ida C of Emanuelle and Maggie Oct 18 1898. 16: 453
Pisociello Fedele of Lorenzo and Anna Sept 16 1898. 16: 452
Pistelli Amelia of Giacinto and Raffaela Mar 29 1894. 16: 39
Pistilli Amelia T of Luigi and Maria C July 22 1893. 15: 205
Pistilli Annie of Luigi and Concetta June 14 1891. 15: 29
Pistilli George of George and Raffaela Oct 21 1899. 16: 584
Pistilli Maria A of Giacinto and Raffaela Aug 1 1897. 16: 354
Pistillo Alberto of Giacinto and Raffaela Mar 6 1896. 16: 215
Pistillo Maria C M of Giacinto and Raffaela Aug 19 1891. 15: 60
Pistocci Carlo L A of Luigi and Consilia Nov 25 1895. 16: 163
Pistocco —— s of Luigi and Consiglia May 16 1900. 17: 40
Pistoni Luigi of Tito and Maria Apr 29 1900. 17: 35
Pitassa Filomena of Pasquale and Maria Aug 18 1892. 15: 106
Pitassi Antonio of Pasquale and Maria May 29 1894. 16: 54
Pitassi Ferdinanda of Giuseppe and Antonia Oct 3 1891. 15: 41
Pitassi Giuseppe of Angelo and Assunta Dec 21 1900. 17: 112
Pitassi Olimpia of Giuseppe and Antonia Sept 10 1895. 16: 144
Pitassi Teresa of Angelo and Assunta Feb 14 1895.............16: 99
Pitazzi Antonietta of Gerardo and Concetta Jan 21 1893........15: 141
Pitazzi Vincenzo of Giuseppe and Antonia May 18 1893........15: 144
Pitelle Ola A P of Joseph H and Martha Apr 10 1894.............16: 26
Pitichella Andrea of Francesco and Luisa Dec 1 1893............15: 181
Pitocchi Alberto of Raffaele and Concetta Sept 18 1900........17: 83
Pitocchi Maria G of Francesco and Margheritta Jan 6 1900........17: 2
Pitocchi Rosa R of Francesco and Margheritta June 9 1893........15: 161
Pitocchi —— d of Dante and Mary June 15 1899....................16: 395
Pitocchio —— s of Francesco and Angela Nov 19 1899..............16: 597
Pitocco Anna of Francesco and Margherita June 1 1896............16: 212
Pitocco Mariantonia of Francesco and Margarita Mar 10 1891.....15: 22
Pitocco Massimina of Francesco and Angela Mar 25 1894........16: 16
Pitocco Michele of Raffaele and Concetta Feb 9 1894.............16: 16
Pitocco Nicola A of Francesco and Angela Sept 22 1897...........16: 349
Pitocco Pietro G of Luigi and Consiglia June 28 1897............16: 297
Pitocco Zaira E of Francesco and Angela Feb 16 1893.............15: 147
Pitocco —— s of Francesco and Angiolina Oct 8 1895..............16: 149
Pitocco —— d of Raffaele and Concetta Oct 11 1897..............16: 350
Pitocco —— s of Raffaele and Concetta Feb 23 1899..............16: 594
Pitocchelli Giovannina of Francesco and Luisa Feb 7 1900........17: 11
Pitocchello Antonio of Francesco and Luigia Apr 23 1895........16: 106
Pitocchello Domenico of Francisco and Louisa Oct 16 1897........16: 328
Pitoscia Giuseppe of Raffaele and Regilia May 12 1896...........16: 211
Pitoscia Maria A of Raffaele and Virgilia Mar 17 1899...........16: 503
Pitoscia —— s of Raffaela and Cecilia Mar 25 1895..............16: 121
Pitow Moses of Lazarus and Annie July 23 1892..................15: 106
Pitow Wolf of Lazarus and Annie Nov 30 1893....................15: 181
Pittis Sarkis of Sarkis and Mary June 4 1898.....................16: 385
Pittocchi Roberto of Raffaele and Concetta Apr 1 1896.........16: 195
Pittori Filomena A of Pasquale and Maria July 3 1900............17: 59
Pitts Martha M of Stephen and Elizabeth A Aug 10 1894........16: 46
Pitts William F of Charles F and Alice S July 24 1893.........15: 189
Pitts —— d of Stephen and Elizabeth A Nov 28 1895..............16: 157
Pixley Marguerite E of Wilbur C and Purl J July 1 1899........16: 531
Pizurro Giovanna T of Domenico and Maria June 1 1894..........16: 17
Place Charles A of William J and Mary Sept 15 1900.............17: 83
Place Charles A G of Charles B and Fanny A Oct 9 1892...........15: 132
Place Ella M of Walter and Mary E June 5 1894..................16: 27
Place Ethel R of William H and Mabel A Apr 29 1892............15: 98
Place Francis E of William and Mary Oct 1 1893................15: 197
Place Gertrude A of Charles B and Fannie A Aug 23 1894.........16: 63
Place Josephine V of Henry A and Josephine Oct 5 1899........16: 537
Place Lillian of Albert E and Cora M Apr 18 1891...............15: 5
Place Lillian A of William H and Elizabeth W Oct 21 1891......15: 49
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Placella Maria of Giuseppe M and Domenichella Apr 1 1894. 16: 12
Placella Olindo P F of Domenico and Rosa Dec 5 1900. 17: 108
Plant William E of James H and Sadie June 11 1898. 16: 404
Plante Alfred of Victor and Eulalie Jan 11 1897. 16: 305
Plante Allison of Arthur and Rosalie Apr 14 1895. 16: 128
Plante Antoinette of David and Olivine June 13 1896. 16: 187
Plante Antonio of Octave and Olive Jan 27 1898. 16: 378
Plante Aram of Joseph and Evelyn June 27 1896. 16: 208
Plante Arthur of Arthur and Rosalie Jan 17 1891. 15: 25
Plante Arthur M of Michel and Malvina Sept 15 1892. 15: 123
Plante Blanche of Urgele and Rosanna May 10 1897. 16: 310
Plante Conrad of Joseph and Evelyn June 14 1897. 16: 300
Plante Cora of Anaclet and Modeste May 7 1896. 16: 217
Plante Edgar C of Emery and Melina Sept 6 1900. 17: 80
Plante Edouinette of Octave and Olive Jan 27 1898. 16: 378
Plante Emilie of Cyriac and Margaret May 11 1900. 17: 38
Plante Esper A of Cyriac and Margaret July 20 1892. 15: 126
Plante Eva of Onezine (James) and Marie May 18 1895. 16: 129
Plante Francois J E of Joseph and Cordelia Oct 17 1898. 16: 459
Plante Henri of Odilon and Marie Apr 25 1893. 15: 164
Plante Ida of Joseph and Cordelia Aug 21 1900. 17: 74
Plante Ida of Victor and Eulalie July 25 1900. 17: 66
Plante James E of James H and Sarah E July 29 1897. 16: 348
Plante Joseph of Joseph and Evelyn Aug 23 1894. 16: 63
Plante Joseph of Octave and Olive Dec 7 1899. 16: 540
Plante Joseph A of Victor and Eulalie Dec 11 1898. 16: 462
Plante Joseph C of Victor and Eulalie Mar 14 1892. 15: 93
Plante Joseph C W of Cyriac and Margaretite July 21 1898. 16: 456
Plante Joseph E A of Victor and Margaretite Aug 16 1893. 15: 210
Plante Joseph E E of Urgele and Rosella Aug 26 1891. 15: 60
Plante Joseph L D O of Onesime and Marie Oct 15 1898. 16: 459
Plante Joseph L O of Odilon and Agnes Jan 22 1896. 16: 213
Plante Joseph O of Levi and Elizabeth A Nov 11 1892. 15: 121
Plante Joseph O of Urgele and Rosanna July 12 1899. 16: 578
Plante Leocadie O of David and Olivine June 1 1894. 16: 7
Plante Lorea of Cyriac and Margaretite Oct 27 1896. 16: 265
Plante Louis of Odilon and Marie Nov 16 1894. 16: 85
Plante Marie A of Odilon and Marie Oct 20 1898. 16: 465
Plante Marie A of Urgele and Rosanna Nov 20 1893. 15: 210
Plante Marie A P of Arthur and Rosalie June 9 1900. 17: 46
Plante Marie E of Arthur and Rosalie Sept 28 1896. 16: 265
Plante Marie F of Joseph and Cordelia Apr 21 1893.........15: 164
Plante Marie G of Charles E and Louisa S Sept 22 1897....16: 345
Plante Marie G of Charles S and Louise Apr 16 1894.......16: 30
Plante Marie G E of Arthur and Rose Dec 17 1891.........15: 63
Plante Marie G E of Joseph and Cordelia Feb 6 1895......16: 126
Plante Marie L of Charles and Louise Oct 16 1892........15: 121
Plante Marie L of Oliver and Antoinette Apr 25 1896.....16: 191
Plante Marie L F of Arthur and Rosalie June 18 1898....16: 411
Plante Marie M of Charles E and Louise Jan 23 1896.....16: 205
Plante Marie M C of Joseph and Cordelia June 19 1891...15: 29
Plante Marie R of Napoleon and Marie May 10 1892.......15: 87
Plante Marie V B of Arthur and Rosalie July 7 1893.....15: 205
Plante Mary A of Agnes Feb 11 1897......................16: 285
Plante Napoleon of Napoleon and Marie Feb 24 1891......15: 26
Plante Robe of Victor and Eulalie Aug 19 1895...........16: 171
Platt Mary R of William H and Lillian R May 10 1893....15: 160
Platt Raymond of William H and Elizabeth R July 16 1900..17: 63
Platte John H of William H and Lillian Dec 28 1898.....16: 450
Plattier Blanche of Paul E and Flora H Oct 9 1891.....15: 44
Plouffe William of Israel and Angelina Jan 9 1900......17: 3
Plummer Alice of Walter S and Elizabeth Oct 31 1900....17: 97
Plummer Elmer W of Robert W and Mary E Oct 8 1893....15: 208
Plummer Howard S of Franklin P and Lilly B July 6 1899..16: 590
Plummer Lillian B of Jerome P and Elizabeth R May 18 1892.15: 68
Plummer William H of Walter S and Elizabeth A Aug 22 1895..................16: 166
Plympton Earl H of Arthur H and Mary J June 14 1894....16: 27
Plympton —— s of Arthur H and Mary J Dec 25 1895.....16: 164
Pocai Silvia E of Augusto and Elettra July 17 1891......A1: 35
Pocker Eva of Wolf and Lena Apr 16 1897..................16: 282
Pocker Jacob of Meyer and Sarah Sept 8 1893............15: 178
Pocker Nathan of Wolf and Lena Dec 28 1899..............16: 541
Pocker Samuel of Wolf and Leba June 29 1894...............16: 14
Podrat Bertie of Henry and Sarah Oct 5 1893..............15: 174
Podrat Charles of Henry and Sarah July 25 1892.........15: 103
Podrat Elizabeth of Joseph and Annie Mar 29 1893......15: 139
Podrat Sallie of Henry and Sarah Jan 30 1895.............16: 95
Pognetti —— d of Alfred and Julia Dec 12 1898..........16: 444
Pohle Eugenia F of Emil and Emma Feb 18 1896...........16: 199
Pohle Gertrude C M of Emil and Emma May 11 1898.......16: 391
Pohle —— d of Emil and Emma July 8 1892................15: 112
Poiaia Elona L of Augusto and Cletra Mar 17 1893........15: 168
Poindexter Beatrice L (c) of Henderson and Eliza Oct 23 1896 .............................16: 230
Poindexter Charles (c) of Henderson and Eliza July 8 1898.16: 421
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Poindexter Elmer (c) of Henderson and Eliza Apr 13 1894. 16: 6
Poindexter Grace E (c) of Henderson and Eliza Sept 11 1900. 17: 81
Poindexter Henderson O (c) of Henderson and Eliza Aug 7

1892. 15: 103

Poindexter Howard E (c) of Henderson and Eliza Aug 28

1899. 16: 527

Poindexter William E (c) of Andrew J and Mary Sept 3 1895. 16: 139
Poindexter — (c) d of James and Emma June 4 1900. 17: 45

Point William R of William R and Wilhelmina Aug 28 1895. 16: 135
Poirier Jean B of Henry and Elizabeth Mar 14 1893. 15: 156
Poirier Joseph of Alfred and Adele Apr 23 1891. 15: 31
Poirier Joseph G of Geoffroi and Eugenie May 12 1891. 15: 20
Poiras Mary L B of Edward and Catherine May 30 1892. 15: 84
Pokraka Gertrude of Frank and Anastasia Nov 15 1897. 16: 358

Poland Cora of Herbert M and Jennie A Feb 5 1895. 16: 105
Poland John P of Peter and Annie May 20 1891. 15: 16
Poland Margaret of James and Margaret Dec 8 1893. 15: 191
Poland Reginald of William C and Clara Sept 28 1893. 15: 174

Polentz Agnes G R of Paul and Mary E Mar 26 1891. 15: 20
Polentz Mary A R of Paul A and Mary E Jan 31 1893. 15: 139
Polentz Oscar H R of Adolph P and Mary E Jan 28 1899. 16: 475

Polentz — d of Paul A and Mary E Dec 4 1894. 16: 52
Polentz — s of Paul A and Mary E Dec 11 1896. 16: 231

Poleski Alexander S of Alexander and Gertrude Jan 29 1893. 15: 162

Poleski Lillian H of George and Mary Mar 20 1897. 16: 298

Polikowsky (Pilgrim) Andrew of Solomon and Valeria Oct 1

1897. 16: 327

Poliquin Adele A of Cleophas and Regina Aug 25 1892. 15: 120
Poliquin Joseph N of Francois C and Regina Mar 6 1898. 16: 397
Poliquin Maria A F of Cleophas L and Regina Sept 13 1899. 16: 564
Poliquin Mary M of Frank and Regina Nov 3 1896. 16: 254
Poliquin Rose A of Cleophas and Regina Apr 13 1891. 15: 18
Poliquin — s of Francois and Regina Jan 16 1893. 15: 155

Politelli Filomena of Antonio and Maria Feb 5 1899. 16: 502

Pollano Antonia of Nicola and Maria Sept 27 1899. 16: 565
Pollard George A of William E and Margaret Mar 30 1891. 15: 18
Pollard Gertrude (c) of William and Addie Mar 15 1891. 15: 15
Pollard Marian H of James A and Rosetta I Dec 25 1899. 16: 555
Pollard Willie of James A and Etta I May 4 1897. 16: 293

Pollitt Alfred of John and Sarah Aug 2 1894. 16: 69
Pollitt James of John and Sarah Sept 5 1891. 15: 51
Pollitt Marion of John and Sarah Nov 5 1898. 16: 443
Pollitt Robert L of Thomas and Edna A July 15 1897. 16: 320
Pollitt Walter of Thomas and Edna A Oct 10 1898. 16: 428
Pollock Ethel M of William H and Mary L May 18 1891. 15: 9
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Pollock Raymond M of Robert W and Emma July 30 1895...16:134
Pollock Robert H of Robert W and Emma Nov 11 1893...15:172
Pollock William E of William B and Georgina Dec 26 1891.15:35
Pollok Annie of Wilhelm and Ida June 10 1892...15:75
Pollok Paul of Benjamin and Susan July 16 1895...16:142
Polnokovsky Peter of Solomon and Valeria Apr 16 1896...16:221
Pomp Clara I of John and Emma Apr 17 1899...16:499
Pomp Frank of John and Emma May 28 1894...16:30
Pomp — s of John and Emma Jan 22 1893...15:156
Pomroy Florence A of Charles F and Augusta Nov 24 1899...16:548
Pomroy Gladys J of William J and Mabel B Apr 24 1899...16:495
Pomroy Mabel O of Rufus P and Rose July 21 1895...16:158
Pomroy — s of William J and Mabel B Mar 29 1898...16:387
Pond Orella R of Edwin and Mahala E Feb 25 1898...16:414
Pond Rita E of Wallace L and May L Aug 21 1897...16:362
Pontarelli Carmela of Giuseppe and Giovanna June 3 1896...16:192
Pontarelli Carmiina of Liberto and Maria May 29 1895...16:103
Pontarelli Francesca of Alberto and Civita June 20 1894...16:45
Pontarelli Maria of Alberto and Civita Aug 18 1896...16:233
Pontarelli Michele of Alberto and Civita Apr 5 1893...15:143
Ponte Manoel of Manoel and Maria Aug 23 1899...16:522
Ponte Maria R of Guilherma and Guilhermina June 7 1894...16:4
Ponz Lillic of Robert and Nathalie E Aug 11 1898...16:437
Poole Arnold L of Charles A and Mary L Jan 14 1897...16:305
Poole Donald K of Minnie Aug 30 1899...16:542
Poole Frank W of Charles A and Mary R Sept 29 1894...16:83
Poole Harold W of Herbert A and Mary I Oct 23 1898...16:453
Poole Rowena of Harry I and Nettie S June 14 1898...16:411
Pope Raymond M of Franklin T and Sadie J E Feb 26 1900...17:16
Pope Wallace I of George L and Nettie F May 10 1900...17:38
Popler Lizzie of Francis and Frances Aug 4 1893...15:206
Poppe Louisa of Ernest and Lena Apr 8 1899...16:487
Porcella Giuseppe of Antonio and Filomena Sept 12 1899...16:564
Porcheron — s of Fred and Bertha J Dec 15 1896...16:268
Poretta Pietro of Nicola and Luisa Dec 5 1896...16:260
Porpora Matteo of Lorenzo and Antonietta July 10 1892...15:122
Porter Dorothy B of George and Eva Feb 11 1895...16:107
Porter Ethel of Thomas and Margaret May 27 1891...15:29
Porter Gertrude E of Thomas and Margaret June 10 1897...16:311
Porter Henry G of William HI and Christine C Aug 16 1893...15:197
Porter Howard M of William H and Christina Feb 5 1891...15:17
Porter Lillie of George and Kate Mar 31 1896...16:216
Porter Matilda of Thomas and Margaret Mar 23 1894...16:38
Porter Samuel H of Thomas and Margaret Sept 10 1900...17:81
Porter William of William D and Agnes J Feb 15 1891...15:17
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Porter</td>
<td>d of George  A</td>
<td>20 1896</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posner</td>
<td>Waity of Joseph</td>
<td>23 1900</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potthin</td>
<td>Viola of Fred</td>
<td>16 1896</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potoschinsky Estelle</td>
<td>of Barney and</td>
<td>22 1898</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potoshinsky Harold</td>
<td>of Barney and</td>
<td>19 1899</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potoshinsky Joseph</td>
<td>of Barney and</td>
<td>12 1895</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potoshinsky Ralph</td>
<td>of Barney and</td>
<td>22 1897</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potoshinsky Violet</td>
<td>of Barney and</td>
<td>22 1894</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Andrew J of</td>
<td>25 1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Bertha C of</td>
<td>17 1899</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Charles A of</td>
<td>25 1898</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Charles H of</td>
<td>24 1899</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Charles V of</td>
<td>24 1899</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Clarence E (e)</td>
<td>31 1898</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Dora S of</td>
<td>15 1892</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Dorothy of</td>
<td>23 1892</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Earl C of</td>
<td>25 1892</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Earl M of</td>
<td>26 1898</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Earl R of</td>
<td>15 1899</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Edna E of</td>
<td>21 1891</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Edwin J of</td>
<td>17 1900</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Ella M of</td>
<td>5 1892</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Elsie of</td>
<td>21 1900</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Ethel B of</td>
<td>7 1899</td>
<td>A1:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Ethel L of</td>
<td>23 1899</td>
<td>16:591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Ethel W of</td>
<td>15 1891</td>
<td>15:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Ferdinand W of</td>
<td>22 1897</td>
<td>16:278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Grant H of</td>
<td>22 1900</td>
<td>17:24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Harold A of</td>
<td>15 1897</td>
<td>16:356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Harriet I of</td>
<td>9 1893</td>
<td>15:213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Harry W of</td>
<td>24 1897</td>
<td>16:296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Helen of</td>
<td>8 1898</td>
<td>16:423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Helen L of</td>
<td>5 1900</td>
<td>17:99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potter</td>
<td>Herbert I of</td>
<td>14 1894</td>
<td>16:29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From 1891 to 1900 Inclusive.
Potter Herbert I of Herbert M and Marie Mar 14 1895........16: 118
Potter Horace A of Horace H and Hattie G Jan 19 1895........16: 132
Potter Ida V of William and Alice M Apr 13 1891............15: 15
Potter John G of John G and Ellen A Feb 6 1891..............15: 7
Potter Kenneth (c) of Aaron and Mary Dec 14 1894...........16: 69
Potter Leola (c) of Aaron A and Mary L June 24 1892........15: 85
Potter Lewis E of William E and Linnie C L May 9 1891........15: 18
Potter Louise W of Henry A L Jr and Maria B Mar 13 1895........16: 95
Potter Madeline of Byron T and Helen Dec 19 1900............17: 112
Potter Mary C of Henry W and Kate May 3 1897.................16: 283
Potter Mildred A of Elwin A and Alice C Apr 14 1896..........16: 217
Potter Minnie H of George and Ida M June 2 1891..............15: 21
Potter Nicholas S of B Thomas and Helen S May 17 1897.......16: 276
Potter Raymond E of Elwin A and Alice C Aug 27 1898.........16: 438
Potter Rosamond S of James A Jr and Stella May 4 1897.......16: 299
Potter Ruth S of B Thomas and Helen S Dec 16 1895...........16: 141
Potter Susan E of Jesse and Susan Jan 25 1894.................16: 28
Potter Walter of Herbert N and Mary May 29 1895..............16: 131
Potter Walter C of Walter I and Katie L Nov 26 1895.........16: 175
Potter William H (c) of William H and Florence N Dec 2
1893..........................................................15: 172
Potter William L of William J and Maud Dec 8 1900...........17: 109
Potter ——— d of George and Louisa Aug 20 1894..............16: 55
Potter ——— d of Herbert M and Marie Apr 22 1900............17: 33
Potter ——— s of Herbert N and Mary Aug 27 1896.............16: 253
Potter ——— s of Israel and Mary May 22 1897.................16: 315
Potter ——— s of James F and Margaret Dec 29 1895...........16: 169
Potter ——— s of Walter V and Annie W May 9 1896............16: 204
Potts Albert G of Clement and Ellen May 16 1896............16: 204
Potts Clement of Clement and Ellen L Aug 19 1894............16: 69
Potts Ethel M of William and Manetta L Jan 1 1892............15: 91
Potts ——— d of Emanuel and Lizzie A Apr 27 1893............15: 167
Poudrier Delma of Hildege and Olivine Oct 31 1894............16: 87
Pouker Mary F of Wolf and Leba Aug 27 1892..................15: 107
Poulin John W of Mary May 20 1899..............................16: 485
Pouliot Lewis G of Auguste and Elizabeth G May 13 1900......17: 39
Pousner Simon of Samuel and Lena Aug 15 1892...............15: 103
Powell Ada M of Alfred M and Jennie Mar 28 1897..............16: 274
Powell Alfred E of Alfred M and Jane May 17 1893............15: 138
Powell Annie L of Alfred M and Jennie Aug 29 1894..........16: 47
Powell Catherine E of Richard and Bertha Dec 5 1898..........16: 454
Powell Clifford of Richard and Bertha Sept 26 1900............17: 86
Powell Earl W of Richard and Nellie Apr 27 1892..............15: 97
Powell Edward E of Edward A and Mary Mar 10 1899...........16: 503
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relation to Other Names</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th>Death Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powell Evelyn M</td>
<td>of Edward and Mary</td>
<td>July 4 1900</td>
<td>17: 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Francis J</td>
<td>of Edward and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Oct 13 1896</td>
<td>16: 265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Harry</td>
<td>of Richard and Mary E</td>
<td>Oct 16 1894</td>
<td>16: 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Harry II</td>
<td>of Richard Oct 16</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>A 1: 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Hattie L</td>
<td>(c) of William A and</td>
<td>Apr 11 1897</td>
<td>16: 275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Julia (c)</td>
<td>of William A and Phyllis</td>
<td>Nov 26 1899</td>
<td>16: 524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Louis C</td>
<td>of Patrick J and Louisa</td>
<td>July 24 1897</td>
<td>16: 363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Mary E</td>
<td>(c) of William and</td>
<td>Sept 5 1893</td>
<td>15: 171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Mary W</td>
<td>of James and Margaret</td>
<td>Aug 22 1899</td>
<td>16: 522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Ruth of</td>
<td>Edward and Jennie E</td>
<td>June 7 1899</td>
<td>16: 512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Ruth V</td>
<td>of Edward and Jennie E</td>
<td>Dec 24 1900</td>
<td>17: 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Stella</td>
<td>of James W and</td>
<td>Margaret Jan 27 1892</td>
<td>15: 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell —— d of</td>
<td>Agnes July 8</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>16: 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell —— d of</td>
<td>Charles E and Sarah L</td>
<td>Nov 28 1893</td>
<td>15: 214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell —— d of</td>
<td>Edward A and Mary</td>
<td>Oct 18 1897</td>
<td>16: 367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell —— (c)’d of</td>
<td>William and Annie</td>
<td>Dec 22 1898</td>
<td>16: 421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell —— (c)’s of</td>
<td>William A and Phyllis</td>
<td>July 28 1895</td>
<td>16: 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Edward of</td>
<td>Patrick J and Catherine</td>
<td>Jan 25 1893</td>
<td>15: 141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Grace I</td>
<td>of Ira L and Jennie E</td>
<td>Apr 19 1899</td>
<td>16: 515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Helen of</td>
<td>John E and Catherine E</td>
<td>Nov 10 1893</td>
<td>15: 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell James of</td>
<td>Richard and Mary</td>
<td>July 5 1895</td>
<td>16: 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Loretta</td>
<td>of Michael D and</td>
<td>Margaret A May 12 1892</td>
<td>15: 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Margaret of</td>
<td>James J and Mary C</td>
<td>Oct 8 1899</td>
<td>16: 583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Mary C</td>
<td>of William and Ellen</td>
<td>July 25 1899</td>
<td>16: 520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Mary E</td>
<td>of Richard and Mary</td>
<td>Feb 25 1891</td>
<td>15: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell Mary R</td>
<td>of Richard J and Mary</td>
<td>Nov 13 1892</td>
<td>15: 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell —— d of</td>
<td>Charles W and Jessie B</td>
<td>Dec 5 1898</td>
<td>16: 430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell —— d of</td>
<td>Richard and Mary</td>
<td>Dec 31 1895</td>
<td>16: 148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers Agnes B</td>
<td>of Michael F and Rose</td>
<td>T Jan 15 1894</td>
<td>16: 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers Alexander R</td>
<td>(c) of Pembroke and</td>
<td>Emeline Feb 7</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers Alice of</td>
<td>James J and Mary C</td>
<td>July 3 1896</td>
<td>16: 261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers Bertha E</td>
<td>of Richard J and Mary</td>
<td>Oct 27 1894</td>
<td>16: 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers Catherine of</td>
<td>Patrick J and Ellen F</td>
<td>Jan 14 1896</td>
<td>16: 213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers Catherine H</td>
<td>of William J and Ellen</td>
<td>Oct 18 1900</td>
<td>17: 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers Charles S</td>
<td>of Morris J and</td>
<td>Margaret L Dec 26 1896</td>
<td>16: 268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers Claude C</td>
<td>of James and Eleanor R</td>
<td>Nov 5 1894</td>
<td>16: 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers Clement A</td>
<td>of Seminole and Annie</td>
<td>Apr 16 1897</td>
<td>16: 299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers Edwin P</td>
<td>of William and Ellen</td>
<td>July 17 1898</td>
<td>16: 417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers Ella of</td>
<td>Patrick J and Sarah H</td>
<td>G Oct 24 1891</td>
<td>15: 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers Ella of</td>
<td>William J and Ella</td>
<td>July 3 1896</td>
<td>16: 241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers Flora M</td>
<td>of Henry and Flora</td>
<td>May 24 1891</td>
<td>15: 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers George W</td>
<td>of John E and Catherine</td>
<td>E May 19 1892</td>
<td>15: 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers Isabella M</td>
<td>of William J and Ellen</td>
<td>Jan 9 1895</td>
<td>16: 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powers James of</td>
<td>James J and Mary C</td>
<td>July 27 1898</td>
<td>16: 456</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Powers James of Michael F and Rose Aug 30 1895. ....... 16: 172
Powers James S of John H and Catherine F Dec 26 1892. .... 15: 102
Powers James W of William and Helena Jan 11 1897. ....... 16: 305
Powers Joseph of James J and Mary C Sept 22 1894. ...... 16: 83
Powers Joseph F of Maurice J and Margaret L July 17 1895. .... 16: 170
Powers Josephine of William J and Ellen May 8 1899. ....... 16: 492
Powers Lillie G of Michael and Clementine Feb 3 1899. ... 16: 508
Powers Margaret of Michael F and Rose T Feb 14 1898. ..... 16: 406
Powers Margaret L of Maurice J and Margaret L Nov 16 1898. 16: 461
Powers Mary of James J and Mary C Sept 16 1892. ....... 15: 128
Powers Mary of John H and Catherine F Feb 1 1898. .... 16: 371
Powers Mary of Patrick J and Nellie F Feb 28 1898. .... 16: 375
Powers Mary C of Maurice J and Margaret L Nov 21 1893. ... 15: 210
Powers Mary E of Michael F and Annie M July 5 1893. ... 15: 204
Powers Michael J of Michael J and Clementine Jan 20 1897. 16: 305
Powers Rose of Michael F and Rose T Oct 26 1896. ....... 16: 265
Powers Russell L of Charles N and Hattie B Mar 12 1892. ... 15: 92
Powers Sarah A of John H and Catherine F Aug 15 1895. ... 16: 134
Powers Vincent L of Michael F and Annie M Oct 23 1894. ... 16: 84
Powers Walter of Michael F and Rose T Dec 29 1900. .... 17: 115
Powers William of Patrick J and Nellie F Jan 15 1897. .... 16: 305
Powers William of William and Helena Mar 1 1896. .... 16: 223
Powers William A of Michael D and Sarah J Dec 21 1898. ... 16: 462
Powers William E of William and Joanna Dec 9 1894. .... 16: 79
Powers William J of William J and Ellen Apr 5 1893. ....... 15: 149
Powers — d of David W and Annie May 12 1891. ....... 15: 9
Powers — s of John and Bridget Oct 30 1899. ....... 16: 597
Powers — d of John J and Bridget Jan 27 1899. ....... 16: 484
Powers — s of Lizzie June 3 1891. ............ 15: 10
Powers — s of Mary Apr 12 1893. ....... 15: 146
Powers — s of Michael and Clementine Nov 29 1895. ....... 16: 175
Pownall Harold B of William H and Blanche Dec 18 1897. ... 16: 344
Pownall — d of William H and Blanche Nov 2 1899. ....... 16: 559
Poyton Carl L of Carlton J and Ada Oct 1 1894. ....... 16: 66
Poyton Roy of Carlton J and Ada July 4 1896. ....... 16: 244
Prata (Pratt) Beatrice of Giacomo (James) and Domenica Jan 2 1898. ....... 16: 377
Prata (Pratt) Marco T of Giacomo (James) and Domenica May 11 1900. ....... 17: 38
Prata (Pratt) Oreste of Giacomo (James) and Domenica July 1 1892. ....... 15: 105
Prata (Pratt) Ruggiero of Giacomo (James) and Domenica Feb 9 1895. ....... 16: 99
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pratt (Prata) Beatrice of Giacomo (James) and Domenica</td>
<td>Jan 2 1898</td>
<td></td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt Edith D of Alonzo A and Mary Aug 10 1900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt Lawrence X of Frank U and Mary E Dec 21 1899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt (Prata) Marco T of Giacomo (James) and Domenica May 11 1900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt Milton W of Charles G and Jessie L Feb 16 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt (Prata) Oreste of Giacomo (James) and Domenica July 1 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt (Prata) Ruggiero of Giacomo (James) and Domenica Feb 9 1895</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt Ruth E of Mortimer A and Sophia B May 9 1897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratt — d of Katherine Aug 5 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precontine Walter E of Israel and Marguerite Aug 7 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefontaine Alonzo of William and Maria Apr 2 1895</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefontaine — d of Joseph and Delia Dec 21 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premo John J of Martin and Margaret Sept 26 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prendergast George J of Maurice J and Catherine M Mar 26 1897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prendergast Grace C of Maurice J and Catharine M Nov 29 1900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prendergast Helen of James F and Mary E June 19 1897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prendergast Kate of Mary May 24 1899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prendergast Leo F of James F and Mary V E Sep 21 1891</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prendergast Mary of James F and Mary Sept 9 1893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prendergast Reginald J of William W and Mary A Jan 2 1897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prendergast — s of James F and Mary E Aug 16 1900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prentice Fletcher C of Samuel B and Ella S Aug 25 1900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prentice Miriam of Samuel B and Ella S Aug 3 1897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presbrey Helen M of Walter A and Abby A H Feb 20 1893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presbrey Louise A of Walter A and Ada M Nov 16 1897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescott Henry J of Joseph H and Christina Feb 4 1891</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescott Olive of George L and Ollie J Apr 25 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presel Rose of Joseph and Esther Jan 28 1898</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presel Samuel of Joseph and Esther Nov 29 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presel Sarah of Joseph and Esther Nov 3 1899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presley Edmund B (e) of James H and Bettie C Apr 21 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presley James H (e) of James H and Betty C Jan 21 1898</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Press Esther R of Elias and Lena Sept 25 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Press Etta of Julius and Lena Mar 4 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presssey Josephine (e) of Luther and Laura W July 27 1900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressy Alice L (c) of Luther and Laura W July 7 1893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressy Hadassah H (c) of Luke and Laura W Sept 9 1895</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressy Harold W (c) of Luke and Laura B Feb 13 1897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pressy Luther (c) of Luther and Laura B Dec 8 1898........ 16:420
Pressy Reginald G (c) of Luke and Laura B July 11 1894.... 16:53
Prest Harold of Herr and Rosalia Apr 22 1895................ 16:102
Prest John of John and Ellen Feb 10 1899..................... 16:497
Prest Sidney of John and Ellen Apr 14 1900.................... 17:31
Preston Helen of William C and Rebecca C May 29 1897....... 16:293
Preston Julius H of Julius H and Elizabeth L Feb 27 1898... 16:379
Preston Lester W of William C and Rebecca C Mar 22 1892... 15:79
Preston Margaret of Howard W and Florence M Feb 14 1899.. 16:497
Preston Milton of Milton and Catherine H July 14 1898...... 16:445
Preston Milton W of William C and Rebecca C Mar 5 1893.... 15:148
Preston —— d of Howard W and Florence M Feb 27 1897..... 16:298
Preston —— s of Julius II and Elizabeth L Jan 17 1900..... 17:55
Pretzer Alma C of Louis and Ida July 14 1893................. 15:173
Prew Hayward H of William E and Sadie R Mar 13 1892..... 15:86
Prew Mary R L of Joseph A and Celia A Aug 4 1899.......... 16:590
Prezeau Corinne B A of Rudolph L and Alexina Dec 19 1893. 15:199
Preziosi Angela of Giovanni and Teresa July 31 1898....... 16:451
Price Alice A of John E and Lula J Feb 15 1894.............. 16:26
Price Clarence E of Thomas and Alice Apr 20 1896........... 16:264
Price Clarence W of George and Jane July 18 1894........... 16:80
Price Ellen E of Ellery W and Ellen F Mar 31 1900.......... 17:27
Price Elsie M of George and Jane Sept 24 1892.............. 15:128
Price Helen M of Wayland G and Minerva T Dec 20 1894..... 16:71
Price Madeline B of John J and Alberta M Mar 24 1895..... 16:111
Price Madeline E of Ellery W and Ellen F Oct 31 1893....... 15:191
Price Mildred L of George and Jennie Aug 7 1900............ 17:71
Price Milton II of Raymond H and Caroline F Oct 30 1893... 15:198
Price Monroe of Warren and Fannie Feb 7 1895................. 16:91
Price Olivia H of George and Louise Oct 2 1892............. 15:115
Price William G of Raymond H and Caroline F May 15 1897.. 16:297
Price William H of William M and Lucille June 16 1899..... 16:506
Price —— d of Warren M and Fannie June 26 1893............ 15:146
Priem Mary E of Frank and Annie Apr 24 1898............... 16:398
Priem William F of Frank and Annie Sept 30 1899........... 16:523
Priest Freda of Michael and Charlotte Aug 25 1900......... 17:76
Priest Herman of Barnet and Eva July 8 1896................. 16:228
Priest Marion R of Samuel and Pearl June 12 1898.......... 16:377
Priestley Clara A of Thomas and Clara J Jan 3 1900......... 17:1
Priestley Lewis of Thomas and Clara J Jan 4 1896............ 16:213
Priestley Mabel of Thomas and Clara J Apr 17 1894......... 16:39
Priestly —— d of Thomas and Clara J Sept 6 1900............... 17:80
Prime Ellen M of John and Ellen May 14 1891................. 15:11
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Prime Lilla I of John and Ellen Feb 15 1896..................16:206
Prime —— s of John and Ellen Aug 2 1894..................16:88
Primece Amadeo of Antonio and Teresa Feb 24 1898...........16:401
Primece Angela of Antonio and Teresa Oct 4 1894...........16:77
Primece Michele of Antonio and Teresa Aug 18 1896........16:257
Primece Nicolina of Antonio and Theresa May 15 1893..........15:160
Prindle Ashley W of Edward M and Bessie L Sept 6 1896......16:263
Prindle George of John and Louie N May 14 1893............15:157
Prindle John of John and Mary Feb 1894.....................16:44
Pringle —— d of Walter and Annie Apr 12 1899..............16:595
Prior Annie J of Thaddeus and Margaret J Jan 5 1896........16:196
Prior Charles of Chester L and Jennie F May 18 1897........16:297
Prior Delia of Hugh and Bridget Dec 17 1897.................16:369
Prior Francis J of Patrick J and Rose May 1 1899...........16:488
Prior Frederick T of Margaret T Sept 22 1895..............16:148
Prior Gladys of John and Mary E June 24 1893.............15:145
Prior Harriet M of Chester L and Annie C Apr 17 1898......16:391
Prior Helen R of Patrick J and Rose Feb 17 1894............16:18
Prior Hugh of Hugh F and Bridget Jan 9 1895..............16:106
Prior Hugh A of Hugh F and Bridget Sept 12 1900...........17:82
Prior James of Andrew and Annie Mar 10 1892.............15:73
Prior James H of Thaddeus and Margaret Apr 3 1898........16:387
Prior Jennie of John and Jennie Sept 13 1893..............15:178
Prior Jennie F of Chester L and Anna C Mar 13 1895........16:111
Prior John of John and Elizabeth M Aug 20 1897...........16:321
Prior John F of Patrick and Kate Jan 28 1892.............15:69
Prior John T of John and Mary Aug 31 1894.................16:82
Prior Joseph P of Patrick and Kate Mar 15 1899...........16:480
Prior Julia of Andrew and Annie Mar 10 1892.............15:73
Prior Julia E of John F and Catherine Nov 20 1893.......15:181
Prior Margaret of Hugh F and Bridget July 27 1891.........15:35
Prior Mary of Hugh F and Bridget Feb 18 1894.............16:18
Prior Mary of John E and Catherine E May 2 1892...........15:74
Prior Mary of Patrick and Catherine Nov 3 1893...........15:180
Prior Mary A of George P and Rose May 10 1892...........15:74
Prior Mary E of Henry and Ellen Aug 13 1898.............16:437
Prior Peter H of Patrick H and Maria Nov 17 1891.........15:50
Prior Rebecca B of Chester L and Jennie F Mar 7 1891.....15:18
Prior Thomas C J of William K and Fannie L May 10 1896..16:204
Prior Thomas E of Patrick and Rose Jan 9 1896............16:196
Prior Thomas J of Patrick and Kate May 24 1896...........16:192
Prior William C of Andrew and Annie Dec 24 1894.........16:59
Prior —— s of William K and Fannie L Oct 8 1899.........16:558
Pritchard —— d of George W and Isabel E June 16 1891.....15:14
Priziosi Teodora of Giovanni and Teresa Nov 1 1899.......16:375
Proctor — s of Willis and Iphegenie July 1 1891.............15: 53
Producia Julia E of Antonio I and Clara E Apr 11 1894.....16: 3
Proffitt Albert H of William H and Emma July 9 1895.....16: 165
Proffitt Catherine J of Cornelius J and Ann F July 10 1894..16: 75
Proffitt Cornelius J of Cornelius J and Annie F Aug 8 1892..15: 123
Proffitt Oscar H (c) of George H and Hattie A Mar 7 1892...15: 84
Proffitt Selina of William H and Emma Oct 27 1891.........15: 58
Proffitt Walter of William H A and Rosa E Sept 25 1896.....16: 269
Progulski Emelia of Adam and Bertha Jan 5 1900.........17: 2
Prohaska Robert of Robert J and Sadie Mar 17 1892........15: 79
Pronovost Joseph E R of Napoleon and Angeline Mar 13 1892.15: 86
Pronovost Marie A of Napoleon and Angelina May 22 1893....15: 157
Pronovost Napoleon E A of Edmund and Olivine Aug 4 1893...15: 196
Pronovost Olivine of George S and Louise May 21 1893.....15: 157
Prospect Ralph A of William S and Mary L May 20 1900.....17: 40
Prosper Lottie A of Frank and Mary Feb 25 1895..........16: 107
Prosper Grace M of William S and Mary E Apr 7 1895.....16: 128
Prosper Lillian C of William S and Mary E Jan 5

1893 .............................................................15: 146 and 169
Prosper William T of William S and Mary E Mar 15 1897...16: 282
Prospert — d of Frank H and Mary A Feb 3 1894............16: 18
Prosser — d of James and Mary T Apr 9 1891.................15: 28
Proulx Alma H of Joseph A and Zelire Sept 20 1900......17: 84
Proulx Christine I of Jean B and Malvina Apr 8 1894.....16: 39
Proulx Homer of Joseph A and Zelire Aug 18 1895....16: 151
Proulx Joseph of Marcel and Leda Dec 15 1895..............16: 176
Proulx Joseph A R of Antoine and Marie I Mar 30 1898...16: 397
Proulx Joseph T of Henri and Malvina Feb 7 1898.........16: 406
Proulx Lue F of Jean B and Malvina June 14 1892.........15: 96
Proulx Mabel E of Frederick and Malvina Feb 27 1900.....17: 17
Proulx Marianna of Maxwell and Marie L Nov 12 1893....15: 210
Proulx Sarah of Fred and Jane Aug 19 1894...............15: 174
Proulx Yvon of Antoine and Mary I Apr 26 1900............17: 34
Proulx — d of Damase and Marie L Oct 9 1893............15: 187
Prout Fannie of Joseph A and Fannie June 22 1895.......16: 116
Prouty Clara M of William A and Carrie A Oct 22 1893...15: 187
Prouty William P of William A and Caroline A Jan 12 1896.16: 196
Provan Donald B of Jameson B and Margaret Sept 11 1899..16: 591
Provenchal Joseph E J of Eugene and Elena Nov 22 1899...16: 567
Provenchal Louis J E of Joseph and Delima July 18 1899...16: 562
Provenchal Marie A of Joseph and Treide Oct 5 1896.....16: 254
Proverb — d of Ethel July 29 1894.........................16: 59
Provost Joseph A W of Edmond and Olivine Dec 12 1891...15: 55
Provost Philip H of Albert and Eliza June 12 1895.....16: 109
Provost Regis A of Albert and Eliza Sept 27 1893........15: 187
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

781

Provost — s of John and Vitaline June 30 1895..................16:109
Prowse Walter L of Cornelius J and Florence E Feb 5 1892..15: 96
Prucker Mary M of Aloys and Annie Oct 12 1893..................15:209
Prucker William of John and Margaret Dec 16 1891.............15: 58
Prufler Helen of Bernardt and Amanda Feb 15 1895.............16:120
Prusansky Mary of Hans and Betsey July 24 1893...............15:177
Pruzanfsky Abraham of Isaac and Rebecca May 22 1892........15: 70
Pryor Everett J of Chester L and Jane F May 2 1894.........16: 27
Pryor Francis J of Patrick J and Rose May 1 1898.............16:387
Prusky — s of Elizabeth Oct 17 1894............................16: 60
Pryor — s of Kate June 19 1893.................................15:146
Prudney Harrison of Thomas N and Nellie M Mar 15 1896....16:203
Puff Edward of Joseph and Barbara Aug 31 1892..............15:132
Pulfer — s of Myrtis May 27 1896...............................16:194
Pugh Herbert D of William and Margaret Sept 13 1891......15: 33
Pulver Estella F of Bernard and Sadie July 9 1898...........16:424
Pulver Gladys B of Bernard and Sadie F Dec 8 1900...........17:109
Pulver Harold L of Barney and Sadie Nov 10 1899.............16:530
Puntarelli Angela E C of Giuseppe and Maria C Oct 17 1898.16:453
Puntarelli Francesco G of Alberto and Civita Jan 27 1898...16:413
Purcell James E of John and Mary E Dec 1 1891...............15: 34
Purdy Bertha E (c) of Theodore and Isabell Sept 24 1899...16:558
Purdy Sarah E of William R and Martha July 1 1893...........15:213
Purdy — (c) s of William H and Adelaide Aug 16 1896.......16:228
Purnell Annie E of Frank and Eliza Oct 28 1892..............15:129
Purnell Arthur of Henry E and Mary A June 7 1899...........16:512
Purnell Arthur F of Frank and Eliza Feb 5 1891..............15: 26
Purnell Earle (c) of William A and Grace V Aug 29 1896....16:229
Purnell Florence C (c) of John B and Martha R Oct 15 1891..15: 52
Purnell Frances B (c) of Fillmore R and Laura J Jan 12 1892.15: 96
Purnell Oren (c) of William A and Grace E Apr 10 1898.....16:376
Purnell Sarah E of Henry E and Mary A May 15 1897.........16:310
Purpora Matteo of Lorenzo and Antonina June 29 1892......15: 91
Purtscher Hazel J of Frank H and Mand H Mar 3 1900........17: 18
Purzeczka Annie of Jacob and Veronica Dec 14 1896........16:268
Pusateri Liboria of Paolo and Antonia Nov 4 1900............17: 99
Putnam John W of Benjamin W Jr and Mabel A Mar 25 1892.15: 79
Puzyki Juline of Jacob and Veronica Aug 30 1895...............16:179
Pylerevitch Lena of Julius and Lena May 29 1894.............16: 13
Pyne Annie of John and Annie Nov 9 1892......................15:118

Quadri Eugenia of Ettore and Angela July 18 1898..............16:432
Quadri Janet of Ettore and Angelina June 19 1898............16:415
Qualters Catherine of Anthony F and Delia July 16 1891....15: 59
Quann George D of Daniel J and Catherine Dec 10 1898.....16:423
Quinn Joseph J of Daniel J and Catherine Dec 30 1897......16: 323
Quarters Martha of William F and Annie E Nov 7 1895......16: 156
Quarters Robert of William F and Ann Sept 2 1892...........15: 113
Quattrrocci Carmela of Antonio and Caroline Oct 11 1900....17: 91
Quattrrocci Margherita of Antonio and Carmela May 8 1897.16: 310
Quattrrocci Salvatore of Salvatore and Arriga May 10 1896.16: 211
Qucon Aldard of Adelaide and Louise Apr 30 1895..........16: 129
Queen Harrison E (c) of Richard and Lizzie B Apr 26 1899..16: 516
Queeney —— s of Thomas and Annie K Oct 12 1892............15: 124
Quick George B of George B and Catherine Mar 22 1893.....15: 154
Quick Sophia F of Frank and Rose L July 12 1899............16: 556
Quigg Eleanor W of Charles E and Eleanor W Sept 11 1900...17: 81
Quigley Charles F of Thomas and Margaret July 1 1892.....15: 102
Quigley Daniel O of Thomas and Margaret Oct 6 1896......16: 235
Quigley Edwin of Patrick J and Margaret July 10 1896.....16: 224
Quigley Elizabeth M of William and Mary Nov 28 1895.....16: 160
Quigley Elizabeth T of Patrick J and Maggie A Aug 1 1891..15: 32
Quigley Jane W of Patrick J and Margaret A Aug 22 1892....15: 99
Quigley Josephine of William and Mary July 6 1892........15: 117
Quigley Mary E of Patrick A and Margaret A Sept 6 1893...15: 171
Quigley Mary L of William and Mary Feb 6 1894.............15: 17
Quigley Matthew E of Matthew A and Isabella L May 27 1898.16: 395
Quigley Richard C of James and Hannah Oct 21 1892......15: 118
Quigley —— d of Annie Feb 28 1893..........................15: 146
Quillan Irene F of Henry and Mary Oct 26 1898.............16: 419
Quillan Viola of Edward T and Annie L Mar 1 1899.........16: 472
Quillen Clifford W of Edward T and Annie L Apr 12 1897...16: 303
Quillen Elizabeth of Henry F and Mary F May 14 1897.....16: 275
Quillen Elmer E of Edward and Annie Mar 13 1896.........16: 182
Quillen Margaret of Thomas E and Margaret Dec 29 1892...15: 102
Quilty Charles P of John T and Lydia M Feb 10 1892....15: 83
Quinby Harriet L of Edwin S and Lillian M Oct 24 1891...15: 52
Quinby Leroy E of Elwyn S and Lillian M Mar 3 1893......15: 139
Quinby Richard F of Elwin S and Lillian M Nov 8 1895....16: 140
Quinby —— d of Elwyn S and Lillian M Jan 18 1898.........16: 374
Quinlan James of Peter and Sarah Sept 18 1891.............15: 45
Quinlan Sarah A of Joseph and Margaret July 15 1891.....15: 38
Quinn Agnes A of George J and Amelia Nov 9 1896.........16: 266
Quinn Aloysius of Thomas J and Jennie June 12 1895......16: 103
Quinn Ambrose F of William and Bessie Aug 12 1894......16: 72
Quinn Ann of Dennis and Ann Nov 24 1895..................16: 147
Quinn Anna of William and Ellen Feb 17 1898..............16: 371
Quinn Annie of Christopher and Margaret Dec 14 1892....15: 130
Quinn Annie of James W and Annie E Nov 10 1892.........15: 111
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Quinn Annie E of Michael H and Annie M Oct 10 1897......16: 357
Quinn Annie T of Michael and Sarah A July 3 1898......16: 424
Quinn Catherine of William and Ellen Sept 18 1891......15: 33
Quinn Catherine of William E and Mary M Dec 30 1900.....17: 116
Quinn Cecilia of James and Mary Feb 9 1894.............16: 32
Quinn Christina X of John and Celia M Dec 24 1891......15: 38
Quinn Christopher A of Christopher and Margaret Sept 26 1895.................................16: 173
Quinn Daniel J of Peter and Sarah Nov 30 1896......16: 260
Quinn Doris E of William F and Ethel E Oct 14 1895....16: 163
Quinn Dorothy S of James M and Gertrude M Mar 27 1900..17: 26
Quinn Eldora of John and Celia Dec 13 1894..............16: 53
Quinn Ellen of Patrick and Catherine Nov 29 1897......16: 320
Quinn Ernest S of James and Bridget Nov 29 1899........16: 586
Quinn Esther A of Michael J and Annie M Jan 15 1893....15: 162
Quinn Ethel of Patrick and Catherine Dec 25 1893........15: 192
Quinn Florence of Edward and Rose Sept 29 1893.........15: 187
Quinn Genevieve of Thomas J and Mary J Sept 5 1896....16: 234
Quinn Gertrude of William and Ellen Feb 17 1898........16: 372
Quinn Hope M of John W and Mary C Mar 21 1897........16: 282
Quinn Howard J of John W and Mary E Mar 15 1895.......16: 190
Quinn Irene M of Patrick and Catherine Jan 15 1896.....16: 181
Quinn James of James F and Susan A June 4 1891.........15: 19
Quinn James A of John E and Susan T Oct 15 1896.......16: 265
Quinn James F of James J and Mary Oct 8 1896...........16: 265
Quinn James F of Michael F and Mary Mar 23 1894.......16: 38
Quinn James J of James F and Bridget Jan 5 1892........15: 87
Quinn James J of James J and Mary Apr 1 1897...........16: 308
Quinn James N of James W and Ann E Nov 22 1893........15: 191
Quinn James P of Peter and Sarah A July 10 1894.......16: 69
Quinn John of John and Mary Jan 18 1898.................16: 383
Quinn John of Patrick and Catherine Dec 11 1894........16: 68
Quinn John B of Michael H and Annie M July 6 1899.....16: 578
Quinn John F of James and Bridget June 22 1893.........15: 166
Quinn John F of Martin and Ellen Apr 24 1900...........17: 34
Quinn John H of James J and Mary V May 22 1899.........16: 512
Quinn John J of James W and Annie E Feb 14 1899.......16: 487
Quinn John J of John E and Susie T May 5 1895..........16: 129
Quinn John P of Martin and Mary Sept 10 1898...........16: 458
Quinn John V of Joseph and Katherine July 6 1900........17: 60
Quinn Joseph of William and Bessie Dec 9 1892...........15: 121
Quinn Lauretta of John W and Catherine Mar 5 1891......15: 26
Quinn Leonard of James B and Anna E June 10 1897......16: 315
Quinn Leonard of John and Ellen Nov 26 1898.............16: 461
Quinn Mary of Mark and Margaret Feb 26 1893.............15: 148
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Quinn Mary of Michael F and Mary Nov 22 1895 ............. 16: 175
Quinn Mary E of James and Eliza J Sept 16 1891 ............ 15: 57
Quinn Mary E of James J and Mary May 13 1895 .............. 16: 123
Quinn Mary E of Martin and Ellen June 22 1894 ............ 16: 42
Quinn Mary J of Michael H and Annie M June 21 1895 ...... 16: 130
Quinn Mary M of James J and Mary July 23 1895 ............ 16: 170
Quinn Peter F of Peter and Sarah Jan 19 1892 .............. 15: 83 and 85
Quinn Regina of James F and Susan A Sept 7 1896 ........... 16: 269
Quinn Rose A of Malachi T and Sarah A July 5 1896 ........ 16: 232
Quinn Rose E of James and Catherine Aug 7 1899 ............ 16: 563
Quinn Sarah of Michael and Sarah Jan 10 1900 .............. 17: 3
Quinn Sarah F of James and Eliza J Jan 23 1895 ............ 16: 125
Quinn Susan D of William and Ellen Apr 18 1894 ........... 16: 3
Quinn Thomas of Dennis and Ann May 30 1891 ............... 15: 9
Quinn Thomas of Martin and Nellie July 15 1896 ............. 16: 261
Quinn Thomas C of Martin and Mary Feb 5 1900 .............. 17: 10
Quinn Thomas H of James and Bridget June 2 1897 .......... 16: 304
Quinn Thomas J of James J and Mary Apr 7 1894 ............. 16: 39
Quinn Vincent of John and Susan Mar 29 1899 ............... 16: 483
Quinn Walter of Thomas J and Mary J Mar 11 1891 .......... 15: 7
Quinn William B of James and Bridget July 27 1895 ......... 16: 165
Quinn William H of William and Ellen Feb 18 1893 ......... 15: 136
Quinn —— d of John and Nellie Dec 11 1899 ............... 16: 598
Quinn —— s of Mary Aug 2 1893 .......................... 15: 170
Quinn —— d of Mary Feb 9 1894 ............................ 16: 15
Quinn —— s of Mary July 5 1896 ............................ 16: 238
Quinn —— d of Thomas and Mary J Nov 10 1892 .......... 15: 108
Quinn —— s of Thomas and Mary J Mar 8 1894 ............. 16: 10
Quinney Arthur of Thomas W and Elizabeth E Oct 9 1894 . 16: 83
Quinton Gerard of John J and Annie A Dec 10 1898 ....... 16: 423
Quinton Mary of John J and Annie A July 28 1900 .......... 17: 67
Quinton —— (c) s of William J and Lucy H June 8 1898 . 16: 468
Quinton —— (c) s of William J and Lucy H Sept 30 1899 . 16: 565
Quirk John F of Michael and Nellie May 12 1897 ......... 16: 283
Quirk Joseph F of Joseph F and Sarah E Feb 27 1899 ....... 16: 494
Quirk Vincent of Joseph F and Eliza Nov 2 1897 .......... 16: 343
Quirk —— d of Joseph F and Sarah E Oct 17 1895 ........... 16: 160
Quirk —— s of Mary Jan 14 1897 .......................... 16: 285
Quirk —— s of Michael and Ellen Sept 21 1900 ............ 17: 120

Rabe Gertrude A of Frederick and Margaret Mar 22 1900 . 17: 24
Rabe Louise A of Herman F and Katherine E June 20 1900 . 17: 49
Rabinovitz Aaron of Nathan and Clara Jan 17 1898 ...... 16: 374
Rabinovitz Bertha of Morris and Sarah Oct 27 1899 ....... 16: 590
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Rabinovitz Rebecca of Nathan and Annie July 8 1895..............16:137
Rabinovitz Rubin of Philip and Rachel Sept 20 1900..............17: 84
Rabinovitz Annie of Morris and Rachel Jan 10 1896..............16:224
Rabinovitz Jane of Nathan and Zelle July 1 1892..............15:105
Rabinowtiz Mary of Nathan L and Annie Oct 12 1896..............16:229
Rabinowitz Rebecca of Nathan and Annie May 25 1895..............16: 97
Rabinowitz Samuel of Nathan and Celia Mar 23 1894..............16: 11
Rabinowitz Samuel of Nathan L and Annie July 4 1892..............15:102
Rabinowitz ——— s of Nathan and Celia June 4 1895..............16:103
Rabone Concetta of Bartolomeo and Pasqua June 19 1892..............15: 97
Rach Barney of Sem and Mamie Dec 14 1898..............16:440
Rachawitz Josephine M of Frank and Carrie Mar 16 1898..............16:407
Raco Florinda of Luigi and Rosa Dec 21 1891..............15: 59
Raczykowski Felix of Felix and Annie Oct 11 1900..............17: 91
Radess Lilla of Jacob and Rebecca Dec 8 1892..............15:109
Radess Nathan of Jacob and Rebecca Mar 23 1895..............16:101
Radess Charles of Jacob and Rebecca Sept 1 1897..............16:321
Radican Eliza of Michael J and Eliza E July 20 1896..............16:232
Radican John E of James and Ellen Oct 12 1891..............15: 19
Radican Lillian M of Peter and Mary Apr 19 1891..............15: 13
Radicchi Catarina of Torelli and Palmira Apr 11 1891..............15: 23
Radicchi Valentino of Torelli and Palmira Apr 11 1891..............15: 23
Radichi Alfredo A of Torello and Palmira Sept 10 1894..............16: 76
Radigan Charles of James and Mary A Feb 17 1896..............16:185
Radigan Charles P of James and Catherine June 16 1893..............15:145
Radigan Eugene D of James and Catherine Nov 26 1891..............15: 42
Radigan George of George and Joanna Apr 24 1897..............16:289
Radigan James E of Edward B and Elizabeth Sept 16 1896..............16:246
Radigan Louisa of James and Mary A Nov 15 1898..............16:429
Radigan Margaret of James and Ellen Nov 9 1895..............16:156
Radigan Margaret of James and Mary A July 27 1900..............17: 67
Radigan Mary E of James and Mary Sept 5 1897..............16:321
Radigan Mary V of James P and Bridget L Oct 20 1897..............16:357
Radigan Sarah of Michael and Eliza E Apr 2 1891..............15:  8
Radikin Mary E of Edward and Lizzie T Nov 9 1898..............16:439
Radin Carl G of John and Selma Feb 28 1893..............15:136
Radinsky Isaac of Joseph and Betsey Nov 3 1893..............15:180
Radinsky Samuel of Joseph and Betsey Apr 18 1895..............16:101
Radonsky Ida of Joseph and Betsey June 10 1892..............15: 75
Radonsky Jacob of Louis and Lena Aug 8 1891..............15: 39
Radunsky Rachel of Joseph and Betsey July 24 1896..............16:232
Rafferty Alice of Patrick and Catherine Feb 6 1897..............16:306
Rafferty Alice P of William P and Catherine J Mar 6 1893..............15:163
Rafferty Charles J of Patrick and Catherine Jan 1 1895..............16:124
Rafferty Eliza A of James C and Catherine May 17 1892..............15: 84
Rafferty Elizabeth A 1892 ...................................................... 15:131
Rafferty Henrietta L of William P and Catherine J Feb 6
1892 ....................................................................................... 15:91
Rafferty John F of Patrick and Catherine June 3 1892 .... 15:87
Rafferty John W of John W and Theresa Jan 28 1893 .... 15:141
Rafferty Joseph of James and Elizabeth Apr 16 1893 .... 15:144
Rafferty Margaret of Thomas and Ellen Feb 26 1894 .. 16:10
Rafferty Milton A of John W and Theresa F Sept 24 1896 .. 16:246
Rafferty Patrick H of Patrick and Catherine Sept 18 1899 .. 16:565
Rafferty —— s of James and Elizabeth Jan 21 1892 .. 15:71
Rafflewitch Eva of Abram and Rosa Jan 5 1900 ........... 17:2
Rafflewitch David of Abram and Rosa March 14 1898 .... 16:380
Raftery Ellen of Lawrence and Mary E Jan 31 1891 .... 15:26
Raftery Marian R of Thomas J and Mary L Nov 15 1898 .. 16:439
Ragosta Concetta of Luca and Vincenza Apr 21 1900 .. 17:33
Ragosta Concetta of Luca and Vincenza Sept 14 1898 .. 16:433
Ragosta Giuseppe of Gabriele and Filomena Apr 20 1900 .. 17:33
Rahming Edwin E of James T and Minnie L Feb 24 1897 .. 17:295
Raia Elvira C of Vito L and Vincenza Nov 28 1900 .. 17:106
Rainer Laura E (c) of Joseph and Harriet A Aug 8 1897 .. 16:341
Rainer —— (c) s of Bertha E Apr 26 1900 ..................... 17:34
Rainsford —— s of Gustav V and Ida Aug 30 1891 .. 15:45
Ralph Donna L of Harold E and Faith Dec 27 1900 .. 17:117
Ralph Margaret of Michael and Annie May 4 1897 .. 16:303
Ralph Mary of Michael and Annie June 8 1892 .. 15:80
Ralph Mary E of Michael and Annie Sept 11 1893 .. 15:201
Ralph Sarah E of Michael and Annie Feb 25 1895 .. 16:121
Ralphs Fletcher of William and Maria Nov 29 1893 .. 15:183
Ralston Bertram G of Robert and Mary F July 1 1892 .. 15:112
Ralston Caroline of William and Eliza June 1 1891 .. 15:3
Ralston Clinton D of David and Maria Oct 25 1896 .. 16:265
Ralston George W of William and Jemima Nov 20 1893 .. 15:210
Ralston Harold M of David and Maria May 25 1894 .. 16:41
Ralston Mattaette of William and Jemima June 17 1896 .. 16:219
Ralston William J of David and Maria May 14 1900 .. 17:39
Ramage Earl H of Monroe W and Eva A Feb 28 1897 .. 16:281
Ramage Mabel H of Monroe W and Eva A Apr 30 1892 .. 15:74
Ramage Walter M of Monroe W and Eva Jan 22 1894 .. 16:43
Ramage —— s of Monroe and Eva A June 30 1895 ...................................... 16:104 and 141
Ramagli Maria of Pietro and Maria Apr 9 1899 .. .................................. 16:514
Ramagnano Francesco A of Pietro and Teresa Jan 14 1898 .. 16:400
Ramagnano Isabella of Nunziato and Rosa Apr 24 1898 .. 16:402
Ramagnano Maria A of Pietro and Teresa Jan 1 1900 .. 17:1
Ramaio —— d of Pietro and Filomena Apr 9 1899 .. 16:499
Ramette Alice of Edouard and Louise E May 11 1894 .. 16:30
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Ramette Minnie W of Edouard C and Louise E Nov 24 1898. 16:449
Ramette Samuel G of Edouard and Louise Aug 5 1892. 15:117
Ramos Alfredo I of Jose I and Maria C Apr 22 1893. 15:137
Ramos Anna of Antonio and Mary Sept 5 1900. 17:79
Ramos Izabel I of Jose I and Maria C Mar 4 1895. 16:92
Ramos Joaquina of Manoel S and Maria Apr 12 1893. 15:137
Ramos Josephine of Manoel and Maria Oct 11 1896. 16:225
Ramos Louise of Jose and Julia Aug 1 1893. 15:170
Ramos Manoel (c) of Jose and Julia Oct 3 1891. 15:33
Ramos Rose (c) of Antone and Mary T Nov 29 1900. 17:106
Ramos Stephen S (c) of Antone S and Mary Oct 22 1899. 16:524
Ramos — d of Jose and Maria Jan 11 1899. 16:594
Ransdell Clara M of Albion M and Carrie E July 9 1896. 16:261
Ransdell Ethel of Lewis G and Elizabeth June 20 1895. 16:124
Ransdell William E of Clifford C and Carrie E May 4 1893. 16:118
Ransdell William H of Albion M and Carrie E Apr 22 1895. 16:128
Ramsey Alexander of William H and Mary Feb 23 1893. 15:142
Ramsey Irene of Eugene and Charlotte Aug 17 1900. 17:73
Ramsey — d of William and Mary Feb 24 1897. 16:364
Ramsdell Dorothy C of Wilhelm G and Elizabeth A Feb 10 1897. 16:307
Ramsdell Eleanor of William G and Elizabeth M Sept 2 1891. 15:44
Ramsdell Emeline R of William G and Elizabeth A July 13 1892. 15:126
Ramstrom Gornar of Gornar and Sofie Nov 24 1894. 16:71
Ramstrom Olga S of Carl E and Johanna S Oct 3 1896. 16:250
Ranallo Alberto of Francesco and Vincenza Mar 29 1897. 16:282
Ranallo Clara of Francesco and Vincenza Jan 25 1893. 15:141
Ranallo Geremia of Francesco and Vincenza Nov 9 1894. 16:58
Ranallo Isabella M of Francesco and Vincenza Feb 14 1899. 16:479
Ranallo Marianna of Francesco and Vincenza Apr 15 1891. 15:8
Ranallo — d of Francesco and Vincenza May 28 1900. 17:56
Rancourt Felix D of Joseph and Emma Aug 3 1892. 15:106
Rancourt George F of Delphis and Marie Aug 31 1892. 15:107
Rancourt James R of Philip and Mary J Aug 27 1892. 15:103
Rancourt Josephine T of Philip and Mary J Aug 26 1894. 16:50
Rancourt Julia L of Delphis and Marie Dec 29 1898. 16:431
Rancourt Philip of Delphis and Marie May 21 1895. 16:102
Rancourt Thomas C of Delphis and Marie Mar 7 1894. 16:10
Rancourt William H of Calixte and Amelia Nov 28 1893. 15:181
Randall Alice I of Walter E and Emma D July 14 1896. 16:249
Randall Carroll A of George A and Amelia May 8 1898. 16:391
Randall Clarence S of Leroy E and Cora S July 21 1900. 17:65
Randall Eleanor E of Frank E and Sarah A Aug 7 1891. 15:51
Randall Ethel M of Elizabeth July 4 1891. 15:47
Randall Howard H of Charles E and Sarah B Sept 14 1891... 15: 51
Randall Laura C of David C and Kate A Jan 15 1893... 15: 153
Randall Laura M of Franklin P and Elizabeth E July 20 1896... 16: 256
Randall Lester B of Elmer B and Iola E May 4 1894... 16: 27
Randall Mabel M of Otis E and Mabel G Sept 1 1892... 15: 127
Randall Norman S of William N and Gertrude L Oct 11 1895... 16: 167
Randall Pauline H of Charles E and Sarah B Mar 10 1895... 16: 114
Randall Russell A of Lyman D and Lucy E Apr 16 1893... 15: 157
Randall Wallace E of Otis E and Mabel G Jan 2 1896... 16: 213
Randall (c) s of Carrie Aug 17 1897... 16: 331
Randall d of Frank E and Orpha Sept 27 1895... 16: 159
Randall d of Frank E and Sarah O Feb 6 1894... 16: 25
Randall s of Leon S and Minnie W Nov 29 1895... 16: 157
Randall d of Richard H and Elizabeth June 10 1894... 16: 31
Randlett Arthur J of Arthur and Maria Sept 5 1896... 16: 234
Rando Antonio of Pasquale and Flavia June 26 1899... 16: 513
Randolph Earl W (c) of John and Mary V Feb 26 1894... 16: 6
Randolph Leon E (c) of Robert and Rosa E Jan 10 1897... 16: 286
Ranger Percy W of William and Lavinia Mar 8 1891... 15: 27
Ranie (c) d of Antonio and Dominga June 28 1895... 16: 94
Rankin Clarence J of Frederick and Julia Nov 15 1898... 16: 429
Rape d of Andrea and Rosa Mar 2 1899... 16: 503
Rape s of Andrea and Rosa Dec 23 1900... 17: 113
Rapelye d of George C and Phebe Sept 29 1893... 15: 197
Rapoport Helen of Henry I and Nathalie May 19 1899... 16: 315
Rapose Annie S of Manoel J and Maria Oct 7 1894... 16: 88
Rapose Polveine of Manoel J and Maria Oct 7 1894... 16: 88
Raposo Antone of Manoel and Maria M Sept 26 1900... 17: 86
Raposo Maria of Jose and Maria Dec 6 1898... 16: 420
Raposo Pulcienia of Manoel and Maria Jan 29 1896... 16: 181
Raposo Rosalina of Manoel J and Maria July 21 1900... 17: 65
Raposo Rozza of Manoel J and Maria Sept 15 1897... 16: 318
Raposo (c) d of Manoel and Maria Dec 22 1898... 16: 420
Rardo Ricard of Vincenzo and Beliza Oct 22 1900... 17: 118
Rasi Loreta of Loreto and Maria O Oct 7 1898... 16: 453
Rasmussen Lizzie M of William and Lizzie Jan 11 1893... 15: 161
Raso Loreto of Loreto and Maria O Sept 21 1900... 17: 84
Ratcliffe John W of William and Mary E June 1 1896... 16: 222
Rathbun James of Ellen Mar 9 1899... 16: 509
Rathbun Rodman G of Thomas R and Keziah E Sept 13 1892... 15: 123
Rathier Joseph H of Henri and Delia Apr 14 1895... 16: 128
Ratigan Richard of R V and Catherine Nov 21 1897... 16: 323
Ratner Elizabeth of Paul and Fannie May 3 1898... 16: 413
Rattier Charles J of Joseph and Marie O Dec 2 1900... 17: 107
Rattier Delia of Henri and Delia May 19 1892... 15: 94
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Rattier Joseph L of Joseph and Marie O Dec 2 1900..............17: 107
Rattier Joseph N A of Joseph and Olivine Dec 20 1892..........15: 102
Rattier Marie M C of Joseph and Marie O Feb 24 1899...........16: 498
Rattier Marie R of Honore and Delia June 10 1893..............15: 166
Rattigan Eugene of James and Kate Nov 17 1891.................15: 65
Raughtigan James F of James M and Blanche Jan 13 1900......17: 4
Ravo Ferdinando of Luigi and Rosa Oct 16 1893...............15: 202
Ravo Maria of Luigi and Rosa July 12 1896.....................16: 256
Ravo Vincenzo of Luigi and Rosa Mar 22 1900....................17: 24
Ravo Vincenzo of Luigi and Rosa Nov 24 1898....................16: 454
Rawling Frank J of George G and Rose A Jan 1 1894..............16: 36
Rawlings George of George S and Rosanna May 19 1891..........15: 28
Rawlings Gilbert of George S and Rosanna Mar 28 1896..........16: 216
Rawlings Mabel of Arthur and Georgiana Jan 31 1894............15: 7
Rawlinson Robert H of Robert and Alice Mar 30 1900............17: 27
Ray Alice of Julius and Elise Mar 16 1895.....................16: 108
Ray Edna F of David L and Cora B June 22 1898.................16: 395
Ray George of Julins and Elise July 10 1897....................16: 310
Ray Howard T of Robert and Mary Apr 5 1894....................16: 39
Ray James C of James C and Marjerie L Jan 7 1891..............15: 11
Ray Louis E of Julins E and Elise June 11 1896.................16: 201
Ray —— d of Mary Apr 15 1894................................16: 15
Raybold Eleanor G of Richard E and Mary L Dec 7 1896........16: 255
Raybold Marion of Richard E and Mary L Nov 11 1898.........16: 448
Raybold Miriam E of Richard E and Mary L Dec 11 1894........16: 64
Raybold Richard E of Richard E and Mary L Dec 31 1900........17: 116
Raybold Saidee of Richard E and Mary L June 7 1893..........15: 166
Raymond Francis of Francis and Lauretta Dec 3 1896............16: 255
Raymond Frederick of James and Theresa Nov 27 1891..........15: 42
Raymond James M of James and Theresa Sept 16 1894............16: 56
Raymond Joseph A A of Antoine and Fabiola Sept 17 1897....16: 322
Raymond Mary D of Charles and Mary L Apr 16 1892..............15: 81
Raymond Ruth E of Edwin E and Annie T June 11 1899...........16: 501
Raymond ——— s of Louise Apr 15 1893..........................15: 160
Rayner Annie of William A and Isabella June 16 1896.........16: 187
Rayner Carl G of Christopher and Mary J Oct 23 1897.........16: 357
Rayner Frederick C of Franklin and Sarah J Mar 23 1892......15: 93
Rayner Rosanna (c) of Joseph and Harriet M July 11 1900.....17: 61
Razia Antoine of Jose and Augusta Sept 12 1898.................16: 418
Read Abbie E of William A and Sabina Mar 23 1892............15: 79
Read Almira E of Hiram A and Melvina E Mar 1 1891.........15: 2
Read Alonzo L of George H A and Eveline F Oct 24 1891......15: 49
Read Charles J of Samuel T and Annie V Mar 7 1894...........16: 6
Read Clara E of John C and Clara E Dec 21 1897.................16: 360
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Read Evelyn of Fred and Mary Mar 27 1891.................. 15: 27
Read Frank of Frederick and Mary A Nov 30 1893............ 15: 211
Read Frederick G of George H and Eveline F Oct 1 1896..... 16: 246
Read George of Rodwell and Emily May 18 1891.............. 15: 28
Read George R of Roland and Elizabeth Dec 15 1895......... 16: 157
Read Helen N of Otis E and Annie F Apr 25 1897............. 16: 296
Read Henry of Frederick H and Mary A Oct 26 1892.......... 15: 129
Read James of Michael J and Margaret M Aug 28 1896....... 16: 242
Read Joe H of Alfred H and Phebe Feb 22 1892.............. 15: 83
Read Lloyd C of Theophilus H and Margaret E Feb 17 1897.. 16: 274
Read Lydia of John and Sarah L Mar 17 1891................. 15: 5
Read Margaret H of Michael J and Margaret M Jan 4 1899.. 16: 486
Read Michael of Michael J and Margaret M Nov 8 1897..... 16: 335
Read Mildred F of Alfred F and Anna E July 12 1896....... 16: 252
Read Myrtle D of George E and Della M July 15 1900....... 17: 62
Read Ralph L of Julian A and Addie Apr 10 1893.......... 15: 154
Read Robert W of Frank and Ruth Sept 7 1895............... 16: 144
Read Susan of William A and Sabina Oct 13 1895............ 16: 140
Read Wilfred H of Frank and Ruth Sept 7 1895.............. 16: 144
Read William J of William J and Ida M July 17 1900........ 17: 63
Read — d of Frank W and Amitie F Nov 16 1896............. 16: 266
Read — s of Theophilus H and Margaret E Mar 22 1899..... 16: 510
Read — d of William and Sabina Oct 8 1900................. 17: 120
Reade Mary of Timothy and Rose May 24 1893............... 15: 169
Reading Clifton I of William J and Jessie M Sept 15 1895.. 16: 139
Reading Hazel M of William J and Jessie M Mar 17 1897.... 16: 292
Ready Michael of Daniel and Mary Apr 28 1894.............. 16: 3
Reagan Frederick E of Thomas F and Mary Sept 23 1898.... 16: 463
Reagan Harold J of John and Catherine July 22 1895....... 16: 178
Reagan Mary of Dennis J and Martha A Dec 9 1896........ 16: 267
Reagan Veronica of James and Jane July 10 1894........... 16: 80
Reall George B of James A and Winifred C Mar 29 1892..... 15: 97
Reall Henry B of Henry and Ann E Feb 19 1900............. 17: 14
Reall Josephine C of James A and Winnifred C Sept 3 1897. 16: 332
Reall Theresa G of James A and Winifred C July 7 1894.... 17: 53
Reardon Alice of John W and Catherine Dec 26 1893......... 15: 212
Reardon Cornelius F of Cornelius and Bridget Aug 31 1898.. 16: 438
Reardon Edward of John and Catherine Apr 4 1895......... 16: 128
Reardon Edward J of Edward and Mary Apr 9 1894.......... 16: 11
Reardon John H of John H and Emily July 5 1892........... 15: 99
Reardon John J of Jeremiah H and Julia J Dec 9 1893.... 15: 211
Reardon John J of John and Catherine T Nov 17 1892....... 15: 129
Reardon Joseph A of John W and Catherine T Apr 23 1897.. 16: 309
Reardon Mabel E of Edward M and Mary M Aug 29 1892.... 15: 103
Reardon Margaret of Jeremiah H and Julia J Dec 9 1893.... 15: 211
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Reardon Mary A of Patrick and Nora Oct 9 1899 .................. 16:523
Reardon Mary M of Edward M and Mary M Mar 22 1897 ....... 16:277
Reardon Timothy of Patrick and Nora Mar 24 1897 ............ 16:274
Reardon William L of Edward M and Mary M Jan 1 1900 ....... 17: 1
Reardon William L of John H and Emma M Jan 12 1891 ....... 15: 1
Reason Georgina B of George and Georgina Apr 1 1900 ....... 17: 28
Reason James H of George and Georgina Aug 23 1898 ......... 16:446
Reaves Margaret L of James A and Frances S P May 25 1899.. 16:500
Reavey Walter L of James E and Susan J Sept 29 1891 ...... 15: 40
Reca, Nellie of Salvatore and Carolina Dec 31 1894 ......... 16: 79
Redden Mary L E B of Martin and Mary J May 30 1894 ....... 16: 43
Redding Hazel E of Winfred H and Ethel G Mar 29 1899 ....... 16:494
Redding Lawrence B of Martin M and Mary June 2 1897 ...... 16:290
Redding Philip W of Clarence J and Hattie Jan 4 1899 ...... 16:493
Redding —— d of Clarence J and Hattie E Apr 21 1897 ....... 16:365
Reddington Albert of James and Mary Nov 6 1893 ............ 15:185
Reddington Ann of John J and Julia Nov 20 1896 ............ 16:237
Reddington Isabel L of William R and Mary E Apr 15 1899 .. 16:488
Reddington James of James and Marie Nov 5 1900 ............ 17: 99
Reddington James of James and Mary Feb 15 1898 ............ 16:413
Reddington Mildred M of William R and Mary E Mar 25 1898 .. 16:390
Reddington Thomas E of Mary Jan 27 1896 ..................... 16:266
Reddington William R of William R and Mary E Mar 25 1900 .. 17: 25
Reddy Mary A of Thomas and Phebe J Apr 19 1891 ............ 15: 8
Reddy Mary D of Thomas J and Margaret Aug 1 1895 ........ 16:162
Redfern Mabel of William and Harriett Oct 23 1892 ......... 15:132
Redfern Maude E of William and Harriett Aug 3 1895 ....... 16:158
Redfern William E of William and Harriette Aug 8 1898 ....... 16:441
Redpath Louisa I of Andrew and Nellie G July 11 1898 ...... 16:456
Redpath —— d of Andrew and Nellie G Dec 11 1896 ... .... 16:252
Redpath —— d of Andrew and Nellie G Dec 3 1900 ......... 17:107
Redpath —— d of Susan Nov 11 1892 ......................... 15:110
Reed Cora of Edwin and Mary E Oct 23 1891 ............... 15: 62
Reed Daniel F of Daniel F and Caroline J Apr 19 1893 ....... 15:144
Reed Donald S of John J and Sarah E Oct 5 1897 ......... 16:350
Reed Earle L A of Alphonse and Sophronia Nov 27 1893 ...... 15:203
Reed Fred T of William B and Flora E July 22 1898 ......... 16:432
Reed Harry T of Hiram D and Malvina E June 24 1900 ....... 17: 50
Reed Henry D of Daniel F and Caroline J Mar 30 1898 ....... 16:380
Reed Hiram W of Hiram D and Melvina E June 27 1892 ....... 15: 68
Reed Joel W of Thomas P and Carrie E Oct 26 1900 ......... 17: 96
Reed John H of John J and Sarah E Dec 24 1899 ............ 16:577
Reed Madeline of Daniel F and Caroline June 17 1895 ........ 16:103
Reed Madeline M of Frank W and Amitie F Aug 13 1895 ....... 16:179
Reed Martha O G of Benjamin W and Emma G May 6 1892 ....... 15: 82
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Reed Mary E of Edwin and Mary E Dec 2 1893........................................ 15:211
Reed Raymond F of William M and Ada Jan 29 1893.............................. 15:141
Reed Stanley E of Elmer S and Edith Dec 27 1899.............................. 16:543
Reed William of Edwin and Mary E Dec 2 1893......................................... 15:211
Reed William E of George E and Mary July 23 1894.............................. 16:80
Reed —— s of Annie June 16 1895.......................................................... 16:105
Reed —— d of Daniel F and Caroline J Mar 8 1892............................... 15:73
Reed —— s of Harm D and Malvina J June 16 1894................................. 16:62
Reed —— d of Minerva Oct 27 1891.......................................................... 16:60
Reed —— s of William M and Ada July 29 1898........................................ 16:471
Reed —— s of William M and Ida Jan 29 1895........................................ 16:98
Reed —— s of William M and Ada Feb 17 1897......................................... 16:361
Reeyen Catherine of Patrick and Elizabeth Mar 14 1892...................... 15:93
Rees Paul S S of Seth and Frida Sept 4 1900.......................................... 17:79
Reese Lewis of Lewis and Ellen Aug 1 1891........................................... 15:56
Reese Mildred H of William J and Leah July 18 1897.............................. 16:362
Reese —— s of Nicholas W and Clara C Oct 2 1899.................................. 16:529
Reeve Charles H of William H and Susan A Apr 12 1895....................... 16:197
Reeve John E of William H and Susie May 13 1900................................. 17:39
Reeve Owen F of William H and Susanna Mar 25 1894............................. 16:26
Reeve William H of William H and Susan A Nov 25 1894.......................... 15:52
Reeves Annie E of Alfred and Eliza Feb 3 1893...................................... 15:150
Reeves Arthur W P of Alexander and Albertina Aug 11 1892,15:132
Reeves Catherine T of William H and Susan A Oct 16 1897.................... 16:324
Reeves Gladys B of Alfred and Elizabeth Dec 3 1900............................... 17:108
Reeves Herbert W of Herbert W and Martha E Dec 25 1896..................... 16:252
Reeves —— s of Alexander and Albertina Dec 3 1895............................... 16:137
Reeves —— d of Alexander and Tina A Sept 22 1893............................... 15:213
Reeves —— d of Alice W and Albertina Jan 9 1897................................... 16:273
Reffkin John of Aaron and Brunk Oct 21 1892....................................... 15:129
Reffkin Marian of Aaron and Rosa Dec 8 1899........................................ 16:554
Rega Elena of Salvatore and Carolina Dec 31 1894................................. 16:90
Rega Emilia of Salvatore and Carolina Feb 15 1896............................... 16:195
Rega —— d of Salvatore and Carolina Feb 14 1896................................... 16:299
Regan Anna M of Patrick and Ann May 19 1893....................................... 15:138
Regan Arnold E of John H and Agnes F July 1 1897................................. 16:320
Regan Bartholomew of Edward and Mary A Aug 28 1895............................ 16:171
Regan Catherine of Edward and Mary A June 18 1898.............................. 16:411
Regan Edward of Edward and Mary A Feb 16 1893.................................... 15:163
Regan Elizabeth T of Edward and Mary A Sept 15 1900............................ 17:83
Regan Ellen of Patrick and Annie Nov 17 1895........................................ 16:136
Regan Francis of Dennis J and Martha A Oct 1 1892............................... 15:128
Regan Hannah of John J and Winifred Aug 7 1892...................................... 15:127
Regan Isabella M of Martin and Isabella M Aug 15 1899........................... 16:546
Regan James A of James J and Jane June 27 1891.................................... 15:30
Regan James V of Edward and Mary A Sept 8 1899...........16:581
Regan Jane of James J and Jane Nov 15 1896................16:266
Regan John of Edward and Mary A Mar 15 1894..............16: 38
Regan John of John H and Agnes June 29 1895..............16: 97
Regan John V of Thomas and Mary June 29 1896.............16:208
Regan Katherine F of Owen F and Catherine A Oct 22 1898..16:428
Regan Katie of Patrick and Bridget Apr 13 1894...........16: 39
Regan Lawrence P of Patrick and Margaret Jan 24 1895....16: 91
Regan Margaret of Patrick and Margaret Oct 19 1891.......15: 34
Regan Mary I of Edward and Mary A Nov 26 1896............16:267
Regan Mary R of James and Kate Mar 19 1900..............17: 23
Regan Mary R of John H and Agnes F July 1 1897.........16:320
Regan Peter of Peter and Mary Aug 5 1892.................15: 89
Regan Rose M of James and Kate Mar 29 1900..............17: 58
Regan Thomas P of Martin and Isabelle Mar 13 1898.......16:387
Regan William of Patrick and Margaret Jan 3 1898........16:371
Regan Winifred E of John J and Winifred Aug 5 1891.....15: 60
Regan —— s of James J and Jane Jan 29 1893..............15:162
Regester Ethel F of Arthur J and Florence E Aug 10 1891.15: 51
Regester Howard of William G and Alice M Jan 30 1896...16:202
Regester Warren M of John and Carrie May 2 1900.........17: 36
Reggans Henry (c) of James H and Hyla V Sept 7 1899...16:542
Reggine Vito of Vincenzo and Maddalena Apr 11 1899.....16:504
Register Lawrence W of Ernest W and Lillian S Jan 31 1893.15:153
Register Marion of Ernest W and Lillian S Nov 13 1896...16:251
Regnière Augustus of Raoul and Mary E Apr 22 1899......16:481
Regnière Ruth C of Ralph and Marie E July 1 1900........17: 59
Regnière Timothy R of Ralph J and Mary E Mar 1 1898...16:390
Regoli Augusto of Dante and Stella June 5 1899..........16:505
Regoli Giuseppe C of Annibale and Eugenia Feb 1 1897...16:286
Regoli Maria of Dante and Stella Sept 11 1900...........17: 81
Regoli Rosa D of Annibale and Ugenia Jan 24 1895.......16:105
Rehfuss Cora E of George and Amelia E Feb 3 1891.......15: 17
Rehfuss Dorothy G of John G and Mittie M Aug 16 1899...16:527
Rehfuss Lewis G of George and Amelia Nov 30 1892......15:119
Rehill Annie of John and Ellen Nov 3 1900..............17: 98
Rehill James of John and Ellen Aug 3 1895..............16:165
Rehill Patrick of John and Ellen Apr 30 1893............15:160
Rehill Sarah of John and Ellen July 7 1898..............16:450
Rehmberg —— d of Carl E A and Anna P Jan 4 1897......16:287
Rehnborg Alice A of Carl E A and Annie P Dec 12 1900...17:110
Rehnborg Carl A of Carl and Annie June 6 1898.........16:388
Reich Elizabeth M of Gustav and Emma Apr 5 1893.......15:169
Reichhardt Arthur W C of Arthur P O and Lulu B Oct 22
1891 ..................................................15: 43
Reichhardt Mary of Henry and Anna Oct 24 1895. .................................16: 146
Reid Abigail B of William J and Minerva D Mar 3 1891 ..................15: 30
Reid Agnes of Peter M and Bridget Aug 18 1900 .........................17: 73
Reid Annie G of William J and Minerva Oct 27 1894 .....................16: 57
Reid Charles F of William J and Minerva D Oct 18 1892 ..............15: 108
Reid Clarence M of James C and Isabella F May 20 1896 .............16: 192
Reid Dorothy E of William J and Minerva D Sept 23 1900 ............17: 85
Reid Edward of Edward L and Mary Sept 15 1892 ......................15: 123
Reid Elizabeth J of Patrick and Catherine Sept 20 1893 .............15: 179
Reid Evelyn C of David and Jennie Mar 6 1899 .........................16: 503
Reid Frederick Mc L of Frederick M and Sarah F June 27 1896 .......16: 193
Reid George of Peter M and Bridget June 8 1896 .......................16: 198
Reid George E of George H and Mary C May 18 1897 ....................16: 293
Reid Grace F of Hattie E Dec 13 1893 .................................15: 195
Reid Grace M of Theodore and Rebecca A Oct 19 1900 ...............17: 93
Reid Harold of James C and Isabel Aug 23 1897 .......................16: 326
Reid James C of James C and Bella Oct 12 1894 .......................16: 56
Reid Jean C of John and Bessie M May 28 1893 .........................15: 157
Reid John F of John and Bessie M Nov 5 1898 ..........................16: 448
Reid Louise E (c) of Theodore and Rebecca A Oct 19 1900 ..........17: 93
Reid Mary E of Patrick and Catherine Nov 20 1891 ..................15: 42
Reid Matthew of Patrick and Kate June 17 1896 ......................16: 193
Reid Walter C of Alexander G and Bertha G Apr 25 1900 .............17: 34
Reid William O of William J and Minerva D Dec 7 1896 .............16: 248
Reid —— s of Peter M and Bridget Feb 22 1899 .........................16: 487
Reigner Hope of Louis A and Grace M Jan 1 1900 ......................17: 1
Reil —— d of Simon and Delia Apr 8 1897 ............................16: 309
Reiley John P of John and Mary Feb 5 1893 ...........................15: 148
Reiley Ann E of Thomas and Jennie Aug 12 1899 ......................16: 551
Reiley Mary C of John and Margaret Jan 10 1894 ......................A 1: 30
Reiley —— s of Bernard and Bridget June 2 1900 ......................17: 44
Reiley —— s of Thomas and Maggie Dec 24 1900 .......................17: 124
Reilly Agnes E of Patrick and Annie Oct 1 1895 ......................16: 139
Reilly Alice of John J and Annie Aug 28 1894 .........................16: 47
Reilly Alice of Owen and Alice Oct 11 1897 ..........................16: 350
Reilly Alice of William and Ella F Apr 11 1894 ......................16: 30
Reilly Alice C of William C and Marie July 12 1899 ...............16: 526
Reilly Annie C of Patrick and Mary Dec 18 1899 ......................16: 577
Reilly Annie I of Daniel and Annie Mar 30 1897 ......................16: 308
Reilly Annie T of Francis and Bridget Mar 28 1898 ..................16: 387
Reilly Benjamin J of Bernard J and Margaret A July 29 1897 .......16: 317
Reilly Bertram P of Bernard J and Margaret Jan 15 1896 ............16: 181
Reilly Bridget of William and Catherine Nov 5 1900 ..................17: 99
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Reilly Catherine of Owen and Mary E July 26 1891...........15: 35
Reilly Catherine E of Thomas J and Margaret June 1 1893..15: 140
Reilly Catherine R of John and Rose Nov 20 1892............15: 109
Reilly Charles B of Daniel R and Mary A Aug 7 1891........15: 45
Reilly Charles F of Thomas J and Margaret June 1 1893....15: 140
Reilly Edmund A of John B and Catherine E Oct 14 1896....16: 258
Reilly Edna L of Joseph P and Mary Jan 10 1895.............16: 98
Reilly Edna M of William H and Emily Aug 3 1900..........17: 69
Reilly Edward of John and Catherine C Feb 29 1893.........15: 156
Reilly Elizabeth of Edward and Margaret Mar 17 1896.......16: 190
Reilly Elizabeth of John and Mary A Mar 30 1891...........15: 13
Reilly Eugene N of Daniel F and Ellen E Sept 30 1892.....15:124
Reilly Fanny of James and Mary Feb 15 1898...............16: 375
Reilly Francis B of George H and Ellen A July 28 1897....16: 353
Reilly Francis L of John J and Annie Nov 26 1896........16:267
Reilly Francis W of Joseph B and Mary E Aug 28 1893......15:190
Reilly Frank J of Frank and Bridget Mar 19 1900.........17: 23
Reilly George of Thomas and Margaret July 4 1899.........16:531
Reilly George D of Daniel and Mary A Apr 9 1895.........16: 93
Reilly Harold B of John B and Katie E Feb 14 1893........15:147
Reilly Helen of John J and Delia Aug 13 1896..............16:253
Reilly James of Jeremiah and Catherine A Feb 18 1897.....16:277
Reilly James A of James D and Mary E Sept 10 1897.......16:322
Reilly James H of Thomas and Margaret Aug 29 1896........16:233
Reilly James J of Charles and Sarah A Nov 14 1898.......16:448
Reilly James J of Patrick and Mary Nov 17 1900..........17:103
Reilly John of John P and Catherine M Nov 14 1891......15: 34
Reilly John J of John and Anastasia Mar 10 1898.........16:385
Reilly John J of John and Bridget Nov 2 1897.............16:346
Reilly John P J of Patrick and Mary Sept 13 1891.......15: 33
Reilly John R of John and Annie Oct 29 1898..............16:460
Reilly John R of Peter J and Catherine Aug 24 1897......16:315
Reilly Joseph of William and Hannah June 19 1892........15: 95
Reilly Joseph L of Joseph P and Mary E Aug 21 1897.......16:337
Reilly Little J of Patrick and Annie Aug 24 1894.........16: 50
Reilly Louis C of John B and Catherine E Dec 4 1894....16: 79
Reilly Louisa F of John B and Katie E Apr 17 1891.......15: 11
Reilly Mabel C of James D and Mary E Sept 10 1893........15:197
Reilly Mabel M of William H and Catherine A Dec 13 1894..16: 49
Reilly Mabel R of Charles and Mabel Oct 31 1894.........16: 48
Reilly Madeline of William D and Catherine Dec 15 1895....16:150
Reilly Margaret of John and Elizabeth Aug 26 1895........16:162
Reilly Margaret G of John J and Delia Oct 10 1899........16:565
Reilly Margaret I of William C and Maria A Apr 24 1898....16:381
Reilly Margaret T of Peter F and Margaret T Sept 11 1895..16:144
Reilly Maria of William H and Ellen Sept 11 1896..................16:225
Reilly Mary of George and Mary Mar 1 1900.........................17:18
Reilly Mary of Jeremiah and Catherine A May 18 1898 ................16:376
Reilly Mary of Thomas and Margaret Feb 12 1898 ......................16:379
Reilly Mary of William J and Alice Sept 24 1895 .....................16:162
Reilly Mary A of Daniel and Mary A Apr 4 1893 .......................15:137
Reilly Mary A of Michael and Julia E Jan 14 1891 ....................15:25
Reilly Mary C of John J and Bridget May 13 1895 .....................16:118
Reilly Mary E of Peter and Helen Aug 23 1893 .........................15:193
Reilly Mortimer J of Bernard and Margaret Nov 5 1900 ...............17:99
Reilly Peter S of Francis and Bridget Dec 13 1894 .................16:64
Reilly Robert K of James D and Mary E Mar 25 1899 ...................16:485
Reilly Rosanna of Peter and Bridget Jan 31 1894 ......................16:18
Reilly Sarah of John and Catherine C June 30 1895 ....................16:131
Reilly Sarah A of Charles and Sarah Sept 1 1900 ......................17:78
Reilly Susan J of John T and Cecilia M Feb 9 1899 .....................16:487
Reilly Thomas of Thomas and Margaret Dec 18 1894 ....................16:59
Reilly Thomas G of William H and Catherine A Aug 20 1893.15:171
Reilly Thomas J of John W and Winifred Feb 21 1899 ...................16:487
Reilly Thomas J of William and Maria July 22 1896 ....................16:224
Reilly Vincent B of George H and Ellen A June 26 1895 ..............16:131
Reilly Walter J of John B and Catherine E Dec 2 1900 ..............17:107
Reilly William of Patrick and Mary July 14 1899 .....................16:532
Reilly William L of James F and Mary Jan 16 1900 .....................17:5
Reilly William P of John P and Catherine Apr 24 1900 ..............17:34
Reilly —— s of John and Catherine Dec 6 1897 .........................16:308
Reilly —— d of Peter F and Margaret T Mar 22 1891 ...................15:8
Reilly —— s of William H and Ellen Dec 28 1899 .......................16:598
Reilly —— s of Mary Apr 28 1893 ....................................15:146
Rein Paul C of Paul and Rosina Aug 24 1898 .........................16:433
Reine Guihelmina of Antonio and Dominga July 27 1897 ..............16:317
Reiness Etta of Marcus and Etta Dec 31 1894 .........................16:71 and 114
Reiness Harris of Markus and Etta June 8 1892 .......................15:98
Reinhardt Attala of Peter S and Alma Dec 20 1894 ....................16:74
Reinhardt Beatrice A of Pierre S and Alma Feb 24 1899 ..............16:494
Reinhardt Joseph A of Pierre S and Alma June 11 1897 ..............16:300
Reinhardt Joseph N A of Pierre S and Alma Apr 8 1893 ..............15:157
Reinhardt Joseph P A of Pierre S and Alma Mar 9 1892 ..............15:84
Reinhardt Marie B A of Pierre S and Alma Apr 24 1896 ..............16:207
Reinhardt Mary E of Peter S and Alma May 6 1891 .....................15:18
Reinhardt Otto of G F William and Annie H Jan 7 1899 .............16:496
Reisdes Maria of Joao and Claudia J May 29 1892 .....................15:68
Reiser —— d of Joseph and Clara May 28 1900 .........................17:123
Reiseroff Clara of Abraham and Bertha Dec 26 1896 ...................16:240
Reiseroff Lillian R of Abraham S and Bertha Jan 5 1899 ..........16:506
Reisman Edith of Frederick W and Emma F Dec 22 1900...17: 113
Reisman —— d of Frederick W and Emma F June 30 1898...16: 392
Reitchman Reuben of Abram and Rose July 4 1894........16: 65
Reitsma Wiebe J J of Charles W and Minnie Dec 27 1899..16: 569
Reitsma Wilhelmina R of Jelle W and Meintje E Nov 5 1897..16: 323
Remeszewski Louis of Jacob and Mary July 31 1896....16: 262
Remeszewski William of Jacob and Mary July 31 1896....16: 262
Remick Ernest M of George C and Minnie Sept 1 1900...17: 78
Remillard Anna L of Moise and Marie L Aug 4 1900....17: 69
Remillard Dolphis A of Alexandre and Malvina Oct 10 1900.17: 91
Remillard Francis of Lambert and Marceline Sept 12 1891...15: 40
Remillard Francois of Moise and Marie June 9 1893...15: 145
Remillard Marie R of Lambert and Marceline Dec 4 1893...15: 181
Remington Albert of Walden and Virginia Feb 27 1899....16: 515
Remington Dora E of Lee W and Mary E Nov 3 1898.....16: 448
Remington Emma of George A and Selina Aug 6 1895...16: 165
Remington Frances A of Arnold S and Ida F June 24 1895...16: 94
Remington Gertrude E of Joseph E and Minnie H Apr 13

1900 ......................17: 31
Remington James of Edward and Mabel Feb 19 1895...16: 99
Remington Joseph T of Henry L and Martha July 27 1893...15: 193
Remington Margaret of Samuel W and Mary E Apr 23 1899.16: 477
Remington Marie A of George A and Celina Oct 13 1893...15: 197
Remington Marie A E of Albert G A and Celina Sept 6 1895..16: 166
Remington Ruth O of Albert A and Kate L Mar 5 1893...15: 153
Remington Samuel W of Samuel W and Mary E Apr 22 1899.16: 477
Remington Sheldon of Pardon S and Ida F June 5 1899...16: 474
Renaghan Edmund of Michael and Elizabeth Apr 9 1895...16: 122
Renahan Albert A of Andrew J and Minnie G July 23 1899..16: 532
Renahan Alfred A of Andrew J and Minnie G July 23 1899..16: 532
Renahan Gladys of Andrew J and Minnie G July 23 1899...16: 532
Rene —— (c) twin daughters of Antone and Dominga June 29

1897 ......................16: 276
Renahan Harold of Andrew J and Minnie G Aug 15 1897...16: 325
Renfree William C of Edward A and Maud E Feb 12 1894...16: 45
Reng Harold F L of John O and Hilda S Nov 10 1893....15: 213
Renken Sophia A of Hermann and Emilie Aug 1 1898...16: 417
Renn Ida M of William H and Alice J Apr 7 1899....16: 515
Rennicks Ernest J of Robert H and Eliza Sept 17 1900....17: 83
Rennicks Robert S of Robert and Eliza Feb 20 1898.....16: 401
Rentena Anna of Pasquale and Maria Nov 19 1900......17: 163
Renton Elmer H of John E and Mary A Sept 6 1897....16: 361
Renzi Almerinda of Custode and Francesca Feb 17 1898...16: 401
Renzi Maria of Custode and Francesca Dec 12 1895....16: 169
Renzi Maria of Domenico and Angelica May 14 1899.........16: 505
Renzi Maria T of Costode and Francesca Feb 6 1894.........16: 32
Renzi —— s of Custode and Francesca Apr 29 1900.........17: 35
Resch Marlie of Samuel and Mamie Mar 9 1900.............17: 20
Reskiewick Julia of Mikolai and Annie Mar 12 1898........16: 407
Reshe —— s of Joseph and Annie Sept 24 1895.............16: 144
Restio —— s of Giovanni and Antonia Apr 26 1898.........16: 471
Restivo Antonio of Francesco and Anna Aug 2 1898.........16: 451
Restivo Giuseppe of Filippo and Maria May 10 1897........16: 365
Restivo Providenza of Giovanni and Antonia July 21 1899....16: 570
Restivo Salvatore M of Francesco and Anna July 9 1894.....16: 75
Restivo —— s of Filippo and Providenza Jan 14 1896........16: 208
Retallick Arthur B of William H and Catherine July 27 1896....16: 249
Rettloff Amelia of Philip H and Rose Sept 20 1899.........16: 573
Rettloff Annie L of Philip H and Rosanna Nov 12 1895....16: 168
Rettloff Rose E of Philip H and Rose A Aug 8 1897.........16: 348
Reusch John F of Andrew and Anna A Aug 30 1891.........13: 60
Reuter Edna M of William and Elizabeth Aug 8 1898.......16: 437
Reuter Stella H of Carl G and Elfrida T Nov 20 1895.....16: 140
Reuter Vera of Carl G and Elfrida T Sept 10 1900.........17: 81
Reuter William of William and Elizabeth Dec 27 1899......16: 549
Revell Joseph E of Joseph and Mary June 9 1899...........16: 488
Revell Marshall of Joseph and Mary Jan 28 1895............16: 107
Revell —— d of Joseph and Mary Aug 2 1900.................17: 119
Revans Ethel M of John J and Rose A Mar 24 1897.........16: 289
Revans John E of John J and Rose E Aug 10 1899........16: 550
Rexon Charles F of James and Louisa Feb 16 1893.......15: 159
Reyff Albertina of Henry and Eleanor Apr 7 1894.........15: 13
Reyff Louis H of Henry and Laura July 25 1892............15: 112
Reynolds Alfred J of John and Ellen Feb 1 1900........17: 9
Reynolds Amelia of Michael F and Catherine M June 19 1891.15: 14
Reynolds Amy F of Frank W and Julia F June 6 1894....16: 27
Reynolds Ann of Francis J and Bridget July 12 1892.....15: 105
Reynolds Annie of James and Sarah July 6 1895.........16: 141
Reynolds Arthur F of Edwin C Jr and Emily Mar 13 1898...16: 397
Reynolds Audrey M of Charles M and Carrie Sept 7 1894..16: 76
Reynolds Beatrice V of Joseph C and Ellen M Nov 3 1894...16: 64
Reynolds Catharine of James A and Catharine A Mar 28 1900.17: 26
Reynolds Catharine of Patrick and Margaret A Aug 5 1896.16: 245
Reynolds Catherine E of Michael and Mary Nov 4 1900....17: 99
Reynolds Charles K of William J and Ella F July 31 1893...15: 196
Reynolds Charles S of Fred S and Florence E Apr 7 1891...15: 23
Reynolds Charlotte M of Michael and Charlotte July 29 1895.16: 161
Reynolds Earl J of Patrick and Catherine Feb 7 1900.......17: 11
Reynolds Earl R of Frank A and Lillian M July 26 1892...15: 117
Reynolds Edward of Patrick and Rose July 23 1898........... 16:425
Reynolds Edward of Thomas P and Ellen Sept 4 1892........ 15:107
Reynolds Edward J of John and Ellen Mar 19 1895........... 16:100
Reynolds Ellen L of Patrick and Rose Nov 18 1900........... 17:103
Reynolds Elsie B of William B and Clara B Nov 6 1898...... 16:423
Reynolds Ernest P of William A and Jennie A June 21 1897.. 16:279
Reynolds Ethel B of Charles M and Carrie Apr 8 1891........ 15:23
Reynolds Etta of Walter and Kate Feb 15 1893.............. 15:153
Reynolds Frances M of Walter N and Mary F Nov 4 1891..... 15:37
Reynolds Francis of Patrick and Margaret July 6 1900...... 17:60
Reynolds Francis H of James A and Eliza J June 16 1895..... 16:106
Reynolds Francis J of James and Sarah Feb 9 1900........... 17:11
Reynolds Frank A of Frank H and Anna G Mar 11 1892....... 15:84
Reynolds Frederick E of John and Ellen Apr 27 1896........ 16:220
Reynolds Frederick G of Frederick G and Nellie J July 5 1900
Reynolds Gertrude R of Charles C and Carrie F Aug 17 1895. 16:159
Reynolds Harold C of John S and Nellie J Oct 2 1895........ 16:139
Reynolds Harriet L D of William A and Edith A July 25 1897
Reynolds Henry A of Edward and Catherine Jan 7 1892........ 15:88
Reynolds Hugh of Joseph and Celia Nov 11 1891............ 15:43
Reynolds Hugh P of Michael F and Catherine M June 26 1894.. 16:29
Reynolds Irene of John and Ella June 11 1897............... 16:284
Reynolds Isabelle of Bernard and Catherine June 9 1895..... 16:130
Reynolds James of Patrick and Margaret June 2 1891........ 15:16
Reynolds James A of James A and Eliza J July 14 1893....... 15:184
Reynolds James M of James A and Catherine A May 8 1898.... 16:113
Reynolds James W of John and Bella Aug 1 1898............ 16:425
Reynolds John A of Thomas and Annie A Mar 27 1899........ 16:188
Reynolds John F of Edward and Katie May 27 1899........... 16:505
Reynolds John F of John and Isabel A Jan 27 1900........... 17:8
Reynolds John J T of Patrick and Rose Jan 15 1893.......... 15:141
Reynolds John P of Joseph C and Ellen M May 23 1891....... 15:13
Reynolds John T of Thomas and Mary Dec 30 1892............ 15:110
Reynolds Joseph of James A and Catherine A July 15 1896.... 16:256
Reynolds Joseph C of Charles C and Clara F June 3 1897.... 16:297
Reynolds Joseph E of Bernard and Catherine June 28 1893.... 15:166
Reynolds Julia of Patrick and Margaret Nov 15 1892........ 15:116
Reynolds Katharine E of Michael and Mary Dec 4 1900........ 17:108
Reynolds Leon E of Fred S and Florence E Apr 8 1895....... 16:122
Reynolds Lillie of Thomas and Anna Oct 10 1892............. 15:118
Reynolds Loretta of Valentine J and Margaret Oct 24 1894.. 16:77
Reynolds Louis H of Michael and Charlotte L July 1 1891.... 16:88
Reynolds Louise D of Abel and Louisa A May 6 1900........... 17:37
Reynolds Margaret of Patrick and Margaret July 27 1894...16: 65
Reynolds Maria L of James A and Eliza J Feb 5 1898...16: 385
Reynolds Mary A of Thomas and Catherine May 8 1893...15: 169
Reynolds Mary J of Thomas and Mary May 11 1891...15: 9
Reynolds Mary V of Edward J and Catherine June 15 1895...16: 124
Reynolds Raymond of Michael and Margaret June 13 1894...16: 14
Reynolds Raymond B of Bernard and Catherine Aug 22 1897...16: 345
Reynolds Reginald R of George T and Hilda July 27 1900...17: 67
Reynolds Rose A of John J and Ella L July 6 1895...16: 180
Reynolds Rose C of Patrick and Rose May 11 1895...16: 102
Reynolds Thomas J of Thomas and Bessie July 4 1892...15: 111
Reynolds Thomas P of Thomas and Ellen May 4 1895...16: 102
Reynolds Valentine J of Valentine J and Margaret May 26 1893...15: 157
Reynolds Walter C of Walter H and Alice May 18 1892...15: 75
Reynolds Walter S of John S and Helen J Feb 20 1894...16: 32
Reynolds William of Celia Nov 7 1898...16: 432
Reynolds William H of Valentine J and Margaret Oct 12 1899...16: 584
Reynolds —— s of Clarence L and Adelaide M Mar 12 1895...16: 114
Reynolds —— d of Edward K and Rose L Mar 31 1898...16: 467
Reynolds —— d of George T and Hilda S May 27 1895...16: 113
Reynolds —— s of John J and Ella Oct 9 1893...15: 180
Reynolds —— s of John J and Ella L Sept 1 1899...16: 596
Reynolds —— s of Patrick and Catherine Dec 22 1898...16: 470
Reynolds —— d of Patrick and Rose Aug 3 1897...16: 366
Reynolds —— d of Prescott D and Maude H Feb 11 1900...17: 55
Rezendes Angelina do L of Jose J and Cristina Mar 1 1899...16: 472
Rezendes Jose of Jose and Francelina A Feb 17 1893...15: 136
Rezendes Joseph (c) of Jose and Franscelline Dec 11 1899...16: 525
Rezendes Victor of Jose J and Stina Mar 29 1897...16: 274
Rheault Marie R A of Adolphe and Noemie Dec 5 1892...15: 121
Rhodes Elisha H of Frederick M and Annie P Dec 26 1894...16: 68
Rhodes Frederick M of Frederick M and Annie P Feb 21 1899...16: 494
Rhodes George H of Waldo P and Emma F Jan 11 1899...16: 502
Rhodes Harry T of George W and Hannah M Sept 12 1895...16: 155
Rhodes John T of Charles L and Mary A July 30 1900...17: 68
Rhodes Mabel H of John W and Hattie Jan 16 1899...16: 496
Rhodes —— d of Thomas A and Jane Jan 21 1893...15: 136
Rhodes —— d of Waldo B and Emma A Nov 6 1897...16: 351
Ribotta Luigi of Antonio and Maria A Aug 3 1893...15: 200
Ricardi Angelina of Andrea and Antonetta Feb 12 1892...15: 72
Ricardi Attilia of Andrea and Antonietta June 13 1898...16: 382 and 425
Ricardi Attilio of Andrea and Antoinetta Mar 8 1897...16: 281
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Riccardi Giovanni of Andrea and Antonietta June 25 1895 16: 103
Riccardi Giovannina of Andrea and Antonietta Feb 9 1900 17: 12
Riccardi Nicandro of Andrea and Antonietta Aug 10 1893 15: 177
Ricci Albina E L of Giacomo and Maria R June 3 1899 16: 512
Ricci Alfonsa of Luigi and Giuseppa Feb 13 1897 16: 307
Ricci Amalia of Pasquale and Amina Jan 13 1891 15: 21
Ricci Americo of Pasquale and Amina Dec 23 1892 15: 105
Ricci Antonio of Giovanni and Ersilia May 24 1898 16: 382
Ricci Antonio of Giovanni and Maria Oct 1 1897 16: 327
Ricci Brigida of Raffaele and Angela Mar 8 1900 17: 20
Ricci Charles E of Giuseppe and Elizabeth Jan 14 1896 16: 188
Ricci Emilio of Francesco and Maria Mar 14 1894 16: 33
Ricci Felice of Giovanni and Ersilia Apr 21 1896 16: 191
Ricci Filomena of Raffaele and Concetta Oct 16 1899 16: 574
Ricci Filomena of Tomaso and Carmela July 25 1897 16: 353
Ricci Francesco of Alberico and Rosa Dec 11 1892 15: 109
Ricci Giovanni of Luigi and Maria G Dec 27 1892 15: 110
Ricci Giovanni of Tomaso and Carmela July 26 1896 16: 262
Ricci Giovanni A of Tommaso and Carmela Jan 1 1900 17: 1
Ricci Guglielmo M of Giacomo and Rosa Dec 7 1897 16: 359
Ricci Liberata of Crescento and Maria May 21 1896 16: 223
Ricci Luigi of Anzelmio and Angela June 25 1897 16: 284
Ricci Luigi of Giuseppe and Rosina July 16 1899 16: 543
Ricci Luigia of Domenico and Giulia Aug 2 1896 16: 232
Ricci Margherita of Alfonso and Bella Apr 17 1894 16: 12
Ricci Margherita of Alfonso and Margherita Jan 11 1895 16: 98
Ricci Maria of Camillo and Benedetta Nov 9 1896 16: 259
Ricci Maria of Giacomo and Maria Apr 8 1893 15: 143
Ricci Maria A of Alfonso and Margherita Apr 8 1893 15: 146
Ricci Maria D of Raffaele and Angela Mar 20 1898 15: 33
Ricci Maria G of Alberico and Rosa May 13 1895 16: 102
Ricci Maria G of Giovanni and Carmela Feb 1 1893 15: 178
Ricci Maria T of Camillo and Bambina June 10 1899 16: 506
Ricci Nicola of Alfonso and Margherita Oct 2 1892 15: 107
Ricci Nina of Tomaso and Maria Oct 10 1894 16: 84
Ricci Oresta C of Crescento and Mariantonia Oct 8 1899 16: 583
Ricci Oreste of Anzelmio and Angela June 25 1897 16: 284
Ricci Pasquale of Francesco and Brigida Oct 16 1894 16: 77
Ricci Pasqualina of Luigi and Maria G Dec 27 1892 15: 110
Ricci Pietro of Domenico and Giulia Apr 6 1899 16: 481
Ricci Raffaele of Luigi and Giuseppa Sept 27 1898 16: 459
Ricci Raffaele L of Anselmo and Adelina Oct 25 1900 17: 95
Ricci Rosa of Anselmo and Adelina Apr 5 1895 16: 101
Ricci Teresa of Antonio and Elisabetta Feb 15 1892 15: 88
Ricci Teresa of Tomaso and Maria Oct 4 1892 15: 133
Ricci — s of Antonio and Angiolina Sept 28 1895.
Ricci — s of Giovanni and Angiolina Aug 18 1899.
Ricci — d of Giuseppe and Rosina May 3 1898.
Ricciard Maria G of Pietro and Maria C Dec 23 1899.
Riccio Cecelia of Alfonso and Beliza Aug 19 1891.
Riccitelli Anna of Nicola and Marie Apr 9 1895.
Riccitelli Giovanni of Nicola and Maria Jan 6 1892.
Riccitelli Giuseppe A of Nicola and Maria Dec 5 1900.
Riccitelli Guglielmo B of Giovanni and Elena Sept 7 1897.
Riccitelli Matilda of Nicola and Maria Oct 30 1897.
Riccitelli Michaelangelo D of Giovanni and Ellen July 3 1899.
Riccitelli Rocco of Nicola and Marie Apr 9 1895.
Riccitelli Vincenzo of Enrico and Francesca May 19 1899.
Riccitelli — s of Nicola and Maria June 17 1899.
Riccius Agnes J of Edward C and Mary A Sept 12 1892.
Riccins Edward C of Mary A Nov 25 1895.
Riccins — (c) s of Gustave A and Bertha L Jan 27 1900.
Riccini Angelo M of Filomeno and Antonia Oct 25 1898.
Riccini Filomena M of Luigi and Maria May 30 1898.
Riccini Giovanni of Luigi and Maria C Nov 5 1899.
Riccini Maria G of Filomeno and Maria Mar 18 1897.
Riccito Domenico of Filomeno and Maria A Nov 29 1894.
Riccito Elisabetta S of Luigi and Maria C Mar 18 1895.
Riccio Nicola of Luigi and Carmina Aug 21 1896.
Rice Alexander of Owen and Ellen Oct 1 1900.
Rice Annie I of John T and Hannah E May 4 1899.
Rice Blanche E of George and Josephine Apr 27 1893.
Rice Gertrude I of John T and Hannah E Feb 3 1897.
Rice Helen M of Owen M and Ellen Nov 8 1896.
Rice Jane V of John T and Hannah E Mar 4 1898.
Rice John S of Patrick S and Catherine Mar 24 1899.
Rice Joseph of Joseph E and Mary J Dec 3 1894.
Rice Joseph of Patrick and Nellie Mar 1 1897.
Rice Joseph T of Joseph T and Mary Apr 18 1896.
Rice Katherine of Herbert H and Edith R B Mar 10 1900.
Rice Louis W of Howard W and Carrie F Feb 23 1900.
Rice (Rokstoryas) Mary of Stephen and Annie Feb 13 1899.
Rice Mary A of John T and Hannah E Nov 16 1895.
Rice Mary A of Patrick S and Mary E Dec 18 1895.
Rice Muriel R of Chester R and Lillian F Aug 22 1897.
Rice Richard D of Richard H and Susan June 29 1891.
Rice Rose of Owen and Ellen June 13 1899.
Rice Susan Durgin of Richard H and Susan Jan 9 1895.
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Rice Thomas J of John H and Catherine A Mar 15 1891........15: 12
Rice Wayland W of Herbert W and Jennie W Apr 14 1894........16: 27
Rice Wilbur L of Herbert W and Jennie P July 17 1896........16: 249
Rice William H of William A and Ida M Sept 29 1892........15:111
Rice —— d of Fannie Feb 6 1897.................................16: 285
Rice —— d of Patrick S and Mary E Jan 9 1891.................15: 25
Rich Chester H of Chester H and Margaret L May 3 1896......16:194
Rich Edward A of Arthur F and Julia B June 21 1891.........15: 14
Rich Esther M (c) of Luther and Amanda Mar 15 1900.........17: 22
Rich Gladys A of Joseph T and Dora Feb 14 1893..............15:148
Rich —— (c) s of Benjamin W and Sarah E Dec 2 1898........16:470
Richard Charles A of Cyrille and Octavie Sept 25 1895.......16:173
Richard Ethel M of Etienne and Lillie M Apr 6 1895........16:121
Richard Fedora of Delphis and Emilie June 21 1897..........16:284
Richard George W of George and Laura Apr 11 1894........16: 33
Richard Gladys M of Etienne and Lillian Jan 31 1897........16:301
Richard Irvin E of Etienne and Lily M Sept 22 1891.........15: 57
Richard Isadore of Max C and Fanny Mar 28 1894.............16:  6
Richard Joseph of Cyrille and Octavie July 18 1897.........16:353
Richard Joseph of Cyrille and Octavie Mar 28 1899...........16:510
Richard Joseph F A of Cyrille and Octavia Nov 8 1896.......16:266
Richard Joseph W of Delphs and Emilie Jan 12 1900........17:  4
Richard Leda of Delphis and Emilie Jan 17 1892.............15: 91
Richard Maria C of Anna July 26 1897.........................A 1: 32
Richard Marie A of Cyril and Octavia Feb 5 1893............15:162
Richard Marie C of Theodule and Octavia Oct 13 1891.......15: 62
Richard Marie L of Cyrille and Octavia Dec 14 1894.........16: 86
Richard Moses of Max C and Fannie Oct 4 1900...............17:  89
Richard Remond A of Etienne and Lillie M Sept 16 1893......15:201
Richard Theodore J of Frank and Emilie Sept 22 1893.......15:208
Richard —— d of Cyril and Ida May 23 1900....................17:  56
Richard —— s of Delphis and Emilie July 7 1895.............16:170
Richards Agnes L of Wilfred C and Martha E June 1 1897....16:278
Richards Archibald A (c) of William H and Jane R Jan 20

1900 .............................................................17:  6
Richards Earl A B of George A and Mary E Oct 24 1900.......17: 95
Richards Ethel C of Walter and Henrietta E Aug 24 1899.....16:534
Richards Ethel M (c) of William H and Jane R Dec 22 1893...15:188
Richards George F of Edward and Susan Aug 15 1899.........16:521
Richards Gertrude A of David and Mary A May 11 1893......15:160
Richards Harold B (c) of Edward W and Bertha D Nov 26

1900 .............................................................17:105
Richards Henry of Henry and Hannah Apr 30 1894............16: 12
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Richards Howard N of Nelson C and Ellen A Sept 28 1897...16: 362
Richards May of Edward and Susan A Oct 24 1897.............16: 319
Richards Ralph E of Walter and Henrietta Sept 12 1897....16: 334
Richards Victoria of Benedict and Anna M Mar 13 1900.....17: 21
Richards Wilbert H (c) of William H and Jane R July 5

1896 .................................................................16: 241
Richards —— s of Alfred and Alice M Oct 26 1897............16: 367
Richards —— s of Charles B and Edna S May 13 1891.......15: 13
Richards —— d of Fred S and Alice L Oct 13 1899...........16: 542
Richards —— d of Joseph and Hannah May 30 1892..........15: 95
Richards —— d of Nelson and Ellen Dec 31 1895.............16: 141
Richardson Annie B of Robert and Margaret T Aug 3 1896...16: 262
Richardson Edward F of Thomas H and Hanora Aug 1 1898...16: 457
Richardson Ernest W of Thomas and Annie July 4 1896.....16: 261
Richardson Eva L (c) of Alexander M and Ida Sept 18 1899..16: 558
Richardson George L of Charles H and Anna C Feb 19 1894..16: 18
Richardson Harry O of Henry O and Mary J Mar 6 1893.....15: 159
Richardson Helen B of Harry O and Mary E Jan 10 1899.....16: 478
Richardson Henrietta D of Robert W and Margaret T Sept 16

1900 .................................................................17: 83
Richardson Ida M of Thomas H and Hanorah May 11 1897...16: 310
Richardson James H of Thomas H and Hanora Nov 4 1894...16: 84
Richardson John C of Harold O and Mary E June 7 1894...16: 35
Richardson Joseph F of Joseph and Adelaide L Apr 3 1894..16: 23
Richardson Laura DeK of James and Elsie Oct 2 1900........17: 88
Richardson Lottie E of Charles W and Sarah J Nov 25 1901..15: 42
Richardson Margaret A of Hallam and Lydia Jan 3 1899.....16: 472
Richardson Margaret T of Robert W and Margaret T Apr 8

1898 .................................................................16: 408
Richardson Mary E of Thomas H and Hanora Apr 24 1900...17: 34
Richardson Richard F of Robert W and Margaret T Jan 19

1894 .................................................................16: 36
Richardson Thomas H of Thomas H and Hannah June 6 1893..15: 165
Richardson Wallace H of Hallam and Lydia R S Dec 19 1894..16: 49
Richardson William J of Frank J and Mary T Apr 7 1897...16: 313
Richardson —— s of Harry O and Mary E June 26 1896....16: 212
Richardson —— s of Robert Nov 18 1891.......................15: 55
Richardson —— s of Robert W and Margaret T July 14 1895..16: 170
Richen William G of Gerhardt G and Mary J Apr 3 1893...15: 149
Richey Mary F of Edward F and Ellen May 24 1894............16: 43
Richman Reuben of Charles and Eva Sept 5 1899...............16: 551
Richman Sarah of Abram and Rosa Mar 2 1900................17: 18
Richman —— s of Abram and Rosa Dec 10 1898...............16: 470
Richmond Earl W of Sheldon R and Mabel Oct 6 1896........16: 242
Richmond Herbert L of Henry A and Florence M Nov 9 1894..16: 73
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Richmond Jessie M of Norman L and Jessie F Sept 16 1891...15: 33
Richmond Phoebe A of Knight C and Phoebe A Mar 23 1900...17: 24
Richmond Tillie of Abraham and Rose July 27 1896............16: 245
Richmond —— s of Abram and Rose Dec 11 1898.............16: 440
Richmond —— s of Henry A and Florence M May 27 1893...15: 155
Richmond —— d of Leroy J and Grace L Apr 4 1891...........16: 26
Richmond —— s of Walter and Amanda R Jan 27 1892....15: 66
Richmond —— s of William H and Harriet H Mar 26 1893....15: 159
Richter Fanny of Samuel I and Sarah Nov 4 1896.............16: 254
Richter Gustav F of Hugo G A and Annie July 8 1893...15: 176
Richter Gustave of Hugo and Annie July 21 1894............16: 75
Richter Harry of Samuel and Sarah Jan 10 1898..............16: 378
Richter Kate of Samuel and Sarah Jan 13 1900.................17: 4
Richter Walter H of Hugo and Anna A Dec 1 1898.............16: 454
Richter Wilhelm of Hugo and Annie Mar 4 1897..............16: 302
Rickard Louise M of David A and Mary L Sept 4 1893..15: 207
Ricker Florence E of Frank E and Sarah A May 20 1891...15: 31
Ricker Howard B of Herbert L and Ida F May 14 1897....16: 296
Ricker James E of Herbert G and Ida F Sept 9 1892..15: 118
Ricketson Marian A of Charles B and Abbie E Sept 19 1891..15: 48
Ricketts Louise R of Joseph J and Ada L July 23 1898...17: 441
Ricketts Russell G J of Joseph and Ada L July 27 1899...16: 591
Ricks James M (c) of James M and Rachel J Jan 16 1896...16: 262
Riddel Rebecca of Hugo and Dora Sept 16 1899............16: 528
Riddell John of John and Isabella Aug 8 1894..............16: 54
Ride Freda of Gersen and Fannie Oct 25 1900..............17: 95
Rider Adin C of Albert C and Maud E Apr 3 1900...........17: 28
Rider Hannah of James and Helen Nov 7 1891..............15: 49
Rider Helen of James and Helen Jan 6 1899.................16: 489
Rider John A of John A and Ellen F Jan 29 1891.........15: 12
Rider Mary A of James and Helen July 6 1895..............16: 153
Rider Robert R of William H and Grace Nov 8 1898....16: 448
Ridge James F of James J and Annie F Jan 3 1900..........17: 1
Ridgeway Alice I of Thomas and Margaret Apr 13 1894...16: 12
Ridgeway Clarence L of Thomas and Margaret Apr 13 1894..16: 12
Ridgewell Gladys L of Robert A and Isabella Sept 4 1900..17: 79
Ridings William E of Albert and Minnie H Jan 4 1897...16: 313
Ridout Hubert of Hubert and Annie Feb 20 1900...........17: 15
Riebe Earl S of Richard J H and Helen A Nov 29 1896...16: 267
Riebe Farquhar A F of Richard J H and Helen A Nov 1 1893..15: 210
Riebe Inez A B of Richard J H and Helen A Jan 18 1892...15: 91
Riebe Perry W of Theodore C A and Clara L Jan 17 1899...16: 507
Riebe Richard J H of Richard J H and Helen A Mar 21 1895..16: 127
Riebe Walter S T of Richard J H and Helen A Nov 17 1897..16: 358
Riebe —— d of Theodore C A and Clara L July 30 1892...15: 126
Riechert Irene of Carl and Anna E Apr 26 1898................16:391
Riechert —— d of Carl E G C and Annie E Dec 9 1895.........16:157
Riel Henry S E of Simeon P and Delina Aug 18 1900..........17: 73
Riel Irene M of Simeon and Delina May 19 1895..............16:129
Riel Victoria of Alfred and Millie Apr 7 1899..............16:484
Riel —— d of Simeon and Delina Jan 26 1894..............16: 37
Riehl Joseph T of Maxime and Emilie Sept 30 1893.........15:197
Riendeau Bertha M of Daniel J and Emma May 8 1900......17: 37
Riendeau Daniel J of Daniel J and Emily Dec 11 1896....16:252
Riendeau Raymond of Adelard and Angeline Apr 10 1899...16:510
Rienzi Antonio of Domenico and Angelica Nov 21 1897...16:358
Rienzi Eda of Domenico and Angelica Oct 19 1896.........16:265
Rleo George A of George A and Margaret J Oct 26 1891...15: 37
Rleo Joseph A of George A and Margaret J Sept 27 1895...16:145
Rleo Marion E of George A and Margaret J July 16 1900...17: 63
Riewold Albert N of Minnie Oct 5 1896.....................16:269
Riewold Julins R of Frank J and Elizabeth Aug 9 1899....16:506
Riffkin Ella P of Aaron and Rosa Apr 29 1897.............16:293
Riffkin Israel of Aaron and Rosa Feb 20 1895...........16:120
Rigby Joseph of Frederick and Martha A Oct 4 1891......15: 49
Rigby Mary E of Frederick and Martha A Dec 24 1893....15:192
Rigby Robert E of Frederick and Martha A Oct 28 1896....16:247
Rigby William of Frederick and Martha Jan 25 1893......15:150
Riley Albert C of John H and Annie T Aug 24 1899.........16:581
Riley Alexander of William J and Alice Apr 6 1898.......16:397
Riley Alice of John J and Bridget Nov 6 1892...........15:129
Riley Alice A of William and Alice Feb 26 1893.........15:156
Riley Alice M of Jefferson and Bridget Nov 5 1899......16:538
Riley Anna G of Patrick and Annie Oct 7 1892...........15:104
Riley Annie of James H and Josephine E July 25 1899....16:532
Riley Annie of John and Mary Oct 5 1894.............16: 63
Riley Annie J of William H and Margaret M July 7 1899...16:549
Riley Annie T of Jefferson and Bridget Oct 17 1891......15: 41
Riley Arthur W of Patrick and Theresa Aug 12 1895......16:165
Riley Benjamin of Benjamina and Susan Sept 16 1893....15:197
Riley Bernard of Bernard and Catherine June 20 1894....16: 35
Riley Carrie I of Joseph H and Bridget Nov 15 1892.....15:113
Riley Catherine X of James and Mary May 22 1896.......16:187
Riley Charles E of Charles and Sarah Aug 26 1896........16:263
Riley Charles E of William and Elizabeth Feb 25 1900.....17: 53
Riley Charles H of Charles H and Eliza Dec 22 1893......15:199
Riley Charles J of James J and Margaret E Mar 3 1894...16: 18
Riley Dorothy P of Thomas and Elizabeth Jan 28 1899....16:484
Riley Edna N of Edward T and Margaret A Nov 8 1893....15:198
Riley Edward of John J and Mary A Oct 2 1896..........16:225
Riley Edward F of Edward F and Margaret A Aug 20 1897 . . . 16:345
Riley Edward L of Terence and Catherine A June 17 1897 . . . 16:294
Riley Edwin J of John J and Bridget Jan 7 1900 . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 2
Riley Elizabeth of Edward and Louise A Mar 5 1900 . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 19
Riley Elizabeth of William and Mary May 1 1900 . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 36
Riley Elizabeth of William C and Mary June 11 1891 . . . . . . . . . . 15: 9
Riley Elizabeth M of William H and Elizabeth A Oct 28 1894 . . 16: 84
Riley Ella of William and Ella F Apr 4 1896 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:207
Riley Ellen T of Michael and Ellen Oct 9 1892 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15:113
Riley Emma of John and Annie Oct 11 1897 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:357
Riley Emma V of James F and Mary J Dec 23 1899 . . . . . . . . . . . 16:555
Riley Estella of Owen and Anastasia Dec 19 1899 . . . . . . . . . . . 16:577
Riley Esther J of Stephen J and Florence I Mar 21 1898 . . . . . . . 16:372
Riley Ethel E of Thomas and Mary Feb 5 1898 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:400
Riley Eugene of Owen and Anastasia Sept 19 1898 . . . . . . . . . . . 16:452
Riley Eugene P of Owen and Mary E Jan 23 1893 . . . . . . . . . . . 15:139
Riley Florence of Edward and Louisa Aug 9 1894 . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 54
Riley Florence of Edward and Louise Aug 18 1895 . . . . . . . . . . . 16:143
Riley Florence M of Patrick and Margaret T Dec 15 1893 . . . . . . . 15:214
Riley Francis A of John and Annie Dec 7 1898 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:420
Riley Francis H of Frank and Delia Sept 10 1896 . . . . . . . . . . . 16:253
Riley Francis J of Frank and Bridget Nov 9 1899 . . . . . . . . . . . 16:548
Riley Frank of William and Mary Apr 18 1895 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:101
Riley Frank H of Nancey Y Aug 25 1900 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 76
Riley Frederick D S of John and Bridget Jan 27 1895 . . . . . . . . . 16:117
Riley George A of Charles and Sarah Jan 18 1892 . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 91
Riley George V of Owen H and Anastasia Jan 19 1897 . . . . . . . . . . 16:300
Riley Gertrude of Edward J and Margaret Mar 6 1894 . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 10
Riley Gladys E of Walter P and Emma J July 24 1897 . . . . . . . . . . 16:353
Riley Honor L of John and Annie Dec 12 1900 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17:110
Riley Hope L of Joseph H and Bridget June 22 1894 . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 20
Riley Howard R of Robert W and Lottie June 1 1895 . . . . . . . . . . . 16:103
Riley Hugh of Patrick and Lucy Sept 21 1899 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:526
Riley Hugh J of Patrick and Mary Jan 15 1894 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 18
Riley Irene of Jefferson and Bridget A Apr 25 1896 . . . . . . . . . . . 16:191
Riley James of William D and Catherine Oct 27 1898 . . . . . . . . . . . 16:435
Riley James A of Joseph P and Mary E Dec 12 1892 . . . . . . . . . . . 15:119
Riley James F of James F and Mary Nov 22 1894 . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 37
Riley James F of James F and Mary May 8 1891 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 16
Riley James L of James J and Margaret E Feb 19 1899 . . . . . . . . . . . 16:490
Riley Jessie L of Thomas and Elizabeth H Feb 14 1895 . . . . . . . . . . . 16:126
Riley John of William and Frances E June 1 1900 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 44
Riley John F of Owen A and Alice T July 8 1893 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15:205
Riley John J of John J and Annie July 5 1892 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 99
Riley Joseph B of William H and Elizabeth A Aug 29 1892 . . . . . . 15:127
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Riley Leon B of Charles B and Jennie M Sept 26 1900.............17: 117
Riley Lizzie of John and Annie Oct 11 1897.......................16: 357
Riley Lizzie F of James F and Mary J July 12 1896..............16: 244
Riley Mabel E of Owen and Alice Dec 22 1899......................16: 588
Riley Margaret of James H and Josephine E Sept 24 1900.........17: 85
Riley Margaret of John and Elizabeth July 25 1891..............15: 59
Riley Margaret of John H and Annie T Nov 12 1897..............16: 358
Riley Margaret M of Edward F and Margaret A Aug 20 1897....16: 345
Riley Margaret M of James J and Margaret E Feb 15 1893....15: 148
Riley Margaret M of John P and Catherine Nov 27 1892........15: 101
Riley Mary of Charles and Sarah Dec 29 1893......................15: 212
Riley Mary A of William and Ellen Oct 18 1898.................16: 447
Riley Mary E of Francis and Bridget Nov 23 1893..............15: 172
Riley Mary E of John T and Celia M May 25 1897..............16: 290
Riley Mary E of Patrick and Mary May 2 1893.....................15: 160
Riley Mary F of Stephen J and Florence I Feb 28 1897........16: 288
Riley Mary E of Thomas and Annie Jan 11 1898.................16: 405
Riley Mary H of Patrick J and Ann A Jan 14 1891..............15: 4
Riley Mary L of Edward and Louise Apr 13 1898..............16: 381
Riley Mary T of Owen H and Anastasia M Sept 1 1895...........16: 166
Riley May E of James F and Mary J Oct 21 1893..............15: 191
Riley May G of James and Margaret Jan 25 1898..............16: 405
Riley Patrick J of Bernard and Catherine Mar 17 1892........15: 89
Riley Peter C of Peter F and Ellen Sept 29 1899..............16: 558
Riley Raymond F of James J and Margaret E June 23 1896......16: 198
Riley Robert C of Thomas and Alice Dec 2 1896..............16: 267
Riley Stewart E D of Bernard J and Ellen Jan 8 1892........15: 80
Riley Teresa E of Terrence and Catherine Mar 26 1900........17: 25
Riley Theresa of John J and Bridget Oct 13 1897............16: 346
Riley Thomas A of John and Mary Nov 6 1898.....................16: 436
Riley Thomas S of John and Hannah Dec 26 1892.............15: 131
Riley Veronica of William J and Alice Oct 1 1899...........16: 565
Riley Vincent J of Frank and Delia Dec 31 1898.............16: 450
Riley Viola M of Francis and Bridget Aug 1 1893.............15: 206
Riley Walter J of James W and Mary F Mar 4 1893............15: 167
Riley William of Bernard and Catherine May 3 1896...........16: 211
Riley William C of William and Maria Aug 4 1893............15: 170
Riley William J of William H and Catherine A Feb 15 1892...15: 66
Riley William M of Patrick M and Mary June 10 1896........16: 198
Riley — — s of Bernard J and Ellen Apr 16 1896.............16: 201
Riley — — s of Carrie June 12 1894.........................16: 15
Riley — — s of John and Mary Oct 8 1896......................16: 243
Riley — — s of Kate Nov 19 1895............................16: 148
Riley — — d of Peter F and Margaret T Mar 1 1892........15: 73
Riley — s of Peter F and Margaret T Oct 6 1893.............15: 179
Riley — d of Thomas and Lillian F Dec 8 1900.............17: 109
Riley — s of William H and Catherine A Feb 18 1891....15: 1
Riley — s of William J G and Willa G Jan 15 1894........16: 8
Riley Louise of Nellie Mar 24 1895.....................16: 104
Rinaldi Antonio of Antonio and Isabella Sept 2 1900.....17: 78
Rinaldo Giovanni of Donate and Carmina Mar 7 1900.....17: 20
Rinardo Domenica of Vito and Angela July 31 1896......16: 256
Rines Charles C of Charles A and Martha Dec 3 1899.....16: 548
Ring Axel A of Frank A and Ida M Dec 25 1892...........15: 117
Ring Elsie H of Frank A and Ida M Oct 16 1900.........17: 93
Ring Henry A of Frank A and Ida M Apr 21 1896.........16: 201
Ring Martha E of William R and Nellie Oct 6 1897......16: 342
Ring Thurston R of Oscar and Hilda Aug 4 1895.........16: 154
Rini Angela of Nicola and Cosima Jan 24 1893...........15: 158
Rini Matteo of Nicola and Cosima June 5 1894...........16: 35
Rini Nicola of Giovanni and Maria Jan 7 1898..........16: 400
Rinn Alice of Edward J and Josephine M May 7 1900....17: 37
Rinn Edward P of Edward J and Josephine M Feb 7 1893....15: 150
Rinn Elizabeth of Edward J and Josephine M Mar 18 1891...15: 15
Rinn George of Edward and Josephine Jan 30 1897.......16: 294
Rinn James B of Edward E and Josephine M Feb 15 1895....16: 111
Rinn Margaret of Edward J and Josephine M Mar 14 1898...16: 390
Rio Vincenzo of Luigi and Anna Feb 14 1899.............16: 503
Riolesi Pardi of Luigi and Giuseppa July 20 1900........17: 64
Riopelle Edward O of Felix S and Josephine V May 16 1891.15: 16
Riopelle — s of Felix S and Josephine V June 16 1894.....16: 24
Riordan Frederick of John and Catherine Mar 31 1899.....16: 510
Riordan Ruth M of John J and Ellen E Sept 25 1900.....17: 86
Riotte Alice of Noel and Orrilie Feb 13 1899.............16: 515
Riotte Blondine of Onesime and Eliza May 29 1899.......16: 500
Rioux Edward of Joseph and Theresa Dec 14 1897........16: 360
Rioux Veronica A of Joseph F and Frances C Feb 21 1899..16: 503
Ripley — d of Fannie Dec 19 1893.....................15: 183
Risborg Mary of Peter and Ida June 26 1892..............15: 95
Risk Dorothy of Winthrop A and Wilhelmina Sept 11 1897.16: 342
Riskin Benjamin of Max and Fannie Aug 11 1899.........16: 527
Rison George A of George and Georgiana Jan 24 1894.....16: 9
Rison — s of George and Georgiana Oct 21 1895...........16: 145
Rita De Giuseppe of Eraclio and Rachele July 10 1891....15: 56
Ritchie George J of John and Jane May 18 1892...........15: 94
Ritchie Nellie of James and Mary Oct 27 1894............16: 84
Ritchie Susanna R of Thomas and Annie Dec 26 1893......15: 204
Ritocco Michelangelo of Gennaro and Angela Mar 19 1898..16: 402
Ritola Antonio G of Bartolomeo and Maria July 25 1900....17: 66
Riton Ruth of Charles and Rosa July 1899 .................. 16:589
Ritondo Francesco of Luigi and Carmela Sept 21 1895 ...... 16:166
Ritondo Raffaele of Raffaele and Rosa Jan 27 1896 ........ 16:209
Ritonto Luigi of Francesco and Rosina Feb 25 1895 ....... 16:121
Ritorda Rosa C of Nicola and Filomena Oct 2 1891 ....... 15:59
Ritorta Aurelio of Bartolomeo and Maria Apr 1 1892 ....... 15:73
Ritorti Maria A of Michelangelo and Filomena July 14 1893 15:176
Ritota Domenico of Nicolangelo and Filomena June 25 1896 16:219
Ritota Maddalena of Bartolomeo and Maria May 17 1896 .... 16:218
Ritota Rosa M of Bartolomeo and Marie Oct 6 1897 ....... 16:356
Rittman Charles McCoid of Louis P and Annie E Aug 10 1892 15:117
Rittmann Barbara L of Frank M and Emily P Apr 5 1897 .... 16:300
Ritzau Annie W of Fritz H C and Anna M L Nov 29 1894 .... 16:85
Ritzau Emma J of Fritz C H and Anna M L July 17 1891 .... 15:59
Ritzau Frieda M A of Wilhelm and Annie Oct 12 1894 .... 15:62
Ritzau Walter J L of Wilhelm and Annie Oct 8 1899 ...... 16:583
Ritzau William J K of William and Annie Aug 5 1893 .... 15:206
Rivard Alma S of Napoleon B and Belina Dec 10 1891 .... 15:55
Rivard Arthur E of Napoleon and Anbeline June 9 1898 .... 16:399
Rivard Emma of Frederick and Amelia Feb 26 1891 ....... 15:20
Rivard Ida of Alfred and Celine Aug 10 1897 ........... 16:354
Rivard Marie A of Theodore and Virginia L Mar 19 1891 .... 15:20
Rivard Marie D N of Noel and Delia July 23 1898 ....... 16:445
Rivard Marie I of Noel and Delia Mar 19 1900 .......... 17:23
Rivard Marie L of Louis and Marie June 4 1892 ......... 15:95
Rivard --- s of Napoleon and Belina Apr 25 1894 ....... 16:30
Rivard --- s of Napoleon and Obeline Apr 18 1897 ....... 16:365
Rivelli Filomena of Vincenzo and Maria A Apr 1 1899 ... 16:504
Rivelli --- s of Pietro and Alberina Dec 15 1897 ...... 16:352
Rivers Esther C of Louis and Julia Feb 23 1898 ......... 16:413
Rivers Mary E of Joseph and Delime Mar 15 1897 ...... 16:298
Rivers --- d of John June 13 1895 ................. 16:132
Rixson William A of James and Louise Sept 24 1895 .... 16:167
Rizskie Annie of Michael and Anninie Sept 16 1896 ...... 16:264
Rizzi Francesco of Fabio and Giovannina July 16 1900 ... 17:63
Rizzo Francesco of Fabio and Giovannina June 15 1900 .... 17:48
Roach Agnes of William and Mary Oct 28 1896 .......... 16:241
Roach Anastasia of Lawrence W and Mary E Sept 25 1897 ... 16:332
Roach Cecelia of Timothy and Rose Oct 28 1895 ........ 16:136
Roach Charlotte E of James and Ellen Dec 16 1898 ...... 16:430
Roach Christopher L of Patrick and Jane Nov 7 1892 .... 15:108
Roach Edward J of John and Mary Feb 6 1892 ........ 15:66
Roach Ellen G of Daniel and Margaret Nov 20 1893 ....... 15:210
Roach Frances A of James and Ellen Mar 10 1893 ....... 15:142
Roach Frances M of James P and Mary L Feb 2 1899 ...... 16:490
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Roach Frank of James and Mary Feb 20 1898 .................. 16:471
Roach Hannah J of Daniel and Margaret Feb 29 1896 .......... 16:189
Roach Isabelle of Thomas F and Teresa T Dec 1 1900 .......... 17:107
Roach James of James and Mary Sept 27 1891 .................. 15: 40
Roach John of Ellen Jan 20 1897 ................................ 16:286
Roach John J of James and Mary Dec 16 1895 .................. 16:147
Roach Madeleine of Thomas F and Mary E Sept 22 1892 ........ 15:118
Roach Mary of James and Ellen May 8 1896 ...................... 16:192
Roach Mary of Lawrence W and Mary E May 25 1896 .......... 16:212
Roach Mary A of Thomas F and Theresa F Dec 6 1899 .......... 16:554
Roach Mary E of James and Mary Dec 18 1891 .................. 15: 47
Roach Mary M of James and Mary Oct 27 1899 .................... 16:538
Roach Nora V of Daniel and Margaret Dec 28 1898 .......... 16:462
Roach Richard M of Patrick and Ellen Oct 18 1900 ............ 17: 93
Roach Roland R of John P and Jessie May 5 1897 .......... 16:309
Roach William F of William and Mary July 4 1898 .......... 16:432
Roach —— d of James and Mary J Apr 29 1898 .......... 16:403
Roark Miles of Miles and Eliza A Dec 4 1897 .......... 16:333
Roark Samuel of Miles and Eliza A Dec 4 1897 .......... 16:333
Robarge Albert of Joseph and Elizabeth Sept 5 1892 .......... 15:123
Robarge Isabel of Joseph and Lizzie Jan 5 1891 .......... 15: 6
Robarge —— s of Thomas and Lena Dec 3 1892 .......... 15:114
Robarge —— s of William C and Clara Nov 1 1900 .......... 17: 98
Robbins Bessie L of Wayland A and Anna Nov 21 1892 .......... 15:125
Robbins Frank P of Alexander and Mary E July 14 1897 .......... 16:336
Robbins Gertrude B of Thomas and Lucy E Jan 4 1894 .......... 16: 25
Robbins Marion R of William H and Cora Apr 5 1899 .......... 16:510
Robbins —— s of John H and Hannah June 30 1896 .......... 16:219
Robbio Anna of Giuseppe and Rosa Jan 15 1898 .......... 16:490
Robbio Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Rosa Mar 18 1900 .......... 17: 23
Robbio Grazia of Luigi and Filomena Feb 12 1898 .......... 16:400
Robbio Maria of Giuseppe and Rosa July 24 1896 .......... 16:256
Roberge Joseph W A of Ovila and Donalda Oct 12 1900 .......... 17: 91
Roberge Marie G D of Ovila and Donalda Aug 27 1898 .......... 16:442
Roberge —— s of George E and Eliza E Mar 26 1893 .......... 15:159
Robert Albert W of George I and Hattie Nov 23 1893 .......... 15:188
Robert Alfred of Joseph and Victoria May 1 1894 .......... 16: 40
Robert Bertha B of Joseph and Victoria May 16 1895 .......... 16:129
Robert David A of Francois X and Regina Apr 16 1898 .......... 16:408
Robert Edwin L of Edouard C and Marie R Jan 17 1896 .......... 16:196
Robert Frederick E of Joseph H and Florence Oct 26 1891 .......... 15: 46
Robert Henry of Esther Ang 16 1899 .......... 16:580
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Robert Herbert C of Edouard C and Marie R Jan 2 1894...16: 16
Robert Joseph A A of Joseph and Victoria G Aug 22 1892...15: 127
Robert Joseph G O of Joseph and Victoire Aug 23 1896...16: 263
Robert Joseph W of Moise and Virginie Mar 8 1893...15: 156
Robert Laura N of Frank and Regina July 16 1900...17: 63
Robert Louis L of Louis L and Eulalie C May 5 1893...15: 154
Robert Lydia A M of Moise and Virginie Aug 26 1896...16: 269
Robert Marie I of Moise and Virginie Aug 11 1894...16: 81
Robert Marie M I of Edward C and M Rose July 22 1897...16: 333
Robert May O of Albert N and Isabelle Oct 15 1896...16: 251
Robert Roland E of Joseph B and Mary A Oct 18 1898...16: 435
Roberto Caterina P of Michele and Angela Jan 10 1897...16: 303
Roberto Francesco of Michel and Angela Jan 16 1895...A: 36
Roberto Lucia of Michele and Angela Nov 20 1898...16: 454
Roberto Maria A of Manoel N and Anna A May 30 1893...15: 138
Roberto Vincenzo of Michele and Angela Nov 20 1898...16: 454
Roberts Alice M of Joseph H and Florence Oct 30 1898...16: 448
Roberts Annie of Charles H J and Mary June 9 1895...16: 119
Roberts Charles E of Joseph H and Florence Sept 14 1893...15: 186
Roberts Clara of Louis and Emma A Aug 8 1891...15: 45
Roberts Dorothy B of John H and Harriet Sept 13 1893...15: 191
Roberts Earl W of Joseph W and Clara L July 30 1899...16: 562
Roberts Edmund W of John and Amelia July 29 1894...16: 50
Roberts Ethel of Thomas and Lucy Mar 15 1899...16: 509
Roberts Fred A of Leslie M and Lue E Sept 27 1892...15: 104
Roberts George B of John and Amelia Nov 1 1900...17: 98
Roberts George F of George F and Mary J Aug 26 1899...16: 546
Roberts Hannah of William H and Mary June 10 1900...17: 46
Roberts Irene G of Henry and Mary L Mar 30 1899...16: 510
Roberts James of John and Jane Mar 9 1896...16: 182
Roberts John of Edwin R and Martha Mar 11 1899...16: 517
Roberts John F of John and Jane Aug 15 1899...16: 521
Roberts John H of Edward and Marie R Jan 19 1896...16: 194
Roberts John J of Dennis J and Mary A Dec 13 1893...15: 199
Roberts Joseph of Charles H J and Mary Feb 6 1897...16: 285
Roberts Joseph R E F of Joseph B and Helen M May 27 1897...16: 290
Roberts Lila M of Asa F and Clara E Jan 10 1892...15: 91
Roberts Linda of John H and Harriet Apr 13 1891...15: 18
Roberts Louis L of Louis S and Emma A July 25 1894...16: 62
Roberts Lydia of Edwin R and Martha July 16 1900...17: 63
Roberts Mary of Dennis J and Mary A Aug 30 1895...16: 162
Roberts Mary J of John and Jane Aug 5 1897...16: 318
Roberts Maude E of Henry and Mary L Mar 30 1899...16: 510
Roberts Raymond W of Joseph H and Florence Apr 8 1896...16: 197
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Roberts Susan E of Thomas and Emma Apr 14 1893.........15:154
Roberts Thomas H of Thomas and Emma Oct 7 1891.........15: 52
Roberts — d of Charles H J and Mamie Feb 25 1898....16:385
Roberts — s of John and Amelia Dec 31 1895............16:141
Roberts — s of Leslie M and Louise June 25 1896........16:193
Roberts — s of Mary May 23 1897..................16:286
Roberts — s of Rosa May 15 1895....................16:105
Robertson Agnes L of William R and Mary J Dec 27 1900...17:115
Robertson Alice J of James G and Elizabeth Aug 19 1894...16: 81
Robertson Bertha C of George and Margaret Sept 30 1897...16:327
Robertson Edna F of Robert and Martha C Mar 29 1895....16:101
Robertson Ethel of John W and Margaret Aug 18 1891....15: 56
Robertson Everett E of William and Florence E Jan 23 1898.16:396
Robertson Frederick G of James G and Elizabeth Feb 27

1896 .............................................16:215
Robertson George A of George and Maggie July 23 1893...15:177
Robertson Helen C of Richard A and Mary E May 5 1894...16: 45
Robertson Isabell B B of Thomas M and Agnes Dec 1 1900..17:107
Robertson Jennie G of Hugh W and Jennie Apr 2 1892.....15: 73
Robertson John A of John S and Maud M Mar 6 1900....17: 19
Robertson John C of Duncan and Elizabeth C Dec 13 1897.16:330
Robertson John T of James G and Elizabeth Jan 28 1898...16:405
Robertson Kenneth W of Duncan and Elizabeth C June 2

1899 .............................................16:482
Robertson Martha of Robert and Martha July 18 1892......15:106
Robertson Mary E of George and Margaret Nov 7 1895....16:146
Robertson Nancy G of Richard A and Mary E Dec 11 1898...16:423
Robertson — d of James G and Elizabeth June 26 1893...15:145
Robichaud Bertha I of Ludovic and Maggie Dec 20 1894...16: 68
Robichaud Romeo of Ludovic and Margie Nov 14 1896.....16:251
Robidoux Louis G of George and Rose A Jan 28 1891......15: 25
Robidoux Marie A of George H and Rosanna Dec 14 1893...15:211
Robidoux Mary I of Samuel and Mary Aug 23 1900........17: 75
Robinson Barnett of David and Ida Mar 10 1897...........16:277
Robinson Chester R of Christopher P and Carrie L Mar 17

1899 .............................................16:494
Robinson Clara J of John B and Edith M Nov 2 1898......16:448
Robinson Clarence of Frederick and Annie Feb 24 1900....17: 16
Robinson Clarence H (c) of Jerry and Mary O Dec 30 1899..16:543
Robinson Daniel of Jacob A and Bertha Mar 18 1897.......16:282
Robinson Earl L of Philip I N and Freda Aug 1 1900......17: 68
Robinson Ednah L of Henry W and Isadora Feb 13 1892....15: 92
Robinson Edward of Abraham J and Bertha Apr 12 1892....15: 74
Robinson Ethel of George and Margaret July 12 1899......16:532
Robinson Ethel A of Chandler B and Kate A Aug 11 1898...16:437
Robinson Ethel Z of Thomas R and Nancy M Oct 5 1893......15:190
Robinson Eva A of Cyrus A and Harriet X Oct 7 1891......15: 36
Robinson Flora R of Joseph and Jennie Oct 8 1895.........16:145
Robinson Fred of Fred and Annie Oct 20 1898.............16:459
Robinson Gilman L of Thomas C and Delia M Aug 15 1892..15:123
Robinson Helen M of Edmund E and Catherine July 11 1895..16:138
Robinson Helen M (c) of Samuel E and Amanda J Feb 28

1898 ...............................................................16:413
Robinson Herbert F of James H and Ellen M Mar 2 1896...16:221
Robinson Herbert J of William and Catherine A Mar 8 1896..16:215
Robinson Ida of Joseph and Jennie Oct 15 1891............15: 41
Robinson Irene M (c) of William and Cassie Oct 30 1898...16:439
Robinson Isabel A (c) of David and Cora E Aug 31 1893...15:171
Robinson Isabella of Robert and Jennie Jan 7 1895........16: 98
Robinson James (c) of Richard R and Ella E May 20 1898..16:377
Robinson James H of James H and Ellen M Apr 1 1899......16:491
Robinson John A of Fred and Annie Dec 28 1895..........16:176
Robinson Lawrence K of Louis E and Louise Nov 7 1895....16:140
Robinson Lena S (c) of Charles H and Agatha P Nov 27 1895.16:164
Robinson Leo of William and Catherine A Mar 6 1898.......16:407
Robinson Louise of Louis E and Louise S Dec 2 1892.......15:105
Robinson Lucille of Moses and Theresa Mar 8 1898........16:386
Robinson Martha W of Benjamin F and Mary G Nov 24 1900..17:104
Robinson Mary of John and Maud M Aug 6 1895.............16:138
Robinson Mildred A of Chandler B and Kate A June 12 1897..16:294
Robinson Miriam of David and Ida July 28 1895.............16:138
Robinson Morris of Jacob and Bertha Apr 13 1894........16: 12
Robinson Norman C of Christopher P and Carrie L Oct 24

1897 ...............................................................16:343
Robinson Percy C (c) of William L and Cassie Aug 12 1900..17: 72
Robinson Ralph L of Charles W and Lillian S Nov 2 1894...16: 73
Robinson Randall W (c) of Henry and Sarah July 10 1891...15: 32
Robinson Sadie C of John H and Edith M Apr 10 1897......16:299
Robinson Sarah of Fred and Annie Nov 9 1891...............15: 62
Robinson Sarah A of James P and Hannah B Feb 19 1892...15: 96
Robinson Simon H of Joseph and Sarah Mar 5 1894........16: 10
Robinson Susan A C of Edmund E and Catherine Nov 20 1891.15: 37
Robinson William E of William E and Elizabeth L June 26

1900 ...............................................................17: 51
Robinson William W of William and Catherine A Oct 2 1893..15:208
Robinson —— d of Andrew B and Rose L July 21 1899.......16:532
Robinson —— d of Chandler B and Kate A Aug 7 1899.......16:596
Robinson —— s of Charles W and Lillian S Oct 3 1891....15: 54
Robinson —— (c) s of Ella June 25 1893..................15:146
Robinson —— (c) s of Henry and Sarah F Aug 20 1895.....16:135
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Robinson — (c)s of John W and Rosa Aug 18 1891........... 15: 54
Robinson — s of Joseph and Sarah Mar 17 1893............. 15: 143
Robinson — (c)s of Margaret Oct 9 1899.................. 16: 542
Robinson — s of Moses and Theresa Aug 24 1892.......... 15: 111
Robinson — d of Robert and Jennie Dec 31 1896........... 16: 268
Robinson — d of Robert and Jeannie Nov 7 1899......... 16: 585
Rocchio Angelo of Domenico and Maria Apr 3 1896....... 16: 210
Rocchio Annie of Domenico and Maria Feb 26 1900........ 17: 16
Rocchio Berardina B of Domino and Maria May 20 1900..... 17: 41
Rocchio Giuseppa of Domenico and Maria Feb 4 1895....... 16: 132
Rocchio Maria of Domenico and Maria Jan 19 1894......... 16: 36
Rocchio Pasquale of Federico and Maddalena Aug 1 1899... 16: 570
Rocchio Teresa of Domenico and Maria Apr 21 1898........ 16: 102
Rocci Maria of Domenico and Maria Nov 10 1893........... 15: 210
Roccio Amelia of Domenico and Maria Apr 14 1893.......... 15: 160
Rocco Francesco of Giovanni B and Cristina May 18 1898.. 16: 103
Rocco Maria of Gianbattista and Cristina Oct 14 1895..... 16: 167
Roch Eva of Louis and Phebe July 1 1895.................. 16: 169
Roch Anna J of James F and Mary J June 20 1896......... 16: 212
Roch Antone of Antone and Josephine Dec 25 1891......... 15: 35
Roch Arthur L of Lawrence D and Ida J Oct 18 1891....... 15: 52
Roch Edwin J of Lawrence and Ida J Dec 27 1894......... 16: 74
Roch Ethel E of Lawrence D and Ida J Jan 18 1893......... 15: 155
Roch Irene M of James F and Mary J Nov 5 1899.......... 16: 575
Roch Jacob of Simone and Sine Jan 7 1894................ 16: 8
Roch Margaret L of Joseph W and Mary E Nov 15 1898..... 16: 454
Roch Michael of Michael W and Margaret T Mar 17 1898... 16: 407
Roch Mildred of Joseph W and Mary E Jan 26 1900......... 17: 8
Roch —— s of Joseph W and Mary E Aug 4 1897............ 16: 348
Rochester Edward (c) of William H and Dora May 2 1897... 16: 275
Rochester Joseph H (c) of William H and Dora M Apr 5 1891 15: 3
Rochester —— (c)s of William H and Dora M May 20 1892.. 15: 68
Rochester —— (c)s of William H and Eldora Dec 20 1898... 16: 420
Rochford Chester A of Andrew M and Margaret G Jan 17 1900 17: 5
Rochford Francis B of Francis M and Mary E Mar 29 1894... 16: 33
Rochford George LeR of Francis M and Mary E Apr 16 1899.. 16: 486
Rochford Theodore of Francis M and Mary E Oct 17 1897... 16: 332
Rochford —— d of Andrew W and Margaret G Feb 11 1898... 16: 467
Rochon Charles L of Augustus and Marie C Oct 29 1897.... 16: 357
Rochon Everett E of Augustin and Mary C Sept 2 1900.... 17: 78
Rochon Francoise G of Hormisdas and Emilie Feb 7 1892... 15: 31
Rochon Gertrude F of Hormisdas and Amelia Feb 27 1893... 15: 163
Rochon Grace M of Augustine and Marie July 9 1891...... 15: 59
Rochon Joseph A of Hormisdas and Amelia Feb 27 1893..... 15: 163
Rochon Marie of Augustin and Marie Apr 15 1893........... 15: 160
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Rochon Myrtle M of Augustin and Maria July 18 1894..... 16: 75
Rochon Ruby A of Hornisdas and Emilie Sept 23 1894..... 16: 83
Rochon Willard A of Augustin and Marie E Feb 27 1896..... 16: 210
Rochon —— d of Ernest and Mary C Nov 20 1898..... 16: 470
Rock Mary E of Joseph and Nora Aug 11 1895..... 16: 138
Rockcliff Benjamin of Benjamin and Alice Oct 9 1893..... 15: 213
Rockcliff William of Benjamin and Alice Feb 5 1892..... 15: 96
Rocker Earl W of William M and Mabel H July 11 1895..... 16: 161
Rocker George F (c) of William M and Mabel H Sept 13 1897. 16: 345
Rocker Mabel O (c) of William M and Mabel H Nov 6 1899. 16: 567
Rocks Owen of Patrick H and Margaret J Dec 25 1899..... 16: 569
Rockwell Lauriston H of William P and Elnora E June 11
1895 .. 16: 116
Rockwell —— d of George L and Mary Sept 25 1891..... 15: 61
Rockwell —— d of George L and Mary M Nov 26 1893..... 15: 211
Rocque Joseph F of Louis and Philomene Oct 9 1897. 16: 346
Rocray John F of Ferdinand and Mary A Sept 26 1897..... 16: 342
Rocray Mary V of Ferdinand and Mary July 27 1899..... 16: 562
Rodden James E of Martin and Mary Dec 2 1892..... 15: 114
Roddy Alice of Patrick and Mary Mar 16 1900..... 17: 22
Roddy Irene of Patrick and Mary M Mar 24 1896..... 16: 190
Roddy John of Patrick H and Mary Sept 22 1897..... 16: 327
Roddy Marcella of James A and Sarah Oct 27 1900..... 17: 96
Roddy Vincent of James A and Sarah Aug 1898. 16: 458
Roddy —— s of Bartholomew and Ellen Apr 22 1899..... 16: 595
Roder Clara M of Ricardo and Olga M Mar 13 1894..... 16: 11
Roderick Edna J of Charles and Sarah Jan 27 1896..... 16: 181
Roderick Francis A D (c) of Zachariah F and Susan A May 9
1893 .. 15: 154
Roderick Laura M of Jose and Minnie Sept 27 1899..... 16: 523
Roderick Leroy J of Caleb P and Annie E July 29 1898..... 16: 421
Roderick Mary E of Caleb P and Annie E Dec 12 1900..... 17: 110
Roderick Mary E of Joseph and Mary E Dec 9 1894..... 16: 53
Roderick Mary E of William and Jennie Nov 4 1895..... 16: 174
Roderick Philomena (c) of Thomas and Anna L Apr 9 1894. 16: 2
Roderick William H of William H and Jennie Jan 31 1898..... 16: 383
Roderick William I of Joseph and Mary E Mar 8 1891..... 15: 5
Roderick —— s of William and Jennie Mar 24 1897..... 16: 286
Rodericks Manoel of Ifanien and Mary Aug 24 1900..... 17: 75
Roderigues Maria of Joao and Maria July 3 1891..... 15: 32
Rodger —— d of Edward and Mary J June 23 1895..... 16: 94
Rodger —— d of Edward and Mary J Feb 13 1897. 16: 273
Rodgers Annie L of Michael and Bridget June 30 1895..... 16: 104
Rodgers Genevieve of John and Mary Jan 29 1900..... 17: 8
Rodgers John F of Frank and Bridget Sept 3 1892..... 15: 127
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Rodgers John M of John M and Adela Mar 13 1897 .......................... 16:314
Rodgers Margaret of John and Mary July 30 1894 .......................... 16: 75
Rodgers Margaret A of James D and Ellen Oct 22 1900 ................. 17:  94
Rodgers Margaret E of John S and Mary E July 12 1896 .................. 16:224
Rodgers Mary of Patrick and Annie May 18 1894 .......................... 16:  41
Rodgers Mary E of John E and Margaret E May 8 1899 .................... 16:484
Rodgers Michael J of John and Mary Oct 13 1900 ......................... 17:  92
Rodinsky Abraham of Louis and Lena June 4 1894 ....................... 16:  13
Rodinsky Jacob of Leil and Rebecca Sept 2 1891 ....................... 15:  40
Rodlind Francis L of Oscar P and Mary A Feb 25 1895 ................. 16:107
Rodman —— twin sons of Bertha Dec 4 1894 ......................... 16:  60
Rodrigues Adelina E of Jose F and Leodora May 18 1892 .......... 15:  68
Rodrigues Adelina E of Jose F and Ledora E May 11 1896 ............ 16:183
Rodrigues Alfredo of Jose and Lunora E Aug 12 1900 .............. 17:  72
Rodrigues Alfredo of Jose F and Deodora E May 21 1895 ........ 16:  93
Rodrigues Alice of Jose F and Leodora E Oct 24 1897 ............ 16:319
Rodrigues Eduardo of Jose and Roza Sept 25 1891 .............. 15:  33
Rodrigues Jose F of Jose F and Heliodora E May 14 1894 .... 16:  3
Rodrigues Joseph of Augusto and Maria Mar 25 1899 .............. 16:473
Rodrigues (Rogers) Joseph of Jose S and Roza H July 16

1896 .................................................. 16:224
Rodrigues Mamie (c) of Augusto and Maria June 6 1900 ............ 17:  45
Rodrigues Maria of Tomasio F and Francesca C Oct 12 1892 .... 15:100
Rodrigues —— d of Augusto and Maria Apr 7 1898 ................ 16:467
Rodrigues (Rogers) —— s of Thomas and Hannah L May 20

1896 .................................................. 16:183
Roelker Edith G of William G and Eleanor J July 25 1893 ........ 15:213
Roffee Chester E of Llewellyn J and Isabella H Aug 1 1897 ........ 16:333
Roffee Hope E of Charles C and Lottie E Mar 8 1900 .......... 17:  20
Roffee Irene M of Edmund E and Mary E Feb 6 1891 .............. 15:  14
Roffee Isabella A of Llewellyn J and Isabella H Nov 11 1899 .... 16:548
Rogan Adrian of Thomas E and Joanna L Aug 20 1898 ............ 16:437
Rogan Ellen of Patrick F and Stella Aug 21 1894 ............... 16:  72
Rogan Francis E of Thomas and Mary Aug 15 1893 ............... 15:189
Rogan Frederick of Thomas R and Mary E June 18 1895 ........ 16:130
Rogan John of Patrick F and Estella Apr 22 1900 ............... 17:  33
Rogero Filomena of Gennaro and Maria Nov 17 1893 .............. 15:188
Rogers Adah P of Frederick A and Annie C July 27 1893 .......... 15:174
Rogers Agnes T of John A and Margaret A Feb 20 1892 .......... 15:  92
Rogers Agnes T of Michael H and Mary A Aug 3 1893 .............. 15:196
Rogers Albert W of Frank H and Jennie F Sept 14 1896 ......... 16:229
Rogers Albert W R of Albert L and Jennie L June 26 1900 .... 17:  51
Rogers Alice E of Francis P and Agnes A Oct 4 1893 .......... 15:213
Rogers Annie L of Michael and Bridget July 1 1895 ............ 16:141
Rogers Annie L of Everett E and Annie Oct 22 1897 ........... 16:328
Rogers Annie M of Joseph and Bridget June 21 1900 ........ 17:  49
BIRTHS Recorded in Providence

Rogers Bernice P of William F and Ella J June 12 1895.........16: 103
Rogers Bessie of Freeman and Alice Apr 21 1892..............15:  98
Rogers Bessie H of Ernest R and Pearl E Jan 22 1891.........15:  22
Rogers Bruce F of John F and Joanna C Apr 10 1900.........17:  30
Rogers Catherine J of John E and Margaret E Jan 27 1898.....16: 415
Rogers Catherine M of John and Catherine Feb 21 1892.......15:  72
Rogers Chester A of James B and Eliza C Apr 20 1891.......15:  28
Rogers Earl F of Peter J and Nora A Dec 3 1894............16:  85
Rogers Edward of Michael H and Mary A Nov 2 1891.........15:  49
Rogers Elizabeth of Bernard and Mary A Mar 5 1895.........16:121
Rogers Ellen M of Michael and Bridget July 23 1892........15:106
Rogers Emma of Everett E and Annie Feb 4 1894...........16:  37
Rogers Ernest of John and Margaret Sept 5 1896............16:253
Rogers Eugene of Everett E and Annie Sept 26 1895........16:144
Rogers Francis of Bernard and Mary A June 22 1891.........15:  24
Rogers George of Thomas and Annie L Mar 29 1892........15:  67
Rogers Grace M of George B and Fannie H Jan 21 1891.......15:  17
Rogers Hannah Stasia of Peter C and Margaret E Dec 22

1898
Rogers Harold G of Ervin H and Eda M July 26 1898.........16:556
Rogers Harry F of Harry J and Margaret E July 5 1900......17:  60
Rogers Helene E of Daniel S and Lydia R July 24 1899......16:550
Rogers Howard V of Peter J and Nora A May 29 1897.......16:310
Rogers James of James and Eliza Aug 11 1891.............15:  56
Rogers James H of Henry and Catherine Jan 16 1891.......15:  25
Rogers James L of James L and Annie Dec 1 1897.........16:359
Rogers John of James and Eliza Aug 11 1891.............15:  56
Rogers John of John and Mary Aug 21 1898...............16:452
Rogers John H of John and Catherine May 26 1894........16:  13
Rogers John L of Charles and Annie Aug 13 1894........16:  46
Rogers (Rodrigues) Joseph of Jose S and Roza H July 16

1896
Rogers Joseph C of Charles and Annie J Sept 18 1892.....15:100
Rogers Margaret of Maggie Apr 4 1896.............16: 194
Rogers Marion A of Charles and Augusta Sept 1 1895.....16:159
Rogers Marion L of Walter E and Rose June 18 1899......16: 501
Rogers Mary A of Jacob and Margaret June 2 1895.......16:106
Rogers Mary A of Michael and Bridget Oct 27 1897......16:328
Rogers Mary C of Charles and Annie J Aug 23 1896........16:224
Rogers Mary E of John A and Dolly J Oct 9 1896.........16:225
Rogers Mary E of Peter C and Margaret E Mar 13 1900.....17:  21
Rogers Mary G of Peter J and Nora A May 24 1900.........17:  41
Rogers Mary J of John S and Mary E Aug 1 1891.........15:  39
Rogers May C of William H and Annie Aug 13 1900.........17:  72
Rogers Michael of James and Eliza Aug 27 1892..........15:123
Rogers Michael C of Charles and Annie J Apr 11 1891........ 15: 3
Rogers Millard P of Walter E and Rosa Sept 25 1900........ 17: 86
Rogers Raimundo J of Jose and Roza Feb 23 1894.............. 16: 2
Rogers Rovina A of Jose S and Roza Jan 12 1899.............. 16: 472
Rogers Royal N of Charles L and Mary F Nov 26 1900........ 17: 105
Rogers Ruth L of Frederic T and Carrie G Mar 7 1894........ 16: 19
Rogers Sarab of Michael and Annie Nov 12 1891.............. 15: 58
Rogers Thomas F of Andrew F and Margaret J Jan 24 1892... 15: 91
Rogers William of Peter C and Margaret Dec 11 1896...... 16: 248
Rogers William H of Herbert C and Susan Dec 10 1898...... 16: 423
Rogers —— s of Everett E and Annie May 2 1892........... 15: 94
Rogers —— s of Harry J and Margaret E Sept 2 1898........ 16: 427
Rogers —— s of John A and Dollie J Dec 15 1894........... 16: 64
Rogers (Rodrigues) —— s of Thomas and Hannah L May 20
1896 ........................................ 16: 183
Roi Joseph A of Francois X and Rosanna June 4 1899...... 16: 514
Roi Joseph D of Daniel and Philomene July 4 1899........ 15: 561
Roi Joseph H A of Avila and Josephine Apr 18 1898....... 16: 408
Rekstoryas (Rice) Mary of Stephen and Annie Feb 13 1899.. 16: 479
Roland Marguerite T of Robert W and Mary Mar 19 1900... 17: 23
Roland Robert D of Robert and Mary July 25 1898......... 16: 437
Roles —— (c) s of Roswell and Theresa M July 28 1897..... 16: 341
Rollins Alice of Charles E and Honora July 15 1895....... 16: 161
Rollins Josephine of Charles E and Hanora July 27 1893... 15: 200
Rollins Josephine of Charles E and Nora July 27 1892..... 15: 122
Rollins Lena B of Charles E and Nora Feb 9 1891......... 15: 22
Rollins Nora of Charles E and Nora Sept 4 1896.......... 16: 253
Rollinson Charlotte M of Joseph M and Ellen Feb 22 1892.. 15: 81
Rollinson Elsie M of Robert R and Alice May 3 1898..... 16: 395
Romagnana Isabella of Pietro and Teresa Apr 11 1896..... 16: 211
Romagnano Giuseppe of Nunziante and Rosina Feb 20 1895... 16: 120
Romani Eremigio P of Eracilio and Rosa Jan 28 1899....... 16: 502
Romani Francesco of Raffaele and Cecilia Mar 20 1899...... 16: 504
Romani Rosario N of Giuseppe and Maria Jan 30 1896...... 16: 221
Romano Anna of Giuseppe and Maria Oct 23 1898........... 16: 465
Romano Antonio of Eracilio and Rosa Nov 13 1896......... 16: 259
Romano Antonio of Raffaele and Cecilia Sept 4 1897...... 16: 349
Romano Ida of Giuseppe and Adelina Apr 21 1898.......... 16: 402
Romano Marciano of Emilio and Maria A Aug 22 1893...... 15: 178
Romano Maria of Giuseppe and Amelia A Mar 25 1893........ 15: 159
Romano Michele of Giuseppe and Adeline Apr 4 1900........ 17: 28
Romano Nieandro of Emilio and Mariantonia Jan 4 1891.... 15: 6
Romano Nicola of Emilio and Maria A Feb 1 1900........... 17: 9
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Romano Paria of Emilio and Marianantonio Oct 28 1896........16: 236
Romano Rosa of George and Theresa May 16 1900..............17: 40
Romano —— d of Giuseppe and Telina Jan 25 1897...........16: 301
Romanski —— s of Felix and Nellie June 24 1900............17: 57
Romer Alice E of Charles H and Catherine V Nov 5 1894.....16: 48
Romignano Giuseppe of Pietro and Teresa Oct 14 1894......16: 77
Ronayne Raymond of William A and Mary A Dec 5 1898.....16: 430
Rondeau Denis of Pierre and Philomene Dec 3 1900.........17: 107
Rondeau Edmond of Delphie and Amanda Mar 31 1897.......16: 308
Rondina Almira M of Francesco and Margaretta Mar 14 1900.17: 22
Rondina Assunta of Cesare and Elisa Mar 30 1896.........16: 216
Rondina Giovanni F of Cesare and Eliza June 21 1900.....17: 49
Rondina Lina A of Cesare and Elisa July 7 1891..........15: 59
Rondina Margaret E I of Francesco and Margaret Oct 13 1894.16: 84
Rondina William of Francesco and Margaretta June 12 1892.15: 95
Roney Clara E of Thomas F and Ellen T Nov 6 1899........16: 585
Roney Helen of Thomas F and Nellie T Jan 23 1896........16: 213
Roney Walter of Thomas F and Nellie T Mar 6 1898.......16: 414
Rongvie Clara L of Frank W Jr and Bertha J Apr 28 1899.16: 511
Ronn —— d of Carl E and Christina Feb 16 1896............16: 198
Ronne Charles A of George W and Mary Feb 24 1896.......16: 206
Ronne Robert B of George W and Mary Feb 24 1896.......16: 206
Ronyne —— s of Thomas and Mary Feb 15 1895..............16: 99
Rookes Maria of Antonio and Rosa July 31 1892............15: 122
Rooks Ethel F of James W and Agnes Aug 21 1894........16: 50
Rooks Hazel of James W and Agnes B July 27 1897.......16: 321
Rooks Myrtle of James W and Agnes B July 27 1897.....16: 321
Rooney Agnes M of William J and Martha Aug 29 1895.....16: 172
Rooney Albert E of Patrick and Lillie M Dec 19 1891.....15: 42
Rooney Annie of Annie Mar 6 1893.........................15: 146
Rooney Catherine of Michael and Mary Sept 7 1893........15: 197
Rooney Charles F of William J and Jennie Sept 17 1891...15: 61
Rooney Chester L of William and Mary J Apr 24 1895....16: 102
Rooney Elizabeth of William and Mary J Mar 30 1897......16: 308
Rooney Frederick W of Thomas and Catherine Apr 29 1892.15: 74
Rooney Isabel F of William and Lavinia Mar 11 1896......16: 197
Rooney Isabelle M of Henry J and Norah M May 12 1898...16: 109
Rooney James C of Michael and Theresa Aug 2 1895.......16: 138
Rooney John DeL of John H and Marie S June 16 1898......16: 399
Rooney Joseph M of Michael and Theresa Dec 1 1897.....16: 323
Rooney Lavina M of William and Lavina Feb 3 1892.........15: 81
Rooney Mabel F of Thomas and Ellen Oct 9 1893..........15: 174
Rooney Margaret H of William J and Martha J Nov 10 1898.16: 460
Rooney Margaret M of John J and Catherine Apr 5 1900.17: 29
Rooney Marguerite M of Michael and Theresa Oct 10 1899....16:529
Rooney Mary E of Michael J and Elizabeth Apr 9 1893....15:139
Rooney Mildred A of Thomas and Nellie Feb 13 1899.......16:479
Rooney Richard of Lizzie Dec 8 1894.....................16: 60
Rooney Russell L of William J and Martha J Nov 16 1899..16:567
Rooney Theresa F of William and Mary J Aug 23 1893....15:178
Rooney Thomas E of Thomas and Catherine May 1 1891....15: 18
Rooney Thomas F of Michael and Theresa Aug 9 1893......15:174
Rooney William S of William and Mary J June 14 1891....15: 10
Rooney William T of Thomas and Ellen June 9 1891.......15: 9
Rooney s of Bridget Feb 23 1897.............................16:285
Rooney d of Frank and Lee Feb 13 1894....................16: 1
Rooney d of Thomas and Ellen Dec 3 1900...................17:121
Root Elizabeth DeW of Edward T and Mary E Nov 13 1893..15:195
Root Mary E of Henry T and Mary E May 23 1893..........15:155
Root May of Edward T and Mary E Nov 4 1895..............16:160
Root Stephen M of Stephen M and Kate C July 11 1891....15: 32
Roper Albert E of Fred A and Margaret J Dec 29 1899.....16:569
Roper Edward of Franklin S and Delia F June 29 1891.....15: 4
Roper Eliza A of James and Nancy Feb 23 1892..............15: 96
Roque Maria d'O of Antonio and Maria May 7 1896........16:183
Rosa Antone of Jose and Augusta Mar 12 1897...............16:274
Rosa Mannel (c) of Joseph and Mary June 22 1900........17: 49
Rosa Maria of Germano J and Francesca Jan 20 1899.......16:472
Rosa Maria of Vivina Sept 10 1899.........................16:522
Rosa Pasquale of Giuseppe and Resina Apr 23 1895.......16:108
Rosa Veneranda of Gennaro and Diana Sept 29 1899.......16:536
Rosa Vito of Pietro and Paola May 1 1891..................15: 31
Rosa De Maria of Giuseppe and Maria Apr 19 1894.........16: 40
Rosberg Gustav L T of Emil and Emma M Oct 7 1900......17: 90
Rosberg d of Emil and Emma Oct 19 1899...................16:584
Rosberg d of John T and Annie Jan 20 1900.................17:  6
Roscoe Jennie M of Edward and Harriet L Jan 24 1893.....16:420
Rose Antonio of Jose F and Maria Mar 10 1898.............16:372
Rose August (c) of Antone and Rosa Feb 17 1900..........17: 14
Rose Constance B of Henry B and Florence E Oct 30 1892.15:116
Rose Erasmus D of Erasmus D and Jessie Dec 27 1893.....15:196
Rose Fine of Aaron and Sarah July 24 1894...............16: 50
Rose Helena of Frank and Marietta Sept 15 1898........16:418
Rose Joseph of Joseph and Virginia Feb 15 1900...........17: 13
Rose Lester of Isaac and Rebecca Mar 4 1895..............16:  95
Rose Lucy of Aaron and Sarah Jan 7 1897..................16:279
Rose Manoel J of Manoel J and Maria C Aug 4 1900........17:  69
Rose Mary of Antone and Mary Sept 15 1900............17: 83
Rose Maude E of George A and Ida E Dec 14 1891 ....... 15: 38
Rose Mildred O of Malcolm and Emily E Mar 5 1900 ....... 17: 19
Rose Sampson of Jose and Virginia July 9 1898 ....... 16: 417
Rose Simon of Aaron and Sarah Dec 15 1898 ....... 16: 430
Rose Solomon D of Aaron and Sarah Dec 12 1900 ....... 17: 110
Rose William of Manoel and Mary May 27 1900 ....... 17: 58
Rose —— s of Aaron and Sarah June 18 1893 ....... 15: 140
Rose —— s of Antonio and Clara da L June 11 1895 ....... 16: 105
Rose —— s of Jose F and Maria June 27 1899 ....... 16: 475
Rose —— d of Simon and Fannie May 4 1892 ....... 15: 70
Rosen Addie of Bernard and Sophie Sept 10 1894 ....... 16: 66
Rosen Alexander of Barnet and Bessie Apr 11 1898 ....... 16: 380
Rosen Annie of Abraham and Rachel Nov 10 1892 ....... 15: 108
Rosen Annie of Bernard and Betsy Sept 7 1894 ....... 16: 51
Rosen Baloma of Sigmund and Rosa Apr 1 1894 ....... 16: 22
Rosen Gabriel of Daniel and Annie Jan 6 1896 ....... 16: 184
Rosen Hyman of Abram and Rachel Jan 29 1897 ....... 16: 280
Rosen Leon of Abram and Rachel Nov 6 1894 ....... 16: 58
Rosen Nellie of Simon and Fannie Apr 25 1891 ....... 15: 8
Rosen Pauline of Bernard and Sophia Feb 7 1900 ....... 17: 11
Rosen Pauline of Sigmund and Rosa Apr 22 1899 ....... 16: 492
Rosen Philip of Barnet and Bessie Feb 10 1896 ....... 16: 188
Rosen Rebecca of Barnet and Betsey Jan 20 1893 ....... 15: 138
Rosen —— s of Nathan and Ida Dec 15 1893 ....... 15: 176
Rosenberg Celia of Isaac and Annie Sept 2 1900 ....... 17: 78
Rosenberg Charles of David and Fannie June 2 1896 ....... 16: 192
Rosenberg Esther of Louis and Dora Feb 7 1896 ....... 16: 188
Rosenberg Fanny of George and Minnie Sept 21 1896 ....... 16: 254
Rosenberg Ida of John and Annie Apr 2 1892 ....... 15: 70
Rosenberg Ida of Morris and Rose Nov 24 1900 ....... 17: 105
Rosenberg Jacob of Louis and Annie May 23 1898 ....... 16: 382
Rosenberg Lena of Jacob and Annie Jan 18 1894 ....... 16: 5
Rosenberg Mary of Isaac and Annie Dec 25 1897 ....... 16: 330
Rosenberg Rachel of George and Mina Feb 1 1895 ....... 16: 99
Rosenberg Rebecca of Jacob and Annie Jan 10 1891 ....... 15: 4
Rosenberg Rose M of George and Minnie Mar 12 1893 ....... 15: 168
Rosenblatt Abraham of Samuel and Mary May 9 1893 ....... 15: 144
Rosenblatt Jacob of Samuel and Mollie May 23 1891 ....... 15: 9
Rosenblatt Julius of Henry and Natalie June 23 1894 ....... 16: 8
Rosenblatt Sarah of Henry and Mina Feb 20 1891 ....... 15: 4
Rosenblatt —— s of Henry and Minnie Mar 20 1893 ....... 15: 139
Rosenblom Etta of Nathan and Freda Nov 27 1897 ....... 16: 323
Rosenbloom Bernhard of Louis and Ida Oct 19 1893 ....... 15: 180
Rosenfeld Corne of Jacob and Fannie Aug 18 1891 ....... 15: 39
Rosenfeld Orsens of Adolph and Sarah Dec 31 1891 ....... 15: 50
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Rosenfeldt Mary of Morris and Clara Aug 27 1897............16:326
Rosenfeldt Annie of Jacob and Fannie Oct 1 1893..........15:179
Rosenfeldt Charles of Moses and Clara Aug 1892............15:107
Rosenfeldt Charles of Thomas and Sarah Aug 8 1893........15:177
Rosenfeldt Edward L of Louis and Betsy Jan 15 1900......17: 5
Rosenfeldt Jeannette M of Frank L and Lizzie Jan 19 1897..16:280
Rosenfeldt Louis of Jacob and Fannie Oct 4 1893...........15:179
Rosenfeldt Martin of Frank N and Lizzie Aug 7 1898......16:464
Rosenfeld Meyer of Adolf and Sallie Oct 17 1894.........16: 67
Rosenfeld — d of Morris and Annie Jan 22 1895...........16: 98
Rosengren Carl N of Nels and Christina July 27 1898.....16:464
Rosengren Joseph of Charles A and Katie M Dec 9 1897....16:320
Rosengren — d of Carl A and Hilda M Aug 16 1898..........16:469
Rosenhirsch Max J of Harry and Clara Dec 8 1898.........16:430
Rosenwitz Abby of Baruch and Shosey or Sarah Dec 22 1895.16:157
Rosenquist Charles of August and Matilda Mar 25 1898.....16:385
Rosenquist Clara of August and Matilda Apr 20 1896......16:195
Rosenquist Francis W of Charles and Louisa Aug 23 1896...16:224
Rosenquist — d of August and Mathilde June 8 1894......16: 17
Rosenthal Dora of Harry and Celia Feb 4 1896.............16:188
Rosenthal Mary F of Harry and Celia Jan 12 1900........17:  4
Rosenthal Max of Aaron and Celia Jan 8 1894..............16:  8
Rosentwist Otto G A of Birger G and Emma C May 12 1894...16: 41
Rosenwett Ida of Louis and Minnie June 23 1899..........16:483
Rosenzvet Etta of Louis and Minnie Dec 19 1895..........16:147
Rosenzweig Joseph of Louis and Mena Sept 30 1897.........16:327
Rosenzweig Mary of Charles and Lena Dec 10 1899.........16:554
Rosenzweig Nina of Charles and Lena May 2 1897.........16:293
Rosenzweig Dammin of Louis and Minnie Mar 24 1894.........16: 11
Roshen Betsey of Simon and Sone May 10 1895.............16:102
Roshen Dora of Benjamin and Lena July 25 1898..........16:425
Roshen Mamie of Samuel and Jennie Aug 5 1899..........16:533
Roske William F of Ernest and Minna Sept 27 1895........16:144
Roslund Esther A of August and Matilda July 13 1896.....16:261
Rosmond James T of James P and Margaret July 1 1898....16:450
Rosmond William J of James and Margaret Mar 29 1900.....17: 26
Rospad Vladislaw of Joseph and Anna July 21 1900........17:  65
Ross Adelia of Octave and Adelia Feb 9 1893.............15:162
Ross Albert of Thomas and Zephanie Feb 13 1892..........15:  86
Ross Alfred B (c) of George W and Rachel Sept 22 1893...16:159
Ross Amy F M (c) of George W and Rachel Sept 10 1895...16:250
Ross Annie D A of Joseph W and Annie Aug 10 1893....15:189
Ross Blanche (c) of John and Ellen M Aug 21 1894......16:  69
Ross Carl P of Joseph W and Annie July 10 1899..........16:544
Ross Corinne A O of Denys and Celine Apr 12 1896......16:216
Ross Edna T of Edward T and Annie R Oct 24 1900.............17: 95
Ross Elsie E of Joseph W and Annie Jan 1 1895.............16: 109
Ross Esther W of Elmer W and Adelaide V Oct 20 1900.........17: 94
Ross Ethel M (c) of James H and Mary J Aug 1 1893...........15: 193
Ross Georgianna of Pierre and Adeline May 14 1899...........16: 517
Ross Harold of George and Mary Sept 25 1900.................17: 86
Ross Harold of William J and Mary Jan 16 1894.............16: 5
Ross Harold L of Joseph C and Cora Apr 11 1897.............16: 299
Ross Helen of George A and Ida July 11 1893................15: 173
Ross James A of James A and Mary Dec 5 1896.............16: 267
Ross James A of James A and Mary Oct 25 1899.................16: 584
Ross James A (c) of James H and Ellen L Nov 13 1897........16: 332
Ross James H (c) of James H and Helen L June 10 1895........16: 106
Ross Jean B of Louis and Philomene Jan 14 1894.............16: 36
Ross Joseph R of Neil and Josephine Nov 15 1898.............16: 429
Ross Julius N of Neil and Josephine Apr 19 1895.............16: 108
Ross Louis of Max and Mena July 7 1899......................16: 549
Ross Margaret of Elmer W and Adelaide V Mar 28 1898.......16: 376
Ross Marie A of Louis and Philomene July 10 1896...........16: 261
Ross Marie A B of Denis and Marie S Mar 4 1892.............15: 92
Ross Marjorie C of Edward T and Annie May 22 1899........16: 488
Ross Mary A S of Thomas and Ella Sept 18 1897..............16: 318
Ross Mary M of James A and Mary Mar 3 1895................16: 127
Ross Melinda J (c) of James R and Teresa M June 25 1900....17: 51
Ross Melvin L (c) of George W and Rachel Nov 12 1898......16: 443
Ross Minnie B (c) of Reason and Caroline Sept 4 1893.....15: 194
Ross Odina of Louis and Philomene Feb 12 1895.............16: 126
Ross Olive of Joseph W and Ann Jan 24 1897................16: 295
Ross Philippe of Fedien and Delphine June 26 1892..........15: 95
Ross Sylvia F of Charles A and Sarah E Dec 5 1892.......15: 121
Ross William D of James A and Mary Oct 16 1893...........15: 175
Ross —— s of Denis and Celina Aug 17 1898................16: 469
Ross —— s of Georgianna Apr 19 1895.................16: 109
Ross —— s of John J and Lizzie M Apr 14 1894..............16: 17
Ross —— s of Neil and Josephine Dec 2 1900.................17: 107
Ross —— s of Robert A and Jennie July 13 1900.............17: 119
Ross —— d of Thomas R and Ellen June 25 1899...........16: 474
Rossberg Edmund S of Emil and Emma M Oct 19 1899.......16: 537
Rossi Adele of Filippo and Angela Oct 26 1891.............15: 58
Rossi Andrea of Sabattino and Adrianna Apr 8 1893........15: 143
Rossi Anna of Enrico and Louisa Dec 29 1897.............16: 344 and 392
Rossi Anna of Vincenzo and Rachelle Feb 24 1894...........16: 33
Rossi Antonio of Antonio and Antonietta Jan 15 1895.......16: 98
Rossi Antonio of Giuseppe and Maria G Sept 1 1892........15: 123
Rossi Carlo of Alessandro and Concetta Jan 13 1896........16: 213
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Rossi Carmela of Antonio and Antonetta June 5 1900.........17: 45
Rossi Carmela of Giuseppe and Maria Oct 20 1894............16: 77
Rossi Creccenzo of Eracio and Maria Sept 10 1891...........15: 57
Rossi Domenico R of Giuseppe and Maria July 7 1900........17: 60
Rossi Elisabetta of Angelo and Lizzie Jan 9 1900............17: 3
Rossi Ettore of Enrico and Luisa Jan 6 1900..................17: 2
Rossi Francisco of Francesco and Marianna Sept 17 1892...15:107
Rossi Giuseppe of Angelo and Elisabetta Aug 25 1897.......16:349
Rossi Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Maria Mar 1 1897............16:301
Rossi Lizzie of Alessandro and Concetta Nov 16 1900.......17:102
Rossi Maria of Giuseppe and Rosa Apr 15 1894..............16: 19
Rossi Maria of Vincenzo and Rachele Dec 20 1895............16:169
Rossi Maria C of Luigi and Antonia July 14 1900............17: 62
Rossi Michele of Antonio and Antonia Dec 15 1896...........16:238
Rossi Rosa of Angelo and Elisabetta Jan 9 1900..............17:  3
Rossi Rosa of Sabatino and Vincenza June 1 1895............16:103
Rossi Rosa of Vincenzo and Rachela Sept 3 1897.............16:349
Rossi Teresa R of Angelo and Elizabetta T Dec 3 1892......15:125
Rossi Vincenzo of Antonio and Antonia Apr 22 1893........15:144
Rossi Vittoria of Angelo and Elizabetta Feb 8 1895.........16:120
Rossi Vittoria M of Sabatino and Vincenza Apr 21 1897.....16:283
Rossi ——— s of Alessandro and Concetta Sept 28 1897....16:356
Rossi ——— d of Antonio and Emanuela Feb 4 1895.......16:125
Rossi ——— d of Maria Oct 15 1898........................16:432
Rossignol Joseph R H of Joseph and Eva Dec 21 1900.....17:113
Rossillo Anna of Felice and Rosa Aug 31 1894..............16: 76
Rossillo Catarina of Donato and Maria Apr 3 1891........15: 23
Rossillo Domenico of Donato and Maria Jan 19 1894........16: 31
Rossillo Guido of Donato and Maria Aug 16 1892............15:123
Rossillo Guido of Gennaro and Agata Apr 17 1892...........15: 89
Rossillo Luigi of Domenico and Angela Aug 2 1891........15: 56
Rossillo Maria C of Felice and Rosa June 3 1891..........15: 24
Rossillo Michele of Giuseppe and Teodora Oct 9 1891......15: 57
Rossillo Nicola of Giuseppe and Diodora Aug 11 1894.....16: 76
Rossillo Tomaso of Gennaro and Ida Nov 16 1893...........15:203
Rossler Agnes M of Richard and Lillian M June 14 1893...15:138
Rossler Lola of Richard and Lillian Nov 14 1894..........16: 48
Rossler Richard of Richard and Lillian M Jan 6 1897.....16:273
Rossler ——— d of Richard and Lillian M Jan 13 1891....15:  1
Rosso Antonio of Antonino and Maria A Aug 21 1891.....15: 39
Rosso Elvira of Vincenzo and Rachele Sept 24 1899.......16:573
Rosso Theresa of Eracio and Antonia Sept 2 1893.......15:178
Rostill Vida W of Walter T and Leah June 16 1899........16:501
Rotel: Heeky Victor of Felix and Annie Aug 1 1898.........16:425
Rothemich Leon F of Francis and Mary O Sept 15 1900.....17: 83
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Rotondo Domenico of Luigi and Carmela Sept 30 1900     17:  87
Rotondo Michelangelo of Luigi and Carmela Feb 23 1898     16: 401
Rotter Wilhelm of Carl and Josephine May 24 1896     16: 218
Roukos Annie A of Anton and Rousa Apr 10 1891     15:  23
Roun Elsie C of Carl A and Christina C Apr 2 1894     16:  23
Rounds Alice M of John M Jr and Louisa R Apr 24 1893     15: 140
Rounds Clarence of Myron and Adela A Aug 30 1892     15: 118
Rounds Fred M of Frank O and Catherine July 4 1898     16: 456
Rounds Frederick W of Frederick W and Hannah E May 11 1892     15:  94
Rounds George L of George A and Annie F Apr 1 1899     16: 491
Rounds Helen C of Frederic W and Hannah E Apr 5 1894     16:  39
Rounds Mabel B of Walter B and Merinda Aug 24 1893     15:186
Rounds Robert C of Thomas E and Angelina C May 7 1898     16: 376
Rounds — d of Myron and Adella L Jan 7 1894     16:  21
Rounds — d of Walter B and Merinda June 11 1896     16: 208
Rounds — d of Walter B and Merinda C Nov 16 1898     16: 448
Rourke Ethel B of Joseph H and Barbara Aug 5 1900     17:  70
Rourke James E of Terence and Mary A May 9 1900     17:  37
Rourke Josephine of Joseph and Annie Nov 29 1891     15:  58
Rourke Mabel of James and Mary A Oct 5 1892     15:124
Rourke Mary of Michael H and Joanna E July 5 1896     16:244
Rourke — s of James and Mary A May 14 1893     15: 152
Rourke — s of Kate Mar 28 1894     16:  15
Rouse Annie L of John R and Annie G June 24 1893     15:138
Rouse John F of John P and Minnie Nov 17 1898     16:464
Rousseau Joseph A of Xavier and Emma July 15 1895     16: 153
Rousseau Josephine of Joseph and Mary R Nov 5 1900     17:  99
Rousseau Lilia E of Xavier and Emma Aug 21 1892     15:112
Rousseau Marie A of Xavier and Emma May 14 1894     16:  34
Rousseau — d of Joseph and Mary R Nov 5 1900     17:120
Roussin Marie L of Rosaire H and Marie A Aug 13 1896     16: 262
Rousslin Jacob of Nathan and Annie Oct 24 1895     16:146
Routhier Henri of Frederick and Willimine July 13 1897     16:333
Routley — d of William R and Alice Apr 2 1892     15:  81
Rovelto William O (c) of Juanito C and Emily A June 16 1893     15:168
Rovelto — (c) s of Loriano and Lena R Apr 3 1899     16:499
Rowan Francis of John F and Margaret C Sept 22 1891     15:  48
Rowan James of James and Catherine A June 28 1900     17:  51
Rowan John of James and Catherine July 13 1896     16:232
Rowan John E of Joseph P and Margaret July 13 1895     16:170
Rowan Leo of John and Theresa Sept 24 1900     17:  85
Rowan Margaret of John and Theresa Dec 26 1895     16:164
Rowan Mary A of Thomas and Mary A Sept 22 1891     15:  33
Rowan Patrick J of John J and Theresa A Sept 4 1892.........15:123
Rowan Sarah J of Thomas and Annie Aug 16 1893............15:296
Rowan Thomas II of Thomas and Annie Aug 16 1893.........15:296
Rowan William of James and Catherine A Apr 17 1898.......16:381
Rowan —— d of John and Theresa Nov 17 1897..............16:367
Rowan —— d of Joseph A and Isabella Jan 22 1899..........16:489
Rowand Amy D of Byron E and Mary E Sept 22 1898.........16:458
Rowand Gladys A of John H and Ida W Oct 12 1897.........16:338
Rowand —— d of John H and Ida Dec 10 1894..............16:68
Rowe Alden II of Reuben H and Winifred B Apr 1 1897.....16:308
Rowe Dora of Maurice and Sara Apr 26 1892................15:98
Rowe Edward of Charles J and Jennie Apr 23 1891..........15:23
Rowe Elsie of Lillie May 27 1897..........................16:304
Rowe Georgia B of George A and Emma M Feb 23 1893.......15:159
Rowe Ida C of Frank E and Lois M Mar 27 1892.............15:81
Rowe Ida L of Reuben H and Winifred B July 12 1894.......16:80
Rowe Mabel of Charles J and Jennie Apr 23 1891..........15:23
Rowen Margaret of John F and Margaret C Jan 28 1896.....16:199
Rowen William of John and Theresa Apr 4 1894..............16:39
Rowley George P of William and Sarah Oct 5 1895.........16:173
Rowley Gladys M of William and Sarah Oct 11 1896........16:265
Rowley Isabella M of James and Margaret M June 6 1900.....17:45
Rowley Mary of Patrick and Mary E May 1 1900.............17:36
Rowley Mary E of George H L and Julia J Oct 10 1891.....15:49
Rowley Thomas II of James H and Catherine Oct 31 1893....15:175
Rowley Walter of George and julia Dec 29 1895...........16:149
Rowney Elsie V of Henry A and Gertrude A Sept 21 1896....16:246
Rowney Hattie C of Henry and Eva Oct 25 1892..............15:134
Rowney Walter II of Arthur E and Agnes June 14 1898.....16:392
Rowney William G of Arthur E and Agnes July 29 1892.....15:114
Rowburgh Mary of Richard W and Agnes Dec 7 1898.........16:449
Roy Agnes of Olivier and Elizabeth May 15 1898..........16:398
Roy Alfred of Alfred and Amanda M Sept 23 1896..........16:250
Roy Arthur of Thomas and Elmira Aug 19 1899...............16:534
Roy Delia of Joseph and Louise Feb 7 1898.................16:379
Roy Edmond of Jean Bte and Sophie Sept 8 1892...........15:127
Roy Edward of Francois and Rosanna Nov 30 1897.........16:329
Roy Frank of Frank and Rose May 23 1896..................16:192
Roy Ivonne A of Alfred and Amanda Feb 22 1898..........16:393
Roy Joseph E of Daniel and Firminie Feb 4 1891...........15:19
Roy Joseph H of Joseph and Louise June 25 1896.........16:208
Roy Joseph N of Theodore and Marie June 20 1898.........16:411
Roy Joseph W of Francis and Rosa Oct 15 1891............15:37
Roy Marie A of Daniel and Philomene Mar 11 1892.........15:86
Roy Marie D of Olivier and Elizabeth July 19 1899........16:562
Roy Marie J R D of Avila and Josephine Oct 5 1899.........16: 583
Roy Marie R of Francois and Rosanna Apr 16 1893..........15: 140
Roy Mary H of Thomas F and Mary E Jan 22 1900............17: 7
Roy Natalie of Olivier and Elizabeth July 12 1892.........15: 126
Roy Raoul J A of Joseph L and Marie R Feb 20 1899.........16: 494
Roy Rosa of Levi and Elizabeth July 2 1894.................16: 74
Royal Adele of Jules and Adelaide June 6 1894..............16: 4
Royal —— s of Andrew P and Maria J Dec 29 1892............15: 122
Royle Elsie M of William and Emma Aug 30 1894.............16: 82
Royle —— d of William and Emma May 19 1891.................15: 29
Roza Amelia of Jose F and Maria Jan 14 1895.................16: 91
Roza Carlos of Manoel and Maria F July 1 1897..............16: 317
Roza Carlos of Manoel J and Maria C Dec 26 1892............15: 102
Roza Francisco T and Manoel T and Maria T Nov 22 1893.....15: 172
Roza Frank (c) of Antone and Roza Aug 23 1896.............16: 225
Roza Frank of Joseph F and Mary Dec 4 1896................16: 227
Roza Ignacia of Jose and Maria July 25 1893.................15: 170
Roza Ignacia A of Pedro A and Anna Jan 28 1892.............15: 66
Roza Izabella of Manoel and Maria Sept 9 1896..............16: 225
Roza John of Manoel J and Maria C Aug 10 1891..............15: 32
Roza Jorge J of Germano and Francisca S Jan 13 1894......16: 1
Roza Jose of Anton and Maria Oct 6 1894....................16: 48
Roza Jose of Manoel T and Maria J May 28 1895..............16: 93
Roza Joseph of Anton and Maria July 4 1893................15: 170
Roza Joseph of Marion and Maria Sept 16 1895..............16: 135
Roza Lina of Germano J and Francesca Sept 23 1892.........15: 100
Roza Louisa of Antone and Maria Feb 9 1891................15: 1
Roza Lydia S of Manoel and Annie Nov 15 1896..............16: 226
Roza Manoel of Manoel July 7 1898...........................16: 417
Roza Manoel of Mariano and Maria Apr 16 1898..............16: 415
Roza Margaret of Frank and Maria July 25 1896..............16: 224
Roza Margarida of Francisco and Maria May 3 1896.........16: 183
Roza Maria of Francisco and Maria Oct 14 1892..............15: 100
Roza Maria of Francisco and Maria Jan 5 1895..............16: 91
Roza Maria of Jose F and Maria Mar 18 1892................15: 67
Roza Maria of Manoel and Maria Aug 16 1891...............15: 32
Roza Maria of Manoel and Maria Nov 26 1896.................16: 227
Roza Serafina of Manoel T and Maria J Aug 5 1897..........16: 361
Roza Serafino T of Manoel T and Maria J Dec 3 1892........15: 101
Roza Thomas II of Thomas F and Idice E Aug 30 1891........15: 33
Roza —— d of Antone and Maria Mar 21 1897................16: 274
Roza —— d of Antonio and Josephinne Jan 4 1893...........15: 169
Ruberto Grace of Egidio and Antonia May 19 1900...........17: 40
Ruberto Maria C T of Egidio and Antonia July 16 1897......16: 347
Ruberto Michele of Egidio and Antonia Dec 21 1898.........16: 455
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Ruberry Stanley C of Charles E and Ada Mar 20 1895...........16:100
Rubiello —— d of Antonio and Maria July 14 1892.............15:122
Rubin Abraham of Lazar and Fanny Sept 18 1899.............16:536
Rubin Abraham of Moritz and Yette June 26 1892.............15: 75
Rubin Alexander of Moses and Agnesa Jan 6 1892.............15: 68
Rubin Annie of Simon and Nellie Apr 25 1893..............15:144
Rubin Barnard of Simon and Nellie June 24 1891............15: 10
Rubin Ella of Jacob and Fanny July 19 1895.................16:178
Rubin Eva of J ohn and Rachel May 15 1899.................16:477
Rubin Gertrude of Morris and Goldie Sept 10 1898........16:422
Rubin Grace of Herman and Hannah Dec 10 1893...........15:175
Rubin Harry of John M and Rachel Jan 2 1892..............15: 68
Rubin Louis of Simon and Nellie Apr 13 1895..............16:101
Rubin Max of John and Rachel Apr 2 1894.................16: 6
Rubin Philip of John and Rachel Nov 2 1896..............16:236
Rubin Sarah of Lazar and Fannie July 15 1898............16:464
Rubin William of Simon and Nellie Aug 27 1897...........16:326
Rubino Giuseppe of Filomena Jan 7 1899.................16:501
Ruby Mary E of Joseph and Kate Aug 1 1892..............15:114
Rucci Teresa of Tomaso and Maria Apr 21 1899...........16:504
Ruecklodge Thomas of William D and Emily June 17 1895.....16:130
Rudall Annie A of Sam and Annie E Jan 31 1897............16:291
Ruddermauer Edith M of Frank F and Mary E Aug 8 1896....16:245
Rudlin Elizabeth F of Edward F and Frances M Dec 5 1894.16: 64
Rudo Luigia of Giovanni and Marinecia Oct 8 1893........15:179
Rudolph Emil C of William and Matilda Mar 3 1893.......15:153
Rudolph Freda of William and Matilda July 7 1896.........16:231
Rudolph Gertilda of William and Matilda June 18 1891....15: 49
Rudolph Herman of William and Matilda Nov 4 1894........16: 57
Rudolph Mathilde C of William and Mathilde Dec 27 1897...16:330
Rudolph Otto of Christian and Mary V Dec 28 1893........15:188
Rudolph Roland of Christian and Mary Jan 31 1895........16: 98
Rudolph —— d of Augustine and Mary Oct 10 1892.........15:118
Rudolph —— d of Christian and Mary Apr 23 1897...........16:315
Rudolph —— d of Christian and Mary July 25 1898.........16:456
Rueckert Edith L of Ernest F and Bes- ie B Aug 26 1900....17: 76
Ruerat Jules of Jules and Marguerite Jan 6 1898........16:371
Ruff Marion of Charles E and Bertha May 7 1893...........15:151
Ruff Mildred of Charles E and Bertha May 7 1893........15:151
Ruffa Matilde of Antonio and Filomena June 10 1894.......16: 14
Rufo Antonio of Alfonso and Maria May 17 1897...........16:283
Rufo Concetta of Alfonso and Maria Aug 6 1895........16:143
Rufo Giulia of Alfonso and Mariantonia Apr 10 1899.......16:481
Rufo Rosa of Alfonso and Mariantonia Apr 10 1899........16:481
Ruger —— d of Curtis and Bertha Nov 9 1899............16:530
Rugg Joseph H of Joseph and Nora Feb 15 1894...........16:  5
Ruhle John W E of Frederic and Christina A Sept 18 1898...16:427
Rumack Annie of Anton and Julia Sept 9 1895...................16:144
Runci Augustino of Nicola and Antoinetta June 29 1896......16:212
Runci Carmina of Nicola and Antoinette Dec 25 1900.........17:114
Runci Maria D of Nicola and Antonia Sept 23 1897.........16:349
Runci Rosina of Nicola and Antonietta Aug 17 1899.........16:572
Rundbom —— s of John and Mary C M June 16 1892.........15:75
Rundell Marion E of Albert L and Lucy F Aug 2 1899......16:527
Rundle Howard G of James F and Lena R May 18 1893....15:160
Runga Maria F of Stefano and Giovanna Jan 30 1900....17:9
Ruo Vincenzo of Luigi and Rosa Nov 24 1898........16:463
Ruoff Chester A of Fred H and Grace I Dec 26 1897.....16:360
Ruoff Fannie M of Fred H and Grace I May 14 1895....16:93
Ruperto Francesco of Michele and Angela Jan 11 1896..16:208
Rush Agnes of John J and Catherine C Nov 17 1896....16:266
Rush Amanda of James J and Bridget T Jan 14 1893....15:158
Rush Annie T of Felix and Annie Jan 3 1895......16:124
Rush Catherine of Patrick and Catherine J Apr 25 1892....15:77
Rush Christina of Andrew and Annie Jan 13 1897...16:305
Rush Ellen of Thomas and Ellen Jan 8 1899........16:489
Rush Gertrude of James J and Bridget Jan 7 1899.....16:496
Rush Helen of Thomas and Nellie Nov 29 1899......16:548
Rush James of Patrick and Mary E May 1 1895........16:118
Rush James J of James J and Bridget Jan 7 1899.....16:496
Rush John L of John J and Catherine C Apr 2 1899.....16:499
Rush Joseph of John J and Catherine C Mar 19 1892.....15:93
Rush Lena of Patrick and Mary A Aug 14 1897........16:345
Rush Loretta M of Felix H and Annie E May 27 1896....16:221
Rush Madeline R of Felix H and Annie E May 30 1899......16:492
Rush Margaret V of Michael and Margaret A Aug 26 1898..16:427
Rush Mary C of John J and Catherine Jan 10 1894.......16:36
Rush Patrick J of Patrick and Mary E Mar 27 1893.......15:159
Rush Raymond of John J and Catherine C June 10 1895.....16:130
Rush Raymond A of Felix and Annie E Aug 13 1893.......15:177
Rush —— s of Napoleon L and Addie June 28 1892......15:85
Rush —— d of Patrick and Mary E Aug 17 1899........16:563
Rushin —— d of Benjamin and Sarah Apr 19 1897......16:365
Rushworth Frances E of Edgar and Hannah July 7 1894....16:88
Russell Ada R (c) of Isaiah H and Martha J July 28 1900...17:67
Russell Anastasia of Grenon and Annie Aug 5 1897......16:341
Russell Beatrice M of George W and Mary A Apr 11 1895....16:128
Russell Catherine A of Peter and Joanna Aug 30 1897.....16:355
Russell Charles E of Charles E and Laura L Oct 3 1900...17:88
Russell Charlie of Charles and Amelia Oct 17 1900.......17:93
Russell Clement W of Walter H and Laura C May 7 1896....16:204
Russell Ellen of Michael and Margaret M Feb 25 1899......16:508
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Russell Ellesia of Thomas and Alice July 26 1899..................16:591
Russell Florence M (c) of George W and Catherine R Aug 14
1893 ...............................................................15:193
Russell Franklin M of Charles H and Nellie A May 10 1892 ..15: 67
Russell John of Michael and Margaret M Oct 5 1900...........17: 89
Russell John of Peter P and Joanna Nov 24 1895..............16:175
Russell Joseph L of Peter and Joanna Aug 2 1900............17: 69
Russell Lillian M of Thomas H and Mary J Mar 10 1891......15: 20
Russell Peter P of Peter and Joanna Aug 30 1897............16:355
Russell Petronella of Ernest and Annie May 3 1900...........17: 36
Russell Ruth of Edward B and Harriet M Nov 9 1897...........16:363
Russell Thomas of Michael and Ann Nov 20 1892..............15:130
Russell Walcott L of Joseph S and Henrietta W July 17 1893.15:196
Russell — (c) s of Charles and Annie Nov 22 1896............16:239
Russell — (c) d of George W and Rosanna R May 25 1891.15: 3
Russell — d of Ida Feb 15 1894...............................16: 15
Russell — s of Maggie Sept 4 1896............................16:234
Russen Dorothy V of Anthony C and Annie L Mar 27 1900..17: 26
Russen Emma of Andrew P and Martha Sept 12 1894.........16: 77
Russi Giacomo of Domenico and Maria May 1893............15:145
Russi Massia of Samuel and Sarah July 27 1899................16:533
Russian Bennie of Benjamin and Lena Mar 27 1900............17: 29
Russillo Anna of Donato and Maria Sept 22 1895.............16:166
Russillo Domenico of Gennaro and Agata Nov 8 1896.........16:259
Russillo Federico of Donato and Maria July 15 1897........16:347
Russillo Luisa of Gennaro and Agata Oct 30 1899.............16:575
Russillo Nicola of Giuseppe and Teodora May 21 1898.....16:373
Russillo Teresa of Gennaro and Agata Feb 25 1898...........16:401
Russo Annie of Giuseppe and Angelina Nov 21 1894..........16: 64
Russo Antonia of Filippo and Angela Jan 21 1893...........16:120
Russo Brigid of Francisco and Filomena Nov 5 1892........15:124
Russo Domenico of Filippo and Angela Apr 23 1893........15:169
Russo Domenico C of Antonio and Rosa Apr 26 1893........15:168
Russo Giovanni of Antonio and Concea Mar 10 1893........16:121
Russo Giuseppe of Antonio and Rosa July 29 1900...........17: 67
Russo Giuseppe of Arnaldi and Antonetta Oct 30 1895.....16:146
Russo Maria A of Sabatino and Vincenza Jan 29 1899.......16:478
Russo Matteo of Salvatore and Rosa Feb 17 1893............15:159
Russo Michele of Francesco and Filomena Nov 5 1892........15:124
Russo Paolo of Antonio and Antonia Nov 9 1898.............16:429
Russo Rosa of Sabatino and Vincenza July 1 1895...........16:141
Russo — s of Giuseppe May 25 1894..........................16: 44
Rust Herbert J of Herbert D and Nellie T Mar 26 1900......17: 53
Rustad Tera of Erik and Emma C Aug 26 1900................17: 76
Rutta Edward of Angelo and Benedetta Apr 17 1900..........17: 32
Rutter Charles of Angelo and Josephine Mar 2 1895.........16:127
Ruttiman Louise G of John and Emma G Feb 16 1896......16: 197
Ruttiman Selina L of John Jr and Emma Feb 9 1894......16: 18
Ruyter Lillian of Henry and Lizette Apr 25 1898.......16: 398
Ryan Andrew of Thomas and Catherine May 31 1898.......16: 373
Ryan Annie of William J and Margaret A Oct 28 1891....15: 58
Ryan Annie M of Martin J and Mary J May 9 1893.....15: 165
Ryan Annie T of William F and Bridget M Mar 9 1896...16: 195
Ryan Bertha M of John F and Mary A Mar 19 1894......16: 22
Ryan Catharine of Thomas A and Sarah T Nov 5 1900....17: 99
Ryan Catherine of John F and Mary A July 14 1892......15: 114
Ryan Catherine of John H and Annie T July 28 1893.....15: 205
Ryan Catherine of Michael and Alice Mar 5 1894........16: 16
Ryan Catherine M of Patrick and Annie May 22 1896.....16: 183
Ryan Charles of Thomas A and Sarah J Aug 10 1891......15: 60
Ryan Charles E of Edward M and Nora T July 20 1896....16: 224
Ryan Charles J of William F and Bridget M July 21 1900..17: 65
Ryan Clara M of Edward and Mary Feb 16 1892...........15: 97
Ryan Daniel of Michael and Alice Apr 13 1899..........16: 504
Ryan David T of Michael R and Catherine Mar 1 1897...16: 295
Ryan Dennis R of James and Bridget M June 17 1896....16: 205
Ryan Edmund F of Patrick J and Margaret Dec 17 1894..16: 86
Ryan Edward J of Edward and Julia Dec 6 1897.........16: 359
Ryan Eliza of John J and Ann Mar 7 1894..............16: 38
Ryan Elizabeth A of Patrick J and Theresa Nov 30 1892..15: 101
Ryan Ellen of Patrick and Margaret May 10 1894.......16: 30
Ryan Francis of James H and Catherine Feb 9 1893.......15: 136
Ryan Francis M of Michael F and Bridget Jan 29 1893...15: 162
Ryan George A of John F and Mary A Aug 3 1897........16: 336
Ryan Gertrude of William H and Mary E Oct 3 1894.....16: 48
Ryan Honora C of James H and Catherine Mar 21 1895....16: 92
Ryan Irving E of Martin J and Mary J Aug 12 1900......17: 72
Ryan James of Michael and Alice Oct 6 1892............15: 124
Ryan James E of James and Bridget May 30 1891........15: 19
Ryan James M of Michael and Catherine Oct 12 1895.....16: 160
Ryan John of Michael and Bridget Nov 16 1899..........16: 524
Ryan John of Thomas and Sarah May 18 1896.............16: 192
Ryan John of Thomas J and Catherine M Dec 3 1896.....16: 227
Ryan John B of Jeremiah and Mary E Jan 30 1894.......16: 16
Ryan John B of John H and Annie T Aug 18 1891......15: 60
Ryan John E of Patrick J and Margaret Dec 18 1892....15: 131
Ryan John F of George H and Rose A Sept 2 1891........15: 40
Ryan John F of Patrick and Annie Feb 5 1899...........16: 472
Ryan John J of Michael and Alice Jan 23 1896.........16: 196
Ryan John M of Patrick and Catherine Feb 4 1894........16: 25
Ryan John R of Michael and Bridget Nov 11 1898.......16: 420
Ryan John W of Michael F and Bridget May 12 1897.....16: 310
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Ryan Joseph of John A and Mary E July 12 1894 ... 16: 62
Ryan Joseph F of Michael and Catherine Mar 5 1899 ... 16: 494
Ryan Joseph M of James and Bridget Nov 13 1893 ... 15: 195
Ryan Joseph R of Albert J and Katie B July 9 1899 ... 16: 549
Ryan Julianna of Jeremiah F and Mary E Dec 2 1897 ... 16: 329
Ryan Lawrence of Lawrence F and Mary C Apr 12 1897 ... 16: 275
Ryan Leo M of John F and Mary A Oct 30 1895 ... 16: 156
Ryan Lillian of John and Catherine Nov 4 1898 ... 16: 460
Ryan Lily of William F and Bridget May 31 1891 ... 15: 24
Ryan Mabel E of Albert J and Katie Jan 31 1895 ... 16: 132
Ryan Margaret of Patrick J and Margaret Feb 6 1900 ... 17: 11
Ryan Mary of Lawrence L and Mary C Oct 22 1891 ... 15: 34
Ryan Mary of Michael and Bridget Aug 20 1897 ... 16: 318
Ryan Mary A of John H and Anna T Oct 14 1894 ... 16: 84
Ryan Mary E of John and Annie Feb 12 1893 ... 15: 159
Ryan Mary E of Michael V and Ellen Mar 8 1896 ... 16: 215
Ryan Mary F of Joseph F and Ann C Apr 14 1895 ... 16: 112
Ryan Mary J of Patrick H and Catherine M Mar 29 1891 ... 15: 18
Ryan Mary L of William H and Mary E Oct 25 1897 ... 16: 319
Ryan Michael of John and Annie Dec 18 1891 ... 15: 58
Ryan Michael F of Michael and Alice Nov 21 1900 ... 17: 104
Ryan Mildred J of Martin and Mary Mar 23 1899 ... 16: 504
Ryan Norman T of Thomas and Delia July 2 1897 ... 16: 352
Ryan Patrick F of Albert J and Annie E July 12 1897 ... 16: 336
Ryan Peter of Patrick and Margaret Feb 4 1892 ... 15: 85
Ryan Peter J of Peter J and Delia Sept 17 1900 ... 17: 83
Ryan Polly E of John A and Mary E Jan 7 1897 ... 16: 285
Ryan Ruth M of Michael F and Bridget May 20 1899 ... 16: 512
Ryan Sarah M of Thomas A and Sarah T June 2 1898 ... 16: 410
Ryan Sylvester J of Michael F and Bridget Nov 2 1894 ... 16: 84
Ryan Thomas of Michael F and Bridget Sept 5 1891 ... 15: 61
Ryan Thomas of Thomas and Catherine July 25 1895 ... 16: 150
Ryan Thomas of Thomas A and Sarah J Sept 3 1893 ... 15: 186
Ryan Thomas E of Patrick E and Annie May 22 1893 ... 15: 138
Ryan Thomas H of William H and Mary E Nov 18 1892 ... 15: 101
Ryan Timothy E of Timothy E and Charlotte A Sept 13 1894 ... 16: 83
Ryan Walter J of Patrick J and Margaret July 31 1897 ... 16: 354
Ryan William of John A and Mary E July 12 1894 ... 16: 62
Ryan William of John F and Mary A Sept 1899 ... 16: 552
Ryan William of William F and Bridget Mar 14 1894 ... 16: 38
Ryan William of William J and Catherine Sept 9 1891 ... 15: 51
Ryan William E of John F and Ann Jan 17 1899 ... 16: 507
Ryan William F of John H and Annie F Oct 24 1898 ... 16: 460
Ryan William J of William and Margaret Sept 8 1891 ... 15: 57
Ryan —— s of Albert J and Mary Nov 21 1896 ... 16: 247
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Mother Name</th>
<th>Father Name</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Place of Birth</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ryan</td>
<td>s of Jeremiah F and Mary E</td>
<td>Feb 20 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan</td>
<td>d of John H and Hattie</td>
<td>Mar 20 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan</td>
<td>s of Joseph F and Annie C</td>
<td>Dec 25 1893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan</td>
<td>s of Margaret</td>
<td>July 3 1894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan</td>
<td>s of Martin J and Mary J</td>
<td>Feb 18 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan</td>
<td>d of Morris and Bridget</td>
<td>Sept 10 1891</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan</td>
<td>d of William F and Bridget M</td>
<td>June 26 1898</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryden Ellen A</td>
<td>of Gustav and Emma W</td>
<td>Mar 30 1894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryden</td>
<td>s of Adolph and Helma</td>
<td>Oct 29 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryden</td>
<td>d of Claus and Paulina</td>
<td>July 29 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryder</td>
<td>Frederic V of George and Louisa</td>
<td>May 1 1897</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryder</td>
<td>Irene M of Henry P and Mary F</td>
<td>Nov 19 1894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryder</td>
<td>Jennie of William H and Grace</td>
<td>Aug 26 1894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryder</td>
<td>John F of William H and Grace</td>
<td>Nov 24 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryder</td>
<td>John F L of John F T and Mary E</td>
<td>July 13 1899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryder</td>
<td>Leslie of Fred M and Clara W</td>
<td>Dec 16 1898</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryder</td>
<td>Thomas F of George and Louise A</td>
<td>Aug 15 1899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryder</td>
<td>s of Henry P and Mary F</td>
<td>Dec 16 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rydingsward</td>
<td>Annie V of Gustaf V and Ida</td>
<td>May 3 1893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rylands Alice</td>
<td>of Thomas and Sarah L</td>
<td>Oct 3 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rylands</td>
<td>Benjamin C of Thomas C and Sarah L</td>
<td>Mar 18 1894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rylands</td>
<td>Clifford of Joseph and Annie</td>
<td>May 18 1895</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rylands</td>
<td>James E of Thomas C and Sarah L</td>
<td>Oct 11 1899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rylands</td>
<td>Louis G of Joseph and Annie</td>
<td>July 7 1898</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rylands</td>
<td>Raymond of Joseph and Annie</td>
<td>Apr 12 1900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rynn Aloysius</td>
<td>of Patrick and Sabina</td>
<td>Dec 27 1898</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rynn</td>
<td>Joseph of Patrick and Sabina</td>
<td>Sept 10 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rynn</td>
<td>Mary F of Patrick and Sabina</td>
<td>Apr 2 1894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryszkieviz</td>
<td>s of Nicola and Antonina</td>
<td>May 15 1900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Saacke Emma M of Gustav and Matilda | Mar 14 1898  | 16  | 394 |
Saacke Roland of Gustave and Tillie | June 17 1900  | 17  | 48  |
Saacke Walter S of Gustav and Tillie | Dec 22 1894  | 16  | 71  |
Saati Emily of Norman N and Emma | Oct 30 1894  | 16  | 78  |
Saati Wallace N of Nowman M and Emma | Sept 4 1899  | 16  | 572 |
Saati d of Sulaman M and Fahema | Oct 20 1900  | 17  | 94  |
Sabatino Vincenza of Nicandro and Maria | Jan 14 1900  | 17  | 4   |
Sabatula s of Donata and Maria | Dec 7 1897  | 16  | 340 |
Sabbatino Anna of Nicandro and Maria | Aug 7 1898  | 16  | 451 |
Sabella Giovanni of Tommaso and Filomena | Jan 24 1900  | 17  | 7   |
Sabetto Vittoria of Giacomo and Angela | Nov 6 1900  | 17  | 99  |
Sabotta Harry of Nathan and Ettle | Aug 10 1894  | 16  | 88  |
Sabotta Philip of Nathan and Ida | Jan 1 1897  | 16  | 276 |
Sabre George W of George W and Luvia C | Sept 10 1896 | 16  | 245 |
Sabre d of George W and Luvia C | June 4 1893  | 15  | 138 |
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Sacchetti Mariantonia of Domenico and Angioletta Aug 3

1894 ................................................................. 16: 54
Sacchetti Paolina of Antonio and Angela July 3 1892 ........ 15: 105
Sacharias Kerkus of Sachar and Anna Dec 11 1899 ........ 16: 540
Sack Annie R of George F and Margaret June 10 1898 ...... 16: 410
Sackett Lillian M of James II and Mary A Sept 22 1900 . 17:  85
Sackett Nelson B of George O and Anna J Jan 17 1897 .... 16: 276
Sackett —— d of George O and Anna J Oct 10 1892 ...... 15: 100
Sacks Isaac of Abraham and Annie Nov 25 1899 ............ 16: 530
Sacofsky David of Israel and Etta Apr 24 1896 .......... 16: 186
Sacofsky Lillie of Israel and Hessie May 26 1892 ....... 15:  75
Sacofsky Louis of Israel and Etta May 5 1894 ............ 16:  7
Sacrisson Albert C of August and Annalena May 7 1897 .... 16: 293
Sacrisson Albert C of August and Annie Sept 28 1895 .... 16: 155
Sadler William F of Joseph W and Nettie A Aug 3 1900 ... 17:  69
Sadlter Cora F of Stephen M and Alice Sept 21 1897 ..... 16: 349
Sadlter Leo J of Stephen M and Alice E Dec 13 1895 ..... 16: 169
Sadlter Raymond of Stephen M and Alice Mar 30 1900 ... 17:  27
Sadlter Walter J of Stephen M and Alice Oct 19 1893.... 15: 202
Sadlter —— d of Agnes Jan 13 1900 ................. 17:  4
Safford Russell A of William A and Ellen F Jan 26 1897 ... 16: 288
Safford Ruth II of William A and Ellen F Apr 4 1891 ...... 15: 13
Sagar Edith M of Paul and Bertha Jan 1 1894 .......... 16:  4
Sagar William H of John and Amelia Jan 10 1893 ....... 15: 155
Saggerson Estella of William H and Sarah A Jan 15 1891 ... 15:  6
Saia Di Raffaele of Costanzo and Carmela Nov 5 1894 ... 16:  78
Sailor Charlotte of George W Mar 23 1894 ............... 15: 15
Sainsbury Catherine of Arthur E and Margaret A June 17

1900 ................................................................. 17:  48
Sainsbury Ethel M of Frank and Ada F Aug 30 1892 ....... 15: 107
Sainsbury Harriet M of Thomas and Susanna Oct 10 1891 ... 15:  41
Sainsbury John E of Arthur E and Margaret A Mar 22 1898 ... 16: 380
Sainsbury Marion B of Frank and Ada F Feb 16 1899 ..... 16: 479
Sakrison Emelia K E of Gustaf A and Minnie Feb 9 1897 ... 16: 288
Sakrison Gudtuf E W of Gustaf A and Minnie Apr 26 1898 .. 16: 391
Sakrison Conrad R of Gustav A and Minnie Nov 28 1899 ... 16: 554
Saks Jacob of Bernard and Ida M Dec 5 1892 .......... 15: 109
Saks Lena of Abraham and Minnie Dec 24 1895 ........ 16: 141
Salerno Antonia of Domenico and Celia Feb 2 1900 ....... 17:  10
Salerno Antonio of Domenico and Silvia Apr 13 1896 ... 16: 191
Salerno Incoronata of Domenico and Silvia Apr 13 1896 ... 16: 191
Salerno —— d of Domenico and Silvia Feb 2 1899 ...... 16: 479
Salessees Adrian of Frank and Mary Apr 16 1895 .......... 16:  93
Salessees Francis of Francis and Mary June 28 1897 .... 16: 276
Salessees Howard F of David T and Frances G Aug 18 1898 .. 16: 426
BIRTHS Recorded in Providence

Salesse John of John and Margaret Aug 31 1894.............16: 55
Salesse Margaret of Frank P and Minnie P Feb 20 1894........16: 1
Salesse Margaret of John and Margaret Sept 10 1898........16: 427
Salesse Vincent D of Frank P and Minnie P May 28 1899........16: 475
Salesse William E of John and Margaret M Dec 29 1900........17: 115
Salesse ----- s of David and Frances Feb 27 1897.............16: 364
Salesse ----- s of David T and Frances G Dec 20 1895........16: 141
Salisbury Clara S of Emory A and Jennie E Sept 18 1900....17: 83
Salisbury Earl C of Richard E and Almira C June 24 1894....16: 20
Salisbury Francis A of Alonzo F and Catherine J Apr 20 1891.5: 18
Salisbury George C of Alonzo F and Catherine J Dec 25 1897.16: 320
Salisbury Harold of George and Phelie E Jan 24 1898........16: 413
Salisbury Leo of Alonzo H and Catharine Mar 10 1900........17: 20
Salisbury Marion of Charles E and Mary C Sept 27 1897..16: 316
Salisbury Mano M of Alonzo F and Catherine J May 16 1895.16: 106
Salisbury Mildred A of Richard E and Almira C May 26 1892.15: 79
Salisbury Robert J of Alonzo F and Katie J Feb 25 1892....15: 83
Salisbury Stephen J of Alonzo F and Catherine Dec 20 1896..16: 260
Salisbury ----- s of Clifford and Elhora M Dec 6 1899......16: 554
Salisbury ----- d of Isadore A May 20 1900..................17: 41
Salisbury ----- s of James and Emma Dec 24 1892............15: 117
Saltander ----- d of Victor E and Lillian A Dec 8 1899......16: 559
Salmon Frederick of Louis and Lena May 29 1900............17: 42
Salmon Joseph of Simon and Mary Aug 10 1898...............16: 426
Salmon Lena A of Patrick and Eliza July 28 1893............15: 189
Salmon Rebecca of Abraham and Flora Nov 5 1896............16: 236
Salmon William P of Patrick and Eliza Sept 11 1895.......16: 155
Salmon ----- d of Patrick and Eliza July 9 1892............15: 114
Salnosky Celia F of Joseph and Frances Nov 21 1893.......15: 181
Salisbury ----- d of Charles T and Jane May 10 1892.......15: 74
Salt Hope A of Albert T and Mary C May 10 1900............17: 38
Salt Jeannette T of Albert and Mary Jan 5 1894.............16: 8
Salt Lavinia R of Albert T and Mary C Aug 5 1895...........16: 171
Salt Sarah A L F of Albert T and Mary C Jan 22 1899........16: 517
Salt ----- d of Albert and Mary July 20 1897...............16: 324
Salter Barnet of Morris and Sarah Oct 31 1900..............17: 97
Salter Clarence G of George R and Bessie B Nov 12 1896....16: 247
Salter Esther of Moses and Sema Apr 6 1895................16: 101
Salter Howard P of George Jr and Bessie R Jan 8 1894.......16: 21
Salter Lewis M of George Jr and Bessie I Jan 10 1893.......15: 147
Salter Marjorie G of Minnie Jan 12 1892..................15: 78
Salter Ruth E of George and Bessie E Jan 7 1895...........16: 110
Salvador Antonio of Manoel and Maria D Oct 27 1899........16: 524
Salvaggio Maria A of Domenico and Maria Nov 25 1891.......15: 65
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Salvaggio — d of Domenico and Maria Dec 6 1894........16: 79
Salvatore Almerinda of Giuseppe and Carmela Jan 28 1897..16: 301
Salvatore Anna of Giuseppe and Carmela Mar 6 1899........16:503
Salvatore Domenico of Giuseppe and Carmela Oct 18 1894....16: 77
Salvatore Filomena of Catalano and Catarina Aug 22 1891..15: 56
Salvatore Maria J C of Raffaele and Antonetta Nov 28 1899..16:576
Salvatore — s of Albo and Francesca Aug 23 1900........17: 75
Salvatore — s of Sammataro and Maria Feb 12 1893........15:159
Salzillo Domenico of Felice and Antonia May 18 1894........16: 34
Salzillo Emilina of Felice and Antonia May 4 1896........16:211
Salzillo Giovanni of Felice and Antonetto July 4 1899....16:570
Sam Emily L of Eugene P and Anna E J Sept 11 1895......16:159
Sam — s of Eugene P and Anna E July 2 1900.............17: 59
Sam — s of Fred E and Mary E Jan 1 1893.................15:150
Sam — s of Frederick E and Mary E Sept 29 1891........15: 48
Sammataro Carmela of Francesco and Maria Sept 12 1894....16: 76
Sample Jane B of James W and Matilda A Jan 2 1899........16:489
Sample Mary I of James W and Matilda A July 7 1900......17: 60
Sampson George H of George and Rosa June 6 1895........16:132
Sampson Marian E of James A and Katherine B Sept 7 1900..17: 80
Sampson Marion C of Charles E and Grace C Aug 29 1892....15:112
Sampson Minnie of John Feb 9 1900......................17:122
Sampson — d of John and Marie J Sept 16 1896............16:268
Samson John A of of John A and Hedwig June 14 1896....16:184
Samuels Abraham of Jacob and Mary Aug 12 1894........16: 46
Samuels Beatrice of Easher and Annie Mar 1 1898........16:375
Samuels Clare J of Lee and Millie M Jan 29 1900.........17: 8
Samuels Estella R of Jacob and Mary Jan 24 1899........16:472
Samuels Isadore of Jacob and Mary Nov 12 1892........15:133
Samuels Louis of Jacob and Mary July 1 1897............16:317
Samuels Mortimer H of Henry C and Jennie Apr 20 1898....16:387
Samuels — s of Louis and Rosa July 12 1900..............17:119
Samuelson Carl A of John and Hedwig C Dec 6 1897........16:361
Sammelsson Ivar L of Frithjof and Mary Aug 15 1892....15:112
Sanborn Donald M of Fletcher G and Margaret M Mar 27
1893.........................................15:143
Sanborn George L of George S and Minnie June 7 1896....16:207
Sanborn Gertrude E of George S and Minnie Sept 24 1894..16: 77
Sanborn Grace of George S and Minnie Nov 18 1898........16:461
Sanborn Homer G of Homer G and Mary E Apr 10 1897.....16:369
Sanborn John H of Clarence W and Mary A Feb 21 1894....16: 10
Sanborn Myrtle of Homer G and Mary E Jan 2 1891........15: 31
Sanborn Randolph R of Homer G and Mary E May 16 1900...17: 40
Sanborn — d of Homer G and Mary E Mar 31 1894........16: 39
Sandberg Frank H of Frank and Hannah Mar 4 1893....15:148
Sandberg Mary E of Andrew E and Delia A May 21 1891....15: 11
Sandberg — s of Carl J and Emily Aug 31 1899..............16:596
Sandberg — s of Charles and Emily Aug 6 1897............16:366
Sandelman Regina I of Rudolph and Mary E Aug 17 1892....15:117
Sander Martha E of Oscar A and Annie Oct 9 1900........17: 90
Sanders Caleb of Walter K and Julia M Apr 29 1892........15: 84
Sanders Charles D R of Richard C and Mary C Jan 21 1893..15:167
Sanders Gladdis of Benjamin F and Lily Dec 22 1900.......17:113
Sanders Louisa (c) of Albert and Louisa May 30 1898.....16:377
Sanders William T of Benjamin and Lillie May 8 1899.....16:511
Sanderson Edwin B of Brooke and Sarah July 6 1895......16:134
Sandler Harry of Joseph and Betsey Sept 27 1896.........16:258
Sandler Ida of Barnet and Kaly Nov 22 1892..............15:109
Sandler Ida of Simon and Anna Dec 17 1900..............17:111
Sandler Moses of John and Susan Sept 23 1896...........16:234
Sandler Rosa of Joseph and Betsey Jan 16 1894..........16: 9
Sands Alfred H of Frank H and Emma A Sept 17 1899.....16:564
Sands Earl of George and Mary J Jan 4 1893..............15:136
Sands George of George and Mary Dec 31 1892............15:102
Sands Gertrude A (c) of Frank H and Emma A Aug 14 1898.16:433
Sands Margaret of George and Mary July 28 1894.........16: 46
Sands —— s of George and Mary July 3 1896..............16:224
Sandsjo Carl H of Carl A and Ingeborg O Sept 14 1900...17: 82
Sandstrom Ernest O of Carl P and Amanda J Aug 18 1896.16:263
Sandstrom Helen I of Carl P and Amanda J Mar 22 1899...16:510
Sandstrom Thure E of John E and Maria J Feb 17 1895.....16:105
Sandstrom —— s of Charles P and Amanda Dec 13 1891....15: 63
Sandstrom —— s of Charles P and Amanda J Apr 24 1894...16: 49
Sandstrom —— s of John E and Maria Mar 19 1897........16:287
Sandstrom —— d of John E and Maria G June 26 1898....16:411
Sanford Clarence S of Walter W and Edith E June 29 1892..15: 77
Sanford Dorothy of Charles H and Carrie J Apr 15 1900....17: 31
Sanford Earle D of A Lester and Cora Aug 19 1895......16:166
Sanford Ethel M of William A and Mary M May 15 1899...16:495
Sanford Everett H (c) of William A and Mary M Aug 2 1900.17: 69
Sanford George M of Joseph A C and Clara E Oct 11 1893..15:194
Sanford Harold T of Charles P and Lucy B Aug 4 1897.....16:341
Sanford Henry of Annie Feb 13 1897..........................16:288
Sanford Henry J of Charles H and Carrie J Oct 6 1898....16:442
Sanford Hope M of Charles H and Jemima C Aug 4 1896....16:249
Sanford Leon H of Erastus H and Ellen M Feb 12 1895.....16:120
Sanford Merrill A of Howard A and Madona F Aug 31 1898.16:418
Sanford Pearl J of Erastus H and Ellen M Mar 12 1897....16:302
Sanford Percy W of Erastus H and Ellen M Feb 12 1895....16:120
Sanford Raymond of Edward and Maud M Sept 25 1895.....16:155
Sanford William W of William A and Mary M Dec 17 1897..16:344
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE

Sanford Wilson E of Walter W and Edith July 2 1893.....15:184
Sanfred — d of Charles G and Huldah E Dec 29, 1897.....16:344
Sanger Frances B of Robert C and Mary O Oct 13 1898.....16:419
Sanger — d of Robert C and Mary O May 18 1900........17:40
Sangiuliano Felice A of Giovanni and Fortunata Jan 20 1898,16:400
San Giuliano Luisa of Giovanni and Fortunata May 23 1896,16:212
Sangster Adam J of Joseph and Margaret Feb 21 1891.....15:17
Sanita Angelina M of Catello and Michelina Aug 23 1900.....17:75
Sanita Antonio of Nicola and Angela M Nov 21 1898,16:430
Sanita Giovanna of Nicola and Angela M Dec 30 1896,16:238
Sanne John J of Senius and Bridget T Aug 22 1892......15:127
Sanne Royal D of Senius and Bessie T May 19 1898,16:410
Sanne Ruth M of Senius and Bridget T Aug 25 1894.....16:82
Sanner Leroy W of Lewis W and Maggie B June 8 1900.....17:46
Sanmoski Mary of Joseph and Frances Sept 18 1892......15:107
San Souci Frederick of Joseph C and Margaret May 22 1899,16:500
San Souci Joseph O of Joseph O and Sarah G July 14 1891,15:59
San Souci Margaret V of Joseph and Margaret Aug 12 1895,16:162
San Souci Mary A of Joseph and Margaret Mar 27 1897,16:299
San Souci Ruth of Alfred C and Josephine Mar 6 1891.....15:20
San Souci Sarah L of Joseph O and Sarah G Nov 12 1893,15:210
San Souci William J of Joseph C and Margaret Dec 22 1893,15:199
San Souci — s of Pierre and Georgiana Nov 10 1892,15:129
San Souci — s of Pierre and Georgiana Feb 12 1891.....15:22
Santagata Elisa of Filomeno and Maria Aug 17 1900.....17:73
Santagata Ferdinando of Filomeno and Maria Nov 9 1898,16:448
Santagata Michele of Tomaso and Antonia Aug 2 1899,16:562
Santangelo Anna of Alessandro and Rosa Jan 28 1897,16:301
Santangelo Anna of Alessandro and Rosina Nov 20 1895,16:168
Santangelo Carmine of Alessandro and Rosina July 16 1894,16:75
Santangelo Florence of Giuseppe and Mary A Jan 11 1896,16:184
Santangelo Francis of Giuseppe and Annie Nov 13 1894,16:52
Santangelo Francisco of Giuseppe and Anne Jan 2 1895,16:94
Sant Angelo Gennaro of Giovanni and Vittona Feb 16 1891,15:22
Santangelo Immacolata of Alessandro and Rosina Jan 20
1898 ..........................................................16:400
Sant Angelo Maria M of Alessandro and Rosina Dec 4 1892,15:134
Santangelo Raffaele of Alessandro and Rosa Apr 10 1899,16:504
Santaniello Antonio of Carmine and Maria Mar 24 1898,16:380
Santaniello Assunta of Salvatore and Martella Apr 3 1896,16:190
Santaniello Domenico of Carmine and Maria Mar 25 1900,17:25
Santaniello Giovanna of Salvatore and Martella Aug 28 1897,16:326
Santanna Vincenzo of Salvatore and Filomena July 19 1898,16:150
Santantonio Antonio of Antonio and Rosina Aug 3 1899,16:571
Santantonio Emilia of Raffaele and Angela Nov 5 1894,16:78
Santantonio — s of Raffaele and Rosina Aug 23 1900......17: 75
Santee — d of Myrtle June 11 1894..........................16: 15
Santenna Fiorina of Salvatore and Filomena Feb 21 1897....16: 314
Santes Serino C of Jose C and Maria C Apr 4 1895........16: 92
Santiago Jennie (c) of Manoel and Annie Oct 24 1900....17: 95
Santiago Jose A of Jose A and Maria M Aug 19 1900......17: 74
Santilli Filippo of Panfilo and Carmela Oct 23 1900......17: 95
Santomauro Antonio of Giuseppe and Maria Apr 18 1894....15: 23
Santomauro Carmine of Giuseppe and Maria July 15 1899....16: 570
Santomauro Francisco of Giuseppe and Maria Jan 13 1893...15: 146
Santomauro Silvia of Giuseppe and Maria Apr 4 1897......16: 302
Santoro Carmino of Donato and Catarina June 5 1900......17: 45
Santoro Giovanni of Donato and Caterina Mar 17 1898......16: 402
Santoro Ursula of Antonio and Rosa Nov 1 1896............16: 266
Santos Emilia of Manoel and Maria Sept 24 1900...........17: 85
Santos de Jose C of Jose C and Maria C Feb 18 1894......16: 1
Santosnuso Vincenzo of Felice and Carolina Sept 20 1893...15: 291
Santucci Anna of Antonio and Maria Nov 8 1898............16: 429
Santusse Maria of Alessandro and Rosa Dec 8 1892........15: 125
Santusse Maria R of Felice and Carolina Aug 2 1892......15: 123
Sarah Archibald N of Nicholas and Mona E July 29 1899....16: 556
Sarah Harold W of Nicholas and Mona E Aug 11 1900......17: 71
Sarcocejo — d of Michele and Maria G Jan 4 1897.........16: 312
Sarcofsky Minnie of Israel and Nettie Oct 2 1898..........16: 422
Sarcofsky — s of Israel and Hattie Oct 11 1900............17: 120
Sargent George of Franklin P and Rose M Jan 10 1897.....16: 315
Sargent George H of Franklin P and Rose M Jan 10 1898...16: 396
Sargent Vivian M C of Frank P and Rose M Mar 30 1895...16: 132
Sargent — s of Franklin and Rose M July 15 1900...........17: 62
Sarkissian Mary of James and Mary May 20 1900............17: 41
Sarkissian Varter M of Simon and Hechtinek Oct 20 1899...16: 537
Sarle Percy W of Oliver P and Mary H May 5 1893........15: 137
Sarle Richard H of O Perry Jr and Mary H Oct 18 1897....16: 319
Sarni Maria A of Antonio and Maria Mar 24 1899..........16: 504
Sarni Nicola of Antonio and Maria May 4 1900.............17: 37
Sarmark Carl H of August and Lena Mar 6 1895............16: 127
Sarmark — d of August and Lena Dec 31 1892..............15: 125
Sarnosky Rosa V of Joseph and Frances Oct 5 1895......16: 145
Sarracco Rosario of Bartolomeo and Maria E Nov 6 1896...16: 259
Sarro Di Elvira of Carlo and Tomasino Aug 13 1894........16: 76
Sarcoceo Maria E of Bartolomeo and Maria Oct 18 1897....16: 350
Sartoris Catherine E of Henry and Mary A Jan 10 1891....15: 19
Sartoris Rosanna of Henry and Mary A Apr 20 1894.........16: 19
Sartoris — s of Henry and Mary A Mar 15 1893............15: 156
Sassi Luigi of Antonio and Margherita Aug 26 1897........16: 349
Sasso Antonietta of Cosimo and Vincenza June 6 1900. . . . . . 17: 45
Sasso Michele of Cosimo and Vincenza Mar 9 1899. . . . . . . . 16: 503
Satter Agnes E of Charles J and Annie L Nov 5 1896. . . . . . . 16: 236
Satter Edith F of Charles and Annie Sept 1 1895. . . . . . . . . 16: 143
Satterlee Raymond E of Truman and Annie M July 4 1894. . . 16: 74
Saucier Joseph D of Joseph and Delia Dec 28 1892. . . . . . . 15: 114
Saucier Louise of Elzeard and Mathilde Mar 15 1900. . . . . . . 17: 22
Saugy Florence E of Augustus and Harriet May 8 1895. . . . . . . 16: 108
Saugy Max A of Max W and Bessie B Feb 17 1896. . . . . . . . . 16: 185
Saugy Ruth H of Augustus and Harriet Feb 6 1898. . . . . . . . 16: 386
Saunier Alice G S of Edward E and Mary May 29 1898. . . . . 16: 398
Saunier George of John C and Ellen T May 18 1898. . . . . . . 16: 376
Saunders Lillian of John and Ellen Mar 14 1895. . . . . . . . . 16: 100
Saunier Margarite G of Joseph and Margaret Jan 1 1900. . . . . 17: 1
Saunier May S of John C and Nellie T Sept 5 1896. . . . . . . . 16: 229
Saunier Mildred L of Edward E and Mary Aug 8 1894. . . . . . . 16: 72
Saunier Rose of George L and Rose M Nov 25 1899. . . . . . . . 17: 105
Saunier Joseph A A of Narcisse and Marguerite Oct 30 1896. 16: 266
Saunier Joseph X A of Narcisse and Marguerite Jan 23 1894. 16: 37
Sauniers Rosalie A of Narcisse and Marguerite June 3 1898. 16: 410
Sault Mabel A of William A and Clara J Aug 9 1897. . . . . . . 16: 321
Saunders Alice L (c) of James A and Jerusha Mar 6 1900. . . . 17: 19
Saunders Bessie M of Frank E and Mabel M Nov 6 1898. . . . . . 16: 448
Saunders Bridget of John P and Anna June 22 1894. . . . . . . . 16: 31
Saunders Edith M of Martin L and Nettie June 14 1892. . . . . 15: 82
Saunders Everett L of Martin L and Nettie E Nov 21 1899. . . . 16: 559
Saunders Harold G of Martin L and Nettie E July 4 1894. . . . . 16: 65
Saunders James of James and Jerusha Sept 26 1892. . . . . . . 15: 100
Saunders John J of John J and Hannah Apr 27 1893. . . . . . . 15: 137
Saunders Mary J of John J and Annie Mar 27 1891. . . . . . . . 15: 31
Saunders Peter of John J and Annie Dec 30 1898. . . . . . . . . 16: 450
Saunders Peter F of John J and Anna Jan 6 1899. . . . . . . . . 16: 496
Saunders Robert B of Benjamin F and Sarah L Mar 12 1896. 16: 195
Saunders Walter M of Walter M and Florence M June 9 1900. 17: 46
Saunders —— d of Charles and Lillian Dec 15 1898. . . . . . . . . 16: 430
Saunders —— d of Clare P and Clara L Nov 30 1899. . . . . . . . 16: 597
Saunders —— s of Frank E and Mabel M Dec 9 1899. . . . . . . . 16: 576
Saunier Alice E of Harry J and Alice L Aug 21 1900. . . . . . . 17: 74
Saunier Azaria J of Harry J and Alice L Aug 21 1900. . . . . . . 17: 71
Saunier Catherine E of Harry J and Alice H Sept 8 1898. . . . 16: 458
Saunier Albertina M of Michel and Marceline Apr 29 1899. . . . 16: 511
Saunier Albertine of Michael and Marceline June 11 1892. . . . 15: 82
Saunier Alfred of Michel and Marceline Oct 12 1894. . . . . . . 16: 73
Saunier Joseph A of Michel and Marceline Dec 31 1896. . . . . . 16: 268
Sauer Angela of Michele and Concetta Mar 23 1897. . . . . . . . 16: 302
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Sauro Vincenzo of Michele and Maria C Jan 28 1899...........16: 478
Santer George F of August and Emily J July 25 1900...........17: 66
Savage Blanche A of Peter and Maria May 26 1897...........16: 284
Savage Ella of Eli and Sarah A Mar 16 1892..................15: 73
Savage Gertrude C of James and Catherine Jan 29 1899.........16: 497
Savage Grace of William H and Catherine A Aug 9 1896.........16: 270
Savage Hattie M of Arthur and Delphine Sept 21 1899.........16: 565
Savage Helena of John J and Sarah A July 15 1896............16: 244
Savage James W of Peter J and Maria June 1 1891............15: 24
Savage Jenny F of Peter J and Maria A Mar 1 1893.............15: 142
Savage Joanna L of James and Catherine J Mar 14 1895........16: 127
Savage Leo of James and Catherine Feb 2 1897................16: 306
Savage Lillian of Walter and Lucetta May 9 1899.............16: 500
Savage Lillie E of Eugene F and H M Sept 1 1895............16: 172
Savage Marie T of Peter and Maria Mar 12 1895................16: 100
Savage Mary J of Timothy and Catherine L Mar 13 1891........15: 27
Savage —— d of Eugene and Hulda May 18 1899................16: 500
Savage —— d of John and Sarah July 19 1898..................16: 441
Savage —— d of William H and Mary J Dec 10 1895............16: 153
Savaria Frank X V of Alvin and Victoire Oct 7 1892...........15: 121
Savaria Hilaire E of Alvin and Marie V Oct 4 1898............16: 459
Savaria Marie B V of Alvin X and Marie V July 4 1891.......15: 44
Savignac Bertha of Elias and Edouardina Mar 10 1893.........15: 163
Savignac Joseph A of Elias and Edouardine Mar 31 1891......15: 27
Savignac —— s of Joseph A and Marie E Apr 15 1895..........16: 128
Savino Giovanna of Francesco and Gelsonina Aug 10 1899......16: 571
Savoie Albert of Jean Bte and Sophie July 5 1893.............15: 204
Savoie Joseph W of Jean Bte and Sophie Feb 4 1898..........16: 406
Savoie Marie E M of Joseph and Eugenie Dec 29 1900.........17: 115
Savoie Marie S of Jean Bte and Sophie June 4 1891..........15: 29
Sawyer Ada L of Frank W and Ada L Mar 3 1892...............15: 77
Sawyer Bertha of Frank W and Ada L Feb 10 1897............16: 287
Sawyer Clara E of Frank W and Ada L Jan 14 1894............16: 16
Sawyer Elmer P (c) of Perry S and Sarah J Sept 4 1891.......15: 33
Sawyer Harold B of Charles H and Mary L June 30 1897.......16: 304
Sawyer Harold F of Henry F and Annie Mar 11 1894...........16: 11
Sawyer Howard E of Henry F and Annie I July 23 1891........15: 39
Sawyer Jessie H of Andrew W and Violet A May 2 1897........16: 315
Sawyer Renner A of Alfred J and Lillian F Aug 24 1891.......15: 36
Sawyer Sadie of James and Fannie Dec 22 1900.................17: 113
Sax Leno of Abraham and Mina Jan 1896.....................16: 185
Sax William of Moses and Saldy Mar 21 1891.................15: 13
Saxe Joseph of Morris and Zilda May 11 1892................15: 87
Saxon Amey E of John and Sarah Jan 9 1891..................15: 19
Saxon John W of William and Elizabeth E Apr 14 1899........16: 511
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Saxon Sadie of John and Sarah May 9 1893..............................15:157
Saxton Eva D (c) of Charles E and Mary E Apr 24 1891.............15:18
Sayer Raymond V of Byron V and Jessie A Oct 4 1897..............16:356
Sayles Earl M of Arthur U and Charlotte A Apr 13 1893............15:147
Sayles Ella C of Walter F and Frances E Sept 19 1891.............15:57
Sayles George R of William F and Catherine A June 25 1898..16:411
Sayles Helen K of Frederick C Jr and Mary L Aug 23 1896......16:269
Sayles Mary A of Frank A and Mary D A Oct 13 1893..............15:172
Sayles Mildred E of Herbert A and Ella M Apr 17 1895.............16:118
Sayles — s of Walter and Frances E Nov 8 1893....................15:202
Sayles — s of Walter M and Lydia M Apr 22 1891....................15:18
Sayward Ada of Ada Apr 10 1899..............................16:476
Scalera Lucia of Giovanni and Maria Dec 12 1892.................15:109
Scalaese Carolina of Giovanni and Maria Dec 29 1898..............16:455
Scalaese Maria of Giovanni and Maria Jan 13 1896.................16:208
Scalaesi Giuseppe of Giovanni and Maria June 20 1897.............16:284
Scalaessi Maria of Giovanni and Maria Sept 13 1895..............16:166
Scalfey Catherine of Michael and Bridget Jan 16 1894............16:36
Scallon Edward of Edward and Jennie I Sept 18 1895..............16:166
Scallon Edwin of Edward T and Jennie I June 8 1897..............16:304
Scally Irene of Michael J and Bridget Sept 4 1899...............16:557
Scally John of Michael and Bridget Sept 11 1895..................16:159
Scally Mary of Michael and Bridget Aug 30 1892....................15:127
Scally William of Michael J and Bridget Oct 14 1897.............16:343
Scamboli Pasquale of Giuseppe and Isabella Dec 24 1898...........16:450
Scammell Esther L of Isaac and Susan Mar 2 1894.................16:10
Scammell Herbert F of Isaac and Susan C Mar 27 1897.............16:308
Scammell Margaret E of Isaac and Susan Feb 22 1896..............16:189
Scammell Mary E of Isaac and Susan Apr 23 1892...................15:74
Scammell Matilda of Isaac and Susie Apr 22 1891..................15:8
Scalanan Francis of Patrick J and Ellen Aug 14 1895..............16:171
Scalanan Harriet A of John J and Bridget July 8 1893............15:185
Scalanan Joseph O'M of John J and Maria B Apr 13 1891.........15:13
Scallon Catherine A of John F and Elizabeth June 15 1898.....16:392
Scallon Daniel of Michael D and Joanna Jan 21 1896..............16:221
Scallon Everett of Thomas J and Anastasia Sept 11 1895.........16:155
Scallon John of Michael D and Joanna July 29 1897..............16:332
Scallon John M of James E and Theresa May 20 1898..............16:413
Scallon Joseph of Michael D and Josephine Oct 5 1900............17:89
Scallon Margaret M of Thomas and Sabina Mar 20 1898............16:390
Scallon Mary J of James and Theresa Jan 24 1895...................16:120
Scallon Matthew of Michael D and Josephine Jan 19 1899........16:507
Scallon Sarah A of James and Theresa Mar 9 1891..................15:27
Scallon Theresa of John F and Elizabeth July 19 1896............16:240
Scallon Thomas E of Thomas and Sabina Nov 22 1899..............16:554
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Birth Date</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Date Recorded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scannell Annie</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jul 30 1892</td>
<td>Margaret T</td>
<td>Jeremiah</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scannell Margaret J</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jun 25</td>
<td>Elizabeth J</td>
<td>Jeremiah J</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaramuzzelli Federigo</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Apr 17</td>
<td>Cristina</td>
<td>Filomeno</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaramuzzella Anna</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Feb 13</td>
<td>Cristina</td>
<td>Filomeno</td>
<td>1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaramuzzella Elisabetta</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Oct 16</td>
<td>Cristina</td>
<td>Filomeno</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaramuzzella Genoefa</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jan 12</td>
<td>Cristina</td>
<td>Filomeno</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schaff Antonio</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Feb 2</td>
<td>Cristina</td>
<td>Filomeno</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarrbrook Mabel</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sep 2</td>
<td>Alice</td>
<td>William H</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scatissi Pietro</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Jun 28</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>Giovanni</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scattergood Albert A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Apr 29</td>
<td>Mary E</td>
<td>Edward</td>
<td>1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scattergood Elizabeth</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Nov 9</td>
<td>Mary E</td>
<td>Edward</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schaab Earl H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Nov 5</td>
<td>Louise</td>
<td>George A</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schaab Esther H</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jan 31</td>
<td>Ernestine</td>
<td>John F</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schaab George O</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Jun 8</td>
<td>Louise</td>
<td>George A</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schaab Jennie L</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jul 23</td>
<td>Louise</td>
<td>George A</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schaab —— s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>George A</td>
<td>Louise</td>
<td>1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schaff Sarah</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Oct 15</td>
<td>Kate</td>
<td>Louis</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schaffer Alice C</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Aug 21</td>
<td>Bertha L</td>
<td>William C</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schaffer Howard K</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Feb 8</td>
<td>Bertha L</td>
<td>William C</td>
<td>1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schall Harriet A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Oct 13</td>
<td>Harriet</td>
<td>Charles E</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schaller Albert</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Nov 27</td>
<td>Emil</td>
<td>Emilie</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schaller Louise M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Mar 21</td>
<td>Emilie</td>
<td>Emil</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schaller —— d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emil</td>
<td>Amelia</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scharff Rosella K</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jul 2</td>
<td>Henry</td>
<td>Louise</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scharff Anna M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Mar 10</td>
<td>Elizabeth F</td>
<td>Ernest P</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scharff Ernestine E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Feb 9</td>
<td>Elizabeth J</td>
<td>Ernest P</td>
<td>1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schart Clara</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jul 28</td>
<td>Carolina</td>
<td>Charles J</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schatt William</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Jul 8</td>
<td>Carolina</td>
<td>Charles J</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schattle Frank F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Dec 11</td>
<td>Rose C</td>
<td>Frank C</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schatz David</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Feb 2</td>
<td>Minnie</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schayer Joseph</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Sep 26</td>
<td>Rosa</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schechter Atty</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Jan 8</td>
<td>Fanny</td>
<td>Solomon</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schechter Bessie</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Feb 3</td>
<td>Fanny</td>
<td>Samuel</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schechter Esther</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mar 10</td>
<td>Fanny</td>
<td>Simon</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schechter Rebecca</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Dec 31</td>
<td>Fanny</td>
<td>Samuel</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schechter Rebecca F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Nov 28</td>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>Mendel</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schechter —— s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hermann</td>
<td>Henrietta</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schecter Charlotte Z</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Apr 2</td>
<td>Fanny</td>
<td>Simon</td>
<td>1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schecter Samuel of Mandel</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Apr 3</td>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>Mendel</td>
<td>1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedley Helen</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Apr 9</td>
<td>Mattie</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedly Mary L</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Oct 11</td>
<td>Mattie</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheff —— s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mary A</td>
<td>July 14</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scheller John of Emil and Emilia Nov 23 1891............... 15: 63
Scheneck —— (c) d of James H and Emily R Apr 20 1891... 15: 18
Scheneck —— (c) d of James E and Emily R Apr 21 1894.. 16: 27
Schenel Cora of Max and Augusta Sept 30 1898.............. 16: 428
Scheortman Mabel H of Reinhardt and Delia July 30 1900.. 17: 68
Schetter George of Louis and Alvina Mar 24 1897............ 16: 292
Schetter Lucy of Louis and Alvina Aug 13 1895.............. 16: 154
Scheuren Carrie E of Francis and Frederika June 22 1892.. 15: 77
Scheuren Lizzie of Nicholas J and Elizabeth Oct 26 1895... 16: 150
Scheuren Louise R of Anthony and Rose J Nov 28 1895..... 16: 153
Scheuren Rose E of Anthony and Rose J Sept 11 1897...... 16: 334
Schiavo Angela of Agostino and Anna Sept 22 1892........ 15: 124
Schaviwe Giovanni of Pasquale and Maria T July 11 1894... 16: 75
Schidija —— s of Abraham and Emilia Mar 23 1899......... 16: 594
Schiedelhein William G of Gustave and Emilie Oct 17 1898.. 16: 433
Schleichin Harry L of William and Mary K July 12 1900... 17: 62
Schiffman Joseph of Alphonse and Theresa Apr 23 1894.... 16: 12
Schiffman Mary V of Victor and Annie H Nov 29 1892.... 15: 101
Schiffman Victor A of Victor and Anna May 16 1894.... 16: 3
Schink Emily I of Joseph and Mary June 13 1900........... 17: 47
Schink Joseph A of Joseph and Marie Sept 28 1897........ 16: 356
Schink George A of Joseph and Mary Jan 12 1899......... 16: 507
Schink Mary E E of Joseph and Mary Jan 5 1896............ 16: 213
Schleart —— d of Rose Aug 24 1894...................... 16: 60
Schlecht Bertha M of Michael and Margarethe Aug 11 1891.. 15: 51
Schlecht —— d of Michael and Gretchen Apr 3 1894........ 16: 26
Schlecht —— s of Michael and Margarethe Jan 30 1893.... 15: 153
Schlegel Catherine V of John and Susan Mar 11 1900....... 17: 24
Schlegel Mary E of John and Susan Sept 10 1898........... 16: 427
Schlerath Leah M E of Alfred J and Lea Rosa Mar 23 1893.. 15: 147
Schletter —— d of John L and Lena May 3 1893........... 15: 151
Schlimovitz Abraharn N of David and Shenna M Sept 23
1892 .................................................. 15: 13
Schlonsky Huma of Mattie Apr 24 1891.......................... 15: 13
Sclht Joseph of Joseph and Victoria Nov 11 1900.......... 17: 101
Schmehl Juliana of Jacob and Fannie Sept 26 1900.......... 17: 86
Schmelz Julius of Jacob I and Frances Mar 16 1899........ 16: 494
Schmelz Louis of Jacob and Fannie Mar 14 1897............ 16: 277
Schmelz William J of Jacob E and Fanny Sept 11 1895.... 16: 159
Schmid Alfred W of Herman and Martha Apr 7 1899......... 16: 516
Schmid Herbert W of Albert J and Louise A July 8 1896.... 16: 249
Schmidt Albert of Albert and Mary Sept 16 1898............. 16: 418
Schmidt Frederick of John M and Elise S Sept 11 1891.... 15: 44
Schmidt Gustav of Conrad and Minnie A Dec 26 1891........ 15: 43
Schmidt Herbert C of Louis and Clara M May 24 1892......15: 79
Schmidt Herman C of Conrad and Mary June 24 1895......16:103
Schmidt Jacob of Henry and Rosa C Nov 11 1891...........15: 46
Schmidt John M of John M and Elise Aug 27 1896............16:240
Schmidt Leo of Solomon and Bella Apr 9 1898..............16:380
Schmidt Meyer A of Solomon and Bella June 23 1893......15:145
Schmidt Rosa M of Gustav and Dora Sept 24 1896............16:240
Schmidt William of Conrad and Minnie Aug 25 1897............16:326
Schmieler Hattie P of Oscar and Sarah Jan 15 1895...........16: 98
Schmieler Helen C of Emil and Frances A Oct 25 1897.......16:328
Schmieler Marie F of Oscar and Sarah Jan 24 1897..........16:280
Schmieler —— d of Oscar and Sarah Feb 18 1892............15: 72
Schmilovitz Clara B of Henry and Sarah Feb 16 1892.......15: 78
Schmilovitz Emma of Aaron and Sarah Nov 26 1899.........16:554
Schnab Bel Charles of Samuel and Fanny Dec 14 1895........16:141
Schnabel Selig of Sam and Fanny Dec 14 1896...............16:227
Schnieder Annie C of Wendelin and Theresa Nov 11 1891...15: 42
Schnieder Arthur of Killian and Katharine Jan 3 1891.....15: 11
Schnieder August A of George and Katharine Oct 10 1897...16:350
Schnieder Bennie of Benjamin and Lena Apr 10 1900........17: 30
Schnieder Esther of Oscar and Annie Feb 13 1898..........16:375
Schnieder George of Wendelin and Mary T Nov 26 1892.....15:109
Schnieder George F of Oscar B and Sarah Feb 25 1893....15:142
Schnieder George P of Lawrence and Margaret Oct 26 1894..16: 88
Schnieder Max R of Herman and Bertha Aug 8 1898.........16:433
Schneizer Herbert of Christian and Sophie Nov 13 1893....15:191
Schnellbacher Edna of Adam and Esther E Jan 24 1892.....15: 77
Schnellbacher George E of George E and Alice I Mar 17 1899.16:491
Schnelle William of Anton and Marguerite Dec 31 1895.....16:169
Schnizler —— s of Christian and Sophie Nov 26 1896.....16:247
Schoch Isaac of Hyman and Mary June 11 1891............15:  9
Schofield Alice A of Joseph and Margaret Nov 1 1895......16:156
Schofield Arthur N of Charles J and Annie L May 6 1892...15: 94
Schofield Ellen of Joseph and Margaret T May 3 1892......15: 82
Schofield Gladys L of James S and Addie G Feb 18 1900....17: 14
Schofield Gladys M of George and Ruth Jan 23 1895........16:125
Schofield Grace L of James S and Addie G July 17 1898.....16:437
Schofield James of Charles J and Annie L June 25 1898.....16:411
Schofield Joseph of Joseph and Margaret T Dec 17 1893....15:192
Schofield Mary E of George W and Rosa Dec 13 1893.......15:215
Schofield —— d of Joseph and Margaret T Dec 20 1897......16:368
Schofield Hope of George B and Mabel L July 25 1898......16:445
Schofield Bessie M of Charles J and Annie L Mar 14 1894..16: 38
Schofield George L of George B and Mabel L July 13 1897.16:344
Schonerger Victor E of William and Bertha Nov 9 1894.....16: 58
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Schor — s of Marcus and Rosa Apr 24 1897
Schott Gladys M of John C and Mary E Nov 16 1892
Schott Harold B of John C and Mary E Nov 11 1895
Schott Heinrich of Emil and Ernestine Feb 18 1893
Schott John of Carl and Caroline A Sept 28 1897
Schotter Albert of Charles S and Hattie Sept 28 1900
Schotter Albert S of Charles S and Harriet R Aug 18 1897
Schotter Mabel H of Charles S and Harriett R Sept 6 1899
Schouler Arthur B of Bremner J and Catherine Sept 30 1891
Schraun Joseph C of John T and Mary Feb 12 1895
Schraun Henry L of John and Mary July 16 1892
Schraun John T of John T and Mary Aug 24 1893
Schrier Samuel of Jacob and Jennie Dec 17 1899
Scheroder Edith of Peter and Laura E Jan 10 1895
Schoff — d of George H and Blanche C July 19 1900
Scherler Louise M of Charles H and Eleanor May 13 1896
Schulqivist — s of Hulda C May 26 1896
Schultz Eleanor A of John P and Adele E Nov 7 1895
Schultz Elvira M of Leopold F Jr and Mary A Dec 10 1898
Schultz Gustavus A of Gustavus A and Mary J Feb 1 1892
Schultz Helen I of Walter C and Isabel M Nov 25 1898
Schultz Raymond E of Charles C and Octavia June 22 1900
Schultz — d of Hugo E and Ruth June 17 1893
Schulze Irvin F of Leopold F and Mary A Dec 4 1897
Schulzter Margaret of Emil and Emily July 21 1897
Schultzsky Lillie E of Henry and Mary Mar 26 1891
Schulze Clara M of George W and Nellie T July 23 1899
Schulze Leopold E of Leopold F Jr and Mary A Sept 18 1896
Schulze Raymond O of Otto J and Agnes Feb 22 1899
Schenkman Lizzie of Philip O and Ida A June 29 1894
Schumann Walter C of Philip O and Ida A Dec 28 1892
Schuren Lillian M of Frank and Alfreda May 8 1897
Schutz Eunice of Joseph and Eunice Mar 20 1896
Schutzman Moses of Julius and Dora Aug 10 1891
Schwab Annie of Bernard and Annie July 21 1896
Schwab Charles of Bernhardt and Anna M Apr 22 1900
Schwab Emil of Joseph and Teresa Mar 27 1891
Schwab Harry B of Bernhardt and Anna May 27 1894
Schwab Isaac of Philip and Rose Mar 12 1896
Schwartz Anna of Abraham and Rosa May 19 1899
Schwartz Esther of Abraham and Rosa July 12 1893
Schwartz Herman of Max and Rachel Sept 12 1892
Schwartz Martin of Charles and Caroline Aug 28 1894
Schwartz Morris of Abram and Rosa Sept 22 1900
Schwartz Samuel of Abraham and Rosa Aug 9 1891............15: 39
Schwartz —— s of Abraham and Rosa Dec 26 1895............16: 141
Schwartz —— d of Jacob and Fannie Sept 4 1900............17: 79
Schwarzenberg Max of Max and Katrina Mar 17 1898............16: 401
Schwarzenberg Annie of Max and Katrina Nov 15 1899............16: 586
Schwartz Sarah of Abraham and Rose Apr 30 1897............16: 283
Schweitzer Annie P of Adolf and Bertha Dec 12 1898............16: 436
Schweitzer Emil of Adolph and Bertha E Sept 17 1891............15: 45
Schweitzer Frederick M of Frederick A and Emile F May 27 1898............16: 395
Schweitzer —— d of Frederick and Amelia Sept 21 1897............16: 342
Schwemmer John G of C Paul and Elizabeth M Feb 6 1899............16: 497
Schwenk Alice M of George H and Mary E Nov 8 1891............15: 37
Schwermer Marie A of Otto G and Alice A E May 17 1896............16: 204
Scialdone Giovanna of Salvatore and Filomena Nov 30 1897............16: 329
Scialdone Maria D of Salvatore and Filomena Jan 30 1900............17: 9
Scialdioni Giacomo of Salvatore and Filomena Aug 15 1893............15: 177
Scialdioni Giacomo of Salvatore and Filomena Nov 24 1895............16: 147
Sciavolo Giovanni of Pasquale and Maria T June 12 1894............16: 35
Scioglio —— s of Angelo and Maria Apr 20 1899............16: 395
Scioli Domenico of Angelo and Maria Sept 11 1892............15: 123
Sciollli Francesca of Angelo and Maria Aug 25 1895............16: 166
Sciotti —— s of Angelo and Giulietta Mar 10 1900............17: 21
Scollan —— d of Thomas J and Ellen Nov 7 1892............15: 116
Scorcio Luigi of Antonio and Pasqua Apr 19 1900............17: 32
Scorpio Angela of Raffaele and Maria C July 11 1896............16: 256
Scorpio Angela of Raffaele and Maria C Feb 26 1898............16: 401
Scorpio Angela M of Vincenzo and Giovanna Nov 15 1891............15: 58
Scorpio Angelo of Giuseppe and Maria C Sept 12 1896............16: 257
Scorpio Angelo of Vincenzo and Filomena Aug 11 1899............16: 571
Scorpio Antonio of Raffaele and Maria C Mar 1 1900............17: 18
Scorpio Antonio of Vincenzo and Filomena Nov 26 1892............15: 125
Scorpio Filomena of Antonio and Maria Apr 9 1897............16: 303
Scorpio Giovanni of Erachio and Filomena Sept 11 1899............16: 547
Scorpio Liberato of Vincenzo and Filomena Sept 4 1894............16: 76
Scorpio Maria of Antonio and Maria May 7 1899............16: 505
Scorpio Maria of Vincenzo and Filomena Sept 29 1897............16: 350
Scorpio Maria A of Giuseppe and Maria July 14 1898............16: 450
Scorpio Maria A of Giuseppe and Maria C Mar 18 1893............15: 147
Scorpio Rosa of Antonio and Maria June 12 1895............16: 124
Scorpio Vincenza of Giuseppe and Maria C May 31 1891............15: 24
Scorpio —— d of Giuseppe and Maria C Jan 6 1895............16: 119
Scorpio —— s of Vincenzo and Filomena Nov 23 1895............16: 168
Scott Alice G of Tobias W and Elizabeth K Dec 6 1899............16: 368
Scott Byron F of Walter E and Jessie H May 25 1899............16: 492
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Scott Catherine of John and Catherine E June 14 1895........16: 106
Scott Cecilia M of David M and Ina Apr 19 1895..............16: 122
Scott Earl W of Walter E and Jessie H Feb 4 1896............16: 199
Scott Elizabeth E of Thomas P and Mary August 31 1892.....15: 100
Scott Elizabeth H of Thomas P and Mary Aug 30 1891......15: 45
Scott Ernest V (c) of George L and Emma C Apr 27 1900.....17: 34
Scott Everett G of Walter H and Jessie A Jan 25 1898.......16: 405
Scott Florence I of Timothy R B and Edith Oct 17 1898....16: 428
Scott Glayds M of Benjamin F and Annie H Apr 6 1894......16: 26
Scott Henry M of Edwin A Jr and Jessie Aug 1 1892.......15: 120
Scott Irene of Charles H and Mary July 13 1900.............17: 62
Scott James T of Tobias W and Lizzie K Aug 16 1893....15: 193
Scott Jennie of John and Margaret Aug 28 1894.............16: 47
Scott Jessie McKay of David and Duncan July 3 1892........15: 105
Scott Job M of Job L and Eva L May 30 1900.................17: 43
Scott John of Robert and Jane Jan 21 1894.................16: 5
Scott John A of George and Sarah June 8 1897..............16: 278
Scott John J of John and Margaret Nov 25 1898.............16: 420
Scott Kenneth W of Henry B and Nabel A Aug 8 1898.......16: 464
Scott Laura M of Thomas H and May A Mar 8 1891...........15: 30
Scott Leo of John and Margaret M Mar 23 1893.............15: 137
Scott Lillian W of Edwin and Minnie C Oct 23 1894........16: 67
Scott Lulu S of George R and Sarah A Sept 28 1895........16: 178
Scott Margaret G of Thomas P and Mary Jan 8 1895.........16: 91
Scott Maria T of Tobias W and Elizabeth K Aug 19 1896...16: 253
Scott Mary of John and Margaret May 29 1896..............16: 184
Scott Maud E (c) of Thomas S and Anna P Aug 1 1898....16: 433
Scott Olive (c) of Martha June 13 1893..............15: 146
Scott Robert of John and Margaret Aug 23 1894...........15: 33
Scott Robert C of Walter and Isabelle M July 14 1895....16: 158
Scott Russell L of Leander B and Alice L Oct 8 1892.....15: 133
Scott Ruth T (c) of William H and Anna S Feb 18 1897...16: 277
Scott Walter I B of Edwin A and Jessie July 1 1895.....16: 153
Scott Walter L of Walter and Isabel M Dec 13 1893......15: 195
Scott s of Edwin and Jessie Mar 10 1897..............16: 292
Scott (c) d of Martha June 19 1894..................16: 16
Scott (c) d of Thomas and Paulina Dec 2 1899...........16: 542
Scott s of Walter and Isabelle M Jan 10 1898...........16: 393
Scowcroft —— d of Thomas and Mary A July 25 1896......16: 261
Scribner Amelia R of William and Susanna Oct 6 1891....15: 65
Scribner Harald E of Walter E and Christina M Mar 25 1894.16: 29
Scriven Madeleine of Thomas W and Catherine F Apr 13 1900.17: 31
Scriocea Maddalena of Nicola and Maria Feb 13 1895......16: 117
Scriocea —— d of Nicola and Giuseppa July 8 1896........16: 252
Scriocea —— s of Nicola and Giuseppa June 9 1898......16: 403
Scrocca — d of Nicola and Giuseppina Oct 2 1900.............17: 88
Sercogy John E of George and Ellen Oct 28 1894............16: 57
Sercogy Leo of George and Helen Apr 15 1898..............16: 381
Sercogy William of George and Ellen Nov 28 1896...........16: 237
Sercogy Edward of John G and Ellen Nov 14 1891............15: 42
Sercogy Esther of John G and Ellen May 16 1893.............15: 144
Scully Albert F of Michael J and Maria B Jan 28 1892.....15: 69
Scully Amelia M of Philip and Jessie A Nov 19 1892......15: 116
Scully Edward J of Michael J and Maria B Jan 28 1892.....15: 69
Scully John of John and Mary Jan 22 1896..................16: 185
Scully John L of John M and Catherine F July 23 1897....16: 353
Scully Kathleen A of John M and Catherine F June 21 1899..16: 513
Scully Louis L of Philip and Jessie A Oct 1 1891.15: 54 and A 1: 28
Scully Michael E A of Michael J and Mary B July 12 1893..15: 176
Scully Sarah A of John and Mary July 28 1900..............17: 67
Seuncia Chiara of Ernesto and Maria M Dec 5 1893.......15: 203
Seuncia Giovanni M of Silvio and Concetta July 28 1900...17: 67
Seuncia Giuseppe C of Giovanni and Maria Nov 28 1900...17: 106
Seuncia Vincenzo of Silvio and Concetta Aug 19 1898.....16: 452
Scuncio — d of Silvio and Concetta June 11 1897..........16: 365
Seabury Alden of Frederick W and Maria B Nov 18 1895....16: 136
Seabury Douglas B of Clarence H and Edith Aug 13 1898...16: 437
Seabury Helen I of Clarence H and Edith Mar 14 1900.....17: 22
Seabury Ruth C of George T and Annie E July 18 1894...16: 69
Seagraves James of James H and Louise G July 29 1896....16: 232
Seagraves Mary of James H and Louise G Mar 12 1898.....16: 380
Seaman Harold B of Bernice and Ida L Nov 4 1898.....16: 439
Seamans Albert E of Daniel W and Mary H Apr 18 1893...15: 157
Seamans Irene W of Bernice L and Ida L Dec 19 1896.....16: 248
Seamans Waldo S of Bernice L and Ida L July 29 1900....17: 67
Seamans — d of Manoel and Nevena Nov 1900..............17: 107
Scarfoose Joseph C of Joseph L and Ettie E Sept 1 1893...15: 186
Searle Minnie K of Albert F and Annie E Nov 11 1891....15: 52
Searle Russell M of Frank and Georgianna Aug 2 1893....15: 206
Searle — s of Charles and Harriet Mar 20 1893.........15: 164
Searll Mabel G of William H and Grace E Oct 8 1899.....16: 565
Sears Gladys E of George and Sadie Oct 31 1898...........16: 448
Sears Grafton of Walter G and Mary E Dec 31 1899.......16: 549
Searlute Rosello A of Abram and Marina July 22 1894....16: 75
Seavey Mabel W of Fred N and Ella D Feb 11 1895........16: 114
Seavor Thomas W of Thomas and Jessie Nov 3 1899.......16: 593
Seboldsa Josephine of John and Rosa Sept 16 1900....17: 83
Seckendorf Edith P of William F and Barbara Feb 25 1892..15: 92
Seddon Elizabeth A of William and Alice A Apr 2 1893....15: 143
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Seddon John of William and Alice A Sept 10 1899..............16:535
Seddon William of William and Alice A Aug 23 1896.............16:233
Seddon —— s of William and Alice A May 30 1895..............16:103
Sedelsky Rachel of Peysor and Yetta June 26 1899..............16:516
Sedew James of William and Alice A Apr 29 1891.................15:8
Sedgwick Harold E of George B and Ella M July 7 1891...........15:47
Segal Edward of Louis A and Fannie Jan 6 1898.................16:374
Seeley Emma M of William and Mary G Jan 28 1894..............16:9
Seeley Helen D of Isaac B and Helen E Jan 23 1897..............16:298
Seelcicke Leonora M of Henry T and Sarah E May 22 1895...16:116
Seelig Rose of Henry and Sarah E July 24 1891................15:51
Seery Annie E of Michael and Agnes Mar 12 1898..............16:386
Seery Luke F of Michael and Agnes Mar 12 1898..............16:386
Seery May A of Michael and Agnes Sept 8 1899................16:546
Sefton Hazel P of Benjamin F and Annie P Oct 19 1895........16:152
Segal Samuel L of Banny and Annie Sept 27 1898..............16:422
Segall Rosa of Harry and Anna Oct 20 1895....................16:145
Segee James E of James A and Mary L Mar 18 1896..............16:222
Seibold John E of John J and Annie Aug 29 1898..............16:442
Seidel Emma P of Ferdinand and Josephine Mar 30 1898......16:413
Seidensticker —— s of William B and Janet A June 17 1891.15:19
Seifert Augusta of Oliver and Sophia June 21 1892............15:85
Seifert Lillie of Alois and Sophie M Nov 5 1896..............16:251
Seifert Sophia H of Alois and Sophia M B May 3 1899......16:495
Seifert William of Aloys and Sophia Dec 1 1893..............15:195
Seigal Sarah of Harris and Jennie Apr 14 1893.................15:143
Seigelman Rebecca of Samuel and Rilla Feb 12 1893.........15:167
Selander Harold of John M T and Annie A C Feb 7 1893....15:162
Selby —— s of James C and Sarah A Feb 14 1895..............16:126
Selby Florence M of Alfred and Mary E July 19 1892...........15:106
Selby Hildegarde M of Richard Jr and Ellen S Sept 5 1892...15:127
Selby Olive of Richard F and Sarah E Aug 18 1894...........16:81
Selby Richard of James C and Sarah A Jan 18 1897............16:305
Selby —— s of James C and Sarah A Dec 29 1898..............16:471
Selby —— d of Richard and Nellie May 26 1894..............15:29
Selengut Louis of Adolf and Sara Mar 1 1899.................16:480
Selengut Nathan of Adolph and Sara Aug 27 1895..............16:178
Selin Jennie of Anton and Hannah M Dec 23 1895..............16:157
Selten Edith E of Charles A and Irene I Dec 1 1893...........15:203
Selten Frank W of Frank W and Hannah M June 5 1894........16:24
Sellers Anna of John and Josephine June 15 1899.............16:513
Sellers Marguerite I of Bessie Sept 7 1897..................16:349
Sellew Byron A of Thomas and Floride Oct 23 1893............15:175
Selley Alfred H of Samuel and Nellie Dec 23 1894............16:59
Selley Arthur H of Oliver J and Amelia Apr 19 1899........16:491
Selley Daisy A of Oliver J and Amelia Dec 14 1892 ........... 15:116
Selley Ellen C of Samuel J and Ellen G Sept 27 1899 .......... 16:536
Selley Elsie A of Oliver J and Amelia Aug 28 1896 ............ 16:245
Selley Ernest S of Samuel J and Ellen G Sept 27 1899 .......... 16:536
Selley Lillian M of Samuel J and Ellen Apr 19 1897 .......... 16:283
Selley —— s of Oliver J and Amelia Oct 29 1894 ............. 16:67
Selmanine Catherine M of Pietro and Mary E Apr 6 1899 ...... 16:510
Selonek Lester M of Jacob M and Augusta Aug 22 1900 ......... 17:75
Selvaggio Giovanni of Domenico and Maria June 17

1893 ................................................................... 15:169 and 199
Selwood Eliza M of William and Eliza Feb 13 1899 .......... 16:508
Selwood Florence of William and Eliza Sept 12 1892 .......... 15:123
Selwyn William J of William R and Nellie Dec 1 1899 ...... 16:586
Selzer Clara of Abraham and Sarah Dec 7 1900 ............. 17:109
Selzer Harry of Samuel and Carrie May 8 1898 ............. 16:387
Selzer Jeannette E of Leon and Amelia June 2 1896 ......... 16:205
Seman Giuseppe of Giuseppe and Solie Apr 28 1893 .......... 15:168
Semmeo Agostino of Antonio and Giovanna July 4 1894 .... 16:74
Semper Pearl E of Pierre H and Caroline Nov 5 1892 ........ 15:116
Senaco —— d of Carmine and Rosina Nov 9 1895 .......... 16:146
Sencabaugh Earl W of Solomon and Lillian May 15 1894 .... 16:13
Sencebaugh Lavinia G of Solomon L and Lillie Dec 14 1896 16:268
Seneca Amasia of Carmine and Rosa Nov 2 1893 .......... 15:215
Seneca Antonio of Carmine and Rosina Sept 28 1897 ......... 16:327
Seneca Elvira of Carmine and Rosina Nov 10 1896 .......... 16:236
Seneca Fiorina of Carlo and Rosa Apr 22 1892 ............. 15:89
Seneca Maria of Carmine and Rosina Nov 1 1899 .......... 16:538
Senft Carrie L of George W and Bessie A Jan 18 1893 .... 15:153
Senica Milietta of Carmine and Rosina Sept 7 1893 .......... 15:178
Senior Etta M of John T and Jennie Nov 4 1897 .......... 16:358
Senior Frank of John T and Jennie May 18 1894 .......... 16:41
Senior Howard E of James R and Ada M Sept 16 1895 ....... 16:172
Senior Ruth of Charles W and Elizabeth A Mar 29 1895 .... 16:128
Senior William H of James R and Ada M June 5 1898 ...... 16:410
Sergy Esther of Samuel and Fannie Dec 17 1897 .......... 16:323
Sergy Eva of Samuel and Fanny Mar 6 1896 .......... 16:185
Serror John H of Nicholas J and Della Apr 1 1894 .......... 16:43
Serror Marie L of John E and Caroline Oct 31 1898 .......... 16:433
Serror Marion I of Nicholas J and Isabella Aug 14 1898 ..... 16:446
Serror Nicholas J of Nicholas J and Bella Sept 15 1896 .... 16:254
Sessions Bertha D of Samuel D and H Edna Jan 21 1900 ...... 17:6
Sessions Walter D of Samuel D and Edna Sept 11 1897 ...... 16:342
Sessions —— s of Samuel D and H Edna July 30 1895 .......... 16:158
Sessler Charles of Charles and Jacobina July 17 1893 ....... 15:170
Sesto Del Brigita of Cristoforo and Filomena Nov 15 1891 ... 15:58
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Setchel Maud S of John C and Margaret C Feb 27 1891
Setchel Henry F of Charles K and Lizzie J Sept 17 1897
Setchel Hope of Charles K and Lizzie J Sept 17 1897
Settle Frank of Frederick and Margaret Nov 13 1896
Sevigny Charles of Charles and Louise Dec 18 1891
Seward Catherine of Thomas and Ann Apr 3 1894
Sewell Grace B of Richard N and Kate A Nov 21 1898
Sexton Catherine of Timothy and Annie Sept 3 1894
Sexton Catherine F of Timothy and Mary Dec 31 1894
Sexton Charles B (c) of Charles E and Mary E June 10 1892
Sexton James of Timothy and Bridget Feb 18 1892
Sexton John L of Timothy and Mary Mar 26 1900
Sexton Madeline M of Timothy and Mary Mar 8 1897
Sexton Mary E of Timothy and Mary Feb 24 1893
Sexton Mary J of Timothy and Annie M Sept 16 1891
Seymour Margaret of Walter F and Margaret E June 17 1900
Shabbott Frederick J of James J and Delia Oct 6 1896
Shabbott Archie J of James and Delia May 8 1896
Shackford George E of Edward J and Ellen Apr 9 1894
Shackford John F of Edward and Nellie May 17 1892
Shackleton Albert of Arthur and Maria Mar 12 1899
Shackleton Irene of Frank H and Mary Dec 21 1895
Shackleton Lena of Frank and Mary 1899
Shackleton Monica E of Charles and Nellie Oct 13 1892
Shaffer Simon of Sam and Esther June 18 1900
Shaffer Louis of Bernard and Becky Aug 15 1900
Shakel George A of Francis and Eleanor Nov 15 1897
Shakel — d of Francis and Eleanor Apr 25 1894
Shallcross Herbert E of William H and Lucy A June 24 1896
Shallcross Lucy C of William H and Lucy A Nov 23 1892
Shalling Lydia R of Waldo E and Alice July 4 1892
Shallow John F of John J and Bridget Aug 25 1900
Shallow Leo H of John and Bridget Jan 23 1899
Shallow Louise of Edmund L and Sabina Mar 22 1899
Shallow Sabina G of Edmund L and Sabina B Nov 16 1892
Shallow William J of John J and Bridget A Mar 28 1897
Shallow — d of Edmund L and Sebina June 30 1896
Shanaghan Catherine L of John J and Josephine Nov 5 1893
Shanahan George J of John J and Josephine Oct 25 1897
Shanahan Lewis J of Dennis F and Isabel L Aug 28 1896
Shanahan Madeline F of John and Josephine Oct 5 1895
Shanahan Mary A of John J and Josephine May 9 1892
Shanley Annie L of James and Margaret Apr 5 1896
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Birth Details</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Elizabeth G</td>
<td>Patrick and Maria July 17 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Ellen of John J</td>
<td>and Ellen T Feb 17 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Francis S</td>
<td>of Patrick and Maria Dec 23 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Frederick of Francis P</td>
<td>and Mary Mar 21 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Gertrude E</td>
<td>of William and Catherine Jan 19 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Jennie V</td>
<td>of Thomas J and Mary July 23 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Jeremiah of John and</td>
<td>Nellie Oct 24 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley John of John P</td>
<td>and Mary Aug 18 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley John F of Thomas</td>
<td>and Elizabeth Jan 8 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Joseph F of John and</td>
<td>Nellie Mar 2 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Loretta of John J</td>
<td>and Loretta T June 4 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Margaret E</td>
<td>of James and Margaret Sept 19 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Mary E of John and</td>
<td>Nellie Mar 31 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Mary G of Michael and</td>
<td>Mary Oct 16 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Mary M of Francis and</td>
<td>Mary Aug 22 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Percy E of John F</td>
<td>and Sarah H Sept 29 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Ray E of Annie</td>
<td>Jan 3 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Raymond of John J</td>
<td>and Ellen T July 12 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Rosanna of John and</td>
<td>Nellie Oct 24 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Rosanna of Thomas and</td>
<td>Elizabeth May 21 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Stephen I of Francis P</td>
<td>and Mary Mar 31 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Thomas J of Thomas</td>
<td>and Lizzie Apr 28 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Thomas J of Thomas</td>
<td>and Annie June 8 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Thomas P of Patrick</td>
<td>and Mary Feb 23 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Thomas W of John and</td>
<td>Nellie June 5 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley Walter A of Francis P</td>
<td>and Mary Feb 21 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley d of James and</td>
<td>Margaret Feb 28 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanley d of Patrick and</td>
<td>Maria Nov 11 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon s of Richard H and</td>
<td>Emily F Jan 6 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shapiro Etta of Nathaniel and</td>
<td>Culla Sept 3 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shapiro Eva of Meyer G and</td>
<td>Rachel July 13 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shapiro Florence of Meyer and</td>
<td>Jennie Feb 14 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shapiro Harry of Nathaniel</td>
<td>and Etta Oct 4 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shapiro Ida of Simón and</td>
<td>Rose May 17 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shapiro Isaac of Nathaniel</td>
<td>and Martha Oct 16 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shapiro Jacob of Henry and</td>
<td>Rebecca Feb 6 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shapiro Julins of Jacob and</td>
<td>Annie Feb 17 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shapiro Lena of Meyer and</td>
<td>Rachel Oct 9 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shapiro Simon I of Abraham</td>
<td>and Mary July 23 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharkey Annie of Annie</td>
<td>Apr 13 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharkey Catherine E of</td>
<td>Dominick J and Bridget E Aug 12</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharkey Charles E of</td>
<td>Dominick J and Bridget E Aug 20</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharkey Elmer A of John and</td>
<td>Catherine Dec 27 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Sharkey Ernest F of John H and Mary E Dec 27 1894 ...... 16: 86
Sharkey Grace E of John H and Mary E Mar 26 1897 ....... 16: 308
Sharkey John J of Dominic and Bridget Feb 4 1894 ....... 16: 28
Sharkey Martin J of Peter J and Mary A Apr 26 1899 ...... 16: 504
Sharkey Mary E of Robert W and Mary Nov 3 1899 ........ 16: 566
Sharkey Mary G of John and Catherine Mar 24 1899 ........ 16: 198
Sharkey Mary I of Peter and Mary A Nov 11 1897 ........ 16: 351
Sharkey Robert E of James and Rosa Mar 30 1892 ........ 15: 79
Sharkey —— d of John and Catherine Feb 5 1898 ........... 16: 167
Sharpus Annie of Hyman and Sunnye Mar 9 1900 ........... 17: 20
Sharp Hattie M of William and Harriet Feb 27 1893 ...... 15: 139
Sharp Henry F of Samuel and Fanny June 8 1899 .......... 16: 493
Sharp Sidney L of William and Harriet Aug 11 1895 ....... 16: 138
Sharp Susan E of William and Harriet June 27 1899 ....... 16: 485
Sharp William D of William and Harriet Apr 9 1894 ....... 16: 7
Sharpe Agnes R of John P and Rose A Feb 27 1897 ...... 16: 281
Sharpe Arthur of Stanley W and Anna Feb 27 1894 ....... 16: 10
Sharpe Benjamin S of Samuel and Fanny Oct 25 1896 ...... 16: 247
Sharpe Bertha L of William and Harriet June 26 1891 ...... 15: 30
Sharpe Clarence E of Clarence E and Mary E Jan 14 1896 .. 16: 208
Sharpe Evelyn G of George and Mary J Dec 30 1895 ....... 16: 176
Sharpe James J of James R and Euphenia P June 22 1899 .. 16: 517
Sharpe Jane E of John and Rose A July 2 1899 ............ 16: 331
Sharpe Margaret M of John and Rose A Aug 11 1900 ...... 17: 71
Sharpe Max of Wolff and Fanny June 1 1897 .............. 16: 293
Sharpe Philomina C of George and Mary Oct 7 1893 ....... 15: 197
Sharpe Robert C of Clarence E and Mary E Oct 1 1894 .... 16: 77
Sharpe Robert H of Clarence E and Mary E July 20 1897 .. 16: 336
Sharpe Rupert W of George and Mary J Sept 25 1894 ....... 16: 66
Sharpe Walter J of William and Harriet June 14 1897 ...... 16: 286
Sharples —— d of Robert and Sarah J June 2 1891 ....... 15: 24
Sharpley Anna F of George W and Annie Sept 10 1894 ..... 16: 55
Sharpley Anna F of George W and Annie July 7 1896 ...... 16: 231
Sharpley Ellen M of George W and Ann May 23 1892 .......... 15: 75
Sharpley Nellie M of George W and Annie Sept 3 1898 .... 16: 427
Sharven Margaret of John J and Sarah A Mar 10 1897 .... 16: 315
Sharven Winifred of John F and Sarah A Sept 6 1898 ..... 16: 433
Shattuck George E of Alton W and Eva D Apr 14 1900 ...... 17: 31
Shattuck Sarah F of Clarence E and Anna May 13 1891 ..... 15: 19
Shattuck Sylvia M of Milton H and Frances M Mar 23 1891 . 15: 27
Shattuck —— s of Joseph L and Maud W July 12 1892 ....... 15: 119
Shatzke Lucy of Joseph and Sarah May 10 1897 .......... 16: 278
Shaw Alice H of Victor C and Hattie C Dec 10 1896 ...... 16: 248
Shaw Alma A of Brandon E and Mary L Sept 14 1900 ...... 17: 82
Shaw Annie E of Charles S and Elsie T Dec 7 1897 ...... 16: 339
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Parent(s)</th>
<th>Name of Child</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Birth Date</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Annie</td>
<td>McN</td>
<td></td>
<td>2/7/1895</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Benjamin</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td>8/1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Charles</td>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
<td>30/1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Clarence</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td>1/31/1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw David</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td>15/1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Eddy</td>
<td>of Oscar and Sophie</td>
<td>9/30/1897</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Elias</td>
<td>J</td>
<td></td>
<td>12/24/1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Emma</td>
<td>of Charles and Mary</td>
<td>29/1898</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Esther</td>
<td>of Noah and Esther</td>
<td>16/1896</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Francis</td>
<td>of Francis and Anna</td>
<td>7/1900</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Frank</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td>21/1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Frederick</td>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
<td>7/1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw George</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td>6/1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Geraldine</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td>24/1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Hannah</td>
<td>of William and Jennie</td>
<td>4/1894</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Harold</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td>25/1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Herbert</td>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
<td>13/1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Hope</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td>19/1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Huldah</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td>2/1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw James</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td>9/1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Joseph</td>
<td>of Oscar and Sophie</td>
<td>2/28/1896</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Joseph</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td>3/1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Keith</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td>3/1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Mildred</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td>6/1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Olga</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td>26/1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Ralph</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td>15/1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw Thomas</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td>4/1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw William</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td>1/1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw</td>
<td>of Carrie</td>
<td></td>
<td>30/1881</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw</td>
<td>s of Frank P</td>
<td></td>
<td>5/1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw</td>
<td>d of Frank P</td>
<td></td>
<td>5/1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw</td>
<td>s of James</td>
<td></td>
<td>26/1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw</td>
<td>s of Joseph H</td>
<td></td>
<td>22/1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw</td>
<td>(Short)</td>
<td></td>
<td>6/1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawson</td>
<td>Charles F</td>
<td></td>
<td>3/1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shay</td>
<td>of Timothy</td>
<td></td>
<td>25/1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shay</td>
<td>of Martin J</td>
<td></td>
<td>6/1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shay</td>
<td>of Michael</td>
<td></td>
<td>14/1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shay</td>
<td>of Nora</td>
<td></td>
<td>10/1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shea</td>
<td>Abby L</td>
<td></td>
<td>23/1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shea</td>
<td>Agnes V</td>
<td></td>
<td>9/1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shea</td>
<td>Alice F</td>
<td></td>
<td>28/1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shea</td>
<td>Annie A</td>
<td></td>
<td>4/1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shea</td>
<td>Annie T</td>
<td></td>
<td>12/1899</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

856
From 1891 to 1900 inclusive.

Shea Bertha of Patrick and Ellen J July 6 1895 ........... 16: 161
Shea Catherine L of Daniel and Annie Sept 1 1898 ...... 16: 458
Shea Catherine M of Timothy C and Catherine Aug 31 1895 ... 16: 162
Shea Catherine V of Jeremiah and Annie Nov 12 1893 .... 15: 181
Shea Charles M of Thomas and Mary Nov 4 1893 ....... 15: 202
Shea Clement P of Patrick and Helen Feb 25 1894 ....... 16: 18
Shea Clement T of Timothy C and Catherine A Feb 28 1899 ... 16: 498
Shea Daniel J of Daniel and Joanna Aug 24 1898 ...... 16: 457
Shea Della M of Patrick and Ellen J Mar 21 1899 .... 16: 498
Shea Dennis E of Patrick and Mary Oct 22 1899 ....... 16: 524
Shea Dorothy A of Timothy C and Agnes C Feb 24 1898 ... 16: 396
Shea Edmund V of Timothy C and Katherine A Mar 21 1900. 17: 24
Shea Elizabeth A of James E and Catherine M Sept 2 1896 ... 16: 263
Shea Ellen M of Daniel and Joanna Aug 19 1896 ...... 16: 260
Shea Emma F of Jeremiah H and Eliza A Feb 2 1891 ... 15: 19
Shea Esther of Jeremiah and Annie Apr 13 1895 .... 16: 101
Shea Francis of Thomas and Ellen Oct 22 1895 ....... 16: 174
Shea Frederick of Jeremiah and Margaret T June 11 1891 ... 15: 16
Shea Genevieve A of John and Mary F July 10 1893 .... 15: 170
Shea Helen A of Michael and Johanna Sept 15 1899 .... 16: 522
Shea Helen M of Jeremiah and Annie Sept 27 1897 .... 16: 327
Shea Helen R of Patrick and Helen Aug 1 1892 ....... 15: 120
Shea Henry V of Jeremiah H and Eliza A Aug 19 1896 ... 16: 257
Shea James J of John J and Catherine Nov 22 1895 .... 16: 150
Shea James P of John and Mary F Mar 17 1894 .... 15: 2
Shea Jennie of John J and Mary E Apr 5 1892 ....... 15: 67
Shea John F of Daniel and Joanna Aug 11 1893 ....... 15: 206
Shea John J of John and Mary F July 18 1897 .... 16: 317
Shea John J of Martin J and Catherine A Apr 10 1892 ... 15: 98
Shea John J of Patrick M and Ellen J Sept 19 1896 ... 16: 254
Shea John J of Timothy and Mary Feb 10 1899 ....... 16: 472
Shea John M of Michael and Johanna Sept 15 1899 .... 16: 522
Shea Josephine G of Daniel and Johanna Oct 15 1900 .... 17: 92
Shea Madeline of John and Mary J May 7 1892 ....... 15: 84
Shea Madeline M of Charles H and Annie A Feb 25 1895 ... 16: 114
Shea Margaret of Cornelius and Abby Aug 15 1896 .... 16: 242
Shea Margaret of James E and Catherine Jan 11 1893 ..... 15: 161
Shea Margaret of James W and Margaret June 8 1900 .... 17: 46
Shea Mary of Timothy and Mary Apr 30 1892 ....... 15: 67
Shea Mary A of Jeremiah and Hannah Sept 11 1894 .... 15: 33
Shea Mary A of Patrick M and Nellie Dec 15 1900 .... 17: 141
Shea Mary C of James E and Catherine Sept 1 1894 .... 16: 82
Shea Mary E of Daniel and Margaret Jan 15 1894 .... 16: 18
Shea Mary J of Daniel and Joanna Mar 26 1892 ....... 15: 93
Shea Mary J of John W and Mary E Mar 15 1897...........16:289
Shea Patrick J of Daniel P and Ann July 31 1896...........16:262
Shea Thomas R of Richard and Bridget Jan 25 1899...........16:497
Shea Timothy F of Timothy and Mary Oct 10 1900...........17:91
Shea Vincent P of Patrick M and Nellie J July 12 1894...........15:53
Shea William of James W and Margaret Jan 16 1898...........16:378
Shea William D of John W and Mary E June 10 1899...........16:489
Shea —— d of Daniel and Joanna Feb 8 1895...............16:120
Shea —— s of Patrick and Ellen Nov 15 1897...........16:367
Sheehan Helene M of Dennis H and Mary A May 13 1899...........16:482
Sheehan George F of Charles E and Theresa July 31 1898...........16:417
Shearman Elizabeth D of Henry C and Annie Mar 7 1895...........16:92
Shearman Mildred R of James A and Harriet Feb 5 1897...........16:291
Shearman Warren C of Henry C and Annie July 24 1891...........15:32
Shearman William R of William R and Minnie E July 7 1891...........15:51
Shearson Martha G of James H and Lizzie F Nov 9 1892...........15:104
Shedd Franklin P of William A and Ida 1 Dec 26 1900...........17:144
Sheedy Hannah M of John A and Hannah M Jan 24 1893...........15:141
Sheehan Agnes V of John H and Ellen Nov 5 1898...........16:419
Sheehan Anna of David F and Mary A Apr 23 1899...........16:477
Sheehan Annie L of John and Annie Feb 19 1894...........16:10
Sheehan Catherine R of John W and Catherine T Nov 22 1892...........15:101
Sheehan Dennis H of Dennis H and Mary A Sept 5 1895...........16:144
Sheehan Elizabeth of William J and Mary J Oct 2 1894...........16:72
Sheehan Elizabeth M of John H and Ellen Nov 5 1892...........15:101
Sheehan Francis A of Morgan P and Nora E Aug 1 1892...........15:99
Sheehan Henry of John J and Catherine Oct 5 1891...........15:52
Sheehan John H of John H and Ellen Apr 23 1896...........16:183
Sheehan John J of Morgan P and Nora May 28 1894...........16:4
Sheehan Joseph of John and Annie Feb 17 1892...........15:72
Sheehan Margaret of Morgan and Nora Mar 7 1896...........16:182
Sheehan Margaret M of David F and Mary A Mar 18 1895...........16:92
Sheehan Margaret R of Dennis and Rosa May 5 1895...........16:93
Sheehan Mary of Morgan and Norah May 28 1900...........17:42
Sheehan Morgan of Morgan P and Nora Oct 9 1897...........16:319
Sheehan Sarah L of John A and Agnes J Apr 4 1898...........16:408
Sheer Robert of Harry I and Sarah L Feb 24 1900...........17:16
Sheean Lloyd A of Howard J and Laura A Sept 3 1898...........16:433
Sheff Abram of Myer and Rachel Feb 11 1898...........16:379
Sheff Mary of Meyer and Ida Feb 24 1893...........15:142
Sheffield Edna of George W and Jennie E May 31 1900...........17:43
Shehan —— s of William J and Mary J Jan 2 1897...........16:364
Shein Irving L of Jacob A and Regina Mar 25 1899...........16:476
Shein Jacob of William and Annie Dec 21 1896...........16:238
Shein Sarah of Samuel and Fanny June 6 1894...........16:45
Sheldon Albert W of William H and Emma Sept 2 1897... 16: 326
Sheldon Alfred E of William H and Emma Mar 21 1900... 17:  24
Sheldon Anna L of Lorenzo S and Cornelia P Feb 19 1898... 16: 375
Sheldon Charles F of Franklin and Minnie Apr 9 1900... 17:  30
Sheldon Dorina M of William H and Emma Feb 21 1899... 16: 479
Sheldon Ethel M of Lorenzo S and Cornelia P Sept 20 1891... 16:  51
Sheldon Harold C of Hiram A and Augusta Nov 20 1900... 17: 103
Sheldon Herbert H of Frank and Cora B June 23 1895... 16:  97
Sheldon James A of Joseph and Emma Jan 22 1894... 16:  44
Sheldon John R B of Edward P and Ellen L Oct 14 1899... 16: 523
Sheldon Louise L of Harriet E Feb 8 1894... 16:  16
Sheldon Ruth of Franklin and Minnie Jan 26 1895... 16: 110
Sheldon —— d of Frank and Minnie Sept 7 1896... 16: 257
Sheldon —— d of William R and Louise E June 15 1891... 15:  4
Shepherd Joseph T of Francis and Jane T July 11 1898... 16: 156
Shepherd Mary E of Thomas H and Ellen Sept 22 1894... 16:  83
Shelly Carrie L of William H and Caroline J Apr 30 1899... 16: 171
Shepard Ethel M (c) of Annie G Apr 2 1899... 16: 499
Shepard Eva of Patrick and Bridget June 25 1894... 15: 10
Shepard Flora B of Frank M and Margaret E July 19 1895... 16: 138
Shepard Florence L (c) of Sarah F Sep 17 1892... 15: 118
Shepard Florence U of William and Martha Sept 19 1895... 16: 172
Shepard Hazel of Egbert B and Loretta V Aug 13 1899... 16: 551
Shepard Hazel M of Edward and Lillian E July 22 1900... 17:  65
Shepard Patrick of Clifford and Marie May 7 1894... 15:  5
Shepard Robert A (c) of Robert and Lillian July 2 1900... 17:  59
Shepard Robert F of John Jr and Flora E Apr 22 1894... 15:  3
Shepard Wilbert of Edward and Lillian E Dec 11 1898... 16: 449
Shepard William A of William and Annie Aug 20 1896... 16: 253
Shepard —— (c) d of George H and Eva Apr 23 1898... 16: 398
Shepard —— (c) d of Lucy Aug 16 1895... 16: 162
Shephard Sarah L (c) of Annie G Nov 27 1893... 15: 198
Shephard —— d of Gordon E and Annie W Oct 20 1898... 16: 139
Sheppard Ethel M (c) of Gertrude Mar 2 1899... 16: 514
Sheppard Margaret F (c) of Robert and Annie Mar 15 1898... 16: 383
Sheppard William T of William C and Anna N Aug 11 1891... 15:  32
Sheran Mabel J of Oscar and Hulda J Dec 20 1891... 15:  42
Sherburne Mary J of John and Mary Jan 16 1899... 16: 183
Sherburne Robert L of John C and Mary Oct 9 1897... 16: 322
Sherburne Rose E of John C and Mary July 31 1894... 16:  62
Sherer Solomon of Joseph and Jennie Jan 1900... 17:  53
Sheridan Agnes of John J and Mary Jan 28 1897... 16: 396
Sheridan Albert J of Thomas and Catherine Mar 22 1896... 16: 190
Sheridan Alice of Thomas S and Elizabeth A Apr 24 1900... 17:  34
Sheridan Annie M of Edmund J and Mary A May 25 1894... 15:  5
Sheridan Edmund L of James E and Mary A July 15 1894 . . 16: 50
Sheridan Flora M of George T and Flora C May 2 1895 . . . . 16: 129
Sheridan Francis J of Bartholomew and Rosanna Mar 22
1897 ................................................................. 16: 299
Sheridan John of John J and Margaret Nov 6 1892 . . 15: 129
Sheridan John of John J and Margaret Nov 11 1897 . . 16: 358
Sheridan John J of James E and Mary A Mar 21 1898 . . 16: 375
Sheridan John J of Thomas S and Eliza A June 1 1894 . . 16: 7
Sheridan Joseph of John J and Margaret A July 6 1895 . . 16: 170
Sheridan Joseph E of John and Mary Apr 10 1894 . . . . 16: 39
Sheridan Julia of Thomas S and Lizzie Oct 3 1895 . . 16: 139
Sheridan Mabel of Thomas and Kate June 25 1899 . . . . 16: 483
Sheridan Margaret R of James H and Mary A Jan 25 1900 . . 17: 7
Sheridan Marguerite of John J and Margaret Apr 3 1900 . . 17: 28
Sheridan Richard J of James E and Mary A May 3 1896 . . 16: 186
Sheridan Royal F of George T and Flora C Jan 2 1893 . . . 15: 161
Sheridan Sarah of James H and Mary Dec 11 1892 . . . . 15: 116
Sheridan Sarah E of John J and Mary Sept 14 1895 . . 16: 172
Sheridan Stephen of Thomas S and Elizabeth A Aug 26 1897 . . 16: 321
Sheridan Susan of James and Mary A July 25 1897 . . . . 16: 353
Sheridan Thomas E of Martin T and Annie M June 2 1899 . . 15: 75
Sheridan Thomas S of James E and Mary A Sept 24 1892 . . . 15: 104
Sheridan William S of Thomas S and Elizabeth A Aug 18 1892 . . . . 15: 103
Sheridan William P of James and Mary A Jan 23 1899 . . 16: 502
Sheridan —— s of Patrick and Eliza J Dec 2 1892 . . . . 15: 116
Sheridan Ethel M of John P and Flora E Apr 5 1900 . . . . 17: 29
Sheridan James H of James F and Bridget A Aug 21 1900 . . . . 17: 71
Sheridan John F of Peter J and Sarah A Dec 2 1900 . . . . 17: 107
Sheridan Mary of Thomas and Ann Apr 24 1894 . . . . . 16: 40
Sheridan Raymond J of John B and Flora E Feb 17 1899 . . . . 16: 508
Sheridan Thomas of Thomas and Ann June 22 1892 . . . . 15: 75
Sheridan —— s of Peter and Sarah Aug 21 1899 . . . . 16: 596
Sheridan —— d of Thomas and Ann Nov 14 1899 . . . . 16: 597
Sheridan —— s of Thomas and Annie Apr 13 1894 . . . . 15: 8
Sheridan —— d of Thomas and Annie Jan 16 1898 . . . . 16: 405
Sherman Anthony E of Charles and Philomene Jan 17 1894 . . 16: 31
Sherman Arthur E of Sylvester E and Elexina D June 21 1900 ................................................................. 17: 49
Sherman Becky of Manuel and Esther Jan 23 1897 . . . . 16: 280
Sherman Blanche L of William R and Minnie E July 28 1895 . . 16: 158
Sherman Chester of David and Edna Aug 4 1899 . . . . 16: 541
Sherman Dora of Manuel and Esther Apr 22 1900 . . . . 17: 33
Sherman Doris F of William T and Eloise G July 22 1897 . . . . 16: 353
Sherman Ella M of Walter R and Bertha E Nov 16 1899 . . . . 16: 567
Sherman Ellery W of Frank and Louise M Feb 25 1892.......15: 83
Sherman Emma of Lewis E and Annie June 27 1895.........16: 116
Sherman Eva G of Frederick R and Mary E Apr 6 1892......15: 74
Sherman Everett E of Charles E and Catherine L Sept 14
1900 .........................................................17: 82
Sherman Francis J of Edward W and Margaret Sept 13 1891.15: 36
Sherman Gertrude A of Frederick H and Ida A Feb 6 1893...15: 142
Sherman Gladys A of William T and Eloise G Sept 14 1895.16: 172
Sherman Grace M of Wilbur M and Nettie J May 10 1896....16: 197
Sherman Harold T of Frederick H and Florence R Jan 3 1898.16: 415
Sherman Hattie M of George E and Mary B June 12 1897....16: 286
Sherman Helen F of Edward C and Emily B Oct 19 1894.....15: 46
Sherman Howard N of Frederick H and Lucy I Feb 1 1893....15: 118
Sherman Howard R of Fred H and Ida A May 11 1897.....16: 283
Sherman Isaac A 2nd of William E and Emily E Sept 20 1897.16: 334
Sherman James E of George E and Kate E Nov 2 1896.....16: 269
Sherman John B of Charlotte Mar 19 1900....................17: 23
Sherman John T of William J and Rose A May 28 1899.....16: 512
Sherman Kenneth F of Bertrand E and Jennie M Feb 12 1894.16: 37
Sherman Lillian of William J and Rose Jan 26 1895.......16: 98
Sherman Louis G of William C and Emily A Sept 21 1897....16: 337
Sherman Mabel W of Frederick H and Ida A Nov 3 1898.....16: 129
Sherman Madeline E of Charles E and Catherine L Jan 21
1898 ..........................................................16: 389
Sherman Marguerite C of Wanton T and Cynthia A May 20
1897 ..........................................................16: 299
Sherman Marian L of William J and Rose June 13 1898.....16: 404
Sherman Marion of Frederick H and Florence R July 26 1899.16: 562
Sherman Maude E of Frank and Louise M Apr 2 1893.......15: 161
Sherman Milton O of Frederick H and Lucy I Nov 18 1895..16: 163
Sherman Myron K of William C and Mary Mar 18 1891.....15: 23
Sherman Nina S of William W M and Emily E Oct 11 1894....16: 63
Sherman Patience A of William E and Sadie M Jan 4 1897....16: 279
Sherman Rhoda C of William E and Emily E Mar 2 1892.....15: 78
Sherman Rose of William J and Rose A Feb 9 1897............16: 280
Sherman Rowena A of Wanton T and Cynthia A July 11 1893.15: 196
Sherman Ruth C of Wilbur M and Nettie Apr 18 1894.......16: 23
Sherman Sarah of Walter R and Laura M Mar 7 1891.........15: 18
Sherman Walter E of Louis E and Annie Mar 23 1893.......15: 151
Sherman Walter W of Frank and Louise M Sept 25 1894.....16: 70
Sherman William II of William J and Rosanna Sept 10 1893.15: 178
Sherman —— d of Elmer E and Nellie R Dec 1 1892..........15: 109
Sherman —— s of Fred N and Ida A Jan 30 1896..............16: 188
Sherman —— s of Frederick H and Lucy I Feb 15 1892.......15: 78
Sherman —— s of Lottie Feb 8 1899..........................16: 484
Sherman — s of Lulu June 18 1894. 16: 16
Sherman — d of Mabel L May 9 1896. 16: 194
Sherman — s of William H and Isadore June 15 1893. 15: 155
Sherry Edward of Edward B and Annie T Mar 18 1898. 16: 407
Sherry Gertrude L of Bernard F and Florence J Feb 9 1899. 16: 487
Sherry John of James and Bridget Jan 29 1894. 16: 16
Sherry Joseph F of Bernard F and Florence June 10 1900. 17: 46
Sherry Mary of Edward B and Annie T Feb 12 1897. 16: 306
Sherry Nellie of James and Bridget Jan 26 1892. 15: 88
Sherry Sarah of James and Bridget Jan 30 1895. 16: 105
Sherry Walter H of Edward B and Annie T Feb 27 1896. 16: 221
Sherry William of Edward B and Annie July 6 1899. 16: 578
Sherwood Florence A of George B and Lizzie May 16 1892. 15: 97
Sherwood Hope I of David F and Louisa M July 3 1894. 16: 62
Sheyer John O of Joseph and Rosa Mar 3 1898. 16: 393
Shields Alice G of Patrick and Catherine Dec 26 1899. 16: 569
Shields Bertha F of Patrick and Catherine Mar 7 1897. 16: 298
Shields Evelyn M (c) of George W and Susan E Apr 7 1891. 15: 13
Shields Eugene M of Eugene F and Mary Oct 7 1893. 15: 194
Shields Joseph of Patrick and Catherine Feb 7 1895. 16: 120
Shields Pauline of William J and Nellie I Oct 30 1891. 15: 34
Shields William J of Patrick and Catherine Sept 20 1892. 15: 124
Shields — (c) s of George W and Susan E Dec 18 1892. 15: 114
Shiersen Helen P of William Jr and Margaret E Nov 4 1900. 17: 99
Shiersen Madeline of William and Margaret May 26 1897. 16: 284
Shiersen William H of William and Margaret E Feb 25 1899. 16: 479
Shifres Etla of Jacob and Goldie July 15 1892. 15: 105
Shifres Harris of Jacob and Annie Nov 22 1895. 16: 147
Shifres Jette of Jacob and Annie Aug 15 1897. 16: 325
Shine Anna U of William and Catherine July 21 1898. 16: 417
Shine Bessie of William H and Catherine T Sept 2 1895. 16: 135
Shine Irving L of Samuel and Fanny Sept 1 1895. 16: 139
Shine John F of William H and Catherine Oct 10 1896. 16: 225
Shine William H of William H and Catherine Nov 16 1893. 15: 172
Shipman — d of Victor and Ann E June 27 1896. 16: 184
Shippee Ada of Benjamin R and Harriet May 11 1900. 17: 38
Shippee Alice of Benjamin R and Harriet Apr 19 1897. 16: 309
Shippee Florence L of Lewis A and Florence H Apr 7 1898. 16: 391
Shippee Frederick A of George W and Florence H Aug 27 1891. 15: 54
Shippee Harry L of Herbert O and Isabel R Oct 30 1898. 16: 443
Shippee Julia E of Stephen C and Caroline Feb 12 1897. 16: 315
Shippee Ray G of George and Susan M July 1 1891. 15: 51
Shippee — s of Benedict W and Rhoda A Dec 27 1892. 15: 117
Shippee — d of Lewis A and Florence H Nov 2 1899. 16: 553
Shirley Adolph E of Adolph and Lillian A Mar 2 1891. 15: 17
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Alfred</td>
<td>July 17</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Ethel A</td>
<td>Sept 22</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Frederick C</td>
<td>Jan 20</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley George E</td>
<td>Jan 28</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Gladys G</td>
<td>Aug 26</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley John E W</td>
<td>Sept 23</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Marion M</td>
<td>June 3</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Merton A</td>
<td>Aug 21</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Merton V D</td>
<td>May 30</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Raymond E</td>
<td>Oct 16</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Raymond W</td>
<td>June 24</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Theresa L</td>
<td>Aug 23</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley —— d</td>
<td>Feb 27</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley —— d</td>
<td>Jan 6</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley —— s</td>
<td>June 19</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shor Joseph of Oscar</td>
<td>Feb 28</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shor —— d</td>
<td>July 26</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shore Arthur of</td>
<td>Sept 13</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shore Ernest H</td>
<td>Dec 25</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shore Powler of Fred</td>
<td>Sept 27</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shorr (Shao) —— of</td>
<td>June 26</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short James of Henry</td>
<td>May 10</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Marguerite of</td>
<td>June 26</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short William of</td>
<td>Mar 6</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortman Edward C</td>
<td>Aug 16</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shots —— d</td>
<td>June 28</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show Charles of Henry</td>
<td>Nov 20</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shread Emma S</td>
<td>July 2</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shread George A</td>
<td>Nov 3</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shread John W</td>
<td>May 28</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shread Maud L</td>
<td>Mar 26</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shurtleff George M</td>
<td>Sept 9</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shurtleff Herbert F</td>
<td>July 3</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shurtleff Lafayette J</td>
<td>Dec 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shurtleff Lillie of</td>
<td>Mar 17</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shurtleff Lily M</td>
<td>Mar 22</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shurtleff Walter C</td>
<td>Feb 6</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shurtleff —— s</td>
<td>Oct 15</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shutzman Bluma of</td>
<td>Apr 12</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shutzmann Nathan of</td>
<td>June 18</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siaz Annie of</td>
<td>Oct 8</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibley Dudley R</td>
<td>Dec 18</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibley Editha D</td>
<td>Nov 2</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicard Delia of</td>
<td>Aug 7</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.*
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Siricard Frank of Edmond and Hattie Apr 14 1896 .................. 16:217
Siricard George of Amable and Elize July 27 1891 .................. 15:53
Siricard Hattie of Pierre and Marie V May 29 1893 .................. 15:165
Siricard Henri of Edmond and Harriet Dec 25 1900 .................. 17:114
Siricard Joseph C E of Lyman and Hattie May 20 1898 ............... 16:410
Siricard Joseph D of Pierre and Valerie Sept 22 1895 ............... 16:173
Siricard Leandre of Pierre and Valerie Aug 5 1894 .................. 16:81
Siricard Octavie of Pierre and Marie Feb 25 1897 .................. 16:307
Siricard Rowena of Hermene and Harriet Sept 11 1893 ............... 15:207
Siricard Sylvia of Edmond and Henriette Dec 5 1899 .................. 16:587
Siricard Theona of Lyman and Harriet Mar 29 1897 .................. 16:308
Sidcofsky Esther L of Israel and Jetta June 10 1896 ............... 16:193
Sidcofsky Mary of Israel and Jetta Feb 1 1900 .................. 17:9
Sidebottom Albert of George I and Elizabeth A Sept 15 1894 ........ 16:83
Sidebottom John W of Mary Apr 21 1898 .................. 16:384
Sidebottom William of George I and Elizabeth A June 23
1891 .................. 15:29
Sidgreaves Henry of Joshua Jr and Margaret Feb 16 1898 .......... 16:406
Sidkowsky Esther L of Israel and Augusta Aug 11 1896 ............. 16:233
Sidkowsky Abram of Israel and Getta June 1 1898 .................. 16:382
Sidman Gussie of Isaac and Minnie July 15 1900 .................. 17:117
Sief Jacob of Myer and Rachel Sept 29 1899 .................. 16:536
Siegel Hattie of Charles and Jennie Aug 29 1897 .................. 16:337
Siegel Ida of Harry and Hannah June 30 1897 .................. 16:285
Siegel Jacob of Pinicus and Bertha Mar 1 1896 .................. 16:189
Siegel Minnie of Pinicus and Rebecca Mar 5 1898 .................. 16:379
Siegel Sarah of Marcus and Minnie July 6 1896 .................. 16:269
Siegfried Herman J of Joseph and Anna July 19 1900 ............... 17:64
Siegfried Mamie of George and Anna June 14 1898 .................. 16:374
Siemo Luisa of Giuseppe and Filomena Dec 13 1892 ............... 15:119
Sieradzki Marion of Martin and Helen Apr 26 1898 ............... 16:402
Siewick Julia B of Burthold and Christine Jan 19 1893 ............... 15:168
Sigal Fannie of Harris and Hannah Jan 2 1900 .................. 17:1
Sigal Willie of Charles and Jennie May 1900 .................. 17:43
Sigston Charles H of Charles II and Kate A July 29 1897 ............... 16:324
Silata — d Aug 4 1893 .................. 15:183
Silberman David of Leon and Eva Oct 3 1894 .................. 16:56
Silberman Jacob of Abram and Fannie Jan 8 1900 .................. 17:3
Silberman Mana of Jacob and Sophie Jan 19 1893 .................. 15:138
Silberman Max of Leon and Eva Jan 31 1893 .................. 15:143
Silberman — s of Israel and Mary Feb 18 1893 ............... 15:150
Silcocks Edward H of Jesse and Lydia Aug 13 1898 ............... 16:426
Silcocks Frank W of Jesse and Lydia July 23 1894 ............... 16:54
Silcocks Minnie E of Jesse and Lydia Apr 15 1892 .................. 15:74
Silillian Mabel of Anton and Hannah M Oct 28 1898 ............... 16:439
Silva Amelia of Jose and Marianna Apr 12 1898 16:373
Silva Angelina of Manoel P and Isabel M May 16 1894 16: 3
Silva Anna of Anton and Leopoldina Sept 28 1894 16: 47
Silva Anna of Jose and Virginia I July 15 1897 16:317
Silva Anna of Manoel A and Anna Jan 2 1895 16: 91
Silva Anna C of Manoel and Maria L Feb 11 1894 16: 1
Silva Anna M of Jose and Philomene Oct 26 1897 16:319
Silva Anna P of Antonio P and Maria Dec 22 1892 15:102
Silva Annam R of Andre and Philomena R Oct 3 1891 15: 33
Silva Annie of Anton J and Rose Dec 29 1894 16: 49
Silva Annie of Francisco and Maria Apr 25 1898 16:373
Silva Antoine of Thomas and Mary T Nov 22 1898 16:464
Silva Antone of Jose J and Amelia Oct 15 1892 15:101
Silva Antone of Joseph and Maria June 15 1896 16:208
Silva Antone of Joseph J and Maria May 31 1891 15: 3
Silva Antone of Manoel and Maria June 10 1896 16:223
Silva Antone (c) of Martin and Mary A Aug 7 1900 17: 70
Silva Antone of Tomaso and Isabella M Mar 17 1892 15: 96
Silva Antonio of Francisco and Rosa Feb 5 1898 16:371
Silva Antonio of Joao P and Maria June 9 1898 16: 471
Silva Carolina of Frank M and Jennie Aug 24 1895 16:178
Silva Clara M of Manoel J and Margaret E Aug 15 1891 15: 32
Silva Claudio of Manoel M and Maria Jan 28 1899 16:472
Silva Delfine A of Antone and Julia Apr 12 1891 15: 3
Silva Emilia of Jacintho G and Roza F Feb 18 1892 15: 66
Silva Eulina T of Thomas and Julia Oct 21 1896 16:226
Silva Federico of Luiza C Dec 2 1892 15:134
Silva Florence of Jose and Maria Oct 5 1896 16:225
Silva Frances of Manuel M and Isabella Jan 21 1900 17: 6
Silva Francisco of Francisco and Jennie Sept 21 1892 15:100
Silva Francisco of Miguel and Roza Apr 28 1894 16: 3
Silva Francisco P of Francisco P and Philomena C Oct 4 1891 15: 33
Silva Frank of Antone and Maria Jan 20 1891 15: 1
Silva Frank of Antonio P and Mary A Sept 16 1893 15:171
Silva Frank of Augustus and Maria May 20 1891 15: 3
Silva Frank of Francisco and Mary E July 21 1892 15:122
Silva Frank of Manoel and Maria Mar 20 1898 16:372
Silva Frank of Manoel M and Ignadia Mar 18 1893 15:137
Silva George of Manoel and Roza Dec 22 1891 15: 65
Silva George of Manoel and Roza Aug 13 1894 16:46
Silva Guilhemie of Manuel A and Anna F Apr 13 1894 15: 3
Silva Guilherme B of Joao and Guilherme Feb 20 1893 15:136
Silva Helena of Manuel and Joaquina Jan 3 1891 15: 1
Silva Helena of Rosa Jan 2 1895 16:132
Silva Jacinta of Isaac and Maria Apr 28 1898. 16: 373
Silva Jesse of Primo and Roza May 18 1893. 15: 138
Silva Joao J of Jose J and Philomena I May 12 1894. 16: 3
Silva Joao P of Joao P and Maria Oct 27 1899. 16: 524
Silva Johanna of Tomas F and Catherine June 24 1892. 15: 68
Silva John J of Thomas F and Catherine Sept 11 1896. 16: 225
Silva Jose of Manoel and Maria Oct 13 1896. 16: 226
Silva Jose of Manoel and Roza J Dec 4 1895. 16: 137
Silva Jose of Manoel I and Maria Feb 16 1900. 17: 122
Silva Jose S of Jose S and Maria Mar 30 1899. 16: 473
Silva Joseph of Jose and Maria Jan 10 1893. 15: 167
Silva Joseph of Jose and Maria Mar 18 1894. 16: 2
Silva Joseph of Jose and Rosa Feb 1 1898. 16: 371
Silva Joseph of Jose J and Amelia Oct 15 1892. 15: 101
Silva Joseph (c) of Manoel and Annie Aug 11 1898. 16: 418
Silva Joseph of Manoel and Maria A Feb 6 1897. 16: 273
Silva Joseph (c) of Maria July 1898. 16: 417
Silva Joseph H of Joseph H and Maria Sept 20 1899. 16: 523
Silva Joseph K of Joseph and Millie July 23 1894. 16: 87
Silva Joseph M of Joseph M and Mary Dec 15 1900. 17: 111
Silva Joseph M of Manoel and Maria July 10 1895. 16: 134
Silva Josephine of Francisco and Maria Apr 6 1894. 16: 2
Silva Julia of Frank and Mary Nov 29 1900. 17: 106
Silva Julia of Herminio J and Roza J May 4 1894. 16: 3
Silva Manoel of Antonio S and Leopoldina May 27 1892. 15: 68
Silva Manoel of Francesco and Maria July 26 1894. 16: 88
Silva Manoel of Jose and Roza Mar 18 1897. 16: 274
Silva Manoel of Manoel A and Anna Jan 16 1893. 15: 136
Silva Manoel of Manoel I and Maria Nov 22 1893. 15: 172
Silva Manoel C of Manoel and Maria L Feb 11 1894. 16: 1
Silva Manoel S of Frank and Rose June 15 1896. 16: 202
Silva Manuel of Francesco and Elizabeth Feb 21 1891. 15: 2
Silva Manuel (c) of Joseph and Rose Mar 8 1900. 17: 20
Silva Manuel T of Manuel T and Maria D Mar 11 1894. 15: 2
Silva Margaret of Francisco and Maria Feb 28 1897. 16: 274
Silva Maria of Antonio and Senhorina July 10 1897. 16: 317
Silva Maria of Antonio S and Maria June 21 1892. 15: 68
Silva Maria of Augusto J and Maria C June 5 1892. 15: 68
Silva Maria of John and Adelaide Dec 16 1892. 15: 102
Silva Maria of Jose and Rose Nov 11 1898. 16: 420
Silva Maria of Jose and Roza Mar 14 1893. 15: 137
Silva Maria of Joseph K and Phebe Dec 11 1898. 16: 420
Silva Maria of Manoel and Maria L Nov 11 1892. 15: 101
Silva Maria of Manuel and Maria May 1 1891. 15: 3
Silva Maria of Peter and Maria J Mar 5 1891. 15: 30
Silva Maria A of Joao and Adelaide Dec 10 1891 .................. 15: 35
Silva Maria B of Joao B and Guilhelmina Oct 26 1891 ............. 15: 34
Silva Maria da C of Manoel M and Ignacia Jan 21 1892 .......... 15: 66
Silva Maria F of Jacintho J and Roza F Apr 5 1894 .............. 16: 2
Silva Maria J of Joaquim and Maria May 30 1897 ................. 16: 275
Silva Maria J of Manuel J and Maria C Dec 26 1894 .......... A1: 32
Silva Maria L of Joao L and Dominga Jan 19 1893 .......... 15: 136
Silva Maria L of Jose L and Maria July 17 1892 ............ 15: 99
Silva Maria L of Manoel C and Maria L Jan 7 1895 .......... 16: 97
Silva Maria R of Anton J and Maria R June 8 1891 .......... 15: 30
Silva Marie of Miguel and Mary Sept 5 1900 .................. 17: 80
Silva Mary of Joao and Claudina June 4 1892 ........... 15: 68
Silva Mary of Manoel and Annie Jan 17 1897 ................. 16: 273
Silva Mary A of Jose and Roza Jan 11 1899 ................. 16: 518
Silva Mary S of Antone and Mary Jan 10 1897 ........... 16: 273
Silva Rita of Joao and Clara July 26 1894 .................. 16: 46
Silva Rosa H of Manoel G and Margaret E Oct 18 1893 ........ 15: 172
Silva Rose of Antonio and Isabel July 1 1893 .................. 15: 170
Silva Rose of Frank and Mary E Feb 17 1896 .............. 16: 269
Silva Rose of Thomas July 1 1893 .................................. 15: 170
Silva Roza of Andrew and Minnie Sept 5 1896 .............. 16: 225
Silva Ruth of Frank and Mary E Feb 17 1896 .............. 16: 209
Silva Sarah of Joseph S and Maria Oct 3 1894 .......... 16: 48
Silva Senhorita of Antonio S and Francisca P Jan 16 1893 ... 15: 136
Silva Stephen of Stephen and Katie Nov 29 1897 ............ 16: 339
Silva Susie of Stephen and Catherine Dec 12 1896 ............ 16: 248
Silva —— s of Antoinne and Mary Dec 1 1900 .................. 17: 107
Silva —— d of Antone and Maria July 6 1898 .............. 16: 469
Silva —— s of Antonio and Madia Sept 21 1897 .............. 16: 367
Silva —— s of Augustus and Maria June 1 1897 .............. 16: 276
Silva —— s of Elizabeth July 8 1895 ..................... 16: 148
Silva —— s of Isaac and Maria Mar 6 1891 ................. 15: 2
Silva —— s of Jose and Minnie Nov 25 1899 .......... 16: 597
Silva —— s of Jose and Roza Oct 22 1899 .............. 16: 597
Silva —— d of Manoel and Maria Dec 26 1898 .............. 16: 421
Silva —— (et) s of Minnie June 27 1900 .................. 17: 51
Silva —— s of Thomas F and Catherine May 25 1899 .......... 16: 595
Silva —— s of Vincenzo J and Dominga M Mar 1 1897 .... 16: 364
Silvaggi Giuseppa of Domenico and Maria Aug 29 1897 .... 16: 349
Silvaggi Maria of Domenico and Maria Dec 6 1894 .... 16: 90
Silvaggio Francesco of Domenico and Maria July 26 1899 ... 16: 570
Silveira Antonio T of Manoel T and Maria D Oct 14 1892 ... 15: 100
Silveira Joao E of Joao E Dec 30 1893 .............. 15: 173
Silveira Manoel of Manoel F and Maria Feb 2 1899 .......... 16: 472
Silveira Maria of Jose P and Virginia Mar 10 1896 ....... 16: 185
Silveira — s of Lydia May 12 1895
Silveira — d of Sereno and Philomena Aug 8 1891
Silverberg Raphael of Louis I and Fannie Apr 29 1900
Silverberg Samuel of Hyman and Rose Sept 23 1896
Silverman Abraham L of Louis and Nettie Mar 2 1894
Silverman Abram S of Henry and Rachel June 14 1895
Silverman Annie of Max and Sima June 6 1892
Silverman Esther of Harris and Annie Dec 8 1893
Silverman Esther of Louis and Nettie Mar 5 1896
Silverman Fred of Aaron and Rosa June 20 1898
Silverman Frederick of Pinens and Mary Sept 10 1897
Silverman Gussie E of Louis and Annie Dec 29 1897
Silverman Isaac of Joseph and Rachel Dec 15 1896
Silverman Israel I of Pinens and Mary July 8 1896
Silverman Lena of Peter (Pina) and Anna Sept 30 1895
Silverman Moritz of Pen and Annie Oct 23 1893
Silverman Morris of Henry and Rachel Feb 4 1893
Silverman Morris of Henry and Rosa Mar 28 1899
Silverman Myer I of Louis and Annie Oct 16 1899
Silverman Nathan of Patrick and Anna Aug 6 1892
Silverman Pearl of Harry and Annie Aug 13 1897
Silverman Rosa of Israel and Annie Mar 27 1900
Silverman Rosa of Jacob and Sophie Aug 1 1895
Silverman Rose of Wolf and Clara Oct 22 1893
Silverman Rose S of Henry and Rosa Dec 21 1900
Silverman Simon of Harry and Rebecca June 29 1900
Silverman William of Charles and Lena Oct 28 1900
Silverman — s of Aaron and Rose Aug 5 1896
Silverman — s of Charles and Mary Oct 28 1893
Silverman — s of Israel and Mary July 7 1892
Silverman — s of Jacob and Sophia Aug 29 1900
Silverstein Abraham of Maurice and Fannie Feb 3 1900
Silverstein Bernard of Hyman and Alice May 5 1894
Silverstein Emma T of Jacob and Mary E July 16 1897
Silverstein Harry of Hyman and Alice July 12 1891
Silverstein Harry of Rubin and Millie June 9 1899
Silverstein Ida of Morris and Fanny Jan 30 1897
Silverstein Isidore of Morris and Fanny May 10 1898
Silverstein Martin of Simon and Sarah Aug 17 1891
Silverstein Mary of Hyman and Alice Apr 3 1899
Silverstein Rosa of Samuel and Sarah Aug 27 1895
Silverstein — s of Reuben and Mollie May 8 1897
Silvestri Elisabetta of Francesco and Cesira June 15 1899............ 16:483
Silvestri Pulcheria of Michele and Maria A June 26 1898........... 16:404
Silvestro Angela of Francesco and Cesira Nov 8 1893.............. 15:180
Silvestro Carolina of Francesco and Cesira Aug 21 1900........... 17: 74
Silvestro Giacoma of Francesco and Cesira Feb 6 1892.............. 15: 72
Silvestro Giuseppe A of Francesco and Cesira Jan 13 1897........... 16:279
Silvestro Louisa of Antonio and Anna Mar 7 1900.................... 17: 20
Simao Manoel of Manoel N and Angelica Sept 25 1897.............. 16:318
Simas Anton of Jose and Maria J Oct 1 1894......................... 16: 47
Simas Antone of Jose and Amelia Aug 9 1895......................... 16:134
Simas Antonio of Marianno A and Virginia A June 4 1895........... 16: 93
Simas Charles of Jose F and Maria June 22 1896.................... 16:184
Simas Emanuel of Marianno J and Virginia J Apr 1 1899............ 16:473
Simas Emilia A of Marianno d'A and Virginia Apr 3 1900........... 17:123
Simas Jose of Marianno d'A and Virginia June 17 1896............. 16:184
Simas Jose of Manoel and Delphine Aug 4 1895....................... 16:134
Simas Jose M of Jose M and Amelia July 23 1892..................... 15: 99
Simas Maria of Jose and Maria Aug 26 1898......................... 16:418
Simas Maria of Mariano and Virginia Sept 24 1897................... 16:318
Simas Olive of Manoel and Lavina Mar 26 1897....................... 16:274
Simas Senhorita of Jose d'A and Maria E Mar 17 1893.............. 15:137
Simas Virginia of Manoel and Angelina Aug 16 1896................ 16:224
Simeone Agostine of Antonio and Giovanna Nov 15 1898............ 16:454
Simeone Chiara of Antonio and Giovanna Aug 26 1900.............. 17: 76
Simeone Maria of Antonio and Giovanna June 12 1896.............. 16:212
Simes Edgar P of Andrew G and Minnie R F Apr 4 1900............ 17: 29
Simes Ellen A of Peter and Bridget Apr 18 1895................. 16: 93
Simm Lloyd of August and Anna May 31 1893....................... 15:152
Simms Rose F of Paul A and Rosalie June 9 1899................. 16:512
Simmonds Ethel S of John B and Mary P Apr 14 1895.............. 16:115
Simmonds Horace J of John B and Mary P Feb 7 1898............. 16:415
Simmonds Lester of William and Elizabeth A Sept 14 1899........ 16:564
Simmonds Roy of John B and Mary P Jan 15 1893.................. 15:153
Simons Anna L of George M and Ella M Nov 19 1891.............. 16: 67
Simmons Charles of William and Mary Apr 4 1891................. 15: 13
Simmons Charles E of Byron T and Mary A Oct 11 1891.......... 15: 41
Simmons Dorothy of Egbert W and Josephine M July 16 1895........ 16:158
Simmons Dorothy of James A and Lena Oct 15 1893.............. 15:198
Simmons Dunning G of Egbert W and Josephine July 16 1897........ 16:344
Simmons Durward B of George H and Rachel T July 14 1891........ 15: 47
Simmons Earl W of Matthew A and Carlotta A Aug 25 1892........ 15:117
Simmons Emma of Robert and Bertha Oct 1 1898.................. 16:442
Simmons Florence S of Rufus A and Mary E Jan 12 1891........ 15: 21
Simmons Franklin V E of Frank V and Anna F Feb 21 1893........ 15:150
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE.

Simmons Frieda of Robert and Bertha Sept 1 1898. 16:442
Simmons Henry of Byron T and Mary A Dec 10 1900. 17:109
Simmons Herbert H (c) of Elizabeth E Oct 29 1892. 15:116
Simmons Loretta of Byron and Mary A Aug 23 1896. 16:233
Simmons Mabel M of Charles H and Isabel F Sept 19 1891. 15:33
Simmons Martha F of Dexter and Emma E Mar 3 1893. 15:163
Simmons Mary I of Byron F and Mary A May 16 1893. 15:144
Simmons Maud F (c) of James and Mary E Nov 6 1891. 15:49
Simmons Virginia K of Jesse O and Cora July 15 1899. 16:561
Simmons Walter E of Frank V and Anna F May 15 1895. 16:112
Simmons Walter J of Byron and Mary A Aug 16 1895. 16:143
Simmons —— s of Minnie Dec 4 1891. 15:43
Simmons —— s of Minnie Nov 22 1893. 15:183
Simmons —— s of Thomas R and Marion H Aug 22 1891. 15:48
Simms Etta M (c) of Grace O Jan 6 1896. 16:202
Simms Peter (c) of Peter and Lucy May 9 1895. 16:96
Simms Wilmore R (c) of Peter and Lucy July 22 1899. 16:526
Simon Clara F of Michael and Lay June 17 1891. 15:6
Simon Leo of Sarkis and Annie Oct 21 1898. 16:428
Simon Robert of Robert and Bertha Sept 15 1894. 16:88
Simonds Arthur C of Luther W and Sarah M Sept 6 1899. 16:528
Simonds James L of John J and Bertha E Nov 19 1900. 17:103
Simone De Angelina of Sabatino and Maria May 24 1894. 16:13
Simone Cristoforo of Abele and Maria Sept 6 1897. 16:349
Simone De Docilne of Crecenzo and Maria Feb 23 1892. 15:72
Simone Erico of Abele and Maria Nov 25 1894. 16:78
Simone De Fioravante of Crecenzo and Maria Feb 17 1894. 16:10
Simone Giuseppe of Abele and Maria Feb 26 1891. 15:22
Simone De Maddalena of Sabatino and Marianna Sept 27
1891 15:40
Simone De Maria D of Pietro and Angela Oct 18 1891. 15:41
Simone Raffaele of Sabatino and Marianna Sept 23 1899. 16:536
Simone ——s of Abele and Maria Dec 18 1899. 16:577
Simoncain Marie A of Moise and Rosanna Dec 4 1899. 16:587
Simonelli Amalia F of Crisanto and Luisa Sept 21 1900. 17:84
Simonetti Filomena of Salvatore and Giuseppa July 2 1897. 16:352
Simonge Moses of Philip and Ida Oct 5 1891. 15:41
Simoni Luigi of Alberico and Maria Aug 17 1892. 15:123
Simonini Amabile of Ferdinando and Maria Dec 31 1895. 16:189
Simonini Ferdinando of Pietro and Amelia Dec 19 1893. 15:185
Simonini Giuseppe of Pietro and Amelia Apr 18 1892. 15:89
Simonini Guglielmo of Pietro and Amalia May 16 1899. 16:486
Simonini Ida of Ferdinando and Maria Oct 2 1899. 16:514
Simonini Mabelle of Ferdinando and Maria Dec 31 1895. 16:150
Simonini Mabelle of Pietro and Emilia Sept 4 1895. 16:149
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Simonini Pietro of Pietro and Emilia Aug 23 1897............16:332
Simonini Simone of Ferdinando and Maria Sept 28 1897........16:332
Simonoff Adele of Wolf and Bessie Apr 17 1894.............16:30
Simonoff Hannah of Wolf and Bessie Nov 15 1895.............16:176
Simonoff Rachel of Wolf and Bessie Jan 28 1898.............16:396
Simonovitch Fannie of Harry and Eva Dec 1 1897............16:323
Simonovitz Sarah of Philip and Ida Nov 19 1896............16:237
Simonowitz Annie of Aaron and Sarah Nov 10 1893...........15:187
Simonowitz Lena of Philip and Ida Apr 22 1894..............16:12
Simpson Annie of Thomas and Clara June 3 1892.............15:82
Simpson Arthur W of Lewis M and Margaret May 21 1899.......16:486
Simpson Charles E of Charles E and Estelle Oct 12 1892.....15:111
Simpson Charles R of Samuel and Margaret E Feb 13 1891.....15:15
Simpson Deborah N of Edward and Theresa Apr 5 1894........16:45
Simpson Edward R of Frank E and Florence E June 30 1895................16:104 and 111
Simpson Emma of James and Emma Mar 29 1896..............16:190
Simpson Emma C of John and Mary J Aug 16 1896............16:263
Simpson Florence L of Frank E and Florence Oct 10 1897...16:328
Simpson George D of James and Ellen Sept 11 1892.........15:107
Simpson James of James and Emma Feb 22 1895..............16:99
Simpson James L of Lewis M and Margaret July 1 1896.......16:241
Simpson LeRoy T of James D and Annie B Oct 11 1894.......16:61
Simpson Olena M of Andrew and Emily M May 14 1894.......15:16
Simpson Vera McC of Charles E and Estelle V Jan 7 1891....15:11
Simpson William C of Thomas and Clara Aug 21 1894.......16:66
Simpson —— of James and Ellen Sept 10 1893.............15:178
Sims Carlton F of Gardiner C and Laura B Apr 25 1894.....15:3
Sims Lloyd of Peter A and Hannah M Nov 14 1895...........16:156
Sims Robert N of Gardiner C and Laura Mar 28 1896.......16:223
Sims —— of William E and Eliza Dec 7 1893..............15:211
Sinclair Beatrice of James and Mabel O Mar 17 1896.......16:200
Sinclair Gladys F of Jeannette Sept 29 1897.............16:322
Sinclair Mary E of James and Mabel O Mar 14 1895.......16:111
Singleton Harold A of Edwin E and Anna M May 15 1895.....16:118
Sion Irving of Felix and Margaret E Nov 29 1899...........16:554
Sionii —— of Benedetto and Cecilia June 21 1898...........16:468
Sion Elmer F of Felix and Margaret F Dec 25 1895.........16:158
Sion Henry E of Felix and Margaret E Mar 23 1893.........15:149
Sion —— of Felix and Margaret F Dec 9 1896..............16:218
Sipples Leo of Patrick and Josephine Oct 15 1898...........16:153
Siravo Domenico of Gennaro and Gaetana June 1 1900........17:45
Siravo Giovanna of Gennaro and Gaetana Sept 8 1893.......15:178
Siravo Maria A of Gennaro and Gaetana July 21 1898.......16:425
Sirignano Giuseppe C of Gaetano and Francesca Oct 3 1900.17:88
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Siska Vincenti of Vincenti and Annie Nov 27 1900..............17:105
Sisson Alice of Charles and Elizabeth D Feb 27 1895.........16:95
Sisson Arthur C of Ellsworth and Susan S Nov 2 1898........16:439
Sisson Frederick R of Charles S and Charlotte Sept 5 1893.15:186
Sisson Hope of Charles and Elizabeth D F E Jan 21 1893....15:138
Sisson Kendall C of William A and Carrie L Dec 10 1900....17:109
Sisson Leo J of Frederick W A and Mary M Dec 6 1900.....17:108
Sisson Philip R of Charles S and Carrie M May 16 1896....16:195
Sisson Ralph P of Charles S and Caroline M Dec 6 1891...15:47
Sisson Russell E of Charles and Elizabeth D Aug 4 1891...15:35
Sisson Ruth of Charles and Elizabeth D Feb 10 1894....16:5
Sisson Walter H of Bernard F and Katie C Aug 27 1897...16:312
Sisson William E of Charles and Elizabeth D Feb 2 1898...16:375
Sisson —— d of Bernard F and Catherine C Apr 3 1893....15:149
Sjoberg Albert N of John and Charlotte July 14 1899....16:532
Sjoberg Judith of John and Charlotte Mar 19 1897........16:282
Sjoberg Teresa A of Carl A and Augusta May 3 1895...16:118
Sjoberg —— d of August and Joanna June 4 1894...16:42
Sjoberg —— d of John and Charlotte Dec 14 1894....16:59
Sjoblon Jennie C of Frank E and Hilda C Mar 11 1892...15:92
Sjogren Edith of Charles and Salvina Jan 14 1896....16:221
Sjolander —— d of August and Olga A Nov 18 1895....16:157
Sjolander —— d of August and Olga A Oct 15 1897....16:338
Sjoren Carl C of Nels B and Alma R June 27 1892...15:75
Sjoren Fritz E of Nels B and Alma R Oct 7 1897....16:342
Sjoren Niles E of Niles B and Alma R Mar 21 1894...15:8
Sjoren —— s of August and Hulda Aug 7 1894...16:54
Sjoren —— d of Bernard and Alma Dec 30 1894...16:59
Sjostrom Carl G V of Carl G C and Ella M Feb 10 1893...15:163
Skagg Frank R of Swen and Mary Oct 24 1894....16:57
Skarka Bertha of Ignatz and Mary R July 8 1894....16:75
Skeel Ina E of William H and Mary L Dec 31 1893....15:196
Skees Annie F of John F and Elizabeth July 17 1895....16:142
Skees James W of James W and Bridget A Feb 11 1892....15:72
Skees —— s of John and Elizabeth A Mar 11 1893....15:167
Skeese Edward F of James W and Bridget Sept 11 1894....16:55
Skeflington Annie T of James and Annie T Oct 29 1899....16:584
Skeflington James F of James F and Annie T Sept 19 1895...16:172
Skelley Mary of William and Kate Jan 6 1897...16:290
Skelly Jane L of Thomas F and Anna M Aug 9 1894....16:69
Skelly May B of Thomas F and Annie M Apr 5 1898....16:394
Skerry —— d of Kate July 6 1893...15:182
Skillington Mary A of James F and Annie T Oct 2 1897...16:356
Skinner Augustus C of Owen L and Mabel A June 9 1898..16:395
Skinner Florence A of Henry E and Ida L Dec 19 1892....15:119
SKINNER Grace M of Samuel Mc K and Lillian 8 Oct 19 1896. 16: 254
SKINNER Harriet of John and Harriet M Nov 15 1893. 15: 210
SKINNER Mamie M of John W and Kate Oct 25 1894. 16: 70
SKINNER Robert W of Charles D and Elizabeth Nov 28 1898. 16: 454
SKINNER Richard J of Owen L and Mabel A Nov 14 1896. 16: 254
SKINNER Sarah of John W and Kate Aug 3 1893. 15: 193
SKINNER William E of John and Harriet M Nov 30 1895. 16: 175
SKIRROW Arthur F of Walter and Anna L Sept 23 1893. 15: 201
SKIRROW Ruth A of Arthur and Edith Aug 12 1898. 16: 145
SKIVINGTON William E of John and Elizabeth Dec 14 1899. 16: 560
SKOG Joseph E of Sven and Mary Mar 10 1896. 16: 215
SKOG Oscar H of Sven and Mary Sept 7 1897. 16: 535
SKOGlund George V of Charles and Ellen Apr 23 1897. 16: 289
SKRZYSZAK Malania of Wladislaw and Jadwiga Oct 12 1895. 16: 173
SKUCE Mabel I of Frank J and Cora I Aug 18 1897. 16: 362
SKYJZYSZAK Mary M of Waidyslaw and Jadneiga Apr 2 1893. 15: 143
SLADE Austin D of Edward N and Helen M Mar 17 1898. 16: 394
SLADE Ellen L of Samuel E and Laura E July 27 1896. 16: 232
SLADE George P of George H and Ruthven June 28 1893. 15: 135
SLADE Helen N of Edward N and Helen M Dec 13 1895. 16: 158
SLADE Kirwin C of Samuel E and Laura Oct 23 1892. 15: 108
SLADE Marguerite A of Howard R and Mary I Jan 28 1898. 16: 396
SLADE May of Edward and Laura May 9 1900. 17: 38
SLADE Philip D of Edward N and Helen M Sept 1 1899. 16: 557
SLADE —— s of William and Fanny E Dec 27 1899. 16: 598
SLADEM Benjamin H of Howard R and Mary I Aug 11 1895. 16: 178
SLAGAN Thomas of John and Susan Jan 8 1897. 16: 279
SLATER Beatrice L of Ernest W and Mabel L June 3 1900. 17: 41
SLATER Benedict of Bernard F and Carrie C Feb 26 1892. 15: 72
SLATER Edith A of Arthur and Jane B Nov 23 1896. 16: 267
SLATER Edith E of Robert A and Celina A Jan 26 1895. 16: 110
SLATER Elizabeth B of William and Agnes McN Sept 30 1896. 16: 229
SLATER Emma L of Frederick and Annie Dec 3 1894. 16: 85
SLATER Ethel of Bernard F and Carrie C Nov 14 1893. 15: 181
SLATER Frederick C of Henry and Anna A Apr 13 1894. 16: 26
SLATER Helen of Henry and Annie A Feb 18 1892. 15: 81
SLATER Hope V of John J and Annie M Apr 9 1900. 17: 30
SLATER Jeannette A of Henry and Ann J Mar 24 1896. 16: 263
SLATER Mira G of Bertrand G and Lillian R July 2 1892. 15: 132
SLATER Thomas J of Henry and Annie J Mar 1 1891. 15: 15
SLATER Walter H of Frederick and Annie May 11 1898. 16: 499
SLATER —— s of Fred and Annie Apr 17 1895. 16: 168
SLATER —— s of Henry and Annie Nov 16 1897. 16: 313
SLATTERY Bertha of Michael and Catherine June 25 1894. 15: 19
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Slattery Emma F of William E and Hannah J Nov 29 1892. 15:119
Slaven Catherine M of Daniel and Elizabeth Apr 14 1893. 15:164
Slaven Gertrude A of Daniel and Elizabeth Oct 10 1897. 16:322
Slaven John J of Daniel and Elizabeth Feb 16 1892. 15:92
Slaven — s of John and Bridget Mar 21 1899. 16:594
Slavin Caroline of Thomas and Catherine Dec 11 1896. 16:260
Slavin Helen M of Daniel and Elizabeth Aug 26 1894. 16:82
Slavin Lillian M of Daniel and Elizabeth Nov 24 1895. 16:175
Slavin Margaret A of John and Bridget Nov 8 1893. 15:187
Slavin Sarah L of John and Bridget May 20 1896. 16:198
Slavin Vincent St P of John II and Mary A Jan 9 1894. 16:4
Slavin — d of John and Annie Apr 9 1900. 17:30
Slavin — d of John and Mary Dec 29 1895. 16:141
Slavin — d of Margaret Feb 17 1895. 16:104
Slater Max of William B and Gussie July 11 1900. 17:61
Slide Edith M of James E and Mary A Dec 31 1899. 16:555
Slide Harry L of James E and Mary A Aug 9 1895. 16:154
Slide Walter E of James E and Mary A Sept 17 1893. 15:190
Slincey Catherine M of Timothy and Ellen June 18 1892. 15:75
Slincey Edward F of David and Catherine A June 21 1893. 15:169
Slincey Frank of David and Catherine Mar 2 1900. 17:18
Slincey John D of Jeremiah F and Ellen T Dec 12 1900. 17:110
Slincey John J of David and Catherine July 2 1895. 16:141
Slincey Lucinda G of Timothy and Ellen Feb 25 1895. 16:126
Slincey Margaret of David and Ellen V July 25 1900. 17:66
Slincey Margaret E of David and Catherine Aug 14 1897. 16:325
Slincey Margaret E of Jeremiah F and Nellie T Aug 3 1899. 16:533
Slincey Mary of David and Nellie Aug 30 1892. 15:118
Sloan Bertha J of Patrick J and Annie E Mar 5 1897. 16:291
Sloan Delbert E of Patrick and Annie E Oct 19 1898. 16:439
Sloan George of Patrick J and Annie E June 3 1893. 15:152
Sloan John C of Patrick J and Annie E Dec 21 1891. 15:50
Sloan William P of Patrick J and Annie Aug 31 1894. 16:90
Slocum Bertha M of Cheney D and Drusilla D Aug 16 1891. 15:51
Slocum Ethel M of Frank J and Margaret A Sept 17 1892. 15:120
Slocum Eva E of James F and Margaret A Sept 18 1895. 16:162
Slocum Frank S of Frank J and Marguerite A Dec 1 1892. 15:121
Slocum Howard S of Samuel S and Catherine Aug 14 1894. 16:46
Slocum Irving B of Samuel S and Catherine E Jan 21 1893. 15:136
Slocum James E of William A and Jennie Aug 23 1894. 16:46
Slocum Marion I of Frank J and Margaret A Nov 19 1898. 16:448
Slocum Mildred F of Jeremiah F and Mary A Apr 22 1895. 16:96
Slocum Minnie F of Horace F and Louise E Mar 2 1900. 17:18
Slocum Raymond F of Cheney D and Drusilla S Oct 19 1900. 17:94
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Slocum Walter A of William A and Jeannette Aug 12 1892. 15; 99
Slocum Wilfred P of Rufus T and Hannah Dec 2 1892. 15; 133
Slocum s of Benjamin S and Isabella July 20 1900. 17; 64
Slocum d of Benjamin S and Isabella Nov 26 1896. 16; 230
Slocum s of Benjamin S and Isabelle Nov 26 1896. 16; 230
Smackler Julius of Severence and Rose Oct 12 1899. 16; 584
Smales Alice C of Thomas and Katherine May 29 1900. 17; 123
Smales Holbert T of Thomas and Katherine Mar 6 1898. 16; 385
Small Alice J of John T and Alice Dec 18 1900. 17; 111
Small Corinne I of William and Jennie A Dec 27 1896. 16; 268
Small Edith of Simon and Tillie Aug 1 1892. 15; 103
Small Julia F of Robert W and Elizabeth G Aug 23 1893. 15; 200
Small Leo of Moritz and Lizzie Nov 15 1896. 16; 266
Small Nathan of Simon and Tilly Nov 1 1894. 16; 52
Small Rexford D of Arthur O and Ida Mar 4 1897. 16; 313
Small Roy E of Thomas H and Renda A Feb 19 1891. 15; 12
Small s of John T and Alice G June 23 1894. 16; 8
Smiley Clifford E of Albert F and Rose May 7 1896. 16; 186
Smiley Edwina M of David and Nellie D Mar 27 1894. 16; 26
Smiley Florence B of William R and Eva D Feb 20 1897. 16; 277
Smiley s of Albert F and Rose B Apr 12 1899. 16; 476 and 595
Smiley d of David and Nellie D Mar 27 1893. 15; 154
Smira Annie of Simon and Eva Mar 14 1896. 16; 197
Smira Hattie of Simon and Eva Aug 24 1893. 15; 186
Smith Adela of Albert and Jessie Apr 22 1893. 15; 161
Smith Adelaide of Albert Apr 22 1893 A1; 30
Smith Aileen of James H and Elizabeth E Feb 6 1892. 15; 91
Smith Albert E of Albert H and Susan M Oct 13 1899. 16; 584
Smith Alexander of John W and Esther Nov 13 1898. 16; 448
Smith Alexander of John W and Esther A Jan 13 1899. 16; 496
Smith Alexander S of John and Ada Aug 21 1894. 16; 46
Smith Alfred of Samuel R and Elisia Nov 2 1900. 17; 98
Smith Alfreda of Lucy Mar 22 1899. 16; 484
Smith Alice of John May 7 1894. 16; 15
Smith Alice E of Alfred and Annie F Jan 20 1893. 15; 150
Smith Alice L of Michael and Bridget July 2 1895. 16; 137
Smith Alice M of Charles E and Helen F Mar 3 1891. 15; 15
Smith Alice R of James H and Sarah J Jan 22 1897. 16; 298
Smith Alpha R of Alpha R and Cora E Oct 19 1900. 17; 93
Smith Alva of Charles C and Margaret Feb 21 1896. 16; 189
Smith Alvina H of Alvina H and Jennie Aug 22 1898. 16; 442
Smith Anastasia E of Harry and Nellie Aug 30 1900. 17; 77
Smith Anna M (c) of Henry and Texanna J Jan 19 1900. 17; 6
Smith Annie of James H and Sarah Apr 22 1899. 16; 495
Smith Annie of Matthew G and Mary Apr 4 1892............15: 67
Smith Annie E of Charles and Rhoda J Jan 8 1895............16: 125
Smith Annie I of Philip A and Rose A Feb 10 1891............15: 7
Smith Annie M of Frederick and Annie Sept 9 1898............16: 427
Smith Annie N of William H and Ellen S Sept 9 1895............16: 135
Smith Annie T of William H and Annie Oct 12 1896............16: 243
Smith Anthony of Michael and Pauline Dec 20 1900............17: 112
Smith Arneda (c) of Edward B and Emma J Apr 16 1899............16: 491
Smith Arthur E of Albert and Jessie Jan 23 1891............15: 25
Smith Asa W of Edwin W and Sarah C Aug 11 1892............15: 115
Smith Ashbury (c) of Samuel H and Alice M Nov 14 1893............15: 191
Smith Augusta of Patrick and Elizabeth Aug 3 1899............16: 545
Smith Baker V of Marshall and Florence M V Dec 18 1897............16: 333
Smith Beatrice E of Charles and Rhoda J July 16 1900............17: 63
Smith Beatrice E (c) of Daniel T and Annie C Oct 19 1892............15: 118
Smith Beatrice M of John H and Violet May 4 1896............16: 204
Smith Benjamin L (c) of William and Sophie Mar 3 1900............17: 18
Smith Bernard C of Thomas H and Elizabeth A Dec 25 1894............16: 79
Smith Bernard F of Bernard and Annie M July 22 1891............15: 47
Smith Bernardine H of Thomas J and Catherine F July 25 1894............A1: 31
Smith Bernice H of Thomas J and Catherine F July 25 1894............16: 65
Smith Bertha of Frederick and Annie Dec 6 1899............16: 541
Smith Bertha A of William A and Bertha Jan 3 1899............16: 493
Smith Bertha B of Andrew T and Margaret Mar 9 1894............16: 6
Smith Bertha M of Thomas and Mary Nov 7 1895............16: 132
Smith Bessie of William and Matilda Jan 19 1898............16: 378
Smith Carrie O of Charles and Rhoda J July 16 1900............17: 63
Smith Catherine of Albert and Joanna F June 1 1891............15: 21
Smith Catherine of John T and Mary J May 17 1894............16: 13
Smith Catherine of Peter and Margaret E June 30 1894............16: 42
Smith Catherine A of Bernard and Annie Oct 30 1893............15: 198
Smith Catherine G of Patrick and Winifred Oct 17 1896............16: 258
Smith Catherine J of John F and Catherine F Feb 13 1893............15: 139
Smith Catherine M of George H and Annie Aug 19 1891............15: 60
Smith Celia P (c) of Joseph and Celia A Nov 8 1892............15: 121
Smith Celia P E (c) of Joseph and Celia Jan 7 1893............15: 155
Smith Charles of Andrew T and Margaret Sept 28 1895............16: 139
Smith Charles (c) of Charles and Virginia Sept 9 1898............16: 431
Smith Charles of George J and Margaret I Aug 29 1900............17: 77
Smith Charles A of Foreman and Sarah June 22 1891............15: 21
Smith Charles A of Thomas A and Addie M Aug 18 1891............15: 32
Smith Charles B of Bernard and Bridget Nov 18 1899............16: 530
Smith Charles C of Ernest G and Thecla C Dec 13 1893............15: 183
Smith Charles D of Charles C and Margaret Oct 12 1893............15: 180
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Smith Charles E (c) of Joseph S and Cedarlee E Jan 10 1900 ........................................ 17:  3
Smith Charles F of Charles F and Mary T Sept 30 1894 ........................................ 16:  47
Smith Charles F (c) of Henry R and Annie E Sept 27 1900 ........................................ 17:  86
Smith Charles H of Albert H and Susan M Sept 26 1896 ........................................ 16: 261
Smith Charles H of Edith I Aug 15 1899 ........................................ 16: 542
Smith Charles H of Edwin W and Sarah C Mar 22 1898 ........................................ 16: 390
Smith Charles M 3rd of Charles M Jr and Harriet M June 4 1897 ........................................ 16: 276
Smith Charles W of Charles and Rhoda J Oct 6 1893 ........................................ 15: 208
Smith Chester R of Charles A and Louisa June 23 1900 ........................................ 17:  50
Smith Chester W of Wilfred C and Clara Sept 15 1898 ........................................ 16: 446
Smith Christina of Francis H and Margaret A Dec 25 1894 ........................................ 16:  61
Smith Clarence C of Walter W and Clara A Dec 8 1899 ........................................ 16: 554
Smith Clarence F of John T and Delvina Aug 11 1900 ........................................ 17:  71
Smith Clarence H of Roger and Delia L Mar 13 1892 ........................................ 15:  93
Smith Clarissa of James and Annie Dec 15 1885 ........................................ 16: 161
Smith Clifford E of George H and Florence R Oct 28 1896 ........................................ 16: 259
Smith Clifton R of Henry J and Emily C Aug 6 1894 ........................................ 16:  65
Smith Dalton A of Henry L and Annah A Apr 26 1897 ........................................ 16: 278
Smith Daniel of Mary Apr 29 1898 ........................................ 16: 387
Smith David S (c) of Jane R May 24 1898 ........................................ 16: 381
Smith Dorothy G of Anthony R and Sadie I Apr 11 1900 ........................................ 17:  30
Smith Dorothy M of Harry E and Mary A Jan 22 1896 ........................................ 16: 205
Smith Dorothy M (c) of Robert L and Minnie J Oct 20 1899 ........................................ 16: 566
Smith Dorothy V of George H and Florence R July 31 1899 ........................................ 16: 556
Smith Earl A of Hugh J and Georgia A July 18 1891 ........................................ 15:  38
Smith Earl F of Charles L and Christina A May 9 1891 ........................................ 15:  16
Smith Earl J of John F and Catherine Oct 6 1899 ........................................ 16: 523
Smith Earle W of Elroy W and Hattie E Jan 2 1894 ........................................ 16:  43
Smith Edith M of Peter M and Ingri Sept 14 1894 ........................................ 16:  66
Smith Edmund L of Abraham L and Florence G Dec 11 1893 ........................................ 15: 203
Smith Edward of Edward J and Catherine E May 29 1896 ........................................ 16: 198
Smith Edward of Henry J and Emily C Aug 2 1893 ........................................ 15: 186
Smith Edward of John T and Mary J June 10 1896 ........................................ 16: 193
Smith Edward of Stephen J and Mary Dec 30 1895 ........................................ 16: 164
Smith Edward of William E and Adelaide Jan 27 1900 ........................................ 17:  8
Smith Edward D of Samuel E and Rose Aug 9 1891 ........................................ 15:  39
Smith Edward F of Edward J and Catherine E July 13 1899 ........................................ 16: 532
Smith Edward F of William and Margie F Feb 4 1891 ........................................ 16:  32
Smith Edward J of Oscar J and Nellie L June 7 1892 ........................................ 15:  82
Smith Elizabeth of Charles and Mary E Apr 19 1894 ........................................ 16:  40
Smith Elizabeth of Thomas and Mary Nov 13 1895 ........................................ 16: 177
Smith Elizabeth A of Westcott and Annie Sept 25 1892 ........................................ 15: 118
Smith Elizabeth E of George H and Annie Apr 1 1896 ........................................ 16: 216
Smith Elizabeth I of Louis H and Elizabeth J Oct 10 1894...16: 61
Smith Elizabeth L of William J and Annie Jan 4 1893.........15: 147
Smith Elizabeth R of James H and Elizabeth Dec 4 1893...16: 175
Smith Elmer A of Samuel H and Maude A Jan 10 1899........16: 516
Smith Elmer C of James and Annie M Feb 6 1898.............16: 406
Smith Elsie J of Samuel L and Josephine E Apr 29 1893....16: 115
Smith Elsie M of Abraham L and Blanche Nov 15 1891....15: 52
Smith Elsie M of Alvin H and Jennie Jan 20 1894............15: 6
Smith Elsie M of Fred and Otilie May 4 1899...............16: 511
Smith Emery E H (c) of William H and Sophenda M Feb 18

1893 ..........................................................15: 153
Smith Emily of Joseph F and Bridget Feb 14 1891.........15: 26
Smith Emma C of Jacob H and Carrie K Mar 3 1891........15: 5
Smith Emma E of Israel M and Harriet B Nov 19 1896.....16: 268
Smith Emory L of Abraham L and Florence Oct 7 1896....16: 258
Smith Ernest G of Samuel and Mary J May 13 1896........16: 218
Smith Estella J (c) of Robert L and Minnie J Oct 17 1893.15: 198
Smith Esther L (c) of Samuel and Alice M Aug 20 1893...16: 154
Smith Ethel of Charles and Margarette Jan 17 1894.......16: 25
Smith Ethel of Charles F and Mary T Sept 16 1900.........17: 83
Smith Ethel of Charles L and Christina A July 18 1892...15: 103
Smith Ethel of David and Adelaide Oct 12 1898............16: 443
Smith Ethel M of Bernard and Bridget July 15 1897......16: 320
Smith Eugene J of John A and Mary E Oct 19 1894........16: 67
Smith Eugene M of John M and Bridget T Oct 17 1899.....16: 529
Smith Evelyn E of Joseph N and Evelyn A Aug 13 1892...15: 133
Smith Evelyn F of Frank E and Dency L Oct 29 1892......15: 108
Smith Evelyn L of Frank A and Mary A Oct 19 1897......16: 338
Smith Fanny of Harry and Mary Dec 11 1896..............16: 238
Smith Ferdinand (c) of John H and Mary E Oct 30 1891....15: 52
Smith Flora of Joseph and Marie Jan 20 1897..............16: 305
Smith Florence I of William J and Florence M Mar 21 1897.16: 292
Smith Florence L of William E and Celia T Oct 4 1898...16: 422
Smith Florence M of Fred L and Matilda M May 7 1893...16: 102
Smith Florence M of Joseph and Mary A Dec 7 1896.......16: 248
Smith Florence M (c) of Robert L and Minnie J Jan 26 1898.16: 396
Smith Forest E of Frank B and Cora B Sept 28 1892......15: 124
Smith Frances A of Alfred and Margaret Nov 18 1896.....16: 247
Smith Frances P of Frank A and Mary A June 2 1894......16: 24
Smith Francis of James and Annie Apr 15 1899............16: 504
Smith Francis of John and Delia Jan 20 1899..............16: 502
Smith Francis J of Francis E and Margaret Nov 20 1892...15: 125
Smith Francis J of Stephen and Agnes Nov 2 1900.......17: 98
Smith Francis T of Thomas and Mary July 12 1896........16: 241
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Smith (Furtado) Francisco R of Samuel R and Eliza C Apr 3 1896 ........................................ 16: 207
Smith Frank of Frank M and Elta M Aug 29 1897 ......................................................... 16: 326
Smith Frank A of Augustus M and Violetta 1 Dec 15 1891 .................................... 15: 65
Smith Frank C (c) of Greene and Mary P Oct 7 1892 ........................................... 15: 104
Smith Frederick of Albert and Sarah Oct 12 1893 ...................................................... 15: 209
Smith Frederick (c) of Frederick C and Lena E Apr 28 1896 .................................................. 16: 186
Smith George D of James J and Lillian B Oct 11 1899 ........................................... 16: 552
Smith George E of James J and Jennie M Nov 22 1892 ........................................... 15: 105
Smith George F of Victor E and Margaret L May 30 1898 ........................................... 16: 392
Smith George H of Fred and Annie Dec 23 1892 ...................................................... 15: 110
Smith George H of George H and Emma Sept 24 1899 ............................................. 16: 582
Smith George H of James and Elizabeth June 24 1900 ............................................. 17: 50
Smith George H of Mitchell and Rosa July 27 1899 .................................................... 16: 570
Smith George I of Richard J and Agnes Apr 16 1896 .............................................. 16: 183
Smith George L of David B and Annie W Apr 7 1891 .................................................. 15: 30
Smith George V of William P and Helen L Apr 13 1894 ........................................... 16: 3
Smith George W of Charles F and Mary T Sept 2 1898 ............................................. 16: 118
Smith Georgia B of Richard E and Marian C May 1 1899 ........................................... 16: 204
Smith Gertrude of Paul A and Catherine T Mar 13 1898 ........................................... 16: 386
Smith Gertrude E of Samuel E and Annie M June 3 1900 ........................................... 17: 44
Smith Gladys G of Everett A and Mabel A May 2 1898 ............................................. 16: 395
Smith Gladys L of James M and Katie F Feb 15 1891 .................................................. 15: 1
Smith Gladys M of Edwin W and Sarah C Dec 10 1899 ........................................... 16: 551
Smith Gladys M (c) of Joseph and Leslie Feb 6 1898 .................................................. 16: 385
Smith Gordon F of Frederick L and Matilda M June 5 1899 ...................................... 16: 515
Smith Grace of Charles and Isabel May 5 1898 ...................................................... 16: 384
Smith Grace of Peter A and Margaret E Oct 10 1891 ............................................. 15: 42
Smith Grace A of Robert L and Alice E Nov 21 1892 ............................................. 15: 113
Smith Grace E (c) of William H and Ellen S Aug 11 1900 ...................................... 17: 71
Smith Grafton F of Frederick W and Bertha Dec 30 1900 ...................................... 17: 115
Smith Graydon B of Brown E and Harriet W Aug 4 1891 ....................................... 15: 45
Smith Harold J of Hugh J and Prucia M Apr 17 1899 ............................................. 16: 181
Smith Harold W of William and Nellie M Aug 18 1895 ........................................... 16: 151
Smith Harriet H of William F and Jennie M May 31 1896 ...................................... 16: 198
Smith Harriet M of Charles M Jr and Harriet M July 29 1894 ................................ 16: 88
Smith Harry (c) of Daniel T and Annie C Nov 11 1891 ........................................... 16: 71
Smith Harry C (c) of George A and Ella F Feb 2 1891 ........................................... 15: 4
Smith Harry L (c) of William H B and Catherine E S Nov 17 1893 ........................................... 15: 198
Smith Hattie B of Frederick and Mary J Aug 7 1892 ............................................ 15: 133
Smith Helen D (c) of William and Pennie Nov 13 1899 ...................................... 16: 530
Smith Helen L of George H and Alice B Sept 12 1898 ........................................... 16: 435
Smith Henry of John and Addie Oct 28 1895 ......................................................... 16: 146
Smith Henry of Peter A and Margaret E Apr 26 1800............. 17: 34
Smith Henry of Ruby Nov 17 1899.......................... 16: 542
Smith Henry I of Henry S and Annie Nov 5 1900............. 17: 99
Smith Henry J B of Edward and Mary Aug 18 1898............ 16: 431
Smith Hilda B of Thomas J and Catherine F Oct 19 1897..... 16: 338
Smith Hinton of Joseph and Annie Sept 12 1896............... 16: 234
Smith Hope of Charles C and Margaret Mar 14 1900........... 17: 22
Smith Hope B of Joseph W and Clara A Feb 20 1892.......... 15: 72
Smith Howard B of Samuel B and Cora E Feb 16 1897....... 16: 291
Smith Inez M (c) of John W and Justina July 26 1898..... 16: 441
Smith Iola M of Alvina H and Jennie June 12 1892......... 15: 75
Smith Irene of William A and Bertha Dec 13 1900......... 17: 110
Smith Irene L of James H and Celia July 7 1899.............. 16: 545
Smith Irene M of William J and Annie June 10 1894.... 16: 20
Smith Irving of Albert and Jessie Jan 23 1898............. 16: 405
Smith Irving B (c) of Sydney S and Dorcas A May 18 1894. 16: 16
Smith Isabella A of Samuel A and Rita Apr 23 1893....... 15: 137
Smith Isabella S of Percy L and Helen E Aug 29 1900.... 17: 77
Smith Ivy C of Charles and Rhoda J Aug 13 1898.............. 16: 457
Smith James of Francis E and Margaret June 11 1899....... 16: 512
Smith James of Thomas and Mary Aug 10 1894.............. 15: 45
Smith James E of Charles C and Margaret Dec 6 1894.... 16: 58
Smith James J of Charles F and Mary T Apr 18 1897...... 16: 275
Smith James M of James M and Catherine Sept 4 1893..... 15: 171
Smith Jane of William P and Ellen L Sept 5 1891....... 15: 33
Smith Jennie M of Daniel and Jennie T Oct 11 1900..... 17: 91
Smith John of John T and Mary J Jan 10 1892.............. 15: 71
Smith John of Matthew L and Elizabeth C Oct 9 1899.... 16: 583
Smith John of Philip and Rosanna Oct 1 1899.............. 16: 523
Smith John E of John H and Mary J Dec 9 1897......... 16: 359
Smith John F of James J and Belinda Mar 19 1896...... 16: 200
Smith John H of John H and Violet July 18 1900.............. 17: 63
Smith John H of Richard J and Agnes May 4 1898........... 16: 395
Smith John H of William H and Margaret F Feb 8 1900..... 17: 11
Smith John J of John and Alice July 16 1899................. 16: 591
Smith John P of Peter H and Mary Sept 29 1900.............. 17: 87
Smith John T of Martin and Mary Dec 4 1894.............. 16: 85
Smith Joseph of Charles E and Elizabeth May 13 1895..... 16: 129
Smith Joseph A of Joseph and Marie Feb 28 1893............ 15: 163
Smith Joseph A of Joseph and Marie Feb 26 1895............ 16: 126
Smith Joseph F of Richard J and Agnes July 30 1894...... 16: 46
Smith Joseph G of Joseph A and Mary J Dec 20 1895...... 16: 161
Smith Joseph H of James J and Lilly B July 23 1893...... 15: 189
Smith Joseph H (c) of Joseph and Celia Dec 13 1895..... 16: 164
Smith Joseph H (c) of Joseph S and Cedilie E Aug 9 1894... 16: 69
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Residence</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 July 1895</td>
<td>Smith Joseph J of Joseph P and Mary A</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>16:154</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Feb 1894</td>
<td>Smith Joseph L of Bernard and Bridget</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>16:5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Nov 1899</td>
<td>Smith Julia A of Thomas and Mary</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>16:529</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Dec 1900</td>
<td>Smith Julia F of James H and Celia A</td>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>17:111</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Aug 1894</td>
<td>Smith Katharine A of Peter and Margaret</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>16:50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Aug 1894</td>
<td>Smith Katie A of Peter and Mary</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>16:61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Nov 1895</td>
<td>Smith Lawrence S of Frederick A and Susie</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>16:168</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Aug 1891</td>
<td>Smith Lelia O of Frederick L and Mary</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>16:36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Aug 1900</td>
<td>Smith Lena A of Joseph F and Clara F</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>17:71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Aug 1896</td>
<td>Smith Leonard A of Samuel E and Rose</td>
<td>Sept</td>
<td>16:234</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 May 1891</td>
<td>Smith Lewis U of George and Nancy</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>A 1:32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Oct 1894</td>
<td>Smith Lillian C of William H and Maggie</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>16:64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Mar 1899</td>
<td>Smith Lillian G of Byron A and Josephine</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>16:498</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Sep 1898</td>
<td>Smith Lillian K of Joseph and Mary</td>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>16:438</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Oct 1894</td>
<td>Smith Lillian M of William and Matilda</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>16:57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 July 1900</td>
<td>Smith Lloyd of William H and Laura</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>17:119</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Aug 1892</td>
<td>Smith Loretta of Andrew T and Margaret</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>15:70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 July 1899</td>
<td>Smith Loretta V of Peter and Mary</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>16:545</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Nov 1894</td>
<td>Smith Lucy of Stephen and Ada</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>16:58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Oct 1892</td>
<td>Smith Mabel (c) of James L and Annie</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>15:121</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 July 1893</td>
<td>Smith Mabel M of Robert and Lilla</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>15:184</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 May 1899</td>
<td>Smith Madeline of William H and Margaret</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>16:492</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Aug 1892</td>
<td>Smith Madeline T (c) of John W and Justina</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>16:119</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 May 1893</td>
<td>Smith Margaret of Charles F and Mary T</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>15:137</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Nov 1897</td>
<td>Smith Margaret of Frank and Margaret</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>16:359</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Feb 1898</td>
<td>Smith Margaret F of Henry and Eliza</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>16:389</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Nov 1898</td>
<td>Smith Margaret J of John T and Mary</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>16:429</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Aug 1897</td>
<td>Smith Marguerite of Andrew T and Margaret</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>16:320</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Aug 1899</td>
<td>Smith Marion of Joseph F and Clara F</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>16:579</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Aug 1895</td>
<td>Smith Marion of William J and Annie</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>16:151</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Apr 1897</td>
<td>Smith Martin L of Bernard and Annie</td>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>16:289</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Oct 1898</td>
<td>Smith Mary of Edward H and Catherine</td>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>16:439</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Aug 1891</td>
<td>Smith Mary of Francis H and Margaret</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>15:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Nov 1891</td>
<td>Smith Mary of James and Margaret</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>15:65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Aug 1898</td>
<td>Smith Mary of Joseph A and Mary</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>16:395</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Mar 1893</td>
<td>Smith Mary of Mary</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>15:146</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Mar 1893</td>
<td>Smith Mary of Peter and Mary</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>15:150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Nov 1895</td>
<td>Smith Mary A of Bernard and Bridget</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>16:110</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Aug 1891</td>
<td>Smith Mary A of Francis E and Margaret</td>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>15:11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Feb 1892</td>
<td>Smith Mary A of Michael and Bridget</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>15:69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Mar 1899</td>
<td>Smith Mary A of Michael and Sarah</td>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>16:498</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Nov 1892</td>
<td>Smith Mary C of John and Mary</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>15:116</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Smith Mary E of Henry J and Elizabeth T Nov 1 1895.  16: 156
Smith Mary E of Philip and Rose A July 18 1898.  16: 417
Smith Mary E of Thomas and Mary Mar 24 1897.  16: 289
Smith Mary F of Joseph W and Margaret Sept 12 1900.  17: 82
Smith Mary I of Patrick and Winifred Feb 6 1895.  16: 99
Smith Mary O of Joseph O and Kate May 9 1894.  16: 20
Smith Mary T of Charles F and Mary T Feb 1 1892.  15: 66
Smith Maurice C of Maurice C and Lydia June 15 1892.  15: 82
Smith Mildred D of George H and Alice B Mar 17 1892.  15: 79
Smith Mildred L (c) of Robert L and Minnie J Sept 10 1894.  16: 72
Smith Mildred R of George H and Olive B July 15 1893.  15: 173
Smith Milton P of Howard M and Julia Jan 12 1897.  16: 312
Smith Minnie L of James F and Ella M July 7 1898.  16: 424
Smith Mollie of Harry Mar 18 1899.  16: 514
Smith Monica M (c) of Hattie May 2 1895.  16: 104
Smith Nellie of John and Mary Feb 15 1892.  15: 97
Smith Nellie G (c) of Greene and Mary P Dec 31 1894.  16: 53 and 94
Smith Norman B of Fred L and Minnie C L Dec 12 1896.  16: 255
Smith Oliver of Samuel R and Lizzie Apr 28 1893.  15: 157
Smith Olivia B of Anthony R and Sadie I Oct 12 1898.  16: 447
Smith Orpha D of Silas A and Ella J Mar 28 1898.  16: 390
Smith Patrick of Barney and Mary M Jan 24 1895.  16: 107
Smith Patrick of Francis H and Margaret A Dec 28 1895.  16: 169
Smith Paul of Paul A and Catherine May 27 1900.  17: 42
Smith Paul A of Thomas and Mary G Mar 7 1893.  15: 148
Smith Pauline of Frank E and Dency L Nov 27 1894.  16: 58
Smith Pearl A (c) of Joseph S and Cedilea Dec 20 1895.  16: 161
Smith Pearl M of Antonio and Bertie Aug 31 1891.  15: 33
Smith Percy of Alfred and Margaret Apr 9 1893.  15: 151
Smith Peter of Peter and Margaret Mar 26 1897.  16: 289
Smith Philomena of Samuel and Etta Nov 12 1897.  16: 362
Smith Prescott (c) of William H and Sophenda M Dec 19
1897.  16: 344
Smith Ralph O of Henry H and Mabel L May 8 1896.  16: 222
Smith Ralph W of Walter W and Clara A Dec 18 1893.  15: 196
Smith Raymond E of Ellsworth J and Annie M July 6 1896.  16: 241
Smith Raymond LeR of Susie A June 6 1899.  16: 501
Smith Robert A (c) of William H and Annie A Oct 11 1892.  15: 100
Smith Robert H of Arthur H and Jennie C Apr 14 1898.  16: 297
Smith Robert H of Hiram M and Mary W Oct 17 1891.  15: 57
Smith Rosanna of Peter and Mary Oct 1 1894.  16: 66
Smith Rose E of Francis E and Margaret Mar 25 1894.  16: 33
Smith Rose E of Fred and Annie Dec 17 1894.  16: 59
Smith Rose O (c) of John E and Willie Feb 21 1895.  16: 95
Smith Russell of John A and Ada J Aug 24 1900.  17: 75
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smith Ruth of Fred A and Susie</td>
<td>Oct 23 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Ruth A of George H and Alice B</td>
<td>Jan 16 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Ruth L of Andrew and Hannah L</td>
<td>Feb 24 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Ruth L (c) of William H and Sophenda</td>
<td>May 15 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Sadie of Henry and Sarah</td>
<td>Dec 23 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Samuel A of Samuel A and Annie M</td>
<td>Feb 19 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Samuel J of Samuel E and Rose</td>
<td>Oct 4 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Sarah J of John A and Ada J</td>
<td>July 30 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Selma C of Victor E and Margaret L</td>
<td>Mar 22 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Sidney C of George B and Abbie J</td>
<td>Aug 27 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Sophia E of Albert and Mary C</td>
<td>May 3 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Stanley O (c) of Daniel T and Annie C</td>
<td>Dec 24 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Stephen A of Stephen and Agnes B</td>
<td>July 1 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Stephen W of Joseph A and Mary</td>
<td>Dec 25 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Theresa of Bert and Bridget M J</td>
<td>Oct 28 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Thomas of Thomas and Annie</td>
<td>Feb 23 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Thomas F of Thomas F and Mary</td>
<td>Nov 7 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Thomas J of Thomas and Mary</td>
<td>June 4 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Velina R of Arthur F and Mabel E</td>
<td>Mar 18 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Veronica of Edward J and Catherine</td>
<td>Feb 1 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Viola L (c) of Joseph S and Cedulae E</td>
<td>Dec 14 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Wallace A of Willard A and Hattie B</td>
<td>Apr 6 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Walter (c) of Joseph L and Hannah R</td>
<td>Apr 29 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Walter A of George A and Ellen F</td>
<td>June 7 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Walter A of Henry W and Catherine G</td>
<td>Oct 22 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Walter A (c) of William H and Annie</td>
<td>May 15 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Walter J of Walter J and Anna R</td>
<td>Sept 11 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Walter W of Walter W and Clara A</td>
<td>July 15 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Wayland A of Henry L and Hannah M</td>
<td>Oct 2 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Wesley R of Wesley M and Grace A</td>
<td>June 25 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Wilhelmina of Walter and Elizabeth</td>
<td>Apr 6 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith William of Charles and Mary E</td>
<td>Feb 7 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith William of Charles F and Mary T</td>
<td>Apr 2 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith William of George and Mary Jan</td>
<td>8 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith William of Michael and Martha</td>
<td>Nov 20 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith William of Peter and Mary</td>
<td>Apr 9 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith (Furtado) of William R and Eliza S</td>
<td>Nov 13 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith William B (c) of William H and Sophenda</td>
<td>Aug 17 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith William C of Allen C and Nellie H</td>
<td>Oct 29 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith William E of Frank E and Dency L</td>
<td>Aug 6 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith William H of Frederick F and Annie M</td>
<td>July 7 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith William H of James and Belinda</td>
<td>Mar 23 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith William H of John A and Mary E</td>
<td>Apr 23 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Smith William H of Maurice C and Lydia Dec 28 1899....16:555
Smith William H of Patrick J and Catherine June 17 1900..17: 48
Smith William H of William H and Matilda Sept 5 1900....17: 79
Smith William M of William H and Mary E July 7 1894....16: 88
Smith William T of Peter A and Margaret E Jan 24 1899...16: 507
Smith Winfield C of John E and William E Nov 25 1893..15:183
Smith —— s of Ada Mar 1 1898..............................16:383
Smith —— (c) s of Alice Nov 22 1891......................15: 43
Smith —— d of Andrew and Eleanor June 16 1896........16:187
Smith —— d of Andrew and Hannah Sept 7 1897........16:318
Smith —— (c) d of Annie May 5 1892...15: 87
Smith —— (c) d of Augustus and Olive July 12 1898...16:431
Smith —— s of Charles C and Jennie Mar 20 1892...15: 73
Smith —— s of Charles F and Annie M Jan 2 1900....17:  1
Smith —— s of Charles H and Grace F June 18 1897....16:294
Smith —— d of David and Hedwig M Dec 30 1898...16:462
Smith —— s of Edward K and Cora May 5 1898..16:415
Smith —— d of Edwin and Mary Dec 4 1899..16:554
Smith —— s of Edwin W and Sarah C Oct 1 1894..16: 66
Smith —— s of Edwin W and Sarah C Dec 29 1900...17:115
Smith —— d of Emma Mar 21 1897..........................16:285
Smith —— s of Frank and Margaret Sept 21 1896..16:258
Smith —— d of Frank and Mary Apr 4 1894..16: 33
Smith —— s of George and Nancy May 28 1891...15: 29
Smith —— d of George H and Alice B Apr 24 1895..16:108
Smith —— d of George J and Margaret 1 Oct 26 1898..16:428
Smith —— s (c) of Gertrude July 18 1896.............16:239
Smith —— s of Grace Nov 1 1900..........................17: 98
Smith —— d of Henry and Eliza Feb 13 1900........17: 13
Smith —— s of Hugh J and Brucia M Aug 4 1900...17: 69
Smith —— d of Jacob and Carolina Mar 10 1899...16:480
Smith —— d of James and Annie June 25 1898...16:468
Smith —— s of James and Mary J July 27 1891...15: 47
Smith —— d of Jennie 1894......................16: 68
Smith —— (c) s of J Marshall and Edith Nov 25 1892..15:111
Smith —— s of John and Mary Oct 18 1900........17:120
Smith —— s of John and Sarah J June 28 1892...15: 91
Smith —— s of John E and Jane Jan 24 1893...15:150
Smith —— (c) s of Joseph and Hannah Nov 30 1894...16: 52
Smith —— s of Joseph and Mary May 15 1897........16:365
Smith —— s of Joseph A and Mary J May 15 1897..16:297
Smith —— d of Joseph B and Helen Oct 7 1898...16:432
Smith —— (c) d of Lewis W and Mary F Mar 7 1894..16: 26
Smith —— (c) d of Lewis W and Mary F Apr 13 1895..16:115
Smith —— d of Mary May 4 1891....................15: 10
Smith — s of Mary H July 22 1900 ........................................ 17: 65
Smith — d of Patrick and Elizabeth Aug 3 1899 .................. 16: 596
Smith — s of Patrick and Nellie Sept 5 1897 ........................ 16: 337
Smith — d of Peter and Mary Mar 14 1895 ......................... 16: 127
Smith — d of Philip A and Rose A Apr 8 1892 .................... 15: 74
Smith — s of Robert and Alice Jan 30 1892 ....................... 15: 78
Smith — d of Robert S and Ellen June 15 1897 .................. 16: 311
Smith — d of Robert S and Hattie Apr 3 1891 .................... 15: 27
Smith — d of Samuel and Mary J Nov 30 1897 .................... 16: 359
Smith — (c) d of Sidney S and Dorcas A Sept 29 1891 ........ 15: 44
Smith — s of Summer D and Ida L Mar 15 1900 .................. 17: 22
Smith — s of Victor and Margaret May 20 1897 .................. 16: 365
Smith — s of Walter and Elizabeth Jan 16 1891 .................. 15: 6
Smith — d of Warren E and Hattie E Apr 7 1896 ................. 16: 186
Smith — (c) d of William A and Sarah E June 29 1894 ........ 16: 20
Smith — s of William B and Ellen G Mar 29 1892 ............... 15: 79
Smith — s of William F and Ann E June 6 1892 .................. 15: 82
Smith — (c) d of William H and Catherine E June 28 1898.16: 399
Smith — (c) d of William H and Ellen Aug 11 1900 ............. 17: 71
Smith — (c) s of William H and Sophenda July 4 1894 ........ 16: 68
Smithers Mary of John H and Annie M Apr 2 1895 ............... 16: 115
Smithies Abraham D of Abraham and Rose A July 12 1893.15: 173
Smithies William of Joseph and Mary J July 26 1895 .......... 16: 158
Smollett Agnes G of George F and Margaret M June 27 1893.15: 138
Smollins Emmett H of John and Emilia G Aug 6 1899 .......... 16: 562
Snecal Alice of Alfred and M Alinda Aug 4 1892 ............... 15: 132
Snecston Ruth G of Robert P and Flora B Apr 10 1894 ........ 16: 30
Snider Emma of Charles and Sarah C Sept 12 1897 .............. 16: 337
Snider Sarah H of Charles and Sarah C May 15 1900 .......... 17: 39
Snider — d of Wesley and Catherine J Dec 23 1895 .......... 16: 137
Snopegynski Vanda of Michael and Rosalina Dec 11 1891 ...... 16: 86
Snopegynski Edward of Michael and Rose Sept 19 1899 ......... 16: 582
Snopegynskia Edward of Michael and Rose Aug 19 1899 ....... 16: 74
Snopegynski Jennie of Michael and Rose Sept 9 1896 .......... 16: 263
Snow Alfred A of Henry and Lillian F Apr 29 1894 .......... 16: 17
Snow Anna R of Howard V and Anna J May 28 1900 .......... 17: 42
Snow Bessie L of Francis H and Evelyn F Oct 14 1893 ....... 16: 167
Snow Corinne G of Frank and Joanna E Aug 3 1893 ............. 15: 260
Snow Ethel H of Frank Jr and Joanna E July 10 1898 .......... 16: 415
Snow Haskell T (c) of Joseph N and Esther A Mar 24 1891.15: 20
Snow Katherine of Louis F and Susan Feb 23 1896 .......... 16: 206
Snow Lindell M of Frank and Joanna E Oct 27 1899 .......... 16: 566
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE. 885
Snow Margaret M of Willard A and Theresa F July 8 1898...16: 441
Snow Marie L of Willard A and Theresa F Sept 15 1900...17: 83
Snow Robert C of Louis F and Susan E Nov 3 1897...16: 323
Snow Willard A of Willard A and Theresa F Mar 9 1897...16: 295
Snow —— d of Mary June 20 1893...15: 146
Snyder Frederica of John L and Margaret Jan 17 1892...15: 66
Snyder Marie of Enoch C and Mary N July 11 1895...16: 161
Soares Francisco M of Francisco M and Eugenia L Sept 25
1892...15: 100
Soares Joseph of Joao and Maria J Dec 21 1900...17: 112
Soares Maria of Joao J and Maria May 26 1898...16: 373
Soares Maria E of Francisco N and Eugenia L Oct 29 1893...15: 172
Soares Michaela of Manoel and Maria J Feb 14 1896...16: 181
Soares Rosa of Francisco M and Eugenia Sept 5 1899...16: 522
Soares Rosa of Joao J and Maria July 23 1899...16: 520
Sobrizeki Anna of Michael and Paulina Apr 21 1893...15: 169
Socci Antonio of Vincenzo and Domenica Dec 9 1898...16: 455
Socci Luigi of Vincenzo and Enrica Jan 9 1897...16: 300
Socci Maria L of Giovanni B and Maria L May 21 1898...16: 403
Socci Michelina of Vincenzo and Rica Aug 5 1893...15: 200
Socci De Luigi of Vincenzo and Enrica Apr 8 1893...16: 122
Soccio Michelina of Vincenzo and Enrica Aug 18 1900...17: 73
Soderberg Arthur of Rudolf and Annie J Nov 5 1895...16: 174
Soderberg Edith of Gustav and Emma M May 31 1896...16: 218
Soderberg Ogda H E of Gustav A and Emma M Jan 17 1898...16: 405
Soderberg Oscar R of John and Emma Dec 19 1896...16: 241
Soderberg Rosa L of Rudolph and Anna Aug 29 1899...16: 581
Soderberg Svea H C of Rudolf and Anna J Aug 22 1897...16: 354
Soderberg —— s of Charles and Emma July 15 1900...17: 62
Soderberg —— s of John and Emma Oct 9 1899...16: 547
Soderlund August R C of August and Gustava A Oct 24 1892...15: 116
Soderlund Carl T of Carl H and Hilda Sept 12 1898...16: 442
Soderlund Olive I of August and Gustava A May 12 1896...16: 201
Soderlund Thorsten A of Frank and Matilda Oct 1 1894...16: 63
Soderlund —— d of Carl H and Hilda Sept 18 1896...16: 246
Soderlund —— d of Frank and Matilda Dec 28 1892...15: 114
Soderstrom Harriet of Per A and Maria C Feb 14 1899...16: 508
Soderstrom John H of Peter A and Maria C June 10 1896...16: 218
Soderstrom —— d of Per A and Maria Sept 27 1893...15: 208
Soergel Annie of Otto and Annie Nov 4 1893...15: 195
Soff Cyrus of Charles and Annie F Dec 30 1897...A 1: 2
Soff Leroy D of Charles and Annie F Sept 17 1900...17: 83
Sofia Antonia of Carmine and Maria July 29 1900...17: 67
Soffito De Francesco of Jose D and Amelia Sept 17 1894...16: 47
Solbrig Alfreda of Ernest and Marie Apr 5 1898...16: 387
Solbrig Anna M of Ernest H and Marie June 5 1900. ....... 17: 45
Solbrig Elsa of Ernest H and Anna M Sept 7 1896. ....... 16: 240
Solbrig Mary L of Ernest and Mary Apr 24 1893. ....... 15: 149
Solbrig — s of Ernest and Mary A Sept 13 1894. ....... 16: 63
Solem Bertha M of Eystein A and Boletta June 30 1896. ....... 16: 202
Soleusen — s of Christian and Albertina Dec 13 1900. ....... 17: 110
Solger — s of Philip and Guillermima Mar 28 1891. ....... 15: 13
Sollstrum Florence L of Alfred and Ida A Dec 17 1900. ....... 17: 111
Solmonese Antonio G of Giuseppe and Maria June 4 1900. ....... 17: 45
Solmonese Giuseppe di Giuseppe and Maria Feb 1 1899. ....... 16: 502
Solmonese Raffaele di Giuseppe and Maria Feb 26 1896. ....... 16: 209
Solmonese Stanislao di Giuseppe and Maria Apr 29 1894. ....... 16: 34
Solmonese Stanislao di Giuseppe and Maria Aug 26 1897. ....... 16: 349
Solomon Bessie di Abram and Rebecca Apr 11 1897. ....... 16: 293
Solomon David di Simon and Mary Aug 2 1895. ....... 16: 142
Solomon Hasse di Abram and Rebecca Oct 3 1895. ....... 16: 135
Solomon Hyman di Louis and Rachel Nov 23 1898. ....... 16: 470
Solethurnan Bertha di Frederick and Bertha Mar 9 1896. ....... 16: 203
Somersall Thomas di Joseph and Margaret May 28 1897. ....... 16: 284
Somerset Bertha W of Mary Dec 3 1891. ....... 15: 63
Somerville Evelyn M of Samuel and Emma Sept 12 1893. ....... 15: 171
Somerville William F of Samuel and Emma Feb 29 1891. ....... 15: 4
Somerville — s of Samuel and Emma Nov 27 1896. ....... 16: 231
Sommerville Thomas R di James and Sarah Oct 12 1900. ....... 17: 91
Sommerville William R di James and Sarah Aug 25 1898. ....... 16: 152
Sonderlund Agnar V di Carl H and Hilda Apr 25 1895. ....... 16: 112
Sondler Mollie F of John and Jennie Mar 3 1900. ....... 17: 18
Sonner — d di Walter and Carrie E Jan 10 1898. ....... 16: 378
Sonstag Hedwig di Louis und Pauline Apr 22 1892. ....... 15: 86
Soomun — s di David und Sarah Mar 31 1891. ....... 15: 23
Soper Edith G di Tunis T und Mary E Nov 5 1896. ....... 16: 266
Soper Mary E di Tunis T und Mary E Apr 17 1898. ....... 16: 398
Soper Thomas X di Tunis T und Mary E June 1 1899. ....... 16: 501
Sorell Margaret E di William H und Mary A July 31 1892. ....... 15: 112
Sorensen Harold A di Franz O und Margaret E Nov 25 1897. ....... 16: 359
Sorensen Edith M di Franz O und Margaret E Feb 22 1896. ....... 16: 215
Sorensen Frances F di Franz O und Margaret E Mar 31 1900. ....... 17: 27
Sorensen Hans A M di Thorwald F und Amelia Jan 3 1892. ....... 15: 91
Sorensen — s di Thorwald F und Amelia Dec 8 1893. ....... 15: 214
Sorensen — d di Thorwald F und Amelia Feb 10 1897. ....... 16: 306
Sorgel Caroline di Otto und Annie June 29 1895. ....... 16: 116
Sorgel Clara di Otto und Annie June 9 1897. ....... 16: 297
Sorgul Charles di Otto und Annie Dec 26 1891. ....... 15: 65
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sorieri Giorgio P</td>
<td>Jan 26 1891</td>
<td>15:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soriero Americo</td>
<td>Apr 1 1894</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soriero Angela</td>
<td>Apr 5 1892</td>
<td>15:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soriero</td>
<td>Apr 5 1892</td>
<td>15:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soriano Edward C</td>
<td>Apr 6 1897</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorranni Mary A</td>
<td>Dec 11 1894</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorohan James</td>
<td>Aug 17 1894</td>
<td>15:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soronson Caroline</td>
<td>Sep 15 1894</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sortrup Arthur L</td>
<td>Dec 30 1898</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sortrup</td>
<td>Mar 20 1900</td>
<td>17:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setnicky Marie</td>
<td>Feb 5 1895</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setnik Alexander</td>
<td>Sept 21 1897</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setnik Anastasia</td>
<td>Aug 29 1897</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setnik Domenica</td>
<td>Feb 18 1900</td>
<td>17:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setnik Josefa</td>
<td>Jan 4 1900</td>
<td>17:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setnik Stanislaus</td>
<td>Mar 31 1893</td>
<td>15:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soule</td>
<td>June 2 1894</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soule</td>
<td>Oct 10 1892</td>
<td>15:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soulia Edward J</td>
<td>Aug 26 1900</td>
<td>17:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soulia</td>
<td>Aug 26 1900</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sourbetts Arthur</td>
<td>Apr 15 1892</td>
<td>15:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa Angela</td>
<td>Mar 1 1897</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa Anna of</td>
<td>Jan 7 1893</td>
<td>15:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa Anna A</td>
<td>July 26 1897</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa Anna S</td>
<td>Feb 16 1896</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa Annie of</td>
<td>May 12 1892</td>
<td>15:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa Antoine of</td>
<td>Dec 11 1892</td>
<td>15:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa Antonio</td>
<td>Feb 5 1894</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa Antonio</td>
<td>Nov 15 1898</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa Antonio</td>
<td>Mar 28 1900</td>
<td>17:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa Antonio</td>
<td>Sept 25 1900</td>
<td>17:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa (Coleman)</td>
<td>Mar 18 1892</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa da Deolin</td>
<td>Jan 14 1892</td>
<td>15:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa Enrique S</td>
<td>May 13 1899</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa Francisco J</td>
<td>Nov 10 1892</td>
<td>15:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa Frank</td>
<td>Oct 4 1893</td>
<td>15:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa Geraldine of</td>
<td>Feb 6 1897</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa Jacintho</td>
<td>Nov 9 1897</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa Jacintho</td>
<td>Nov 24 1899</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa Joao</td>
<td>Nov 5 1899</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa John</td>
<td>June 16 1898</td>
<td>16:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sousa John</td>
<td>Mar 8 1892</td>
<td>15:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sousa John J of Jose and Callet Sept 4 1897..................16:318
Sousa de Jose of Antonio and Maria 1 May 16 1895............16:93
Sousa Jose F of Jacinthe and Minnie June 30 1895.............16:94
Sousa Jose J of Jacinthe and Philomena C Mar 16 1891........16:2
Sousa Joseph of Francisco and Maria Sept 11 1895...............16:135
Sousa Joseph of Frank and Sophia Apr 29 1900..................17:35
Sousa Laurianna M of Daniel M and Maria A Jan 21 1892......15:66
Sousa Manoel of Antone and Olinda Feb 24 1892.................15:66
Sousa Manoel M of Jorge M and Anna May 20 1896..............16:183
Sousa Manuel of Manuel and Rose Jan 5 1900....................17:2
Sousa Manuel S of Frank S and Isabella Mar 3 1891............15:2
Sousa Margarida of Antonio and Maria A Mar 26 1899............16:473
Sousa Maria of Antoine and Rosa Feb 27 1898...................16:372
Sousa Maria of Antonio B and Maria C June 16 1896............16:184
Sousa Maria of Faustino and Ignacia Oct 19 1897.............16:319
Sousa Maria of Francisco S and Maria R Mar 20 1894............16:2
Sousa Maria of Jacinthe and Philomena Mar 18 1891..............15:2
Sousa Maria of Joao K and Maria C Oct 10 1892................15:100
Sousa Maria of Manoel S and Maria G Dec 24 1893..............15:173
Sousa de Maria C P of Costorio P and Maria C Mar 18 1897.16:92
Sousa Maria D of Jorge M and Anna D Mar 28 1894..............16:2
Sousa Mary of Manoel and Maria Feb 22 1897...................16:274
Sousa Mary of Manoel and Maria Aug 6 1897.....................16:362
Sousa Mary E of Manoel and Mary Nov 2 1898...................16:419
Sousa Nellie of Francisco and Katherine Dec 6 1897...........16:320
Sousa Olivia of Antone and Sarah Sept 25 1900.................17:86
Sousa Rosaline of Joao and Maria June 11 1898................16:374
Sousa Rose (w) of Faustina and Ignacia Feb 13 1900.............17:13
Sousa Venticor of Manuel and Maria deG May 18 1891...........15:3
Sousa Violante of John and Maria Jan 12 1895..................16:91
Sousa — twin daughters of Anton and Roza May 29 1891......15:3
Sousa — s of Antone and Roza Dec 28 1896.....................16:227
Sousa — d of Frank and Mary Sept 5 1900.......................17:119
Sousa — (w) s of Jose and Carlotta June 27 1899..............17:4
Sousa — s of Manoel and Maria Dec 30 1894.....................16:49
Souther — d of Frank H and Jennie H July 6 1892................15:112
Souther — s of Frank H and Jennie H July 6 1892...............15:112
South Ernest C of William J and Georgia M Nov 11 1891......15:49
Scantleuth Ruth G of William J and Annie E May 17 1897.....16:299
Southey Agnes E of Charles R and Isabella H Apr 2 1892......15:70
Southwick George L of George V and Mary Aug 22 1898.........16:418
Souvie — s of Plevi Dec 2 1892..............................15:110
Souza John of Manoel and Roza Sept 23 1896...................16:225
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Souza Jose of Jacintho and Julia Dec 10 1899..........................16: 525
Souza Sarah of Antone and Sarah Sept 4 1899..........................16: 522
Sowden Earl W of Edgar B and Sarah E Jan 15 1892.................15: 80
Sowden Ethel B of Edgar B and Sarah E Mar 31 1895.................16: 111
Spadare Vincenzo of Pietro and Vincenza July 22 1898..............16: 425
Spaigh Edward of Patrick A and Catherine Mar 2 1900..............17: 18
Spaigh Margaret of Michael and Mary May 15 1891....................15:  3
Spalding Daniel P of James E and Clara L Mar 26 1895..............16: 111
Spalding —— s of Charles S and Mabel M F Jan 29 1897............16: 277
Spalton —— d of John and Catherine Jan 26 1893......................15: 141
Spang —— d of John F and Mary B Jan 17 1891.........................15: 14
Sparks Earl C of Cassius M and Elizabeth J Nov 7 1892............15: 116
Spaulding Annie J of John J and Catherine Jan 23 1900............17:  7
Spaulding Ilena of John J and Katie Aug 8 1894......................16:  81
Spaulding John F of John and Catherine Aug 18 1898.................16: 421
Spayd Frank E of Harry M and Grace M Mar 19 1896.................16: 221
Spaziano Antonio of Mariano and Maria Feb 21 1895.................16: 129
Spaziano Giuseppe of Mariano and Maria June 10 1900..............17:  46
Spaziano —— s of Antonio and Angela Feb 7 1900....................17:  55
Speakman Edna M of Charles E and Mary L Dec 19 1900..............17: 112
Speakman Mildred of William F and Hattie R Dec 21 1895............16: 161
Speakman William C of William F and Hattie R June 24

1899 ......................................................16: 496
Spear —— (c) twin sons of Mildred Aug 11 1897.......................16: 331
Spearman James T of James J and Bridget Dec 26 1899..............16: 531
Spears Freda M (c) of Ellis G and Augusta E Aug 21 1897............16: 321
Specht Raymond B of Virginia Dec 24 1895.........................16: 149
Spechtel Anne of George and Tamar Feb 4 1898......................16: 378
Spechter Samuel of Morris and Annie June 5 1896....................16: 193
Specter Dora of Morris and Annie Oct 1 1899......................16: 542
Spector Abram I of Joseph and Tillie Sept 22 1900...............17:  85
Spehr Emma M of John and Emma Dec 10 1894.......................16:  49
Spehr Louise M of Johannis and Emma July 12 1893.................15: 170
Spellacy —— d of Mabel Feb 27 1893..................15: 148
Spellman Daniel L of Daniel and Minnie Mar 21 1895..............16: 100
Spellman Elizabeth A of John L and Grace Mar 21 1891............15: 15
Spellman Gertrude M (c) of George R and Phebe E Oct 2

1891 ......................................................15:  54
Spellman Grace of John L and Grace M Aug 4 1892.................15: 115
Spellman Henry H (c) of George R and Phebe Sept 8 1894............16:  70
Spellman James E of Oliver J and Mary A June 1 1894............16:  24
Spellman John E of John L and Grace M Feb 16 1895..............16: 114
Spellman John F of Daniel J and Minnie Jan 10 1897..............16: 273
Spellman Joseph H of Oliver J and Mary A June 5 1892............15:  82
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.  

Spellman Margaret I of Daniel J and Mary E Jan 31 1899...16:478  
Spellman —— s of Daniel J and Mary E Oct 12 1900.................17: 91  
Spellman —— (c) d of George R and Phoe E June 28 1896...16:205  
Spellman —— s of John L and Grace M July 12 1897.................16:366  
Spellman —— (c) d of William H and Jennie M June 8 1897.16:297  
Spellman Eugene N of John L and Grace M Aug 2 1893.........15:189  
Spencer Ennie E of Alfred and Emeline July 9 1898..............16:421  
Spence Grace E of Alexander and Rachel Oct 10 1898......16:438  
Spence Jennette F of Alexander and Rachel Oct 19 1893....15:191  
Spence Robert of Alexander and Rachel Dec 19 1892......15:125  
Spencer Alfred E of Samuel and Ellen A Mar 15 1893........15:151  
Spencer Alfred J of Alfred H and Clara L Nov 25 1898......16:440  
Spencer Alice M of Robert D and Ada A Dec 20 1894..........16: 79  
Spencer Bertha E of Byron H and Ida I May 24 1896........16:207  
Spencer Bessie of George H and Rachel Oct 9 1898.........16:469  
Spencer Byron E of Byron H and Ida I Aug 6 1894.........16: 69  
Spencer Charles E of Charles and Catherine Nov 6 1898....16:436  
Spencer Charles L of Charles L and Mary A Oct 28 1900....17:118  
Spencer Clara E of George H and Zillah Sept 1 1892.........15:115  
Spencer Clarence E of Henry W and Grace D Oct 29 1896....16:251  
Spencer Daniel E of Everett and Gertrude July 9 1894....16: 49  
Spencer Edith R of Orrin E and Nancy R Feb 1 1897......16:295  
Spencer Elaine E of Walter and Ella E June 5 1893........15:140  
Spencer Ethel J of Samuel and Ellen A Feb 10 1897........16:291  
Spencer Evelyn W of Everett L and Nettie J Nov 23 1891...15: 50  
Spencer Floyd D of Robert D and Ada A Aug 5 1897......16:341  
Spencer Freddie W of Byron H and Ida L July 15 1898......16:441  
Spencer George W of George W Jr and Nancy E May 8 1891.15: 18  
Spencer Gladys A of Fred and Lillian B July 20 1899......16:562  
Spencer Gladys M of Loren G and Marietta Nov 17 1896....16:237  
Spencer Grace B of Henry W and Grace D Mar 29 1895.......16:115  
Spencer Grace E of Frank C and Nancy B Aug 4 1897.......16:354  
Spencer Grace I of Charles W and Harriet J Sept 2 1893...15:193  
Spencer Harrell B of Frederick and Lillian Sept 27 1896..16:254  
Spencer Harriet A of George and Zillah Mar 18 1899........16:491  
Spencer Hattie F of Loren G and Etta M Nov 8 1898........16:429  
Spencer Hazel E of Eugene L and Almira R May 11 1897....16:310  
Spencer Henry F of Henry and Grace Oct 29 1892..............15:118  
Spencer Herbert R of Herbert and Emma Nov 4 1891.........15: 34  
Spencer Hilda of George and Zella Jan 28 1898.................16:392  
Spencer James P of Robert J and Elizabeth Sept 14 1900....17: 82  
Spencer John of Raymond and Rosa Dec 10 1899..............16:525  
Spencer Laura J of Arthur A and Jane Aug 27 1896.........16:263  
Spencer Lillian H of Herbert and Emma Apr 2 1899........16:173
Spencer Lula M of Henry W and Grace D Nov 5 1897 ... 16:343
Spencer Russell B of Walter and Ella E Dec 19 1894 ... 16: 53
Spencer Samuel A of George and Zillah Aug 3 1894 ... 16: 65
Spencer Samuel P O of William M and Mary J Sept 24 1893 ... 15: 208
Spencer Walter of George and Zillah May 3 1896 ... 16: 201
Spencer Warren M of Byron H and Ida I Sept 19 1892 ... 15: 118
Spencer William B of George L and Minnie G May 6 1893 ... 15: 151
Spencer William M of William M and Mary J Oct 16 1900 ... 17: 92
Spencer William T of Irving G and Emily M Apr 1 1900 ... 17: 28
Spencer — d of Annie Apr 8 1893 ... 15: 147
Spencer — s of Frank C and Nancy B Mar 31 1894 ... 16: 39
Spencer — d of Herbert and Emma Sept 28 1894 ... 16: 47
Spencer — d of Robert D and Ada A June 22 1892 ... 15: 90
Spencer — d of Samuel and Ellen A Dec 11 1891 ... 15: 50
Spencer — s of Samuel and Ellen A Oct 15 1895 ... 16: 156
Sperber Irma S of Ignatz and Katie Apr 28 1891 ... 15: 13
Sperling Pauline of Jacob and Minnie Dec 29 1898 ... 16: 424
Sperling Pearl of Jacob and Minnie Jan 8 1899 ... 16: 475
Spetrini Giovanni of Giuseppe and Maria A Nov 5 1891 ... 15: 58
Spicola Giacinta of Giovanni and Clotilda Dec 8 1894 ... 16: 79
Spick Charles of Julius and Mary Mar 31 1898 ... 16: 380
Spicola Ann of Giovanni and Clotilda Nov 18 1900 ... 17: 103
Spicola Rosa of Giovanni and Clotilda Feb 24 1899 ... 16: 503
Spicola Teresa G of Giovanni and Clotilda Nov 6 1896 ... 16: 259
Spigelberg Barnett of William and Nettie Aug 18 1900 ... 17: 73
Spievack Bertha of Julius and Mary Mar 18 1896 ... 16: 185
Spilberg Benjamin of Wolf and Nattie Oct 1 1897 ... 16: 327
Spillane Kate V of John and Mary Jan 31 1899 ... 16: 490
Spillane Maurice of Daniel J and Alice T May 10 1895 ... 16: 112
Spillane William S of John and Mary Dec 26 1896 ... 16: 260
Spillane — d of Daniel and Alice Feb 4 1897 ... 16: 315
Spiller William M of James H and Jessie A May 2 1896 ... 16: 241
Spinard Edith A of Frederick and Emeline M June 7 1900 ... 17: 45
Spindler — s of Annie Dec 13 1899 ... 16: 543
Spinelli Francesco of Giacomo and Giuseppa Aug 21 1899 ... 16: 572
Spinelli Leo of Giacomo and Giuseppa June 3 1895 ... 16: 123
Spinello Maria A of Silvestro and Maria July 29 1890 ... 17: 68
Spinello Pietro of Giacomo and Giuseppa Dec 24 1893 ... 15: 204
Spink Gladys C of William A and Belle July 11 1891 ... 15: 53
Spink Mark B of Marcus M and Mary L Feb 5 1899 ... 16: 497
Spink Mildred M of Marcus M and Mary L Feb 4 1899 ... 16: 497
Spink — d of Joseph E and Emma E May 7 1891 ... 15: 3
Spinks Henry of Henry M and Clara Sept 3 1900 ... 17: 119
Spinlar Francis of Manoel and Mary Aug 30 1900 ... 17: 77
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Spinney Lucia of Giacomo and Giuseppa Dec 9 1892........ 15:125
Spinney Cora of James A and Annie Mar 6 1892............ 15: 86
Spinning Harriet V of James A and Annie Feb 26 1894..... 16: 29
Spittalnick Nathan of Abram and Rebecca Mar 27 1898..... 16:376
Spitzli George R of Adolphus F and Lena E Apr 16 1892... 15: 96
Spivack Annie of Michael and Fanny Aug 7 1896......... 16:228
Spintery Hattie O (c) of William and Cornelia L June 4 1900. 17: 54
Spizziro Agostino of Michele and Annunziata Aug 3 1894.... 16: 76
Spizziri Emilia of Michele and Annunziata Mar 4 1896...... 16:210
Spizziro Assunta of Michele and Annunziata Nov 18 1892... 15:125
Spizzirri Giuseppe of Michele and Nunziata Oct 15 1897.... 16:350
Spizzirro Francesco of Michele and Annunziata Feb 26 1900. 17: 16
Splan John of John and Mary Nov 25 1891................. 15: 46
Spooner Bertrand L of Benjamin F and Laura N May 31 1898. 16:388
Spooner Evelyn C of Benjamin F and Laura N July 23 1894.. 16: 62
Spooner Helen G of Benjamin F and Laura N Aug 6 1896..... 16:242
Spooner Henry J of Henry J Jr and Helen N Apr 10 1896.... 16:183
Spooner Leroy A of Benjamin F and Laura N Sept 10 1892... 15:113
Sporeci Michele of Giovanni and Maria June 25 1891....... 15: 24
Sposito ——s of Giovanni and Maria Apr 28 1896........... 16:211
Sprague Bertha A of Rufus J and Ida E Apr 19 1894....... 15:  5
Sprague Elsie M of Albert A and Annie Feb 1 1895........ 16:110
Sprague Ernest C of Albert A and Annie Apr 16 1897...... 16:293
Sprague Ethel M of William H Jr and Mary E Oct 25 1894... 16: 70
Sprague Frances E of Bernardo C and Catherine Nov 20 1896. 16:237
Sprague Genevieve of Bernardo C and Kate July 27 1900.... 17: 67
Sprague Gladys A of Albert G and Ida L Apr 7 1892....... 15: 84
Sprague Helen A of Albert G Jr and Adeline F Jan 27 1898.. 16:393
Sprague Ida M of Charles E and Isadore N Oct 19 1892..... 15:113
Sprague John F of John A and Margaret Apr 9 1899........ 16:473
Sprague Josephine M of John T and Margaret Aug 26 1893... 15:171
Sprague Madeline F of William R and Anna E Dec 26 1898... 16:436
Sprague Mary E of Bernard C and Kate Nov 11 1897........ 16:329
Sprague Nellie of Albert G and Ida C Dec 23 1893........ 15:192
Sprague Preston A of William H Jr and Mary E F Aug 15 1892 15:112
Sprague Royal P of Albert G Jr and Addie F Mar 20 1894.... 16: 26
Sprague Russell P of Albert G Jr and Addie F Apr 3 1893.... 15:154
Sprague William A of John and Margaret July 2 1896...... 16:269
Sprague ——s of Reuben C and Josephine L May 30 1891..... 15: 6
Sprague ——s of William H Jr and Mary E F Apr 18 1899.... 16:595
Spraight William of Patrick and Catherine Apr 28 1898..... 16:373
Spranger Lillian R of Charles A and Rosa Mar 24 1894...... 16: 2
Spreccacencere Filomena of Vitangelo and Crucifissa Apr 26 1899 16:504
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spring Agnes H</td>
<td>Lewis</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>Sept 27 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring Alberta C</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>Maria G</td>
<td>May 17 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring Joseph A</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>Jan 24 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springer Franklin H</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Annie C</td>
<td>Mar 17 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squires - s of Otis</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Ella H</td>
<td>Jan 28 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacey William J</td>
<td>William</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Dec 23 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack James F</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Emma F</td>
<td>Oct 1 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack Julia M</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Emma F</td>
<td>Feb 14 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy Thomas of Louis</td>
<td>&amp; Cecilia</td>
<td>May 1 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy William of Jean</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Rosina</td>
<td>Oct 4 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stade Gladys L</td>
<td>Theodore</td>
<td>Lydia E</td>
<td>Nov 21 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stade Hope B</td>
<td>Theodore</td>
<td>Lydia A</td>
<td>Nov 24 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stade Lydia G</td>
<td>Theodore</td>
<td>Lydia E</td>
<td>Feb 6 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staf Ella II</td>
<td>Axel</td>
<td>Hulda A</td>
<td>Oct 2 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staf Lawrence H</td>
<td>Axel</td>
<td>Hulda A</td>
<td>July 24 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford Bessie E</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Annie J</td>
<td>Aug 18 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford Catherine I</td>
<td>Daniel</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>Sept 11 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford Catherine J</td>
<td>James</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Oct 14 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford Dennis of Daniel</td>
<td>&amp; Margaret</td>
<td>Mar 6 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford Etta L</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>Elvina</td>
<td>Nov 20 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford Hanora of John</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Mary E</td>
<td>June 23 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford Harry of Albert</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Adele</td>
<td>Apr 2 1891</td>
<td>1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford Hattie L</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>Elvina</td>
<td>Mar 21 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford John of Patrick</td>
<td>&amp; Mary E</td>
<td>Mar 24 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford John L of James</td>
<td>&amp; Mary</td>
<td>Nov 4 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford Lamorte of James</td>
<td>&amp; Julia</td>
<td>June 22 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford Mabel B</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>Agnes M</td>
<td>May 15 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford Margaret I of Daniel</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td>Feb 8 1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford Margaret T of Patrick</td>
<td>&amp; Mary E</td>
<td>Jan 19 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford Martha F of Daniel</td>
<td>H &amp; Margaret</td>
<td>Dec 5 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford Mary H</td>
<td>Patrick</td>
<td>&amp; Mary H</td>
<td>Jan 24 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford Olive A</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
<td>Agnes</td>
<td>Jan 15 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford Patrick F</td>
<td>Patrick</td>
<td>&amp; Mary E</td>
<td>Dec 30 1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford - d of John</td>
<td>P &amp; Julia</td>
<td>June 26 1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stahl - d of Frederick G</td>
<td>&amp; Phoebe R</td>
<td>Oct 1 1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stajsko Lucy</td>
<td>of Theophile &amp; Apollonia</td>
<td>Feb 6 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stalker Henry J</td>
<td>of Edwin J</td>
<td>&amp; Mand P</td>
<td>Mar 7 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stalker Hope E</td>
<td>of Edwin J</td>
<td>&amp; Mand P</td>
<td>Jan 7 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stamp Albert J</td>
<td>of Arthur G</td>
<td>&amp; Margaret</td>
<td>May 26 1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stamp Arthur W</td>
<td>of Arthur G</td>
<td>&amp; Margaret M</td>
<td>Feb 4 1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stamp William E</td>
<td>of Arthur G</td>
<td>&amp; Margaret</td>
<td>July 7 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Andrews Louise</td>
<td>of Joseph</td>
<td>&amp; Delia</td>
<td>Dec 7 1893</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standring George W</td>
<td>of Robert</td>
<td>&amp; Mary A</td>
<td>May 5 1895</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford Dorothy A</td>
<td>of Patrick</td>
<td>&amp; Margaret</td>
<td>Dec 10 1897</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Stanford Edward of Patrick and Margaret Mar 28 1900. . . . 17: 26
Stanford Richard L of Patrick J and Hanora Oct 29 1892. . . . 15: 129
Stang Frederick J H of William and Mary Feb 23 1896. . . . 16: 215
Stang Mary I of William and Mary J May 18 1898. . . . 16: 391
Stanley Bessie of Henry and Daisy June 12 1896. . . . 16: 187
Stanley Brazil of Henry and Theresa Nov 9 1891. . . . 15: 37
Stanley Brisell N of Henry and Daisy T May 31 1893. . . . 15: 140
Stanley Charles H of Frank and Elizabeth June 27 1894. . . . 16: 44
Stanley Esau of Henry and Daisy T Mar 14 1898. . . . 16: 375
Stanley Ethel G of F C and Mary E Mar 5 1898. . . . 16: 385
Stanley Norman W of Willard O and Margaret A Oct 27 1898. . . . 16: 443
Stanley — s of John B and Emma E June 21 1892. . . . 15: 80
Stanton Catherine M of Michael J and Mary A June 4 1898. . . . 16: 388
Stanton Hope of John L and Edith I Oct 16 1896. . . . 16: 226
Stanton Ralph E of Nelson V and Ella May 5 1896. . . . 16: 207
Stanton — d of John L and Edith J Apr 8 1898. . . . 16: 387
Stanyan Edith F of Walter I and Adeline Oct 1 1895. . . . 16: 159
Stanzione Giuseppe of Giovanni and Marianna Mar 31 1897. . . . 16: 289
Staples Benjamin E of Benjamin W and Isabella A Apr 14
1895. . . . 16: 118
Staples Carrie E of Frank L and Maud Dec 4 1896. . . . 16: 252
Staples Ellen A of Frank L and Maud Aug 6 1894. . . . 16: 69
Staples Frederick W of Warren W and Margaret J Nov 4
1892. . . . 15: 121
Staples Mildred J of Warren W and Margaret J June 3 1897. . . . 16: 299
Staples Vivian I of Benjamin W and Isabella A July 7 1899. . . . 16: 561
Staples — d of Frederick and Angela Feb 11 1898. . . . 16: 383
Staples — s of Warren W and Margaret T Aug 4 1894. . . . 16: 72
Stapleton George B of Henry J and Roxy L Dec 27 1895. . . . 16: 141
Stapleton Henry J of Henry W and Lena June 9 1894. . . . 16: 7
Stapleton John LeR of John F and Agnes J Nov 25 1900. . . . 17: 105
Stapleton Russell B of Michael J and Alice B Dec 17 1900. . . . 17: 111
Stapleton Thomas of Michael and Alice B Sept 29 1893. . . . 15: 187
Starck Catherine M of Gottlieb and Gertrude Aug 2 1893. . . . 15: 193
Starck Henry A of Gottlieb and Gertrude Aug 8 1891. . . . 15: 51
Starck Olga V of Gottlieb and Gertrude Sept 1 1895. . . . 16: 159
Starck Rose C of Gottlieb and Gertrude Aug 22 1897. . . . 16: 341
Starck Alma T of Herman and Matilda Aug 6 1899. . . . 16: 574
Starck Howard L of Frank E and Cora B Jan 16 1897. . . . 16: 288
Starck Mabel E of Frank E and Cora B Feb 26 1894. . . . 15: 12
Starck Newell F of Frank E and Cora B June 13 1894. . . . 16: 20
Starck William H of James W and Sybil June 11 1898. . . . 16: 374
Starke Ella of William and Ida Jan 23 1900. . . . 17: 7
Starkey Byron of Byron G and Carrie E July 14 1893. . . . 15: 199
Starks Charles of William and Ida Nov 19 1898............ 16:429
Starks Frederick A (c) of Charles E and Rosanna Aug 20
1898 .................................................. 16:418
Starks Grace E (c) of Charles E and Rosina Dec 30 1899... 16:526
St Armour — d of William and Josephine Apr 21 1900.... 17: 56
Starr John of Mary Feb 18 1893.............................. 15:136
Start Beatrice M of Edward T and Mary J May 12 1892.... 15: 79
Start Frederick R of George M and Bena A Oct 1 1897.... 16:350
Start George P of George M and Bena A Nov 21 1892...... 15:119
Staszczak Frank of Theophile and Apolonija Oct 3 1900... 17: 88
Staszczak Josie of Theophile and Apolonija May 4 1899... 16:500
Stay George O of William C and N Belle Oct 8 1900....... 17: 90
St Cyr Harold F of Frank and Annie M Dec 18 1898....... 16:430
St Cyr Mary T of Henri and Mary L May 18 1900.......... 17: 53
St Denis Charles A of Charles L and Marie L Mar 22 1897.. 16:302
St Denis Charles E E of Charles L and Mary L Dec 23 1891.. 15: 55
St Denis Louis T of George A and Mary Aug 29 1891....... 15: 51
Stead Henry of Arthur and Mary May 8 1899............... 16:482
Steadman Raymond W of Patrick and Mary E July 1 1899.... 16:570
Stearns Albert W of Frank J and Amelia E Aug 6 1894..... 16: 61
Stearns Edgar W of Elmer K and Mary J Sept 26 1896..... 16:246
Stearns Grace A of Elmer K and Mary J Feb 9 1894....... 16: 21
Stearns Granville W of Samuel W and Mary F June 5 1896.. 16:201
Stearns Harold T of Samuel W and Mary F Aug 14 1898.... 16:437
Stearns Helen L of Frank J and Amelia A Nov 4 1895...... 16:150
Stearns Helen L of Frank N and Marie L Oct 30 1899...... 16:547
Stearns Howard B of Charles F and Margaret B Nov 9 1898.. 16:423
Stearns Walter I of George F and Alice W Oct 28 1893..... 15:191
Stearns —— d of Elmer K and Mary J June 6 1892......... 15: 80
Stearns —— s of Frank J and Amelia A May 29 1897........ 16:287
Stearns —— s of Frank N Jr and Maria Oct 7 1897......... 16:367
Stechaner Jennie E of Joseph and Eva M Dec 10 1893..... 15:185
Stechaner Barbara A of Joseph and Eva M Jan 19 1900..... 17:  6
Stechaner Joseph of Joseph and Eva M Mar 28 1896....... 16:203
Stedman Byron O of Byron P and Helen I Mar 8 1895..... 16: 95
Steedman Charles R of Charles J and Mary B L July 31 1897. 16:362
Steele Charles H of Henry A and Drusilla M Sept 8 1892... 15:127
Steele Etta M of Albert W and Hannah M July 22 1896.... 16:244
Steele Jedda of Albert and Hannah Apr 1 1894............. 16: 45
Steele Ralph G of Albert W and Hannah M Dec 13 1898..... 16:440
Steele Signe L of Albert W and Johanna M Sept 8 1900..... 17:  8
Steenberg Harold L of Ira H and Sarah E Feb 10 1892...... 15: 97
Steel Earl R of William E and Maria F June 12 1897....... 16:304
Steel Edith M of Robert J and Emma Mar 16 1897.......... 16:298
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Steere Harold E of Smith A and Grace W July 18 1896...16:249
Steere Marion of Smith A and Grace W Oct 25 1897...16:343
Steere Phoebe S of William E and Mary F Oct 23 1894...16:73
Steere Ruth S of Clifton W and Carrie E Oct 20 1899...16:566
Steere Wendell W of George W and Mabel L Oct 22 1900...17:118
Steere — d of Ella July 17 1892...15:110
Stefani Vincenzo of Giuseppe and Angelina June 27 1898...16:383
Stefano Di Angela D of Raffaele and Fiorangela July 18 1891...15:56
Stefano Cono C V of Giuseppe and Angelina July 5 1896...16:231
Stefano Theresa M of Giuseppe and Angelina Apr 1 1900...17:28
Stefano Vincenzo C A of Giuseppe and Angelina July 1 1898...16:424
Stefenst Herbert F of Frederick and Ellen May 25 1899...16:500
Stein Bernhardt of Henry B and Bertha Aug 24 1900...17:75
Stein Waldemar B of Henry B and Emma Sept 23 1893...15:243
Stein Alfred of Lewis and Rosa Apr 1 1893...15:143
Stein Benjamin of Louis and Rosa July 4 1898...16:421
Stein Dora of Samuel and Sarah Apr 17 1896...16:186
Stein Esther of Harry and Celia Oct 10 1893...15:180
Stein George of Louis and Rose Feb 4 1895...16:95
Stein Jennie of Samuel and Sarah Mar 1 1898...16:375
Stein Rosa of Harris and Celia Sept 3 1894...16:55
Steinberg Frank of Simon and Betsey Oct 12 1893...15:197
Steinberg Harry of Louis and Jennie Dec 28 1899...16:541
Steinberg — s of Emma Dec 25 1895...16:148
Steinberg — d of Hyman and Celia June 7 1896...16:191
Steinberg — s of Hyman and Ida May 8 1895...16:96
Steiner Abraham of David H and Harriet L Jan 22 1891...15:12
Steiner Amos J of David H and Harriet May 7 1899...16:486
Steiner Beatrice of Benjamin and Harriet L Sept 30 1896...16:240
Steiner Frances L of Benjamin and Harriet M Nov 11 1892...15:118
Steiner George P of Benjamin and Hattie L Jan 8 1900...17:3
Steiner Sylvia of David H and Harriet Jan 9 1896...16:195
Steiner — s of Samuel and Celia Dec 8 1897...16:335
Steinhoff George A of John M and Margaret B July 2 1898...16:334
Steinhoff Grace H of John M and Margaret V Dec 17 1900...17:141
Steinman Esther of Hyman and Annie Oct 18 1900...17:93
Stelley Iva M of George W S and Marion A Oct 9 1895...16:139
Stelley Orlo K of George W and Marion A July 25 1900...17:96
Stelley Reginald L of George W and Marion A Oct 29 1897...16:322
Stender Charles H of Frank C and Elizabeth C June 27 1894...16:20
Stender Dora G of Frank C and Elizabeth Aug 14 1899...16:551
Stender Florence E of Frank C and Elizabeth L Sept 9 1895...16:171
Stender May L of Frank C and Elizabeth May 19 1897...16:290
Stenhouse Grace of Charles A and Rachel A May 1 1899...16:477
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Stephenson Albert A of Frank A and Mina Apr 8 1894......16:  2
Stenziano Enrico of Pasquale and Maria Dec 3 1893......15:203
Stephansky Paul J of Paul C and Barbara Jan 8 1899......16:486
Stephen Antonio of Manoel and Maria Apr 22 1898......16:373
Stephenson Earl C of Joseph and Cornelia Aug 5 1895......16:143
Stephenson Earl W of Adolph H and May P June 4 1900......17:  45
Stephenson Ethel L of Herbert W and Ida M Dec 11 1895......16:164
Stephenson Eva of James and Elizabeth Nov 5 1893......15:210
Stephenson James of James and Elizabeth Aug 17 1891......15:  60
Stephenson James W of James and Adeline Sept 29 1894......16:  56
Stephenson Louise of James and Elizabeth June 30 1895......16:131
Stephenson Ruth M of Herbert W and Ida M July 7 1898......16:441
Stephenson Sarah A of James and Mary July 27 1893......15:174
Stephenson Signe of Gustaf and Hannah Jan 31 1893......15:153
Sternino Vittoria of Aquilino and Angiola Nov 2 1900......17:  98
Sterry Lurleen M of George McL and Mary L Sept 26 1896......16:234
Stetson Russell L of George C and Gertrude E July 26 1893......15:185
Stetson —— d of George C and Gertrude E Sept 6 1899......16:572
Stevens Albert F of Frank E and Martha Mar 18 1893......15:164
Stevens Anna E of John P and Nannie M May 16 1891......15:  9
Stevens Artemas D of John and Isabella Aug 10 1894......16:  54
Stevens Arthur of Frank E and Martha Apr 21 1896......16:217
Stevens Caroline E of Richard and Joanna June 27 1894......16: 31
Stevens Helen P of Henry A and Cornelia Aug 31 1900......17:  78
Stevens Jeannette P of John H and Isabella Feb 18 1893......15:142
Stevens John R of James E and Annie E Oct 11 1898......16:443
Stevens Lila M of Rupert G and Bessie Dec 21 1892......15:105
Stevens Margaret E of James E and Annie E Feb 6 1900......17:  11
Stevens Viola of George and Viola June 15 1895......16:106
Stevens —— s of Henry G and Alice M Dec 26 1900......17:114
Stevens —— s of Sanford S and Evelyn F Aug 5 1892......15:123
Stevenson Thomas T of Arthur W and Effie June 8 1899......16:516
Stevenson William S of James and Jane Feb 3 1900......17:  10
Stevenson —— s of Frank and Mary A Feb 11 1898......16:467
Stevenson —— d of James and Addie Aug 26 1897......16:355
Stevenson —— s of Walter and Mary A June 22 1894......16:  45
Steward Clara A of George E and Isabel July 29 1899......16:556
Steward Lillian M of George E and Isabelle Oct 11 1896......16:251
Stewart Alice M of Andrew T and Ellen July 1 1891......15:  38
Stewart Ann E of Henry A and Ellen Feb 1 1891......15:  17
Stewart Annie E (c) of William W and Henrietta Dec 3 1896.16:255
Stewart Catherine F of William and Julia Jan 28 1899......16:472
Stewart Catherine I of James C and Mary E Dec 5 1900......17:108
Stewart Eleanor H of Robert and Mary M Aug 30 1893......15:207
Stewart Emma M of Edward and Mary Emma Mar 16 1895.16:100
Stewart Ernest A of David H and Hannah Sept 8 1891.15:41
Stewart Ethel L of William and Elizabeth Oct 21 1891.15:49
Stewart Grace of Edward A and Helena Mar 10 1893.15:168
Stewart Henrietta (c) of William W and Henrietta July 18
1891 15:53
Stewart Hope M of William and Julia Nov 28 1896.16:227
Stewart James B of Robert and Mary M Dec 23 1894.16:86
Stewart James T (c) of William W and Henrietta July 7
1899 16:561
Stewart Lauretta of Andrew and Ellen Mar 1 1895.16:101
Stewart Margaret L of William and Julia A Oct 9 1895.16:136
Stewart Mary of Martin and Mary Nov 21 1894.15:42
Stewart Olive M of William and Elizabeth Jan 29 1898.16:389
Stewart Richard L of William L and Henrietta Jan 10 1895.16:117
Stewart Sarah E (c) of William W and Henrietta June 21
1893 15:158
Stewart Solomon A (c) of Solomon A and Sarah E Feb 5
1897 16:286
Stewart — d of Edward and Mary E Sept 1 1896.16:229
Stewart — s of James E and Abigail Feb 5 1894.16:21
St German Adrian M of Amos and Ejania May 7 1894.16:7
St German Allison F of Amos and Eugenia H Oct 16 1898.16:422
St German Amos R R of Amos and Ejania Feb 10 1896.16:185
St German Henri of Hercule and Rosanna Jan 6 1896.16:184
St German Joseph A of Hercule W and Rose A Sept 21 1894.16:51
St German Leone H of Hormisdas and Ejania Jan 10 1891.15:6
St German Louis A of Hercule and Rosanna Aug 1 1892.15:103
St German Mary of Hercule and Rosanna Oct 2 1893.15:174
St German Olivine of Hercule and Rosanna Jan 11 1897.16:276
St Godard George H of Henry and Nellie June 27
1892 15:80 and A 1:34
Stickney Viola M of Edmund C and Lillian M Mar 13 1896.16:293
Stieglter — d of Richard and Emma Apr 1 1893.15:154
Stiles Lenora of Parker E and Clara C Dec 21 1895.16:177
Stiles — d of E Parker and Clara Dec 21 1894.16:49
Stiles — d of Thure and Elizabeth Dec 17 1895.16:147
Stillman Edna I of Dorsey J and Elizabeth Sept 1 1900.17:79
Stillman Harold L of Lewis B and Ida L Sept 12 1897.16:345
Stillman Lloyd W of Dorsey J and Elizabeth F Oct 15 1898.16:447
Stillman Raymond D of Lewis B and Ida L Jan 31 1895.16:117
Stillwell Elliott W of Leon and Mary S Dec 3 1896.16:237
Stimpson Henry F of Thomas F and Lulu Nov 17 1894.16:52
Stinson Karl T B of William C and Annie M T Sept 30 1894.16:70
Stinson Paul of William C and Annie Aug 1 1893 .......... 15: 193
Stinziano Enrico of Pasquale and Michelina Nov 24 1895 .... 16: 168
Stirling — (c) s of James and Mattie Aug 10 1899 .......... 16: 527
St Jacque Frederick J of Joseph and Cédélise M Feb 12 1898. 16: 393
St Jacques Albert E of Joseph F and Eugenie W Oct 29 1897 .. 16: 343
St Jacques Camille of Arthur and Valida Jan 15 1899 .......... 16: 514
St Jacques Corinne M of Joseph and Eugenie Apr 11 1900 .. 17: 30
St Jacques Eveline C of Joseph and Cédélise Sept 20 1899 ... 16: 565
St Jacques Joseph E of Joseph F and Eugenie M May 27
1896 ................. 16: 204
St Jacques Marie H M O of Joseph and Eugenie M Mar 28
1894 .................. 16: 26
St Jacques — s of Joseph and Marie Sept 19 1892 .......... 15: 118
St James George W of G Walter and Mary C Oct 6 1892 .... 15: 124
St James Hazel M of G Wallace and Mary E Feb 27 1899 .. 16: 503
St James — d of Walter and Carrie Oct 31 1897 .......... 16: 367
St James — s of Walter and Carrie L July 3 1895 .......... 16: 164
St James — s of Walter D and Carrie M June 13 1891 .. 15: 24
St John Amelia of Eugene and Rosa Apr 6 1899 .......... 16: 515
St John Ernest L of Henry and Marie July 13 1897 .......... 16: 333
St John Irene C of Wilfred and Mary L Sept 14 1896 .. 16: 240
St John Mildred E of Wilfred and Mary L June 20 1898 .. 16: 388
St John Raymond L of Henry and Marie A Oct 10 1899 .... 16: 558
St John Rena O of Henry and Marie A Sept 23 1895 .... 16: 151
St Johns Wilfred H of Wilfred and Mary L Nov 4 1900 .. 17: 99
St Laurent Edouard of Edouard and Eloise Jan 30 1892 .. 15: 72
St Laurent Marie of Narcisse and Marie May 21 1898 .. 16: 298
St Lawrence Mary E J A of Joseph A and Eliza Feb 22 1892 .. 15: 96
St Martin Elsie G of Alfred and Julia Oct 6 1896 .. 16: 265
Stock Alice L of George T and Rebecca L June 19 1898 .. 16: 395
Stock Philip of Philip and Abby Dec 5 1891 .......... 15: 43
Stockett George H of James M and Jessie T Jan 31 1893 .. 15: 147
Stockett James M (c) of James M and Jessie T May 19 1891 .. 15: 11
Stocking Harriett E of Roderick E and Nellie E June 21 1891 .. 15: 21
Stockley Edith M of Joseph E and Elizabeth Sept 30 1891 .. 15: 52
Stockley George A of Joseph E and Lizzie A Feb 17 1893 .. 15: 153
Stockton Esther of Katie Oct 20 1899 .......... 16: 537
Stoddard Peter L of Peter and Amelia M Nov 14 1896 .... 16: 255
Stoddart Helen M of Peter and Amelia M Dec 11 1898 ... 16: 449
Stoddart — s of Peter L and Amelia M Jan 10 1898 .. 16: 467
Stoeffler Charles T of Charles and Louise S Aug 2 1892 .... 15: 115
Stoeffler Ivan L of Charles and Louisa S Aug 23 1893 .. 15: 189
Stoeffler Justine of Charles and Louise Nov 22 1899 .. 16: 539
Stoeffler Ralph F of Charles and Louise S Oct 29 1894 .... 16: 67
Stoeffer Veronica E of Charles and Louise S Sept 25 1896...16:246
Stoeffer —— s of Charles and Louisa Sept 17 1898.............16:469
Stokes Annie V of Michael F and Annie Nov 3 1897..........16:354
Stokes Benjamin J of Benjamin J and Maria July 9 1894...16: 65
Stokes Clifford R of Frank and Clara E Dec 21 1896......16:248
Stokes Ethel M of Frank and Clara E Mar 30 1891..........15: 15
Stokes Frances E of Howard and Fanny July 1 1893........15:170
Stokes Frank U of James and Elizabeth Sept 23 1893.....15:179
Stokes Irene M of Benjamin Jr and Maria Apr 11 1899......16:491
Stokes Richard J of Michael F and Annie Jan 22 1900.....17: 7
Stokes —— d of Michael F and Annie June 16 1892........15: 90
Stone Aaron of Harry and Sela Oct 11 1898.............16:447
Stone Catherine R of Chumney W and Delia Aug 31 1891...15: 40
Stone Charles of Charles H and Alena M May 11 1900....17: 38
Stone Doris D of William D and Clara L Mar 3 1899.....16:490
Stone Dorothy H of William D and Clara L Apr 21 1897...16:289
Stone Earl H of Arthur and Christina Mar 28 1893.....15:151
Stone Edith H of Clarence E and Amanda C July 2 1897...16:340
Stone Frank X of Frederick X and Esther May 18
1895 ...........................................16:102 and 131
Stone Frederick C of Frederick and Esther Apr 20 1894....16: 12
Stone George A of James A and Grace July 3 1898.......16:431
Stone Harold D of Fred C and Emma R Dec 13 1891.....15: 58
Stone Hazel O of Oscar and Ada Oct 9 1899.......16:590
Stone Mabel of George E and Margaret A Sept 29 1898....16:428
Stone Marian E of Willard G and Mary J Oct 17 1898.....16:443
Stone Mary E of George H and Margaret Feb 16 1897....16:280
Stone Ralph K of John H and Sarah E Dec 20 1891...15: 65
Stone Walter C of James A and Grace C Aug 8 1900....17: 71
Stone Willard B of Willard G and Mary J May 29 1897..16:290
Stone —— s of Charles and Fanny June 20 1891........15: 6
Stone —— d of Samuel S and Lydia C Dec 29 1896....16:231
Stone —— s of Willard G and Mary J Sept 2 1895.....16:159
Stoneman Esther of Hyman and Annie Oct 20 1900.....17: 94
Stopick Harry of Jacob and Katie June 26 1895.....16:133
Storey Lillian of John and Elizabeth F Oct 9 1893...15:213
Storm Frederick H of George G and Mary A Feb 21 1896..16:203
Storti Ada of Giuseppe and Infinita June 28 1891......15: 24
Storti Adelina A of Vincenzo and Michela July 20 1891..15: 56
Storti Alberto of Michele and Angela Mar 28 1899.....16:510
Storti Alberto F of Francesco and Maddalena July 28 1892..15:122
Storti Albina E of Giuseppe D and Infinita Jan 27 1896..16:209
Storti Anna of Vincenzo and Michela July 26 1896.....16:256
Storti Assunta of Luigi and Angela Nov 12 1899.....16:585
Storti Cristina of Pietro and Maria May 4 1892..................15: 90
Storti Dante of Vincenzo and Michelina Feb 4 1893..............15: 158
Storti Dante of Vincenzo and Michelina Jan 20 1898............16: 384
Storti Enrico of Giuseppe and Infinita Apr 27 1894............16: 34.
Storti Erzilla of Pietro D and Maria C June 1 1895.............16: 123
Storti Ersilis U of Pietro and Maria Oct 21 1897...............16: 350
Storti Etta of Pietro and Maria Feb 8 1898.....................16: 385
Storti Fiorenza of Pietro and Maria Jan 23 1895................16: 105
Storti Livia I of Francesco and Maddalena Nov 25 1898.......16: 454
Storti Luigi of Giuseppe and Infinita Oct 28 1899..............16: 575
Storti Luigi of Michele and Angela Jan 21 1898.................16: 405
Storti Manlio of Francesco and Madelina Nov 6 1896............16: 259
Storti Pietro P of Pietro and Maria C May 25 1899.............16: 505
Storti Querino G of Francesco and Maddalena Aug 20 1894.....16: 76
Storti Romolo E of Pietro and Carmina May 31 1893..............15: 161
Storti Virginia E of Giuseppe and Infinita Sept 3 1892.......15: 123
Storti Vittoria C of Giuseppe D and Infinita Sept 27 1897.....16: 350
Story Edwin N of John R and Anna Feb 27 1897..................16: 295
Story Francis S of John F and Annie M Aug 23 1897............16: 321
Story Joseph H of John R and Hannah Dec 30 1895..............16: 161
Story Joseph T of John R and Hannah May 23 1891..............15: 19
Story Mabel M of John and Anna Mar 10 1894....................16: 26
Story Walter L of John R and Hannah Mar 29 1900..............17: 26
Stott —— d of Richard T and Annis Dec 28 1898.................16: 450
Stout Ethel L of Harold and Nettie F Jan 30 1895..............16: 117
Stover Marian of Herbert W and Lillian M May 29 1895.........16: 113
Stowell Edwin F of Eugene M and Laurilla A Feb 14 1897.....16: 295
Stowell Irving R of Irving R and Addie M Nov 21 1897........16: 339
Stowell Raymond R of Eugene M and Laurilla A July 7 1899....16: 561
Stowell —— d of Irving R and Myrtle Jan 1 1897..............16: 297
St Peter Francis of Alexander and Malvina Dec 1 1900..........17: 107
St Peter Malvina of Alexander and Malvina Oct 23 1896........16: 235
St Peter Mary E of John J and Mary Dec 25 1896..............16: 268
St Peter —— s of John J and Mary July 4 1899.................16: 596
St Pierre Alexandre M of Alexandre and Lena Oct 4 1898.......16: 447
St Pierre Cecelia L of Arthur and Anna Aug 9 1900.............17: 71
St Pierre Charles E of John J and Marie June 9 1900..........17: 46
St Pierre Emilia of Louis C and Marie Jan 21 1900.............17: 6
St Pierre Jean A of Jean J and Marie Nov 21 1897.............16: 358
St Pierre Joseph A of Alphonse and Marie May 25 1892.........15: 94
St Pierre Joseph L of Willie and Virginie July 31 1898.......16: 457
St Pierre Marie A of Louis and Azilda July 8 1898............16: 456
St Pierre Marie D F of Israel and Delanda Feb 4 1898.........16: 406
St Pierre Mary M of Paul and Louise Dec 12 1899..............16: 589
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

St. Pierre Ovide of Prudent and Josephine May 27 1891...15: 24
St. Pierre Rose of Israel and Donatda May 3 1900..17: 36
Straight Bertha E. (c) of Albert S. and Ida P. Apr 29 1891...15: 8
Straight Lee S. of Dexter and Mary July 20 1892........15: 106
Strait George A. of Albert S. and Ida P. Apr 16 1893...15: 144
Straker Mabel E. of Joseph E. and Florence E. Sept 17 1895..16: 139
Strange Douglas D. of Frank D. and Lenore E. Oct 13 1898..16: 422
Strange Eleanor M. of Charles R. and Eleanor M. July 27 1895.16: 142
Strange Marguerite of Frank and Hanora May 9 1900......17: 38
Strange Pansy C. of Frank D. and Lenore F. July 28 1896..16: 269
Stranger Harold of David C. and Elta B. Oct 11 1900...17: 91
Strasnick David of Abram and Sarah Aug 27 1894........16: 55
Strasnick Jennie of Abram and Sarah Oct 2 1896.........16: 235
Strasnick Louis of Morris and Betsey July 15 1894....16: 54
Strasnick Nellie of Abram and Sarah Nov 29 1898...16: 430
Strasnick Samuel of Morris and Betsey Aug 15 1896.....16: 233
Strass Lillian E. of Nicholas P. and Lillian A. Aug 11 1897..16: 332
Stratton Thomas J. of Thomas U. and Eliza J. Aug 18 1892..15: 112
Strauss Hyman M. of Morris and Ida Nov 23 1900...17: 104
Strauss Ida R. of Morris and Annie Dec 12 1899...16: 510
Strauss s of Ida Jan 7 1894...16: 16
Street Annie of Evan W. and Ellen June 25 1896........16: 219
Street Annie B. of Evan W. and Ellen Feb 5 1899...16: 497
Street Bertha M. of Even W. and Ellen May 26 1891...16: 41
Street Edith E. of Evan W. and Ellen Nov 5 1892...15: 129
Street Lauretta of Evan W. and Ellen Sept 9 1894...15: 61
Street d of George and Sarah Mar 10 1899...16: 596
Street d of George E. and Sarah E. Feb 4 1898...16: 467
Streeter Earl F. of Charles F. and Myrtle Sept 11 1896..16: 242
Streeter Louis E. of William S. and Harriet I. July 21 1891..15: 45
Streeter Varina B. of Frank E. and Varina C. Jan 9 1899..16: 485
Streker Charles of Charles H. and Catherine T. July 26 1895...16: 170
Streker James of Charles H. and Catherine M. Dec 18 1898..16: 449
Streker Joseph of Charles H. and Catherine Apr 2 1893...15: 164
Strickenmacher Sarah of Reuben and Mamie Feb 1891...15: 65
Streett Howard F. of Dwight A. and Celia Apr 27 1895...16: 115
Streett Lawrence W. of Dwight A. and Celia Feb 4 1893...15: 148
Streett d of Harry and Clara L. Dec 7 1900...17: 108
Strike Ella of Walter and Abby Jan 1892...15: 96
Stringer Ada W. of Walter and Annie B. Mar 31 1893...15: 154
Stringer Elizabeth of John T. and Mary A. May 26 1891...15: 29
Stringer George L. of George A. and Edith Apr 29 1893...15: 154
Stringfellow James of Thomas D. and Elizabeth July 13 1894.16: 88
Stringfellow Martha D. of Thomas and Elizabeth Oct 3 1892...15: 128
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Stritch —— s of John and Maria J. May 30 1892... 15: 70
Strobel Amalia S of John J and Albina M July 15 1898... 16: 441
Strobel Mary A of John and Albina May 15 1896... 16: 198
Strohmeier Mary of Julius and Mary Oct 13 1894... 16: 56
Strom Agnes of Oscar W and Ellen Mar 7 1897... 16: 292
Strom Hampton W of Oscar W and Ellen M Sept 7 1898... 16: 438
Strom Tekla of Oscar W and Ellen M Mar 1 1900... 17: 18
Stromberg Lillie E of Carl A and Hanna C Apr 15 1897... 16: 293
Stromberg Sigma of Carl A and Hanna June 30 1894... 16: 25
Stromberg Signe E of Charles A and Hannah Apr 2 1893... 15: 149
Stromberg —— s of Charles S and Hannah June 16 1891... 15: 14
Stromvall Esther E M of Mauritz and Ida E July 12 1894... 16: 80
Stromvall Irene K M of Maurice C and Ida E Jan 27 1893... 15: 147
Stromvall Olga A of Moritz C and Ida E Aug 21 1896... 16: 269
Strong Frederick E R (c) of Frederick M and Margaret Jan
11 1896... 16: 205
Strong William X of William E and Bertha E Nov 29 1900... 17: 106
Strongman Beatrice M of George O and Mary A Feb 3 1891... 15: 4
Strotian Andrew of Joseph and Mary Feb 4 1893... A1: 28
Struck Katherine E of Henry C and Julia A Jan 28 1900... 17: 8
Struck Mildred X of Henry C and Julia A June 16 1898... 16: 392
Strumberg Esther of Swan and Hannah June 19 1891... 15: 30
Struthers Lottie of Annie Apr 26 1895... 16: 104
Struthers Lottie of Enniece Apr 26 1895... 16: 122
St Sauveur Patrick A of Pierre and Clarisse Mar 17 1892... 15: 93
Stuart Bertha J of George and Emma F Oct 3 1891... 15: 54
Stuart Mabel of Edward C and Mary E Feb 5 1899... 16: 475
Stubbs Agnes of John and Margaret June 29 1897... 16: 312
Stubbs Eleanor E of Thomas and Sarah A Feb 21 1895... 16: 120
Stubbs Frank E of Bert F and Lizzie M June 15 1900... 17: 48
Stubbs Isabella M of Thomas and Sarah A Oct 26 1893... 15: 202
Stubbs John of John T and Margaret A Nov 12 1895... 16: 174
Stubbs Walter T of Thomas and Sarah A June 29 1891... 15: 25
Stubbs —— d of Zoeth E and Amanda May 12 1895... 16: 112
Stuckey —— s of Albert S and Sarah Sept 7 1899... 16: 597
Studer Joseph of Joseph and Emma July 21 1892... 15: 106
Studley Charles E of William A and Julia A Aug 30 1894... 16: 66
Studley Cora M of Sydney H and Emma M July 28 1897... 16: 362
Studley George E of William A and Julia A Sept 30 1896... 16: 246
Studley George W of Ethel M Feb 22 1897... 16: 313
Studley Harold of Ethel M Aug 30 1898... 16: 464
Studley John of William J and Elizabeth Feb 17 1893... 15: 159
Studley Mildred I of Sidney H and Emma A Oct 6 1899... 16: 558
Studley Sarah F of Ziba and Elmora F Dec 10 1900... 17: 109
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date Ranged</th>
<th>Birth Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Studley Willis L</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>Aug 26 1892</td>
<td>15:115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studley Benjamin</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>July 18 1896</td>
<td>16:228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studpeck Dora</td>
<td>daughter</td>
<td>Apr 28 1899</td>
<td>16:477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studpeck Morris</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>Jan 29 1893</td>
<td>16:95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuper Gussie</td>
<td>daughter</td>
<td>Apr 14 1898</td>
<td>16:378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuper Isidor</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>July 19 1895</td>
<td>16:138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stupfer Fanny</td>
<td>daughter</td>
<td>Oct 20 1892</td>
<td>15:108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sturdy Cecil</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>July 29 1891</td>
<td>15:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuttard Clara</td>
<td>daughter</td>
<td>Mar 13 1896</td>
<td>16:191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuttard Elizabeth</td>
<td>daughter</td>
<td>Apr 2 1891</td>
<td>15:8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuttard Elsie H</td>
<td>daughter</td>
<td>Mar 21 1899</td>
<td>16:480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuttard Evelyn</td>
<td>daughter</td>
<td>July 29 1897</td>
<td>16:324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuttard John L</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>Oct 6 1894</td>
<td>16:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuttard William</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>Oct 9 1893</td>
<td>15:180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuttard</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>May 15 1892</td>
<td>15:74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Styrnyansky Antony</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>Oct 21 1900</td>
<td>17:94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suana Francisco M</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>Sept 23 1897</td>
<td>16:318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subotier Philip</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>Dec 30 1896</td>
<td>16:231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subretskey Michael</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>Dec 22 1897</td>
<td>16:335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Such Elsie A</td>
<td>daughter</td>
<td>Sept 26 1898</td>
<td>16:438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Such Grace M</td>
<td>daughter</td>
<td>Aug 12 1896</td>
<td>16:245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Such</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>Mar 7 1892</td>
<td>15:81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suddard Arthur</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>July 7 1897</td>
<td>16:336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suddard Charles</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>Jan 7 1894</td>
<td>16:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suddard Earl</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>Apr 22 1897</td>
<td>16:293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suddard Howard</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>June 15 1895</td>
<td>16:153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suddard John</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>Aug 17 1892</td>
<td>15:115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suddard</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>Aug 17 1892</td>
<td>15:115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudderland George</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>Sept 12 1897</td>
<td>16:355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suess Frederic</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>Apr 26 1894</td>
<td>16:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suess Herbert</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>May 16 1900</td>
<td>17:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suess Herbert W</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>Dec 4 1896</td>
<td>16:237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugarnian Abraham</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>July 19 1896</td>
<td>16:232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugarnian Philip</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>Oct 2 1894</td>
<td>15:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugarnian Reuben</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>June 4 1895</td>
<td>16:103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugarnian</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>Nov 12 1892</td>
<td>15:108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugarnian</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>June 4 1895</td>
<td>16:103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugden George</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>June 2 1898</td>
<td>16:398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugrue Ellen</td>
<td>daughter</td>
<td>Sept 14 1894</td>
<td>16:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugrue Honora</td>
<td>daughter</td>
<td>Dec 27 1899</td>
<td>16:525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugrue John</td>
<td>daughter</td>
<td>Feb 10 1897</td>
<td>16:273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUGRIE

Timothy of Patrick and Honora Feb 26 1898...........16:372
Sullote Elizabeth J of David W and Mary J Oct 1 1896........16:234
Sullote George O of David and Mary Aug 28 1894...........16:55
Sullote Mary L of David W and Mary J Oct 17 1891...........15:62
Sullivan Abbie of John L and Hannah Aug 30 1892...........15:99
Sullivan Agnes D of Richard and Mary A Oct 28 1898........16:460
Sullivan Alice of Edward J and Ellen E Nov 3 1896...........16:230
Sullivan Alice of Timothy F and Margaret Nov 24 1900........17:105
Sullivan Alice F of Richard and Mary A Sept 13 1897........16:355
Sullivan Andrew of Patrick D and Ellen Feb 4 1895...........16:125
Sullivan Ann A of Timothy and Ann Jan 26 1895.............16:107
Sullivan Ann T of Michael and Annie Sept 1 1896...........16:234
Sullivan Anna M of Dennis and Mary July 25 1891............15:32
Sullivan Anna M of Stephen and Ellen Jan 11 1899...........16:485
Sullivan Annie of Florence and Annie Nov 23 1899...........16:548
Sullivan Annie of Patrick D and Ellen T May 12 1897........16:310
Sullivan Annie E of Jeremiah and Ellen July 17 1892........15:99
Sullivan Annie E of Patrick J and Annie July 8 1897........16:332
Sullivan Annie F of John J and Ellen F July 4 1897...........16:317
Sullivan Annie J of Cornelius and Hannah June 29 1900........17:51
Sullivan Annie L of Michael and Annie Aug 25 1899........16:522
Sullivan Arthur of George and Ellen Oct 29 1893.............15:187
Sullivan Arthur of John C and Anna Mar 9 1891.............15:12
Sullivan Arthur of Stephen and Annie Apr 4 1900............17:29
Sullivan Arthur R of Francis P and Catherine W June 6 1899...16:477
Sullivan Bartholomew of John F and Mary July 20 1896........16:260
Sullivan Bessie of John F and Margaret Sept 11 1893........15:171
Sullivan Catherine of Dennis and Margaret Sept 5 1894........16:47
Sullivan Catherine of John and Joanna Aug 11 1895...........16:143
Sullivan Catherine of John and Mary A July 5 1893...........15:170
Sullivan Catherine of Michael and Annie Sept 18 1899........16:522
Sullivan Catherine of Michael and Catherine Nov 26 1891....15:34
Sullivan Catherine of Michael and Margaret Dec 12 1894.....16:79
Sullivan Catherine of Patrick D and Ellen Feb 4 1895........16:125
Sullivan Catherine of Timothy J and Nora A June 23 1897...16:276
Sullivan Catherine A of James M and Margaret M Sept 10

1892 .............................................................15:120
Sullivan Catherine C of Timothy and Ellen A Dec 14 1900.....17:110
Sullivan Catherine F of John and Julia July 3 1898..........16:417
Sullivan Catherine J of John M and Margaret Oct 6 1895.....16:136
Sullivan Catherine L of Michael and Annie Oct 18 1897......16:319
Sullivan Catherine T of Dennis and Catherine A July 29 1896...16:228
Sullivan Catherine T of James and Catherine Jan 7 1897......16:279
Sullivan Charles of William E and Ellen M Jan 22 1897.....16:300
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Sullivan Charles E of Catherine Feb 24 1896..................16:182
Sullivan Charles E of Timothy and Bridget A Sept 19 1892..15:113
Sullivan Charles F of John E and Joanna J Dec 30 1898.......16:431
Sullivan Cornelius of Cornelius and Catherine Jan 21 1897..16:280
Sullivan Cornelius of James E and Margaret F June 30 1894.16: 4
Sullivan Daniel of James M and Margaret M Nov 18 1896....16:255
Sullivan Daniel of John and Johanna J June 29 1891........15: 10
Sullivan Daniel of Michael and Catherine June 29 1892......15: 68
Sullivan Daniel of Michael and Nore June 9 1894.............16: 4
Sullivan Daniel of Michael J and Catherine July 1 1892....15: 99
Sullivan Daniel of Timothy and Annie Nov 12 1893..........15:187
Sullivan Daniel of William F and Margaret J May 16 1897...16:297
Sullivan Daniel J of Cornelius P and Mary A Oct 1 1900.....17: 88
Sullivan Deborah A of Daniel and Mary A Jan 8 1893........16:125
Sullivan Dennis of Dennis and Hannah Mar 22 1897...........16:274
Sullivan Dennis of Dennis and Margaret Jan 28 1893........15:167
Sullivan Dennis of Dennis R and Margaret R June 5 1896....16:184
Sullivan Dennis of Patrick and Mary July 31 1898..........16:417
Sullivan Dennis of Timothy and Nore Oct 1 1892.............15:100
Sullivan Edith M of Daniel A and Margaret W May 30 1896...16:204
Sullivan Edmond F of Thomas F and Catharine M Aug 7 1899..16:579
Sullivan Edward of Michael and Anna Oct 5 1894.............16: 70
Sullivan Edward J G of James E and Alice M June 29 1893..15:140
Sullivan Elizabeth of William F and Margaret J Mar 9 1896..16:203
Sullivan Elizabeth M of James and Annie Oct 27 1893........15:187
Sullivan Ella M of Bernard and Ellen Oct 1 1893.............15:187
Sullivan Ellen of Jeremiah and Ellen Apr 16 1895.............16: 93
Sullivan Ellen of John and Mary Jan 16 1894................16:  1
Sullivan Ellen of John F and Mary J June 24 1899..........16:483
Sullivan Ellen of John J and Ellen Feb 4 1894..............16: 32
Sullivan Ellen of Timothy and Honora May 10 1895..........16: 93
Sullivan Ellen J of Timothy F and Margaret Apr 3 1899....16:473
Sullivan Ellen T of Michael and Honora A Sept 20 1896....16:225
Sullivan Ellen V of Andrew and Delia Apr 1 1898.........16:394
Sullivan Elmer F of John W and Catherine Apr 2 1891......15:  5
Sullivan Esther of Patrick and Mary E July 8 1897..........16:324
Sullivan Eugene of John J and Ellen Sept 4 1896...........16:257
Sullivan Eugene D of John F and Rose T Nov 23 1894......16: 71
Sullivan Eugene H of Jeremiah F and Delia Sept 12 1892..15:113
Sullivan Evelyn G of Cornelius C and Catharine Jan 27 1900.17:  8
Sullivan Francis of John J and Ella June 30 1898...........16:377
Sullivan Francis of Michael and Margaret May 26 1895......16:118
Sullivan Francis E of Frank P and Katherine Oct 8 1896........16:270
Sullivan Frederick of Edward and Sarah Oct 23 1896.......16:259
Sullivan George of George A and Nellie L Jan 5 1892.......15:66
Sullivan George of Hannah June 4 1891..........................15:6
Sullivan George F of Timothy and Elizabeth Nov 11 1896......16:259
Sullivan George J of John J and Mary Sept 10 1894...........16:47
Sullivan George T of George T and Helen E July 21 1894......16:69
Sullivan Gertrude F of Dennis and Mary Dec 3 1894...........16:49
Sullivan Grace of George A and Helen A Nov 25 1892..........15:101
Sullivan Hanorah of Dennis R and Margaret R Feb 19 1899.....16:472
Sullivan Hanorah of Timothy and Hanorah May 30 1899........16:474
Sullivan Harold J of Bernard and Susan Nov 14 1897........16:319
Sullivan Helen of Patrick J and Mary E Apr 4 1899........16:481
Sullivan Helen D of Cornelius C and Catherine T Oct 10 1897,15:357
Sullivan Helen E of George T and Helen E July 21 1894.......16:69
Sullivan Helen E of John and Sarah H Sept 22 1898........16:435
Sullivan Helen M of Michael E and Annie Apr 25 1898........16:373
Sullivan Helen M of Timothy O and Mary E Jan 10 1899.......16:486
Sullivan Henry of Daniel and Alice Nov 7 1894..............16:48
Sullivan Henry C of Hannah July 24 1891......................15:43
Sullivan Henry E of Dennis H and Leona Oct 15 1897.........16:319
Sullivan Henry T of Patrick H and Bridget Dec 15 1899......16:587
Sullivan Irene of John F and Margaret E Nov 17 1897........16:319
Sullivan Isabella of James and Joanna Sept 19 1892.........15:104
Sullivan James of Dennis and Hannah July 4 1898.............16:417
Sullivan James of James and Joanna Aug 31 1895..............16:139
Sullivan James F of James F and Mary A Oct 20 1891..........15:52
Sullivan James G of William and Mary Mar 5 1893.............15:142
Sullivan James J of James and Mary A Jan 17 1897............16:273
Sullivan James M of James M and Margaret Dec 1 1894.........16:74
Sullivan James W of Francis P and Catherine W Dec 14 1897,16:323
Sullivan Jane of Francis J and Sarah Dec 10 1897.............16:329
Sullivan Jeremiah of Francis J and Sarah Sept 18 1891.......15:40
Sullivan Jeremiah of James and Catherine Sept 29 1898.......16:459
Sullivan Jeremiah of John and Catherine Sept 2 1892.........15:127
Sullivan Jeremiah of John and Mary Feb 14 1893.............15:136
Sullivan John of Annie Apr 22 1897...............................16:312
Sullivan John of Dennis and Hannah Sept 24 1895..............16:135
Sullivan John of Florence B and Annie Aug 3 1895............16:151
Sullivan John of Francis J and Sarah V Feb 11 1893..........15:142
Sullivan John of John and Ellen Mar 6 1894....................16:6
Sullivan John of John and Mary Jan 3 1892....................15:66
Sullivan John of Patrick and Mary Nov 22 1896..............16:227
Sullivan John of Patrick P and Mary A Sept 27 1896........16:269
From 1891 to 1900 inclusive.

Sullivan John E of Stephen and Ellen Oct 7 1892........... 13:100
Sullivan John F of James and Mary A Dec 13 1898........... 16:120
Sullivan John F of James M and Margaret M Aug 12 1899........... 16:563
Sullivan John F of John and Belinda Oct 23 1899........... 16:584
Sullivan John F of John F and Margaret Mar 27 1900........... 17:26
Sullivan John F of John F and Rose T Nov 26 1891........... 15:34
Sullivan John F of John M and Margaret June 6 1894........... 16:4
Sullivan John H of John F and Mary E June 26 1900........... 17:51
Sullivan John J of Dennis R and Margaret R Sept 17 1897........... 16:318
Sullivan John J of James F and Elizabeth Mar 16 1895........... 16:100
Sullivan John J of Patrick H and Bridget Oct 6 1898........... 16:447
Sullivan John J of Patrick J and Annie Nov 18 1895........... 16:168
Sullivan John J of Patrick J and Annie Nov 18 1896........... 16:259
Sullivan John L of Patrick and Ellen Jan 20 1899........... 16:507
Sullivan John M of John M and Ellen Aug 10 1899........... 16:553
Sullivan John P of Catherine May 27 1895........... 16:119
Sullivan John P of Mortimer and Mary Mar 15 1892........... 15:84
Sullivan Joseph of Daniel and Mary A Aug 13 1896........... 16:262
Sullivan Joseph of Francis J and Sarah V Oct 16 1899........... 16:537
Sullivan Joseph of Nellie Mar 26 1900........... 17:25
Sullivan Joseph of Timothy and Nora July 14 1896........... 16:224
Sullivan Joseph F of Jeremiah and Margaret May 10 1895........... 16:102
Sullivan Julia of Michael and Margaret July 27 1897........... 16:321
Sullivan Julia A of Dennis and Catherine A July 20 1898........... 16:421
Sullivan Lawrence of Patrick and Ellen May 15 1894........... 15:28
Sullivan Lena A of Andrew and Delia Sept 1 1895........... 16:172
Sullivan Leo of Michael and Nellie Aug 19 1895........... 16:138
Sullivan Leo D of William F and Mary E Aug 5 1900........... 17:70
Sullivan Lillian of John D and Ellen E Aug 28 1894........... 15:36
Sullivan Lillian M of Michael J and Mary A Nov 25 1896........... 16:243
Sullivan Loretta of Cornelius and Catherine Feb 1 1894........... 16:9
Sullivan Loretta of William H and Rose Oct 22 1894........... 16:67
Sullivan Lornena W of Richard and Mary A Oct 28 1898........... 16:460
Sullivan Mabel C of John F and Mary E Dec 25 1894........... 16:79
Sullivan Margaret of Daniel and Mary A Apr 25 1898........... 16:409
Sullivan Margaret of Michael and Margaret Oct 7 1892........... 15:124
Sullivan Margaret of Mortimer and Mary Apr 1 1893........... 15:151
Sullivan Margaret A of Dennis and Mary July 13 1894........... 16:46
Sullivan Margaret D of Timothy and Margaret Mar 20 1894........... 16:2
Sullivan Margaret E of John F and Mary E Oct 18 1893........... 15:202
Sullivan Margaret F of James E and Margaret Jan 2 1897........... 16:273
Sullivan Margaret J of James and Catherine Nov 17 1894........... 16:58
Sullivan Margaret M of John F and Margaret Feb 5 1895........... 16:91
Sullivan Marquis of William H and Rose May 30 1899........... 16:492
Sullivan Mary of Florence and Annie Sept 2 1897........... 16:337
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Parents</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Births</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary</td>
<td>Patrick and Mary</td>
<td>July 17, 1894</td>
<td>16: 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary</td>
<td>Patrick A and Annie I</td>
<td>July 12, 1899</td>
<td>16: 561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary</td>
<td>Thomas F and Mary</td>
<td>Feb 11, 1891</td>
<td>15: 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary</td>
<td>William F and Annie E</td>
<td>May 25, 1892</td>
<td>15: 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary A</td>
<td>James and Catherine</td>
<td>Jan 15, 1896</td>
<td>16: 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary A</td>
<td>Michael and Annie F</td>
<td>Feb 14, 1896</td>
<td>16: 181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary A</td>
<td>Michael and Ellen</td>
<td>Nov 29, 1893</td>
<td>15: 181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary A</td>
<td>Patrick J and Mary T</td>
<td>Jan 16, 1891</td>
<td>15: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary C</td>
<td>Patrick and Annie</td>
<td>May 21, 1899</td>
<td>16: 505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary E</td>
<td>Dennis and Hannah</td>
<td>June 12, 1890</td>
<td>17: 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary E</td>
<td>James II and Olympe</td>
<td>Sept 7, 1900</td>
<td>17: 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary E</td>
<td>John J and Ellen F</td>
<td>May 31, 1899</td>
<td>16: 474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary E</td>
<td>Michael and Winifred</td>
<td>Mar 17, 1892</td>
<td>15: 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary F</td>
<td>Daniel A and Margaret</td>
<td>Nov 25, 1893</td>
<td>15: 195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary G</td>
<td>Stephen and Ellen</td>
<td>Aug 1, 1894</td>
<td>16: 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary H</td>
<td>John H and Mary</td>
<td>Aug 25, 1899</td>
<td>16: 522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary J</td>
<td>James and Annie</td>
<td>Aug 6, 1895</td>
<td>16: 149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary J</td>
<td>John and Nellie</td>
<td>Feb 2, 1892</td>
<td>15: 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary K</td>
<td>Timothy and Bessie</td>
<td>Dec 1, 1893</td>
<td>15: 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary L</td>
<td>Patrick and Mary A</td>
<td>June 1, 1900</td>
<td>17: 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary M</td>
<td>John F and Beatrice</td>
<td>Oct 6, 1896</td>
<td>16: 270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary M</td>
<td>Timothy F and Margaret</td>
<td>Apr 3, 1899</td>
<td>16: 473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary T</td>
<td>Daniel J and Annie E</td>
<td>May 4, 1893</td>
<td>15: 137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary T</td>
<td>Dennis and Mary</td>
<td>June 6, 1896</td>
<td>16: 184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary T</td>
<td>John and Margaret</td>
<td>July 5, 1899</td>
<td>16: 520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary V</td>
<td>George T and Helen</td>
<td>Apr 15, 1898</td>
<td>16: 394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mary W</td>
<td>Thomas M and Winifred</td>
<td>Dec 6, 1892</td>
<td>15: 121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Michael C</td>
<td>Lawrence and Mary</td>
<td>Oct 21, 1892</td>
<td>15: 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Michael F</td>
<td>Michael J and Bridget</td>
<td>June 11, 1900</td>
<td>17: 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Michael F</td>
<td>Thomas and Mary</td>
<td>Dec 6, 1892</td>
<td>15: 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Michael H</td>
<td>John M and Margaret</td>
<td>June 30, 1897</td>
<td>16: 276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Michael H</td>
<td>Patrick and Mary A</td>
<td>Apr 24, 1898</td>
<td>16: 413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Michael J</td>
<td>John E and Joanna</td>
<td>Dec 30, 1898</td>
<td>16: 431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Michael L</td>
<td>James and Mary A</td>
<td>May 14, 1894</td>
<td>16: 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Michael W</td>
<td>Michael and Honora</td>
<td>Feb 9, 1899</td>
<td>16: 472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mortimer of</td>
<td>Mortimer and Mary</td>
<td>Oct 14, 1894</td>
<td>16: 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Mortimer of</td>
<td>William H and Rose</td>
<td>Feb 10, 1893</td>
<td>15: 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Nellie of</td>
<td>Martin and Nora</td>
<td>June 26, 1898</td>
<td>16: 377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Nora E</td>
<td>Michael E and Hannah</td>
<td>Apr 6, 1891</td>
<td>15: 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Patrick of</td>
<td>Dennis and Nora</td>
<td>Dec 22, 1892</td>
<td>15: 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Patrick E</td>
<td>Dennis and Mary</td>
<td>Sept 24, 1892</td>
<td>15: 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Raymond F</td>
<td>John F and Rose</td>
<td>Dec 29, 1896</td>
<td>16: 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Raymond J</td>
<td>John F and Rose</td>
<td>Oct 20, 1895</td>
<td>16: 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Richard J</td>
<td>James and Mary A</td>
<td>Sept 11, 1895</td>
<td>16: 135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan Rose A</td>
<td>Cornelius and Catherine</td>
<td>Mar 10, 1892</td>
<td>15: 73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Sullivan Sarah of Francis J and Sarah Sept 18 1891... 15: 40
Sullivan Sarah of William E and Ellen Dec 14 1894... 16: 79
Sullivan Stephen of Stephen and Ellen Nov 11 1896... 16: 243
Sullivan Susan A of Timothy J and Susan X Jan 18 1898... 16: 371
Sullivan Theresa of Theresa Aug 24 1894... 16: 55
Sullivan Theresa M of Timothy and Beesie Aug 15 1895... 16: 151
Sullivan Thomas of Daniel A and Margaret W Apr 8 1898... 16: 391
Sullivan Thomas W of William F and Margaret J Jan 27

1899... 16: 493
Sullivan Timothy of Dennis and Nora Dec 3 1891... 15: 34
Sullivan Timothy of Patrick D and Ellen P Dec 3 1892... 15: 180
Sullivan Timothy C C of John H and Hannah Oct 2 1892... 15: 100
Sullivan Timothy J of Timothy and Nora A Oct 18 1896... 16: 136
Sullivan Veronica of Thomas M and Winifred Feb 28 1898... 16: 397
Sullivan Walter of Michael E and Catherine T Mar 6 1891... 15: 7
Sullivan Walter of Peter and Delia Apr 1 1891... 15: 30
Sullivan Walter of Peter and Delia E Mar 29 1891... 15: 43
Sullivan Walter H of James and Annie Oct 23 1896... 16: 243
Sullivan Walter S of Michael and Hannah Jan 1 1896... 16: 181
Sullivan William of James E and Margaret Dec 19 1891... 15: 35
Sullivan William of John E and Joanna J Dec 28 1893... 15: 182
Sullivan William of William and Ellen M Sept 7 1892... 15: 123
Sullivan William of William F and Margaret J Mar 30 1900... 17: 27
Sullivan William B of James E and Alice M Dec 20 1900... 17: 112
Sullivan William C of John and Mary B July 31 1898... 16: 457
Sullivan William E of John F and Rose July 12 1898... 16: 417
Sullivan William F of Michael J and Catherine Oct 6 1895... 16: 136
Sullivan William F of William F and Annie E Nov 18 1894... 16: 48
Sullivan William H of Timothy and Mary E Oct 17 1894... 16: 77
Sullivan William H of Timothy J and Julia E May 6 1894... 15: 3
Sullivan William J of John J and Sarah H Aug 21 1900... 17: 74
Sullivan William J of Michael J and Mary Oct 7 1893... 15: 184
Sullivan — s of Anna Oct 19 1895... 16: 118
Sullivan — d of Bernard and Ellen Jan 26 1892... 15: 78
Sullivan — d of Bridget Apr 18 1897... 16: 286
Sullivan — s of Dennis and Catherine Dec 27 1899... 16: 588
Sullivan — s of Dennis H and Leona Dec 15 1898... 16: 420
Sullivan — s of Ellen Aug 22 1899... 16: 512
Sullivan — s of James and Ellen Apr 26 1894... 15: 8
Sullivan — s of Jeremiah and Ann F Jan 30 1893... 15: 133
Sullivan — d of John and Julia July 31 1899... 16: 521
Sullivan — s of John J and Joanna Dec 31 1897... 16: 368
Sullivan — s of John L and Antoinette Mar 21 1891... 15: 5
Sullivan — s of Margaret Mar 30 1899... 16: 594
Sullivan — s of Michael and Nora Aug 23 1895... 16: 135
Sullivan — d of Michael J and Margaret L May 6 1898. ... 16:468
Sullivan — s of Nellie July 16 1896. ... 16:239
Sullivan — d of Patrick and Mary Sept 15 1895. ... 16:135
Sullivan — d of Patrick J and Mary E A Feb 28 1892. ... 15:73
Sullivan — d of Patrick J and Mary T Mar 29 1892. ... 15:67
Sullivan — s of Stephen F and Annie Jan 1 1893. ... 16:91
Sullivan — s of Timothy and Ann Nov 22 1892. ... 15:113
Sullivan — s of Timothy and Annie Nov 12 1893. ... 15:187
Sullivan — d of William H and Rose June 22 1897. ... 16:294
Sulloway Arthur H of George H and Annie Nov 23 1893. ... 15:198
Sully Gladys of Daniel and Emma F Apr 28 1893. ... 15:154
Sully Harold S of Paul P and Elizabeth F Apr 4 1899. ... 16:510
Sulter Mary of Morris and Sarah June 1 1897. ... 16:284
Sulter Rachel of Moritz and Sarah Mar 9 1895. ... 16:100
Sultzberg Olaf K of Jacob F and May R Dec 30 1899. ... 16:555
Summer Perry of Joseph and Annie Nov 16 1898. ... 16:429
Summersall Alice E of Joseph and Margaret A Jan 12 1896. ... 16:188
Summersall Clarence of Joseph and Margaret A Aug 27 1893. ... 15:213
Sumner Florence M of George M and Mary L Jan 13 1897. ... 16:279
Sumption Albert E of William J and Margaret J May 27.
1894 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 16:4
Sumption William J of William J and Margaret J Apr 29
1893 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 15:137
Sun Mary M of Joseph and Frances Sept 16 1892. ... 15:107
Sun Nellie of Joseph and Frances Mar 2 1898. ... 16:379
Sundalovitch David of Morris and Eva Apr 25 1894. ... 16:12
Sundberg Carl W of Nils M and Caroline July 20 1897. ... 16:348
Sundberg —— d of John and Caroline Dec 21 1893. ... 15:188
Sundel Oscar F of Carl F and Anna O July 5 1900. ... 17:60
Sunderland Charles A of Albert J and Sarah A Mar 13 1894. ... 16:16
Sunderland Edith E of George H and Antolina July 29 1898. ... 16:451
Sunderland Ednah F of George H and Antalena Aug 7 1896. ... 16:257
Sunderland Ethel I of George H and Anta L Nov 26 1894. ... 16:78
Sunderland Fred E of Frederick S and Barbara W Mar 29
1891 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 15:13
Sunderland Harry of Grace July 8 1892. ... 15:132
Sunderland Henry B of George H and Lena Dec 14 1892. ... 15:114
Sunderland Lillian R of Albert J and Sarah A Oct 13 1892. ... 15:111
Sunderland Ruth R of George H and Antalena Nov 21 1900. ... 16:37
Sunderland Sadie A of Albert J and Sadie A Jan 17 1900. ... 17:5
Sunderland William B of Albert J and Sarah A June 14 1896. ... 16:196
Sunderland —— s of Frederick S and Barbara W Aug 16
1893 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 15:174
Sundgren Edward of Edward and Emily Aug 18 1893. ... 15:215
Sundin Eric J of Joseph and Annie July 25 1895. ... 16:178
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Sundin — d of Samuel and Elizabeth Jan 17 1898. ..... 16:386
Sundland Walter of Barnet and Betsey June 26 1894. ..... 15:17
Sunter Arthur of Andrew and Lizzie M July 31 1899. ..... 16:550
Sunter Doris of Andrew B and May July 27 1896. ..... 16:256
Supple Mary A of John and Bridget Mar 15 1896. ..... 15:96
Supple James P of John and Bridget Aug 4 1894. ..... 16:62
Supple John of John and Bridget Oct 2 1896. ..... 16:242
Supple — d of John and Bridget Nov 6 1897. ..... 16:346
Suprenant Ernest H of Carl and Alice Sept 13 1899. ..... 16:572
Suprenant — d of Carl H Mar 1900. ..... 17:27
Surinian Susan of Manoeg and Rose Aug 18 1894. ..... 16:55
Susman Edith (Etta) of Simon and Elizabeth Nov 2 1896. ..... 16:230
Susman Maurice of Harry and Annie Nov 11 1899. ..... 16:553
Sutcliffe Dawson of Dawson and Clara Mar 28 1892. ..... 15:89
Sutcliffe Ruth E of Edward and Ada Dec 1 1898. ..... 16:449
Sutcliffe — d of Nathaniel and Mary J Dec 28 1892. ..... 15:131
Sutcliffe — d of Robert F and Emily J Aug 24 1897. ..... 16:337
Suter Anna M of Albert and Annie Aug 18 1898. ..... 16:446
Suter Annie of Emil and Annie Oct 25 1893. ..... 15:189
Suter Emilia A of Emil and Anna Sept 3 1892. ..... 15:118
Sutherland Charlotte I of John and Elizabeth G Nov 30 1891. ..... 15:46
Sutherland Elizabeth of John and Elizabeth Apr 9 1896. ..... 16:186
Sutherland Helen T of John and Elizabeth Aug 21 1893. ..... 15:174
Sutherland Henry of Frank and Matilda July 30 1891. ..... 15:45
Sutherland — s of William C and Lena F May 8 1899. ..... 16:477
Sutter Emil H of Albert and Annie Nov 8 1899. ..... 16:507
Sutill Raymond P T of Priestly and Elizabeth J Feb 28 1899. ..... 16:498
Sutton Esther L of Charles H and Theresa Apr 5 1899. ..... 16:510
Sutton George S of George W and Anna Mar 9 1891. ..... 15:12
Sutton George S W of Samuel A and Cora J June 17 1900. ..... 17:48
Sutton J E R of Patrick and Mary E Jan 9 1898. ..... 16:404
Sutton Robert E of George E and Rose E Dec 6 1899. ..... 16:591
Svantson Mabel M of Nils and Anna M July 9 1895. ..... 16:158
Swenson Charles E H of Claus and Josephine U June 12 1893. ..... 15:152
Swenson Edmond F of John and Augusta Oct 22 1899. ..... 16:584
Swenson Edwin S of Thilen and Hannah May 11 1898. ..... 16:409
Swenson Sigma J V of Claus and Josephine N Nov 23 1894. ..... 16:68
Swailes Herbert of George and Elizabeth Aug 31 1900. ..... 17:78
Swaim Ellen of William B and Sarah A Apr 15 1899. ..... 16:517
Swaim Charles F of Edward A and Martha W May 22 1896. ..... 16:183
Swain Herbert of George and Kate June 18 1893. ..... 15:155
Swain Leonard of Edward A and Martha W Mar 18 1891. ..... 15:2
Swallow Albert C of Frederick and Minnie E Nov 22 1899. ..... 16:559
Swallow Irene T of George W and Rose Feb 18 1896. ..... 16:215
Swallow James E of James E and Mary E Aug 5 1898. ..... 16:464
Swallow Mabel of George W and Rosa May 23 1898.............16: 410
Swallow Mary E of Fred and Mary Feb 2 1891.................15: 30
Swallow Ralph of George and Rose Apr 28 1892...............15: 94
Swallow Ruth M of George W and Rose May 23 1890............17: 41
Swan Annie M of Willis A and Mary E Jan 18 1895............16: 110
Swan Arthur L of Charles W and Carolina June 8 1893........15: 166
Swan Cyril R of Alexander D and Caroline May 30 1896......16: 192
Swan George R of Julins O and Mary Dec 31 1895..............16: 164
Swan Gladys M of Herbert L and Lila T Dec 9 1896...........16: 248
Swan Henry of Henry F and Josephine L Sept 28 1892......15: 121
Swan Herbert L of Herbert L and Lila T Aug 21 1898.......16: 438
Swan Naida E of Alexander D and Caroline L Dec 1 1892....15: 130
Swan Nelson A of Willis A and Mary E Jan 12 1897.........16: 290
Swan Ola A of Alexander D and Caroline June 22 1898......16: 383
Swan Raymond A of George and Mary July 23 1894............16: 46
Swan Selma E of Charles and Lena Feb 26 1897...............16: 281
Swan Vera G of Alexander D and Caroline L Sept 13 1894....16: 82
Swan —— s of Newell C F and Lyra M Jan 28 1893...........16: 190
Swan —— d of Willis A and Mary Jan 9 1898.................16: 388
Swauhund Betsey M of Swan and Betsey Dec 30 1891........15: 53
Swauhund —— s of Swan and Betsey Oct 11 1894..............16: 70
Swanson Anna T of Gustave and Josephine Nov 18 1891....15: 31
Swanson Arvid R of Sven R and Ida Nov 25 1900.............17: 105
Swanson Beta W W of Anton and Mathilde July 2 1893......15: 188
Swanson Blanche A of Martin and Sophie July 20 1898......16: 456
Swanson Carl W of William and Elsie A Oct 24 1896.......16: 251
Swanson Clarence E of Charles P and Delia M May 26 1896.16: 512
Swanson Dora S of Frederick and Harriet T May 6 1897....16: 289
Swanson Eleanor S of Charles and Eleanor Nov 6 1891.....15: 62
Swanson Esther of Anton and Matilda Dec 22 1896..........16: 248
Swanson Esther C V of James P and Clara J Feb 1 1897.....16: 273
Swanson Frank of Nils J and Johanna M Mar 20 1899.......16: 509
Swanson Harry G of Swan P and Olive Mar 10 1893..........15: 139
Swanson Hilda of Charles and Lena Aug 15 1893............15: 189
Swanson Hulda of Gus and Fenia Nov 26 1892.................15: 101
Swanson Lillie A T of James P and Clara J Oct 13 1895...16: 136
Swanson Martha I of Alick and Sadie July 25 1899.........16: 591
Swanson Oscar H of Oscar and Frances H June 30 1896....16: 213
Swanson Percy E of Charles P and Fidelia M July 25 1900...17: 66
Swanson —— d of Anton and Matilda Apr 27 1895............16: 112
Swanson —— s of Anton and Matilda Aug 28 1898............16: 438
Swanson —— s of Bernhard and Josephine Dec 14 1891.....15: 63
Swanson —— s of James P and Clara J June 9 1892.........15: 70
Swanson —— s of Matilda Oct 28 1900........................17: 96
Swanson —— d of Per A and Annie July 26 1899.............16: 596
Swanson — s of Per A and Annie July 26 1899. 16:596
Swanstrom Ellen T of Claus and Josephine Mar 8 1897. 16:292
Swarts George G of George G and Florence M Dec 11 1897. 16:344
Sweatman — s of Lucius A and Elizabeth June 11 1897. 16:286
Sweeney Agnes of David and Ellen R June 15 1891. 15:29
Sweeney Alice L of Patrick T and Alice B Nov 7 1900. 17:100
Sweeney Alice L of Thomas and Catherine Apr 27 1894. 15:20
Sweeney Alice M of James H and Eliza M Nov 11 1892. 15:125
Sweeney Ann J of Thomas H and Mary A Dec 22 1899. 16:549
Sweeney Anna B of William T and Sarah Apr 17 1892. 15:95
Sweeney Annie of Terence J and Bridget A Aug 8 1899. 16:527
Sweeney Annie A of Peter J and Margaret A July 2 1897. 16:320
Sweeney Annie G of George P and Julia Dec 10 1899. 16:544
Sweeney Annie L of John F and Annie June 3 1894. 15:29
Sweeney Catherine T of Terence J and Bridget A Feb 20 1898. 16:375
Sweeney Charles of Michael and Mary Mar 25 1900. 17:25
Sweeney Charles E of John and Annie Sept 10 1896. 16:284
Sweeney David F of David and Ellen Apr 10 1897. 16:314
Sweeney Edward P of Edward and Elizabeth Mar 12 1898. 16:415
Sweeney Edward T of Eugene F and Mary Mar 20 1899. 16:594
Sweeney Elizabeth of Louis and Mary A Dec 24 1896. 16:248
Sweeney Elizabeth R of James H and Eliza M June 10 1898. 16:404
Sweeney Ellen of Matthew and Mary J Feb 14 1900. 17:13
Sweeney Ethel M of William J and Margaret L Apr 8 1899. 16:488
Sweeney Francis of Eugene F and Mary Nov 7 1893. 15:249
Sweeney Francis R of John and Annie Jan 27 1897. 16:291
Sweeney George A of George A and Annie Jan 9 1896. 16:221
Sweeney George F of John and Mary A Aug 5 1891. 15:45
Sweeney Gertrude G of Eugene F and Mary Jan 14 1895. 16:149
Sweeney Helen M of Eugene F and Mary Aug 23 1900. 17:75
Sweeney Helen T of John H and Mary E Sept 20 1893. 15:194
Sweeney James of John and Annie Oct 24 1892. 15:129
Sweeney James M of Peter J and Margaret T May 12 1899. 16:477
Sweeney Joanna F of Patrick J and Minnie A June 16 1892. 15:96
Sweeney John of John and Annie Jan 28 1896. 16:199
Sweeney John of John F and Annie Dec 19 1897. 16:360
Sweeney John J of Thomas H and Mary A Oct 28 1895. 16:152
Sweeney Joseph of Peter and Maggie June 5 1895. 16:97
Sweeney Josephine of Michael and Mary Mar 30 1891. 16:19
Sweeney Lillian M of William J and Margaret L June 22
1895 ............................. 16:109
Sweeney Mabel G of Hugh and Catherine A Dec 6 1898. 16:155
Sweeney Margaret of Louis H and Margaret A Oct 7 1894. 16:70
Sweeney Mary of Michael and Mary Nov 18 1891. 15:46
Sweeney Mary A of George C and Sarah A Aug 6 1896. 16:253
Sweeney Mary A of John and Anastasia Nov 17 1899........ 16:524
Sweeney Mary A of John and Anna May 29 1891............ 16: 41
Sweeney Mary A of Patrick and Mary Feb 10 1892........... 15: 77
Sweeney Mary A of Terence J and Bridget May 8 1896..... 16:186
Sweeney Mary E of Peter and Margaret Feb 27 1894......... 16:  6
Sweeney Mary M of Bernard and Elizabeth D Feb 8 1898.... 16:371
Sweeney Rosanna of George C and Sarah A July 2 1899..... 16:561
Sweeney Thomas J of John F and Annie Dec 4 1900.......... 17:108
Sweeney William of Eugene and Mary Dec 23 1896........... 16:260
Sweeney William H of Patrick J and Mary A Apr 14 1895... 16:101
Sweeney William J of William T and Sarah Mar 10 1891..... 15:  2
Sweeney William L of David and Ellen June 30 1893........ 15:166
Sweeney William P of Michael and Mary Mar 17 1897....... 16:287
Sweeney —— s of Arthur and Margaret May 10 1899......... 16:495
Sweet Albert E of Herbert L and Minnie A July 18 1900..... 17: 63
Sweet Alice E of George W and Minnie Sept 24 1893......... 15:174
Sweet Amelia I of John R and Mary E Feb 28 1899.......... 16: 42
Sweet Dorothy M of Albert F and Minnie C Aug 16 1896..... 16:242
Sweet Emma F of Willis and Catherine July 20 1894......... 16: 65
Sweet Ernest H of Willis S and Katie C July 26 1897....... 16:321
Sweet Ethel M of Fred S and Clara L May 31 1893.......... 15:153
Sweet Evangelina L E of Charles R and Esther Oct 3 1895... 16:135
Sweet Everett L of Newton J and Alice W Dec 18 1899....... 16:569
Sweet Florence E of Henry B and Grace E Sept 8 1899....... 16:557
Sweet Fredericke of Frederick P and Dora E Dec 5 1891.... 15:  3
Sweet George D of Albert F and Winnie C Sept 8 1898....... 16:435
Sweet George N of Charles C and Annie E Oct 6 1899....... 16:529
Sweet Henry E of Robert E and Julia E Feb 10 1896........ 16:209
Sweet Howard C of Charles C and Annie E Aug 6 1898....... 16:421
Sweet Juliana B of Albert F and Minnie C Nov 23 1900...... 17:104
Sweet Marion of Newton J and Alice W Feb 4 1895........... 16:117
Sweet Marion F of Albert F and Minnie C Apr 16 1895....... 16:108
Sweet Ruth E of George W and Minnie M Dec 2 1895......... 16:141
Sweet Theodore L of William L and May Aug 16 1900......... 17:  3
Sweet Walter H of Walter H and Eliza F Feb 4 1895......... 16:117
Sweet Warren D of Richard A and Sadie M Apr 6 1899....... 16:499
Sweet ——— d of Willis S and Kate Nov 17 1895............. 16:440
Sweeting Alfred of Albert and Eliza July 18 1892........... 15:132 and 213
Sweeting Fred of Albert and Eliza Apr 10 1891............. 15:  6
Sweeting George of Albert and Lillie Oct 19 1894........... 16: 51
Sweeting Clara E of Henry F and Maria June 1 1892........ 15:  8
Sweeting Lewis E of Edward R and Alice M July 17 1898..... 16:441
Sweeting William F of William F and Sarah H Aug 10 1900... 17: 71
Sweetser Irene E of Albert E and Annie F Sept 12 1900...... 17: 82
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swenson Florence of John</td>
<td>Nov 30 1895</td>
<td>16: 157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Pauline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swenson Florence L H</td>
<td>Nov 26 1895</td>
<td>16: 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Peter W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Annie M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swenson Frederic T</td>
<td>Aug 26 1899</td>
<td>16: 546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Frederic L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Harriet T</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swenson Gladys M</td>
<td>Nov 11 1900</td>
<td>17: 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Peter W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Annie M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swenson Hilga of John</td>
<td>Oct 21 1900</td>
<td>17: 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Matilda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swenson John E</td>
<td>Aug 29 1891</td>
<td>15: 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of John A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Betty E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swenson Lawrence of John A</td>
<td>July 10 1895</td>
<td>16: 153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Bettie E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swenson Oliver E</td>
<td>Aug 24 1900</td>
<td>17: 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Berndt A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Anna M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swenson — d of Bernard G R</td>
<td>Feb 28 1893</td>
<td>15: 156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Josephine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swenson — d of Gustaf A</td>
<td>Feb 29 1892</td>
<td>15: 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Selma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swenson — s of John A</td>
<td>June 13 1893</td>
<td>15: 152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Sophie S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swift Arthur E</td>
<td>June 4 1898</td>
<td>16: 410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Arthur A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Ellen E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swift Charles B</td>
<td>Oct 18 1893</td>
<td>15: 187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Charles B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Margaret</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swift Harold of George</td>
<td>May 10 1899</td>
<td>16: 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Esther</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swift Helen M</td>
<td>May 2 1900</td>
<td>17: 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Arthur A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Ella E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swift Helen S</td>
<td>Feb 10 1899</td>
<td>16: 515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Arthur E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Maud C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swift Louis C</td>
<td>May 30 1896</td>
<td>16: 187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Louis and Anna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swift Mildred M</td>
<td>Apr 5 1900</td>
<td>17: 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Walter R and Evic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swift Morton E</td>
<td>Aug 12 1894</td>
<td>16: 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of George E and Annie C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swift Winnifred L</td>
<td>Oct 27 1899</td>
<td>16: 574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of James J and Maggie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swift — s of George H</td>
<td>Oct 5 1898</td>
<td>16: 432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Margaret V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swift — d of James and</td>
<td>Mar 28 1898</td>
<td>16: 415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swindells Earl O</td>
<td>Apr 22 1891</td>
<td>15: 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Harry L and Martha J</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Martha J</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swindells Raymond L R</td>
<td>Apr 30 1899</td>
<td>16: 511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Harry L and Martha J</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sykes Arthur of William</td>
<td>Apr 15 1896</td>
<td>16: 191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Ada</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sykes Charles E</td>
<td>July 22 1895</td>
<td>16: 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Charles A and Letitia E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sykes Edwin A</td>
<td>Feb 28 1892</td>
<td>15: 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of James E and Clara N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sykes Frank R</td>
<td>Dec 6 1898</td>
<td>16: 423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of James E and Clara M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sykes George E</td>
<td>Apr 4 1898</td>
<td>16: 381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Enoch and Ada</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sykes Helen E</td>
<td>Feb 27 1894</td>
<td>16: 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Enoch and Ada</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sykes James of E</td>
<td>June 9 1893</td>
<td>15: 140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Clara M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sykes Marion K</td>
<td>July 5 1898</td>
<td>16: 464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of William H and Lillian M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sykes Robert B</td>
<td>Nov 28 1892</td>
<td>15: 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Albert and Sarah A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvander Roy W A</td>
<td>May 24 1898</td>
<td>16: 392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Carl and Caroline A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvester Lizzie of</td>
<td>Oct 6 1895</td>
<td>16: 145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francesco and Giuseppa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvester Marion L of</td>
<td>Apr 5 1896</td>
<td>16: 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles E and Mary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvestre Francis R of</td>
<td>July 20 1893</td>
<td>15: 176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francois A and Angela C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvestre Harold A of</td>
<td>Nov 21 1896</td>
<td>16: 237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francois A and Angela</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvia William of</td>
<td>Nov 21 1899</td>
<td>16: 542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles E and Elizabeth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syner Albert of Ernest E</td>
<td>May 26 1894</td>
<td>16: 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Frances H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syner Elsie F of Ernest E</td>
<td>June 28 1899</td>
<td>16: 493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Frances H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Syner Ethel F of Ernest E and Frances H Mar 14 1897........16:292
Syner Lillian M of Ernest E and Frances H Dec 7 1892........15:116
Syverson Edward F S of Johan and Augusta Oct 22 1899........16:558
Syverson Hilda G of Gustave and Hannah Oct 5 1899........16:537

Tabele Clara D of George A and Clara May 7 1899........16:515
Taber Frank T of Elias F and Winifred M Jan 26 1899........16:497
Taber Gladys B of Arthur D and Jennie A July 27 1896........16:245
Taber Norman S of Alfred H and Abby M Sept 3 1891........15:36
Taber Yetta of Moritz and Rebecca Nov 5 1893........15:180
Taberisky Simon of Morris and Rachel June 21 1899........16:483
Taberman Albert C of Carl A and Susannah O Nov 29 1896.....16:267
Taberman Gerda S of Charles A and Susanna O July 27 1892.15:120
Taberman Mildred of Charles A and Susanna July 8 1895......16:170
Taberman —— d of Carl A and Susanna O Oct 1 1893........15:187
Taberovsky Lizzie of Meyer and Ida Sept 3 1898........16:427
Tabishofka —— d of Anna Apr 23 1900........................17:31
Tabor Grace E of George W and Gertrude A Aug 17 1892.....15:117
Tabor Robert D of Edward P and Blanche A Mar 19 1900.....17:23
Tabor —— s of Crandall and Margaret E Dec 22 1895.......16:157
Tacanis John of Michael and Michaelina Nov 7 1892........15:129
Taccone Anna of Carmine and Antonia July 27 1900..........17:67
Taccone Tomas of Giacomo and Cristina Feb 18 1900.........17:14
Tacianis Amelia of Michael and Micheline Feb 10 1897.....16:306
Tacianis Joseph of Michael and Micheline Aug 13 1894.....16:81
Tafft Margaret of Henry E and Catherine W Dec 25 1891.....15:53
Taft Alida A of Peter J and Ellen R of May 18 1899.........16:511
Taft Eleanor of Robert W and Alice July 24 1894........16:50
Taft Elton C of Elton F and Emma T May 15 1898........16:463
Taft Eunice of Henry S and Ellen J Mar 2 1896........16:206
Taft Frank S of George H and Elizabeth A June 15 1892.....15:80
Taft Grace of Henry S and Ellen J June 16 1893........15:157
Taft John L of Lewis W and Emma V Mar 11 1894........16:29
Taft Ruby of Peter J and Ellen R Nov 7 1894........16:84
Taft Wallace of Peter J and Nellie R Feb 24 1892........15:92
Taft —— d of A W and Emma Nov 15 1896........16:230
Taft —— s of Hiram H and Mary A Feb 22 1899........16:487
Taft —— d of Walter R and Annie T July 8 1893........15:196
Taghiamonti Anna of Salvatore and Petrina Mar 31 1900....17:27
Tague Frederick L of William D and Sarah A Mar 11 1891..15:5
Tague Harry R of John V and Rosina Nov 29 1893........15:195
Tague Howard V of William D and Sarah A Mar 12 1899.....16:509
Tague Lowry L of John V and Rosa Nov 2 1896........16:247
Tague Wallace of William D and Sarah A Apr 8 1900.........17:29
Tague Winifred G of James A and Catherine Mar 25 1892.....15:93
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Tague — s of Maggie June 3 1900. ................................. 17: 44
Tailhoud Herbert A of Charles A and Grace A Apr 12 1893. 15: 169
Tailon William M of Lumina M Aug 5 1896. ........................ 16: 239
Tainsh Alexander of Alexander and Elizabeth Jan 15 1893. 15: 162
Tainsh Andrew of Alexander and Elizabeth Nov 28 1900. 17: 106
Tainsh Catharine G of Daniel M and Minnie H July 28 1900. 17: 67
Tainsh Catherine of William and Elizabeth A Dec 9 1894. 16: 85
Tainsh Catherine G of Alexander and Elizabeth Mar 30 1895. 16: 128
Tainsh David M of Thomas and Ann Feb 2 1893. ........................ 15: 162
Tainsh Elizabeth of William and Elizabeth A July 23 1893. 15: 265
Tainsh Elizabeth M of Thomas and Annie B May 25 1891. 15: 29
Tainsh Elsie of William and Elizabeth A Nov 11 1899. 16: 585
Tainsh Gilroy of Alexander and Lizzie C Jan 14 1899. 16: 507
Tainsh James of Thomas and Ann Sept 22 1900. 17: 120
Tainsh James K of Daniel and Minnie May 10 1899. 16: 511
Tainsh Janet of James and Helen May 4 1894. 16: 40
Tainsh Janet E of Alexander and Elizabeth Nov 30 1896. 16: 267
Tait Joseph II of Joseph H and Nellie F Aug 19 1892. 15: 103
Tait — c/o of Georgia Nov 30 1891. 15: 37
Talbot Henry of Richard F and Mary A Oct 15 1895. 16: 167
Talcott Grace of Walter O and Harriet F May 7 1894. 15: 9
Talhaferro Hazel G c/o of Arthur and Rose B Dec 22 1897. 16: 344
Tallman Mabel of William and Katie Dec 26 1891. 15: 43
Tallman Rose of William M and Catharine T July 3 1899. 16: 578
Tallman Ruth P of William M and Catharine T July 3 1899. 16: 578
Tallman William of William M and Katie June 23 1896. 16: 219
Tally Helen of Philip and Bridget Feb 27 1895. 16: 121
Tally Louisa of Philip and Bridget June 3 1894. 15: 24
Tally Philip of Philip and Bridget Sept 23 1893. 15: 201
Talty John C of Joseph P and Ellen E Dec 27 1896. 16: 227
Talty Joseph P of Joseph and Ellen June 24 1899. 16: 474
Tamberi Alfonso of Carlo and Angelina Oct 15 1899. 16: 574
Tamberi Giuseppe of Carlo and Angelina June 23 1896. 16: 498
Talmin — s of Fred and Obeline Jan 22 1900. 17: 55
Tammalleo Anna of Saverio and Maria Aug 22 1897. 16: 349
Tammareo Giulia of Carlo and Angelina Jan 9 1898. 16: 386
Tammalleo Antonio of Saverio and Maria Sept 5 1895. 16: 466
Tammalleo Luigi of Saverio and Maria Feb 10 1899. 16: 502
Tammareo Francesco C of Salvatore and Emilia July 14 1900. 17: 62
Tanaphel Wolf of Oldt and Goldt Feb 25 1894. 16: 10
Tancredi Angela M of Francesco and Annie Aug 4 1896. 16: 256
Tanguay Mary E of Jean B A and Vitaline July 12 1891. 15: 56
Tannepol Sarah of Morris and Annie Sept 1 1899. 16: 563
Tanner Bertha A of Joseph A and Marion R Nov 17 1899.... 16: 559
Tanner Bertha M of Charles and Marion E Aug 31 1898.... 16: 446
Tanner Christina M of Lincoln B and Elizabeth A Dec 18
1892 ........................................ 15: 131
Tanner Churchill (c) of Winfield and Addie A Oct 31 1895. 16: 178
Tanner Clarence A of Joseph A and Marion R May 2 1898.... 16: 395
Tanner Clifford W of Artemus W and Ella L Sept 2 1900.... 17: 78
Tanner Edith M of Willard B and Annie T May 23 1899.... 16: 516
Tanner Edward J of James K and Emma Nov 6 1895.... 16: 140
Tanner Emma G of James K and Emma E June 23 1898.... 16: 377
Tanner Ethel G of William W and Grace R Jan 22 1896.... 16: 209
Tanner John C of James and Emma Dec 31 1893.... 15: 176
Tanner Katherine of Enoes N and Mary H July 30 1899.... 16: 550
Tanner Lillian E of Thomas H and Ellen J July 24 1895.... 16: 134
Tanner Margaretta A of Thomas H and Ellen J July 14 1898. 16: 417
Tanner Mary of Enoes N and Mary H Sept 23 1897.... 16: 318
Tanner Mildred of Charles A and Marion E Oct 16 1894.... 16: 84
Tanner Mildred F of Lincoln B and Elizabeth A Oct 4 1897.... 16: 312
Tanner Minerva E of William W and Grace R Sept 16 1899.... 16: 592
Tanner Minnie A of Charles A and Marion E Oct 19 1896.... 16: 265
Tanner Thomas H of James K and Emma E July 22 1892.... 16: 103
Tanner Thomas H of Thomas H and Ellen J Jan 16 1900.... 17: 5
Tanner William J of Thomas H and Ellen J Jan 8 1897.... 16: 273
Tanner William J of William J and Alice J Dec 29 1900.... 17: 145
Tanner —— s of George F and Joanna T Nov 30 1891.... 15: 42
Tanner —— s of James J and Ella E June 23 1892.... 15: 71
Tannitti Antonio of Tomaso and Maria Jan 23 1893.... 15: 158
Tansey Bernard of Bernard and Bridget Jan 25 1899.... 16: 486
Tansey John P of Bernard and Bridget July 19 1895.... 16: 150
Tanzler —— d of Charles and Clara Oct 23 1898.... 16: 432
Tapero Minnie of Harry and Rosa Feb 9 1900.... 17: 12
Tarbox Edith M of Horace E and Florence M Aug 11 1897.... 16: 341
Tarbox Ella G of Charles H and Ella M Mar 8 1896.... 16: 210
Tarbox Lillian M of R James and Maria A June 21 1893.... 15: 152
Tarbox Luella A of James and Minnie A Nov 6 1891.... 15: 49
Tarbox —— s of Anthony and Margaret J Nov 24 1892.... 15: 113
Tarby Neotah (c) of Charles H and Hattie A Nov 24 1894.... 16: 73
Tardie Napoleon of Francois X and Eugenie Sept 18 1892.... 15: 133
Tarnapol Sarah of Morris and Anna June 2 1899.... 16: 518
Tarpeilha —— d of Jose J and Maria J June 25 1896.... 16: 184
Tarr Anna of Michael and Rachelle Apr 10 1895.... 16: 122
Tarri Concetta of Michele and Rachelle Jan 6 1897.... 16: 300
Tarri Elisabetta of Michele and Rachelle Oct 7 1898.... 16: 453
Tarring Albert E of George and Eliza M June 26 1895.... 16: 131
Tarring Elsie M of George and Eliza M June 14 1897.... 16: 311
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Tarring George of George and Eliza M July 19 1891............ 15: 59
Tarring Mary A of George and Eliza M Mar 7 1899............ 16: 509
Tarring William of George and Margaret Jan 29 1893............ 15: 162
Tarro Antonio of Michele and Rachele May 29 1900............ 17: 42
Tarro Concetta of Michele and Rachele Dec 6 1896............ 16: 260
Tarro Tomaso of Michele and Rachele Mar 25 1894............ 16: 33
Tasca Amalio of Pietro and Stefana June 4 1893............ 15: 168
Tasca Antonio of Michele and Margherita July 1 1890............ 16: 569
Tasca Edoardo A of Michele and Margherita Mar 7 1898............ 16: 401
Tasca Federico G of Pietro and Giuseppa July 4 1898............ 16: 432
Tasca Luigi of Nicola and Catarina Mar 12 1900............ 17: 21
Tasker Adelina of Roland and Lillian Oct 26 1897............ 16: 328
Tasker Albert W of Albert and Elizabeth July 27 1894............ 16: 54
Tasker Emma E of Albert R and Elizabeth June 3 1892............ 15: 75
Tasker Frederick of Marion E Mar 7 1897............ 16: 297
Tassone Giuseppe V of Domenico and Teresa Oct 1 1900............ 17: 88
Tate Edna of John and Annie Nov 7 1896............ 16: 266
Tate Ethel of John F and Ann Sept 3 1895............ 16: 172
Tate Knight of Fred S and Nannie Jan 16 1893............ 15: 169
Tate s of Fred S and Nannie L May 7 1895............ 16: 129
Tatz Alice of Louis and Augusta Nov 18 1892............ 15: 104
Tatz Elsie of Max and Sarah Aug 3 1895............ 16: 154
Tatz Harry L of Samuel L and Annie D June 3 1897............ 16: 297
Tatz Lilly of Max H and Sarah J Mar 3 1897............ 16: 295
Tatz Minnie F of Samuel and Annie D Apr 24 1900............ 17: 34
Taudvin Eva C of John A and Harriet M Jan 5 1900............ 17: 122
Taudvin Sadie of John and Harriet Jan 1895............ 16: 132
Taudvin d of Elizabeth Feb 2 1899............ 16: 594
Tavan d of twin daughters of Giuseppe and Giuseppina Mar
30 1900............ 17: 56
Tavares Antonio J (c) of John J and Justa Jan 14 1899............ 16: 472
Tavares Arthur of Jose and Maria Jan 4 1899............ 16: 472
Tavaz Lena R of Joseph R and Mary Dec 26 1900............ 17: 114
Tavereski William of Moritz and Rachel Sept 3 1893............ 15: 178
Tavini Docena of Carmine and Antonia Oct 29 1898............ 16: 465
Tavone Maria C of Giuseppe and Maria July 25 1900............ 17: 66
Tavone Rosina of Giuseppe and Maria Feb 8 1899............ 16: 502
Taylor Ada E (c) of John B and Ada A Dec 26 1900............ 17: 114
Taylor Alice (c) of Mary Feb 18 1894............ 16: 15
Taylor Alice of Thomas and Lillian Jan 8 1896............ 16: 202
Taylor Alice E of David W and Jane S Mar 18 1892............ 15: 81
Taylor Alice M of James and Sarah A Jan 26 1895............ 16: 125
Taylor Alice M of John and Elizabeth Sept 1 1896............ 16: 245
Taylor Alice T of Thomas G and Agnes Feb 7 1896............ 16: 199
Taylor Annie M of Jasper and Celia Apr 8 1899............ 16: 516
Taylor Arthur L of William H and Emily C Feb 12 1892...15: 81
Taylor Benjamin of Benjamin and Annie Aug 31 1899...16: 592
Taylor Bertha J of Abraham and Minnie E Oct 11 1893...15: 209
Taylor Burton R of Arthur J and Mabel R Dec 11 1896...16: 231
Taylor Carl C of John T and Violetta July 25 1891...15: 59
Taylor Catherine of James M R and Alice G Aug 22 1896...16: 228
Taylor Catherine of Thomas and Frances Oct 10 1892...15: 111
Taylor Charles F of Albert and Sarah May 29 1898...16: 410
Taylor Charles H of Belle Aug 28 1900...17: 77
Taylor Charles S of John and Marie June 5 1898...16: 392
Taylor Charlotte E of Abraham and Minnie E Aug 4 1897...16: 354
Taylor Christopher M (c) of Benjamin J Jr and Eleanor V
Dec 2 1891...15: 65
Taylor Cornelius of John and Ann E Nov 21 1891...15: 34
Taylor Cyrus D of Charles W and Idella W Jan 1 1900...17: 1
Taylor David W of David R and Mary C Feb 12 1900...17: 13
Taylor Dewey of John and Edith June 22 1898...16: 395
Taylor Doris I of Atchinson S and Lena Sept 1 1899...16: 581
Taylor Earl G (c) of John B and Ada A Dec 3 1898...16: 444
Taylor Earl W of Walter J and Bessie L Nov 10 1892...15: 104
Taylor Edgar B of William and Alice M Sept 29 1900...17: 87
Taylor Edith of Maggie Dec 27 1894...16: 60
Taylor Edith J (c) of Mary A Apr 7 1894...16: 26
Taylor Eliza P of Albert and Harriet A Feb 6 1894...16: 9
Taylor Elizabeth I of Ernest and Ida M Aug 27 1900...17: 76
Taylor Ellen of William and Margaret Feb 21 1899...16: 494
Taylor Elsie M of Enoch and Mary J Mar 18 1892...15: 81
Taylor Emma E of Robert and Nellie E Oct 20 1892...15: 116
Taylor Ernest L (c) of Benjamin J and Eleanor V Feb 7 1898.16: 396
Taylor Estella W of Abraham and Minnie E Aug 15 1895...16: 171
Taylor Esther of John and Edith May 6 1899...16: 495
Taylor Esther of Thomas and Lillie June 1 1892...15: 95
Taylor Ethel A of David W and Jane S Feb 25 1896...16: 203
Taylor Ethel L of Dorr E and Anney H Nov 22 1893...15: 213
Taylor Eugene H of Charles S and Emma F June 29 1893...15: 152
Taylor Eunice G of George H and Sarah A Jan 2 1896...16: 198
Taylor Eva M of Thomas G and Agnes Apr 6 1897...16: 292
Taylor Florence E (c) of Benjamin J Jr and Eleanor Sept 19
1895...16: 162
Taylor Francis O of Charles and Grace A Oct 1 1896...16: 258
Taylor Frank of Thomas and Frances Nov 27 1897...16: 329
Taylor Frederick W of Frederick W and Martha G Sept 14
1899...16: 564
Taylor George H (c) of Charles S and Sarah Dec 22 1893...15: 188
Taylor George W of Robert J and Maria E July 7 1891...15: 38
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Taylor Gorham O (c) of David E and Carrie L May 3 1897...16:296
Taylor Grace E of Robert and Everill July 9 1892.............15:126
Taylor Harold E L of Charles A and Grace A June 8 1900....17: 46
Taylor Harry of David W and Jane S May 27 1894...........16: 27
Taylor Helen A of Thomas and Frances Oct 26 1896........16:236
Taylor Herman of James H and Sarah A Jan 28 1897.......16:314
Taylor Howard S (c) of David E and Carrie L Nov 22 1898..16:443
Taylor Irving B (c) of David E and Carrie L May 12 1895...16:116
Taylor James of Thomas and Frances Dec 13 1894..........16: 53
Taylor Jennie of William and Margaret Jan 24 1894.......16: 25
Taylor John H of John and Edith July 10 1891............15: 51
Taylor John M of John and Maria Jan 25 1897..............16:298
Taylor Joseph of Marie Feb 19 1898....................16:383
Taylor Joseph W of James and Sarah A Oct 16 1898.........16:453
Taylor Julia of Joseph F and Julia T Apr 9 1899........16:482
Taylor Katherine M of Robert H and Edith A Aug 19 1899..16:551
Taylor Lawrence B of Frank and Harriet W Dec 17 1891...15: 38
Taylor Leslie E of Dorr E and Amey H Oct 17 1897........16:343
Taylor Lillie of Harry and Esther Aug 18 1892.........15:127
Taylor Lizzie of Joseph and Julia Mar 28 1895........16:101
Taylor Marguerite V of Charles S and Sarah M Mar 8 1892..15: 78
Taylor Martha of William and Margaret Jan 22 1895.......16:114
Taylor Martha E of David R and Mary C Dec 24 1898......16:455
Taylor Mary of Fred and Ellen Sept 2 1894..............16: 60
Taylor Mary of Joseph F and Julia T Mar 24 1893........15:143
Taylor Mary A of Albert W and Harriet A Feb 21 1899....16:479
Taylor Mary E of Matthew and Charlotte A Dec 20 1892...15:117
Taylor Mattie A of Charles S and Bertha D Mar 18 1895...16:111
Taylor Mildred S of David W and Jane S Nov 27 1899......16:559
Taylor Myron H D of Albert H and Alice Apr 13 1895......16:122
Taylor Nellie F of John and Maria Aug 1 1894...........16: 62
Taylor Percy C (c) of David E and Carrie L Apr 9 1893...15:154
Taylor Phillip of Joseph and Julia T Aug 12 1891........15: 39
Taylor Ralph C (c) of Charles S and Sarah M Aug 15 1895...16:151
Taylor Raymond of Charles E and Minnie Oct 21 1897....16:331
Taylor Raymond E of William H and Emily C Sept 21 1894..16: 66
Taylor Robert L of Robert and Jessie Jan 5 1897........16:365
Taylor Ruth E (c) of Charles S and Sarah M Feb 20 1899...16:487
Taylor Shadrach N of John and Edith Sept 16 1893........15:194
Taylor Thomas of Joseph and Julia T July 26 1897.......16:324
Taylor William of William and Margaret Apr 20 1892......15: 84
Taylor William W of Henry E and Mary H Feb 6 1898.....16:389
Taylor — d of John and Edith Aug 21 1895............16:159
Taylor — s of John and Edith Sept 16 1897.............16:342
Taylor — d of John and Maria Jan 29 1896..............16:195
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Taylor — d of Joseph and Bessie Apr 4 1894.............. 16: 39
Taylor — s of Joseph and Bessie Dec 5 1898................... 16: 449
Teach Jacob of Morris and Jennie Mar 15 1895............... 16: 100
Teachman Elsie M of Charles R and Emma B Aug 6 1891..... 15: 45
Teachman Marion R of Charles R and Emma B Sept 26 1893. 15: 187
Tebbetts Florence A of Forrest F and Florence J July 4 1897. 16: 340
Tebo William E of Henry and Mary July 31 1896............ 16: 262
Tecktonius Clara of George C and Delia Oct 3 1900........ 17: 88
Tedeschi Anna C of Pellegrino N and Rosanna Apr 27 1898.. 16: 415
Tedeschi Beniamino of Pellegrino N and Rose A Nov 25 1892. 15: 125
Tedeschi — d of Pietro and Francesca June 12 1899........... 16: 506
Tedesco Domenico of Francesco and Francesca June 20 1898. 16: 404
Tedeschi Mary F of Pellegrino N and Rosa A June 7 1896... 16: 196
Tee Alice V of Walter P and Harriet J Nov 16 1899......... 16: 553
Tee Earl of Walter P and Harriet Sept 26 1895.............. 16: 155
Tee Jessie of Walter and Harriet J Feb 19 1894.............. 16: 26
Tee Laura G of Walter P and Harriet Jan 26 1898............ 16: 389
Teevens Nellie of Charles and Elizabeth E Sept 28 1897..... 16: 336
Teevens — d of Charles and Elizabeth E Dec 18 1899......... 16: 588
Tefft Ada L of Samuel S and Ellen W Oct 28 1895............ 16: 178
Tefft Joseph T of Moses and Catherine Dec 29 1892......... 15: 102
Teixeira (Frank) Gusta (c) of Caesar and Angelica May 6 1900 ............... 17: 37
Teixeira Joaquin C of Joaquin C and Mariana June 23 1900. 17: 50
Teixeira Margarida of Manoel and Rosa Jan 4 1899......... 16: 472
Tella Arturo of Nicola and Maria Jan 14 1897.............. 16: 279
Tella Carmina of Antonio and Vincenza May 1 1896......... 16: 191
Tella Domenicantonio of Antonio and Vincenza Apr 22 1900. 17: 33
Tella Emilia of Giovanni and Maria Jan 24 1899............ 16: 485
Tella Filomena of Nicola and Erminia June 4 1898......... 16: 382
Tella Francesco of Giovanni and Maria Jan 24 1891......... 15: 22
Tella Giacomo of Domenico and Maria Feb 28 1895........... A1: 33
Tella Maria C of Domenicantonio and Maria July 23 1897..... 16: 324
Tella Nicolangelo of Domenico and Maria Mar 8 1900......... 17: 20
Tella Teodoro L of Domenico and Francesca Mar 6 1892..... 15: 89
Tella Tomaso of Domenicantonio and Vincenza Apr 8 1898. 16: 380
Tella Vilma of Nicola and Maria Dec 5 1895.................. 16: 147
Tella — d of Giovanni and Maria Oct 16 1893.............. 15: 202
Tellerstrom — d of Carl G and Hilda B Apr 1 1893........ 15: 151
Tellier Joseph E of Thomas and Almanza Apr 28 1899...... 16: 481
Tellier Regina of Thomas and Armandine Oct 23 1900....... 17: 95
Temple Alice L of George R and Florence A May 30 1892.... 15: 85
Temple Irene F of Hugh and Ellen F Nov 15 1892........... 15: 113
Temple Olivette of William H and Catherine L Feb 8 1891. 15: 1
Temple Pearl of William H and Catherine L Feb 10 1894.... 16: 25
Templeton Elizabeth of Robert and Elizabeth Jan 12 1896. 16: 193
Tenaglia Concetta A P of Ernesto and Giaconda Mar 26 1899. 16: 504
Tenaglia Maria R of Ernesto and Giacinta Sept 28 1895. 16: 167
Tenaglia Susanna of Ernesto and Giacinta July 26 1897. 16: 348
Tenbrink Joseph W of William A A and Johanna G C Aug 6 16 1898. 16: 433
Tenbrink William J of William A A and Joanna Mar 14 1892. 15: 79
Tennant Charles E of John A and Mary E May 17 1900. 17: 40
Tennett Catharine G of Johnson and Ellen June 1 1900. 17: 44
Teodoro Isabella of Pietro and Raffaela Dec 12 1897. 16: 330
Teola Margherita M C of Antonio and Lucia Nov 10 1899. 16: 575
Teoli Alberico of Paride and Giovanna Aug 23 1892. 15: 123
Teoli Carmela of Paride and Giovanna Feb 1 1899. 16: 497
Teoli Guglielmo of Paride and Giovanna Aug 10 1894. 16: 76
Teoli Guglielmo of Paride and Giovanna Apr 23 1892. 15: 89
Teoli Stella of Paride and Giovanna Oct 20 1896. 16: 240
Teolis Raffael L of Antonio and Lucia Dec 31 1900. 17: 116
Teolis — d of Antonio and Maria Oct 27 1897. 16: 351
Tepperman Jake of Sam and Sofia Mar 27 1900. 17: 26
Terbriggen Ruth M of Albert C and Emma L Feb 18 1894. 16: 22
Terbriggen Sarah W of Albert C and Emma L Sept 17 1892. 15: 115
Terbriggen — s of Albert C and Emma L Jan 30 1891. 15: 14
Terbriggen Ethel A of Albert C and Emma L Aug 6 1896. 16: 245
Teresault Marie of J Adolphe and Elmaire Oct 14 1892. 15: 121
Teresi Lucia of Antonio and Ignazia Oct 4 1900. 17: 89
Teresi Salvatore of Antonio and Ignazia Nov 6 1898. 16: 454
Terkel Joseph of Hyman and Rosa May 31 1899. 16: 477
Ternamni Giovanni of Pietro and Mary E May 17 1891. 15: 28
Ternamni Marguerite of John and Catherine Oct 11 1900. 17: 94
Terminian — d of Lucretia Aug 6 1894. 16: 59
Terrazzano Ferdinand of Alfonso and Maria Sept 17 1893. 15: 201
Terrazzano Filippo A of Alfonzo F and Angela M July 19 1894. 16: 75
Terry Gordon S of Frank and Helen Aug 17 1897. 16: 325
Terry William A of Frank and Ellen Apr 2 1893. 15: 143
Tesiti Luigi of Giuseppe and Tomasa June 30 1892. 15: 97
Tesler Harry of Morris and Annie Mar 12 1897. 16: 281
Testa Concetta of Giorgio and Annunziata Sept 25 1892. 15: 124
Testa Enrichetta of Alfonzo and Maria G Aug 19 1898. 16: 426
Testa Eustodia H of Giovanni and Annunziata Jan 10 1891. 15: 21
Testa Francesco of Alfonzo and Maria G Aug 19 1898. 16: 426
Testa Maria of Giuseppe and Domenica Mar 25 1893. 15: 143
Testa Nicola of Vincenzo and Rosina Mar 16 1892. 15: 73
Testa Rosa of Vincenzo and Rosina Dec 26 1893. 15: 182
Testa Vittoria of Alfonzo and Maria G Feb 15 1896. 16: 189
Testa — d of Vincenzo and Rosina Aug 8 1899. 16: 596
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Testa</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s of Vincenzo and Rosina</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sept 9 1895</td>
<td>16:144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tettlow Agnes M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Frank and Ellen</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 9 1897</td>
<td>16:278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tettlow Eva M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Walter and Mary</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 29 1894</td>
<td>16:9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tettlow d</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>John T and Maggie</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 15 1896</td>
<td>16:255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tettlow s</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Walter and Mary E</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dec 3 1891</td>
<td>15:63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tettlow s</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Walter and Mary E</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct 14 1892</td>
<td>15:129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetreault Aime A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Remi and Exilda</td>
<td></td>
<td>E Jan 9 1895</td>
<td>16:114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetreault Alida A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jerome and Exilda</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sept 12 1893</td>
<td>15:194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetreault Eva M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>George and Henriette</td>
<td></td>
<td>May 11 1892</td>
<td>15:84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetreault Joseph A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Elzeard and Olivine</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mar 1 1891</td>
<td>15:26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetreau Louis J B</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Napoleon and Julie</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 26 1898</td>
<td>16:449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetreau s</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jean Bie, and Exilda</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 20 1893</td>
<td>15:153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetreault Albert of Alphonse</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 4 1900</td>
<td>17:53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetreault Alberta of Elzeard</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct 19 1899</td>
<td>16:584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetreault Dola R</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Eugene and Marie</td>
<td></td>
<td>May 12 1899</td>
<td>16:500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetreault Enseche A A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Alfred and Mary</td>
<td></td>
<td>May 26 1896</td>
<td>16:207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetreault Eva M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jean and Exilda</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mar 27 1891</td>
<td>15:18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetreau Exilda A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Jerome, and Exilda</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 9 1898</td>
<td>16:143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetreau Joseph A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H of Phileas and Isala</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dec 21 1900</td>
<td>17:113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetreau Joseph W T</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Alfred C Jr and Marie E</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sept 23 1897</td>
<td>16:345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetreau Louis E A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Donate L and Agnes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 22 1894</td>
<td>16:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetreau Louis II E</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Alfred E and Marie E</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov 24 1898</td>
<td>16:449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetreau Marie A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>I of Elzeard and Olivine</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 24 1894</td>
<td>16:37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetreau Mary E S</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Alfred C and Marie E</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct 8 1899</td>
<td>16:565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetreau Wilfred A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Phileas and Esila</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 12 1899</td>
<td>16:510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetreau Wilfred A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Remi and Exilda</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 2 1897</td>
<td>16:294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetzlaflh Charles R</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of Hugo J and Caroline D</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 1 1892</td>
<td>15:66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetzlaflh Mary E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Hugo and Caroline D</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aug 5 1894</td>
<td>16:46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetzlaflh Wilhelmina</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Hugo J and Caroline D</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dec 10 1892</td>
<td>15:102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetzlaflh Wilhelmine A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Hugo J and Caroline D</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 10 1893</td>
<td>15:136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teves Maria Da J</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Jose C and Maria J</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mar 13 1895</td>
<td>16:92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thacker Alfred E</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of James and Helen M</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb 13 1900</td>
<td>17:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thacker Ellen of John</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>and Ellen Dec</td>
<td></td>
<td>16 1891</td>
<td>15:63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thacker Ernest L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of James and Helen M</td>
<td></td>
<td>May 10 1895</td>
<td>16:129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thacker Grace E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of James and Helen M C</td>
<td></td>
<td>June 3 1897</td>
<td>16:311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thacker Helena J</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Thomas and Margaret A</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dec 27 1899</td>
<td>16:588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thacker Mary of Thomas</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>and Margaret A</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct 27 1898</td>
<td>16:460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thacker William T</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>of James and Helen M</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 7 1894</td>
<td>16:39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thacker d</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>of Thomas and Maggie</td>
<td></td>
<td>July 15 1897</td>
<td>16:353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thatcher Mabel I</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Leander Z and Rhoda I</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 18 1893</td>
<td>15:155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thayer Barbara A</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>of Samuel and Amey E</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mar 18 1899</td>
<td>16:476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thayer Carl of Carl S</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>and Susan July S</td>
<td></td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>16:177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thayer Dorothy of Charles H</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>and Ada W</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jan 6 1895</td>
<td>16:119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thayer Harold F of Francis S and Mabel L June 2 1891...... 15: 16
Thayer Henry E of John E and Annette B Apr 28 1896...... 16: 197
Thayer Horace O of Edward O and Barbara Mar 27 1892...... 15: 79
Thayer Leon A of Samuel D and Amy E Dec 4 1891......... 15: 34
Thayer Mildred I of Horatio N and Mary V May 18 1900...... 17: 40
Thayer Natalie A of Samuel D and Amy E July 22 1895...... 16: 134
Thayer —— d of Edward and Elia Oct 27 1900............. 17: 96
Thayer —— d of Elmer J and Rose R Feb 27 1898........... 16: 386
Thayer —— s of Fred and Marian Dec 18 1891............. 15: 44
Thayer —— twin daughters of Samuel D and Amy E Mar 11
1893 ........................................... 15: 136
Theal William of Charles and Jennie May 26 1900......... 17: 42
Theberge Alice L M of Elzeara and Leado Feb 3 1894...... 16: 9
Theberge Mabel G of Elzeara and Leda Nov 2 1895......... 16: 146
Theinert Rosalie of Edward W and Louisa M June 22 1898.. 16: 377
Theinert Walter of Edward W and Louisa M June 15 1895... 16: 37
Theinert William of Edmund W and Louisa M Oct 2 1893.... 15: 179
Theissig —— d of William May 2 1892...................... 15: 87
Themel Frank of Frank H and Freda M Apr 16 1898........ 16: 108
Therault Bertha E of J Adolph and Elmira Oct 18 1899.... 16: 566
Therault Alma R of Adolph and Elmira Sept 7 1895........ 16: 172
Therault Arthur of Arthur and Emilie Apr 23 1900......... 17: 34
Therault Henry O of Adelard and Mary Apr 9 1900......... 17: 54
Therault Noelia of Adolph and Elmira Dec 25 1893.......... 15: 212
Therault Oscar of Arthur and Virginia May 3 1894......... 16: 43
Therault Yvonne of Adolph and Elmira Oct 7 1897......... 16: 346
Therien Edmond of Edmond Jr and Marguerite Sept 6 1891.. 15: 61
Therien Joseph G of Edmond and Marguerite Sept 26 1895.. 16: 173
Theroux Alice of Arthur and Anna Nov 4 1900............. 17: 118
Therrien Cyriac of Edmond and Marguerite Feb 23 1897.... 16: 307
Therrien Dosithe of Edmond and Marguerite Feb 23 1897.. 16: 307
Therrien Florilda F of Jules and Agnes Feb 25 1894...... 16: 18
Therrien Lillian E of Eli and Mary J Apr 10 1898......... 16: 391
Therrien Marie O of Edmond and Marguerite Feb 27 1899.... 16: 518
Therrien Pierre P of Edmond and Margaret Jan 30 1904.... 16: 37
Thesan Hermine D of Oscar and Hermine July 3 1892...... 15: 119
Thesan Oscar of Oscar and Hermine Nov 16 1895.......... 16: 163
Theshadi Charles of Manoel and Roza June 3 1897......... 16: 314
Thibault Joseph T of Joseph and Mary Apr 7 1895........ 16: 31
Thibault Henri G R of Hermenegilde and Sarah Nov 26 1900.17: 105
Thibault Jennie F of David and Lena Nov 17 1896......... 16: 265
Thibault Marguerite S of David and Lena July 12 1898.... 16: 456
Thibault Philip of Zephirine and Henriette May 25 1900.... 17: 42
THIBODEAU Adele of Guillaume and Marie July 18 1892... 15: 119

Thibodeau Beatrice V of John W and Annie Oct 12 1895... 16: 145

Thibodeau Denis of Napoleon and Rosamund Feb 18 1895... 16: 120

Thibodeau Fardina of Fardina and Rosamund June 29 1899... 16: 513

Thibodeau George D of George and Margaret Mar 8 1894... 16: 10

Thibodeau Henri of Ferdinand and Olivia July 1 1893... 15: 204

Thibodeau John W of John W and Annie June 19 1892... 15: 75

Thibodeau Joseph of Arthur and Leonie Feb 11 1900... 17: 12

Thibodeau Joseph A of Dosithe and Virginie Feb 1 1894... 16: 37

Thibodeau Joseph P N of Dosithe and Virginie Jan 20 1893... 15: 162

Thibodeau Laura of Napoleon and Rose E Sept 23 1893... 15: 214

Thibodeau Marie J of Norbat and Emire Apr 11 1891... 15: 28

Thibodeau Marie L of Dosithe and Virginie Mar 11 1896... 16: 215

Thibodeau Marie R E of Napoleon and Rose E Apr 5 1897... 16: 308

Thibodeau Pierre of Dosithe and Virginie Aug 16 1900... 17: 73

Thibodeau Raymond of Henri and Odile July 27 1893... 15: 177

Thieme Elizabeth of Henry and Elizabeth Sept 13 1892... 15: 128

Thierfelder Edwin W of Max and Minnie Oct 9 1900... 17: 90

Thierfelder Fred A of Max and Minnie Sept 20 1894... 16: 56

Thierfelder George E of Max and Minnie Dec 17 1897... 16: 330

Thierfelder Henry of Ernest H and Emma Feb 28 1891... 15: 7

Tholleson Lena M of Thomas N and Lena M Dec 19 1892... 15: 110

Tholleson — s of Thomas and Helena M Apr 17 1897... 16: 293

Tholleson Mary L of Thomas N and Lena M Apr 3 1893... 15: 151

Thollefson — d of Thomas and Lena May 11 1894... 16: 24

Tholleson Marian L of Charles J and Margaret L July 13 1899... 16: 556

Thomas Alice L W of James R S and Grace N Oct 2 1897... 16: 332

Thomas Arthur C of Mary May 6 1892... 15: 76

Thomas Austin of John A and Abbie F Dec 24 1899... 16: 569

Thomas Charles E of Forest and Dorina July 24 1897... 16: 362

Thomas Charles H of John A and Abbie F Nov 2 1894... 16: 73

Thomas Dorothy J (c) of Henry H and Elizabeth B June 13 1899... 16: 516

Thomas Ella M of Ellery E and Margaret M Aug 1 1900... 17: 117

Thomas Ernest E of John A and Abbie F Nov 28 1898... 16: 449

Thomas Florence R of Charles J and Margaret L Aug 21 1897... 16: 341

Thomas Frank H of Frank H and Mary E Dec 30 1893... 15: 173

Thomas Fred W of William E and Annie Oct 29 1898... 16: 439

Thomas Frederick of John A and Abbie Sept 6 1891... 15: 54

Thomas Frederick C of Louis C and Adeline M Aug 29 1894... 16: 69

Thomas Frederick W of William H and Sadie A Dec 28 1892... 15: 122

Thomas George of George and Hilda July 27 1900... 17: 67

Thomas George F of Alexander and Annie Mar 3 1895... 16: 127

Thomas Harold C of Frank L and Helena A Jan 2 1893... 15: 152

Thomas Harriet W (c) of Daniel W and Emily I Jan 21 1898... 16: 375
FROM 1801 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Thomas Hope B (c) of Henry H and Elizabeth B Mar 7 1894.16: 6
Thomas Jose N of Jose N and Maria R Dec 11 1895.16: 137
Thomas Lawrence E (c) of Andrew F and Mary A Feb 20
1893.15: 153
Thomas Lena V of Charles L and Henrietta C Mar 26 1897.16: 289
Thomas Louis F of Samuel B and Louise Mar 1 1892.15: 77
Thomas Luiz (e) of Roland and Mary L Mar 16 1898.16: 372
Thomas Mabel F of Charles W and Annie Nov 3 1896.16: 251
Thomas Marion S of Arthur C and Rose E Aug 25 1893.15: 189
Thomas Mary of John A and Abbie F Dec 1 1900.17: 107
Thomas Mary A of Charles W and Annie Feb 21 1894.16: 26
Thomas Pearl V of Charles L and Henrietta Sept 11 1898.16: 463
Thomas Ruth E of John A and Abbie F Nov 24 1896.16: 255
Thomas Ruth V (c) of Andrew F and Mary A Jan 12 1892.15: 77
Thomas Thier of Robert W and Nellie June 21 1895.16: 132
Thomas William H of John A and Agnes Jan 5 1895.16: 121
Thomas William S of William E and Annie A Dec 19 1892.15: 116
Thomas --- d of Arthur and Annie Oct 18 1896.16: 239
Thomas --- s of Forrest E and Dorinda June 24 1896.16: 212
Thomas --- s of John and Margaret Mar 23 1898.16: 402
Thomas (c) s of John H and Catherine A Dec 20 1899.16: 598
Thomas --- (e) s of William H and Mary A May 17 1893.15: 140
Thomas --- (c) s of Reulino J and Mary May 28 1900.17: 42
Thomell Howard of George and Ella Jan 9 1895.16: 105
Thomessson Marshal A of Augustus and Mary M Aug 22
1896.16: 245
Thompson Albert C of James E and Elizabeth Nov 30 1892.15: 116
Thompson Alfred C of Alfred M and Annie R Dec 22 1896.16: 231
Thompson Ann E of Andrew and Caroline July 29 1892.15: 99
Thompson Anna of John and Mary Sept 18 1895.16: 155
Thompson Annie M of Peter J and Bridget E June 6 1895.16: 413
Thompson Charles of James E and Eva A Mar 11 1899.16: 503
Thompson Charles A of Tobias J and May A June 13 1892.15: 96
Thompson Charles W of Charles W and Martha June 10 1899.16: 512
Thompson Chester L of Edgar P and Carrie L Feb 27 1892.15: 66
Thompson Christine (c) of Herbert A and Ada E Dec 25 1896.16: 240
Thompson Clara J of Frederick and Jane Feb 11 1892.15: 86
Thompson Clara M of T Franklin and Clara L Oct 3 1893.15: 179
Thompson Clarence (c) of John E and Harriet May 31 1893.15: 140
Thompson Clarence J of James W and Anna E Apr 29 1891.15: 18
Thompson Clifford H of William T and Jennie A Aug 10 1894.16: 65
Thompson Earl M of William J and Mary E Jan 7 1892.15: 80
Thompson Elizabeth A of James E and Elizabeth June 19
1895.16: 113
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Thompson Elizabeth A of Michael F and Elizabeth A Nov 9

1891 ........................................ 15: 37

Thompson Emma L of Tobias J and May A June 13 1892... 15: 96

Thompson Florence of John and Mary Dec 10 1896......... 16: 248

Thompson Florence of William T and Jennie A June 17 1891. 15: 16

Thompson Frank (c) of John T and Margaret A Jan 21 1896.16: 181

Thompson Frank E of Thomas F and Clara L Nov 15 1899... 16: 539

Thompson George E of Harry E and Jessie M Oct 16 1900... 17: 93

Thompson George G of Henry and Janet Feb 28 1893.... 15: 167

Thompson George L of Frederick and Jane Sept 11 1893.... 15: 190

Thompson Gertrude E of Frederick W and Winifred G Jan

28 1897 ........................................ 16: 280

Thompson Gladys of William E and Julia F May 24 1899.... 16: 495

Thompson Harold of Charles and Graie May 9 1898........ 16: 387

Thompson Harold T of Alfred M and Annie R Feb 18 1895.. 16: 95

Thompson Henry of Henry and Janet May 7 1891......... 15: 28

Thompson Henry of Henry and Jeannette Apr 10 1895...... 16: 128

Thompson Herbert C of Herbert C and Mary A July 5 1893.. 15: 176

Thompson Herbert P of Herbert S and Sophia B Sept 4 1895..16: 162

Thompson Hope S S G (c) of Henry and Amaretta A Mar 6

1891 ........................................ 15: 18

Thompson Jane H of Charles W and Martha Jan 27 1898... 16: 405

Thompson John of Andrew and Elizabeth Mar 14 1893.... 15: 148

Thompson John C of Fred D and Nellie D July 11 1891... 15: 47

Thompson Joseph T of John J and Elizabeth Mar 13 1898... 16: 397

Thompson Josephine of Thomas and Margaret Mar 13 1892.. 15: 73

Thompson Lawrence M of John E and Sarah E June 30 1895..16: 119

Thompson Lillian G of Herbert C and Mary A Oct 2 1891... 15: 41

Thompson Lillian V of Wilfred and Susan F May 24 1895... 16: 113

Thompson Loraine C (c) of Cornelius J and Daisy L Dec 15

1898 ........................................ 16: 465

Thompson Lydia M of Edward J and Catherine J Oct 28 1897.16: 369

Thompson Madeline G of John F and Mary E Aug 22 1899.. 16: 580

Thompson Madeline H of William W and Alma M July 26

1892 ........................................ 15: 133

Thompson Margaret of John and Bridget Aug 5 1892.... 15: 126

Thompson Margaret E of John and Bridget Apr 29 1891... 15: 28

Thompson Marie S of W R and Dora Sept 18 1897... 16: 342

Thompson Marshall H of Robert B and Agnes Nov 9 1893... 15: 210

Thompson Mary A of Fred and Jane May 24 1897........ 16: 278

Thompson Mary E of Fred D and Nellie D Jan 4 1898... 16: 388

Thompson Mary E of John F and Mary E Nov 15 1895.... 16: 175

Thompson Mary F of Albert P and Anna Nov 2 1893.... 15: 198

Thompson Matilda M of Ole and Annie C Mar 18 1900.... 17: 23
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Thompson Mildred L (c) of James R and Emma S Jan 24

1900 .......................................................... 17: 7

Thompson Robert J of Joseph A and Mary J June 19 1891... 15: 31

Thompson Ruth E of Alfred M and Annie B Oct 22 1892..... 15: 108

Thompson Theodore A of Herbert S and Sophie Aug 30 1893.15: 197

Thompson Waldo L of Fred D and Nellie D Sept 20 1893.... 15: 190

Thompson Walter J of John J and Elizabeth June 20 1900... 17: 49

Thompson William of Edward and Adeline A May 7 1892... 15: 97

Thompson William E of John F and Mary E Dec 15 1897... 16: 360

Thompson William G of Henry and Janet Aug 5 1899....... 16: 579

Thompson William J of William T and Jennie A Jan 1 1897... 16: 290

Thompson Winifred L of Frederick W and Winifred G Dec 2

1898 .......................................................... 16: 423

Thompson —— s of Daniel J and Catherine E Nov 17 1900.17: 163

Thompson —— d of Eben G and Mary A Sept 16 1900....... 17: 120

Thompson —— s of Edward and Adelaide June 18 1894..... 16: 8

Thompson —— d of John and Rose May 5 1900 ............... 17: 56

Thompson —— s of Ole and Anna Oct 19 1896.............. 16: 246

Thompson —— d of Ole and Anna C Dec 21 1897............. 16: 340

Thompson —— s of Ole and Annie Jan 19 1899.............. 16: 489

Thompson —— s of Wilfred L and Susan F Mar 27 1894.... 16: 22

Thoren —— s of George and Annie Dec 20 1897............ 16: 331

Thoresen Clara H of Nels O and Amanda C Oct 15 1898... 16: 443

Thoresen Jennie of Nels and Amanda C Jan 20 1894....... 16: 25

Thoresen Edward W of Nels O and Amanda C Sept 11 1896.. 16: 250

Thoresen Thomas of Nels O and Amanda C Sept 28 1891.... 15: 52

Thorgrimson Carl O of Carl J and Mathilde June 18 1891.. 15: 16

Thornblad Ethel of Charles F and Annie A Oct 30 1894.... 16: 67

Thornblad —— s of Charles F and Annie A Mar 3 1897..... 16: 364

Thordike Del C of Justus P and Mabel G Dec 14 1898..... 16: 440

Thornhill Lizzie of William H and Ada May 14 1892....... 15: 94

Thornley Charles E of Arthur W and Clara M Nov 18 1898.. 16: 461

Thornley Earl of Leonard and Martha June 19 1894........ 16: 42

Thornley Jennie M of Thomas R and Fanny Mar 31 1892.... 15: 93

Thornley Mabel L of Henry E and Fanny M Sept 16 1895.... 16: 162

Thornley Raymond E of Fred and Edna B Sept 29 1896..... 16: 229

Thornton Albert A of Albert Y and Etta L Mar 10 1898.... 16: 393

Thornton Dorothy L of Daniel H and Lena Sept 9 1900.... 17: 81

Thornton Ethel A of Leland A and Edna L Sept 25 1891.... 15: 40

Thornton Everett L of Henry E and Nellie F May 12 1893.. 15: 157

Thornton Frederick of Robert W and Ellen M Apr 7 1900... 17: 56

Thornton George E of Henry C and R Lillian Oct 9 1898... 16: 422

Thornton George H (c) of Madison H and Mary Feb 26 1894.16: 26

Thornton George W of George H and Eugenia Jan 14 1896... 16: 188

Thornton Gertrude of John W and Martha Apr 17 1894..... 16: 39
Thornton Helen D of Henry C and Ruby L Oct 21 1897........16:322
Thornton Henry C of Harry and Amy M Apr 28 1900...........17: 35
Thornton Herbert W of Joseph and Annie Jan 17 1896........16:208
Thornton Hubert C of Henry E and Nellie F Sept 10 1896....16:250
Thornton Ida (c) of Gabriel H and Annie L July 28 1894....16: 65
Thornton James D of Christopher and Mary A Sept 24 1892.15:104
Thornton James I (c) of James and Margaret J Mar 30 1896.16:207
Thornton Jane C of Joseph and Capellor Oct 24 1891.......15: 62
Thornton Joseph E of Joseph and Annie Nov 4 1898.........16:454
Thornton Lillian of Richard and Frances Sept 28 1900.......17: 87
Thornton Marion L of Leland A and Edna L Feb 4 1894.....16:  9
Thornton Raymond E of Robert E and Ada E Jan 3 1897....16:294
Thornton Raymond S of George and Jennie Aug 10 1892....15:106
Thornton Robert F of Thomas M and Elizabeth July 11 1895.16:161
Thornton Ruth A (c) of James and Margaret Feb 2 1893....15:158
Thornton Sarah of Christopher and Mary A Oct 5 1896.....16:229
Thornton Thomas of James D and Frances C May 28 1893...15:140
Thornton Thomas (c) of Madison H and Mary Apr 5 1892....15: 86
Thornton Thomas T of Thomas M and Lizzie Feb 1 1893....15:158
Thornton William M of Joseph and Annie Dec 3 1900......17:108
Thornton — s of Frank and Emma May 31 1894.............16: 30
Thornton — s of James T and Annette Dec 21 1894.......16: 59
Thornton — s of Thomas J and Bridget Feb 25 1897......16:364
Thorpe Florence A of George E and Ellen B Jan 16 1900....17:  5
Thorpe George of George E and Ellen July 29 1898.........16:425
Thorpe Ada R of William and Ann June 17 1899...........16:513
Thorpe Alice V of David and Alice Apr 12 1900...........17: 31
Thorpe Emma E of William and Ann Feb 5 1897.............16:306
Thorpe Grace M of Theodore E and Luella Jan 27 1897.....16:280
Thorpe Howard F of Theodore E and Luella Oct 1 1898....16:459
Thorpe Hugh C of Hugh and Agnes June 21 1899...........16:489
Thorpe Luella of Theodore E and Luella Dec 31 1899.....16:588
Thorpe Ralph of William and Ann G Dec 29 1895...........16:141
Thorpe — d of James and Amy Apr 2 1899.............16:510
Thrall Jeannette of Alexander and Mary Sept 9 1895......16:162
Thrasher Mary E of George C and Catherine M May 23 1892.15: 94
Thrasher — d of George E and Alberta Mar 20 1899........16:484
Thrift Herbert A of Frederick and Nancy Mar 1 1891......15: 26
Thulen Ernest E of John and Ingrid M Apr 11 1898......16:408
Thuotte Amelia of Isacie and Rosilda Feb 24 1895........16:117
Thuotte Antonia of Isacie and Rozilda Apr 24 1893....15:157
Thurber Althea of Walter H and Cora M Aug 9 1895....16:138
Thurber Alvin H of Charles E and Bertha L Nov 24 1897.16:239
Thurber Edward W of Charles E and Bertha L Oct 12 1893.15:190
Thurber Gertrude E of Walter H and Cora M Sept 29 1896..16:229
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Thurber Gladys V of Walter II and Cora M Jan 12 1900...17: 4
Thurber Harold E of Herbert E and Bertha M Oct 10 1898...16:438
Thurber Hazel M of George W and Bertha D May 24 1900...17: 41
Thurber Joseph C of Albert and Minnie L June 3 1898...16:392
Thurber Marian E of Albert B and Minnie L May 18 1899...16:518
Thurber Raymond of Charles E and Bertha L Nov 22 1899...16:553
Thurber William G of William H and Julia A Apr 30 1893...15:137
Thurber — d of Walter II and Cora M Sept 16 1892...15:128
Thurber — s of Walter II and Cora M Apr 4 1894...16:11
Thurley Ethel M of William J and Bridget A Oct 1 1897...16:334
Thurley William J of William J and Bridget A Apr 12 1899...16:488
Thurston Arline G of James H and Joanna Aug 14 1898...16:437
Thurston Dorothy of Albert G and Eva T Aug 26 1895...16:159
Thurston Earl McL. of James H and Joanna Dec 15 1900...17:111
Thurston Florence D of George W and Ellen M May 24 1893...15:140
Thurston George E of Edwin C and Sarah L Jan 10 1895...16:125
Thurston Gladys W of Walter J and Sarah E Sept 15 1892...15:118
Thurston Robert E of Frank C and Mary F Dec 1 1900...17:108
Tibbats — s of Walter B and Minnie A Aug 3 1897...16:354
Tieckosky Nathaniel of Joseph and LENA Sept 15 1895...16:144
Tidd — d of Claude B and Bertha Oct 18 1896...16:240
Tieman Celia of Jacob and Rachel Nov 1 1896...16:230
Tieman William of Jacob and Rachel Feb 16 1892...15:86
Tiemyer — s of Elizabeth July 8 1895...16:148
Tieman Bartley J of Patrick and Margaret May 18 1897...16:303
Tieman Catherine E of Edward and Mary Nov 19 1896...16:266
Tieman Catherine T of Edward J and Mary E Mar 12 1895...16:127
Tieman Edward J of Edward J and Mary E July 23 1897...16:345
Tieman Elizabeth I of Thomas and Susan Feb 28 1895...16:127
Tieman Francis H of Thomas and Susan Dec 22 1892...15:131
Tieman James of John and Catherine Nov 6 1896...16:266
Tieman James F of Patrick and Mary Oct 10 1900...17:91
Tieman John F of Edward J and Mary E July 17 1899...16:561
Tieman Joseph E of Patrick and Mary Sept 1 1898...16:452
Tieman Joseph J of Bartholomew and Agnes June 12 1891...15:4
Tieman Julia L of John J and Julia Jan 20 1892...15:66
Tieman Margaret of Thomas J and Mary M June 10 1897...16:294
Tieman Marietta of Edward and Mary Aug 25 1899...16:581
Tieman Mary A of Patrick and Mary Jan 27 1896...16:209
Tieman Mary A of Thomas J and Susan Feb 14 1897...16:307
Tieman Mary E of Edward J and Mary E July 21 1893...15:205
Tieman Mary E of Frank and Catherine J Oct 28 1899...16:566
Tieman Walter J of Thomas and Mary Oct 18 1898...16:439
Tierney Agnes of Patrick and Mary F Feb 19 1894...15:7
Tierney Annie of Owen and Jane Feb 6 1900...17:11
Tierney Annie T of James and Bridget July 26 1897...........16: 353
Tierney Catherine of John and Catherine Aug 16 1894........16: 81
Tierney Daniel of Bernard and Mary Nov 2 1892...........15: 101 and 134
Tierney Elizabeth of John F and Catherine T Dec 11 1892....15: 130
Tierney Elizabeth of John F and Sarah L Mar 24 1893........15: 154
Tierney Elizabeth V of John J and Lucy T Mar 20 1897.......16: 308
Tierney Esther H of Francis and Mary E Feb 5 1895.........16: 132
Tierney Eugene of John and Bridget July 14 1893.............15: 184
Tierney Gertrude of Bernard H and Bridget B Oct 11 1894...16: 61
Tierney Gertrude of Patrick and Mary F Dec 23 1893.........15: 182
Tierney Henry of Kate Oct 8 1894............................16: 61
Tierney Howard E of Michael and Sarah A Aug 1 1892.....A 1: 30
Tierney James F of John and Bridget Feb 7 1891............15: 22
Tierney John of Matthew and Annie Nov 16 1894.............16: 67
Tierney John F of John F and Sarah L Oct 10 1894...........16: 76
Tierney John J of John J and Lucy T Feb 25 1900............17: 16
Tierney Leo of Dennis and Mary A June 23 1891...............15: 4
Tierney Margaret of Dennis and Mary E July 8 1893.........15: 170
Tierney Margaret F of Matthew J and Annie Dec 3 1900....17: 108
Tierney Mary of John E and Catherine Nov 9 1897............16: 358
Tierney Mary A of Patrick and Rose Mar 15 1899.............16: 476
Tierney Mary C of John and Bridget Oct 22 1895.............216: 152
Tierney Mary C of Thomas and Mary Dec 15 1899.............16: 543
Tierney Mary E of James and Bridget Aug 7 1895............16: 171
Tierney Mary L of John J and Lucy T Apr 23 1898..........16: 409
Tierney Matthew J of Matthew J and Annie July 6 1892.....15: 99
Tierney Patrick J of John and Bridget Nov 2 1900..........17: 98
Tierney Patrick M of James and Catherine Sept 1 1892.....15: 107
Tierney Philip L of Philip F and Catharine Feb 12 1900....17: 13
Tierney Rose A of John and Bridget Mar 15 1899.............16: 487
Tierney Sarah of Bernard F and Mary A Apr 9 1896..........16: 183
Tierney —— s of Michael J and Theresa Sept 12 1898......16: 435
Tiffany Edward B of Edward B and Viola R Mar 17 1900....17: 23
Tiffany Hope A of Edward H and Viola R Dec 4 1892.......15: 125
Tiffany Louise of Henry L and Elizabeth A Jan 14 1898....16: 374
Tiffany Richmond L of Henry L and Elizabeth A Nov 20 1894.16: 52
Tiffany —— s of J E and Luthia Apr 5 1893..................15: 146
Tighe Agnes of Thomas and Mary A June 15 1898.............16: 374
Tighe Alice G of Patrick F and Caroline Sept 30 1892....15: 113
Tighe Catherine T of Thomas and Mary A Oct 12 1894......16: 56
Tighe Elizabeth M of Hugh and Elizabeth Oct 27 1900......17: 96
Tighe Ellen J of James and Ellen J Apr 20 1894.............16: 12
Tighe Francis of James and Ellen Aug 26 1891...............15: 40
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>Tighe</td>
<td>d of John and Mary</td>
<td>10/15/1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>Tighe</td>
<td>s of Thomas and Mary</td>
<td>4/8/1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>Tighman</td>
<td>David L of John E and Hildegarde</td>
<td>2/29/1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>Tighman</td>
<td>Hulga P of John E and Hildegarde</td>
<td>5/1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tilley</td>
<td>Lawrence E of Charles E and Laura E</td>
<td>1/2/1890</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tilley</td>
<td>Robert F of Simeon B and Abbie F</td>
<td>1/16/1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tilley</td>
<td>Rosalia L of Joseph and Elizabeth</td>
<td>4/28/1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>Bessie A of William S and Kate</td>
<td>11/1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>Claude E of William L and Maria M</td>
<td>9/1892</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>Edith B of Henry C and Harriet E</td>
<td>11/28/1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>Edith V of Clarence E and Lucy</td>
<td>5/1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>Frank J of William S and Catherine</td>
<td>9/1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>George S of George M and Mabel M</td>
<td>2/19/1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>Hazel M of Frank M and Julia E</td>
<td>12/1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>Irene E of Clarence E and Lucy</td>
<td>3/1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>Julia L of Henry A and Sophia T</td>
<td>7/14/1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>Leroy L of Frank W and Grace</td>
<td>2/28/1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>Lloyd A of Frederick A and Bertha A</td>
<td>10/1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>Marion B of Henry C and Hattie E</td>
<td>5/1/1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>Pearl M of Frank A and Maggie</td>
<td>6/1894</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>Ruth M of James D and Anna B</td>
<td>2/1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>Sarah A of Henry A and Sophia T</td>
<td>3/1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>Sophie L of William R and Annie B</td>
<td>11/1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>Sybil M of George E and Belle G</td>
<td>7/26/1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>Theos E of Pardon W and Emily M</td>
<td>5/29/1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>Walter E of William S and Kate</td>
<td>6/1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>William B of George E and Belle G</td>
<td>5/27/1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>William P of William S and Kate</td>
<td>25/1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillinghast</td>
<td>s of William E and Mary E</td>
<td>12/1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillman</td>
<td>Esther H of John E and Hildagard</td>
<td>21/1899</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillman</td>
<td>Ingeborg N of John E and Hildagard</td>
<td>8/1891</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillotson</td>
<td>Irving S of Samuel and Jane</td>
<td>7/20/1896</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Tillson</td>
<td>Edith A of Albert J and Edith M</td>
<td>31/1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Timberlake</td>
<td>Edward (c) of Margaret</td>
<td>26/1898</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Timberlake</td>
<td>Herbert L (c) of Margaret</td>
<td>18/1893</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Timberlake</td>
<td>s of Maggie May</td>
<td>4/1895</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Timmons</td>
<td>Ethel M of Thomas H and Betsey A</td>
<td>11/1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Timmons</td>
<td>John F of Christian L and Margaret</td>
<td>15/1894</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Timmons</td>
<td>s of James and Lizzie</td>
<td>19/1897</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Timmins</td>
<td>May E of James and Mary</td>
<td>10/1900</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Timmons — s of James and Mary Oct 7 1898 ............... 16: 438
Timms Rose E of George and Rose A Aug 3 1891 .......... 15: 39
Tingley Albert C of A Curtis and Cora C Sept 29 1895 .... 16: 135
Tingley — d of Stephen L and Mary A Apr 25 1895 ....... 16: 93
Tinkler — s of Nathan and Sarah Feb 24 1894 ........... 16: 37
Tinkler — d of Nathan and Sarah July 31 1896 .......... 16: 239
Tinning John H of Francis and Isabella Sept 25 1895 .... 16: 151
Tinning Louisa L of Robert and Mary A July 19 1898 .... 16: 434
Tinning Mary E of Robert and Mary A July 17 1893 ....... 15: 185
Tinning Robert of Robert and Mary Sept 5 1895 .......... 16: 151
Tinning Sarah A of Robert and Mary July 25 1891 ......... 15: 45
Tinsley Hugh of Hugh and Catherine R Apr 11 1899 ...... 16: 515
Tipplady William of James and Margaret A Nov 27 1895 ... 16: 147
Tippin Florence of Charles and Katie Feb 9 1894 ......... A 1: 30
Tipping Bertha E of Charles and Jane E Jan 16 1894 ....... 16: 36
Tipping Charles of Charles and Jane E May 26 1892 ....... 15: 95
Tischler George of George and Sarah Oct 22 1899 ......... 16: 529
Tischler Isaac of Morris and Annie Mar 8 1895 .......... 16: 100
Tischler Louis of Joseph and Sarah Aug 13 1896 .......... 16: 228
Tischler — d Jan 9 1900 .................................. 17: 122
Tishler Clara of George and Sarah Dec 9 1895 .......... 16: 137
Tishler David of Morris and Esther Oct 25 1899 ......... 16: 538
Tishler Jacob of Louis and Ida Apr 17 1899 ............... 16: 481
Titchener Ellen M of Albert and Margaret Mar 22 1898 ... 16: 384
Titchener Frederick H of Albert E and Margaret Oct 27 1899. 16: 542
Titecomb Dorothy H of George D and Grace M Nov 3 1896 ... 16: 226
Titecomb Robert A of Alvin B and Etta Aug 21 1899 ....... 16: 572
Titto Frank of Francesco and Catherine Apr 5 1895 ...... 16: 104
Titus Ethel G of Walter A and Bertha E Sept 4 1900 ...... 17: 79
Titus Ethelyn A of Earl D F and Edith L Dec 24 1898 .... 16: 450
Titus Lester St C of George and Cora June 24 1897 ....... 16: 311
Titus Myrtis I of Earl D F and Edith L May 22 1897 ...... 16: 299
Toal Hazel of Patrick and Lena July 5 1894 ............. 16: 53
Tober — d of Delia Apr 4 1893 ............... 15: 146
Tobin Daniel F of James J and Julia J July 20 1900 ...... 17: 64
Tobin Edmund J of James J and Julia J Mar 21 1899 ....... 16: 476
Tobin Ella of Thomas F and Kate A Dec 27 1896 ......... 16: 238
Tobin Ernest of James and Annie Sept 27 1893 .......... 15: 208
Tobin John G of Thomas F and Minnie F Dec 15 1898 ...... 16: 462
Tobin Joseph F of Thomas and Catherine June 16 1894 ... 16: 14
Tobin Margaret of Thomas and Catherine A May 30 1892 .... 15: 75
Tobin Margaret V of James and Ellen Sept 14 1899 ....... A 1: 34
Tobin Mark of Mary Sept 25 1893 ......................... 15: 183
Tobin Mary J of Thomas F and Mary F Mar 29 1897 ...... 16: 308
Tobin Mary R of John F and Bridget Apr 4 1893 .......... 15: 139
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Tonge Ernest C of Thomas W and Delia G July 25 1896...16:228

1892

Tolliver Martha E (c) of William R G and Annie E V Oct 7...16:121
Tolliver Emma R (c) of William G and Annie I Dec 3 1895...16:164
Tolliver Sarah V (c) of William R G and Annie E V Oct 7...16:121

1893

Tompson Eddie A of Frank A and Eveline A July 20...15:174
Tomlison Mildred M of Edwin and Emily May 9 1896...16:231
Tomlinson Russell L of Edwin and Emily Mar 20 1894...16:11
Tomlinson Charlotte C of Frank A and Eveline A July 20...15:189
Tompson Earl A of Frank A and Eveline A May 10 1899...16:492
Tompson Fred L of Fred L and Maude E July 16 1899...16:561
Tompson Frederick N of Abner S and Harriet B Sept 30...15:174

1894

Tonelli Pirlina of Natale and Maria May 15 1896...16:223
Tonelli —— s of Natale and Maria E Sept 23 1898...16:304
Tonelli —— d of Natale and Maria E June 4 1897...16:304
Tone Catherine L of Luke and Catherine A July 30 1895...16:453
Toner Francis of James and Alice A May 8 1898...16:512
Toner George of James and Alice A June 15 1896...16:512
Toner George R of Patrick and Elizabeth A Jan 15 1891...15:6
Toner Joseph of Luke and Catherine Aug 2 1898...16:451
Toner Joseph A of Luke and Catherine Mar 30 1900...17:27
Toner Joseph A of Thomas J and Mary E Sept 16 1896...16:264
Toner Robert H of Robert A and Mary E May 24 1897...16:310
Toner Thomas J of Thomas J and Mary E Feb 11 1898...16:406
Toner —— d of Patrick and Elizabeth Jan 24 1897...16:364
Tonge Grace C of John W and Lachlena Aug 31 1894........16: 55
Toohey Alice of Jeremiah H and Sarah E Oct 25 1894........16: 84
Toohey Bernard J of Bryan and Margaret Aug 16 1892........15: 129
Toohey Florence M of Martin and Emma Feb 26 1895........16: 95
Toohey Winnie T of Bernard and Margaret Sept 18 1894........16: 72
Tooian Annie E of Patrick H and Sarah J July 6 1898........16: 440
Tooian James F of James F and Mary M Oct 9 1899........16: 529
Tooian Thomas P of Patrick H and Sarah J Mar 17 1896........16: 203
Toole Francis B of Frank and Elizabeth Jan 12 1891........15: 14
Toole John J of John J and Sarah T Dec 3 1896........16: 227
Tooleen Mary of John F and Ann M Sept 16 1900........17: 83
Tooleen Mary E of Patrick J and Elizabeth Aug 15 1892........15: 103
Toolin Bartholomew F of James and Mary July 21 1898........16: 425
Toolin Ellen C of Patrick J and Beesey Dec 13 1893........15: 176
Toolin John J of James and Mary July 21 1898........16: 425
Toolin Mary E of Bartholomew and Catherine Aug 31 1892........15: 133
Toolin Mary E of James and Mary July 21 1898........16: 425
Toomey Martin of John and Margaret May 8 1893........15: 137
Toomey Rachel C of John M and Eliza J Feb 2 1891........15: 11
Toomey Thomas F of John H and Mary E Oct 12 1897........16: 332
Toomey Timothy of John and Margaret Mar 13 1891........15: 2
Toparoff Minnie of Harris and Rosa Feb 6 1900........17: 11
Toppi Cristina A of Leonardo and Angela Aug 3 1893........15: 184
Toppi Elvira of Leonardo and Angela Oct 17 1894........16: 77
Toppi Farco of Pamfilo and Marianna Oct 2 1895........16: 167
Toppi Giovanni of Leonardo and Angela Dec 3 1895........16: 150
Toppi Giovanni G of Pamfilo and Maria A Dec 9 1897........16: 352
Toppi Maria M of Pamfilo and Maria A Feb 21 1899........16: 503
Toppi Rosa of Leonardo and Angelina Sept 24 1897........16: 332
Toppi —— s of Leonardo and Angela Aug 11 1899........16: 596
Toppi —— d of Pamfilo and Maria Apr 16 1900........17: 56
Torani Domenico of Santo and Maria Apr 13 1897........16: 314
Torani Giovanni P of Alessandro and Maria June 28 1898........16: 413
Torderella Angelo De L of Pasquale and Marzella June 6 1899........16: 493
Tordoff Mary of Mark and Melissa Sept 22 1896........16: 258
Torelli Frederico of Francesco and Maria Jan 7 1892........15: 88
Torello Fannie of Frank and Concetta Jan 22 1900........17: 53
Torghan Samuel of Nathan and Clara July 2 1900........17: 59
Torkinton Mary R of Arthur and Rosina J Mar 5 1891........15: 30
Tormey James of George J and Mary A May 9 1900........17: 38
Tornaio Genoveva of Giuseppe and Rachael Feb 3 1897........16: 301
Tornquist Arthur of Herman and Matilda Apr 28 1897........16: 283
Tornquist Lilian A V of John A and Jennie D Jan 10 1891........15: 11
Tornquist Sigurd W of William and Selma B Sept 17 1893........15: 208
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Tornquist Victoria M of John W and Selma B Feb 28 1895....16:126
Tornquist William R of William and Selma B Aug 28 1900....17:76
Torregrossa Agostino of Salvatore and Antonina Jan 9 1900....17:3
Torregrossa Pasquale of Fillippo and Sebastiana May 13

1895 ..........................................................16:123
Towle Archibald H of Frederick and Elizabeth July 22

1892 ..........................................................15:126
Towey Daniel T of Daniel T and Anna L Nov 11 1900....17:101
Towey Elizabeth F of William T and Eveline P Oct 14 1891....15:54
Torolani — s of Ufemia Apr 1895.................................16:122
Toste Jose B of Jose B and Maria Nov 5 1892..............15:101
Tatham Waldo R of Charles and Lula Sept 7 1899...........16:542
Toto Maria G of Daniele and Maria Feb 17 1898...........16:467
Toto Vito of Daniele and Maria Feb 4 1897.................16:301
Tolo — d of Daniele and Maria Aug 26 1899.................16:596
Totore — s of Antonio and Maria Oct 21 1895.............16:167
Tott Alfred F of Felix and Mary June 22 1894............16:14
Tott Anna M of Felix and Mary Nov 15 1895..............16:146
Totten Clinton E of Fred B and Susan F June 12 1899.....16:518
Totten Elizabeth A of Herbert H and Ella J May 5 1893....15:151
Toopin Doris of Louis and Ida Oct 7 1900...................17:90
Toopin Lora of Louis and Ida Mar 25 1899...................16:480
Tourgee Benjamin F of Benjamin F and Grace E Nov 11 1896.16:251
Tourgeon Jean L R of Evangeliste and Delphine Mar 27 1896.16:206
Tourtellot Virginia L of James L and Mamie Mar 8 1899....16:498
Tourtellot — d of Leon O and Annie R Mar 28 1895........16:115
Tourtellotte Alice of Irving W and Lizzie A Mar 19 1894....16:29
Tourtellotte Grace F of George A and Grace F May 27 1899...16:500
Tower Alberta of Albert P and Sarah July 7 1899...........16:578
Tower Lawrence W of Ralph W and Bessie July 6 1896........16:241
Towe Anastasia of Thomas A and Anastasia Jan 12 1900....17:4
Towe Peter of Dominick and Anna Aug 17 1898..............16:452
Towe Thomas of Dominick and Annie Feb 3 1897.............16:301
Towhey Helena of Thomas and Annie July 27 1892............15:111
Towle Ethel G of William H and Lizzie June 30 1900........17:52
Towne Arnold C of Herbert D and Mabel A Aug 13 1898.....16:444
Towne Ellsworth G of George E and Hattie E May 27 1899....16:492
Towne Helen M of George E and Hattie E Mar 23 1898.........16:390
Towne Preston W of Herbert D and Mabel A Feb 4 1896.......16:292
Townsend Alice G of Samuel E and Annie M Aug 4 1899.......16:579
Townsend Bernard W of William A and Emily E Nov 20 1893....15:195
Townsend Harold E of Thomas H and Marietta Jan 19 1892....15:69
Townsend Mary C of John and Mary Feb 10 1899................16:472
Townsend Nellie of John and Mary A Jan 10 1896............16:224
Townsend Ruth F of George A and Eliza J May 27 1894........16:27
Townsend Sidney H of Herbert E and Victoria R May 24 1893 ........................................ 15:140
Townsend William J (c) of William J and Delilah Mar 1 1896 ........................................ 16:187
Townsend William W of William A and Emily Jan 1 1896 ........................................ 16:202
Townsend — d of John and Mary Nov 16 1896 ........................................ 16:247
Townsend — d of Joshua and Emily M Sept 17 1891 ........................................ 15:61
Townsend — (c) s of William J and Delila Mar 18 1895 ........................................ 16:92
Toye — s of Charles B and Fannie L Mar 7 1897 ........................................ 16:364
Tracel — s of Vincenzo and Restituta Feb 24 1900 ........................................ 17:16
Tracey Ann of William and Elizabeth Dec 27 1894 ........................................ A1:32
Tracey Annie M of James and Bridget Sept 2 1899 ........................................ 16:522
Tracey Abby L of John F and Abby Jan 3 1897 ........................................ 16:279
Tracey Agnes L of William P and Annie E Apr 5 1896 ........................................ 16:200
Tracey Catherine M of Thomas J and Annie July 23 1893 ........................................ 15:205
Tracey Dennis of Thomas J and Ann July 25 1891 ........................................ 15:59
Tracey Ellen of John F and Mary E Apr 8 1898 ........................................ 16:408
Tracey Eva M of John and Annie Apr 28 1891 ........................................ 15:28
Tracey George of John and Abby Mar 18 1900 ........................................ 17:23
Tracey George of John F and Mary E Oct 17 1895 ........................................ 16:173
Tracey Helen of Frank S G and Mary May 21 1897 ........................................ 16:297
Tracey James of Thomas J and Annie Sept 11 1895 ........................................ 16:172
Tracey John of Thomas J and Annie Sept 12 1900 ........................................ 17:82
Tracey John J of John F and Abby Jan 2 1895 ........................................ 16:97
Tracey Joseph of John F and Mary E Dec 19 1900 ........................................ 17:112
Tracey Joseph of Thomas and Annie Apr 9 1898 ........................................ 16:408
Tracey Lawrence C of Lawrence and Mary J July 13 1897 ........................................ 16:317
Tracey Lewis S of Frank S G and Mary S Mar 1 1893 ........................................ 15:153
Tracey Luke of John F and Mary E July 10 1893 ........................................ 15:205
Tracey Mabel A of Lawrence and Margaret May 23 1892 ........................................ 15:75
Tracey Madeline F of William and Annie May 24 1897 ........................................ 16:293
Tracey Mary of John F and Mary E Jan 25 1892 ........................................ 15:91
Tracey Mary A of James and Bridget Apr 27 1898 ........................................ 16:373
Tracey Mary A of Martin J and Bridget Aug 20 1894 ........................................ 16:63
Tracey Mary E of William P and Annie E Sept 11 1893 ........................................ 15:190
Tracey Patrick A of William J and Bridget M May 3 1896 ........................................ 16:217
Tracey Patrick J of Martin J and Bridget Mar 15 1892 ........................................ 15:79
Tracey William A of William P and Annie E Apr 17 1899 ........................................ 16:491
Tracey William J of John and Ann July 14 1893 ........................................ 15:205
Tracey William J of William J and Bridget M Apr 17 1898 ........................................ 16:408
Tracey William P of William P and Annie E Dec 27 1898 ........................................ 16:68
Tracey — s of Lawrence and Margaret Jan 3 1894 ........................................ 16:8
Tracey — s of Martin F and Margaret V May 26 1893 ........................................ 15:149
Tracey — s of William and Mary Jan 5 1893 ........................................ 15:141
Tracey — d of William J and Bridget M Dec 22 1899 ........................................ 16:588
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Trafford Charles A of Charles A and Emily C Dec 28 1893...15: 212
Trafford Cora M of James A and Cora E Sept 27 1899......16: 582
Trafford —— s of James A and Cora E Nov 2 1897......16: 358
Trahy Bridget L of David and Margaret Aug 16 1891....15: 45
Traill William S of Alexander and Mary Feb 9 1900....17: 12
Trainer Catherine F of Thomas F and Mary E May 29 1892.15: 68
Trainer Marian of Bernard J and Ellen Mar 12 1894.....15: 2
Trainer Agnes of Patrick J and Agnes Dec 20 1891.....15: 47
Trainer Agnes of Patrick and Annie Feb 5 1900.....17: 54
Trainer Alice of Frank P and Bridget E Feb 20 1892.....15: 77
Trainer Alice of Patrick and Annie June 5 1896.....16: 212
Trainer Annie of Frank P and Bridget July 17 1895.....16: 119
Trainer Annie of John J and Annie Nov 14 1899.....16: 530
Trainer Arthur of Francis and Ellen Apr 7 1900.....17: 29
Trainer Burton D C of John F and Etta S Feb 26 1893...15: 142
Trainer Carrie of William T and Susan Sept 4 1898.....16: 427
Trainer Catherine of Daniel and Sarah Mar 29 1894.....16: 22
Trainer Catherine of Frank and Ellen June 6 1895.....16: 115
Trainer Catherine of James J and Nellie Jan 26 1896.....16: 214
Trainer Catherine W of Owen A and Catherine Jan 15 1895..16: 125
Trainer Edward of William T and Susan July 6 1893.....15: 145
Trainer Eliza A of Dennis and Sarah Jan 20 1892.....15: 80
Trainer Elizabeth M of Michael and Catherine E June 22

1894

Trainer Emma of Frank P and Bridget Mar 29 1899.....16: 504
Trainer Emmett G of Emmett O and Nellie G Sept 23 1896..16: 264
Trainer Eugene of Owen A and Catherine Sept 10 1896.....16: 264
Trainer Francis J of Daniel and Sarah Nov 15 1895.....16: 156
Trainer Francis P of Francis and Ellen Aug 15 1897.....16: 336
Trainer George A of John F and Mary E Dec 7 1899.....16: 548
Trainer George E of Owen A and Catherine Apr 30 1900.....17: 35
Trainer Gertrude of Frank P and Bridget E Mar 2 1893.....15: 147
Trainer Henry D of Owen A and Catherine Aug 24 1898.....16: 457
Trainer Henry F of John F and Mary E Sept 27 1897.....16: 363
Trainer James of Thomas F and Catherine Jan 7 1895.....15: 132
Trainer James of William T and Susan Feb 23 1896.....16: 189
Trainer James F of James and Mary A Apr 25 1897.....16: 303
Trainer James F of Patrick G and Mary Apr 9 1894.....16: 19
Trainer James P of John and Sarah J May 5 1893.....15: 145
Trainer Jane F of Owen and Mary Jan 23 1891.....15: 22
Trainer John of James and Mary Oct 11 1891.....15: 57
Trainer John of John and Bridget June 19 1892.....15: 90
Trainer John F of John F and Mary E Dec 7 1899.....16: 548
Trainer John F of John J and Annie Feb 12 1896.....16: 185
Trainer Joseph E of Lawrence and Rose Dec 8 1896.....16: 237
Trainor Joseph F. of Michael and Catherine E. July 16 1893. 15: 188
Trainor Leo F. of Peter and Julia Oct 15 1897.................. 16: 334
Trainor Lily A. of Patrick J and Mary July 5 1900............. 17: 60
Trainor Margaret A. of Patrick and Mary Dec 12 1895........... 16: 161
Trainor Mary of James and Mary A Dec 14 1893................... 15: 204
Trainor Mary of James J and Ellen May 1 1898................... 16: 409
Trainor Mary A. of John and Sarah May 14 1897................... 16: 287
Trainor Mary E. of Patrick and Annie Nov 5 1892................ 15: 108
Trainor Mary E. of Patrick J and Mary Dec 31 1897.............. 16: 340
Trainor Rose A. of John and Bridget Feb 12 1896................ 16: 209
Trainor Rose O. of Lawrence J and Rose A Nov 17 1899........... 16: 539
Trainor Sarah of John and Bridget Mar 26 1894................... 16: 33
Trainor Sarah of John and Sarah May 27 1894..................... 16: 7
Trainor Sarah J. of Owen and Bessie Jan 16 1892................ 15: 71
Trainor Spencer E. of Edward A and Rachel Aug 12 1891......... 15: 39
Trainor Stephen of Michael F and Catherine E Jan 2 1896...... 16: 198
Trainor Walter D. of Daniel and Sarah May 16 1899.............. 16: 492
Trainor William F. of Bernard J and Ellen Oct 6 1895........... 16: 136
Trainor William H. of Francis J and Catherine Feb 18 1895...... 16: 107
Trainor William J. of Daniel and Sarah May 6 1897.............. 16: 293
Trainor —— d of Frank P and Bridget Dec 13 1897.............. 16: 344
Trainor —— s of John and Sarah Nov 8 1900...................... 17: 100
Trainor —— s of John J and Annie Sept 9 1897................... 16: 322
Trainor —— s of Sarah Mar 27 1894............................. 16: 15
Trainor —— d of Thomas F and Mary E July 27 1900.............. 17: 119
Trammr Frederick F. of John and Katherine July 19 1895........ 16: 158
Tramonti Giorgio L. of Francesco C and Finita Aug 9 1899...... 16: 533
Tramonti Rosa of Francesco and Finita Mar 15 1898.............. 16: 380
Trankoff Esther of George and Anna Apr 17 1894................ 16: 6
Tranter Annie I. of Ezekiel and Julia Apr 3 1894.............. 16: 23
Tranter Emily of Ezekiel and Julia Dec 27 1898................ 16: 440
Tranter Ethel of Ezekiel and Julia Feb 13 1893................ 15: 150
Tranter Ezekiel of Ezekiel and Julia Feb 15 1897............... 16: 291
Tranter Louise A. of Ezekiel and Julia Aug 9 1895.............. 16: 154
Trask Augusta L. of George R and Mary E Mar 5 1893........... 15: 147
Trask Ernest M. of George R and Mary E Sept 8 1895........... 16: 166
Trask Mary A. of Frederick P and Julia M Oct 14 1899.......... 16: 590
Tr. ask —— d of Bessie Jan 2 1899.......................... 16: 484
Travers Agnes M. of Daniel and Janet T May 12 1892........... 15: 76
Travers Aimable of Frank and Ida Oct 17 1900................... 17: 93
Travers —— s of Elizabeth June 30 1895......................... 16: 105
Trawczynski Dolos B. of John and Pauline May 9 1891........... 15: 28
Trawczynski Isabella of John and Paulina Mar 11 1894........... 16: 38
Trawczynski Leo E. of John and Pauline July 28 1892........... 15: 126
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Traynor Ann of James J and Nellie Jan 23 1894. 16: 37
Traynor Annie of Thomas and Margaret Sept 25 1892. 15: 128
Traynor Vincent of Lawrence and Rose A Dec 2 1898. 16: 130
Traynor —— d of Patrick and Agnes Nov 13 1900. 17: 120
Trecartin Florence M of Ernest R and Elizabeth E Feb 15 1897

Treehey Alice of David and Margaret July 8 1893. 15: 205
Treehey Bridget E of David and Margaret Sept 1891. 15: 46
Tregenne Frank of Anton and Minnie Nov 10 1892. 15: 118
Trell Alexander of Alexander and Mary Apr 13 1892. 15: 86
Trell Robert of Alexander and Mary Nov 20 1897. 16: 346
Tremblay Joseph C of Ferdinand and Victoria Dec 28 1893. 15: 212
Tremendozzi Ida of Giuseppe and Camilla Aug 11 1900. 17: 71
Trelln Katherine of Samuel A and Georgiana A Nov 10 1900. 17: 100
Trem Samuel A of Samuel A and Georgiana A Mar 8 1899. 16: 490
Trepanier Bertha of Louis and Marie Jan 5 1893. 15: 136
Tresy Ruth P (e) of Elizabeth Mar 5 1899. 16: 484
Trevor Edith of John and Ann Dec 28 1898. 16: 455
Trevor Eva of John and Annie Jan 1899. 16: 502
Trevor Grace of John and Ann Nov 2 1892. 15: 124
Trevor Mabel F of Frank and Ida Oct 17 1900. 17: 93
Trewella Frank C of Walter W and Nellie F Jan 28 1899. 16: 487
Triangoli Daniele of Giovanni and Lucia Feb 3 1898. 16: 378
Triangoli Teodoro of Giovanni and Lucia June 23 1900. 17: 50
Tribe Dorothy A of Thomas and Emma E June 25 1894. 16: 14
Tribe Leighton E P of Thomas and Emma E May 23 1896. 16: 192
Tribe Reginald B of Thomas and Emily E Oct 5 1891. 15: 41
Trimble Alfred F of Thomas and Annie E Oct 29 1895. 16: 150
Trimble Alice S of Joseph W and Alice C Nov 29 1892. 15: 125
Trimble Annie E of Thomas and Annie E Jan 16 1892. 15: 96
Trimble Joseph of Joseph W and Alice C Feb 27 1899. 16: 509
Trimble Nellie of Frank J and Julia A Jan 10 1891. 15: 4
Trimble Squire W of Thomas and Annie E Sept 6 1893. 15: 186
Trimble —— s of Francis J and Julia A Dec 16 1891. 15: 38
Trimper Ethel A of Davenport and Lizzie A Jan 30 1897. 16: 280
Trimper Ezekiel D of Davenport and Elizabeth A Oct 16 1900. 17: 93
Trimper James A of Davenport E and Elizabeth A July 26 1898. 16: 425
Trinidad Roza S of Joao S and Francesca Jan 8 1896. 16: 181
Trinidad Maria C of Joao S and Francesca Jan 7 1894. 16: 1
Tripp Allan F of Wilson A and Myra C Oct 8 1895. 16: 145
Tripp Ivah F of Wilson A and Myra C Oct 3 1900. 17: 88
Tripp Leon E of Leon E and Abby May 14 1895. 16: 96
Tripp Mabel E of Leon E and Abby E June 18 1896. 16: 193
Tromba Arthur of Giovanni and Maria V May 9 1894. 16: 34
Treppoli Francesco of Pasquale and Caterina July 5 1900. 17: 60
Troutier Hector A of John and Olive Nov 28 1894. 16: 74
Trottier Marie A of John B and Olivia Nov 30 1896. 16: 255
Trottier Olivi of Jean B and Olivi Nov 28 1892. 15: 121
Trottier Phillip of Herman and Joanna July 31 1891. 15: 45
Trouiansky Charles of David and Dora Dec 25 1899. 16: 531
Trow —— d of Leon and Sarah Nov 20 1898. 16: 470
Trow Agnes of William M and Mary A May 19 1894. 15: 9
Trowbridge Charles E of Edward R and Alice June 9 1895. 16: 124
Trowbridge Edward R of Edward and Alice Sept 3 1900. 17: 79
Trowbridge Ruth of Edward R and Alice E July 7 1899. 16: 526
Trudon Loretta of John J and Lucy C Sept 28 1894. 16: 88
True Fred C of Joseph R and Alice July 18 1893. 15: 193
Truesdale George D of William H and Jessie A Apr 4 1895. 16: 128
Truesdale James P of William H and Jessie A Sept 25 1891. 15: 61
Truesdale Lottie E of William and Jessie A July 20 1898. 16: 456
Truesdale Raymond H of James A and Edith M Aug 22 1898. 16: 457
Trulson Arthur H of Peter and Annie Sept 17 1893. 15: 181
Trumble Walter of Joseph W and Alice C Nov 9 1896. 16: 266
Trumble William of Joseph W and Alice C Nov 4 1894. 16: 84
Trundy —— d of Nellie M Sept 15 1899. 16: 542
Truppi Alfonzo of Lorenzo and Maria F Mar 1 1899. 16: 503
Truppi Cosmo E L of Lorenzo and Maria F Oct 29 1900. 17: 97
Trusdale Gladys of James A and Edith M Dec 7 1900. 17: 108
Trusdale James A of James A and Edith M June 25 1895. 16: 131
Truve William H J of Leon and Sarah Dec 19 1899. 16: 525
Truvey Celia S of Leon and Sarah Oct 29 1894. 16: 48
Truvey Sarah of Leon and Sarah Sept 5 1893. 15: 213
Truvey Walter of Leon and Sarah Sept 10 1896. 16: 225
Tuck George E of Reuben T and Minnie May 22 1895. 16: 96
Tuck Thomas of Thomas and Minnie Feb 21 1894. 16: 22
Tucker Alice S of Charles H and Alice C Sept 9 1892. 15: 115
Tucker Anna M of Edward D and Margaret Sept 24 1892. 15: 104
Tucker Beatrice L of Richard L and Flora B Mar 29 1900. 17: 26
Tucker Elton H of Jerome H and Anna B Nov 10 1897. 16: 346
Tucker Franklin R of William W and Elizabeth Jan 23 1896. 16: 205
Tucker Grace L of James R and Annie U Feb 23 1899. 16: 487
Tucker Grace L of Jeremiah and Mary A Oct 21 1891. 15: 41
Tucker Hammond S of Jerome H and Anna B Apr 12 1896. 16: 207
Tucker Hannah of John and Hannah Dec 29 1892. 15: 131
Tucker Harold T of Charles H and Alice C Dec 4 1894. 16: 68
Tucker Helen E of Edgar E and Elizabeth A June 1 1898. 16: 384
Tucker Jane R of Walter R and Sarah A Apr 9 1891. 15: 18
Tucker Jesse L of Charles A and Mary C Jan 18 1899. 16: 496
Tucker John F of James and Annie Sept 24 1897. 16: 334
Tucker Lizzie M of Arthur N and Annie E Mar 20 1893. 15: 169
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Tucker Madeline of Richard L and Florence B July 12 1894...16: 71
Tucker Mary E (c) of William T and Lizzie V Apr 7 1897...16: 274
Tucker Maude of Zachariah R and Flora A Mar 24 1891....15: 23
Tucker Ralph L of Walter R and Sarah A Oct 9 1894....16: 70
Tucker Rollin E of Richard L and Flora B Oct 17 1897....16: 346
Tucker Stuart H of Jerome H and Anna B Nov 11 1900....17: 101
Tucker Thomas of Mary E Oct 13 1895....16: 177
Tucker — s of Henry and Margaret June 5 1897....16: 294
Tucker — (c) d of Thomas J and Louisa Mar 21 1891....15: 5
Tucker — d of Zachariah and Flora May 27 1898....16: 377
Tucker — s of Zachariah R and Flora A Feb 19 1893....15: 139
Tuckson — (c) d of Frances July 1894....16: 71
Tudor Eileen A of Claude D'A and Matilda B Nov 5 1899...16: 567
Tudor Raymond P of Claude D and Blanche Nov 28 1900....17: 106
Tudor Ruby A of Joseph A and Gertrude A July 28 1900....17: 67
Tuell — s of Frederick M and Edna M Apr 14 1900....17: 56
Tuill Andrew of Andrew and Margaret Aug 5 1892....15: 111
Tuille Jennie T of Patrick J and Theresa B Aug 31 1893....15: 199
Tulli Anna L of Carmine and Giovanna Feb 7 1899....16: 592
Tully Catherine A of Joseph and Annie E Mar 14 1898....16: 407
Tully Charles of Joseph and Annie Apr 10 1900....17: 30
Tully Edith R of Mary Jan 12 1892....15: 76
Tully Edward J of Patrick and Bridget July 17 1893....15: 176
Tully Grace M of Thomas and Mary Feb 10 1900....17: 12
Tully Irene I of James H and Delia I Aug 31 1898....16: 458
Tully James P of Patrick and Bridget Mar 24 1896....16: 190
Tully John W of William J and Mary F June 24 1896....16: 219
Tully Joseph of Joseph and Annie E Apr 30 1896....16: 217
Tully Mary A of Patrick and Bridget Jan 7 1892....15: 71
Tully — Porter of John H and Fannie June 25 1899....16: 493
Tully Thomas J of Thomas A and Mary A Dec 21 1898....16: 449
Tully Thomas V of Patrick and Bridget Feb 5 1899....16: 479
Tunno Giovanna of Domenico and Palma Feb 14 1891....15: 22
Tupper Mary E of William W and Margaret A Sept 23 1896....16: 250
Turbett John of Michael H and Mary Aug 31 1894....16: 82
Turritt Agnes of Henry and Mary Aug 12 1899....16: 571
Turritt Carmel of James and Mary A Jan 26 1894....16: 32
Turritt Ethel R of Michael H and Mary July 9 1899....16: 578
Turritt Francis F of Michael H and Mary Sept 16 1900....17: 83
Turritt Francis J of Francis J and Margaret E Jan 5 1895....16: 91
Turritt Irene of Frank J and Margaret E Mar 16 1897....16: 307
Turritt James of James and Mary A Dec 10 1898....16: 430
Turritt James H of Michael H and Mary Feb 28 1898....16: 407
Turritt John W of William and Catherine J July 9 1899....16: 526
Turbitt Margaret J of Francis J and Margaret E Mar 19 1899 ................................................. 16: 509
Turbitt Mary of James and Mary Feb 19 1895. .......................................................... 16: 99
Turbitt Mary of Joseph and Catherine May 30 1898. ........................................ 16: 395
Turbitt Mary A of Michael H and Mary Jan 19 1893 ........................................... 15: 162
Turbitt Mary E of Joseph and Annie T Aug 9 1900 .............................................. 17: 71
Turbitt Mary E of Michael H and Mary Apr 28 1894 ...................................... 15: 28
Turbitt Richard P of Michael and Mary June 22 1896 ..................................... 16: 219
Turbitt Ruth of James and Mary Mar 12 1894 ........................................ 15: 22
Turbitt Sadie of Henry and Mary Aug 12 1899 ........................................ 16: 571
Turbitt —— s of John F and Rose T Oct 23 1900 ........................................ 17: 120
Turbitt —— d of William and Catherine Jan 10 1897 ........................................ 16: 285
Turcot Marie A of Henry and Selina Aug 19 1900 ........................................ 17: 74
Turcot Marie L G E of Frank O and Laura Jan 3 1900 ........................................ 17: 1
Turcotte Eva of Albert and Estella Nov 16 1894 ........................................ 16: 58
Turcotte George of Fabien and Cecil Jan 18 1894 ........................................ 16: 36
Turcotte Jean of Fabien and Cecelia Sept 15 1897 ........................................ 16: 363
Turcotte Marie C of Albert and Estella Sept 16 1892 ................................ 15: 128
Turcotte Marie L of Fabien and Celia Jan 10 1896 ........................................ 16: 213
Turcotte Paul of Antoine and Louise May 20 1898 ........................................ 16: 410
Turcotte —— d of Louis and Esther Nov 13 1895 ........................................ 16: 174
Turgeon Joseph A of Alfred and Delie Aug 23 1899 ........................................ 16: 592
Turgeon Marie R R of Evangeliste and Delphine Oct 5 1897 ................................ 16: 346
Turkel Morris of Haman and Rosa June 10 1897 ........................................ 16: 314
Turnbull Clarence E of Henry N and Susan A Oct 29 1891 ................................ 15: 44
Turnbull Earl A of David A and Alice Sept 30 1894 ........................................ 16: 61
Turnbull Edgar H of Harry N and Susan A June 15 1893 ................................ 15: 147
Turnbull Edith M of Harry N and Susan A July 5 1897 ........................................ 16: 347
Turnbull Frederick E of George W and Olivia M June 25 1895 ........................................ 16: 116
Turnbull George W of George W and Olive M Nov 15 1891 ........................................ 15: 58
Turnbull Harold E of Harry N and Susan A Oct 26 1900 ........................................ 15: 96
Turner Austin B of Harry A and Caroline R Mar 30 1899 ........................................ 16: 491
Turner Christine R of George A and Ida M Feb 24 1897 ........................................ 16: 281
Turner Clara B (c) of William and Rosa Feb 6 1898 ........................................ 16: 375
Turner Clifford H (c) of William H and Amanda E Jan 15 1892 ........................................ 15: 66
Turner Ellsworth of Duncan and Etta F Aug 8 1899 ........................................ 16: 550
Turner Elsie M of John and Sophie E May 9 1895 ........................................ 16: 129
Turner Emelia of Willis D and Mary Oct 17 1894 ........................................ 16: 87
Turner Emery of Ben and Mary Aug 14 1894 ........................................ 16: 81
Turner Emma of Nathaniel and Emma Mar 3 1898 ........................................ 16: 379
Turner Estella of William and Margaret Nov 7 1900 ........................................ 17: 100
Turner Ethel B of Edward A and Susan C Oct 23 1891 ........................................ 15: 41
Turner Francis C of Nathaniel and Emma Mar 11 1892 ........................................ 15: 73
Turner Ira L (c) of William and Rosina Oct 4 1899. 16:531
Turner Irene L of William J and Catherine Dec 6 1898. 16:461
Turner James W of William J and Catherine July 21 1900. 17:64
Turner Joseph A of Joseph A and Arzelie May 13 1892. 15:94
Turner Joseph E of William A and Margaret J July 6 1895. 16:161
Turner Leo E of William and Margaret June 13 1896. 16:208
Turner Lucinda A of Nathaniel McE and Emma Dec 6 1896. 16:230
Turner Mabel (c) of William and Rose Nov 25 1895. 16:140
Turner Marie L C of Joseph A and Arzelie July 10 1894. 16:80
Turner Mary G of Willis B and Mary S Aug 9 1892. 15:127
Turner Mary M of William A and Margaret J Jan 4 1899. 16:496
Turner Mildred H of Thomas and Inez H Mar 27 1891. 15:2
Turner Nathaniel of Nathaniel McE and Emma June 17 1893. 15:145
Turner Sarah E (c) of Henry and Annie E June 30 1895. 16:133
Turner Willard A of Duncan and Etta T July 17 1892. 15:103
Turner William (c) of William and Rose Nov 21 1894. 16:90
Turner William F of William and Margaret May 26 1897. 16:299
Turner William II of Nathaniel and Emma Dec 27 1899. 16:541
Turner William J of William J and Catherine Oct 8 1897. 16:356
Turner — (c) s of Benjamin B and Lucretia Oct 18 1898. 16:423
Turner — s of Duncan and Etta F July 17 1891. 15:35
Turner — d of George and Sarah A May 7 1899. 16:500
Turner — (c) s of Henry and Annie E May 17 1898. 16:376
Turner — d of John and Sophia Aug 6 1896. 16:262
Turner — s of John and Sophia E May 9 1895. 16:129
Turner — (c) s of John E and Catherine L Apr 9 1894. 16:17
Turner — s of Nathaniel and Emma Dec 7 1894. 16:58
Turner — s of Robert and Amelia Nov 12 1899. 16:585
Turney Donald D of George N and Ada H July 15 1893. 15:188
Turney Luther K of Walter S and Anna Jan 5 1895. 16:132
Turnquist Carl A of William and Selma May 13 1891. 15:28
Turnquist Mabel S of John W and Selma Oct 6 1897. 16:327
Tutalo Anna of Antonio and Rosina Nov 5 1896. 16:259
Tutalo Ulderico of Antonio and Rosina May 9 1900. 17:38
Tutalo Vincenza of Giovanni and Elvira Sept 15 1899. 16:572
Tutin Kenneth A of John and Mary Dec 27 1896. 16:238
Tutin Leon X of John and Mary Aug 7 1894. 16:54
Tutolo Giuseppa of Antonio and Rosina Aug 4 1898. 16:451
Tutolo Rosaria of Giovanni and Elvira Feb 8 1898. 16:400
Tuzio Arturo G of Giuseppe A and Maria May 13 1899. 16:486
Tuzio Francesco of Giuseppe and Maria Apr 15 1895. 16:106
Tuzio Herman O of Giuseppe A and Maria Dec 5 1896. 16:244
Tweedell Ethelyn C of William T and Ethelyn A Mar 9 1894. 16:29
Twigg Gladys V of William F and Mary L July 28 1897. 16:345
Twigg Herbert B of Henry L and Georgie Sept 10 1898. 16:442
Twigg Hope of William F and Mary L Dec 9 1894...........16: 74
Twigg Ruth of William F and Mary L Jan 8 1900...........17: 3
Twine Edna (c) of Walter Apr 1896......................16: 220
Twiss Clifton E of Edward and Lillie E Jan 13 1899........16: 489
Twiss Edward E of Edward and Lillian E May 8 1897........16: 293
Twiss Lillie F of Edward A and Lillie E Feb 11 1894.......16: 18
Twitchell Jennie (Mead) of George and Jane A Jan 1 1892.15: 91
Tyas Benjamin R of Benjamin and May Sept 14 1894........16: 56
Tyas Frederick A of Benjamin and May Aug 14 1899........16: 534
Tyler Charles W of William H and Margaret C Dec 1 1892...15: 105
Tyler Emily of William H and Margaret A Oct 5 1899.......16: 529
Tyler Frederick of Frederick and Selina Nov 26 1892........15: 116
Tyler Henry F of William H and Margaret A Jan 29 1894....15: 19
Tyler Mabel G of William H and Margaret A Apr 15 1895....16: 96
Tyler Mary E of George W and Mary June 27 1900............17: 51
Tyler —— (c) s of James H and Matilda May 18 1899........16: 595
Tyler —— s of John R and Sarah A July 11 1899............16: 561
Tynan Beatrice S of George and Rosanna Dec 7 1892........15: 109
Tynan D —— d of Patrick and Katie Sept 7 1900.............17: 80
Tynan Irene F of James and Margaret Dec 22 1898.........16: 462
Tynan James of James J and Margaret May 16 1891.........15: 28
Tynan Jane A of James J and Margaret Feb 11 1895.........16: 126
Tynan John T of Patrick and Maria June 5 1892............15: 75
Tynan —— d of James and Margaret June 25 1897............16: 366
Tyrell Dennis of Dennis and Annie M May 22 1896...........16: 183
Tyring Frederick G of Nils J and Annie K Aug 1 1898.......16: 445
Tyrell Ellen of Dennis A and Annie M Aug 26 1894.........16: 47
Tyrell Julia A of Dennis A and Annie M June 25 1899......16: 474
Tyrell Raymond J of Dennis A and Ann M Aug 6 1897.......16: 317

Udell Harold of George and Sarah E Feb 5 1893.............15: 139
Udell Helen of George and Sarah June 10 1898..............16: 382
Ufford Benjamin A of Francis W and Lucy E Mar 2 1893....15: 160
Uhlmann Clara of Henry and Augusta Apr 1 1892...........15: 84
Ulrich Margarethe of George and Hannah Oct 3 1894........16: 48
Ulliano Emelio of Pasquale and Maria Mar 5 1895............16: 100
Ullman Sabatino of Pasquale and Maria Sept 5 1899.........16: 535
Ullman Caroline B of Nicholas and Caroline Apr 15 1897....16: 296
Ullman Henry of Henry and Augusta Feb 9 1894.............16: 32
Ullman John M of Nicholas and Caroline Aug 13 1893........15: 193
Ullman Louis J of Nicholas and Caroline July 29 1895......16: 158
Ullman William J of Henry and Augusta May 19 1897........16: 303
Ullrich Adeline K M of Peter and Katherine Jan 2 1895....16: 91
Ulrich — d of August and Christiana Nov 2 1898...........16:439
Ulrich Annie of Adolf and Annie Apr 11 1895..................16:118
Ulrich Annie E of Frederick and Elizabeth Jan 16 1891........15: 6
Ulrich Christina A of August and Christina Oct 12 1897.......16:338
Ulrich Lothar J of Lothar J and Annie E July 21 1893........15:214
Ulrich Rose of Adolf and Annie Mar 31 1893....................15:164
Ulrich William E of Jacob L and Eva Mar 25 1895..............16:128
Underwood Albert H of Albert and Sarah J Jan 1 1897.........16:305
Underwood Alfred W of Alfred and Fanny May 16 1893..........15:165
Underwood William E of William E and Amanda Jan 6 1898.16:388
Unger William of Jacob and Gertrude Oct 29 1895..............16:160
Unknown — d Feb 10 1894..................................15: 31
Unknown — s Mar 2 1892.....................................15: 69
Unknown — s June 23 1892....................................15: 76
Unknown — s Sept 27 1892....................................15:110
Unknown — s June 2 1893......................................15:169
Unknown — d Found April 21 1900...............................17: 56
Unknown — d Found June 8 1900.................................17: 57
Unknown — d of Annie Oct 21 1893...............................15:183
Unknown — d of Walter G and Harriet M Dec 8 1891...........15: 38
Unknown — adopted by Mrs H E Whipple June 1 1893.........15:168
Unknown James R of Mary R Feb 1 1892.........................15: 97
Unsworth Anna L of Richard J and Delia A Feb 2 1893........15:141
Unsworth Annie M of William A and Elizabeth A May 30 1898....16:373
Unsworth Florence M of Richard and Delia Sept 12 1894......16: 51
Unsworth Robert of Joseph and Mary A Aug 20 1892............15:127
Upham Ada E of Clark D and Ada H Nov 19 1899.................16:530
Upham Ronald K of Clark D and Ada E A Aug 4 1892...........15:123
Upham — s of Clarke and Ada E H Apr 30 1897.................16:303
Upper Gladys L of George W and Mary M Aug 24 1896..........16:245
Upper Mary A of George W and Mary M Nov 13 1891............15: 52
Upshaw Ernest O (c) of Mabel July 22 1892.....................15:120
Upton Elsie F of Luther P and Edith M Dec 2 1892.............15:114
Upton Genevieve of William and Mary A Nov 9 1896............16:226
Upton Martin of William and Mary A June 3 1892..............15: 68
Upton Rosella of William and Mary June 19 1894..............16: 4
Urqhart Dudley of Allen and Mary E Sept 15 1899..............16:536
Ursillo Maria R of Giovanni and Michelina July 30 1898.......16:425
Ursillo Virginia of Alberto and Giocondina Sept 16 1900......17: 83
Urwin Anthony of Bennett and Mary McA Feb 15 1899........16:503
Urwin John McA of Bennett and Mary M Aug 19 1890..........17: 74
Usher Allen T of James M and Nellie A July 17 1893...........15:170
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Va̡ca Carmine of Antonio and Pasqualina Oct 17 1900. 17:93
Vachon Alice of Alexandre and Marie Dec 25 1897. 16:330
Vachon Arthur of Alexander and Delphine Oct 24 1894. 16:88
Vachon Ellen T of Noel and Annie Aug 14 1900. 17:72
Vachon Florence of Noel and Annie June 1 1897. 16:290 and 333
Vachon George A of David and Georgiana June 29 1895. 16:133
Vachon Marie of Alexandre and Delphine Dec 1 1895. 16:147
Vachon Marie L of Ernest and Marie Feb 8 1899. 16:479
Vachow Mary F of Xavier N and Annie T Feb 5 1895. 16:107
Vadenais Anrelie of Joseph and Valida Dec 17 1898. 16:463
Vadenais Clarinda M of Henri and Emma Jan 10 1896. 16:208
Vadenais Philias M of Henri and Emma Mar 28 1892. 15:98
Vadnais Joseph of Henri and Emma Dec 16 1893. 15:204
Valadovsky Ilaman of Samuel and Mary July 21 1900. 17:64
Valas Alice of Vintura and Jacintha Sept 22 1899. 16:523
Valas Guillaume of Vintura and Jacintha Feb 16 1895. 16:92
Vale Clarence M of Thomas B and Emma May 31 1896. 16:201
Vale Clifford E of Thomas B and Emma Apr 25 1894. 16:23
Vale Elmer K of Robert H and Annie L Apr 21 1891. 15:15
Vale Thomas B of Thomas B and Emma May 10 1892. 15:82
Valedofsky Joseph of Hyman and Mary July 15 1898. 16:424
Valentina — d of Marietta Oct 11 1897. 16:350
Valentino Angelo G of Salvatore and Petrina July 11 1900. 17:61
Valerio Joao R of Manoel R and Maria Dec 12 1891. 15:35
Valese Guglielmo of Domenico and Vincenza Apr 29 1900. 17:35
Valin Joseph II of Victor and Adeline Sept 15 1899. 16:564
Vallante Anna of Raffaele and Davida July 11 1900. 17:61
Valle Jono of Jose J and Maria Aug 9 1897. 16:317
Valle Margarida of Jose J and Maria Aug 18 1899. 16:521
Vallee Albert of Joseph and Olive Dec 2 1896. 16:267
Vallee Joseph E G of Joseph P and Josephine Oct 7 1897. 16:346
Valles Amie of Jose and Maria June 23 1898. 16:374
Valles Jose of Jose and Maria May 4 1896. 16:183
Valles Manoel of Ventura and Jacintha A Aug 14 1893. 15:170
Valles Maria of Francisco and Jacintha Oct 18 1897. 16:319
Vallett Frederic M of Frederic M and Mary J July 21 1893. 15:184
Vallett Marion E of Frederick M and Mary J Sept 10 1899. 16:535
Vallett William H of Fred M and Mary J June 11 1895. 16:103
Vallette Hazel M of William L and Mary E Jan 17 1898. 16:393
Vallette Helen of John H and Minnie E Apr 20 1899. 16:491
Vallette Mary J of John H and Minnie E July 25 1900. 17:66
Vallette Viola V of Walter A and Ethland R Nov 27 1894. 16:71
Vallette Walter A of Fred M and Mary J Aug 12 1897. 16:325
Vallette Walter I of William L and Mary E Apr 28 1894. 16:30
Valley — s of Frances Jan 17 1894. 16:15
Vallor Margaret J of Thomas J and Katherine M Mar 18
1900 ................................................................. 17: 23
Vallor Alfred R of Thomas and Mary May 1 1893............. 15: 149
Vallor Charles V of Thomas and Mary Oct 27 1894............. 15: 41
Vallor Mary E of Thomas W and Mary Aug 11 1894............. 16: 54
Vallor —— s of Thomas and Mary Jan 17 1896................. 16: 196
Valois Marie R D of Olivier and Melina Feb 26 1891............. 15: 26
Van Allen Clarence A (c) of Augustus and Helen Dec 4 1896.16:260
Van Allen Emily (c) of Augustus and Nellie Sept 14 1894... 16: 90
Vanasse Mary of Noc and Catherine July 2 1891.............. 15: 55
Vance Florence of James II and Jennie July 27 1891.......... 15: 32
Vance Gladys I of Alexander and Harriet E Apr 16 1898...... 16: 373
Vance John W of Albert M and Lizzie W Aug 8 1895........... 16: 134
Vance Mary W of Albert M and Lizzie W Mar 27 1894......... 16: 2
Vance William J of Louise Dec 29 1896.......................... 16: 240
Vance —— s of Albert M and Lizzie W June 5 1897............ 16: 276
Vance —— (c) d of Annie Oct 31 1892............................. 15: 110
Vance —— s of Louise S of Sept 2 1899....................... 16: 597
Vandal Albert LeR of Albert J and Cecelia Aug 31 1897..... 16: 332
Vandal Walter W of Joseph A and Celcia Dec 11 1898....... 16: 433
Van Doorn Grace of Henry D and Maud Apr 11 1898........... 16: 394
Vandoski Joseph of Joseph and Annie Apr 18 1897............ 16: 309
Vanellia Annie of Giuseppe and Speranza Apr 7 1894........ 16: 19
Vanellia —— d of Giuseppe and Maria Dec 2 1892............. 15: 114
Van Hoesen Charles R of Edwin and Lois Oct 5 1898....... 16: 447
Van Leuven Franklin of Charles II and Ida M Sept 17 1899. 16: 561
Van Leuven Ida M of Charles II and Ida M Sept 17 1899..... 16: 564
Van Meter Byron W of Robert L and Charlotte A Jan 6 1891. 15: 17
Van Meter Ella C of Robert L and Lottie A Mar 15 1893..... 15: 153
Vanmetti Alfred A of John and Mary July 12 1897............ 16: 347
Vanmetti Francis S of Giovanni A and Mary A Dec 31 1895.. 16: 169
Van Slyck Dorothy of Cyrus M and Annie P Oct 22 1897..... 16: 319
Van Slyck George W of Cyrus M and Annie P June 10 1893... 15: 138
Vanstone Kenneth C of George S and Margaret Sept 6 1897.. 16: 326
Vanstone Pearl B of George S and Margaret Dec 1 1892..... 15: 109
Vanstone Ruth H of George S and Margaret Aug 12 1899..... 16: 533
Van Wort Viola H of Arthur and Delia Oct 29 1899......... 16: 542
Varcangello Stella of Emilio and Anna May 9 1900............ 17: 38
Varcangelo Vincenzo of Emilio and Anna Feb 28 1899....... 16: 485
Varieur Willie J of Cyrille and Vetcanie Dec 25 1898....... 16: 450
Varin Clarence of Louis and Emma Jan 17 1897.............. 16: 305
Varley Elizabeth of Thomas E and Mary July 8 1894......... 16: 75
Varley James E of Thomas E and Mary E July 14 1891....... 15: 32
Varley Mary of Thomas and Mary Dec 11 1898............... 16: 420
Varley Walter F of Thomas and Mary Mar 14 1897............ 16: 274
Varrin Henri of Louis and Emma Jan 13 1891............................15: 25
Vaspers —— d of Gordon G and Jennie Dec 31 1896.................16: 268
Vasconcelles Adelina C of Thomas da C and Maria Jan 11
1895 .............................................................................16: 91
Vasse John H of Michael and Margaret Jan S 1900.................17: 3
Vassar —— d of Middie and Saphrena E June 3 1900..............17: 44
Vastona —— d of Hall and Dieta July 29 1897........................16: 345
Vaterio Manoel R of Manoel R and Maria J Nov 1 1894...........16: 48
Vaughan Charles L of Charles L and Harriette H Sept 11
1896 .............................................................................16: 225
Vaughan Curtis B of Albert F and Annie M Aug 29 1894...........16: 69
Vaughan George W C of Charles L and Harriet H Apr 5 1896..16: 184
Vaughan Irene G of Carlos A and Nellie E Feb 19 1898............16: 389
Vaughan Newell of Wanton and Grace S Feb 10 1898..............16: 375
Vaughn Alexander H of Charles H and Myra May 31 1891......15: 65
Vaughn Alonzo S of Alonzo and Angela July 21 1893..............15: 189
Vaughn Elmer T of William H and Ida E Apr 5 1893..............15: 154
Vaughn Harold O of Oscar C and Lizzie M July 19 1893.......15: 193
Vaughn Helen of Herbert W and Emma L Feb 26 1896.............16: 197
Vaughn Irving N of Oscar C and Lizzie M Apr 29 1895...........16: 115
Vaughn Mabel L of Oscar C and Lizzie M Feb 13 1892............15: 83
Vaughn Mildred E of Oscar C and Lizzie M Apr 10 1900.........17: 30
Vaughn Ralph P of Alonzo and Angela Jan 27 1891.................15: 1
Vaughn Raymond L of Herbert W and Emma L Jan 10 1900......17: 3
Vaughn Victor H of Louis B and Ida E Feb 13 1896.................16: 199
Vaughn Willard S of Wanton and Grace A S June 18 1894.....16: 28
Vaughn —— d of Oscar C and Lizzie M Mar 28 1896.................16: 203
Vaughn —— d of Oscar C and Lizzie M Dec 17 1897.................16: 344
Veasey Joseph of Joseph I and Rose T Jan 8 1899..................16: 507
Veasey Raymond of Joseph I and Rose T Aug 31 1900.............17: 78
Vechone Giovanni of Virgilio and Maria Mar 10 1894..............16: 43
Veccione Antonio F of Domenico and Angela R May 1 1893....15: 144
Veccione Rosa of Antonio and Marta Feb 5 1893..................15: 162
Vecker Rosa of Reuben and Mary July 16 1898....................16: 425
Vecker Sarah of Reuben and Mamie Feb 1891......................15: 65
Vedder Cora S of Washington I and Josephine Nov 21 1891..15: 34
Vedder Emma B of Nicholas A and Eva E July 17 1892........15: 132
Vedder Newell D of Washington I and Josephine June 29
1897 .............................................................................16: 294
Vehse Charles of Charles and Augusta Mar 20 1896..............16: 216
Vehse William of Charles H and Augusta Jan 17 1891...........15: 25
Velander Agnes M of Gustav and Ellen Nov 28 1900............17: 106
Velander Linea E of Gustaf A and Ellen E Mar 12 1899........16: 491
FROM 1801 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Velardino Antonio of Michele and Antonia June 4 1892...15: 90
Vena Louis of Max and Annie Jan 2 1895.....................16: 97
Venacco Luigi of Giuseppe and Maria Aug 4 1899...........16:545
Venault Albert of Frank and Amelia Nov 6 1894.............16: 73
Venberg Carl E of Frank A and Anna L Feb 10 1897.......16:306
Venberg David H of Frank and Anna L Dec 29 1898.......16:462
Venberg Ellen of Frank and Anna Feb 6 1895..............16:126
Vendettuoli Angela M of Domenico and Angela Jan 24 1899.16:502
Vendettuoli Angela M of Domenico and Angela May 25 1894.16: 34
Vendettuoli Angela M of Giovanni and Concetta Mar 14 1891.15: 22
Vendettuoli Antonio of Giovanni and Concetta Nov 20 1893.15:203
Vendettuoli Antonio of Antonio and Maria May 26 1895....16:133
Vendettuoli Giovanni of Domenico and Angela Sept 23 1897.16:349
Vendettuoli Giovanni G of Giovanni G and Clementina Apr 8
1894..........................................................16: 33
Vendettuoli Giuseppe of Domenico and Angiolina June 6
1895 ............................................................16:123
Vendettuoli Maria of Giovanni and Clementina Feb 23 1892..15: 88
Vendettuoli Maria G of Giuseppe and Catarina Jan 26 1891.15: 22
Vendettuoli Michele of Tomaso and Angelina Jan 2 1892....15: 87
Vendettuoli — d of Giovanni and Concetta Aug 19 1895...16:166
Vendettuoli — s of Giovanni and Concetta June 25 1892....15: 90
Vendettuoli Antonietta of Giuseppe and Catrina Sept 1 1892.15:133
Vendettuolo — s of Domenico and Angelina June 6 1900...17: 57
Venditto Alberto of Salvatore and Gelsomina Dec 19 1900...17:112
Venditto Alfredo of Salvatore and Gelsomina Jan 11 1898...16:400
Venditto Concetta of Salvatore and Gelsomina Aug 27 1896...16:257
Venditto Giuseppe of Salvatore and Gelsomina Feb 3 1895...16:120
Venditto — s of Salvatore and Gelsomina Dec 16 1899...16:577
Venditualo Antonio of Domenico and Angela Mar 27 1893....15:159
Vendoski Joseph of Joseph and Annie Apr 18 1897.........16:315
Veneziale Adelina of Luigi and Carolina Feb 4 1896.......16:299
Veneziale Antonio of Vincenzo and Filomena July 23 1898..16:451
Vennerbeck Albert W of Albert S and Mabel S Oct 1 1900...17: 88
Vennerbeck — d of Albert S and Mabel S Sept 30 1898...16:438
Vennerbeck — s of Thomas B and Ida F Aug 23 1895.......16:155
Veno Agnes of Francois and Emilie May 16 1896............16:222
Veno Albert X C of Frank and Emelie Dec 12 1900........17:110
Veno Francois of Francois and Emilie May 16 1896........16:222
Veno Mary D of Frank S and Emily Aug 28 1897............16:362
Venter Royal L C (c) of Charles and Aline Sept 28 1900...17: 87
Venti Maria C of Marcello and Gaetana Sept 18 1898....16:452
Ventitute Giovanni of Giovanni and Clemenrina Apr 8 1894..16: 17
Ventner Sarah of William and Rose Dec 17 1897..........16:330

120
Ventrone Edouardo P of Francesco P and Emilia L Mar 5 1898 ............................... 16:401
Ventrone Isabella L of Francesco and Emilia Mar 24 1897 ...... 16:302
Ventrone Margherita of Francesco P and Emilia L Aug 16 1900 ........................................ 17: 73
Ventrone Maria of Michele and Diletta Nov 27 1898 .......... 16:454
Ventrone Maria of Michele and Diletta May 16 1900 .......... 17: 40
Ventrone — s of Francesco and Emilia Apr 28 1899 ........ 16:504
Venus Albina W of George and Winifred May 14 1896 .... 16:204
Venus George A of George and Winifred July 15 1899 ...... 16:556
Venus Mary M of George and Winifred May 2 1895 .......... 16:115
Verdi Giovanni of Filomeno and Pasqualina Mar 17 1900 .... 17: 23
Verdon John T of Robert and Mary A Dec 21 1894 .......... 16: 59
Verducci Teresa A of Pasquale and Anna Dec 11 1898 .... 16:430
Vernette Josephine of Norbert and Marie Oct 15 1893 .... 15:198
Vernitzer Eva of Marks and Annie Sept 26 1898 ........ 16:422
Verno Vera V of Philip and Annie A Aug 10 1900 .......... 17: 71
Vernon Horace V A of Arthur and Elizabeth July 13 1897 .... 16:332
Verrier Joseph G of Cyrille and Vitaline Dec 24 1898 .... A: 33
Verrier Joseph P D of Joseph and Marie A Dec 5 1893 ........................................ 15:185 and 203
Verrier Ludger of Joseph and Mary A Apr 22 1891 .......... 15: 23
Verrier Marguerite H of Joseph and Marianne Feb 3 1895 ...... 16:129
Verry — s of Charles A and Harriet M Jan 31 1895 .... 16:114
Vershon George A of David and Georgiana June 20 1895 .... 16: 94
Very Arthur of Frank W and Portia M May 27 1898 .......... 16:377
Vesella Caterina of Antonio and Clorinda Apr 22 1900 .... 17: 33
Vesey Frederick E of Thomas H and Theresa Feb 13 1893 .... 15:156
Vesey Thomas H of Thomas H and Theresa F Oct 27 1891 .... 15: 55
Vessella Enrico of Antonio and Grazia Feb 27 1898 .......... 16:401
Vetro Maria L of Vincenzo and Isabella July 10 1894 .... 16: 75
Vetro — d of Bartolomeo and Maria G Sept 22 1898 .... 16:453
Vetter Gladys M of Washington I and Josephine Aug 29 1895. 16:155
Vettesi Nicandro of Vincenzo and Maria A July 6 1898 .... 16:424
Vetullo Liberato G A of Giovanni and Maria G Aug 25 1898. 16:452
Vezina Eugenia M of Alfred J and Florestine A Feb 8 1896 .... 16:203
Vezina George A M A of Phileas and Delina Oct 25 1891 .... 15: 62
Viall Catherine of William A and Harriet W Dec 1 1892 ...... 15:111
Viall Lawrence of Samuel B and Catherine A Feb 27 1899 .... 16:472
Viall Richmond of William A and Harriet W June 26 1896 .... 16:196
Viall Ruth F of Arthur B and Grace A Oct 14 1892 .......... 15:113
Viall Virginia of William A and Harriet Nov 12 1894 .... 16: 61
Vibbert — s of George L and Julia E Oct 24 1891 .......... 15: 55
Vicario Oreste of Vincenzo and Adelina Mar 22 1898 .... 16:402
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Vicario Ortensia of Vincenzo and Adela Nov 20 1896

Viccione Anamilla of Domenico and Angela Aug 22 1898

Viccione Antonioetta of Domenico and Angela R Apr 5 1897

Viccione Domenica of Francesco and Vincenza Dec 19 1897

Viccione Emilia R of Domenico and Angela R Aug 22 1900

Viccione Fiorinda of Domenico and Angela R Mar 5 1896

Viccione Giuseppe V of Domenico and Rosa Apr 19 1900

Viccione Michele of Antonio and Martella Feb 6 1894

Viccione Michele I of Tomaso and Angelina June 9 1894

Viccione —— s of Antonio and Martella June 18 1897

Vick Adis G of Arthur W and Emma July 18 1899

Vick Frederick J of Alfred J and Carrie L Feb 8 1897

Vick Lillian A of Alfred J and Carrie L Feb 28 1899

Vick Lillie M of Arthur W and Emma June 7 1891

Vick William V of Arthur W and Emma Oct 14 1893

Vickery Bertha A of Letto A and Marietta Mar 20 1893

Vickery Esther L of Ernest A and Lena Sept 10 1893

Vickery Harold E of Ernest A and Philena M Sept 3 1897

Vickery Herbert S of Ernest A and Philena M Mar 1 1899

Vickery John F of James F and May Mary 7 1891

Vickery Lula M of Daniel and Maria Sept 17 1894

Vickery Walter R of John A and Lillie A Nov 11 1897

Vicira Francisco of Henrique and Mary Oct 20 1900

Vicira Manoel A of Antonio and Rita R Apr 8 1893

Vielly Mary E of James P and Hannah Oct 7 1894

Viciia Henrique of Heinrich and Maria L Aug 11 1899

Vies De Garrett J of Jan and Grietje Dec 27 1894

Vieth Frederick W of George A and Harriet J Apr 1 1899

Vietro Isabella F of Vincenzo and Isabella F Oct 27 1897

Vietro Maria of Vincenzo and Isabella Feb 27 1896

Vietro Maria L of Bartolomeo and Maria G Sept 22 1898

Vietro —— s of Bartolomeo and Maria C July 1 1897

Vieweg Amanda M W of Richard C and Clara E Sept 1 1896

Vieweg Ethel M of Ernest A and Effie F Feb 7 1898

Vieweg Herman of Richard C and Clara C Sept 17 1899

Vieweg Mary M of Richard C and Clara C Feb 26 1895

Vieweg Richard H of Richard C and Clara E Mar 13 1898

Vieweg —— d of Richard C and Clara C Nov 9 1900

Viewey Henry E of Ernest E and Effie F Apr 24 1896

Vigeant Annie of Joseph and Mary A Oct 7 1891

Viger Helene A X of George H and Angeline Oct 11 1898

Vigneau Francois R of Frank and Emily Nov 6 1892

Vigurs Amy G of George E and Jennie May 19 1892

Vigurs George A of George E and Jane May 5 1899

Vigurs Lester S of George E and Jane Mar 26 1897
BIRTHS

Vigurs May G of George E and Jennie May 19 1893. 15: 169
Villandre Louis T of Fabien and Elise Apr 12 1893. 15: 164
Villani Louise of Filippo and Genoefia Mar 11 1900. 17: 21
Villari Carlo of Giuseppe and Giovanna Mar 2 1899. 16: 498
Villari Francesco of Giuseppe and Giovanna Jan 14 1897. 16: 300
Villari Maria of Giuseppe and Giovanna Oct 4 1900. 17: 89
Villella Luigi of Pasquale and Carmela Oct 14 1899. 16: 584
Villeneuve Joseph E of Joseph and Marie Dec 2 1894. 16: 58
Villeneuve —— s of Joseph and Anna Feb 13 1893. 15: 159
Villeri —— d of Giuseppe and Marianna Apr 20 1893. 16: 122
Vinacci Francesca of Giuseppe and Speranza July 15 1891. 15: 44
Vinaccio Cosimo D of Giuseppe and Speranza Oct 10 1897. 16: 334
Vinaccio Pietro P A of Giuseppe and Speranza July 14 1895. 16: 151
Vincent Adeline T of Frederick and Catherine T Nov 14 1894. 16: 90
Vincent Albert E of John and Mary T Apr 29 1900. 17: 35
Vincent Bernard L of Henry and Annie T May 9 1895. 16: 133
Vincent Burton of Richard B and Emma T Aug 10 1899. 16: 580
Vincent Elizabeth H of Frederick N and Kate T Dec 10 1896. 16: 238
Vincent Ellen of Fred N and Kate T Jan 25 1900. 17: 7
Vincent Frederick of Frederick N and Catherine T June 20

1892

16: 98
15: 3
15: 186
15: 57
15: 40
16: 215
15: 26
15: 130
16: 426
17: 85
16: 196
16: 108
16: 45
16: 487
15: 69
15: 88
16: 208
16: 402
16: 504
16: 211
15: 59
16: 122
15: 159
16: 119
16: 16

Vitale —— s of Pasquale and Teresa Mar 10 1894.
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Vital Laura of Agostino and Minnie Apr 7 1897.16: 303 and A 1: 32
Viti Alfredo of Francesco and Maria Aug 22 1900. 17: 75
Viti Angiolina of Francesco and Maria July 19 1898. 16: 451
Viti Carmine S of Luigi and Rosina Dec 22 1892. 15: 125
Viti Umberto of Francesco and Maria Feb 12 1896. 16: 209
Vito Grazia of Francesco and Catherine Apr 13 1894. 16: 33
Vitullo Emilia of Giovanni and Maria May 24 1895. 16: 106
Vitullo Pietro of Giovanni and Maria Jan 4 1897. 16: 286
Vivada Albert of Charles A and Sarah L Feb 19 1900. 17: 14
Vivian Charles E of Charles E and Catherine Sept 1 1898. 16: 458
Vivian — s of Charles E and Katie Sept 2 1896. 16: 263
Vivier Lillian of David and Elizabeth L Aug 16 1898. 16: 457
Vocca Maria D of Antonio and Pasqualina Apr 23 1899. 16: 511
Vocci Francesco of Luigi and Anna Jan 20 1895. 16: 107
Vocci Giuseppa of Giuseppa and Maria Apr 12 1895. 16: 108
Vocci Paolo of Luigi and Anna May 19 1900. 17: 40
Vocci Pasquale of Vito and Rosa Mar 9 1898. 16: 386
Vocci Pasqualina of Vito and Rosa Mar 16 1899. 16: 487
Vocci Vito of Luigi and Anna Mar 1 1897. 16: 288
Vocci Donata of Vito and Rosa Oct 2 1896. 16: 242
Vocci Giuseppa of Pasquale and Maria July 14 1900. 17: 62
Voelker — — d of Henry and Annie C Dec 23 1895. 16: 141
Vogel Mary L of Michael and Josephine Sept 2 1893. 15: 171
Vogel Victor H of Michel and Josephine July 4 1897. 16: 317
Volante Antonio of Giulio and Giovannina Oct 13 1900. 17: 92
Volk Rosa of Simon and Shela Oct 6 1897. 16: 338
Vollen Rosa T of William and Ada Aug 25 1893. 15: 174
Volpe Alfredo of Loreto and Filodea May 25 1899. 16: 505
Volpe Felice A of Loreto and Filodea Oct 28 1897. 16: 351
Volpe Joseph of Reuben and Anna Apr 15 1898. 16: 381
Volpe Louis of Reuben and Anna Aug 13 1894. 16: 54
Volpe Maria of Loreto and Felisdea Dec 4 1900. 17: 108
Volpe — — s of Jacob and Jennie Apr 14 1897. 16: 365
Vose Flora M of Stephen S and L Kate Apr 11 1896. 16: 207
Voshell Allen F of Jonathan K and Evelyn C Oct 28 1893. 15: 175
Voto Giuseppe X of Domenico and Maria Feb 5 1896. 16: 209
Votta Antonio of Antonio and Angela July 13 1892. 15: 105
Votta Bernardino of Domenico and Maria May 20 1900. 17: 41
Votta Caterina T of Domenico and Maria Mar 7 1898. 16: 401
Votta Emilia M of Antonio and Amalia Oct 10 1895. 16: 149
Votta Fiorindo of Pasquale and Maria G Apr 7 1899. 16: 504
Votta Florinda of Pasquale and Maria G Aug 28 1891. 15: 56
Votta Gaetano of Antonio and Angela Nov 5 1897. 16: 328
Votta Henry L of Antonio and Amelia Feb 18 1897. 16: 287
Votta Maria of Pasquale and Maria Aug 5 1893. 15: 200
Votta Maria L of Pasquale and Maria G June 22 1895... 16: 12
Votta Michelina of Pasquale and Maria July 7 1897... 16: 347
Votta Nicola of Domenico and Maria Aug 12 1893... 15: 200
Votta Teresa of Antonio and Angela Aug 18 1895... 16: 143
Votta Timoteo of Domenico and Maria Aug 22 1891... 15: 56
Votto Antonio of Antonio and Angela June 13 1892... 15: 75
Voyes Adeline of Frederick and Delia Sept 22 1891... 15: 33
Vreeland Elmer H of Asa W and May S Aug 24 1893... 15: 189
Vreeland Milton L of Asa W and May S Mar 29 1898... 16: 394
Vreeland Winfield H of Asa W and May S Dec 23 1891... 15: 50
Vyse Frederick H of Frederick H and Isabella Feb 3 1900... 17: 10
Vyse — s of Frederick and Delia Apr 22 1894... 16: 3

Wackerling Alfred H of Henry H and Sarah A Oct 29 1898... 16: 429
Wackerling Ann M of Emile J and Hedwig Nov 2 1891... 15: 46
Wackerling Elsie L of Henry R and Sarah Oct 13 1896... 16: 235
Wackerling Emil of Emile and Hedwig Sept 28 1895... 16: 151
Wackerling Grace S of Henry and Sarah June 2 1894... 16: 13
Wackerling Mabel E of Henry R and Sarah A July 4 1891... 15: 38
Wacker — s of Henry and Rosa Aug 12 1891... 15: 36
Waddell — d of Hugh and Mary Feb 27 1897... 16: 291
Waddington Alice M of Samuel and Alice Mar 17 1894... 16: 38
Waddington Gertrude of William H and Ethel G Nov 21

1900 ........................................ 17: 104
Waddington Leonard L of Samuel and Alice Oct 16 1897... 16: 357
Waddington Ruth E of Joseph and Susanna Oct 26 1894... 16: 57
Waddington Samuel of Samuel and Alice Feb 1 1899... 16: 508
Waddington — s of Samuel and Alice Feb 19 1893... 15: 163
Waddington — d of William H and Ethel G Apr 22 1899... 16: 505
Wade Arthur of James and Mary J Aug 18 1891... 15: 60
Wade Carl E of James and Mary J Jan 6 1899... 16: 506
Wade Edith S of Walter C and Emma A June 9 1894... 16: 45
Wade Helen A of Reuben H and Helen A Mar 18 1896... 16: 200
Wade John B of Henry and Catherine Aug 11 1892... 15: 106
Wade Margaret J of John and Joanna Feb 6 1892... 15: 91
Wade Marion E of James O and Catherine Mar 27 1900... 17: 26
Wade Thomas J of John and Joanna Aug 4 1893... 15: 206
Wade Walter H of James and Mary J July 5 1893... 15: 204
Wade — s of James and Mary J June 22 1900... 17: 49
Wafer Annie of John and Mary V Jan 27 1895... 16: 120
Wafer Mary of John and Mary V July 12 1891... 15: 56
Wafer Elizabeth of John and Mary V Dec 13 1893... 15: 203
Wafer Margaret of John and Mary V Sept 22 1892... 15: 124
Wagenseil Hazel M of Charles H and Julia Aug 5 1893... 15: 186
Wagner Clarence R of Edward P and Edith A Mar 23 1900... 17: 24
Wagner Dorothy F of Harry and Annie Mar 8 1900.............17: 20
Wagner Ethel I of Edward P and Edith A June 14 1892........15: 85
Wagner Florence E of Edward P and Edith A Apr 21 1894........16: 27
Wagner Herbert E of Edward P and Edith A Aug 29 1897........16: 341
Wagner Mabel L of Edward P and Edith A Oct 22 1895........16: 160
Wagner Milton V of Harry and Annie Oct 26 1898.............16: 423
Wagner — s of Harry and Annie Sept 3 1897..................16: 307
Wahl Charles of Henry H and Margaret July 18 1900.........17: 64
Wahl Ellen M of Henry H and Margaret Sept 26 1898.........16: 447
Wahl Franklin H of George W and Ella May 11 1899...........16: 495
Wahl George W of George W and Ellen June 30 1900...........17: 52
Wainwright Walter of Alexander and Annie II May 30 1894....16: 24
Waite Marion of Frederick S and Harriet N Sept 23 1891.....15: 48
Waite — s of Clarence A and Florence June 8 1898...........16: 468
Waite — d of Irving L and Christina Aug 3 1897...............16: 354
Wakefield Ruth of Edward E and Gertrude Sept 12 1896.......16: 257
Wakeman Edwin B of James T and Laura M July 16 1894.....16: 75
Walander Charles of Charles G and Emma Apr 19 1893........15: 151
Walander Mary E of Charles G and Emma Dec 6 1894.........16: 68
Walander Ruth E of Charles G and Emma Oct 3 1894...........15: 49
Walander — d of Charles G and Emma C June 30 1900.........17: 52
Walch Baron S of James H and Alice E Dec 30 1899...........16: 560
Walch Donald E of Clinton E and Helena A July 7 1899.....16: 561
Walch Eva of Edwin and Sarah Feb 9 1899....................16: 516
Walcott Alice L of Nelson H and Nellie L June 16 1896.....16: 219
Walcott Clara L (c) of Charles E and Annie L June 10 1891..15: 24
Walcott Frank D of William H and Elizabeth E July 1 1900...17: 59
Walcott Helena K of William and Lizzie Nov 22 1894........16: 58
Walcott Howard X of Nelson H and Nellie L Jan 13 1894.....16: 36
Walcott Lois C of William H and Lizzie E Feb 25 1898.....16: 379
Walcott Marion A of William H and Lizzie E July 18 1892...15: 126
Walcott Ross D of William H and Lizzie E July 8 1893......15: 176
Walcott Willard H of Nelson H and Nellie L July 20 1891...15: 59
Walcott William C of William H and Lizzie E Apr 22 1891...15: 8
Walden Florence T (c) of Ella June 22 1894.................16: 28
Walden Henry of John and Mary Mar 2 1892.................15: 73
Walden Narcissus L of Job A and Nellie I Aug 6 1899.....16: 533
Waldron Walter of John and Mary Nov 13 1894..............16: 58
Waldron William of John and Mary Aug 19 1897..............16: 321
Walford Gladys E of Frederick N and Cora B Jan 21 1894....16: 16
Walford — d of Frederick N and Cora B Mar 9 1896.........16: 210
Walker Ada R (c) of George H and Sally M Aug 9 1892.......15: 115
Walker Adelaide of John II and Mary Aug 10 1891.........15: 36
Walker Albert of John H and Mary Jan 4 1893.............16: 94
Walker Alfred of William F and Margaret M Sept 4 1899...16:581
Walker Alice M of Richard H and Emma L Aug 24 1894...17:50
Walker Alice V (c) of Robert A and Caroline Nov 16 1897..16:346
Walker Augury O (c) of John and Sarah May 29 1891...15:14
Walker Clarence A (c) of Robert A and Caroline R Mar 6
1895 ..........................16:107
Walker Earl S of William and Martha Apr 9 1891...15:28
Walker Ednah of John E and Alice Oct 14 1894..........16:84
Walker Edward of Thomas and Mary J July 3 1897......16:320
Walker Ellen of John W and Catherine Apr 21 1899....16:495
Walker Emil U (c) of Charles H and Maud B July 11 1895..16:137
Walker Emily M of Edwin and Mary A May 10 1898....16:409
Walker Frank S of Newton F and Theresa J July 3 1897...16:333
Walker George of George W and Catherine E Apr 19 1892..15:67
Walker Gladys L of Philip and Alice Apr 20 1893........15:157
Walker Gladys M of David and Maria July 22 1898......16:441
Walker Gladys N (c) of Charles H and Maud B Oct 11 1897.16:322
Walker Gladys V (c) of John P and Eliza July 27 1896...16:228
Walker Grace J (c) of George H and Sarah M June 5 1897..16:294
Walker Harold C of Frederick A and Annie E Feb 16 1899..16:490
Walker Herman of John E and Agnes Apr 4 1893.........15:139
Walker Hope (c) of John P and Eliza Nov 5 1894.........16:52
Walker Hope F of P Francis and Maud H July 28 1892....15:120
Walker Jennie of Edwin and Margaret June 8 1893.......15:166
Walker Jennie of Richard and Jennie Nov 3 1896.........16:226
Walker John of Richard and Jennie June 2 1894..........16:20
Walker Jonathan M of George H and Sarah M Feb 22 1894..16:22
Walker Joseph R of Joseph and Caroline May 6 1891.....15:3
Walker Louisa of Robert and Louisa Mar 9 1892.........15:84
Walker Marion C of Earl T and Kate P Feb 10 1894......16:25
Walker Marion E of Robert and Alice Nov 12 1897.......16:351
Walker Mary A of Richard and Jane July 28 1892........15:112
Walker Mildred T of Earl T and Kate P Feb 10 1894......16:25
Walker Richard of Richard and Jennie Oct 3 1898........16:419
Walker Ruth A of Richard and Martha June 16 1895.......16:124
Walker Thomas F of Thomas and Mary J Nov 29 1898.....16:430
Walker William H of Edward and Mary E Dec 13 1892.....15:134
Walker —— d of Adver H and Emma May 19 1891........15:19
Walker —— d of David and Margaret June 21 1891........15:24
Walker —— d of Frederick A and Annie E June 29 1894...16:25
Walker —— (c) s of George H and Sarah M Aug 3 1898....16:469
Walker —— s of John and Jennie Sept 12 1898..........16:431
Walker —— s of John E and Agnes Dec 24 1891..........15:38
Walker —— (c) d of John P and Eliza S May 23 1899.....16:477
Walker —— s of P Francis and Maud Oct 4 1894..........16:72
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Walker —— (c) d of Pocahontas May 14 1891.............15: 10
Walker —— (c) d of Robert A and Caroline R May 27 1893.15: 149
Walker —— d of Thomas and Mary J July 20 1895...........16: 150
Walker —— s of William and Martha Sept 13 1895...........16: 172
Walkman —— s of Abraham and Rosa Aug 4 1895.............16: 154
Wall Arthur J of James A and Mary A June 20 1892........15: 96
Wall Ashbel T of Ashbel T and Lucy Feb 2 1892.............15: 66
Wall Catherine M of Patrick C and Mary Aug 7 1897........16: 325
Wall Edwin J of Edward and Mary J Apr 4 1892.............15: 67
Wall Elsa P of George A and Lilian J July 19 1892........15: 114
Wall Florence L of Henry H and Margaret T June 30 1896.16: 208
Wall Frank of James A and Mary A Oct 9 1894..............16: 51
Wall George A of George A and Lillian J Mar 23 1895.....16: 111
Wall Howard M of Thomas and Martha Oct 2 1898..........16: 465
Wall Ida M of Henry H and Margaret T Feb 7 1895........16: 117
Wall Johanna J of Michael J and Ellen Nov 23 1900.....17: 104
Wall Margaret of John J and Margaret T Oct 11 1893.....15: 180
Wall Margaret of Edmund and Mary E Nov 7 1896........16: 226
Wall Mary A of Edmund and Mary J Nov 27 1894............16: 49
Wall Mary A of James A and Mary A Mar 9 1897............16: 277
Wall Mary E of Michael J and Ellen Mar 13 1898........16: 372
Wall Mary E of Patrick and Mary E Apr 9 1899............16: 481
Wallace Carl E of Sherman E and Julia C Sept 3 1894....16: 61
Wallace Catherine J of Thomas and Mary A Apr 10 1895...16: 108
Wallace Dean of James H and Harriette July 19 1899.....16: 541
Wallace Ethel J of James and Barbara A Jan 27 1892.....15: 80
Wallace Ethel M of Joseph F and Mary A Apr 6 1891.....15: 13
Wallace Hazel I of George W and Eva G Aug 22 1894....16: 66
Wallace Henry of Sherman E and Julia L Jan 19 1893.....15: 148
Wallace Herbert E of Sherman E and Julia C Mar 31 1896..16: 200
Wallace James A of James P and Violet T Nov 23 1892...15: 130
Wallace John F of Sherman E and Julia C Feb 4 1898.....16: 389
Wallace Joseph of Martin P and Monica L July 18 1893...15: 173
Wallace Julia R of James H and Harriette N Sept 11 1897.16: 363
Wallace Leo M of Sherman E and Julia L May 12 1891....15: 13
Wallace Loraine V (c) of George W and Laura V Oct 11 1897.16: 334
Wallace Madeline of Martin H and Ida Jan 23 1892.......15: 83
Wallace Margaret E of Thomas A and Margaret E Aug 17 1896.16: 257
Wallace Mary L of Thomas A and Margaret E Aug 17 1893.15: 200
Wallace Thomas P of Thomas A and Margaret E Sept 7 1898.16: 458
Wallace Viola G of Harry B and Alice G Aug 18 1896.......16: 263
Wallace Violet E of James P and Violet Jan 17 1895.......16: 132
Wallace William H of Thomas A and Margaret E Oct 9 1891.15: 46
Wallace —— (c) d of George W and Laura V June 11 1896.16: 198
Wallace — s of Sherman E and Julia C Feb 22 1900. . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 15
Wallander — s of Charles G and Emma C Aug 22 1898. . . . . . . 16: 437
Wallenthin — d of Walfred and Hilda July 27 1898. . . . . . . . . . . 16: 437
Wallentin — d of Klaus and Amanda Nov 28 1895. . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 157
Wallentin — d of Nels and Hilda Feb 27 1897. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 291
Walley Charles E of Charles H and Georgianna M Feb 18 1898 . . . . . . . 16: 413
Walley Eva F (c) of Marshall and Jennie Sept 24 1893. . . . . . . 15: 174
Walley William E of Charles H and Georgianna Jan 23 1895. . . 16: 91
Walley — s of Herbert and Bessie Nov 17 1899. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 542
Wallin Edith G of Eric and Annie C Sept 24 1895. . . . . . . . . . . 16: 135
Wallin Eric R of Eric and Annie C Dec 25 1896. . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 248
Wallin Svea A C of Eric A and Anna C Dec 19 1897. . . . . . . . . . 16: 340
Wallin — d of Eric and Annie Jan 3 1900. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17: 122
Walting John of Milon M and Jane M Mar 21 1895. . . . . . . . . . . 16: 127
Wallling Malvina N of Joseph M and Ida S Jan 9 1895. . . . . . . 16: 133
Wallling Marion E of Joseph M and Ida S Aug 26 1892. . . . . . . . 15: 133
Walmsley Bertha O of James H and Elizabeth Oct 7 1896. . . . . 16: 246
Walmsley Daniel of James H and Elizabeth July 17 1895. . . . . . 16: 154
Walmsley Joseph of Joseph H and Annie June 1 1896. . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 218
Walmsley Joseph E of Joseph H and Ann Dec 27 1899. . . . . . . . . . 16: 588
Walmsley Lottie C (c) of Charles and Isabel Nov 1 1893. . . . . . 15: 172
Walmsley Mary E of Joseph and Annie Feb 14 1898. . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 406
Walmsley Sarah A of Joseph H and Annie Apr 17 1891. . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 28
Walmsley William of James H and Elizabeth Jan 8 1893. . . . . . 15: 147
Walsh Agnes J of Martin J and Cassie G Sept 13 1895. . . . . . . . . . . 16: 139
Walsh Agnes L of John F and Bridget Sept 30 1899. . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 583
Walsh Alice of James and Alicia Feb 21 1896. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 209
Walsh Alice of Michael J and Theresa June 8 1893. . . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 157
Walsh Alice E of John J and Julia Sept 14 1895. . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 135
Walsh Alice F of Christopher H and Isabella A Dec 17 1896. . . . 16: 268
Walsh Alice G of Lawrence and Malvina Apr 21 1895. . . . . . . . . . . 16: 93
Walsh Anastasia of Edward A and Christina Sept 21 1899. . . . . . 16: 532
Walsh Anna M of John G and Elizabeth Mar 29 1891. . . . . . . . . . . 15: 27
Walsh Annie of James and Mary Oct 2 1892. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 100
Walsh Annie M of Edward L and Lizzie Apr 23 1894. . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 30
Walsh Annie T of John and Annie Aug 3 1898. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 457
Walsh Annie T of Patrick and Mary Oct 12 1894. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 56
Walsh Catherine of Dennis and Bridget Dec 24 1893. . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 182
Walsh Catherine of Michael and Mary Jan 6 1893. . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 114
Walsh Catherine C of Thomas and Mary Oct 23 1895. . . . . . . . . . . 16: 174
Walsh Catherine F of Michael and Catherine M Dec 3 1898. . . . . . . . 16: 441
Walsh Catherine M of James and Catherine Oct 1 1893. . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 179
Walsh Cecelia A of John F and Alice J Dec 15 1893. . . . . . . . . . . . 15: 204
Walsh Celia of James and Alicia Sept 10 1898. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 433
Walsh Charles of Michael and Catherine Mar 18 1891........ 15: 13
Walsh Charlotte of William E and Elizabeth Sept 12 1895... 16: 169
Walsh Charlotte A of Frank C and Selina A Feb 3 1891..... 15: 1
Walsh Christina A of John C and Elizabeth C Aug 9 1892.. 15: 103
Walsh Christine A of John C and Elizabeth Aug 9 1893.... 15: 174
Walsh Christopher H of Daniel H and Mary J May 20 1892... 15: 68
Walsh Cora of James and Alicia Dec 19 1893.............. 15: 204
Walsh Edmund of John C and Elizabeth C June 28 1894... 16: 8
Walsh Edna C of James and Kate Jan 23 1897............. 16: 280
Walsh Edna C of John T and Lizzie Oct 6 1900........... 17: 118
Walsh Ednah of Michael J and Hannah M Sept 26 1891.... 15: 61
Walsh Edward of Edward J and Catherine E Sept 29 1899.. 16: 528
Walsh Edward F of Joseph E and Annie A Feb 20 1897.... 16: 307
Walsh Edwin of John H and Eleanor Aug 12 1899......... 16: 563
Walsh Elisha O of Charles L and Jennie E May 27 1891... 15: 21
Walsh Elizabeth of John and Margaret Jan 21 1893....... 15: 141
Walsh Elizabeth of John F and Mary E Jan 10 1896.... 16: 198
Walsh Elizabeth of Thomas L and Elizabeth Apr 10 1894... 16: 19
Walsh Ellen of Dennis and Bridget Mar 18 1896.......... 16: 190
Walsh Ellen of John F and Margaret Nov 26 1894.......... 16: 61
Walsh Ellen of John F and Margaret E Feb 26 1895........ 16: 105
Walsh Ellen of Maurice and Mary June 20 1897........... A1: 32
Walsh Ellen of Michael J and Ellen July 26 1891......... 15: 39
Walsh Ellen M of Michael and Katherine Apr 20 1900..... 17: 33
Walsh Ellen M of William J and Mary Dec 14 1897........ 16: 335
Walsh Ernest F of Thomas W and Eliza July 12 1898...... 16: 436
Walsh Florence E of Edward L and Elizabeth Aug 5 1899... 16: 562
Walsh Frances L of Thomas L and Elizabeth M Jan 9 1897.. 16: 287
Walsh Francis A of William and Alice E Jan 22 1894.... 16: 21
Walsh Francis M of William and Lizzie Sept 24 1890..... 17: 85
Walsh Frank of James H and Maria Dec 3 1899............ 16: 587
Walsh Frederick L of John F and Margaret Sept 4 1892... 15: 111
Walsh Frederick L of Michael and Catherine June 9 1892... 15: 80
Walsh George B of Thomas L and Elizabeth M May 31 1898. 16: 392
Walsh George J of William E and Elizabeth J Jan 21 1894... 16: 32
Walsh George P of Patrick and Margaret Aug 26 1896...... 16: 233
Walsh Helen of John H and Eleanor May 7 1897........... 16: 315
Walsh Helen C of Christopher E and Isabel A July 16 1894.. 16: 80
Walsh Helen F of James F and Mary G Oct 4 1900.......... 17: 89
Walsh Helen J of Thomas L and Lizzie M Mar 13 1893.... 15: 148
Walsh Helena G of Edward and Elizabeth Jan 10 1892.... 15: 85
Walsh Henry E of William J and Mary A Dec 8 1895....... 16: 153
Walsh Inez E of William E and Elizabeth June 12 1892.... 15: 90
Walsh Irene of Joseph and Maria F Feb 20 1896............ 16: 195
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Walsh Irene E of John C and Elizabeth C Aug 19 1891 ...... 15: 36
Walsh Isabella of Thomas and Mary July 26 1900 .......... 17: 66
Walsh Isabella A G of William and Elizabeth Nov 26 1894 . 16: 85
Walsh James of John F and Mary E Apr 7 1894 .......... 16: 23
Walsh James of William and Elizabeth June 20 1895 .......... 16: 130
Walsh James A of William and Elizabeth Nov 15 1896 ...... 16: 266
Walsh James B of John and Julia Aug 20 1894 .......... 16: 46
Walsh James E of James M and Mary E Mar 27 1895 ...... 16: 101
Walsh James E of John and Maggie July 9 1891 ...... 15: 56
Walsh James H of Michael J and Theresa Apr 21 1895 ...... 16: 118
Walsh James J of James J and Mary A May 4 1900 ...... 17: 37
Walsh James J of Richard A and Elizabeth T Aug 27 1900 ... 17: 76
Walsh James L of Richard J and Sophia Nov 13 1897 ...... 16: 351
Walsh James S of Thomas and Annie May 14 1900 ...... 17: 39
Walsh Jennie L of Joseph P and Maria June 25 1898 ...... 16: 385
Walsh John of Christopher and Isabella A July 14 1893 ...... 15: 205
Walsh John of William and Elizabeth June 18 1897 ...... 16: 311
Walsh John F of John J and Julia Feb 11 1897 ...... 16: 273
Walsh John F of John J and Theresa Nov 4 1894 ....... 15: 62
Walsh John G of John F and Mary E Mar 5 1900 ...... 17: 19
Walsh John H of John J and Mary July 29 1891 ...... 15: 51
Walsh John H of William and Elizabeth Dec 15 1892 ....... 15: 130
Walsh John J of John and Bessie May 15 1900 ...... 17: 39
Walsh John J of John and Margaret Oct 25 1894 ...... 16: 57
Walsh John J of John J and Catherine Feb 25 1892 ...... 15: 72
Walsh John P of John F and Nora T Nov 16 1899 ...... 16: 586
Walsh John R of James O and Ellen F Nov 22 1898 ...... 16: 430
Walsh Joseph B of John F and Mary E Feb 25 1898 ...... 16: 390
Walsh Joseph F of John F and Bridget July 17 1893 ...... 16: 170
Walsh Joseph V of William E and Elizabeth J Jan 8 1900 ...... 17: 3
Walsh Joseph W of John F and Norah T Apr 11 1898 ...... 16: 408
Walsh Josephine of James and Catherine Mar 6 1899 ...... 16: 509
Walsh Julia of Thomas and Mary May 2 1893 ...... 15: 160
Walsh Julia L of John and Julia July 16 1900 ...... 17: 63
Walsh Kate of John and Margaret Oct 1 1896 ...... 16: 265
Walsh Lillian A of Edward L and Elizabeth Apr 17 1896 ...... 16: 207
Walsh Lillian M of William P and Alice E July 31 1891 ...... 15: 47
Walsh Margaret of John and Margaret Jan 12 1895 ...... 16: 117
Walsh Margaret of William A and Margaret E Apr 16 1899 ...... 16: 511
Walsh Margaret A of Patrick and Margaret Oct 16 1892 ...... 15: 108
Walsh Margaret E of Matthew and Georgianna M Oct 8 1897 ...... 16: 356
Walsh Margaret E of William E and Elizabeth Aug 22 1897 ...... 16: 349
Walsh Margaret F of William H and Margaret F Apr 17 1892 ...... 15: 67
Walsh Margaret M of Thomas L and Rosanna Oct 7 1898 ...... 16: 433
Walsh "Marian of David F and Margaret J June 8 1890...  17: 46
Walsh "Marion of Joseph P and Maria Sept 13 1890...  16: 544
Walsh "Mary of Dennis and Bridget June 2 1892...  15: 75
Walsh "Mary of James and Catherine Aug 29 1896...  16: 143
Walsh "Mary C of Thomas and Mary Dec 26 1891...  15: 64
Walsh "Mary E of Joseph F and Annie A May 13 1899...  16: 511
Walsh "Mary F of James and Ellen Aug 21 1895...  16: 143
Walsh "Mary L of James and Mary Nov 10 1894...  16: 48
Walsh "Mary T of John F and Bridget A May 6 1893...  15: 155
Walsh "Maud of James and Mary Oct 14 1896...  16: 235
Walsh "Maurice H of James and Julia Aug 31 1898...  16: 418
Walsh "Robert D of James M and Mary E Feb 9 1890...  17: 12
Walsh "Sarah of James and Mary Nov 13 1896...  16: 226
Walsh "Sarah A of John and Mary J Dec 12 1893...  15: 198
Walsh "Sarah B of John J and Delia Dec 18 1898...  16: 492
Walsh "Sarah E of William A and Margaret E Aug 6 1897...  16: 354
Walsh "Susan M of William E and Elizabeth Aug 22 1897...  16: 349
Walsh "Theresa B of James and Lucretia Apr 22 1891...  15: 23
Walsh "Thomas of Thomas L and Elizabeth M Nov 4 1895...  16: 152
Walsh "Thomas F of James R and Ellen F Dec 31 1893...  15: 182
Walsh "Thomas F of Michael and Catherine Jan 29 1898...  16: 371
Walsh "Thomas F of Patrick and Alice Aug 17 1892...  15: 196
Walsh "Timothy D of Daniel and Mary J Apr 2 1894...  16: 2
Walsh "Veronica of Thomas L and Elizabeth M Sept 27 1891...  15: 48
Walsh "Walter A of Michael P and Mary C Apr 24 1894...  16: 17
Walsh "William of John F and Margaret Feb 20 1891...  15: 41
Walsh "William of Patrick and Margaret Mar 1 1899...  16: 484
Walsh "William of William and Sarah Sept 21 1891...  15: 45
Walsh "William E of Richard J and Sophia Nov 4 1890...  17: 98
Walsh "William H of James and Mary Feb 6 1899...  16: 472
Walsh "William J of Dennis and Bridget June 10 1897...  16: 284
Walsh "William J of Michael J and Theresa Dec 28 1890...  16: 255
Walsh "William J of William J and Mary A Dec 6 1894...  16: 64
Walsh "William J T of William and Elizabeth Sept 29 1899...  16: 583
Walsh "William L of William H and Margaret June 11 1895...  16: 94
Walsh "William M of William A and Margaret Apr 5 1896...  16: 216
Walsh William P. of William P and Alice E Aug 14 1897......... 16: 336
Walsh William R of John E and Catherine J Nov 9 1892......... 15: 129
Walsh — d of Ellenor Sept 6 1895....................................... 16: 148
Walsh — d of John and Delia Dec 21 1891............................. 15: 43
Walsh — s of John C and Elizabeth C June 28 1899................. 16: 478
Walsh — d of John J and Mary Mar 5 1894............................. 16: 33
Walsh — s of Katie T Nov 3 1897....................................... 16: 335
Walsh — d of Margaret July 6 1895.................................... 16: 448
Walsh — s of Thomas and Mary Aug 20 1898............................ 16: 469
Walsher Singne V of Olaf and Louisa Aug 19 1892................. 15: 117
Walster Edwin of Olaf and Louise Nov 1 1895....................... 16: 156
Walter Carrie O of Frank E and Carrie F Mar 14 1899.............. 16: 491
Walter Sophia of Alexander and Tillie Dec 19 1892................. 15: 133
Walter — s of Harry G and Ellen C Mar 3 1894....................... 16: 38
Walter — s of Herman G and Emily C Apr 26 1899..................... 16: 511
Walters Charles A of Frank E and Carrie F Apr 17 1892.............. 15: 82
Walters Charles A of Herman G and Ellen K Jan 28 1896............. 16: 214
Walters Eleanor of Frank E and Caroline Dec 10 1897.............. 16: 340
Walters Estee L of Frank E and Caroline T Jan 11 1894.............. 16: 21
Walters Ethel L (c) of Nathaniel and Mary July 29 1893............ 15: 193
Walters Florence L (c) of Robert and Margaret July 5 1894........ 16: 61
Walters James H of Nathaniel and Mary R Jan 2 1895................. 16: 116
Walters John H of Nathaniel and Mary R Dec 20 1894................. 15: 55
Walters Napoleon of Frank E and Carrie F Dec 10 1895.............. 16: 157
Walters Viola (c) of Nathaniel and Mary R Dec 20 1894.............. 15: 55
Walters — (c) s of Nathaniel and Mary R Apr 14 1898................. 16: 467
Walters Henry E of George D and Sophia M Jan 8 1895............... 16: 114
Walther Herman J (c) of Elizabeth Sept 5 1892....................... 15: 120
Walther Martha H M (c) of Minnie July 16 1897....................... 16: 344
Walthers Herman C of Herman and Ellen Apr 26 1899................ 16: 481
Walton Henry R of William H and Alice M Mar 24 1894.............. 16: 11
Walton John M of John M and Mary E Mar 8 1895...................... 16: 100
Walton Marguerite G of John M and Mary E Feb 12 1897.............. 16: 280
Walton William D of Francis and Ellen Mar 23 1898.................. 16: 414
Walton William E of John M and Mary E Apr 13 1891................ 15: 28
Walton — s of Lee B and Caroline L Mar 13 1900...................... 17: 122
Walton — d of William H and Alice M Aug 3 1891...................... 15: 39
Wansley Jane of Joseph and Annie Dec 24 1893....................... 15: 212
Vanda Y Annie of Joseph and Betsey Oct 21 1893..................... 15: 180
Vander Catherine of Joseph and Elizabeth Sept 24 1897.............. 16: 322
Vander Gussie of Joseph and Betsey Oct 13 1895...................... 16: 140
Varburton Madeline of James T and Alice Apr 29 1900................ 17: 35
Vard Agnes L of William H and Mary E May 6 1892................... 15: 94
Vard Alice of James and Elizabeth H July 5 1897.................... 16: 320
Ward Annie of John H and Sarah F Dec 22 1894..........16: 79
Ward Annie E of Michael F and Margaret A Sept 6 1891....15: 48
Ward Bertha F of Owen and Mary Sept 23 1891..........15: 33
Ward Bridget of Patrick and Mary Aug 31 1893...........15: 171
Ward Catharine A of John and Delia Oct 19 1899...........16: 584
Ward Charles of Michael and Mary Apr 10 1893............15: 157
Ward Earl of William H and Mary E July 7 1898..........16: 456
Ward Elizabeth of John and Margaret Jan 31 1892........15: 91
Ward Elizabeth of Michael J and Mary Feb 5 1899..........16: 497
Ward Ellen of James and Mary A June 12 1893.............15: 145
Ward Ellen of John H and Sarah F Mar 27 1891............15: 23
Ward Ellen of Michael and Mary Feb 14 1892...............15: 86
Ward Ellen L of John F and Ellen E Sept 5 1893..........15: 207
Ward Evelyn of Frank and Sophia Oct 9 1897..............16: 342
Ward Florence L of Frank and Ellen Apr 2 1892...........15: 81
Ward Francis J of John and Mary May 4 1898..............16: 398
Ward Frederic A of William J and Harriet M Jan 28 1900...17: 8
Ward Frederick of William H and Mary E Apr 3 1896.......16: 216
Ward Frederick C of John W and Mary J Oct 1 1892........15: 100
Ward Gladys J of George and Lizzie Jan 5 1900..........17: 2
Ward Henry B of James and Elizabeth Feb 16 1894........16: 5
Ward Henry B of John H and Sarah F Apr 3 1899..........16: 540
Ward James F of James and Mary A Feb 25 1897............16: 281
Ward James P of Patrick and Mary A Oct 9 1894...........15: 33
Ward James W of George H and Mary A July 2 1894........15: 53
Ward John of John and Margaret Jan 7 1891..............15: 25
Ward John of John F and Ellen Nov 18 1891..............15: 63
Ward John of John H and Sarah F May 6 1893..............15: 160
Ward John F of John and Mary A Mar 8 1897..............16: 292
Ward John H of Delia Aug 13 1892................15: 132
Ward John H of Timothy and Maria J June 24 1897.......16: 294
Ward John J of John and Delia Aug 28 1898...............16: 458
Ward John J of John and Mary Apr 14 1896..............16: 297
Ward John W of John H and Elizabeth Apr 2 1899........16: 499
Ward Joseph P of Michael and Mary Dec 14 1896........16: 255
Ward Katherine A of John W and Mary A R Nov 13 1899....16: 563
Ward Leonard of Frank and Sophie May 29 1893...........15: 172
Ward Leonard of Frank and Sophie Nov 12 1896.........16: 251
Ward Lewis F (c) of Fayette and Elonia Apr 3 1891......15: 5
Ward Mabel A of Charles E and Flora B Mar 10 1892.....15: 81
Ward Margaret of John and Delia Aug 22 1897.............16: 354
Ward Marion H of James and Elizabeth H Oct 23 1900......17: 95
Ward Mary E of John and Mary A June 26 1893............15: 172
Ward Mary E of Timothy J and Maria J Dec 12 1894.....16: 68
Ward Mildred E of James A and Margaret E Feb 1 1899...16: 487
Ward Millicent J of Francis and Sophia Nov 27 1891...15: 53
Ward Nellie of Frank and Sophie July 21 1894...16: 69
Ward Raymond J of John J and Annie E Sept 9 1894...16: 82
Ward Robert of John F and Helene E Jan 11 1896...16: 213
Ward Robert L of Robert L and Alice K July 19 1900...17: 64
Ward Russell H (c) of Fred A and Almeda Apr 19 1900...17: 32
Ward Sarah of John H and Sarah F June 8 1897...16: 311
Ward Thomas of John H and Mary May 14 1895...16: 118
Ward Thomas of John H and Sarah F Aug 4 1892...15: 123
Ward William of Charles E and Florence B May 25 1893...15: 138
Ward William of John A and Catherine Feb 5 1893...15: 156
Ward William H of John and Mary A July 6 1895...16: 153
Ward William H of William H and Mary Mar 13 1894...16: 38
Ward William H F (c) of William and Dortha L Jan 17 1900...17: 5
Ward William J of Michael J and Mary Apr 5 1893...16: 118
Ward William M of William J and Hattie M Nov 12 1898...16: 436
Ward — d of Delia May 10 1895...16: 105
Ward — d of John and Mary June 21 1899...16: 595
Ward — s of John and Mary Nov 29 1900...17: 121
Ward — (c) s of Minnie Sept 24 1900...17: 120
Ward — d of Sarah May 31 1891...15: 10
Ward — s of Sarah Oct 13 1893...15: 183
Ward — s of Theresa Jan 15 1892...15: 76
Ward — d of Thomas J and Alice June 22 1900...17: 57
Ward — s of William D and Rosa J Apr 12 1894...16: 33
Wardell Henry of Hugh and Mary Dec 14 1898...16: 440
Wardell Hugh F of Hugh and Mary May 6 1891...15: 16
Warden Beatrice M of Charles S and Ellen May 16 1897...16: 293
Warden Eva M of William B and Etta N Jan 22 1892...15: 77
Warden Louise A of Franklin F and Harriet Apr 25 1894...16: 30
Ware Edna F of Frank E and Mary D July 30 1896...16: 228
Ware Mary J of William F and Delia Oct 31 1900...17: 97
Ware Mary P of Frank and Mary D June 19 1895...16: 97
Wareing Agnes of James and Jane Sept 13 1892...15: 128
Wareing William of James and Jane Dec 1 1895...16: 175
Warfield Arthur V of Arthur V and Anna L Oct 27 1898...16: 423
Warfield Doris A of Arthur V and Anna L Jan 27 1896...16: 185
Warfield — s of William H and Mary E Mar 17 1892...15: 98
Warhurst Alice B of Alfred E and Annie June 28 1896...16: 187
Warhurst Ida L of Alfred and Anna Aug 27 1897...16: 326
Warhurst John H of Alfred E and Annie Nov 25 1898...16: 423
Warner Arline R of William and Florence June 21 1900...17: 49
Warner Bertha R of Bertram A and Jennie G Oct 11 1896...16: 265
Warner Elizabeth of Clarence M and Alice M Oct 24 1900...17: 95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td>Florence A of Harry P and Alice E</td>
<td>Jan 6</td>
<td>16:169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td>Francis T of Charles T and Cora F</td>
<td>Sept 23</td>
<td>16:342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td>Frank of Frank and Charlotte</td>
<td>Aug 10</td>
<td>15:189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td>George F of Henry P and Alice L</td>
<td>Oct 5</td>
<td>15:52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td>Grace T of Frank O and Christina</td>
<td>Jan 6</td>
<td>16:294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td>John F of George F and Mary K</td>
<td>Oct 16</td>
<td>15:49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td>Ruth N of Bertram A and Jennie G</td>
<td>June 26</td>
<td>16:474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td>Stephen J W (c) of Alden B and Emma N</td>
<td>Feb 17</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td>s of Alice</td>
<td>July 18</td>
<td>17:119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td>Varnock</td>
<td>Charles A of Samuel and Bertha M</td>
<td>July 18</td>
<td>15:103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td>Varnock</td>
<td>Frederick J of Samuel and Nora</td>
<td>Nov 13</td>
<td>16:329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td>Varnock</td>
<td>Isabella of Samuel and Nora</td>
<td>Sept 20</td>
<td>15:107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>Varnock</td>
<td>Mary of Samuel J and Norah</td>
<td>July 17</td>
<td>15:38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td>Varnock</td>
<td>Richard of Samuel and Nora</td>
<td>Sept 20</td>
<td>15:107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td>Varnock</td>
<td>— d of Samuel and Nora</td>
<td>Nov 16</td>
<td>16:58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1895</td>
<td>Farren</td>
<td>Emily L of James and Caroline</td>
<td>July 28</td>
<td>16:154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>Farren</td>
<td>Franklin C of James and Caroline</td>
<td>June 8</td>
<td>15:16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1895</td>
<td>Farren</td>
<td>John W of John W and Annie</td>
<td>M June</td>
<td>16:113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td>Farren</td>
<td>Lillian E of John W and Annie</td>
<td>M July 2</td>
<td>16:335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td>Farren</td>
<td>— s of Thomas and Mary</td>
<td>Dec 23</td>
<td>16:59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1895</td>
<td>Farrener</td>
<td>Robert II of James and Sarah</td>
<td>E June</td>
<td>16:132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1895</td>
<td>Emerald</td>
<td>John P of John W and Mary</td>
<td>A Dec 25</td>
<td>16:164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Farrier</td>
<td>Lewis A of James and Sarah</td>
<td>E Jan 25</td>
<td>16:405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td>Farrier</td>
<td>Thomas of John and Mary</td>
<td>A Oct 29</td>
<td>16:73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Farshaver</td>
<td>Earl II of Rudolph M and Carrie</td>
<td>Sept 23</td>
<td>16:242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td>Farshawsky</td>
<td>Harry of David and Dora</td>
<td>Mar 29</td>
<td>16:190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td>Farxte</td>
<td>Sabina E of Jacob and Mary</td>
<td>A Aug 15</td>
<td>16:341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td>Vasserman</td>
<td>Alice of Manin and Bessie</td>
<td>July 4</td>
<td>16:90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Vashonsky</td>
<td>Louis of David and Dora</td>
<td>Mar 12</td>
<td>16:380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Vashonsky</td>
<td>Ralph of David and Dora</td>
<td>Mar 12</td>
<td>16:380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td>Washburn</td>
<td>William L of William E and Flora</td>
<td>E Apr 17</td>
<td>15:82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>Washburn</td>
<td>— d of Ulysses S and Mary</td>
<td>E June 28</td>
<td>15:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td>Washburn</td>
<td>Maurice K of Maurice K and Helen F</td>
<td>May 18</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Abby F (c) of Cornelius and Rosa</td>
<td>Feb 8</td>
<td>16:376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Andrew W (c) of Andrew and Clara</td>
<td>F June 10</td>
<td>16:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Booker T (c) of Cornelius and Rose</td>
<td>Apr 22</td>
<td>16:24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Christopher of Joseph P and Margaret</td>
<td>Dec 5</td>
<td>17:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Cornelius (c) of Cornelius and Rosa</td>
<td>Apr 27</td>
<td>16:255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Washington Esther (c) of Daniel W and Cynthia M Nov 20
1894 ........................................ 16: 78

Washington Esther L J (c) of Andrew W and Clara F June
12 1897 ....................................... 16: 294

Washington Eva C (c) of Roland B and Roberta E Dec 23
1894 ........................................ 16: 64

Washington Flora L (c) of Amos G and Annie L Dec 10 1895. 16: 160

Washington George H (c) of Andrew and Clara F Aug 3
1900 ........................................ 17: 69

Washington Leon (c) of James and Florence May 8 1894. 16: 7

Washington Louis R of Adam and Sarah Sept 1 1894. A 1: 31

Washington Martha (c) of Cornelius and Rosa May 23 1898. 16: 373

Washington Mary (c) of Cornelius and Rosa May 23 1898. 16: 373

Washington Milton F (c) of Andrew and Clara F Dec 21
1895 ........................................ 16: 157

Washington William A (c) of Cornelius and Rosa Feb 20
1892 ........................................ 15: 66

Washington William J of Joseph P and Margaret June 30
1898 ........................................ 16: 399

Washington — (c) s of Adam and Sarah May 24 1892. 15: 84

Washington — (c) s of Adam and Sarah Sept 1 1894. 16: 69

Washington — (c) child of Adam and Sarah Nov 24 1897. 16: 343

Washington — (c) s of Andrew W and Clara F Feb 22
1899 ........................................ 16: 594

Washington — (c) s of Edward and Annie Dec 27 1899. 16: 560

Washington — (c) s of George and Ann L Jan 9 1894. 16: 25

Washington — (c) d of George and Martha May 16 1895. 16: 123

Washington — (c) twin daughters of George and Martha
July 3 1894 .................................. 16: 74

Washington — (c) s of Lena June 4 1894. 16: 15

Washman Ellis of Mender and Bessie July 3 1894. 16: 49

Wasserman Hyman of Max and Minnie Jan 5 1900. 17: 2

Wassweiler Evelyn A of Lewis and Jennie Feb 26 1900. 17: 17

Waterfall Frank W of Frank and Etta L July 26 1895. 16: 154

Waterhouse Webster G of Valentine W and Evelyn Apr 5
1900 ........................................ 17: 29

Waterman Anna M of George E and Anna May 31 1900. 17: 43

Waterman Chester A of Warren A and Mary E Sept 20 1892. 15: 124

Waterman Earl A of Henry A and Flora P Oct 9 1896. 16: 254

Waterman Edith M of James F and Matilda Oct 17 1896. 16: 254

Waterman Ethel W of George E and Mary A Aug 28 1891. 15: 54

Waterman Francis of Frank E and Annie L June 10 1899. 16: 501

Waterman George W of William and Emily Apr 16 1893. 15: 160

Waterman Grace of Henry H and Margaret E Jan 5 1893. 15: 161

Waterman Harriet C of William H and Emily M Oct 15 1895. 16: 156
Waters Helen of Richard and Nora M Sept 22 1899. 16:536
Waters Helen M of Warren A and Mary E Aug 19 1894. 16:81
Waters Herbert I of George E and Annie Oct 20 1898. 16:439
Waters Ida J F of Benjamin and Anna A July 10 1892. 15:105
Waters Ida M of Frank H and Helen J Dec 28 1897. 16:340
Waters Joseph A of Robert A and Mary A Sept 14 1895. 16:166
Waters Katharine of Lewis A and Katharine M June 2

1899
Waters Lewis A of Lewis A and Katharine M Mar 24 1898. 16:376
Waters Louise of Frank E and Annie L Feb 17 1897. 16:298
Waters Margaret E of Henry H and Margaret E Aug 15

1894
Waters Mary of Charles and Helen C Dec 22 1896. 16:252
Waters Mary A of Henry H and Margaret E June 12 1891. 15:29
Waters Mary E of James F and Mathilda Oct 13 1894. 16:77
Waters Nellie M of Henry C and Gassie Aug 14 1891. 15:32
Waters — of Richard and Elorida M Dec 26 1897. 16:302
Waters — s of William H and Emily M May 22 1892. 15:90
Waters Bernard J of Bernard J and Mary A July 3 1900. 17:59
Waters Catherine A of James and Margaret Feb 4 1894. 16:37
Waters Christopher of Bernard J and Mary Nov 24 1894. 16:52
Waters Esther of Bernard J and Mary A Apr 7 1898. 16:376
Waters George P W of Patrick J and Maria Oct 3 1894. 16:48
Waters Gladys M of Patrick and Mary June 5 1898. 16:410
Waters Harriet of Joseph and Mary A Nov 15 1900. 17:102
Waters Helen W of John and Mary Aug 4 1899. 16:521
Waters James of James and Margaret Oct 4 1897. 16:356
Waters James F of Patrick J and Maria H Sept 27 1897. 16:318
Waters James F of Thomas J and Ellen Jan 17 1898. 16:405
Waters John of James and Delia Nov 2 1899. 16:529
Waters John of James and Margaret Feb 24 1896. 16:215
Waters John J of Patrick J and Mary Aug 18 1894. 16:81
Waters Joseph of James and Margaret Dec 4 1899. 16:587
Waters Lawrence of Edward J and Lucille F Apr 29 1897. 16:275
Waters Margaret of James and Margaret July 19 1892. 15:126
Waters Marguerite of Bernard J and Mary A July 12 1891. 15:35
Waters Mary A of Thomas and Ellen Jan 15 1893. 15:162
Waters Mary E of Francis and Catherine H June 18 1893. 15:169
Waters Mary E of Joseph and Mary A May 5 1899. 16:482
Waters Mary E of Patrick J and Maria H June 18 1893. 15:138
Waters Mary F of Patrick and Mary Mar 21 1896. 16:216
Waters Ralph E G of Edward J and Lucille F Oct 25 1892. 15:116
Waters Thomas A of Patrick and Mary Nov 22 1900. 17:104
Waters Thomas J of Thomas J and Ellen Jan 25 1895. 16:125
Waters Thomas P of Bernard J and Mary A Mar 17 1896. 16:185
Waters Winifred of Patrick J and Maria H Apr 19 1896...16:183
Waters —— s of Edward J and Lucille Sept 2 1895...16:135
Waters —— d of Patrick J and Maria Apr 17 1899...16:473
Wathey Mary C of Charles and Hanora C Dec 20 1900...17:112
Watkins Christina of Wellesley B and Maria J May 14 1892:15:77
Watkins —— (c) s of Rachel June 7 1894...16:27
Watrons Walter Z of James and Cynthia C Sept 17 1893...15:213
Watson Ada of Henry and Hannah Dec 9 1892...15:130
Watson Alan W of Arthur E and Cora B Mar 5 1900...17:19
Watson Albert of Hugh and Annie Mar 13 1896...16:194
Watson Alma L B of Henry B and Sarah J Oct 13 1899...16:544
Watson Alversia V of Stephen D and Florence Aug 10 1893...15:193
Watson Annie S of Robert and Mary A Mar 26 1896...16:216
Watson Charles R of Charles and Mary Nov 9 1897...16:339
Watson Charles R of Charles and Mary A Oct 5 1895...16:139
Watson Clara I of William T and Isabelle Jan 21 1898...16:396
Watson Edward S of William J and Louisa D Apr 28 1899...16:511
Watson Elsie A (c) of Wesley N and Sarah C Nov 17 1891...15:46
Watson Ernest U of Ernest and Mary July 7 1900...17:60
Watson Flora A (c) of Elisha F and Sarah M May 18 1893...15:169
Watson Frank C of Samuel H and Naomi E Aug 17 1892...15:132
Watson Frederick of Harry F and Mary J Mar 12 1900...17:24
Watson Frederick of John and Isabelle R Mar 4 1900...17:19
Watson Gladys E of Henry B and Carrie E Jan 10 1897...16:290
Watson Hope C of Leland F and Harriet Y Apr 5 1896...16:203
Watson Irma R of Francis H and Eva C Dec 27 1898...16:444
Watson James of Charles and Mary Feb 6 1891...15:4
Watson James C of William T and Isabel Aug 12 1894...16:69
Watson John B of John B and Alice M Apr 30 1891...15:20
Watson Leon of Mary May 30 1897...16:313
Watson Lewis of Mary May 30 1897...16:313
Watson Lewis A of Henry D and Carrie E Nov 15 1894...16:67
Watson Lillian of Alfred D and Martha A Dec 8 1900...17:109
Watson Lillie M of William T and Isabella Apr 7 1896...16:186
Watson Lloyd N of James B and Lillian L July 11 1894...16:87
Watson Lotissa C of Francis H and Eva Oct 17 1893...15:195
Watson Luke N (c) of Wesley N and Sarah C Sept 25 1900...17:86
Watson Mabel V of Henry B and Caroline E Feb 27 1898...16:390
Watson Margaret H of Charles R and Mary A Nov 24 1899...16:554
Watson Marian L of Elisha F and Sarah M Aug 4 1891...15:54
Watson Marie H of Henry B and Sarah J July 17 1893...15:185
Watson Marietta M of Henry B and Caroline E June 28 1892...15:83
Watson Marion E of Stephen D and Mary E Aug 24 1900...17:75
Watson Persey L of Stephen D and Florence G Oct 9 1891...15:52
Watson Ruth S of Henry B and Carrie E Apr 28 1900...17:35
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Watson Samuel I of Samuel J and Emma R J June 12 1891.15 : 16
Watson Sarah M of Edward J and Mary Nov 18 1899.16 : 567
Watson Stephen E of Stephen D and Mary E Oct 23 1898.16 : 447
Watson Stuart E of George A and Sarah C June 22 1900.17 : 54
Watson William of Alfred D and Martha A Apr 23 1897.16 : 296
Watson William of Charles and Mary Apr 5 1893.15 : 151
Watson William of James and Mary A Oct 23 1891.15 : 41
Watson William B of Robert and Mary Apr 2 1894.16 : 39
Watson William E of William H J and Grace Jan 18 1898.16 : 371
Watson William H of William and Grace Nov 20 1898.16 : 449
Watson — d of Edward J Jr and Mary Jan 21 1896.16 : 213
Watson — d of Francis H and Eva Feb 11 1895.16 : 114
Watson — d of Henry B and Carrie E Jan 10 1897.16 : 364
Watson — s of Stephen D and Florence G Aug 21 1896.16 : 269
Watt Marjorie H of Andrew and Annie E Apr 7 1899.16 : 499
Watt Norman D of Andrew and Annie E Sept 16 1900.17 : 83
Watten Thomas J of Thomas J and Kate Nov 15 1895.16 : 136
Watters — s of Willis and Lucy Apr 8 1898.16 : 397
Watts Edith M of Alfred E and Annie E Sept 5 1897.16 : 337
Watts Elmer A (c) of Edward A and Lena Feb 11 1899.16 : 497
Watts Florence L (c) of George A and Laura A Aug 31 1896.16 : 250
Watts Fred L of Frank C and Adelaide F Mar 13 1894.16 : 29
Watts George A of Alfred E and Annie E May 1 1895.16 : 96
Watts Iola F of Russell F and Irene I Nov 7 1897.16 : 369
Watts Irving D of Walter A and Margaret Nov 5 1896.16 : 254
Watts John E of George H and Agnes Sept 25 1899.16 : 536
Watts Lillie E of Frank and Alice M Sept 11 1895.16 : 172
Watts Mildred B of William and Mary A Sept 11 1899.16 : 564
Watts Nigel E of Andrew and Annie E May 13 1893.15 : 167
Waugh Pearl of Eugene M and Lydia A June 2 1895.16 : 109
Way Harold F of John F and Addie Mar 22 1894.16 : 29
Wayss Alvin H of Christian J and Bertha Aug 8 1897.16 : 336
Wayss Bertha of Christian and Bertha Oct 15 1894.15 : 44
Wayss Carl H of Christian J and Bertha Feb 9 1900.17 : 12
Wayss Caroline B of Christian and Bertha Oct 7 1893.15 : 184
Wayte Charles R of Arthur G and Sarah Mar 31 1900.17 : 27
Weatherbee Earl G of Maynard P and Mary E L Aug 19 1894.16 : 62
Weatherbee Phillips R of Clarence P and Emma A July 1

1897 .................................................. 16 : 340
Weatherbee Roger C of Clarence P and Emma A July 29 1900.17 : 67
Weaver Francis of Charles D and Ada F May 18 1898.16 : 414
Weaver Jessie L of Edward G and Katie E June 1 1891.15 : 21
Weaver — d of Charles H and Sarah F June 16 1891.15 : 16
Weaver — d of Irene Mar 29 1896. 16: 196
Weaver — d of Joseph P and Agnes Dec 3 1897. 16: 368
Weaver — d of Robert F and Annie Dec 11 1896. 16: 260
Webb Alice M M of Frederick W and Sarah Feb 4 1891. 15: 14
Webb Annie of James W and Ellen May 17 1899. 16: 474
Webb Edwin C of Edwin C and Philopena Mar 11 1894. 15: 7
Webb Ellen B of Albert and Ada E June 1 1896. 16: 201
Webb Esther of Frederick W and Sarah Aug 18 1894. 16: 66
Webb Frederick W W S of Frederick W and Sarah Oct 12 1900. 17: 91
Webb George D of Edwin C and Philopena May 4 1899. 16: 482
Webb George H of George H and Mary P Feb 25 1900. 17: 16
Webb James F of James and Ellen T Dec 6 1896. 16: 227
Webb Marian of Frederick W and Sarah Aug 18 1894. 16: 66
Webb Mary E of Albert J and Arabella F Mar 10 1891. 15: 18
Webb Mary E of James and Ellen May 15 1894. 16: 3
Webb Ralph DeW of Edwin C and Philopena Oct 24 1895. 16: 146
Webb William E of William J and Ellen Apr 3 1893. 15: 143
Webb William H of James W and Nellie Oct 24 1891. 15: 37
Webb — d of Frederick W and Sarah Dec 31 1898. 16: 471
Webb — s of Frederick W and Sarah Oct 12 1900. 17: 120
Webber Amey H H of Edmund H and Lillian H July 1 1892. 15: 99
Webber Edmund H of Edmund H and Lillian Jan 1 1899. 16: 493
Webber Joseph of Frank and Emma Nov 4 1894. 16: 57
Webber Margaret E of Edmund H and Lillian H June 6 1897. 16: 276
Webber Oscar of Joseph and Amelia Mar 14 1893. 15: 163
Weber Ellen A of Joseph and Amelia July 25 1895. 16: 170
Weber William of Joseph and Amelia June 4 1894. 16: 42
Webley Evelyn M of Harry and Ellen Dec 3 1894. 16: 85
Webley Frederick of Harry and Mary E Dec 31 1892. 15: 131
Webster Charles L of Charles L and Mabel E Nov 29 1899. 16: 548
Webster Earl C of Herbert L and Flora G Mar 13 1893. 15: 148
Webster Helen F of Daniel and Lucy E Apr 7 1892. 15: 84
Webster Hope of George W and Sarah J Jan 9 1894. 16: 15
Webster John E of Joseph H and Violet Sept 26 1899. 16: 565
Webster Lilly A of Daniel and Sarah F Oct 1 1895. 16: 135
Webster Lydia L of Edward V and Lydia F Nov 13 1899. 16: 567
Webster Marjorie I of Herbert L and Flora G Nov 22 1898. 16: 443
Webster Raymond L of Howard M and Cora B Oct 3 1892. 15: 115
Webster Ruth of Joseph and Violet Apr 12 1894. 16: 26
Webster William H of Edward V and Lydia Aug 10 1896. 16: 253
Webster — d of Daniel and Sarah Feb 27 1899. 16: 594
Webster — s of Daniel and Sarah Dec 7 1900. 17: 121
Webster — s of Dodson S and Sabina Dec 12 1895. 16: 176
Webster — s of John and Margaret Nov 19 1897 .......... 16:367
Webster — d of Joseph and Violet Jan 7 1897 .......... 16:294
Webster — s of Joseph II and Violet Feb 22 1898 .......... 16:401
Wecker Leon of Reuben and Margaret Mar 14 1893 .......... 15:143
Wecker Rachel of Reuben and Mala Apr 14 1895 .......... 16:101
Week — d of Mary Sept 1 1900 .......... 17: 78
Wedge Genevieve of Antone and Mary A Apr 27 1898 .......... 16:373
Weeden Adolph E of Godfrey and Mary Aug 11 1891 .......... 15: 69
Weeden Amos M of Edward G and Gertrude Feb 7 1899 .......... 16:494
Weeden Eben O (c) of Eben O and Mary J Nov 6 1894 .......... 16: 70
Weeden George F (c) of Otis E and Mary J Apr 10 1900 .......... 17: 30
Weeden Gladys (c) of Fred H and Mary Dec 6 1896 .......... 16:260
Weeden Grace E of William T and Mary E Dec 24 1899 .......... 16:541
Weeden Hattie E of William and Mary E May 23 1896 .......... 16:221
Weeden Irene R (c) of James E and Martha L Jan 9 1896 .......... 16:202
Weeden James H (c) of Eben O and Mary J Nov 3 1896 .......... 16:271
Weeden Lucy A of Samuel and Maggie Oct 19 1893 .......... 15:215
Weeden Mary S E (c) of William H and Susan Feb 15 1895 .......... 16: 91
Weeden Ora B (c) of James E and Martha L Aug 29 1900 .......... 17: 77
Weeden Percival E of Eugene and Viola June 2 1898 .......... 16:398
Weeden Richard E (c) of James E and Martha May 10 1894 .......... 16: 27
Weeden Ruth E (c) of James E and Martha L Oct 21 1897 .......... 16:346
Weeden — (c) s of Mary Dec 12 1894 .......... 16: 60
Weeds Frank of Harry and Annie M Dec 14 1895 .......... 16:169
Weeds James of Harry and Annie M July 3 1893 .......... 15:199
Weeds John M of Reuben D and Lizzie M Apr 30 1894 .......... 16:  7
Weeds — s of John W and Anna E June 29 1892 .......... 15: 68
Weemans — d Jan 19 1896 .......... 16:220
Weeser Charles H of Charles and Catherine July 30 1892 .......... 15:  99
Weeser Joseph F of Charles and Catherine Sept 6 1895 .......... 16:135
Wehoskey Bertha I of Orin A and Mary E Aug 18 1898 .......... 16:437
Weidner Howard of John and Alwine Apr 25 1899 .......... 16:499
Weigert Frank L of Frank L and Jennie L July 23 1895 .......... 16:158
Weigert Frederick of Frank L and Jennie L July 23 1895 .......... 16:158
Wein Betsey of Harry and Lena June 21 1895 .......... 16: 97
Wein Jessie of Aaron and Lizzie July 5 1895 .......... 16:137
Weinbaum Abraham D of Barnet and Annie Nov 5 1900 .......... 17:118
Weinbaum Elizabeth of John and Mary July 6 1900 .......... 17:117
Weinbaum Solomon of John and Sime June 2 1893 .......... 15:155
Weinberg Samuel of Jacob and Lillie Nov 24 1893 .......... 15:181
Weinberg Sophie of Hyman and Betsey Aug 9 1893 .......... 15:177
Weinberg — s of Nelson A June 4 1897 .......... 16:299
Weineman Louis of Hyman and Rosa Sept 11 1897 .......... 16:327
Weiner Dora of Peter and Ida Nov 4 1900 .......... 17: 98
BIRTHS RECORDED IN PROVIDENCE

Weiner Judith of Max and Ida June 23 1900..........................17: 50
Weiner Louis of Harry and Lena Oct 7 1893..........................15: 179
Weiner Mary of Jacob and Rosa June 12 1894.........................16: 14
Weiner Pauline of Lazarus and Dina Nov 2 1892.......................15: 132
Weinerman Louis of Hyman and Rose Aug 22 1897......................16: 326
Weinstein Bessie of Jacob and Fannie July 20 1899...................16: 532
Weinstein —— s of Joseph and Fannie Oct 15 1897......................16: 367
Weinstock Sophia of Morris and Fannie Sept 27 1899...................16: 536
Weintraub Etta of Leo and Rose Jan 27 1897..........................16: 291
Weintraub Lazar of Jacob and Rosa Jan 3 1896.........................16: 202
Weintraub Lazarus of Jacob and Rosa Jan 3 1895......................16: 133
Weintraub Mendel of Jacob and Rosa Apr 14 1898.......................16: 391
Weintraub Minnie of Louis and Rosa May 28 1892.......................15: 82
Weir George of Albert E and Annie F May 4 1896.......................16: 191
Weir —— d of Albert E and Annie F June 12 1897......................16: 284
Weis John L of J. P. Carl and Georgina July 17 1892..................15: 114
Weise Carl J of Frank and Beatrice A Jan 14 1900.....................17: 4
Weise Mildred D of A A Frank and Beatrice A Sept 14 1897.16:322
Weise Robert L of John P C and Georgine Nov 7 1893..................15: 191
Weisel Harry of Nathan and Jennie July 11 1899.......................16: 549
Weiser John F of Charles and Catherine May 6 1894...................16: 3
Weisman Alton of Simon A and Rosa Nov 15 1892.......................15: 104
Weisman George of Harris and Jennie Oct 1 1894.......................16: 56
Weisman Hiram of Simon A and Rosa Jan 5 1895.........................16: 94
Weisman Samuel of Harris and Jennie May 14 1898......................16: 381
Weisman Sara of Abraham and Mary Sept 16 1899.......................16: 552
Weisman —— s of Morris and Betsey June 21 1892.......................15: 71
Weisner Carola E of Charles J and Minnie A July 27 1895.16:170
Weiss Burt of David and Dora June 29 1891.............................15: 21
Weiss Helena H of Florian W and Nellie May 22 1899...................16: 492
Weiss Janet of Sander and Sarah Feb 6 1899..........................16: 475
Weiss —— d of Florian W and Nellie Dec 19 1896......................16: 248
Weitman Fanny of Harry and Rebecca Aug 22 1897......................16: 337
Weitman Maurice D of Aaron and Annie Aug 23 1898...................16: 438
Weitz Claude L of Henry G and Mary L Sept 20 1897...................16: 337
Weker Catty of Reuben and Mala Mar 21 1897.........................16: 282
Welch Abbie of Mary Dec 26 1894....................................16: 60
Welch Agnes of Nicholas and Annie Jan 25 1897.......................16: 285
Welch Annie of William F and Sarah A July 26 1893...................15: 184
Welch Annie J of John and Bessie Feb 12 1899.........................16: 503
Welch Corinne C of John and Celia Oct 27 1896.......................16: 236
Welch David of James and Ellen June 4 1899.........................16: 512
Welch Edward of John and Margaret Nov 3 1896.......................16: 236
Welch George M of Abby Jan 3 1894.................................16: 15
Welch George T of Stephen A and Hattie S Sept 29 1897..............16: 332
Welch Helen of Morris and Mary E June 20 1897. 16:286
Welch James L of James A and Mary C Oct 23 1891. 15:62
Welch James M of Matthew and Georgina Nov 7 1895. 16:168
Welch Margaret of John and Elizabeth Sept 7 1897. 16:349
Welch Margaret C of John and Margaret Jan 11 1900. 17:4
Welch Mary of William T and Mary Aug 30 1898. 16:458
Welch Orine of John and Delia July 24 1893. 15:213
Welch Thomas of Michael and Margaret Dec 17 1893. 15:212
Welch Ursula of John A and Catherine Aug 11 1899. 16:551
Welch William F of William and Sarah F Sept 21 1891. 15:44
Welch William F of William and Sarah J Feb 17 1893. 15:142
Welch William J of Patrick C and Mary Apr 11 1899. 16:499
Welch —— d of Ellen Nov 20 1897. 16:346
Welch —— s of John M and Lizzie M June 21 1899. 16:493
Welch —— s of Ludwig and Martha Dec 15 1899. 16:577
Welch —— s of Richard J and Sophia Sept 13 1899. 16:582
Welch —— d of Thomas J and Margaret July 31 1900. 17:68
Welch Gus R of Gustav A and Hilda Feb 26 1898. 16:393
Wells George of George and Lillie M Dec 8 1897. 16:344
Wells Harvey of D Henry and Emma J Sept 16 1892. 15:124
Wells Henry A of George A and Lillian M Feb 15 1896. 16:221
Wells Annabella M of Amasa P and Annie H Mar 21 1893. 15:151
Wells Clarence G of Grace Mar 15 1899. 16:480
Wells Elizabeth of Joseph and Catherine Nov 19 1898. 16:429
Wells George R of Robert O and Anna J Jan 15 1896. 16:196
Wells Grace G of George T and Mary G Feb 11 1900. 17:53
Wells Harry L of Robert O and Annie J Aug 9 1899. 16:546
Wells Ida of Louis A and Margaret Oct 22 1891. 15:34
Wells Margie M of Joseph and Katie Aug 3 1895. 16:138
Wells Robert A of Robert O and Annie J Aug 15 1897. 16:334
Wells —— d of Annie Oct 12 1891. 15:43
Wells —— d of Harris H and Sylvia M May 9 1891. 15:13
Wells —— s of Kate May 10 1891. 15:10
Wellwood —— s of John and Maggie May 30 1897. 16:286
Welsby Isabel G of Herbert and Mary Mar 25 1900. 17:25
Welsby —— s of Herbert and Mary Jan 6 1896. 16:198
Welsch Ludwig of Ludwig and Martha July 14 1895. 16:165
Welsch Annie C of John P and Delia E Dec 3 1892. 15:105
Welsch Catherine of Luke P and Catherine Feb 16 1899. 16:190
Welsch Elizabeth K of Thomas and Annie T July 5 1898. 16:424
Welsch Ella M of William and Elizabeth May 24 1893. 15:145
Welsch Frances E of John and Margaret Dec 6 1891. 15:42
Welsch George K of George and Mary W Aug 15 1891. 15:32

FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
Welsh Grace L of Stephen A and Hattie 8 May 1896 ...... 16: 195
Welsh Irene G of David and Janet Apr 5 1895 .............. 16: 133
Welsh James T of John and Margaret Apr 8 1898 ......... 16: 380
Welsh John A of George and Mary W Mar 4 1896 .......... 16: 200
Welsh Marshall of George and Mary W Apr 10 1893 ....... 15: 137
Welsh Mary G of John P and Delia E Nov 11 1891 ....... 15: 37
Welsh Mary J of Luke and Catherine Mar 1 1894 .......... 16: 33
Welsh Richard of Michael and Mary June 13 1894 ........ 16: 14
Welsh Winnifred of Thomas and Maggie Jan 24 1891 ...... 15: 22
Welsh —— s of George May 17 1900 ..................... 17: 56
Wendelschaener Harold E of Eugene F and Anna C Aug 13
1898 .................................................. 16: 434
Wendelschaener William F of Eugene F and Annie Dec 2
1895 .................................................. 16: 153
Wendt John F K of Karl and Helen July 21 1894 ......... 16: 69
Wennberg George W of Frank and Emma L Jan 4 1900 .... 17: 2
Wentworth Raymond F C of Charles F and Jennie B Apr 18
1896 .................................................. 16: 195
Werner Frederick of Andrew and Hannah Mar 16 1896 ..... 16: 197
Werner John H of Frederick and Amelia Oct 17 1899 .... 16: 542
Werner Louis F of Louis A and Nellie J Oct 30 1893 ..... 15: 209
Werner Sherman C of Sherman C and Sylvia K Feb 4 1896.. 16: 181
Werry Joseph of George and Mary Sept 1 1892 .......... 15: 133
Wesley Joseph H of Charles W and Margarette Apr 9 1894. 16: 44
Wesson —— s of Roland and Margaret May 9 1895 ....... 16: 112
West Alice M of George J and Margaret A Aug 4 1892 ..... 15: 26
West Byron L of James and Jennie G Feb 7 1893 ......... 15: 139
West Donald B of James and Jennie T Oct 24 1896 ..... 16: 230
West Dorothy of George J and Margaret A Sept 30 1895 ... 16: 173
West Earl R (c) of John and Margaret F Mar 10 1894 .... 15: 20
West Elenora of Ambrose E and Ellen E July 19 1893 ..... 15: 205
West Ethel F (c) of John H and Margaret T Dec 1 1892 .... 15: 121
West Ethel L of William E and Mary A July 27 1891 ..... 15: 35
West Florence L of G Irving and Bertha M Apr 3 1899 .... 16: 499
West Florence M of William E and Mary A July 27 1891 .... 15: 35
West George J of George J and Margaret Mar 1 1897 ....... 16: 307
West Gladys M of Jennie Dec 18 1899 ..................... 16: 543
West Hallis L of Llewellyn N and Sarah A Feb 21 1900 .... 17: 15
West Helene G of George M and Annie R Apr 6 1895 ...... 16: 115
West Joseph of Ambrose E and Ellen E June 10 1891 .... 15: 29
West Margaret M of James and Jennie Feb 6 1895 ........ 16: 95
West Rosalind of George J and Margaret A Oct 31 1893 .... 15: 210
Westberg Alice G of Oscar and Agnes F Aug 21 1895 ....... 16: 171
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Westberg Florence E L of Oscar and Agnes V Jan 16 1900...17: 5
Westcott Olin of Charles A and Lillian Feb 13 1895.............16:131
Westcott —— s of Oren and Caroline P May 31 1892...........15: 70
Westergren Amelia E C of Birger and Selma E Dec 25 1897..16:344
Westergren Paul T of Berger and Selma Oct 14 1900............17: 92
Westlindh Carl of Carl I and Augusta E Feb 12 1895......16:126
Western Mabel E of William H and Matilda 1 Feb 8 1897..16:295
Westermann Gladys D of Henry F W and Christina M Mar 23
1894 .................................................................16: 26
Westfield Elsie G of William E and Gertrude A June 22 1895..16:116
Westgard Arne G of Anton and Matilda Nov 2 1896...........16:247
Westgard Liv S of Anton L and Mattie Nov 16 1897........16:339
Westland Olive E of Frank D and Ellen July 27 1899...16:556
Westman Edith O J of Sunfrid and Esther Sept 22 1893....15:186
Westman Sengue M H of Sunfrid and Esther Feb 22 1897....16:288
Weston James of John and Mary July 20 1893..................15:200
Weston Joseph of John and Mary July 20 1893..............15:290
Weston Mary A of John and Mary May 17 1899.............16:505
Weston Richard of John and Mary July 17 1891.............15: 56
Weston Joseph of John and Mary Feb 14 1897............16:301
Wetherbee George C of George A and Jennie Nov 26 1891...15: 52
Wetherell Edward N of William E and Sarah J Oct 29 1900.17: 97
Wetherell Marion H of Hazard J and Mary Aug 13 1896...16:253
Wetmore Ethel of Purdy S and Dora Nov 12 1893.........15:188
Watmore Ruth S of Purdy S and Dora E June 17 1895....16:109
Wettstein Anna L of Charles and Mary Feb 22 1895........16:111
Wettstein Ellen E of Charles and Mary Feb 22 1895........16:111
Wettstein Mary K of Charles H and Mary A May 13
1893 .................................................................15:151 and A 1: 28
Wettstein —— d of Charles H and Mary Sept 1 1898.......16:169
Wetzl —— d of John H and Eva Feb 12 1900................17: 55
Weymouth Eva M of Reuben and Maude R Mar 21 1898....16:397
Whalan John J of Samuel and Bridget June 20 1894........15: 44
Whalan Raymond S of William H and Mary G Apr 8 1897..16:289
Whalan Warren M of William H and Mary G Feb 24 1899..16:487
Whalan William F of Michael and Ellen May 24 1894........16: 43
Whalan William H of William H and Mary G June 6 1893..15:149
Whalen Anna F of Nicholas A and Annie L May 28 1900...17: 12
Whalen Annie T of Thomas A and Theresa Oct 26 1899....16:529
Whalen Arthur of Daniel F and Harriet J Dec 18 1891....15: 50
Whalen Edward J of James E and Alice Apr 2 1900........17: 53
Whalen Elizabeth of Thomas F and Mary July 5 1897....16:321
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whalen Elizabeth A</td>
<td>of Martin F and Elizabeth A</td>
<td>Nov 18 1896</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen Frederick T</td>
<td>of James F and Margaret A</td>
<td>July 17 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen Genevieve of Martin F and Elizabeth A</td>
<td>Apr 18 1900</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen Harry of Richard and Mary A</td>
<td>July 19 1894</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen James J</td>
<td>of James J and Mary</td>
<td>Feb 10 1896</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen James J</td>
<td>of John T and Mary</td>
<td>June 10 1896</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen John of Michael and Nellie V</td>
<td>Aug 6 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen John of Thomas and Mary</td>
<td>Dec 2 1892</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen John E</td>
<td>of John H and Mary</td>
<td>June 5 1898</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen Josephine of Thomas and Mary</td>
<td>Feb 28 1895</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen Mabel A of Patrick A and Mabel F</td>
<td>Mar 28 1900</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen Mabel L</td>
<td>of James and Mary T</td>
<td>Aug 3 1893</td>
<td>Providence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen Madeline of William H and Mary G</td>
<td>Dec 31 1894</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen Marian of Daniel F and Harriet J</td>
<td>Oct 24 1897</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen Martin of Thomas and Mary</td>
<td>Nov 6 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen Mary of Thomas and Mary</td>
<td>Nov 4 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen Mary of Thomas H and Catherine A</td>
<td>Aug 28 1892</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen Mary A of Richard and Mary A</td>
<td>Oct 5 1896</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen Mary A of Samuel and Bridget</td>
<td>Sept 9 1895</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen Mary E of John F and Mary</td>
<td>Mar 28 1900</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen Matthew of Richard and Mary A</td>
<td>Dec 29 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen Nellie of Martin F and Elizabeth A</td>
<td>Nov 25 1897</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen Raymond of Daniel F and Harriet J</td>
<td>Dec 27 1892</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen Raymond of Richard and Mary A</td>
<td>Aug 30 1895</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen Samuel F of Martin F and Elizabeth A</td>
<td>Feb 4 1899</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen William of Thomas and Mary</td>
<td>Apr 13 1896</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen William F of Henry and Mary</td>
<td>Oct 14 1900</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen William J of James and Mary T</td>
<td>July 20 1897</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen — s of Bridget</td>
<td>Sept 24 1898</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen — d of John H and Mary</td>
<td>Jan 9 1894</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen — s of John and Nelly</td>
<td>Feb 11 1900</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen — s of John and Nelly Sept</td>
<td>25 1898</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalen — twin sons of Joseph and Ellen</td>
<td>Feb 12 1895</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whaley Eva H of Thomas M and Ellen</td>
<td>Oct 16 1896</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whaley George M of Thomas G and Ellen</td>
<td>Mar 19 1900</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whaley Mildred R of Adelbert R and Madge T</td>
<td>Dec 7 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whaley Philip B of Benoni and Alice N</td>
<td>Dec 3 1894</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whaley Waldo E of Benoni H and Alice E</td>
<td>Sept 3 1897</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalley John E of Charles H and Georgiana</td>
<td>Apr 13 1899</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wharmby Edward of Thomas and Emily</td>
<td>Apr 14 1896</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wharmby John of Thomas and Emily</td>
<td>Oct 26 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wharmby Mabel of Thomas and Emily</td>
<td>Mar 1 1900</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wharmby Margaret of Thomas and Emily</td>
<td>Apr 29 1893</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whearty John B of John and Ann</td>
<td>Oct 15 1891</td>
<td>Providence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Wheat Beatrice M of George H and Esther M Jan 15 1900... 17: 5
Wheat Hollis R of Frederick C and Marion E June 27 1900... 17: 51
Wheat Raymond C of Frederick C and Marion E Aug 24 1897.16: 332
Wheaton Albertina of John A Nelson and Catherine (Divorced) June 4 1899... 16: 485
Wheaton Emile C of James M and Mary E Oct 2 1895... 16: 145
Wheeler Alice G of Truman P and Bertha July 1 1899... 16: 555
Wheeler Arthur L of Arthur D and Rhoda R July 24 1895... 16: 178
Wheeler Constance of Arthur L and Dorothy F Mar 21 1897... 16: 277
Wheeler Dorothy G of Edward M and Harriet B June 9 1899.16: 488
Wheeler Edward Van R of Edward M and Harriet B June 12
1896... 16: 198
Wheeler Ethel M of Arthur D and Rhoda R June 12 1893... 15: 161 and 199
Wheeler Gale D of G Galen and Isabel A May 6 1897... 16: 299
Wheeler Gertrude M of Moses P and Lillie Apr 3 1892... 15: 96
Wheeler Grace S of Arthur D and Rhoda R Feb 26 1899... 16: 498
Wheeler Harold M of Arthur D and Rhoda R Oct 19 1891... 15: 57
Wheeler Hazel of George G and Isabel Aug 9 1895... 16: 159
Wheeler Henry N of Albert E and Hannah July 13 1893... 15: 176
Wheeler Irving W of J Henry and Elizabeth Mar 20 1897... 16: 282
Wheeler John W of William B and Helen C May 1 1892... 15: 96
Wheeler Lester E of Henry J and Elizabeth Jan 31 1892... 15: 72
Wheeler Margaret L of Arthur L and Cora F Nov 16 1895... 16: 160
Wheeler Marie P of William J and Catherine A Nov 9 1900... 17: 118
Wheeler Pauline E (c) of Thomas P and Caroline E Nov 16
1899... 16: 567
Wheeler Sarah E of Albert E and Anna M Mar 6 1896... 16: 189
Wheeler — d of George W and Mary J June 24 1894... 15: 14
Wheeler — s of Lily July 2 1898... 16: 431
Wheelock Frank M of Jesse M and Emma F Nov 8 1897... 16: 349
Wheelwright George F of George F and Edith M Nov 7 1897.16: 323
Wheelwright — d of George F and Edith Dec 17 1899... 16: 555
Wheelwright — d of George F and Edith M Dec 30 1894... 16: 68
Whelan Michael of James and Mary Jan 22 1891... 15: 7
Whelan William F of Michael J and Nellie F May 24 1894... 1: 31
Whillans Mildred E of John W and Mabel W July 28 1900... 17: 67
Whipple Albert of George F and Grace July 16 1899... 16: 589
Whipple Dyer C of Arthur W and Lizzie B Aug 4 1892... 15: 115
Whipple Francis H of Thomas G and Lillian P Sept 29 1896.16: 250
Whipple Grace L of Rupert L and Ellen W Nov 15 1897... 16: 323
Whipple Harold of Charles A and Fannie B Mar 8 1899... 16: 494
Whipple Joseph W of Fred A and Lottie Aug 12 1893... 15: 296
Whipple Margaret M of Edward and Annie J June 22 1899... 16: 496
Whipple Ruth of Frederick A and Lauretta E Nov 1 1898... 16: 460
BIRTHS

Whipple Walter L of Fred W and Lottie M June 5 1895...16: 97
Whipple —— s of Arthur W and Elizabeth B June 11 1899...16: 477
Whipple —— twin sons of Arthur W and Lizzie B Dec 5 1896...16: 248
Whipple —— d of Rupert L and Ellen Dec 3 1895...16: 141
Whitaker Ada of Richard and Esther Dec 1 1896...16: 252
Whitaker Albert E of Albert O and Kate A Aug 22 1896...16: 233
Whitaker Arthur E of Charles H and Mary I Oct 25 1898...16: 439
Whitaker Charles W R of Edgar and Lillie May 18 1893...15: 157
Whitaker Cora M of William and Carrie Oct 16 1893...15: 195
Whitaker Edna A of John and Margaret E Sept 30 1894...16: 83
Whitaker Elizabeth N of Hartley and Annie E Apr 13 1891...15: 28
Whitaker Ellen S of Whitaker and Jane A Jan 14 1894...16: 5
Whitaker Ethel I of Frederick and Etta Nov 27 1896...16: 237
Whitaker Etta F of Frederick C and Etta M Aug 4 1895...16: 143
Whitaker Frances M of Hiram A and Helen T July 17 1898...16: 437
Whitaker Frederick of Edward and Ada Jan 9 1891...15: 17
Whitaker Frederick W of William and Carrie Jan 10 1897...16: 294
Whitaker Harry of Edward and Ada Mar 6 1893...15: 151
Whitaker Henry T of James H and Ida M Aug 30 1892...15: 118
Whitaker Herbert of Edward and Ada June 30 1896...16: 295
Whitaker Jennie F of Charles H and Mary I Feb 11 1896...16: 199
Whitaker Joanna I of Edmund and Joanna J Feb 7 1894...16: 28
Whitaker Laura of Whitaker and Jane A Nov 22 1891...15: 37
Whitaker Mabel A of Fred C and Etta G Apr 30 1900...17: 35
Whitaker Mary J of Benjamin and Mary E Sept 10 1898...16: 446
Whitaker Matilda of James and Matilda Feb 13 1894...16: 9
Whitaker Sarah F of Thomas P and Sarah F Jan 8 1894...16: 4
Whitaker Vernon of William and Margaret Aug 13 1898...16: 446
Whitaker Veronica of Edmund S and Joanna J June 16 1897...16: 300
Whitaker William B of Frederick and Sarah Mar 19 1894...16: 11
Whitaker William S of William S and Caroline May 17 1895...16: 112
White Abigail R of John and Abigail Aug 18 1892...15: 123
White Alfred W of Waldo M and Alice May 9 1895...16: 96
White Alice H of George and Mary M Mar 16 1900...17: 123
White Allen O of Charles A and Alice July 27 1893...15: 193
White Anna M of James R and Mary E Sept 4 1895...16: 155
White Anna M of Myer and Bessie Aug 11 1900...17: 71
White Austin of Ezekiel C and Ada B Sept 16 1894...16: 83
White-Catherine of Daniel J and Mary Feb 1 1896...16: 221
White-Catherine L of John D and Annie T Jan 14 1897...16: 297
White Charles (c) of Annie Dec 23 1897...16: 331
White Charles E B of Theodore B and Delia N Aug 24 1891...15: 65
White Charles H of Edmund G and Martha E Apr 22 1892...15: 84
White Clifford R of Edmund G and Mattie E Aug 30 1895...16: 162
White Earl of John H and Mary Feb 28 1894...16: 33
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

White Earl M of Waldo M and Alice May 9 1895............16: 96
White Edith E of Edwy and Olive Apr 3 1900.............17: 28
White Edward E of Ezekiel C and Ada A Feb 28 1893........15: 163
White Edward J of Thomas and Catherine Nov 22 1895........16: 153
White Elizabeth H of John and Jane F Feb 11 1894........16: 32
White Elmer E of Elmer E and Elizabeth Dec 10 1892........15: 130
White Elsie M of Elmer E and Elizabeth Jan 20 1899........16: 478
White Ernest W of William F and Mary T June 7 1893........15: 145
White Esther of George H and Ellen June 2 1895............16: 116
White Esther L of Thomas and Catherine Apr 9 1898........16: 387
White Everett O of Samuel and Naomi Nov 10 1892...........15: 108
White Frederick of John H and Mary Apr 7 1900.............17: 29
White Frederick A of Frederick and Jean R Dec 20 1899........16: 519
White George of Hyman and Becky Dec 15 1899..............16: 540
White George F of Moseley and Rosetta Mar 7 1897...........16: 281
White George LeR of Walter J and Sarah D July 3 1896........16: 249
White George T of George and Ellen Oct 18 1896.............16: 270
White Gertrude of John A and Mary Feb 22 1892.............15: 88
White Grace E of Walter P and Lizzie Apr 14 1892...........15: 82
White Harriet M of Charles W. and Ellen J Sept 28 1895.....16: 155
White Hattie E of Mary L Mar 8 1894.......................16: 22
White Helen R of Edward A and Eleanor R Aug 1 1894........16: 83
White Herbert of James and Jennie July 19 1892............15: 103
White Honora of Patrick and Catherine Oct 15 1898........16: 419
White Howard B of Charles T and Belle C Sept 26 1894.......16: 83
White Ira A of Waldo M and Alice Nov 3 1893..............15: 175
White James C of James C and Eliza July 9 1892.............15: 102
White James J of James and Rose Jan 1 1898.................16: 371
White John of Daniel J and Mary Nov 23 1894..............16: 85
White Joseph E of John H and Mary Apr 24 1896.............16: 211
White Julia H of William and Mary June 11 1897............16: 281
White Leon R of Leen A and Lena F Nov 15 1893............15: 198
White Lillian M of George H and Elizabeth A Mar 31 1891...15: 18
White Lillian M of Oliver E and Annie Apr 1 1892...........15: 81
White Lilie of Roscoe E and Lucy July 10 1891.............15: 59
White Lilie T of James R and Mary G Dec 16 1896...........16: 218
White Lucy (e) of Jacob and Harriet E Mar 3 1891...........15: 17
White Lucy M of George and Mary May 8 1896.................16: 192
White Lulu J of Edward F and Annie M June 1 1893...........15: 167
White Mabel J of Roscoe E and Louisa July 24 1900........17: 66
White Mabel L of George H and Anney A July 11 1894........15: 47
White Margaret F of Thomas J and Kate Dec 24 1891........16: 61
White Margaret L of James and Rosanna June 22 1896........16: 184
White Mary of Daniel J and Mary Feb 12 1897..............16: 306
White Mary of John J and Mary E Jan 14 1900. .................. 17:  4
White Mary of Roscoe E and Lucy Apr 19 1897. .................. 16: 309
White Mary A of Eugene and Jennie Mar 27 1900 .................. 17:  26
White Mary A of Patrick and Catherine May 13 1893 ............ 15: 151
White Mary E of Edward P and Mary E Nov 1 1892 ............... 15:  18
White Mary E of George H and Ellen Mar 24 1894 .................. 16:  26
White Mary E of Thomas and Isabella Mar 18 1891 ............... 15:  2
White Mary E of William and Mary Mar 18 1896 .................... 16: 215
White Mary of John D and Annie Jan 5 1899 ...................... 16: 496
White Maud E of John C and May N July 31 1893 .................. 15: 184
White Michael A of John and Mary E Sept 11 1891 .............. 15:  57
White Mildred E of Arthur F and Addie F Feb 18 1895 ........... 16: 117
White Mildred I of Waldo M and Alice Aug 1 1892 ............... 15: 103
White Olive M of William F and Mary K Apr 30 1900 ............ 17:  35
White Rachel E of Charles A and Alice Nov 18 1899 .............. 16: 559
White Raymond of John and Mary May 7 1898 ...................... 16: 403
White Raymond F of Thomas and Margaret July 26 1893 ......... 15: 177
White Raymond W of Waldo and Alice Feb 6 1897 ................. 16: 306
White Robert F of James R and Mary G Apr 10 1898 ............. 16: 391
White Roby M of Frank B and Agnes M Apr 22 1891 ............... 15:  18
White Roscoe of Rosco H and Lucy Sept 8 1892 .................. 15: 128
White Rowena of Nellie Mar 1 1899 ............................... 16: 484
White Ruth E of Edgard and Lucy B Feb 22 1897 ................. 16: 313
White Ruth M of Ezekiel C and Ada B Nov 18 1896 ............... 16: 266
White Samuel of Samuel and Naomi July 22 1895 .............. 16: 142
White Samuel A of Ezekiel C and Ada B Nov 1 1898 .............. 16: 460
White Samuel H of Frank B and May A Oct 28 1893 ............... 15: 198
White Sarah A of Henri and Alvina Sept 9 1892 ................. 15: 132
White Sarah V of James E and Rose A Dec 22 1899 .............. 16: 525
White Stella of Burdette and Fannie Jan 18 1891 ............... 15:  19
White Stephen B of Arthur W and Susan P July 25 1900 .......... 17:  66
White Vincent T of Thomas and Catherine Oct 9 1899 ........... 16: 547
White Walter J of John D and Annie Nov 6 1900 ................. 17:  99
White Wesley N of William F and Mary Aug 26 1896 ............. 16: 233
White William of Roscoe and Lucy Apr 17 1894 .................. 16:  39
White William of William and Mary Sept 10 1900 ............... 17:  81
White William J of Thomas and Isabel Aug 2 1895 ............... 16: 134
White William P of George H and Ellen Aug 14 1898 ............ 16: 446
White William P of Thomas and Catherine Mar 16 1897 .......... 16: 289
White William T (c) of James W and Eliza A Feb 24 1893 ...... 15: 169
White —— d of Albert and Lillian G Apr 23 1897 ............... 16: 313
White —— d of Bertha L July 30 1893 ........................... 15: 184
White —— s of Edward A and Eleanor Mar 20 1897 .............. 16: 364
White —— d of Edward A and Mary Sept 1 1898 ................. 16: 458
White — s of Elmer E and Lizzie W May 12 1896.............16:192
White — s of George E and Emily Aug 11 1895.............16:171
White — s of George E and Emily Mar 24 1898.............16:467
White — (c) s of Grace Feb 4 1899.........................16:485
White — s of John and Kate Mar 22 1897....................16:285
White — s of Joseph and Maggie Nov 14 1896...............16:251
White — d of Mosely and Rosetta Nov 30 1895.............16:147
White — s of William and Winifred Dec 6 1899.............16:598
White — s of Willis H and Emily S Dec 6 1896.............16:230
Whitehead Cecil A of Maurice and Dora M Sept 5 1897.....16:345
Whitehead Alice of John and Delia Nov 20 1898............16:448
Whitehead Annie of Henry and Elizabeth Aug 1 1895.....16:171
Whitehead George M of George M and Catherine L Jan 1 1894:16:4
Whitehead Gladys M of Frank and Alice Dec 11 1899.....16:568
Whitehead Hannah E of Thomas H and Ellen F Mar 6 1899.16:490
Whitehead Helen I of George and Catherine Nov 29 1897..16:323
Whitehead James of James and Winifred J July 26 1900...17:67
Whitehead James of John and Bridget Jan 19 1898.........16:405
Whitehead James W of Henry G and Sarah A Aug 15 1892...15:127
Whitehead Jerome of George M and Catherine June 19 1896.16:187
Whitehead Joseph of George M and Catherine July 22 1895..16:138
Whitehead Thomas A of Thomas H and Ella F June 27 1897.16:294
Whitehill Ha A of James and Clara L May 29 1895.........16:132
Whitehill Nelson J of James and Clara L Sept 12 1896...16:250
Whitehouse —— s of Lewis L and Elizabeth R Feb 25 1896..16:266
Whitehurst James L of James E and Lottie July 6 1900.....17:60
Whiteley Catherine of James H and Annie Feb 4 1891.....15:26
Whiteley Cyril T of Robert L and Helen E Sept 13 1893..15:207
Whiteley Harold L of Robert L and Helen E Oct 10 1895..16:173
Whiteley Mary of James and Annie Dec 16 1892.............15:130
Whiteley Robert W of Robert L and Helen E Mar 12 1892..15:93
Whiteley Stuart Mc L of John and Jessie E F Apr 19 1891..15:15
Whitely Rowena (c) of Benjamin and Eliza Nov 18 1900...17:163
Whitman Mary of Harry and Bella Mar 6 1900..............17:19
Whiteside Arthur J of Thomas E and Amelia Nov 7 1891..15:42
Whitford Earl T of Edwin A S and Mary E Feb 15 1896....16:222
Whitford Edwin W of Edwin A B and Mary E Mar 28 1898..16:376
Whitham Ambrose of Emanuel and Annie Nov 10 1894......16:85
Whiting Harold T of Ephraim P and Eleanor M Apr 10 1895.16:122
Whiting Ida of Frederick and Mary Oct 25 1897.............16:343
Whiting Irene of Bernard F and Mary A Aug 18 1894.......A 1:28
Whiting Isabel A of Ephraim P and Eleanor M Aug 3 1898..16:451
Whiting James A of John C and Jennie D June 27 1894.....16:31
Whiting Jean G of John C and Jennie G Aug 27 1896.......16:253
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Whiting John of John C and Jennie G Mar 12 1900...........17: 21
Whiting Lucy E of Charles A and Hattie B Apr 12 1897.....16: 303
Whitley Mary of James and Annie Dec 17 1892.............A 1: 30
Whitman Lina of Adolph and Hannah Dec 28 1891..........15: 47
Whitman Madeline of Joseph H and Josephine Aug 29 1894..16: 82
Whitman Margaret of Herbert A and Margaret Dec 28 1899.16: 588
Whitman Mary E of Joseph H and Joanna July 17 1891.....15: 59
Whitman Mary E of Joseph H and Josephine June 17 1891.15: 29
Whitman Prescott A of Benjamin A S and Arabelle E Mar 8
1896..............................................16: 215
Whitman Vernon M of Benjamin A S and Arabel E Jan 10
1894..............................................16: 36
Whitmarsch Esther A of Henry A and Alida E July 22 1896..16: 240
Whitmarsch —— s of Henry A and Alida E Dec 22 1898.....16: 470
Whitney Gertrude M of Marcus and Catherine J July 18 1893.15: 290
Whitney Irene of Bernard and Mary A Aug 13 1892.........15: 127
Whitney Jessie of Charles E and Mary May 14 1900........17: 39
Whitney John F of John J and Annie June 3 1897........16: 290
Whitney Lillian E of Elmore A and Minnie Mar 15 1892...15: 97
Whitney Louise of Elmre A and Minnie A Nov 24 1893.....15: 198
Whitney Ruth of Frederick and Mary Dec 24 1894........16: 68
Whitney Thomas E of John J and Annie Mar 23 1900.......17: 24
Whitney —— s of Charles H and Florence Apr 29 1899....16: 515
Whitridge Walter J of Walter J and Lenora June 15 1898..16: 384
Whittaker Archibald of William and Margaret E Mar 13 1891.15: 27
Whittaker Arthur B of William S and Caroline Feb 5 1897..16: 291
Whittaker Everet of Albert and Catherine Aug 20 1900.....17: 74
Whittaker Helen M of James H and Grace M May 30 1898..16: 403
Whittaker John W of Benjamin and Mary E Oct 12 1900....17: 91
Whittaker Joseph H of James and Matilda J June 3 1892...15: 75
Whittaker Mary L of Edmund S and Joanna J Feb 5 1892...15: 85
Whittaker Mildred J A of Edmund S and Johanna J June 13
1900.............................................17: 47
Whittaker Raymond J of Edmund S and Joanna J Mar 29
1899.............................................16: 498
Whittaker Thomas of James and Catherine June 12 1899...16: 501
Whittaker William F of Albert O and Kate A June 10 1898.16: 382
Whittaker —— d of Minnie Dec 3 1899.........................16: 542
Whittenmore Hope G of Elmer E and Gertrude M July 2 1896.16: 244
Whittenmore William C of William G and Jennie L Feb 15
1892.............................................15: 69
Whitten Frank D of Charles B and Susie II Oct 11 1897....16: 363
Whitten Grace of Roswell O and Emily J Mar 5 1892....15: 86
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Whittier Edgar M of Charles S and Anna M Jan 19 1891............15: 12
Whittet Edna J of John and Agnes C Apr 28 1894................16: 27
Whittet Mary S A of John D and Agnes C Oct 17 1891............15: 52
Whittet Robert A of John and Agnes Mar 30 1899............16: 499
Whittet —— d of John and Agnes Oct 14 1896................16:254
Whittier Frederick of Frank and Elizabeth F Jan 22 1899........16:515
Whittier Hope L C of Henry C and Fannie Mar 4 1892............15: 67
Whittingham Charles of Mason and Sarah Mar 17 1889............16:503
Whittle Elizabeth of James and Annie June 3 1892............15: 90
Whittle Thomas A of James and Annie Dec 31 1893............15:204
Whittley Frank L (c) of Benjamin F and Eliza Jan 23 1898........16:371
Whittum Edward of Moses E and Annie A Oct 30 1899............16:575
Whitty Catherine M of Michael and Catherine Jan 30 1900........17: 9
Whitty Mary A of Michael and Catherine Sept 20 1893............15:171
Whitty Michael J of Michael and Catherine Sept 3 1894........16: 47
Whitty Nicholas of Michael H and Catherine Sept 18 1892........15:100
Whitty William of Michael and Catherine Dec 11 1896............16:227
Whitty William of Michael and Kate Oct 7 1891............15: 33
Whittum Ann of Herbert and Margaret Mar 5 1894............16: 29
Whittum Ernest of Herbert and Margaret Sept 26 1895............16:162
Whittum Ethel A of Emanuel O and Annie June 20 1900............17: 49
Whittum George of Emanuel and Annie Feb 12 1893............15:163
Whittum Thomas of Herbert and Margaret Nov 12 1897............16:358
Whitze —— s of Hyman and Becky Dec 8 1899............16:540
Widberg Olga F of Axel and Ellen J Feb 22 1895............16:106
Wickes Mark O of Milton O and Minnie L Sept 22 1891............15: 52
Wickes —— s of James F and Mary E Nov 9 1899............16:585
Wicklund Alice V of Peter and Matilda Nov 8 1893............15:191
Wicklund Carl V T of Per and Matilda Oct 27 1897............16:335
Wicks Elsie G of James E and Mary E July 25 1897............16:453
Wicks —— s of Godfrey and Elizabeth June 2 1891............15: 24
Wicks —— s of James F and Mary E Nov 8 1899............16:597
Wickstrom Hildegarde E of Oscar and Catherine Dec 11 1897........16:344
Wickstrom —— d of Alfred and Sophia May 18 1900............17:123
Wickwire Edna of Fred A and Alfreda Nov 7 1899............16:524
Wicznski Annie of Michael and Sophie May 22 1900............17: 41
Widdowson Florence E of James and Betsey Aug 9 1899............16:591
Widegren Ernest E H of Ernest K and Emma U July 8 1893........15:188
Widegren Carl M of Ernest C and Emma U Dec 22 1894............16: 68
Wieckert —— s of Albert and Lena Apr 26 1900............17: 34
Wieland Elsie M of Ferdinand C and Joanna L Jan 21 1893........15:167
Wiesel Goldie of Nathan and Jennie June 5 1896............16:201
Wiesel Israel of Nathan and Jennie Jan 20 1898............16:389
Wiesel Mary of Nathan and Jennie Oct 18 1894............16: 67
BIRTHS

Wieselquist Annie B of Olaf N and Albertina K July 17 1895. 16: 170
Wieselquist Carl G of Nils O and Albertina K Nov 22 1893. 15: 210
Wieselquist Herti E N of Nils O and Albertina Mar 5 1897. 16: 307
Wieselquist — d of Olaf and Albertina K Dec 1 1892. 15: 130
Wiesner Alda F of William F and Augusta June 15 1896. 16: 222
Wiessner Ida E of Christian and Bertha July 6 1899. 16: 561
Wiegler — s of Max and Annie Jan 21 1895. 16: 95
Wiglesworth — d of Arthur and Carrie B June 4 1900. 17: 57
Wight Everett E of Henry E and Delia M July 13 1900. 17: 62
Wight Helen B of Gustavus and Bertha E Aug 1 1894. 16: 87
Wight Jean E of William H and Jean A Dec 17 1891. 15: 38
Wight Marshall A of Eugene M and Mary L Apr 1 1891. 15: 18
Wight Thelma H of Eugene M and Mary L Aug 18 1896. 16: 249
Wightman Dorothy G of George H and Ruth A Mar 21 1898. 16: 414
Wightman Elton G of Daniel G and Lillian M June 27 1900. 17: 51
Wightman George E of George L and Mary A Dec 3 1898. 16: 423
Wightman Louis of Mendel and Nettie Dec 26 1896. 16: 248
Wigley Leslie of Harry and Harriet A Jan 29 1893. 15: 169
Wike George H of George and Elizabeth M May 5 1900. 17: 37
Wike Harold B of John and Sarah July 9 1891. 15: 47
Wike Mildred V of James and Julia M Mar 6 1899. 16: 490
Wikstrom — s of Gustav and Jennie Sept 21 1899. 16: 597
Wilbee — d of Myra Aug 21 1895. 16: 148
Wilbourn Vernon J of John H and Sarah Feb 22 1896. 16: 199
Wilbur Albert A of Lewis and Myra F Feb 19 1897. 16: 314
Wilbur Florence M of Willard T and Sadie F July 22 1900. 17: 117
Wilbur George E of George E and Anna M Nov 11 1898. 16: 436
Wilbur Harriet E of James L and Claribel L May 2 1895. 16: 118
Wilbur Ruth B of George A and Dora E June 1 1898. 16: 398
Wilcott Freda R of John H and Nellie M Sept 11 1896. 16: 250
Wilcott Walter E of John H and Nellie M Apr 5 1899. 16: 494
Wilcox Alice L of Robert and Eliza Jan 1900. 17: 9
Wilcox Antonette E of Martin E and Edith E Apr 4 1900. 17: 29
Wilcox Arthur R of Walter S and Cassie M Dec 12 1896. 16: 227
Wilcox Charles O of Augustus O and Carrie L Oct 12 1895. 16: 140
Wilcox Earl B of Frederick B and Ellanor F July 22 1895. 16: 154
Wilcox Edith A of William F and Edith A Apr 5 1899. 16: 515
Wilcox Elisha H of Elisha H and Mary A Jan 10 1894. 16: 36
Wilcox Ethel L of Charles E and Annie Dec 5 1892. 15: 111
Wilcox Frank H of Frank H and Annabell Oct 23 1899. 16: 559
Wilcox Herbert C of Charles E and Annie Aug 11 1895. 16: 151
Wilcox Ina H of John H and Emma W Oct 14 1896. 16: 265
Wilcox Irene P of Walter S and Cassie Feb 7 1894. 16: 1
Wilcox John E of Elisha H and Mary A Dec 20 1893. 15: 212
Wilcox Lucy M of John H and Emma W Mar 22 1892 ............ 15: 93
Wilcox Madeleine U of Howard D and Anna S Apr 16 1898. .16:394
Wilcox Mary A of Alvin L and Mary A Nov 25 1898 ............ 16:461
Wilcox Mary E of Alvin L and Mary A May 11 1900 ............ 17: 56
Wilcox Ralph S of Augustus O and Carrie L July 22 1897. .16:521
Wilcox Victoria V of Walter S and Cassie M Aug 19 1900 .... 17: 74
Wilcox William C of Charles E and Annie Nov 27 1899 ........ 16:548
Wilcox —— s of Frank H and Annie B Dec 29 1896 .......... 16:252
Wilcox —— s of Herbert A and Nancy A Dec 16 1899 .......... 16:568
Wilcox —— s of John B and Mary F June 29 1893 ............ 15:138
Wilcox —— s of Robert and Ada Nov 13 1899 ................. 16:597
Wild Frederick H of Samuel and Mabel May 24 1894 .......... 16: 20
Wild George H of Samuel S Jr and Mabel A Mar 27 1893 .... 15:149
Wildberger Gertrude C of Richard C and Martha C May 17 1899 ................. 16:495
Wildberger Hedwig of Richard C and Martha C May 17 1899. .16:495
Wilde Bessie L of Lewis E and Lillie R Jan 31 1899 ............ 16:494
Wilde Ernest J of James E and Lila D Feb 3 1898 ............ 16:389
Wilde George W of Frank D and Alice W July 12 1897 ......... 16:340
Wilde Josephine of —— and Maria Kiene Mar 17 1896 ......... 16:197
Wilde Lillie R of Lewis E and Lillie R Nov 9 1893 ............ 15:203
Wilde Thomas H of Herbert and Charlotte M A June 19 1893. 15:156
Wilde William R of William and Agnes Sept 15 1899 .......... 16:590
Wilde —— s of Fred A and May May 21 1899 ................. 16:474
Wildenhain Ida F of Frank L and Ida F Dec 1 1895 ......... 16:160
Wildenhain Mary T of Theodore F and Delia July 6 1892. .15: 99
Wilder Lloyd F of Frank K and Lillian Jan 21 1900 ......... 17: 6
Wildes Willis P of Willis P and Olive E Nov 25 1895 .......... 16:150
Wildes —— d of Willis P and Olive E Apr 20 1893 .......... 15:147
Wilding John C of Thomas and Mary July 12 1897 ............ 16:353
Wilding Joseph E of Thomas and Mary Aug 14 1898 .......... 16:457
Wildpret Mary C of Gottlieb W and Mary Mar 9 1893 ......... 15:148
Wildpret —— d of Gottlieb and Mary Nov 21 1896 .......... 16:243
Wilds Adele M of Frank H and Annie V Aug 22 1894 .......... 16: 66
Wiley Agnes M of Joseph and Margaret Apr 4 1894 ......... A1: 31
Wiley George A of Alvah J and Annie L Sept 29 1896 ....... 16:242
Wilhelm Annie M of Frederick and Mary Apr 11 1895 ....... 16:101
Wilkes Beatrice of Edwin and Mary Aug 15 1898 .......... 16:461
Wilkey Annie M of Frank K and Emma M Feb 28 1900 ....... 17: 17
Wilkey Emma M of Frank K and Emma M Feb 28 1900 ....... 17: 17
Wilkins Eulie of William and Annie M Nov 25 1895 .......... 16:168
Wilkins Rose H of Lafayette and Mary July 8 1899 .......... 16:513
Wilkinson Ada of Robert L and Elizabeth May 22 1893 ....... 15:165
Wilkinson Eva of Ernest and Eva Mar 5 1897 ................. 16:294
Wilkinson Helen DeF of Edward DeF and Helen L Sept 10
1894 .......................................................... 16: 72
Wilkinson Herbert E of John and Annie M Oct 12 1891 ........... 15: 37
Wilkinson Joseph of Lester and Mary E Nov 25 1898 .............. 16: 449
Wilkinson Lillian F of Robert L and Elizabeth Sept 1 1897 .... 16: 355
Wilkinson Mary J of Thomas and Bridget June 23 1893 ........... 15: 168
Wilkinson May B of William and Mary Apr 24 1891 .............. 15: 28
Wilkinson Raymond of Ernest and Eva July 2 1899 .......... 16: 555
Wilkinson Tom of Robert L and Elizabeth July 15 1895 ....... 16: 170
Wilkinson —— d of Ernest and Eva June 27 1894 ............... 16: 28
Wilkinson —— s of Ernest and Eva Nov 14 1895 ............. 16: 156
Wilkinson —— d of John and Annie M July 8 1893 ............ 15: 173
Wilkinson —— (c) d of Mead and Helen R Aug 24 1897 ........ 16: 367
Wilks Arthur of Edwin and Mary Dec 7 1899 .................. 16: 548
Will —— s of George and Lizzie June 29 1896 .................. 16: 194
Willard Harold J of James S and Carrie I Nov 29 1899 ....... 16: 568
Willard Herbert M of Herbert M and Susan I June 2 1891 .... 15: 6
Willard Milton of Herbert M and S Isabel Mar 12 1893 ....... 15: 139
Willard Nahum of Nahum E and Carrie D Apr 3 1900 .......... 17: 28
Willard Raymond E of James S and Carrie B Jan 10 1891 .. 15: 25
Willard William C of James S and Carrie I May 16 1897 ... 16: 299
Willard —— s of Andrew F and Harriet S July 14 1896 ....... 16: 239
Willard —— d of Charles L and Hannah June 10 1893 ....... 15: 155
Willard —— s of Charles L and Hannah Nov 23 1897 ....... 16: 351
Willard —— s of James S and Carrie B Nov 25 1892 ....... 15: 130
Willard —— d of Lewis H and Margaret A I May 14 1892 .... 15: 94
Willemim Clarence H of Paul A and Henriette Aug 20 1892 ... 15: 123
Willets —— d of Eugene and Mattie Aug 12 1896 ........ 16: 240
Willett —— s of Eugene and Martha Apr 18 1898 ........ 16: 415
Williams Albert E of Matthew C and Elizabeth Dec 19 1892. 15: 134
Williams Albert J of Thomas A and Margaret E Jan 25 1892 ... 15: 80
Williams Alfred of Alfred and Ann Sept 5 1891 ........ 15: 61
Williams Annie T of Michael and Maria M Feb 15 1893 .... 15: 163
Williams Arthur of James and Charlotte Sept 14 1900 .. 17: 82
Williams Arthur R of Henry J and Margaret Nov 13 1897 ... 16: 339
Williams Beatrice E (c) of William H and Charlotte M July
28 1900 .................. 17: 67
Williams Bertha of Samuel and Mary E Dec 27 1891 ....... 15: 64
Williams Bertha M of Henry and Georgiana Mar 21 1891 .... 15: 15
Williams Cassius M of Thomas A and Margaret E Apr 26
1895 .......................................................... 16: 112
Williams Catherine B of Joseph and Jennie Sept 6 1896 .... 16: 250
Williams Charles B of Henry J and Margaret Aug 18 1891 .... 15: 48
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Williams Charles R of Robert and Ada Aug 1 1895. . . . 16: 142
Williams Charlotte P of Horace N and Carrie L Dec 14 1893. 15: 204
Williams Clara of Manuel F and Freda Jan 22 1900. . . . 17: 7
Williams Clarence C (c) of William H and Mary E July 11

1899 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 556
Williams Curtis F of George F and Verena Aug 25 1892.. . . 15: 120
Williams Earl B of Theodore and Theresa Feb 11 1895. . . 16: 114
Williams Earl D (c) of James W and Irene Apr 22 1891. . . 15: 23
Williams Edith P (c) of John A and Mary E Jan 11 1898. . . 16: 389
Williams Edith R of William H and Charlotte M Sept 11

1896 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 229
Williams Edna R (c) of George and Bertha May 10 1895. . . 16: 105
Williams Edward B of John F and Annie L June 3 1900. . . 17: 44
Williams Edward Y of McKim and Ellen E Feb 16 1899. . . 16: 503
Williams Elizabeth of Thomas and Annie June 8 1892. . . . 15: 95
Williams Emily of Matthew and Elizabeth Mar 2 1891. . . . 15: 26
Williams Emily L of Sidney and Alice R Nov 15 1894. . . . 16: 67
Williams Ernest of Alfred and Ann Dec 14 1899. . . . . . 16: 587
Williams Ernest H of Ernest T and Harriet A Aug 27 1900. . 17: 76
Williams Erwin (c) of Theodore and Theresa June 29 1891. . 15: 19
Williams Ethel M of Harry S and Minnie M Apr 22 1895. . . 16: 115
Williams Evangeline C (c) of William H and Charlotte M May 4

1898 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 373
Williams Francesco of Joao and Malvina Sept 20 1894. . . . 16: 47
Williams Francis P of Horace N and Carrie Aug 17 1896. . . 16: 279
Williams Frederic T of Ferdinand A and Lizzie F Apr 3 1894. 16: 19
Williams Frederick B of Francis G and Lillie C July 28 1893. 15: 186
Williams George E of Thomas and Annie Dec 18 1895. . . . 16: 176
Williams George H (c) of John A and Mary E Mar 9 1896. . . 16: 200
Williams Gertrude M of James and Charlotte A May 16 1898. 16: 409
Williams Gladys I of John F and Catharine A Aug 13 1900. . 17: 72
Williams Grace of John P and Mary Aug 16 1892. . . . . . 15: 127
Williams Harold L (c) of Gerald T and Helen Feb 18 1899. . 16: 398
Williams Harriet E of George L and Hannah Apr 18 1896. . . 16: 221
Williams Harry L (c) of Josephine Mar 3 1892. . . . . . . 15: 78
Williams Howard R (c) of Howard R and Augusta Aug 3

1895 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16: 138
Williams Howell G of John J and Minnie J Dec 29 1895. . . . 16: 137
Williams Ira T of Michael and Maria Dec 10 1896. . . . . . 16: 267
Williams James of Archibald and Mary L June 14 1898. . . . 16: 399
Williams James of James and Annie Oct 19 1892. . . . . . . 15: 132
Williams James H of Austin and Ann T May 8 1896. . . . . . 16: 217
Williams James H of James A and Martha A Nov 21 1897. . . . 16: 323
Williams James H of Joseph and Jennie Oct 17 1894. . . . . 16: 70
Williams Jennie S of Joseph and Jennie May 31 1898........ 16:395
Williams John A (c) of John A and Mary E Jan 31 1895........ 16:110
Williams John F of John F and Catherine A Nov 1 1897........ 16:339
Williams John L of Arthur L and Rose M Mar 2 1896........ 16:200
Williams John T of Austin and Ann T July 3 1891........ 15: 59
Williams John V of Michael and Maria Aug 19 1899........ 16:580
Williams Joseph of Jose and Maria Nov 15 1892........ 15:101
Williams Joseph of Michael and Maria Apr 8 1898........ 16:408
Williams Joseph (c) of Theodore and Theresa Oct 16 1893........ 15:195
Williams Joseph C (c) of Joseph C and Sarah V Aug 8 1895........ 16:159
Williams Joseph D of Thomas and Isabella Feb 8 1893........ 15:148
Williams Kathleen E of McKim and Ellen E Aug 7 1895........ 16:165
Williams Laura A of James and Charlotte A Nov 15 1894........ 16: 85
Williams Leo of Michael and Maria Sept 8 1894........ 16: 82
Williams Lloyd of Robert and Ada May 14 1897........ 16:278
Williams Louis A of Albert M and Louise H Nov 2 1891........ 15: 37
Williams Margaret of Manoel and Rosa Oct 25 1892........ 15:134
Williams Margaret R of John J and Minnie J Apr 11 1898........ 16:387
Williams Marian R (c) of John A and Mary E Mar 21 1900........ 17: 24
Williams Marion B of Willbur S and Mary L Oct 28 1900........ 17: 96
Williams Marjorie F of Herbert M and Laura B Dec 18 1894........ 16: 49
Williams Mary of Austin and Ann Sept 10 1893........ 15:207
Williams Mattie E of Charles H and Mary E Apr 10 1894........ 16: 6
Williams Mildred E of Ferdinand A and Elizabeth F Apr 25
1898 ........................................ 16:387
Williams Parmelia of Joseph and Parmelia Aug 13 1899........ 16:580
Williams Prescott J of Andrew J and Mary A Mar 18 1896........ 16:190
Williams Raymond J of Nicholas F and Annie F Mar 4 1893........ 15:142
Williams Reave B A (c) of Gerald T and Helen May 2 1900........ 17: 36
Williams Roger of James W and Flora B Aug 13 1892........ 15:120
Williams Rowena M of Charles W and Margaret E July 23
1892 ........................................ 15:132
Williams Ruby A of Sydney and Alice R June 19 1893........ 15:152
Williams Russell A of Thomas and Annie Dec 24 1899........ 16:531
Williams Russell E of Samuel B and Mabel L Mar 29 1891........ 15: 15
Williams Ruth of Clarence E and Eva M July 24 1894........ 16: 75
Williams Ruth (c) of Mary A Sept 6 1892........ 15:132
Williams Ruth (c) of William H and Charlotte M July 28
1895 ........................................ 16:138
Williams Ruth A of Harry S and Minnie M Dec 19 1896........ 16:252
Williams Ruth M of Newell B and Estelle L Mar 17 1895........ 16:100
Williams Theodor of John and Paulina Apr 16 1892........ 15: 98
Williams Thomas of Alfred and Ann Jan 15 1898........ 16:405
Williams Thomas of John and Pauline Apr 15 1892........ 15: 84
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Williams Thomas F of Thomas and Ann Feb 20 1891........15: 26
Williams Thomas II of Alonzo and Marie Oct 16 1895........16:140
Williams Tracy of Charles and Mary A Aug 5 1891..........15: 35
Williams Veronica of Archibald and Mary L June 14 1899...16: 501
Williams Walter W of Walter W and Isabelle Feb 26 1896...16: 206
Williams William (c) of Butler and Margaret Apr 15 1897..16:289
Williams William of Thomas and Isabel Oct 3 1894..........16: 77
Williams William II (c) of William H and Mary E Oct 7 1897.16:367
Williams Winifred A of Nicholas F and Ann Feb 28 1892....15: 73
Williams — d of Adelbert O and Flora A Jan 11 1891.......15: 19
Williams — s of George F and Verena B July 6 1899.......16:561
Williams — s of Hanorah Nov 3 1900......................17: 98
Williams — d of Harry C and Catherine Mar 29 1899.......16:484
Williams — s of Harry G and Belle T June 10 1892.......15: 90
Williams — s of James and Charlotte A June 24 1893.......15:166
Williams — (c) s of Joao and Maria Apr 14 1897..........16:365
Williams — (c) d of Joao and Maria Apr 14 1897........16:365
Williams — d of John and Paulina Apr 1891..............15: 5
Williams — twin sons of John and Paulina July 25 1895...16:154
Williams — (c) d of Lottie July 28 1895..................16:148
Williams — (c) s of Rebecca Nov 1 1896..................16:239
Williamson David of John and Emma Feb 26 1892...........15: 66
Williamson Eileen A of Arthur O and Ida July 12 1899...16:578
Williamson Elna C of Manne E and Anna Y Apr 15 1899...16:491
Williamson Everett J of John and Ella Feb 6 1900..........17: 11
Williamson Frederick A (c) of Thomas and Miranda Jan 4

1895 ..............................................................16: 91
Williamson Robert B of John and Emma July 17 1894......16: 65
Williamson Russell C of Walter M and Bertha Aug 24 1898..16:457
Williamson Walter E of Walter M and Bertha Apr 21 1900...17: 33
Williamson William F of William and Ruth N Nov 5 1900...17: 99
Williamson — s of Otto W and Louise May 21 1894........16: 30
Williamson — d of Walter and Bertha Apr 8 1897.........16:365
Willig Mabel R of Julins and Elizabeth May 25 1894......16: 41
Willis Arthur E of William H and Annie Nov 25 1900......17:105
Willis Charles of Nathaniel and Emma C Feb 8 1900.......17:122
Willis Estella of Danford S and Estella G Dec 16 1894...16: 68
Willis Etta of Danforth S and Estelle G July 10 1891....15: 47
Willis Francis E of Everett F and Ellen A Feb 2 1894....16: 21
Willis Gladys R of Everett F and Eleanor A Jan 10 1896...16:198
Willis Helena (c) of Andrew L and Minnie Dec 19 1900....17:112
Willis James A of Everett F and Ellen A Feb 21 1897.....16:291
Willis James A of William and Annie L Jan 4 1897........16:290
Willis Lillian R of Danforth S and Estella G Oct 19 1898...16:439
Willis William H of William H and Annie L Feb 26 1898.16: 390
Willis William L of Danford S and Estella G Dec 10 1899.16: 554
Willis — d of Danford S and Estelle G Dec 1 1892.15: 116
Willis — s of Walter F and Agnes K Dec 29 1899.16: 598
Williston — s of Frank B and Fanny M Sept 9 1892.15: 113
Williston — d of Frank B and Fanny M Apr 20 1897.16: 289
Willmore Frances L of Francis A and Edith E Nov 4 1897.16: 339
Willoughby Edward J of James F and Mary A Mar 17 1892.15: 67
Willoughby Emma M of John and Elizabeth L Nov 25 1891.15: 63
Willoughby Harold M of James F and Mary A Feb 9 1897.16: 291
Willoughby Joseph H of James and Mary A Sept 6 1894.16: 51
Willoughby Matthew F of Matthew and Mary Feb 11 1896.16: 196
Willoughby Nellie T of Matthew and Mary Oct 11 1897.16: 334
Willoughby Rebecca M of James F and Mary A Mar 10 1900.17: 27
Willoughby Thomas J of Michael and Mary Nov 4 1894.16: 78
Wills — d of Henry and Emily L June 29 1896.16: 223
Wilmarth Howard M of Lewis A and Ida F Apr 22 1897.16: 293
Wilmarth Mary F of Frederick and Mary J Jan 17 1897.16: 285
Wilner Jacob of Nathan and Millie May 20 1895.16: 96
Wilson Agnes L of Olaf and Hannah K Jan 8 1892.15: 80
Wilson Ann of Nicholas and Mary J Jan 8 1899.16: 506
Wilson Annie G of Leonard and Sarah J Feb 14 1895.16: 91
Wilson Annie M of George F and Maggie Sept 17 1892.15: 118
Wilson Annie M S of Thomas and Ada C Feb 16 1893.15: 163
Wilson Austin M of James and Sarah M July 19 1891.15: 38
Wilson Brayton F of George G and Lily Dec 1 1899.16: 525
Wilson Catherine G of Frank F and Mary E Sept 12 1900.17: 82
Wilson Charles A of Charles A and Kate Feb 18 1893.15: 153
Wilson Charles A of Charles A and Kittie L Mar 30 1900.17: 27
Wilson Charles R of Charles F and Jeannie L June 6 1891.15: 9
Wilson Clinton F of Charles F and Jennie R July 18 1897.16: 324
Wilson Dexter E of Arthur E and Millicent Oct 14 1896.16: 258
Wilson Dorothy L of Edward F and Emma J Nov 22 1895.16: 157
Wilson Earle S (c) of Samuel S and Jane F Sept 2 1891.15: 51
Wilson Eliza of John and Jane July 1 1891.15: 53
Wilson Ellen of Charles and Ellen Aug 9 1897.16: 362
Wilson Emily of George G and Elizabeth Apr 6 1894.16: 43
Wilson Emily of Harry and Lucy July 22 1896.16: 261
Wilson Emily F of John and Jane Jan 4 1899.16: 496
Wilson Emma M of James A and Mary M Mar 1 1893.15: 163
Wilson Ethel M of Thomas and Ada E C July 26 1895.16: 170
Wilson Fernande E of Alfred and Yvonne B Aug 28 1898.16: 464
Wilson Florence E of George F and Margaret M July 27 1896.16: 249
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Wilson Florence E of John H and Jane July 31 1893............15:186
Wilson Frank (c) of Charles H and Mary V Oct 15 1899........16:542
Wilson Frank E of Harriet M June 4 1892........................15: 68
Wilson George E of Charles B and Evelyn F Dec 8 1897........16:347
Wilson George H of Edwin O and Anna E May 4 1895...........16:131
Wilson Gertrude E of Vincent F and Anna E July 7 1900......17: 60
Wilson Gilbert H of Gilbert and Emily A Feb 18 1894........16: 29
Wilson Grafton L of George G and Lily R Apr 11 1894.........16: 6
Wilson Henrietta M (c) of Samuel C and Jennie July 2 1896.16:255
Wilson Henry O of John and Mary Nov 29 1896................16:260
Wilson Hugh of Hugh and Catherine Aug 29 1893.................16:159
Wilson James A F of Hugh MeF and Catherine June 13 1897.16:297
Wilson John of Sander J and Jane Dec 23 1891................15: 64
Wilson John J of John and Jane Feb 28 1895....................16:118
Wilson John T of Leonard S and Sarah J May 19 1892.........15: 79
Wilson John W of James and Sarah J Nov 9 1892.................15:118
Wilson Joseph S of Thomas and Ida E C Dec 5 1891.............15: 63
Wilson Julia M of Clarence E and Sarah Feb 25 1894...........16: 6
Wilson Lillian M of John and Mary A Mar 3 1899.................16:518
Wilson Marion M of Samuel E and Bertha G Dec 6 1894........16: 64
Wilson Mary of John H and Helen Nov 22 1892................15:119
Wilson Mary A of Charles and Ellen Oct 11 1895..............16:179
Wilson Mary C of Hugh and Catherine D Feb 11 1894...........16: 25
Wilson Mary J of Patrick and Mary July 1 1900.................17: 59
Wilson Mildred A of Angelo and Emma L Aug 22 1893............15:174
Wilson Milton R of Nicholas J and Christina S Feb 16 1898.16:389
Wilson Miriam T of George G and Lily R Feb 13 1896...........16:185
Wilson Nettie E of John A J and Mary L Dec 15 1894.........16: 62
Wilson Nicholas of Nicholas and Mary J Aug 26 1900.17:119
Wilson Nina V of George A and Addie W Jan 24 1893...........15:156
Wilson Nora of Frank and Mary E Oct 28 1898...............16:448
Wilson Olaf W of Olaf and Hannah C Feb 7 1895................16:110
Wilson Ralph E of George W and Mary E Sept 26 1896........16:269
Wilson Robert of Leonard S and Sarah J May 19 1892.........15: 79
Wilson Robert W of William H and Annie Apr 10 1891........15: 23
Wilson Robina of Robert and Sarah Sept 8 1891.................15: 40
Wilson Rose D of George G and Lily May 22 1898.................16:373
Wilson Ruth of Charles W S and Alice S May 9 1897............16:287
Wilson Samuel C (c) of Samuel C and Jennie F June 9 1900.17: 46
Wilson Thurston P of Samuel E and Bertha E July 2 1896......16:244
Wilson —— s of Charles and Catherine Mar 20 1894............16: 11
Wilson —— s of Ethel Sept 23 1894.............................16: 60
Wilson —— (c) s of Eugenia June 13 1895......................16:105
Wilson — d of Henry and Alice Nov 16 1898..............16:470
Wilson — d of Levi and Flora J June 12 1893.............15:145
Wilson — s of Lilla Feb 6 1896..............................16:194
Wilson — s of Olaf and Hannah C Feb 25 1893............15:150
Wilson — (c) s of Samuel C and Jennie Apr 26 1899......16:595
Wilson — (c) s of Samuel C and Jennie F Dec 7 1897......16:368
Wilson — s of Thomas and Matilda Oct 25 1891............15:37
Wimmer Minnie of David and Matilda Nov 26 1897.........16:323
Wimsey Catherine T of James and Hannah Feb 17 1893.....15:159
Wimsey James J of James and Hannah Apr 16 1894.........16:34
Wimsey John of James and Hannah May 30 1891..............15:24
Wimsey Martin F of James and Hannah Oct 25 1899.........16:574
Wimsey Mary J of James and Hannah Jan 11 1897...........16:300
Winchester Henry C of Henry W and Mary E Nov 3 1899...16:533
Winchester Raymond I of Albert P and Annie G July 14 1897.16:347
Winchester Stella S of Albert P and Annie G Jan 1 1892..15: 87
Winder Charles F of Frederick J and Ellen J July 13 1897.16:340
Winder — s of Fred J and Ellen M J Nov 15 1894.........16:71
Windfield Alida O of John and Ida C Sept 9 1898.........16:446
Windle John T of John and Annie June 20 1893............15:161
Windle Maggie of John and Annie Oct 12 1897.............16:350
Windle Mary E of John and Annie Sept 16 1891..........15: 57
Windle Theresa of John and Annie M Aug 3 1894...........16: 75
Windrow Alfred E of George T and Lena H Aug 13 1895....16:138
Windrow Clarence P of George T and Helena H Jan 15 1897.16:276
Windrow Edith of George T and Helena H Mar 17 1893....15:139
Windrow Lillian D of George T and Lena H Oct 1 1899....16:528
Windsor George H of Harry and Lucy Oct 4 1894...........16: 83
Windsor Walker L of Harry E and Emma May 1 1892........15: 87
Wine Julius of Harry and Lena Sept 15 1897..............16:322
Winerman Rosa of Hyman and Rosa Aug 27 1899............16: 535
Winfield Elizabeth (c) of John and Margaret Mar 27 1898.16:384
Winfield James (c) of John and Maggie Feb 1 1900.........17: 9
Winfield Robert (c) of John and Maggie Feb 2 1897.......16:273
Wing Earl F of Fred E and Mary E June 24 1900...........17: 50
Wing Hazel A of Benjamin F and Bertha E Apr 1 1895......16:115
Wing Herbert R of Fred E and Mary E May 30 1892.........15: 90
Wing May C of Eugene C and Cora L May 20 1891.........15: 21
Wing William R of William H and Henrietta H Oct 14 1891.15: 54
Wingersky Bernardine of Morris I and Annie Mar 9 1891.15: 5
Wingersky Louis S of Morris I and Annie May 10 1893....15:140
Wink Charles of Charles H and Ellen May 12 1892.........15: 79
Wink John A of Charles H and Ellen M Feb 23 1896........16:197
Wink Mary of Charles H and Ella M Apr 3 1893.............15:149
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Wink Sarah E of Charles H and Ellen M Mar 9 1894 ......... 16: 19
Wink —— s of Charles H and Ellen M Feb 2 1897 ........... 16: 291
Winkler George of Morris and Adella Oct 1 1898 .......... 16: 422
Winkler Lena of Morris and Adella Nov 3 1900 ............ 17: 98
Winkler Rebecca of Harry and Annie Aug 1 1896 .......... 16: 269
Winkles Hope M of Wallace F and Mary July 30 1899 .... 16: 562
Winn Annie of James and Ellen June 28 1893 .............. 15: 152
Winn Catherine T of Frank and Eliza Mar 20 1898 ......... 16: 372
Winn Donald R of Haven F and Xellie L Jan 16 1894 ... 15: 4
Winn Earl of James and Mary Aug 28 1899 ................. 16: 535
Winn Elizabeth of Frank J and Elizabeth May 22 1900 .... 17: 41
Winn Helen F of James and Ellen July 16 1895 ............ 16: 154
Winn Irene F of Michael and Annie July 7 1897 .......... 16: 333
Winn James E of James W and Mary Feb 23 1895 .......... 16: 126
Winn James V of James and Ellen July 20 1897 ............ 16: 336
Winn Mary of James W and Mary June 17 1893 ............ 15: 145
Winn Rose E of Michael and Ann Feb 9 1891 .............. 15: 12
Winn Sarah K of James and Ellen Jan 28 1900 ............ 17: 8
Winn Thomas P of Frank and Eliza Feb 24 1896 ........... 16: 182
Winney Harold F L of William P and Minnie E June 2 1898. 16: 382
Winograd Max of Leo and Dora Nov 9 1899 ................. 16: 539
Winpenny Claud of Walter and Annie May 5 1896 ........... 16: 217
Winpenny Ida A of Walter and Annie May 26 1898 ........ 16: 410
Winpenny Leonard E of Walter and Annie July 8 1900 ... 17: 61
Winpenny Sarah G of Walter and Annie Feb 7 1894 ....... 16: 37
Winslow Claude L of Ernest L and Leonore E Nov 12 1893. 15: 215
Winslow Florence E of William H and Annie May 10 1894 .. 16: 34
Winslow Gladys L of Ernest L and Leonore E Aug 4 1897 ... 16: 333
Winslow Helen of Isaac O and Mary G July 2 1899 ..... 16: 561
Winslow Lloyd R of William L and Jennie M Dec 17 1897 .. 16: 340
Winslow Ruth E of William L and Jane M Mar 7 1895 ..... 16: 111
Winslow Winifred of Homer and Edith S Mar 16 1894 .... 16: 22
Winslow —— d of Homer and Edith S July 12 1896 ..... 16: 244
Winsor Anson P of Alfred and Martha A Dec 13 1896 ... 16: 268
Winsor Charlotte W of Morton F and Leila V Nov 2 1894 16: 70
Winsor Delma A of Alfred and Martha A Dec 26 1894 .... 16: 86
Winsor Earl L of Arthur W and Mabel H Aug 23 1900 ... 17: 75
Winsor Earl L of George W and Carrie M Dec 23 1892 ... 15: 119
Winsor Evelyn of Alfred and Martha Nov 9 1898 ........ 16: 460
Winsor Helen F of Norton F and Lula V Feb 9 1893 .... 15: 153
Winsor Irving L of Philip J and Ina B Sept 17 1899 .... 16: 564
Winsor Isidora V of Herbert E and Dora E Oct 1 1900 ... 17: 88
Winsor Leonard A of Alfred and Martha A July 22 1900 .. 17: 65
Winsor —— d of Alfred and Martha A Feb 27 1893 ... 15: 163
Winsor — d of Charles A and Ella B Dec 9 1891............15: 53
Winsor — d of Herbert E and Dora Sept 18 1897............16: 342
Winsor — d of William H and Alice H June 6 1898............16: 399
Winter Leslie E of Sydney S and Kate Aug 21 1897............16: 354
Winter — d of Henry and Eliza M M May 27 1891............15: 3
Winter — s of Henry and Elizabeth June 22 1893............15: 138
Winters Albert L of Thomas and Mary L Dec 21 1900............17: 113
Winters Alice M of Michael F and Ellen M Aug 19 1898............16: 434
Winters Annie of Michael F and Ellen M Jan 22 1894............16: 18
Winters Charles H of Michael F and Ellen M Jan 14 1891............15: 12
Winters Christina L of Michael and Ella M Dec 26 1900............17: 114
Winters Clarissa M of Bernard F and Catherine V July 23

Winters Elizabeth of John and Margaret Nov 13 1894............16: 67
Winters Francis of John and Margaret May 16 1897............16: 203
Winters Francis J of Michael F and Ellen M June 13 1895............16: 109
Winters Irene of Michael F and Ellen M Aug 8 1892............15: 112
Winters John F of John and Maggie May 28 1893............15: 152
Winters Lillian of Michael F and Ellen M Sept 15 1896............16: 242
Winters Mary E of John and Margaret Apr 10 1891............15: 15
Winters Vincent R of Bernard and Catherine V Apr 13 1899............16: 491
Wirth Edith C of George J and Clara Oct 26 1893............15: 180
Wirth Ida M of George J and Clara May 6 1892............15: 74
Wirth Jane A of Charles F and Annie Jan 13 1894............16: 8
Wirth Lillian E of Charles and Annie Sept 3 1896............16: 234
Wirth Magdalena B of Charles F and Annie M Jan 22 1891............15: 6
Wirth Mary U of George and Clara Oct 7 1895............16: 145
Wirth William L of George and Clara July 5 1897............16: 324
Wischnitzer Louis of Samuel and Molly June 23 1896............16: 193
Wischnitzer Rosa of Max and Annie Dec 24 1896............16: 238
Wisdom Florence of John J and Catherine J Mar 16 1900............17: 22
Wisdom Frederick L of John J and Catherine Sept 27 1897............16: 327
Wisdom Harold of John J and Catherine Feb 10 1896............16: 188
Wisdom Margaret C of John J and Catherine J Feb 8 1892............15: 72
Wise — s of Lizzie Jan 17 1892............15: 76
Wisnitz Louis of Sam and Mala July 23 1896............16: 232
Wiszkowsky Nathan of Peter and Rachel July 4 1891............15: 35
Wisnom Agnes of William J and Agnes T Oct 24 1891............15: 52
Wisnom Bertha of William J and Agnes T Sept 4 1898............16: 464
Wisnom — d of William and Agnes T Jan 11 1897............16: 205
Wisnom — d of William and Agnes T July 12 1900............17: 119
Witchell Charles R of Charles T and Mary Sept 11 1898............16: 418
Witham Edwin W of E L and Ella C Sept 13 1896............16: 240
Witham Evelyn C of Eben C and Lyra G Sept 29 1899............16: 537
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.
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Witherell Irene F of William E and Sarah J Feb 6 1898... 16: 396
Witherell —— d of Ernest E and Isabella Jan 31 1897... 16: 285
Withstandley Alberm C of Lisle and Mary F Feb 4 1894... 16: 16
Withstandley Constance E of Lisle B and Mary F July 28
1896 ........................................................................... 16: 253
Withstandley Lisle A of Lisle B and Mary July 21 1892... 15: 111
Wittkiewicz —— d of Ludwik and Carolina Oct 15 1899... 16: 597
Witte Louisa of Frederick and Pauline Feb 8 1895... 16: 107
Wittig John of Henry and Jane Apr 20 1897... 16: 275
Wittig —— d of Henry and Johanna Aug 29 1900... 17: 119
Wittun Albert F of Frederick and Minnie L Mar 15 1894... 16: 22
Wixon Vernon R of Edgar V and Nellie M Oct 5 1896... 16: 254
Wohlfarth Catherine of Charles and Annie Feb 16 1895... 16: 92
Wohlfarth Charles B of Charles and Annie Dec 22 1897... 16: 369
Woladarsky Hyman of Sam and Mary Aug 14 1900... 17: 72
Wodeon Annie R of William and Minnie Sept 28 1897... 16: 322
Wolf Bertha L of William and Lena B June 5 1896... 16: 212
Wolf Christina M of Patrick and Catherine June 22 1895... 18: 97
Wolf Frank H of Patrick and Catherine Apr 12 1894... 16: 6
Wolf Getta of Isaac and Betty Aug 18 1897... 16: 321
Wolf Ida of Frederick and Sarah Sept 8 1894... 16: 63
Wolf Lilian H of Thomas and Ellen July 20 1895... 16: 161
Wolf Margaret L of Thomas and Ellen Dec 21 1896... 16: 255
Wolf Peter (Perecio) of Isaac and Betty Aug 20 1895... 16: 143
Wolf Robert G of Julian and Ruth Apr 1 1892... 15: 89
Wolf Ruth A of Julian B and Ruth G July 19 1897... 16: 362
Wolf Walter S of Julian B and Isabella Nov 21 1893... 15: 198
Wolfe Bertha of Frederick and Sarah Oct 26 1896... 16: 243
Wolfe Catherine E of Patrick H and Catherine July 28 1892... 15: 103
Wolfe Grover F of Frederick and Sarah Dec 1 1892... 15: 114
Wolfe Leo N of William J and Selina B June 13 1894... 16: 35
Wolfe Mary E of Thomas and Ellen Dec 25 1891... 15: 59
Wolfe Mary M of Frederick and Annie Oct 22 1891... 15: 57
Wolfl Horace H of Horace H and Ellen June 3 1900... 17: 44
Wolfl Oliver H of Horace H and Ella July 12 1895... 16: 153
Wollslein Annie E of John and Annie B Oct 5 1898... 16: 428
Wolfram Mary A of Joseph and Bridget Jan 4 1892... 15: 91
Wolfram Mary C of Joseph and Bridget July 7 1896... 16: 261
Wolfram Ruth A of Joseph and Bridget May 18 1893... 15: 165
Wolk Alice of Simon and Chelin Apr 1 1895... 16: 111
Wollander Edwin of Charles G and Emma C Oct 26 1896... 16: 247
Wolpe Abraham of Reuben and Annie May 25 1892... 15: 75
Wolpe Olga of Nathan and Rebecca May 20 1895... 16: 102
Wolpert Henrietta G of Ludwig R and Mary M May 19 1900... 17: 40
Wolpert Sara of Samuel and Anna July 4 1891...15: 53
Wolpert Stephen L L of Ludwig R and Mary A Dec 4 1895...16: 150
Wood Abbie M of Albert H and Ellen Nov 13 1898...16: 439
Wood Alby E of Alby and Emma F Jan 3 1900...17: 1
Wood Ariadne of Elmer E and Grace E Aug 6 1894...15: 51
Wood Arthur W of George W and Annie Mar 8 1892...15: 86
Wood Beatrice M of Turner and Jane July 24 1894...16: 65
Wood Charles H of Albert H and Ellen Jan 3 1896...16: 198
Wood Charles R of Eugene F and Jennie E Sept 6 1892...15: 127
Wood Chester F of Henry W and Evelyn J Apr 14 1895...16: 112
Wood Clinton of Arthur D and Minnie L Apr 18 1898...16: 387
Wood Daniel H of Arthur H and Mattie L Dec 10 1894...16: 71
Wood Dorothy S of Arthur H and Mattie L Feb 12 1891...15: 17
Wood Edgar A of Edgar A and Nellie M Oct 8 1897...16: 356
Wood Elizabeth of Arthur H and Mattie L Jan 21 1896...16: 202
Wood Elizabeth A of John J and Nellie T June 29 1894...16: 42
Wood Ella R of Eliza Murray Apr 7 1892...15: 98
Wood Emma M of William and Anna Apr 15 1893...15: 137
Wood Ernest P of Charles W and Sarah J Apr 27 1892...15: 94
Wood Esther L of Joseph and Esther Jan 8 1899...16: 493
Wood Ethel M of Frederick and Mary J Jan 13 1891...15: 14
Wood Ethel V of Mattley and Annie L July 30 1896...16: 232
Wood Florine E of Edgar A and Nellie M Dec 14 1895...16: 147
Wood Frederick B of Thomas and Sarah E Mar 29 1891...15: 27
Wood Frederick P of Frederick B and Mary L Jan 21 1895...16: 114
Wood Freelove of Arthur H and Mattie L July 31 1893...15: 193
Wood George W of Harry A and Lillie E Feb 22 1899...16: 515
Wood Gladys E of Horace A and Ellen July 28 1896...16: 249
Wood Grace E of Eugene F and Clara Jan 20 1899...16: 502
Wood Grace L of Eugene F and Jennie E May 8 1895...16: 129
Wood Harold McK of George and Elizabeth L Sept 2 1891...15: 36
Wood Hattie W of Alby and Emma F Feb 1 1898...16: 386
Wood Hazel D of Arthur P and Anna L June 22 1895...16: 116
Wood Helen H of Arthur H and Mattie L June 8 1892...15: 85
Wood Ida M of Harry T and Florence B Feb 27 1891...15: 17
Wood Jean L of Benjamin N and Margaret E June 26 1893...15: 158
Wood Jennie F of Albert H and Nellie June 9 1893...15: 152
Wood Jessie M of David E and Sarah July 17 1892...15: 105
Wood John G W of Thomas G and Florence E June 14 1899...16: 496
Wood John T of John J and Nellie Mar 21 1900...17: 24
Wood Josephine O of Joseph T and Lavy A Feb 17 1898...16: 401
Wood Lillian of Henry C and Kate Sept 17 1898...16: 427
Wood Louise of Arthur J and Mary L Nov 6 1899...16: 529
Wood Madeline J of Susan V Oct 3 1899...16: 542
Wood Margaret of John J and Nellie M Oct 14 1897........ 16:357
Wood Marion E of John S and Mary E Oct 21 1896........ 16:243
Wood Martha J of Eugene F and Clara E Mar 23 1900....... 17: 24
Wood Mary A of D Herbert and Catherine May 6 1896....... 16:217
Wood Mary B of Charles W and Sarah J Apr 7 1896......... 16:191
Wood Mary E of Henry W and Evelina J Sept 23 1893...... 15: 190
Wood Mildred of John J and Christabel Jan 9 1894....... 16: 21
Wood Miriam S of Robert J and Emma Dec 29 1899........ 16:592
Wood Myrtle G of William A and Minnie M Nov 7 1893...... 16:136
Wood Nellie I of Joseph T and Lucy A Jan 5 1892....... 15: 91
Wood Peter J of John J and Nellie M June 18 1893....... 15:166
Wood Ralph A of Louis A and Alice M Sept 26 1893....... 15:197
Wood Robert F of Eugene F and Clara E Nov 20 1896....... 16:267
Wood Ruth B of Horace A and Ellen July 28 1896......... 16:249
Wood Ruth G of Homer E and Flora Oct 17 1891......... 15: 46
Wood Ruth G of John C and Margaret Mar 16 1899........ 16:494
Wood Sam E of George E and Annie Jan 3 1894........... 16: 28
Wood Sarah L I of Wilbur S and Alice F Nov 10 1898..... 16:448
Wood Vera M of Edgar A and Nellie M Feb 10 1900....... 17: 12
Wood Victoria C of Ernest H and Flora N Jan 13 1894..... 16: 18
Wood Wilbur E of Wilbur S and Alice F Mar 24 1897..... 16:315
Wood William of Andrew and Annie Aug 6 1899........... 16:533
Wood William S of Arthur H and Mattie L July 27 1898.... 16:441
Wood s of Charles W and Sarah J June 6 1894........... 16: 42
Wood s of Charles W and Sarah J May 21 1899........... 16:482
Wood (c) d of David and Emma Dec 10 1892......... 15:105
Wood d of Delos C and Ella E Apr 24 1893........ 15:160
Wood s of Fanny Sept 11 1898........... 16:431
Wood s of George W and Annie Feb 13 1893......... 15:156
Wood s of Jennie Apr 16 1893........... 15:146
Wood d of Joseph T and Lucy A June 29 1894........... 16: 42
Wood d of Preston E and Clara M June 29 1896......... 16:202
Wood d of Preston E and Clara M June 14 1898......... 16:392
Wood s of Walter D and Elizabeth S Mar 28 1896....... 16:197
Woodard Perley F of Avery I and Minnie E Feb 9 1891.... 15: 7
Woodbine Frederick E of Joseph and Emma Apr 19 1891.... 15: 15
Woodburn Bertha of John W and Mabel L May 20 1900..... 17: 41
Woodburn s of John W and Mabel L Aug 15 1897........ 16:325
Woodbury Alice L of Theodore M and Susan Sept 5 1899.... 16:551
Woodbury Kenneth J of Frank and Julia C Oct 29 1897.... 16:339
Woodbury Mand I of John A and Eva G Mar 24 1892....... 15: 73
Woodcock Annie M of William H and Sarah A Feb 9 1892.... 15: 69
Woodcock Ernest L K of Jonathan and Emmie A Aug 4 1895. 16:134
Woodcock Harriet M of William H and Sarah A Sept 22 1896. 16:229
Woodcock Joshua of J W and Susan May 6 1895............16: 105
Woodcock Lillian of William H and Sarah A Feb 9 1894......16: 5
Woodcock Thomas F of William H and Sarah A Jan 6 1900....17: 2
Woodcock Vincent of Joseph and Helen Nov 4 1894............16: 57
Woodcock William H of William H and Sarah A Oct 29 1897..16: 323
Wooden Benjamin F (c) of Elbert and Eliza J Feb 25 1891...15: 2
Woodhead Edward F of Henry J and Ellen May 7 1898........16: 398
Woodhead —— d of Henry and Ellen June 4 1900..............17: 45
Woodhouse Ida L of Albert E and Emma Oct 4 1897...........16: 338
Woodhouse Thelma A of William B and Alice E Sept 18 1898.16: 438
Woodley Lois of George F Jr and Alice L Jan 4 1896........16: 221
Woodley Raymond of George F Jr and Alice L June 15 1893..15: 169
Woodley Ruth of George F and Alice L Dec 26 1894...........16: 90
Woodley —— s of George F Jr and Alice L June 15 1893....15: 140
Woodlock Annie M of James H and Julia May 1 1898........16: 409
Woodlock William of William and Nora A Feb 12 1900.......17: 13
Woodman Lewis E of Clinton B and Annie E July 22 1895....16: 149
Woodman Mila A of Judson S and Margaret Mar 15 1899.....16: 509
Woodmansey Catherine of Henry E and Catherine Jan 27 1892.15: 77
Woodmansee Joseph L of Louis S and Exilda Sept 13 1896..16: 250
Woodmansee Lulu of Lewis and Exilda June 29 1894.........16: 28
Woodmansee Mary E of Simon L and Exilde M May 27 1893..15: 149
Woodmansee Nora of Lewis S and Exilda June 29 1894.......16: 20
Woodmansee William A of William A Jr and Ruth A July 31
1900 ...............17: 68
Woods Chester J of John F and Ellen J June 26 1892........15: 95
Woods Clifton (c) of Frederick B and Mary L Aug 7 1897....16: 341
Woods Ellen V (c) of Frederick and Mary L July 9 1891....15: 51
Woods Gertrude J of Thomas J and Mary L Apr 7 1897......16: 303
Woods Harold (c) of Varneta Oct 11 1900....................17: 91
Woods Laura of William and Celia Sept 3 1896..............16: 242
Woods Mary F (c) of Fred B and Mary L Apr 7 1893........15: 154
Woods Ovella I (c) of William and Celia Sept 13 1898.....16: 422
Woods —— (c) s of William and Celia Jan 5 1900...........17: 55
Woodward Charles W of Charles D and Ella Mar 28 1899.....16: 476
Woodward James H (c) of Carrie Dec 24 1895..............16: 149
Woodward Lawrence of William C and Lizzie A Aug 23 1893..15: 189
Woodward Leo I of Horace A and Kate F May 16 1892.......15: 70
Woodward Oliver P of William C and Lizzie A Feb 1 1899....16: 484
Woodward Philip G of Solomon and Ruth E Oct 15 1896.....16: 269
Woodward —— s of Joseph W and Mary Dec 8 1891...........15: 50
Woodward —— s of William C and Lizzie A Sept 15 1894....16: 51
Woodworth Harry of Henry and Alice May 13 1892...........15: 76
Woody Ernestine (c) of Louis and Matilda June 6 1896.....16: 207
Woofendale Ruth E of Warren H and Edith May 28 1896...16:187
Wooley Edith of James W and Charlotte July 22 1896...16:249
Woolf Meyer of Isaac and Bertha Sept 6 1899...16:535
Woodhouse Charles E of Herbert and Sarah E Aug 10 1900...17:71
Woodard Alfred L of Alfred J and Lenora R Oct 30 1892...15:113
Wooldley Arthur W of James W and Charlotte June 6 1898...16:395
Woodley Raymond W of Thomas R and Katie Dec 17 1893...15:212
Work Gladys of Willis I and Cora C Aug 31 1899...16:592
Work Martha B of Willis W and Sophie J Jan 26 1891...15:17
Workman Bernard of Abraham and Rosa Dec 8 1897...16:340
Workman Robert O of Abraham P and Rosa Mar 17 1894...16:29
Workman Sadie of Abram and Rose Apr 10 1900...17:30
Workman Samuel of Abraham P and Rosa L Aug 1 1895...16:180
Worsley Junius (c) of Ralph and Lula Nov 1 1895...16:168
Worrell Alfred S of Henry and Gertrude E Apr 25 1900...17:34
Worrell Hazel M of William H and Mary S Oct 13 1897...16:234
Worrell Lloyd G of William H and Mary S July 29 1892...15:111
Worrell Maynard F of George R and Margaret Aug 20 1892...15:133
Worrell Florence M of William H and Flora Apr 16 1894...15:15
Worrell Henry R E of Henry and Gertrude E May 4 1894...16:23
Worsley Frederick of Robert L and Mary A Jan 15 1894...16:36
Worsley Minnie of Robert L and Mary A Dec 10 1892...15:125
Worth Annie of Gibson and Sarah J Jan 11 1892...15:91
Worthington Harold D of James and Mary Mar 13 1898...16:380
Worthington Joseph E of Joseph E and Nellie E May 18 1893.15:145
Worthington Nellie B of Joseph E and Nellie E Nov 10 1894...16:58
Worthington Wilfred E of Thomas and Sarah H Apr 11 1898...16:408
Worthington — d of James and Mary June 22 1900...17:49
Wotten Mary of Thomas and Catherine Dec 2 1893...15:172
Woule Geoffrey of Geoffrey and Virginiie Dec 2 1891...15:65
Woule Emeline F of Patrick and Nellie T Dec 10 1899...16:530
Woulfe — d of Patrick and Catherine Apr 12 1897...16:365
Wren Annie of Dennis and Bridget March 9 1893...15:150
Wren Bessie A of John and Bessie June 19 1892...15:83
Wren Bessie A of John and Bessie Mar 15 1894...16:6
Wren Hanora of William and Bridget Mar 15 1895...16:92
Wren Hildegarde of William and Bridget M Oct 25 1892...15:101
Wren Timothy J of Dennis and Bridget Mar 6 1891...15:22
Wrenn Charles of Dennis and Bridget Aug 1 1896...16:236
Wrenn Charles E of Thomas and Margaret Mar 21 1899...16:487
Wrenn Mary E of Thomas and Margaret Nov 2 1897...16:335
Wreschinski Ernestine of Simon and Carrie June 10 1894...16:31
Wreschinsky Hanna of Simon and Carrie Sept 7 1900...17:80
Wreschinsky Louis of Simon and Carrie Sept 13 1891...15:57
Wreschinsky Marian of Simon and Carrie Apr 27 1895......16: 118
Wreschinsky Myron of Simon and Carrie Apr 17 1897......16: 299
Wright Alice G of Frank G and Edna May 13 1896...........16: 204
Wright Alice M of Malcolm and Alice F Aug 6 1893........15: 200
Wright Anna of Louis E and Helena Aug 8 1891.............15: 51
Wright Annie M of Joseph and Annie Mar 31 1891...........15: 30
Wright Carlos G of William D and Addie Oct 28 1894........16: 67
Wright Caroline L of Winfred and Emeline Sept 16 1896...16: 264
Wright Charles S of Walter and Emma July 8 1895.........16: 142
Wright Clarence V of Herbert and Annie M June 24 1898...16: 392
Wright Eleanor B of John H G and Bertha E Aug 1 1894....16: 50
Wright Ellen P of John and Eliza May 1 1893..............15: 154
Wright Evangeline P of Nathan M and Mary E July 1 1898..16: 444
Wright Flora E of Malcolm and Alice F Aug 29 1894........15: 56
Wright Florence of David and Alice July 12 1894...........16: 53
Wright Frances W of George W and Nellie Apr 30 1897.....16: 293
Wright Francis M of Benjamin N and Nellie M Nov 8 1898..16: 439
Wright Frank C of Harry G and Frances M May 18 1892.....15: 82
Wright Frederick of Edward and Annie M Aug 1899........16: 505
Wright Frederick V of John and Eliza Dec 17 1897.........16: 344
Wright Grace C of William and Catherine S June 15 1900...17: 48
Wright Harriet T of Frank G and Edna May 13 1896........16: 204
Wright Herbert J of William I and Mary E June 9 1899.....16: 493
Wright Ida L of Charles F and Annie F Aug 23 1893........15: 174
Wright Jessie S of Walter and Emma Mar 6 1898............16: 380
Wright Laura B of Frederick and Mary I Oct 30 1898.......16: 443
Wright Mabel E of Frederick and Ida M Dec 11 1895......16: 160
Wright Marian E of William I and Mary E June 9 1899.....16: 493
Wright Mary E of William D and Addie Oct 27 1899.........16: 553
Wright Matthew of William I and Mary E Jan 16 1895.......16: 125
Wright Philip of James C and Virginia July 22 1899.......16: 556
Wright Sarah E of Fred and Ida Sept 14 1893..............15: 194
Wright William H of William I and Mary E Aug 21 1896....16: 249
Wright — d of Daniel B and Fannie M May 23 1899.........16: 500
Wright — s of George W and Nellie May 10 1898.............16: 391
Wright — s of Henry S and Lillian N May 8 1891...........15: 9
Wright — d of John W and Mary P Aug 23 1893..............15: 200
Wrinn Helen M of William and Bridget M May 31 1897......16: 275
Wryn John J of William and Bridget M Jan 31 1891...15: 1 and 30
Wryn Lillia of William and Bridget Oct 5 1900.............17: 89
Wryn Margaret of William and Bridget Dec 12 1898.........16: 420
Wunderle Louise F of Eugene J and Emma F July 9 1891...15: 53
Wunsch Emil J of Erhardt L and Ernestina L Sept 29 1891..15: 36
Wunsch Hermann O of Oswald H and Paulina E Nov 1 1891.15: 37
Wyatt Charles R of Charles R and Rosanna Oct 20 1898....16:419
Wyatt Clara W of Fred C and Florence E Nov 22 1898.....16:440
Wyatt Earl C of William E and Alice Aug 15 1893..........15:189
Wyatt Frederick J of Charles R and Rosanna Feb 21 1891...15: 2
Wyatt George of Edward and Alice E May 15 1891..........15: 16
Wyatt William R of Edward W and Alice E May 4 1892.....15: 82
Wyatt —— s of William F and Alice E Nov 25 1895........16:157
Wylie George H of Joseph E and Margaret M May 12 1898..16:409
Wylie Marguerite V of Joseph E and Margaret M Jan 11 1900.17: 4
Wylie William A of Joseph E and Margaret M Aug 6 1896...16:262
Wylie William J of John G and Mary E Dec 2 1894.........15: 46
Wyman Clarence R of Reuben A and Mary J Apr 11 1895...16:132
Wyman Edwin U of Benjamin and Louise Dec 25 1898.....16:440
Wyman Jessie E of Joseph A and Bessie A Jan 17 1891.....15: 19
Wyman Marion H of Reuben A and Ida M July 7 1899.....16:526
Wyman —— d of George A and Cora Dec 24 1894.........16: 68
Wynkoop Ella of Garry and Catherine Apr 24 1896.......16:197
Wynkoop Marion of Garry and Catherine Oct 14 1897.....16:334
Wynkoop Mary of Garry and Catherine Apr 24 1896.....16:197
Wynn Albert W of Michael and Annie Nov 15 1895........16:152
Wynn Annie T of Michael and Annie Aug 17 1894.......16: 62
Wynn Francis of James and Mary Oct 19 1896..........16:235
Wynn James E of William and Mary Feb 23 1895.........16: 99
Wynn Mary V of James J and Mary J July 19 1894.........16: 80
Wyn Minnie M of Frank and Eliza June 19 1894.........16: 4
Wynne Anne of William P and Catherine C Apr 1 1892....15: 73
Wynne Edward of James and Mary Oct 7 1898........16:469
Wynne Helen S of Isaac and Annie C July 7 1898.........16:445
Wynne James of James J and Mary J June 13 1897......16:311

Xavier (Chevias) Jorge M of Manoel F and Anna C Aug 19
1897 ..................................................16:318

Yaeger —— s of Frank and Annie Oct 23 1899............16:544
Yale Armand E of Edward and Oreta O Dec 30 1891....15: 47
Yale Marie E L of Edouard J and Octavie May 18 1894...16: 20
Yardstrom Helma A of Emil and Betsey Nov 30 1900...17:118
Yates Lillian of William and Maria Nov 7 1897.........16:339
Yates Thomas G of Leonard and Catherine Apr 4 1892...15: 86
Yates William of William and Eva Jan 5 1892..........15: 68
Yeager Charles N of William and Margaret July 12 1896...16:232
Yeager Elizabeth S N of William and Margaret July 25 1897.16:324
Yeager James W of William M and Margaret May 26 1895..16:103
Yeager James W of William M and Margaret July 31 1900.17: 68
Yeager Margaret A V of William M and Margaret June 2
1899 .......................................................................................... 16:512
Yeager Samuel J M of William and Margaret Apr 23 1892 .................................................................................................................. 15:74
Yeager Wesleyan H of William M and Margaret Nov 10 1893 .................................................................................................................. 15:180
Yeaw Alberta M of Alvin L and Catherine June 30 1899 .................................................................................................................. 16:478
Yeaw Florence A of Albert E and Ida Aug 21 1892 .................................................................................................................. 15:127
Yeaw Violetta M of Albert M and Bertha J June 7 1897 .................................................................................................................. 16:315
Yeaw — d of Alvin and Catherine May 6 1898 .................................................................................................................. 16:468
Yell Ernest of Maxime and Emilie Sept 30 1897 .................................................................................................................. 16:346
Yell Leon M G of Maxime A and Emilie Jan 20 1895 .................................................................................................................. 16:125
Yelle Ada L of Morris and Delphine July 31 1891 .................................................................................................................. 15:32
Yelle Lilac D of Maxime A and Emilie Nov 14 1891 .................................................................................................................. 15:55
Yenn Olive of Moy and Lillian Dec 1 1897 .................................................................................................................. 16:333
Yentner Dora A of David and Anna M Oct 28 1891 .................................................................................................................. 15:46
Yeo — d of Mary Nov 19 1897 .................................................................................................................. 16:368
Yereck Arlina J of Adolph and Jane C June 13 1900 .................................................................................................................. 17:47
Yereck George H of Adolph and Jennie July 27 1894 .................................................................................................................. 16:54
Yerex Alice V of David F and Annie McG Aug 27 1899 .................................................................................................................. 16:543
Yerrington Clarke P of Preston and Annie T Nov 9 1900 .................................................................................................................. 17:100
Yerrington Edward F of George A and Hannah M Jan 5 1891 .................................................................................................................. 15:11
Yetman William R of Patrick J and Annie F Aug 27 1898 .................................................................................................................. 16:458
York Byron E of James A and Alice S July 19 1897 .................................................................................................................. 16:333
York Myra of Ella L Jan 2 1895 .................................................................................................................................................. 16:97
Youndovitch Mary of Samuel and Elizabeth Sept 6 1892 .................................................................................................................. 15:103
Youndovitch Max of Samuel and Lena Feb 13 1899 .................................................................................................................. 16:475
Youndovitch Minnie of Samuel and Lena Sept 15 1896 .................................................................................................................. 16:209
Youhass Frank of Frank and Mary Dec 13 1896 .................................................................................................................................................. 16:252
Youhass John A of Frank and Mary Aug 27 1890 .................................................................................................................................................. 17:76
Youhass Louis of Frank and Marie Aug 19 1899 .................................................................................................................................................. 16:580
Young Alexander O of William and Margaret Apr 12 1894 .................................................................................................................................................. 16:6
Young Annie M of Frank W and Robey B July 24 1894 .................................................................................................................................................. 16:71
Young Bernard N of Eugene E and Minnie Feb 18 1894 .................................................................................................................................................. 16:18
Young Bernice V of James and Myrtis A Oct 8 1892 .................................................................................................................................................. 15:115
Young Caroline H of Rogers G and Harriet J Oct 18 1894 .................................................................................................................................................. 16:48
Young Charles R of Charles C and Eva T July 22 1895 .................................................................................................................................................. 16:154
Young Charles W of Walter C and Amy B Apr 22 1897 .................................................................................................................................................. 16:293
Young Earle T of William J and Sarah E Dec 11 1897 .................................................................................................................................................. 16:359
Young Edith M of Eugene F and Elizabeth Aug 13 1892 .................................................................................................................................................. 15:115
Young Edward F of Thomas and Mary A Apr 28 1900 .................................................................................................................................................. 17:35
Young Elsie N (c) of George and Dorothea A Feb 16 1893 .................................................................................................................................................. 15:146
Young Ethel M of William M and Kate J Oct 25 1892 .................................................................................................................................................. 15:116
Young Eva of William M and Catherine J Aug 6 1895 .................................................................................................................................................. 16:154
Young Evelyn P of William J and Sarah E July 16 1896 .................................................................................................................................................. 16:261
Young Everett of Walter A and Jenny Aug 8 1893 .................................................................................................................................................. 15:174
FROM 1891 TO 1900 INCLUSIVE.

Young Everett F of Frank N and Hattie L Sept 27 1893......15:190
Young Fannie E of Thomas and Mary A May 22 1892......15: 77
Young Frank of Frank and Mary Apr 1 1898..................16:397
Young Frank D of William J and Harriet A Dec 8 1893......15:211
Young George F of Charles S and Anna May 17 1894......16: 30
Young Gladys L of Francis C and Xellie M Apr 15 1898..16:414
Young Henry D of Henry A and Mary E Apr 6 1893...........15:137
Young Henry W of Henry E and Sarah V Aug 14 1900.......17: 72
Young Herbert F of Irving W and Mida P Oct 23 1894......16: 73
Young Howard W of Franklin J and Katherine J Aug 3 1900.17: 69
Young Howell T of Herrick P and Suzy Mar 15 1898......16:390
Young Idelle L of John and Mary Aug 2 1893............15:241
Young Irving W of Irving W and Meda P Aug 28 1891......15: 45
Young James of Charles A and Mary T Jan 27 1894......15: 30
Young James of William and Margaret May 28 1896........16:222
Young Joseph M of William and Catherine Aug 25 1897.....16:337
Young Joseph W of George H and Eliza M Dec 18 1891.....15: 42
Young Lewis D of Frank N and Hattie L Apr 19 1892....15: 82
Young Louis of Louis and Lydia Dec 15 1900.............17:441
Young Marguerite of Charles S and Annah Dec 7 1896.....16:267
Young Marshall of Franklin J and Catherine Aug 3 1898...16:457
Young Mary of Henry and Maria Apr 7 1892..............15: 74
Young Mary L of Austin and Mary A A June 23 1891......15: 30
Young Mildred C of Carl and Louise Dec 10 1893........15:182
Young Myra of Thomas and Mary A July 6 1898...........20:432
Young Pearl W of Franklin J and Katie J Dec 20 1894...16: 61
Young Richard of Thomas and Mary A Apr 12 1891.......15: 11
Young Richard M of Thomas and Mary A Jan 20 1895......16:105
Young Rogers G of Rogers G and Harriet J Apr 1897......16:275
Young Ruby I of James and Myrtle A May 8 1891....15: 16
Young Ruth of Henry and Maria Feb 17 1894.............16: 10
Young Sadie S of Charles C and Eva F Aug 6 1899.......16:550
Young Sarah A of Thomas and Mary June 9 1893.........15:161
Young Sarah L of Austin and Anna Jan 1 1891...........15: 6
Young Thomas D of Thomas II and Mary A Dec 10 1896....16:241
Young William H of Martin E and Marian A Apr 20 1894..16: 19
Young Winifred of Franklin J and Kate Dec 20 1894.....16: 60
Young —— d of Alpheus and Bertha Jan 22 1897.....16:285
Young —— d of Frank and Mary Apr 1 1898..............16:397
Young —— (c) s of George M and Annie O Apr 18 1894...16: 30
Young —— (c) d of George M and Annie O Dec 31 1898...16:471
Young —— (c) d of Priscilla Mar 2 1900..................17: 18
Young —— (c) s of Rebecca June 10 1891.................15: 31
Young —— s of William and Margaret Aug 17 1899........16:534
BIRTHS

Zabbo Angela of Antonio and Teresa Oct 19 1899........... 16: 574
Zabbo Angelina of Antonio and Teresa Oct 8 1893........... 15: 202
Zabbo Angiola of Antonio and Teresa Oct 19 1898........... 16: 453
Zabbo Anna of Antonio and Teresa Aug 29 1900........... 17: 77
Zabbo Vito of Antonio and Teresa Oct 8 1896........... 16: 258
Zabbo — s of Antonio and Teresa Apr 30 1893........... 16: 122
Zachau Louisa I of August H and Auguste W Dec 12 1896.... 16: 244
Zakon — s of Meyer and Tera Aug 10 1891........... 15: 39
Zambarano Aurelio of Paolo and Francesca Nov 27 1893... 15: 214
Zambarano Clotilda of Paolo and Francesca Oct 8 1895... 15: 167
Zambarano Eleanora M of Paolo and Francesca Aug 14 1897... 16: 348
Zambarano Eleonora C J of Paolo and Francesca Nov 27 1892 15: 125
Zambarano Giovanni of Pasquale and M Carmina Jan 8 1893. 15: 158
Zambarano Ubaldo E P of Giuseppe and Caterina June 29

1899

16: 483
Zambarano — d of Giuseppe and Caterina Sept 11 1897... 16: 367
Zambino Filomena of Antonio and Maria Nov 2 1893... 15: 202
Zamborano Aurelio of Paolo and Forensea Nov 27 1893... 15: 203
Zampini — d of Domenico and Eva M Apr 9 1896... 16: 203
Zampolsky Francis of Israel and Lena Dec 2 1897... 16: 323
Zampolsky — s of Israel Feb 27 1900... 17: 122
Zampulsy — s of Israel and Lena Dec 2 1897... 16: 368
Zamfagno Giuseppe of Domenico and Andonetta Oct 9 1899... 16: 555
Zammino Maria B A of Antimo and Antonia Sept 20 1900... 17: 84
Zarinsky Marrah of Isaac and Minnie Oct 6 1900... 17: 89
Zaritz George of Constant and Eliza Dec 6 1891... 15: 63
Zaslavsky Esther R of John and Annie Sept 10 1898... 16: 418
Zaugg Alice of Frederick and Caroline Feb 15 1896... 16: 195
Zaugg — d of Fred and Carrie C Oct 15 1894... 16: 61
Zawatsky Becky of Zelik and Leah June 12 1899... 16: 483
Zawatsky David of Zelik and Leah Apr 30 1897... 16: 283
Zawatsky John of Salik and Lena Dec 7 1892... 15: 109
Zawatsky — s of Zelik and Leah Apr 16 1895... 16: 96
Zefaro Michele of Francesco and Maria July 4 1900... 17: 117
Zeigler Alvin of John A A and Wilhelmina Sept 28 1894... A 1: 33
Zeigler — s of Henry and Emma Apr 10 1892... 15: 93
Zeigler — d of Herman F and Sophie F Nov 14 1895... 16: 152
Zeiner Agnes M of Paul B and Mary T Aug 3 1893... 15: 177
Zeiner Frederick of Oscar M and Matilda P Feb 22 1891... 15: 7
Zeiner Herbert F of Oscar and Matilda July 12 1893........ 15:176
Zekes William of Morris and Selda Mar 1891.................. 15: 13
Zelano Angelo of Costanzo and Giovanna Sept 8 1897........ 16:349
Zelano Angelo M of Antonio and Carmela Oct 24 1900....... 17:  95
Zelano Giovanna of Antonio and Santa June 24 1898......... 16:404
Zelano Giuseppe of Antonio and Santa May 12 1897........... 16:303
Zelano Luigi of Antonio and Santa Dec 28 1900............... 17:115
Zelano Luigi of Costanzo and Giovannina Dec 23 1899.... 16:577
Zelano Maria of Antonio and Santuccia Aug 27 1899...... 16:572
Ziegler Louis II of Bernhard and Dora Nov 5 1899......... 16:591
Ziegler William C of Franz F and Mattie B Mar 11 1900..... 17: 21
Ziff Lena of Meyer and Rachel Aug 28 1896............... 16:233
Ziff Morris of Meyer and Rachel Feb 9 1895............. 16: 99
Zigone Carmine of Antonio and Carmella Apr 2 1898....... 16:385
Zilch Mary M of Joseph M and Susannah A Jan 4 1893..... 15:167
Zillinski Nellie of William and Veronica May 15 1900..... 17:  53
Zimmerman Lillian F of Louis and Annie June 2 1893.... 15:155
Zingone —— s of Antonio and Carmella Jan 25 1900........ 17:  7
Zinni Marietta of Giuseppe and Fiorinda Nov 17 1898..... 16:454
Zinnonato Martino R of Carmine and Maria Oct 27 1900.... 17:  96
Zinsel Emma K of Conrad J and Katherine July 18 1895... 16:158
Zinzell —— d of Conrad and Katharine May 15 1894........ 16: 27
Zisman Abram of Simon and Lena Jan 19 1895........... 16:  98
Zlatz Stephen of Vaclar and Lizzie Nov 8 1900........... 17:100
Zlotz Mary of Waclaw and Elizabeth May 13 1899........ 16:511
Zoecone Domenico of Antonio and Carmela Sept 5 1896.... 16:269
Zoghea Domenico of Vincenza July 15 1894.................. 16:  87
Zoglia Elisa of Pasquale and Raffaela Sept 13 1894....... 16:  56
Zoglia Maria of Eraldio and Rosa May 2 1892............. 15:  98
Zoglia Maria of Pasquale and Raffaela June 23 1893..... 15:169
Zoglio Anna of Agostino and Maria A Mar 1 1897........ 16:301
Zoglio Antonio of Luigi and Carolina Oct 14 1896........ 16:258
Zoglio Enrico of Luigi and Carolina June 20 1895....... 16:124
Zoglio Giuseppe of Luigi and Carolina May 25 1894...... 16:  34
Zoglio Maria of Agostino and Maria A Jan 11 1899........ 16:502
Zoglio Michele of Luigi and Carolina May 8 1900.......... 17:  37
Zoglio Teresa of Luigi and Carolina Jan 29 1898......... 16:400
Zoglio —— d of Agostino and Maria Jan 14 1896........ 16:208
Zoleski —— s of Joseph and Victoria Sept 8 1899......... 16:597
Zomba Elisa of Raffaele and Filomena July 18 1898....... 16:445
Zomba Lorenzo of Nicola and Angela Aug 2 1898.......... 16:445
Zomba Margherita of Raffaele and Filomena July 5 1900... 17:  60
Zomba Maria of Raffaele and Filomena June 2 1900......... 17:  44
Zomba Serafina of Nicola and Angiola Sept 11 1900....... 17:  82
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zomba Tomaso</td>
<td>Raffaele</td>
<td>Filomena</td>
<td>Aug 28 1896</td>
<td>16:257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zona</td>
<td>Pasquale</td>
<td>Raffaela</td>
<td>Sept 11 1894</td>
<td>16:76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zubah Sigmund</td>
<td>Antonio</td>
<td>Sophia</td>
<td>Dec 2 1891</td>
<td>15:63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zubrisky Mary C</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Paulina</td>
<td>Aug 8 1891</td>
<td>15:35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zubrisky Annie</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Paulina</td>
<td>Apr 21 1893</td>
<td>15:140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zubrisky Charles W</td>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>Veronica</td>
<td>Jan 10 1896</td>
<td>16:213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zubrisky Francis</td>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>Hattie</td>
<td>Dec 3 1892</td>
<td>15:130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zubrisky Michael</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Pauline</td>
<td>Dec 22 1897</td>
<td>16:369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zubrisky Paulina</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Paulina</td>
<td>Oct 15 1895</td>
<td>16:140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zubrisky Peter</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Pauline</td>
<td>Oct 6 1899</td>
<td>16:529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuckerman Sarah</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>Esther</td>
<td>June 2 1899</td>
<td>16:492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zucses of Lizzie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>July 21 1896</td>
<td>16:261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuieell</td>
<td>Oscar A B</td>
<td>Eva F</td>
<td>Dec 24 1896</td>
<td>16:231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuil Ethel E</td>
<td>William E</td>
<td>Sarah E</td>
<td>Apr 22 1893</td>
<td>15:140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuleger Edna</td>
<td>Emil</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Oct 25 1893</td>
<td>15:180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuleger Gladys</td>
<td>Edward</td>
<td>Elizabeth</td>
<td>July 20 1898</td>
<td>16:464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuleger Grace I</td>
<td>Edward</td>
<td>Elizabeth</td>
<td>May 30 1895</td>
<td>16:103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuleger Pauline M</td>
<td>Robert E</td>
<td>Bertha May</td>
<td>Aug 8 1899</td>
<td>16:500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuleger Raymond</td>
<td>Edward E</td>
<td>Elizabeth A</td>
<td>Oct 17 1900</td>
<td>17:93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuleger</td>
<td>Edward</td>
<td>Elizabeth</td>
<td>June 11 1894</td>
<td>16:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zurcher Honora</td>
<td>Louis</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Feb 6 1891</td>
<td>15:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zrubowitz Annie</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Ida</td>
<td>Jan 1 1897</td>
<td>16:276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zrubowitz Benjamin</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Ida</td>
<td>Oct 16 1895</td>
<td>16:140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zrubowitz Janet</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Ida</td>
<td>Oct 4 1898</td>
<td>16:422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zwolinski Taida C</td>
<td>Joseph K</td>
<td>Kate</td>
<td>Dec 22 1894</td>
<td>16:62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>